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Say Rosafind RusseD Bonus 25G
For Sgnins ‘Marne Extension Deal

Depkted Taleid Gets No Compassioii
America’s best known “tax slave” ^
Is the prototype for a new “emanci¬
pation” campaign.
The formerworld’s heavyweight champion, Joe
Louis, whose agonies and ignomies
as a wrestler (which profession he
detests) have been sympathetically
publicized in newspapers and mag¬
azines, is in the position of owing
some $1,200,000 to th£ Bureau of
Internal Revenue. Louis is al¬
lowed $10,000 for his own and
family support and all else he
earns is at once seized to apply.
As the compound Interest on un¬
paid taxes mounts up faster than
payments can deplete the total ob¬
ligation Louis* predicamefrt is a liv¬
ing nightmare with practically no
ordinary chance of a happ5<;ending.
Hence the campaign of friends and
admirers to seek contributions
from the public to rescue the for¬
mer champ from his ordeal.
It’s believed the Federal govern¬
ment does not like the constant
publicity the case is getting and
the consequent identification of tax
inspectors as latter-day Simon Legrees. But law is law and Joe
Louis’ carelessness when the mon¬
ey was coming in is—to the audit¬
ing type mentality—unpardonable.
Louis simply doesn’t know, can¬
not explain, where his money went.
Promoters of the Joe Louis Fund
(Milton Fenster Associates is han¬
dling campaign) believe the Treas¬
ury will accept any substantial pay-^
(Continued on page 7J)

Disk Sales Soar
PastmOI)l),ll
In British Record
London, Feb. 5.
Sales of disks in Britain exceed¬
ed the $50,000,000 mark for the
first time in 1956, and by the end
of 1957 record companies estimate
that the retail turnover will reach
$60,000,000. The total figure for
last" year was $51,240,000, but
the amount includes the higher
rate, of sales tax which stands at
60%, and when deducted, consid¬
erably depletes the total revenue.
Nevertheless,, it was a boom year.
The estimated.output of all types
of records rose to over 67,000,000,
compared with’60i0d0,000 in 1955
and 50,000,000‘the year bbfore, and
several refcord- companies have
found that. the. tremendous de¬
mand for disks, has exceeded their
production facilities. One organi¬
zation, whidh'issues five labels, has
even sent out a circular to explain
that thejr are doing all they can to
cope with demands, but because of
the leap in sales, their resources
have been strained to the limit.
The disk scene in Britain is dom<Con,finued on page 20) -
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Thailand Nixes ^King & 1’

By GEORGE ROSEN

A dramatic and stunning rever¬
sal may be taking shape in what
has come to be one of the most
fiercely, competitive business bat¬
tles in America today.
It’s the old-ever-new story of
NBC vs. CBS.
After several years of undis¬
puted CBS programming suprem¬
acy, a topsy-turvy phenomenon has
suddenly developed, with NBC
tossing an early ’57 bombshell into
an otherwise lacklustre season.
What’s been happening to CBS
pillars, (1) “I Love Lucy” Monday
nights and (2) Ed Sullivan on Sun¬
day nights, as previously with (3)
Jackie Gleason Saturday nights,
adds up to one of the more fas¬
cinating stories in a medium where
literally millions of dollars ride on
a decimal point in the NielsenTrendex sweepstakes.
Program supremacy of one net¬
work over another isn’t dictated
by 20 or 30 shows—a fallacy too
frequently assumed by the uniniti¬
ated and translated into gospel.
The difference in superiority can
lie in a mere handful of programs
—maybe even two or three. On
Hollywood, Feb, 5.
Metro, whose contract roster was the overall rank-and-file schedules
the networks could be running
once the cream of the industry, has
(Cofttinued on page 70)
severely limited its pact commit¬
ments with thesps and now has
only 31 players on its roster as Our Favorite Delinquent
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
compared with a high-water mark
With three registrations al¬
of 89 five years ago. Of the 31, only
ready
recorded,
a new “Billy
l3 are holdovers from former days,
the Kid” cycle appears to be
the remainder representing new
shaping
up
in
Hollywood.
talent the studio has signed from
Latest entry is producer
time to time.
Hayes Goetz of Allied Artists
Thirteen still at the studio are
who registered “The Legend
Pier Angeli, Leslie Caron, Cyd . of Billy the Kid” with the Mo¬
Charisse, Ava Gardner, Ann Mil¬
tion Picture Association’s Title
ler, Debbie Reynolds, Elizabeth
Registration Bureau. Indie As¬
Taylor,. Stewart Granger, Howard
sociated Producers previously
Keel, George Murphy, Walter Pidhad filed the same title and
geon, Jeff Richards and Robert
Warners has revealed produc¬
Taylor.
tion plans for “Billy the Kid,”
Paul Newman starrer which'
Fred
Coe will produce and
HUCKSTER WORLD A-COMIN'
Arthur Penn direct from a
Gore Vidal screenplay,
Columbia Workshop Presenting
Fantasy of Interplanetary Admen
“King and I,” the 20th-Fox
musical Jbased on “Anna and
the King of Siam,” is still shut
out from Thailand (the for¬
mer Siam) and probably won’t
play there.
King has seen the Rodgers
& . Hammerstein tuner and
seemed to enjoy it. However,
some of his relatives are agin
it, and so the censors nixed
the Bangkok date. Indonesia
also has refused entrance to
“King.”
^

Metro Contract
Players List 31,
Down From 89

Charles S. Monroe’s adaptation
of “The Space Merchants” will be
a two-part program Feb. 17 and 24
on the Columbia Workshop pro¬
gram. This is the science fiction
thriller which attracted consider¬
able Ad Row attention a few years
back when'first'published as a book
since it describes an interplanetary
dictatorship run by advertising
agencies.
Meanwhile ' adaptor
Monroe
(head of the CBS writing division)
is driving the CBS sound effects
department nuts with demands for
background embellfshments suit¬
able for the 22nd Century, when
“The Space Merchants” have got¬
ten all the consumers of this, and
iiiU other worlds, nicely regimented.

An agreement is reportedly on
the verge of being signed for Rosa¬
lind Russell to take a two^onth
vacation this summer, with an ex¬
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
tension of her contract through to
A1 Scalpone bias coined a
June 30, 1958, as 'Star of “Auntie
word for that well-known type
Marne.” Producers Robert Fryer &
Lawrence Carr are understood to
of show biz phoney who gets
have made a number of conces¬
Important jobs, makes like a
sions to the actress in the revised
whirling dervish and acts as
deal. “Marne” is to lay off during
though he knows everything,
July and August.
but in the final showdown al¬
A major clause in ther new agree¬
ment is said to call for the pro¬
ways comes up blank. ,
ducers
to pay the star a $25,000
Scalpone, CBS v.p. In charge
bonus-for signing, the money to be
of Coast programming and
deposited in escrow for five years.
well-acquainted' with sundry
It’s emphasized that the coin is tc
come from the producers persom
such lamebrains, refers to ’em
ally, not from the show, in whicl
as “dynaschmoes.” '
Miss Russell has a 13.43% share a'
an investor and 10% slice as stai
It’s not known whether the actres
will also get her reported demant
for an increased percentage of th^
profits.
Miss Russell is. said to havr
dropped various other demands
including one that the managemen
should pay the rent on her Nev
York hotel suite during her vaca¬
tion, as well as her transportatior
cost to the Coast arid back, and tc
her vacation spot and back. How¬
Washington, Feb. 5.
ever, there’s reportedly still dis¬
The U.‘ S. Justice Dept, settled cussion of her request for a $1,000its antitrust suit against J. P. See- per-week increase in the “Marne’
(Continued on page 62)
burg, nation’s largest manufacturer
of jukeboxes, and the firm’s 31
distributors last week, with a con¬
sent decree.
Seeburg-produces about 40% of
all coin-operated phonographu.
There is a $20,000,000 annual re¬
tail business in its jukeboxes.
Under the decree, signed in
Chicago and announced here by
Atty. (iren. Herbert L. Brownell,
the defendants agree to refrain
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
from agreements which have the
Special theatres .stressing com¬
effect of barring competition fort are being.mapped by National
among them. Heretofore, the job¬ Theatres in a new drive to lure
bers never invaded each other’s people from their homes to see mo¬
territories, with the Seeburg com¬ tion pictures. Chain also has plans
pany policing the arrangement.
for two- new types of houses which
will accept all widescreen proc¬
esses, according to operational gen¬
eral manager Frank* H. Ricketson

Manpower-Minus

Jukebox Giant,
Seeberg, Signs
Consent Decree

Just-Like-Home
Chairs Key To
Films'Future?

Listjng Concerts Foil Season Ahead, .Jr.
Pins Spot Ads, Pep Philhannonic B.O.
Current 1956-57 season at Car¬
negie Hall has shown a boxoffice
improvement for the N. Y. Phil¬
harmonic. There have been more
sellouts of specific concerts and
better window sale over-all. Boxoffice is slow to tabulate results
and the Bruno Zirato management
is reluctant td disclose them but
evidence is accuraiulating that there
is distinctly a livelier public patron¬
age. (Met Opera is also having a
better-than-average season).
Two explanations loom: (1) The

Philharmbhic this season published
its schedule of events and soloists
well ahead and this enabled mu¬
sic lovers to have long advance
notice to plan attendance at special
appeal stuff, thereby stimulating
single-sale tickets and (2) Related
to this, the. Philharmonic has been
experimenting with regular Sun¬
day spotlight ads in the N. Y.
Times and Herald Tribune. From
the original insertions it’s stated
that 6,500 orders came in by mail.
Concerts also get advance plug¬
ging on radio.

One of the ideas being consid¬
ered in the comfort campaign is a
special theatre chair that will rival
the ease of the home lounge
chair;
Of the two new types of “the¬
atres of tomorrow,” one is a 1,2.00seater with a 100-foot screen and
the other is a 900-seater with an
80-foot screen width, said R. H.
McCullough, director of* construc¬
tion. Screen frames will be flexi¬
ble, with the radius changeable
via remote control from the booth
for showing Cinemascope, VistaVision, flat screen and Clnemiracle, NT’s own three-strip process.
Both designs are for four-aisle
houses, with seating 40 inches
(Continued on page 20)
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'W^dnefday^ Febmary

Heffl aiid Daf Cost $S7,M9 in 1944;
Now Qiddiig in Innes Square
Kroger Babb, whose reputatioa ♦In the film business is tied closely
' Full Shelves
to a 12-year old s'exploit^tion,entry
"
Washington, Fob. 5.
titled “Mom and Dad,” is" a pro¬
ducer who doesn't worry about re¬
Annual report of the Library ■
views. In fact, he sayst’‘the harder
of Congress, for the fiscal year .
they hit me; the better.I like it.
ending June 30, 1956, shows
It makes for controvert,.” the colietJtlon of the- world’s
greatest library includes:
At the moment, Babb is enjoying
a triumph of sorts, having—for the
115,816 reels' of motion pic¬
first time—opened his exploitation
ture film 97,937 phonograph
package of “Mom and Dad” and
records 1,925,620 pieces of
“She .Shoulda Said Ko” in midtown
sheet music.
Manhattan, at the Central Theatre.
What’s more, the bill is doing busi¬
ness.
To. Babb, an exploitation-minded
gent who goes on the theory that
“just tell ’em the truth” in the ads
(in this instance “Come in and see
the actual birth of a baby”) makes
for b.o* regardless Of what review¬
Singapore, Jan. 29,
ers say, the “Mom and Dad” story
Run Run and Runme Shaw,
simply proves a point. “Be hoilest bibthers who head the circuit bear¬
with the customers, and give ’em
something they can identify with, ing their name, have set up the
Shaw Foundation to handle their
and they’ll like what you have to philanthropic activities. The Shaws’
offer,” he'said, discounting with a
charitable donations are estimated
long-suffering smile the frequentlyto have averaged around $100,000
leveled charge that he is merely annually since the end of World
peddling smut disguised as “educa¬
War II.
tion.” *
1 .
•
Meantime, the Katherine Dun¬
Qoing simply by past perform¬
ance, the Babb philosophy would ham dancers are to appear shortly
in Singapore under the Shaw JBros.’
(Continued on page 20)
banner. Deal was set by, David N.
Mai'tin, managing director of Aus¬
tralia’s Tivoli circuit, in line' with
a pact calling for all major artistes
who work on the Tivoli loop to
perform for the Shaws in Singa¬
pore. “Folies Bergere” troupe fol¬
lows the Dunham company,

Singapore Circuit Pair.
Average $100,000 Yrly.
Gifts to Philanthropy

'Mile. From Armentiers’
French Poodle, in Oscar
Kd Via 'Designing’{
By LEONARD TRAUBE

|

■ Not even hidden among the cred¬
its of Metro’s upcoming “Desigjiing Woman,” trade-screened re¬
cently, is a potential star that may
make Gregory”^ Peck and Lauren
Bacall, top-billed in the film, move
over.
The comedy, Dore Schary’s finale
flicker for the studio, (the wheeze
Is that “Woman” cost $5,000,000,
that figure more or less coinciding
with M-G’s payoff to the former
studio head on his contract), de¬
pends a good deal for its laughson a French poodle who threatens
to make a shambles of the Oscars
(Continued on page 62)

Stripper Strips Hyboy
Fairbanks, Alaska, Feb. 5.
Princess Zenobia (Zenobia Per¬
kins of Dallas) was sentenced to a
year in prison after closing her ap¬
peal on a larceny charge. The
stripper, a click here, was found
guilty of lifting $40 from an air¬
man’s wallet at the Birdland.
The Fairbanks News-Miner head¬
lined her difficulties and said: "A
terrible thing happened to Prin¬
cess Zenobia yesterday. She was
sent to a place where the men are
segregated from the women.”

‘LoyaF Hungarian Talent
Plays Possum in Paris
Paris, Feb. 5.
Although Soviet Russia has
closed down its cultural shop for
the time being, the satellite coun¬
tries are. pitching hard for “ex¬
change” pro^ams, with Hungary
pulling all stops, even to the point
of “disguising” the political base
of its native talent. Thus, the Hun¬
garian Ballet, currently at the Al¬
hambra here, starts off its eve¬
ning’s entertainment with a Hun¬
garian flag draped in black to com;
memorate the recent disturbances
in Budapest. For some strange
reason, the Paris press, almost en¬
tirely, immediately took it for
granted that this is a sign that the
ballet members are refugees and
anti-Red. Nothing could be far¬
ther from, the truth, of course, as
finally tipped off in the local Com¬
munist daily,. Humanite, which
chuckled all over its front page at
the dopes who “couldn’t figure out
that the hundred members of the
troupe stayed in Budapest loyally
throughout' the trouble and their
current triumphant tour was ar¬
ranged by the Hungarian govern¬
ment.”
A number of Hungarian concert
(Continued on page 62)
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STIU TRACK f ARTY UNR
Congress Sleuthing Aid Media At
Manhattan Hearings
Washington, Feb. 5.
House Un-American Activities
Committee commences
another^
chapter this week 4n its long time
probe of Communist Party influ¬
ence in show biz.
It has slated headings at the
Federal courthouse in New York
starting tomorrow (6) and running
three days. The sessions will be
closed, with 40 to 50 witnesses
slated to appear before a special
subcommittee..
Principal look-will be into ra¬
dio and television* with the live
theatre also being prbbed. Inev¬
itably, it is belieVed, the quei^'tioning will get into the field of mo¬
tion picture’s.
Later this year, the committee
will conduct public hearings, prob¬
ably in Washington.
This new
phase is a continuation of the
broad search into Red influence in
entertainment held in 1955.

Tortured BO Year History Of
{MORE manipulated THAN MANAGED]
VBr ROBERT J. LANDRT <

To the hundrods of men and and evil trade practices were has¬
women who have been jolted loose tening and abetting the process of
of the payroll i^ will supply no deterioratidn.
But with Albee gone, the power
comfort to point the moral |)ehind
the, p;:esent drastic. attempt of, the , was vested in a doomed-to-be-un¬
happy
guy'from Boston, a leather
O'Neil-p'Shea management to put.
RKO Pictures on tracks possibly business executive named Hiram
leading somewhere.. The point that Btown.
It is Impossible not to notice the
cannot go unpointed is this: for
nearly 30 y^:ars RKO has followed number of individuals who have
a tortured course of change of di¬ been connected with RKO’s yester¬
rection and directors.
years who wete not showman.
RKO’s many corporate incarna¬ After his exit from the presidency
4)f
the National Broadcasting Co.
tions have been identified with
strange whirlings and jerkings of the RKO presidency-vWas handed
to
Merlin
H. Aylesworth who pret¬
the wheel of fortune. Anyone suf¬
ficiently rooted in theatrical his¬ ty much treated it as heartbaim
and
enjoyed
the fun (and the repu¬
tory to remember the old Film
Booking Office, controlled by the tation) at that point in his. career
late John J, Murdock, a Keith of having more nightly whoopee
vaudeville deal-maker and empjre- than any corporation president in
builder, knows about the nonde¬ Manhattan, v\^hioh was topping a
script also-ran parent company. lot of competition.
. The trade^pffs, switches, ups and"^
The transformation of FBO, the
maker of. mediocre, program fea¬ downs of the two decades between
tures, into a major came in 1928, 1934 and 1954. would • require a
at the height of the Wall-Street page of text, which Variety can¬
stock market boom when Murdock not afford. Suffice that RKO was
and his then-partner, the Boston Sirst in and first out of the 77B
banker Joseph P. Kennedy, sold bankruptcy bath of the depression,
out to the Radio Corporation of that there was a stream of oper¬
Ameri(ia.
ators, some of them Well remem¬
Brooklyn Academy of Music is
Radio - Keith - Orpheum spelled bered, others not.
seeking a new manaeing director. out the fusion of the broadcasting
RCA finally shed RKO to Floyd
Prospective salary is “visualized and theatre operating clans. Hence Odium Who shed to Howard'
at between $10,000 and $15,000,’' RKO-Radio Pictures, for the FBO Hughes. And then began another
per the governing .commit:ee. Job that was. RKO-Radio Pictures, in orcieal by unexplained suspense,
opened with • recent resignation turn,, acquired Pathe Films aiwi one of several that RKO employes
after two decade<? of Julius Bloom. Pathe Newsreel, also from Mur¬ have endured in the 'fullness of
Academy building is owned and dock and Kennedy.
time. A man uniquely able and
in large part maintained by City
Put together by interests outside- ovei’pDweringly inclined to the
of New York and leased to the show business and bringing various practice of the oldtime religioi^qf
Academy for $1 a year. It operat¬ groupings within show business rugged individualism, Howard
ed last season with a $385,000 into a larger constellation, RKO Hughes was more preoccupied with
budget and incurred a $44,000 Theatres’ own. stock - in - trade,. extraneous matters than occupied
deficit.
vaudeville, was to fall Into a spec¬ with RKO. The O stood for out-of¬
Academy comprises three places: tacular tailspin. For the hundreds contact. Fortune and pther jour¬
opera house (2,200), mu^ic hall who have now lost their jobs via nals of the higher management
.(1,200), lecture hall (400) plus the disestablishment of RKO Pic¬ deplored Hughes, said he was mak¬
o'her facilities. The membership tures’ own distribution structure, ing a sucked of the capitalistic
nrogram has inch’ded as many as the rapid liquidation of vaudeville processes by~his policy of no policy
270 cultural and musical events threw thousands into technological at RKO. The WaU Street Journal
every season, with some 3,000 sub¬ unemployment. Not performers blew'Hughes’ first deal to sell RKO
scribers at $15.
alone suffered but also house man-, to a Xlhicago syndicate, double
agers and bookers trained all their meaning, right out of the water.
Today RKO Pictures Is stripping
lives to the nuances of laying out
a bill were suddenly sans profes¬ down for survival action, calls it¬
self
“a major Independent produc¬
sion. Add the thousands of vaude
house pit musicians . who . have er”—a company without neon signs
on
any
Film Row. Meanwhile RKO
never since been regularly em¬
ployed at making music and whose Theatres, entirely separate, has
become
a carefully-pruned array«
numbers to this day constitute an
of desirable exhibition' situations
“Shinbone Alley,” musical-ver¬ indigestible mass of has-beens on but—continuing the history of
sion of Don Marquis’ “archie and the union rolls of the Anierican change—is now part of List Indus¬
mehitabel” stories, is being capi¬ Federation of Musicians.
tries.
talized at $220,000. The cost of
The decline of big time vaudeWith this tro ibled background,
mounting the Peter Lawrence pro¬ yille first, then the fairly rapid the “unencumbered minds” of
duction is estimated at $186,725, evaporation of the remainder was. O'Neil and O’Shea now have
including $25,450 in bonds.
in no sense the exclusive respon¬ brought the sword of impatience
The Broadway breakeven has sibility of RKO. But the blow down upon the Gordiaiv knot. To
been figured at $36,000. That in¬ struck hardest there and this was the rallying cry “53% less or fight”
cludes such royalty considerations the circuit least authoritative as to they propose to re-grotip their di¬
as theatre rental, plus a combined the art of picture-making.
minished forces and toncentrate
15% of the gross to co-stars Eartha
Stark necessity forced the re¬ on production—the greatest hazard
Kitt and Eddie Bracken, ^a com¬ moval-ifom the path of progress of all, but the ' dispensable basic
bined 7% to composer George of a wily old fox of the big time commodity of this industry.
KJeinsinger and librettist Joe Da-' vaude heyday, Edward F. Albee, a
Nothing can cheer an employe
rion, a combined 4% to the direc¬ man who tried to have Variety thrown out in his 50s, but to the
tor and choreographer and
to boycotted and blacklisted out of extent that a corporation Is a liv¬
the designer.
business for its temerity in sug¬ ing, breathing organism and not
In addition to this property, gesting that moving pictures were- merely a legal fiction, the diagnosis
Lawrence also has the rights to any making a patsy out of vaudeville apparently demanded radical sur¬
other Kleinsinger - Darion tuner and that vaudeville’s own blindness gery.
takeoffs on the Marquis characters.
(Continued on page 20)
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Chicago, Ill,
Editor, Variety:
Who reads Variety? We are two
dames over sixty. Our “Bible” is
delivered every Friday; it takes us
about five days to read it: then we
file it for ready reference.
For up-to-date news—for glimps¬
ing into the “Show Biz” future
Variety can not be beat. But, 1
think we love Variety the mpst
for the many memories it brings
every week of by-gone players and
plays. We were never of the stage;
we were always of the audience.
Sometimes, I like to think we were
a bit important to. the theatre, too.
My memories include Willard
Mack in stock here in 1905, also
J. Anthony Smythe, the venerable
Father Barbour of “One Man's
Family” in stock here in 1912—and
I shall always remember that won¬
derful Joe Laurie Jr. as I saw him
at NBC here in Chicago, when he
autographed his (and Abel CJreen’s)
“Show Biz” for me.
That book
is one of our prized possessions.
Who Reads Variety? We do!
Every day.
Lillian and Hulda Lovegren \
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Sweepstakes: A Good Bet
. Nothing now about the need, but it goes on^ Meaning the need
to do everything possible to get people back into film theatres.
Promotion alone wo^'t do it, of course, since quality, product on
the screen is the basic reality. Still what promotion can do,
•promotion should do. Right now there’s the Oscar Sweepstakes.
It’s a workmanlike plan ot action for application at the firing
line of exhibition, it’s hot nationally organized except as to the ^
blueprint originally devised in 1949 by the then freelance Bob
Taplinger, who is^noW Warners’ head: boy over exploitation and
such. This year the Sweepstakes scheme is being utilized by
many Individual operators and particular circuits, especially in
the east. A wider, and the widest possible, adoption would clear¬
ly seem to be in the best interest of the film trade over-all.
■ Nobody can ask blank check endorsement of any promotion
plan and showmen remain true to their immemorial habit of
agreeing to seldom fully agree. Especially regrettable, is the ten¬
dency of the Hollywood end of the business to raise figments of
' dignity and to oppose distributor-identified thinking. Hollywood
may not be perverse. It just sometimes seems so.
Meanwhile to revive an old proverb, nothing ventured, nothings
gained. The Oscar Sweepstakes Is pragmatic showmanship which
ties to point-of-ticket-sale.

Baldwin Reconhoiters Egypt Where
Adverse Rnlii^s on
Feared
Charles Baldwin, the Motion 4
Picture Export Assn, rep in Rome,
is currently in Cairo to o.o. the
situation in Egypt. Companies have
had unconfirmed reports of Egyp¬
tian Government plans to cut down
on licenses, remittances, etc.
Baldwin went to Cairo from Tur¬
key where, with MPEA secretary
Herbert Erlanger, he explored the
fiscal situation that has prevented
the companies from getting remit¬
tances. Turkey also has proposed
heavy income taxes on local dis¬
tributors.
Indications are that the Turkish
situation may be resolved in the
near future. Companies recently
obtained $700,000 of their frozen
funds in Turkey via the Interna¬
tional Media Guarantee setup op¬
erated by .the U.S. Information
Agency.

AlMsWry-faee
At RKO-Univerd
Cii.cinnati, Feb. 5.
Fearful of similar deals a la the
RKO-Universal arrangement be¬
cause it tends to cut down compe¬
tition in the industry, Alliect States
Assn.’s board of directors at its
meeting here over weekend passed
a resolution condemning and pro¬
testing “further corporate mergers
of producers and distributors.’’
■ The resolution, which made no
reference to the RKO-Universal
agreement, called for bringing
such mergers to the attention of
“public bodies,’’ apparently Gov¬
ernment agencies such as the Fed¬
eral Trade Commission and Con¬
gressional committees dealing with
corporate mergers.
—<—--

Test Enright, Pittsburgh,
As Boxing Arena For
Local Middleweight Go
Pittsburgh, Feb. 5,
Enright Theatre, Stanley War¬
ner’s 4,000-seat deluxe nabe house’
in East Liberty, will be turned into
a boxing arena night of Feb. 25 for
a middleweight scrap between two
local contenders, Johnny Eubanks
and Wilf Greaves. Latter is man¬
aged by Jake Mintz, the colorful
malaprop pilot whose idea it was
originally to case the Enright as a
boxing club possibility.
Enright is where film actor-di¬
rector Dick Powell got his start
as an m.c. back in ’29 and was
originally ’ a first-run presentation
house. In later years, however,
blg-seater has been playing double¬
feature subsequents.
Ring will be on stage, which is
large enough also to accommodate
rows of seats for press and VIPs,
and auditorium is terraced in am¬
phitheatre style.

Moscow Jeer
Washington, Feb. 5.
Another swipe at American
films has been taken by “New
T4mes,” Soviet magazine pub¬
lished in Moscow.
Article
largely discusses the fall-off of
business at the boxoffice, and
tells of efforts to jegain
patronage.
“New ’Times” reports that a
Texas exhibitor offered a free
funeral, complete with grave
and monument, to get people
to attend double-feature hor¬
ror biU. “If funerals are an in¬
ducement to go to the movies,” .
comments
the < publication,
“then the Anierican film in¬
dustry ' itself is sowing bad
seed.”
Reference is to Warners
“Bad Seed.” The Russ maga¬
zine sees it as the “kind of pic¬
ture which has contributed to’
the decline of Hollywood.”

More Time OK’d
On Debt Split
Within Loew’s
Loew’s Inc. and Loew’s Theatres
have won a reprieve from the
Feb. 6 deadline originally set by
the N. Y. Federal Court as the date
the two companies must divide the
$30,000,000 debt between the twocompanies.
Delay came as a result of a
standby order issued by Judge Ed4nund L. Palmieri in N. Y. Fed¬
eral Court Friday (1).
Although
the order sets no new deadline,
which may be designated later if
the court sp decides, it gives the
production-distribution firm and
the theatre company additional
time to settle the issue of dividing
the funded debt held by* eight in¬
surance companies.
Decision was reached after a
two-hour closed session ,ln the
judge’s chambers—^because “we are
going into matters highly confi¬
dential, commercially.”
It’s understood that the Loew’s
companies had planned to split the
funded debt by allocating $5,000,000 of it to Loew’s Theatres and
the remainder to Loew’s Inc. The
March 8th deadline for distribut¬
ing the stock between the two
companies stifl exists and it’s anti¬
cipated that this deadline will be
met.
Karl Hoblitzelle, prexy of Inter¬
state Circuit, was awarded Distin¬
guished Civic Service Award of
the Greater Dallas Planning Coun¬
cil. He’s also board chairman of
Republic National Bank.
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Union Exec Ui^es Laws, Consinners’
Boycott to Block Production Abroad
As H wood KoDs Drop 50% in Decade

Comedy, once a Hollywood main¬
stay, is rapidly becoming one of
the “lost” arts of the screen.
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
Not only has the number of -:--f
laugh features declined sharply in
There has been more than a 50%
No RKO Story Dept.
recent years, but film industry has
slash in employment of skilled and
RKO has given up its story
failed to develop new comedians to
unskilled workers in Hollywood’s
department permanently, pro¬
match the growing sophistication
once-booming motion picture in¬
duction
head William Dozier
of the audience. Where they have
dustry in the past 10 years, the
reported. However, later this
latched on to television talent, as
drop mainly due to production
year the company will take on
for Instance George Gobel, results
abroad, it’s asserted by Ralph
one story man to operate out
haven’t matched the expectations.
Clare, business agent'of Teamster
of the New York homeoffice.
Two recent teams that did spell
Local 339 and former prexy of the
Dozier believes there’s no
b.o.—Martin & Lewis and Abbott
AFL Hollywood Eilm Council. In¬
necessity of maintaining a full
& Costello—have (1) split and (2)
dustry had a peak of 24,000 union
department to blanket the en¬
been less active. Among d;he new¬
craftsmen in 1946, but today that
tire writing field. He also not¬
comers, only Jack Lemmon has
figure hAs dropped to just above
ed that agents and authors
really dented the public conscious¬
11,000.
Clare advocates legisla¬
with properties to sell serve
ness.
tion and a consumers’ boycott as
their own best interests by in¬
The vast majority of the come¬
means to combat U. S. production
viting all studios in on the bid¬
dies currently made are in effect
abroad.
ding. “They come to us, we
film versions of successful stage
The 11,000 current employment
don’t have to go to them,”
plays. Yet, in another day, it was
fi^re includes the prospering tele¬
commented Dozier
Hollywood that set the laugh pace,
film Industry, Clare “states.,
whether it was with Fatty ArbucClare emphasized he did not fa¬
kle, Harold Lloyd, Harry Langdon,
vor a boycott of pix which are
OF Marie Dressier and Wallace
made overseas for “valid and com¬
Beery.
pelling reasons,” but only those
(Paucity of comedies doesn't
which are filmed in other countries
plague Hollywood alone, hut
because of cheaper labor costs.
extends. also to television’s '
“We had great success with this
’’live” programming. Such ribtype of boycott in the case of
ticklers as there are on the air
‘Daniel Boone’,” he remarked.
are. mostly filmed situation
“Boone” was filmed in Mexico.
domedies a la ”1 Love Lucy.”—
Acknowledging that
“fdreign
Ed.)
production is killing us,” Clare at¬
tributed the increase in the num¬
In 1956, out of 322 pictures re¬
leased, only 33—or 10%—were
RKO production chief William ber of features being made in other
comedies; and included in that •Dozier disclosed in New York over countries to a number of factors,
total are some comedy musicals. the past week that the company listing: (1) “Legislative action a
Survey of the 1957 plans indicate has full intentions of making its few years ago which prevented in¬
that, on the overall, no rise in the new pictures completely before a die companies from taking a capi¬
number of comedies is- charted. distribution deal, is set. And the tal gain on a single picture, elimi¬
There are some coming up, both financing is to be 100% RKO re¬ nating collapsible corporations”;
for release and production, that gardless of whether a studio prop¬ (2) “Hard money. It’s not easy for
hold bright promise:
erty or an independent package is
(Continued on page 22)
20th-Fox—"Oh Men, Oh Women,” involved.
“Desk Set” and “WilT Success Spoil
While waiting for the 20th CemRock Hunter?” (all stage adapta¬ tury to pull out on his return to
tions); Warner Bros.—“Top Secret Hollywood, Dozier explained what’s
Affair,” “Auntie Marne,” “Onion- planned as the unique operation.
head” and ^‘Prince and the Show¬ Each production is to be promoted
girl;” Metro—“Designing Woman,” on a sustained basis, from the ini¬
“Little Hut” and “Don’t Go Near tial story moves right through to
(Continued on page 20)
(Continued on page 22)

Dozier DetaOs
New Make-Ready
On RKO Filins

Drive-Ins’Plea:
More Tint Pix

National Boxoffice Survey
Weather Bops Trade; ‘10 Cs’ No. 1, ‘Anastasia’ 2d,
‘Wonders’ 3d, ‘Wind’ 4th, ‘Petticoat’ 5th
Blizzard weather conditions along
the Atlantic seaboard over the past
weekend and continued cold in
other portions of the country are
hurting trade at first-runs this
stanza. Some of the new product
also proved of little help in en¬
couraging patronage.
“10 Commandments” (Par) is
pushing back into first place this
round. “Anastasia” (20th), which
was champ last week, is falling
back to second place, only a-step
behind the No. 1 pic.
“Seven Wonders of World”
(Cinerama) again is finishing in
third position, same as JIast round.
“Written on Wind” (U), third a
week ago, is landing foutth money,
mainly via' a string of great longrun playdates.
“Iron Petticoat” (M-G), just get¬
ting around this week, is captur¬
ing fifth place, even though crix
generally rapped the new Bob
Hop' pic;
“Teahouse” (M-G) is
winding in sixth spot. It was fifth
last session.
“Great Man” (U), with some
larger houses used this week,, is fin¬
ishing seventh. “Baby Doll” (WB)
is taking eighth place. “Oklaho¬
ma” (Magna) is landing ninth po¬
sition while “Don’t Knock the
Rock” (Col) rounds out the Big 10.
Some of the newcomers, which
had a batch of playdates to their
credit, failed to display enough
strength to even place as runnerup pix. However, some new en¬
trants did nicely. “Top Secret Af¬
fair” (WB), out for first time'this
stanza, was fine in Frisco and okay
in Boston but fair to mildish in
Minneapolis, Detroit and N. Y.
“Big Land” (WB) fared well in
K.C. and was rated solid in St.

Louis. “5 Steps T# Danger” (UA),
also new, looks fair in N.Y. and
Philly. . .
“3 Violent People” (Par) still is
disappointing, as it was last ses¬
sion. It shapes best in Cleveland
where rated average. “Wee Geordie” (Arthur) looms big in Balto,
Pitt, and L.A.
“Wrong man” (WB) shapes spot¬
ty currently.
It is fair in Min¬
neapolis, okay in Omaha, good in
Balto, modest in Indianapolis, fine
in Denver but dull in L.A. “Around
World in 80 Days” (UA) still is go¬
ing great guns in-the same six key
cities covered by VARtETY.
“Full of Life” (Col), which comes
into the N.Y. Astor next week,
looks socko in Chi, big in Washing¬
ton but sluggish on iextended-run
in L.A.
“Barretts of Wimpole Street”
(M-G) looms drab in L.A. “Lust
For Life” (M-G) still is good in
Boston, Louisville and N.Y.
“Rock, Pretty Baby” (U), neat in
Portland, shapes okay in K.C.
“Bundle of Joy”. (RKO), hot in
Portland, is good in Denver, “4
Girls in Town” (U), gpod in LoUisvfile, looms okay in Frisco and In¬
dianapolis.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9)

Vogel Back in Gotham
Joseph R. Vogel, president of
Loew’s, is due back at his N. Y:
homeoffice
headquarters
today
(Wed.) after several weeks of sur¬
veying the company’s studio op¬
eration.

Vogel’s Coast Visit was his first
since the. settlement of a threat¬
ened proxy fight.

Cincinnati, Feb. 5.
Allied States Assn, urged Holly¬
wood to increase the production of
color films.^ Resolution to that ef¬
fect was adopted on the closing day
of group’s drive-in convention in
Cincinnati last week. Originating
in the smalltown clinic, the resolu¬
tion stressed the necessity of more
tinted product so that drive-in the¬
atres could meet the increasing
competition of color shows on tv.
It was pointed out that television
has promised all-color program*
ming within the next two years.
Smalltown forum also produced
the following resolutions: Urged
the film companies to provide
drive-ins with a continuous flow ol
product regardless of the season
of the year. Requested launching of
a campaign to induce local news¬
papers to give drive-ins the same
advertising rates as department
stores.
Problems of the large drive-in
operations, included: clearances
have all but disappeared, print
shortages are acute, percentages
keep going up.

29 ‘Oklahoma’ Showings
In Todd-AO Chalked Up
$8,970,087—Bidlengier
Roadshowing of “Oklahoma” in
the Todd-AO process to date has
grossed $8,970,087 in 29 American
and two Canadian cities, A. B. Bollengier, v.p. and treasurer of Mag¬
na Theatre Corp.; reported - last
week. Data 4,672,184 persons had
seen the film via its roadshow en¬
gagements and had paid an average
$1.93 to do so.
“Oklahoma,” first film In the
Todd-AO system, is currently be¬
ing released by 20th-Fox in its Cin¬
ema-Scope version.
Abroad its
distribution is handled by RKO.
Bollengier said the average
length of run for the 31 cities had
been 26 weeks.
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Neiv Yorfe Sound Track
Vim
Some of the American compani^-f
which produce pictures In Britain
Schmidt Vs. Malin
(under quota) now appear willing
Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 5.
to go along with a proposal that
“Private Censorship in Mov¬
thfiy return to Britain “a part of
ies and TV” is the subject up
the earnings abroad of American
for discussion at first of Har¬
films shot in London studios.
vard Law, ; School Forum’s
It’s clear that no agreement has
as yet been reached, but ^indica¬ • spring series at New_.Jliecture
Copenhagen, Jan. 29.
Hall, EWday night (8).
tions point to the possibility of
While the chance of having Hol¬
Godfrey Schmidt, law prof
50% of such monies being 're¬
lywood films coming into Denmark
at Fordham U. and prexy of
turned to Britain.
again soon are looking better than
AWARE
INC., Communist¬
Some American execs hold that
hunting org in the entertain¬
they’re being ashed to undertake a
ever, Danish film outfits have
ment industry, and Patrick
considerable gamble which, in the
cleaned up during the 18-month j
Murphy Malin, exec director of
long run, may not pay off at all.
Hollywood blockade. Twelve cin¬
American
Civil
Liberties
Argument is that, if a concession
ema owners here have declared,
Union, will speak on the sub¬
is made to'the British, it may not
themselves they are willing to pay
ject. Prof. Benjamin Kaplan
alter a reevaluation of what the
higher rentals for American pic¬
will be moderator.
British government considers a
tures than the previous 30%. Dan¬
*‘pure” British films, which would
ish product dominated the field in
then enjoy favored treatment in
the last three months, and film
terms of production subsidies from
houses playing local faves have
the Eady money in Britain.
done terrific biz. ’ Takings of other
On the other hand, if the Ameri¬
cinemas, playing Continental or
cans make their gesture, it may
British fare, have not been too
forestall a British move to discrim¬
good. In a recent week, 40% of
inate between pure British and
Copenhagen cinemas were showing
British-American productions.
Danish pix, '
Fayette W. Allport, the Motion.
Asa so far has dominated the pic¬
Picture Export Assn.’s London rep,
ture business here this winter,
is currently exploring Government
“Youth
at.Play,” dealing with the!
sentiment in London.
loose morals among younger peo¬
The British producers hold that
Election of Darryl F. Zahuck, to ple, was one of its greatest hits.
the present situation is unfair -to • the 20th-Fox board has generated,
Nordlsk Films’ 50-year jubilee
them in that they are asked to a lot of speculation as to his future
bring back to Britain all their for¬ status in . the company . v^hich he picture, “Qivitoq,” a love-story in
eign earnings.
American films left last year to go into indepen¬ Eastmancolor, also is a terrific
moneymaker at Paladsteatret, hay¬
made with British pounds, on the dent production..
other hand, while enjoying quotaZanuck,
currently
propping ing filled this 1550-seat house for
film privileges, can keep and re¬ “Island in 'the. ;Suri” for 20th. re¬ Over three months.
mit all earnings outside Britain to lease, also will become a member
Another big hit is “Guys and
(Continued on page 2S)
of the company’s finance com¬ Dolls” (M-G), being shown in the
small Swedish coast town, Landsmittee.
Official, explanation is that krona, which is now a Hollywood
Zanqck, as an indie, hasn’t had film center for Copenhagen. They
proper access to information about go over the Sound by ferry and
20th activities, and that the seat take in all the American films,
on the board will provide him with which they cannot sOe in Denmark,
it. It’s pointed out, too, that he fas long. a's;the Hollywood blockade
is—at least on the books—^the continues.
“Baby Doll’’ attained its fame largest single stockholder. Under
largely because of the publicity his deal with 20th, he js completely
given ft by would-be censors, says financed by the company.
There are, however, those Who
Ohio State Senator C. A, Mosher
in an editorial in his Oberlin think Zanuck’s move may be a pre¬
News-Tribune. Mosher has been in lude to his returning to the studio
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
the forefront of those fighting state in an active capacity. He was v.p.
Tillie (Mrs. Barney) Balaban,
in charge of production when he recensorship in Ohio.
mother of three grown children,
(Continued on page 22) He was replying to a letter sent
has joined' the ranks of disk , ar¬
to him by a woman who wrote he
tists.
“must be very happy, now that
through your heroic efforts Ohio¬
Wife of the Paramount prexy
ans are free to see such sewage
recorded four sides as an indepen¬
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
and w'eakminded people are free to
dent effort, backed by a five piece
Contingent on approval of the combo helmed by Bernie Richards.
adopt and act on the ideas ex¬
finished script, Lana Turner will Tune included a pair of French
pressed.’’
Said Mosher in his editorial; star In “Maracaibo” at Universal. ditties plus “Two Different Worlds”
Ted Sherdeman is screenplaying and “My Reckless Heart.”
First, the Ohio film censorship
couldn’t have prevented “Baby for producer Howard Christy.
‘T*arenthetically, Paramount is in
Doll” from showing. Second, the
the process of acquiring Dot Rec¬
picture is being seen in all four
ords. However, Mrs. Balaban’s disk
Wiliam
F.
Rodgers,
ex-Metro,
states that still have censorship, seriously ill at Memorial Hospital, efforts are not presently tied to the
and, third, the publicity helped the Hollywood, Florida.
label’s activities.
picture.
“No one ever would have heard
much about ‘Baby Doll’ and rela¬
tively few people would have ever
taken the trouble to see it, if
would-be censors Jiad not set up
(Continued on page 71)
By FRED HIFT

12 B% D^ark Cnijemas
to Pay Higher
Rentals for U. S.-!ilms

Zanuck’s Board
Spot Engenders
Trade Guesses

Interniinable Argument:
'Baby Doll’ ProTokes Swap
Of Reader-Mtor Views

Bllie folaban’s Disks

Lana Turner’s U Starrer

‘Baby DollV Daddy Speab His Mind

GAZZARA EMBRACES
mOMMnTED’ IDEA
• Ben Gazzara, who starred in the
legit version of “Hatful of Rain”
and recently
completed
“The
Strange One” film (formerly “End
As a Man”) for producer Sam
Spiegel, insists he wants no mul¬
tiple-picture deal with any studio.
The Actor offered the point in New
York this week that a long tieup
with a studio too frequently means
working with a property which is
not suitable to the performer.
Gazzara wants freedom of move¬
ment, he stated, and believes it un¬
wise ior thesps to accept roles only
for the reason that a studio boss is
committed to roll a certain pic at
a certain accordance with a parti¬
cular schedule. His idea is to sim¬
ply wait for the “right” type of as¬
signment to come along,
Gazzara has several more to do
with Spiegel but in this arrange¬
ment he’s not being forced to work
on a fixed sked or appear in a film
which he feels is not an appropri¬
ate one, he said.
Ted Lazarus To Schlaifer
Ted R. Lazarus has resigned as
v.p. of Gomml-TV, telefilm produc¬
tion outfit, to join the exec staff
of Charles Schlaifer & Co., motion
picture ad agency.
He’s a former Donahue & Coe ac¬
count exec.

Success of “Baby Doll” in the face of considerable and organized
pressure against it is seen giving encouragement to independents
with a yen for offbeat themes.
Warner Bros., which distributes the Elia Kazan- film, notes the
considerable number of instances where exhibitors, despite local
pressure, have refused to pull the picture. In one instance, the
theatre manager confirmed the booking even though threatened
with arrest.
Kazan in Manhattan last week, where he is cutting his “Face in
the Crowd,” said he personally was responsible for the original
“Baby Doll” ad campaign and specifically the “symbol” of the
thumbsucking Baby Doll in her crib. It was he, too, who con¬
ceived the huge “Baby Doll” sign on Broadway. The producerdirector did, however, disagree on some of the tag lines originally
employed in the ad campaign.
Kazan expressed disappointment over the “twist” that “Baby
Doll” had been given in the rourse of the campaign against it by
the Catholic Church and said he was bitter and resentful over the
implication in Cardinal Spellman’s denunciation that he (Kazan)
was un-American.
Noting that the film was doing very good business both in the
U.S. and abroad, Kazan insisted that he hadn’t had the slightest
intention of maldng a “sensational” film, or a “dirty” one, and he
referred repeatedly to the fact that “Baby Doll” had, after all, ob¬
tained a seal of approval from the Production Code, which had
objected to only a single scene.
It’s felt by many in the industry in the wake of the “Baby Doll”
controversy that it has served to emphasize the right of the artist—
on the screen or elsewhere—to express himself freely and to depict
situations around him as he. sees them. It’s been noted, too, that—
in terms of visual presentation—^“Baby Doll”' actually was a lot
more restrained than other contemporarj' films. Kazan denied last
week that the ad campaign for the picture was misleading.
“Yon can read something into almost any ad,” he said. “I wanted
the girl in the crib because it was typical of the infantilism of the
girl around whom the picture revolved,” he said, v “It’s not mis- ’
leading people, after all,” he said. “The scene is in the film.”
He
said he had heard of people, in some cases Catholics, who had
emerged from seeing “Baby Doll” disappointed, arguing that they
had been led to expect something quite different by the descrip¬
tions of the film in Catholic denunciations of it.

!l

Addendum: Varieiy’s roundup story last week, detailing foreign film
grosses In the U.S. last year, did not-cover the large number of Japa¬
nese films imported and. shown’ mostly on the West Coast and in Hawaii.
Only six Japanese plx which enjoyed general, distribution were cov¬
ered. It’s figured that the Japanese gross runs between $600,000 and
$700,000 in the U.S.- and Hawaii
First, thijfiff Warner Bros, knew that Sir Laurence Olivier Had okayed
the title change of ^‘Sleeping Prince” to “The Prince and the Showgirl”
was when he cabled'whether “Showgirl” spelle^in two words or one.
Mitzf Gaynor, set for the femme lead in the Richard Rodgers-Oscar
Hammerstein film version of “South Pacific,” reportedly drawing $100^
000 for the job . . . The rap in a recent Frank Ross story re faulty pro¬
jection during a run of “The Robe” should have been directed toward
the Chinese Theatre on the Coast, not the Pantages.
Terence Rattigan plotting only picture - work. He went west to
script “Separate Tables,” and has no new legit work in mind . . . Wal¬
ter Lantz huddling with NBC v.p. Alan Livingston on two pictures to
be made by Walter Wangcr for Figaro. Livingston’s a board member
of the film company.
“What’s wrong with the Actors Studio?” Ben Gazzara, an alumnus,
wants to know. And he answers his own question with another, “What
other operation of this type has developed such talent?” . . . Italy’s
Titanus Studio readying a biofilm on Arturo Toscanini . . . Joseph. G.
Aurrichio, out as supervisor of the RKO photo department, joining
Copy-Aii: Photographers as sales v.p. ..."
Something new in previews: So as not to hold up magazine layouts
for “Spirit of St. Louis,” Warner Bros, on the Coast has been showing
scriBes the first half of the picture. Second half is still being processed
. . . Trans-Lux Theatre prexy Richard Brandt vacationing. Ditto Alex
Harrison, 20th-Fox sales topper, in Honolulu, avec spouse , . . MPEA’s
Griffith Johnson, right hand with broken wrist in a cast, is back at his
desk. Says, there’s one good thing about it all—“I can’t sign any
checks” . . . Virginia Vincent, starred two seasons ago on Broadway in
“Wedding Breakfast,”, signed for. her film debut in WB’s “The Helen
Morgan Story.” That’s the pic’s new title since the tiff with CBS,
which wants to put the Morgan biog on the air as -a spectacular.
John Krimsky, Donohue & Coe exec who owns the English language
rights to the' German classic, “Maedchen in Uniform,” is negotiating
with a German group for~a projected remake in German and English,
Krimsky also owns U.^. distribution rights on the old German film.
Steve Trilling, assistant to Warner Bros, prexy Jack L. Warner, in
town . . . N. Y. Daily Mirror film critic, Justin Gilbert and wife off for
a thi-ee-months European vacation . . . MPEA’s Rome rep, Charles
Baldwin, in Cairo.
Elia Kazan,^who shot “Baby Doll” in Benoit, Miss., returned to the
“scene of his crime” recently for a vacation and, somewhat contrary
to his expectations; found himself treated like a hero. “I went hunt¬
ing with the boys,” he said. “They loved the picture. Everyone in
town had seen it at least three times.” Townspeople were extensively
us^ by Kazan in the making o£ the picture.
Universal tore iip Rock Hudson’s soon-to-expire contract and inked
him to a new pact calling for 16 pictures over an indeterminate period
beginning with “A Farewell to Arms” on loanouj; to David O. Selznick
. .. Henry Blanke set by Jack L. W^arner to produce, and Irving Rapper
to direct “Too Much Too Soon,” the Diana Barrymore story which the
studio recently acquired . .. Don Hartman planning a record rehearsal,’
approximately four weeks, for his “Desire Under the Elms” which
marks his debut as an indie producer releasing through Paramount.
Bob Hope set with United Artists to produce “Trouble in Paris,” in
which he’ll star with Femandel, French comedian, in France come’
summer . . . Bryna’s “King Kelly,” for Metro release, postponed six
months while Kirk Douglas, who was to star, appears In pair of others,
“Paths of Glory’; and “The Viking” . . . Allied Artists acquired Arthur
L. Davis’ yam, “Death In Small Doses,” as a Richard Heermance pro¬
duction . . , Jerry Wald changed title of “Love-Affair”-to-'“An Affair
to Remember” at 20th ... vet comic. Snub Pollard makes dramatic bow
in Columbia’s “Jeanne Eagels” .. . Gia Scala set by Metro with Robert
Taylor In “Tip bn a Dead Jockey . . . Walter Reisch relieved of dutie:»
as producer on Darryl Fr Zanuck’s “The Sun Alsd Rises” due to own
production activities on four of his own films for 20th-Fox release . . •
“Mobree of the Black Coast” purchased by Cornel Wilde for Theodora
Productions from novelist Christopher ThomblU... Giorgia Moll, Ital*
ian actress, draws-femme lead in Joseph Manhlewlcz’ “The Quiet Amer¬
ican” . . . Jessamyn West will script “The Big Country” for Gregory
Peck and William Wyler.

L. A. to N. Y.
Edward Anderson
Richard Condon
Sherill C. Corwin
Howard Dietz
Dan Duryea
Mitchell Gertz
Abe Goodman
Abel Green
Irving Hoffman
Leo Jaffe
Merle Jones
Hal Light
Ralph Meeker
Hubbell Robinson Jr.
David Rose
Abe Schneider
Milton Sperling
Frank Stanton
Steve Trilling
.. Joseph R. Vogel
.Max E. Youngstein

N. Y. toL. A.
Glenn Ford
Van Johnson
David A. Lipton
Neva Patterson
Terence Rattigan
Helen Rose

N. Y. to Europe
Franca Baldwin
Joan Bayless
Harriet Brooks
Mario del Monaco
Robert W. Dowling
Justin Gilbert
John Hewer
•
Tom Honeyman
Fred Pressburger

Europe to N. Y«
Jose Ferrer
Peter Glenville
E^ch Leifisdorf
* Anna Magnani
Rodney Millington

Nickelpiate’s Show Train,
$8.75 Includes Box-Lunch
And This Is Cinerama’
Cleveland, Feb. 5.
Cinerama brass is steaming up a
wing-ding civic reception for the
first Cleveland-bound “This Is Cin¬
erama” show-train, organized by
the Palace staff here, which comes
to town Saturday (Feb. 9) from
Fostoria, O.
About 400 Fostorians are making
the expedition, rolling over the
Nickelplate R.R., a sell-out affair
two weeks in advance. Tickets at
$8.75 round-trip Included box
lunches, sight-seeing trip and re¬
ception party in addition to theatre
seats.
Ducats were sold so rapidly that
Station WFOB, which,' sponsored
the first show-train, will organize
another one to accommodate the
Johnny-Come-Latelys. Max Mink,
managing director of Palace, is
drumming up for the first train¬
load a holiday-bannered reception
clustered with Cleveland city offi¬
cials, disk-jockeys, and all the
nitery talent he can recruit. Even
Hildegarde, current at Statler’s
Terrace Room, agreed to climb
out of bed early to greet the visi¬
tors with a Milwaukee French ac¬
cent.
“This Is Cinerama,” now in its
12th lap at the 1,485-capacity Pal¬
ace, has been bouyantly surpassing
all Its managerial expectations.
During the first 10 weeks the pic
netted $301,659 (not including
taxes) at $2.50 to^ as a result of
extensive out-of-town promotion.
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Chicago Operators Ponder die Riddle: 'g' (F|||j BUDGED Seven Majors Pledge Sppathy
flow Pobnons Are TV’s ‘Old’ Films? FIIMS RETURN
Iheatres’ P%ht;
Chicago,
5. 4-—^
Chicago, Feb.
Feb. 5.
The spectre of major film librar¬
librar-(
, os'.YR VET OFF Rep ROLL
23-YR. VET
OFF REP
REP ROLL
ROLL
VcT Orr
ies on Chicago tv has grown into I
a haunting reality for local exhibi¬
tors-? arid distributors in recent Lydeckcr Headed Special Effects
rigpnths which have seen many not (and What Have You) at Studio
so old boxoffice greats released for
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
home consumption.
While most
After 23 years as head of the stu¬
tradesters are still hesitant to read
a direct connection intrT ^recent dio’s special effects department,
slack film grossfes during the period Howard C. Lydecker was 'given
of bad winter, weather the tv pinch three days notice that Republic was
is^being ^elt by an increasing num¬ terminating his services due to the
cutdown in overhead. He ankled
ber of those directly involved.
the Valley studio over the week¬
Balaban & Katz executive vice end.
president David Wallerstein states
Lydecker, one of the foremost
that good pictures will femain as special effects men in fhe indus¬
good boxoffice material as ever. try, also was in charge of minia¬
The exec of the kingpin. Windy tures, matts, inserts, prop making,
City circuit believes there is no
montages and. underwater * stuff.
necessity for change in B&K book¬
ing policies and feels that no hard These normally are divided among
and fast conclusions can, be made othei; departments but operated
until more experience is obtained. unddr one grouping at Republic.
Special effects department has,
However he stated the-belief that
marginal pictures will tend to be¬ for some time, been working for
other
productions on the lot, sUch
come more marginal.
as Revue, Mark VH, etc., on an
Other Loop operators, as usual hourly basis.
Lydecker, whose
not wishing to be quoted, state that brother Ted remains at the studio
old films may keep homebodies out on the Revue account, was the
of the nabe houses but that their only department member whose en¬
downtown trade, consisting of tire salary had to be met by Re¬
those who want to spend an even¬ public.
ing out is hardly affected.
Outlying independent theatres,>
nnajble to compete with the down¬
town giants for. first-run product^
feel thp 'electronic competition
with many of them experiencing
noticeable drops on the nights big
name vintage features hit the tv
screens. . The Saturday night of
Jan. 5 ^as one of the worst the
little houses have had and one dis¬
tributor admitted it to be the re. (Continued on page 22)

Not-Nice-As-Us,
Majors Say Of
Foreign Adv.

France in 195$
Produced 129
French industry in 1956 put 129
feature films into production of
which 90 were “pure" French, the
French Film Office in N. .Y, report¬
ed last week. Of the remaining
39, which were coproductions, 32
represented films made with Italy,
the rest—seven—with other coun¬
tries.
Report noted the upbeat in color
and widescreen for the French
films. Total of 57 were in color,
while 42 came in one of several
widescreen processes. Of-the widescreeners, 19 were in Cinemascope.
In the color • field, Eastmancolor
dominated with 42 pix against six
In Technicolor, five in Agfacolor,
three in Ferraniacolor and one in
Gevacolor.

ALL-TIME HIGH OF 16
UPCOMING AA FILMS
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
Allied Artists now has one of
the biggest inventories in its his¬
tory, with a backlog of 16 films.
Figure, exec producer Walter Mirisch reported, includes a pair now
In the near-completion stage.
Billy Wilder’s “Love in the Aft¬
ernoon" heads the lineup which
includes Hakim Brothers’ “^Hunch¬
back of Notre Dame’’ and Marcel
Hellman’‘s “Jeannle." Still shoot¬
ing are “Dino" and “The Per¬
suader.’’
Others on the list are “The Okla¬
homan," “Dragoon Wells Massa¬
cre," “Last of the Badmen,"
“Storm Out of the West," “Attack
of the Crab Monsters," “Not, of
This Earth," “Hold That Hypno¬
tist," “Daughter of Dr. Jekyll,"
“Badge of Marshal Brennari,"
“Crime Beneath the Sea" and “Hot
Rod Rumble."
Richard Leibert, vet organist at
N.Y. Music Hall, returned to his
console post last week after an ex¬
tended leave of absence during
which he made a concert tour that
carried him to the Coast.

Foreign film advertising in the
New York papers is beginning to
rile some of the major companies.
The ads, frequeiiCdy and openly
pitching sex, are giving the rest of
the industry “a black eye," it’s
argued.
Whereas the majors submit their
ad campaigns to the Code office op¬
erating within the Motion Picture
Assn, of America, the indies labor
under no such restriction. They
must, however, conform to the
newspapers’ own standards.
“When these, ads for foreign films
appear on the same page with ours,
everybody gets a bad name," com¬
mented one af the ad-pub men in
Gotham last week.
Film companies have frequently
come under attack for their flam^
boyant advertising and the feeling
is that the ads for the imports sim¬
ply give the critics of the industry
another convenient handle.
Some of the. indies themselves
deplore the ad trend for foreign
pix. Their position is that the
tendency to turn every import into
a “sex" picture—at least in the
ads and whether or not there’s
sex in it—h'Urts the chances of. the
foreign lingualers in the U. S,
market and' reduces them to the
sexploitation level where many
don’t belong.

Team to Day and Date
Foreign Art Product
Los Angeles, Feb. 5.
Crest and Sunset Theatres,
owned, respectively, by Robert L.
Lippert and Sollie Cohen, have
teamed to inaugurate a day-date
policy of playing first-run foreign
pix.
New policy will tee off Feb. 15,
with Western preem of Federico
Fellini’s Italian-made “Vitelloni,"
which won first prize at Venice.
Film Festiv'al.^
CANADIAN OFFICIALS SHIFT
Toronto, Feb. 5.
Alan Field, 47, has stepped out
as producer for the State-operated
National Film Board to succeed
Leo Dolan as director of the Travel
Bureau of the Canadian Govern¬
ment. .Dolan becomes Canadian
consul-general at Los Angeles.
Field was editor of board’s news¬
reel and producer of the “Canada
Carries On” cinematic-mag series.

The “little" man in exhibition,
and the lowbudget pictures he
needs, are again drawing the sym¬
pathetic attention lOf the major
companies.
...
Attitude represents a drastic re¬
versal in the business view of the
film companies which, over the
past couple'of years, have drifted
towards fewer releases and a con¬
centration on keycity firstruns.
Many predictions of the extinction
of “little" exhibition were made by
leaders.
There now appears to have
evolved a return to the old concept
of the “big’’ industry, with many
theatres, and types thereof, plus a
large product volume; this despite
the obvious appeal of the blockbus¬
ter and the success of the deluxe
roadshow policy as per “Around
the ' World ’ in 80. Days,’! “Okla¬
homa,” “Cinerama,” etc.
With this changing view, the dis¬
tributors appear to be moving to¬
wards a better business relation¬
ship with their exhibitor custom¬
ers. As Ernest G. Stellings, The¬
atre Owners of America prexy, put
it in N. Y. last week: “We find an
increasing distributor willingness
to listen to exhibitor problems and
to do something about them."
Stellings also ftiid it appeared to
him that the distribs. had recog¬
nized the need to keep the small
theatres alive to insure their profit
margin. There is speculation that
the changed distrib attitude vs. the
small situations may be rooted in
the realization that these small ac¬
counts can 'throw off a profit if:
(1) The product isn’t loaded
down with a huge budget.
(2) . If distribution costs can
Ijc minimized.
There is little doubt among ob¬
servers in the industry that the
RKO example will revive reexami¬
nation
of
cost-saving
devices
throughout distribution.
The sudden wiflingness on the
part of the major companies to
(Continued on page 22)

Touts Theatres
As Dance Aca^
New diversification line for thea¬
tre circuits is opening up, if the
experience of Interstate’s Almeda
Theatre in Houston 4s anything to
go by. The Almeda was taken over
by the Fred Astaire Dance Studios
whose prexy, Charles L. Casanave,
reports business is booming.
Casanave has long argued that
theatre and dance studio opera¬
tions are peculiarly alike and. that
theatre people could direct a Fred
Astaire Dance studio as easily as a
film theatre. Apart from that, it’s
easy to convert’ a.,house into a
dance studio.
^
Noting the exhibs’ own dour pre¬
dictions of theatre closings, Casa¬
nave said switching to dance studio
operation was “definitely a solu¬
tion for bewildered theatre oper¬
ators.”

Stevens Produces-Directs _
‘Diary of Anne Frank’
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
George Stevens has been as¬
signed by 20th-Fox studio topper
Buddy Adler to both produce and
direct “The Diary of Anpe Frank,"
picturization of the Pulitzer Prize
play by Albert Hackett and Fran¬
ces Goodrich.
Stevens, who signed a multiplepicture producer-director contract
with 20th some months back, last
directed “Giaftt," in addition to qoproducing that film in association’
with Henry Ginsbex'g for Warners.
Stevens checks In at 20th this
week to prep film for a mid-sum¬
mer start, with Hackett and Miss
Goodrich also starting on the
screenplay this week. No castings
have yet been set.
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A DESERTED VILLAGE
RKO

Gower Plant Very
More Vets Exit

Quiet,

Hollywood, Feb. 5.
Location department continues
to function at the RKO Gower
Street lot, but the studio is virtu¬
ally deserted.
Among the latest personnel pinkslipped were Margaret Stevenson,
head of the still department, who
departed after a 24V^ year associa¬
tion with the firm, arid Red Ken¬
nedy, who headed transportation.
Latter department is closed but
two drivers remain on the lot.
Location department head Bob
Metzler and his .secretary remain
on duty.

RKO-fied Indies
Grumble: ‘Nobdy
Tells Us Nuttin’
^
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
Indie producers releasing
through RKO were reported “up¬
set" and all in a “state of indeci¬
sion” over RKO having made its
distribution de.al with Universal.
As one producer put it, “Nobody
consulted us, they didn’t wori^
about anybody else,” referring to
arrangement whereby Universal
will handle release of all films
either made by or for RKO before
Dec. 31, 1956.
, -Frank King, prexy of King Bros.
Productions, skied east over the
weekend to lodk into the matter.
Don Gillin, sales chief for Sol
Lesser productions, also is in N.Y.
Lesser yesterday said he was
“hopeful" that. situation could be
straightened out. Both Lesser and
the Kings have, a deal for release
of a new picture, as well as films
already in release, Lesser is skedded to do another “’Tarzan" fea¬
ture within the next few months,
and Kings’ have skedded “The
Ring Master.,” to be produced in
Europe. What both want to know
-is' how RKO plans to handle the
films, since distrib stated that Uni¬
versal deal applies only to pre-Jan.
1, 1957 product.
Benedict Bogeaus, who checked
out of RKO last year but still has
six of his pictures in release, has
notified company that it cannot
legally turn over distribution of his
films to any other releasing outfit.

Seven of the major companies
have promised to “do everything
in their power’*' to help keep the
small town theatres open, Ernest
G. Stellings, Theatre Owners of
America prexy, reported in Man¬
hattan last week.
He indicated that this was only a
partial victory in that this coopera¬
tion didn’t extend to all of those
companies that asked 50% terhis
for their big pictures. Stellings,
who recently talked to several of
the company heads, said TOA
wanted a national sales policy
based strictly on a theatre’s “abiL
ity to pay.”
Noting that smalltown houses
were finable to pay 50% terms,
Stellings said some of those dis¬
tribs that followed such a policy
had promised to negotiate flat
rental deals instead. In such in¬
stances, he said, the flat deal
wouldn’t be put so high that it in
fact amounted to the same as a
50% deal. The figure, he said,
would be “considerably less than
that and ... will be reasonable
under the circumstances."
Stellings said he had hopes that,
within three months, all of the
distribs would come around to his
way of thinking. He held he
couldn’t give out the names of the
companies that had promised him
cooperation since they had asked
to remain anonymous.
TOA topper released Uie names
of his organization’s arbitration
committee-r-Mltchell Wolfson, S. H.
Fabian, Samuel Pinanski, Stellings
and Herman M. Levy—^and said the
TOA was ready to discuss arbitra¬
tion again when the distribs were
ready. He opined that Allied States
would join. “I think they are ready
to sit down with us and talk," he
said.
I Stellings said he had discussed
: with some of the distributors a
I
(Continued on page 71)

’51UA Prophecy:
$70-Mil Gross

Hollywood, Feb. 5.
All-time record gross of more
than $70,000,000 is anticipated by
United Artists in 3^957, veepee Max
Youngstein reported here. Films
grossed slightly more than $65,.000,000. in 1956, about $10,000,000
more than the 1955 figure.
Youngstein said the estimate is
based on a schedule nf 48 releases.
Total will be dropped to around .36
pictures in 1958, he said, but all
will be of the class to hold up at
the top half of duals—and the firm
expects that their total gross will
top the anticipated revenue from
this year’s 48 entries.
Exec emphasized that the 1958
slate will not be restricted to the
36
“bigger” pictures if the right
Washington, Feb. 5.
Washingtpn’s Federation of Wom¬ kind of smaller films show up dur¬
ing
the year.
«
en’s Club hands out 12 career cita¬
tions at luncheon Saturday (9).
All but three are directly connect¬
ed with show biz.
Heading the list is Motion Pic¬
ture Assn, prexy Eric Johnston.
Others receiving awards are as
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
follows:—NBC prexy Robert SarCivic, military, industrial and
noff, Marlin Perkins, producer of show-biz leaders will turn out next
NBC’s “Zoo Parade"; NBC com-^ Thursday (14) for the Friars testi¬
Ijientator Esther Van Wagoner* monial dinner to Jack Benny,
Tufty; ABC newscaster John Daly; which boasts the most-name stud¬
Robert Button, director of Voice of ded dais in the history of such
America; Betty Furness, CBS-West- events. Tariff for the event will be
inghouse “sell" gal; Richard Coe, $100 a plate with all proceeds,
drama critic, Washington Post, and estimated ly committee chairman
Jimmy^Deam local country music Barry Mirkin at in excess of $50,maestro with a WMAL-ABC telje- 000, to the Los Angelea Heart
show.
Assn.
Non-show biz winners include
On the dais with Benny will be
Margaret Landon, whose best sell¬ George Jessel, who will be toast¬
er, “Anna and the King of Siam," master; Gov. Goodwin J. Knight,
became “The King and I" .of Broad¬ George Burns, Dean Martin, Tony
way and films. Benjamin McKel- Martin, Irene Dunne, Deborah
way, editor of the Washington Eve¬ Kerr, Bob Hope, Danny Kaye, Ed¬
ning Star, and Melville Bell Gro- gar Bergen, Art Linkletter, Isaac
vesnor, editor of National Geo¬ Stern, Ronald Reagan and Rear
Admiral John Bartley Pearson Jr.
graphic magazine.

12 Citations by Women,
Nine of ’Em Show Biz

VIP DAIS FOR 50G
FRIARS’ BENNY GALA
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[ON THAT ALLIED STATES ‘REFORM’]

\:

- How wiU Allied States Assn.’s new spirit of cooperation be accepted
by the film companies? The answer to this query has impartial indus¬
try observers stumped.
Over the years there has been so much animosity between the ex¬
hibitor group and the distributors that many feel that thei film eompanies \^11 find it difficulty to accept Allied’s "new look.” The orig¬
inal animosity dates back to the efforts of Allied general counsel
Abranf F. Myers—in bringing about divorcement. Many in the indus¬
try attribute the forced separation of theatres from the productiondistribution arms as contributing to the general decline of the industry.
And Myers, more than any other individual, is blamed for instigating
the move and sparking the final result.
These ancient animosities have increased over the years. Allied’s
on and off position on the arbitration question and the exhibitor group’s
instigation of Senate hearings on industry trade, practices has made the
film companies wary and suspicious of Allied: '
Some company executives state that they have had so many unpleas¬
ant experiences in their relationship with Allied that they will find it
difficult to negotiate harmoniously with Allied leaders.
^
However, the film companies, just as Allied, realize that there must
be an industry "common front” to combat the more serious problem
of the boxoffice decline.
Allied’s desire to become part of overall industry business-building
drive, its indication that it will return to the fold of the Council of
Motion picture Organizations, and its desire to resume arbitration
talks (without the inclusion of arbitration of film rentals) are all signs
that Allied is willing to launch a new era of cooperation.

ExhSis More Accepting o( Hie New?
Allied Cotiventlon Hears Theatres Called Blind Tn
Original Opposition to CinemaScbpe
4^:---^Traditional exhibitor opposition
to new innovations may be lessen¬
ing, judged by comments made at
the Allied States Assn, drive-in.
convention in Cincinnati last week.
Noting that exhibitors had erred
in resisting 20th-Fox’s introduction
of Cinemascope and stereophonic
sound, Hugh McLachlin, chairman
of^ Allied's equipment eommittee,
urged the convening theatremen to
accept and be prepared for the in¬
troduction of large-gauge films!
“Where it will go is up to the ex¬
hibitor,” he said, "If it is accepted
by you in the .same way as past im¬
provements, then it.will be your
fault if it is a roadsHow process
only. For progress we must have
the big film process.”
McLachlin, who said he had wit¬
nessed demonstrations of the 20th
and Metro big film processes, was
highly enthusiastic.
He urged
drive-ins and indoor theatres in
cities over 100,000 to get in on the
ground floor to make certain that
the big gauge pictures are not lim¬
ited to roadshowing. Both 20th
and. M-G, McLachlin declared, will
release the big films with six-track
magnetic sound.
The Allied equipment specialist
said that 20th will not have a pic¬
ture ready in the large ratio for
about, a year, but that Metro would
probably release "Raintree Coun¬
try” as a large-gauge film in the
near future. Because of the re¬
cent, upheaval at M-G,. McLachlin
said he was_unable to learn if the
company would release the film in
both 65m and 35m simultaneously.
McLachlin ’ assured the conven¬
tion delegates that thcr companies
(Continued on page 16)

Proposed Broadening Of
Censorship AppealAdds
Pronto Trial by Jury
Albany, Feb. 5.
. A bill permitting a trial by jury,
in lieu of appeal to the Board of
Regents from a licensure refusal
by the Motion Picture Division of
State Education Dept., and other-,
wise liberalizing the film licensing
law, has been reintroduced by Sen¬
ator Fred G, Moritt, Brooklyn Dem¬
ocrat.
The jury trial would be held in
Supreme Court.
Moritt’s measure also would re¬
quire that a written report by
Education be furnished applicant
within 30 days of date Of submis¬
sion of picture, and would permit
applicant to have a review by the
Regents if the film were not acted
upon by that time.
The bill was referred to the Edu¬
cation Committee.

Sympathy for Exitees
Cincinnati, Feb. 5.
A
resolution,
obviously
prompted by the dismissal of
a large number of RKO Pic¬
tures staffers, was introduced
at the Allied States Assn, con¬
vention last week.
The resolution, offered by .
new Allied prexy Julius Gor¬
don, asked Allied members and.
others in the Industry to give
preference to those "who Have
\ served the industry loyally and"
Veil and have lately lost their
employment through no fault
of their own.”
s

Court Holds N.G.
3% Use Tar On
National Screen

‘Anasta^’ Teahouse’ Tafl DeRGIle;
WITHDISmiBS ‘Dolls’ January Pace (No. 4) Tied-

HiDDIPLOMIISY
.
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By HY BOLLINGER
Cincinnati, Feb. '5.
A new philosophy, perhaps rep¬
resenting a departure from Allied
States Assn.’A traditional militant
belligerancy, will guide the exhib¬
itor organization in its future ap¬
proach to industry problems. This
impression was' gained in private
talks with Allied leaders at the
outfit’s drive-in convention here
in Cincinnati last week. The gen¬
eral tenor of the meeting itself
as well as the tone, of the national
convention in Dallas last Novem¬
ber gives credence to this view.
The usual. bitter harangues, a
familiar sideshow in recent years
at Allied gatherings, have been
substituted , by quietly-presented
complaints. The . new Allied ap¬
proach, to use the word of one of
the organization’s leaders, is "sta¬
tesman-like.”
Allied recognizes
that it must live with the dis¬
tributors.
Do not misunderstand. All is
not sweetness and light between
Allied and the film companies. The
same beefs relating , to excessive
rental terms, product and print
shortage, and clearances still arq
sounded. Allied .is bitter yet over
the trade practices of the distribu¬
tion companies^
Allied leadership, however, has
come to the realizatioh that these
problems, although of utmost con¬
cern, are secondary to the task of
reviving the boxoffice. If the pub¬
lic does not come to the theatres,
(Continued on page 16)
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JAN. GOLDBN DOZEN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
. 7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

"Commandments” (Par). ^
"Anastasia” (20th).
"Teahouse” (M-G).
"Baby Doll” (WB).
"Written on Wind” (U).
"7 Wonders” (Cinerama).
"Can’t Help It” (20th).
"King, 4 Queens” (UA).
"H'wodd or. Bust” (Par),
"Bundle of Joy” (RKO).
"Oklahoma” (Magna).
"Zarak” (Col).

Nabes’Bonanza,
‘Giant’Back For
DowntownDate

Pittsburgh, Feb. 5.
Warners’ "Giant” is biggest
clean-up nabe theatres have had in.
years, and as a result Stanley War¬
ner is planning to re-book picture
into downtown deluxer, the Stan¬
ley, late in March. New date’s be¬
ing timed to follow Academy
Awards since film’s figured practic¬
ally a shoo-in to grab off at least a
couple of Oscars, with plenty of re¬
sultant newspaper sD'ace.
, "Giant” originally ran six weeks
at the Stanley, where it opened
Oct. 31, and was-still doing well
at the wind-up. Another factor in
the return engagement is fact that
film hasn’t drained its welcome in
the subsequent runs because of
Julius M. Gordon, head of the the shortage of prints. In many
Instances,
theatres have been
75-theatre chain Jefferson Amuse¬
ment Co. and East Texas Theatres forced to let go when business was
still at its peak.
Inc. of Beaumont, Texas, was
elected • president* of Allied States
Smackeroo In L. A.
Los Angeles, Feb. 5.
Assn, by the exhibitor organiza¬
Walloping $427,200 gross, be¬
tion’s board of directors at its clos¬
lieved to be the biggest ever
ing session in Cincinnati Saturday achieved in this area by a Warner
(2). He succeeds Rube Shor'pf Cin¬ release, was racked up by "Giant”
cinnati who bowed out. after two in its showcase and firstrun en¬
terms of office. '
gagements here. Additionally, the
Abram F.' Myers, longtime Al¬ George Stevens production gar¬
lied board cha^maii and general nered an: ^estimated $326,400 in
counsel, was renamed to both nabes and drive-ins .that played
posts. Otfier officers named were date and date with firstruns.
;"Giant” played' approximately
Horace Adams, cWeland, treas¬
urer, and Edward Lider, Boston, 10 weeks at the Chinese on a showsecretary., William A. Carroll was cash run for $293,500. It went into
a firstrun unit Christmas Day for
reelected recording secretary.
four weeks plus ah eight-day fifth
Glenn Ford returning to the week at the Werner Downtown, for
Coast today (Wed.).
a total of $133,700.

Julius Gordon

Detroit, Feb. 5.
.Allied^ Theatres of Michigan won
a Circuit Court case when the court
ruled that rentals of National
Screen Service advertising mate¬
rials are not subject to Michigan’s
3% use tax. vThe ta'x was assessed
several years ago, with National
Screen adding the 3% to each
weekly billing.
The Michigan State Dept, of
Revenue,probably will appeal the
decision to the Michigan State Su¬
preme Court. Allied advises its
members to deduct the 3% charge
from the weekly billing^ before re¬
Cincinnati, Feb. 5.
Newest drive-in delicacy: Chinese’ egg rolls. ...
mitting to National Screen Serv¬
Warner Bros, again "won” dubious honor of being worst company to
ice, a practice many were observ¬
ing while the long trial was in do business with. Metro and Paramount follow in that order. . . .
Drive-lh theatres, once known as "passion pits,’ 'now obtain 85% of
progress.
their biz from the. family trade. Operators are now launching cam¬
paign to get teenage business by convincing parents that ozoners are
well policed. ...
New England’s Allied Is
Drive-in operators complained film companies 'spending too much
Again Chiefed by Mullin money selling theatremen via elaborate brochures and mailing pieces.
Suggestion made that coin be used to sell the public Instead. . . ,
Boston, Feb. 5.
Theatres cutting down on teenage riots induced by rock ’n’ roll picMartin J. Mullin, prexy of New
England Theatres Inc., was re¬ tui’es by hiring off-duty cops or physical education majors from local
colleges.
...
, .
elected prexy .of Allied Theatres of
According to industry researcher Ad Sindlinger, only 8% of the pub¬
New England at the anni meeting
Thursday (31). The trade asso¬ lic reads film reviews in daily newspapers . . . Sindlingen also revealed
ciation numbering around 200 the¬ that financial houses bombarding rhjm with requests for Information
about film biz. . « .
atres elected the following:
Devilish device, known as Traf-i-Trol, punctures tires of gate crash¬
Vice, prexys: Samuel Pinanski,
American Theatre Corp.; Charles ers who attempt to enter ozoners via unauthorized entrance, "It’s
guaranteed
to ruin at least two tires on any car that tries to sneak
Kurtzman, Loew’s; Benjamin Do¬
mingo, RKO; Harry Feinstein, in the wrong way,” says co-inventor V. C. Smith, partner with his
Stanley-Warner; Edward S. Cantor, brother, W. G. Smith, in the Drive-In Theatre Service Co. of Devon,
Pa_
American.
Allan Herchell Co. demonstrated a model scale of a complete kiddieStanley Sumner was elected
land—five
moveable rides, concession stand, train station. Complete
treasurer; John J. Ford, Maine and
New Hampshire Theatres, con¬ cost: $50,000 Including land. . .. Twin Drive-In in Indianapolis opens
tinues as chairman of tha board. i
(Continued on page 16)

:: The Flavor of The Drive-In Biz ::

I

(Variety’s survey of how
principal product fared ot the
boxoffice the previous month
is nbt fully national but based
on reports of correspondents
in 23 representative key cities
over the U. S. and Canada. As
such, it usually reflects the
strength boxofficewise of key
product but. does not pretend
either to be an index of total
gross or total earnings of any
current picture.)

With January grosses taking in
the highly lucrative year-end holi¬
day business,, full faith, in the abil¬
ity of good productions still to
draw was restored for exhibitors.
Variety’s compilations for the past
month in 24 reVesehtatiye key
cities shows that the four top re¬
leases amassed a gross of a bit
over $6,000,000, a mighty figure
even for an elongated month. It
should be remembered, too, that
some theatres took a beating from
unusually cold weather and snow
starting in mid-January.
"10. Commandments”
(Par),
champion in December, again fin¬
ished first in the national survey.
Cecil B. DeMille opus actually was
first for two weeks running and
never fell lower than second in
weekly ratings. Business racked
up in individual key cities and its
sustained strength last month as¬
tounded even the most optimlstio
exhibs and Paramount.
"Anastasia” (20th) was a close
second.
"Teahouse of August
Moon” (M-G) followed.
"Baby
Doll” (WB) wound up fourth, with
the Legion of Decency thumbsdown seemingly calling attention
to the film and upping attendance.
Where the Catholic opposition got
(Continued on page. 20)

Shotgun-PreyenHon Of
Allied-TOA Wedding^Is
Pledged by Rube SI*or
^
Cincinnati, Feb. 5.
Retiring Allied States Assn,
prexy Rube Shor assured delegates
to the organization’s drive-in con¬
vention in Cincinnati last week
that there wasn’t the slightest
chance of Allied and: Theatre Own¬
ers of America merging and that
he would do everything possible'to
prevent such .a Union. Shor’s re¬
marks appears to end the specula¬
tion relating to a possible merger
between the two national exhibitor
organizations.
Although the Allied leader spoke
out strongly against a consolida¬
tion, he emphasized that Allied is
"always ready to work with TOA
.on common problems.” As a mat¬
ter of fact, he declared} Allied "Is
ready and hopes always to be ready
to work with anyone for improve¬
ment of the industry.”

MYERS AGREES Oim nOK
FOR B;D. TAX CUT POOR
Outlook for complete elimination
of the Federal admissions tax is not
encouraging. Allied States Assn,
general counsel Abram F. Myers
told the group’s drive-in conven¬
tion in Cincinnati last week. How¬
ever, he revealed that the chances
for legislation providing relief on
corporatO taxes for small business
men were brighter. Myers said he
based his views on "impressions
rather than information” he had
gained In talk with leaders of Con¬
gress.
The Allied topper reported that
several bills calling for a cut on
the first $25,000 of corporate
profits will be introduced In the
Senate. He Indicated, too, that al¬
though there is strong administra¬
tion opposition to a reduction in
excise taxes, Allied is neverthe¬
less "going down the line” in its
effort to, remove the ticket tax
completely.

New Fdms Falter in Ul; Drango’
‘Batietts’ Drab 8G,
*80 Days’ Sodm 26G, 10 C’s’
Los Angeles, Fel). 5. "
Four new bills are making unim¬
pressive debuts this week, but extended-runs are holding venr even,
being helped no doubt by the tour¬
ist influx. Dull $8,000 is seen for
“Barretts of Wimpole Street” at
Vantages. “Three Brave Men* is
Just fair $19,000 or a bit over in
• four theatres.
• “Three Violent People” shapes
thin $14,000 in three sites. “Dran¬
go” loota; slow $12,000 or close in
two houses.
“Around World in 80 Days” is
up to $26,400 in sixth week at the
Carthay, and around same figure
in current stanza. “10 Command¬
ments” also is holding steady as
are “Cinerama Holiday,” ‘ Anastalia” and “Written on Wind.”
Estimates for This Week
Pantages (RKO) (2,812; $1.10$1.75)_“Barretts Wimpole Street”
(M-G), Drab $8,000. Last week,
“Teahouse August Moon” (M-G)
doth wk), $11,700.
Los Angeles, Hollywood, Uptown,
Loyola (FWC) (2.097; 756; 1,715;
1,248; 90-$1.50)—“3 Brave Men”
(20th) and “Women Pitcairn Island”
(20th). Fair $19,000 or near. Last
■week, L.A. with Iris, “Friendly
Persuasion” (AA)
and ' “Yaqui
Drums” (AA) (2d wk), $13,000;
Loyola, “Oklahoma” (20th) (4th wk9 days), $5,200; others in units.
HiUstreet,
Hawaii,
Wiltem
(RKO-G&S-SW) (2.752; 1,106; 2,344;
80-$1.50)—“Three
Violent
people” (Par) and “Secret Treas¬
ure Mountain” (Col). Thin $14,000.
Last week, H’Street, “Open City*’
(Indie) and “Paisan” (Jndie) (reis¬
sues), $4,500; others In units.
Orpheum, Iris (MetropolitanFWC) (2,213; 816; 80-$1.25) —
“Drango” (UA) and “Tomahawk
Trail” (UA). Slow $12,000 or near.
Last week, Orpheum with Holly¬
wood, Uptovim, “Wild Party” (UA)
and “Four Boys and Gun” (UA),
$12,800.
Warner Downtown (SW) (1.757;
e0-$l,25)—“Have. Have Not” (WB)
and “Key Largo” (WB) (reissues).
(Continued on page 16)
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Estimated Total Gross
This Week.$546,800
. (Based on 24 theatres)
Last Year... ..$549,400
'
(Based on 22 theatres)

‘Mair’ Loud 12G,
Frisco; Town’7G

•Wroiig* .Eptent 160, .
Denver j‘Curucu’ISO
Denver^ Feb. 5.
■Three bills are holding over here
in this week Which finds, biz rang¬
ing, from good to fine. Top -new¬
comer Is “Wrong Man,” fine-at
Centre. It Is holding. “Iron Petti¬
coat” looms nice at Orpheum. “Cu-,
ruqu” is fast at Paramount and |
nearly^ as strong as “Wrong.”
“Westward Ho„the Wagons” looms;
big, and continues on at Aladdin.
Estimatea for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1400;' 70-90) —
'Westward Ho’’ (BV) jj(2d wk). Big
$11,000. Stays. Last week, $12,000.
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$L25)—
“Wrong Man” (WB). Fine .$16,000.
Stays. Last week, “Anastasia”
(20th) (5th wk), $10,000;
Denham (CockrlU) (1,428; 70-90)
—“Bundle of Joy” (RKO) (2d wk).
Good $8,500. Holds over. Last
week, $11,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 70-90) —
Nightfall” (Col) and “Wicked as
They Come” (Col). Fair $10,000.
Last week, “Four- Girls in Town”
(U) and “Edge of Hell” (U), $11,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 70-90) —
“Golden Demon” (lUdie) (2d wk).
Fair $3,000.- Last week. $4,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 70-90)—
Iron Petticoat” (M-G) and “Thun¬
der Over Arizona” (Rep). Nice
$14,000 or near. Last week. “Tea¬
house August Moon” (M-G) (5th
wk), $8,000.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 7090)—“Mole People” (U) and “C^urucu” (U). -Fancy $15,000. Last
week, “Rock, Pretty Baby” (U) and
“Brass Legend” (UA), $15,000.

1957

‘Laiid’Solid$10ML(4‘Frien|ly’
Same, ‘Baby OK 13G, ‘Draip’
Estimated Total Gfoss
This Week ...... $2,839,400
(Based on 23 cities and 244
theatres, chiefly first runs, ineluding N, Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year.$2,844,700
(Based on 24 cities and 236
theatres.)

‘Great’Hhge 18G,
Philly;‘Rocb’l(G

Kansas City, Feb. 5.
Couple ofsprightly newcomers
are “Friendly persuasion” at the
Uptown and ''Big Land” at, the
Paramount. “Land” is having a
midwest preem and kicking off a
big string of playdates in the area.
It got under way with a day of
personal appearances by Virginia
Mayo last Thursday. “Drango” is
very lukewarm at the. Midland.
“Rock, Pretty Baby?’ looks, okay
in four Fox Midwest houses.
Weather stilus cold.
Estimates for This Week
Esquire, Fairway.. Granada,
Apollo (Fox Midwest) (820, 700,
1,217, 1,050; 75-90)—“Rock, Pretty
Baby” <U) and “Night Runner”
(U>, with usually siu>sequent-run
Apollo moved up to become a firstrun.. Okay' $13,000.
Last week
first three plus the Uptown played
“Written on Wind” (U) for bright
$14,000, being a moveover in first
three and h.o. at Uptown,
Glen (Dickinson) (750; 75-90)—
"Hili 24 Doesn't Answer” (Indie)
(2d wk), Qke $1,000. Last week,
$1,500.
KImo (504; 75-90) (Dickinson)—
’^Rififi” (UMPO), Fairish $1,200.
Last week, “La Strada” (T-L) (5th
wk), $500.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 60-80)—
“Drango” (UA) and “The Peace¬
maker” (UA). . Slow, $7,000. Last
week, ’'Zdrak” (QoU and “Miami
Expose” (Col), $6.000.,
Missouri (SW) (1,194; $lJ?0-$2)—
(Continued on page 16)

Philadelphia, Feb. 5.
Blizzard last Friday knocked
down biz although a fair Sunday
helped to holster trade. Randolph,
Midtown and Boyd, with their twoa-day reserved-seat runs, made,
ticket redemptions to snowbound
patrons. “Don’t Knock Rock”
shapes socko at Stanton. “Great
Man,” playing the l,25()-seat Gold¬
man, Is rated wow. “Oklahoma,” in
C’Seoped version, started out rath¬
er disappointing but good week
looms at Stanley. “Written on
Wind” pushed up a bit in fifth
round at Mastbaum.
Estimates for This Week
ArcadU (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)—
“Teahouse August Moon” (M-G)
(6th wk). Pushed to big $12,700.^
Last week, $11,000.
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25r$2.60)—
“Seven Wonders of World” (Cine¬
rama) (41st wk). Okay $10,000. Last
'Washington, Feb. 5.
Louisville, Feb. 5.
Three newcomers are providing week, $12,000.
New product is on tap at. all
Fox (20th) (2,250; 55-$1.80) —
change of pace to the recent
first-rims, currently, with the ex¬
“Five
Steps
to
Danger”
(UA)
and
holdover pattern, along main stem.
ception of the Kentucky where
Best, of these appears to be “King “Brass Legend” (UA). Pair $13,0001 “Written on Wind” is more than
and Four Queens” at Loew’s Pal¬ Last week, “Istanbul” (U) and justifying expectations ‘at the wick¬
ace. “Three Violent People” looms “Showdown at Abilene” (20th) (2d ets.
“Sharkfighters” at Loew’s
fair, in two houses. “Seven Won¬ wk), $8,000.
“Don’t know the
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65- looks okay.
ders of World” continues sock in
Rock”
is
rated big at the Mary Ann.
sixth stanza at'the Warner.
“Full $1.35) — “Great Man” (U). Wow “Four Girls in Town” looms strong
$18,000.
Last
week,
“Wrong
:Man”
of Life” is pleasing in aecond week
at Rialto. Town has had numerous
at Trans-Lux. Trade generally was (WB), $15,000.
Green HiU (Serena) (7501 75- drives lately for donations of food,
hurt , by mld-weelt rain and sleet.
$1.25) (closed Sundays)—^“Constant clothing and money as a result of
Estlmatei for This Week
Husband” (Indie) (6th wk). Good southeast Kentucky floods but it
has ""not slackened spending at
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 90« $2,800. -Last week, $3,400.
$1,25)—“Three Violent People”
Mastbaum <SW) (4,370; 90-$1.49) downtown cinemas.
Estimaies for This Week
(Par). Mild $5,000. Last week, —“Written on Wind” (U) (5th wk).
Brown (Fourth Ave.-United Art¬
“Wrong Mail” (WB) (2d wk), $5,- Pushed to nice $14,000. Last'(veek,
ists)
(1,0007 -74-99)—.“Secrets of
500.
, $13,000.
Capitol (Loew) (3.434; 85-$1.25).
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2-; Life” (BV), Opened Saturday (2),
—“Anastasia” (20th) {7lh wk). Oke $2.75)—“Around World In 80 Days” Last week, “Lust For Life” (M-G).
$13,000, and leaves, after showing (UA)(6th wk). Great $17,500. Last Healthy $7;000 in B days.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 50-85)
amasdng holdover power.
Last week, $18,000.
week, $14,000.
Rjmdolph (Goldman) (2,250; $1.40^ —“Written On Wind” (U) (2d wk).
Columbia (Lioew) (1,174; 70-90)— $2.^ — “10 Commandments” Fahey $6,000. after last week’s
“Seventh Calvary”^ (Col).
Weak (Par) (11th wk).‘Terrific $28,000. sock $10,000.
$5,000.
Last week, “.Girl" Can’t Last week, $30,000. .
Loew’s (United Artists) (3,000;
Help It” (20thy (5th wk), $6,500 at
50-85)—“Sharkflgfaters” (UA) and
Stanley (SW) (2;900; 60-$1.49)
upii^ Bcaie.
. ,
“Oaklkhoma” (20th). Good 12,000. “Beast Hollow. Mountain** (tJA).
Keith’# (RKOi (L859: $1.25-$2;75) Last weekr “NlghtfaU” (Col). Oke $8,500; Last week, “Iron Pet¬
—”10 Commantoeiits’* (Par) (12th 9,000.
ticoat” (M-G) and “Great American
wk. . Steady $11,000, ■ and- stays.
Stanten (SW) (1^4837 96-$1.49)— Pastime” <M-G), $9,008*
Last week, $14;060.^
“Don’t Knock -Rrok” (Col) and . Mary Aaderooii (People’s) (1,000;
l^tropoUtlhi: (SW) <1,490; 90-, “Rumble oh. Docks” (Col). Sock 50-85)--“Don?t Knock Rock?* (Col)
$1.25)—“Three' Violent People”, |ie;000. Last week, VBeast Hollow and . “Rumble On Docks” (Col).
(ContliMied oh Pikgb’16)
Mountain” <UA) * and “Man Del Big.ffTvOOO. Last , week, “Seventh
(Col) and. “1984” <C61),
Rfo” (UA)i $0ff00.
Stddi# CGk>ldberg) (400i 94^1.49)
kiaito
(Foiurth
Avfhuc) : <3.000:
—“Tempest In Flesh” (Indie) (4th
wk). Hot $3,300. Last week. |6,300. 50-85)—r“rour iGlrls. in,' Town” (U)
^ Eirttmates for
Week
and
“Strange
Interlude”
(AA).
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)
Fulton (Shea) <1.700; 8(h$1.25)—
^“AzMstasla” <20th) (6ih wk). Solid Good $10,000 or near. Last week,
“Glri Can’t Help If’. (20th) <2d wk).
“Three
Brave
Men”
(20th)
and
$17,000; Last week, $18,000.
Still paying off at okay $7,000 on
Viking (Sley) (1.000; 75-$1.40)— Oasis” (2(I|th), $8,000.
Windup. Last week, $11,500. ^
•Baby DoU” (WB)'(6th wk). Trim
. Guild (Shea) (500; 85-99)—“Wee
$9,500. Last week, $11,000.
Geordie” (Arthur) (3d wk). This
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
Boston, Feb. 5.
World (Pathe) (499. 99-$1.40) —
one may possib^ be the biggest
More -snow failed to slow the —“Lust For Life” (M-G) (11th wk). 'Magnificent Seven” (Col) (2d wk).
thlnf^ this smallseater' has ever,
Sp-so $3,000. Last week. $4,000.
had. Should be well over big $4,000 first-run office, with milder weath-JStout $7,000. Last week, $7,500.
er helphig. Little new product but
Memorial (RKO) (3.000; 60-90>—
this session. Last week. $4,700.
Indianapblii, Feb. 5.
Harrta (Harris) (2.165; 80-$1.25) holdovers are okay. “Top Secret “AnasUsia” (20th) (3d wk). StlU
Biz is moderate at most firri-runi
•^“Anastasia” (20th) (4th wk). Veiy’| Attair** looks fairly okay at the biggest thing in town with hotsy
here this stanza but nobody is get¬
Metropolitan.
.“Naked
Paradise”
$27,000,
Lari
yvtck,
$32,500.'
,
little letup and house is getting big
ting. JiUrt “Tan Commandments,”
play from carriage trade for. first is fine at Paramount and Fenway.
MetropoHtan (NET).(4,357: 80-75-.
Providence, Feb. 6.
after a sensational.^penlng at the
time in years. Great $14,000 .or “Albert Schweitzer” looks big at the $1.10)—“Top- Seertt Affair” - (WB)
Majestic’s
third
round
with
Lyric with Charlton Heston fn aN
over; naturally continues.
Last Exeter. “Anastasia” still leads the and “Accused of Murder” KRep). ’Anastasia” and the State’s third tendance, looks wow In first week.
holdovers
at
the-Memorial,
draw¬
week. $17,000.
Fairly okay .$17,000. Last week. with ’Teahouse of August Moon” “Four Girls In Town” riiapes okay
Penr (UA) (3.300; 65-99)—“Iron ing lines In third frame. “Ten “Wrong Man’^ (WB) and. “High are stiU pulling stronger than new, at Circle. “Drango” looms nice at
petticoat” (M-G). Crix said no but Cbqimahfiments” is'stlll' big in 12th Terrace” (AA) (2d wk), $10,000 in 5 entries this session.
Albee’s Loew's while “Wrong Man” at Indlpublic is saying yes. Looks like Astor week. “Seven Wonders of days.
'“Naked Paradise” la hefty. Strand anar. is disappointing.
close to $16,000, and very big here World” Is holding up in 22d round,
Parameuai (NET) (1,700; 60-90) looms oke, with “Ride Hlgffi Iron.”
Estimates for This Week
_ .
in light of what they’ve been do¬ at Cinerama.
Estimates for Thi# W^k
—“Naked Paradise” (AI) and
Estimates for the Week
Circle (CockrilLDolle) <2,800; 60ing lately. Last week, “King and
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80)—
“Flesh and Spur” (AI). Nice $16,Astor
(B&Q)
(1,372;
$1.00-$2.75)
Four Queens” (UA), $13,000, over
“Naked Paradise” (AI) and ’‘Flesh 85)—“Four . Girls • In. Town” (U)
—“Ten
Commandments”
(Par) 500. Last week, ’Tstanbul” (U) and and Spur” (AI).
Hefty $9,000. and “Strange Intruder” (AA). Oke
Slick $22,000.
Last “Night Runneri* (U), $9,000.
^S^dirrcl HiU (SW) (900; 85-99— (12th wk).
Last
week, “Istanbul” (U) and $9,000. Last week, “Bock, Pretty
Plltrim (ATC) (1,000; 65-95)—
“Great Man” (U) (2d wk). Should week. $24,000.
“Everything But Truth” (U), $6,000. Baby” (U) and “Showdown at AblBracon flUl (Beacon Hill) (678; "Don’t Knock Rock” (Col) and
be around for quite a spelL Dip¬
Majestic (C-Mr (2,200; 75-$1.10) lenb” (U), $10,000.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 60-83)—
ping somewhat but $6,000 or better 60-$1.25)<—^“Secrets of Life” (BV) “Rumble On Docks” (Col) (2d wk). —“Anastasia”
(20th)
(3d wkk
is still sensational. Last week, (3d wk). Nice $8,500. Last week, Hotsy $10,()00. Lari week. $12,500. Hotsy $10,000. Second was $13,- “Wrong Man” (WB). Mild $8,000.
Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; $1.25Last
week, “Girl Can’t Help It’
reat $7,000, second best figure in 10 000
Cinerama (Cinerama - Produc¬ $2.20)—^“Oklahoma” (Magna) (22d 000
ouse’s history.
\
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80)— (20th) and “Black Whip” <20th) (2d
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 65-99)— tions) (1,354; $1.25-$2.65)—“Seven wk). Perky $23,000. Last week, “Teahouse August Moon” (M-G) wk), nice $7,008;
“Three Violent People” (Par).' Not Wonders” (Cinerama) (23d wk). $24,000.
Loew’s 4Loew) <2,427; 60-80)—
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90- (3d wk). Lively $9,000. Second ’‘Drango” (UA) and “Gun Man
going anywhere at $9,000 or near. Fine $24,000. Last w«;ek. $27,500.
$12,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 6(K-$I.25)— $1.50)—“King And Four Queens” was
Lut week, “Girl He Left Bel^d”
Down”
<(JA). Nice $9,000. Last
Strand (Silverman) (2.200; 63-80)
“Alb^ Schweitzer” (Indie) (2d wk). (UA) and “Rebel In Town” (UA). —“Ride
(WB), $11,500;
High Iron” (Cd) and “Ten week, “Iron Petticoat” (M-G) and
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.28-$2A0) First week ended Sunday (3) was Second week ended today (Tues.) Tall. Men” (Col) reissue). Fair “The Rack” (M-G). $8,500.
was sock $10,000.,
,
^“Seven Wonders” (Cinerama) big $14J}0a.
Lyric (OD) (WO; $1.26^$2.20)—
SUte (Loew) (3.660; 90-$L50)— $6,500. Lari week, “Don’t Knock “10 epmman^ents” (Par). Ter¬
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-90)—
<42xkl wk). Showing some Improve^
“King
And
Four
Queens”
(UA) and Rock” (Col) and ’’Rumble On rific $;20,000. Last week. ‘^Okla“Naked
Paradise”
(AI)
and
“Flesh
tnent, with start Saturday morning
Docks”,
(Col),
strong
$13,000
but
Second
oup shows again, to pre-sold au- And Spur” (AI). Big $8,000. Last “Rebel In Town” (UA).
$3,000 worth of damage to seats, homa’MMagna) (2d wk), $10,000 m
ences. Will top $11,000 again, week, “Istanbul” (U) and “Night week ended today (Tues.) was oka screen, plugged plumbing, etc*
four days.
$6;000.
Runner” <U), $6,000,
came as last week.

San Francisco, Feb. 5.
* Arty theatre plx are hitting a
fine pace here currently, with “Wee
Geordie” and “Bullfight” doing
particularly well. “La Strada” still
is in the money at the Bridge de¬
spite being in ^he 22d week.' “Four
Girls in Town” is rated okay at
Golden Gate while “Three Violent
People,” also new, is fair at Para¬
mount. “Five Steps To Danger”
shapes mild at United. Artists.
“Top Secret Affair” looms fine at
St. Francis. “Around World in 80
Days” is rated near-sellout at
Coronet while. “Seven Wonders of
World” is excellent at Orpheum,
^Jlstimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80^
$1)—“Four Girls In Tdwn” (U) and
“Above Us Waves” (Indie). Okay
$11,000. Last week, “Rock, Pretty
Baby.” (U) and “Night Runner” (U),
$12,500.
/
^ Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
“Anastasia” (20th) and “Men Sher¬
wood Forest” (Indie) (5th wk).
Holding on at $16,000 in- 10 days.
Last week, $12,500.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; $1.25$K50)—“Teahouse August Moon”
(M-G) (6th wk). Good $13,000 In 9
days. Last week, $14,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$!)—
“Three Violent People.” (Par) and
“Rumble Docks” (CoD. -Fair $14,000 or under. Last week, “Wrong
Man” (WB) and “Fire Maidens’*
(Indie), $15,000 for 8 days.
St Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
—“Top Secret Affair” (WB). Fine
$12,000. Last week; “Baby Doll'
(WB) (5th wk),'^,000..
Pittsburgh, Feb. 5.
Orpheum
(Cinerama
Theatre
Bob Hope-Katharine Hepburn CaUf.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—“Seven
on marquee are managing to over-- Wonders” (Cinerama) (11th wk).
come the dismal notices for “Iron Excellent $29,000. Last week, $28,Pettieoat” at the Penn, and It’ll be 700.
dowikown leader this week. How¬
United Artists (No; Coast) (1.207;
ever. “Anastasia” in fourth stanza 70-$l)—i^FIve Steps To . Danger’
Is not far behind at Harria with'an* (tJA) and ’^Gun Brothel” (UA)..
Other big week.- “Great Man” at Mild $7,000; Last wc(^/“Dranj
Squirrel-Hill lind "Wee-Qeordle” , (UA) and ’^Running Target’; iX
at Guild, are- still cleaning up,
wk). $7,200*
“Seven .Wonder® of World’T has .(2d
Stfti«dOor (ArR) (440; $1.25atirted to. >ick up i^ain .at the. $1.50^—“Constant Hi^and”. (rn*<
Wariier. *‘Glrl Can*t Help It;*
(Contlfiued on page 16)
> ing okay on Fulton b,Ok Only ether
pew entry dovmtowit, “Three VIO-*
Itot PeapleV’ is. ipst so-so at Stan-

‘Queens’Lush 24G,
D.C;‘Violent’13G

'Knock Rock’ $7,000,
t’viBe; Town’TaB lOG,
'Wind'Lnsfy $6,000,2d

Hoiie-Heiibuni Hep 16G,
Pitt; ‘VioleDt’ Tame 9^
'Anastasia’ Boffo 14G

:i0€VTerrif$20;000.
h^4^1)nBgo’ 9G

^aked' Bright $9,000,
ProT.;
High’ 6^G

g

S

$ ,

.

.
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PlCTUBfi! GROSSES

Rousing $15,000,
duBizdnlis; life’ Meroo 39G, ‘Zarak’
^ BIhes B’way But‘City’Neat
.Buff.; Bergman 16G, 2d
Iron’ Red Hot $3S,I)00, Drangq’ Fat
$21000, ‘Inm’ Shirdy 21G; ‘Eagles’
I7G, IFond^’ 47G, ‘Wind’ % ISG
Fair 110&‘Affair’$7G,‘Doll’24G
Chicago, Feb. 5. 4—-----Chi film receipts are on the up— .
.
.
swing thi$^‘week with a light com£stimatc& Are Net
edy beat as four new entrees in the
ruxn grosa estimates as rerp
ported hferewith.from the variFull of'Life shaping to a re_
|_p„
nrA npf* I'p
sounding $39,000 at the Chicago.
Across the street, “Iron Petticoat"
nn^
Sji*
at the State-Lake looks red hot
utors share on net take, when
at $35,000.
playing percentage, hence the .
“Everything But Truth" looms
estimated figures are net inoke $7,000 at the Esquire. “Istancome.
bul" with “Thunder over Arizona"
The parenthetic admission ^
is shaping good $8,000 at Grand..
prices, however, as Indicated,
Roadshows are’ still booming
include the U. S. amusement
here, with “Ten Commandments"
tax.'
in its 11th smash stanza at Me■
..
.
Vickers and V'Seven Wonders of
^
World" still in seven league boots at
• ■
• 7-lIf .
“TOahouse^of August Moon" is in
its 11th stout week at the Woods.
“La Strada" ls>till a blockbuster
at World in sixth. “Written on
Wind" is same at United Artists
and same session. “DrangO" looms
solid at Roosevelt ^In second.
fvnu nf 1fPoU
?Sh

d'l'TRAA
?no ^
^ ^
naiahan> (1400*

fnP

,

MO ^Last^wlMk

(Indie) (3d
.n 900* Ofl.ei
Grand (lAdie) (1,200; 98-$1.25)—
AHrnna^^
CS^d^BOOO^*^ Last
.“Great Day In Morning”
(RKO), $9,000. Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)-t
“Brave One'’ (RKO) (2d wk).
Hardy $14,000. Last week, $16,000.
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25$3.30) — “Ten Commandments"
(Par) (11th wk). Staunch $41,000.
Last week, $38,()00.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; ’67-87)—
“Jedda" (DCA) and “Unfiatural"
(S St> «!SSn*

^

^“Girl Can’t Help It" (20th) (2d
wk). Stout $24,000. Last week,
*30 000
$3o
Palace (Indie) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)
—"Seven Wonders" (Cinerama)
(8th wk). Fantastic $47,000. Last
week, $49,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 90)-^
“DrangO" (UA) and “Flight to
Hong Kong" (UA) (2d wk). Very
good, $17,00d. Last week, $20,000.

Buffalo, Feb. 5,
“Anastasia" is still great in sec¬
ond round at the Buffalo and con¬
tinues standout in city. “Zarak”
shapes bright at Paramount while
“Nightfall” is rated good'at Center.
“Written oh Wind" looms nifty in^
fourth week at Lafayette. “Seven
Wonders of World" continues big
in 23d round at the Teck. “10 Com¬
mandments" looks fine in sixth
Century frame.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; .90t$1.25)
—“Anastasia" (20th) and “The
Rack" (Indie) (2d' wk). Great $16,000 for Ingrid Bergman starrer.
Last week, $22,000.
"
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 60-85)—
“Zarak" (Col) and “White Squaw"
(Col). Bright $15,000. Last week,
“Three Brave Men’’ (20th) and
‘-Quiet Gun" (Indie), $12,000.
Center (Par) (2,000; 60-85)—
“Nightfall" (Col) and “Wicked As
They Come" (Col). Good $12,000.
Last week, “Oklahoma" (Magna) (9
days), $12,600.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)—
“Written On Wind" (U) and “Show¬
down at Abilene (U) (4th wk).
Nifty $10,000. Last week, $11,000.
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; $1.25$2.50)—“10 Commandments" (Par)
(6th wk). Fine $20,000. Last week,
$23,000.
Teck (Cinema Products) (1,200;
$1.20-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders, of
World" (Cinerama) (23d wk). Big
$9,500. Last week, ditto.

Worst snowstorm of year, as far vaude bill opens tomorrow night
as crippling transportation was (Thurs.), house now being closed
concerned, is taking a heavy toll down propping for this.
at the Broadway first-run boxoffice
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,665; $!•
in the present stanza. The six $2)—.“Top Secret Affair” (WB) (2d
inches of show last Friday slough¬ wk). First .week erided last night
ed business that day’and on Sat¬ (Tues,) was fair $37,000. Likely
urday up until late in the after¬ will go three weeks. In ahead,
noon. Six new bills, some of them “Nightfall" (Col) with stageshow
unusually stout, constitute the lone headed by Nat “King" Cole, Ella
ensouraging sigh for the session^ Fitzgerald, Count Basie band,, hit
The Music'Hair is faring better wow $143,000,. third best ever in
with “Wihgs of the Eagles" plus 30 years of house operation.
a new' stageshow than with the pre¬
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90ceding two-week pic (“Barretts of $1.80)—“We Are All Murderers"
Wimpole Street"). However, the (King) (5th wk). Fourth stanza
storm coming so soon after tee- ended Monday (4) was okay $6,200.
off day, kept thousands of out-of- Third was $8,200. “Gold of Na¬
towners from getting to N.Y., and ples" (Indie) opens Feb. 11.
hurt the Hall' particularly.
It
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
looks to land fair $110,000 in first fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.85) — “Wings
week.
of Eagles" (M-G) with stageshow.
It^AA AAA •
/I*
“Edge of City" completed its ini¬ Initial session ending today (Wed.)
tk/|l |IIN| m I in/i^
tial stanza with a nice $24,000 at is heading for fair $110,000, storm
fPLVtVUV 111 vUltV
the state, “Iron Petticoat," faring hurting this particularly. Holds.
, .
»
comparatively better, looks to In ahead, “Barretts of Wimpole
reach nearly $21,000 at the May- Street" (M-G) and stageshow (2d
Cincinnati, Feb. 5.
fair although it opened in Fri¬ wk), $85,000 for worst two weeks In
Booming reception for “Anastaday's storm.
many years at HaU.
Keith’s is improving reRivoir (UAT) (1,545; $i.25-$3.50)
“Top Secret Affair," saris stageturns this'week at many first-runs,
show, hit a fair $37,000 opening —“Around World in 80 Days" (UA)
*»**i***vai*,Jli,e. profitable trend
IXCllU that’s
Ulill
maintaining
round at the Paramount, and stayis (17th wk). The 16th round ended
F^^ailed since Start of 1957. “Gun
on. “Gun for Coward" is just okay' last night (Tues,) was $36,000, ca¬
Coward," another newcomer,
with $9,000 at the Globe. "Five pacity since including one Satur¬
tair at the Palace. Potent
Steps to Danger" ^ith vaude did day morning show or 11 shows for
holdovers
are “10 Commandfair $14,000 in six days at Palace. week. The 15th week was the
nients,” in seventh week at the
House closed now to hrep for Jerry same.
Grand, and “Baby Doll," sweet
Lewis and allvaiide ’ show opening
Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)—«
^c^d^roi^der^Jt ^th?tig Albe?
tomorrow night.
“Lust For Life" (M-G) (21st wk).
W®*ther break has “Seven Won“Written on Wind" shapes fair The 20tb frame completed Monday
$20,000 in fourth session at the (4)' was big $9,800. The 19th week
Capitol, and holds a fifth. “Baby was $12,300. '
Estimates (pr This Week
DoU" still was sock at $24,000 in
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; $1.25Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)—
seventh round at the Victoria, $2.50) — “Anastasia" (20th) and
' Baltimore, Feb. 5.
“Baby DoU" (WB) (2d wk). Plenty
opening its eighth week today stageshow (8th-final wk). Current
With the majority of the houses (Wed.).
sweet $15,000 after $20,000 bow.
session ends tomorrow (Thurs.)
dominated by holdovers, grosses
“Anastasia" with stagcshow is likely will wind up with okay $48,Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp) tend to be fairish here this week.
(1,376; $1.20-$2.65)—“Seven Won- “Wrong Man" is. just^okay at the heading for an okay . $48,000 in 000. The seventh was $76,000.
ders of World'.' (Cinerama) (35th Stanley. Second week of “Anasta- eighth (final). week at the Roxy. “Girl Can't Help It" .(20th) and
wk). Picking up to solid $17,000, ►sia" looms, sturdy at the Century. “Girl Can’t Help It" with new new stageshow opens Friday. (8).
State (Loew) (3,450: 78-$1.75)—
reflecting weather Improvement Third round of “Teahouse of the stageblll opens on Friday. “Great
Man" held with lively $11,200 in “Edge of City" (M-G) (2d wk).
over last week’s $15,500.
August Moon" is healthy at the fifth round at Sutton. “Rainmaker" First
stanza completed Monday (4)
®r“* <®KG>
$1.25-$2.75> Hipp. Seventh session of “Around looks, to finish its eighth frame at
nice $24,000. In ahead, “Slan¬
Commandments" (Par) (7tlx World in 80 Days" shapes potent the Astor with an ok|iy $154)00. hit
(M-G) (2d wk-6 days), $8,500.
at' the Film Centre. “Ten Com¬ “Full of Life” replaces it on Feb. der"
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75) —
mandments" is holding stoutly for
“Great Man" (U) (6th wk). Fifth
7,
9.?y_ seventh stanza at, the New. “Writ¬ 12
Estimates for This Week
round
ended Monday (4) was lively
Anastasia’ (20th). Preeming at ten on Wind" still is big at Mayfair
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75r$2)— $11,200. The fourth was $14,700.
■in fifth round.
“Rainmaker" (Par) <8th wk). This
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1Estimates for This Week
Sfnnn
Rebel
(20th),
stanza winding up today (Wed.) $1.50)—“La Strada" (T-L) (30th
Century (FrueVtman) (3,100; 50- looks like okay $15,000 or near. wk). The 29th round finished Sun¬
■
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$l.H
75-$1.10)— $1.25)—j'/Anastasla" (20th) {2d wk). The seventh was $18,000. "Full of day (3) was fanev $9,500. The 28th
“Gun^ for a Coward" (U). ]Fair Sturdy $14,000 following $18,000 Life" (CJoD opens Feb. 12, leaving week was $11,000.
Petticoat" opener. $9,500, Last week, “Iron PetticVictoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2)
only six days for ninth week of I
(M-G)^ $11,000.
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50- “Rainmaker."
I —“Baby Doll" (WB) (8th wk). The
$1.25)—“We Are All Murderers"
■
'
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) i seventh frame completed last night
(Indie). Nice $3,500. Last week, (550; $1.25-$1.80)—"Wee Geordie"! (Tues.) was socko $24,000 or close.
“Snow Was Black" (Indie) (5th wk), (Arthur) '(18th. wk).
The 17th The sixth was $27,000.
$1,500.
Warner (Cinerariia Prod.) (1,600:
round ended Sunday (3) held at
' Film Centre, (Rappaport) (890; okay $5,800. The 16th week Was $1.26-$3;50) — “Seven Wonders of
$1.50-$2.50)—“Around World In 80 $6,100.
World" (Cinerama) (44th wk). The
Days" (UA) (7th wk). SUIT potent
Bai^onet (Readc) (430; $1.25- 43d session ended Saturday (2) was
$154)00. . Last week, $14,000.-.
$1.80) — “Don Giovanni" (Indie) great $41,900. The 42d week was
Five West (Schwaber) (460;'50- (7th wk). Sixth week ended last $41,300, Week, ended Saturday
Detroit, Feb. 5.
$1.25)—“Wee Geordie" (Indie) (6th night (Tues.) was good $4,900. The (43d) was headed for considerable
Generally
aood biz
Generally good
bk orevaila
prevails this
Pleasing $2,500 following fifth was $5,400.
improvement when snowstorm hit
stanza with holdovers qgain re- wk).
for fifth.
World (Times)'(501; 95-$1.50)-»
Capitol (Loew). (4,820; $l-$2.50)
sponsible. The two newcomers to $3,000
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100; —“Written on Wind" (U) (4th wk). “Tempest'in Flesh" (Pace) .(3d wk).
downtown .locations, “Top Secret
50-$1.25)—“Teahouse” (M-G) (3d Current session ending tomorrow Current round winding tomorrow
Affair^’at tfie MicWgah, and “Black wk).- Staunch $10,000 after $12,000
(Thurs.) looks to get fair $20,000. (Thurs.) is heading for big $7,000.
- woadway-Capltol for second round.
The third was. $28,500. Stays a The second was $8,700.
Commandments"
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-i^l)— fifth touUd.
.
remlilns the leader In 11th week at “Storm
Over Nile" (Col). Starts to*
the Madison, “Around World in morrow (Wed.)v .“OndcHigo"v XCol),/ , qriterion (Moss) (1,071; .,.$L6P$3.30)U.*‘lO Comriaaliidments" "(Par)
Hays” looks dandy at the United $2,000.
(13th wk). Current round finishing
Artists. • “Anastasia" holds weill. in
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 30-90)—
fourth round at the FoX. “Seven “Written bn Wind" (U) (5th wk). tomorrow IThurs.) looks like ter¬
Wonders of World" continues .won- Still boff at $6,000 foilq.\<rijhg $7;000 rific $55,500, witluaiided Saturday
(}at*£u1 In 34th* wfiLcIc At the T^u^lp
morning-show liiaking 15 perform¬
•in fourth.
Hall.
^
ances on week. The 12th was $54,New (Fruchtman) (1,600; $L25- OOO. Stays on jndef.
Cleveland, Feb. 5.
Estimates for Thia Week .
$2.250-^“10' Combiandments" (Par) ., Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
Only newcomer,in this stanza of
^ Fox (Fox-betrolt) (5,000; 90- (7th 'Mv)i Holding firmly at $16,r. -^“Richard. Ill” (Lopert) (2d wk). flourishing, stayovers is “Three
000
same
as
last
Week.
$1.25) — “Anastasia" (20th) and
Violent People," rated routine at
Playhouse (Schwaber) (410; 50- First stanza completed Sunday (3) State.' “Anastasia" looks so ag¬
^Wp" (20th) (4th wk).
l$9,000«
t-.x. - .
$1.25)—“Great Man" (m (2d.'Wk). WaspxOkay
gressively solid that it. may stay
.
55th
SL
PlayJuMise-.
(^-F)
(300;
$4,000 after $5,500 opener.
two- more rounds- at -Hipp. Final
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; Okay
Stanley (WB) (3>200; 50-$1.25)^ $1.25-$1.50)—“Oedipus * Rex." (rLes-* (^th) week for “Teahouse of Au¬
^(^"$1'*25) — “Top Secret Affair"
ser)
(5th
wkK
Fourth
week
com¬
(wb) and ‘/Accused of Murder" “Wrong Man" (WB). -Fairly good pleted Sunday (3) was.fine $6,500 gust Moon" looks good at Stillman.
(Indie). Fair $16,000. Last week, $9,000. Last. week, j“Three Violent after $7,000 for third.
Third session for “Written on
(Par), $4,500.
*
(y®) and “Peace-; People"
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50) Wind" is fancy at Allen. Both “10
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; SO-'
nxaker (UA), $18,000.
$1.25)—“Don't Knock Rock" (Col) —“Gun For Coward” (U)'(2d wk): Commanditfents" at Ohio and
Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)— and “Rumble on Docks" (Col). First week ended yesterday (Tues.) “This is Cinerama" at Palace, now
“Written on Wind" (U) and “Run- Opens tomorrow (Wed.). Second was okay $9,000 or near. In ahead, in 12th laps, are holding up smash.
Estimates for This Week
ning Target" (UA) (3d wk). Lofty week of “Rainmaker" (Par) was “Blonde Sinner" (AA), $8,000.
Allen (SnW) (70-$D—“Written on
Guild (Guild) (450; $l-$1.75)-r$14,000; Last week, same.
moderate
$6,500
after, $9,000
Wind”
(U) (3d wk). Big $16,000*
“Albert
Schweitzer"
(Indie)
(3d
Madison (Ut» (1,900; $1.25-$2.75) opener.
wk). Initial holdover round ended Last week, $17,500.
—“lo Commandments’* (Par) (11th
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$!)-^
Sunday (3) was sturdy $14,000.
wk). Terrific $30,000. Last week.
“Anastasia" (20th) (2d wk). Sturdy
First was $18,000.
$32,000.
.
_
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79- $19,000 after $26,500 last week.
Broadway-Capliol (UD) (3,500;
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $t.25-$2.50)
$1.80) ^ “Iron Petticoat" (M-G).
90-$1.25)—“Black Legion” (Indie) j
First " stanza ending tomorrow —“10 Commandments" (Par) (12Ui
“Crime School" (Indie) (re(Thurs.) looks to reach nearly $21,- wk). Lofty $19,000. ^ast week,
Portland, Ore., Feb. 5.
^s^ucs). Slow $8,000. Last week.
Heavy snowstorm and near-zero 000, despite snowstorm. Holding. $21,000.
Paradise" (Indie) and
Palace (S-W) (1,485: $1.25-$2.40)
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95“Flesh and Spur" (Indie), $10,000, weather are making a dent in take
United Artists (UA) (1,668; $1.25-. this round. Nearly all first-runs $1.80)*—“Torment" (King) (2d wk). —“This Is Cinerama" (Cinerama)
(24st
wk). Big $25,000 after $27,500
$3)—“Around World In 80 Days" have nevy entrants but none is too i First holdover round ending to-,
<UA) (6th wk).
Strong. $27,000. big. “Bundle of Joy" at the Fox morrow (Thurs.) looks like okay last round.
State
(Loew) (3,500; 70-90)—
$4,000
or
near.
First
was
$5,500,
looms f aii*ly good while “Iron Petti-1
WCCk, dlttO.
“Three Violent People" (Par), Rou¬
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25- coat" is solid at Liberty. “Bock, below expectancy.
tine
$12,000
or less. Last week;
Palace
(RKO)
(1,700;
60-$1.60)—
Pretty
Baby"
shapes
neat
at
Para-1
$i.50)-7-“Teahouse August Moon"
“5 Steps To Danger" (UA) with “Girl He Left Behind" (WB).
(M-G) (6th wk). Fine $11,500. Last mount.
vaudeville. Hit fair $14,000 in 6 $8,200.
week, same,
Estimates for This Week
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 75-$1.25)
Broadway (Parker) (938; $1.50-$2) “days, house closing after Monday
Music Hall
Hi
(Cinerama Produc¬
tlons)
(1,201
tions) (1.205:
$1.50-$2.65)—“Seven — “Oklahoma" (Magna) (13th night to prep for all vaude bill. In —“Teahouse August Moon" (M-G)
Tir
_J_m (Cinerama)
Wonders”
(34th wk) week). Two-a-day with extra mat- ahead, “Istanibul" (U) and vaude, (7th wk). Smart $8,000. Last week.
$19,000, Jerry Lewis and allstar $8,500.
(Continued on page 16)
Swell $22.400., .Last week,,same.

AUdSldSld W 0W

5

‘Wrong’NeatSG,
yto;‘World’15G

.

!

‘Affair' Fair $15,000 h
Del;‘Anastasia’Hotsy
■17G,‘Wmd’.14Cm3d

$4,700. Last week,' “Silent World"
(Col) ^(5th wk), $3,200.- n 7nn- on
Sio’nAA®®*^^® $18,000,
*1
JiV raa^*^^

Last week,
n oofl. on
n??h
nnn
t Si wliS?
$20,000. Last w^ek,
' fflOA. onv "T o

mlf

nn?f^

Only Fisncti C&n (UuMPO) (otli
wk).
Par $3,000. .>asL week.
$3,100, ' >.'
’
‘
" ■~c.'- 'V •' . _ ^
lUFttln
I
W2in
fl»A^'AAA rtir '
>n'* AA

InplSii.Uft, Alw
.

$9,0.00,
%oiig Fair SG,
®
~
^
^ i
Olfjiv

uraugll UKay ai ilU
Minneapolis, Feb. 5. .
Three new films are supplying
some Variety to the boxoffice. pic^re this week. Health of . some of
yet longrunsx still is amazing.
/Drango" sha]^l okay at the State,
Top Secret Affair’’ at Radio City
Wrong Man" at
RKO-Orpheum. ^ barely fair
Anastasia" still is. potent in fifth
7Week and “Written On Wind" is
dlHn
ditto in
in fourth. •
,
Estimates for This WeekL
7nriH»»
® pSclnf
^ r’nS^S:
fftfh ^

(Berger) (1,000; 75-90)—
* Geod $6,000. Last week,

$6,800.
Lyric
(Par)
(1,000; J5-90)—
75-90)—
“Westward Ho. Wagons" (BV)
(BV)
(jjjo o.) Fast $5,000. Last
it week,
week,
King .and Four Queens" (UA) (3d
$4,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 85-90)—
Ton
AflF!iin'» CWB). Mild
TVyTiM
Top Secret Affair"
(Continued, on page *16)^

('Wa\

‘ViolenYlSli^PO,

Cleve.;‘Akstasia’ Kg
19^‘Wind’Hat 166,3d

• m

Hope Lively 9G, Port.;
‘Bundle’ Warm $7,500

Wednesday, February 6^, W57‘
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IS ^If© MADE BY
PRODU

A month ago we reported in detj
first 15 theatres, then averaging A%

4 additional weeks in January in
gross has reached the fantastic

3,67

*

(the last week in January being the bigg !

THESE ASTOUNDING RESULTS INDIC
WILL BE THE HIGHEST GROSSING ATT
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

yiSfiffiOM* TECHNICOLOR*

Wednesday, Febmai»y 6, 1957

FIRST 15 ENGAGEMENTS

NG

ISTORY

13 WEEKS
12 WEEKS
12
11
11
It
11
11
11
8
8
7
7
7
7

WEEKS
WEEKSf
WEEKS
WEEKS
WEEKS
WEEKS
WEEKS
WEEKS
WEEKS
WEEKS
WEEKS
WEEKS
WEEKS

^
.

Criterion, New York City
• . . Stanley Warner,
Beverly Hills, Los.Angeles
• « « . Ohio, Cleveland
» » • Keith’s, Washington
• • « . . Astor, Boston
« Randolph, Philadelphia
• * McVlokers, Chicago
• • . Madison, Detroit
• . University, Toronto
« . *
Olympia, Miami
* Beach,-Miami Beach
» • . Capitol, Montreal
• * » Grand, Cincinnati
^ # .
New, Baltimore
> • Century, Buffalo

DeMILI-E’S
ICTION

MANDMENTS
ail a gross of $2,226,749. for the
weeks playing time. Now after
these very same 15 theatres the
sum of

— exclusive of huge advance ticket sales —

est with the exception of one holiday week.'

ATE THAT "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS”
RACTION IN MOTION PICTURE HISTORY!

'

12

~g

" " tT g ■>>. 'T'-

sf

nCTUBES

/

One Less Tiff In
Cinerama Clan

Home-Toll Scary
To Exhibs Not In
On the Rainbow

f ■»,

Stock Exchange

1956-57
High Low

1

Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues.
fnlOOs
High
Low
(Close
21% Am Br.^Par'TCh 162
23%
-22%
223/4
zm 22% CBS “A” .... 113
31%
30
30
34\4 22% CBS “B”_ 138
31%
29%
30
%
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to take in return fqr just the fi¬
From Its Board, Think Loew Execs
nancing.”
In Gotham
Allen said he was directing his
criticism toward all distribs, and
Jack A. Farr, Texas drive-in op¬
not just Col alone. “All of them,”
he said, “maintain the same sys¬ erator Avho is seeking a .seat on
tems and practices and it'& about Loew’s board, is. said to own only
time they realized things • should two shares of the company’s stock.
Farr, who made his .intention
be changed.”
known in a letter to Irving Green¬
field, secretary of Loew’s, said he
wanted only a dollar a year and
traveling expenses for his services.
The Texas theatreman also re¬
leased the letter to trade papers
and sent a copy to the Securities &
Kansas City, Feb. 5.
E^tchange Commission, in Washing¬
Teen-age enthusiasm erupted on ton,. ‘Farr’s letter said that he was
Friday (1) at the Fairway Jheatre, asking “all stockholders who will
Fox Midwest -suburban first run, vote in my favor to* mail their
when more than 100 (of the breed proxies to me.” He said he would
were evicted, from the house.-' 't'he attend Loewi’s annual meeting in
show was stopped for 20. minutes N.Y. Feb. 28 “with proxies in
while two police officers cleared hand.”
olit, the punks/
Loew’s executives laughed off
Theatre was heavy with juve Farr’s quest.
“Our proxy fights
trade to seek “Bock, Pretty Baby,” are, over,” commented a company
Noisy behavior has occurred at the Spokesman. Doubt was expressed
house on Friday nights before, «but in industry circles that Farr was
this is the first time. it has gotten acting wholly on legal founds. Al¬
out of hand, per S. W* Lpngan, though he had sent a copy of his
letter to the SEC, it's doubted that
manager.
Ruckus- started with hand-clapT he had filed ah official request to^
ping, but deteriorated quickly with solicit proxies, a hecessary legal
girls screaming and running about procedure.
and boys throwing coats; and push¬
ing others. Deputies talked to the
audience from the stage with a
warning about ten minutes before
the outburst, but it proved but a
temporary stop.
Regina, Sask., Feb. 5. '
David A. Lipton, U ad chief, re¬
Warners’ “Baby DoU” canv
turned to the Coast after two webks shown in the province of Saskat¬
of Gotham huddles.
chewan but it has been nixed in.
the nearby prgvlnOe of Alberta.
Although the controversial mo¬
ronic bride has been passed by-the
Saskatchewan censor, it will be
withdrawn and reconsidered by the
censor if complaints a^'e made, said
Labor Minister C. C. Williams, who
is also in charge of "theatres.^
because they do not appeal to gen¬
eral or mixed audiences, especially
if they are deep or complicated
love 'Stories, or in the semi-art
class, or of appeal to women only,”
Boston, Feb. 5.
Penzien said, “I find that over a
Michael Redstone, prexy of Redtwm-year period I have about 25 Atone Drive-In Theatres, was elect¬
of these films.
My booker. Bob ed Chief Barker of the Variety
Burmuele, has looked up many Tent of New England.
short subjects recommended in
Other officers named to the
various women’s magazines. We board are Kenneth R. Douglas,
will use those shorts to round out George Roberts, Ruben Landau,
the program. Coffee and snacks James Mahoney, William S. Koster,
will be served free in* the foyer, Theodore Fleisher, Arthur Lockbut the concession counter will not wood, Arnold Van Leer. Irving
be open. We’ll satisfy Mike Todd Wallens, Philip Lowe. J a m e a
by not selling popcorn.”
Stonenian and Philip Smith.

K.C. Friday Night Riot;
Evict 100. Rocky Kids

Saskatchewan’s Okay,
Alberta’s Nay to'Doir

Shuts on Femme Film Matmees |
Detroit, Feb. 5.
Bert Penzien, operator of 700seat Shores Theatre in a suburban
town near here, has inaugurated a
series of Wednesday matinees for
women only. Each program will
offer a feature film and a few short
subjects of special appeal to the
distaffers.
Some of films Penzien has lined
up include “Miracle in Rain,” “In¬
terrupted Melody,” “The Swan,.^
“Three Coins in Fountain,” “The
End of the Affair,” and “Autumn
Leaves.”
“In the neighborhood theatres
we have to pass up many fine films

•>
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Being an indie distributor of 4foreign films without an owned out-1
)SAME MUGG BACK
let in New York today is tanta-'
mount to being shut out of the
Return
Visit .To .State-Lake, Chi
Manhattan firstruns.
Nets Naught
In fact, even the distribs that
do run a theatre are on the prowl
, Chicago, .5eb. 5.
for additional Gotham outlets, par¬
ticularly on the fashionable East , The gunman who robbed the
Side, They’re finding it tough to State-Lake’ theatre^ heipe of- $63 oh
Jan; 23 tried again last week. He
acquire houses.
Theatre market’s tighter’n a •surprised a janitdr* there’ at five
a
m. intending to rjob tlBb, t^me safe
drum. Paris Theatre is* tied up
at eight a.m. Nine other'employes
with Columbia Pictures. Sutton
showed Up • and were* greeted at
how will be leased by the J. Arthur
gunpoint in the next three hours
Rank Org. Fine Arts is owned by including the "manager who pre¬
Richard Davis and the Little Car¬ sented himself to the ^ hood as an
negie and the World ‘ are Jean
electrician.
Goldwurm’s! Trans-Lux has its own
Projectionist Jatnes* Sisco was
houses plus the Normandie. Walter
cm
by a blow on the head result¬
Reade runs the Baronet. 55th St.
Playhouse owners also distribute ing from an 'argument With the
intruder
duriqg which the man¬
via Janus Films. That leaves the
Guild and the Plaza as the only ager, Sam Levin slipped out. The
robber
fled
when he noti(5ed that
firstruns without distributor affil¬
iation, and both have been flirting someone had escaped. Total take—
nothing.
extensively with ^ffbeat American
fare.
Since these exhibs are all in dis¬
tribution, and naturalljr tend to
showcase- their own product,, the
indie without a theatre to call his
own is at a considerable disad-'
vantage, particularly since he must
obtain a N.Y, run to launch hiff
films properly.
Currently casting around for an¬
Cinerama jtne., the equipment
other firstruii in Manhattan is manufacturing
and
installation
Walter Reade. He’a finding it tough company, and Cinerama Produc¬
to get his hands on an established tions Corp„ the company which
house; and building is made im¬ turned oyer its production and dispractical by the very high real tfibutioh rights to Stanley Warner
estate prices. Reade used to run for a percentage of the tfeike, have
the Park Ave. Theatre, which W'as settled a longtime feud. Terms of
later cpnverted into a bank. Due the. peace agreement include the.
to rezoning, the city now refuses settlement of all intercompany
to license the theatre again.
claims dating back to 1953 by the
payment to Cinerama Inc, of $174,400. Cinerama Produ tions had
held $125,000 in escrow for this
purpose for several years.
Cinerama Inc,, however, is still
feuding with Stanley Warner and
has been involved in a long, drawn
out arbitration proceedings with
the theatre chain. Cinerama Pro¬
ductions has settled its differences
with SW via the negotiations last
year of a new agreement increasing
its percentage of the exhibition
Exh’bitors ODPo.se home-toll sub¬ profits.
The new agreement between the
scription-television as long as they
aren’t a‘ part-'of it, but they’re two original Cinerama "(Jompanies
also
grants Cinerama Productions
much more.kindly disposed if it in¬
a new non-exclusive license for
cludes them in.
.
,
production
and exhibition in the
This seemed to be the e.ssence
last week of remarks made by Cinerama process effective Jari. 1,
Theatre Owners of America prexv 1959, and “possibly earlier on the
Ernest G. St.ellings in New York. happening of certain contingen¬
Hi.s comments came in connection cies.’’ This would indicate that
■with the anno'ntment of Philip F. SW’s exclusive license for produc¬
Harling of Fabian Theatres as co- tion and exhibition expires at that
chairman of the Joint Committee time. The “certain contingencies”
on Toll TV. He replaces-the late apparently refer to Cinei*ama Inc.’s
efforts to have tlie Stanley contract
Alfrr^d Starr.
“We are oi)po«ed to home toll-tv declared null and void at an earlier
in any way.” caid Stellings. At the date ^because the theatre chain
same time, he said it was qirte failed to have “Search for Shangripassible that the local theatre La,'.’ fourth picture in the Cine¬
might.turn out to he the focal point rama process, ready for. exhibition
of some sort of pay-as-you-soe on the date specified in tlie con¬
video and that <^he experiment ’n tract.
,
'
Bartlesville.
Okla.,
would
be
That Cinerama Productions is
watohed with considerable interest. preparing to enter production and
The BartlesvilV test, to he con¬ exhibitioq again is indicated in that
ducted hy Video Theatres of Okla¬ fact that prexy Milo J, Sutliff has
homa ‘ City, involves the wiving designated general' counsel Theo¬
UP of seveval thousand homes.'S’"s- dore R. Kupferman as v.p. in
tem would offer these homes the charge of production and treasurer
same o’etures .that are current at Irving N. Margolin as v.p. in
the Bartlesville theatres.
Fiat charge of exhibition. At the same
mOnthIv fee^vould be involved.
time, Cinerama Inc. is continuing.
Exhibitor fears re toll-tv revolve w'ith its plans to produce a picture
around the pvospect of their being in the Cinerama process. It is cur¬
bv. passed, with producers selling rently working on “The Eighth
new featiu'es direct to pay-as-youser svstems. Thriatremen, ar.gir’ng Day,” w'ith Grant Leenhouts in
before the Federal Communica¬ charge of production.
tions Commission, have held th^t
“the air is free” and the FCp
doesn’t have the right to allocate
its n«e for commercial purposes.
It’s a different story, thouch.
when it comes to wired .sj'lpbcms.
over vvlucli the FCC has no control.
Also, with these systems, the ba¬
sic thought has always been to tie
in with the loc'^l exhibs in the form
of franehi.ces. Thus, the men whose
b.o. might be hurt via the home
showings could recoup along a dif¬
ferent line,
“We are oppo.sed to allowing cur.
tent releases to go on the air.’’ said
Stellings.
“It might be rliffm’cnt
if it were done via controlled tv.”
There are no current prospects
of FCC action to authorize pay-asyou-see tv and the Joint Commit¬
tee on Toll-TV, of which Trueman
Rembusch is (he other cochairman,
isn’t active. However, the theatres j
feel the situation bears watching. '
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Umporta-s Seek
End Via New
Scale of Dues
Differences of opinioh have
arisen within the Independent Mo¬
tion Picture Distributors As.sn.
over the necessary scope of the
group’s future functions.
Mem¬
bership is due to’ huddle on the
question Feb. 11.
Strong group within the IMPDA
proposes a raise in! membership
fees to raise at least $12,000. As¬
sociation would then hire an exec¬
utive secretary and tackle a series
of issues ranging from censorhip
to film festivals and a standard ex¬
hibition contract.
. At the last meeting, Edward.
Harrison disagreed with the plan
and held , that it wasn’t' necessary
for the organization to raise that
much money. It was his -position
tha^ IMPDA could continue to
function via its funpaid) president,
Arthur -L. Mayer, and that
scope envisioned for the unit was
too ambitious.
Current scheme calls for, mem¬
bership dues to be raised.. Alloca¬
tion would be via the number of
subtitled features released in the
downtown area in a year.
Many among the indies disagree
with Harrison, and it’s considered
likely that the association will be
activated to represent the indies’
interests with more vigor.

JACK L'WARNER’S ’
$85-MIL OPTIMISTIC
"Reflecting it$ “confidence in the.
future of theatrical motion pictxire
exhibition,” Warner Bros, is in¬
vesting ipore than $85,000,000 in
35 pictures for future release, ac¬
cording to prexy Js^ck L. Warner.
Many of the Warner films are
based on Broadway plays and, said
Warner, “We are constantly watch¬
ing the stage and book markets
for material that will make the
best boxoffice attractions.”
Warner singled out “The Spirit
of St. Louis” which was three
years in'the making and which, he
said, cost $6,000,000. Pic is skedded
to preem at Radio City Music H ill
Feb. 21, to be followed by 50 to
60 key city dates at Easter time.

'VARIITV^r LONDON Opfici
• SK Martln'sPlic*, Trafalgar gguaf
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Reader’s Planior Brit.
11% of Top British Films in ’S6
Aif. Legitm Laimdi’57 Sei^n
Prod.
Cochran Off
Financed or Made by American Cos.;
Fearfully After Odd 1956 Results
Good for Brit .Pix Biz, Sez Davis
CMA Streamlines Its
Wk

Buenos Aires^ Jan. 29.
While legit producers are plot¬
ting to secure leases on the 25 re>.
maining legit theatres here for the
1957 season, a back\tr£(rd glance at
the 1956 recoM tends to chill their
enthusiasm. Never was» so much'
effort spent for such meagre re¬
sults. Most theatres changed bills
half a dozen times. The highest
grosses were racked up by the low¬
est quality shows, such as German
Ziclis’ farce, “Poligrlyo," and Jose
Marrone in another low-type com¬
edy, “Man With Stupid Face Need¬
ed” at the Comico.
Otherwise the only top grosses
were “Cat on a Hot Tfn.Roof,” pro¬
duced by F. Petrone at the Odeon;
“Anniversary Waltz,” produced by
the Cibrian-Campoy Co. at the
Empire; Colette’s “Gigi”. with
Delia Garces at the Smart, which
closed Jan. 4; Ugo Fabbri's “Proces
a Jesu” at the Versailles, and
Georges Berrianos’ “Dialogues
des Carmelites” at the Astral,
which had the benefit of Jose
Tamayo’s direction, imported
especially from Madrid. This play
is having some success now in
Montevideo, by contrast with “Cat
on a Hot Tin. Roof,” which has not
done well there. Pedto Lopez La
gar also did nicely at the tail.-end
of the season in Arthur Miller’s
“View from the Bridge” at the
Lasalle, which he plans continuing
this year.
An important native effort was
made- by the National Comedy The¬
atre with a historical opus, “Facundo in the Fort,” painstakingly
produced but without box-office
success.
The sticky business is exempli-,
fled by Argentine Theatre’s six
changes in onp season. This was
equalled by the Astral, which
seemed plagued by a succession of
flops, including “Plain and Fancy”
and the Brazilian musical “Braziliana.” It only hit the jackpot with
the ANTA-sponsored “Teahouse of
August Moon,” for a short engage¬
ment, and eventually with “Dia¬
logues des Carmelites” (initially a
flop). Las.t named finally snow¬
balled into success.
•'Theatre Shortage Acute
As 1957 plans are examined, the
theatre shortage is found so acute
that big ; names like Luis Arata,
Luiis Sandrini, Tita Merello, Pau¬
lina Singerman, Eva Franco, Irma
Ctfrdoba, Leonor Rinaldi, Angel
Magana and Cibrian-Campoy can¬
not lease theatres, because none is'
available. The Actors Assn, is rhullIng an appeal for government help,
. especially relying on part of Arti¬
cle 17 of the new Film Law, which
stipulates “promotion of theatrical
activity and a Beaux Arts Mu¬
seum” as one of its objectives.
Thespers are hoping for a 30
million peso subsidy from the boxoffice tax imposed under this law.
Efforts were made to provoke pub¬
lic debates on the “legit crisis” as
.part of the Legit Festival pro¬
grammed by the Education Minis¬
try for the Mar del Plata Casino
auditorium this summer.
Queries as lo why legit should
be so shaky here are answerejd
. with emphasis not only on the very
cheap film competition, but the
strong competition #om the socalled “Independent” (Little The¬
atre) group, which grow each year.
Independent producers work on a
Cooperative basis, paying talent
apprentice Wages" or only if there
are profits. They take risks be¬
cause less capital is at stake and
show greater daring in choice of
plays and considerable acumen in
discovering talent among novice
acting and writing talent. Thereby
they attract patronage from the
young Intelligentsia,

Full Circuit Operation
London, Jan. 29.
A streamlining of its circuit oper¬
ation, coupled with a nationwide
press service, was revealed last
week by Circuits Management
Assn., the company operating the
Odeon and G a u m o n t theatre
chains. It takes effect next Sunday
(3).
The existing 2() districts are to
be replaced by nine regions, each
of which will.have a controller,
manager, engineer and auditor. The
present West End control will con¬
tinue.
The regional press reps,
which will cover the entire UK ter¬
ritory, will be based on: London,
Leeds, Glasgow, Cardiff, Birming¬
ham and Manchester.

Burlesque War
Lifts Star Wages
Buenos Aires, Jan. 29.
Fierce competition between the
managements of the El Nacional
and Maipo, burlesque theatres
here, has other legit impresarios
disturbed, because it is sending up
wage demands by burlesque stars.
Carlos Petit and A. Muscio of El
Nacional have been signing up
all the top native talent for at
least six months. But there are
signs now that they have oyer-ex¬
tended themselves since taking
heavy losses on touring Pepe Arias
and Adolfo Stray in the provinces
in the spring. These two come¬
dians are rated tops n Buenos
Aires with their satirical sketches
on Peron’s regime.
The Impresarios Assn, last week
met to consider their problems and
a committee was set up to draft a
list of measures to be embodied in
a petition, to the government. Some
impresarios abandoned plans for
summer theatre production In Mar
del Plata, or other resorts, because
leading actors demanded 10% of
the gross.
The Maipo Theatre, the only airconditioned legit house here, has
surprisingly enough remained shut¬
tered this summer, a fact which is
taken as a sign of bad times. Luis
Cesar Amadori has been offered
a high rent to lease the theatre for
film exhibition for a few months,
the offer coming from native film
producers anxious to release their
backlog of 50 pictures of the~195556 production. Agent Pablo Wil¬
liams signed a Las Vegas' night
club show fpr the Maipo,
The Impresarios Assn, has ap¬
pealed to the Supreme Court
against the finding of the Labor
Ministry fixing scales of wages for
actors, prop men and electricians,
complaining that these establish
increases in wages but not in the
amount of work to be done.

i8,5(IO-SEATMEXHALL
BARS PRESLEY VISIT

Mexico City, Jan. 29.
Mexico’s biggest- hall, the 18,500seat government-operated National
Stadium here, is closed to Elvis
Presley or any kind of rock-’n’-rbll
apostle, should they decide to ap¬
pear down here. However, Pres¬
ley or his reps have not even ap¬
plied for use of the Auditorium.
The advance nix on rock-’n’-roll
using, the Auditorium was -issuOd
by Jose Angel Ceniceros, Secretary
of Education, who often breaks up
student strikes. He got the mag
Hawaii Seeto to Plug
“Sexology” banned from sale in
Off-Season Biz Lull Mexico last year, on the ground
that
it.’is pornographic. Ceniceros
Honolulu, Jan, 29,
With Hawaii’s tourist business opined that rock-’n’-roll lacks aes¬
thetic
aspects, and" “has a-marked
soaring to new peaks, Hawaii Visi¬
tors Bureau is planning an all-out sense of the pornographic.”
effort in an order to stimulate con¬
vention bookings and ease the “offt season” dips. James Townsend,
Honolulu, Jan. 29.
new managing director, will spend
Near-record 12-inch cloudburst
much of his time trying to line up
inundated portions of this city re¬
conventions.
Tourist volume alone'has trebled cently, forcing evacuation of fam¬
in the last three years but conven¬ ilies in the Nanakuli-Waianae sub¬
tions are sought in order to erase urban area,
Coincidentally, the feature pic
seasonal slumps. Convention fa¬
cilities today are far more impres¬ scheduled at the Nanukuli outdoor,
sive than they were even a year theatre during the deluge was:
ago.
,
I “Rains of Ranchipur.”

The Rains Came

London, Jan. 29.
Harrison Reader has dropped his
idea of forming a British produc¬
tion outfit with Steve Cochran, but
is going ahead with plans to set up
his own unit with a program of
three features in the first year.
Reader, who came in from
Italy last week, will be associated
in his venture with Clive C. Nich¬
olas, a director of Warwick Film
Productions, and will also have a
British producer oh his board.
The first production, set to roll
May 1,' will be “Seeds” from a
story by Montgornery Pitman. This
will be followed by a meller, “The
Cocoon,’^ and the third is now being
scripted by Forrest Tucker. He
will co-star with J. Carroll Naish.
A deal is in the works for the three
to be lensed at the Associated Brit¬
ish Elstree Studios, but no distrib¬
ution pact has been made.

Films Bill Looks
To Be Unchanged
London, Feb. 5.
The House of Lords tonight
(Tues.) will conclude the committee
stage of the Films Bill, even if an
extra late sitting is required. At
two sessions last week, the Lords
disposed of 18 amendments, all of
• which were either withdrawn or
rejected. It became clear as the
debate progressed that, apart from
minor drafting alterations, the
government' intends to stand firm
by its original Bill. It seems un¬
likely, therefore, that the govern¬
ment will yield to opposition de¬
mands at tonight’s meeting to in¬
troduce controversial issues into
the legislation.
The amendments so far disposed
of, all of which were submitted by
Lord Archibald (the recently ap¬
pointed president of the newly
formed Federation of British Film
Makers) and Lord Lucas of Chilworth, were mainlv of an adminis¬
trative character. Hrgely concerned
with the British Film Fund Agency,
which will take over the oper?*tion
of the statutory Eady Levy. Both
-.wanted exhibitors and producers to
be represented on the advisory
panel.
Lord Lucas urged the deletion
of a clause which stipulated that
the statutory Eady Fund would
yield $10,500,000 in its first year
and between $5,600,000 and $14,000.000 in subsequent years. He
contrasted the required yield for
the first, year with the present
returns of around $6,300,000. He
wanted to know' whether the. ad¬
ditional coin required would mean
increased admission prices and, if
exhibs couldn’t pay up, would thev
be forced to sell their theatres and
become bankrupt. He urged that
the industry -should be consulted
before the levy w’as fixed. Lord
Mancroft. who is piloting the bill
through the Upper House, said the
first year.figure had been selected
after the Board of Trade had con¬
sidered representations from the
industry. This w'as the one amend¬
ment' forced to .a vote and was
rejected by 36 to 12.
.
Boost For British TV. Films
On the second night of the Lords
debate last Thursday (31), the only
controversial issue concerned pay¬
ment of the levy to films shown
on tv. Lord Mancroft, who intro¬
duced
a two-part amendment
(which was eventually withdrawn),
hoped that British tv companies
would make more fUms so-as to
eliminate' “these half-hour twiddles
from America,” He added: “I don’t
love Lucy, nor do I care who
married Joan.”
At tonight’s final comipittee.
stage session, the main issue will
be a further amendment by Lord
Lucas, which, if acceptfed by the
government, would bestow second-class status on British-American
made quota pix in regard to their
participation In Eady levies. An¬
other amendment, sponsored by
Lord Farringdon, aims to restrict
the production sphere of a British
quota film to one produced in the
United Kingdom.
Under existing legislation, which
the government is intending to
extend for a further 10 years, all
pictures made within the Empire
rank as quota, provided they fulfil
the other conditions of the Act.
Lord Farringdon is also proposing
nn additional qualification for a
^uota^pic, to the effect that 95% I
of the laboratory costs shayy be 1
incurred in the UK.
j

Denies Mex Pdiculas
Showed Big ’56 Profit
Mexico City, Jan. 29.
Denying reports published here
that It ■ made “millions of pesos”
profit last year, ($48O,60tl to $560,000), Bias Lopez Fandos, general
manager of Peliculas Nacionales,
semi-official distributor of Mexican
and some imported pix in this
country, asserted that his organ¬
ization never seeks cash profits.
He stated his outfit seeks only
enough to pay expenses, and that
all that’s left over is prorata dis¬
tributed among the producers be¬
longing to PN.
Fandos scoffed at other reports
that PN had made so much coin
during 1956 that it has hired arch¬
itects to design cinemas for'con¬
struction here and in key provin¬
cial cities. He contended thsft inas¬
much as coiiY oyer and above oper¬
ating costs goes to members, PN
has nothing with which to build,
anything.

U.S. Tourist Biz
Vital to Mexico
Mexico City, Jan. 29.
The great economic importance
of tourists, particularly American,
to Mexico, was underscored by the
Nacional Financiera (government’s
fiscal agency) in its 1956 roundup.
Report stated that “income yielded
by tourism covered the deficit
Mexico incurred in her commercial
transactions with the U.S. between
January and October, 1956, w'hich
amounted to $335,000,000, During
that period, Mexico was the best
customer of the United- States,
buying from her $676,000,000
worth, but selling her only $341,200,000 worth of goods. But dur¬
ing this period, Mexico garnered
$342,000,000 from American tour¬
ists.
The government’s tourist depart¬
ment forecasts that 1957 will be
the biggest visitor year Mexico
ever enjoyed. It figures that the
number of tourists coming down
here this year will exceed -600,000.
So as to provide better service fqr
them, the department has been
considerably reorganized, in the
form of naming more experienced
people as chiefs of such sections as
tourist guides and hotel operations.
The department is working
closely with the local city govern¬
ment to correct a handicap to tour¬
ism—an insufficient number of
taxis. ' This shortage also irks
hotel which are not in the main
downtown area.
c

LOWER CALIF. DROPS
.'PLAN TO TAX CINEMAS
Mexico City, Jan. 29.
All cinemas, excepting traveling
16m shows, in Tijuana municipality
of northern Baja California, are
again • functioning normally. This
was caused by Gov. Braulio Mal¬
donado’s decision not to levy the
special 5% tax.
Threat of that tax prompted sus¬
pension of shipping all pix to that
stripling state because distributors
feared profitable operations were
impossible under the new taxation.
Maldonado wired the National
Cinematographic Industry Cham¬
ber here that the tax would not be
levied -except on 16m shows in
Tijhana municipality.

War and Peace’ Drops
To 2-a-Day in London
London, Jan. 29.
“War and Peace,” now in its 10th
week at the Plaza, has dropped its
morning matinee performi^nce (ex¬
cept on Saturdays), now running
on a two-a-day basis^ with single
screenings Sunday.
With the switch in screening
time, AB-’Pathe also has altered the
normal booking x-'olicy.
Tickets
can be bought in advance for any
of the performances.

London, Feb. 5.
Approximately 11% of British
first features released last year
were financed or made by Ameri¬
can companies and that was a good
thing for the British film industry,
according to John Davis, deputy
chairman of the Rank Organiza¬
tion, in a feature story published
by The Financial Times (the Brit¬
ish opposite of the Wall Street
Journal). If there was a differenence of opinion, he averred, it was
to the effect that the “BritishAmerican” film did not need the
assistance of a levy.
British films, however good, the
Rank topper explained, cannot re¬
cover their cost at home. In the
domestic market, only one-third
the size of the American market,
the British film had to meet com¬
petition from U.S. producers, who
recouped much of their cost at
home.
Domestic earnings were
greatly reduced bv admission du¬
ties and here again the American
competitor held an advantage. In
America no tax was levied on seats
below 90c, But a 90c stub in Brit¬
ain attracted a tax of around 38c.
A sample of income and expen¬
diture of a group of 134 British
features, produced between Anril
1953 and June. 1955, showed a final
deficiency of around $3,000,000.
Production costs were over $35,000,000 and net rentals hit around
$27,000,000.
Writeoff accf mted
for a further $2,000,000 deficiency,
but total losses were partly offset
by Eady revenues, which amounted
to annv’oxims'i^**iv $'7'sno/)nn
^inenVan Films’ World Distrib.
The American-made British film,
or the other hand, had the advan¬
tage of worldwide exhibition and
most of such nrdductiops were
shown in foreign countries as
Am.erican.
Dav's therefore felt
there should be an assurance that
all or most of the overseas earn¬
ings of the British-American films
should come hack to the United
Kingdom if they were-^4o-benefit
from the Eady levy. Further, Brit¬
ish producers, should be. given the
same dollar facilities for the' emplovment of world stars as were
available t5 British-American pro¬
ducers. He ins^ted that the case
for a levy for the British producer
had been clearly proved, but the
need for a levy for British-America'^ films had “nev^r been shown.”
Two days after the original Da¬
vis feature, Favette W. Alnort.
MPA topner in London, countered
with a letter-to-the-editor of The
F'nancial Times in which he point¬
ed out that since 1948 the MPA
companies had soent upwards of
$60,000,000 on British production,
on co-production and in payment
of the producers’ share of the pro¬
ceeds of distribution. Of the total,
39% of the Fritish features, in
which thev were interested, were
distributed by the MPA companies
throughout the world, 26% were
distributed in the We.stern Hem¬
isphere only and > 12% in -the
United Kingdom and part of the
Eastern and Western Henjisphere.
Only 23% were distributed exclu¬
sively in the UK. In the same pe¬
riod from 1948, member companies
of the MPA had distributed 24%
of all British first features.
Allport suggested, therefore, that
it was not merely a matter of the
number of British films sponsored
by the American companies, since
the Anglo-American film agree¬
ment came into effect in 1948, but
was a vast growing, profitable part¬
nership-through which British pro¬
ducers utilized the distribution fa¬
cilities of the U.S. companies to
put British films on the screens of
the world.

1,749 Aoply for New
Italo Cinemas in ’56
Rome, Jan. 29,
During 1956, the Direction Gen¬
eral of Spectacle received applica¬
tions for 1,749 new cinemas in
Italy, not includin.g Sicily and S.ardlnia. But only 342 permits wore
granted. Of the new cinemas one,
just outside Rome, will be a drivein, the first in Italy.
Among the other requests. 66
were allowed in regions now with¬
out cinemas and 54 in new sec¬
tions at the edge of growing major
cities. There are also 75 new
open-air theatres, the fresco form
being especially popular hare.
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Picture Grosses
'silent: loud $17,000,
TORONTO; ‘WIND’ 1016

LOS ANGELES

(Continued from page 8)
Light $3,000. Last week, “Giant”
(WB) (5th wk-$ days), $6,600,
Toronto, Feb. 5.
Fox Wilshire (FWC)
(2,296;
With “Silent World” the only $1.25-$1.75)—“Men In War” (UA)
major newcomer, and big, it’s (2d wk). Moderate $8,500. Last
holdover week here at the delux- week, $13,800.
ers, with’ outstanding product doing
Downtown Paramount, New Fox
hep biz and little change in their
(3,300; 965; 8541-50)
high takes. Only disappointment (ABPT-FWC)
Wrong Man” (WB) and “Run¬
Is the dip in “Baby Doll,” on its ping Target” (UA) (2d wk). Dull
third frame in three houses, ^ “An-, SILOOO. Last wgek^with Wiltern,
astasia,” also in third, continues to
top with wow trade. “Teahouse of $23,500.
State (UATC) (2,404(; 804L25)—‘
August Moon” in sixth stahza» knd
“Written on Wind” in fifth. All are! ■'“Iron Petticoat” (M-G) And, “Ac¬
showing little change ' ov&r last cused of Murder” (Rep) (2d wk).
Thin $4,500.
Last week, with
week.
Hawaii, $14,600.
Estimates for This Week
Fine
Arts
(FWC)
(631; $1.25Carlton, Colony, Fairlawn (Rank)
(2,518; 839; 1,165; 60-$l)—“Baby $1.50)—“Wee Geordie” (Arthur)
(3d
wk).
Big
$5,500.
Last week,
Doll” (WB) (3d wk). Light $13,000.
$5,600.
Last week, $18,000.
Chinese
■
(FWC)
(1,908;
$1.25Centiiry> Downtown, Glendale,
Midtown, Oakwood, Odeon, Scar¬ .<62.40)—“Anastasia” (20th) (6th wk).
borough, State, Westwood (Taylor) Neat $17,000. Last week, $18,500.
(1,338; 1,054; 995; 1,089; 1,393; 753;
Vogue (FWC) (885; $1-$1.75)—
694; 698; 994; 50-75)—“Man from “Baby Doll” (WB) and “Night Fall”
Del Rio” (UA) and “loanee With (Col) (6th wk). Okay $4,700. Last
Me, Henry” (UA). Light $23,000. week, $6,900.
Last week, “The Boss” (UA) and
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
“Beast Hollow Mountain” (UA), (1,468;
$1-$1.50)—“Written
On
$22,500.
,
„ ,
Wind”
(U) (6th wk). Sturdy $10,Danforth,
Humber
Hyland
(Rank) (1,330; 1,203; 1,357; 75-$l) 500. Last week, $10,800.
Fox Beverly (FWC) (1,334; $1—“Silent World” fGol). Bie $17,000. Last week, “Lamp is Heavy $1.75)—“Full of Life” (Col) (6th
wk).
Slow $3,000.
Last week,
(Rank) (3d wk), $5,000.
Eglinton,
Towne
(FP-Taylor) $3,500.
(895; 1,080; $1)—“Friendly Persua¬
Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75sion” (AA) (7th wk). Holding at $3.50)—“Around World 80 Days”
$11,000. Last week, $12,000. ,
(UA) •(7th wk). Steady $26,000.
Hollywood, Palace, Runnymedc Last week, $26,400.
(FP) (1,709; 1.485; 1.385; 60-75)—
Four Star (UATC) (868; $1.25“Anastasia” (20th) (3d wk). Wham $1.80)—“Rainmaker”
(Par)
(7th
$25,000. Last week. ?‘30.000. ^
wk). Nice $4,300. Last week,
imperial (FP) (3,544; 75-$1.50)—
$4,400.
“Giant” (WB) (3d wk). Hefty $21,Egyptian (UATC) (1,503; $1.25000. Last week, ditto.
International (Taylor), (557; $1) $1.80)—“Bundle of Joy” (RKO)
—“Gold Rush” (UA) (reissue) (7th (7th wk). Mid $4,000. Last week,
wk). Fine $3,500. Last' week, same. $4,200.
Warner Beverly (SW) (IrfilZ;
Loew's (Loew) (2.096; 60-$l)—
Commandments”
“Teahouse August Moon” (M-G) $1.50-$3.30)—“10
(Par.)
(12th wk).
Good $21,500.
(6th wk}.
Lusty $12,000.
Last
Last week, $24,100.
Warner
Hollywood
(SW) (1,348;
^^TivoM^*°FP) (995; $1.50-$2)—
“Oklahoma” (Magna)
wk). $1.20-$2.65) — “Cine Holiday”
(Cinerama)
(65th
wk).
Started this
Fine $8,000. Last week. .<58,200.
frame Sunday (3) after big $18,400
University (FP) (1,536;
last
week.
$2 50)—“10 Commandments (Par)
(11th wk).
Terrif $15,000, with
turnaway weekend biz. Last week,
^^Uptown (Loew) (2,098; 60-$l)-“Written on Wind” (U) (5th wk).
Swell $10,500. Last week, about
same.
^

‘ZARAK’TORRID 17G,
ST.L.;‘0KLA.’18G,2D

"
St. Louis, Feb. 5.
Rain and snow l|[st week did not
greatly hurt biz at big cinenias,
with nice grosses being garnered
(Continued from page 9)
inee on weekends. Climbed to big in the current frame although
$8,000. Last week, $7,100.
there are few new entries. Aside
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50)
— “Bundle Of Joy” (RKQ) and from some reissues, “Zarak” is the
“Man In Vault” (RKO). Warm loiie newcomer. It finished its first
$7,500. Last week, “Cirl Cant round with a solid take at the Fox.
Help It” (20th) and “The Black “Oklahoma” In C’Seope verrion is
standout in current week with a
Whip” (20th). $9,300.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25)—“Si¬ great take at the St. Louis in sec¬
lent World” (Col) (2d wk). Nice ond session. “Anastasia” and “Iron
Petticoat” are solid in second
$3,000. Last week, $2,700.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90- weeks.
..
$1.25)—“Iron Petticoat” (M-G) and
Estimates for This Week
“Brass Legend” (UA). Solid $9,000
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400: $1.20for Bob Hope comedy. Last week, $2.40)—“Seven Wonders World”
“Teahouse August Moon” (M-G) (Cinerama) (41st wk). Fine $8,000.
(4th wk-8 days), $6,600.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- Last week, $8,500.
$1.25)—“3 Brave Men” (20th) and I Esquire (Indie) (1,400; 90-$1.25)
“Women of Pitcairn Island” (20th). I—“Teahouse August Moon” (MrG)
Modest $6;000. Last week, “Zarak” (7th wk). Nice $6,000. Last week,
(Col) and'“Ride High Iron” (Col), $6,500.
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 51-75)—“Big
$6,000.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90- Land” (WB) and “Everything But
$1.25) — *‘Rock Pretty Baby” (U) The Truth” (20th). Opened today
and “Night Runner” (U). Neat (Tues.). Last week, “Zarak” (Col)
$9,000 or near. Last week, "Written and “Rumble On Docks” (Col),
On Wind”' (U) and “4 Girls In swell $f7,000 or close.
Town” .(U) (2d wk), $7,700.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,221; 50-85)—
“Iron Petticoat” (M-G) and “Daniel
Boone”
(Rep) (2d wk). Neat $10,WASHINGTON
000 after $13,000 for first.
(Continued from page 8)
‘
Missouri
(Arthur) (4,000* 90(Par).
Fair ‘ $8,000. L.ast week,
“Wrong Man” (WB) (2d wk), $8,500. $1.25)—“Anastasia” (20th) (2d wk).
Trim
$9,000
following
same in ini¬
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 90-$1.25)—
“King and Four .Queens” (UA). tial session.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,914; 50-85)—
Fine $24,000, thanks to hep flack¬
ery, and despite crix pans. Last “Westward Ho” (BV) (7th wk).
week, “Teahouse August Moon” Smooth $6,000 after $6,500 in pre-'
vious stanza.
(M-G) (6th wk), $13,000.
Plaza (T-L) (290; 90-$1.35)—
Pageant (St. L.* Amus.) (1,000;
“Lady Chatterly’s Lover” (Indie) 90)—“Country Girl” (Par) and
(12th wk). Slim $2,000 for second “Forever Female” (Par) (reissues).
consecutive week.
Fast $2,500. Last week, “King and
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 80-$1.25) I” (20th) and “7 Year Itch” (20th),
—“Full of Life” (Col) (2d wk). $2,oqo.
Firm $7,000 after good, but below
l^ijihmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
hopes $9,000. Stays.
$1-$1.10)—“Rose Tattoo” (par) and
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40) “Come Back Little Sheba” (Par)
—“Seven Wonders” (Cinerama) (reissues). Hot $3,000. Last week,
(6th wk). Staying high with solid “Rear Window” (Par) and “Trouble
$23,000 after $24,000 last week. With Harry” (Pa^) (reissues, $2,000.
Special group bookings pick up
St. Louis (Arthur) (4,000; 90with spring tourist season. Stays.
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.20-$2.40) $1.25)—“Oklahoma” (20th) (2d wk).
Lusty
$18,000 after $20,500 in tee“Oklahoma” (Magna) (15th wk).
off week.
Good $10,000.‘Last week, $9,500.
Shady
Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
Ontario (K-B) (1,250; 90-$1.25)—
“Great Man” (U) (3d wk). Holding $1.10)—“Oedipus Rex” (Indie) (4th
wk).
Oke
$2,000 after $2,500 in
at solid $6,500 after $7,500 in sec¬
ond round.
i third frame.

PORTLAND, ORE.

'Wrong’ Oka; $9,000 h
Omalb; 'Brave’ Tame 3iG
Oihaha. Feb. 5.
Despite
comparatively
mild
weather, biz is mostly tame this
session at downtown firstruns.
“Wrong Man” ' is the leader, but
only rated okay at the Orpheum.
“Don’t Knock Rock” looks just
fair at the Brandeis while “Three
Brave Men” is dull at the Omaha.
Only extended run, “Teahouse Au¬
gust Moon,” is still fine at the
State.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,600; 75-70)—
“Don’t Knock Rock” (Col) and
“Rumble on Docks” (Col).
Fair
$3,500. . Last week, “Baby Doll”
IWB) and , ‘.‘Last Man to Hang”
(Col), $4,500.
Omaha Tristates) (2,000; 75-90)—
“Three Brave Men” (20th) and
“Black Whip” (20th). Mild $3,560.
Last week?, “Three Violent People”
(Par), same.
^
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,89t); 7590)—“Wrong Man”
(WB)
and
“Down Liberty Road” (WB). Okay
$9,000.
Last week, “Anastasia”
(20th), $11,500.
State (Goldberg) (860; 90-$1.25)
—“Teahouse August Moon” (M-G)
(5th wk). Potent $3,500. . Last
week, $4,800.

MINNEAPOLIS

Flavor Of Drive-In Biz
Continued from page 7

at 6:30 p.m., two and a halt hours before show time, Takes'th one-tfiird
of its total concession business during the waiting period in which
moppets get chance'to use playground. ...
Convention heard report that one film company (unnamed) sounded
out drive-in 'operator on obtaining percentage of concession business
because it claimed that sales of food, beverages, etc, was contingent
on draw of picture ... Cracked one ozoner operator: “Worst pictures
do best concessiwi business.” ...
‘
.
Feeling among Allied leaders is that* mergers and consolidations of
major producer-distributors are detrimental to .exhibitor since they
tend to cut down the product supply. '
Actions taken by the Allied board included the appointment Abram
F. Myers, Rube Shor and Trueman Rembusch as a committee to hold
additional talks with the Council of Motion Pictures Organizations
relating to Allied’s return as a member of the all-industry body.
Board also passed a resolution commending 20th-Fox and its sales
manager, Alex Harrison, for the film company’s plan <to aid distressed
exhibitors. Allied ofl^ered its cooperation to implement 20th’s plan.
A committee was named to study the advisability of hiring a public
relations counsel to publicize Allied -and exhibitor activities. Includes
Sidney Stern, C. Elmer Nolte, and Irving Dollinger.
The board approved the action of Allied requesting film company
toppers to set a meeting with Allied reps and those of “other exhibitor
groups which may wish to join the movement” with a view to nego¬
tiating an arbitration system. Request was made in a letter sent by
ex-prexy Shor while Allied’s National Drive-In» Convention was in ses¬
sion in Cincy last week. The letter went out simultaneously with a
similar one sent out by Theatre Owners of America from its N.Y. head¬
quarters.
Shor’s letter informed film company officials that he had been au¬
thorized by Allied to initiate with the distribs talks looking to-the es¬
tablishment of an arbitration system in accordance with the recom¬
mendations made in the^ report of the Senate Small Business Subcom¬
mittee. Shor,' Myers, and Abe Berenson have been named as Allied’?
arbitration committee.
Allied’s spring board meeting will be held at the Whittier 'Hotel,
Detroit, May 6-7. The exhibitor group’s 1958 drive-in convention is
set for the Kentucky Hotel, Louisville, Feb. 10-12, with the winter
board meeting preceding Feb. 8-9.

(Continued from page 9)
$9,000# Last week, “Three Brave
Men” (20th),' $7,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 7590)—“Wrong Man” (WB). Fair
$8,000. Last week, “Zarak,” (Col),
$7,500.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-90)—
“Written On Wind” (U) (4th v^k).
Has staying power, brisk $5,500.
Last 4veek, $6,000.
State
(Par)
(2,300;
85-90)—
“Drango” (UA). Satisfactory $7,; Continued ) ®m page 7
500. Last' week, “Westward Ho”
(BV), $9,000.
it’s figured, there’s no sense in able answers had been received
World (Mann) (400; 90-$1.25)-^ arguing over terms.
from Allied Artists and United
“Anastasia”’(20th) (5th wk). Excel¬
As a result. Allied is making a Artists relating to the possibility
lent $6,000.’ Last week, $6,800.
determined effort for a rapproache- of an all-industry roundtable con¬
ment with the film companies. In ference; rtb response from Para¬
the words of general counsel mount, RKO, Metro and Warner
SAN FRANCISCO
Abram F. Myers, “changed condi¬ Bros.; /and evasive answers from
(Continued from page 8)
tions” make for “changed attL Columbia and Universal.
die) (2d wk). Fine $2,500. Last tudes.” This was an obvious ref¬
Despite these setbacks, Myers
week, $4,900.
erence to Allied’s desire to sit
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1) — down with the film companies again expressed no bitterness in discuss¬
ing the reactions of the film com¬
“Magnificent Seven” (Indie). Lofty
$5,000 or near. Last week, “Fruite in an effort to work out an arbitra¬ panies. Perhaps his most signifi¬
of Summer” flndie) (4th ^k), tion system in accordance with the cant remark. Which appears to in¬
wishes of the Senate Small Busi¬ dicate Allied’s future' course, was
$2,800.
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Papa, ness Subcommittee which' conduct¬ his statement that the Cincinnati
Mama', Maid” (Indie) (3d wk). Good ed hearings on industry trade meeting wa^s to be viewed as “the
practices. In pitching arbitration commencement of a hew era of co¬
$2,600. Last w^k, $3,200.
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (377; $1) as a method for settling industry operation and endeavor to bring
—“La Strada” (T-L) (22d wk). Okay disputes, Allied has made a major the business back to Its proper
at $1,900. Last week, $1,400.
concession. It has dropped its ad¬ place.”
ij
Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$1.25) amant demand that Him rentals
—“Wee Geordie” (Arthur) (2d wk). be made a part of an arbitration
Smash $6,000. Last week, $6,600,
system.
Coronet (United California) (1,In general. Allied is anxious to
*250; $1.50-$3.75)—“Around World”
participate
in all-industiy meetings
(UA) (6th wk). Excellent $26,500.
Coptinued from page 7
aimed at contriving business-build¬
Last week, same.
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—“Bull¬ ing techniques and methods to introducing large-gauge film have
fight” (Indie). Good $5,000. or stem the serious boxoffice decline. expressed a willingness to sit down
near. Last week, “Lovers. Lolli¬ There is a sincere feeling among with exhibitors, to work out the
pops” (Indie) and “Dance Little its members and leaders that only problem of standardization. While
Lady” (Indie), $1,000.
through an overall effort by the ackowledging that the big film
entire industry can this be accom¬ process will not be suitable for all
plished. To this end. Allied is will¬ theatres and all pictures, McLachKANSAS CITY
ing to bury the hatchet, although lin nevertheless urged all theatres
(Continued from page 8)
it will continue to be vigilant.
to consider the possibility carefully
“This Is Cinerama’-’ (Cinerama)
There is evidence that some and, if making new Installations, to
(34th wk). Okay $6,000. Last week,
progress in this direction is.heing buy equipment that can be modi¬
$7,000.
Paramount (1,900; 75-90)—“Big made. The presence of Mike Si¬ fied for big film use. He urged
Land” (WB) with opening day p.a.’s mons, Metro’s customer relations theatres to make known their posi¬
by Virginia Mayo.
Handsome representative, at the Allied drive- tion so that exhibitor organizations
$10,000 or near. Last week, “Girl in meet indicates perhaps that the can use their opinions as ammuni¬
He Left Behind” (WB), $7,000.
film companies’ boycott of exhibi¬ tion to prevent the* new processes
Rockhill (Little Art Theatres) tor meetings is coming to an end.. from being relegated to a road¬
(750;
75-90)—“Othello”
(Indie). In addition, a majority of the film show process.
^
Mild $1,000. Last week, “Last 10 companies were represented with
Warning that television is devot¬
Days” (Indie), $500.
advertising
in
Allied’s
convention
ing
considerable
effort
in research,
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-90)—
"Wild Party” (UA) and "Four Boys journal. These, of course, are only McLachlin warned that theatres
and a Pistol” (UA). Skimpy $2,500. small signs, but ones which ob¬ must provide their patrons with
Last- week, “Three Violent People” servers nevertheless consider sig¬ the best picture and sound that is
nificant.
(Par), $3,000.
possible.
"Though your patrons
Myers, in summing up recent ex¬ may not realize the fact,” he said,
Uptown (Fox Midwest) (2,043;
75-90) — “Friendly
Persuasion” hibitor problems, made the point “a' clear, sharp picture with clean,
(AA). Fancy $10,000, and will hold that Allied, in the resoultions clear sound will help bring them
or move to sister houses. Last adopted at its Dallas meet, took back,”
week, coupled with other houses special care in being temperate
Allied’s equipment watchdog in¬
playing .second week on “Written and to avoid any misunderstanding.
on Wind.” (U). ,
Onb resolution—calling for the re¬ dicated that partial -blame for the
current
print shortage is the fault
turn of the statesman-like qualities
of such former industry leaders as of exhibitors who have n6t in¬
Carl Peppercorn Set As
stalled
“small sprockets” which
Sidney Kent and William Rodgers
Continental Sales Veep —was
apparently subjected to mis¬ will enable them to show either
magnetic
and optical prints. He
Carl Peppercorn has been elect¬ interpretation. A telegram to Al¬
ed v.p. in chayge, of sales for Con¬ lied from Columbia sales chief Abe noted, for example, that only 15%
tinental Distributing, the Walter Montague expressed resentment of 17,591 theatres had Installed
Reade-Frank Kassler . distribution with the resolution, which Monta¬ small sprockets while only 3,662
outfit. He’ll also continue in his gue felt tended to castigate pres¬ theatres had converted to stereo¬
phonic, sound as ..compared with
present job as assistant to the ent industry leaders.
president, i.e, Kassler.
Myers regretted this misinter¬ 5,690 theatres in Europe. Starting
Pejppercorn has held sales joibs pretation, saying that it had never this month, he noted, two com¬
in many places and he recently been Allied’s intent and deplored panies will distribute only small
returned from a trip throughout the fact that the wording had been sprocket prints and “others are
the country. Continental expects such as to cause Montague to gain making plans to do the same.”
He encouraged the installation of
to add several key city offices and the wrong Impression. Montague’s
is picking up some RKO personnel reply came as a result of Allied’s stereophonic sound. After the suc¬
request that the film companies cess of “Oklahoma” and “Around
for this purpose. ’
Peiipercorn
replaces
Sandy comment on the resolutions adopt¬ the World in 80 Days,” he said,
Weiner who resigned to form his ed by the exhibitor group in Dal¬ “there is no question as to its
own company.
, las. According to Myers, favor- VflIlIP '*

Allied Puts On Striped Pants

Exhibs Accepting

P1€TVBES
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India latest to Harass Yanks,
Current situations in, India,where the. ‘film companies have
been hit by a 100% raise in tariffs
and an import quota, highlights the
futility of a past Industry weapon;
i.e. withdrawal from the territory.
Indian situation was discussed In
N.y. yesterday -(Tues.) by Charles
Egan; the new Kotion Picture Ex¬
port Assn, rep In India, and the,
foreign* managers. Eganj a former
N.Y. Times staffer who had spe¬
cialized in foreign trade, returned
recently from a quick survey tour
of the Indian market.
Egan told the companies that
there was reason to believe that
the import quota situation may be
resolved.
He doubted, however,
that the tariff impost .could be
handled as quickly, being tied up
with Government policy.
Under normal circumstances, if
countries made trading conditions
too restrictive, MPEA in the past
has either threatened to pull out
or—as in the cases of Spain and
Denmark—rhas actually slapped an
embargo on future shipments^ Rea¬
soning now, and particularly in the
instance of India, is that the “boy¬
cott" approach will only backfire.
It’s pointed out that, as far as
Spain and Denmark are concerned,
the embargo has beeri in force^for
many months, and while solutions
in both countries—particularly in
Denmark—appear to be pending,
they nevertheless* have survived,
partly on U.S. product that already
had been in'the market.
Walkout, So What
The Indian market is actually in¬
significant for the Americans.
Only a- handful of India’s theatres
play Amenican films as a steady
policy. If the U.S. outfits pulled
out, other films simply would take
their place.. In other words, in
India—as in other countries—a
withdrawal threat on the part of
the American distribs no longer is
a death threat, and in fact would
be welcomed by,+he local theatres.
Egan is expected to go to India
at the end of this month, making
his headquarters in Bombay. He
will attempt to get the Indian gov¬
ernment to reduce the tariff. The
Indians, possibly as a precedent
for other American industries ac¬
tive in the country, want MPEA
members to invest a part of their
earnings in domestic Indian indus¬
try.
This; it’s pointed out,
wouldn’t give them much of an
advantage, but could be used as a
lever to get .other U.S. businesses
to do likewise.
MPEA board yesterday also took
up a request from some of the Iron
Curtain countries that 4he'five pic¬
tures per company limit on sales
in the Soviet orbit be extended.
At the moment, neither Poland nor
Czechoslovakia can buy more than
five films from any one company.
Rule was established to protect
the income for some of the smaller
outfits, the Red preference natur¬
ally being for “big” pictures.

NIX DRIVE-IN SITE
OUTSIDE ST. LOUIS
St. Louis, Feb. 5.
St. Louis County Planning Com¬
mission last week nixed an applica¬
tion of the Missouri Amusement
Co., an Arthur Enterprises subsid¬
iary for a special permit to con¬
struct an ozoner in the northwest¬
ern portion of the county which
Is adjacent to St. Ldtiis. Commis¬
sion held that it was not a proper
location for an ozoner because the
area is rapidly, being developed
residentially and, further, it would
create a traffic congestion.
This Is the second time the Ar¬
thur interests have lost an appli¬
cation for an ozoner in the same
county in the past few years. The
previous application in another
part of the county was denied be¬
cause of beefs of property owners
in the area.

Borzage’s Twm Actors..
Hollywood,.Peb. 5.
Vet director Frank Borzage and
his brothers ,3Lou and Danny, are
signed to play themselves In Col¬
umbia’s “‘Jeanne Eagels,” marking
their film debits.
Borzage, winner of first. Oscar
for “Seventh Heaven” in 1927, will
play silent film director, Lou will
he sften as assistant director while
Danny, a musician, provides mood
music for scene.

Stealft Four Reek
Columbus, Feb. 5.
Four reels of* 20th-Fox"s',
“Picnic” were stolen from the
Indianola Art Theatre here
Saturday (12) and the owners
of the picture house have of¬
fered a 1‘liberal reward” for its
return.
Columbus detective James
Frost s>iid that theatre placed
a }|r^l,300 value on the 35mm
Cinemascope film.
_

Man Product
Release Via Rep
Nixed in Rome
' Italian Films Export board of
governors, in Rome has nixed a
proposed deal under which the
IFE Releasing Corp. product In
the U.S. would, have been taken
over by Republic Pictures. Board
found the terms of the deal “unac¬
ceptable.” .
The board acted “after careful
consideration.” It was decided to
terminate further negotiations
with Rep.
Understood a tentative deal was
negotiated originally between Sey¬
mour Poe^ exec v.p. of IFE, and
Rep exfecs. Later, however, when
Rep prexy Herbert J.. Yates en¬
tered the picture, complications
arose. Negotiations recently had
been carried on directly between
Yates and the IFE board in Rome,
According to Poe, IFE will con¬
tinue to do “business as usual.”
It’s assumed that 'attempts will- he
made to have the IFE films re¬
leased via another company.

Set Charity Hezzamne
Premiere at Music HaU
For'Spirit of St. Louis’
Opening of “Spirit of, St. Louis”
at Radio City Music Hall Feb. 21
will give the Hall its first charity
premiere. Occasion will benefit the
March of Diifles. .
While the Hall will open the
picture on the morning of Feb. 21
as per usual, 900 seats in the mez¬
zanine ^Will be set aside at the eve¬
ning performance for the benefit.
Total of 500 seats will be sold at
$100 apiece, the rest at $25.
Following the show, party is be¬
ing thrown at the Rainbow Room,
which in recent' ydars has rarely
been used for such events,
. In an unusual move, the Hall
and the benefit committee headed
by ' Frank Pace, former assistant
Secretary of the Army, will buy
Out prior holders of seats in the
reserved section of the mezzanine.
They’ll be ^ble to see the picture
on another night—gratis.
Robert Taplinger, WB ad-pub
v.p., is handling the preem ar¬
rangements. Pao , on the board of
Loew’s, got the gfeenlight from
Loew’s proxy Joseph R. Vogel, to
participate in the WB affair.
“Spirit of St. Louis” is due for
a gala Paris preem May 21, the
anniversary of Lindbergh’s arrival
at the French, capital. Film has
been requested as an entry for
this year’s Cannes film fest.

400 ADDED TO LIST
IN ON SWEEPSTAKES

Nearly 400 more theatresr both
circuit houses and indies, have
notified COMPO via their entries
that they plan to participate in the
Academy Award Sweepstakes pro¬
motional project, according to
Robert W. Coyne, COMPO special
counsel.
Contest, which precedes the Os¬
car awards, will be run on a re¬
gional basis this year.
Four large circuits that have just
joined the Sweepstakes include
150 houses in E. D. Martin’s cir¬
cuit in the South, where' the proj¬
ect will be set up in 25 to 30- cities
ana towns; Prudential Playhouses
with 50 New York houses; Neigh¬
borhood Theatres with at least six
houses, and Sterling Theatres,
which runs 35 houses in the State
Denver;, Feb. 5.
of Washington.,
Dwindling grosses and the shift
A number of the smaller cir¬
of retail business uptown forced cuits, all over the country, also
Fox-Intermountain Theatres to will participate.
close its Tabor Grand Opera House
Saturday (19). Chain, whose lease
on the house has 15 more years
to run, decided it’s cheaper to pay
rent on a closed theatre than op¬
erate in face of unfavorable con¬
ditions.
Boston, Feb. 5. Built in 1881 and converted to
Confabbing here over booking a
films in 1921, the TabOr last housed house for “Around the World in
“Oklahoma” in Todd-AO. Prior to
the booking, Fox-Intermountain 80 Days” are Mike Cavanagh, Todd
general mgr.^ Mike Todd Jr. and
spent $10,000 last fall for booths John Shubert. Todd and Cavanagh
and decorations in preparation for
oo’d the-Plymouth, Colonial, Shu¬
the filmusical. It ran three days bert, legit houses, Copley, long
over 13 weeks, and did good busi¬ dark legiter, and the Saxon, cur¬
ness with exception of a Christmas rently playing the Todd-AO “Okla¬
slump. Gross was about $125,000 homa,” and the Wilbur, dark legit
at $2 top.
house given up by the Shuberts
, House, which is famed in Denver this season.
theatrical history, was erected by
Already scratched are the Ply¬
H. A, W, Tabor who struck it rich mouth, Wilbur and Shubert. Left
in. CJolorado gold and silver. He in the running are Colonial, Cop¬
was the subject not only of a film, ley, Saxon. No decision on where
“Silver Dollar,” but also of “The “Around the World” will go In
Ballad of Baby Doe,’' an opera Hub has yet been made.
which opened last July in Central
Cavanagh, who was Shubert gen.
City, Colo. It’s due to preem next mgh. in Hub for more than a dec¬
fall on Broadway as a musical ade before joining Todd, came on
drama.
^from the coast for the Boston dis¬
The Tabor, which reportedly may cussions.
be razed to make way for a new
Federal -court house, opened Sept.
5, 1881,. with an opera sung by the
celebrated Emma 'Abbott Opera
Company. Among others who ap¬ ■ The N.Y. film directors organiz¬
peared at the theatre were Edwin ing committee will meet Saturday
Booth, Sir Henry Irving, Lillian (9) to vote on terms of affiliation
Russell, Joseph Jefferson and Sarah offered by the Screen Directors’
Bernhardt.
Guild of Hollywood.
After its switch to films in 1921
Terms include the setting up of
the Tabor was a first-run for, a a Manhattan branch of the guild to
dozen years and also was a show¬ administer local affairs, representa¬
case for Fanchon & Marco stage tion on the SDG’s board, and SDG
units. With its closing, only four support in contract negotiations
houses' are left operating in the with N.Y. producers, many of
same three blocks. None of them whom are already signiktory to
Is first-run.
SDG contracts through their Coast
offices.
Membership in the Gotham unit,
Drive-In Inundated
now close to 200, Includes virtually
Keene, N. M., Feb. 5.
all N.Y. film directors engaged in
Keene Drive-In theatre was industrial, documentary, educa¬
flooded when ice jams swept down tional and television film produc¬
two streams in this area after a tion. Howard T. Magwood, for¬
heavy rain and sudden thaw.
merly with Screen Gems, is'chair¬
Water that overflowed a concrete man of the group.
dike flooded lowlands, as well as
the outdoor theatre, and threat¬
Ed Gollin named as p.r. rep for
ened some factories here.
Randall-Brasselle Productions.

TABOR OPERA HOUSE
PUT INTO MOTHBELS

Boston Availabilities On .
Tffdd’s ‘80 Days’ Shrink

Eastern Directors Guild
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Over-Produced at ISO-Per-Year:
Wolf Schwarz’s German
-----

♦-

^

More Tourism^
Omaha, FebT 5.
Cftrrently playing a local
film house Is Universal’s “Edge
of HeU.”
The next attraction Univer¬
sal’s reissue, “To Hell and
Back.”

Picture Biz Is
Headline Breed
United Artists pub-ad chief Rog¬
er H. Lewis charged that much cf
the beefs against motion pictures is
levelled by persons seeking an easy
target for publicity. Lewis made
the comment in a debate on film
advertising with New York City
Councilman
Maurice
McCarthy
during a WABD, N.Y., “Between
the Lines” telecast Sunday (3).
Lewis, who is chairman of the
Motion Picture Assn, of America’s
advertising and • publicity directors
committee, said that films’ status'
as a “glamor” industry inspired a
disproportionate amount of ad¬
verse comment that was spared less
newsworthy enterprises.
Denying charges of “lurid” and
“suggestive” film ads, Lewis said
that the editorial content of nt.ws-r
papers running these same ads
presented a daily .diet of sex and
violence that far outweighed the
alleged offensiveness of occasional
film ads.. He emphasized that
thousands of film ads are placed
every year and that only a handful
have been’ singled out by critics
as examples of bad taste.
The UA executive compared this
record with th§ scores of magazines
that consistently publish' covers
with nudes or semi-nudes and
carry features and stories that
would be rejected as screen^ma¬
terial.
When motion pictures present
stories of juvenile delinquency or
narcotics addition, Lewis declared
they are merely reflecting the cur¬
rent social scene and not striving
for sensationalism. sAny art form
that has validity, he pointed out,
must take its themes from its own
times.
Lewis noted that the picture in¬
dustry was virtually alone in es¬
tablishing a self-governing body to
control the content of its product.
In view of this demonstrated sense
of responsibility, he said, continued
attacks, particularly by people who
speak only for themselves, are un¬
just and misleading.

REPORT 40% LESS HEAT
ON BALCOLD REFLECTOR

By KARIN THIMM
Munich, Feb. 5.
Overproduction is identified as
one of the prime factors behind the
current critical situation in the
German, film 4ndustry by Wolf
Schwarz, general manager of Mun¬
ich’s Bavaria Film which, next to
the UFA (Berlin), is West Gerijiany’s largest and most active film
concem.
“We have now about 150 German
language films turned out a year
where between 80 and 100 would
be enough," he said. “Apart from
that we have between 300 and 400
foreign films imported every year,
but only a few of thpm become
top grossers. Many of them, and
that includes the , U.S. imports’,’
don’t even cover their cost of prints
and dubbing,”
Schwarz, whose voice is listened
to with resoect in the industry
here, said problems apart from
overproduction and too many 'im¬
ports included rising costs and an
insufficient producer cut of the
boxoffice receints.
The rise in
costs concerns him greatly.
As he sees it. it is due partly
to the growing technical quality of
the German product, which now is
turned out mostly In color, and to
the lack of top actors, directors and
cameramen. “Smee there was so
little competition, our stars could
set their own price. Now, we are
going to produce less, and we are
going out to look for foreign stars.
A foreign stac is still a strong exDort asset.” Schwarz commented.
“In my "'view, we must cut down
the production costs of those films
that don’t haVe export chance.s to
balance it against the big ones that
have internai^’onal qualities.”
He mentions, for instance, the*
Bavaria
prodnetion
of
“Rose
Bernd,” which is to be West Ger¬
many’s contribution-to the Cannes
festival this year.
Maria Schell
and Raf VaPpne star.
Schy^^rz also blames the heavy
entertainments tax for the indus¬
try’s ills. It takes 20% or mOre of
each ticket. This is a community,
not a federal tax. and it runs to
some 140.000,000 DM (about $33,000,000) in the Republic, including
West Berlin, Only some pictures,
judged “especially valuable” by a
jury, are exempt.
None of the
money is returned to tho film biz.
“Elsewhere in Europe, countries
grant their industries export aids
and create tax«s that flow back to
the industry.” Schwarz noted. “In
Germany, nothing can I5e done be¬
cause the matter isn’t within the dOr
main of the Government.”
Schwarz felt especially strongly
on the question of overproduction
and foreign importations. On the
first point, he said it was his im¬
pression that, in the season start¬
ing June 1, fewer German pix
would be on the market. As to the
second, he comp''£>ined that the im¬
ports were clogging the theatres.
“They keep our niettfres from get¬
ting the runs they deserve,” he
held, adding tha^ it was his impres¬
sion that the Motion Picture Ex¬
port Assn, was currently looking
into this question.
German film biz crisis has
loomed since 1948, but it’s never
ben as serious as now, A num¬
ber of distributors, notably the Al¬
lianz firm, have gone into bank¬
ruptcy.

A new reflector for film proje-ctors which is said to reduce heat
at the film gate by 40% without
loss of illumination has been de¬
veloped by the Bausch & Lomb
Optical Co., Rochester, N.Y.
New unit, known as Balcold Re¬
flector, has been tested at drive-ins
and conventional theatres, includ¬
ing the'Broadway Roxy, during the ,
past year and a half. •
!
According to Bausch & Lomb,
projectionists report that the new
reflector eliminates film buckling
due to heat and the resultant loss
of focus, provides increased screen
Boston, Feb. 5.
brightn’Ess, reduces reflector break¬
age, and eliminates the bluing at
Mayor John B, Hynes has asked
the edges of the screen.
I theatre owners to cooperate in a
“Teenagers Day,” skedded for Feb.
23 and has called a committee of
Hub exhibs and their press agents
to discuss theatre participations.
St. Louis, Fei). 5.
James D. Mullin, exec secretary,
Distraction of 'television and civic improvement committee, was
hard roads to nearby communities named to head a special committee
ar^ given as the reasons for the to set up the program honoring
shuttering of the Granada West the teeners. “By and large, our
Salem, Ill., after contributions from teenagers are an outstanding group
town merchants failed to make up of future citizens,” the Mayor said.
losses. It is the second time the “The idea of a special day to focus
house has been shuttered in less our attention on the teenagers is
than a year because of lack of pat- an excellent one. If we can turn
ronagei
them In, the right direction that
The house was shuttered May 26 leads to good citizenship, we should
last by Luther R. Ausbrook and make every effort to' do so. By set¬
leased to Ben L. Pannell and re¬ ting aside one day during their
lighted last Sept. 18, Pannell en¬ w'lnter vacation, we can have a
listed the aid of business men who varied program, appealing to all
types of boys and girls.
contributed $1 per week.

DON’T RAP tRE JUVES,
HONOR’EM IN BOSTON

Down For Second Count

It was the era that belonged to yo
to a shy lanky guy. The screen

BASED ON THE PULITZER PRIZE BOOK B\

CHARLES A. LINDBERGH
IN

Cinemascope AND WarnerColoRi

BILLY WILDER AND WENDELL MAYES
LELAND HAYWARD directed by BILLY WILDER

SCREEN PLAY BY
PRODUCED BY

MUSIC COMPOSED AND CONDUCTED BY FRANZ WAXMAN

WARNER Bros: World premier

$100 PER SEAT FOR THE PREMIERE
--(FIRST MEZZANINE ONLY) FOR THE
BENEFIT OF THE MARCH OF DIMES
-INCLUDING GALA CHAMPAGNE
SUPPER-DANCE AT THE FAMED
RAINBOW ROOM. ROCKEFELLER CENTER.

SHOOT THE
WORKS!
This is the kind of picture that gives
showmen an irresistible urge to
turn the town upside down with
ballyhoo! A wonderful, exciting
entertainnlent that will back up all
the promises of your flying banners!

M"G"M prosftnts

ELEANOR PARKER
in the yearns most remarkable performance
as three different personalities in

Co-Starring

RICHARD BOONE
with

JOAN BLONDELL * HUGO HAAS
^

Scroen Play by

MEL DINELLi * by^HiPlEYllACKSON

Directed by
Produced by

HUGO HAAS

JERRY BRESLER

A Bryna Production
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Release
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YOUTH GOTTA 'RESONATE'

Union Exec Urges Laws

Psychologist#"Say That Explains
Teeners’ I^ove of Presley

: Continued from page 3 l

“Teen-age revolt, .a phenomenon
by no means new to our time and
society,” translates into a million
dollar business via Elvis Presley,
and motivational research, newest
handmaiden to advertising,, is at¬
tempting to explain it all. “The
Presley rage is a non-destructive
aspect of revolt” per the February
issue of Motivations of Ossining,
N.Y* '
“Man needs to resonate, to re¬
spond in- tune with his world
. . . but . . . where is the teenager
to get his sense of identity? From
the family which can no longer be
the centre of his life? From hiniself when be does not yet know
himself?” Elvis Presley is a teen¬
age hero because he has succeeded
with little formal schooling and
“without first achieving any of the
adult graces and polish.”

producers to get l)ank credit these
days, whereas finaucing is easy
abroad, particularly in a country
like England, where they can even
take advantage of the Eady Plan’';
(3) “The, clamor of some actors
and directors who want to make pic¬
tures abroad. Even though the tax
exemption for any actor 18 months
abroad has been changed, they still
keep at least $26,000 on sUch a trip,
and this is a big exemption.”
Continued Clare: “The cheap la¬
bor angle is important only
real
big pictures. I would almost have
to agree with producers it's impos¬
sible to make them here, the cost
of extras is so high. I can under¬
stand why pictures such as ‘Pride
and the Passion' and ‘Quo Vadis’
are made abroad. Some producers
have gone abroad just because of
cheap labor, but this doesn't mead
movies aren’t made abroad f^
good, compelling reasons apart
from that. Mexico is one of the
countries they go to because the
labor is cheaper. Why you can
hire a pretty good actor there for
less than an extra costs here.
“I think legislation to prevent so
many pictures being made in other
countries is the answer, and we are
now discussing joint action by. a
number of unions seeking such leg¬
islation.
We are talking with
unions outside Of show business,,
too, because they have been hhrt
by foreign imports. We are talk¬
ing with the hat and capmakers
union, which has been hurt badly
by Imports from Japan; the fishing
industries, hurt by imports from
Iceland and other countries. The
problem is the same, they are hurt
by foreign imports and we are hurt
by movies made abroad. We heed
a tadiff or a barrier of some kind
to protect American industries.
Right now we are trying to get all
the facts; then we will press for
legislation.
Job Census
“In 1939, employment in Holly¬
wood was around 20,000 for the
crafts; it then dipped to 18,500,
came up to around 22,000 in 1945;
then the strike caused a big dip,
but after that it soared to 23,000
late in 1945; in early '46 it hit
24,000; the '46 strike cut it to
around 18,000 to’20,000; in '47 it
was down to 18,000, for a short
period hit 20,000, and then de¬
clined to 15,000 at the end of the
year; it rose to 16,000 early in
1948, but was down to 14,000 be¬
fore the end of the year; in early
'49 It was 12,000, then hovered be¬
tween 12,500 and 14,000 in 1950; it
soared to 15,000 by the end of '50,
and leveled off to 14,000 until 1953,
when it dropped below 11,000;
since then the figure has been from
11,000 to 13,000; '55 was a good
year because of movies and tv; '56

was awful, with employment
around 11,000, but it's beginning to
pick up now because of more pro¬
duction at 20th-Eox, Warner Bros.,
Columbia and Paramount. But the
important thing is the big decline
began in 1947, When so-wlled run¬
away production first began and as
more and more pictures Have been
made abroad the decline has increasedk
“In oiir own tinion, we had 1,500
members from
to 1946, and
the number is now down to 1,200.
But 6^ the latter figure, they are
not all In the Industry. Since 1946
we have organteed on the fringes
of the industry, we have members
who work at Disneyland, with nur¬
series and brush haulers who sup¬
ply studios, warehouses, dog train¬
ers' and handlers. We would be
down to 900 membership if we
hadn’t ' organized
these
other
groups/’ saW Clare.
‘ . Writers' 90 Low
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
As a result of sizeable slashings
by RKO and Metro, screenwriter
employment has hit an all-time low
of 98 at the major film studiosr
skidding considerably the past two
months. At that time the figure
for major studio pactees hit a
record low of 24, but that figure
is now up a bit, at 29.
Two months ago Metro led the
majors insofar as wrijters were
concerned, with 30 on the payroll;
today that lot has only 13 work¬
ing there, although it has 18 under
contract. Of the 13 at Metro, nine
are pactees; the other nine pactees
are on leave or vacation. The sec¬
ond biggest slash came at RKO,
where the figure slipped from 17
to two over the two-months period.
Leading the field today is UI,
which has held to a steady 29 writ¬
ers, two of them under contract.
Next is 20th-Fox, down from 25 to
20, but still second, followed by
Columbia with 17, off from the
previous 19. Wanier Bros, has
seven writers; Paramount,. six; Al¬
lied Artists four; RKO two, and
Republic, none.
Metro leads in the number of
writers under contract, with 18,
while 20th-Pox is second, with
five, up from two of two months
ago. Columbia has three pactees;
Warners one. Paramount, RKO,
Republic and AA none.

Harris Adds Sun, B’klyn
Harry A. Harris, New York cir¬
cuit operator, last week acquired
the 1,000-seat Sun Theatre in
Brooklyn on a 21-year lease from
the Endicott circuit.
Harris plans complete modern¬
ization of the house Including airconditioning. Deal was consum¬
mated through Berk & Krumgold,
theatre realty specialists.
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Continued from page 5 ss

suit of . the much publicized tv
showing of “30 Seconds Over Tok¬
yo” in Chicago.
Neighborhood filmerles have
sought refuge from tv by featuring
more pffbeat product. Many are
now showing art product. “Rififi''
will be playing about 30 Chicago
area locations this month, upping
the pirevious foreign lingo record
holder “Diabolique” which last
year was tiobked into’ 25 such
houses.
Fear is expressed that
subtitled pictures, earlier found
unpalatable on small tv screens,
may also eventually find their way
to large screen tele sets.
Another put for nabe houses has
been shown by the Increasing num¬
ber playing to Bpanlsh speaking
audiences the product that would
not have, mass video appeal. Chi¬
cago has seven houses .which have
started playing Mexican films In*
the last eight years.
Tv is not a cPmplete villian. It
is seeing frequent Use as an ad¬
vertising vehicle for theatre prod¬
uct.
United Motion Picture Or¬
ganization’s midwest representa¬
tive Tom Dowd is spending $3,500
on local stations to publicize “Ri¬
fifi” in ^ts neighborhood release.
Also Warner Bros. Is using tv to
plug neighborhood releases of
“Baby Doll.” One midwest house
ran “Charge of Light Brigade” re¬
issue for four of its most profitable
weeks in '56 after its local televi¬
sion presentation had been widely
advertised.
One fact was generally conceded
by downtown showmen.
Early
hopes that their currently billed
stars would be aided by their pre1949 pictures appearing.on home
screens were smashed by the ob¬
servation that many stars past
their heyday don't compare with
their earlier film appeal.

Zanuck
Continued from pace 4 j

signed to enter the indie field. Expla'nation at the time was that, be¬
ing in a very high tax bracket, he’d
do better on his own, relieved also
of the responsibility of running the
whole studio.
Taking the speculation a step
further, some also refer to the stub¬
born reports that Howard Hughes
is now really the largest 20th share¬
holder, with a reported total of
some 300,000 shares. Zanuck owns
around 125,000. Zanuck has de¬
nied any Intention of joining forces
with Hughes, but in a business that
has seen some remarkable changes
and new» alliances'in recent times,
the suspicion lingiers that some¬
thing may he in the wind. If this
were trtie—and it is emphatically
denied at 20th—^it would be logical
for Zanuck to establish himself on
the 20th board.

'THRILLARAMA' OPENINGS
Due in Ban Diego, Milwaukee and
Philadelphia Theatres
San Diego, Feb. 5.
'“Thrillarama Adventure,” initial
entry Jn the new Texas-financed
Thrillarama process, Coast preems
here Friday (1) at California The¬
atre. System Involves two earners
and two projectors, with a portable
screen of 60-foot width.
Film later opens in Milwaukee
Feb. 15 and in Philadelphia Feb.
21. It had an experimental show¬
ing in Houston some months ago.

Stanley’s 25c a Share
Board of directors of Stan¬
ley Warner declared a divi¬
dend of 25c. per share on the.
company's common stock.
Melon Is payable Feb. 21 to
stockholders of record Febi 8,

Yanks Favor
Continued from pa^e 4

New York. Consequently, British
producers want a differentiation
made between their films and
American films when it comes to
tapping the Eady subsidy fund.
Pound Okay
One American company topper'
in Gotham last week said*he could
see no reason why ^arts of the
foreign earnings of American-BWtIsh productions couldn’t flow back
to London. “To us the pound is
as good as the dollar,” he said. “We
spend it in Britain anyWay, whether
it's on production or theatres or
what have you.”
One of the main reservations ap¬
pears to he rooted in the feeling
that the MPEA gesture might be
completely futile either way. “It's
Allport's Job to establish the Brit¬
ish Government’s attitude for us
now,” was one comment.
{Allport in London last week
flatly denied that there had been
xt N. Y. meeting on the question,
Lor that he was discussing the matrter with the British Film Projducers Assn. He did not, however,
imention the British Government)
\ A discriminatory amendment has
been added to the Films Bill in
Britain.
It would allocate less
Eady coin to American-made films
in Britain.
Discussion on the
amendment is due at the end of
this month, and an MpEA' course
of action will be decided upon by
then. At the moment, only Colum¬
bia follows the policy of. returning
to Britain monies earned outside
the UK by the pictures it produces
in Britain.
Compani&s that would be most
affected by any ^ange in Eady
policy would be zOth-Fox, Metro
and Columbia.

Blockbusters
jSAJiS Continued from pare 5
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RE: ARCHBISHOP CUSHING
He

Did Not Personally Attend
DeMilln Luncheon

Boston.
Bditor, Vaukty:
I It’s a small matter, but 1 would
like to offer a correction on an
Albany story published by Variety
I Jan. 16 (p. 4),
^ Archbishop Cushing, though he
“gave enthusiastic support” by al¬
lowing several all-out references
to the worth and suitability of
“The Ten Commandments” in the
official publication, “The Pilot,”
did not, as your correspondent re¬
ports, attend a civic luncheon for
Mr.DdMille.
Several 'representatives (unoffi¬
cial) of the Archbishop did attend
the luncheon, including seminary
professors, the editors of this
newspaper, etc:, but His Excellency
did not.
As a .natter of fact, the Arch¬
bishop was other ./ise committed at
the time of the luncheon and, in¬
stead, received Mr. DeMille and
his party at the spiscopal residence
that morn ng, a meeting duly
photographed and reported in the
dally press and in “The Pilot.”
George E. Ryan.
I

Archdiocesan News Bureau.

Dozier
S5SS Continued from page 3

the final polishing job. Although
RKC) has ad-pub staffs in N.Y. and
L.A., however skeletonized, outside
unit headed by Richard Weaver
has been employed to tub-thump
for “Stage Struck,” which is now
shooting. Weaver is to hire his
own aides and call the turns, work¬
ing in association wlth»the RKOifes. This is to be the modus oper¬
and!.
What it amounts to is that RKO
will have perhaps 10 or more indi¬
viduals plugging away for each
picture even before there’s a tieup
with a- releasing agency.
Then, of course, comes the dis¬
tribution phase. RKO has at iU
election to channel new product,
as well as the old, through Univer! sal blit there’s no commitment. It’s
all flexible; RKO will be free to
turn.dn any direction with a com¬
pleted and publicized picture that’s
ready for market.
The distribution deal, clearly,
will be made with the distributor
offering the best terms. And It’s
conceivable that a distributor who
particularly needs a film at a par¬
ticular time' to round out Its own
schedule will be sought out.
RKO has it thought out further,
of course. The distributor, not hav¬
ing participated in the production
financing, will be taking no risk.
And there’s to be no meaningful
increase In overhead in taking on
the RKO film; it’s releasing fees
will amount to just jso much added
Income. Therefore, the distrib’s
cut on the rentals is to be, accord¬
ing to the RKO blueprint, excep¬
tionally low.
The one possible rub, of course,
lies in the fact that the RKO pic¬
ture, having. been made, happens
hot to;, be a jiromising boxoffice
contender. “That’s the gamble
we’re taking,” said Dozier,

turn out more films is seen in the
light of their realization that the
survival of the small house de¬
pends on the delivery of volume
product that can be turned out at
very low cost.
There looms in addition the pros¬
pect of additional revenue from
possible tv sales in the years to
come.
20th-Fox, Metro, Warner
Bros, and Paramount all are re¬
ported stepping up their produc¬
tion of. lowbudgeters, with 20th
going to over 50 pix for 1957. The
only company that is actually re¬
ducing its release total is United
Artists.
The way the companies reason
is that they can only gain, not lose,
by keeping the smalltown theatres
alive. And they can affofd to do
so if a formula is found under
which the budget and overhead
can be reduced to more normal
levels that allo^t recoupment even
on low rental terms.
Hairy Meyer, manager of Loew’s
Argument has been advanced'
that the return to “mass” produc¬ Fairmont Theatre transferred to
Loew's
Post Eo$d, exchanging posts
tion is a mistake and that it ig¬
nores an expensive lesson learned with Post Road’s Irving Gross.
in recent years. However, the re¬
cent experience has been that the
top-budget and the very lowbudget
films have done well. The product
that’s been in trouble has been
the in-between films.
Practically' new grip equips
Stellings last week said he fig¬
ured that 1957 would see some 40
ment. Hollywood specifica¬
more pictures delivered than in
tion. Now stored iif Nairobi,
1956, which would bring the total
to close to 400. He said there were
Kenya, Africa.
Interested
lots of situations where the small
party write Box 940, Daily
product was Usable,'and he pointed
to the double-bill areas where it
Variety, Hollywood, Calif.,
was particularly needed.
for detailed inventory and
Stellings also complimented dis¬
tribution for Having released “a
priees.
large number of good pictures dur¬
ing the past few months oii ah
orderly release basis.” Because of
this, he said, “exhibitors are now,
enjoying the best boxoffice condi¬
tion in 'recent times. There is no
problem in this Industry that more
good,pictures can’t solve.” Stellings
r-RKDiO cm MUSIC.HAU-i'
Rockefeller Center
added he and the TOA directors
JOHN WAYNE •DAN DAILEY
were “extremely grateful and ap¬
preciative” of the cooperation now
MAUREEN O'HARA
starring In METROCOLOR In
received from the various film' com¬
"THE WINGS OF EAGLES"
panies to this end, and he ex¬
An M-G-M PIclura
pressed the hope that “this enlight¬
ond irECTACULAII ITICE MtStMTATlUH
ened policy” would be continued.

FOR SUE

Elephants can never forget something they do not
understand. Humans, too frequently, forget what they
know... and that inclucles exhibitors. Don't let your theatre
become a white elephant because you forgot the imporfance of trailers. Remember that trailers have stood the
test of time with a jumbo patronage potential at small cost.
Don't fake them for granted. Play trailers regularly and
continuously with every show. Remember, trailers are not
time fillers... they're seat fillers

SINDLINGER
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‘Tugboat’ in Theatre ‘Sneak’

CBS-TV Plans Series of 911-Min.
liews in Perspective’ Programs
Newest direction in which tele-H
vision news coverage will move
during the coming year is in tlfie
American Mission to Greeks
production periodic special hour
and ^alf>hour news reports wrap¬ has inked a firm year-long pact as
bankroUer of “Voice to Greece”
ping up world problems and events, over seven ABC Badio stations. A
in the opinion of CBS director of 5:30-5:55 Sabbath stanza, it begins
news John F. Day. CBS itself plans Febi 17.
■
a minimum 6f aix such shows dur-, . ^ Iverson-Ford Associates nego¬
ing the coming year, and evenhas a. tiated the- deal for American Mis¬
sponsor on the string who’s inter¬ sion to Greeks. .
ested in taking on all six.
Idea stems from two CBSrTV
special shows done last year, the
“Cyprus Today’’ segment and the
“World in Crisis’’ hour treating of
the Hungarian and Middle East
wasn’t horsing around when he
'"situations. Day says the reaction
recorded “SAMMY KATE SWINGS
AND SWAYS BELLS ARE BING^
to these shows stirred new inter¬
ING” for Columbia, as anyone who
est in what he believes to be one
Viceroy is pulling out of the has heard the album- will agree. For
of the problem areas of television
news coverage, the “wrapup” Show. Sunday evening Steve Allen show thoroughbred music for hoofing. It
doesn’t take much horse sense fo
“We do spot coverage well enough,” on NBC-TV at the end of the cur¬ turn
to—and turntable a Sammy
he observes, “but what’s missing in rent IS-week cycle. Ciggle outfit Kaye disc.
_.
the day-to-day spot coverage is the
overall view. Spot coverage isn’t had a stake in the show since Al¬
enough to put a story in perspec¬ len took it over and was one of its
tive.”
mainstays. Cancellation, Ironically
Hence the extension of the news enough, comes day-&-date with
“specials.” Day wants to keep the
topics themselves under wraps be¬ Allen pulling the Trendex rug
cause some projects are Several from under the Ed Sullivan com¬
months off.
But obviously, he petition.
However, Viceroy feels that even
states, the Middle East situation is
one.
Also, some areas of the by topping Sullivan, the cost-perworld which aren’t current trouble thousand problem Isn’t solved since
spots but which have been or may the dividing up of the 8 to 9 audi¬
be. Shows will consist of specially ences mifdces the costly purchase un¬
By BOB CHANDLER
shot footage plus the best of .the realistic, at least in Viceroy’s eye.
In view of Allen’s new status,
day-to-day spot film footage.
Don Russell, vet New York an¬
The “specials” project will come NBC expects little difficulty resell¬ nouncer and newscaster who cur¬
Up for further consideration on ing the sponsor, pwticipation,
rently holds down: one of the key
Feb. 11 and 12, when the CBS do¬
“communicator’* posts on NBC Ra¬
mestic bureau chiefs will be called
dio’s “Monitor” series but who
into N. Y. for one of their annual
perhaps is better known for his
training sessions. Day has built this
eight years as chief announcer and
training program, little known to
newscaster on DuMont, leads a
the trade, into a regular CBS in¬
double life. Not like the ordinary
stitution.
The
foreign - corre¬
doubllng-in-brass stints .that are
spondents held their session
common in Gotham either.
"around the first of the year, when
Signing of the industry contract
Russell works two days and one
they all came home for the yearend ^apup show, and now it’s with” American Federation of Tele- night a week in Gotham and
spends
five days a week in his
the domestic chiefs* turn.
vi$ion & Radio Artists is being
Sessions are closely knit clinics stoUed by NBC. Network is said hometown of Stamford, Conn., as
the town’s hottest radio personality
on the latest techniques and ad¬
vances in news coverage, along to object to certain stipulations in and civic conscience; What began
with skull sessions on past failures the stationrbreak clause. CBS and actually as therapy for Russell fol¬
and future plans. When the meet¬ ABC accepted all conditions of the lowing a period of extreme nervous
ings, which take place at least new two-year pact some days ago, tension last May has developed
into a lucrative and exciting career
once a year, were first inaugurated
but it’s expected it will not be sigathree years ago, Day recalls, the ed until agreement is reached with for Russell at the very station at
which he broke into broadcasting
key problem was the conversion of NBC.
back in 1941.
the- correspondents from radio re¬
Station-break issue involves NBC
It all started lajst spring, when
porters to television newsmen. network staff announcers. Details
Russell,
after eight yearg as headThey had to learn to cover news of the hassle were not disclosed.
announcer
at DuMont (including
pictorially, and also- had to be “a Under the old contract, which will
reporter, a good writer* a good continue In use until the 1956-’58 stints as announcer-host of the old
Jackie
Gleason
show and “CavaU
film producer and director as well pact .(retroactive to Nov.) is signed,
as editor—^because they bad to tell announcers are paid $56 for cut-ins, cade of Bands”), was doing a .night¬
ly
news-show;
Station’s
then-new
the cameramen what, to shoot and hitch hikes and cowcatchers, plus
g.m., Ted Cott, differed .with Rus¬
kow-—and a good narrator, to a $5.60 fee for rehearsal time.
sell on his news approach and Rus¬
hoot.”
* ^
sell quit in a state of extreme nerv¬
That problem has been pretty
ous' tension, even coUapsing at one
iuch overcome by now, though
polnL
1
ay admits it wasn’t easy, and the
When hi;S doctor told him to con¬
sessions are now looking'to new
tinue
with
“Monitor”
but to'’fihd :a
ways of improving .coverage. The
hobby during the week, Russell
technical end of news coverage la
*
Because
of
111
health,
Lawrence
went down to WSl'C, his old stationcoming-in for more attention, par¬
ticularly problems in '^getting good' Tlbbftt wlil jdye up his Mutual in -Stamford; and pitched^ the idea
16m sound and the' portability of nightly music show Which he of a local show to the 25d-watter
16m soundfilm cameras. Both are hosted. The former Metropolitan just to keep him busy. He decided
td build t .Mtudio in his carport,
(Continued on page 46)
Opera star" has' been -ordered to with the lstatlon paying line costs
but Russell footing the equipment
take a rest.
He began his deejay stint With and building bill. Then started
MBS -last December, /Sufficient J “Don Russell Time” as an 11 ajn.
tapes are on hand to continue show to noon strip, with records, live
through Saturday night (9). J’ol- music, local news and probably
lowlng, net will pick up WOR’s, most-Important, editorials.
’There’s no particular format, but
N.Y., “Music From Studio X,”
pending new programming. Tibbett Russell now sings; and plays the
show was fed to net nightly week¬ hammbnd organ from his home
Walter Winchell bows out of his days from 10:05 pan. to midnight, j studio, with a guitarist and diskMutual' Sunday at 6 p.m« news as well as Saturday, afternoons.
| spinner in the studio, plus all the
local fireworks. Russell, uses a
berth on March I^.Tiend^ a twomidget tape recorder to cover local
year association with the net.
events like fires, interviews (he got
WinchcU’a rei;|gtHition came a
a ISrmiuutc exclusive ‘with Adlal
few months after Eeaboard Drug]
Stevenson during the election cam¬
pulled out as sponsor of his weekly
paign when Stevensons* train came
15-mlnute news show. Since then,
North American Insurance €k>., through Stamford), and the like.
net has been pitching show to efMore important, he editbriallzed,
illiates on a co^P basis, with the which until now has restricted its
show, tike other co-op news shows, network radio expenditures to CBS more often than not, with a view
opposite to that of the local news¬
running Into tough sledding lining
(“Christmas Sli^ With Bing”), has paper, the Stamford Advocate. This
up local coin. Columnist was get^*
(Continued on page 48)
ting $3,000 weekly for broadcasts. bought Into the new Friday night
The- ending of Winchell’s tie extension of “Monitor*- on NBC
with Mutual leaves columnist with¬ Radio. North American will spon¬
out a broadcast hookup. Earlier In sor four five^mlnute sports cap¬
the season Winchell’s variety show sules every Friday night-on “Mon¬
itor** for 26 weeks starting in
on NBC-TV wss dropped.
Hildy Barks has checked off the
Winchell, who has.been a ne^ March. It*s the first bankroUer in **To Tell the Truth” CBS-TV qub}broadcast perEonallty for the past the Friday night segment, and is Mr—to have a baby this month.
27 years, came to Mutual from laying out $100,000 in net billings She plans to retire permanently,
for “the brlefies.
ABC.
from the show. (She’s the wife of
Deal was set via N, W. Ayer. Alexander H. Cohen, the legit pro¬
Seaboard dropped its Winchell
sponsorship in a hassle over what The sportscasters on the show will ducer.)
it considered a controversial Wln- handle the commercials, together
“Truth ” effective last night
chelllnlsm against Democratic with insurance salesmen spotted (Tues.) began rotating guest panel¬
throughout the country.
ists in the vacant chair.
{^residential candidate Stevenson.

Greeks Sponsor AM Show

Vicero; Ankl^
Steve AUeu Show

.. Pay-TV Can Help Break the Back
Of Network Control Sez Whaler

B’cast HoUiy hto
Local-Boy Phenom

NBC Excepdons On
. Stadon-Break Issue
Stall AFTRA Pact

E

TiBBEn,IlL,BOWS

^

’Television Programs of America last week staged the first “pub¬
lic” sneak preyjhw* of a telefilm series, playing its •'Tugboat Annie’*
pilot together with a twin-bill Friday night (1) at the Lake Theatre
in Oak Park, Ill., a Chicago suburb....
Telefilm producers and networks have sneak-previewed shows
before but never in a motion picture theatre. Previews have been
held In the networks*; own theatres with an audience picked from
people who know they’re going to see a new show and will be asked
questions, with door prizes as the inducement.^ There, also have
been on-the-air sneaks of pilot films.
Deal was setup between TPA and EsSaness Theatres, one of the
largest lUinois chains. On the bill \^th the pilot,. which was
sneaked between the final showings of :the two features, .were
^'Da^ota Incident” and **You Can?t Get Away From It.” Audience
was asked only three questions—how they enjoy the film, their
ages and their...occupations. Sneak was arranged, according to
TPA, because a film house offers a larger test audience, that the
aud was not pte-conditioned and that the audience sample was
more random than normaUy.

OUTOFliffiSSHOW

Winchell Entii^
Sim. Mutual Sot

No. American Insurance
Buys Fri. IHoi^or’ S^s

Hfldy Quits Truth’
TV’er to Await Stoik

Vashington, Feb. 5.
Former Senator and Chairman
of the Interstate Commerce Com^
mittee Burton K. Wheeler last
week advocated subscription tv to
enable Independent tv stations to
free themselves of “network con¬
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
trol.”
With supplementary income
Sponsorship bf new NBC-TV
“Panic” series, to bow on replacing from pay tv, plus revenue from
“Noah’s Ark’’ March 5, has been local advertising, said Wheeler,
completed, with Inking of Max “most independent stations could
Factor cosmetics fpr alternate do just as well without a network,”
weeks. Chesterfield, which spon¬ • In a statement released by
sored “Art” is picking up other “Spotlight,” distributed by the
Government, Wheeler charged that
half.
*‘Panic” already has five seg¬ “two-man /control of tv already ex-.
ments in. the can, filmed since tsts to a dangerous degree.”^ He
McCadden started the project a asserted'ihat NBC is attempting to
year ago,/according to creator-pro¬ dominate **not only five major
ducer Al. Simon. Westbrook Van markets through station ownership
Voorhis, of “March of 'Time" fame, but all the major markets if the
will narrate the series and Maurice Commission permits them to own
Geraghty has been set to direct up¬ as many tv stations as they de¬
sire.”
coming stanzas.
Employing language similar to
Project, a joint property of
the
report of Sen. John Bricker
Simons, McCadden and NBC-TV,
is budgeted at $1,250,000, with (R.-0.) on network monopoly,
Wheeler
declared that “NBC and
$250,000 already expended on the
first five episodes. Present plans- CBS domination of tv advertising
are to lens 13 more, mostly on loca¬ and programming is such as to
tion, then repeat nine stanzas dur- give them the power of economic
ing summer months before resum¬ life and death over most inde¬
pendent tv stations.
NBC and
ing production.
CBS affiliates that get the good
network programs and advertising
prosper. Stations without network
affiliation have, a difficult time sur¬
viving. Lpcal programs and public
utterance by station owners are
carefully tailored to the networks*
position because^thb owners arc all
toe well aware"' of the economic
whip that the neworks hold over
Starting Feh. 11, Colgate-Palm¬ them.”
He said that “if there can be
olive will be spending at the rate
of $4,000,000 gross a year on CBS any question of the danger to the
Radio, the. largest current network public this involves, the present
radio outlay of any radio , advertis¬ Dept» of Justice suit against RCA
er “With..the possible exceptions of and NBC (charging .coxispiriw:y In
Bristol-Myers^ and Brown it Wil- the -acqu^ltien of, the - Westingllainson'' in thAir buys of ’85 news - house . stations in ' Philadelphia)
should provide the answer/’
shows > Week on NBC.
Wheeler charged that When NBC
‘Colgate is. exipahding. its current
$3,000,000 ^annual outlay by anoth¬ announced the Jusrice action on
the network, commentator :Chet
er $1,000,000 and iS' doing. It
converting 15 of its 'Seven-and-a- Huntley “devoted more time to
half^hninute: iVeekdjay: segments to ;.NBC defensive' propaganda than
lO : miniiteaExpanded ‘ seg¬ he:.did tq;:^ :Kaveiitment suit.”
'Wheeler said the-dusUce suit,
ments, "In “Our Gal ;Sufiday.”
“Btrlke It Rich’* and “Second Mrs. aldhg with- Industry efforts to re¬
peal
the “equal "time” law, which
Burtoni” will be used for the. new
Brisk toothpaste. Billings bn the hb authored^ end the ceilings on
station
ownership have .“ominous
52-^eek deal were*, set through^
three/agencies, Lennen & Newell,’ lmpUcations.,for the future of free
speech
in
the V, S.”
Bryan Houston and Ted Bates.
AU of CU>lgate*8 $4,000,000 .in
CBS expenditures have ebme with¬
in the past eight months. First was
made in May, when the soap com¬
pany dished out $1,500,000 for 10
jeven-and-a-half-mihute segmentb'
per week. In August, Colgate dou¬
bled that order to make it 20 a
week and $3,000,000 a year, It*/i
13 out of its current 20 which are
“My Friend Fllclta,” which played
being expanded under the new
Its last sponsored show on Friday
deaL
(1), will be pressed Into service
as a sustainer by CBS-TV Wednes¬
day nights at 7:30 as a replacement
for “Giant Step,” which General
Milla is axing at the end of the
month. Web hopes the kid appeal
Margaret Ettlnger, currently In in the 20th-Fox series wlU be more
N. Y., it reported negotiating for effectlve agatoat the ABC-TV ‘‘Dis¬
the sale of her long-established neyland” competition. •
publicity-public relations out¬
“Fllcka,** which was axed by Col¬
fit to Communications Counselors gate after a year run, was renewed
Inc., the pubrelations arm.of Mc- by CBS Itself via a special deal
Cann-Erickson .agency. Understood with 20tli for the remainder of the
Miss Ettlnger tinder the hew affili¬ season. Originally, it was to have
ation would run the Coast setup. switched times with “Beat the
(Her hqs; art presently in HoUy- Clock,” which assumes its Friday
woodj
7:j30 spot this week (•) and vacates
Miss-Ettlnger Is no stranger to Saturdays at 7* But the web pulled
McCann-Eric^on and Its accounts a last-minute switch by expanding
having, long repped Mrs. Dorothy the Vincent Lopex musical show
McCann’s “Death Valley Days” and from a local to a network affair
the Chrysler Corp.'s “Climax,” out ,and Installing It Saturdays at 7,
ousting “Fllcka” from that spot.
of the McC-E shop.
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IT’S NOW ‘BOB & BOB’ AT NBC
■f

Boston/Feb. 5..
No more* Presley for Sullivan.
^
ty t. *
That was the upshot ofiEd Sullivan’s confab with Hub tv critics
at the University Club Wednesday (30), arranged by Phyl DMierty,
WNAC-TV ad and p.r, director, preceding his guest p. a, at the
Broadcasting Executive’s Club and a night stand to kick off the
Heart Fund campaign at Shei-aton Plaza-hotel.
^
Sullivan also took exception to Hub tv critics whamming of his
presentations of the Elvis. Boston tv writers made him. out ”to bC
the villian of the whole, affair” la Presley, he said.
,
*T am an employee of CBS. Regardless of your position on the
show, on big matters of policy, the sponsors always have the last
word on everything. That is only fair because they are paying the
freight, SuHivan pointed out. If everything is going along well, as
is the case most of the time, the host gets full credit and the spon¬
sor is rarely mentioned in publicity.
, . . ,
“In the "case of: Elvis Presley, I recognized that he was a con¬
troversial performer, and so Informed the factory. They okayed
the Presley signing Immediately and hailed it as ‘an amusing coup.’
After Presley’s appearance, the factory wanted to cancel out. I
advised against this because my Word wouldn’t be worth” the paper
it was written on In future contracts.”
Sullivan whammed critics for switching off when opera and cul¬
tural subjects are presented and not reviewing them. He said
Presley would not be signed for future programs. He said the
night Presley made his first appearance on Steve Allen's show, the
tv writers reviewed ‘Allen switching out from his show.
The great acts don’t get the big publicity in the newspapers, he
said, pointing out, ’’Each time I’ve included opera segment.^ on my
program I’ve taken a trimming on the ratings.”
'
He reported he had inked Abbe Lane and Xavier Cugat for two
shows.
: - •
^^__

r.

Henry & Sanl Me Get Divorce’
In Ded^n to Go Separate Ways;
Wb Gek ShowcaseProdudions?

' NBC this weekvis announcing
the appointment of Robert f^htiher
as executive vicepresident in charge
■ Henry and Saul Jaffe, perhaps
of' programs and sales, asanming
the most successful “brother act”
full responsibility In. the'^ two. most
Anothei* Probe ^
vital bread-and-butter areas wRtdh
among show blz./lawyers and as tv
the network operation. Change ih
entrepreneurs on. their own, have
Washington, Feb. 5.
Kintner status thus approximates
decided to go their separate ways.
Another Congressional in¬
the “Bob & Bob" administrative
Dissolution of the firm of Jaffe &
vestigation of the FCC is in
setup, though obviously not spelled
Jaffe was agreed upon over the
^prospect. Chairman Oren Har¬
out that way since there are five
weekend, leaving in doubt the fu¬
ris (D., Ark.) of the House
exec veepees, that 'had been fore¬
ture status of their ambitious and;
Commerce Committee stated
ordained since Kintner initially
lucrative theatrical enterprise,
today (Tues.) that the com¬
transferred his allegiance from
Showcase Productions, which is re¬
mittee would begin an Inves¬
ABC to NBC.
'
sponsible. among other things, for
tigation of Federal regulatory
the one-a-month series of “Pro¬
Kintner takes over the programsagencies, including the FCC,
ducers’ Showcase” specs on NBCsales berth from Tom McAvity,
to check contentioi^ that they
TV, along with the Sunday night
whose new title becomes “execu¬
are not property administering
Alcoa-Goodyear
hour
dramatic
tive vicepresident, NBG Staff,” re¬
the law.
shows.
porting directly to prexy Robert
Rep. Harris announced the
Sarnoff. The move frees McAvity
investigation
shortly
after
Henceforth each of the brothers
from the dayrto-day administrative
Speaker- of the House Sam
will go his own way, dividing up
functions to operate more ,on a
Rayburn
called
for
such
their prominent roster of clients
creative level. As such, he becomes
probes- Curiously, Rayburn's
and continuing separately their tv
chairman of the Talent and Prop¬
nephew is Robert Bartley, an
packaging ventures; Of the key le¬
erties Committee,' in which he’ll
FCC commissioner.
gal aides in the J & J office, Mort
be Involved ih key negotiations,
Becker and Jack London Will go
and will also be on assignment
with Henry Jaffe,^the senior part¬
from Sarnoff on all talent develop¬
ner in the longtime brother rela¬
ment. McAvity continues as a
tionship, with Peter Pryor shut*
member of the Executive Council,
tling over to the Saul Jaffe camp.
which is responsible for formulat¬
Decision to call it quits as a tean)
ing network policy, and, of*fcourse,
and split up came on the very
remains oh the five-man Prbgrani
weekend which found Showcase
Board, of which Sarnoff is chair¬
Productions at the peak of its ca¬
man.
reer and engaged in its most fran¬
Washington, Feb. 5. 4
I Reporting . to Kintner will be
tic two-day round of tv contribu¬
Efforts to stop the FCC from
Manie Sacks, veepee in charge of I
tions—Sunday night’s (3) musical
programming, and Billy Goodheairt,
tint version of “Ruggles of Red
granting Channel 10 in Miami to
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
j veepee In charge of sales. Kintner'
Gap,” followed immediately by the.
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
National Airlines took a new turn
Jack Balance will make his seC- ; will continue to direct color co¬
Alcoa
Hour's presentation of “No
An investigation of the Academy
yesterday (Mon.) when Eastern Air¬ end appearance on CBS*-TV “Play¬ ordination in the program-sales
License to Kill,” along with Mon¬
of
Television
of
Arts
and
Sciences
lines petitioned the FCC to reopen house 90” In March 14 presenta¬ picture. (He was initially brought
day
night’s
(4) production of “Maynominations setup has been de¬
the proceedings to determine the tion of F. Scott Fitzgerald's “The ih with that stah^s.)
manded by Ann Sothern, star of erllng,” probably the most ambi¬
impact of an airline-operated sta¬ Last Tycoon.” Balance’s first^apActually, the new Kintner. status the “Private . Secretary” series. tious the costliest spec ever pre¬
tion on its compe^ors for the pearance was on “Requiem for a
doesn’t come as too great a sur¬ Comedienne's outburst in which sented on tv.
New York-Miami run.
Heavyweight.”
prise.
Although he’s only been in she- calls the Academy ^Ist of “re¬
Breakup, too, came the same
Award of a tv license to Na¬
Don M. Mankeiwicz penned the
tional, said Eastern, would give it adaptation of the !Eltzgerald novel, active operation for the last few minders” and pre-nomination bal¬ week that the brothers emerged at.
weeks
at
the
network,
his
move-in
lots
is.
the
first
blast
of
this
season
“personalities”
on their own, with
“an undue, unfair and unsurmount- which John Franiienheimer will
able competitive ad^nntage”- and direct for producer; Ma|iia JianuUs. ' on important program-sales areas at the video academy. Last year
(Continued on page 48)
and
on
a
policy
level
has,
been
ap¬
the
Academy
was
hit
by
a
heavy
would so affect Eastern’s Business
parent from the start.
bartage. of criticism of its awards
that it would have to spend up to
Even .'during his tenure as ABC structure by such figures as Dick
$1,000,000 for- advertising on com¬
prexy
virtually
all
the
fiash
plays
Powell,
Groucho Marx, Jack Webb,
peting stations.
oh sales and setting properties Jerry Lewis, Frank Ferrin and Ben
National promptly replied, to the .
were
Kintner-incepted.
Fox.
Webb
was so incensed he
petition with a charge that ’’for
Aside from the hew Kihtner- withdrew two nominations.
long time there have been'extraMcAvity
designation,
the
upper
Miss Sothern minced no words in
judicial efforts” to block a decision,
echelon representation remains un¬ denouncing the Academy -for
on Channel 10 and that “Eastw,
changed. ..
omitting “Secretary” from Its “best
hy at last coming out of the sha¬
Ed Sullivan,, bounced back from
series” list. “I’m on the warpath.
dows, reveals Itself as the source
his Trendex defeat by Steve-Allen
Out of the list of 20 series, my
of such extra-judicial activity.”
of
the. weekend before to adminis¬
Pointing out -that the i;ecord of ■
show has beaten more than half
ter a solid trouncing to NBC’s spec
the Channel 10 hearings was closed
of
them
in
the
ratings.
It’s
most
Another ilftempt to ettbet some
two and one-half years ago- and
unfair. Who is authorized to name version of “Ruggles of Red Gap”
that the examiner’s decision (favefr- majdi‘ alterations iii, iilutuaPs Iconthose 20. shows on the- list; who -this weekend. In fact, “Ruggles”
ing WKAT) was argued before the tract with affiliates is - being ex¬
says it must be only tjiese^ 20 shows. had been leading, in the .7:30 to 8
Commission back in the summer of plored—this; time the Wedge being
I think this could bea^'an. investi¬ period .against “Private Secretary’’
Dick Linkroum, NBC’s exec pro¬ gation. ' My show has had a 39.8 by a scQre of 22.4 to 21.1. But at ’
(Continued on page 46)
employed is proposed extensive
8, Sullivan stepped in with a 34.9
roiindrtiie-clQck news programming. ducer over “Today,” “Home” and rating this year, and isn't even on average on the hoyr while “Rug¬
“Tonight,” will step in for a six- the list. They have'no right to do
About six months- ago, MBS, week period 4:0 take over the pro¬ this,” she declared.
gles” dropped to a 19.6. ABQ com¬
plagued lik^.. other nets with the ducer’s job hn ’’Tonight’' while
JStar sent a letter tq Academy petition was “Amateur. Hour”-with
time clearance problem, gave, up Norman Frank, show’s'regular pro¬ prexy Johnny. Mercer, in which .she a 10.2 at. 7:30 and a 6 3 at .8 and
in its attempt to line up affiliates ducer, takes a six-week leave of said ... “I have been under the “Open Hearing” with a 1.3 at 8:30.
under the then proposed contract, absence to film a pilot for ABC-TV. impression that ‘Private Secretary’
On Saturday night (2), Perry
which sought to. ease the clearance- Linkroum Will, transfer supervision was a series. Curious, that it Is not Como continued his domination
question with an affiliate,, time com¬ of “Today”--and ’^Home” to some¬ considered-, suph. by the Academy.” over Jackie Gleason despite the '
mitment in exchange for program- • one else for the- six-week period, Mercer, in his reply, informed her latter’s .qeW'^usiail format, with^d'
Polly Bergen is dropping her ming barter formulai
which may be shortened if Frank Prlce-Waterhouse has charge of .thie 30.3 ave_i^«^i(galnst Gleason’s 21.8/
longtime identity as the Pepsl-Cpla
Now, net is proposing scheduling can. manage it;
.ABC's '“Famous Film. Festival”
tabulation oL entry forms, •
commercial spokesman Ih tele¬ of news: ^ programming - from >7:30
New ABG^TV 'Pilot is. titled I An Academy , spokesman ex¬ averaged .a 4.9. /Friday- night,
vision, to ^sign anew Ibngterm deal a.m..to 11:30 p.m. on the half-hour, VUF .61/’ with thie i UF meaning plained : “Price-^V^aterheuse ‘toakef- CB&’s^.hew “Mr,.; Adpms
Eve,”
with CBS-TV which gives the'net¬ with the net taking on the hour Uniformed Force; It's a police se-: (Continued on page f 48) ‘ - > wMeH had been .deluged’ by ^Bob
work exclusive rights to her ap¬ five-minute news shows for na¬ ries which Frank is producing with'
iHope the week before, bounced
pearances in dramatic shows and tional sale and affiliates taking the Stanley Niss under 'the production
back to No. 1 position with a 23:5
on variety pro^ams. While terms newscasts for local sale on the name of Norss Productions Inc^
I rating,
against 15.7 for ABC’s
of the new CBS-TV. deal weren’t half-hour. Affiliate sentiment on ABC-TV will foot the bill for the
“Treasure Hunt” and 12.8 for
disclosed, her Pel^sl stint was a this proposal, as well as others, was pilot, which Fran:. Is producing
NBC’s “On Trial.”
six-figure deal, sO that the Columl^^ initially sounded out Thursday (31) and Niss scripting (he did “21st
oia pact Is obviously on the fat and Friday (1) at the Chicago Precinct” on CBS Radio for many
San Francisco, Feb. 5.
side.
meeting of the Mutual Affiliates years when Frank was a program¬
TV emcee Don
Sherwood’s
Singer-actress already' appears Advisory Committee. Further af¬ ming exec there), with the web signed an NBC contract to do five
NBC-TV’s lavish “Mayerling”
on the web’s “To Tell the Truth,” filiate sentiment in the net’s top getting options on the property In
spec on “Producers’ Showcase”
she'll also star in the web’s 100 markets is .being canvassed by return. Filming on the series, un¬ one-hour shows weekly In color Monday nieht ^4) rnanaaed to'
Playhouse 90” biocast of Helen
dertaken with the cooperation of out of Chicago.
(Continued on page 48)
squeak by the CBS-TV 90-mInute .
Morgan in April once the web
the Detectives Endowment Assn,
That, at least, is the report on competition and in the process
Clears the legal air over the prop¬
of the N.Y. police, starts Feb. 21, doings of Frisco’s “Bad Boy of tv,” toDped all its Columbia 'competi¬
erty. Deal was negotiated by her
either at Hi Brown’s Manhattan who's just departed ABC’s o-and-o tors but “I Love Luev.” The 90husband, MCA’ veep Freddie Fields.
Standard Brands Is adding to its studios or at Gold Medal studios KGO. On KGO Sherwood had done mlnute “Mayerling” Trendex av¬
already extensive NBOTV daytime in the Brorx. Once the pilot is fin¬ a nightly, hour-long variety show. erage was 24.2 as against a 24.0 for
Report Is that Sherwood was “Burns & Allen.” “Talent Scouts”
schedule by picking up an alter¬ ished, Frank returns to “Tonight”
nate-week quarter-hour of “Queen and Linkroum shift!; back to his signed** by Jules Herbuveffux, of and “Lucy” on CBS.
WNBQ, Chicago, this week and
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
for a Day” being dropped on April “T-H-T” exec producer spot.
The half-hour breakdown read '
Steve Allen is in town on a 2 by Chicken of the Sea Tuna. Slot - Linkroum said that Frank took that new show will start in April 21.5 for “Mayerling,” 19.1 for
^'eek’s stay, during which he’s sur¬ Is a Tuesday segment which Stand¬ over the “Tonight” stint' with the on NBC’s h-nnd-o stations in New “B&A” and 10.4 for Danny Thomas
veying Burbank facilities with an ard Brands has been sharing alter¬ understanding that should the j York, Philadelphia, Washington on ABC at 8; 25.2 for “Mayerling,”
eye to emanating his NBC-TV Sun- nately with the tuna outfit, so the property, which he’s been develop-! and Los Angeles, in addition to 22.2 for “Talent Scouts” and 4.1
uay show from here a couple of effect of the new buy Is to put Ing for two years, be sold, he’d Chicago.
for “Voice of Firestone” at 8:30;
‘ Likely dates are March 30 Standard Brands into the period have to take a leave. Frank took j
Report came out Of lS Angeles, and 25.8 for “IMayerling.” 30.8 for
eud April 7.
on an every-week basis.* New spon¬ off for his six-week stint this week. was supported here by fact that “Lucy” and 5.4 for Bishop Sheen
I Meanwhile, Linkroum has put sev- NBC officials inquired In Novem¬ at 9. The ABC 90-minute average
day
Pl^^he back to N. Y., Thurs- sorship Is effect!/e April 16. '
■ Deal was set via Ted Bates.
(Continued on .page 42)
, ber about Sherwood’s- capabilities. was 6.6.
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Herbert Hmerlo Get
NARTB Kepote Award

Washington, Feb. 5.
NARTB convention this year will
honor former President Herbert
Hoover with the Keynote Award
for distinguished service to the
Broadcasting Industry, The award
will be presented at the April 9
session of* the convention in
Chicago.
Hoover is the first non-broad¬
Chicago, Feb. 5.
caster to receive the award, previ-.
Needham, Louis & Brorby, one ous recipients being RCA board
of the few ad agencies to annually chairman David Sarnoff, CBS
reveal its profit figures, nested chairman William S. Paley, former
$144,000 last year with total bill-1 ABC topper Robert E. Kintner
ings setting a new high at $32,281,- and Mark Ethridge, veepee of
000. NL&B’s '55 earnings were WHAS and WHAS-TV, Louisville,
$83,000.
. It’s estimated the agency billed > Ky.
As. Secretary of Commerce be¬
better than $12,000,000 in televi¬
fore he became President, Hoover
sion and radio last year.
called the first conference of broad¬
casters and manufacturers and was
instrumental in jecuring legisla¬
tion creating the Federal Radio
Commission in 1927, which pre¬
ceded the FCC as the' regulatory
body for the assignment of broad¬
cast frequencies.

TV & Radio for’56 Elections
Washington, Feb. 5.
The broadcasters struck gold in
the 1956 elections.
In a little over two months^
from Sept. 1 to the Nov. 6 Elec¬
tion Day-r-^ll political parties and
candidates spent $9,818,000 for
television and radio.
The complete picture was dis¬
closed for the first time, past
weekend by a Senate Elections
Subcommittee which sent question¬
naires to all broadcasters.
The
committee got answers from the
four national networks, 97% of the
tvjstations, and 90% of the radio
stations.
Of the total amount, $5,381,000
was spent in behalf of Republican
candidates for national, state and
local offices. Another $4,120,000
was on behalf of Democrats. The
remaiiider was for minor parties.
The Democrats, according to_the
survey, put $2,747,000. into video
and $1,373,000 into radio time.
The Republicans spent $3,736,000
for video and $1,645,000 for radio."
Great innovation of the 1956
campaign was the intensive use of
spots. The two major parties spent
virtually as much on spots as .on
full-length program time. In radio,
they poured $2,185,000 into spots
and only $777,000 for programs.
In tv, the money was divided, $2,205,000 for spots, and $3,641,000
on programs.
The Senate subcommittee took a
look at contributions by officials
of the 10 largest radio and televi¬
sion station licensees. They con¬
tributed a total of $37,800 to the
Republicans and only $1,000 to the
Democrats. Biggest chunk was
given by CBS officials, all to the
G.O.I?.
The national networks did well.
The Democrats bought a total of
$176,295 in web radio time vs.
$144,645 for the Republicans. In
television, the Demos purchased
$1,197,000 in net time, while the
G.O.P. bought $1,733,000 worth.
ABC got a total of $327,335 from
the Democrats and $289,752 from
the Republicans.
^ ^
CBS received $589,273 from the
Democrats and $982,258 from the
Republicans.
NBC was paid $440,172 by the
Democrats and $695,937 by the
Republicans.
Mutual got $16,956 from the
Democrats and $9,771 from the Re¬
publicans.
The report includes a number
of show biz figures among those
who reported, political contribu¬
tions of $5,000 or more. They in¬
cluded, these Republican contri¬
butions:
Eric Johnston, $5,700; Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Warner, $24,250; Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Warner, $11,000;
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn,
$12,500; Bob Hope, $7,500; Louis
B. Mayer, $5,000; Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Montgomery, $9,000; and
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Paley,
$15,600.
James C, Eetrillo gave $5,000 to
the Democrats.
Spyros Skouras gave $7,050 to
the Republicans and $1,100 to the
Democrats.

Sherwood’s‘N^ht’
AsHaflowkSpec
"There Shall Be No Night,” one
of the late Robert E. Sherwood’s
three Pulitzer Prize winners, is set
for the March "Hallmark Hall of
Fame,” with Charles Boyer and
Katharine Cornell set to star. Play,
which originally starred Alfred
Lunt and Lynn Fontanne when it
was done on Broadway in 1940,
will go into the regular 7:30 to 9
Sunday night Hallmark spot March
17.
Morton Wishengrad has been
signed to adapt the work. George
Schaefer, the regular Hallmark
producer-director wdio is currently
doubling on Broadway as director
of "The Apple Cart,” will produw’
and direct.

Don Mettert Upped
Columbus, Feb. 5.
Don Mettert, former floor boy
and parttime producer - director,'
has been named fulltime producerdirector at WLW-C, local NBC tv
affiliate here.

$32,281,000 BILLINGS
FOR NEEDHAM, LOUIS

Emerson Foote
Exits McCann-E

McCann - Erickson’s announce¬
ment over the weekend of the res¬
ignation of Emerson Foote as exec
vicepresident of the agency came
as a Madison Ave. "shocker” with
widespread speculation as to the
reasons. Announcement came with¬
in a week after McC-E, as the cli¬
mactic touch to its new sphere of
affluence as .an agency now billing
in excess of $200,000,000 a year,
moved into its 16-floor hqs. in the
new Uris Bldg, on Lexington Ave.,
N. Y.
Foote, former president of Foote,
Cone & Belding agency, joined
Mc-E as an exec veepee and a sta¬
tus of No. 2 nian. In the recent re¬
organization of the agency, his
sphere of operation was changed
and he was no longer the agency’s
sole exec veepee.
McC-E’s pubrelations arm. Com¬
munications Counselors, merely
sent out the terse two-line an¬
nouncement that Foote had re¬
signed. Some close to the picture
are of the opinion that the move
was precipitated by a stepped-up
rivah'y between high echelon fac¬
tions within the agency. Foote let
it be known that he’ll be very much
in the ad agency picture in the
future. Likelihood was seen that
he may set up shop in San Fran¬
cisco.

‘ft’others’ Gets
A TV Reprieve
"The Brothers,” the. CBS-TV
Gale Gordon-Bob Sweeney situa¬
tion comedy series, has been given
a new lease on life and will con¬
tinue at least through June. Lever
Bros, has decided to buy into the
series as alternate-week sponsor,
I replacing Procter & G a m b 1 e
(which switched to Phil Silvers),
and Sheaffer Pen has decided to
remain with the stanza as the other
bankroUer until CBS-TV finds
someone to replace it.
Lever and Ford Motors, both
through J. Walter-Thompson, had
put in options bn the Tuesday 8:30
time period when P&G pulled out
and Sheaffer indicated it would do
the same, and had tried to cpme
up with several new pi^)perties for
the time, among them a half-hour
musical starring Gordon MacRae.
But none of the properties panned
out, and Ford withdrew. So Lever
decided to pick up the time and
continue "Brothers,” and Sheaffer
decided to come along until CBSTV can find a sponsor to alternate
with Lever. Latter’s skip-wefek
sponsorship starts Feb. 19.

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
IN208GCBSDEAL
Unusual new deal pointing up DR. CROTHERS UPPED
both the compatability of radio
INCBSPUBAFFAIRS
with other advertising media and
the flexibility of network radio dias
been set by Good Housekeeping
mag in a yearlong contract with
CBS Radio, with the Hearst publi¬
cation laying out $200,000 gross in
the deal.
Good Housekeeping is buying a
schedule calling for the use of
seven seven-and-a-half-minute day¬
time segments per week, but only
one week out of each month. The
periodic layout will be timed to
the mag’s monthly publication
dates and will be used in a strictly
promotional vein.

■

_

Dr. George Crothers, longtime
director of educational and re¬
ligious broadcasts in the CBS Pub¬
lic Affairs department, has been
upped to CBS director of public
service broadcasts. It’s a new post,
in which he’ll take oyer all special
programming involving
outside
groups, as well as special shows
for educational, welfare and chari¬
table purposes.
Pamela Ilott replaces Dr. Croth¬
ers as director of religious broad-'
casts. She’s been supervisor of
CBS-TV’s "Lamp Unto My Feet”
religious series since 1954.

Is Mike Wallace for The Stix?
Discontent has cropped up in some ABC circles over the hiring
of Mike Wallace. Fear expressed is that the half-hour "Profile”
stanza, w’hich Wallace will begin in the next several weeks, may
create some embarrassments outside of New York and a few other
large urban centers.
"Profile,’^ slated for a "Sabbath-at-lO slot and sponsored for 20weeks by Philip Morris, is modeled after the show Wallace is
currently doing locally on WABD, New York. WABD’s “Night
Beat” features interviews,. noted for their aggressiveness, with
famous names in all walks of life.
The detractors of the new ABC-TV showcase expect that "Pro¬
file” might jiist as easily offend regional beliefs as create apathy
in the sticks.
John Daly, ABC veep in charge of news and pubaffairs, was re¬
ported for one, as voicing opposition to hiring Wallace. However,
the executive-news analyst would offer no comment on the matter
late last week.
.
'
It has beep explained by various ABC execs, on the other hand,
that signing Wallace to a $100,00C-a-year exclusive radio-tv con¬
tract' was done in an effoi't to develop additional talent in the news
and public affairs area. One network executive said that Elmer
Davis, news analyst who retired a few years ago, has not been
replaced. Moreover, Max’tin Agronsky, another highly respected
newshawk, is quitting ABC for an NBC berth. As a result, Wallace
is seen as a possible replacement in that area.
Another thing provided by the contract, which, incidentally, is
just about to be finalized, are Wallace’s services in entertainment.
It allows him^i^o be moved into both fields.
In the past couple of months, "Night Beat” has resulted in large
amounts of favorable publicity for Wallace . With him, the net¬
work also feels it can create "some noise” about ABC.
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Allen Funt back from a two-week trip, to London and Paris with
"Candid Camera” “sequences for the'Steve Allen show. Funt starts
another sequence Feb. 5 . . . Meade Brunet* v.p. of RCA and managing
director of RCA International Division in N.Y., named vice-chairman
of the board of trustees of Union College in Schenectady . . . Lanny
Ross planed out to Chicago to plug his latest record albqm over the
weekend . , . John Henry Faulk, is the dinner speaker at the National
Convention of the Women’s Auxiliary of the Veterans of Foreign Wars
in Washington tonight (Wed.) . , , Channing W. Hadlock upped to v.p,
for radio and tv at Rose-Martin agency . . . Two promotions at RCA:
Carl W. Zemke upped from director of administrative services of RCA
Labs to manager of finance and services of the special systems and
development dept, of RCA Defense Electronic Products, and James A,
McFadden Jr., controller of RCA Labs, succeeds Zemke as director of
administrative services . . . Sunday’s (10) “Let’s Find Out” marks the
WCBS show’s fourth anni and the third anni of Martin Weldon as mod-»
erator . . . City Buick signed for sponsorship of the Marty GlickihanLCs Kaiter basketball warmup segment on WINS . . . Martin Goodman,
personal manager and packager, off to Nassau for a' 10-day vacation
. . . Irving Richin’s "Most Dangerous Man” original on NBC-TV’s ‘.‘Mat¬
inee Theatre” today (Wed.) while the Feb.'- 13 entry is a rerun of "A
Case of Pure Fiction” by Jerome Ross . . . Comedian Joe Silver did a
^Stanley” segment, and before that appeared on one of the“Phil Silvers
installments . . . Rod Scrling’s "The Comedian” on next week’s (14)
"Playhouse 90” was adapted from a story by Ernest Lehman..
Sandra Dee, 15-year-old commercial telefilm model, inked by Uni¬
versal as ingenue lead in "Too Young” . . . Mike Wallace guesting on
"The World of Fashion,” A1 Davidson's WHBI (Newark) on Monday
(11) . . . Julian Anthony of ABC was voted and Installed as prexy of
the Radio-Newsreel-Television Working Press Assn. last week, with
Charles Collingwood doing installation honors; Anthony succeeds CBS*
Larry Racies , . . Mike Wallace’s “Night Beat” guests this week ovet
WABD: last night (Tues.), Cyril Ritchard; today, Emile Zola BOrman,
trial lawyer, and Dick Maney, B’way flack; Thursday; Myer Levin, au¬
thor of "Compulsion”; Friday, Anna May Wong . . . Jose Ramon Diaz
picking Up Puerto Rican World Series this week and last from the wire
and broadca.sting to Latinos in New York via WWRL... Richard DyerBennet guested on WQXR "Folk Music of the World” last Sabbath (3)
. . . WABC-plus-tv expands by getting new local all department under
Zaro Calabrese, presently art manager of the ABC network . . * Fred
W; Yardley, formerly with Guild.Films, has joined the sales force of
C & C Television . . . Mutual is going all-out to support the 1957 Na¬
tional Crime Prevention Week campaign, beginning Sunday (10). Each
of nets evening block of mystery and adventure programs. 10 in all*
has been specially prepared to outline purposes of the week. In addi¬
tion, MBS newscasters.and commentators have prepared special an¬
nouncements for web airing.
Galen Drake will receive the annual brotherhood award^wOf the
Jamaica (L.I.). chapter of B’nai B’rith on Feb. 20 . . . Donald O’Brien
upped to manager of accounting and budgets at California National
Productions . . * Boy Scouts of America to present their award to CBS
Radio’s "The Woolworth Hour” and conductor Percy Faith this Sunday
(10) , . . Industrial film producer Peter Elgar commissioned by Wlnthrop Rockefeller to do a color documentary on his Winrock Farm¬
depicting the latest methods of modern farm management. Elgar Will
produce, and direct, Jerry Bronfield will script . . . South Shore Com¬
mittee for Asthma & Allergy Research honored WCBS’ John Henry
Faulk for his work in behalf of the new Children’s Asthma Research
Centre & Hospital at Oceamside, L.I.Terri Calabrese back from
the Coast where she worked with Oscar Levant and has rejoined NBC
researching a new project for. the public affairs dept. ,. . Kaye Ballard
and Alice Ghostley'signed to the stepsister roles in "Cinderella,” the
upcoming Rodgers & Hammerstein telemusical on CBS . . . WCBS*
Bob Hall and WRCA’s Harry Fleetwood among those participating in
the opening ceremonies of Yale’.s new classical music station, WYBC-A,
next week . . . Daii Sobol moves from WRCA-TV sales staff for the
NBC-TV network sales dept. . . . WRCA-TV exec producer Ted Nathanson upped to mobile unit director for NY. on "Tonight” ... . Dr. Alan
Willard Brown, provost and English prof at Union College, Schenec¬
tady, named president of the Metropolitan Educational Television Assn.f
Dr. Brown will" divide his time between Union and N.Y*; till June, then
take over his META duties fulltime . . . Florence Rcif appointed sUj^rvisor of religious programs and educational feal^ures at NBC Radio,
succeeding Mrs. Dorothy Culbertson, who’s been named a producer on
the NBC educational television project . . , John Dorsey of the "Tex
& Jinx” staff named WRCA-TV studio cootdinator . . . Jack Gage in
from the Coast to direct the pilot on "21st Precinct” for CBS-TV, with
Franchot Tone starring in the initial! er and Bernard Prockter produc¬
ing . . . Jack Reber, director of NBC Spot Sales, addresses the adver¬
tising and selling Course alumni of the Advertising Club of N.Y. to¬
morrow (Tfiurs.) . . . KLM Royal Dutch Airlines tossing reception and
press preview of new color film "Caribbean Caruusel” honoring Card"
Christian Steensma tomororw (Thurs) at Netherlands' Club ► . . Dale
Remington, talent coordinator on NBC-TV’s "Tonight” in the erstwhile
Steve Allen version, to A1 Rylander’s exploitation dept, at the network
. . . The two Bobs at NBC (Sarnoff & Kintner) pale beside one show at
CBS-TV where "Stand Up and Be Counted” lists these Bobs: producer
Wald, star Russell, director Rowe, camerman Schwartz, studio pagr,
Spence, technician Riiggerio; and an usher at Studio 51 where show
originates is Bob Wilcox.

IN HOLLYWOOD ...
Bill Bacher in town to line up tv firsts for Hollywood stars to appear
on his "Washington Square” , . . Billy Pearson, the jockey-art expert,
looms large for the title role of Erie Stanley Gardner’s "Donald Lam,’*
which the Cornwall Jacksons are prepplng for CBS , . . Andrews Sis¬
ters had their choice of guesting with Ed Sullivan and Perry Como and
took Como . .. Phil Rapp starts shooting "Merlin the Magician” in two
weeks likely' for NBC. It’s a hunk of I^g Arthur’s court that Rapp
calls "an anachronistic comedy” ... Ed Ebel, General Foods tv veep,
and Young & Rubicam’s Bob Mountain and Rod Erickson shopping
around for next season.. . . Tom Harmon gets another year as Texaco’s
sportcaster on KNXT . , . NBC’s new office building on the Burbank
lot to be ready by March 15 will have only a .small cafe for execs » . •
Ben Barrett and John Groen. deposed prexy of Local 47, are contend¬
ing for the music contractor job at ABC. No decision, however, until
the condition of Mickey Gillette after two brain operatious is deter¬
mined . . . Alberta Nichols, ASCAP-rated songwriter and wife Of Mann
Holiner, veteran agency exec, gravely ill from a malignancy . . . Reg
Twiggs, who joined- McCann-Erickson last April, named manager of
the agency’s L.A. office replacing Burt Cochran, with the company
since 1926.

IN CHICAGO ...
Earl Muntz has bowed out as president of Muntz TV. Walter Popransky Was named new general manager of the tele .set manufacturing
firm . . . WGN-TV has set aside the Monday night 8-9:30 period for the
NTA Film Network, starting April 1 . . , NBC veep Jules Herbuveaux
chairing the radio-tv activities of Brotherhood Week to be observed
here Feb- 17-24 . . . Olga Blohm appointed general manager of Stand¬
ard Rfidio Transcription Services . . . Jerry Abbott back with Kling
(Continued on page 46)
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ABC’S ^ SING
P to F^ht Hekn

TVer'

Warner Bros, has raised a legal storm over CBS-^V’s plans to
televise a Helen Morgan bioplay before the motion picture studio
can release its own film version of the singer’s life. WB has not
only called GBS to protest the planned telecast, but reportedly has
written a ."‘legal letter,” which is to say a warning notice, to the
effect that it has prior rights to the Story.
t i.
Both Warners and CBS-TV made their deals with Mrs. Lulu
Morgah, mother of the late singer. Warners was first, but ap¬
parently in its contract neglected to include a clause forbidding
Mrs. Morgan to deal with any other, medium. She subsequently
made a deal with CBS-TV for a live 90-minute treatment of her
daughter’s life on the web’s “Playhouse 90^’ scheduled for an April
production. Production on the Warner pic version just got under¬
way with Ann Blyth starting and won’t be ready for release before
the summer at the earliest.
CBS-TV has taken the Warner protests under advisement, but
has made no plans to cancel the telecast. Network'feels that War¬
ners hasn’t a legal leg to stand on, since Mrs. Morgan’s WB pact
in no* way restrained her from other deals, but is still taking a long
look at the situation before proceeding, with.the telecast. Polly
Bergen has been scheduled to play the television title role, but an
announcement of her new longterm pact with the web (see sepa¬
rate story) made no reference to the “Playhouse 90” stint. Plans
are for Miss Bergen to record the tunes in the show via the Colum¬
bia label in an LP version.
__

Mapnson s TV Probe to Resume
Mardi 5; May Separate Toll Issue
Washington, Feb. 5.
Senate
Interstate
Commerce
Committee will resume its tv in¬
quiry March 5 yrith testimony from
the FCC on progress of its alloca¬
tion proceedings. Efforts to hold
the probe earlier, it was learned,
failed because of inability to ar¬
range consecutive ' hearings when
all commissioners can be present.
In addition to allocation mat¬
ters, the Committee may hold sep¬
arate hearings on subscription tv
and alleged network monopoly. In
a letter to the Senate Rules Com¬
mittee requesting funds for the in¬
quiry, Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) said that hearings
on toll tv may he required “to
bring put a decision” from the
FCC.
“One of the factors that has ag¬
gravated the entire tv problem,”
Sen. Magnuson asserted, “is the
slowness of the-TCC in reaching
decisions.”
Referring to the Committee’s al¬
locations hearings last, year and its
report of last jujy urging the FCC
to move with deintermixture “on
as broad a basis as possible,” Mag¬
nuson said his group “must con¬
tinue its efforts in this field to as¬
sure the public of a sound, com¬
petitive nationwide television sys¬
tem.”
Sen. Magnuson also revealed
that the Committee is analyzing
and evaluating material received in
special reports and questionnaires
(Continued on page 46)

Gosed-TV Booms
On Three Fronts
Closed-circuit television activity
is booming on all fronts, with three
different firms Involved in staging
events or holding demonstrations.
As its first event in the closedcircuit field, TelePrompter, which
recently acquired Sheraton Closed
Circuit Television, is handling the
“Tell-Sell” hookup to 34 U. S. and
Canadian cities on Feb. 26 and
March 5.
Theatre Network Television
staged a closed tv demonstration
yesterday (Tues.) for the, I. B.
Kleinert Rubber Co., manufacturer
of notions and infants wear items.
The Kleinert show originated from
suburban Detroit and was piped to
department store personnel
throughout the country.
Closedcircuit Television System,
Which has launched a prograjin of
color telecasts only, is holding a
Week-long series of demonstrations
of its new equipment starting today
(Wed.) at its studio at 237 W. 54th
N. Y. It's the opinion of FanJliawe Lindsley, CTS prfexy, that
the new color equipment available
lor closed-circuit has made black
ai)d white telecasts obsolete.’

‘Favorite Son’ Pilot
'Hollywood, Feb. 5.
William Russell has been set by
Harry Ackerman to direct the pilot
for “Favorite Son” series, starring
Peter Lind Hayes, slated, to roll
Feb. 16 at Fox Western Ave. lot.
James Fonda was set to produce
the pilot, under Ackerman’s Ticonderoga banner.

Hub’$ Hot Hassle
For Channel Five
As Daily Squawks
Boston, Feb.' 5.
With the big fight for Hub’s
Channel 5 going into its fifth year,
the situation became more heated
this week with the petition filed by
theh Boston Globe Newspaper Co.
asking the FCC to make no de¬
cision before it can testify why it
believes the Boston Herald Trav-.
eler Corp. should not get the third
tv channel.
Dating back to 1953 when six
applicants filed statements asking
for Channel 5, the struggle has be¬
come increasingly bitter and com¬
plicated. The Globe charges that
giving Boston’s • third "VnaF com¬
mercial tv channel to the Herald
would raise questions of infringe¬
ment of antitrust laws, as it says
the Herald-Traveler would use the
station to injure the Globe and at¬
tempt to drive it out of business.
The networks are closely watch¬
ing the situation. There are now
only two commercial VHF channels
in .Hub for the three major nets.
Allocation of Channel Five might
mean a shift Of net commitments'
Hub’s 1,500,000 viewers are often
unable to get national network pro¬
grams they want because Hub,
sixth largest tv market in U. S.,
still has only the two channels.
During the fight, WMUR-TV,
Manchester, N. H., has invaded the
Boston market and has opened
sales offices in the Hub.
Two of the original six applicants
for Channel 5 withdrew during the
fight, the Boston Post (now de¬
funct) and CBS. The four remain¬
ing contestants are: Herald-Trav¬
eler, In the name of WHDH, Inc.,
its radio station; Greater Boston
Television Cprp., Mass. Bay Tele¬
casters, Inc., and Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories, Inc.
WBZ-TV^s Red Sox Pact
Boston, Feb. 5.
WBZ-TV signed to carry the entu’e 51-game Red Sox baseball
sked for ’57 season. The sked in¬
cludes 33 home games and 17 away
games. Of these 51 games, seven
are night games to be played at
Fenway Park, Boston.

NBC-ITs Major Daytime Advance;
Forge Ahead on Saks, Radius
TONSIL TMIIT
4

If present plans materialize,
ABC-TV wilt wind up as the “net¬
work with the tonsils.” There’s no
doubt that the new program com¬
mand at the network Is on a per¬
sonality kick, particularly as sing¬
ers, are concerned, and the pacting
of Frank Sinatra and Pat Boone
could well be only the beginning
toward “warbling up” the video
skein.
On the “singing front,” nego¬
tiations have been in progress over
the past week to wrap up Guy
Mitchell and Julius LaRosa as ex¬
clusive tv properties. In the non¬
singing area, the network is also
wooing Art Carney, who is sched¬
uled to break loose from his Jackie
Gleason commitments at the epd of
this season.
'
Thus the Sinatra-B^one-MitehellLaRosa-Carney if-&-when parlay
would vest Leonard Goldenson’s
operation with a solid front of ma¬
jor personalities in its quest for
’57-’58 laurels in the three-network
competition. Also on the person¬
ality front is the signing of Mike
■Wallace*
It’s interesting to note that
Mitchell leaves next week for a tvpersonal iA England with a "Guy
Mitchell Show” scheduled as a
video entry thie night of Feb. 16.
This could be pre-testing of the
showcase designed for U. S. audi¬
ences should he negotiate the ABC
deal, which now looks fairly cer¬
tain. Also on March 6 he’s sched¬
uled to take over the Arthur God¬
frey Wednesday night hour show
on CBS-TV.
There’s one other revealing facet
of ABC’s shooting for the person¬
alities. With the exception of the
projected Sinatra series, which
will be filmed on the Coast, all the
others would probably emerge as
“live” entries—a sharp departure
from the “celluloid-happy” status
of the network in. the past few
years.

Stromberg Staying Put
ABC-TV negotiations to hire
Hunt Stromberg Jr. as the net¬
work’s No. 2 program executive
have* fallen through.
Stromberg
and James Aubrey, ABC talentprogratnming veep, huddled most
of last week before Stromberg de¬
cided to stick with CBS-TV in pro¬
gram development on the Coast.
Stromberg is believed unwilling
at this time to leave Hollywood.
Taking the ABC job would have
meant spending a . good deal of
time in New York, he explained
last week.

HbitatAnthrast
Action in Celler’s
Netwoik Report

Washington, Feb. 5.
Antitrust Subcommittee' of the
House Judiciary Committee, under
the chairmanship of Rep. Emanuel
Celler (D.-N.Y.) is expected to re¬
port in about a month on its inves¬
tigation of tv monopoly, with recommendatitns for legislation to
tighten enforcement of the Sher¬
man Act in its application to the
broadcasting industry.
A hint of the Subcommittee’s
plans was contained in a staff re¬
port issued yesterday (Mon.) rec¬
ommending legislation reinforcing
Department of Justice jurisdiction
in the enforcement of the -anti¬
trust laws. The report points out
that while telephone and telegraph
mergers approved by the FCC are
exempted from* antitrust applica¬
tion, “there is < . . no comparable
provision empowering the Com¬
mission to provide an antitrust ex¬
emption in the case of merger or
other activity of radio broadcast¬
ers.”
The report, entitled '♦Judicial
Doctrine of Primary Jurisdiction
as Applied in Antitrust Suits,” sug¬
gests that the courts, in decisions
on antitrust cases, have been mis¬
ABC-TV will replenish its di¬ construing the’role of the FCC in
minished supply of vice presidents the broadcast field. The Commis¬
with five new stripers by next sion, it asserts, “manifestly lacks
week, after the board meeting oir| the power to ‘sanction’ violations
Wednesday (13).
Currently the of the Sherman Act and has no
network has only 13 veeps operat¬ statutory authority to regulate the
ing in the tv network, with a 14th networks as such. Not only does
working exclusively in ABC radio. the Commission lack power to con¬
Gene Accas will join ABC-TV done antitrust violations by radio
probably day and date with his ap¬ networks but it apparently has no
pointment as veep as administra¬ intention to sanction such acts.”
tive assistant to Oliver Treyz, veep
The FCG’s Chain Broadcast Reg¬
In charge of the tv network. Jason ulations, the report declares, “op¬
Rabinowltz Accas’
“administra¬
erate only upon Individual broad¬
tive twin” (with emphasis on
casting stations by providing that
financial matters) also is skedded
the Commission will not grant li¬
to get a stripe.
Third new striperjls said to be censes to those who enter into con¬
Robert Stone, who Is general man¬ tractual arrangements containing
ager of WABC-TV, network’s Goth¬ specific restrictive terms effective¬
am o&o. A1 Beckman, in charge ly hampering their ability to oper¬
of ABC-TV station relations, and ate in the public interest. Th^y
Don Coyle, head of research and sanction nothing done by the net¬
promotion, will get similar promo¬ works.’’
The report finds that “industry
tions.
^Continued on j>age 42)
Accas, Rabinowltz, Coyle, Beck¬
man'are part of the six-man “cab¬
inet” surrounding Treyz.
Other
two members are James Aubrey,
programming-talent veep, and Slo¬
cum Chapin, sales veep.
Don Durgin, veep in charge of
ABC Radio, has no stripers under
John Cameron Swayze, who lost
him as does Treyz, except for those out a few months ago to Chet
three or four shared by both the Huntley and David Brinkley, as
radio and tv networks.
NBC-TV’s nightly newscaster, Is
now up for a cross-the-board slot
locally on WABC-TV, network flag
(N.Y) for ABC-TV., Station Is at¬
ABC-TV has bought a juve tele¬ tempting to peddle Swayze In the
film series from Snowfire Produc¬ 11-11.10 p.m. anchorage currently
tions Inc., in a deal brought about filled by Cecil Brown.
by the network’s sister organiza¬
Station wants a full sponsorship
tion, ABC Film Syndication. Half- for' Swayze before a deal can be
hour stanza is called “Snowfire,” signed. Brown, who has been in
about a white stallion and the five- the WABC nightly 11 p.m, slot
since last July, is sold by participa¬
year-old girl who befriends it.
Snowfire Production’s original tions. It’s possible, according to
contract is with ABC Film. Pilot some station sources, that if
was shot at McGowan Studios and Swayze is brought in, Brown will
1 be moved to another local hour,
Utah’s Bryce Canyon.

13 Unlucky Number, So
Flock of New Veepees
On Tap for ABC-TV

The competitive battle between
CBS-TV and NBC-TV in the night¬
time television arena has all but
overshadowed a major reversal of
fortunes in the. vital and lucrative
daytime field. In the course of
just a . year, NBC has advanced
from stepchild, status to No. 1 net¬
work on the rating front in the
afternoon and has cut CBS-TV’s
morning advantage in half.
/ Both in sales and ratings, the
daytime picture sees a dramatic
change—an overall decline by Co¬
lumbia, which for the past three
years has reigned supreme in the
entire daytime scheme of things,
and a cross-the-board increase by
NBC from its seemingly hopeless
situation of a year ago.
The^major news is that NBC-TV
is in the No. 1 rating position—raccording to January figures of all
three major rating services, Niel¬
sen, Trendex and American Re¬
search Bureau—in the 2:30 to 5:30
period. Nielsen advance figures
for the first January report show
NBC-TV with a 1% lead over CBS,
where in January of 1956 NBC
was 35% behind in average ratings.
The 2:30 to 5:30 average rating for
NBC is a 10.2, for CBS a Idl, A
year ago, it was 10.9 for GBS and
7.1 for NBC, so that the latter has
increased its ratings by 44%
while CBS has declined by 7%.
The Trendex and ARB figures are
more impressive — Trendex gives
NBC a 2% advantage' and ARB a
.-fat 21% lead over CBS in the
afternoon.
In the morning, the NBC climb
is almost as impressive, with NBC
up 29% and CBS down 15% in *
the 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. period. And
that’s in the face of the fact that
the ratings are the first to come in
on one of NBC’s new shows in the
time, “Truth or Consequences,”
and only the third for another
newcomer, “The Price Is Right.”
The CBS 11 to 1 average rating is
10.0, down from an 11.7 a year
ago, while NBC is up from 5.6 a
year ago to 7.2 -as of ,the new
Nielsen.
As a point-with-pride example
of the new NBC daytime look, the
web points to the 4 to 4:45 “Queen,
for a Day” slot, which has in¬
creased its rating by about 110%
the last year over the three
quarter-hour shows that held down
the time a year ago. Moreover,
(Continued on page 46)

WABC-TV Dickers Swayze
Cross-Board News Slot

ABC-TV's ‘Suowfire’

CBS Nixes SOvers
Guesting (or Dinah
Tuniabout is fair play, and with
NBC-TV having recently nixed ap¬
pearances by Its top stara on CBS
shows, Columbia last week did tho
same thing. Case came up when
Dinah Shore asked Silvers to do a
guest shot on one of her Chevy
shows, In exchange for which she
would appear in one of his CBS
vidpix. Additionally, a money con¬
sideration was involved.
Silvers took the o^fer to the
CBS brass, who promptly turned
thumbs down with the flat obser¬
vation that they didn’t want their
talent doing NBC shows. Silvers
has also received a bid to appeat’
on NBC’s baseball spectacular In
March, but by the same reasoning
CBS has put the kibosh on that
deal as well. Incidentally, the
comic was bedded down last week
With a virus and missed filming his
show; no serious schedule prob¬
lems resulted, however,' since the
series is five or six shows ahead.
NBC placed a ban on guest shots
by its talent on CBS just a couple
of months ago, when it nixed an
appearance by Eddie Fisher &
Debbie Reynolds on “What’s My
Line” to plug their “Bundle of
Joy” pic.
The ban was subse¬
quently lifted for a one-shot by
Fisher on the “At 65” salute to
Eddie Cantor, but that was a cour¬
tesy in I’ecognition of the close
Fisher-Cantor relationship
and
didn’t affect the overall policy.
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Television Foliowup Comment
Kaiser-Aluminum Hour
“Kaiser Aluminum Hour” delivered one of the most distinguished television plays of4;he season last Tuesday on NBC-TV. Not,
In fact, since Kraft TV Theatre’s
“Patterns” have tv viewers been
treated to such a fortliright, penetrating sociological study of an
acutely disturbing problem —the
expendable middle-aged man in
American enterprise. In fact, it
was the selfsame Fielder Cook,
having established a unique niche
for himself in his directorial helming of “Patterns," who once more,
as producer-director of the KaiSet
entry, tackled an assignment with
superb artistry. By one of those
ironic circumstances, “Throw Me
A Rope,” adapted from a play by
Franklin Barton, came two weeks
after the sponsor and its agency,
Young & Rubicam, had served hotice on' Unit Four Productions,
which was responsible for '“Rope,"
that its services were no longer
..
.'x,
..
.
..
‘Throw Me A Rope
starred
Franchot Tone as a 46‘year-old
senior editor of a book publishing
house who was assailed by fearl
after losing his job in the process
of a merger.. Eighteen years have
gone down the drain and total assets from his $18,500-a-year jpb
are $9,000. Pride and respectability must be maintained, also a fine
home in the suburbs and a child
put through college-.
- . Fear snowsnowballs into panic as six months of
desperate searching for work while
oernetuatinff a nretense to friends

Snd” neiSfe ffiim “nSwnt*
The realization of a present-day
economy that discards creative
talent at the height of their productivity and the false standards
engendered by living up to the
Joneses in suburbia are sliattering.
The fact that it all ends happily
R"all tW^^^^^^
IV QiK-pp«rqf(il
nc Ms financial
Sighl^ “d
"
•
Tnnp as Hip nrnH^onist
Franchot Tone
as the protagonist
vavl f svmDaXtM nortravM ^
^Znletf Tnderl
ThS
mln^ind the Issup For^that
t^r eterv membe^of tL cast M
riSding tL bh Dl^^^
sSve
Lareness^^^^^
sensitive awareness
of the social
eZmSft.'‘™r"i^rOcUlaf®^
comment.
In particular, Roland
Winters
'as
Winters as "the
the fnend^n-need,
TLouisa. Hnrtpn
the
wifp
Horten as
wife and Wil-

believable and ^lympathetic character and bringing a touch of reality
back to the play.
Comic, incidentally, is modelled
on Red Buttons—or at . least the
circumstances outlined (three years
on the network and then off, 19
writers fired)—and if that’s the
case, then the manager of the
story is attorney Jonas. Silverstone. And here was a pleasant
surprise ip casting—Paul Trmp,
tele’s “Mr. I-Magination," turned
in a fine thespiiig stint as the
manager. - (Ironically, Tripp was
playing :bis own manager—he’s a
Silverstone client.). He too should
find a new outlet for his talents as
a result of this stint. Gene Sacks,
as a comedy writer, topped an excellent supporting cast.
As went the acting, so went the
direction and production. Robert
Mulligan kept the story moving
quickly, and his staging of the
flashbacks—bringing the story to
life on the same set where March

highway, and never so interesting- spite his difficulty in explaining
ly (if nqj; “entertainingly").
the role that the Buddha religion
For these reasons, “No License played in his life. An interesting
to Kill," written by Alvin Boretz interlude also was supplied by Dr.
and assembling a splendid cast Gordon Seagrave, famed “Burmaiemoted from Hollywood in color Surgeon" of World War H, still
(since the network’.s Brooklyn-tint treating the sick as head of his
studios were otherwise taken up), hospital in that strange country,
represents a milestone; not as a
The issue of neutralism was exdrama—there have been better plored by IT Nu, a history profesones produced covering actual in- sor at the university; and a student,
cidents —but in subject matter all in general agreement that Burforcefully expressed and compe- ma’s proximity to Commurilst
tently constructed.
China made any but a neutral role
Whatever the degree of dramatic in world politics difficult.
Yet,value, it* was subordinated to" the the sentiment of the government
tragedy potential that confronts and other leaders in favor , of
everyone, who’s a driver—the in- democracy, as opposed to totalinocent, the'guilty, the .mentally tarianism, was made vivid,
ahd/or physically unfit, the ones
Pictorially what was intriguing
^ith perfect reflexes as well, as was the complexity of the civilizathose with impeiTections that tion there, its Incongruities, modsomehow add up to legal “normal- ernity amid an ancient framework.
cy” in the case of the lords at the Helping the show, too, was the
wheel. Here was shown not only
Burmese leaders
the main “little drama" of the per- spoke English. In such shows as
sons and families involved in H'is* “See It Now’* appears to be
death on a great artery (the Mer- fmc^nlng as an
Gordon Duff s production trappings
ntt Parkway in Connecticut) but goodwill, ^making the
foreign
were li^ a restoration of the
the technique used by the highway Understandable.
Horo.
Smdiq One of a couple of ye^ars
police in pinning responsibility for
ago, slick and thoroughly profesmurder on the road. For it is murCanada .Chrysler Festival
on every level.
It s just
den as so strikingly Shown—murAfter two chaotic spectaculars
that Aurthur was so intent on disder that requires the same kind of which saw many bored viewers
./iis comic that he made
approach by the police as other twisting the dials to an American
him a little too dull and bmak.
major 'crimes which also involve station, Canada’s 60-minute “Chryc/iau.
“negligence” and “innocence” be- sler Festival" is more in the groove
in its third try but still needs
. -7-.
fore the fact.
Jackie G^ason
Gleason Show
Jackie
Show
Playwright Boretz had his police n^®re
o^ore comedy effects in that genSince Perry ^omo
Como in
Since
in Connecticut (a
state which,
®ral accusation of too much Ipnglongm the
uie com(a State
which, unun- Ural
petmg NBC-TV slot has turned
Governor Abe Ribicoff, is in kair entertainment.
Immediate
the very forefront of progressive j changes see a new dii*ector, NorJackie Gleason should become
approach tp careless driving) in- man Camobell
Campbell, takintr
taking over,
over, with
with
Paft^'ocaliVt”^, the
t.^e”lart
aPProacn atp psychologist - medico Franz
Sz^Sme^
SS"fn
troduce
Kraemer still
in “a7
as execuSaturday mght (2) the Gleason
equipped
to
th^
17tive
producer;
but
Hume
Cronyn
equipped to “simulate” the be- tive producer; but Hume Cronyn
show was formatted as a musical
havior pattern and emotional state dropped as emcee, this chore being
<^omedy with songs by Lyn Duddy
of those suspectSi o^^^^^^^
taken over by the ad lib (?) introJerry Bressler integrated into
homicide " complemented by the dictions of Elaine Grand wlio has
punch-card Drovotrainer device
overcome acoustics snafu—or
session, although basically, the
furnished by the Aetna Casualty &
f^® mike-^plus the
G^®fson stanza must stand or fall as one of the best P to P sessions gurety Co*^^
^ * viewer handicap of a femme emcee
- the calibre the comedy, not.the
started on th
"Va^ti^Ritt directed the playFesti-

The score and the musical sequences wcre Okay as dressing, but
routines between Gleason and
Carney were still decisive. The
1 pt®t for this "musical” revolved
abound a global tour which Gleason
^nd comptny, playing “The Honeymooners,” copped in a jingle conThe'> opening
Opening embarkation
test. The
humber, with chorus'and bMlet
troupes,'was cut frofti the standard

solid commercial style, 3ands im-.
pressed as even a better thesper,
even handling the most sentimental situations with credibility,”
Fred Clark, as boy’s cynical manager, and Jamie Smith, as the press
agent tool of Clark, also limned
some sharp prptraits of show biz
characters who, even, if they don’t
exist,. easily # could.
Incidentally,
Col. Tom'Parker, the manager of
Presley, reportedly approved this
script, including the acidulous
delineation of the manager.
The big city sequences, in the
hotel rCom and in the theatre, with
the suggestion of the frenzied teenage fans, were handled with com*piete realism.
The drama lost
gome of its punch when the'locale
shifted to the boy’s southern hometown. The provincial characters
were cut from a familiar mold
even though Vaughn Taylor, as
the boy’s grandpa who urges him
to return to religion, gave a touchmg performance.
The denouement was also somewhat ambiguous. Monash attemptmoral cake and have
curtain, the boy surrenders his ideals, but there’s also
suggestion that he will yet be
redeemed. ' After, no doubL he
a couple of million and can
idealisWc.
Herm.
_
.
Per«oh
in Person
P^rcnn
Person to
Whpn
FA
Mnrrnw
at
hnmp
When Ed Murrow feels at home
with his “Person to Person” cuests
w th his Person to person guests,
Lst-moving and ^n^formatfve Llflast moving ana inrormative nau
ho™-. When he dpesi^t for whatever the reason, it s a ha^^^
^
In Roberta Shemood and ^
^

note with an unusual pickup from
min^mu^
varTthe »
the tennis court M'here Douglas witn a ve^ minimum ot \vaste mo,
.
the Canadian Broadand his wife were slugging it out tipn avoiding the melodramatics
^ ^^e.^fP^dian
so busily that Murrow asked if he that ^re customary^ for^ U^^cts of ^Stcoa"?^
\his'"to“
I Should go away and come back I
«aiiu. xur ic«iua auu
pw-1
«70 000 aa nerformahce
S,.,f J**,
lr‘s® Mrrled^U®
of if o^welL thise
some _$70,000
performance, with
rvith
later. Then followed a relaxed ses- ers carried aU of it off well these q ?ysit.i”’CorD S cSruicMnc
sion with a . couple of. down-to- ihcluding pr^
Chiysler Coip.^ of^ Canada picMng
earth, happy and talented people.
, Heckart,
Jack
Klugman,
neuKan, uacK ^lugma^,
remaining 15% (Series'is'beApart from the personal inciden- J^^^ard Bmns; and Carl Betz, Bob- in| st^geT withWitltion aumtals such as the fact that [Anne, a by Eyer, He en Wallace, .Steve Pen- ence at the Uptown S
Belgian, used to do publicity for dleton.
Wil iam
Traylor
Ned with LoeT2 745-reat6r
they were mairied. 'W^er Dennis Cross,
wUh ^oew 2 J45 seaterjea^^^^
tion scene. Some good sp^ial Douglas got in aa plug (and artgram “Chrysler Festival” setup*.)
material numbers,
such
as
“You
hiaterial
You
wprk)
for
his-upcoming
Bryna
Pro.
The
only
incongruous
note
was
some inspiration is evident in
numbei^ such as_You.| work)
It in
Paree,” "Il iNCVer
Never dnet|ons
dUctions piC,
pic, "The
“The Viking,”
nar- theZokifgTtaA%atloMl
liam Rerlfield as n nersnnripl nlncp- Can
gan oee
See ll
In jraiee,
Paree,-_;i
QUCIlOnS
Viking,"
VlKing, ' and
ano installing Victor
vii-wx Riesel as
pa the
uic iiaifhe bOO
ment executive gave restrained and
Better In My F-ife
Life" and “If
but the pattern of opera and ballet
If explained that Bryna is his moth- rator. Although Im spoke his role ^ut
ment
executive
gave restiainea ana Ir ^ ^
»
ncaHv tailored
tailnrcd er’s
Pk*'s name
t,ar«p and when
«rhp« she
ciip saw
ca«i his
his .well,
well, on
on and
and off
off screen,
screen, there
there has little
i
Stive
nerfo^^^^^^^
general appeM for the
rSn hefghte^Tall t^^^
foi the. Gleason-Carney team who, name up in lights for the first time, seemed no connection between his Canadian buyers of Chrysler cars,
fn wlmt emlrgl^
threat to Comp in the he promised her that her’s would particular personal tragedy, that of Top audience applause went to
ma ure and Tort^^^^^^
depar ment, carried off the too. ' Anent awards -^ Douglas bemg acid-blinded by criminals, Do?oth? Collins o^f “Hit Parade”
and death
Hres nf the seas^
Rose
‘h^r customary savvy, wouldn’t talk about his Oscar and
death on
on the
the highways.
highways.
note for her friendly delivery; the
uies oi uie
The bhsic script used some of chances on the grounds that in the
Traw.
novelty
piano playing
playing of
of Ferrante
Ferrante
novelty piano
oldest bits in show biz, but past nothing has happened—he
& Teicher; and the seven-people
seven-people
Aiioi
I"®??
still laughs in says he sends them to his mother
Sunday Night at the London
cast of “New Faces," this pointing
Robei t Allan Aurthui ^ot into the garish shipboard garb, the short go that he doesn’t have to look at
Palladium
up
the need
need of
of comedy
comedy values.
values.
up the
SppI^blanket routine, the old schoolroom past performance but must look to ^ For the second time within a
On word
word-of-mouth
comment,
- of - mouth comment.
tradey piece on a^televisi^^^^^
gfgs the husband-hates-wife bit, the .future.
fortnight Eartha Kitt headlined in what “Chrysler Festival" needs for
“CHiHin Onp^^
^ TuS
The piost ancient-hnes, m fact,
in Miami the first “I^ to P” “Sunday Night at the London Pal- audience attention is a good comeA?^5h!?r’c^nmip^Ii?h WpI
wcre the funniest and bpth Glcason remote from' there, producers ladium.” That was a rarp achieve- dianorcomedienne.be thismonoJohnny Aaron and Jesse Zousmer ment and a gilt-edged way of insur- logist or ventriloquist.’ As the
nofintfpscript with relish. Incidentally, puHed off a real coup by. getting ing a high rating. In her own high- highest budgeted variety show on
althout,h Camoy IS duc to exit the Miss Sherwood a night off from thq ly personalized style, the colored the CBC network—and with three
Sm’r
p.^^^^on show, he s still being given g^en Roc just the night after she songstress (who was in Britain for programs to go—“Ghr.ysler Festinnhannv
assigomonts and, on the last opened. .Again, the folksiness per- a film chore) made a smash impact val” should get off the longhair
pn^
rnntnM
assumed, or was assigned, the ^^ded. with a picture of a happy with her slickly styled 20-minute hook and realize that a listSiing
K?^p^fpflr-nf
and completely unaffected family stint. She achieved an unusual and viewing audience wants the
PWnJ/priyMinn and thp
comprising Don Lanning, her hus- degree of intimacy, particularly in interpolated relaxation of laughs.
coI?trucHo?^^^^Sf
nn hi« ?hnvv^ Th^wac pnm” band-manager and an ex-actor, an outstanding rendition of “Mo- Lucip Agostini’s 40-man :ofeh lent
haSf arp^h^ rL^nn it
nptJnt w'
3"^ three boys, one of whom, 16- notonous," which made a sock clos- able support to all acts and the
corne t^
mtip^^^
yeaf-old Don, displayed some real ing item for a sturdy all-round bill commercials were sensible and uncome OT. Story \vas done in flash and it may take aJittle moie origi- crMtar-playing-vocalizing rock 'n' • Apart from Beat the Clock,” obtrusive
McStny.
back form from the middle of .a nality in musical conceptions to
^
th® which remains a standard part of
_ iucoiaj.
production conterence
conference at wnicn
which beef up the ratings vis-a-vis Como,
Como.
jthe
the show the talent lineun includMarch blows his top. As
such, it / ■
;: .
., .Hernu
OLD DUTCH REVIEW
Assuch.
Herm.
kA
eT BSi’n-rio?aI ro^^^
»EVIEW ,.
^—
group got in some hot licks. Fam^ Tommv Steele (and hk
hi. Steelmen) '’^‘***
With Johnny Andrews;'
Andrews)' Jonathan
constituted what amounted to a
——
.group
long self-analysis, and its
. Kraft TV Theatre
Its general
..
*3
riZ? o^t
Andrews, Allegrio Trio, Cathy
Can, A1 Russ and his orch
grimness was on the monotonous
Any resemblance to the true JjPi?,®’
sesh Anne Rogers and Anthony
AnthonV
side.
story
of the
the current
current disk
disk phenom.
phenom. "'“A
‘L’?.? housekeepmg Hay« ^ng^and
Anne Rogers
andanAnUi^
Cene Carroll:
Carroll: =..
story of
^®ft
danced
exS Producer:
Producer; Gene
This, lack of humor or even Elvis Presley, in the Kraft play, when she s not on the road.. On the
“The Bov Friend” the lone- Di>’®®tor:
Director: Jim Breslin
variation in the “boy, am I miser- “The Sih.ging Idol,” on NBC-TV Pf®
running musical hit atVvndliaml 30 Mins.; Sat. 7 p.m. .
,
able” theme, ^dded to the fact last Wednesday night (30) was inagain if she had the chance,
nit at .M yrtd^^
INTERNATIONAL BBEWERIES
BKEWERIES
that the conflict which did exist tentionaUy. concealed. In order to m spite of the 20 years of struggle ,ve?e stout
WEWS,'Cleveland
WEWS, Cleveland
was diffuse, left the show with at lend dramatic cogency to the stoi-y ^®J®i*® she hit the. top..
der?who’s be?S with theXw from
(Marcus)
best a watery dramatic edge. Presley was apparently used as the
the outset, continues as a lively
the*
This is an easy-to-take 30-minBeyqnd this,
Beyond
Beyona
tins, Aurthur
Aurtnur s ^ending
ending
enaing yyas
^yas pattern for the hero. As played 5®
^ ja'u
emcee, and'was given full rein in utes^
ut®s
utes for polka - lovers who can
far too.^ pat—the girlfriend telling mo.st effectively by Tommy Sands,
or is bored with someolm,
panel game.
Myro
watch studio visitors, in a cafe
him she loves him wrought a mir- the hero was also a guitar-picking
shows up, and when he does like
___
scene, dance; gaze on the band,
aculous change in his outlook, one country boy with long sideburns Sf®^. ’
shows in ahalf
smoothyperformers,
^n7' '*^
See It Now
performcrs, etc.
etc. and
and that’s
that’s about
about
that , vyould
have, taken „ a top
a sexy vocal
style that-and
stimur Pw^og and rewarding hal^hour.
unfamiliar country of alb
. .
- psy- and
,-all Performers-wise,. Johnny Aiichiatrist years to perform. One lated his juve audience into squealunan.
Burma, its leaders, its people and drews handles the emcee chores
other point; Aurthur s lines and ing insanity.
culture, were given the once-over with charm and adds to the probusiness demonstrating his hero
At this point, the Paul Monash
^
Alcoa Hour
by CBS’ Edward R Murrow and gram with k bit of piano playing
as a- tunny man never came off, script departed from- the real-life
‘No License TO Kill,’ a docu- Fred W. Friendly, co-producers of and singing. In one song, “Little
and one wopdered how the big script into a dramatic essay on mentary style drama about carfeless “See' It Now.”* Titled “Burma
“Burma, Man You’ve Had a Busy Day," Ancomic on the make for a comeback the pitfalls of success in show busi- driving, found “The Alcoa Hour," Buddhism and Neutralism ” the' drews introduced, his four-year-old
ever hit the top at all
ness. Although the drama’s basic Showcase Productions and NBG- Sunday telecast contained’ many son, Jonathan, arid despito throwin the face of an unsympathetic conflict of big city sin as against TV courageous enough to give over arresting shots and provocative in- ing the youngster some, hot leads
unbelievable script, small town virtue was old hat. a the 9 to 10 prime time Sunday (3) teiwiews. But after the first half- just couldn’t come through with a
March did a superb job. buildin,g a savvy \s(iript and some excellent to a grim and depressing slice hour, this tv journalistic essay be- Foy-like showcase'. Young Jonasolid characterization of a truly performances in the lead roles sus- from daily life. “Sudden death” gan to ramble a bit,' lacking co- than, though, despite his shyness,
miseiaMe loudmouth, March has tamed the show at a high interest dramatics have been aired before hesiviness in structure.
is handsome'enough to embark on
F? minutes.
—notably in radio (CBS’ public afOverall though, it was a reward- a video moppet career of his own,
ot the word, but not until recentSands was completely persuasive fairs special of^a few years ago ing hour. For the telecast, reporCotliy Carr’s offerings of “Ivory
u
?•
attractive kid out of the with Red Barber narrating comes ter Paul Niven and cameraman Bill Tower” and “Uno Momento" were
cLnw
wlio finally makes a to mind as the standout) and occa- McClure made a three-month tour professional; the music of A1 Russ
oc thf “nS'
choice of fame and for- sionally m television. But rarely of the country, traveling 2,000 good and Nelson Presley’s vocalizM?ifriAnri uuhn
JSfnvnc thP
as agaiHst old fashioncd roll- has the subject been developed so miles. Their familiarity with the ing a decided asset, and the AlA ^00^ slnger wlio belted vividly, never in a time period scene appeared evident in the tele- legroTrioscomictactlcswereenort
^
fockv n roll tunes and where millions could be exposed to cast. Ex-premiere U Nu also pro- tertaining. Commercials were in
stint, making the giii an entiiely one spiritual, Rock ot Ages, in the gruesome facts of death on the vided an interesting portrait, de- good taste.
Mark.
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WedneB^ayt Febimry 6, 1957
ERROL FLTNIil THEATRE,
(Wife for the Twp)
^
^
With Patrice Wymore, Francis De
Wolfe, Marrerie Chard, Enid
liorimer, Valerie Ward, ethers
producer: Norman Williams
Director: John LeMont
Writer: Paul Taborl
to Mins., Wed., 8 p.m.
KTLA, HoUywood (film!Upon his recent return to this
country, Errol Flynn is reported to
have bewailed the lack of produc¬
tion knowhow abroad.. He*s got a
olnt, if this British-made series
I any example.
IVs not that the first teleplay,
penned by Paul Taborl, is a bad
one. Nor can the production be
faulted on such details as settings
and costuming, surprisingly lavish.
However, the direction is hapless
and the acting ranges from ade¬
quate downward through embarressingly. inept.
Flynn portrays one of the more
likeable Bomonoffs, Alexei, second
of the line. An old Muscovite cus¬
tom was the parading of the Nobilltj^s maidens before the Tzar, for
his choice of a T^sarina. Flynn
becomes enamoured of Patrice
Wymore, ward of one of his wiser
statesmen, Francis DeWolfe. She
doesn’t.know he’s the Tzar, so there
has to he considerable manueverr
Ing, but all comes out all right in
the end.
Flynn manages some of his fa¬
miliar gusto in the part, and Miss
Wymore, hia,real-life wife. Is prop¬
erly fiery as his intended. Among
the large supporting cast, De Wolfe
and'Margerie Chard, as the dow¬
ager empress, are the best. John
LeMont’s direction is disorganized
and heavyhanded.
Kove.

E

EAST VERSUS WEST BOWLING
CHAMPIONSHIP
With Lou Marks, narrator; con¬
testants
60 Mins.; Sat., 10:30 p.m,
SARA LEE, INC.
WOR-TV. N. Y,
{Cunningham 8c Walsh)
This three-week old Ram Pro¬
ductions entry is just what the title
implies. An eastern bowler and a
western bowler compete each Sat¬
urday night,, with the winner tak¬
ing on a new opponent the follow¬
ing stanza;*. For fans of the game,
the program has definite appeal,
while for others there’s a giveaway
gimmick that carries a measure of
excitement, providing the players
are skilled.
There was no questioning the
ability of last Saturday (2) night's
competitors. Lou Campi, repping
the east, W'as on for the third suc¬
cessive time, with Bill Lillard,
from Chicago, challenging. The
two made. the game look easy,
throwing an almost steady stream
of strikes. That's where th.e big
money lies.
Anybody scoring a
perfect 300 game on the show wins

$100,000,

Considering that both players
have bowled clean games in the
past and that Campi started off
the first of three games played on
the program with six straight
strikes, the possibility, of one of
them winning the top prize wasn't
too far-fetched. It didn't happen,
however. Campi's score on each of
three games was 246, 242 and 254,
while Lillard’s tally was 235, 268
and 221,
The one with the highest total
score wins, which means that Cam¬
pi returns next Saturday (9). The
top^scorCr gets $250, while 'the
winner of each game gets a cash
payoff, $25 for the first, $50 for the
second and $75 for the third. The
loser also gets $100.
Commercials for Sara Lee frozen
cakes are routine.
Jess.
CAMERA TWO
With John Coughlan, ;host; Carl
Sandburg, Ralph Newman, guests
Producer: Sis Atlass
Director: Phil Rusking
80 Mins.; Sat., 3:45’ p.m.
WBBM-TV, Chicago
This new enterprise out of the
WBBM-TV public affairs depart¬
ment got off to an auspicious start
(2) with the' first Installment a vid^eo tribute to Abraham Lincoln.
That "Camera Two” shapes as
more than just another standard
"public service” throwaway for the
FCC log, was demonstrated by the
fact that producer Sis Atlass
brought in Carl Sandburg for the
opener. The poet-biographer prob¬
ably knows more about- the Civil
War president than anyone else,
and he’s a fascinating tv personal¬
ity in his own right.
Also on^ hand was Ralph New¬
man, likewise a Lincoln expert and
owner of the Abraham Lincoln
book store. He and Sandburg, as
old friends, worked smoothly to¬
gether drawing on their vast
knowledge of their subject so what
emerged was the flesh and blood
.man rather than the historical
legend.
Staffer John Coughlan
bandied the opening and closing.
Tlie binding thread for the half(Continiied on page 44) •
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_TEUB^itsioiv reviews

RUGGLES OF RED GAP
With Michftel Redirfave, Imogene
Coca, David Wayne, Peter Lawford, Jane Powell, Joan • Hollo¬
way,. Paul Lynde, Fred Stewart,
ChHs Snell others; Garry Moore,
TWO FOR THE MONEY
host
With Bernard Bradeif, Daniel Far- JStaged by Charles Frledm^tn (for
«on, Arthur. Adair, Dave Shand’
Showcase Prodiictlons)
and hia Band; imwta
Director: Clark Jones
Producer: Maurice Winnick
Music: Jule Stytie
Director: John Phillips
Lyrics: Leo Robin
30 mins., Monday 9:30 p.m.
Adaptation: David Shaw (from
Associated-Rediffusion from
Harry Leon Wilson novel)
London
Music Director:' Buddy Bregman
The British version of this Good- 90'Mins.; Sun. (3) 7:30 p.iia.
son-Todman telequiz suffers k SWIFT
NBC-TV, from New York (color)
great deal at the haqds of contest-^
(McCannrEricJcson)
ants, who never seem to jprasp the’
It’s always astonishing when a
point of It all, hut somehow manage
to leave the studios richer than mediu\n as modern as television,
on arrival. A lot of patience atfd* with such creative and resourceful
tact are employed by emcee Ber-, artisans at its cqmmand and with
nard BradCn,. and adjudicator inventive capacities, can dissipate
Daniel Farson, who 'between theni its enormous potentials by resort¬
keep the show moving; at a fairly ing to properties and even a Style
of presentation that have long'
lively pace, and most of the "con¬
since become outdated. Take, for
testants in check. The show itself
example, the NBOTV production
is solid tv. Competitors pair up to
answer questions alternately in a last Sunday (3) of "Ruggles of Red
set period . of time:. In the first Gap” (out of the Showcase Proround, each correct. . answer is duction;s; shop), presented as a 90worth $1.40 each. In the second
round, answers are worth the totax minute tinted spectacular as the
amount won in the first round. And first of a series of three entries on
so on till the third and last round behalf of .the Swift meat, packers.
Top winners in the show caught
"Ruggles” is the Harry Leon
walked off with $352. At the other
end of the scale, 'another couple Wilson story of the perfect Eng¬
succeeded in answering only $17 lish , gentleman’s gentleman who
worth of questions correctly, hut suddenly finds himself catapulted
one of them, egged on by Braden into a small American town back
worked for his money and sang a
song with the Dave Shand Band, in the. early 19003. When, some
who otherwise do little except play years back, it was translated into
entry and exit music. Comedian a Paramount release with, Charles
Braden handled bjs assignment Laughton and Charles Ruggles, it
nicely, though sometimes he in¬
dulged in too much chit-chat with had a genuine, comic ring about It,
and was endowed with vitality
contestants. *
Production was good, and camera spirit and even warmth that made
work got the most- out of a limited it a classic "of its time.
visual field, concentrating mainly
But in converting it to tv> they
on elective closeups.
Bary.
lost the comedy and created a
framework for half a dozen stylized
SCHWARZER PETER
musicomedy love songs. It rushed
(Black Peter)
With Herbert Heidrich, Irmgard from scene to scene, never devel¬
Huber, ’Adolf ’ Meyer - Bremen, oping the comedjt when the oppor¬
Wilhelm Walter Dicks, Fritz Go- tunities presented tb,emselves. The
ellnitz, Otto Albrecht, Hans- major flaw in. this adaptation by
Ludwig Schmidt, Anni Assion, David Shaw was that.it was neither
Hildegard Jachnow, Peter Fink- clever, fresh nor ingenious. Too
belner, Heidi Menkhoff; Choir of often it was just maudlin and in
Norddeutscher Rundfunk (NDR) place of a good-natured laugh at a
and latter’s children’s choir.
frontier, town’s nouveau riche
Director - Writers: Dr. Herbert there was only a broad and hur¬
Junckers, Norbert Schultze
ried sideswipe as a lead-in to the
10£» Mins.; Sat. 8:15 p.m.
dances, songs and the lavisji pro¬
NWRV, from Hamburg, Germany
duction trimmings.
German tele is still a far cry
Swift, with a fistful of money
from being perfect. In particular, (production alone ran close * to
$350,000),
ordered "nothing but
that applies to its programs which,
the best” to preem its bigtime spec
if seen through more fastidious splurge. Such formidable talent as
eyes, are mainly on the mediocre Michael Redgrave, David Wayne,
side. But every now and then, the Imogene Coca, Peter Lawford and
domestic video comes along with Jane Powell, among others, .were
recruited for this all-star musicom¬
a show which is compensating for edy version; it boasted an original
OPEN HEARING
so many a disappointment recently. score by Jule Styne with lyrics byWith Edward P. Morgan, Martin
Agronsky; moderator, John Sec- A positive exception like this ]^as Leo Robin. They got one of tv’s
ondari; guests. Sens. John .T.. the tv presentation of Norbert topflight directors, Clark Jones, to
Sparkman, William F. Knowland Schultze’s opera - type fairy - tale put them through their paces and
Charles Friedman to stage it.
Director: Richard Stratton
"Schwarzer Peter” (Black Peter).
But with all these rich com¬
30 Mins., Sun.; 8;30 p.m.
Apart from its technical plus ponents assembled, "Ruggles” was
ABC-TV, from Washington
(reception was very clear), success bogged down* with a literal trans¬
"Open Hearing,” a new ABC-TV of this presentation was primarily position which failed to capture
public service airer designed to djUe to Schultze’s exceptionally the feel of the original Wilson com¬
"develop In depth the top story of. catchy and highly melodious score edy, or replace it with any other
the week,” is an illuminating and and the amusing lyrics by the (late) warmth or humor. Some individual
Walter -Lieck which easily make scenes were rewarding, but overall
informative half-hour on the basis "Black Peter” one of the most it lacked cohesive qualities.
of its Sunday (3) .debut. The num-. charming pieces of its genre. EnRedgrave was well cast as the
her one story as ABC's Washington tertainmentwise, this appeals to valet and acquitted himself W'ithin
Imreau saw it was the Senate’s in¬ both adults, and juveniles, indeed the limitations of the script and
vestigation of the .Eisenhower ad¬ an ideal family program. Piece, delivered a fetching number or
written by Schultze 20 years ago, two, best of which was "Oh Those
ministration’s Mid East policy.
has not y.et seen stateside release,
Background of the story, in line but it appears to have the ingredi¬ Americans” in duet with Peter
Latter' played
Lord
with the show’s format, is provided ents to appeal to U. S. viewers as Lawford.
George Brinstad, Ruggles’ master,
by^several film clips. One such ex¬ well.
,
unfortunately, he didn't in any
cerpt of a Nov. 14 Presidential
Schultze has transferred himself way enhanee an inadequatelypress conference had Gen. Elsen¬
hower asserting "I don’t think we and his musical work into a tv evolved , part. David Wayne. and
wHl find any question of ’drifting’ presentation and has, by adding a Imogene Coca portrayed Egbert
in the Mid East.*’ ABC Washington short prelude, done a fine job. Dr. and Effie Floud, the high-stepping
bureau chief John Secondari, who j Herbert Junckers’ (who also helped western social climbers. Miss Coca
served as moderator; took' it from Schultze on the script) direction is was her brittle self in a broad and
there to intro Senate Eepublicain I firstclass and he has maintained brash caricature of the. socialleader William F. Knowland and I with this presentation his reputa¬ climber. 'Wayne, was pretty much
Sen. John J. Sparkman (D rAlaJ. | tion as one of the few tv directors lost'behind his moustache.
Jane Powell as Clementine, the
"I think it’s the duty of every¬ On whom one can truly depend.
one,” . Sparkman told ABC's Ed¬ Musical fairy-tale, in brief, centers milliner, fared better than the rest.
ward P. Morgan, "to investigate around a king who wants a son to She was lovely to look at, and sang
this (Mid East policy) and find out succeed to his • throne ‘ but gets a the Styne-Robin songs beautifully.
the truth.”. On the other hand, daughter instead. His daughter Best of the lot is "Did You Ever
Sen. Knowland told ABC’s Martin falls in love with a poor boy and Ride On a Rainbow?” "Kickapoo
Agronsky that he hoped a resolu¬ the king naturally objects. After Kick”, as sung by Joan Holloway
however, in one of the show's production
tion implementing President-Eisen- some complications,
hower's Mid East program would everything is stralgj^tened out and numbers, and "It’s Terrifly, Horri¬
have "overwhelming bi-partisan the two kids become a couple, with, bly, Frightfully Nice,” sung as
the boy taking over the crown of duet by Miss Powell and •Redgrave,
support.”
The interviews, live and unre¬ his father-iii-law. The title of this are also cl^ plusses:
hearsed, obviously had a spontane¬ piece is taken from an old German
A Fourth of July fireman’s bal¬
ous quality. Discussion between card game of the same name. This let detoured the cliche; the mount¬
Sen. Sparkman and Morgan as well game, "Black Peter,” happens to ings: ^and trappings were lavish,
as the Sen. Knowland-Agronsky be the hobby of the king and he profuse and detailed, A lot of other
huddle were presented separately. plays it whenever occasion arises. things were also thrown in to fill
The singing voices .are of fine the gap. All it needed was a light
This afforded the viewer a more
intimate effect than if all con¬ quality. It’s primarily an enseriible hand and a feel for comedy.
cerned were involved in a round¬ achievement with no particular out¬
Garry Moore served as host In
table session.
Secondari, wdio standing individual performance. his usual competent way, with
closed on the note that here "may The kids have, of course, special Swift rounding up Art Linkletter,
be k new trend In American for¬ appeal. Ericlv Bender’s conducting Tennessee Ernie and* Bob Crosby
eign policy,” nicely tied it all to¬ of the children’s choir is a fine & family for the commercials.
gether as moderator.
Gilb. , asset.
Hans.
Rose.

HOLD THAT NOTE ’
With Bert Parks, emcee; Peter Van
Steeden, music
Exec. Producer: Herb Wolf
Producer: J«c]& Rubin
Director: Lloyd Gross
.
30/Mins., Tues., 10:30 p.in.
LANOLIN PLUS
NBG-TV, from N. Y. (colors
(Russel M. Seeds)
Packager Ed Wolf and sponsor
Lanolin Plus pulled wbat must go.
down as the surprise cancellation
,of the year when they mutually
axed "Break the $230i000 Bank” in
their Tuesday at 10:30 NBG-TV
time slot and substituted another
Wolf show, "Hold That Note,” a
week ago Tuesday (22). So sudden
was the switch that even the press
wasn’t notified, so that this review
catches the second show of the new
season, which means that they
should have gotten the kinks out
of the new stanza.
No matter, though—"Note” is
lik« a half-dozen quizzers that
have made their-^ weah^ way across
the tv screens in the past few
years. Obviously, there's gotta be
angimmick, and this lies in the
scoring of the -game. Each song'
consists of a given number of notes
up to 30, and when the band starts
playing each note is chalked off, so
that when the title is guessed, the
remaining number of notes is mul¬
tiplied by $50 and tossed into a
jackpot.
The contestant who
guesses the title three times in. a
row gets the whole haul and takes
on a new competitor.
In spite of these and other trap¬
pings—^Uke the jackpot being teduced when nobody can guess the
tune, or a,competitor being elimi¬
nated with'three incorrect answers
—the show still boils down to a
succession of capsules of tunes in¬
terrupted by a buzzer. Some addi¬
tional entertainment facets were
added last week with Ethel Waters
doing a clog and Charleston and
later singing with Bobby Sherwood
accomping her on trumpet (he was
her quiz competition). Emcee Bert
Parks also does a song—-he's a
competent and likable vocalist, hut
the step out of character from
quizmaster to vocalist is abrupt
and somewhat disconcerting,
Parks is a genial emcee who also
knows how to handle himself and
the show, and this show puts him
to the fullest test. Basically, it's
boring, and'it’s Parks’ job to buoy
it up, a demanding assignment
which he fulfills In part. A more
serious lapse is the music on the
show—the Peter Van Steeden orch
plays somewhat loosely, and when
a contestant is trying to identify a
song from just a few opening
notes, the least Wolf could do is to
furnish him with a clear and sharp
opening chorus. Black-and-white
signal off the "compatible” color
cameras was on the muddy5side.
Chan.
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MAYERLING
(Producers' Showcase)
With Audrey Hepburn, Mel Ferrer,
Raymond Massey, Basil Sydney,
Diana Wynyard, Judith Evelyn
Isobel Elsom, Nehemiah PersoflC
Lome Greene; Ian Wolfe, David
Opatoshu, Nancy Marchand, John
McGovern, Mqnique Van VoPrw
en, Fippa Scott, Michael Evans,
others.
Producer-Director: Anatol Litvak
TV Director: Kirk Browninr
Exectttive Producer: Mort Abra¬
hams
Settings: Otis Riggs
Costumes: Dorothy Jenkins
Musical Director: George Bassman
90 Mins., Mon. (4), 8.p.m.
RCA-WHIRLPOOL, JOHN HAN¬
COCK INSURANCE CO.
NBC-TV, from New York (color)
(Kenyon & Eckhardt; McCannErickson)
"Mayerlihg” was given a stun¬
ningly beautiful presentation Mon¬
day night on NBC-TV's "Producers*
Showcase," bringing into sharp fo¬
cus the full potentialities of a me¬
dium when highly skilled creative
peoplfe take over. And even though
this was a tv first for the three ^
prinicpals involved, Audrey Hep¬
burn, Mel Ferrer and Anatole Lit¬
vak, who prodqced-directed and
staged , the presentation; they em¬
braced the medium with devo'tlbh and surehess that added to
their stature.
This simple, tragic story of Aus¬
tria’s Archduke Rudolph and his
ill-fated love affair with Maria Vetsera was brought alive in a mag¬
nificent fusion of acting, color,
settings, direction, music and elo¬
quent sensitivity.
"Mayerling” has been variously
estimated to cost between $500,000
and $600,000. That’s a tough rap
for any sponsor, In this instancy
shared jointly* by RCA-’Whirlpool
and John Hancock Insurance, but
whatever the_ cost-per-thousand
charts show, the arfistic achieve¬
ment justified the outlay, the only
unwarranted extravaganze being
the onetime exposure.
* '
Litvak brought to "Mayerling’*
a scope, a dimension and an artis¬
try that reincarnated the era of
Franz Joseph’s Vienna in all its
opluence and splendor. It seemed,
indeed, that the studio walls had
been pushed aside- and at times
it .was difficult to believe that this
was live tv done within the confines
of i^s Brooklyn origination. The in¬
tricate mechanics of cameras shift¬
ing to the multiple sets (one more
magnificient and detailed than the
next) and the occasional use of
film to enhance the mood gave
"Mayerling” a movement and pace
rarely experienced on live'tv pro¬
gramming. And seldom has there
been .such a happy marriage of
production and color, for the com¬
patible tints with their brilliant
multiple hues beautifully back¬
grounded
the lyrical tragedy.
RGA’s "10 times better in color”
commercial was justifiable brag¬
ging.
It’s not often, too, that tv could
boast such a star-studded marquee,
for aside from the Hepburn-Ferrer
teamup, each of the. supporting
players—rRaymond Massey, Basil
Sydney, Diana Wynyard, Judith^^
Evelyn, Isobel Elsom, rate star bill-,
ing in their own right. And' all
fulfilled their allotted roles super-,
bly.
Sharing top honors with Litvak
was Miss Hepburn, for her vibrant
and controlled love scenes and her
unsophisticated youth captured the
charm and compassion of this
Vienesse idyll. What could have
been sentimental and maudlin was
brought to life as a warm and feel¬
ing story. She was exquisite in
her child-like beauty.
Ferrer was the embodiment of
soulful tragedy and if hardly the
equal of Miss Hepbui'n in histrion¬
ics, this rates as one of his best
performances to date.
Litvak spared nothing to make
the individual scenes gem-like vig¬
nettes. The Prater with its move¬
ment and color, the Opera House
with the Royal Party in attendance,
the puppet .show with its beauti¬
fully costumed children; the ball¬
room scene with its ceremonial
procession and dancing; the gay
parties at Sacher’s; the crowded
street scenes with marching sold¬
iers and even a horse-drawn car¬
riage—they
all
breathed
the
Vienna of the 1880’s.
Similarly, the gowns and the cos¬
tumes were lavish and imaginative¬
ly conceived.
The manner in
which George Bassman’s musical
direction integrated, backgrounded
and heightened the dramatic con¬
tinuity was on a par with t^-'e pro¬
duction’s other credits.
Rose.
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AUDIENCES ARE UP, UP, UP!

/

In comedy, variety, mystery, quiz shows, spectaculars—virtually every type
of program, nighttime and daytime—NBC is building bigger and
bigger audiences. Here are some representative examples of the dramatfc
audience increases being registered at NBC:

% gain over last year for same time period
The Steve Allen Show...UP 53%
Twenty-One... UP 38%
Perry Como Show... UP 33%
Bob Hope Show... UP 30%
Dragnet...UP 83%
People Are Funny...UP 51%
Noon to 6 pm (Mon.-Frl.),..UP 41%
Spectaculars and "out-of-echedule” shows... UP 25%
DAYTIME OR EVENING, MORE PEOPLE VIEW THE

NBC TELEVISION NETWORK

THAN ANY OTHER NEtWORK*

*Nielson .Coverago Service, 8tud/ #g (Spring 1033)
Weekly Viewing Oat«
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P^lify - ARB City-By-City SyndiOated Film Chart

time factors, since setsdn-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i,e,^ a Saturday-afternoon/:hUdren^s show, with alow rating, may
have a large share and jan audience composed largely of children, with cor*
responding results for the sponsor,timing at the children*h markeU Abbre*
viattons and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventuret (Ch), children*s;
(Co), comedy; (Dr)', drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women’s, Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬
tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are VHF, Those ad agencies listed as
dUtributors rep the national sponsor for whom the film U aired,'

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-hy^cUy ratings of syndicated and na^
tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬
eau on a monthly basis, .Cities will be rotated each week^ with the 10 top^
rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.
All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports,
Thu VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, which^can be used by distribv*ors, agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effeciiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time-^—day and

I
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TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

STATION

PHILADELPHIA

DAY AND
TIME

DISTRIB.

WCAU .'. ...."mca
WCAu' • ..
WCAU

DETROIT

1. Highway Patrol (Adv). WJBK .... _Ziv
2. Superman (Adv)
. . WXYZ ..

... Sat. 7:00-7:30
.. .. .18.3. ..,
_Mon. 10:30-11:00
... ,.'. 17.7 ....
... M-F6:25-6:55 . ... 17.5 ....
.,. 17.4_
... Sat. 5:30-6:00
.. . Sat. 6:30-7:00 . ... 14.6...14.4....
_Thurs. 7:00-7:30 . -.. .. .14.3.

Brave Eaglb (W) . . WXYZ
9. Secret Journal (Dr) . . WXYZ
10. Wild Bill Hickok (W). . WXYZ

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

,

.. .
. . . .... MCA

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

8. Will Bill Hickok (W) ..KGO

..

9. Buffalo Bill, Jr. (W) .KGO

..

10. Mickey Rooney (Com).KGO
. 10. Susie (Com) ..

KGO

BALTIMORE

..

. ..

Fri. 6:30-7:00

.Ziv

...

Man Called X (Myst) .WBAL ....... Ziv
...
Studio 57 (Dr).
WAAM
.M(i:A ..
Death Valley Days (W) . WMAR
.McC-E
Wild Bill Hickok (W)...WBAL ........ Flamingo

7. I Led 3 Lives (Adv) .WBAL

....... Ziv

8.

.MCA

9. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv). WBAL .Ziv .
10. Racket Squad (Myst) .WMAR
.ABC

. . . 20.6 ..
...20.0.,
.. .19.7 ..
. . .19.4 ..

... Thurs. 7:30-8:00
.
_Tues...6:30-7:00
..
... Sat. 7:00-7:30
....
. .. Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ...
.. . Sat. 7;00-7:30 .
... Sat. 6:30-7:00
_
.. . Thurs. 6:00-6:30 ...

. . .17.6.. .62.9 ... .. 28.0’^

Stations—KRON
.. . .33.4....
...27.8....
.. . .23.4. ...
_22.2_
.,..21.1....
. ... ,18.6_
... .17.2....

...
..
.

5.
6.
7.
8.
8.
10.

..58.5
.63.8
.49.6
_47.9
.44.7
... .
.... 37.8

..
..
..
..
.
..
.
..
..
..
.
.

....1

....

... .15
..1:
.... (
..,.1J
• -• • • Ik

(7), CKLW (9)

Federal Men
. .. WWJ ...
O’clock News & Sports . .. WWJ ...
Weathercast; Box 4 .... .. WWJ ...
San Francisco Beat.. .. WJBK ..
Person to Person . ..CKLW ..
. . WJBK .. .
...
6 O’clock News fe^Sport .. . . WWJ
Weathercast: Box 4- ..WWJ ....
Lions Quarterback Club .. WJBK ..
Western Marshall
.... .. WWJ ...
Break the $250,000 Bank .. WWJ ...
Waterfront
. .. WWJ ...
Studo One . .. WJBK ..
Family Theatre . ..CKLW ..
6

..53.9 ...
.38.6
..... 51.8
. 49.4 ... . 39^
.62.4 ...

... 9.5
...7.4
... 6.5
... 9.9
...18.0
. .13.6
... 7.1
... 4.8
... 5.4
... 5.4
...18.1
.. .11.9
...11.9
... 3,3

,(4), KPIX (5), KGO (7), KOVR (13)

.....
....
....
....
....
_
....

Stations—WMAR

... ...17.2
...
B.S
... ....21.1
... _13 3
.. ....23.4
.. . 112
.. ....16,6
.. ....14.8
... .,..14.2
... ....17.5
.. .. ..16.6
.. ....17.8
.. .... 16.9
.. ....16.3
...20.7

(2), WBAL (11), WAAM (13)

Wed. 7:00-7:30.24.5.

64.4 .... 38.0 7 O’clock Final—Paul-Ford. WMAR, . 9.0
CBS News—^D. Edwards ..WMAR .10.1
Tues. 7:00=7:30 .22.8. 53.8 .. . . . 38.8 7 O’clock Final—Paul-Ford. WMAR . 9.9
CBS News—D. Edwards .. WIR^AR ...... 11.0
Sat. 10:30-11:00 _... .21.2...45.6 .. 46.5 -American Original
_...WMAR'.16.0
Tues. 10:30-U:-00
19.4
50.0 .. 38.8 Duckpins & Dollars .WBAL .10.7
Sat. 7:00-7:30 • .. 19.3.46.9 .. __ 41.2 Beat The Clock
.WAAM ......15.1
Fri. 7:00-7:30
19.0. 59.6 .. 31.9 7 O’clock Final—Paul-Ford . WMAR ....... 8.1
CBS News—D. Edwards
WMAR . 9.6
Mon. 7:00-7:30 ..18.8
60.3 . .. 31.2 7 O’clock Final—Paul-Ford. WMAR ......10.1
#
CBS New&—D. Edwards . . WMAR .11.3
Thurs. 7:00-7:30 !.18.0... 59.0.. 30.5 7 O’clock Final—Paul-Ford WMAR . 8.4
CBS News—D, Edwards .. WMAR .. .*.. .11.3
Sun. 10:30-11:00 .17.1. 34.4 . 49.8 What’s My Line .WMAR
30.4
M-F 6:30-7:00 '
17.0. 66.4
25.6 Little Rascals .WBAL •,. 6.2
Dateline; Weather, Sports WBAL . 4.0

Approx. Set Count—662,000

Stations—WLW-T

--r1.
2.
3.
4.

36.1
. 33.8
......V..

.... 57.1 Lone Ranger . . KGO
.... 43.6 Western Marshall . .KPIX
.KPIX
. KGO
..... 47.2 Science Fiction Theatre
.KROl^
. KPIX
.... 45.4 Shell Newscast
.;... . KPIX
CBS News—D. Edwards. . KPIX
Flamingo
..,._Tues. 6:00-6:30 .....14.8.... .34.3. .... 43.2 CBS News—^D. Edwards . .KPIX
Shell Newscast
. .KPIX
CBS
. ... Wed. 6:00-6:30 ._14.4_.32.3. .... 44.5 Shell Newscast
. . KPIX
CBS News—D. Edwards . . KPIX
Screencraft ... ... Fri. 6:00-6:30' ..12.4.... ....-'29.4:....- 42.2 Shell NewsMst
.. . . KPIX
CBS News—D. Edwards . . KPIX
TPA .. , . . Sun. 6:30-7:00 . .... 12.4 ; ... .24.7 ..... .... 50.2 Fabulous Features .. . KPIX

2. Cisco Kid (W)

Soldiers of Fortune (Adv) .... WBAL

.... 47.7
. 36.4
. 24.7

. . . . 19.3 . . ..... .55.4 ...

... . Thurs. 6:00-6:30

Bagnall .
Ziv
..
Ziv
.
NBC .
MCA .
NTA
...
Flamingo ....

.Flamingo

CINCINNATI

Sat. 7:00-7:30 .
Fri. 10:30-11:00 .
Sun. 6:00-6:30 .
Wed. 6:00-6:30 .

Approx. Set Count—664,500

. ..WBAL

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

• Stafions-r-WJBK (2), WWJ (4),

Sci Comm«—1,3.';0,000

1. Superman (Adv) .WBAL

3.
4.
5.
6.

.... 53.7
... .37.1
... .48.0
_70.4
... 63.9
....39.9
... 42.3

. .'.. Mon. 6:30-7:00
.... . . .18.1 .. ..... .54.3 ... . 33.4
.. ...17.7.. .38.3 ... ...... 46.2
. .... Mon. 10:30-11:00

... . .Flamingo

Approx.

Search for Adventure (Adv) .. KPlX
Highway Patrol (Adv) ... KRON
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KRONCrunch & Des (Adv) .KPON
Waterfront (Adv)
.KPIX
Sheriff of Cochise (W) .KRON
Superman (Adv) .KGO

Do You Trust Your Wife ..WFIL
WFIL
Newsreel
News—John Daly .,... ..WFIL
Weekend News Roundup . .WFIL
Color Recital ... .WRCV
Studio 57 .^. .WFIL
.studio (In** . . . . 1 , , . T - T f ■,. WCAU
Starr Theatre . . WFIL
Larry Ferrairi
. . . ,,. . WFIL
International Police . .WFIL
Celebrity Playhouse • ....,..WRCV
Rosemary Clooney . .WRCV

. .... Tues. 10:30-11:00 ... .. . .26.5 . ...... 58.4 ... ... .. 45.4
.... Tues. 6:00-6:30 ..... .. . .22.3.. .61.2 ... ...... 36.5

. ....
3. Sheriff of Cochise (W) . .WWJ ...... .... NTA
4. Mr^ District Attorney (Myst) .WJBK '... .... Ziv . ....
. ....
. WXYZ ... .H-TV
. ....
6; Buffalo Bill, Jr. (W) . . WXYZ ,..: .CBS
■ .
....
7. Public Defender (Dr) . . WXYZ ...

RATING

WRCV (3), WFIL (6), WCAU (10), WPFH (12)

., _MCA . .,. Sat. 6:00-6:30 .. .. .19.7 .... ... .78.9

Approx. Set Count—1,610,000

8.

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

SETS IN
USE

(%}

... Sun. 6:30-7:00 . ..'.26.6.... ... .51.4 . .T. 51.8
... Mon. 7:00-7:30 . ...22.0.... ...63.1 . . 34.9

WCAU ..
WFIL ... .... CBS .
WRCV .. ,;...CBS .
WCAU .. .....CBS _;_
WCAU .. .MCA ;....
WCAU .. .Flamingo
WCAU ,.

4. Hi£:hway Patrol (Adv) ..
5. Sap Francisco Beat (Dr)
6. Amos 'n Andy (Com) ...
7. Annie Oakley (W) .
8. Headline (Dr) .
......
9. Wild Bill Hickok (W) ...
10. Man Called X (Myst) . .

SAN FRANaSCO

SHARD

DECEMBER
RATING

Approx. Set Count—^2,000,000

1. Waterfront (Adv)
2,, Superman (Adv)

a

Cisco Kid (W)
.^.WCPO
.Ziv
.Sun. 6:00-6:30
Sheriff of Cochise (W).WLW-T
.NTA
.Mon. 10:30-11:00
Secret Journal (Dr) .WKRC .MCA .Tjues. 10:30-11:00
Great Gildersleeve (Com) .... WKRC
.NBC
. Tues. 7:00-7:30

Wild Bill Hickok (W) .WLW.-T .Flamingo .Wed. 6:00-6:30
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WLW-T .Ziv
.Tues. 10:30-11:00
Annie Oakley (W) .WLW-T
.CBS
.Tues. 6:00-6:30
Western Marshall (W) ."WKIIC .NBC
.Tues.6:30-7:00
Highway Patrol (Adv) .WCPO .Ziv
..Thurs. 10:00-10:30
Frontier Doctor (W).WCPO .H-TV .... Fri. 9:30-10:00

,^25,0.
. .19.3.
19.0....
16.6 . . .

. . . 50.4. ....
... 49^ . ....
. . .v.47.3'.. . . 47.2 ..

49.7
38.7
40.3
35.2

16.3 .... . . . 50.4..
.16.1. . . . ... 40.0 .'....16.0 ....
. . 51.0 ..
... 15.9. . . 54.9. ....
. . . .15.9. . .. 29.1 . ....
.15.0.... .27.9.

32.4
40.3
31.4
29.0
54.8

($), WCPO (9), WKRC (12)

See It Now
.
Studio One .
Science Fiction Theatre
Sohio Reporter; Weather
Pantamime Hit Parade
Soldiers of Fortune
....
Secret Journal
.
Flash Gordon .
Pantomime Hit Parade
■Playhouse 90
.
Playhouse of Stars
....

.WKRC
. WKRC
. WLW-T
.WLW-T
, WCPO
. WCPO
.WKRC
. WCPO
. WCPO
.WKRC
.WKRC

..
..
. .
..
..
..
..
.
..
..
..

, ...12.5
,...11.5
,...16.1
,... 10.4
... 8.0
-... 9.2
.. .19.0
... 8.2
... 6.6
.. .19.9
,...15.8
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FEATURE COIN VS. NETWORKS
Kissip’ Am’tforDisiiey •
Where Walt Plsney is concerned, romance and his corporate
name should not be mixed—at least not so it's noticeable.
For the flrat time in the history of his company, a production
Will not capitalize on the Disney name. “Zorro,” the half-hour
vidfilm he's producing for the fall ABC-TV lineup, is going to have
romantic angles, something none of Disney's pix have emphasized
before, and, to keep his monicker clean with the moppets, he's
going to settle for a fleeting production credit on the crawl in¬
stead of a big Disney blast at the beginning.
Crawl'might read, it’s said, ♦‘A production of Walt Disney,” and if
that’s too strong Disney's going to circumscribe, the kissin' problem
by flickering a quick "Produced at Walt Disney Studios.” _•

Breakdown of Europe s TV Sets
England’s 6,200,000 Far Out in Front With Russia’s
1,300,000 Second
Nearly 8,000,000 television sets
are now In operation in Europe,
with England accounting for the
lion’s share with 6,200,000 but Rus¬
sia second with i;300,000. Com¬
pilation was completed last week
by Manny Reiner, foreign sales
manager of Television Programs of
America, who's been researching
the European market's sales po¬
tential for American vidpix.., .
Reiner observes that three Iron
Curtain countries have made^rogress with television. They are the
Soviet Union, East Germany and
Czechoslovakia. Other Iron Cur¬
tain countries—Poland, Hungary,
Rumania and Bulgaria—have vir¬
tually no television dt all. Simi¬
larly, circulation in the Scandi¬
navian countries and in Spain and
Portugal is quite small, though
Sweden
recently
appropriated
money for expansion of the cur¬
rent Stockholm facility to a Jiationwide service and Spain is
planning seven stations.
Country - by - country breakdown
follows:
England—6,200,0b0 sets of which
about 2,500,000 can receive both
ITA (commercial) and BBC chan¬
nels. Conversion rate is approxi*
mately 200,000 sets a month, and
total television coverage in the
country is 97%,
Russia—1,300,000 sets and 22
stations.
West Germany—682,000 sets and
32 stations, with average monthly
set sales at 60,000.
France—400,000 sets, but, a far
greater number of viewers because
of public viewing facilities, via'in¬
stallations in public buildings, tv
clubs and some 700 school installa¬
tions,
Italy—328,000 sets, but also
much public viewing, with no firstclass restaurant without its tv set.
Belgium—150,000 sets,
Holland—88,000 sets.
East Germany—50,000 sets and
plans for a new station in Leipzig
to supplement service from East
Berlin.
Czechslovakia—60,000 sets.
Switzerland—19,000 sets.
Austria—5,000 sets.

Schubert’s Safari
On‘White Hnnto’’
Bernard Schubert has left for
Africa to start shooting on a new
vidpix series after sewing up the
tv rights on J. A. Hunter’s "White
Hunter.” Hunter is the dean of the
white hunters in Africa and is not
exactly new to the cameras, having
led the safaris for Metro In the
filming of "King Solomon’s Mines.”
Schubert is anxious to get
enough exterior shooting for at
least three half-hour skeins before
the East African rains start in mid¬
dle of March, at which time he’ll
return and do the remaining film¬
ing on the Coast. It was a quickie
deal negotiated almost on the eve
of Schubert’s departure. Star of
series will be set upon his return,
along with dickers for sponsorship
auspices, etc. Series will be shot in
color.

Too Late the Lion
San Antonio, Feb. 5.
Because of the numerous com¬
plaints of viewers that the MGMTheatre was running too late at
night on WOAI-TV, the station has
cancelled out its quarter hour
sports and weather show at 10:15
p.m. Monday through Saturday.
Films are now moved up to .10:15
p.m. Monday through Friday and
at 10:45 oA Saturday nights.

Metro-TY Molls
Deals With Indies,
Outside Talent
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
Outside deals with actors, pro¬
ducers and packagers, with pro¬
gram ideas acceptable to the opera¬
tion heads of Metro’s video divi¬
sion, are a , possibility, according
to Adrian Samlsh, director of the
MGM-TV programming setup. Such
indie arrangements have been in¬
tegrated into the studio policy of
the output of telepix series, he
stated.
The setup would parallel the pro¬
cedure utilized by the three nets
for outside telefilming associations,
according to Samish. Under the
setup for outside financing, the
studio would pay for the pilot aind
share down the middle on client
sales.
At present, Sam Marx, in charge
of production, is scanning the stu¬
dio’s vast library of unproduced
literary properties with Samish,
with a view to selecting an initial
Metro telepix production entry.
While several of the studio’s old
plx> suitable for adaptation to thd
telepix series form, have been
singled out for telefilming, it'is
still to be decided whether these
or an unproduced property will
bring forth the first roar from Leo
next season.
Of the properties now in the
hopper, MGM is attaching most im¬
portance to an anthology series of
hour-long dramas by top writers,
whose stories were never produced.
They will join the long from ^ama
(Continued on page 44)

‘SECRETARY’ RERUNS
GROSS $1,500,000
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
Reruns of Ann Sothern’s "Pri¬
vate Secretary” series, shown un¬
der the tag "Susie,” have grossed
over $1,500,000 since they were put
on the market a year ago. Figures
cover the period through last Nov.
30. Miss Sothern has 25% of the
net of the first 78 vidpix in the
series and will get a hike in her
percentage on the next group of
"Secretary” tv pix to go into rerun.
Television Programs of America
is distributing the series which
went into reruns last January. It’s
estimated that the entire block of
104 vidfilms will hit a gross of over
$5,000,000 in the next two or three
years. Miss Sothern is repped by
the William Morris agency.

CBS-Fibnaster Pix for Tlayhonse’
May Be ShowB n Tlieatres Abroad
---f
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
Blue-chip advertisers will not
desert network sh'>ws to any major
degree to ride the feature band¬
wagon on a national spot basis in
1957:
'
,
, For a variety of factors, all indi¬
cations at this time (when budgets
are being prepared for the new
season) point to this fact. This is
not to say that the major soaps,
cigs, auto companies and other
blue-chippers will not participate
in theatrical programming on a
spot basis, but rather they will buy
theatricals as a media purchase for
circulation, as opposed to national
spot program buys.
There may be some defections
from this forecast, a prediction
based on a poll of many top agency
execs, 1;>ut the danger of wholesale
defection from networks by bluechippers, raised about six months
ago when the fresh backlogs of
Metro, 20th-Fox, Warner Bros., et
al, began hitting the market, draw¬
ing some phenomenal ratings even
in fringe time periods, has passed.
And it is argued that if it does not
occur in 1957, on the crest of the
feature excitement, it is very un-,
likely to happen in future years.
The Warner-Lambert Pharma¬
ceutical buy for two-thirds spon¬
sorship of a weekly feature film on
the NTA Film Network, does not
materially alter the picture. Warn¬
er-Lambert remains very much in
the major network picture and its
NTA purchase represents supple¬
mental coin, plus. Nor do the sep¬
arate market purchases earlier of
Colgate jn KTTV, L. A., and Bris¬
tol Myers on Triangle stations and
other outlets change the forseeable
pattern, for they, too, are basically
market buys, not markedly chang¬
ing their network program commit¬
ments. The same is true of Revlon,
which has plans for a $3,000,000
expenditure on theatricals. Such
separate market deals may result
in fewer web program sponsorship
in some few cases, but hardly por¬
tend any radical alteration in the
network setup.
The possibility still looms that
one of the major nets may show¬
case top theatrical "specs” for web
airing, but here again the previouly seen element of “defection”
from the nets is not present.
Despite the hullabaloo over local
ratings of features, with 25’s, 30’s
and even over 40’s hit in "fringe”
time periods, these are the hard
nuts which put the screws on the
upsurge of features taking the
blue-chippers away from the nets
to ride top theatricals on a na¬
tional spot basis:
Factors
Costs: WCBS, N.Y., for Saturday
night programming of Metro pro¬
duct sought about $42,000 weekly
from a single sponsor, or about
$2,000,000 yearly. Based on a na¬
tional spot projection of what it
would cost in the New York mar¬
ket, the totial cost for national spot
for equal feature programming
would be about $14,000,000, a cost
prohibitive to all4)ut a very few
advertisers, even if WCBS would
have settled for less.
Limited Appeal: Agency execs
feel that only sponsors with a mul¬
tiplicity of products in the house
should take fuU sponsorship of
theatricals. There are cases of oneproduct sponsors and cases of
plans of one-product sponsors, but
they are in the minority.
Time Slots: With the theatricals
sold locally, and With many of the
buyers being network o&o’s and
affiliates, cinematics still are being
unreeled in non-prime time peri¬
ods. The indies are programming
differently and in many Instances
reaping a rating harvest and bol¬
stering their overall station posi¬
tion with prime time theatricals’.
But the polygot nature of the time
periods and the extensive use of
late hours and early afternoon
(Continued on page 44)

More TV Film News
Oft Pages 39 and 40

Russp-Styled Vidpix
During a sales meeting at
Television Programs of Amer¬
ica last week, question came
up of Increasing tv. set cir¬
culations overseas. Someone.^
observed that Russia now has
1,300,000 sets. This led Mickey
Sillerman, TPA exec v.p. to
observe facetiously that mebbe
i’PA should change the names
of some of its telefilm series,
viz:—
"Hawkeye and the Last of
the Commissars.”
"Ramar of the Steppes.”
"Private Secretary” to "Pub¬
lic Secretary.”
Also that "Lassie,” how
owned by Jack Wrather, should
be recast’—with a Russian
wolfhound, natch.

WPIX in NutshellTon Can Be Sure
If It’s Telefilm’
Sponsors with half-hour skeins
to be placed in the New York mar¬
ket appear to be favoring WPIX,
N.Y., for their outlet, the most
heavily telefilm programmed sta¬
tion among the seven stations.
Latest to bring in their shows
are National Biscuit Co. with "Sky
King,” to be kicked off April 6,
and Kleenex with "Star & Story,”
to bow (13). Sponsors don’t own
skeins but have licensing deal for
New York and other markets with
distributors, as distinguished from
station-bought skeins which must
be sold by statioi- to sponsors.
Contributing-to development is
the accent on telefilm program¬
ming, with sponsor feeling that his
telefilm show belongs in the spot
where telefilms are given the big
play. WPIX programs skeins from
5 to 11 p.m. virtually every night
of week.
Another phase of the same tele¬
film sponsor attraction situation is
the large number of double expo¬
sures on the' Daily News indie,
with Clairoil for instance spotted
'on a net New York flagship one
night with "Rosemary Clooney”
and on WPIX with the same show
another night.
Of course. New York with its
seven stations and large population
represents a relatively unique situ¬
ation, with its three network sta¬
tions and four indies. But WPIX’s
experience seems to indicate that
telefilm coin follows the syndica¬
tion station, the degree depending
on the competition among stations
available time slots and other fac¬
tors.
Additional sponsors who have
I placed their skeins this season
(Continued on page 44)

SCREEN GEMS OPENS
4-DAY SALES MEET
The first in a series of Screen
Gems fgmdicated sales meets got
underway yesterday (5), 'held to
acquaint sales force with the
amalgamated list of the Columbia
subsid’s properties, swelled by the
acquisition of Hygo and Unity
Television.
Also on agenda will be sales
plans, publicity promotion and
merchandising aides.
The first
meeting, a four-day session, is be¬
ing attended by sales reps in east¬
ern, north central and midwestern
areas. The second in the series
will be held from Tuesday (12) to
Feb. 16 for sales reps In the south¬
ern and midwestern areas. Chair¬
ing the meets are Jerry Hyams, di¬
rector of syndicated sales, and Rob¬
ert Seidleman, sales manager ot
the department, both of whom
came over to Screen Gems from
Hygo and Unity.

Hollywood, Feb. 5.
At a thne when the major film
studios are decrying the shortage
of stars and the upward trend of
production, costs, CBS-TV Is going
to film a trio of "Playhouse 90”
dramas, each with a star-studded
cast, for approximately $150,000
each. While the 90-minute films
are . being made primarily for the
network’s Thursday night show,
there is some possibility that they
may also be released abroad as the¬
atrical features. In event this is done, the par¬
ticipating actors will receive addi¬
tional compensation, according to
prearranged stipulations in their
contracts.
By^ applying the know-how of tv
production to what amounts to fea¬
ture filming, CBS-TV is able to
gather an array of top name talent
at budgets that are less than
"quickies” at the major studios.
When the net decided on the move,
it handed production reins to Fihnaster Productions, which makes the
web’s "Gunsmoke” teleseries. How¬
ever, CBS will make the impor¬
tant decisions on the films, with
Filmaster actually the physical pro¬
ducer of the pix, no more.
To be filmed back-to-back in four
Weeks are "Lone Woman,” starring
Kathryn Grayson, Scott Brady,
Vincent Price, Raymond Burr and
Jack Lord, now being shot both at
California studios and in Tucson;
"Carbine Webb and the Four Sis¬
ters”
(tentative tag), starring
Helen Hayes, Ralph Meeker, Katy
Jurado and Janice Rule, shooting
in Tucson Feb. 16; and “Without
Incident,” toplining Errol Flynn,
Ann Sheridan, John Ireland and
Julie London, also to be shot , in
Hollywood and. Tucson, starting
Feb. 28.
Filmasters and CBS, in prepar¬
ing the films, are blocking each one
out carefully, scene by scene, to
keep production costs at a mini¬
mum. Application of cut-corner
but not quality methods learned
in half-hour vidpix production is
being made on the trio of "Play¬
house 90” films. As an instance,
instead of duplicating, props for
the Hollywood and Tucson filming,
CBS is shipping them from point
to point, a far le^ costly propo¬
sition than building two of each
item needed.

WATVtoTintUp
Its 2IMi Features
WATV intends to become the
fourth station in New York City
to go tint. Plan to acquire neces¬
sary color facilities is targeted for
autumn, and is closely allied with
the station’s acquisition last week
of 76 more 20th-Fox pix from Na¬
tional Telefilm Associates.
Compared to establishing color
facilities for live programming,
it’s a relatively inexpensive propo¬
sition buying the. necessary equip¬
ment to air multichromed celluloid.
In addition to the new 76 pix,
WATV is already running 52 others
from 20th. From that total, it’s un¬
derstood, there are at least 15 or
16 color features..
The station runs each picture it
controls for 16 performances over a
full week. By holding out the tint
product from the rest, WATV is
assured, .on this basis, of 15 weeks
of color programming.
Station, which paid approximate¬
ly $10,000 for each of the first 52
20th’s it bought from NTA, paid
the distributor an estimated $13,000 each for the next 76. The 70
were part of an overall NTA pack¬
age called "Rocket 86.” Pix are
running on the station at 7 p.m.
and 10 p.m. nightly and twice extra
on weekends under the title of
"Famous All-Star Movie.”
In addition to color planning,
the station has started beefing up
its sales staff. Eight out of the 10
availabilities on "FAM” are sold,
I
(Continued on page 44)
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feature period and share of .audience, since .these. factors reflect the ^ffecti/veness^
of the feature, and audience composition, ie. a late show at 11:16 p.m. would hardly
have any children viewers, but its share' of . audience may reflect dominance in that
time period. In the cities y^here stations sell their feature progrdmming on. a multb
stripped basis ntiUzing the same theatrical throughout the week, a total roBng for the
total number of shoy^nps for the.week is given, thermal rating.not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in. titles, the Usted features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed sTioip are as occurafe as conid
ascer¬
tained from a muttipHcfty of station and^ other data.

Variety’s weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research Bu¬
reau's latest reports, on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each
week, the 10 top-rerted features in a particular city unit be rotated.
Factors which would assist .distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
included in this Variety chart Listed below is such pertinent information, regarding
features as their stars, release year, original .production company and the preset^
distributor, included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid
to such factors as the time '.and day, the high and low ratings' for the measured

LOS ANGELES
TOP 1» TITLES AND OTHER DATA
1. HONKY TONK—
Clark^Gable, Lana Turner;
1941; MGM; MGM-TV
8. BILLT THE KID—
Robert Taylor; Brian Donlevy;
1941; MGM; MGM-TV
L KISS OF DEATH—
Victor Mature, Richard Widmark;
1947; 20th Century Fox; NTA
4. THE SEVENTH CROSS—
Spencer Tracy, Signe Hasso;
1944; MGM; MGM-'TV

,

9

PENNIES FROM HEAVEN—
Bing Crosby# Madge Evans;
1936; Columbia; Screen Gems

1; LOVE FiraS ANDY HARDY—
Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland;
1938; MGM; MGM-TV

$,
,

9

MY WILD IRISH ROSE—
Dennis Morgan, Arlene Dahl; .
1947; Warner Brothers; Associated
Artists Production
CROSSROADS—
Hedy Lemarr, William Powell;
1942; MGM; MGM-TV

9* THAT HAGAN GIRL—
Shirley Temple^ Ronald Rtagon;
1947; Warner Brothers; Associated
Artists Production .
It. THE PEOPLE Ts. DR. KILDARE—
Lew Ayres, Lionel Barrymore,
Lormlne Day; .
1941; MGM; MGM-TV

TIME SLOT
Colgate Theatre;
FrI. Jan, 11
8:00-10:00 p.m.
kttv
Million Viewer Theatre
Mon. Jan. 7
. 10:15-12:00 a.m.
KTTV
20th Century Fox
Wed. Jan. 9
7:00-8:55 P.m.
KTTV:^
Million Viewer Theatre
Fri. Jan. 11
10:30-12:30 a.m.
KTTV
7:30 Theatre
Tues. Jan. 8
730-9:00 p.m.
KTTV
Million Viewer Theatre
Thurs. Jan. 10
10:15-12:00 a.m.
KTTV
Premiere Showing
Sun. Jan. 6
' 7:30-9:30 p.m.
KTLA
Million Viewer Theatre
ip:19-12;00 a.m.
KTTV

< ARB
RATING
3K6

moB
31.6

LOW
29.9

SHARE or
AU|)IENCB
49.7

11.7*

13.0

8.0

41.4

Big Hit Movies
Fri. Jan. 11
11:00-12:30 a.m.
KNXT
Million Viewer Theatre
Tues. Jan. 8
10:19-11:45 p.m.
KTTV

DETROIT
1. BEAUTY AND THE BANDIT—
Milky’s Movie Party
Gilbert Roland, Ramsey Ames;
Sat, Jan, 5
1946; Allied Artists;
3:30-5:30 p.m.
M & A Alexander
"
WXYZ
Plus A Lad & A Lamp (Three Rascals)
NTA Film Feature
2. BARRICADE—
, Sun. Jan. 0
Alice Faye, Warner Baxter;
2:30-4:00 p.m.
1939; 20th Century Fox; NTA
CKLW
First
Run Theatre
S. AFRICA SCREAM£b—
Sun. Jan. 6
Abbott & Costello, Frank Buck;
l:p0-2:30 p.m.
1949; United Artists;
CKLW
M & A Alexander
Hollywood
Screening
4. BLANCHE FURY-rSat. Jan. 9
Stewart Granger, Valerie Hobson;
11:00-12:30 a.m.
1948; Eagle-Lion; NTA
WXYZ
Saturday Nite Movie
5. FLYING TIGERS—
'
Date, CKLW
John Wayne, Anna Lee;
Sat. Jan. 5
1942; Republic; Hollywood
11:15-1:00 a.m.
Tele^slon Service
Early Show, WJBK
6. BROTHERS IN THE SADDLE—
Sat. JTan, 5
Tim Holt, Richard Martin;"
1949; RKO; C & C
5:00-6:15 p.m.
Nightwatch
Theatre
7. ESCAPE TO GLORY—
Sat. Jan. 6
Pat O’Brien, Constance Bennett;
11:30-2:00 a.m.
1940; Columbia; Screen Gems
WJBK
FINAL HOUR-^
Ralph Bellamy;
1936; Columbia; Screen Gems
8. WHAT A WOMAN—
Nightwatch Theatre
Fri. Jan. 11
Rosalind Russell;
1944; Columbia; Screen Gems
11:30-2:00 a.m.
ONE-WAY TICKET;
WJBK
Lloyd Nolan;
1936; Columbia; Screen Gems
9. MUSIC FOR MADAM—
Nightwatch Theatre
Joan Fontaine, Lee Patrick;
Sun. Jan 6, WJBK
1937; RKO; C & C
11:30-12:45
10. GAYRANCHERO—
Family Theatre, CKLW
Roy Rogers, Tito Guizar;
Wed. Jan. 9
1948; Republic; MCA-TV
6:00-7:00 p.m.
10. APACHE ROSE—
Family Theatre, CKLW
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans;
Tues. Jan. 8
1947; Republic; MCA-TV
6:00-7:00 p.m.«

.
.
.
.
.
,
.
.
.
.

ABB
RATING
11.0
....

.8.1
. 4.1

11.6

8.9

16.3

16.1

11.6

7.2

39.1

7.2

7.9

6J(

10.9

6.4

6.8

4.6

23.2

Playhouse' 90...
.KNXT .. ..20.9
Big News... .KNXT ..
Tom Duggan....
.KCOP .. ...... 3.t

6.4

6.8

6.0

9.2

What's. My Line... .Kn3ct .. .39.3
Ed Sullivan ...
.KNXT ..
G. E. Theatre ..
.KNXT .. .3i,f

5.9

7.2

4.1

23.8

9.8

5.6

8.6

28.2

.17.4

Big News. .KNXT .. . 9.9
Big Sit. Movies^—
That Hagan Girl..... -KNXT .. .5.8
Do You Trust Your Wife. . KNXT ..
PhU Silvers...
KNXT ..
'.Wyatt Earp...
KABC . .

This Is YOur Life..
Twenty One...
News—^Baxter Ward
Tom Duggan.'..
Million Viewer Theatre-^
The Seventh Cross...

.KRCA.KRCA
.KCOP
.KCOP

.. .24.2
..
..
.. ...... 3.4

.KTTV

.. .10.6

5.4

6.3

a.9

19.8

Channel 9 Movie TheatreKing Kong.... .KHJ .... .14.7
News—Jack Latham. .KRCA ..
Big Hit Movies. .KNXT .. .2.9

9.8

11.4.

7.9

52.6

Pro-Hockey ... ..WJBK .... .... 7.8
Colorland ....WWJ. .... 46
Early Show—
Brothers In The Saddle_ .WJBK .... .... 5.1

9.1

9.6

8.2

45.0

Johnny Stagle.....WXYZ .... .... 6,2
Zoo Parade..
.WWJ . .... 7.9

7.6

9.0

6.4

35.5

World Adventure
96
, .WXYZ ....
Frontier Justice..► .WXYZ .... .... io!4
Grand Ole Opry.. r.WXYZ .... .... 5.0

6.6

-7.6

9.8

23.3

6.4

7.0

5.8

28.4

11 O’clock New.s..
,.WWJ
Miss Fairweather. .....# i
., .WJBK
Nightwateh Theatre—
Escape to Glory. .WJBK
Miss Fairweather .. .WJBK
Nightwatch Theatre—
Escape to Glory...WJBK

6.3

8.7

5.0

24.8

6.2

8,5

3.8 ^

45.3

r

5.7

Milky's Movie Party—
Beauty and the Bandit_ .WXYZ
Championship Bowling. .WXYZ
Hollywood Screening—
Blanche Fury. .WXYZ
Saturday Nite Movie Date—
Flying Tigers. .CKLW

. ... 1641
It 1
_
.... .... 7.8
.... ....lU
.... .... 7.1
.... ....11.0
.... ...13.6
.... .... 6.2
.... .... 5.4

7.9

2.6

55.9

Tonight . .WWJ ..... .... 4.0
Midnight Movie.. .WXYZ .... .... 2.7

5.5

4.1

57.4

Hollywood Screening. .WXYZ .... .... 3.2

4.6

9.0

4.1

12.6

Buffalo Bill, Jr.. .WXYZ .... ... 16.2
Realm of the Wild.... .WXYZ ..., .... 15.3

4.6

9.0

4.1

12.1

Superman ..... .WXYZ .... .... 17.5
Traffic Court. .WWJ . ... 28.3

5.0

'

MULTI-STRIPPED SALES
LOS ANGELES

TITLE AND OTHER DATA
FLIGHT FOR FREEDOM—Jan. «-7
Rosalind Russell, Fred McMurray;
1943; RKO; General Teleradio^
KING KONG—Jan. 8-11
Robert Armstrong, Bruce Cabot;
1932; RKO; General Teleradlo

STATION
KHJ

TOTAL
RATINGS OF
SHOW
ALL SHOWINGS
Channel 9 Movie Theatre
34.7

TOTAL
SHOWINGS

AVERAGE
RATING PER
SHOWING
5.8

HIGHEST
RATING PER
SHOWING
16.8
Tues. Jan. 8
9:00-10:55 p.m.

DETROIT
THE FARMER’S DAUGHTER—Jan. f-8
Joseph Cotton, Loretta Young;
Selznlck Studio; NTA
DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK—Jan. 9-11
Claudette Colbert, Henry Fonda;
1939; 20th Century Fox; NTA

CKLW

10.6

10.8

%

•

“
JANUARY, 1957
TOP COMPETING SHOWS
West Point ..
. KNXT
Zane 'Grey Theatre... .KNXT
Mr. Adam & Eve.... .KNXT
Playhouse^of Stars........... .KNXT
Robt. Montgomery Presents... .KRCA
Big ;News.... .KNXT
News-Jack Latham..
.KRCA
Tom Duggan. KCOP
Wednesday Night Fights. .KABC
Disneyland .. .KABC

Million Dollar Movie

46.0

6

7.7

11.3
Sun. Jan. 6
4:00-5:30 p.m.

Wedn«6da3r9 Februjiry 6, 1957

tTedmesday,: February 6, 1957

a fe^w of the guided missiles...to

Of feature film masterpieces... produced by

to all TV stations and all TV sponsors...from

20ih CENTURY-FOX... and available now...

NATIONAL TELEFILM ASSOCIATES

Wedtt^day, February 6, 1957

>^U,TOO, CAN CONQUER
fllVlE AND SPACE
...with astronomical ratings!

w
0 > 'H/c

iWS;

TIME:
'

You'fl own the fime^lHaf these bofsfcHirfing 20fh/^.
Century-Fox $uc<es$9$e appecrr on TV^ insofor
your competition is concerned* Feature films of this
calibre hove commonly caused station ratings to
skyrocket from 600% to 700%,
/.^y f.'
Youil own that precious 21-inch space on ypur ; f,'
viewers'TV screens>jeadlng stations and spphsofs^
to the . greatest sales opportunities they've evef.:''
known,

/

So mount these assured OlookbMsters

while there^^. ^

stiff,time and space to accommodate you.
Cffmb aboard the TV Rocket bl the I20th Century.*,nowf

Today, Phone, Wire, Write, or Radart

i

N tiLiwH^H

Harold Goldman, V.P. in charge of sales

1 NATIONAL lELEFILM n^SSOCIATES, INC
60 W. 55th STREET * NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • PHONE. PIAZA 7-2100
CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

•

MONTREAL

•

MEMPHIS

•

BOSTON

•

MINNEAPOLIS

Wf<liiefldAyy February 6» 1957
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Telepix is on^ a water-show spree. With Guild Films* **Captalii
Grief * Skein leading the pack, in the works are *‘Hari)or Com¬
mand/* out of the Ziv stable and already^ sold in a SO-^market deal
to Hamm Beer; ^'Tugboat Annie/’ which Television Programs o£
America has set for 39-film production; and a new Cambria Pro¬
ductions frogmen series starring Buster Crabbe due to start shoot¬
ing soon on the Coast. . A half-way entry is Zlv's "Annapolis/'
which obviously will have some water-themed sequences, and CaUfomia National Is shooting "The Silent Service," submarine series,
on the Coast.
Number of water-themed shows has been limited in recent sea¬
sons to four-Roland Reed produced "Waterfront" for MCA-TV
distribution; for a couple of seasons; NBC Film Division burned out
39 "Crunch ,ib Des" shows shot in Bennuda, and CMHclal Films set
"Buccaneers^" in the water-costume vein, as a netw(»k entry this
year.* There was also the CBS-syndicated "Long JTohn Silver."
Esther Williams, anyone?
_

TolBajorTV Expaoskm ii 5 Years
V ---Canadian television has grown ♦
by. leaps and bounds lit" four yeids
and the probabilty is that the num¬
ber of tv stations will double in
Esso Standard Oil has bought
the course of the next five years,
according to Lloyd Bums, general three Ziv shows for "stripping" In
Puerto
Rico, over WAPA-TV, Sail
manager and v.p. of Screen. Gems,
Juan.
Canada.
^
The three shows,' all dubbed in
Keeping pat^ .with that growth
Spanish, are "Mr, District At¬
is the Canadian outlet of Screen
Gems which, since Its organization torney," "Boston Blackle" ana
only a year and a half ago, has a "The Unexpected."
wide representation there on the
air, both in national and syndica¬
tion skeins, "doing a gross business
in the 'millicn dollar area. Screen
G^s, Canada, -also handles *400
features for the .EUglirii speaking
tv markets, ak well as serving as
a distribution outlet for other than
Screen Ckms iwopertles. It also
services the six French jspeaking
tv outlets, there with dubbed skeins
and dubbed or native French fea¬
tures.
Indications seem to be, according
General'Foods becomes the lat¬
to Bums, that the Canadian gov¬ est national advertiser to buy into
ernment will look vdth favor on
the request of private Interests to Associated Artists Productions'
open up competing tv stations in "Popeye" cartoons, in a deal that
those markets controlled by the foreseeably can hit $2,000,000 over
o&o’s of the Canadian Broadcasting a 60-market spread by year’s end.
Co. The present setup finds the )Last week, it was learned, Flav-RCBC in six English-speaking mar¬ Straws was ready to spend $3,000,kets, Including Toronto, and Otta¬ 000 annually in 1711 markets, nat¬
wa, with the remainder of the 34 urally at a slower pace than Gen¬
or 35, tv stations privately owned. eral Foods’ (for Post Cereals) fiveAll markets In Canada,.- at this 1 spots-a-week per city.
stage, are single station ones.
With the uncovery of the GenConcommittant with the request . eral Foods deal, through Benton &
of private interests. CBC has made Bowles, It was also learned that
known its bid to open outlets in much of AAP's cartoon profits will
markets held by private Interests. be directly dependent on national
Considering both the CBC and pri¬ spot sales. Conceivably, if these
vate interest, hopes and the cur¬ national spot deals keep on, the
rent applications fm: tv licenses in distributor will make more money
so-called "fringe" markets, from ^tban by means of ordinary station
60 to 70 tv stations In jCanada is 'sales. As with the sale of War¬
seen in another fiye years.
ners features by AAP, it was re¬
With the limited number of sta¬ vealed, considerable cartoon sales
tions, the single station factor and are made on the AAP profit plan.
The plan varies from ordinary
(Continued on page 42)
direct sale of cartoon or feature
product to stations. Sometimes,
AAP waives an inimediate cash
transaction for approximately a
50% share of all time and talent
revenue the station gets on the
strength of the celluloid. The sec¬
ond type of AAP profit sharing
deal provides that the station first
pay off a guarantee on the film ac¬
Fifth regional sponsor has pacti
quisition, then, after it recoups Its
for Guild’s "Captain David Griel
own costs, shares 50-50 with the
which kicks off Feb. 10.
Uti
distrib on true profits.
Beer, in the first major east coa
Hostess Bakery has bought four
purchase pf the adventure skei
"Popeye" markets, Frisco, L, A.,
bought an eight-station lineup.
San Diego and Tulsa, where it will
Seven New York state tv static;
play four to six spots a week each.
and one Pennsylvania outlet , a
Ted Bates handled the pact.
part of the purchase. Previous)
.
General Foods, this being its first
Stroh Brewery of Detroit boug
spot campaign concentrated in a
22 markets and Pearl Brewing
specific cartoon show, already has
Texas another eight, possibly nir
Detroit, Columbus, San Antonio,
giving Guild a big play from tl
Tulsa
and Lubbock and Wichita
sudsmakers. Standard Oil of Cal
Falls, Texas. A Benton & Bowles
bought 14, and D-X Sunray 40 st
spokesman
explained that the cli¬
tions. The syndicator says anotb
ent would pick up "Popeye" mar¬
io stations were sold on individu
kets as they opened up.
deals.
"Grief," based on Jack Lond<
yarns, preems Feb. 10 In L.i
Greggory Shifts East
* nsco, Phoenix, Seattle, Portlan
Jack Greggory, western division
Houston, Dallas, Toledo and Hon
manager of Ziv, has been shifted
mlu. Other opening-will follow
to the east, succeeding Albert
quick order, distrib said. The
Goustin, as eastern division sales
are 13 films, completed.
manager. Goustin resigned - re¬
possible .that t)
cently.
Pnni
B^es produced 1
Moving up In Greggory’s place
G^uild will algo be based on one
as Western division manager fs
me London stories. Negotiatio;
Allen Martini, former-assistant to
m said to be going on at presei
Greggory.

Esso Strips'Em in P.R.

In GF$ Tqieye
Spot Pnrcfaases

Grief’Grabs Fifth
R^lioiial Sponsor

Intlier’ Ban Protestants Ask FCC
BUT BIZ COBB For Hearo^ on WGN-TV License Kd
'

Only a handful of new telepix;
series has been put on the syndi¬
cation market since September-rZiv, contemplating a series on
and all of them are doing fine. Be¬ the Air Force Academy, as a sequel
to
"West Point" and "Men of An¬
sides factors such as quality, time
napolis," got its "wings" in the
availabilities, etc., the key to their air force project with the upcom¬
success is their parity, as compared ing "WP" episode to be aired Fri¬
to the new skeins launched on the day (8).
The episode, concerning West
market a year and two ago.
Since September, only six fresh¬ Pointers manning jet fighters,
; filmed at 'the George Air Force
ly produced skeinS have been- Base, Calif., allowed Ziv production
launched and are currently on the crews to familiarize themselves
air. Upcoming are two new fresh with technical problems, prior to
' series lor syndication, already put pilot shooting.
on the market, but not as yet aired.
Last year there were about 12
new series put on .the syndication
market during ^the same time
period, and the year before an es¬
timated 16. Compared to last year,
the drop of new syndication prod¬
uct is about 50%.
Not considered in this analysis
are second year productions for
such series as "Dr. Hudson’s Se-^
cret Journal." While such series do
represent freshly-made product for
California National Productions
the syndication market, they do not has set its- first British coproduc¬
reflect new properties. Nor are tion deal, with the vidpix series
[ first-run syndication series of net¬ imuddng a first in England as welL
work taken/in, for the same-reai- Deal is with Associated British
son, in addition to- the fact that Pictures, which while having done
they are not freshly luxMiuced physical production on some tele¬
properties for syndication.
vision series, has never packaged a
The new prop^es launched and series and handled above-the-line
aijred since ^ptember' include; production until no>V.
"Hawkeye and The Last of the Mo¬ . Deal was set in London bj^ Bob
hicans," Television Programs of Cinader. California National’s pro¬
America, sold in England, Canada gram development chief. Cinader
and a large West Coast regional; Is keeping the name and descrip¬
"Men of Annapolis," Ziv, about 125 tion of the property under VTaps
markets Inked with a multiplfeity because It will be a while before
of regionals; rSheriff of Cochise/’ production gets underway "and I
National Telefilm Associates, in don't want to. tip our hand this
about 110 markets; "Whirlybirds," early." But other details are avail¬
CBS Film. Sales, about *104 marl* able, Including the fact that Asso¬
kets; "SUtc Trooper,” MCA. Fal- ciated British is putting up, some
staff Beer has it in 71 markets of the money as well as handling
alone with other market* inked; the production and will get East¬
"O, Henry Playhouse,” Gross- ern Hemisphere, rights While Cali¬
Krasne, 82 markets.
fornia National takes the Western
Kicked off saleswise, but iiot yet Hemisphere .
on the air, are "Captain David
Deal is a first in another sense,
Grief,” Guild Films, due to debut according to Cinader, and that’s in
shortly, sold in about 85 markets; the approach to the production of
and "Harbor Command,’* Ziv, the show. It’s basically a "hands
bought by Hamm Brewing in a 55- off" situation, under which Cali¬
market regional. The only, one of fornia National will let the British
the lot that seemed to have run turn out the series on their own
Into trouble was Guild’s "Grief," without help and with no other
which hit a production snag, a sit¬ supervision than script approval
uation now said to be corrected.
and casting approval, the former
The drop in new syndication to assure that the series is right
properties this season can be for the American market, the lat¬
ascribed to a variety of reasons. ter just to cover accents.
With few exceptions, says Cina¬
Major distribs won’t launch a
series or a group of regionals until der, the British failed in the past
a large regional, or a group of to sense the requirements of the
regionals is hooked first, a pattern American market, and the films
wrought by the hard economics of produced there for the Yank mar¬
the market; local prime "A” sta¬ ket which have been successful
tion time is tighter now than it have been done by transplanted
has even been, limiting the possi¬ Americans like Hannah Weinstein
bility of proper showcasing; the and Sheldon Resmolds. Yet, when
disappearance of many smaller op- American firms seek a compromise
by assigning an American producer
eratoi-s in the field.
or director to British crews, the
result is Invariably failure, he
says.
Cinader believes the reason for
the failure ties in the approach.
Too often, the American company
in attempting to explain the needs
Formula with which WRCA-TV, of the market talk down to the
N.Y., gained a brief Sunday night British with an "Americans are
feature pix ascendancy in N.Y._
(Continued on page 42)
starting a feature at 10:30, break¬
ing for 10 minutes of news at 11
and resuming at il:10, five min¬
utes ahead of the WCBS-TV "Late
Show"—didn’t work so well last
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
■ weekend. Not only did the CBS-TV
For the second time, 20th has
110:30 "What’s My Line” bounce
funneled a property to its tv subjback to double the WRCA-TV fea¬ sid, TCF-TV Productions, for entry
ture rating, but -the WCBS-TV as a "20th-Fox Hour" vidfilm. Yarn
hews and "Lafe Show" both topped 1.V Williams Fay’s 1952 Satevepost
story "Seven Steps to Murder"
the WRCA-TV offering.
which had been handed to Henry
With WRCA-TV (the NBC flag¬ and Phoebe Ephron to produce.
ship) playing "Man With a Mil¬
Telefilm version, tagged "Threat
lion," with Gregory Peck starred, to a Happy Ending," will star Wil"Line" pulled down a ’28.2 Tren- liaih Bendix, Gene Barry and Lori
dex to WRCA-TV’9 14.9. At 11, the Nelson. A few'months ago, 20th
CBS news topped .WRCA-TV’s handed an original, "Cheese Stands
newscast, 21.6 to 16;3. And from Alone," to TCF-TV after being un¬
11:15 “to jhldnlght, "A Night in able to lick casting problems in¬
Bombay” on the "Late Show" volved in making it as a theatrical
topped "Million," 14.8 to 12.8.
feature.

Sv Tries hsTnp’

(jnader Sets Up
Brit Coproduction
Deal for Cal Nat

For ’Line’ & ‘Boinbay’

20TH‘SEVEN STEPS’
FUNNELLED TO TV

Washington, Feb. 5.
. 'The FCC was asked today
(Tues.) to bold hearing* on a pend¬
ing license application of WGN-TV
in. Chicago to determine whether
the station changed its policy re¬
garding broadcasting of controver¬
sial issues ^ when it cancelled a
scheduled telecast of the "Martin
Luther" fthn.
Request was made by the Action
Committee for Freedom of Relig¬
ious Expression, organized under
Protestant afispices, in connection
with an application for a license
to cover a constructidh permit
which authorized WGN-TV to go
full power.
ACFRB charged this application
"did not disclose that WGN Inc.
had changed Its policy to let the
public see arid hear all sides of
each important public issue which
confronts the Chicago public."
Committee pointed to represen¬
tations by WGN-TV In its last
three license renewal applications
that it believes its audience is "cntitlod to all sides of each Important
public Issue , . . debated by com¬
petent authorities holding diver¬
gent views.” Commission, ACFRE
asserted, granted the applications’*
on the basis of this representa¬
tion."
Cancellation of "Luther" film
last Dec. 18, ACFRB contended,
suggests that current policy of
WGN-TV L "Just the reve- se of its
representation* to the Commis¬
sion" add that station now feels
public "is not entitled" to all sides
of public Issues.
I
Regarding a reported statement
I by WGN-TV that tt cancelled the
I film because ef an- "emotional re¬
action" whlclfe tts scheduled show¬
ing had aroused, ACFRB declared:
["hi other words, just as soon as
the matter became one of public
controv«*y, the station swept the
entire thing off the air and did not
follow its smounceJ policy of let¬
ting the public hear both sides of
the controversy.
"This is a matter of importance
to the public and It should be a
matter of importance to the Com¬
mission. We do not believe it prop¬
er for a station to shift its policy
a fuR 180 degrees . . . without ac¬
counting to anyone."
U it is policy of WGN-TV to
“protect the Chicago public from
important controversial subjects”
ACFRB told Commission, the sta¬
tion "should no longer be entrust¬
ed with this broadca^ facility
which it is supposed
operate in
the public interest."
Committee suggested that hear¬
ings be held to determine "what
is" WGN-TV policy on controver¬
sial issues and whether its stated
policy Is a "true and accurate"
representation.

Lutheran Council
Rebukes WGN-TV
Atlantic City, Feb. 5.
The National Lutheran Council
would deal drastically with inci¬
dents like the cancellation of an
agreement to show the film, "Mar¬
tin Luther," over a Chicago tv sta¬
tion, it said In a strongly worded
resolution adopted Thursday (31)
as it held week long sessions here.
"Measures must be'taken to pre¬
vent such de facto censorship from
becoming a precedent to justify
similar freedom-throttling activi¬
ties In the future," the resolution
declared. The council represent¬
ing eight Lutheran branches with
5,000,000 members, said the can¬
cellation followed "pressure re¬
putedly emanating from Roman
Catholic sources.”
The resolution further charged
that the Chicago television station
WGN-TV violated American "free¬
dom of expression” when It can¬
celed "under pressure” an agreeipent to show the film, which de¬
picts the life of the 16th century
priest who sparked the Protestant
revolt from Roman Catholicism.
(Continued on page 42)
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Natkmal R^nal Spot Syndicalioii
Buys fw ’57 M at $125^000,1)011
The dimension., of national i.nd
regional syndication spot buys by
Advertisers for 1957 is forecast at
$125,000,000, the'figure encompass.Ing program and time charges, ac¬
cording to a *Ziv study of the U.S.
market.
The study, bullish on syndication
prospects despite features, diffi¬
culty In getting prime time periods
And other factors, further predicts
that the. total spending for syndica¬
tion shows by national and region¬
al sponsors this current year will
be about 20% higher than in 1956.
The researchers confined their
area of study to advertisers riding
on syndicated shows in two or
more markets.
The upsurge in telepix spot buy¬
ing by national advertisers, the
growth of ' large-scale re^onal
deals and alternate sponsors team¬

ing up in many markets, are fac¬
tors in the bullish prediction.
The way the Ziv execs figure it
out, about six out of every 10 syn¬
dicated program purchases in '57
by national and regional advertis¬
ers are'likely to be full sponsor¬
ship, usually In a long list of mar¬
kets. The remainder Is predicted
to be co-sponsorship, divided eith¬
er between two companies, or be¬
tween divisions or subsidiaries of
top firms.

ZIV'S 'ANNAPOLIS' SALE
Ziv has sold "Men of Annapolis"
in New York to WABC-TV and
American Safety Ra^or for a March
26 start. That's a Tuesday at 10:30
slot.
"Damon Runyon" reruns, cur¬
rently holding down that time, will
be switched elsewhere by WABCTV.
McCann - Erickson handled
the deal for American.

A Columbus Discovery
. Feature films In N.Y. have
found another sponsor adher¬
ent r— out - of - town stations.
WBNS-TV, Columbus, on the
premise that the large colony
of Gotham timebuyers also
watch television at home, has
purchased, spots on WCBSTV’s "Late Show” on Feb. 8
and 11, at 11:30. at night, to
■plug the merits of its own cov¬
erage and programs in Co¬
lumbus.
The use of spots in N.Y. as
a pitch to timebuyers isn’t a
new gimmick, but this is said
to be the first time a station is
using features (Metro, by the
way) as the vehicle for its
timebuyer-directed spots.

Edefman's 'Californian'
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
A new teleseries, '"The- Califor¬
nian,” will be filmed by Lou Edelman for ABC-TV, with Robert F.
Sisk to direct and Adam Kennedy
and Sean McClory to topline.
Lensing starts this month, with
a background of San Francisco
during the Gold Rush.

OF Stripes for Jiinkin
Raymond Junkin has been given
his veepee stripes at Official Films,
Junkin, formerly head of Of¬
ficial’s Dallas office, was brought to
New York nine months ago to be¬
come an aide to prez Harold L.
Hackett. His present areas of re^
sponsibility encompass relations
and liaison with nets, agencies, ad¬
vertisers, producers, talent, both in
U. S. and Official’s overseas Inter¬
ests.
The vacancy on Official’s board
of directors caused by the resig¬
nation of Herbert Jaffa has been
filled by the election of Leonard
O. Fischer to the board. Fischer Is
a general partner in the brokerage
and underwriting firm of John H.
, Kaplah & Co.

Lesttr^f Features for TV
Irving Lesser’s Major Television,
Inc., has acquired four features for
tv, "RolL Along Cowboy,” "Rawhide," "Hawaiian Buckaroo,” and
"Panamints Bad Boy.”
Deal was consummated with a
group identified with producer
Sol Lesser.

WOR-TVEiEpIonis
New Areas to &t
Off AD-Pix Kick
WOR-TV, N. Y., which recently
scotched some of Its theatricals to
add telefilms to its schedule. Is now
looking around for new areas to
explore, Hence, the pioneer tele¬
cast of ihe bridge tournament in
New York recently, the introduc¬
tion of a "live" bowling program
Saturday nights, the addition of a
"live" travel show.
Thinking is to make WOR-TV,
a film station-r-plus. When the
other six stations in the New York
market didn’t telecast first-run
features to the degree they do now,
WOR-TV, with its emphasis.,on
cinematics stood out in thb field.
But now, for example, with WATV
aping WOR’s "Million Dollar
Movie” format with .20th-Fox prod¬
uct and with the Metro features on
the late, show, WCBS, the RKO
Teleradio New York flagship is
turning to other directions.
First, it ivas the introing of a
number of skeins, with more indi¬
cated to be In the offing; Then,
experiments such as the bridge
show. Hope is to latch on to areas
of “live” programming with spe¬
cial interest appeal, but of wide
enough interest to get an audience.
It’s also felt that special Interest
shows in the New York market of¬
fers an audience equal to that of
mass appeal shows in smaller mar¬
kets, a belief that will be used in
WOR-TV’s selling pitch. Of course
shows done and contemplated in
the "plus” area must not be too
expensive for station to handle.
Incidentally, despite ther influx
of theatricals in market, WOR-TV’s
"MDM" remains SRO aponsorwlse
and according to Pulse figures is
doing better than last year.
In the "Ted Steele Show," beau¬
ty and glamour advisor Claire
Mann made her bow Monday (4),
chatting on tips to women and in¬
terviewing guests from 3:30 to 3:45
p.m., bringing with her a flock of
participating sponsors including
Tipetee, Glamour Bra, Grace
Homes Club Plan, Albert Carter
Hair Stylist and Pomatex. She will
be heard Mondays, Wednesdays
and. Fridays.
Previously, the
women’s features on the two-hour
program was handled by Ted
Steel’s wife, Cell Loman, who has
retired awaiting her baby’s arrival.

ABC-TV Droppii^
Tekfilin Discounts
'a new ABC-TV rate card is due
March 1. Two of the more signifi¬
cant inclusions, it’s reported, will
be elimination of a discount for
telefilm stanzas and an increase
by $6,000 for a "minimum buy."
Network is dropping the 2V^%
discount it is currently offering on
filmed shows. After March 1, time
on all shows, except those which
benefit from the new card’s sixmonth protection clause, will be
sold at parity. However, ABC-TV
will, somewhat as compensation,
double the discount on a firm 52week network contract from 2V2%
to 5%.
Unlike CBS and NBC tv net¬
works, which have "must buy" sta¬
tion lists, ABC maintains a "minmum buy" list. Simplifying, "must
buy" concerns the minimum num¬
ber of preferred stations an adver¬
tiser has to buy in order to qualify
at NBC or CBS. "Minimum buy”
is ABC’s way of maintaining a
minimum time expenditure by ad¬
vertisers, with bankroUers having
the option of which stations It
wishes so long as the total time
charges equal the minimum, which
at present is $30,b00 per half-hour
weekly. After the hike it will be
$36,000.
Increment is based on the time
cost for 130 affiliated stations
which 4s $44,662 per half-hour. As
usual, "Disneyland” will be ex¬
empted from the regular rate card,
with a half-hoiir weifty in thb Juve
show going for $56,000. It was re¬
ported that figure will not Increase
substantially, if at all, after
March 1.
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Linkroum-Tonighf
Continued from pane 29 sssssss

eral changes into the works for
the "Tonight” show, which
preemcd to disastrous notices a
week ago Monday (28) but has
since shaken down some of the
kinks.
On the production end, the staff
will be spli" in half, with an asso¬
ciate producer heading each pro¬
duction team. Each, crew will have
a week on and a week off, working
on the air the fiist week arid doing
preparatory work the second. Rog¬
er Gimbel has been named one of
the associate producers and Lihkroum is deciding on a choice for
the second.
Another change is the assign¬
ments for the six columnists on the
show, with LiiAftfoum feeling that
"we’ve made a mistake in using
them as special events reporters
instead of columnists.” He feels
show'could make better use than
it has of their talents as ‘‘experts
on America after* dark,” and will
keep them in their own field,
though hoping to avoid the bad
taste evident on opening night.
Search is still on for a femcee to
play opposite Jack Lescoulie in the
anchor spot. Reason a gal is. need¬
ed is first of all fo • commercials
(that’s a sales dept, must) and be¬
cause interplay between her and
Lescoulie can liven things up. Also,
in the works is more activity in
the RCA ‘Exhibition Hall anchor
studio in N.Y., with freer camera

movements and more on-camera
doings.
Two other changes are planned:
first, to slow down the .pace of the
show to a moro "comfortable” gait
—"i’ll admit we were switching at
an almost hysterical pace, and
that’s no good forjl:30 at night.”
Longer features will be used and
switching will be held to a mini¬
mum. Other element would be to
install a small combo in the anchor
studio both for entertainment pur¬
poses and as a standby emergency
filler unit in case of remote break¬
downs, etc.

Cellar
; Continued from

27

regulation, with its limited- anti¬
trust exemptions, industry-mindedness on the part of regulatory
agencies, and narrowly restricted
judicial review of agency determi¬
nations already have a formidable
effect on competition.” If the
courts cany their "judicial pre-.
dilection” too far in antitrust cases
,in the direction of the regulatory
agencies, it warns, the result "can
have grave implications for the
survival of the national policy fa¬
voring competition in the. indus¬
tries subject to Federal regula¬
tion.”
In a letter transmitting the re- ‘

ifinader

Come to the BMI TV CLINIC nearest
your city for a profitable exchange of
ideas and experiences on program and
operational problems.

FORT WORTH
(Texas Hotel)
MARCH 4 and 5

Each two-day clinic will feature
talks by qualified TV men on vital TV

•

subjects. And you’ll participate in

CHICAGO
(Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel)
MARCH 7 and 8
-•

as in full-scale bull sessions.

in the press and in the mail.

•

The BMI Clinics are presented as a
Station Service, There is no registration fee.

SAN FRANCISCO
(St. Francis Hotel)
MARCH 11 and 12

BROADC.tST MUSIC, INC.

^

Ni V.

Question and Answer periods as well

Watch for further announcements

ATLANTA
(Dinkler-Plaza Hotel)
MARCH 7 ahd 8

#

(
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5.^9 Fifth .Avenue. Ne\'. York 17. N. Y.
•
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•

Continued from patee 39 assaa.

Dallas—Bob E. Tripp has beCn
named manager of KIXL and
KIXL-FM, board chairman Lee
Continued from page 39
^
Segall oi Variety Broadcasting Co.,
announced. New assistant manager superior” approach.
This is es¬
is-Clifton G. Hahne.
pecially the case because the Eng¬
lish producers filming for the com¬
mercial networks there don’t have
the fiercely competitive^ .situation
that exists among the U.S.. net¬
works and their quality needn’t be
as high. But it’s thi.s fact that
should be stressed in the discus¬
sions, says Cinader, namely that
the U.S. market is so competitive
as to I'equire the highest produc¬
tion standards.
Consequently, the new show—
and Cinader stresses that the prop¬
erty was picked.and the deal made I
'because the show "demands to be
made in England; the costs are
nearly the same”—will be done en¬
tirely by Associated British. Cali¬
fornia National’s script supervision
will cover pacing, along with pos¬
sible passages or words which
might slight American minority
groups or overplay sex, two points
which Cinader observes the British
aren’t overly self-conscious about.
As for the rest of the Califor¬
nia National production timetable,
Cinader hopes to have three shows
ready for syndication by next Jan.
1. They are the new British show,,
the currently-shooting "The Silent
Service,” a submarine series, and
"Union Pacific,” a combination
western-railroad series on which a
pilot will be filmed soon . Also in
the hopper is a cavalry show which
will be put into work right after
the "Union-Pacific” series . Once
Cal Nat has its. syndication sales
staff busy, it will start to develop
properties for national sale.

PROGRAM CLINIC DATES

•

Lniheran Couneii

The Chicago statiori.$aid It dropped
the telecast because it did not want
to be a party to any interrfalth
ill will.
Adoption of
the resolution
started debate as to whether copies
should be sent to executives of the
Chicago Tribune, and whether they
had any part, in the cancellation.
The Tribune owns the station.
President of the Augustana
Lutheran Church, the Rev. Dr.
Oscar Benson, of Minneapolis, said
it was "quite clear” Tribune execu¬
tives ordered the cancellation, and
Norman Pader’s Post
wanted the resolution sent to them.
Norman Pader. former exploita¬ After debate he modified his state¬
tion director of NBC, has hooked ment' saying "it appears” and is
up with Continental Public Rela-- “almost certain” the Tribune 'had
tlons Inc. as veepee. The firm has | a p^rt in the matter. It was left up
been established several years but to the Council's staff officials, to
recently underwent reincorpora- decide whether* or not to send the
Tribunt the statement.
tibn.
‘The resolution, commended a re¬
Pader’s most recent berth was as
radio-tv chief of the American cently organized "Chicago Action
Committee
for Freedom of Expres¬
Heritage Foundation with which
he was connected for three years sion” for fighting the show can¬
and followed his NBC post. Be¬ cellation, and seeking an inquiry
fore the latter, he was asst, exploi¬ by government agencies. The Coun¬
tation manager of Republic Pic¬ cil urged- "other freedom-loving
tures, a p.r. exec'with H. A. Bruno Americans to be vigilant in de¬
Associates, and during World War fending and extending man’s hardH he was an Army correspondent. won freedom of expression.”

EVERY IMPORTANT PHASE OF TV
WILL BE COVERED
NEW YORK CITY
(Biltmore Hotel)
MARCH 4 and 5

V€dne»day» Fcbruiury

"

port to the Subcommittee* ChairmaoL Cellar said that testimony
taken at hearings by his group "re¬
veals tlie existerce of a trend on
the part of the Federal courts of
declining to decide antitrust suits
against members of regulated in¬
dustries and of referring such
cases , to the regulatory agencies
for preliminarj^ decision.”
Such action is being taken, he
explained, "pursuant to a'judicial
doctrine called primary jurisdic¬
tion, a doctrine which is being ap¬
plied not only to private suits but*
also to injunction suits and crim¬
inal prosecutions instituted by the
Department of Justice,”

Toronto

•

Montreai

Screen Gems
Continued from page 39 —
the lone CBC network, and with
filmed programs from both Amer¬
ica and Britain hitting'the market,
Canada is a tough competitive area
for film. And it is in this situation
that Screen Gems, Canada, has.
grown, getting network exposure
for two dramatic anthologies de¬
rived from "Ford Theatre,” and the
following skeins "Father Knows
Best,” "Circus Boy,” and "Adven¬
tures of Rin Tin Tin.” In national
syndication is the "Patti Page’*
show, placed in 20' English-speak¬
ing markets, "Jungle Jim,” and
"Damon Runyon,” among others.
Screen Gems, Canada, and Telepix Movies, Ltd,, both Canadian
companies, have an interlocking
management. Telepix Movies re¬
cently made a deal for network
exposure on "Sir Lancelot,” distrib¬
uted in the U.S. by Official Films.
CBC, incidentally, has la or 12
interconnected stations in its net
and has plans to expand to web.
Burns hopes to get Screen Gems,
Canada, into telepix production,
feeling that it is now eponomically
feasible and that Canada now of¬
fers the production facilities. As to
Canadian tastes, they’re very much
as they are in the States, he adds.
Schenectady—A dinner honoring,
Howard Tupper, WGY announcer'
and WRGB-^TV weatherman, on his
20th anniversary with the 50,000watt radio station, was given Sun¬
day night (3) by co-workers.
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600 Flock to ^rb
B’casters Dinner to Pay
Homage to
Husing
By ART WOODSTONE
Ted Husing AVas on hand to re¬
ceive'*" double honoris from the
Sports Broadcasters Assn. oLNew
York. Many of the €100 broadcast
and sports people attending SBA’s
10th annual award dinner Thurs¬
day (31) believed that it might
have been his valediction.
The gaunt, ailing Husing was
given The Graham McNamee Me¬
morial Award py the organization
he started 16 years ago, And the
new Ted Husing Award was named
and presented in his hopor.
He appear^ed on the well-popu¬
lated dais at the Hotel Roosevelt,
to the surprise of a number of
attendees "Who heard he was too ill
to appear, and sat quietly as the
accolades poured forth. .
Len Dillon, current SBA prexy,
deferred to NBC prexy Robert
Sarnoff in makmg the McNamee
Award. Sarnoff said that Husing
and the man in whose name he
received the award were the two
most famous sportcasters in broad¬
cast* history.
"NBC came into existence a lit¬
tle. more than 30 years ago,” Sar¬
noff recalled. (The time approxi¬
mates Husing’s 'career Wliich. began
with WJZ, flag of-€he'old Blue
network). “In that time," SaTnoff.
continued, "sports have become
one of the -prime bulwarks of
broadcasting. They were responsi- .
ble for making the netv^orlrs rise
so fast.”
When the microphone waS turned
over to Husing, he saiij, "Not very
long ago they operated on me for^
a brain tumor, so I can no longer
see.' But I can hear and sometimes
I can feel.
“I have ‘ the greatest feeling I
have ever had,” he said. Visibly
moved throughout the evening, he
offered his next line as lightly as
he could. "The things which have
been said about me, which'are con-;
summate lies—to the nth degree
—do not have to be seen but are
felt inside. To receive this award
from
cpllegues overcomes me.”
Thoilgh he couldn’t see, Husing
was wearing glasses. He extended
his left hand in the general direc¬
tion of the audience, and thanked
all present, then singled out Maj.
Gen. Gar Davidson, superintendent
at West Point, who, as an old
friend, spoke a short while before
the McNamee award waff-tendered,
and another veteran spbrtcaster on
the dais, Clem McCarthy. ,
Second most affecting scene of
the evening was the receipt of'the
initial Ted Husing-A ward by Jim
Graham, the kid who vacated his
Olympic berth last fall to make
room for someboiiy else. It seemed
he was nearly as greatly moved
as Husing.
In the background, the denizens
of Jacob’s B^ach and Coogan’s
Bluff, who appeared in the biggest
number of last year’s award din¬
ner, achieved new heights at this
year’s affair. An overwhelmingly
noisy bunch at the last annual ses¬
sion, they became quiet and at¬
tentive in the move from the base¬
ment of the Park Sheraton to the
mezz of the Roosevelt.
It was the largest dinner, by far,
held by SBA. Last year, an execu¬
tive of the group reported, atten¬
dance at the $20-dOllar-a-plate feed,
.was 250. By moving over to I lie
Roosevelt, SBA was able to* accom¬
modate an additional 350. Last
year, sports people seemed to rep¬
resent the largest group of diners,
but at the Roosevelt, they were
believed to have been outnumbered
by the advertising and broadcast
executives. First SBA award din¬
ner was held a decade back at the
Ruppert Brewery for 100 or so
people.
Edward R. Murrow acted as
toast master, clicking big with the
assemblage.
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Going places!
Meet

Aggie,** the

fastest, freshest new half-hour film series of the season.

Pretty Joan Shawlee plays Aggie, the fashion buyer, whose free-wheeling,
breezy excursions in and out of worldwide markets catapult her into merry and
mysterious foreign entanglements! Here's comedy-adventure for
all audiences, all ages.. .with matchless merchandising
and promotion advantages built right into the script.
Aggie’S** going

See

Aggie**,

places.’.. and so is any advertiser who travels with her!

For details, prices, and audition print, phone, write, wire, or walk right over to

EEO TELEVISION ^

1440 Broadway
New York 18

a division of

RKO TEIERADIO PICTURES, INC.

LO 4-8000

Vedneftday, Fcbrnnry 6, 1957

babio-tbu^sion

Radio Reviews
FDR—A PORTRAIT IN SOUND
With Eleanor Roosevelt, Arthur
Schlesinger Jr.; Earle Hyman,
narrator
Producer-Writer; Henry Morgcnthau III
Director; Richard Nelson
Editoi-ial Consultants: Joseph Lash,
Gertrude Rosenstein
55 Mins., Wed. (30), 8 p.m.
WNYC, New York (transcribed)
WNYC organized a 55-niinute
radio' program last Wednesday
(Jan. 30) about the life of the late
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who
would hav^ been 75 this year had
he lived. The municipally-owned
New York City station only proved,
through the job it did, that radio
has a great interest in and capac¬
ity for these documentary profiles.
If taken alone, “FDR—Por¬
trait In Sound” was an excellent
program. But to consider WNYC
(which when compared to the radio
networks has neither the person¬
nel nor the dollars)- in light of the
growing number of other documen¬
tary studies on all measure of peo¬
ple and things, the stanza last week
had its shortcomings.
As a study in depth, it lacked
sufficient comment by the late
President’s enemies and critics. It
summed matters up through an in-1
cisive statement by historian Ar-I
thur Schlesinger Jr. but the pro¬
fessor’s words, while they had au¬
thority and perspective lacked the

Oldtime steamboat; races along
our Ohio River Valley were often
close, and hazardous to put your
money on. Quite different from
today’s audience race among
TV stations. When ypu put your
money on WSAZ-TV, you’ve
picked THE winner. Survey after
survey gives the title to this 69county giant — and the latest
Nielsen is no exception. Consider
these WSAZ-TV ihargins over
the next-best station;

roundness that NBC, for instance,
gives its portraits in sound—by ap¬
proaching people who Intimately
knew the subject at hand yet
didn’t like it or him. Granted, that
on a commemorative show such as
this, it may not have been produ¬
cer-writer Henry Morgenthau’s in¬
tent H feature downbeat elements.
Morgcnthau,'who had help in ar¬
ranging lus content from Joseph
Lash and Gertrude Rosenstein,
turned to. FDR»s wife, Eleanor, a
woman noted for her brightness
and fairness, fpr a number of re¬
vealing studies regarding the “su¬
preme social experimentalist,” as
Schlesinger called him. Much of
FDR’s famous 'speeches were ex¬
cerpted and inserted in the special
stanza. In retrospect/ particularly
for the younger people, they, also,
were rfevealing. Earle Hyman’s
narrative, which was nicely paced
with the help of director Richard
Nelson, was rendered well if a
shade too pontifically.
Art.
REPORT FROM WASHINGTON
With Robert G. Spivak, Sen. WUliam Fulbright, guest
Producer: Leon Goldstein
Writer: Spivak
15 Mins., Sun., 9:30 p.m.
WMCA, New York (transcribed)
There’s'nothing very exciting to
report about “Report from Wash¬
ington,” a transcribed radio pro¬
gram bowing on WMCA,’ New
York, last Sunday (3). The quar¬
ter-hour stanza by the station,
which uriquesjiionably is more con¬
scientious about its public affairs
and public service programming
than any other indie in town, was
a listless piece arranged and run
by Robert Spivak from the capital,
who will Interview a different solon
each week on Federal issues. '
Spivak began by giving a color¬
less, though intelligent, introduc¬
tion to an examination of Eisen¬
hower’s Middle East Doctrine, and
he swerved directly into question¬
ing Sen. William Fulbright of Ar¬
kansas. In the course , of the ap¬
proximately 11-minute-long inter¬
view, Fulbright put his finger on
one of the show’s greatest prob¬
lems. To a question asked by Spivack, Fulbright submitted that the
answer might perhaps be too com¬
plicated to give in such a short
amount of time.
. As these things happen, the sen¬
ator’s apprehension proved ground¬
less, since he nianaged to squeeze
out a complete answer in far less
time than he obviously expected
himself. Nonetheless, his doubts
apply in a broad sense, since its
highly unlikely Spivak will ever
be able to get much information in
depth in 15 minutes.
Art.

Tele Reviews
^ Continued from page 29

hour was Raymond Massey’s, re¬
corded reading of a Lincoln auto¬
biographical sketch with Sandburg
and Newman breaking in with com¬
ments and anecdotes. If anything
there was too much Massey and too
little Sandburg. His reading of
Lincoln’s paean to the Declaration
of Independence was a high spot.
Whole thing was tastefully rig¬
ged and unfolded with the pro¬
fessional polish that generally can
95,670 more homea per month be anticipated for anything the lo¬
cal Columbia station attempts.
Dave.
99,430 more homes per week

101,130 more daytime homes,
FOR GOD AND COUNTRY
weekdays
With Wai Rogers Jr., others
Producer: Jack Kuney
100,580 more nighttime
Director: A. Weston
homes, weekdays;,./'
Writer: Martin Plissner
WSAZ-TV steams with compar¬
able popularity across a fourstate, domain wherein almost
$4,000,000,000 buying power
awaits advertisers who like to
ride with the winner. The gang¬
way is down at any Katz office.

WSAZ, Huntington & WGKV, Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency

30 Mins., Sun. (3), 3:30 p.m. .
CBS-TV, from Hew York
CBS Public Affairs division tied
up with the American Legion’s
“Back To God” movement with a
half-hour salute to the four chap¬
lains who died together on the
troopship U.S.S. Dorchester when
it went down in North Atlantic on.
Feb. 3, 1943.
The story of the chaplains’ sac¬
rifice was handled effectively and
without dramatics in narrative by
people who' knew them and their
next of kin. It was done with sim¬
plicity and good taste and the
message hit home. Will Rogers Jr.
emceed with the proper warmth
and the 160-voice West Point
Chapel Choir supplied a good musi¬
cal setting with workovers of sev¬
eral hymns.
Secretary of State John Foster
Dulles was, beamed in from Wash¬
ington for'a niessage from Presi¬
dent Eisenhower and Dan Daniels,
the American Legion’s national
commander, spoke of the org’s
“Back To God” program. It all
added up to a touching half-hour
for a Sunday afternoon.
Gros.

B&W Boys Big Chunk
Of Doug Edwards Show,
Newscaster Near SRO
Douglas Edwards, who for the
past couple of months has been
sustaining three days a week on
his CBS-TV “Douglas Edwards &
the News,” jumps ohto the near
SRO bandwagon around the first
-of April when Brown & William¬
son Tobacco takes the show for two
and one-half quarter-hours a week.
The B&W buy involves cvery-week
sponsorship of two segments plus
alternate-week bankrolling of a
third.
B&W purchase, via Ted Bates,
now puts the show in the position
where it’s sold out nine out of
every 10 broadcasts, with pnly one
alternate-week quarter-*hour open.
American Home Products, a long¬
time Douglas .sponsor, has the
other two days. Buy, incidentally,
reflects a Brown & Williamson up¬
beat on news, sponsorship—^nly a
few weeks ago, the ciggie outfit
laid out $2,100,000 net for pur¬
chase of NBC ^Radio’s five-minute
news pattern involving cosponsor¬
ship of 85 capsules a week.
As to the competitive situation_
among the three television net¬
work newscasts, Edwards leads the
pack in the second December Niel¬
sen listings with a four-day aver¬
age of 15.6, compared with 11.9
for NBC’s Chet .Huntley-Dave
Brinkley combine and 7.5 for
ABC’s John Daly, the latter two
averaged on a five-day basis.

with WPIX include; Wander COi
with “Captain Midnight;” SevenUp with “Soldiers of Fortune;'*
Chunky . with “Foreign LegloU;”
the latter twice a week;; H. J.
Heinz, “Studio .57;” “Ballantine
with “Highway patrol;” American
Home'' Foods, “Stage 7;” Morris
Candy, “Buffalo Bill Jr.;” and
Emerson Drug, “Science Fiction
Theatre.”
Under the heading of new biz,
Duffy Mott has joined Winston
Cigarets in buying half sponsorship
of “Whirlybirds,” the new series
which kicks off tomorrow *.(7) at
7:30 p.m. Dale Pmee Studios have
bought a half-hour period on Sat¬
urdays at 5 p.m. for a variety show
to be emceed by deejay Murray.
Kaufman, tentatively titled “Spot¬
light.” Latter show debuts Satur¬
day (9).^
Kellogg has bought half-spon¬
sorship of “Popeye” on Saturdays
and with Bactine buying half-spon¬
sorship on Sundays, it puts the
SRO sign up on the “Popeye” Sun¬
day through Monday strip. Nation¬
al Biscuit Co.’s special' products
division has purchased the 10 to
11 p.m. segmenf-^f the Westmin¬
ister Kennel Club Dog Show at
Madison Square Garden Monday
and Tuesday (11, 12).
Recent renewals include United
Vintners for half-sponsorship of
seven skeins and Piels Beer and
Robert Burns for ”Mr. District
Attorney.”.

BMI SETS SPEAKERS
FOR PROGRAM CUNICS
.Twenty-one station, executives
have agreed so far to-address one
of the five Broadcast Music Inc.
television clinics to be given in
March. Previously, BMI only held
three of the two-day clinics.
Fifty names will be listed as
speakers by the time .the roster is
completed, 10 appearing at each
of the five two-day meets. New
York‘ and Fort Worth are set for
March 4 and 5; Atlanta and Chi¬
cago for March 7 and 8. and Frisco
for Mai;ch 11 and 12.
Clinids will take up at least 11
video subjects, including “Local
Low Cost Programming,” “Day¬
time Programming,’^ ‘.’What’s Left
for Live Programming?”, “Film
Shows,” “Program and station pro‘motion,” “Public Affairs” and Pro¬
gramming for Children.”
Among the speakers are Ward
Quail, WGN-TV, Chicago; Don
Schiffman, WBKV-tV, Chicago;
Don De Groot, WWJ-TV, Detroit;
Alex Keese, W^'AA-TV, Dallas;
Gordon Gray, WOR-TV, New York;
Norman Knight, WNAC-TV, Bos¬
ton; Otto Brandt, KlNG-TV, Seat¬
tle; Sam Cook Dlgges, WCBS-TV,
New York; Frank Fogarty, WOWTV, Omaha; Charles Vanda,
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, and
"James Kilian, WAAM-TV, Balti¬
more.

ABC-TV Takes Option On
Mrs. Ameri(ia Pageant
ABC-TV has taken an option
through the end of February on a
show on the Mrs. America Inc.
beauty pageant Saturday, May 11.
Network, which did another of
these shows a few years ago, indi¬
cated that the show from Fort Lau¬
derdale, Fla., would^only be' done
on a sponsored basiSt

RCA Ups Price Od

WPIX
5S=S Continued from paire 33

MetrO'TV
Continued from pace 33

category as “Metro Theatre.” Be¬
ing readied for scripting are “Min
and Bill!’ and “The Thin Man/’
with “Scaramouche” also an early
starter for summer sale;
Sales policy for old Metro fea¬
tures in unsold markets is now
being formulated at meetings in
the east. Charles C. “Bud” Barry,
head of Metro’s tv activities, and
Maurice Gresham, western sales
head, are now in N.Y. for sessions
with Metro distrib toppers. With
most of the key markets locked up,
it is cohSidered likely that the fuU
package of over 700 features will
be broken up into smaller groups
for easier sale in sejcondary mar¬
kets. How this will be arrived at
and the composition of the “bun¬
dle” isi; now being resolved.
While east, Barry and Gresham
will confer with agencies and
clients on their fall requirements
and upon their return to the
-studio, the .first vidpic series will
be geared for early production.

WATV

Hopes for contlnCiing reductions
in the price of color sot? leading
to greater tint clrculatldh received
a setback this week Wl^n RCA
over the weekend hiked prices on
thpee of its 10 color units. More¬
over, Charles P. Baxter, Vvp. and
general manager of RCA-Victor
Television Division, warned that
“presej^t indications are that it
may become nece^ary to make
further^ increases on aU* models by
next Summer.”.
V
'
•Baxter, said, “We know there is
no possibility 'of. reducing our
prices; .on current RCA Victor color
television receivers.” . Price in¬
creases, ranging from $45: to $5o,
affected only three console models,
with RCA’s lowest-priced tint ret,
the $495 model, unaffected'by the
hikes. But the warning about in¬
creases next summer Would involve
the $495 set a$
thus erasing
what has become an - industry
standard of a $50();sef. MddelS cur¬
rently affected are. the W^cott,
rising from $695 td $645, the Dart¬
mouth, increased fifonj $659 to4695
and the Whitley, up from ;$B95 to

Fealnres v$, Webs
Continued trom pkxe 33 5S5sa

hours for theatricais. has 'militated
against blue^hippers buying the¬
atrical progkmming pn a national
spot scale.
Ratings; What happens during a
non-rating week when othw than
the triple A type pix are exposed.
Agency research departments have
been watching the ratings and will
continue to do so/but they have a
lot of reservations about their con¬
sistency in other than.a few mar¬
kets and t h e4r comparative
strength against network shows in
particular markets in - prime time
periods on a day-to-day, hour-tohour basis.
There is general a^jeement thk
top theatricals have strengthened
the attractiveness of many spot
,buys» Rut the ebst factor, coupled
with the aforementioned problems,
time blocks. and reservations, all
make the barometer read no whole-^
sale blue-chip advertisers defec¬
tions from the nets for features.
Pittsburgh—Joseph C. Laconi.
former Larry Clinton musician and
arranger, has been moving up since
he quit the tbad several years ago
to go into radio in his Rome town,
nearby Butler, Pal Laconi just’
been named program director for
tv station WIQU and radio station
WIKfe in Erie, Pg.
.

Continued frpiu pafi:e 33

and with, the station approaching
SRO, . it’S;; said that Irving Rosenhaus, . station chief, Is mulling a
repeat'showing of, the films in thb
early" oftemoonr To help; .imhlenient additional
sales, particularly, for feature films,
Larry Wynn has been hired. Wynn
is former; sales chief, at WABC-TV
and before: that at WABD. He’ll
report to Ed Cosmah, WATV sales
manager.
»
V. . Other New Yptk stations ..with
color 'facilities av© two network
keys,;. ; WCb'S-TV ahd WRCA-TV,
and WabD.

iimr.i

lAnORNEYi#

Mgf.i Wlinztii: Morris' Aftaev .
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#8 AMONG ALL NETWORK
SHOWS ALL WEEK!
BEATING: #9 Disneyland
#10 Godfrey’s Talent Scouts
. . . and many others
ZIV tiL^ISION PROGRAMS/lhc.

Cincimiati/Chicago; Hollywood/
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Marx Bros, an AIso'Ran As
WRCA-TV‘Roaring 20’s’
Scores Smashing 25.2

WORLD TELEVISION PREMIERE

“THE

WRCA-TV. NEC’s N. Y. flagship,
upset the Gotham feature film pic¬
ture completely over the weekend
with its Sunday night (27) showing
of “The Roaring Twenties.” Sta¬
tion easily knocked off the. longdominant “Late Show” on WCBS- ,
TV with an ll:10-to-conclusion
Trendex score of 25.2 to 9.4 for “A
Night at the Opera” on the “Late
Show.” Earlier, WHCA-TV'S local
a 10 iiriii news
the CBS-*
T¥ “Sunday Hews Speeial” by a
31.5 to 14,2 eaipit, , wlille in ■ the
10:30-11 period, the first portion of
“Roaring 20’s” climbed tp within
four points of the long-supreme
“What’s My Line,” scoring a 21.5
to 25.0 for “Line.”

,,.and this is whafs happening evefywhere...
every time...with AAP Warner Bros, feature films!

Th, oriKintt uncut pruduetlon ufMurk HelIinR«r‘t iloiy of . hur.l.boiUd or*.

345i Madison Ave., N. Y,
Y. C. K
■ MUrra>
MUrray Hill 6-2323

TONIGHT 10:30 PM

FRCA-TV 4
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From the Production Centres
, Continued from paRe 26
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Film Productions as an account exec .,. Keystone Broadcasting notched
its 17th anniversary last week. Transcribed web now has 9?0 affiliates
John Bell new WBBM sports writer in place of Tom Flaherty now
with Life mag . . . Morgan Ryan added to NTA’s sales Chi office and
will specialize in pushing the firm’.'! new syndication properties . . . Na¬
tional Tea has bought in as alternate sponsors of Ziv's “Men of Annap¬
olis" and CBS-TV Films’ “W'hirlybirds” on WGN-TV . . . Howard
Christensen’s office now representing Jack Chertftk and Apex Produc¬
tions . . . WIND’S “Nite Watchman” currently helnied by deejay Bob
Porter, is in its 21st year as a midnight to 6 a.m. disk marathon ...
Mary and Maurice Merryheld, hosts of WMAQ’s daily “Radio Journal,’
moderated a “Report on Chicago” panel at the Women’s Advertising
Club seminar Monday (4) . . . Oliver J. Dragon, member of ABC-TV's
“Kukla, Fran & -011ie” troupe, to make a recording for Illinois'Bell
Telephone’s answering so vice.

fy\ LONDON ...
Orchestra leader Mantovani, recently back from a U.S. tour, will
take over the Associated Television Sunday spot-from Liberace for six
weeks . . . Program titled “Christian Cabaret” is to be produced for
commercial tv on March 3. The show, which will be in thfi Associated
Television series “About Religion,” will feature rock ’n’ roll and ball¬
room dancing, and will close with dancers kneeling in prayer . . . Scoop
for Associated-Rediffusion’s news feature program “This Week” on
Friday (l),'was an on-the-spot interview with the leader of the Irish
Republican Army, much wanted by the authorities. His face was not
shown . . . Barry Cohon is working in London oh a new tv series for
release in America . . . The Polish State Dance Co., currently appearing
In London will be featured in BBC-TV’s show “Music At Ten” on Sun¬
day (10).

IN WASHINGTON . . .
“Omnibus” emcee Alistair Cooke here thife week to highlight kickoff
of National Symphony fund raising drive . . . Hugh O’Brian, the Wyatt

Eastern Airlines
Continued from page 25 ssiiss
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fWGAl-TVi
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NBC and CBS

|

i 316,000 WATTS

1955, National asked “how dilatory
can^ou get?”
Eastern told the Commission that
“it simply would not make sense to
allow National to have at its dis¬
posal the tremendous competitive
weapon on a tv station on its com¬
petition with its newly-authorized
competitor, Northeast, and its older
competitor, Eastern.”
If National gets the station, said
Eastern, it would use it to bring its
name before the public “in almost
every phase of its tv operations.”
The effect, it said, would be to
“siphon off” a substantial part of
Eastern’s business and Northeast,
also, would be adversely affected.
Eastern said it is now at a “cri¬
tical period” in its history, that it
is committed to a $425,000,000 re¬
equipment program, that it is oper¬
ating 3,000 more capacity than last
winter but experiencing only an
800 traffic increase. Company said
it is advertising heavily and that
the only way it could offset owner¬
ship of a tv station by National
would be to increase fares. -

Magnuson
Continued from page 27

1/917,320 TV sets
989,605 families
3V2 million people

$5% billion
annual Income

with respect to network practices
and pay tv.
Subscription tv, the Senator ob¬
served, “seems to be creating con¬
siderable interest.” But the Com¬
mission, he pointed out, initiated
rulemaking proceedings nearly two
years ago and has not acted al¬
though it received final comments
in September of 1955.
The Committee requested and re¬
ceived $225,000 for its various in¬
vestigations, including tv, for the
period from Feb. 1 to J.an. 31, 1958.
The bulk of this budget goes to pay
salaries of its staff of legal, re¬
search and clerical personnel.

$3y3 billion
retail sales

NBG'TV Daytime

...•/A

Continued from page 27

316,000 WATTS
STEINMAN STATION

sssss

“Queen” is now the highest-rated
daytime show on the air, with a
homes-delivered count of 4,222,000
on an average audience basis. This
homes delivered figure is higher
than that of 20 out of 37 nighttime
shows on ABC-TV, the web con¬
tends.
On the sales front, NBC is up in
weekly daytime commercial quar¬
ter-hour units whil^ CBS is down.
NBC’s commercial quarter-hours
rose 44%, from 11.45 per" week
last year' to 16.53 a week this
January. CBS dropped nearly,
6%, from 29.08 a week last year to*
27.48 this January.

C^AIR McCOLLOUGH, Pres.
Representative

the MEEKER company, inc.
New York"
Chlcigo

Los Angeles
Gan Francisco

Hollywood—Manager of new
Casper, Wyo., tv station, KTWOTV, is C. Van Haaften, formerly
program director of KOA-TV, Den¬
ver, named by Harriscope Inc., of
Bev Hills, station owner. Station
went on air Feb. 1.
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Earp of tv, here next month at annual powwow of National Rifle Assn.
. . , Following participated in a Visual Workshop sponsored by U.S.
Dept, of Agriculture: CBS director of D.C. news Ted Koop; NBC-TV
exec Barry Wood' and Redi Davis, Ed Bennett, and Stan Parian, all
NBC . . . Under Secretary' of Navy Thomas Gates Jr., headed list of
Navy brass attending luncheon preview of “Men of Annapolis,” which
makes its debut locally over WTOP Tuesday, Feb. 1-2, 7 p.m. Spon¬
Carl Byoir who died Sunday (3)
sors for the Ziv series are Sunbeam Bread and Esskay Meat Products
. . . Deems Taylor tees off a new Monday-through-Thursday music com¬ at 68 .was more than the foundermentary series over WGMS this week , , , Sportscaster Jim Gibbbns, proprietor of one of the nation’s
who ankled WMAL past week,-has Signed with radio station WOL and
largest public relations organiza¬
with WBC-TV, NBC station, for a nightly show.
tions. He was a longtime back-stage
influence because of his intiinacy
with policy level decisions within
Lloyd E. Yoder, NBC veepee and general manager of WRCV^TV, corporations with important fran¬
presented Check for $8,744 to Women’s Medical College climaxing sta¬ chises in the broadcast media.
tion’s sponsorship of game between Pliila. Ramblers and the U.S. World
Probably best identified to most
Hockey Team .
Gunnar Back, WFIL-TV special events and hews di¬ broadcasters as PRcounsel to the
rector, lectures to Penn State Journalism students earlymext month .., Radio Corp. of Aiherica, Byoir had
quietly functioned in the back¬
WFIL-FM adds weekend programming to its Monx-Fri. sessions
. ground of a >^de variety of con¬
George Gobel here (6) to accept distinguished achievement award sumer activities, among them the
from the Golden Slipper Square Club ... As followup to Johnny Lup- Hallmark Cards Hall of Fame pro¬
ton’s visit on Chief Half town’s WFIL-TV program station received over gram. Byoir shop also represented
3,000 letters . . . Jim Bonner joins WRCV staff replacing former sports Scheaffer Pen, Atlantic & Paciiic,
director Herb Carneal who ankled to Baltimore .
Phil Sheridan, Johnson Wax, anct Byoir personally
WFILrTV star, pens a Mon.-Fri. platter review column for the In¬ was partner with Martin Strauss
quirer . . . Matt Goukas, WPEN sportscaster, slipped on ice breaking in Byniart, a pioneer in do-it-your¬
several ribs. Spot filled by newsman Bill Smith.
self hairdo merchandising.
The full story has never been
dug but Byoir 6 thought to have
played a major role in the suc¬
Slenderella, distaff figure proportioning salons, devoting all of its cessful campaign to sidetrack the
radio and tv time in Hub Feb. 12 to plug the Heart Fund . . . Louise part electronic-part mechanical
Morgan, WNAC-TV “Dear Homemaker” scouted up two tv sets for system for color television devel¬
Ed Sullivan to present to House of Good Samaritan during his stay oped by the Columbia Broadcast¬
ing System and granted the gohere, donored by Joe Feinstein, sponsor “Magee’s Movietime” . , .
ahead by the FCC. dhe way and
WNAC-TV- in special telecast for Internal Revenue Service Wednesday another, delay following delay,
(6) with Frank J. Cavanagh, Mass, director. 7:15-7:20 p.m. . . .. Inter¬ CBS was never able to make its
national Cellucotton products Co. and Max Factor sharing aiternate' “victory” stand up and pay off and
weeks sponsorship of “The Star And The Story” telecast Sundays from in due course RCA engineers were
4:30 . . . Johnson & Johnson promoting “Stars And Strips” over WNAC-. able to push ahead and- hold the
TV via “Children’s Theatre” Saturdays from 8:30 to 9 aim. . . . WBZ- dominant position which CB$ the
TV signed to carry entire 51-game Red Sox baseball tv sked of 23 home outsider (to engineering and pat¬
games and 17 away games this frame. Opener comes April 18, Red* ents) seemingly threatened for a
Sox vs New York Yankees . . . Walter E. Lannan appointed asst, super¬ time.
visor engineering dep’t at WEEI . . . Thomas Martin has joined WEEI’s
accounting dep’t . . . Regina Caggiauo is new recep on exec floor at
WEEI . ^ . WBZ-TV new antenna under construction in Needham
Heights has reached height of 597 feet and station expects the 1,349
Seattle, Feb. 5.
foot structure to be finished between P’eb. 15 and March 1 . . . Buckley
Mount Rainier Radio and Tele¬
& Scott, Inc., oil heating equip, picked up tab for complete sponsorship vision Broadcasting Corp. here has
WNAC “Headline News” Sundays, 11:00-11:05.
bought radio station KNEW- in
Spokane for “an amount in excess
of $400,000.”
.
Corporation owns KJR, Seattle,
Mickey Sliorr, WXYZ disk jockey, makes his .tv debut this week on a
and KXL, Portland.
new WXYZ-TV daily half-hour teen show “Mickey’s. Record Room”

CarlByoir PiesatGS;
Influeace Was Felt By
B’cas^, Corporations

IN PHILADELPHIA ...

IN BOSTON ...

KNEW’s400€SaIe

IN DETROIT ...

featuring appearances of visiting recording artists. Another feature
will be the “Make It or Break It” bit in which a teenage panel .will dis¬
cuss a record’s potentialities. If the studio audi^ce and panel reject
a record it will be broken forthwith . . . WWJ Is cooper,ating with the
Detroit Police Department by broadcasting expressway driving reports
every 10 minutes during the morning and evening rush hours . . .
WJBK-TV begins a 19-week series of the filmed “The Christophers”
show in the 8:30 to 9 a.m. Sunday time slot.,. John-Bromlield, “Sheriff
of Cochise;” appeared on two WWJ-TV shows while here this week in
his crusade for traffic safety in behalf of the National Safety Council.

IN CLEVELAND ...
Maegl Wniff, WJW-TV, and Sanford Markey, KYW, KYW-TV, were
both cited by the Air Force for “Outstanding Service’- in aiding re¬
cruiting ... Jimmy Dudley and Tom Manning both renewed lor an¬
other year doing ball games on WERE ... Pat Oliver leaves WJW-TV
“Romper Room” which is folding for Milwaukee Romper Room . , .
Steve Lawrence and Ken Carson sub for Johnny Andrews on WEWS
“Old Dutch Snow” while Andrews vacations in Florida , , , Lt. John
Berichon rounded out 20 years of WHK public seiwlce programming on
fire department activities ... Pete Lee’s Nanlgans ended WJW stay but
Lee remains as station producer and packager «• • t)isker Bill Gordon,
WHK, defeated Joe Finan, KYW, In six-day bike race prelira • ♦ . Flor¬
ence Roth Semon,' ex-WJW, named assistant Coronet Editor r • • Len
Adams, ex-WERE, now on WEWS sales.

mCMELCHIIIES
and Hta HARMONICA
R«e«nffy On
"Ruggl0$ of Rod Gap"
"Alcoa Hour’'
"Goodyoor Moor" "Ray Bolgor Show"
fh.t MO 7-5873, Mount Vornon, N, Y.

CBS-TV News
—^ Continued from page 24 sasss

being licked, says Day, the sound
through the application of mag¬
netic striped sound, and the por¬
tability of soundfilm cameras
through the development of a new
lightweight soundfilm camera and
pack which also uses the magnetic
striped sound,
In addition to the editorial-tech¬
nical sessions for correspondents
and bureau chiefs, CBS News has
instituted a dual training program
for its cameramen, all of whom
were taken on the basis that they
were good photographers and
trained as newsmen, rather than
CBS making use of experienced
newsreel men. For one thing,
every cameraman in the field has
been brought into N. Y. for a cou¬
ple of weeks of intensive work with
local crews and technicians. For
another, head cameraman Bob Hess
has gone out on periodic swings to
visit and work with the CBS cam¬
eramen in the field, bringing along
footage of theirs and other work
to ' show up the good and bad
points.
Columbus—^Bruce Johns,' promo¬
tion director of WTVN-TV, has re¬
signed, effective Feb. 15, to become
promotion director of WCHS-TV
and Radio in Charleston, W. ’ Va.
Johns will be replaced here by
Don Hardin, who is quitting his'job
as commercial sales representative
with WLW-C.

was/r//in its time period
with a 17.3* rating!
Sponsor: Signal Oil

*Telepulse, Oct.

foryoMf market availabilities,
call, write or wire
ABC Film Syndication,
1501 Broadway, New York ♦ LA 4'505U

STATE TROOPER..Tuesday 9-9:30 PM
O’HENRY.Wednesday 9-9:30 PM
CRUSADER... Friday 9-9:30 PM
In their initial week on Channel 9 (Jan. 20-26, 1957) these three
programs puUed an average rating that is...

• •. than the average for all syndicated half-hour programs aired by
other New York independent television stations. ^
■

•

(>

For full details on availabilities and costs, contact WOR-TV today.
Gall Bill Dix, LOngacre 4-8000.

WOR-TV CHANNEL 9
’^Excludes children’s shows.

Source} Special Telepulsc surveys for WOR-TV programs compared with regular Jan. 1957 Telepiilsc ratings.
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KA0ia«TBLEVlSIO]V_

Ann Sotiiern Vs. Emniy
; Contimied from paRe 25 :

up the list. Entry forms are sent
to all unions and guilds, and they
send their replies to Price-Waterhouse which tabulates them and
lists the top 20 in each category.
But a member can nominate any¬
one or any show; he doesn’t have
to go along with the majority vote,”
This didn’t satisfy Miss Sothern,
who exclaimed “who remembers
you if you’re not on the list? I’m a
member of every guild in. show
business, and I never I’eceived an
entry form. I question the valid¬
ity of putting just 20 series on a
list. I don’t think iPs fair. For the
sake of justice and fairness every¬
one has a right to be on that list.
“I think the Academy should be
iti'vestigated. They left off such
well-ranked series as the Zane
‘Grey Theatre, ‘Lineup,’ ‘Dragnet,’
Jane Wyman’s show, ‘Crusader’ and
•Millionaire.’ They have no right
to do this, I have been nominated
three times, and am a nominee this
year for best comedienne, but I
feel everyone should have a
chance,” she said.
While MisS' Sothern contended
she has received no entjry form,
Claude McCue^ exec secretary of
AFTEA which mailed oiit per¬
former baUots, s^id she Is on the
union’s mailing list.
Beef was the second made over
this year’s upcoming awards^ the

NBC
HLM
LIBRARY MOVES
ITS MOUNTAIN OF

STOCK

The NBC Film
Xibrary, with its mammoth store
of more than 30,000,000 feet of
etQck film, has tnoved to a con¬
venient new location at 7th Av¬
enue and 49th Street, New York
City. You’ll find us able to pro¬
vide you with one of th^ most
comprehensive collections of
stock footage in the world.
Write for free catalog
bn your business letterhead.

'nbc film library
729 Seventh Avenue
Corner 7th Avenue and 49th Street
Tel.t Cl 7-8300 Ext 343B or 3976
A Service of California National.
J^roductions, Inc.

first being expressed by some tv
film actors who as members of
Screen Actors Guild don’t receive*
ballots, since they are mailed out
by AFTEA, which has jurisdiction
over live tv. Academy has ad¬
mitted it has no method of sending
ballots to those actors who work
only in film, but said it felt
AFTEA’s 5,800 ballots covered
most actors in film, since many are
dual union card-holders.
Academy nominajiions will; be
disclosed Feb. 16 on an NBC-TV
telecast.
Executives of the Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences “may
not even watch television,” Alex
Gottlieb speculated over the week¬
end in a new blast at the Acad¬
emy’s system of preparing nomi¬
nees for the annual Emmy awards.
Gottlieb’s “Oh Susanna” series, he
charged,' was not even included in
the remainder list sent out to mem¬
bers for the purpose of preparing
nominations.
Gottlieb roundly seconded' Ann
Sothern's blast at the system, con¬
tending that many shows which
have a right to be listed are ig¬
nored. “Susanna,” he added, was
the second highest rated of the
season’s new shows.
SimUarly,
“Code 3” wasn’t Included in the re^
minder list.
‘‘If they need a system,” Gottlieb
suggested, “they might check their
listings against those in the Nielsen
list. Nielsen lists all shows and
the Academy could then have a
basis against which to check its re¬
minder list. Because if you’re not
on the original reminder list, you
don’t have a chance.”

Miles Prez, Agicyocy Head,
Purchase of Stations
Fort Wayne, Feb. 5.
Stations WKJG and WKJG-TV,
owned by Northeastern Indiana
Broadcasting Go., Inc., operator of
NBC affiliated outlets, are being
sold, subject to FCC approval, to
John F. Dille Jr., president of
Truth Publishing Co., Elkhart;
Walter Beardsley, president of
Miles Laboratories of Elkhart and
Geoffrey Wade, president of Wade
Advertising Agency, Chicago, Sale
is reported tb he $2,000,000.
Clarence L. Sohust, IndustriaEst,
is president of Northeastern group.,
Schust said that “Edward
,
Thoms will continue as operating^]
head of WKJG radio and televi¬
sion, and no changes in personnel
are contemplated,” .
The Truth Publishing Co. of Elk¬
hart publishes an afternoon news¬
paper and also operates WSJV-TV
and WTEC radio.
The current owners of WKJG
bought the 5,000-watt station in
1950 and started operation of the
television station three years later.
The radio station was established
in 1947 by a group headed by the
late William 4. Kunkel, Jr.

DonRiisseil
Continued from pace 24

is unusual because the station hap¬
pens to be owned by the news¬
paper.
But he’s fought several
editorial battles and come out on
top, like one'to. get flood, victims
out of miserable trafler camps^and
into half-empty low^cost housing
developments in spite of legal tech¬
nicalities; like a sUtfcei^ful fight to
prevent an apartment building
from going up in frdnt of the new
Presb^erian church, a model of.
modem- architecture which would
Continued from pas* 25
■
■ have been hidden by the building,
both Newsweek* and Sunday N. Y. with the ipxmnd instead going for
Times giving recognition to their the constmction of a war memorial
bigtime operation and versatility park, something that Stamford’s
never had. Another feature is the
as a team.
Differences o£ opinion, between appearance of Stamford’s mayor on
the brothers concerning their tv the show every Tuesday, during
production venture. Showcase which Eussell throws the book at
Productions, along with conflicting him for 25 minutes hi the form of
temperaments, are said to have letters from Hsleners with ques¬
precipitated the “divorce,” al¬ tions, embarrassing or otherwise,
though In all likelihood they’ll fin¬ for the mayor.
On the. commercial side, Rusish out the season’s already-com¬
setl's stanza is SEO, literally so,
mitted roster as a team.
since
the station is. making spon¬
With NBC perhaps mote bullish
than ever as to the future of the sors who want to get Into the series
take
afternoon
spots until there’s
specs in tv, and with “Producers’
Showcase” a certainty for next sea¬ an opening. He’s got something
like
54
spots
a
week
sold, with half'
son’s schedule, the big question to
be resolved is: “Which of the Jaffes of the program having been solid
retains Showcase Productions?” from the beginning via a block buy
unless its’ 'amicably settled be¬ by one of the larger shopping cen¬
tween the brothers, It could- well tres and the remainder sold on a
be that NBC wEl step in and decide spot basis locally and nationally
for them. The ne.twork owns 50% but non-competitive to thd shop¬
of the packaging-production opera¬ ping centre,. He. does his commer¬
tion. Qf the Temaining half, the cials ad lib, incidentaEy, ydth the
brothers . eaqh. control .42% with blurbs not oven timed. .
Result of all that, Russell saiys,
Pryor the other. 16%. ,. NEC’s
business dealings • were mostly is the ‘unusual but satisfying feel- i
ing
of “being a hero In my own
with -Henry at the time of the
forniatlon of Showcase produc¬ home town.” He says he’s now kept
tions, (Originally the Jaffes were busy at night attending all sorts of
brought in as the lawyers for Le- loc^ functions as toastmaster or
lahd HayWRl’d, ;who. was tb produce guest speaker, but “of course for
a seizes qf specs for NAC, but when. every guy who .'thinks I’^m a hero
Hayward took seriously ill it was there’s one who hates my guts,”
Another result is that Eussell’s
agreed, that the Jaffes would take
over the assignment, which they in guying a new home apd building a
turn translated into one Of the ma¬ heW .studio, wit^ the station sup¬
pling additional equipment. What'
jor success stories in tv.)
But. despite , jEenry’s , seniority has him woiTied-now, howeyer,. is
status^ itV Saul who for the past what to do if a network offer comes
three Vears has-been the most ac¬ hijs wa;^- " Sirice Stamford is, a com¬
tive-In ..Showcase Productions, al¬ muter’s. centre, particularly, for the
most to, the exclusion <rf any par¬ broadcasting business, he’s becom-1
ticipation In ^e. legal end of the ing better known than he. was in
J ^ J business, while Henry has ■ I’N. Y., and the offers have- started
to come in. Eussell hopes he can
basically remamed the lawyer.
Among the firm’s clients are the resist temptation to the point of
American Federation of Television- having any network showcaser
Eadio Artists (the national organi¬ originate from his home so he can
zation as distinct from New York keep doing the Stamford show.
AFTEA), with Henry as national He’s never had so much fun in his
counsel;.. American. Guild oi Musi¬ life, he says.
cal Artists, Agnes De Mille, .Eva
Marie Saint, Dinah-. Shore, John
Forsythe, Lindsay 3c Crouse, Bud
Collyer, Bill Hayes, and * long list
'
'
Chicago, Feb. 5.
of others. Expectations are that
WBBM-TV’s revamped “Chicago
Heniy Jaffe will fall heir to the Story,” featuring the Chicago
majority of the clients, particularly American’s television editor Janet
AFTEA and AGMA.
Kem, Daily News columnist Jack
As to the possibility of NBC Mabley and its sports editor John
splitting up the Showcase Produc¬ Carmichael, came to an abrupt
tion assignments on specs and sper finale Friday night (1) at the end
dial shows to permit; both to par¬ ol its first week.
ticipate, a high NBC spokesman
Gallantly, no one at the Colum¬
said such chances were slim. Ee- bia station is willing to amplify on
gardless, however, both Jaffes will the terse statement that the nightly
henceforth divide their time be¬ “Story” was dropped in favor of
tween being lawyers and showmen, a musical strip built around singer
with separate outfits and with like¬ Don Cherry, except to say it was
lihood of future NBC-TV exposure done “in the interests of good pro¬
gramming.”
for both camps,

Jaffes

Short-Lived ‘Chi Story’

Id^ Stnff-Radi^TV
When a N.y. television editor overheard an , “Omnibus”, employe
buying copies of Bernard Sbbel’s hook on burlesque and asking the
Fifth Avenue shop to drop the tax' on the grounds that the Ford
Foundation was an educational operation the seed was planted for a
near-quarrel author. Sobel found he was to get no credit and no fee
though there was much evidence his present bwk on burlesque and his
earlier tome of 36. years ago were being extensively “researched.” . in
the end Sobel was mollified with a promise of credit but no cash. Then
the producers forget the Credit during the actual broadcast (script by
S. J. Perelman) but staged a Special gesture to Sobel the following
week. Never coining to adjudication was the claim and/or rights of
ah author whose Works are openly “consulted.” “Omnibus” argued it
owed Sobel nothing since the historic facts about burlesque were in
the public domain and his material was not used. What price scholar¬
ship among the educators I
NBG’s new international operations setup, which is involved among
other ^ngs in the. acquisition of television stations outside the U.S:;
is beginning to expafid. Until now a skeleton unit Under Alfred E.
Stern (with exec v.p. Charles .Denny riding herd), the unit this week
added two new execs.
Alvin Ferlenger, nn NBC attorney since early in 1955* joins the staff
as manager of administration and sales development, while Eichard
L. Berman, business manager for the NBC Opera Co„ moves in as man¬
ager of facilities.
University of Houston’s “biggest television-radio school in the na¬
tion” Is going through reorganization wringer. When reshuffling Is
through by mid-February, school will be flying new title of EadioTelevision Center.
Changeabout sees Dr. John Meaney, former film production manager
and long associated with educational tv at university, named center
topper. Center will have four major divisions: tv programming, radio,
tv technical operations, film production and construction.
Division heads will include: Eoy E. Barthold, also-promoted from ■
program coordinator to program director of KUHT-TV, university
educational channel; James J. Byrd, station chief engineer; James L.
Bauer to film operations director* and Patrick E. Welch, chairman of
university radio-tv dept.
U. S. Information Agency is looking for radio broadcast technicians,
at $5,915 per annum to work in Washington. U. S. Civil Service Com-,,
mission is taking applications for the job,
•
Veteran radio-tv researcher Stanford Mirkin, senior editorial rt*
Marcher for CBS News and Public Affairs* has Spent 17 years jotting
down notes on the anniversaries of events, people, inventions and just'
about everything. He’s finally compiled them into a book, “When Did
It Happen*” published last week by Ives Washburn Inc. It’s B “dic¬
tionary of dates” and is arranged by days of the year* with subUtleB'
comprising ttie years for ea<ih' event listed thereunder.
Lou Simon, sales manager of KPIX, San Francisco, and William. J.
Williamson, sales manager of WBZ-WBZA, Boston and Springfield, won
first prizes this week in the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.’s annual
sales contest. Prizes of a new car and $750 worth of Westinghouse
appliances were awarded the sales managers of the WBC radio and
television stations that showed the highest percentage increase in sales
fdr the last six months of 1956 as compared with the same period In
1955.
.
*'•
'
■
■
^---r ■

MBS
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Charles King, director of station
relations, who, is leaving on a f
to eight-week tour of the countiy.
Other areas being given the once¬
over are the entertainment shows*
with the possibility that the en^
tertalhment block of adventure
and mystery progranas running
midweek from 8;30 jo.O p.m., allot
which are sustaining, niay be cur¬
tailed. Standing firm is the 8 to
8:25 midweek mystery-adventure
block/all of which Is sponsored.
With the proposed emphasis on
news, the barter -arrangement for
such shows; the reexamination of
net's
entertainment ' ‘ programs;
there would- be alterations in web’s
current contract. Clauses affected
would relate to option time, pay¬
ment to affiliates for sponsored net¬
worktime over 20 hours per 28-day
period, as well as othef prdvlsions.
Net Is, mulling a variety of plans
to give proposed news, shows -added
plus values, 'As weU^as tying in al¬
tered news fornfat with' public af¬
fairs programming. Spurring net’s
accent on news is its success, with
Miles. Laboratories which ' inked
for 25 five-minute newscasts and
features weekly* in addition to
sponsoring half of Millie, Considine
chatter and interview show.Also acting as stimulant is the

trouble net has in gamering whatit considers, sufficient coin from
its co-op news shows* featurlhg'personalfties as Fulton Lewis' Jr„ Bill
Cunningham and .Eobert F. Huirlelgh. Lewis is sold currently on
a co-op basis in about 100 market!
compared to. the over 200 four or
some years ago. Wlnchell, too, was
hard to sfell co-op* net found.
In Chicago, .Willianl Deasdn,
president and general manager of
KVET* Austin, Tex., was elected
chairman of MAAC. Other offidert
elected were Ealph McElroyr-prez.^
and general manager, KWWL, Ia.»
vice-chairman; and Donald J. Hor¬
ton, prez^ WVLK, Lexington, Ky.,
secretary.’ *

Inheres fed in

XHe Ve ^y
best deal on o ne^

THUNDERBiRD
FORD
Call or write SAM ANGER(brrither of Hurry Anger, G A C

1

LYribrock 9-0600
TED ROWLAND, Inc
Lynbrook, Long island. N Y
Delivery AnywhC'e ir^ the U S

EVERYBODY’S A CRITIC! |
Critics got you down? Fight
back with tko iihprostlvo gag
fctt that rocognlzos tht most
worthlosi opinion.
Kit grants tonguo-ln-chook au¬
thority to opinions rogardlng
; womon, TV, sports, fhtator,
word
politics, Turkish
let
Hockoy, ote.

THE CRITIC
Dept. V
’ F.O. Box 3113, PHILA. 50. PA,

RECISTERED

CRITIC KIT
$1.95 Postpaid
> J*w«lry>Quallty Bronx*
CRITIC PIN
Crltla REGISTRATION CARD
P«r«hmont Wall Scroll
t or Moro $1.50 Each
Doxon Lots $1.25 Each
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HERE LIES VieXOR’S 78 RPM
A&R Seen in FIik Again; 9iad N.Y.
Merc Chief; RCA MnDs Coast Revamp

Od Rolliqg With P^e. Biz Wave;
Columbia Recoi:ds la keeping'
pace with the mushrooming pop
album afield by scheduling 100
packages for Release this year. It’s
a 20% increase over Col’s 195fi re¬
lease schedule.
According to Stan iCavan, who
heads Col’s album sales division^
pop packages today make up the
recording business’ “biggest area of
excitement’’ and “biggest area of
growth.’’ He also pointed out that
the majority of albums blueprinted
for release will be new produc¬
tions, since the label has virtually
completed
conversions of the
lO-inch 1^ sets and vintage 78
rpm packages.
Cbl, however, is holding .the line
on its classical release schedule.
Diskery expects to keep Its classi<!^
cal catalog within the boundaries
of between €0 and 70 new items as
it did in ’56.
,
Isabel also is continuing it's “Buy
of the Month” prpgram to stimu¬
late interest In its packaged prod¬
uct. Campaign, which offers a pop
and a classical album at $2.08, was
started as a summer promotion last
year but turned out so successfully
that it was decided to keep it as a
regular monthly feature. “BOM’s”
ior March are a pop album by the
Hi-Lo’s and a classical set by.Andre
Kostelanetz conducting “Rigolet-:
tOw” It's the Hi-Lo’s preem album
for the label and marks the first
time that a “BOM” has been
used on new Col artists.
In the label’s February release
lineup in the pop field are albums
by Duke Ellington, Frank Sinatra,
Morton Could,, the Chordettes.
Boyd Raeburn, the Carl Smith Trio,
^mmy Kaye, and Johnnie Ray.
In Its Masterworks schedule are
the Columbia Symphony Orchestra
conducted by. Bruno Walter, the
Philadelphia Symphony conducted
by Eugene Ormandy, the New York
Pro Musica Antlqua« the'St Louis
Symphony, ’ Andre
Kostelanetz,
Stanley HoUoway %nd Noel- Cow¬
ard.

Rebuffed Again, Tpoters
tak^ $13,000,000 ^
Vs.
App^teCt
»
^ los! Angeles, Feb.. 5.
Musidan plaintiffs seeking more
than r$18,000J>(>P: in damages- in two
suits attaeking the. Music Ferfomfance Trua$ Funds will .take their
battle to the AppaUate Court this
week following .a .second tojecti^^ii
of thdr plea for Injunctions and a
receiver. Superior. Jjtdge John. J.
Ford/ after lengthy, .re-arguihents
last week tl), .declined, to reverse
himseH in. his ruling that the couti
does not have. Jurisdiction.
Plaintiffs wUl. ask
Appellate
Couit to issue a writ ^ordering the
cou^ to take Jurisdiction in the Is¬
sue.' Judge Ford has * contended
that Jurisdiction does not exist
Bamud- B. Rosenbaum. Trustee of
the .Funds, is an “Indispensable
party|* to the Suits and is not domi¬
ciled'In Califofiila.'
Attorneys Harold' Fehdler aiid
Daniel . Weber, representing the
plaintiffs, announced' that' former
Califoniia Supreme Court Justice
John Preston wilt be associated
with them In the appeal.

miarSMXtE DOODLE
FOR 1ST mit Aim
Hollywood, Feb. 9.
Bing Crosby. reports to RCA
Victor next week for a new album,
his second special package away
from- Decca In 20 years,’ First was
the Verve album recorded with
Buddy Brcgman several months
ago. ^
OnTthe Victor-album, Crosby will
team with Bob-Scobey for a dixie¬
land treatment of- a dozen stand¬
ard tunes. .
It’s Crosby’s first etching for Vic¬
tor in more than two' decades and
the first album he’s ever made for
the label. He did some singles for
the firm before he Joined Decca.

Yictor’sM%goo’
RCA Victor Is selling hl-ft with
a laugh in a new album due i?hortly
for release.
Package is titled
“Magoa . in Hi-Fi’’ .and features a
commentary by Jim Backus in the
same voice, that he uses for the
cartoon character featured in the
UPA shorts.
Musical background for the story
was written by Dennis Farnham,
Victor musical director on the
Coast.

Drops Drive
For Disk Coin
The National Assn, of Disk Jock¬
eys for public Service will go out¬
side the music business for its orga^zational money. Association’s
pitch for $55,000 from record com¬
panies and music publishers sev^
eral weeks .ago sparked consider¬
able squawks within the trade. The
10 diskeries Involved decided to
hold' back any cash outlay until
further study.
The deejay organization has now
decided to go ahead with its plans
“with or without” the help, of the
record industry.” Feeling ’ among
the key deejays in the group is
that they’re “terribly hurt and dis¬
appointed” in some of the record¬
ing companies’ suspicion that the
deejays might use pressure on
them to force donations.
According to Murray Kaufman,
council’s prexy, the deejasra wlU
now attempt to raise the money
through, community funds and
charitable organizations. Council,
which plans to involve Itself in
various public service programs,
plana id announce-Ita first project
in the near future. Kaqfman also
stated that there are now 900 deejay members In the counclL

RCA Victor has begun the final
interment of the 78 rpm platter, a
disk speed that was standard in
the industry from the end of the
cylinder da3^ to the start of the
slowspeed era ushered in by the 33
and 49 rpm development of eight
and nine years ago.
W. W. Bullock, chief of Victor’s
single division, has moved to cut
certain of the company’s single re¬
leases- only on 45 rpm platters.
Victor’s first exclusive 45 rpm re¬
lease will be 11 Harry Belafonte
singles which are being issued as a
special promotion.
Bullock pointed out that sales of
the 78 platters have slumped
sharply in the past couple of years
because of the entry into the mar¬
ket of new 45 turntables. At the
present time, the 78s total less
than 10% of the single record mar¬
ket.
That 10% is concentrated
mostly in the country & western
and rhythm & blues,markets.
Bullock stated that if there is a
sufficient demand for the 78s, Vic¬
tor would produce enough to sat¬
isfy its customers. Bullock added,
however, that he believed that
virtually all of the. 78 rpm ma¬
chines will be replaced by modem
three-speed phonos within the next
year. By the end of this year, he
envisages that “practically all” •the
single record production will be
at the 45 speed.
Victor Introduced the 45 disks
in 1949, a year after the. 33- rpm
longplay platters^ While the latter
dominate the album market, the
(Continued on page 56>

HaininersteinO.O.
Ofloa^Li^

A powerful new ASCAP coipmittee, headed by QsCar Hammerstein
2d, has been set up by.the Society’s
board to follow up oh its' recent
move to crack down on all attempts
by memb^ to falsify or otherwise
“gimmick up” performance logs of
radio and television stations.
Strong accent that ASCAP Is put¬
ting on the xtew regulatidn ia spot¬
R&B (Rhythm, ft Burnt) lighted by^ the fact that Hammer¬
stein was persuaded' by Ai^AP
.. -Glasgow, Feb. 9w
- Rock *11* rqll had nothing over. prexy PauL.iCunnihgliMn:
Robert Burns, lOtk: Centi^ na¬ over the chMrmansfdpvof this log¬
tional poet of; Scotland. Two lines ging complaint comn^ee.
from bis -poenK “Bessie at the| ether members of ^e oommltte*
Spinning . Wheel,'* prove therefls are Max -Dreyfuss, Chappell kfuslp
i^ally nothlngnew under the show chief; Bernard* Gop'dwhi»’ &eadu of
biz aufitv
the . ParanrGunt * music mnibine:
“O leeze me on mu apinntng wheels Irving Caesar; writer and publish¬
And leeze me on my rock and reelj” er, and defter. Jack Yellen.

Soviet

^

SKake in the Grast
Honolulu, Feb. 5.
Pierson Thai, bandleader at
Royal Hawaiian Hotel, comes
up with a capsule comment
about one of his former girl
vocalists:
/ <
“She was very careless about
her appearance — sometimes
she didn’t show up for days.”

Bril’
in Victor Stable;
Here for Hoopla
British pop maestro George
Melachrino, conductor of the Melachrino Strings, has been signed by
RCA Victor, effectiye next Novem¬
ber, when his pact with the HMV
label in England expires.
RCA Victor has been releasing
Melachrino in the U.S. under its
.^reciprocal distrib deal with HMV’s
parent company, EMI (Electric &
Musical Industries), but the latter
pact is due to be concluded this
April. Hence, Victor v.p. and al¬
bum chief George R. Marek was
eager to tie up Melachrino directly
to the Victor roster.
Melachrino has been among the
most consistent album sellers in
the business, having accounted for
over 2,000,009 Victor sets overall.
He has been clicking in the “mood
music” market and Victor is* cur¬
rently making a push on the con¬
ductor’s packages.
.Melachrino flew’ into the U.S.
from London Saturday (2) to tour
the country in ednnectiqn with the
sales campdgn.
He’s'‘being accomped by Carl Rosier, pop album
promotion head, and Herb Hellman, album publicity manager.
The itinerary a dozen cities and
will wind up in Kansas Cit^,
Feb. 21.

Decca Records Is jcxpanding its
phonograph and accessory line
with ^e mazketlng-of six new pho¬
no machines; tbla year. Top-priced
[jnodeL a. hl-ff..imit.wlth afourTspeed
changer and a three-speaker sys¬
tem, lists for i|18d. . p^a te also
making avatlalAe^: three separatespeaker enclosures fbr,use as^ ex¬
terior speakers' wdtK other phonos.
* • .With • the * new *<»addltlons; * Deccar
now has 16 different phoiiograph
models on the market ..currently.

%ef ^Em Eat Biscuits

By IRVING R. LEVINE
fNBC’s MoicoMUCorfeepondentl

chase a disk-' of Tschaikowsky’s
“Nutcracker Suite” and even of
the Soviet national anthem, in two
Moscow, Feb. 9.
It’s no easy matter to find s disk months of shopping for them In
Moscow’s
crowded record stores.
of yOur choice in a Moscow phono¬
graph record store, and the reason The titles which , are recorded ate
determined
by what the govem\vhy may be explained in some sta¬
mentroperated record shops order
tistics just published.
from the government recordingIn a counti^bf 200,200,000 per¬ company.
sons larger than the U.S.—only
There’s been a decline in. the
80,000,000 disks were manufac¬ number of classics sought by Rustured in the Soviet'Union last year, 'slan customers which Is reflected
considerably fewer than in the in the fact that classics comprised
V.S.A,
less than 2% of the disks ordered
Statistics of any sort are hard , to by Soviet shops. (In Moscow, a
come by In the Soviet Union with capital of . more than 6,000,000,
Its obsession with secrecy, so that there are only 47 stores selling
an article entitled “Dreams and records)..
Sounds,” recently published in the
The author, of the “Soviet CuL
newspaper of the Ministry of Cul¬ ture” piece, Valentine Lednev^ re¬
ture, “Soviet Culture/* Is of con¬ ported that' theire was great de¬
siderable Interest,
mand for jazz disks. “Johnny” as
It says that only 13,000 sides (or rendered by e Russian enVhestra
titles) were' Included In * the 80,- sold 74,000 copies last year and a
000,000 disks and that only four mambo sold 102,000.
The shortage of disks (the pro¬
million of< these were longplay
platters. Since many Russian-man¬ duction target for 1960 Is only 100
ufactured gramaphonet are stilt of million) has resulted in several
the spring-wound type aiid operate unique practices in Russia. Rus¬
only at the old VS-speed, LPs are sians with ta^ recording machines
in less demand than In many west¬ make a practlce-of recording num¬
ern lands;
i bers off the air front the “Voice of
These figures may explain why; America” and* the British Broad¬
I’ve found it Impossible to pur¬ casting Corp.

’

Russian acquaintances frequently
ask me end other Americans in
Moscow to borrow - American disks
which they carefully wrap in cop¬
ies of Pravda so as not to arouse
curiosity of neighbors.
These
disks they copy on their tape re¬
corders.
Not'long ago severer Soviet In¬
stitute students were brought to
court for an illegal bit of private
enterprise In phonograph disks.
By some ingenious method the
youngsters managed to transcribe
numbers monitored on the “Voice
of America” onto old, exposed
X'-rsy film cut into circular phono¬
graph-record shape..
These .found, a. ready market
among -Russian phonograph fans
untU. the . authorities, .caught, up
with the culprits whose offense was
.to. .engage. in, private manufacture
and sale—which art functions
largerly, reserved. for. the. govern*
ment in this Communist society.
Think of the • collectors* items
available to Soviet record fans
while the X-ray transcribers were
still in business.- “1 Want to Dance
All Night” Imprinted on a set of
cracked ribs, or Frank Sinatra ren¬
dering “I Get a Kick Out of You”
on a broken shin bone.

After a comparatively long siesta,
the .artists & repertoire picture
erupted last week with the exiting
of Hugo Peretti and Luigi Creators
as Mercury Records* eastern a&r
toppers. They’ll be replaced by
Bobby Shad.
Peretti
Creatore, who’ve been
with Merc for the past three years,
are taking over the new Roulettb
line, which was launched only 10
days ago with the purchase of the
master • of Buddy Knox’s “Party
DolL”. from the indie Triple-Dlabel.
Although they’re associated in
the operation of Roulette with
Morris Levy and Phil Kahl, who
al^. have publishing firm interests,
Peretti and Creatore state that
they're open to material from all
publishers.
Starting from the
ground up, they plan to build Rou¬
lette in the pop,, jazz and kiddie
fields with a stress on packaged
goods.
RCA Victor is mulling a reshuffle
of its Coast staff with likelihood
that Henri Rene, head of the Coast
office, will be upped to a post in
the company’s expanding interna¬
tional operation. Rene, vet musi¬
cal director for Victor^ has been
heading the Coa^ artists & reper¬
toire setup for the last' few years
and will probably return east to
take over his new spot.
Victor execs say the move is still
in the exploratory stage and no re¬
placement for Rehe in Hollywood
has as yet.been considered.
* Shad moves over
head of
Merc’s eastern a&r spot after a
three-year stint as head of the la(Continued on page 56)

Beret & Goatee to Pby
As J^ Goes to School
Jazzsten: apparent^ are going to
shelve the beret and goatee for:the
cap and gown. In the works for
a kickoff this summer Is. the School
of Jazz, staffed-^ by top hipsters, at
the ;Berkshir^ Music Bam.' In
Lenox, Mass;
. .
Enrollment Jn the school threes
wee session, whioh Is slated;, to
start Aug; 12« wlll.be limited to
48 musicians .and 26 auditors
playing studi^>. Mustcians will
be, required te pass* audttlonr or
to eubmii tapes er recorjlliiga to
qualify for entnmee,.
*
Tbe^faeulty* hail dot yet been set.
Cimirman Ofrtho school’ board of
trustees will; be' Philip Barber,
Other- trustees are/ WhUney Balliet; WUliainCosa Jfr^ Nesttfai l^te^
giih, George Avaitian, John 1 B.,
(Dizzy) GiUespie, Stephanie Bar¬
ber, ^Immy G.ulffre, Nat Renfoll^
Andre Hc^elr, Leonard Feather,
J. J. Johnson, Willis James, John
Lewis, Horst Llppman, WRbur'.De
Paris, Oscar Peterson, Max Roach,
'William Russo Jr., Chinthef Schul¬
ler, Jack Tracy/ Barxy visnov and
Marshall ,W. Stearns,

aSQ.^ LAHSON Dl
WrrAEJUHrEZODDS
A reshuffle of the slnglilg roster
on the “Tour Hit Parade^” the
NBC-TV longtlmer, is In the works.
Gisele MacKenzle, who shares the
distaff vocalist assignments with
Dorothy Collins, li due to. bow out
of the series as of pre-summer.
Snooky Lanson, who has been with
the show since Its radio days, may
also exit the lineup.
Singer Russell Ams, Miss Col¬
lins and her husband-bandleader
Raymond Scott are due to stay^
with the show. Series is bankrolled
on alternate weeks by Lucky Strike
clgs and the Warner-Lambert.

Copelanct Singling
Allan Copeland, member of thfr
Modemaires since 1948b ia leaving
the combo to work as a single. Re’ll
still cut for Coral Records which
also has the Modemaires under
pact.
His first solo release Is “Feeling
Happy” and “You Don’t Know,”

snrsic
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS
clicko “Garden of Eden” with a
substantial two-sider that should
sustain his new platter prominence.
He comes off strongly with a big
ballad styling ,of “In the Arms of
My Love” and puts a good western
flavor into “The Wind in the
Riggin."
David Whitfield: “If I Lost
You”-“The Adoration Waltz” (Lon¬
don). In “If I Lost You,” David
Whitfield once again has a big
ballad showcast for his belting at¬
tack. As his previous efforts, this
one will attract plenty of atten¬
tion. “The Adoration Waltz” is in

•>

Perry Como: “Mi Casa, Su Casa”“Round and Round" (RCA Victor).
Plenty of spins are on tap for both
sides of this new Como platter, but
“Ml Casa, Su Casa" looks like the
. longrange winner. It’s a warm and
lilting ballad tailor-made for the
easygoing Como crooning style.
“Round and Round" has a snappy
beat and a light-hearted flavor that
Como uses to advantage.
Andy Williams; “Butterfly"-“It
Doesn’t Take Very Long’’ (Car
dence): Andy Williams is racing
Charlie Gracic (Cameo) in the
“Butterfly” sweeps. Although the

Best Bets

MWRENCE WELK

and his
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
(Exclusively on Coral)
Thesaurus Transcriptions
86th Consecutive Week'
%
Dodge Dance Party
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 F. M. E.S.T.
Sponsored by
Dodge Dealers of America
Top Tunes and Talent
9:30-10:30 p.m. EST
a schmaltzy vein but isn’t too hard ABC-TV Mon.
, Sponsored by
to take.
p
Dealers of
Ann vJHathaway:
“The
Very- Dodge and Plymouth
America
. .
Thought Of You”-“Walk in the
Country” (Motif). The Ray Noble
oldie, “The Very Thought of You,"
is in good hands when Ann Hatha¬
way takes over. She’s got, a potent
selling, style and works the. side
into a takeoff potential. She’s in a
more Intimate mood oh “Walk in
Mozart: Abduction from the
the Country,” but it isn’t as com¬ Seraglio (Angel). This latest ver¬
mercial as thp other side.
Sylvia Syms: “I Cry for More”-. sion of an early Mozart opera,
“Nearer My Love to You” (Decca). which has come to the fore only
Sylvia Syms is headed for a solid in recent years, is a brilliant per¬
spinning spree wdth “I Cry for formance conducted by Thomas
More.” It’s a well-tailored ballad Beecham with Lois Marshall, Ilse
effort with a good beat and an in¬ Hollweg, Leopold Slmoneau, Ger¬
telligent lyric. Miss )Syms’ ap¬ hard Unger and Gottlob Frick in
proach is topnotch. She rates bet¬ jthe lead roles...
ter material than “Nearer My Love
Puccini: n Tabarro (RCA Victor).
to You.”
A Puccin^ne-act opera,. “H Tabar¬
Bernie Nee; “I Have You to ro” (The (Jloak) is a relatively short
Thank’’-“Make Me Yours” (Colum¬ v/ork, but one of striking dramatic
bia). The bright melodic pattern , of power. Recorded at the Rome
“I Have You to Thank,’’ from Opera House, this excellent album
Sunday’s (3) tv spec, “Buggies of features the voices of Titi Gobbi,
Red Gap,” is excellently suited to Margaret Mas and Giacinto PranBernie Nee’s carefree delivery. deili imder Vincenzo Belleza's
It’s a gay platter that makes for baton.
happy programming^ He’s also in
Saint-Saens: Danse Macabre (Co¬
good shape on “Make Me Yours,” lumbia). A program of popular
which has a good jukebox flavor.
Saint-Saens tone poems, played in
Ron Hargrave: “Only a Day- sparkling style by the N.Y. Philhar¬
dream”-“Latch On" (MGM). “Only monic under Dimitri Mitropoulos.
a Daydream" looks like a left-field
Milhaud: Suite Provencale; Saiir
item that could turn 4ip with; a good dades/do Brasil (Capitol). Darius
spinning score. Tune, a mixture of Milhaud conducts the Concert Arts
rhythm & blues and country & Orchestra in two of own works,
western mOods, gets an effective one evocative of old France and
reading by . Ron Hargt?ive. “Latch the -other epmoounded out of South
On” is a driving item which builds American rhythms, in strong, color¬
via' Hargrave’s power-packed pip¬ ful fenditions.
ing.
Music by Carlos SuriUach (MGM).
Milt .Buckner: “Second Section”“Dinner Date”
(Capitol). Milt A modernist with a Spanish back¬
Buckner’s Instrumental coupling of ground, Surinach produces vigor¬
“Second Section” and “Dinner ous, theatrically styled music full
Date” makes for a lively two-sider. of surprising instrumentation and
Buckner rides in high gear on each rhythms. Of the six works contain¬
but “Second Section” looks like ed on this disk, the composer con¬
ducts three.
the step-out side for jock spins.

PERRY-COMO.. .MI CASA, SU CASA
(RCA-Victor) ... Round and Round
ANDY WILLIAMS . ..... • BU’TTERFLY
(Cadence) ...It Doe$n% Take Very Long '
DELL-VIKINGS....- ... COME GO WITH ME
(Dot), .... How Can I Find True Love
Grade platter is the original, Wil¬
liams stands to pick up most of the
marbles, since he’s already got an
established platter aud via his
“Baby Doll” etching. Williams
handles the tune's bouncing beat'
and lively lyric in tiptop style. “It
Doesn’t Take Very Long” is. an
okay rhythm effort.
The Dell-Vikingsr “Come Go
With Me"-“How Can I Find True
Lpve” (Dot). Master picked up by
Dot from the indie Fee-Bee labd
after it started making noise in the
Pittsburgh area shapes as a winner
on a national level., “Come Go
With Me" is the side that’ll carry
It to the top.. It’s packed with a
likeable r&b punch and the combo
belts it across effectively with a
slick harmony style and some
femme walls interspersed. ^ Sunny
Gale, too, has a solid , spinning bet
with her Decca workers of the
song. “How Can I Find True Love”
has a good but there’s nothing out¬
standing enough to bring it tp the
forefront.
Roy Hamilton: “A Mother’s
Love”-“A Simple Prayer” (Epic).
Coupling of reverent and dramatic
items gives Roy Hamilton plenty
of room to build the big notes.
Both sides are vocal blockbusters
and will probably. get split spins,
“A Mother’s Love,” however,
seems like a more Impressive job
and should take over in the long
run.
Sammy Davis jr.: “The Golden
Key”-“Long Before I Knew You”
(Decca). “The Golden Key” is a
neatly fashioned ballad job that
gets a noise-making potential from
Sammy Davis’ effective handling.
Due for a good spinning ride.
Davis is also in good form on the
ballad from “Befls Are Rlnglng”“Long Before I Knew You.”
^oe Valino: “In the Arms of My
Love”-“The Wind In the Riggin”
(Vik). Joe Valino is coming off the

10 Best Sellers on Coin Machines
1.

t . 2.

9.

.

10

f Sonny James ...Capitol t.
) Tab Hunter.:....Dot 1
(Crew-Cuts
.Mercury A

YOUNG LOVE (4)

r Fontane Sisters .
Dot ♦
, \ Harry Belafonte ..Victor
(Tamers .
Glory

THE BANANA BOAT SONG (4)

Columbia

►

SINGING' THE BLUES (13) ..

Guy Mitchell

DON’T FORBID ME (3) ...

Pat Boone

ROCK-A-BYE YOUR ^ABY (8) ......

Jerry Lewis .... ?.Decca J ►

TOO MUCH (1) ..

.....

Elvis Presley... I .Victor ^ ►

MOONLIGHT GAMBLER (3)

...

Frankie Laine.Columbia

CINCO ROBLES (2) .

\ Russell Arms... Era
..1 Les Paul-Mary Ford ... . .Capitol

.Dot

LOVE ME TENDER (15) ..
..

Elvis Presley.Victor

HEY, JEALOUS LOVER (8) ...

Frank Sinatra

. Capitol

Second Group
' <
Huntcr.Atlantic
SINCE I MET YOU, BABY..,.\ Mindy Carson.Columbia
civrir

¥ MFT VAIT

BLUEBERRY HILL

itAnv

. .......

Fats Domino.Imperial

LOVE ME ...

Elvis Presley..Victor

ON MY WORD OF HONOR.

Platters

.... .Mercury

Tuf jtnw\ \
(Terry Gzlkyson .......Columbia
MARIANNE ..\...\Hilltoppers .Dot
THE'GREEN DOOR .......
prvTfcv ¥¥¥¥ r*¥MFiv

'

Jim Lozve

..Dot

5 Eddic Fisher ............ .Victor

GONNA GET ALONG WITHOUT YOU NOW.'..

Patience & Prudence... .Liberty

I DREAMED ..

Betty Johnson.Bally

JUST WALKING IN THE RAIN.

Johnnie Ray

. .

IFigures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10)

4♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 44

.Columbia

• For the ever-growing folk music
library, the newly formed Tradi¬
tion Records is' making an impor¬
tant contribution with a flock of
albums of offbeat items that’ll have
wide appeal for the folktune buffs.
The packages are. well recorded
and excellently presented. ^ Stand¬
outs are Isla Caiheron’g singing
songs of the .British Isles in
“Through Bushes and Briar”; John
Langstaff’s balladeerlng of AmeriIcan and English folktunes and the
Jean Ritchie, Paul Clayton, Rich¬
ard Chase teamup for a workover
of American folk tales and songs.
Tony Bennett: “Tony” (Colum¬
bia). Tony Bennett has been stead¬
ily maturing as a singer. In this
new set there’s plenty of evidence
that he’s fumed from a pop blaster
into a performer who knows how
to put his musical feeling and emo¬
tion to work on a song. Best ex¬
ample in this package is “Lost lu
The Stars,” a standout job on all
Counts. The other standards in the
package won’t be dismissed, either.
They all. have that repeat play
quality; Ray ConifE supplies ah ap¬
propriate orch backing, turning
the podium over to Percy Faith for
the “Lost In The Stars” job. Faith
delivers masterfully..,
Al, Hibbler: “Here’s Kibbler”
(Decca). More of Al Kibbler’s song
styling is showcased in this pack¬
age for okay results.' Hibbler fans
\rill go for It even though the 12tune wrap-up' offers nothing new
in material or delivery. Jack Plels
is in charge of the impressive orch
ahd Chorus backing.
Glen Gray Orch: “Casa Loma in
Hi-Fi” (Capitol). Shades of the
early 1930s are recalled witn the
regrouping of.Glen Gray’s Casa
Loma orch for a hi-fi exposure.
The beat is still there and although

Gray has a tendency to build up
on the brass, the package for the
most part is smooth, listenable and
enjoyable.
'
Morgana King; “Sings The
Blues” (Mercury), Blues songs of
the ’20s and ’30s are worth hearing
again when they fall into the hands
of Morgana King. Thrush has the
feel of the blues In her voice and
knows hpw to get it across the
grooves. Her delivery of the sel*
d.om-heard verses to the familiar
choruses on several, of the tunes
gives the album added interest.
Sammy. Kaye Orch; “Bells Are
Ringing” (Columbia). Show scores
in dance tempo make for llkcablb
shellac product,, especially as set
down by Sammy Kaye. Fpllowihg
the pattern of his previous “My
Fair Lady” package, Kaye takes
the Jule Styne melodies from the
current Broadway click for an ap¬
pealing ride. Package Is bouncy
and vibrant. .
Good bets' for. %the ja^z shelf:
Wilbur de Paris “At Symphony
Hall” (Atlantic) . . . The Bob Cor¬
win Quartet (Riverside) Which fea¬
tures Don Elliott on trumpet « . .
Don Shirley Duo “Improvisations”
(Cadence).
Gros.

Cap’s Feb. Album Slc^d
Hollywood, Feb. 5,
Six more foreign imports spicf
Capitol Records* February releast
schedule of 21 new hi-h albums.
Slate includes 11 pop. packages and
four classical, sets.
Firm has scheduled full pagp ad¬
vertisements in such magazines, as
the New Yorker, Harper’s and
Saturday Review to hypo its cam¬
paign on the February releases.

The top 30 songs of meek (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Indent
Published by Office of Research. Inc.. Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed. *Legit musical. iFilm. ttTV.
Survey Week of Jan. 25-31, 1957
Almost Paradise _^......Peer
Anastasia—t “Anastasia”.....Feist
Ballerina ...Jefferson
Banana Boat Song .....Marks-B
Cinco Robles i...........
Warmail
Cindy, Oh Cindy...jt ...••«. * Marks-B
Gonna Get Along Without Ya Now.I.....Kellem
Green Door ........
Trintty
Hey, Jealous Lover . . ..Barton
I Could Have Danced All Night—»f=“My Fair Lady” . Chappell
I Thought It Was Over .. ^ •_ ...;.
. .Remick
It Looks Like Love—t“Holly%'ood or Bust" ... Paraiihount
. I’ve Grown Accustomed—*“My Fair Lady" ........ Chappell"
Just In Time—*“Bells Are Ringing"_..Stratford
Long Before I Knew You—r*“Bells Are Ringing" .., Stratford
Love Me Tender—t“Love Me Tender" ..JPresley
Marianne
..........Montclare
Money Tree .......Frank
Mutual Admiration Society—*“Happy Hunting".,.. Chappell
Party’s Over—*“Bells Are Ringing”^...
Stratford
Rock-A-Bye Your Baby With. A Dixie Melody ...... Mills-W '
Singing The Blues .... .:
.Acuff-R
Stashu Pandowski ...Plncus
Tnl8 Much I Know—’i^'Kappy Hunting" ..Chappell
True Love—t“High Society” .. ^
; Buxton -HIU
Two Different Worlds ...i....... T.... Princess
■Una Momento—t“Three Violent People”.1.... Famous
Who Needs You .
.Korwin
Wringle, Wrangle—1 “Westward Ho, The Wagons" .. Disney
Young Love ..‘.*.Lowery .
Your Love Is My Love.... p.. .Peer

Top 30 Songs on TV{More In Case of Ties)
All This Is Home-'.....Sequence
Banana Boat Song...Marks-B
Brass Ring ...Dayton
Cindy, Oh Cindy
..
Marks-B:
Don’t Be Cruel ...
Presley-S
Don’t Forbid Me ...... Roosevelt
Get Rhythm r'.Hi-Lo
Gonna. Get Along Without Ya Now...Kellem
Hep Dee Hootie—tt“Singing Idol"..
Roosevelt
Hound Dog.;...' Presley-L
I Dreamed ......Trinity
I Walk The Line......
Hi-Lo
Jamaica Farewell ..
Shari
Just Walking In The Rain....Golden West
Kid Stuff ............Gil
Love Me Tender—t“Love Me Tehder".....Presley
Money .'Tree .. ..... ........ Frank
Mutual Admiration Society—*f'“Happy Hunting" ... Chappell.
Namely You—*“Li’l Abner" .Commander
On The Street Where You Live—Fair Lady".. Chappell
Pioneer’s Prayer—-{“Westward Hb, The Wagons" .. Disney
Singing The Blues .
...Acuff-R
Teenage Crush—tt“Singing Idol".... >. ^, Uen. Songs
True Love—1“High Society" ....Buxton Hill
Walking After Midnight ..Sage & Sand
Westward Ho, The Wagons—1 “Westward Ho" .,... Wonderland .
Winter Wonderland .BVC
With A Little Bit Of Luck—’i‘“My Fair Lady”
Chappell
Wringle-Wrangle—t“Westward Ho, The Wagons"... Disney'
Ybung Love....Lowery
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Sheet Muac’s Lower Postage Stump
Cpngress Gets Bill to Put PieM in Book-Rate Glass
As Per MPA Drive
A bill to reduce postage pn sheet
music "by reclassification under
book-rate^ is up before Congress
again. The bill, which has been
kicking around Washington since
1953, was reintroduced; at the cur/
rent sessions of the House and
Senate.
The bill was passed Unanimously
by the Senate during the last
session of Congress and the House
also passed it as an amendment
to the administration postal rate
Increase bill. Congress-adjourned
before the House biU could be con*
sidered by the Senate;
Bill’s passage would mean that
sheet musie would no longer be
shipped at parcer post rates where
one pound costs from 18c.- to .32c,
depending on distance, All music,
whether books or sheet copies,
would be shipBpd at the rate of'8c
for the*first pound and 4c for each
additional pound, regardless of dis¬
tance.
It’s been estimated that
the saving to dealers,' jobbers and
consumers would amount to $400,000 or $500,000 each year. *
The drive for lower rates on
sheet niuslc was launched by trie
Music Publishers Assn, and is con¬
tinuing through the Music Postage
Committee under t>e direction of
Leonard Feist, exec director. The
MFC consists of presidents of the
various leading educational and
church music organizations.

Ziggy Lane’s Diskery
: Ziggy Lane has set “up: his own
diskery. Carousel Records. Kick¬
off platter Is ‘‘The Story of the
Mptador,”..which was cut, written
and published by Lane,
Associated with Lane In the
Carousel operation are A1 Kevelson, formerly with Bill Miller’s old
Riviera, and Martin Kane and A1
Schwart^T' major stockholders of
Korvette Stores.

Lord Donegall Headed
Here Re Jazz label
London, Feb; 5.
Lord Donegall, British blueblooded jazz connoisseur, who has
entered the recording business arid
has launched his own Donegall 1^bel, flies to the States next Monday
(ll)*to link up his new records with
U. S. distributing and exjbloitation
outlets.
His artists & repertoire man Is
Alex Herbage^ formerly* with Polydor. Plans ^or the label are con¬
fined to LPs at present, but 78s
will be made later for export.

AIVStC

Proxy (Maybe) at CK
StocMiolder Meetings
Barney Young, stormy petrel of
the musid biz who has been among
the busiest litigants in the indus¬
try, is now'v carrying his running
fight agiiiust Broadcast Music Inc.
into stdckholdex’ meetings. For the
past, few weeks, Young has been
laying the ground work for a flank
attack iagaiiist BMl” at the next
stoclAolder meeting: of the Colunibia Broadcasting System, one of
the founding companies of BMI.
Young already has notified CBSc
execs and Ihe Securities 8? Exchange
Commission
of hi$
strategy.
Major target of Young will be
the law firm of Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin & Kaye, which is gen¬
eral counsel for both CBS and
BMI. Young contends that there
is a conflict of interest in having
the same law firm represent the
seller of music (BMI) and. the buy¬
er of music, (CBS). He rias pointed
out to the SEC that Ralph Colm,
of the law firm, is on CBS board,
while Sidney Kaye, also of the
same firm, is chairman of the BMI
board. The Rosenman, Goldmark,
Colin & Kaye' firm, incidentally,
still , continues as CBH general
counsel, but another group of
legalites, Cravath, Swain & Moore,
Is representing CBS in the suit of
(Continued on page 56)

Tommy Sands’ Songsin Kraft TV Show
Hit For Whammo Capitol Disk Gains
Cadence’s Pactings
Archie Bleyer’s Cadence label is
continuing on its pacting kick.
Inked for rock ’n' roll release were
Willie Treaf and an as yet un¬
named vofcal combo. For the pop
field, Bleyer pacted the Fraternity
Bros.
Bleyer has set an expansion pro¬
gram during 1957 which will en-.
compass the r&b and country &
western fields as well as pops.
Planned buildup in all areas? sterns
from Cadence’s desire to strength¬
en in its distributor position in
areas where r&b and c&w are big
sellers.

Shirley Jones & Cassidy
For Col Mr. & Mrs. Set
With an eye to building up pro¬
duction angles for its packaged
goods product, Columbia Records
has. signed the ’husband-wife duo
Shirley Jones and Jack CassidyTeam will be linked in albums.
Miss Jones, signed to a 2(Jth-Fox
film contract, scored on wax last
year with the soundtrack albums
of “Oklahoma” and “Carousel” via
the Capftol label.

Scoreboard

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Ray Martin Resins A&R
Post With Brit. Col; Plans
U.S, Visit for Own Disks
London, Feb. 5.
Ray Martin, a leading orch con¬
ductor, tv, recording and compos¬
ing personality here, has resigned
his position as joint artists and
rejpertoire manager of Columbia
Records.
[Martin, who shares tho a&r-job
with Norrle Paramor, has been
nearly five years with Columbia,
ar^d among those 'whom he has de¬
veloped are Ruby Murray,. Bax'bara ,
Lyon, Jimmy Parkinson .and Diana
Decker. His own compositions in¬
clude “Waltzing Bugle Boy,” “Once
tJpon A Wintertime,” “You Are
My First Love.” With his own
orch, he has made many hit rec¬
ords, including his version of “Blue
Tango” which sold over 500,000.
It is likely that Martin will con¬
tinue recording for Columbia, and
may retain a business association
with EMI (Electric & Musical In¬
dustries) in a new capacity. He is
expected to visit America in the
near future to arrange exploitation
ot his own disks on the Capitol la¬
bel. In addition, he will negotiate
a U.S. tieup for a tv series which
he devised and emceed on BBC un¬
der the title “Isn’t It Romantic?”

Lieberson Homing Feb. 11
Goddard Lieberson, >Columbia
Records prexy, is due back at his
New York desk Monday (11) after
to South America.
was for huddles
with Col affiliates there.

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case,of tunes {coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).'

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Last •
Week Week

1

ARTIST AND LABEL

TUNE

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) ..,

Too Much
. • Love Me Tenider
Love Me

GUY MITCHELL (Columbia).

(Singing the Blues
* /Knee Deep in the Blues

HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)

^ (The Banana Boat Song>
* / Jamaica Farewell

SONNY JAMES (Capitol)

,. Young Love

PAT BOONE (Dot)

fDon’t Forbid Me
. -j Anastasia *
[Friendly Persuasion

6

TAB HUNTER (Dot)--

. Young Love

7

FATS DOMINO (Imperial)

(Blue Monday
' /Blueberry Hill

FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)
JERRY LEWIS (Decca)
TAIIRIERS (Glory).

.. Rock-A-Bye Your Baby

•.. Moonlight Gambler
, The Banana Boat Song

TUNES
POSITIONS
' This
Last
Week Week

Tommy Sands, the young singer
who starred on the NBC-TV “Kraft
Theatre’’ drama, “The Singin'
Idol,’’ last week (30), is breaking
through with a hit his first time
out on disks for Capitol Records.
Sales on the two coupled numbers '
featured on the video show, “Teen¬
age Crush’’ and “Hep Dee Hoodie,”
are already around the 500,000
mark, with Capitol distribs getting
100,000 in orders over, last Week¬
end. Stores have even been get¬
ting orders for the religiose stand¬
ard, “Rock of Ages,’’ which Sands
sang on the show but did not cut as
a record.
Sands got his chance on the tv
stanza through one of those lucky
breaks. Elvis Presley, whom the
55iain chai^acter in the video play
broadly resembled, was originally
approached for the role, but turned
it down because of previous com¬
mitments. Col. Tom Parker, Pres¬
ley’s manager, then recommended
Sands, a folk singer from the Coast,
for the role.
The payoff for Sands has. also ex¬
tended to a ‘film contract. 20th Fox
has picked ujp the rights to “The
Singin’ Idol,” and Sands has been
inked to play the lead role in .the
film.
Paul Monash wrote the
script for the tv drama.

inip.ui lun Sinsle
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In a reshuffling of the top eche¬
lon at, the indie Flair Records,
Kappy Jordan has moved In as
prexy, replacing Lee Tully and Sid
bpmay. The label was activated
several months ago.
:Mlss Jordan took. over, the prexy
post Feb. 1 and is currently blue¬
printing a- complete revamp of the
label’s setup. On the agenda are
appointment of an artists & rep¬
ertoire chief and realignment*^ of
trie distribution network. She plans
to* head out on a five-week tOur of
33 key cities to line up the distribs.
Before taking' over the Flair
sjlot, Miss Jordan had operated her
own disk proniotioh biz handling
such waxers as Patti Page, Vic
Damone,. Danny Kaye and Julius
LaRosa. The Marvih Drager office
will handle publicity for the com¬
pany.
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Harry Belafonte is getting th#
platinum treatment from RCA Vic¬
tor as a result of the booming .In¬
terest in the singer since the outset
of this. year. Diskery is releasing
en masse 2.0 Belafonte singles. In¬
cluding nine previously’ released
singles and 11 coupled from album
! selections.
Five copies of each of the 20
disks are being included in a dealer
. kit, with all platters enclosed in a
special four-color sleeve. This mer¬
chandise plan is similar to the one
used as a promotion for Elvis Pres¬
ley last September . when seven
disks were issued simultaneously.
Those seven Presley singles have
accounted for about 2,000,000 in
. sales.

i ^

o
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EiiiKr Bernstein’s Stock
Rises;‘Men in War’Score
Gets Imperial Sendoff
Hollywood, Feb. 5.'
The vaunted “power of the press”
is responsible for Imperial Rec¬
ords’ debut in the soundtrack alI -bum field nfext week with the music
, from “Men In War,’’ United Artists
II release starring Robert Ryan and
! Aldo Ray, Music was composed by
I Elmer Bernstein.
i No plans had been made for a
soundtrack package from the film,
‘ but initial reviews singled out the
; score for special mention. Imperial
; owner Lew Chudd promptly made
I the deal with Bernstein and the
I master was cut yesterday (Mon.)
; and put on a rush basis,
I Package, incidentally, is the third
j Bernstein score slated for early
disk release. Others are “Ten Com¬
mandments,” which Dot is releas¬
ing as the first venture in its tieup with Paramount Pictures, and
“Drango,” which Liberty has
packaged.'
Bernstein also is at work on an
album of jazz originals for Decca
which he is both composing and
conducting.

PUBLISHER

tYOUNG LOVE....... Lowery
tTHE BANANA BOAT SONG .... Marks-Bryden
fSINGING THE BLUES
.
_Acuff-Rose
tDON’T FORBID ME.
Roosevelt
‘‘MOONLIGHT GAMBLER.
Morris
tTOO MUCH.'...Southern Belle-Presley
tLOVE ME TENDER ..Presley
‘:‘TRUE LOVE .. Buxton Hill
fCINCO ROBLES'.
Warman
‘‘BLUEBERRY HILL.
Chappell

HALEY‘ROCK’DISK HITS
1,000,000 IN UX SALES
London, Feb. 5.
Bill Haley and his Comets have
topped the 1,000,000 mark for sales
of their “Rock Around The Clock”
disk. It’s claimed to be the first
time that a disk has reached this
figure on British sales alone.
Haley, who arrived here today
(Tues.) on a 24-day tour, will be
presented with a gold disk by the
British Decca group. The number
I is released in Britain on the Bruns¬
wick label
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]»fUSl€
British Disk- Best Sellers

Stuff-Mu^

London^ Feb. 5.
1. Garden of Eden. .Vaughan
(Philips)
2. Singing Blues-Mitchell
. (Philips)
3. Binging Blues_T. Steele
(Decca)
^
4. Friendly Persuasion Boone
(London)
.5. True Love... Crosby-Kelly
(Capitol)
g. St, Therese.Vaughan
0 •
(HMV)
7. Green Doo#..... .Vaughan
(Philips)
8. Cindy, Oh Cindy.. .Fisher
' (HMV)
9. Hound Dog.Presley
(HMV) ^
10, Walking in Rain.Ray
(Philips)____

Pell Publishing has tied In with i^Oth ^entury^Fox on a 5oii;tt promo¬
tion on the Bullseye waxing of ‘*Jesso James** by Pat The Cat & His
ihttens. Pitch is tied in with the 20th*s ‘*The True,Story of Jesse
James'* and the Dell comic book based on the dim. Dell has set up a
contest for deejay listeners to add a four-line verse to the- recorded
lyric. Winner get^a two-day cuffo trip to Hollywood with parent or
guardian. The deejay who reached the winning dialer gets a $100
savings bond.
■- .
The intra-trade music biz squabbles have been getting unusually
wide attention in the general press recently, sparked in large measure
by the House Antitrust Committee hearings in Foley Square, N.Y., last
fall. Latest mag piece on the ASCAP cleffers vs. BMI battle is in
Harper’s February issue, which says that “both (ASCAP and BMI), as
a means of retaliatory warfare, are simply washing eaCh other’s dirty
linen in the public prints.”
'
.

Labek Taldi^ tin locaT
Diskeries Latching On to Tunes Making a Noise
In Various Cities

Dash Quits Burlington,
Mky Return to England

Irwin Dash, general manager of
Burlington Music, London Records’
subsid, has exited the firm and may
go back to England to reenter the
publishing business there. Bur¬
lington Music, which was set up by
Dash in 1954, currently has a hit
going in “Green Sleeves,” a ver¬
sion of the p.d. number cut by, the
Beverly Sisters on the London
label.
Dash formerly had an English
firm under his own name but sold
his interest to Reg Connelly, the
Songwriters Protective Assn., at British publisher.
its Coast membership meeting set
for Feb. 19 in Hollywood, will hear
Myrna Lorrie to Victor
a full report bn the recent bid of
Myrna Lorrie, le-year-old* coun¬
the Composers & Lyricists Guild try singer from Ontario, has been..
of America to represent cleffers in added to RCA Victor’s artists* ros¬
the broadcast field.
The CLGA ter.
. ■
• ff
petition to the National Labor Re¬
A radio singer since she was 12,
lations Board was turned down.
Miss Lorrie has recently been tour¬
SPA prexy Abel Baer and gen¬ ing with a folksinging troupe head¬
eral counsel John Schulman arb ed by Hank Snow, .another Victor
making the trip westward
pactee.

Decca execs are puzzled by a Coast report that Peggy Lee has been
signed by Frank Sinatra to cut an album-for the latfer’s company,
BsseX Productions. The songstress is under contract to Decca for the
balance of tWs year and there’s no indication that,the diskery is willing
to okay a deal for Miss Lee to cut for' another company while she’s
still on its roster.

SPA to Hear CLGA
Report at H’wood Meet

Samuel B. Rosenbaum, Philadelphia attorney and a member of the
Philadelphia Orchestra’s board of trustees since 1928, spoke at a “tuneup luncheon” Friday (1) at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Don Casto of
Columbus, O, Rosenbaum spoke to 200 workers for a $25,000 mainte¬
nance fund for the Cplumbus Symphony Orchestra. Rosenbaum’s wife,
Edna Phillips, is fir.st harpist with the Philadelphia Orchestra.
Columbia Records’ publicity chief Debbie Ishlon has pulled out all
stops in grabbing space for the label’s new musical property, Leonard
Bernstein. After a Life mag pic story Jan. 7, Time mag came* up With
a cover piece last week and now the New Yorker is getting into the act
with a “Profile” upcoming.

BETUL DISK AND ALBUM BEST SELLEBS
■
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Nationid
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

Astfst, Label, Title

GUY MITCHELL (Columbia)
'Singing the Blues”...
1 ..
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
“The Banana Boat Song”.
6
2
SONNY JAMES (Capitol)
“Young Love”...,..
2
1
TAB HUNTER (Dot)
'
“Young Love”.. 3 ..
ELViS PRESLEY (Victor)
“Too Much”. . 5
3
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“Don't Forbid Me” . 4 ..
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)
“ModnUght Gambler”... 8 ..
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
“Blue Monday”.1. 9 ..
TARRIERS (Glory)
“The Banana Boat Song”....;. 7
4
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
“Blueberry Hill”.. 10 ..
JERRY LEWIS (Decca)
“Rock-A-Bye Your Baby*'.
TERRY GILKYSON (Columbia)
“Marianne” . .. ..
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
“Jamaica Farewell!'. 10
MICKEY & SYLVIA (Groove)
“Love Is Strange”
.... ..
8ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
“Love Me Tender”.
JIM LOWE (Dot)
i'The Green Door”.
RUSSELL ARMS (Era)
“Cinco Robles”....
BETTY JOHNSON (Bally)
“I Dreamed”.... ..
GEORGE HAMILTON (ABC-Par)
“A Rose and a Baby Ruth”.
BILL HAYES (ABC-Parf^
^
“Wringle, Wraugle”...
CROSBY & KELLY (Capitol)
“True Love”.
IVORY JOE HUNTER (Atlantic)
“Since I Met You, Baby”...:..
LaVERN BAKER (Atlantic)
“Jim Dandy”...
CHARLIE GRACIE (Cameo)
"Butterfly”.. ..
g
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“Just Walldh' In the Rain”.
CALYPSO
Harry B«lofont«
Victor
LPM 1248
EPA 1248

IIVIS

my fair LADY

Elvit Prttity . .Broadway
j
Cast

Columbia

LPM 1382

OL 5090

4

1

..

W 740
EAP 740

2

..

7

3..

9

2

..

2

..

4

2

3

S
ft

S
cfl

2

18

1

2
U

6

..

5

5

10

..

1

6

..

..

LEWIS

JUST SINGS
«•

Jorry Lowls

..

2

..

7

5

7

1

5 104

1

9

8

99

6

56

10

3

9

4

8

9

..

..

6

..

..

6

6
543..

5

3

2

4

JERRY
Soundtrack

Capitol
Victor

IS ISIS li 13

I Z I

..

..

10.

5

..

..

57

5

10

OKLAHOMAI

EDDY DUCHIN

THIS IS
SINATRA

I
I

Decca'

‘ SAO 595
SDM 595

8

...

19

6

7

..

18

HARRY FOX REPPING
DISNEY ON ROYALTIES

8

..

..

18

Harry Fox, publishers’ agent and
trustee, will now als.o represent
Walt Disney’s music companies In
the collection of mechanical royal¬
ties. Involved are Disney Music
(ASCAP) and Wonderland Music
(BMI). Both are based on the
Coast.
Fox, meantime. Is prepping a
booklet listing the number of pub¬
lishers
collecting
mechanicals
through his office.
List runs to
around 400 firms, representing
most of the major publishing com¬
panies.
Fox’s office, meantime, has also
expanded its international repre¬
sentation with a new deal to col¬
lect mechanical royalties for the
Spanish publishers and writers'
group, Sociedad General de Autores de Espana (SGAE). Fox has
similar deals with societies In
Japan and England and the Bureau
Internationale d’Editions Mechanique (BIEM) which represents most
of the groups on the Continent.

Harry Bolafontt I Broadway Cast

CapltOl ,

Decca
DL 8289

LPM 1150
EPA 1150.

From behind the Iron Curtain, a
Czechoslovakian company, Artia,
filed^^ suit in the N. Y. Federal
Court last week iagainst Colosseum
Records, a U. S. label, and two re¬
tail stores, Sani Goody and - the
Record 'Hunter. The Czech outfit,
which is a foreign trade corpora¬
tion for the import and export of
cultural commodities; charges the
defendants with “unfair trade
practices” in distributing disks
based on Czech recordings without
a license.
Artia claims that < the disks In
question were made by the Gramaphone Works, a Czech diskery,
with many leading longhair artists
Last October, the Gramaphonr
Works assigned the recordings t
Artia, the complaint stated. Colos
"seum, however, has ^een sellini
disks in the U, S. based on th
Gramaphone catalog without Ar
tia’s permission, Artia chargei
Goody and dhe Record Hunter ai\
accused of distributing the disks.
Artia contends that Colosseum'
activities have resulted in damage
estimated at $250,000, while th
distribution of the disks by Good)
and the Record Hunter are figurei
as having caused $50,000 damagei
The plaintiff is seeking injunctivi
relief, and accounting of the profiti
and an award of damages.

5

5

Film Soundtrack
,
Rim Soundtrack

DL8410

The record business is on -an
out-of-town tryout kick. Important
diskeries are going after indie plat¬
ters breaking in hinterland areai
for a national push under theij
o^vn banner.
In recent weeks ABC-Paramoun(
and Dot have jumped in with buyups of localized noisemakers, ABC
Paramount bought Norman Petty
Trio’s “Almost Paradise” and th^
Melody Macs* “Rain In Aiiple Bios*
som Lane,” while Dot picked uj
the Dell-Vikings’ “Come Go ‘With
Me.”
The Petty platter was purchased
from the Nor-Va-Jak label after it
began to step out in Detroit. The
Melody Macs* disk was snapped up
for $1,250 from the combo, which
made it independently after it
stirred up some sales action in
Boston. The Dell-Vikings’ disk, in¬
itially released under the Fee-Bee
banner, already, had been a big
item in Pittsburgh when Dot
moved in.
,
The quick buy-ups of the local
breaking platters have been work¬
ing out well for both ABC-Para¬
mount and Dot. Latter has scored
with such disk purchases as “Fool”
and “Auctioneer,” while ABCParamount is still running strong
with its buy of Colonial Records’
“A Rose and A Baby Ruth.”

Artia, Czech Co;,
Sues 3 U.S.Finns,
Addng $301),MO

•i hi

■
Survey, oi retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob,itained irom leading stores in
21 cities and showing comparative sales rating ior this
and Ust week.
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New York
Norma Doujrlas,
__ , RKO-Unique
thrush, pacted
ed 10 William Morris,
Her first single platter is^out this
week . . . Ann Hathaway, who’s
recording under the Motif banner,
opens at Mr. Kelly’s, Chicago, Feb.
26 for two weeks. Glory Allen set
for Boston’s Bradford Room Feb.
6 . . . Steve Clayton, currently rid¬
ing with Coral’s “I Want To Put
My Arms Around You” and “The
Boy With The Golden Kazoo, opens
at the Vogue Terrace, Pittsburgh,
Feb. 9 . . . Disk jockey Lou Barile
switching to WIBX, Utica* from
WKAL, Rome , , , The Rover Boys
set for two weeks at El Cortez, Las
Vegas, beginning Feb. 21.
Eileen Barton, now recording for
Epic, signed with General Artists
Corp. , . « Dolores Hawkins set to

VedlncBday^ Febriiary

appear on CBS Radioes ’’Woolworth
Hour” March 31
. r Don Rondo,
Jubilee crooner, goes into the New
Orleans Safari Club Feb. 7 for one
week.
.JuUe London propping two new
Liberty albums. First will be called
“London By Night” . . . Ne^o
thrush Abbey Lincoln’s first Liber<.
ty album, “Affair,” due for release
this month. Songstress has been
held over an additional four weeks
at the Village Vanguard.
It’ll be father-&-son week on
NBC’s “Bandstand” show begin¬
ning Feb. 25 when Guy Pastor ap¬
pears with his father Tony Pastor’s
orch. The young Pastor debuted
on “Bandstand" last month with
the Richard Hlmber orch ... Bernie Wayne on the road with “Ziegfeld Follies” in which he has sev¬

eral 0ongs . . . Tunesmlth Dorian the 10 tunes in Hal Wallis* “Lov¬
Burton bows as a vocalist on the ing You” but will not appear in the
Neil label with his own tunes, “I film.
Want Yon” and “One Little Kiss,”
which are being published by
Lpndon
Acorn Music.’
Songstress Eve Boswell to U.S.
April 10' oh a record exploitation
Hollywood
tour. She hopes to do a season at
George Stoll has begun scoring Las Vegas while there . . . Eric
Metro’s “This Could Be The Night,” Delaney band are probables for a
starring Jean Simmons, Paul U.S. tour this year . . . Bandleader
Douglas and Anthony Francidsa .. < Oscar Rabih appointed a director
Alan Lemer and Richard Adler of Mecca’s Lyceum Ballrcmm in
join the music biz list of lupiinar- London . .. Peter Crawford instru¬
ies* as guesj^ lecturers for Hal mental-vocal trio headed for the
Levy’s Lyric Writing Class at Middle East for a four-week tour
UCLA . , . Manny Harmon named of Army bases . . . Pianist Dill
musical director for Photoplay Jones, back at work after having
Awards Dinner , . . Bands of Jack his right kpeecap removed as a re¬
Nye'and Eddie Gomez now in 12th sult of car smash three weeks ago'
week of alterimting chores at the . . . Marion Ryan lined up for her
Hollywood Roosevelt's Cinegrill own tv series, with Granda-TV, the
and hold over indefin . . , Vic weekday commercial programmers
Knight, Key Records topper, ad¬ for the Nbrth.
dresses the Southern Calif. Broad¬
caster’s Assn. Feb. 21 , . . The JorChicago
danaires, male quartet from NBC’s
Buddy Greco Quartet lined up
“Grand Old Opry” program, back
Elvis Presley on pre-recordings of for Mr. Kelly’s for two-week' stay
June 4 . . . Tune Tattlers will play
the Brown Hotel, Louisville, for 10
days April 18 . . , Tony Bennett
inked for the Chase. Hotel, St.
Louis, for two sets April 26 . . .
Jan Raye foursome with Lilyan
Ann Carol goes into Chi's , Prevue
next Wednesday (13) for two
frames . , . Bob Douglas into
Northcrest Hotel’s Embers, Fort
Wayne, for two weeks March 4 . . .
Russ* Carlyle orch into Oh Henry,
Chicago, Feb. 20 for four, iollowed
by Hotel Peabody’s SksWay, Mem¬
phis, March 25 for three frames.

Philadelphia
Joe Glaser 4n to catch client
Lionel Hampton at Pep’s playing
first local date in three years , . .
Erie Social Club, private N. Philly
spot featuring names on.weekends,
has bookings for Dick Lee (9-10),
Four Aces (16-17), Gogi Grant
(23-24) . . ^ Dave Appell & Applejacks into the 19th Hole Tavern
(6) . . . Eddie Fisher’s brother,
billed as Sid, emcees talent night
at Andy’s Bamboo Room . . . .Re¬
cent RCA Victor pactees. Michael
Raye and Judy Shaye, playing
Cadillac Sho-Bar . * . Buddy Wil¬
liams^ in one-nighter at Sunnybrook Pottstown . . . Dave Blum,
head of Odette Music, in town to
visit ^folks . . . Max Roch Quintet
holding forth at Showboat . . .
Horace Silvers has opened at Blue
Note . , . Jbe Scopes, accordionist
with the Victors, back after run at
Las Vegas’ Fremont Hotel. Trio
goes next into Baltimore’s Carou¬
sel.

Pittsburgh
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Twters, Waiters,
Chefs Vs. Stoil
The three unions involved in
scrap with^the Stork Club in Nl
arc planning to , conduct a joir
action to- force a change in th
spot's labor policies. Situatio
boiled over last week when Shei
man Billingsley,; the Stork’s ownei
.gave notice to 15 musicians evei
though Local 802 of the America
Federation of Musiciaris was no
directly involved in the origin,
hassle between the club and thi
chefs and walteijs. '
Billingsley’s charge that LocJ
802, in attempting to conciliate tS
dispute in the early days, ofiere
to* “doublecross” the chef’s unioj
Local 89, has been flatly denied W
802 prexy A1 ManutC Manuti an
Local 89 prexy Louis Fernande
are holding a meeting today (WedJ
jointly with Dave Slegal, head ol
the waiters’ Local 1 to set futun
strategy. Billingsley has refused t(
sign contracts with either the chefi
or waiters unions*

AI Caider to RKCi Music;
Milt Stein Rep on Coas
In line with the buildup progran
blueprinted by tjie new RKO Mu
sic firm, Al C^der has moved ovei
from Shapir6-3ernstein to assis
Irving Deutch, RKO-Music’s gen
real professional manager. Calde
had been promoting Columbia'Pio
tures Music for S-B for over a yea
Before that he was .with Porjii
Music.
Deutch also has put on _
Stein to handle the firm's Coast
tivltles. Pubbery Is kicking offlJ
activities with the 'score fn*
RKO’s "The Girl Most Likely” bl
Ralph Blaine and Hugh MarUnf
Firm will also handle the scoiL
from the. six Independently piM
duced pix by the new Herschef
Gilbert setup for United Artisd
The ^ores will be put^ into tbl
John-Paul Music catalog, a receof
ly acquired subsid of RKO Music.!

Chamber of Commerce Nh
To Longhair Symphonic!
New Haven, Feb. 5.
After a long association with tlcl
New Haven Symphony* which spon#
sors the annual Yale Bowl pop coa4
cert series, the tbcal Junior ChamJ
ber of Commerce has shed manage*!
ment of the series. Step is the oiitJ
come of a situation in which tbel
two groups failed to see eye-to-efel
on programming.
Symphony execs wish to eivl
phasize longhair and Junior Cbaii'M
herites hold to the opinion that p(p|
style programs are better crovd*!
pullers. Individual concerts in thal
past have drawn as high as 16,()00|
attendees, but last two seasonir
have doused the ledger in a suihj
•stantial red bath. ,
Reportedly, the Symphony ^
carry on with a total of three 19511
concerts on Its own hook.

Otis Clements, regular emcee
and pianist at Blue Angel in N. Y.,
loaned by Herbert Jacoby to T. C.
Jones as his accompanist dming
femme impersonator’s current twoweek stand at Copa here . . . Elmer
Sarra, formerly on* sax with Chuck
Foster, has joined Tommy Carlyn
orch . . . Horace Silver 5 into
Midway Lounge . . * Miles Davis
Quintet added to TedT Heath-Al
Hibbier-Eddie Heywood Trio-June
Christy package coming to Mosque
for two shows Feb. 13 . . . Fred
VerSen, ex-trombonist vdth Gene
Krupa and Hal McIntyre, added
to Harry Baker band..
Busty
Brown, formerly with EZC Rauch
Gals strip, no longer on local tv,
has organized a new trio which
also features her husband, Angelo
Molinaro, and Joey Thomas. They
The Merry Macs, vocal comb^
open at Bon Ange Monday (11), *, have been inked to a term pact dm
Larry Faith orch had its option
Capitol
Recordij.
picked up again at Greater Pitts¬
burgh Airport’s Horizon Room ., .
Art Harbert, who owns a drum
shop on the Northslde, in the pit
on percussion for Pittsburgh Play¬
house’s new musical, “Love From
Judy” . . . Sil Austin checked in at
Rock ’n’ Roll Room for a week ,,,

San Francisco
Rock ’n’ roll show-with Johnny
Otis is booked into a 1,550-seat
Geary Treatre Feb. 9 for one night
. . . Gateway Singers' new Decca
album is rating big displays in
downtown music store windows ...
George Lewis leaves the Tin Angel
at end of February to take a 15day tour of England as guest solo-,
ist with Ken Colyer band ... Bob
Scobey cut some Victor sides in
Hollywood, went into Zardi’s and
will return to. Frisco for six to
eight weeks before his mid-April
opening at Blue Note, Chicago . . ,
Wild Bill Davis scheduled for the
Blackhawk Feb. 12, Modem Jazz
Quartet Feb. 28 . . . Dave Brubeck
and Paul Desmond plan a “duet”
album for Columbia.

.i THOUGHTi
IT WAS
OVER”

IKI EI^S

REMICK MUSIC CORP.

Teresa Brewer^s
New Hit

Omaha
Richard Maltby orch in for one
night at Peony Park Sunday (10)
. . , Lylo Knight, pianist, opened
at Dave Hayden’s Airport cafe . . .
Joyce Flissler, violinist, heading
Feb. 8 Morning Musicale presenta¬
tion.
^

<

MY SORROWS
Mills Music, Inc.
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REALLY MOVING!

JAYEPJmeAH

/ THOUGHT IT WAS OVER c .
I PLEDGE ALIEGIAHCE TO YOUR HEART
so 47-6798

\

y

my mm

A GOOD LOOKIH'BLOHDE
A DOZEH HEARTS .....

your customers hear these New Orthophon/c High Fidelity recordings best on an RCA Victor New Orthophonic High Fidelity *^Victroia''^

America’s favorite speed...

45 RPM

RCaViCTOR

9fUSlC

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEHS

Campus Concerts

Best Bets
Music from tho
Sound Track of the Film

ANASTASIA
ALFRED NEWMAN
Conducting the 20 CenturyFox Orchestra
DL 8460

A POOR MAN'S ROSES
WALKIN' AFTER
MIDNIGHT
{Decca 9-30221; 30221)

v

Los-Angeles, Feb. 5.
Series of 12« college dates have
been set by promoter Van Tonkins
to launch his new program of campus Jazz cqncetts which he hopes
to spread into a nationwide circuit.
Bulk of the dates are worked on a
strict
percentage
arrangement,
thus enabling many colleges to vie
for talent that their budgets could
not otherwise afford.
Tonkins has hired Lennie Niehaus, Bill Perkins and the Hi-Lo's
on a salary deal for two weeks and.
will use them on all dates. He also
has inked Dave Brubeck to headline the package on some of the
dates.
Trek tees off tomorrow (Wed.) at
Idaho State College, and goes from
there to Brigham Young, Ricks College, Montana State U two-day
date for the Winter Carnival), Universify of Utah, Fresno State, East
Los Angeles Jr. College, Washington U., Oregon State, Oregon U.,
Portland, U. and Willamette U.
-

Talk Up Extra Week For
Haley Before Brit. Bow
Spectacular Sound Tracks and
Decca go together like coffee
and cream! With the current
commotion caused by the film
—and the sensational musiti
Itself—it doesn’t take a proph¬
et to predict Best Seller status
for this album.

Wednesday, Febniary 6, 195^7

P^am

„
. .
So great is the Interest in the
forthcoming visit by Bill Hailey >&.
His Comets that plans are underremain an extra
way for them to remam
week. The Comets, who open at
the Dominion, Tottenham Court
Road, tomorrow (Wed.), are sched¬
uled to play their last concert here
i,tic new project «
on the 26th, but the
is
do additional concerts
for them to dradditVonal*'concV^^^
SmSdnVMa"*
(^ommendng
-Ma^^^^ %
commencing
■
f, iviarcn
.
’ ,
^
T®

■■

Svfroey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading^ stores in
13 cities and showing comr
pargtive sales rating for this
and last week.
* ASCAP
t BMI
j
I
.
-«
i
National
mtional
Rating
Rating
liast
This Last
wk. wk.
Title and Publ
Publisher
« ? S
3
I SS I M
gu
oa
•
.
^
^
.
..
tSiPging the
the Bli
Blues (Acuff-R.). 5
1
5.1
1
1
tSinging
Song (Mar^a-B). 3
5
1
7
2
5
fBanana Boat So
3
4
fVoimg
(L
fYoirng Love (Lowery).-....
1. 10
4
6
-7-5-t
rftinj
♦True Love
(Buxton Hill).... 2
3
3
2
J_?_True
Loy^Buj
fLove Me Tendc
Tender (Presley).. 7 .. ..
3
5
3
tLove
6
6
tThe Green Door
Doo (Trinity)...
4
7
13
tCinco
Robles
(V
tCinco Robles (Warman)..... 6 . .
6 ..
--—ii/,—
♦Moonlight Gambler
(Morris) .: . .
fr 8 >.
8
9
*Moonlight
Gam]
fOindy, Oh Cind
Cindy (Marks-B). ..
4 ..
8
9
8
tOindy,
Rain ((^Iden W.). .. .. ..
9
10
10
tWalking in Rain
♦Blueberry Hill (Chappell).......
9
5
12
12
"'Anastasia
♦Anastasia (Feisi
(Feist). .. 10 ..
2 ..
tDon*t Forbid Me (Roosevelt). 4.
♦Wringle, Wrangle (Disney).... .. - 7 ..
Along (Kellem)..
9 .. .. ..
15
..
♦Gonna Get Alon
. .
•
« 4
*Ta;||||||a’ |«|||n|iQ|p;i| lof
JCaDDie niniUMUll Ibi

iBC-Par’s
I ABC-Par’s

On Bi|^3-FD&H Xchange;
Other Tunes Acquired
S’
^^een The ,Big Three (Robbins,
Feist & Miller) here and Francis. Day & Hunter in England is

ing the reciprocal exchange in the gfL i^e^nnie^
Stafpfi for
for Haley)
TTalpv^ can
ran also
also get
cret an
an j^g
,
/_" ..v’’ and
.Y■,
States
BrodszlS^ * (music)
Paul
extra week .over there.
Francis Wfebster (lyrics), will be
handled in the U. S. by Miller

1 L

5
5 107
3
3
91
1
1
88
6
3
71,
7 ..
60
10 ..
37
9
2
36
_2_10^30
8
.._^29
4
4
26
.. ..
24
6
23

Box Seat For

PM’ing for oiman
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>
1),66 S BdiCOny
ABC-Paramount Records; which
me up
came
up with
with a
a hit
hit In
In Johimy
Johi^y Dee’s
Dee’s
k Rose and ®
a Baby Ruth?'from ®
a
aster
bought
from
Colonial
Recmaster
bought from, Colonial
Eee
,
,
j
t
li-u
ords. has
has now
now made
made a
a deal
deal with
wit!
the latter diskery to handle distri-

JobllDy

Herb Lutz is joining Abe 01lean’s publishing setup aS'profess*®hal manager. He’ll assist Oloperation of the music
as well as in the exploitation
catalog,* He
takes over the new post next week.
had been running his own
publishing outfit for the last few

tunng Dee as both singer and song-:a wonderful
wrifpr
Plaffpre are
orp “Sittin' In
Tn The
nPfip. ®
WOnOOrtUl
writer.
Platters
Balcony” and “Hospitality Blues.” seasonal song
“Baby Ruth,” although written by styne and cahn'S

I So^”byT'u & H.

Biiry 78$

by George Hamilton 4th. The Dee disks will be disIn addition, the Big Three has tribtited by ABC-Par under i the
== Continued from page 49
acquired rights to a couple of for- original label.
45s quickly took over the singles p
tunes thatTw
haveor^npr^^^
been stepping
ABOParamount has also made a
Sll
with KRC, an indie in Washphase of the business.
Die Bessren Altren Herrn and
-n n -fpi. » t ip.r/i

patsy CLINE
Big! Bigger! Biggest! Spec¬
tacular reaction from every¬
where to this debut disc by a
young lady whose future looks
golden.
A Godfrey Talent
Scouts winner who’s going
places—^fast!

LAST TRAIN
KEETCH
(Decca 9-30210)

around the turn of^tte century
with the founding of the Victor
Talking Machine Co. A couple of
_pp
PTP
other
other speeds,
speeds, such
such as
as 80
80 and
and 76
76
rpm, were used at one time or another, but never made a serious
inroad into the 78 dominance until
the modern slow speeds Came into
existence.
•
In conjunction with Victor’s new
45 rpm push, sparked by deep
price cuts on extended-play pack¬
ages, the RCA radio-phonograph
division has launched an inten¬
sive ad-promotion campaign un¬
der the theme of “Fabulous 45,” a
campaign slated spin out for 45
days. Victor’s phono division is offering a BeWonte EP. originally
priced at $14.90, for $5 with every
45 rpm machine sold.
■
■,■■■■
ROD
ilWil
=S continued from page 49

=

bel’s jazz and rhythm & blues activity and its subsid EmArcy line,
He’ll be assisted by arranger-conductor Hal Mooney, who’s shifting
from the Chicago base to New York
to work with Shad. Should additional a&r activity be needed, JVIerc’s
midwestern a&r staffers David
Carroll and Chuck Stevens will
pitch in to assist. Shad will report
directly to Art Talmadge, Merc’s.

Mickey Scopp, head of the Big which haa begun to stir some niThree, and. Ed Slattery, profes- tice in some, of the rhythm &
sional
department
cpordinator, blues markets.
head for the Coast this week for
fuddles at the Metro and 20th-Fox
studios on forthcoming filmusical
product and to discuss policy (
cernin
cerning links on exploitation acContinued from page 51
tivity.

Barney Young

N. Y. Palladium Goes
Terping a La Trinidad

The Palladium, midtown New
York ballroom, is going calypso,
Terpery has set aside Wednesday
evening for a special ‘ CalypsoMambo
Spectacular
featuring
names in the Trinidad tempo field,
The new format kicked off last
week with the Duke of Iron, Palmetto Boys, Count Bernadino,.
Helen Ferguson and Marie Fran^ois. Caribe beat runs .from 11
p.m. to midnight. Earlier in the
evening, the Palladium dance master, “Killer” ' Joe Piro, presents
cuffo instructions on how to dance
to the calypso beat.
Irving Schacht, managing director of the ballroom, will book the
calypso acts, while Palladium owner Maxwell Hyman plans to traipse
to the Caribbean prowling new D
talent.
P|| Cr
|C iT

Andor Foldes O'Seas
RAY LANG
Looks like the Calypso kick is
here to stay and this is one of
the best entries yet. Tren^endous disc that will ride the
wave of current enthusiasm—
right to the top!

Barry Frank Swings
uver to bammy jvaye

F I'd"’''**concert
Foldes,

RlI
artistf D

Andor
who;s current^
Europe,
been named as the only Ptanist
™ r^resent the U. S. at the
Beethoven. Festival of “the U. of
Bonn. He will play there June 1-2,
Before returning to the U. S.. at
the end of October, Foldes will also
porform in South Africa and has
been booked for the Bergen Festival in Norway. His European Itinerary Includes 85 recitals between
Jan. 14 and June 2.
--

Sammy Kaye has tapped crooner
Barry Frank as band vocalist for
his Columbia waxings and in-person dates. Singer’s first recording
with Kaye will be “Mountain of
Tempesta to H. Richmond
Kisses,” due for release during the
Tommy Tempesta has joined the
middle of February.
Howie Richmond publishing, firm
Frank had been crooning inde-i as contactman.
RecordB pendently for such labels as Tico
He was formerly with the Big
and Bell as well as under the Co- Three (Miller Music) and E. B.
New World or Sound... Iiumbia banner.

DECCA

«

arrangers as well as expand the label’s activity in the a&r and jazz
fields.
He’s eurrently on the
Coast recording Patti Page for a
new single release.
_

the ASCAP songwriters against
BMI and the major networks.
' Young already has been turned
down by CBS on his request that
his complaint be Included in the
proxy statement to stockholders.
Young’s
Young’s bid
bid to
to get
get tho
the CBS
CBS list
list
stockholders was also nixed on
grounds that he has not been a
stockholder of record for the re*
nuired sixmonth minimum. Young
contends that he has been a longtime CBS stockholder, but that the
shares were held in his broker’s
name
Young, who had previously been
engaged in a bitter fight with
ASCAP over various phases of the
Society’s operation, recently was
accepted as an ASCAP member
and has since soft-pedalled his attacks on ASCAP. Young Is primar-I
Uy a publisher, operating the Life
Music firm..
..
ni ■i

i Solid Hit'

THE STAR
YOU WISHED
> OPOH *
LAST NIGHT
ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

Collaborator Wanted
Musle composer to word with lyric¬
ist. Fee o,r percentage basis. Must
be located In Chicago area as per¬
sonal contact Is" desirable.

E.B.B.—SOB Kilburn Ave.,
Rockford, III.

^-nJT»n

Lcidy
SfflQ!
Lady Sings

Hll
I
■■ ■

iV

the Blues

II

BILLIE HOLIDAY
■L

■'*"

Currently

INTERLUDE, Hollywood
Feb. 11 thru Feb. 24

PACK'S #2, San Prancisco
VERVB RECORDS

,

VAVDBVIIXE
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Burbqne in NJ. on Its Last Li$s; TOWN'S FIVHUOlPower Lineups As Convention Lure
In V^as; Royal Nev. Springs With
Theatres Shed Tears on ‘No Shed’ Law
Fresh $; Miller’s Post-Dunes Plans
Americana, Miami Beach,

By GEOROE GILBERT
Boston, Feb. 5.
Three New Jersey burlesque
A multi-million dollar develop¬
houses long flourishing as Bagcfadsment for Boston, a “Radio City,”
.
By ALAN JARLSON
nf-the-Bump face extinction fol¬
with 12 separate structures includ¬
lowing adoption of enti-strlpping
Las Vegas, Feb. 5.
ing a skyscraper of approximately
ordinances in Newark and Union
The
new
Americana Hotel, 50 stores, with theatres, shops and
This glitter gulch of the desert
City. Minsky’s in Newark is clos¬ Miami Beach, has.Jin^d up the restaurants, was outlined at a
should be all aglow during the
ing tomorrow (Thurs.) and the
Chamber of Commerce lunchedn
month at hand as each major re¬
Hudson Theatre, Union City, may headliners for virtually the entire Thursday .(31) by Carroll M.
season.
Starting
tonight
(Wed.),
Feld
Bros.,
Washington
promot¬
sort on the Las Vegas Strip pencils
fold Saturday (9). The Empire
Shanks, prexy of Prudential In¬ ers, are sending out another major in a series of conventions aimed at
Theatre, Newark, is operating on a Gloria DeHaven, Jackie Miles and surance Co. of America.
Los
Chavales
de
Espana
go
in
for
rock
’n’
roll
show
which
will
start
offsetting this iifHerwise dull off¬
week-to-week basis,
The city’s part in the. developr Feb. 15 in Pittsburgh and play a season stanza. In line with the
Minsky’s notice alerting its em¬ a fortnight; Lisa Kirk and Carmen
ment,
hailed
as
the
biggest
thing
Cavallaro
start
Feb.
20;
Patti
Page
total of 80 dates in the U. S. and pending conclaves that will ex¬
ployees came soon after 12 per¬
formers at its own house and the is signed for March 6; March 20 that has ever happened in Boston Canada. It’s the longest route of tend into March is the competition
in
a
physical
sense,
will
be
cpiihas
the
Charlivels
coming
in
with
one-nighters ever plotted for a between Vegas ops to snare the
Empire were arrested last Monday
(28) on a total of 38 charges for al¬ another act still to be booked, and struction of a 6,000-seat municipal show of this kind. Gale Agency visiting delegates to their respec¬
convention hall. The entire project routed the' layout.
tive spas ’tween sessions via power¬
legedly violating Newark's anti- Lilo hits ’dn AprU 3.
Following that run of headliners, will take nearly five years to com¬
In the package are Fats Domino, house marquee lures.
burley law. Released in bail of
Slated along the Vegas rialto
Bill Doggett, LaVern Baker, Clyde
$200 each by Chief Magistrate it’s likely that the Americana will plete.
“The Prudential decision to build McPhatter, Five Keys, Five Satins, during February are Dinah Shore
Nicholas, S. Castellano in Munici¬ go in for one-week bookings in the
pal Court, they’re scheduled to be manner of other top Miami Beach in Boston marks the rebirth of Chuck Berry, Schoolboys, Eddie at Flamingo, Harry Belafonte at
the city,” Mayor John B. Hynes Cooley & Dimples, Chris Brown, Riviera, Milton Berle at El Rancho,
tried next Wed. (13). The arrests hostels.
said.
Ann Cole, Moonglows and the Paul Marlene Dietrich at Sands, Patti
are seen as a '‘test case” by at¬
Page at Desert Inn, Victor Borge
torney Henry Rubenson, who reps
“there has never been anything Williams Band.
at New Frontier, Merry Macs at
here faintly resembling it. With
the two theatres.
Thunderbird and the Ames Bros,
Newark's ordinance, which bans
the exception of New York, no
at Sahara. This is. a lineup that
removal of clothing by female per¬
other city in the country has any¬
in past years has been reserved
formers ‘‘so as to make nude or
thing like it. It will make Boston
for summertime marquee lighting
give the illusion of nudeness,” was
the envy of many of* the larger
effects.
drafted in 1955 following acquittal
cities.”
of stripper Lynn Yprk on charges
Combined with surrounding ex¬
The Centre will be built in the
of giving an “indecent” perform¬
ploitation (for example, Borge’s
Back Bay on land now occupied
ance at the Empire^. Regulation
shot
from the New Frontier pool
by'the Boston & Albany railroad.
on Ed Sullivan’s teleshow on the
was upheld by the N. J. State Su¬
The buildings will occupy only
eve
of
the Dane’s opening at the
preme Court, but the theatres are
30% of the land already purchased
resort), it will spell out excitement
appealing the ruling to the U. S.
by Prudential, Other space will be
To'ronto, Feb. 5.
that
should
cue extraordinary traf¬
Supreme Court.
used to develop plazas and malls,
fic to town, additional to the con¬
Police Arrest 23
1 After protests from nitery cus¬ reflecting pools, fountains, sculp¬
A look into the operations of ventioneers, who are not usually
The dozen defendants, who were tomers and formal complaint of ture, enclosed glass-wall walks and
Ringling Bros, and Barnum &
pinched by eight cops under di¬ Local 149 of the American Federa- other esthetic features.
(Continued on page 58)
Bailey Circus is being sought by
rection of Police Capt. James tioil of Musicians, the 1 a.m. cur¬
A spokesman for the Chamber of
Leahy, include Mrs. Rose D’Al- few of the Ontario Liquor License Commerce said it was likely the minority stockholders in the Sara¬
lesandro, known professionally as Board was postponed for six weeks, Sheraton Corp. would Operate the sota courts. Mrs. Hester Ringling
Jan Tiffany; Marilyn Chapman, presumably ^o allow time for hotel in the centre. Shanks said: Sanford, a director of the circus
billed as Kari La Mont; Jeanine study. Reprieve to March 16 fol¬ “The freedom of space between and daughter of the late Mj-s. Edith
Swanson, Camille; Doris Ann lowed ruling, originally effective buildings will dispel the otherwise Ringling, widow' of Charles Ring¬
Bauer, Misty Monaco; Mrs. June Feb. 1, that Toronto niteries close cloistered atmosphere of a down¬ ling, one of the original Ringling
Frazer, Roxanne; Ann Marie Walsh, at 1 instead of 2 a.m., affecting 54 town development. The railroad brothers, is seeking an accounting
of the Big Top’s books. She’s a
Colleen; Sophie Levinson, Sonia; bistros in this city.
property is a low elevation site cousin of circus prexy John Ring¬
Maria Bertran, Chile Pepper; Mrs.
(Continued oh page 60)
In his protest to Prime Minister
ling North who represents the ma¬
Several New York niteries are
Jane Lawson, Jane Rich, and Jane
jority stockholders, latter consist¬ facing the problem of relocation..
Massett, plus comedians . Everett Frost, with copies to all members
ing of North, his brother Henry Forced out to make way for new
Lawson and VJrgil “Slats” Taylor; of the Legislature, Norman Harris,
Glasgow Pantomime As and Detroit attorney Frederick building, bonifaces of three. spots
Eleven jnore girls are slated to secretary-treasurer for AFM in
Buhl. (Her brother, the late Rob¬
be arraigned today (Wed.) on Canada, said that many musicians
Is in Death of Gordon ert Ringling, was president of the are on the prowl for new sites.
already
have
been
given
notice
of
charges of participating in “inde¬
Already closed becapse of the
termination
of
employment
by
circus for several years in the
cent” shows Friday (1) at Minsky’s
start of demolition is Basin S^treet,
’40s.)
and the Binpire. Arrested were nitery operators who also refuse
Glasgow,
Jan.
29.
a Broadway jazz spot which was
Mrs. Sanford’s attorney is asking forced to powder because the struc¬
four Minsky striiipers and seven at to hire acts because of necessary
What should a show do when its
the Empire. Such arrests, police cancellation of the night’s final principal star dies? Tell the audi¬ for an early hearing on a writ of ture will be torn down to make
floorshow
and
subsequent
dining
mandami^, which would enable way for an office building.
say, will be made every Friday at
ence?
An¬
openings of new shows if per¬ and dancing.
Situation arose at the Theatre the minority to probe the outfit’s other midtown casualty will be Le
Harris said; “Tens of thousands Royal here when Harry Gordon, operations. She alleges that a Ruban Bleu. Building has been
formers fail to conform with the
of dollars’ worth of musicians’ em¬ 63-year-old-Scot comedian, died’ of meeting for that purpose was origi¬ acquired by Webb & Knapp, which
citv’s amended ordinance.
The Hudson Theatre, “known the ployment is evaporating. There is thrombosis last week (21). Major¬ nally slated for New York in De¬ is planning an office edifice there.
world over” as a palace-of-peel for actually more than one hour’s work ity of stubholders at his “Robinson cember, but was called off. It was Just when the demolition will
some 30 years, fell victim to two involved. Many establishments can¬ Crusoe” pantomime heard the news also stated that Mrs. Sanford re- start hasn’t been decided.
How¬
ordinances which were unanimous¬ not assure themselves of sufficient on radio, and didn’t need to be
(Continued on page 60)
ever, the bonifaces feel that the
ly passed Dec. 20. by the Union bi^siness in this one hour after told.
time allotted them is growing
midnight to continue employing
Howard & Wyndham manage¬
(Continued on page 60)
short.
musicians at all. Many other per¬ ment decided their best tribute to
The Old Roumanian, one of the
sons (such as acts and service per¬ trouper Gordon was to carry on Thomas to Chi for Shaw
Walter Thomas, -who’s been oldest cabarets in the city, is also
sonnel) will also be affected by as he would have wished it to be.
this ruling; and loss in revenue toj Pantomime went on with fun and handling eastern bookings for the on the wreckers’ schedule for re¬
.the government will surely be' games, outfronters being given no Shaw Artists Corp., has been trans¬ placement by a housing project.
noticeable. It is difficult enough hint that a'-great Spot show biz fig¬ ferred to the firm’s Chicago office, It’s possible that owner Jack Sil¬
where he’ll handle the firm’s mid¬ verman will again relocate on the
for our membership to. meet tech¬ ure had gone.
'There was some
nological displacement (radio and
Aly Wilson stepped in for Gor¬ west bookings in conjunction with lower east side.
possibility that he would go on
television) without further dis¬ don, taking over as Dame from Jim Fleming.
Thomas’ spot in' the N. Y. office Broadway and had inquired Into
placement caused by changes in femme artiste Helen Norman.
Danny Kaye will resume two-a- the law.”
Dame role in British pantomime goes to former music publisher the site last occupied by Neapolitan
day and Jimmy' Durante also has
City.’ However, a disagreement
is normally taken by a male.
Jerry Johnson.
been recruited for the prime time.
on the rental price has reportedly
Kaye will do a four weeks at the
nixed that Site.
Colonial Theatre, Boston, March
Basin Street had been looking
11, while Durante has been signed
into the property last occupied by
for the Carter Barron Amphithea¬
the Harem, and prior to that Van¬
tre, Washington, July 11, for a
ity Fair, 2^nzibar, Hurricane, Mid¬
Reno, Feb. 5.
week. Last year, Kaye worked the
night Sun, etc. It’s also reported
capital spot. Kaye is a regular on
Former Gene Austin bass accom¬
that
the rental was higher than was
nard-ticket vaude, while Durante panist and Spike Jones troi^er,
thought
feasible. •
Is a newcomer on this circuit.
Russ “Candy” Hall has been named
Montreal, Feb. 5.
Kaye in recent years has been entertainment director of the com¬
provincial liquor police who control
making at least one two-a-day stand bined Harrahs Club enterprises,
Gangs of young hoodlums who all liquor establishments in Que¬
annually, and has made it a policy Rdno and Lake Tahoe.
having been terrorizing Montreal’s bec, and two days later they moved
not to repeat in any given city too
Hall, who for the last few years, east end in the last few weeks cli¬ in and shuttered the club. One ar¬
often. While the Palace, N.Y., has I'has operated his own restaurant in maxed their reign of violence last rest has been made and four other
been after Kaye to give the house Reno, the Tradewinds, takes over week when they savagely attacked suspects sought. One of the big¬
another whirl, Kaye has thus far what will be the biggest booking two police officers leaving the New gest raiding forces ever assembled
Alan Freed will work his first
a N.Y; date.
However, job in northern Nevada.
dozen east end joints date at the N.Y. Paramount for one
Ogly re¬ Orleans Cafe. Both officers were searched
should Kaye decide that a suffi¬ cently Harrahs acquired the State¬ on duty and had just been check¬ early Saturday (2), but an efficient week starting Washington’s Birth¬
cient period has elapsed since his line Country Club, right across the ing the club’s questionable “girl” grapevine system beat them to the day (22) in conjunction with his
last Palace stand, he’ll give the highway from the main club at
show. One hour later a fellow of¬ draw. The clubs were ready and pic, “Don’t Knock the Rock” (Col).
time (between pix.
Lake Tahoe, which will also play ficer, off duty, was also beaten and waiting, the undesirables had been Freed had previously played New
The Carter Barron Amphithea- lounge acts.
*
kicked repeatedly in the face in tossed out and the cops found little York, but at the Academy of Music.
its bow with a variety
Hitherto, bulk of his theatre stands
Big names Will hit the Tahoe the same club when someone action anywhere.
Show last season with Kaye head¬
Although some-of the stubes in have b,Gen at the Brooklyn Para¬
lining. He broke the record for •marquee during the summer In tipped a club employee that he was
(Less this area, which have openly defied mount?
any personality at that outdoor addition to the continuous enter¬ from the morality squad.
Freed, booked through Harry
the closing hours and laws concern¬
show spot. Feld Bros, will again tainment of the lounge at both Ta¬ than a month ago, the New Orleans
ing their operation, deserve the re¬ Levine, talent setter for the Para¬
was
fined
for
allegedly
indecent
hoe clubs.
mount
circuit, will again own the
hea^lineV^^^** time with Durante as
Hall worked with Gene Austin shows following a report from this sulting publicity, it is not helping package coming into the house on
biz "in other spots in this part^ of
•
1 i5nl”
"two-a-dayers, the head- from 1932 to 1940 and with Spike police department.)
This open defiance of the law town and certainly not doing Mon¬ a percentage basis. Lineup hasn’t
Went^^^^ supply the surrounding Jones in 1941 and again from 1945
been set a^ yet.
brought swift action from the treal’s tourist rep any good.
to 1948<
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By Too Rapid Rise in Salaries?
Agents are hoisting the danger
signals on the current calypso
emergence that’s hit 'New York as
well as other metropolitan cen¬
tres. The percenters are now quick
to point out that the same diffi¬
culties that have destroyed other
fads that crop up periodically are
now starting to seep into the Trini¬
dad time—only faster.
It’s pointed out that salaries are
rising so rapidly in the calypso
field that talent will be outpricing
• themselves in Short order. A year
ago or so, some of the top names in
the field who were going begging
at small sums are now asking for
sizable salaries. The current pop¬
ularity, plus the natural scarcity of
the calypso jiames, ai'e now help¬
ing to zoom the talent takes.
It’s recalled that ona of the origi¬
nal bases on Which the calypso time
was founded was its low cost com¬
bined with “differences.”
The
Jamaican Room was one of the
first to make a tremendous go out
of the novelty of the policy in New
York. Since then, there have been
quite a few additions to the cafe
scene, and nearly all of them have,
to date, been able to get acts at
what are termed reasonable prices.
But, as one agent puts it, the acts
have become educated to the gim¬
mick too fast, before the “craze”
was substantial and before real
solidity set into the field.
It’s claimed that the prices now
being asked are likely to scare off
some of those contemplating a
fling into the calypso policy. The
spot owners are now actively bid¬
ding against each other for the
comparatively few acts in the field.
One agency, in a try to alleviate
the shortage, has sent a field man
for a. jaunt to the Caribbean area
to bring back a batch of talent.
•However, it’s being found that
many of the acts available aren’t
the calibre to be exhibited in the
U. S., and with the high price of
bringing an act in, new imports
aren’t too frequent.
One of the results of the current
calypso fad is the rapidity with
which a lot of Harlemese have hid¬
den their, origins, accented' the
wrong syllables and are now pass¬
ing themselves off as being from
the islands. Another effect of the
calypso tread is the sudden inclu¬
sion of island tunes into the rep¬
ertoire of many otherwise orthodox
singers.
However, the quick additions to
the chaft aren’t sufficient to make
up the deficiency in the number of
acts. There is still the problem
of getting enough talent at the
right price.
With little likeli¬
hood in meeting the shortage, the
percenteries fear that the sudden
zoom will price these nouveau riche
out of the market. It’s also point¬
ed out* that calypso thrives best
in the smallseaters, which never
have been able to pay too much
anyhow.

Push Plan for Purchase
of Cedar Pt. as State Park
Columbus, O., Feb. 5.
An effort to revive the possible
purchase of Cedar Point, resort on
Lake Erie, near Sandusky, for . a
state park, was seen in the request¬
ed budget for V. W. Flickinger,
chief of the state division of parks.
This included an item of $2,232,000
for acquiring the Cedar Point prop¬
erty and improvements.
Broken down, the
purchase
would cost $1,475,000 for land and
the recentl5^-built causeway link¬
ing it with Sandusky; $132,000 for
buildings; $50,000 for equipment;
and $575,000 for various other im¬
provements, including utility serv¬
ice lines.
A special -legislative committee
made a hurried inspection tour of
the re-sort property last year and
submitted a report strongly oppos¬
ing the state’s acquisition of the
property.
Cedar Point will celebrate its
75th (diamond) anniversai’y* this
coming season. The present'man¬
agement, company headed by M. S.
Schneider, has a three-year lease
on
the
resort, regardless of
whether the site is sold. Cedar
Point was first used as a resort in
1883.

Calypsoed ‘Coca Cola’
Hollywood^ Feb. 5.
In keeping with the current_
calypso kick, the Andrews Sis-"
ter^ nave etched a new ver¬
sion of their old Decca smash,
“Rum and Coca ‘’Cola,” for
Capitol Records.' The la'bel
will release it within the next
fortnight. Original plattering
was introduced a dozen years
ago.
Aladdin Records also has
cut a new “Runi” platter with
Amos
Milburii
vocalizing
backed by the Johnny Mandell orch. ■"
Both, of course, will run in¬
to the continuing radio re¬
striction on the tune, pub¬
lished by Leo Feist Inc., be¬
cause of the lyric content.

s’Up

In N.Y.; Hub’s 1st
Calypso rooms in New York
continue to open. Latest in the
parade is the Ekim Calypso Dock
which opens Friday (8) with Rylon
Merced headlining.
Other l*ecent converts to the
beat include the venerable Cafe
Society Do^wntown which currently
has a Janiaican romp headed by
Montez de Oca, the reopened Le
Cupidon, plus a load of small rooms
which have been decorated with a
batch of fishnet cork floats and now
have a menu with shrimps, rice and
rum drinks.
Boston’s Calypso Room
Boston, Feb. 5.
Hub’s newesf nitery. Calypso
Room, first of its kind here, opened
in the former Ada Bullock restau¬
rant on Tremont St. Friday (1)
with two calypso bands and Ge-O,
Trinidado fire dance act.
The 275-seater, with Tony Pallini bonifacing, has Lenny Stewart
band and Michael Ventry. Ventry
moved over from the Sidney Hill
Country Club. Latin-American and
calypso music is featured in the
room which has been redone in
caribe motif. Included in the lay¬
out is the Jamaica Room, lounge
bar, with Trinidad d*ecor.
Plans call for booking of three
to five acts every two frames, with
Charles and Hazel Brett, dance in¬
structors, in aud participation
numbers.

Brian MacDonald, Injured
In Act at Hotel in Mont’l,
Awarded lOG by Court
Montreal, Feb. 5.
Dancer Brian MacDonald was
awarded damages amounting to
$10,192 in Montreal’s Superior
Court last week (1) for injuries
received during a nitery engage¬
ment in April, 1953.
MacDonald, now a ballet teacher
and artistic director of the Mon¬
treal Theatre Ballet, suffered per¬
manent partial disability and dis¬
figurement when he crashed into
a ringside customer in the Hotel
Plaza while executing a fancy, exit
’leap off the stage. Just as he
started the leap? the customer un¬
expectedly /arose and met Mac¬
Donald in midair. He sued the
hotel for $20,000, but Justice
Claudd Prevost awarded half the
amount claiming MacDonald was
to blame for half the accident. He
ruled the hotel had not taken the
proper precautions to protect the
dance team and said MacDonald
should
have
assured
himself
everything was in order before
making the exit leap.
At the time, MacDonald was
partnered with his wife, Olivia
Wyatt, and they had been playing
the local circuit under the name
of the Danecourts.

Troplcana Sets Bow
The Tropicana, Las Vegas, now
has set April 3 as target date for
teeoff, with Eddie Fisher to head
the first show. Elaine Dunn has
also been set for the opener.
Hotel has been delayed on open¬
ing for about a year, pending a
casino license.

SindAr, Owner of Lnsli
Cafes m Cteve., Jailed
For 9 Months on Tax Rap
Cleveland, Feb. 5.
Edward J. Slndelar, • forrner
nitery owner of several plush spots
here, was sentenced last week to
iflne''months. in prison for income
tax evasion after^^ a long legal
battle.
’ Government claimed he owed a
total of around $200,000 in taxes
andi penalties for 1949 and 1950,
when he ran the swank Sky-Way
Club. Although he reputely paid
half- that amount, Slndelar finally
pleaded guilty to evading $40,000
income taxes for 1949,
Investigators spent several years
uncovering evidence against the 66year-old Clevelander, who amassed
a fortune operating huge bingo
parlors near local defense plants
during World War II. His head¬
aches. started with his Sky-Way,
one of the flossiest clubs in this
ar^a, in which he lost a heavy
chunk of dough.
Although he was a shrewd pro¬
moter in some respects, it is no se¬
cret that nearly every big booking
agency in the country sold him
over-priced talent. He desperately
changed his show policy virtually
every other month. In what was
considered a climactic boner which
made the club skid into oblivion
about a year ago, was appointing
a head waiter as entertainment di¬
rector.
The judge sentenced Slndelar to
nine months in Federal peniten¬
tiary at Milan, Mich.
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expected this time of year. Get¬
ting in on this post-summer gravy
train will., be the. downtown spots
and secondary lures along the
'Strip.
The Royal Nevada casino, closed
sipce New Year’'s Eve 1955; opened
last Thursday (31) and in a sense
indicates that 'most ops expect a
rosy spring season. This, because
Royal Nevada principal ; W, T.
Richardson,- a vet of this scene,
pressed his bid to get the operation
wheeling during Februaiy, and in
doing so had to shell out approximately $50,000 in license fees cov¬
ering the first'quarter of 1955,. al¬
though- one month governed by
that licensing period had already
elapsed.
Simultaneous with ‘ the Royal
Guild of Variety Artists scratched
the hotel froni its “unfair” list, a
standing with the union • which
Richardson and his pai^tners fell
heir to since four AGVA members
had not been paid by the original
operating company which declared
itself bankrupt and closed the
hotel at the end of 1955. Arrange¬
ments have been made, however,
wherein the Federal Bankruptcy
Court here will' pay off salaries
due Anna Maria Alberghetti, Jack¬
ie Kannon, the Ink Spots and
Georgia Tapps. Additionally, Rich¬
ardson has posted a bond securing
future AGVA acts, and has placed
a sum in escrow to insure the
court’s payment of outstanding
stipends.

at s

tracted us for permission to use a
house orch for the show. We con¬
sented, as always. But when the'
show actually went en, the okayed
orch was joined by house bands
from four other Strip hotels. Each
reader of the four additional bands
said he had been pressured into
, appearing by the so-called powers
rthat-be. That did it.”
.JIamerslag said, however, that
because of a previous commitment
a band will be supplied for the
March of Dimes charity opus which
comes off in the Venus Room at'
the New Frontier this Thursday'

Thisa -& Thata Matter
Elsewhere on the Vegas scene
these developments:
Col.. Tom Parker checked into
the Riviera Saturday. (2) for talks
with producer Sammy Lewis anent
a future booking for Elvis Presley,
Bill Miller says he is “retired,’*
but his pals tip that he' is now in
Miami putting together a deal to
build a- posh nitery (a la- his former
Riviera) in Gotham. It would be
located on First Ave. (in the 40s)
near the United Nations Bldg. One
of Miller’s partners reportedly
would be Howie Engel (of Chicago)
who silently withdrew his coin
from the Dunes upon Miller’s re-,
cent exit.
Recent remarks by State Senator
Ken Johnson who says he will pu.sh
for legislation barring Nevada
gamblers from spreading their ca**
sino interests to foreign countries
(e.g., the Desert Inn-Havana, Cuba, •
tieup), has evoked much eye-\vink-i‘
528G Into the Royal
ing among the town’s greenfeltil
They recall that about*!
Richardson and ’his partners, barons.
meantime, are shelling $528,000 four years ago Senator Johnson^'
into the Royal Nevada coffers. approached several Vegas gamblers '
County Licensing Board chairman and businessmen in an effort to getRingling Bros, and Barnum & Butch Leypoldt says he is investi¬ support for the promotion of a ,
Bailey Circus is still not out of the gating reports that this initial gambling joynt~in Mexico.
'
woods as far as union contracts Nevada opening, the American
Anna Maria'’ and Carla Alberg* '
are concerned. The show is now bankroll may be added to by the
tiffing with the Association of entrance of Harold Smith Jr. into hetti returned Sunday (3) to their'
Theatrical Press Agents & Man¬ the Royal Nevada majceup. Smith, perch at the Flamingo, which they ,
agers which is pressing to get two whose father owns the w.k. Har¬ vacated during funeral services for ,
union pressagents on RB-B&B for old’s Clqb in Reno, reportedly is their father, Daniele. The poise
of “the Alberghetti sisters onstage .
the season.
negotiating to purchase an interest in view of the family tragedy .:
Thus far, the circus has con¬ held in the hotel by major stock¬ earned that a standing ovation ion
sented to hire one such pressagent holder and landlord Harry Oeder- the first night of their return. Dur¬
and would utilize non-union bally- kirk.
ing their absence, Tony Martin
men in the various arena buildings
Having successfully passed its subbed.
for the bulk of the publicizing gaming license hurdles, a group
Betty & Jane Kean exit. George
chores. ATPAM seeks to have one headed by Louis Manchon and White’s “Scandals of ’57” tonight
p.a. for advance work and the, Mrs. Vera Krupp have started (Tiies.), but “Scandals” Istays ot
other to be stationed back with the plans into motion to strengthen until next Tuesday (12), surrendershow. Hal Olver, ATPAM exec sec¬ the financial foundation of the New the Rivieramarque. to Harry Bela*
retary, said that demands this year Frontier.
Manchon
announced fonte,. who opens the Jollowing
are far below former years when last week, that a program has been night.
,
/
the circus employed four or five initiated to satisfy all creditors,
Director Robert Webb’s location
union pressagents. In fact, Olver past and present. Creditors will
schedule
at
Boulder
Dam for “The
said that when the circus folded be contacted, Manchon said, dur¬
last season, it owed $1,500 to press- ing the coming fortnight and the- Way To Gold” is so tight that film’s
stars, Sheree North,, Barry Sulli¬
agents which still hasn’t been col¬ program explained.
van and Jeff Hunter have as yet ’
lected.
Manchon, who emerged as prexy been unable to take time out to
Picketing would be the natural of the New Frontier Corp. in a re¬ search for gold in Vegas, 30 miles
consequence of failure to reach an^ cent switch of management that away.
agreement, Olver said.
saw the advent' of the wealthy Mrs.
Royal Nevada’s entertainment
Krupp’s coin, adds that blueprints policy will be confined for the
are being penned calling for 252 present to the spa’s cocktail lounge
new rooms to be added to the where the Treniers and Meg Myles
Savoy-Plaza Gives
Construction, he said, will are the big clicks.
Hilton 4th N. Y, Inn resort.
probably start in August.
Nevada politics are like this, too:
Acquisition of the Savoy-Plaza
Another vast remodeling pro¬
Hotel by Hilton chain last week gram—this one already in effect— E. I. Cord is best known around
brings the Hilton holdings in New is being carried out at the .the country as the patentholder of
York to four spots. The Sav.oy- Thunderbird, where the spa’s spa¬ .the once popular Cord Automobile,
Plaza, long -one of the class indie cious dining room has been refur¬ but in Nevada he is best known as
inns, now joins the Waldorf-As¬ bished and a 400-seat banquet the Democrats* most powerful state
toria, Plaza and Statler Hotels as room completed. The importance lawmaker, Yet, In figures released
Saturady (2) by a Washington sen*,
a key item on the Hilton circuit.
of convention service is noted in ate committee probing last Novem¬
Until I'ecently, the chain had the banquet room which, a hotel ber’s elections. Democrat Senator
two other hotels in N. Y., the New spokesman says, has been SRO at Cord is listed as having contrib¬
Yorker and the Roosevelt. How¬ times when the dining room, uted $55,000—to the Nevada Re¬
ever, it was divested *of these spots which, features entertainment, has publican Party.
under terms of a consent dqcree in hosted only satisfactory business.
a suit in which the Government “And, adds the Thunderbird
charged the Hilton outfit with a spokesman, “while the price in the
banquet room is right, we still
monopoly of the banquet biz.
Deal by. which the Hilton outfit don’t have to give anything away,”
indicating
that there’s . gold in
■acquired 80% of the S-P stock calls
for the exchange of three shares thenT thar'big feeds.
New Haveii, Feb. 5.,
of Hilton common plus three shares
Tootlers and Benefits
“Ice Capades” paid a typical
of a forthcoming Hilton issue of
While. everything pointed to a
5{/^% preferred for one share of hunky-dory season, a rather startl¬ near selloutvisit to town ior iti
S-P common. Until deal is rati¬ ing note was sounded last week annual stand at the Arena last
fied, the Savoy-Plaza will be op¬ when the Musicians Local 369 an¬ week (24-30). Polling an attend¬
erated by the chain as a separate nounced that members will never
ance in excess of 30,000 for its lO*
corporation.
again tootle for free at Vegas bene¬ performance stopover, silverblade
fits. In putting a nix on future outfit hit an approximate gross of
cuffo performances, newly ap¬ $100,000, terrific. This was slight¬
pointed business agent Roy Hamly less than the 1956 take, in line
erslag said the situation “has got¬
Sam Levenson, already set to re¬ ten out of hand. In the past, the with the general 3% dip on the
turn as quizmaster on previously* musIciaiK have played at about 100 road to date. Scale was $244.80.
Outfit instituted a new wrinkle
dropped “Two for the Money” CBS or more benefits each year.
But
tv’er, will play his first major nit¬ worse than that, they have, in in¬ this year via a business office trail¬
ery date in over a year. Comedian stances, been pressured into per¬ er on the grounds instead of the
is booked for the Elmwood Casino, forming.”
customary hotel suite for such pnr'
Windsor, Ont. (Detroit area), Feb.
Hamerslag told Variety that a poses.
7-16.
Nate Welley doubling on com¬
recent major benefit resulted in an
manager-publicity
nssignj
LeVenson has played numerous incident that' signalled the union’s- pany
one-nightei*s and a sprinkling of ban, “The benefit’s entertainment ment, with an assist from
cafe dates in the past.
committee, “Hamerslag said, “con- Hagen.

ATPAM Pressing 2 Men
On Holdout RB-B&B Circus

‘ICE CAPADES’ HOT IN
NEW HAVEN AT lOOG

Levenson’s Nitery. Date
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ton Wallers Raps Benefits As
‘Spoifilig’ New Yorkers (or Cafes
The makeup of New York- nitery4>
iidiences has undergone a trelendous metamorphosis during
he past year or so, according to
eu Walters, operator of the Latin
juarters, in N.Y. and Miami
ieach.
,
Walters, who Jhas been an articuite foe of “free” shows, po mat(r under whose auspices staged,
bclares that this Is the fault-of
enefits. Walters reasons that the
ative New, Yorker who has been
regular nitery patron has been
tuck with expensive benefit tickets
0 often that he cannot afford regunr trips to cafes.
As a result,
(^alters points out, the burden of
afe attendance has fallen * upon
pn-New Yorkers, and hence the
ercentage of visiting firemen in
|ip NY. spots is ^ now well over
Wo.

Walters says that the average
kmily man is being pressured-by a
multitude of organizations to buy
ppensive tickets for dinners, ban¬
kets and theatre show®, in which
fie bulk of nitery entertainers are
pessured into going, Therefore,
!e said, he no longer can afford
afes and hasn’t the desire to go
lut to night clubs anyway on the
iremise that he has seen the bulk
f what the cafe has to offer via
tie free shows. Result is that many
[cw Yorkers have been taken off
he nitery. rolls through no fault
f the boniface.
Walters declares that the Inreasing number of benefits has sihoned off a. profitable segment of
rade away from night clubs. At
lie same time, the entertainment
ndustry is being approached to
apply the means' of eliminating
lieir boxoffice by being asked to
on tribute their talent to the giant
hows.
Walters stated that currently
usiness is good, with a lot of
ut-of-towners in New York to offet the. loss of the native New
''orker. However, the need for the
rade from the local residents will
lever be, eliminated, no matter
low many out of town visitors
here are, he observes.

Sub-bourbon Story
Minneapolis; Feb. K
Show business observers
quipped they had found one
answer to what’s wrong with
the entertainment industry in
these parti., in a repcwrt that a
municipal liquor store in
Northrop, Minn., with a pop¬
ulation of exactly 157, did
$318,507 in gross sales in 1956.

Salisbury to Stay
Dry in Vote Nix
Boston, Feb. 5.
Salisbury Beach and its once
lush nightlife is gone—rfor. two
years,, anyway. The nitery and fun
spot ops last week lost their fight
for a special election to vote again
on the liquor question' when the
Massachusetts House rejected .a
bill to allow such a vote. '
The two voted dry in the Novem¬
ber erection and on Jan.’ 1, liquor
was out in Salisbury and its beach
strip. A hearing was held at the
State House, and a petition pre¬
sented to hold a special election.
The House killed all hope when
they accepted the adverse report
from the legislative committeecon
towns which held laot week’s hear¬
ing.
It means the end of the floorshows at the Frolics and the Bow¬
ery, where name polidy was used
for a decade.
'
Dennis Mulcahy, operator of the
Frolics, is planning to use the
1,200-seater as the nucleus of a
summer, theatre bringing in pack¬
age musicals.
Other op^ have stated no plans.
As setups "have been barred also,
there is little likelihood that any
of the- spots will be operating this
summer.

zy

(h-Lincoln) as Hypo to West Side
Las Vegas hotels are cooperat¬
ing in a National Gin Rummy
Tournament designed to raise
$100,000 for local charities. Tour¬
nament to be held for four days
starting March 7 will be staged at
various^ times in the 14 major
hotels.'
Beneficiaries Will be the St.
Anne’s Catholic School; the new
Jewish Temple currently under
construction; City ’ of Hope, a
tuberculosis and cancer hospital;
Variety Heart Fund, which main¬
tains a school for handicapped chil¬
dren, and the March of Dimes.
It will be a 96-hour “kibitzathon,” with country clubs and so¬
cial organization invited to send
their, best players to compete for
the $25,000 in prizes with the win¬
ner getting $10,000. Oswald Jacoby
will direct the tournament, with
advisors listed as Albert S. Moor¬
head, bridge editor of the N.Y.
Times; Charles Goren, bridge ex¬
pert of Miami Beach, and Jack
Callie of the Beverly Club, Los
Angeles. Inns hope to make it an
annual event.
■ \

Salisbury’s Red Cottage
Destroyed in 75G Fire
Salisbury, Mass., Feb. 5.
A $75,000 fire early Sunday (3)
destroyed the Red Cottage Club,
one of the spots forced to stop
serving liquor Dec. 31 after the
town voted dry in November. The*
fire was discovered at l:20ja.m. not
long after, about 150 patrons and
employees had left the premises.
The rambling, one-story structure
was left only a scarred shell.
It was popularly known as the
Red Feather Club, but the man¬
agement had to change the name
to Red Cottage several years ago
as result of objections raised by the
Greater Boston Community Fund
which had legally incorporated the
Red Feather name for its charity
programs.

Nat Abrairison’s 19th
T^rni As EMA Prexy
Nat Abramson, head of the WOR
Artists Bureau, was elected presi¬
dent of the Entertainment Mana¬
gers Assn, of New York last week
for his 19th consecutive term.
Charlie Rapp was named vicepresident; Howard Oliver, second
v.p.; Tom. Kelly, treasurer, and
Gordon Skea, treasurer.
Elected to the hoard of govern¬
ors for three-year terms were Ben
Paust and. Jack Segal. Others will
be elected at a meeting to be held
next month.

Cotton finli May
Move Up North

New York’s west side has a
chance of making a comeback as
a hotel entertainment centre upon
completion of the new Manhattan
Hotel, presently set for August
following alterations. Hotel, for¬
merly the Lincoln and now owned
by Webb & Knapp, is considering
an entertainment policy of names,
name bands or both.
Webb & Knapp are no strangers
to the entertainment scene. Didt
Flanagan, an exec in that realty
firm, at one time ran the old
Monte Carlo club for the firm. It’s
probable that he would supervise
all entertainment at the Man¬
hattan.
^
At one time the New York west
side was a major entertainment
mecca. The Lincoln Hotel berthed
numerous name bands
(Harry
James, etc.) and was regarded as
an important danceband outlet.
The Edison Hotel, which, like the
Lincoln, was operated by the
Kramer interests, similarly had a
name band policy.
In addition,
other hotels in the area housed
major niteries which included the
Diamond Horseshoe, the Carnival
and FolieS Bergere, all defunct.
Except for the Statler, there are
no name dancebands on the west
side of town, and the Statler, op¬
posite Penn Station,, is below what
is regarded as the main drag—the
sector above 42d St.
The Manhattan is located in the
midst of the legit theatre district
and with the right policy can cap¬
ture an important slice of the sup-,
per business. Problem is now be¬
ing studied by Flanagan and oth¬
ers at Webb' & Knapp.
The bigtime realtors have long
sought a hold on New York’s
hotel scene, at one time bid on the
Astor, before the Sheraton chain
took over, and almost got the Stat¬
ler holdings.

The Cotton Club show at the
Cotton Club (ex-Copa City), Miami
Beach, niay move to New York fol¬
lowing its winter run. Indications
point to a Broadway run, with
Benny Davis and others connected
with the manag^ent of the show
seeking to install the revue at the
former Hurricane Restaurant, cur¬
rently being used on weekends as
an over-28 dancery..
Should the deal jell, this would,
be the second Broadway reincarna¬
tion of the Cotton Club, which in
the late ’30s came in from Harlem
for a run at the site now occupied
by the Latin Quarter.
The late Murray Welnger, who
originally produced the Cotton
Clhb show for the Beachconiber
and later had it moved to its pres¬
ent site, originally wanted to bring
1
the show into a Broadway legit
Roberta McDonald is at the
house, but this plan was later modi¬ Balinese Room, Galveston, Tex.,
fied to retain the nitery dimensions for a two-week stand, along with
of that layout.
comedian Jay Lawrence.

AMERICA’S y HARMONICA PERSONALITY!

DANNY WELTON
OPENING FEBRUARY 7th AT THE VILLAGE, SAN FRANCISCO, ON THE
SAME BILL WITH THE GREAT

SOPHIE TUCKER!

OPENING MARCH 18th AT THE HOLIDAY HOUSE, PITTSBURGH, PA.
COMPOSED AND RECORDED ORIGINAL HARMONICA THEME FOR
THE SOON TO BE RELEASED UA's "STREET OF SINNERS'I
CURRENTIDOTlRECORDING ALBUM-"ARE YOU LONESOME TONIGHT?’

"Orchids to DANNY WELTON'S album...a must get!"
-WALTER WINCHELL

"If DANNY WELTON'S album doesn't become a best
seller—I don't know talent!"
-NICK KENNY

"Album

of

the week!"

—earl

wilson

"DANNY WELTON'S albi/m is the best in year!"
-LOWELL E. REDELINGS
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Hamid’s^iUe’ for Favs: Learn
To live Wilii and Even ‘Join’ TV
By JAMES CONNERS
Albany, Feb. 5.
“Fairs have been with us since
Biblical times. Other forms of mr
tertainment have come and gone,
but fairs will continue to exist
and to be successful, although
their managements must learn to
live with television to capitalize on
the medium’s personalities avail¬
able for outdoor appearances, and
to book them with an intelligent
realism.’’ So leading outdoor book¬
er George A.-Hamid told Variety
at conclusion of emceeing the 30th
annual presentation of
acts,
as a highlight of the dinner of the
New York State Fairs Assn., in the
ballroom of the Sheraton-Ten Eyck
Hotel.
, ,
Hamid, who pointed out that he
won a tumbling championship in
Madison Square Garden, New
York, in 1907, decried the ten¬
dency of some fair managements
to take a defeatist attitude toward
television and to argue that ex¬
positions cannot successfully com¬
pete with it.’’ because •'.people can

Destined Toit Be
No. 1
^
Record in the Country
.

The Original

“BUTTERFLY”
on Cameo Records

CHARLIE GRACIE
For Availability
Contaet

BERNIE ROTHBARD

250 S. Broad St.
Philadelphia 2, Pa.
Phone: Kl 5-1665-6-7

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for all Theatricals

FUN-MASTER

GLASON'S
Tht Original Show Biz Gag FiU
' Wa Service the Stara
35 Issues $25 — First 13 for $7
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surrounded by filled-in ground. It
will be covered over with multi¬
level plazas which in effect will
provide a roof for the whole area.
The main line .tracks of the Boston
& Albany will run underground
diagonally across the whole site.”
Negotiations are underway with
private interests for construction
of the hotel which is to be situated
close to'the municipal auditorium.
The auditorium is to cost be¬
tween $5 and $6.5 mllion. The Pru¬
dential skyscraper will be a square¬
shaped tower building with 750,000 square feet of usable space.
Cost of this building alone will be
close to the $50 million mark.
Parking space will allow for 5,000
cars.
Shanks said the centre will pro¬
vide 1,300 new jobs and estimated
300 other persons would be brought
in by the company.
Some 1,000 business leaders were
on hand to be briefed on the de¬
tails. Ernest Henderson, prexy of
the Chamber of Commerce, said:
“This is the kind of a dream that
builds new cities and gives a re¬
birth to mature economies. This
is the opening gun in a resurgence
of business and industrial growth
which will bring greater prosperity
to every one of our two-and-a-halfmillion citizens.”

O&J’s Miami Kickoff
Olsen & Johnson open their,Mi¬
ami Beach nitery tonight (Wed.)
following a press preview held last
night. Roster of entertainers will
include son-in-law Marty May, plus
their usual assortment orplayers.
Operation is located on the site
formerly occupied by Ciro’s. -

MORTGAGEE’S SALE ai PUBLIC AUCTION
on the Premises
Sdmmy's Amusement Center

133 NANTASKET AYE.. HULL. MASSACHUSETTS
(Near Boston)
FRIDAY, FEB. 8. 1957 at 11 A.M.
AMUSEMENT EQUIPMENT
KIDDIE RIDES
ALLEN HERSCHELL MGR MERRY-GO-ROUND
ALLEN HERSCHELL SKY FIGHTER W/8 SKY ROCKETS
ROTO WHIP W/8 CARS & MOTORS
BOAT RIDE W/5 BOATS & MOTORS
JEEP RIDE W/8 CARS & MOTORS
TWIN HEAD MILLS FREEZER W/lVa H.P. MOTOR, SCHAEFFER DEEP
FREEZE .CABINET, Ticket Booths, Benches,OTHtR AMUSEMENT DEVICES, ETC,
Terms: Cash or Certified Check — Sale by Order Att'y for Mortgagee
For Additional l(ifprmation—Contact Auctioneer

J.'STONE & CO., Auctioneers
114 State St..

New York

turn on the switch of a set at home
and” see big acts for free,"
“Fairs must live with television,”
declared Hamid. “Any time they
book a television act, they should
exploit it to the hilt—through' in¬
terviews on dLsk jockey and other
shows, by effective advertising and
other means. At the same time,
fair managements must be realis¬
tic. Because a Pat Boone is booked
for the State Fair at Syracuse, it
does not follow that he should be
booked at the Trumansburg Fair.
There is the matter of a fair’s size,
its location and its grossing poten¬
tialities, to be considered.”
Hamid stressed that upkeep of
the physical plants is most im¬
portant. “I told the boys, at a
i closed session, that they should try
paint instead of whitewash,” he re¬
vealed.
In view of the fact that fair as¬
sociations are non-profit operations
and their managing boards are
drawn from various walks of life,
it is not reasonable to expect they
will be as flexible and as alert to
trends and changes as regular
businesses and businessmen are,
Hamid emphasized.
Some of the men on fair boards
are too much tied to the past and
“have the wrong attitude,” he con¬
tinued. Hamid saw sound grounds
for the future of .fairs in “the
younger men, the fellows who are'
moving aheatl.”
Because fairs are a combination
of “agriculture, business, entertain¬
ment and Old Home Week, pre¬
sented at a moderate price,” they
will continue "to flourish, Hamid de¬
clared.

Hub Show Biz

LAfayette 3-2477,

Boston, Mass.

hside Stutf-VaudeviDe

Vaade, Cafe Dates
Helene De Lys a newcomer to
the International Showcase toihorrow (Thurs.) . . . Trudi Richards
works the Zephyr Room, Cleve¬
land, May 7 . , . Billy Vine dated
for El Morocco, Montreal, March 6
. . . Betty Hutton goes into the
Fontainebleau, Miami Beach,
March 26 . . . Hick Shawn set for
the Palmer House, Chicago, April
20 . . . Connie Moore tapped for
the Elegante, Brooklyn, starting
Friday (8) . . . Lili St, Cyr, starting
at the Mapes, Reno, June 27" . . .
Peggy King goes to the Village,
San Francisco, March 7 . , . Betty
Madigan makes a March 11 stand
at the Mocambo, Montreal.
' Kitty Kallen, back after an ill¬
ness, has signed with the William
Morris
Agency . . . Somethin’
Smith & Redheads pacted for the
Cliche Club, Detroit, Feb. 18 . . .
Singer Isobel Robins signed for a
series of Sunday nights at the Red
Carpet . . . Bob O’Donnell of the
Interstate Circuit to be Texas
Chairman for the Jimmy Durante
tribute by the Jewish Theatrical
Guild for the dinner at the Wal¬
dorf-Astoria March 7 . . . Maya
Angelou heading the new show
which preemed at Le Cupidon last
night (Tues.) . . . Division of spoils
has caused the split of the impend¬
ing combo of the Harvey Boys &
Arlene Fontana, who had been re¬
hearsing an act in the Pittsburgh
area.
They had been working
club dates in preparation for a bow
at the Holiday House, Pittsburgh.

Hollywood'
Lee Scott signed to choreograph
nitery sequences in , Edward
Small’s “The Barney Ross Story.”
. . . Gordon MacRae will guest solo
with Birmingham Symph Feb. 16
•beneJit performance ... Lucille
Norman opens three-week stand,
Feb. 21, L.A. Statler Hotel. . . Pup¬
peteer Jimmy Shaw current at Bar
of Music . . . Lisa Kirk follows her
two-week stint at the Ambassador
Hotel with a three-weeker at Hotel
Americana, Miami Beach, Feb. 20
. . . Earl Barton will handle the
choreography on first show at new
Tropicana Hol;el, Las Vegas, March
1. . , . Paul Gilbert, current at
Frank Sennes’ Moulin Rouge,
opens four-week date at Hotel
Roosevelt, New Orleans, Feb. 28.

Ringliiig
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tained Clifford S. Hogan, a Miami
accountant, for a look into the
books, was shown some cash vouch¬
ers and a trial balance, but was
denied access to more pertinent
facets o.f operation.
Mrs. Sanford’s petition declares
that according to the company
charter and Florida law, it is pro¬
vided that a director shall have
full knowledge of the company’s
operations, and therefore must ex¬
amine the books in order to be
able to discharge her legal duty.
Charted also provides that two di¬
rectors can call a confab. On this
basis, a meeting was called by Mrs.
Sanford and Mrs. Irene Ringling
Bonsigneur (widow of Robert Ringling), another minority stockholder
and director, ^or Dec. 10. That
meeting was called off. Third
minority stockholder is W. C. Dunn
of Sarasota.
Defendants named in the "peti¬
tion are North, general manager
Art Concello, John Reddy, secre¬
tary, and N. J. Schiavone, control¬
ler. Concello and Harry S. Dube,
program concessionaire for the cir¬
cus, are negotiating all the busi¬
ness for the show and for all prac¬
tical purposes are in control of the
situation, it’s alleged. Both Con¬
cello and Dube are signing con¬
tracts and have made major com¬
mitments for this season’s opera¬
tions. Mrs. Sanford and the other
rriinority stockholders seek to de¬
termine whether North has dele¬
gated control of the show.

Steele’s Brit. Buildup
!
Edinburgh, Feb. 5.
I
Tommy Steele, a young English
I rock ’n’ roller, will open a British
vaude* tour at the Empire Theatre
hei'e April 1.
He starts his first film for Insig¬
nia, offshoot of Anglo-Amagamated, Feb. 18,at Beaconsfield Studios,
London. Tentative title is “The
Tommy Steele Story.” Plot con¬
cerns his adventures in the mei’i chant navy and his sudden jump
j to national spotlight as a tv ahd
i disk r&r singer.

{

A testimonial dinner for Mary E. Driscoll,,colorful ex-dhairman
the fioston Licensing Board who made headlines for many years in'th
policing of Hub. nightlife, is set for March . 26 at Sheraton Plaza
recognition of her 34 years Of public service. The “Friends of Mav!
E. Driscoll,” including nitery ops, theatre reps, liquor association ret?
hotel interests, plan the setting up of a $25,000 endowment fund
signed to take care of Miss Driscoll's needs for life. The residue wouS
go to charities designated by Miss Driscoll.
^

Jersey Burlesque In Trouble
, Continued from page 57 :

City Commission. Modeled after
Newark’s arti-strlpplng law, the
regulations list as violations “the
commission of actions that shall be
lewd, obscene or indecent . . .”
Also outlawed Is use of “profanoi
lascivious, indecent or disgusting
language . .
The twin ordinances, which be¬
came effective Jan. 1, reportedly
were inspired by a flood of tele¬
grams and letters from clergymen,
veterans groups and “public spir¬
ited” citizens who long have cam¬
paigned to “clean up the situation.”
Their attitude is best summed Up
by an editorial captioned ?‘For
Commoi;. Decency” which- ap¬
peared In the Dec. 21 issue of The
Hudson Dispatch, Union-City.
The late Msgr. Robert J. Byer,
says the editorial, “who for many
years sought to rid Union City of
burlesque, would have been happy
yesterday, if he had lived, for his
long fight had, apijarently, finally
triumphed ... These orilinances
have sufficient teeth to make them
effective in outlawing all obscene
performances, whether they are
presented at the Hudson Theatre
or elsewhere ...”
Torsos Tamed
There’s little doubt that the laws
have tamed a tornado of torso. For
on the Hudson’s stage last week,
which once resounded with the
pelvic pyi’otechnics of Tempest
Storm and Ann “Bang Bang” Ar¬
bor, the strip contingent offered
routines practically devoid of the
bumps & grinds of yore.
Headliner Gaby DeLy$, a petite
brunet who bills herself as “The
Body of France,” shed her outer
raiment down to panties and a
filmy bra. \ But her anatomical
movements ’were confined to “art”
poses on a dressing table bench
plus a couple of “acro-ballet” rou¬
tines. Ann Curtis, a tall redhead

Saranac lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N.Y., Feb. 5.
Don McNeill during his network
“Breakfast Club” broadcast saluted
Happy Benway and his Variety
column, accenting the column’s
tagline, “Write to those who are
ill.” The McNeill gang of radio
artists will appear at the Will Rog¬
ers Hospital Feb. 11 and are
skedded to broadcast for a full
v/eek from the stage of the local
Schine Pontiac Theatre here dur¬
ing the Winter Carnival Week,
when McNeill will be crowned IGng
of the Winter Carnival, that will
bo in connection with “Varieties
of 1957,” given by the Rotary Club
and produced by Eddie Vogt.
Emily Anne Bowyer, freelance
tv-radio writer, in from Albany for
the general 0.0. and rest period.
Patricia Matthews,-.wife of Thor
Matthews of Motiograph Inc., also
a new arrival.
John Gurba back at the rest
routine after a two-week furlough
in Philly where his wife is cashier
at the ^.Stanley-Warner Lane The¬
atre.
Ruth Burke, cashier of the Loop
Theatre, Toledo,' who graduated
here in class of ’51, reports she’s
at work daily and enjoying good
health. . Joseph Chestnut Hays
(lATSE) of Culver City is flashing
a top progress report.
The winter card tournament is
in full swing with Marion Mc¬
Laughlin and Bob (Mello-Larks)
Smith in charge at the Will Rogers.
Appropriate prizes are given the
winners, and among first to cop
them were George (Elephant) Pow¬
ers, Arthur J. Slattery and Marion
MacLaughlin.
Write to those who are ill.

with prodigious equipment, belied
her nickname of “Miss Perpeutai
Motion.”
Even the comics Were toned
down,
Manny King and LIfty
Lewis, veterans of the double en.
tendre, were generally limited to
such innocuous quips as “Every
man has his woman, but the ice¬
man has his pick.” Sparse audiences
attest to the enfotced change of poi,
icy. They heckle the comedians
and boo the strippers.
Same situation prevails at the
Empire where Marilyn, “The Cal¬
endar Girl,” and Donna Christine
“The Original Rock ’n’ Roll Girl,’’
failed to titillate the customers Fri¬
day (1) at the opening of “Pin-Upg
of '57.” In the glorious pre-ordi¬
nance days, when a. stripper un¬
zipped the last zipper, :the tempo of
the music increased, the blue spot¬
light became bluer, the trumpets
and trombones growled whilst the
drummer frantically vied to stay in
time with the bumps & grinds.
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only”
ily^^ musing on “I
‘‘I Get Ideas”
Ideas’’ and Bcvorly 1111189
llill89 Newport 9c
Sun also
then
Feb., 1.
i?;oshould become a strong opening-nighters. Subsequent per- evening came for her vocal duets
en “the $64,000 Question.” His
Newport, Ky., Feb.
entry in his
formances—of which this reviewer with Liberace.
line
.
Boh- ®”tiy
ms regular
leguiar lepertoiie.
le of gab is long and lusty.
Ethel Smith, Hamilton Trio, RobIi.’s with the calypso material caught two—saw improved rapport, , The Ted Fio Rito hou.se band is
On for a solid 45 minutes, Lewis jjy
Arden Daricers (10),
departed the stage with tablers o^uce'’Yarnell Gardner Benedict ^'h^t Belafonto registers strongest, de.spite the sudden adjustment upped to nineteen-man strength
pounding for more. He's rocks in ^
Jim?m/ Wilber Trio Bar- ^,he early part of the turn being tablers must make, in preconceived by the seven man George Liberace
the bank for the Roc—a relaxed,
cna^t Rou<f (2)*
minimum devoted to work songs and folk image, to take on this new version contingent and works through most
always sure com'fedian who sets his oary coast Hoys
minimum, tunes. It’s patterned after his edn- of the erstwhile “scatterbrained” of the show with the Liberace ar■ auditors at friendly ease, the de^ai.
cert format, but it s a little too buffoon now very much the smooth, rangements under George’s baton,
ceivingly deliberate, .sometimes
^
:
... . ,
slow-starting for nitery consump- slickly attired topliner who takes Fio'Rito’s gioup as per usaul fills
fumbling manner slipping them
Greater Cincy ace nitery s tioor- tion and some change of p.ace m some time to break into the wack Ihe dan.sapation innings. Current
into a contented, ready-to-yock-it- show for this fortnight is sl^anted the initial 5 minutes is indicated, character he’s been identified with lineup exits for the Will Mastin
UP mood.
It’s a trick that looks for the smart set. Ethel Smith, Through much of the program he for so long.
Trio (Sammy Davis Jr.) Feb. 26.
easy, but one tough to achieve, e.s- back after two years, enriches the gets backing from his own trio,
ifg not a matter of missing Dean
Leva.
' pecially with the over-hep cafe top spot with a change of delight- guitarists Millard Thomas and Vic Martin; rather it’s a lack of a more
_^: c(*owds who make this area one of ful rhythms and crispy songs. Mes.ser and drummer Danny Var- inventive series of concepts that
tire toughest for performers to Supporting her are the Hamilton ra.ianos. Frequently, he uses only might enable a gradual working in |S<»|levEio Casino,
piav in winter season.
Trio, smooth, impressionistic step- the skilled stringwork of Thomas, of the lunatic line at which Lewis
ATontreal Feb 2
Miss Sherwood, following big in- pers; Bobby Jule, dapper, expert who has been with him for many i.^ best: Thus, when he finally
r.. rfnllpr ^ Rentw Havden
tro by Walter Winchell, who came juggler, and the location crew years, to shrink the vast confines arrives onstage after the big intro(9)
^
on from aud to make with the lim- which has several changes.
of the Grove to that of an intimate in-patter by the Aristocrats (with Canton Bios iZ), Laimcn i i .eria
ning of her struggle to achieve curMiss Smith, trim in a deep nitery.
Judicious lighting helps L^^^vis “thinking out loud” over
& Jose, Casino Lovelies
rent topliner status, matron with champagne gown with gold sequins too, and the turn, save for the slow offstage mike, a gimmick which ' 'A), Carl Conway, Bix Belair Orch
sweater carelessly thfown around and an Italian boy hairdo, makes start, bespeaks taste and care in forms mental pic of the old zanv, <11>- Buddy Clayton Trio; $1 adshoulders, the hbrn-rimmed specs, 32 minutes of caperings and art- preparation, embracing the chome
veaction is a buzz-buzz aiiciit mission.-.
using the beat-up cymbal, the for- istic treatment of a Hammond or- material plucked largely from the
. handsome, smartly dressed
•tyish belter stands up and whams gan, exclusive and clever songs, and .smash Belafonte albums, including young man standing centre stage
Harry Holmok and new partner
across her collection of artfully handling: of a guit^ and maracas, item like “Delliah.” “Shenandoah’
working in a manner befitting Jack Suz develop their current ofphrased and tricky, temno-chang- a fleeting entertainment passage, and “Jamaica Farewell.
hj^ suave new demeanor. Tne first fering on a IMerry Widow theme
in? chants, torchers, high-riders As of yore, a mirror reflects Imr
Freddy Martin orch has little ganibit of one-liners is negated by that has plen y of color and variaand
out-and-out
go-to-meetin’ work at the'organ keyboard. On to do in the way of showbacking
curiosity murmurs which set- lions. Revue is headlined b.v a brace
stomps.
'
the classic side is her special for the turn but opens the layout
expectant wait while he of comics new to Montreal, Joe
With a top guitarist now along “Dresses For Springtime Have I, with an excellent seven-minute nioves into the serio-song biz a ia Haller & Benny Hayden, who click
to filF the rhytlimic breaks and Er- a dress manufacturer’s lament.
salute to Tommy Dorsey, reprising joison. This is w^eU handled, luit after a cool start; the Canton Bros,
nie DeLorenzo playing a dedicated
Ever-youthful Bobby Jule gives a a dozen of the late trombonists s again, a matter of too much build with their acrobatics; flamenco
piano. Miss Sherwood repeats her fast start with seven minutes of disclassics. And, as alw'ays, the
image-identification ^a.-ked hoofers Ambra & Jose and the
smash in this room where .she first original manipulations of Indian Martin crew does a standout pob
Lewis’ rundown of gab harking chirping of Carmen Pizzeria. HowJ.*_..Jo
‘i\/r,...%.oxr Franklin’s
TT'i.onlrlin’ci lo- clubs,
oliiKo
KqIIx; and.
on/1
nlVton balancing
halonmncT ond
rknri dance
rianpp chores,
Dliorps
Kan.
L .., /.J XI-- T-T____
__ ...iii- __4.
_
started,
via Murray
balls
other
back to the Joison era. “Rockabye ever, as
with most Casino shows.
cal intinerary. on the big-cafe trail props.
.
My Baby” is a good song lor les girls are the big draw and the
last spring.
Her appeal hits all
Here for the first tii'ne, Bob Hamz i
»
i juuwis
siugei-, but
uuv too
loo much
jjiu-ju Ljumusa.v-j-juyc
iJiuAiu^;i.iuixa
wxlh
Lewis as a singer,
. Lindsa.v-Daye
productions
with
age? in the room; the old-vaude ilton and his talented and curvace1IIV01*81«10, K4^iio
j for the tablers as a “new Joison,” choreography by Craig Daye for
stjde is something new for the ous partners, Claire Gunderman,
Reno, Jan. 31.
which in effect is what they are this session are up to the usual
younger element; nostalgic and a Cincinnatian, and Lila Pepper,
Hi-Lo's, Trio Bassi, Tommy Won- asked to imagine.
standard. Several new faces in the
refreshing for the older set, build- assure repeat welcomes with a 17^ Margaret Banks, Don DelWithal, when he hits a new bit pony line, new costumes with
in? returns into a callback windup, minute cycle of interpretive dances,
starlets. Bill Clijford Orch 1 such as a lampoon of a Jap record- plenty of color and exposure and
Mario & Floria are a vet pair
Bruce Yarnell, i:obust young
Louise Vienna; $2 minimum. \ mg idol \yith an English interpre- hep routines do much to keep the
of terpsters who work out the tenor, is the new emcee and vo__
the ripple of giggles is warm- patrons coming back to this lofty
classic-patterns in the dwindling calist with the Donn Arden line
lineun looks more like ing.
Incidentally, the overdone room.
art of straight ballroomology to which has Jerry Ruffner as its first
^n*s . nneup iooks mpi e iixe
Aristocrats
Comics seldom get much of a
warm returns. They set up a min- male member. The Barbary Coast
,
»
summer season Miv- seems to have been cut down to break in this spot unless they come
iature book of ballroom-craze his- Boys ai'e a replacement in the
T-n® ^nnmier beasom ^
innocuous—and laugh-accepted— from the baggypants school. And
tory up to the Charleston, .to make lounge for Larry Vincent, who unbriefies of the antics. Lewis' big- this initial indifference was evifor a clas.sy teeoff act.
denvent eye surgery. Mdls Bros, i „ , exciting nacka<^e with good Sest moments' are in the dance- dent when Haller & Hayden took
Austin Mack, peralways, rates j head the lineup opening Feb.
per-always,
Feb^. 15. “
school segment, in which his in- the floor with the usual patter song
a big bow,- not only for musical
inusical
Koll.
canned bv’the Hi-Lo’s This ouar- herent talent for prime buffoonery (about being glad to be in Montreal,
guidance and accomps for Joe E.
E
tet outstanding as it is is wastin'^ is allowed full play, the blundering etc. Basing their act on a starting
but
but for
for his
his .longtime
longtinm status
status as
as foil
foil ^
Drake
Hfllel. fill
f ill
its’time on this audience thou<Th dod lost among the talented danc- joke and using the tag throughout,
Drake ltolel9
for
Extra-added
for the
the comic.
comic.
Extra-added on
on
«■ «««
ToS in their field^of mXm ®i'S- with eye-filler Georgine Daroy the team builds without frantic, to
Chicago, Feb. 1.
opening night,
night was Milton Berle.
.
T
harZniziV
playing.the mam foil. It’s the only earn okay yocks and mitting.
who had closed the night before.
Caprice Chattel mth Faul Parj j sound rather than demon- t^’uly rewarding sequence in his
Ambra & Jose take the opening
He came on in a surprise appear- neiri, Jimmy Blade Orch (6); $1.50
9
^
current book, climaxed by a show- slot in revue with some fair flaancri, to mtro Lewis a la Winchell, cover weekdays, $2 Sat.
choreography the group lust does stop*' diio-hoof with ace tapster menco bits, but too many similar
the ad-libbed piece raising .a
nT seem to bi^eak through tlm Dick Huiiiphreys. After that, Lewis numbers, although technically fine.
steady strfeam of howls, led by a
xhe galloping pace of the barrier “Dug” by the trade itself is back on the smoothie trail, with failed at. show caught to get them
briefly startled Winchell. Nat King Drake’s current latino thrush. Cap- j^^d modern music enthusiasts it’s a gcA rework of the batoning bit, to any sort of finale. The Canton
Cole and J^k E. Leonard are next,
Chanlel, has the sheer phy^ little out of the' realm ’of a ibis tirrte utilizing the Aristocrats boys show skill and timing with
beginning Feb. 15.
Lary.
gj^ai vigor that should keep the go-called theatre-restaurant
But as a Choral group singing the their aero offerings and Carl Con--^
Camelia House sizzling for her there always seems to be enough “Mousdketeer” theme from the way doubles as emcee and prodiicSandS9 Las Vegas
four-week stay.
devotees in the room to keep the Disney tv’er, and finally, a ring- tion singer with ease. Maria PizLas Vegas, Jan. 29.
Trptting onto the floor in pony the Hi-Los working for an enjoy- siA® participation bit with femmes zeria’s multilingual songfest about
Peggy Lee, Joey Bishop, The tail, tight tapered slacks and sporty able session.
the main target while soloing ohor- midway had nierit as a novelty but
Beachcombers with Natalie (4), blouse, the hefty voiced singer
Their entire repertoire is com- uses of “Shine On, Harvest Moon” didn’t stop the gabbers around
Copa Girls- (9), Antonio Morelli threatens to run away with the au- prised of standards to which they with Lewis ad libbing:
ringside.
Orch (16)- rhnrenaranhv Rob Gil- Aience in her athletic calypso rengiven delightful modern’ acThere’s additional solo singing
Bix Belair’s big orch does credit
ber ^ Rene^
‘^'^tions and African. Bahaman and ?ents “Swing low Sweet Chariot.” by Lewis, held down, but still effec- to the show and the Buddy Cla.vton
Gra^ orcZl American folksongs
.
-Nice Work if You Can Get It," tive. End re.sult Is a pleasant ai- trio c6mc in for the interlude .sides
tratimiii 4 7
i
Top .response of the evening for “FqoIs Rush In,” are the sort of I fair for many, frustrating for oth- neatly. The featured acts stayuniso, ri T
tbe pleasantly accented and sleek evergreens which-don’t get around ers expecting the clown all the til Feb. 16 with the productions
staged by Jack Entratter; ^2 mini- muscled lady from Martinique is much anymore, and “Tenderly,” way.- All pay mitt-service to the holding a month.
Newt.
the half-panting and nostril-dialat- “Birth of the Blues,” and “White smoothly devised and- well re- i
. T
- X X.
presentation of her specially Lies,” are the closest thing to a hearsed staging,
.
.
^
^.
^eggy Lee returns to the Copa arranged version of “Everybody commercial pilch.
Judy Scott, a pretty thrush, is Moillr; C
Mini Dell
program which proves Loves Saturday Night,” which sets
The “Hl-Lo story” explains their wasted in the teeoff spot.
Her
Miami Beach, Feb. 2.
getting more than one foot to beating the position (it turns out more for in- strong belting doesn’t come off on
Warren Allen & DeWood,
S
carpets.
formation for this audience than aiids waiting for Lewis arrival on Leonard You??g Sid Tucker Orclv
The simple melodic and rhythmic for entertainment) in the quartet the scene. Georgine Darcy is held «o ^a
song-belting, comes close to it in folk material lends itself aptly to race today: how thev just sing and to the dance-school scene as noted,
muunuum_
siich numbers as “I Can’t Resist her uninhibited but not overly how other maneuver. It’s pretty and could be given more to do. The
inn qa-u RauIaKp Raai-a m
Get Around strained presentation. The more unmei-ciful as satire, even though need for more of the lunatic b“® '
®v
DIuch Anymore.
Her lack of am- formal vocal qualities are not miss- entirely true.
'
' is indicated, for Lew'is is playing i
nation perfectly fits the cozy num- ed in this act.
The sustained
Trio Bassi has added a few i the smooth comedian-performer to I |n ^e^Petm®n. . t hat s
with a velvety hus- energy and charming outdoorsy things to balance and whirl on their : the point where laughter becomes j
A to a
policy
, 1 glamour make for mounting appeal feet
The upside-down juggling : a sometimes thing.
. Renown
in?.
?be,purrs 'l^liat Old Feel-| through Miss Chantel’s begoff always gels exciting when the ta-: On basis of current length ®}!
'i9
^
Smoke Gets In Your i “Banana Boat Song.”
| bles and “beds” go up on the feet: package (about 60 minutes), he 11;
waSen who las^nlav^ at
supporting bill
bill to
to ^ , Jian
Fran Waii^
Warren who last played at
Lyes, she gets across the point to
Paul Parneiri's vibrant guitar, for a blurring whirl.
.need a stroixg supporting
J- ^
11 - -1 .
T?rfcn^ Qin/\Klnnii
nctfiin
imeach male in the audience that it [ gives fine support to Miss Chantel ' The dance team of Tommy Won-, fill out the full-show time called , t”.® .
c
.,ii
®be is sing-j and Jimmy Blade’s hou.se bana de- der & Margaret Banks thread i for by two-a-day and upped b.o. , Pr esses as an accomp^^^^
ujg. Latter Humber is reminiscent monstrates a new talent with its themselves through the Starlet pro-i scale stand at the Palace, N.Y., for :
in
otherwk. ‘Where Or When” re-, venture into the calypso beat, auction numbers to advantage, and ; which he headed from here. Jjmmy ; JJtoacluaj aid loacl
/C
CO] ding done with the Benny Good-I
Miss . Chantel
stays
on
to! have adapted a small segment of Durante follows Lewis for a two- ; 1 ajama uame nas given j
(Continued on page 63)
man sextet, and is the best of the ; March 5.
Lera;
<I their own for what can be called,
called I weeker.
Lary.
|

2
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF FEBRUARY 6
Numerals in connectidn with biils beiow .Indicatt opening day of show
whether fuli or split week
Letter in parentheses indicates circuit: (I) Independent; (L) Loew; (M) Moss;
(P) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

|IEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (R)
Bob Williams
Jack Beaber
Carol'xWllder
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Syinph Ore

Palace (R) 7
Jerry Lewis
7 Ashtons
Arren & Broderick
Chiquita & Johnson
Eydie Gorme
Wiere Bros.
Aristocrats

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) n
Richard Ilearne
Julia
Nicolas Darvas
Lane Bros.
Ross & La Pierre
Bob Bromley
The Albins
Billy Banks
Alwyn Leckie
Frank Ward
Daniel Davey
Lewis Jacob
SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 11
George Wallace
Maurice Collcano
Jim Gerald
Jennie Howard
Quuenie Paul
Millie Hansen
Morry Barling
Peggy Mortimer
Jandy
Tony Movnihan
Brenda Charles
George Nichols

Jack O'Dowd
Wilbur Wheeler
Fiat Tops
2 Randows
Bowery Piano 4
ADELAIDE
Royal (T) 11
Katherine Dunham
Co.
PRINCESS
Melbourne (T) 11
Philip Stainton
Richard Beynon
Nicolette Bernard
Percy Marmont
Noel Hewlett
Heath Joyce
Margaret Wolfit
Brian Barrie
Frank Taylor
Arthur Whitehead
Gerald Duggan
James Doone
Frank Wilson
Lily Moore
Stewart Finch
Cai’ole Taylor
Keith Johns

BRITAIN
Dave WiUis & Bd.
BLACKPOOL
Latona
Qrand (I) 4
Graham & Chadcl
Terry Thomas
Jo. Jac & Jonl
Balladinis
Sally Logan
Camillcri
Jimmy
Neil
Sally Barnes
Anna Mac
Sharpe & Iris
Johnnie Mack
Freddie Harrisbn
Jack Haynes
Maurice & May
Ballet Montparnasse
,
LONDON
Hippodrome (M) 4
BRIGHTON
Dave King
Hippodrome (M) 4
Shani Wallis
Skiffle Gr.
Andrea Dancers.
.
Little Abner
Jones & Arnold
Suzi Miller
Los Gatos
Maria Pavlou •
Jimmy Lee
Dolores Ventux'a
Metropolitan (I) 4
Dickie Dawson
Gary Miller
Billy Scott
Tommy Fields
Cortez & Pam
5 Dallas Boys
Mantons
BUI McGuffie
CHELSEA
Fred Lovelle
Palace (1) 4
Raynor Betty
Terry Scott
Danny O'Dea,
Baker & Douglas
Roma' Dale
« V .& L Aubrey
NOTTINGHAM
Hugh Lloyd
Empire (M) 4
Bob Dale
Tony Crombie Co.
Fraser Hayes 4
Rey & Ronji
Maxine Daniels
J & S Lamonte
Don Fox
Chelsea Dance Gr.
Billie Wyner
EDINBURGH
Ron Scott •
Empire (M) 4
Ross & Howitt
Jerry Harris
Jack Anthony
Dancing McKennas
Duncan Macrae
PRINCE OF WALES
Murray & Maidlc
(M) 4
Robert Wilson
Walt Whyton & Co.
Alex Don
Bob Cort
D & D Remy
Jimmy Wheeler
Clarkson & Leslie
Dickie Henderson
Will Starr
Tommy Fields
Bertha Ricardo
Gary MUler
Belles & Beaux
Bob Hammond Co.
FINSBURY PARK
Des O'Conhor
Empire (M) 4
Les Marthys
David Hughes
Brian Andro
N & N Grant
Malta & Fernandez
Dickie Henderson
SUNDERLAND
Demos
Empire (M) 4
King Bros.
David Whitfield
De Vel & Ptnr
Lane 2
Peter Cavanagh
Jimmy Gay
Henderson & Kemp
T & P Derrick
GLASGOW ^
BUI Waddington
Empire (M) 4
Frances Duncan
Denny Willis
Ray Alan
Bobby MacLeod

NEW YORK CITY
Bon Soir
Tony & Eddie
Kaye Ballard
Joey Carter
Jimmie Daniels
Three Flames
Bruce Kirby
Warren Vaughan
Bluo Angti
T C Jones
Bea Arthur
WiU Holt
Martha Davis
& Spouse
Jimmy Lyons 3
Chardas
Anny Kapitanny
LUi
Bela Bahai Oro
Tiber Rakossy
BiU Yedla
Dick Marta
Chateau Madrid
Mario Escudero
Ada Cavallo
Nola Pardi
Los Majos
A1 Castellanos Ore
Luis Ortiz Ore
Copacabana
Pearl Bailey
Condos & Brandow
Dorianne Gray
Ron Beatty
Kathi Dean
Michael Durso Ore
Frank Marti Oro
Duplex
Nancy Leigh
Roy Stuart
No*. 1 Fifth Av#
Bob Downey
Harold FonviUe
Hotel Ambassador
Chauhcey Gray Ore
Jani Sarkozi
Gypsies
Quintero Rhumbas
Hotel Biltmore
Eddie Lane Ore
Hotel Pierro
Lilo
Stanley Melba Oj’c
Alan Logan Ore
Joan Bishop
Joseph Sudy
Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo
Hotel Taft
Vincent,Lqppz Ore

Hotel St. Regit
Doretta Morrow
Mlt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari Ore
Hotel Statler
Ray McKinley Ore
Latin Quarter
Moore & Lessy
Isabel & Miguel
Georgia Reed
Kitty Dolan
Billy Fellows
Carmen Phillips
Trio Cottas
Syncopated Waters
Jo Lombardi Ore
B Harlowe Ore
Hotel Plaza
Denise Lor
Ted Straeter
Mark Monte
Le Reuban Bleu
Judy Tyler
Irwin Corey
Rosetta Le Noire
Neighbors
Norman Paris 3
Don Carey
Park Sheraton
Mimi Warren
Jose Melis
Spark Thurman
Town A Country
Dick Shawn
Platters
Augie Jc Margo
Burnell Dancers
Ned Harvey Ore
Pupi Campo Ore
Two Guitars
Kostya Poliansky
Dolores Dauphino
Leonid Lugovsky
Eugene & Sonya
Andrei Hamshay
Viennese Lantern
Monica Boyar
Dean Sheld^rf
Barbara Kirk
Ernest Schoen Ore
Harold Sandler
Paul Mann
Village Barn
Belle Cai-roll
Johnny Gilbert
Jack Wallace
Danny Davis Ore
Larry McMahon
Piute Pete
Irving Harris

Village Vanguard
Abbey Lincoln .
Mae Barnes
C Williams Trio

Waldorf-Astoria
Lena Horne
Emil Coleman Ore
Mischa Borr Ore

CHICAGO
Black. Orchid
MgUo Larks
Jimmy Ames
Johnnie Janis
Bluo Angel
"Calypso Tropicana”
Jennifer Marshall
Lord Christo
Priscilla Hood
Maraca King Jt
Tijuana
Lady Alina
Al D’Lacy Ore
Bluo Note
Shorty Rogers 4
Johnny Pate 3
Chez Paret
Liberace
Jean Fenn
George Liberace
Symphony
Cloister Inn
Al Belletto (G)
Dick & Kiz Harp
Conrad Hilton
“Skating Memories”
Boyers (2)
Clifford Guest
Colstons (2)
'Karen

Jo Ann McGowan
Bill Christopher
Paul Gibbon
Naomi Wold
"China" Clark
Ann Cucksey
Encores (4)
Frankie Masters Ore
Boulevardears &
Dons (121
Drake Hotel
Caprice Chantel
Gate of Horn
Theodore Bikel
Jo Mapes
Odetta
London House
Barbara Carroll
Ahmad Jamal (3)
Mister Kelly's
Anita O’Day
Mort Sahl
Harry Slottag (3)
Marx & Frigo
Frank D’Rone
Palmer House
Nelson Eddy
Gale Sherwood
Mr. Ballentlne
Susanne ;^..Esc6rts

LOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel
Harry Belafonte
Freddy Martin Ore
Bar of Music
Mae WilUams
Oscar Cartier
Felix Dc Cola
Jerry Linden Ore
Bandbox
Billy Gray
■Leo Diamond
Phil Arnold
Eddie LeRoy
Short Twins
Carol Shannon
Dodie Drake
BaUey Trio
Ciro's
Frances Faye
Trio Bassic
•

Geri Galian Ore
Felix Martinique OreCrescendo
Herb Jeffries
The Robins
Lenny Bruce
Bay Tolaod Ore
Interlude
BiUie Holiday
’Mocambo
Barbara McNair
Don Durant
Paul Hebert Ore
Moulin Rouge
BUly Daniels
Paul GUbert
Statler Hotel
Julius LaRosa
Hightowers (2)
Dick Stabile Ore

LAS VEGAS
Desert

Inn

Jimmy Durante
Eddie Jackson
Jack Roth
Jules Buffano
Jackie Barnett
Queti Clavijo
Art^ Johnson
bonn Arden Dners
Carlton Hayes Ore
Dunes
Minsky Goes to
Paris
Lucky Henry Ore
El Cortez
Peggy Ryan
Ray McDonald
Stuart Alien
CirquetteS
Sterling Young Ore
El Rancho Vegas
Shirley Bassey
Larry Daniels
Lili St. Cyr
Dolores Gray
El Rancho Ore
Renee Molnar Dners
Flamingo
Anna Maria Alberghetti
Alan King
Little Buck
Flamingocttes
Lou Basil Ore
Fremont Hotel
Genjft Stone
Cortez & Boyer
4 Goins
Sammy Blank Ore
Golden
Nugget
Harry Ranch
Hank Penny
Sue Thompson
Jig Adams
Hacienda
Tony Romano •
Fran Jeffries
Joe Graydon
Bruce Davis

New Frontier
“Salute To Cole
Porter”
Dick Shawn
Sally Forrest
George Chikaris
Robert Kaye
Venus Starlets
Garwood Van Ore
Riviera
Geo. White’s
"Scandals of '57
Ray Sinatra Ore
Sahara
Xavier Cugat
Abbe Lane
Harvey Stone
Kirby Stone
SaHarem . Dners
Cee Davidson Ore
Sands
Jerry Lewis
Judy Scott
Copa Girls
Antonio Morelli Ore
Showboat
Sonny Mars
Chili Bon Bon
Camille
Garr Nelson
Showboat Girls
Mike Werner Ore
Silver Slipper
French Folies
Hank Henry
Jacqueline ‘ Fontaine
Sparky Kkye
Cliff & Judy Ferre
Mac Dennison
Jimmie Cavanaugh
Slipperettes
G. Redman Ore
Thunderbird
The Four Lads
Allah Jones
Kodell
Janos & Bogyo
Danny Crystal
Lou Wills. Jr.
Thunderbird Dhers
Al Jahns Ore
Dukes of Dixieland

MIAMI^MIAMI BEACH
Americana
Latin Quarter
Los Chavalcs
Ziegfeld Follies ^
Jackie Miles
Bob Kennedy
Gloria De Haven
Dominique
Joe Reichman Ore
George Matson
Dave Lester Ore
Ving Merlin Strings
Bar of Music
Lynn Christie
Bill Jordan
Leon A Eddie^s
Gina Valonta
Can-Can Girls
Guy Rennie
Toni Rave
Harvey Bell
Bubbles Parlene
Clark Fiers
Denise
Jules De Salvo
Atoma
ChateauLucerne
Peter Woods
Havana Revue
Luke Salem
Marquez Sisters
Rick Allen
EJva Fiores
San Kanez Ore
Milos Velarde
Cotton Club
Renee &; Lidia
Questel
Cab Calloway
Lonnie Sattln
Mai'iJi Gras Girls
Doh & Tyler
Sallie Blair
Luis Varona Ore
Will Gaines
George Kirby
Monte Carlo
Fran Warren
Joe Chisholm
Allen & DeWood
An Joel Trio
Leonard Young
Savar Dancers
Sid Tucker Ore
Michelle Clark
Murray Franklin's
Norma Miller Ders
Roy Sedley
Orioles
Eddie Barefield Ore Don Rickies
D1 Lido
Dick Haviland
Pupi Campo Ore
Linda Bishop
Bca Kalnuis
Murray Franklin
Billy Mitchell
.Tackle Kane
Eddie Bernard
Caney Ore
Gustavo Dancers
Nautilus
Diahann Carroll
Eden Roc
Joe E. Lewis
Ml(ihel Rosenberg
Roberta .Sherwood
Antone & Ina
Syd Stanley Ore
Mario & Floria
Sans SoucI Hotel
Mai Malkin Ore
Myron Cohen
Chuey Reyc.s Ore
Buddy Greco Ore
.Freddy Calo Ore
Empress
Place PIgalle
B S Fully
Diosa Costello
Don * Casino
Dixie Evans
Mandy Campo Ore
French Follies
Seville
Fontainebleau
Charlie Farrell
Jimmy Durante
and Co.
Mickey Gentile
Al Navarro Ore
Tommy Ryan
Saeasas Ore
Johnny Silvers Ore
Helzapoppin' Club
Rcy Mamho Ore
Olsen &, Johnson
Saxony
■'East Meets West"

Louise Hoff & Co.
Housler DuacetM
Charllo SpiV^ak Ore
Cortes Oix)
Roney Plaza
Calypso Eddie
Juliette Robbins
Serge Valdez Ore
5 O'clock
Sherry Britton
Tommy Raft
Al Golden
Parisian Rev
Thunderbird *
The Kentones
Dick Sterling

Rip Taylor
Vagabonds
Fi-ank Fontaine
The Petticoats
Danny Stanton
Danny Rogers
The McCormicks
Frank Linale Oro '
Versailles
Alan Gale
The Haggetts
Bill Shirley
Arnold Dover
Teddy King Ore

HAVANA
Tropicana
Nat King Cole
Gloria & Rolando
Harmonics
Miguel Herero
Carmellta Vasquez
Carmela Reyes
Ruffinos
Elsa Marval
Ramon Calzadilla
Paulina Alverez
S Suarej Orq
A Ronicu Orq

sans SoucI
Robert Merrill
Sonia Calero
Victor Alvarez
Ortega Ore
Montmartre
Edith Piaf
Fajardo Ore
Casino Playa Ore
Naclenal
Marguerite Piazza
Malagon' Sisters
W Reyes Ore

RENO
Mapes Skyroom
Goofers
Skylets
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore
Riverside
Hi Lo’s
Trio Bassi
Tommy Wonder

Margaret Banks
Don. Dellalr
Louise Vienna
Starlets
Bill Clifford Ore
Holiday Hotel
Jan'Stewart Trio
Tattle Tales

Hungarians
Continued from page 2

and music-hall entertainers^ have
“confidential” advice from
their embassies in Paris, London
and Rome to “avoid identifying
yourself as either a loyal Hungar¬
ian or a refugee, as long as pos¬
sible.” Also they have been ad¬
vised to seek bookings on their
own for a while, rather than being
booked through their embassies, as
is customary with iron curtain ar¬
tists. Theory of this, seemingly,
is to keep working around various
European capitals, to keep bran-^
dishing the name of their native
land, rather than make room for
the “refugees.”
Answer facet noted in concert
management circles here is a sud¬
den rise in requests from Budapest,
Belgrade, Warsaw and other sattelite capitals for big-name enter¬
tainment “on a cultural exchange
basis.”
Managements, afraid of
political repercussions, are tread¬
ing water delicately, but presum¬
ably will be won over with the
“business is business” slogan.
Meantime, from Moscow, silence.
As indicated in Variety several
months ago, all Russo troupes and
artists from everywhere around the
world have been called home and,
for the moment, none of them is
planning to go out again to spread
the word of Bolshi art.

I received

Classy Pooch
Continued from page 2

w'hen and if they start making
with the statueg for pooches.
This Mile, from Armentiers is a
he, the full handle being Armen¬
tiers de Tarz, nearly 5, standard in
size for his age, and with a rich
chocolate brown fur with red
[flecks. His pappy is a ch. named
Bonmare Capitaine; his mother, a
post-deb, answers to Nonette de
Tarz. The parents’ appearances,
by the way, are made only at spe¬
cial canine exliibitions, although
their male Mile, offspring has had
roles off and on in pictures for the
last couple years—one of them was
Metro’s *"The Glass Slipper.” Ar¬
mentiers will do a tv opposite
Betty Garrett and Larry Parks in
an upcoming “Ford Theatre” seg¬
ment. Shrouded in obscurity is
Armentiers’ owner, as Is the agent,
if an^.
Those who’ve had an advance
0.0. of “Designing Woman” credit
Armentiers with stealing the
scenes he’s in.
Probably as a
“server you right” bid for screen
credit lacking in the runoff pre¬
view.

Rosalind Russell
; Contimied from page 1

promotion and billboarding budget
for next season.
Miss Russell’s original contract,
giving her 10% of the gross ufitil
the production cost is recouped and
12V2% thereafter, called for her to
continue in the show through the
summer. It expires next October.
The idea of a summer layoff, with
an extension • and various manage¬
ment concessions, was suggested by'
her. .
A humorous angle on the actress’
deal with the “Marne” management
is that she received a free sunlamp
in return for a credit line in the
program, although no sunlamp is
used in .the show.

New Acts
JUDY TYUER
Songs
15 Mins.
Le Kuban Bleu, N. Y.
Judy Tyler, of the late Rodgb'rs
& Hammerstein “Pipe Dream,” is
making her niteiT debut at Le Ruban Bleu and can be forgiven the
fact that she apparently feels no
kinship for this medium as yet.
Although this act bespeaks careful
preparation that includes special
material and good arrangements
with the Norman Paris Trio behind
her to provide staunch support,
she evidently doesn’t feel at home
either in the cafes or with her
material.
For her material is a strange lot.
Some of it is melodic. In other
songs, the listener has to strain to
get the meaning and even her cal¬
ypso has an'artificial quality.
Miss Tyler is trying to make
good the hard way. She has a good
singing voice and seems to be a
naturally cheerful citizen—some¬
times that feeling seeps through,but unfortunately not often
enough. It’s a confused act that
makes her appear confused.
There’s hot a tune that can be re¬
membered and not an. emotion
clearly expressed.
Miss 'lyier has enough natural
attributes to get over in cafes, but
doesn’t give herself a chance with
the material she now essays.
Jose. •
AGLAE
Songs
ZQ Mins.
L’Olympia. Paris
Canadian songstress has long
been adopted by Gallic crowds.
Her beguiling accent, bright pres¬
ence and a well selected group of
thfoaty, effervescent songs, never
too bucolic or cute, builds into an
extremely pleasing songalog. Alert
an4 zesty, she is a fine addition to
the novelty singer ranks.
With a Yank addition to her ba¬
sically Canadian rep, Aglae could
be of Stateside interest for special¬
ized boites or for video, where her
physical exuberance would be an
asset. Dressed in a wide sleeved
blouse and dark skirt, she has good
mike and stage presence. Chirper
plays musical legit as well as
houses and boites here.
Mosk.
HAMPTON SISTERS (3)
Songs
20 Mins.
Casa Loma, Montreal
Making their first Montreal ap¬
pearance, the Hampton Sisters
clipk nicely in this popular east
end boite which is usually dom¬
inated by French performers. Still
In its formative stage, act evi¬
dences okay signs of developing
into a first-rate famme chirping
combo,
Originally-=from Lowell, Mass.,
the girls have taken their profes¬
sional name from Hampton Beach,
New Haven, where they started
their career. AU are descended
from French-Canadian stock which
gives them a billingual edge and
widens songalog and booking pos¬
sibilities. This plus their youth,
personal appearance and enthusi¬
asm should do much to boost fu¬
ture rating.
On night caught, trio offered a
varied collection of numbers which
ranged from an opener about show
biz through a ballad to a rousing
Dixieland clincher.
All items
showed better than the usual ar¬
ranging and the. Injection of com¬
edy bits sharpened general chirp
session.
An all-out desire to please with
as much variety as possible tends
to point up inexperience, and too
much stress on harmony i^ometlmes gets in the way of their hep
piping. However, the rough edges
apparent now are in the minor
class. The threesome have talent
and' should travel. Surefire to
brighten any production show in
any medium.
Newt,
ROGGE SISTERS (3)
Acro-balance
15 Mins.
L’Olympia, Paris
Unusual act has a wealth of sight
values which could shape it for
U.S. video chances or for vaude as¬
pects. It Is not for boite purposes.
Though accomplished, some of the
shenanigans seem funny but com¬
bine a risible aspect with suspense
for a good outlandish number.
Girls, all up on large balls. Ca¬
vort and juggle until the big mo¬
ment. Then all three, single file,
start footing these large globules
up an inclined ramp that stretches
around .the stage. This brings on
near falls, but they all make their
Everest and hotfoot it down for big
mitts.
An offbeater with fine possibili¬
ties for filler, opener or specialty
Usage,
Mosk.

CHUCK BERRY
Songs j
IZ Mins.
Apollo, N.Y.*
Chuck Berry, an energetic gui¬
tar-strumming Negi’o singer, Is a
natural for a rhythm & blues bill
He sparks his songstering wilii
some frantic maneuvering in an
acrobatic vein. It’s strictly in the
r ’n’ r groove and in that idiom
the frenetic and athletic delivery
has appeal.
Berry's tunes include “Maybellene,” “Roll Over Beethoven,” “in
the Wee, Wee Hours” and a
calypso nupiber.
Jess,
DICK & KIZ HARP
Songs, Riano
ZO Mins.
Cloister Inn, Chicago
He plays piano and she sings
Together they work the tarnish of
audience indifference off a lot of
stock material. Both look relaxed
on stage which makes for easy
audience attention.
Girl is fresh looking blond with
a good ear and flexible pipes.
Eighty-eighter keeps her, well supplemented and pipes in himself oc¬
casionally. Act avoids harsh sounds
and shapes well for the Intimate
room crowds.
Leva.
CLEFTONES (5)
Songs
10 Mins.
Apollo, N.Y.
. The Cleftones are another stock
entry in the flood of Negro vocal
groups. The five-man unit^ deck¬
ed out in loud two-tone outfits,
play up Various vocal sounds, while
lyrics offered are practically un¬
intelligible. For visual variety, the
boys toss Jn some rehearsed move¬
ments.
There Isn’t much potential hook¬
ings outside the Apollo sphere.
Jess.
JEAN BERTOLA
Songs
15 Mins.
L’Olympia, Paris
New singer Is making himself
felt diskwise here. Blonde and re¬
served looking, using a cane due to
a youthful attack of polio, he ups
to the mike and sings a series of
well selected tunes. Voice is grave
and needs some unbending plus a
more personalized use.
As is, Bertola fills out his songs
well but remains' more disk in ap¬
peal than an In-person singer.
More work and a more carefully
selected rep should ease him into
a regular niche here. For State¬
side, he has not as yet shown any
distinctive aspects.
Mosk.

Concert Review
ADELE ADDISON
Soprano
Town Hall, N, Y.
Adele Addison, the young Negi'o
soprano, has been making an im¬
pact on the New York musical
scene and on the more expansive
national canvas for the past sev¬
eral years, but she is unlisted in
the Variety flies. For the record,
let it be said at once that here is
an American singer of rare distinc¬
tion, blessed with a. voice of pure
gold, which she uses. with taste
and musicianship.
At Town Hall Sunday night (27)
the cantatrice performed a long,
taxing program that included a
number of New .York premieres as
v/ell as more familiar items of the
song catalog. Regardless of the
material, Miss ..Addison warbled
with a keen sense oL style and re¬
spect for the composer’s Intentions,
More than a singer, she Is an inter*
preter of uncommon skill. Her dic¬
tion In four languages is flawless,
her control and pitch admirable,
even in coloratural-llke passages,
and she can sparkle with wit arid
charm, when required.
On the
stage, she has poise and assurance.
Her imposing standing in the
field of lieder Interpretation pre¬
sents a challenge to the impresaiios
and music clubs, colleges, etc., that
offer r^ital fare to their subsciip- *
tioh audiences. The hue of
skin should not relegate her to the
area of spirituals and folk songs.
Here is a musician qualified to cli''
cidate the.finest repertoire of past
and present.
Wien.
Sportsmen's Bill Gay Hurt
Houston, Feb. 5.
The Sportmen were forced lo
cancel their Shamrock Hilton book¬
ing last vveek when Bill Gay broke
his leg. The Goojfers are subbing*
The Statler Hilton, Dallas, ha*
booked the Sportsmen for a return
date In April,
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Husie Hall, N. V* ^
••Westward Ho//* produced by
Markert, with Carol Wilder,
lohert Baird, Bob Williams, Jack
leaber, Bari Lippy, Music mU
3Zee Club, Corps de Ballet, Rock>ttes, Symphony Orch directed by
laymond Paige; ballet directed by
mrgaret Sande; choral ensemble
lirected by Paige; settings, James
itewart M or com; costumes design>d by Frank Spencer, executed by
jouise Bayer; lighting effects, Eu-.
\ene Branu; '‘The Wings of Eagles’^
M-G), reviewed in Variety Jan.
lO, .’57.
7iLssell

America’s frontier days are
)leasantly recalled by “Westward
lot,’’ a four-part Russell Markert
jroduction that opens with a Spansh mission set and closes with col)rful Indian pageantry. Although
confined to a scant 45 minutes, the
Overall layout crisply establishes
ts theme and is an apt vehicle to
lisplay the varied talents of the
Husic Hall staff.
Puffy white clouds and bluebirds
litting above the mission provide
I relaxing atmosphere for the
\'arbling of soprano Carol Wilder.
Vn added theological note is supdied by “Ave Maria,” sung by the
Jlee Club garbed .as monks. Swift
ihange of pace finds Earl Lippy
larrating “The Gold Rush,” which
las dancer Jack Beaber as prospecor and the Corps de Ballet as
luggets. It’s ah imaginatively conjeived scene.
“The Local Sheriff” serves to
)ring on Bob Williams’ dog turn.
Vgainst a backdrop appropriately
•eading “Silver Dollar” saloon, he
)uts a recalcitrant hound and ter•ier through their paces to win
ioplous audience chuckles.
It
>aves the way for “Keep Big Pow
yow” in which Robert Baird prelides as an Indian chief, surround¬
ed by the befeathered Rockettes
(s his braves.
Rockettes, whose versatility is
•enowned, execute several striking
precision routines for well delerved applause. Finale has most
)f the company, clad In Indian
•egalla, posted about a mistihrouded mountain peak. A choral
effect lends further atmosphere.
On the whole “Westward Ho!”
sn’t one of the^ Hall’s more preentious productions. However, it
easily pars the course as far as en;ertalnment values are concerned.
Show’s technical aspects, such as
the James Stewart Morcom set¬
tings, the Frank Spencer costumes
md Eugene Braun’s lighting,
among others, are top-drawer, per
usual. Hall’s symphony orch, under
flirection of Raymond Paige, contribs a lilting interpretation of
Nicolai's “Merry Wives of Wind¬
sor.”
Gilb,
Palace,
Y.
The Symphonettes (6), Stan <S
Patti Parks, Roy Benson, Martez
Lucia & Linda, P^gmeat Mafkhan
& Co, (4), The Cavaliers (4), Larri
Best, Lotti & Joe Anders, Myror
Roman House Orch; “5 Steps Tc
Danger** (UA), reviewed ir
Variety Jan, 23, ’57.
With Jerry Lewis coming in foj
a four-week run beginning tomor
row (Thurs.), current layout seem:
like nothing more than an eight
act stage wait, It’s routine stuf
from the opening acros to the clos
h^g.jugglers and leaves much to b(
desired even for the vaude buffs.
Six strapping gals known as th(
Symphonettes tee off the bill witl
some fast-paced gymnastics. The:
put a lot of vigor into tlieir twirl*
and draw some fair mittini
throughout. Stan & Patti Park
come up in the deuce with somi
nokey boy-and-girl dueting. The;
tnrow in . some terping, voice
throwing and imitations, for on!
fair results.
M^agico Roy Benson fills the tre'
easily with more palaver than pres
tidigitation. He’s' got a likeabl
manner and even manages to pul
yocks out of familiar lines. Th
latino-garbed balancing act of Mar
tez, Lucia & Linda follow wit]
Some good stunts set to a rhumba
maracas beat. Martinez, the ma:
the family, does most of th
heavy work and the femmes suppl
pleasant eye appeal.
.Pigraeat Markham & Co., peren
Harlem’s Apollo, ough
Sharpen the material for th
outing.
The sketc]
corrupt judge is tirec
®nd not very funny. Th
^ayaliers, four stalwart vocalists
follow With a repertoire of he-mai
singing which includes “My Swor^
and “I Want What I Wan
^
The tenor’s “B
JViy Love” and the full combo o:
an operatic takeoff are also okay.
next-to-closing stir
slowly -but he builds au
attention carefully and pulls in th
along. He’s i
r.^1
near the closing in .hi
^
mating a juic
«ppie. Its comic inventiveness {

p^mFf
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by the camera, and every t{me it
Apollo, N- Y.
was moved to another'window she
Buddy Johnson Orch (15), with
would follow and blanket the view. Floyd Rytand, Ella Johnson;
Piranha-feeding Is another act on
Spaniels (5), Clay Tyson, Cief[the bill. About tljg size of the tones (5), Chuck Berry; “A Kiss.
palm, of your hand, a school of
Before Dying** (UA).
these little Amazons can skeleton¬
By KAY CAMPBELL
ize a full-grown steer in 19 minutes
Current Apollo bill is heavy on
flat.
•Marineland, Cal., Feb. 5,
Although all of these performers vocals, with a good portion of the
B. O. and I. Q. aren’t necessarily
lyrics
Jmdistinguishable. It’s a gen¬
ag—^ Continued from page 61
synonym'ous in a marine circus. work for their room and board,
erally- noisy session. In their me¬
This was the conclusion drawn by there’s many a slip between the tier, the acts are okay, and that’s
M oute Carlo, BUiiii R caeli Keller B. Breland, a psychologist s and t—sea and tank. Recently
about it.
rounding-out and polish on deliv¬ who applies m-'-lern scientific diners at the Marineland Restau¬
Buddy .Johnson’s band is at the
ery and floor deportment, reflect¬ methods to the trpl'^ing of zoologi¬ rant which overlooks the sea, were
house
for one of his numerous re¬
ed in smooth handling of a varied cal talent, when
jorned the staff treated to an unskedded sight. The turn stands. The 15-man crew
sonogalog. Hers is a free-wheel¬ at Marineland of
Pacific^ While collecting vessel. The Geronimo, dishes out the usual brand of hot
ing, flowing delivery that adds zing porpoises rank h'^'iest in intelli¬ skippered by Capt. Frank Brocato,
to versions of the current pops, and gence, with seals ii second place, was headed for port with a tank¬ instrumentalizing familiar at the
Harlem showcase. Appearing with
specials such as “Slaughter on 10th
Avenue,” with intelligent lyidcs some of the colde-': fish who make' ful of specimens. Just offshore, a orch are singers Floyd Ryland and
written for the tricky music pat¬ the same errors time and tim^e school of sardines was being chased the bandleader’s sister, Ella John¬
tern. .The potpourri wins them again are boxoffice at'’’actions, too. by a school of whales. The latter son. Their vocalling has limited
Daily, from 10 a. m. until sun- cut a three-by-five-mile .swath appeal.
from first “hello” tune, keeps
building to encores payof¥» Gown¬ .set, the show g0''s on against a through the channel and iiearly
The lone non-niusical bit on the
ing, trim looks and warm person¬ backdrop of ke’") forests. Sub¬ capsized the boat; whale-churned bill, is handled by. comedian Clay
ality make for quick establishment merged shipwrecks and underwater seas sweeping across it from port Tyson. There’s not much here for,
of aud rapport, and add to the cliffs. The talent ’■’leun includes to starboard and back again re¬ audiences outside of the Apollo
strong impact.,
and kindred locations. The Span¬
the prima donna—•'n octopus who leased all of the captives.
Allen & DeWood b.egan moving? has to be coaxed ' ) emerge from
However, this was a minor sjrni- iels, ^ vocal quintet, have played
up the better hotel-cafe run here her hideout in
reefs to per¬ graine in comparson with Bessie. the 'house before, and give out with
last winter, with holdover runs form for the payin'^ c 'stomers; the Dolphins are the smartest of the several tunes, which fail to come
at the Lucerne. They’re repeating comedian—a clow • "eh who makes submariners; they can learn a across clearly. The boys also do a
the click in this room—two ripe his home in a poi nus anemone;
lot of moving around. A similar
& ready lads who seem to be en¬ and the heavy—viD'^inous man- trick in 10 days, while it requires performance is given by the Clefsix to eight months to train a seal. tones, another five-man group.
joying their comedy chores as
In addition, Furthermore, they have amplifiers
much as their listeners. They’re a eating blue shark
I They’re reviewed under New Acts,
vastly improved duo now, highly there’s the inevitable. s'’ene-stealer, in ther ears. A special net has as is singer Chuck Berry. Jess,
adroit at the sort of clowning “Big Bertha”—a b’''''k sea bass who been devised for porpoise and/or
is
60
years
old
and
weighs
400
whale taking. Made of nylon, it is
befitting their particular person¬
pounds, and the r^y, resplendent one-quarter mile long and has a
alities.
Empire, Glasgow
Allen, the funster of tlje affair, ; chorus lineup c; multi-colored 20-inch mesh. If the mesh is small¬
Glasgow; Jan. 30.
South
Sea
beauties,
including
the
er,
a
porpoise
can
echo-locate.
The
is a wide-eyed, raspy-voiced little
Denny Willis, Dave Willis, Bobby.
guy with a laugh-raising bemused Humuhumu Nukunil’i’i Apua’s (cel¬ usual capture involves plotting the
manner of talking. DeWood, the ebrated in “Little Crass Shack in way the submariner is headed and MacLeod Dance Band (6), Jimmy
straightman, sets up some solid Hawaii”), the Moorish Idols and casting the net so that the fish runs Neil, Pete Martin, Latona, Graham
song-star carbons and sells strong¬ Fantail Flies.
'
into it. Then the porpoise is land¬ & Chadel; Jo, Jac & Joni; Sally
ly on his own. They work at head¬
And one of the headliners is a ed on a rubber mattress in a skiff Logan, Kathryn Moore, Jack Ray-long pace, never letting up on the real mixed-up kid. I-^e is pregnant and hauled up on deck via a pulley nes. Empire Girls (16), Gordon L,
risibilities and triggering a steady most of the year, /ind like Judy arrangement. Dockside, the fish Rolfe OrcK
stream of yocks.
Holliday, in “Full of Life” he is and mattress are hoisted to truck
Leonard Young emcees in easy, obviously in a deli'^ate condition. for transfer to the tank.
Dennis Willis, tall, gangling Scot,
capable manner and sets up pair of As fast as Mama Sea Horse lays
offers lively style to rouse yocks
When Bessie landed in the skiff, despite poorish fun fodder. He is
pleasing bary solos. Sid Tucker’s eggs, she deposits them In his
orch is adept at the showbacks. pouch and Papa Sea Horse carries she was so heavy that the skiff best as singing huntsmen and also
was half-submerged; then the as a Scot-Italian restaurateur, but
Miss Warren closes Wednesday (6) them until they a^e hatched.
boom broke and had to be rein¬
with Allen & Wood holding over
Constructed at a cost of $4,000,- forced before she could be lifted doesn’t click in a flatfish bathroom
for incoming Dorothy Lamour.
000 and modeled afte" the famous aboard the Geronimo.' New and scene.
Lary.
Dave Willis, vet comedian and
Marine Studios in Florida, this heavier equipment had to be in¬
oceanarium is the v/orld’s largest. stalled on the dock to lift her into father of Denny, registers with
Chaplinesque comedy.
He has
Opened
August,
1954,
its
initial
in¬
Blinstrub^s, Boston
the truck; and five men were re¬
vestment was paid off in full withip quired to shift her into the . tank. amusing face, and flair for trip¬
(FOLLOWUP)
ping
over
feet.
Although
not the
two years. More than 2,000,000 Bi this time, she was hungry and top-drawer comedian he was
in a
adults and children from every consumed 19 mackerel before ex¬ past generation, he still scores vis¬
Boston, Jan. 29.
state in the Union have visited this ploring her new “home.”
ually,
and
has
obviously
sym¬
Eydie Gorme is pulling them in
for Stanley Blinstrub at the South playland to see the “floor shows”
Monahan hopes to secure numer¬ pathetic local following.
Boston, 1,700-seater boite which which are» skedded every 30 min¬ ous top-billing performers in the
More comedy from patter-man
continues on its hot record, tv per¬ utes and to gaze at the one hun¬ future, but all he wants for Christ¬ Jimmy Neil, who has simple, home¬
sonality and name kick to smash dred and “57” varieties of enter¬ mas is a pair of live, and lively ly style but should stop gabbing
biz. Miss Gorme, in rich register, tainers.
sc rapidly. Sings “You Are Every¬
Almost as large as a football whales—to be named Eddie and where” and “Wild Colonial Boy,”
runs through a sesh of pops and
standards wrapping up near-capa¬ stadium, Marineland has tvvo giant Maddy. And then he hopes for a and does travesty of kilted Scot
city opening night and Monday ocean-arenas four stories deep that family of seven little stars to stage singer Robert Wilson in “Oh My,
(28). She does “Sorfento” in Ital¬ hold more than 1,000,000 gallons a whale show.
Jock Mackay!’'’
ian, “Gypsy in My Soul” for big of sea water—every drop of which
Sally Logan, teenage chirper,
rounds and slick ^‘Someone to s sterilized to eliminate plankton—
wisely avoiding adult type tunes to
Watch Over Me.” She fronts ex¬ commonly called “red tide.”
.f/Olyuipka, ParBs
which she was formerly addicted,
tensive patter and works ringsidBut it’s showmanship, not size,
scores pleasantly with sweet ren¬
Paris, Feb 5.
ers into the act for good -aud warm¬
Amalia Rodrigues, Helmut Zach- ditions of heathery songs “Tillieer.
Chirp walks off way ahead that puts these huge kettles of
tudlem
Castle,” “Brig o’ Balgowfish
in
the
black.
Marineland
is
a
arias
Orch
(20),
Aglae,
Michel
Selwith a sock Jolson medley.
far cry from “just another mu¬ dow, Jean Bertola, Marquis & nie” arid “The Auld Scots Sangs.*
Balance of show is same as pre¬
Exits
to
warm mitting from outseum,”
and
Bill
Monahan,
v.p.
and
Family, Jean-Marie Proslier, Rogge
vious except for Romeros & Rofronters keen to have more of her.
sita (3), torrid flamenco terpers. general manager, is searching con¬ Sisters (3), Tonellys (3); $2 top. Gal is garbed trimly in maroon
Trio open with flashy steps attired stantly for “new faces” and new
tartan kilt.
in brilliant blue costumes and each acts. He is credited with describ¬
Being a specialized, type chanPete Martin, rotund comedian
doing solo in spot. Rosita does ing Breland as .“the man who toosey, namely via the Portuguese
with talent for whistling, aids out
solo for big returns and all wind thinks like a fish.”
fado (a sort of dramatic chant in comedy chores, and Kathryn
up with folk dancing. Pete Han¬
The latter was added to the staff compounded of Hispano, Arabic
ley and new show opened Monday as technical adviser to test the and Hebraic influences), Amalia Moore is useful soubret in scenes
and comedy sketches. Jack Raynes
(4)..
Guy.
I. Q.’s of various submarines and Rodrigues is able to top the bill at holds
down the dance slotting with
to determine how many tricks a this big house, sing only one fleet¬ confidence.
porpoise can perform, how fast a ing Gallic song (this too an imita¬
Bobby MacLeod Dance Band,
Hold ]lliielilcbacli, K. €• seal can learn new stunts, and ex¬ tion fado concocted by Charles
tartan-jacketed, gives out with Scot
Kansas City, Feb. 1.
tent of the educational limitations Aznavour) and still get audience reels and sets customers’ feet ahuzzahs. Planted solidly, dark and
The Commodores^i^k), Tommy of a penguin.
tapping to “51st Highland Division
imposing,
she
uses
a
minimum
of
Some of the answers to these and
Reed Orch (8); $1-$T.5() cover.
Reel” and “Bluebell Polka.” Group
a score of other questions remain gestures, but her brooding, com-, wind with medley of Scot favorites.
passionate songs of frustrated love
Commodores quartet has submerged, but as a result of his and passions are felt by the on¬ Six expert Highland dancers jig it
emerged out of the south in the work the porpoise personalities lookers as she looks past and out to backing of the band, which
past couple of years and achieved added seven tricks to their floor through then. They react to this needs more showmanship and stage
somd' note with releases on the Dot show within four months; and Bes¬ imposing songstress.
technique. At show caught, danc¬
label. This is their first date in a sie, the largest and smartest dol¬
ers were confined to space and
Due for another U.S. trip, this needed more room for footwork.
Kansas City night spot, and they phin ever to be captured—10 feet 2,
fine
singer
denotes
that
talent
make it a lively one backed by and weighing 800 pounds-—was net¬
Jo, Jac & Joni, two males and a
needs no subtitles and,--backed by
Tommy Reed’s orch.
ted and added to the talent parade a well-delineated group of num¬ femme, don outsize bowler hats
Work is based on a fine blend of in the round tank. A 1,500-seat bers, she is doing big biz in a first and white spats for eccentric dance
voices with Homer Tankersly the amphitheatre on the top deck af¬ headlining stint. Mitting is equally bit, done to accompaniment of ex¬
lead, Charles Speet as top tenor, fords spectators an opportunity to big.
cellent comedy business. Wind
Eddie Seals as baritone and Floyd watch the basketball and baseball
with imitation of a train, and have
Helmut Zacharias Orch (20) many tricks linked with their in¬
Gray a deep bass. They offer a games and “high jumps” in which
variety of numbers, from a lively Bessie, Susie, Elsie, Smiley and brings in some deft musical inter¬ struments.
ludes featuring the fiddle. Zacha¬
“Muskrat Ramble” and continue Zppy get top billing.
Latona, Graham & Chadel, males
rias offers soothing arrangements
the pace with “Singing the Blues.”
The seal circus, starring Esmer¬ and racks up a solid performance garbed in chocolate-colored suits,
“Out of Sight, Out of Mind”
engage energetically in lively
changes the pace to a smoother alda, who rose to fame in “20 to make him a fine house entry. knockabout comedy, winding as
mood, with Seals working -the Thousand Leagues Under the Sea,” German orch now has a hit disk one of trio does across-stage dash
piano and musically directing the is the next attraction. This is fol¬ stateside.
while throwing off his trousers.
lowed by the “Pied Piper” act, in
Aglae. a pert Canadian song¬ The Empire Girls are adequate
proceedings.
They have a pop version of “I’m which 5,000 denizens of the deep stress, has an individuality and terping lineup. Orch is under Gor¬
In Love Again” and a novelty in are hand-fed by divers who make verve slanting -her for a New Acts don Rolfe baton.
Gord.
“How Come My Dog Don’t Bark,” the rounds of the huge oval tank note, and ditto for another rising
recited by bass Gray. “Lazy River”'• with a basket of choice chopped young singer here, Jean Bertola.
proves one of their best, “Rain, squid. Loudspeakers are employed
Michel Sledow presents an im¬ mugging sometimes bypasses his
Rain, Rain” is in near spiritual to tell the audience, what to watch peccable magico number aided by material, but he has enough good
style and leads into a trio of im¬ for during this act—the vicious an original bit of a series-of tricks bits for the main program yocks.
pressions of other singing groups. Moray eels, evil-looking Bat Rays, directed by the voice of a w.k. star
Though lacking a top novelty bit
“Hound Dog” is made very raucous sharks, sheephead and Guitar Fish. here on disk. Familiar gimmicked the program, winding next week,
and “This Old House” puts a Three continuous bands of large bits are heightened by this and is filled out acrobatically by Tonsparkling finish on the turn. They
a good professional aplomb makes nclys (3) and Rogge Sisters (3).
prove to have versatility and are viewing windows surround the tank him a good addition to the magico Former are males doing okay flips,
known for making virtually every at three different levels below the ranks. Marquis & Family, with but they then go into a clowning
water’s
surface,
and
location
se¬
show a different program. The
champs of assorted sizes, ride routine too reminiscent of others.
foursome grab a good reception quences for “The Boy on the Dol¬ bikes, sing and carry on in an in¬ Nevertbriless, act shapes as good
throughout and look to have a fine phin” were shot in this tank. Much imitable manner, for a winning filler material. Rogge Sisters have
fortnight In the Terrace Grill, hold¬ to the dismay of dr ''.'^tor Ray Kel- musical act. Jean-Marie Proslier a clever sight act worth a New Act
'
Mosk.ing through Feb. 14.
Quin.
jlogg, “Big Bertha” was fascinated is ''a fey type comedian whose peg.
its best. Lotti & Joe Anders close
witb a sharp juggling turn atop
unicycles. House appreciates all
the way. Myron Roman, in’ the pit,
gives the bill a proper musical lift.
„
Gros. ^

Ifight Club Reviews

Cal. Marmelaiid’s Pretty
Good Catch; Floorshow Big
B.O., With Fi^nv Material
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° Scanty Comfort
Edinburgh, Feb. 5.
U, S.-born Yolande Donlan,
who opens at the Lyceum The¬
atre here next Monday (11)
in a pre-London tryout of U, S.
author Henry Denker's play,
“Olive Ogilvie,” will portray a
Hollywood actress who wants
to go on the Broadway stage.
The role, she reveals, is sup¬
posed to be a sort of composite
of Marilyn Monroe, Zsa Zsa
Gabor and Gina Lollobrigida.
. Commenting on the fact that.
she’ll be (lalled on to appear
in skin-tight skirts, minus
scanties, the actress recalls
that in her first London appearanfce in “Born Yesterday’*
she had to play one scene in
a negligee. “It was so cold that
by the time we opened in the
West End,” she says, “I was
wearing, hidden under the
negligee, a pullover sweater
and a pair of long w(^olles
rolled up to my knees.”

•The late Eugene O’Neill Jr. was the son of the late Pulitzer Prize
hold, Rudolf Weisi^, as a compas¬
dramatist by his first wife, Kathleen Jenkins, not his second, Agnes
sionate psychoanalyst and Richard
Boulton, as erratumed In last week’s issue. A younger son, Shane, and
Longman" as, the unhappy hero’s
an only daughter, Oona (Mrs. Charlie Chaplin), are by the second wife.
roommate.
'
Eugene Jr. who wore a beard and became a professor of Greek at Yale
William Pitkin has designed an
authentic-looking living room in
resided in Woodstock, N.Y. where he died* apparently having regret¬
what was once a country house,
ted his suicide attempt but failing to secure help and his phone cut off
with two simple settings for alter¬
for non-payment of the bill.
nate scenes, and Patricia Zipprodt
has provided suitable costumes.
Report from Glasgow: Erik Chisholm, Scot-born composer, now a
Incidentally, this is Grebne’s sec-.,
music professor at Cape 'fown University, is huddling with James
ond play to reach Broadway. His
Barke, Scot novelist, on possible collaboration over a musical version
previous one, “The Living Room,”
of one of his Robert Burns novels. Chisholm will tour remote Jffebridwas too grim and cruel for popular
ean islands, off west coast of Scotland, to. discover words and' musical
tastes here, although it was a click
settings for the 18th-century Macdonald collection of Gaelic music.
in London. Another stage piece,
He has been taking part in the Glasgow Festival- of Opera and Cham¬
“The Heart of the-Matter,adapted
ber Music.
by Greene and British stagerproducer Basil Dean from the for¬
. In a brochure announcing preliminary plans for the legit and musical
mer's novel of the same title, was
To Broa(Jway’s current preoccupa¬ a
pi*e-Broadway tryout flop several
schedule next summer, the Stratford (Ont.) Shakespeare Festival last
tion with psychiatry, British novel¬ seasons ago.
• Hobe. .
week
included as a “momento” a small piece of the tan, rubberized
ist-playwright Graham Greene has
canvas from the old. theatre-tent. The'latter was erected for the initial
added a new element, religious
Engenia
season of 1953 and used for the last time last summer. It’s being re¬
faith. His newest work, a drama
John C. Wilson (in association with The¬
placed by a permanent theatre this year.
tilled “The Potting Shed,” appears atre
Corp. of America) production of
Announced thus far for next summer, are revivals of “Hamlet” and
likely to be his first boxoffice hit comedy-drama in three acts (seven
scenes),
adapted by Randolph Carter f'rom
“Macbeth,” as well as the Benjamin.,Britten opera, “Turn of the Screw,”
in the U.S., as well as a successful the Henry
James novel, "The Europeans."
Broadway introduction for produc¬ Stars Tallulah Bankhead; staged hy
and jazz concerts and the .CBS Symphony Orchestra, plus an interna¬
ers Carmen Capalbo* and Stanley Herbert Machiz; scenery. Oliver Smith; lowing, including any benefit par¬ tional film program and art and theatre exhibits.
. Peggy. Clark; costumes. Miles ties unfortunate enough to have
Chase, previously represented with lighting.
White. At Ambassador Theatre, N. Y„ been booked,
but it’s a dismal
the off-Broadway hit “Threepenny Jan. 30. '57; $5.75 top ($9.20 opening),
Chicago American drama editor Roger Dettmer, !n the second of a
Opera,” at the Theatre de Lys, N.Y. Mr. Wentworth .Reynolds Evans prospect for real boxoffice and of¬ series of articles suggesting, remedies for the lowly state of legit In the
Gertrude Wentworth ... .Anne Meacham fers nothing for films, television,
“Potting Shed,” the initial offer¬ Charlotte Wentworth .Irma Hurley or stock.
Windy
City, proposes that the commercial theatre take its cue from
Hobe.
ing of a proposeii series by Capalbo Kiev. Alfred Brand.Robert Duke
American retailing and move to the suburbs. Pointing to the postwar
Da Costa ..ScotL Merrill
and Chase at the small but luxrious Felix
development of suburban .shopping centres, Dettmer writes, “The. heyEugenia .Tallulah Bankhead
€hrl9tophe Cploinb
.Bijou Theatre, in the 45th Street Robert Acton .Jay Barney
dey of the half-century-old theatres In the downtown metropolitan
Acton .....Jun'e Hunt
S. Hurok presentation of Madeleine
legit! hub, stacks, up as an engros¬ EUzabeth
area went out with the citizenry that migrated to the suburbs.”
Clifford Wentworth ..Tom Ellis
Jean-Louis. Barrault & Co. in
sing and provoca!tive drama that Marie.. .Therese Quardi Renaud.
two-part drama by Paul Claudel; music
He envisions a combination downtown run for touring shows and a
should do hefty business for its
by Darius Milhaud; directed by Barrault;
split-week schedule in the suburbs, recommending the erection of thea¬
decor and costumes. .Max Ingrand,^ Mariescheduled nine-week run and prob¬
It’s about time Broadway took Helene- -Daste; orchestra and chorus di¬ tres as part of the new major shopping centres or the conversion of
ably survive trafisfer for a con¬ the pledge against trying to drama¬ rection. Pierre Boulez. At the Winter
tinued run at another house. The tize the novels of Henry James. It Garden, N. Y., Jan. 30. '37; $5.73 top some film houses for legit operation.
($10 opening).
next Capalbo-Chase production at just can’t handle the stuff.
Isabelle
Madeleine' Renaud
the Bijou is to be Eugene O'Neill's
Mother of Columbus.. Marie-Helene Daste
Previous efforts have involved Wife
of Columbus . Natalie Nerval
“Moon for the Misbegotten,” due
“The
Heiress”
”(a'
modest
success,
Sister of Columbus.... Fraimolse Golea'
to preem April 1.
with the .help of twofers, based on Woman of People.Francoise Ledoux
“Potting Shed” is a strikingly the novel, “Washington Square”); Exponent .Pierre Bertln
unusual play, a Sort of religious “The innocents/' a generally- Christopher Columbus
tumes are about the only- thing
..Jean-Louis Barrault
The Crystal Heart
mystery thriller (the author has praised failure,' based bn “The Defender . Jean DesalUy
Toby' Rowland Ltd. (by Bpeclal ar¬ worth writing home about. Gord.
referred to it as a “whatdunit”). Turn of the Screw,plus two dire Opponent . Jean-Plerre. Granval rangement with Lyn Austin. Thomas,
(See separate news story for a
Innkeeper. SaUor. Wise Man Beauchamp
Noyes
Se
Roger
L.
Stevens,
in
associa¬
Since Greene is a noted Catholic
Creditor, -Dignitary.Georges Cusin
with Charles Pratt Jr.) presentation report on Gladys Cooper's with^
layman whose novels and plays ex¬ flops, “Portrait of a Lady” and Columbus of Legend.Regis Outin tion
King of Spain .. Jean Julllard of musical comedy in three. acts. Stars drawal from the - cast following the
press his spiritual <;onvinctiohs, it “Child of Fortune,” the latter Friend
. Gabriel Cattand Gladys Cooper. Book and lyrics. William tryout ope^ning.—Ed.)
music.
Baldwin
Bergerson.
wa.*? practically inevitable that this based on “Wings of the Dove.”
Commander .
Dominique Rozan Archibald:
“Eugenia,” the latest sortie into Sailor . Gerard Doumel Staged by Bill Butler: choreography. Ray
new piece should be a religious
Dignitary.
Galland Harrison; scenery and costumes, Malcolm
plea. Whether audiences will accept Jamesiana, is perhaps the worst Wise Man, Creditor.Jacques
Patat<^
Sailor.An<]re Jobin Pride; lighting and technical adviser,
Northen:
orchestrations.
Ted
its premise of e miracle-cure will yet. Although in this case the ori.g- Bourgeois
.Rene Lanier Michael
(The Jerk)
Royal; musical direction. Jack Coles. At
probably depend on individual inal novel, “The Europeans,” is Servants and Dancers .. Andre Batlsse, LyceumTheatre,
Edinburgh.
Jan.
29,
'57;
Paris, Jan. 26.
Jean Lancelot. Emile Noel,
$1.30 top.
attitude. But even a sceptic is un¬ rated as among the noted author’s
_ Mary Morran production of comedy in
Serge Merlin.
Ted .....Laurie Payne three acts, by Marcel Achard. Directed
likely to remain unmoved by the best, the stage treatment hy Ran¬
Jeremy John...Mike Morgan hy Pierre Dux. At Salnt-Georkea Theatre,
dolph Carter is quite bad, and the
drama.
The Madeleine Renaud — Jean- W elllngton Mar chmont.... Harold Scott Paris, Jan. 25, '57.
It's a common observation that event is turned into a* disaster by
... Dilys Layc Rollo. . Pierre Dux
Barrault troupe of French Virtue
Hope .SteUa Claire Carradme . Maurice Teynac
religion and psychiatry have much a caricature of a performance of Louis
actors last week (30) opened its Charity .Mavis TraiU ^ith ....... Simone Renant
In common, and they’re intertwined, herself by Tallulah Bankhead.
Herbert
..Andrew Downle Vetronique ... Jandeline
second
American
engagement
The show is presented by John
in “Potting Shed.” This is the story
Pheobe Ricketts .Gladys Cooper Alexa . Sophie Daumier
of a man who feels no emotion and C. Wilson, in association idth an (they were last seen here in 1952) Louisa Hatfield .Julia Shelley
with
“Christophe
Colomb,”
a
play
Alexandra Crowley .
Elvi Hale
can remember nothing from the investment group called Theatre
Paris has been short on good new
Captain
.Peter Sinclair
age of about 14. when he has reason Corp. of America! The star-con¬ by ,poet=dlplomat Paul Claudel, SaUors: Charles SchuUer, George BaUan- edy is the biggest hit here in sevwritten
while
the
author
was
tine,
Paul
Elsom.
Stanley
Fleet,
Ken
to believe he was seriously ill.
torted staging Is program-credited
ery
is the biggest hit here in sev¬
Martyne. Bill Morgan. John Morley.
His efforts to uncover who and to Herbert Machiz. The impres¬ French Ambassador to the U.S., in
eral seasons. The veteran author
Harry 'OUver, Raymond Parks.
what he is, to find out why he can- sively rococo scenery is by Oliver 1926. It was succeeded Monday (4)
has
been swamped with.offers for
hot love even those who are lovable Smith (who’s having quite a. season by “Volpone.”
Gladys Cooper, re<jently return¬ the English language rights, and
“Christophe Colomb” is an in¬
and why his own family shun him as a designer), with lavish. Victor¬
Gilbert
Miller flies here from New
ed
from
the
U.
S.,
has
picked
a
real
as though in fear, involve the ian costumes by Miles White and tellectual exercise^ veiled in sym¬ flopperoo for a long-delayed re- York to gander it this week.
methods of psychiatric probing into effective lighting by Peggy Clark. bolism and mysticism, expertly and I entry into musical comedy. The Achard won't part with pix rights
the subconscious, under the guid¬
This Is an 1870’s. story about a strikingly staged by Barrault, that I new tuner is a strange fantasy with locally, holding out for substantial
ance of an analyst. But where German baroness and her dilet¬ leaves the audience in doubt, if minimum potential. On the basis Hollywood offer which should be
analysis fails, busybody methods by tante brother who visit very proper not confusion. For “Christophe of its tryout opening, it looms as in any day.'' (According to' New
his moppet niece and his own gum¬ Bostonian relatives with the inten¬ Colomb”^ is a curious mixture of the first b.o. failm’e of 1957.
York report. Miller Ued up. the
shoe tactics succeed. The author tion of rescuing their fading for¬ charade, pageant, religious drama
rights to the play last week during
offers a miracle as the explanation tunes by marrying rich Americans. and bitter comment on the human 1 Apart from so many of stage his^. visit to Paris.—Ed.) ' '
mechanics
going
wrong,
the
show
and faith through sacrifice as the The brother wins the spirited spirit which condemns in the face
is inconclusive and straggling, and in any day.etaol shrdl cmfwyp eta
way of salvation.
daughter of the household, but the of greatness. It is also theatrical
“Palate” is sound In all depart¬
Although few, showgoers are baroness, outsmarts herself and lets hokus-pbkus worthy of a sideshow. wastes the talents of an earnest ments.
Its characters are drawn
Claudel ’has the tohgUe of the young cast and. pretty-pretty sets.
likely to quarrel ’.with “Potting a wealthy Back Bay widower elude
by
a master hand, its dialog has
In
the
face
of
everythihg-goespoet, and his lines, obscure as they
Shed” as drama, disbelievers may her.
wit
and
bite, its situations Jiold
wrong conditions, normally’patlerit
still disjHite its miracle claim in
Whatever the play may have may be at times, flow with a beauty
polite first-nighters were attention firmly and its surprises
favor of the likelihood of some been as first adapted, It has obvi¬ that cah- be deeply moving. His and
tickle
.spectators.
Its theme, too,
natural explanation. But the author ously been wrenched Into -gro¬ concept of Columbus, man against finally provoked to chatter, guffaws has universal appeal
and is easily
leaves himself a' loophole with a tesque form to suit the star’s per¬ legend; his probing into man's na- and in one Instance a shout, “Go adaptable.
'
'
=
■
suggestion that those who cannot sonality. Miss Bankhead’s playing, •ture, =his conscience and his mo¬ Home.”
The comedy involves the sad
A musical score with little to
accept the idea of a miracle at least is a comic cartoon. With scarcely tives, ever reflecting the deeply
sack
title
character’s
Idng-cherhave room for doubt.
a pretense of legitimate character¬ religious feelings of his convic¬ commend it Is not by indistingiilsh- Ished' grudge against hlS onetime
Beyond that, however, nOt every¬ ization, but only the frank exploi¬ tions,^ frequently .create good thea¬ ed singing. Miss Coooer does not schoolmate,
who won away bis
enhance her reputation in this
one may believe some of the play's tation of her personality and ex¬ tre.
heiress-sweetheart and has always
more realistic- aspects, such, as Ihe aggeration of stock-in-trade man¬
On the whole, however, -it is the compartment, althcrligh she goes taken a patronizing attitude in
mpther’s sacrifice of her son's nerisms to a degree Te'calling the Barrault
staging
that
makes valiantly through the piece with lending him-money or-other hfelp,
liappiness, in fact his very sanity, self-parodying, tragic, final days of “Christophe Colomb” spectacular all the discipline of a veteran The underdog gets the chance for
Mlishaps with scenery
for sake of her husband’s reputa¬ John' Barrymore.
and frequently arresting. tbeatr-e. trouper.
...
and even with the curtain left her revenge when he discovers’that bis
tions or pride. There are several
Miss Bankhead's coterie of gush¬ Barrault also plays the title role, apparently, undisturbed in eyes of 16-year-old adopted daughter' is
other lesser; face^j; .of. the drama ing,
having an affair with his lifelong
swooning
admirersi
laps
it
Up but does not get his full ,chance
that seem /questihhAble • in • retro¬
..
• '
here, for if anyone is outstanding the ciustoriiers.
a(:quaintance, However, in sym¬
spect, alfhbugh they may not come as usual, interrupting the show it is his wife, Miss Reliaud, with
The star is, cast as ^n elderly pathy for the wife,' his youthful
with
laughter
and
applause
,whento mind during the performance.
superb monologs at thb beginning eccentric.'left a tropical island In sweetheart, he declines to expose
^ Under Capalbo’s deft, tmit direc¬ eve’f' she uses her low, throaty ahd end.
the 1830’s bv her fifth husband. the seducer.
. '
tion a distinguished cast gives a laugh or any of tier other extreme¬
The setting of the play, is Strik¬ Surrounded by pretty maids and
Pierre Dux has directed the
vibrant, persuasive hhd, at key mo¬ ly familiar tricks, and there was an ing in its simplicity, being domi¬ a shy niece, she is a lo.eal queen Achard script With cunning . and
attempt
at
an
ovation
at
the
final
ments, touching performance. Sybil
nated by a huge white sail hang¬ who declares herself heartsick for care, making It a swift, brilliant
Thorndike plays superbly as the curtain opening night. Biit to ing from the flies. On this sail, at men. A visiting ship dumps an and stimulating show, while his
mother torn by the conflicting those who respect talent and in¬ given moments, color films repre¬ elderly philanderer and a lusty performance in the title part Is a
loves for her emotionally lost son telligence and creative drive, this senting supplementary scenes are band of dancing sailors on the tour de force. The seething discon¬
and her weak husband. Kobert wanton abandonment of once-fine projected. The effect is disturbing island.
tent of the lumpish patsy is evi¬
Flemyng has eloquently quiet gifts is a sad spectacle.
Amid so much third-rate mate¬
The rest of the performance is and merely accentuates the feeling rial two young players .stand out, dent, and the characterization is
authority as the man Who lived
hilarious
from start to finish.
that
a
theatrical
device
is
being
al¬
30 years in numb. agony. Lewis Uttle better.' Virtually everyone in lowed to get into the way of the [Red-haired comedienne Dllys Laye
Simone Renant shares honors as
Casson is fine as a physician whotfias the cast grimaces and spouts lines overall artistic endeavour. When [has the personalitv of a potential the understanding wife, as do
religious belief without admitting without apparent thought or pre¬ two men have a scene in mid-stage, .star and Andrew Downie, Scot ac¬ Maurice Teynac as the velvet-man->:
or even being aware of It. All three tense of listening. Probably that’s
tor-singer, reveals freshness and a nered vallain, Jandeline as the
were imported from London for Inevitable considering the misshap¬ it isn’t necessaiy to show their Pleasant .singing voice as one of latter’s rich spouse and Sophie
en script, the elaborately awkward faces closeup via film.
this show.
the deposited^^ mariners.Daumier, making her debut as
Barrault’s
handling
of
the
large
Leueen MacGrath gives a con¬ staging and the star’s centrifugal
Peter Sinclair makes the most fresh, know-it-all youngster.
company, his sense of drama and
vincing portrayal as the wife who performance.
of a drunken-captain part in the
The original title, “Palate,” lit¬
movement
are
excellent.
Groupings
Merely. note, therefore, that
loves but has never been able to
final act. where several lines mere- erally translated as “potato.” is
reach the lost man and Frank Scott Merrill plays the brother, are along the lines of a Greek I ly invite riposte bv out-fronters Gallic slang for “fall-guy’* or
chorus,
not
only
supplementing
the
Conroy gives a warm, dimensional Anne Meacham the lively daughter
' and more stage-craft flaws appear. “patsy,” so a contemporary Ameri¬
characterization as a disillusioned he wins and Irma Hunley her de¬ telling of the story, but actively Piece was obviousiv ' under-re¬ can equivalent wouW he “Jerk.”
priest who regains his faith. In mure sister, Reynolds Evans the participating in it, often with flash¬ hearsed for the break'n’, and also
:
Curt. ■
lesser roles Eda Heinemann is puritanical Boston father, Jay Bar¬ es of humor.
Performances are good. Bar¬ reouires a larger stage than the
plausible as a former servant who ney the elusive widower, Robert
Lyceum’s.
helps uncover a family skeleton, Duke a sanctimonious preacher, rault as Columbus registers might¬
Huntington Hartford says that
Bill Butletr Is saddled with diCarol Lynley <s acceptable as a Tom Ellis an adventurous Bean- ily, particularly in the sequence voctio” chores. Choreography by Errol Flynn Is committed to star
youRg girl with an acute sense of town youth, June Hunt the jealous when, lashed to the mast on the Rav Harrison has lots$ life, but in Hartford!s stage adaptation of
curiosity, Joan Croydon is unob¬ miss who lassos him, and Therese return to Spain, he remonstrates can’t save a fev fanta.sv that’s aim- the Charlotte Bronte public do¬
trusively impressive as the priest’s Qiiadri as the baroness' French with his conscience, and again in prl to premiere Feh. 19 at Sayille main novel, “Jane Eyre” come
the handling of the mutlneering Theatre. London, after an ll-day 1958. He adds that Stephen Mitchell
devoted' servant. There are also maid.
'
skillful bits by Stanley Lemin as ■
“Eugenia” may have a brief run sailors. Pierre Berlin as the Ex- tppeuD here. At the moment, the will be producer and NBC’s Jay
an unseeing member of the house¬ on Miss Bankhead’s personal fol(Contlnued on page 69)
Malcolm Pride scenery and cos¬ Krause scenic designer.

Tlic Potting Shed

Carm'en Capalbo & Stanley Chase pro¬
duction of drama in three acts (five
scenes), by Graham Greene. _ Stars Sybil
Thorndike, Robert Plemyng. Leueen MacGrath; features Lewis Cwson. Frpk (^nroy, Carol Lynleyj Rudolf Weiss. E<le
Heinemann, Stanley Lemin. Joan Croy¬
don, Richard Longman. Staged by Capal;i
bo; scenery, WiUiam Pitkin; Ughting, Peg¬
gy Clark; costume supervision. Patricia
Zipprodt. At Bijou Theatre, N. Y,, Jan.
29. 57; $5.25 top weeknights, $5.75 FridaySaturday nights ($6.90 opeidng).
Dr. Frederick Baston... . Lewis Casson
Anne Callifer ...
Carol Lynley
Sara Callifer .Leueen MacGrath
Mrs. Callifer .....Sybil Thorndike
John CaUifer .
James Callifer ..
Dr. Kreuzer ..
Rudolf Weiss
Mrs. Potter ..;.Eda Heinemanh
Miss Connolly ...... ^ ... .Joan Croydon
Father William CalUfer . Frank Conroy

Shows Abroad
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N.Y. Is wiy wiJirty, oez buuine;
Calk London ‘Civil and Relaxed*
Toronto, Feb. 5. -f
Tyrone * Guthrie, ’ who does his
stage directing on a global basis,
prefers his London home base to
Broadway where he*s had various;
remunerative., assignments In re-i
cent years. In a byline article in
Buffalo. Feb. 5.
Production of “A Prince Takes
the Toronto Telegram the noted
stager says New York is “surly and a Wife” by a group calling them¬
dirty’* while the British capital is selves-The Buffalo, Players , came a
cropper here this week when only
“civil and relaxed.”
Best known here as the director four payees, six ushers, one freeof the Stratford <Ont.) Shakespeare loader-^ and the author's husband
Festival (to which he’ll return for showed up at the Lido Hotel Audi¬
at. least one stint" next summer), torium for the opening.
Dorothea M. Fogal, president .of
Guthrie has also staged such suc¬
cessful projects as Metropolitan the outfit blamed local Mayor Ste¬
ven
Pankow for the disastrous ven¬
Opera productions, the hit “Match¬
maker,” various highly individual ture, on the ground that Hizzonor
had
promised to attend the open¬
Shakespeare revivals for the Old
Vic, as well as shows for the Habi- ing and greet the audience. The
Mayor
disclaimed responsibility,
mah Theatre in Israeli.
^
claiming that he had a date with
After a sojourn in New York this
season, it was “fascinating” to re¬ his dentist that night and couldn’t
turn to London, the noted director be anywhere else.
Mrs. Fogal has. insisted to the
writes, basing his manifold on cab
drivers, customs officials, the sub¬ newspapers, however, that the loss,
about
$500 for the three-night run,
way system and the clothes and
should be covered by Pankow,
jnanners of New Yorkers. . The
whom
she said had promised to
piece represents ''immediate and
dominant” viewpoints, he asserts. give the venture his support.

Blame Mayor for Bop
Of Buff Legit Group

Lese Majesty
The longstanding adage of
Broadway* that it never pays to
express public criticism of the
stagehands' union, was given
quick*confirmation last week.
Michael Myerherg, who blamed
“featherbedding” by the grips'
organization for the quick clos¬
ing of his return presentation
of “Waiting for Godot,” lost
his bond-waiver status with the
'group Immediately thereafter.
He had just received the no• bond-necessary rating, accord¬
ing to an official of another
theatrical union.
Managerial circles are now
speculating on what the stage¬
hands' attitude will be in re¬
gard to the number of backstage employees assigned to
‘ Myerberg's future- shows.

‘Cat’Actors Ask
Tougher Epty
Action Vs. Bias

Road Group Taknig Bookii^ Lead
Widi League Members’Cooperation
-^

L.A.’$ Hartford Theatre
Mullii^ Name Packages
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
The Huntington Hartford The¬
atre may switch to a “name pack¬
age” policy to fill in the voids in
the booking schedule for the next
year. House is dickering with Gene
Mann, who is producing a series of
such packages for the Sombrero
Playhouse in- Phoenix, to bring
some of them into the Hartford on
an irregular basis.
Negotiations are aimed at set¬
ting up a package with a name of
the calibre of Betty Hutton, Mar¬
lene Dietrich, Judy Garland or
Mae West. Success of this initial
deal would'dPtermine the future of
the idea. House is interested sole¬
ly in hooking packages and will not
produce.
Meanwhile, Demetrios V i 1 a n,
managing director of the theatre,
has begun casting Charles O’Neal’s
“Praise House,” which he will di¬
rect for a March opening here. De¬
pending on the tryout reaction^,
Hartford may subsequently take
the show to Broadway.

Actors Equity has received a
new demand for revisions of its
rules applying to segregation. A
“Right away on arrival at Lon¬
telegram recently sent to the
don Airport, one cannot fail'to be
union by 10 members of the “Cat
struck by the greater courtesy and
on a Hot Tin Roof” touring com-efficiency of the British customs
pany expressed dissatisfactiou with
examination,” Guthrie” declares.
the ineffectiveness of the present
'The contrast is even greater by
I regulations in protecting perform¬
sea. It may just be insularity, but
ers from discrimination.
1 can’t help feeling that the British
customs officials look far more re¬
The wire, read at the union’s
Walter Pidgeon, starring on last <iuarterly meeting, specifically
liable and respectable than their
American counterparts.” They cer- Broadway in “The Happiest Mil¬ referred to the recent “Cat” en¬
lionaire,” is getting a flat $2,000 a gagement at Ford's Theatre, Balti(Cohtinued on page 66)
week on a sort of Tinker-to-Evers- I more, during Which time some
A general agreement on the
to-Chance basis.
He’s,being'paid members of the cast had been
the $2,000 as regular salary from “forced to accept segregated, in¬ alien actor situation has been ten¬
Loew's Inc., to which he is under convenient and totally ' inferior tatively reached by Actors Equi¬
longterm contract. The film com¬ sleeping and eating accommoda¬
ty and the League of N. Y. Thea¬
pany is being reimbursed by the tions.”
tres. An attempt to* iron out re¬
“Millionaire” management, How¬
The protest urged that Equity’s maining details will be made at a
ard Erskine & Joseph Hayes.
The unusual salary arrangement rules should be strengthened so meeting this morning (Wed.) of
avoided the complicated procedu:^ that any city failing to provide committees representing the two |
By GORDON IRVING
it would have required to revise adequate accommodations for per¬ organizations.
Edinburgh, Feb. 5.
j
Gladys Cooper is out of the cast the actor’s film contract. Instead, formers would be dropped from
Terms of the tentative agree*-1
of “The Crystal Heart,’' new mu¬ letters-of-agreement were worked touring schedules. Since the mat¬ ment are understood to include
sical which opened a tryout last out, subject to the approval of Ac¬ ter of segregation was already be¬ the elimination of the union rule
fore the union's Contract and
Tuesday (29) at the Lyceum Thear tors Equity.
that producers must apply in writ- ]
Although Pidgeon’s $2,000 week¬ Hotel Accommodations:' Commit¬ ing for permissions to employ
tre here. According to physicians,
the veteran star has “an injury to ly salary, with no percentage-of- tees, a general resolution endors¬ aliens, the dropping of Equity's i
her chest sustained during rehear¬ the-gross arrangement, is relative¬ ing the spirit and intent of- the long-standing regulation that alien
sals and aggravated by her con¬ ly modest for a Holl3rwood name, views expressed in the wire was. players must wait six months bethe actor's contract with Loew’s made, accepted and carried by the I tween engagements and a mew
tinued playing of her part”
The actress, whose age it given includes him in the company’s lu¬ meeting.
limit of 30% (in contrast to the
as 6a. in “Who’s Who In the Thea¬ crative pension plan, so he's actu¬
former 40%) on the quota of
aliens in any company.
tre,” has been ordered to take at ally under a better longrange fi¬
least several days’ rest. Mean- nancial setup than most stars get¬
Although the agreement in prin¬
While, her singing-dancing part is ting much higher salaries.
ciple was reached several weeks
The Pidgeon deal had no direct
being played by Gwynneth LascelI
ago
and was due to be given final
les, who had to read from the connection with the fact that
acceptance in a special all-night
Metro, a Loew's subsidiary, had an
•cript at early performances.
meeting' of the Equity council
option on the “Millioualte” screen
Mist Cooper’s reported Illness is
rights. The studio recenily al¬
Although Roger L. Stevens has Monday (4), the union requested
the latest of many setbacks affect¬ lowed the option to lapse, so the
.another session to discuss^ modi¬
never
been
associated
with
the
ing the show. It's stated that the
fications.
After refusing to at¬
rights arc now ip the open market.
actress was hurt at a dance re¬ 'iPidgeon'a film' contract runs un¬ Shuberts in any theatrical or realty tend such ’ a confab on the ground
operations, he found himMlf mak¬
hearsal In London 10 days ago.
that
it
would
not “renegotiate” the
til tiext . March and tn order to
At the Initial performance of avoid . |eopardl4ng . Ms pension ing slot of'money for them last matter, the League finally okayed
“Crystal Heart” here, the. audience righto he couldn't take outolde;em- week. > The angle was that as own¬ another session todiiy, with the'^
saw cues being missed^ props fall-^ p^ploymeht .on his nwn. However, ers of extensive adjacent property- understanding that
tht
tc^
Ing and lines fluffed; -patoons ar¬ tho Loew’s deal^'wlU be -extended they are in position to profit from would not deal with prevtously ac¬
riving for the next day’s^lnaHtiee throuidL hla engagement with’ the a huge- realty deal he closed in cepted fundamentals and that, the
were^ .told. 6y manager . Charles Kylc^ Ghridrton play^ The; agree¬ Boston.
The transaction involved the ex¬ Equity reps would hAvefull author¬
Tripp that, the performance had ment for the legit stint Is between
ity to reach a final agreement.
been cancelled- and refunds would Loew's. and Erskine Be Hayes, with ercise of jin option held'by Stevens
be made. But the audience was In- both parties committed to adhere and a number of investors on a
30-acfc tract of land in the Back
Vted to watch a dress rehearsal.
to Equity rules.
Bay area of Boston, and the tale of
According to Toby Rowland, who
“Millionaire'' is currently-in its it to the Prudential Insurance Co.
is presenting thCv show, technical 12th week at the Lyceum, N. Y.
of America. The new owners plan
difflcuXties are being Ironed out.
to. spend $129,000,000 in developing
“Things will go smoothly from now
“Where are the Critics?” was
the site.
an," he said. He daxiled a rumor
Since the huge improvement pror actress Kim Stanley's opening
that Miss Cooper had walked out
comment
on NBC-TV's 'Tonight:
gram
will
obviously
pyramid
prop¬
of the muslcaL
erty values In the whole area, the America After Dark” last Thui*s“We expect her back In a few
day
night
(31). The reason for the
days,” he dedared. “The show will
By getting to New York last Shuberto stand to make a cleanup
go on in Edinburgh and Contlhue Friday night (1) despite- the heavy on the holdings they^e accumu¬ question was that she and actress
Viveca
Lindfors.Were
appearing on
its run in. London, opening Feh. snowstorm, featured lead Robert lated over a number of year#. ^ It’s
J; (Jake) Shu- the show for the purpose of dis^
19,at the SavlUe Theatre. After Weede had both the company and understood 4hat
cussing
legit
criticism
with one of
that, it is due to go to Broadway.” audience of “Most- Happy Fella” bert, surviving partner of the origin
“Heart” was severely, rapped by thoroughly confused. He Wasn't nal three Shubert brothers, has the Broadway flrststringers. The
the local critics.
Miss Cooper expected to make it, so understudy been buying the Boston properties, idea, of course, was to plug Miss
came in for a share of the pans, Richard Torlgl was ready to go on, with the idea that they were cer¬ Stanley's current legit vehlclft,
|>articulirly on account of her slng- and was even announced to the tain. to Increase in value over a “Clearing in. the Woods,” at the
Bclasco Theatre, N. Y.
long period.
spectators as substitute.
The tv show was unable to come
The 30-acre plot acquired last
The vetSran actress issued a
We^e, who lives in Stony Point,
statement from her bedroom, “I on the Hudson River about 49 miles week by Prudential had been held up with a debating reviewer, how¬
ever.
John MacLain, of the N. Y.
am very miserable, having broken north of town, telephoned during by Stevens and his Bpc'oup for about
a record of many years in the thea¬ the afternoon that the roads were four years. The price was approxl- Journal-American, was scheduled
tre by notr being able to carry on, becoming impassable end that he mate^^$9,000,000, involving, around for the slot, but bowed out. The
I played with- a broken arm In might not be- able to reach the $500,000 profit for Stevens and his program's staffers then tried other
splints for three months, when I Imperial Theatre. N. Y., where the associates. The site Is now used aislesltters. Including New^ Repub¬
had a bad motor crash.”
Frank Loesser-Sidney Howard mu¬ as a freight yard by the Boston Be lic reviewer Eric Bentley, who in
recent months has himself been
“In Noel Coward’s 'Relative Val-. sical is playing. But although the Maine Railroad.
Stevens' legit activities include the target ci rap notices aimed at
I played with an injui^ back, former Met Opera baritone was
stmdlng up aU the time. But the delayed, he made it in his small partnership In Producers Theatre his adaptation of the opera, “Or¬
(including operation of several pheus in the Underworld,” at the
particular injury I smtalned dur¬ imported car, a Volkswagen.
ing the recent rehearsals, and the
In the confusion of hia late .and Broadway houses, Playwrights Co. N. Y. City, and his adaptation and
strenuousness of my part in The unexpected arrival, no one re¬ and various independent produc¬ staging of “Good Woman of Setprystal Heart,* have compelled me membered to make- a corrected tion projects. He is also heading zuan;” at, the Phoenix Theatre.
“When ws invited Bentley to
days under announcement; so the audience was- the plan for the construction of six
strict doctor’s orders. »
not informed until the intermis¬ legit theatres as part of tho pro¬ defend the critics against the ac¬
*T am . anxiously looking forward sion that it waa Weede, after all, posed arts center development in tresses,” the video show’s rep said
to retu^ing to the play as soon as who was singing the male lead in the Lincoln Square area of uptown later, “we didn't realize that he’s
the doctor will permit.”
mad at tho critics himself.”
New York.
the show*

Near Agreement ]
On Alien Actors

2G-a-Week Deal

’Crystal Heart’ Panned
In Edinburgh Breakin;
Gladys Cooper Is Out

Roger Stertins’ Boston
Realty Deal Going To
Pay Off ifor Miub«rts

KIM WINS TV DEBATE
ON CRIX BY DEFAULT

NOT EVEN SNOWSTORM
BTJUISWEEDE’SmtA’
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The delay by the League of N.Y.
Theatres in getting its own book¬
ing organization underway is giv¬
ing a running stari to the legit
routing office formed by a group
of key-city theatre managers. The
latter outfit, the Legitimate Inde¬
pendent Theatres of North Amer¬
ica, has already set up dates for a
flock of touring shows. Ironically,
most of the producers represented
in the lineup, are League members.
LITNA is not only booking
shows for the current semester, but
has already lined up tours for two
entries coming up next season. A
pre-Broadway tryout has been set
i6r Alfred de Liagre’s production
of Herman Wouk’s new play, “Na¬
ture’s Way,” beginning next Sep¬
tember, while an extensive hinter¬
land trek was pencilled in four
weeks ago for the national com¬
pany of “Bells Are Ringing,” open¬
ing .Aug. 26 in Toronto . As yet,
nobody’s been set for the tuner, in
which. Judy Hollid^ is starring in
the Broadway original.
The booking outfit is also taking
care of tryout hikes for several of
the current season’s upcoming pro¬
ductions. Included in that batch
are Michael Sheridan’s, production
of “Liza,” the Producers Theatre
production of “Something Wild in
the Country,” George Kondolf’s
production of “The Joker,” the
Alexander H; Cohen-Ralph Alswang production of “First Gentle¬
man,” and the .Huntington Hartford-Edward Choate-Al Rosen pro¬
duction of “Praise House.”
Shows currently touring, for
which LITNA has set theatres, in¬
clude “No Time for Sergeants,”
“Matchmaker,” “Chalk Garden,”
“Apple Cart,” 'Damn Yankees,”
“Hatful of Rain,” “Janus” and
“Fanny.-’ The booking office U
currently acting as New York rep¬
resentative for approximately 100
(Continued on page 70)

Noiton-TraobeRebsh
Standard Debate Over
Critic Versus Audience
Boston, Feb. 5.
Elliott Norton, who survived * a
slam-bang feud with the Shuberts
last year, ^ot into a controversy
last week with Broadway producer
Shepard' Traube on the perennial
issue of critical ophiion versus au¬
dience reaction. The debate in¬
volved Traube's production^ “Holi¬
day For Lovers,” currently trying
out here.
After a verbal tussle on his WBZ
radio program, Norton devoted his
column in the Boston Sunday Ad¬
vertiser to the Lssue, heading it
“Two Points ofYleWi" “The prltic
has to judge a play by. his own rrsponse/' wrote Norton, who's also
the alslesittci' f<n^ the'Advertiser's
companion sheet, the Bally Record.
“If he laughs, he can honestly, call
it amusing.. If he doesn’t, he has
no right to do so.”
He noted Traube’s argument that
potential playgoers may be pre¬
vented from seeing a show they
might enjoy. “He has a point there
of course,” the critic said. “If an
unfavorable notice keeps away au¬
diences who might like it. that’s
too bad. But there Isn't very much
that can be done about It
“Certainly, the response of the
Shuberi first-nighters was happy
-and loud during the first perform¬
ance Qf 'Holiday for Lovers.’ But
this, is no safe or reasonable guide.
Like everyone else in the theatre,
Traube knows very well that audi¬
ences may react quite differently
to the same show on two successive
evenings.
“Any critics who had accurately
reported the reaction of the Thea¬
tre Guild's subscription list at the
Boston opening of 'Teahouse of the
August Moon' and 'Happy Time,'
would have been forced to say that
they were cool, indeed, so cool that
the producers came close, in each
case, to a collective nervous break¬
down,” Norton continued. “Should
a reviewer who had a wonderful
time at both those openings curb
his own feelings and report lugu¬
briously: 'These plays don't seem
to find audience favor?’
“For the sake of 'Holiday for
Lovers' and producer Traube we
can say again. 'The audience had a
helluva time.’ The cast headed
by Doii Ameche, is excellent. The
sets, which seemed inexpensive at
first sight, are brightly attractive,”

TTedneBday, Februaiy

USGlTKIiATE

stripper for Alansfield
Role in Dallas ‘Success’

LITNA,inc.

t

LEGITIMATE INDEPENDENT THEATRES
OF NORTH AMERICA, INC.
Suite 1902-03, Paramount Building
1501 Broadway, New York City, 36, N. Y.
CHickering 4-0730-1
BOOKING LEGITIMATE THEATRES OF THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA

NOW REPRESENTING
ATLANTA, Ga. (Tower Theatre)
BAKERSFIELD,r Calif. (Moss & Hayittan)—also Berkeley, Fresno, Lonr
Beach, Stockton, Santa Barbara, Oakland, Pasadena, Sacramento,
Sair Bernardino, San Diego
BALTIMORE, Md. (Ford's Theatre)
BLOOMINGTON, Snd. (Indiana University)
BOSTON, Mass. (Wilbur Theatre)
CHARLOTTE, N. C. and other North and South Carolina Cities
(Southern Attractions)
CHICO, Calif, (Chico State College),
CINCINNATI, O. (Richard L. Rosenfeld-Taft Theatre)
CLEVELAND, O. (Hanna Theatre)
COLUMBUS, O. (Hartman Theatre)
DALLAS. Tex. (Interstate Circuit, Inc.), Also Austin, El Paso, Fort
Worth, Houston, San Antonio
DALLAS, Tex. (Charles Meeker-State Fair Auditorium). Also Houston,
,
San Antonio
DAYTON, O. (Vl9tory Theatre)
DENVER, Colo. (Hugh Hooks)
DES MOINES, la. (KRNT Theatre)
DETROIT, Mich. (Riviera Theatre)
DAVENPORT, la. (G. LaVerne Flambo-RKO Orpheum)
EL PASO, Tex. (Mrs. Haliett Johnson)
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (Lorin H. Klely)
FORT worth, Tex. (Murrell Morris, Mgr. Majestic Theatre)
HARTFORD, Conn. (Horace Bushnell Memorial Auditorium)
HERSHEY, Pa. (Hershey Community Theatre)
HUNTINGTON, W. Va. (Marshall College)
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (Murat Theatre)
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (John Antonello-Victoria Theatre)
LINCOLN, Neb. (Don Jewell)
.
.
LITTLE ROCK, Arje. (Phillip Back-Robinson Auditorium)
LONDON, Can. (Grand Th^Slre)
LOS ANGELES, Calif. (Ritz Theatre)
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (Memorial Auditorium)
LUBBOCK, Tex,, (David T. Blackburn)
MADISON, Wls.' (Orpheum Theatre)
MADISON, Wls. (University of Wisconsin)
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (Early Maxwell Associates)
^
MILWAUKEE, Wls. (Pabst Theatre)
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (Lyceum Theatre)
MOBILE, Ala, (Emanuel Crimlnale-Theatre Associates)
MONTREAL, Can. (Her Majesty’s Theatre)
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (Shubert Theatre)
NEW ORLEANS, Lav (Civic Theatre)
NORTHAMPTON^ Mass. (Academy of Music)
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla. (Mrs. Delbert F. Cravens)
OMAHA, Neb. (Dick Walter Attractions)
OTTAWA,^Can. (Capitol Theatre)
PHOENIX, Ariz. (Paramount Theatre)
PITTSBURGH, Pa. (Nixon theatre)
PORTLAND, Ore. (Public Auditorium) (Hugh Becket)
PRINCETON, N. J. (McCarter Theatre)
RICHMOND, Va. (WRVA Theatre)
ROCHESTER, N. Y. (Robert Corrls-The Auditorium)
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (American Theatre)
ST. JOSEPH, Mo. (Municipal Auditorium)
ST. PAUL, Minn. (Municipal Auditoii]um)
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah (Capitol Theatre)
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif. (Curran and Geary Theatres)
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif. (Alcazar, Theatre)
SEATTLE, Wash. (Hugh Becket) (Moore Theatre)
SPARTANBURG, S. C. (T. K. Hudgeons, Jr.) •
5P0KKANE, Wash. (Benjamin C. Moore)
SIOUX FALLS, S. D. (George Rohn, Coliseum)
TOLEDO, O. (Paramount Theatre)
TUCSON* Ariz. (Paramount Theatre)
TULSA* Okla. (Carson Attractions)
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (Mrs. Marjorie Folsom)
VANCOUVER, Can. (Famous Artists, Ltd.) (also Victoria, Can.)
WASHINGTON, D. C. (Shubert Theatre)
WICHITA, Kans. (Arcadia St Forum Theatres)
WILMINGTON, Dela. (Playhouse)
WINNIPEG, Can. (Celebrity Concerts, Ltd.-Playhouse and Auditorium),
also (New Jubilee Auditoriums, Calgary St Edmonton, Can.)
YOUNGSTOWN, O. (Palace Theatre)

LfTNA was created by independent theatre owners, operators,
and lessees to serve not only their interests, but also to provide
a booking office for the convenience and use of all producers
and. to cooperate with all producers to improve and better con¬
ditions on the road.
The formation of LITNA was financed by a maforlty of the thea¬
tres and managements listed above.
The purpose of LITNA is hot to make a profit. Booking fees re¬
ceived are merely used to defray expenses, and as soon os pos¬
sible, the booking fee now lueing charged will be substontially
reduced.

WE BELIEVE THE INTEREST OF THE INDEPENDENT THEATRE AND
MANAGER WILL BEST BE SERVED BY LITNA. THOSE NOT YET AS¬
SOCIATED WITH US ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO JOIN.
For full Information, kindly write to Litna's genreol manoger, Ernesf
M. Rowley, at the above address.

Pallas, Feb. 5.
Candy Barr, stripper at the local
Colony UlUD
Club niiery.ior
nitery.for tne
the lasi,
last
uoiony
three years, has been signed by coproducers Norman Smith and Robert Glenn to star in their Dallas
Little Theatre presentation of
“Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter,"
opening Feb. 11 and playing
through Feb. 23. She will play the
role originated by Jayne. Mansfield
in the Broadway production
in me jaroaaway proaucvion.
Curtain time for the .staging will
be advanced 30 minutes for. the
“Rock, Hunter" run to enable the
peeler to fill her two nightly cabaret stinti
•
-.
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talnly look tidier and speak more
pleasantly.
“I have noticed an exactly similar contrast between American and
Canadian customs. The Canadians
make a calm, friendly, respectable
impression which American officials hardly ever achieve. I don’t

Legft Foflowqps
Long Day’s Journey
Into
MMaata Night

Broadway,
been operating
without Evans for the past weekand-a-half
been nnt ill
dSinite when he’ll
the company, if at all.
Pinchhitting is Norman Barr<!
originally had a lesser role’
^ perfoi-mance caught last week^
the sub went through his paces in
^
pleasant manner, but
PK® P^^^h in his generally straight performance,
Since the comedv’s New Ynrir
preem therbVe been several cast
changes. Replacements Include Joseph Ruskin Mary Bartlett Edward Harvey, Charles Francis
Margot Stevenson and Hal Burdick. They, and the remaining
members of the original company.
handle.‘ themselves adequately.
However, Signe Hasso, who’s been
getting below-the-fitle costar bill,
ing, deserves it. Her flippant performance, restricted to a second
act boudoir scene with Barrs, is
one of the brighter aspects of the
offering.
^
^
As it stands, though, “Apple
Cart'’ may be In for a road upset,

(HELEN HAYES THEATRE, N.Y.)
Florence Eidredge’s taxing role
^
audience-taxii^ Eugene
O Neill drama. Long Pay s JourNight, presents the sea®
arresting study of auditerpretation has grown into a sort
sub-paragraph, with a questionmark, in the broad debate which
has raged this winter on the play
itself. ’The actress most of all the
five players has been the victim of
the celebrated Manhattan parlor
game of re-casting hits,
^
Actually it Is arguable that the
woman’s role is more demanding
than any the others and calls upon
cpstar to weave an infinitely
subtle danse macabre of person3^i^y deterioration. The men have
merely to get drunk. They do so
with masterful technical proflciency.; Bur Miss Eldredge inust
^^ing her character to conviction
Partly in the world of fact jmd

IaaIf IimJav PIammima
110061 .Plaimmg

holli predispoStL and‘ narcotic
customs men accepting bribes,
whereas I have never heard anyone
chal enge the integrity of the
British service."
“Somehow, public service is one
of those things which New York

1957
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New Go; at ’Chatterley’

tual burdel? Mlra'El*^^^
ca^te^a:
jg (he “fey"
......tone of. .brer menHollywood, Feb. 5.
tal drift that may lack “familiarJack Linder, Hollywood agent
ity" for audiences. Contrariwise,
the simulation of. intoxication is
to nrod.^^^
almost stock-in-trade. This is mere- P.
*‘Lady Chatterly’s^Lover"
g,T the Co«t this** spri^^He’s

Publfc offlciak*thfre seem" to be agement of them. A^iiist a famUy
a ratL? desolsed rad ^
-iefeat' «*e mother
race - The
nXemra alone has tried to break out—true,
tn L
in a healthy way. Nonetheless
she is the one who comes closest
luras about in a shockingl^y
shockingly untidy,
understanding and compassion.
badly Mted uniforn^ looking nery- ghe is the metaphysician, albeit an
ous and excited
He nienacingly hallucinated one. '
twirls a club. If you ask him the
The'lively .discussion of Miss
way, he looks first panicky, then Eidredge’s reading is seen to be
surly, finally vacant, and says he many-layered as regards evaluadoesn’t know.*’
tion'pf sheer stagecraft. There is
The stager says that the relaxa- no
resolving
such contrasting
tion of London, officials seems so,

also taltog about a subsequent
film edition of the D. H- Lawence
story,, on which he says he
the
U.S, copyright.
(A French-produced film adaptation, imported by
Edward Kingsley, has been banned
for exhibition in New York state,
andean appeal is pending in the
courts.^Edi)
•
Lindel*, who presented the orig¬
inal production of, Mae West’s
“Diamo'nd LH"
LlFon
Broadway,"i^^^^
“Diamond
oh Broadway,
later
offered a stage version* of “Chatin Brooklyn and in San
Ftoncisc^d hera._

™5nd fXi
and "ptoasan? toSstaidng" toemt =
‘he town th«e da^s.^^p^opTe
a^pieasant, thus making them so
they

Pfeiffer to
tO Make New
NeW
Libel Action Complaint

“For all its. glitter and flash. New
York is a" dirty city, he continues,
“I have been a commuter on the
subway and, though it has been
wonderfully cleaned up and im-

On the night viewed, intermisChicago, Feb. 5.
sions at the Helen Hayes Theatre
On a motion for dismissal of
were an agony to all remaining in producer Jules Pfeiffer’s $100 000
their seats, as the outer doors al- libel suit against the Chicago Triblowed the icy blast of winter right
and its drama-music critic

In London, Paris or Tor- trom now the p^^^^
onto. Americans don’t seem to ex- these Inconsiderations.

sl;'’SuS’a£,rM'-FS;

subways

fiiendly and responsible.
"There must be a reason for
such an attitude. I have observed
two results. They ..aren’t regarded
as responsible fnends of the publie and few pubUc officials^ behave
m a mendly and responsible way.
This does much to explain the almost psFchotic fear which so many
Americans seem to feel.”
Guthrie also deplores the lack of
parks in New York, as.compared
with London, and a striking difference in dress. He observes “I know
that America is supposedly a class¬
less society, but that theory does
not stand a moment’s investigation.
Nowhere are class differences more
Immediately .apparent than in
dress.
“The less sophisticated and educated, described as the lower class,
affect very bright colors.
men are hung with rings and chains
and pins and clips either of very
bright ‘golden’ metal or else of
‘diamonds.’
Even their woolen
sweaters are sewn with sequins,
and makeup knows no bounds of
loud and crude exaggeration.

Loito.

TK© Bfatchmaker
*««« JW«*e“««aKeP
f/,for
Hmterland leSteoers* are iii
“‘"‘““^th
treat with .Sfe
“The Matchmake?”
Matchmaker"
t/th. road. S Tfieatra
Culld^David Merrick production of
Thornton Wilder’s comedy began
^ tour last Monday (4) after ending
a 59-week Broadway run the previous Saturday..
Most of the principal parts are
still being played by the Broadv/ay
originators. Nevertheless, -when
caught last week the perfomaqce
fresh . and lively.
Tyrone
Guthrie’s skillfully broad direc¬
torial hand is evident in the robust
Jrinn cutting
L top capers in
Ruth Gordon
the title role.
One of the show’s three stars,
Miss Gordon has been with the
vehicle since its opening,’ as has.
Loring Smith, another topliner.
The third star, Patricia Cutts, re¬
cently took over the role created
Eileen Herlie. Her performance
1? ingratiating and charming, while
Smith’s antics as a blustering bully
the blockbuster groove
Waltzer, in the dual baibeimusician assignment; Mari Lynn,
as Smith’s young niece; and Diana
Rivers, as Miss Cutt's millinery assistant; Timothy Findley and Val
Renne, as waiters, and Ethel
Griffies as an old friend of Smith’s
deceased wife. They and the other
cast members perform energetically.
“Matchmaker" is clearly a case
where the playing is the thing,
Jess.
, "

‘The males wear suits which, to
the European eye, seem ^xtremely
vivid in hue and exaggerated in
cut. They, too, are bedizened with
huge,! jewelled cuff links and tie
clips, usually of very shiny matecarrv
rial, are loud in color and carry
loud and large designs. A retired,
sophisticated
minority
reacts
against this by dressing very soberly and conventionally, the women nearly all in black, with quietly expensive furs, and the men in
Apple Cart .
dark colors and quiet conservative (PLYMOUTH THEATRE, N. Y.)
styles.
On Broadway, Maurice Evan^’
?‘ln London, the distinction be- starring -performance in the
tween rich and poor seems far less Charles Adams-Joseph Neebee promarked. The smartest dressers are duction of Apple Cart was gen¬
less smart than in New York, but
the general level seems to me more
lutotor raTon the^XT more
quieter, and on
othei i^ore
individual. New York likes what
is vidid a.nd striking and is unresponsive to values which are subtle
and inconspicuous. Canada stands
between the two in significant
trifles, like the cut of a coat."

the plaintiff
plaintiff fO
dayrio
brtag
gave the
lO days
to bring
an amended
amended complaint.
complaint. He
He ruled
ruled
in an
that J;he
original
document
failed
.‘*’® eriglhhl document failed
to set forth facts sufficient to constitute
s^itute a
a cause
cause of
of actionactionPleitter charges that
that Miss
Miss CasCashl“> i” fier review of
’'** production of "Anniversary
Waltz,” which closed Dec. 29 after
eight performances at the Blackstone Theatre here,
ah m
——..

^«>-ns®out to be toe f^pXd talka^
spasmodically spiced with
^(((y lines. The overall tenor of
(he play is amusing, but a dynamic
lead portrayal is apparently needed to offset a static quality,
The show, which began touring
last Monday (2) after ffi weej^s on
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Best Dressed Women ,
Alphabotlcally Arrangpd,- Naturally.'
Tallulah Bankhead, Dorothy Collins.
Judy Holliday, Lena Horne,’ Bea¬
trice Lillie, Lllo, Denise Lor, Oisele
MacKenzie,
Ethel* Merman,
Patti
Paffe,
Rosalind
Russell, .CoriwHa
Otis Skinner, Kim Stanley, Rise
Stevens.c, Jo Sullivan, Monique Van
Vooren,

•It costumad by
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‘Fanny’Healthy $44,500
For Week in Montreal
Mbntreal, Feb. 5.
“Fanny,” with Italo Tajo and
Billy Gilbert starring, drew nearly
$44,500 at Her Majesty’s Theatre
last week against a potential gross
of $58,000. Tuner was the first big
Tajama’ Not Bad $35,600 legit
offering of local season. The
1,700-seater was scaled to $5.07
On Solo Week in Miami weeknights
and $5.63 top Friday
Miami, Feb. 5.
and Saturday nights.
“Pajama Game,” starring Larry
“Chalk Garden” is ciUTent with
Douglas, Buster West and Betty Judith Anderson and Cathleen
O’Neil, grossed an okay $35,600 at Nesbitt.
the Dade County Auditorium here
last week. .
The musical is splitting the cur¬
rent week between the Fanger,
Mobile, and the Civic, New Or¬
leans, and then , winds up its tour
at Jthe latter spot Feb. 16.

miiday OK $20,mrianet’$149011
t^^oston, Feb. 5.
No openings are slated here this
week as legit slows from its earlier
pace. Two shows were in tbwn
fast week, but only one on the
boards this week.
.
“Holiday For Lovers"^ is con¬
tinuing fi:om last week at the Shubert, having received generally
favorable notices. “Visit to a Small
planet” exited Saturday iZ) after a
two-weeker.
, ^ ^ ^
Euture bookings include ,Danny
itaye at the Colonial, opening
March 11 for four weeks; “Good
As Gold,” due Feb. 16 at the Shubert for two weeks of tryoiit, and
“The Sin of Pat Muldoon,” at the
Golonal, opening Feb. 25.
Estimates for Last Week
Visit to a Small Planet, Ply¬
mouth (Cl (2d wk)- ($4.40-$3.85;
1,241; $33,100) (Cyril Ritchard).
Picked up $14,900; previous
week, $14,500; moved out Saturday.
(2).
Holiday For Lovers, Shubert (C)
(1st wk) ($4.40-$3.85; l,717)o(Don
Ameche). Opened to four affirma¬
tive notices (Doyle, ,.^raerican;
Hughes, Herald; Melvin, Monitor;
Maloney, Traveler); one yes-no
(Durgin, Globe);-nne pan (Norton,
Record). Got. $20,100 and holds
this week.

‘Janus’Chi
Chicago, Feb. 5.
The two Loop shows maintained
satisfactory pace last week^ ‘No
Time for Sergeants” registered a
hefty gain over the preceeding
stanza*
. Future hook is skimpy. Tennes¬
see Williams’ entry, “Something
Wild in the Country,” has been
erased from the Blackstone’s up¬
coming slate and will bypass Chi¬
cago on its'tryout tour. Old Vic Co.
arrives at the Shubert next Tues¬
day (12) for two weeks and “Match¬
maker” has been shifted to the
Blackstone for its March 4 entry
for four weeks, on subscription.
Estimates for Last Week
Janus,. Harris (C) (Ist wk) ($5;
1.000; $29,662) (Joan Bennett, Don¬
ald .Cook, Romney Brent). Over
$23,500 for first eight perform¬
ances, on subscription.
No Time for Sergeants, Erlanger
(C) (21st wk) <$4.95; 1,335; $35,495). Almost $34,506; previous
week, $28,500.
Miscellaneous
Much Ado About Nothing, Studebaker. Stock production winds up
next Sunday (10). New serieis
starts Feb. 19 with “A View From
the Bridge.”

‘TUNNEL’SRO $32,200
OPENING WEEK, PHILLY
Philadelphia* Feb. 5.
Aided by subscription advance,
good hotices and favorable word
of mouth. “The Tunnel of Love”
was a sellout last week virtually
from the opener. All three crix
were praiseful, if they didn’t turn
handsprings. The yeas were voted
by Murdock (Inquirer); Gaghan
(News); de Schauensee (Bulletin)*
Tom Ewell, star of t he produc¬
tion, missed the matinee and evening performance Thursday (31)
because of laryngitis. Absence of
the star had no effect on boxoffice,
however, and blizzard weather of
the weekend failed to affect the
SRO house.
Paul Douglas makes a long-de¬
layed return to the hometown next
Tuesday (12) as star in “A Hole in
the Head,” at the Walnut.
Estimate for Last Week
Tunnel of Love, Walnut (C) (1st
V'k) (.$4.80; 1,340; $32,235) (Tom
Ewell). Sexy theme; with the star
virtually a carbon of his success¬
ful Seven Year Itch,” had tickets
«t a premium from the takeoff. On
Theatre Guild - American Theatre
Society subscription, the gross hit
capacity $32,200 and coi^tinues.

‘Chalk’ Moderate $18,900;

Gets Raves in Toronto
Toronto, Feb. 5.
With rave reviews and weekend
n
Garden” grossed
f. P^’o/itable $18,900 last week at
1'524-seat Royal Alexandra
at a $4.40 top. Potential
W®tty was $32,000. Piece costars
J udith Anderson and Cathleen Nes®
advance of
entnS®
the current fortnight’s
engagement of “Fanny ” at a $5.50

OLD VmTS SMASH
48G FIRST ROUND, D.C.
Washington, Feb, 5.
Shakespeare’s the hottest thing
to hit town in some time. The Old
Vic troupe rolled up a tremendous
$48,000 (including tax on the non¬
profit operation) at the National
Theatre last week, out of a poten¬
tial of $54,000. Drawing rave re¬
views across the board, the London
company offered “Richard H” and
“Macbeth” for its initial stanza in
the 1,600-seat house. Final three
days, which offered “Macbeth,”
. saw the house go clean and use up
its maximum allowable number of
30 standees for each performance.
Theatre is scaled to a $5.50 top for
all evenings.
Current week, offering “Romeo
and Juliet” and “Troilus and Cressida” looks as solid as the first.

‘Yankees’ Just OK $32,400
ForFidlWeekmSLL
St.: Louis, Feb. 5.
First stanza of a fortnight en¬
gagement of “Damn Yankees,”
with Bobby Clark as star, grossed
nearly $32,400 last week at the
1,513 American Theatre here.
The piece is scaled to a $5.60 top.

Ballet Russe 21G in 3,
Weekend Stand, Portland
Portland, Ore., Feb. 3.
The Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo racked up a whopping $21,000 in two evening performances
and one matinee last ThursdaySaturday (31-2) at the Cvlc Audi¬
torium here. The 3,600-seater was
scaled at $4 for all performances.
Ellison-White presented the
troupe here, as in previous years.

(Feb. 4-17)
. Annivtrsary Waltz (Russel Nype,-Mar¬
jorie Lord>—Ritz, L.A. (4-16).
Apple Cart—Forrest. PhUly (4-16).
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Thonxns Gomez,
Marjorie Steele, Alex NlcoD—Shubert.
Ciney (4*9); American, S. L. (11-16).
Chalk Oaretpn (Judith Anderson. Cath¬
leen Nesbitt)—Her Maje^y's. Montreal
(4-9); Community Aud., Hershey. Pa.
(11-13); McCarter. Pi'inceton (14-16. closes).
Damn Yankees (2d Co.) Bobby Clark)—
American. St. L. (4-9); Hartman, Col.
(11-16).
^ Fanny, atal Tajo, Billy Gilbert)—
Royal Alexandra. Toronto (4-16).
Great Sebastians (Alfred Lunt» Lynn
Fontanne(—Curran, S.F. (4*14).
Hatful of Rain (Vivian Blaine)—Hart¬
ford, L.A. (4-9); Victoria, K.C. (12-13);
Music HaU, Omaha (14);' KRNT, Des
Moines (15); Aud., St. Paul .(16).
Holiday for Lovers (tryput)
(Don
Ameche)—Shubert, Boston (4-9) (Reviewed
in VARIETY, Jan, 16, ’57).
Hole in the Head (tryout) (Paul Douglas)
—Playhouse, Wilmington (7-9); Walnut,
PhUly (11-16).
Janus (Joan Bennett, Donald Cook,
Romney Brent)—^Harris, Chi (4-16).
Matchmaker (Ruth Gordon. Lorlng
Smith. Patricia Cutts)—Shubert, Det.
(4-16).
No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.)—Erlan¬
ger, Chi (4-16).
Old Vie Co.—National, Wash. (4-9); Shu¬
bert, Chi (12-16).
Paiama Game (Larry Douklas, Buster
West, Betty O’Neil)—Fanger. Mobile (4-5);
Civic, New Orleans (6-16, closes).
Tiger at the Gates—Ivar, L.A. (4-9),
Tunnel of Love (tryout) (Tom EweU)—
Walnut, Philly (4-9) (Reviewed in VARI¬
ETY, Jan. 16, ’,57).
Zlcgfeld Follies (tryout) (Beatrice Lillie)
—Shubert, New Haven (4-9); National,
Wash. (12-16).

SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS
(Theatres indicated if set)
Tunnel of Love, Royale (2-13). Holiday for Lovers, Longacre C$-14).
Hole In Head, Plymouth (2-28).
ZIegfeld Follies, Wlnt. Gard. (3-1).
. Sin of Pat Muldoon (3-13).
Malden Voyage, Barrymore (3-14)
Strategy o? Murder (3-15).
Good as Gold (wk. 3-17).
Something Wild, Beck (3-21).
Hide A Seek (wk. 3-25)
Hotel Paradjso, MUler (wk. 4-1).
Shinbone Alley, B'way (4-13).
First Gentleman (4-11).
Moon
for Misbegotten, Bijou (4-30).
New Girl In Town, 4Gth i . (5-8).

OFF-BROADWAY
House Remembered, Actors* (2-6).
There Is No End, Covenant (2-8).
Box Water Colors, B'way Cong. (2-17).
Double Dill, Provincetown (2-19).
Taming of tho Shrew, Phoenix (2-20).
Lady's Not Burning, Carnegie (2-21).
American Savoyards, St. Ignatius (2-26).
ight YPti^Arf, Fischer (3-4J.
ucheii of Malfi; Phoenix (3-19).

S

B’way Slips; Talhi $20,IW For 6,
‘Hidden’$19,#,‘Potting’$15,600,
‘Fella’53G,‘Diary’16G,‘Woods’10‘yiG

Broadway was generally off last
week. Receipts, however, climbed
for a few shows, while the hits held
steady. The capacity lineup in¬
cluded “Auntie Marne,” “Bells Are
Ringing,” “Happy . Hunting,” “L’l
Abner.” “Long Day’s Journey Into
Night’^ and “My Fair Lady.”
There were four closings, “Candide,”
“Reluctant
Debutante,”
“Apple Cart” and “Matchmaker.”
The latter two are touring.
Estimates for Last Week
Keiys; C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD
'
(Comedy-Drama),
R (Revue),
Los Angeles, Feb. 5.
“Tiger at the Gates” drew socko MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musibiz last week in its opening stanza [cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
■
and “Hatful of Rain’; continued on eretta).
Other parenthetic designations
the profit. sidfe.
“Anniversary
refer; respectively, to weeks played,
Waltz,” however, took a dip.
number of performances through
Estimates for Last Week
Anniversary Waltz, Ritz (C) (6th last Saturday, top prices, number
wk) ($3.85; 1,330) (Russell Nype, of seats, capacity gross and stars.
Marjorie Lord). Down to $11,000; Price includes 10% Federal and
-5% City tax, but grosses are net;
previous week, '$13,200.
Hatful of Rain, Huntington Hart¬ i.e., exclusive of taxes.
Auntie Mame, Broadhurst 1C)
ford (D) (2d wk) ($4.95;. 1,024) (Vi¬
vian Blain6). Good $20,500; previ¬ (14th wk; 109; $6.90-$5.75; 1,182;
$43,000) (Rosalind Russell). Pre¬
ous week, $18,500.
Tiger at the Gates, Ivar (1st wk) vious week, $43,600; last week,
($4.40; 400> (Robert Ryan, John same.
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC)
Ireland, Marilyn Erskine, Ray Danton, Mary Astor). Very big $7,000 (10th wk; 76; $7.50; 1,453; $55,039)
(Judy Holliday). Previous week,
for first six performances.
$55,600; last week, same.
Clearing in the Woods, Belasco
(4th wk; 28; $5.75; 1,037; $31,582)
(Kim Stanley, Onslow Stevens).
Previous week, $14,500; last week,
nearly $10,500.
Damn Yankees, 46tb St. (MC)
Columbus, Feb. 5.
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” gross¬ (92d wk; 732; $8.05; 1,297; $50,ed $16,100 in a. four-performance 573). Previous week, $41,800; last
visit at the 1,634-seat. Hartman week, over $37,700.
Diary of Anne Frank, Cort (D)
Theatre here last Thursday-Saturday (31-2). The Tennessee Wil¬ (70th wk; 557; $5.75; 1,036; $28,854)
Previous
liams drama, starring Thomas (Joseph Schildkraut).
Gomez, Marjorie Steele and Alex week, $15,500; last week, nearly
$16,000.
Nicol, was the fifth, subscription
Eugenia, Ambassador (€) Qst
item of the season.
The show
wk; 4; $5.75; 1,155; $35,000) (Tallu¬
played a $4.60 top.
The Hartman gets a full eight- lah Bankhead). Opened last Wed¬
performance stand of the touring nesday (30) to six pans (Atkinson,
“Damn Yankees” next week as the Times; Donnelly, World-Telegram;
season’s final subscription offer¬ Kerr, Herald Tribune; McClain,
Journal-American; McHarry, News;
ing.
_
Watts, Post) and one ye.s-no (Cole¬
man, Mirror); almost $20,100 for
$17,800 In L’ville
first four performances and two
Louisville, Feb. 5.
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” played previews. The Saturday (2) mati¬
four . perfoi’mances at Memorial nee was cancelled because Miss
last Monday-Wednesday, for a $17,- Bankhead was unable to appear.
Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum,
800 gross. Biz at night was sell¬
out, and the matinee drew a (C) (11th wk; 87; $5.75; 995; $26,000) (Walter Pidgeon). Previous
well filled house.
Show received excellent reviews. week, $25,000; last week, nearly
$23,300.
Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC)
Frisco Union Council
(9th wk; 68; $8.05; 1,625; $69,989)
(Ethel
Previous week,
' Namei^ George Poultney $70,400;Merman).
last week, same.
San Francisco, Feb. 5.
Hidden River, Playhouse (2d wk;
George W. Poultney, represent¬ 13; $5.75; 994; $30,033). (Robert
ing Actors’ Equity, has been elect¬ Preston, Dennis King, Lili Darvas).
ed president of the Theatrical Fed¬ Previous week, almost $16,500 for
eration of San Francisco. The first five performances; last week,
group is a central council of 15 nearly $19,400.
Inherit the Wind, National (D)
local craft and talent unions and
represents about 10,000 members (81st wk; 646; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162;
$'32,003)
(Paul Muni).
Previous
in various phases of the entertain¬ week, $25,000;
last week, over $25,ment industry.
600.
Other new federation officials
LiT Abner, St. James (MC) (12th
include, vice-president, Phil Down¬ wk; 92; $8.05; 1,028; $58,100).
ing of AGVA; secretary-treasurer, Previous week, $58,100; last week,
William P. Sutherland of lATSE; same.
Long Day’s Journey Into Night,
sergeant-at-arms, E. O. Bondeson,
of the Theatrical Press Agents & Helen Hayes (D) (13th wk; 78;
$6.90;
1,039;
$30,000)
(Fredric
Managers.
March, Florence Eldridge), Pre¬
vious week, ' $30,100; last week,
over $30,000.
Major Barbara, Morosco, (C)
(Figures denote opening dates)
(14th wk; 111; $6.90; 946; $37,500)
(Charles Laughton, Burgess Mere¬
LONDON
dith, Glynis Johns, Eli Wallach,
At Drop of Hat, Fortune (1-24-57).
Cornelia Otis Skinner). Previous
Boy Friend, Wyndham's (12-1-53).
week, $35,200; last week over $31,Bride & Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-56).
Chalk Garden, Haymarket (4-11-56).
100.
Diary Anne Frank, Phoenix (11-29-56).
Middle of the Night, ANTA (D)
Double Image, Savoy (11-14-56).
(44th wk; 349; $5.75; 1,185; $39,116)
D'Oyly Carte, Prince's (12-3-56).
Dry Rot, Whitehall i3-31-54).
(Edward G. Robinson). Previous
Fanny, Drury Lane (11-15-56).
week, $31,800; last week, $27,900.
For Amusement Only, Apollo (6-5-56).
Most Happy Fella. Imperial (MD)
Grab Me a Gondola, Lyric (12-26-56).
House by Lake, York's (5-9-56).
(40th wk; 316; $7.50; 1,427; $57,Member of Wedding, Royal Ct, (2-5-57).
875). Previous week, $57,000; last
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
Mrs. Gibbons' Boys, Westmln. (12-11-56). week, almost $53,000,
Nevr Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-18-56).
Mr. Wonderful, Broadway (MC)
No Laughing Matter, Arts (1-23-57).
< (46th wk; 359; $7.50-$6.90; 1,900;
No Time Sgts., Her Maj. (8-23-56).
Nude With Violin, Globe (11-7-56).
$71,000). Closes Feb. 23^ Previous
Paiama Game, Coliseum (10-13-55).
week, $40,900; last week, nearly
Plaintiff In Hat, st. Mart. (10-11-56).
$34,700.
Plume de ma Tantc, Garrick (11-3-65).
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
Repertory, Old Vlc (9-7-55).
Romanoff & Juliet, Piccadilly (5-17-56). (47th wk;’ 371; $8.05; 1,551; $67,696)
(Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews).
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
Salad Days, VaudeviUe (8-5-54).
Harrison began four-week vacation
Towards Zero, St. James's (9-4-56).
following
last Saturday (2) night's
Touch of Fear, Aldwych (12-5-56).
performance, with Edward MulUnited Notions, Adelphl (11-28-56).
View From Bridge, CTomedy (10-11-56).
hare pinchhitting. Previous week,
Waltz of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-56).
$68,700: last week, same.
Zero Hours/ St. James's (9-4-56).
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin (C)
Scheduled Openings
Crystal Heart, Saville (2-19-57).
(68th wk; 540; $5.75-$4.60; 1,331;
Iron Duchess,-Cambridge (3-14-57).
$38,500).
Previous week, $35,100;
Closed Last Week
last week, almost $32,Si00.
Under Milk Wood. New (9-20-56).
Way of World, Saville (12-6-56).
Potting Shed, Bijou (D) (1st wk;
TOURING
7; 5.75-$5.25; 603; $20^500) (Sybill
Bod.
Thorndike, Robert Flemyng, LeuSouth Sea Butbblp.
eeli MacGrath). Opened Jan. 29 to
Spiders Web.

‘Rain’Big $20,500,
‘Walb’SllOiU

‘CAT’HAS HOT $33,900
" IN L’VILLE-COLUMBUS

British Shows
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.six favorable reviews (Atkinson,
Times; Chapman, News; Coleman,
Mirror; Donnelly, World-Telegram;
Kerr, Herald Tribune; Watts, Post)
and one yes-no (McClain, JournalAn^rican); nearly $15,600 for first
seven performances and one pre¬
view.
Renaud-Barrault
Co.,
Winter
Garden (Repertory) (1st wk; 6;
$^.75; 1,494; $45,000). “Christophe
Colombe” opened I'epertoiy season
last Wednesday (30), grossing near¬
ly $32,900 for six performances
and one preview; skedded this
week are “Volpone” Monday-Wednesday (4-6) and “Le Misanthrope,”
Separate Tables, Music Box (D)
(15th wk; 116; $5.75; 1,010; $31,021)
(Eric Portman, Margaret
Leighton). Previous week, $28,200;
last week, over $28,500.
Uncle Willie, Golden (C) (7th
wk; 52; $5.75; 800; $24,000) (Menasha Skulnik). Previous week, $19,000; last week, over $17,500.
Waltz of the Toreadors, Coronet
(CD) (3d wk;. 20; $6.90; 1,1001; $35.040) (Ralph Richardson), Previous
week, $30,500;. last week, almost
$‘31,100.
Miscellaneous
Measure for Measure, Phoenix
(C) (2d wk; 16; $3.85; 1.150; $25,000). Previpus week, almost $15;000 for first eight performances;
last week, over $17,100.
Closed Last Week
Apple Cart, Plymouth (C) (16th
wk; 124; $5.75; 1,062; $24,000).
Previous week, $17,300 on twofers;
last weeki almost $17,000 on two¬
fers, Closed last Saturday (2), to
tour, with an approximate $25,000
deficit on a $15,000 investment,
Maurice Evans, who...^Ad been star¬
ring in the vehicle, was out ill last
week and part of the previous
stanza.. It’s not known yet whether
he’ll rejoin the company on the
road. Meanwhile, Norman Barrs
is subbing.
Candide, Beck (OP) (9tri wk 73;
$8.05; 1,280; $52,000). Previous
week, $44,400; last week, nearly
$44,500. Closed last Saturday (2)
at an approximate $355,000 loss on
a $300,000 investment.
Matchmaker, Booth (C) (61st wk;
488; $5.75; 766; $25,000) (Ruth Gor¬
don, Loring Smith, Patricia Cutts).
Previous week, $18,000 on twofers;
last week, nearly $17,900 on two¬
fers. Closed last -Saturday (2), to
tour, at an approximate $145,000
profit on a $70,000 investment.
Reluctant Debutante, Miller (C)
(17th wk; 134; $5.75; 946; $27,100)
(Adrienne Allen* Wilfred Hyde
White). Previous, week, $12,300;
last week, almost $12,200. Closed
last Saturday C2) at an approximate
$25,000 loss.
Opening This Week
Visit to a Small Planet, Booth
(C) ($6.60-$5.75; 766; $28,000) (Cy¬
ril Ritqhard). Play, by Gore Vidal,
based on his television script. Pro¬
duced by George Axelrod & Clin¬
ton Wilder; production financed at
$80,000, cost about that to. bring
in and can break even at around
$18,500 gross.
Opens tomorrow
(Thurs.) night.
,
OFF-BROADWAY SHOWS
Easter, 4th St. (1-16-57).
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square
(5-8-56).
In Good King Charles’ Golden
Days, Downtown (1-24-57).
Me Candido, Greenwich Mews
Me Candido, Greenwich Mews
(10-15-56); closes Feb. 24.
Misanthrope, Theatre East .(1112-56).
Mrs. Patterson, Davenport (3-5).
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (1227-56).
Shoestring ’57, Barbizon-Plaza
(11-5-56).
Take a Giant Step, Jan Hus (922-56).
Thor, With Angels, B’way Con¬
gregational Church (10-14-56).
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (920-55).
Twelfth
Night,
St.
Ignatuis
Church (1-4-57). Closes Feb. 17.
Volpone, Rooftop (1-7-57).

‘Sebastians’ Nifty $33,600
For Fourth Week, Frisco
San Francisco, Feb. 5.
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
in “The Great Sebastians” were
still very big as Frisco's only legit
entry last week. Take for fourth
week at the Curran was $33,600, a
drop of $1,300 from the previous
frame.
The show continues through the
middle of next week.
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Show Out of Town
l!;iogfHfl EoHi«?s ,
Mark Kroll & Charles Conoway produc¬
tion of revue In two acts (29 scenes).
Stars Beati-ice Lillie: features Billy De
Wolfe, Harold Lang. Jane Morcaji, Helen
Wood, Mioki Mario- Jphn Philip. Bob
Larry Leslie. Carol Lawrence, Jay Mar¬
shall. Tony Franco. Danco.s and musical
numbers staged b.v Richard Barstow,
music and lyrics. Jack L^wrence^ Richard
Myers. D.nvid Rogers, Cclin Ronioff. How¬
ard
P'otz-Sammy
Pain,
riean
FullerMarsh.iil
Barer, Beniie
Wayne, Ulnio
Minucci-Tony Valone-Larry Spier, Carolyn
Lcich-Philip
Springer;
sketches,
Arnie
Ro.sen and Coleman Jacoby. David Rog¬
ers. Cborles Scheuer. Jack Wilson, Allan
Jeffreys pnd Maxwell Grant; sketch edi¬
tor. Arnold Auerbach: scenery arid cos¬
tumes. Raoul Pene Du Bois; Ughflng,
Paul Moi’rison; musical director. Max
Meth:
<M-chestrations.,
Rus.sell
Bennett,
Bill Stegmeyer, -Toe Glover; dance com¬
position, Rene. Weigert; vocal arrange¬
ments. E-»vl Ro»»'ers; production stage
manager, Milton Stern; entii*e production
directed bv John Kennedy, At Shubert
Theatre. Feb. 4, '57; Sfi.OO top.
Cast also includes; Billie Reusing, Bette
Graham,
Faith
Hilton,
'^ranees
Koll.
Susan
.'?houte,
Paula
Wayne,
Chuck
Green. Robert Feyti, Tonv Franco, Ed
Powell. James Stevenson,. Gene Varrone.
Vicki B-'vrett, Ruth Chamberlain, Dorothv D’Honau, Marv .Tone Doerr. Wisa
D'Orso,
Nanev
Hackenbei'g.
Marcia
Hewitt, Ji'lle Marlowe, Sylv’a Shay, Gini
Turner. Shirley Vincent. Bob Bernard,
James Brooks. Ron Cecill, Alan Convov,
Allan Craine, Hugh Lambert, -Tack Leiph.
Ted Monson, Lou Richards. Rod Strong,
Merritt Thompson, Roberta Brown, Denise
Collette. P^'mela
Curran, Ann Drake.
Charlotte
Folev,
Pat
Gaston,
Gloria
Kristy, Nancy Westbrook,, Barbara Hall.

New Haven, Feb. 4."
A scheduled preview last Satur¬
day (2) of the new “Ziegfeld Fol¬
lies” was cancelled because the
show couldn’t be ihade ready in
time. As of its premiere tonight
(4), it still isn’t ready.
This latest version of the gals,
gags and glamor type of stage en¬
tertainment that the late Florenz
Ziegfeld lifted to prominence in

days ^one by is a distant cry from
the calibre of those earlier “Fol¬
lies.” Not that this one is a dud,
by any means. It just lacks the
lush splendor and consistent sock
values of its predecessors.
That it may approximate those
values by the time it completes its
roadwork is better than a remote
possibility. There’s a wealth of
material on hand which should
show up to considerably better ad¬
vantage once the deadwood is cut.
In the laugh segment, “Milady
Dines Alone,” “Kabuki Lil,” (carry¬
overs from Beatrice Lillie’s strawhat tour), “Double Indemnity,”
“High and Flighty” and “Hazards
of the Profession” come through
well. A “Bea and Sympathy” take¬
off doesn’t seem to realize its po¬
tential,
A
“Supermarket”
chatterfest
works hard, with only mediocre
results. A “Song of India” musi¬
cal finale for the first act is good
for considerable merriment, but
what is meant to be a funny song,
“Time Magazine,” turns out to be
a chuckle vacuum. Also, a comedy
song, “Intoxication,” lacks punch.
Jay
Marshall
offers smooth
laugh delivery in a" pair of single
shots and Bob and Larry Leslie
do an amusing turn. Machine-gun
hoofing adds frequent bursts to
the proceedings, with Harold Lang,
Helen Wood and Carol Lawrence
topping the dance list. Ensemble
terping also is good.
Among the vocal numbers that
leave a favorable impression are
“Don’t Tell a Soul,” “Salesman¬
ship,” “Hat from Paris,” “Make
Me” and “If You Gcft Music.” Also,
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“Music for- Mad^ime” provides nice
backgi:ound for a ballet briefie.
Miss. Lillie is hilarious when she
has goo(i material, but her weaker
stuff is expendable. Billy De Wolfe
does a. workmanlike job on the
major part of ^hi^; assignment but
he, ‘too, runs afoul of lightweight
scripting.
Jane Morgan and Micki Mario
uphold the femme singing honors
in good shape, the former also
scoring in the “Double Indemnity”
sketph. John Philip makes an effi¬
cient straight man and Bill Finch
adds a fast bit of flash with batontwirling. Ensemble singing, nota¬
bly by the Ziegfeldians, is an asset,
and musical director Max Meth
does yeoman service in keeping
the hectid proceedings in line.
Sets and costumes of-Raoul Pene
DuBois run from the garish to the
glamorous, providing colorful com¬
plement to overall visual assets
and there’s a lineup of beautiful
lasseg to show off the apparel
finery.
John Kennedy’s staging. With
Richard Barstow’s direction of
dances and musical numbers, hits
a pace that augurs wall for the
final results of this talent-strong
but as yet unpolished musical.
Bone.
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Bits

Mickey Rooney is being consid¬ temporarily dark Alcazar urges
ered for the starring role in “Man customers to see “Anniversarv
on a Tiger,” which George Abbott, Waltz” at the Ritz, in Los Angeles
Robert E. Griffith, Harold S. 400 miles away.
Prince and. David Susskind plan
Peter Larkin is designing thp
for Broadw'ay presentation next sets, for “Good As Gold.”
fall.
The off-Broadway Contehiporarv
The Broadway production of Theatre, which presented a double¬
“Damn Y.anlcees” is switching its bill of “Respectful Prostitute” and
performance sked, as of Feb. 24, “Hymn to the Rising Sun” earlier
when a 3 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Sun¬ this season, has folded.
day performance policy will be in¬
Ezra Stone, Milton Rosenstock
stituted in lieu of the customary and Daniel Nagrin are the in¬
Monday evening and Wednesday structor team for the American
afternoon performances.
Theatre Wing’s new "course. Musi¬
. Eroducer Robert L. Joseph, who cal Theatre Techniques for pro
recently returned to New York actors, singers and dancers.
fx'om Paris, has optioned George
Meyer Davis is musical con¬
Tabori’s comedy, “Brouhaha.”
tractor for “The First Gentleman.”
A musical comedy adaptation of which will have costumes designed
Moliere’s ‘IThe Doctor in Spite of by Motley.
Himself,” ,by Robert Wright and
Leo Kerz will design the sets for
George Forrest, is scheduled for “The
Strongest.”
Broadway production next season
Drake will appear with
by Lynn Loesser and Shamiis theAlfred
American
Shakespeare Festival
Locke. Also on Mrs. Loesser’s pro¬ Gb. at Stratford,
Conn., next sum¬
duction agenda is Jean Pierre Aumer,
playing
Jago
in “Othello” as
mont’s comedy, “Ange Le Bienhis
first
assignment.
Earle Hyman
heureux,” w'hich Locke is adapting will appear in the title-role.
under the working title of “Once
Charles
Mooney
and
John Lane
Upon a Sleep.” The French ver¬
sion of the play is scheduled for a are taking over Paul Crabtree’s
duties
as
producer-director
of the
Paris preem in the spring.
Laurence Olivier and " Vivien Palfn Beach (Fla.) Playhouse, with
the
latter'
taking
a
year’s
vacation.
Leigh, wall tour Europe next sum¬
mer in “Titus Andronicus,” under
the auspices of the British Council.
The trek will begin- in Paris in
The Tin Cup
mid-May. Peter Brook wall be re•sponsible for the staging, musical
Dallas, Jan. 31.
Ramse); Burch production; of drama' In score and scenic-costume designs.
Canilida
two acts (four scenes), by Richard Reich. He’ll be similarly represented by
Equity Library Theatre revival of com¬
Stars Henry Daniell; features Ruth Amosr,
“The Tempest,” scheduled for a edy in three acts, by George Bernard
Martha Bumpas, Ronnie Claire Edwards.
Shaw.
Staged
b.y Norman Barrs; setting
Staged by Hall Shelton; technical direc¬ pre-London opening next August
and lighting, John Rothgeb: costumes,
tion, James Pringle; original music. Jack
at Stratford-on-Avon, with John Paula
Soans. At Lenox *Hill Playhouse,
Dressen. At Margo Jones Theatre '57,
Gielgud in the cast.
N, Y., Jan, 30, *57; admission by contri¬
Dallas, Jan. 29, '57; $3 top.
Shirley Booth will star in “Miss bution..
Ann Marr . Martha Bumpas
Cast; Bradford Hoyt. Siteila Coonan,
Edgar Marr .
Henry Daniell Isobel,” slated for Broadway pro¬
Keith
Herrington,
Walter
Thomson,
Estelle Mart . Ruth Amos
Patricia' Peardon. Hal England.
Miss Oakes . Ailsa Dawson duction next season by Leonard
Elizabeth.Ronnie Claire Edwards Sillm^Qt and John Roberts. Sillman,
Charles Shelley . Bob Mullen inciidentally, has also scheduled a
“Candida” is going to the Bronx
Arthur Marr . John O'Leary
Equity Community
Grant . Harry Bergman show built around female imper¬ and Queens.
sonator, T. G. Jones, who appeared Thedtre is trouping the Shaw clas¬
sic
as
the
first
of its mid-winter
in
the
producer’s
recently-closed
“The Tin Cup,” by Viennese
playwright Richard Reich, is one Broadway production, “New' Faces productions for the boroughs,
three more following on alternate
of the best new scripts in the local of 1956.” •
“Patate,” a newly-opened Pari¬ weeks. As usual, the prices, at the
arena theatre’s 12 seasons, and it’s
likely to rack up a hefty gross sian play by Marcel Achard, haS Adult Centers, the Clinton (Bronx)
during its three-week tryout en¬ been optioned for Broadway pro¬ and Bryant (Queens) will be bar¬
gain basement, 90c and $1.20. Also
gagement here. Added b.a. draw is duction by Gilbert Miller.
The N.Y. City Center drama as usual, there’s a week’s run at
the appearance of film actor. Henry
Daniell in his first stage role since season, which was to Have followed Lenox Hill prior to the junket.
1951, when he succeeded Alec the current ballet program, has ' It’s pretty hard to do wrong by
Guinness as lead in “Cocktail been cancelled. However, Jean ’Candida.” GBS was in top form
Dalrymple, producer of the dra¬ when he scripted his poet and par¬
Party” on Broadway.
“Cup” is a melodrama about how matic series, has agreed to take son fable, and that it has been as¬
a brooding former professor plots over supervision of the musical sured permanency within the com¬
his wealthy spinster sister’s murder productions as a result of the re¬ paratively short span of 60 years
in their home - near Boston. A cent wthdrawal of William Ham- is sufficient conunentary.
parolee from a girls’ reformatory is merstein from the post of general
What ELT-ers are doing, pre¬
framed for the crime, but the cul¬ director of the Center’s Light sumably without intent, is to
prit is exposed by his own blind Opera Co. The tuner season is ex¬ sketch “Candida” with the light
pected to begin around April 1
son.
caricature. Their revival is com¬
. Daniell plays the harassed, and take in three or more revivals. petently stock, all of the words are
Joe Moss has opened a central
morose professor so convincingly
there and spoken intelligently
booking
office
for
off-Broadway
that he almost gets sympathy as he
enough, but the people and humor
endures his sister’s beratings. As productions.
Herbert Whittaker, drama critic have varying degrees of exaggera¬
his loyal wife and conspirator,
tion.
Martha Bumpas movingly projects of the Toronto Globe & Mail, Is in
It’s a help that Patricia Pearthe motherly devotion to her blind New York on a show-catching
don’s strawberry blonde, sculptur¬
son. Ruth Amos is excellent as the splurge.
Florence Rapport, wife of gen¬ ally-profiled Candida is , played
crochety spinster who^would leave
her estate for a memorial dog and eral manager Robert Rapport, is with crisp Clarity, if withotit depth.
cat hoiSpital rather than to her kin. taking in Mexico City, Yucatan and Her direct dealing is particularly
The blind son is believably acted Guatemala on a three-week vaca¬ helpful when coping with the
string-tied, breathy excesses of Hal
by John O’Leary, while Rbnilie tion.
A banquet honoring Dave Ned- England'- as Marchbanks. In an
Claire Edwards scores as the maid.
Associate director Hall Shelton erlander for his. 45 years in legit over-eager performance, England
has welded the two-acter into an in -Detroit was held Sunday (3), seems desirous of getting at least
evenly paced drama that whets in¬ with Gov. G. Mennen Williams and seven meanings out of every word,
Mayor Albert E. Cobo the guests. but he doesn’t give' evidence that
terest throughout.
Bark,
Nederlander, 70, is manager of he really knows the secret in the
the
Schiibert Theatre. Two of poet’s heart.
Miieli Ado About Nothing
his six children, James and Jo¬
Bradford Hoyt is erectly uncom¬
Chicago, Jan. 22.
seph,
now associated in the opera¬ plicated'as Rev. Morrell. As Can¬
Studebaker Theatre Co. revival of com¬
edy in three acts, by WlUiam Shake¬ tion of the Shubert, will open the dy’s father, Waiter Thomson rolls
speare.
Stars Jerome Kilty, Barbara Riviera to’ legit operations next
his eyes, flashes his red vest and
Baxley. Staged by Basil Langton; sce¬
cockney to order. Sheila Coonan
nery, Clive Rickabaugh; costumes, Theoni month with “My Fair Lady.”
Aldredge.
At Studebaker Theatre, Chi¬
The year-round suburban thea¬ virtuously demonstrates Prossy’s
cago, Jan. 22, *57; $4,50 top.
tre planned by Theatrical Enter¬ complaint and Keith Herrington is
Cast: Jerome Kilty, Barbara Baxley,
Moultrie Patten, Vernon Schwartz, Rob- prises Corp, for Fort Washington unfortunately mincing as the as¬
bert Rietz, Lee Henry, David Crane, Industrial Park, Philadelphia, will sistant ejurate,
David C. Jones, Louis Zorich. John Win¬
be a modern 820-seat hardtop, not
Norman Barrs staging is slick,
ston
Smith,
Jack
Hollander,
Robert
600-seat tent as reported last and compact, and John Rothgeb
Laurie. Maury Cooper, Gene Troobriick,
Maureen Hayes, Tresa Hughes,
Sally week.
Charles Evans designed the has provided a pinkly be-plated
Breskin, Louise Ploner, Jacqueline Bar¬
nett, Laurie Mathews, Terry Lynn, Julius house, which will offer straight Victoria Park sitting room.
Johnson, Mark Reed, Edward Grable, plays and posssibly musicals.
'
Gear.
Walter Daugird, Marty Brenner, Bleese
A newly-formed legit group,
Green, Brian McGovern, Harold Swan¬
Community Stages, Inc., has sched¬
son, Coralene VasUiv.
uled “The Gambler,” Serge ProkoStudebaker stock enterprise has fieffs musical drama based on
really hit its stride with this ver¬ Fedor Dostoievsky’s novel, fot a
sion of William Shakespeare’s souf¬ March 25 preem at the 85th Street
Irving Palmer
fle. which -closes the company’s ini¬ Playhouse, N.Y.
tial series. Basil Langton’s staging, will double as producer-director,
while
his
wife^
Georgette,
will be
TOOO SEATS — AIR CONDITIONED
while generally orthodox, has a re¬
• Fully Equipped Stage
strained touch that exploits the wit musical director. The couple col¬
laborated
on
the
English
adapta¬
• Di'essing Room Facilities
and humor of the piece. Jerome
Modern, Beautiful Theatre
Kilty and Barbara Baxley, in the tion. Sonia Lowenstein and John
• Drawing Area of 75,000
pivotal roles of . Benedick and Bea¬ Coolidge are handling the sets and
Close to Camps and Resorts
trice, whose love making is a en- lighting, respectively.
Les Abbott and Les Abrams,
With a few exceptions, the sup¬
TERMS 6pEN
porting players are up to require¬ Frisco little theatre producers,
Ideal Opportvnify for a Good Company
signed
an
off-Broadway
ments.
Moultrie Patten gives a have
Let's
Hear Your Offer /
i^tudied flourish as Don Pedro, Equity contract, will enlarge their
Write Box V-347-57, VARIETY,
while Vernon Schwartz is effective company and bring Hollywood
154
W.
46fh
Sf., New York 36, N. Y.
as the wicked bastard brother. Lee “names” to Frisco for leads in
plays to be presented at the re¬
gagingly satiric.
Henry is properly paternal as cently vacated Turnabout Theatre.
father of the wronged Hero, , Jules Irving, managing director
Will purchase all or half-inter¬
smoothly portrayed by Maureen of Frisco’s Actor’s Workshop, has
Hayes.
been elected Northern California
est In either Broadway, offTresa Hughes romps along with ANTA rep.
“Praise House,” new drama be¬
some good comic touches as Mar¬
Broadway or summer theatre.
garet, the handmaid. Louis Zorich ing presented by Huntington Hart¬
also does some neat thesping as ford, will bow Feb. 22 for a oneWrite Box 125, VARIETY,
her swain who helps trap Hero.
week run at Frisco's Alcazar.
164 W. 46 St., New York 36, N. Y.
Dave,
Arresting marquee on Frisco’s
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ore not only the best,
but that they arrive clean,
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<Th« Theatre At War
,
■Rasil D’ean, who founded the
flntish Entertainments National |
I rvice Assn,, or ENSA as ^t was
known during the last war, has
Juthored' a 540-pRge volume titled
She Theatre At War
flarrap, London $5), to tell the fuU
Sory of the organization which
Sas set up to entertain the troops,
both at home and at the front line.
Book is both interesting and
^musing. . It includes a large num¬
ber of pictures, many of them of
considerable historical value The
story is written fluently, and gives
the complete facts of the organ¬
ization Basil Dean fathered.

the case for other forms of amuse¬
ment.
He spotlights the “comical his¬
tory” by pointing out that the ad¬
mission tax is payable by the pub¬
lic watching a professional foot¬
baller playing football, but not if
the same man is playing cricket;
and a tax that visitors to some
theatres must pay so that others
may be excused. On legit he sug¬
gests that theatres have closed and
productions failed when they might
have been saved, but for the fan¬
tastic levy upon their turnover, not
on their profits.

Coast last week to attend Photo¬
play’s annual Gold Medal awards
banquet Thursday (7) at the Bev¬
erly Hills Hotel. Training west
for the event was Ann Higgin¬
botham, the mag's additional edi¬
torial director.
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SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
ByFrftnkScully

Palm Springs, Feb. B.
The night I started to 'mount my baby Mozo.'s wooden horse and ridf
off in at least two directions to the preems of $1,200,000 worth of new
diamond-studded Palm Springs eateries, an Australian hurricane blew
Continue^ from page 64
in the front door of the Scully Circus’s winter quarters and held ui
pinned to the floor for seven hours; That’s equivalent to a double fea¬
Christophe Coloinb
ponent, Jean Desailly as the De¬ ture of War and Peace and Around The World With 80 Todds.
The hurricane was Identified by the weather bureau as “Gordie,”
fender, Jean-Pierre Granval as the
Opponent and Regis Outin as the short for Gordon Currie, self-admitted “world’s greatest caricaturist.”^
Columbus of the legend all come With him was his beautiful but muted spouse Evie.'
They had just returned from a two end a half-year trailer-tour of
through strongly.
There are brief dance and song America. They Covered 40,000 miles, pitched their trailer in 40 states,
sequences, with Darius Milhaud displayed Currie’s priceless pan (a caricature in itself that no artist
providing a fitting musical score. could top) before 700 television cameras, drew 50,000 muggs for freo
The music is incidental, but it and gave awa3rs250,000 sketches of Ike. It was all part of Currie’s
seems to fit the mood of the play’s Australian-American goodwill tour designed to make him sufficiently
Radio, Opera Histories
many
tableaus, with an appealing, solvent so he could make a trip back to Sydney after five years abroad.
A history of British radio draina,
spanning the period 1922-56, writ¬ melancholy quality. It is Milhaud, He’s done it, with some cpin to spare, and after a desert layoff heads
John Fox and The Boston Post
if
not
at his best.
John Fox, publisher of the de¬ ten by Val Gielgud, who has been
Barrault, wisely, tempers some home next March. By steamer? Plane? Step right up with your
funct Boston- Post, entered the responsible for the dramatic out¬
of
the
lengthy philosophizing via offers, gents, because Currie is no longer a chump, if he ever was.
tangled picture again Thursday (30) put of the BBC Sound Division ioT
Who paid for his American junket? Banks! He played banks like
at a court hearing on bankruptcy some 28 years, is to be published in the accent on humorous touches bankers play them—^for dough. He kept banker’s hours too—10 to'2.
and, visually, there is refreshing
for the Post Publishing Co.,-when May by Harrap (London).
One
show a (jay, five days a week.
Harrap will also issue in April novelty in seeing the actors carry¬
be came up with an offer of $1.5
He caricatured for free the first himdred peasants to crowd in the
million to get the paper back ^ a history of opera by Irene Gass ing around their own props and,
bank.
Queues,- blocks long, made banks look as if it were 1930 and
'Without pretense, changing from
its feet. Federal Judge George C. from its origins in 1600.
one role to the other, moving out there were runs on them. Only this time people were coming to get
S\^'eeney gave Fox two weeks in
something
for nothing and maybe come back and put a few bucks in
of the chorus to do so.
whicliio post a guaranty of $35,000.
Glasgow Papers’ Boost
But cleverness and good staging the bank instead of in the cookie jar.
The court had a petition before
Upped overheads have resulted
it by the court appointed trustees in the price of the two remaining alone -can't make a play. And Clau¬ . To show me what a platinum mine he had discovered, Currie the
for acceptance which said that no evening papers in Glasgow rising del’s “Christophe Colomb,” while Magnifique lugged in from his Cadillac an oversized brief case as big
feasible plan of reorganization from two and a half cents to four rich in meanings and challenging as a two-sheet. Then he unloaded scrapbooks which would have given
could be drawn and none was ex¬ cents.
The Increase affects the in its suppositions, lacks the essen¬ Mr.. America a double hernia to lift.
pected. Atty. Frank H. Shapiro, Evening Times and Evening Cit¬ tial dramatic thread to keep atten¬
How to Divide the UDPs
representing Fox, objected' and izen.
Both state the hike was tion focussed without letup. As
He showed me a folder of glowing tributes from bank presidents all
said Fox had a plan to put the Post forced on them by the same “pd- someone expressed it at the final
across
the
country.
Only
from presidents. Apparently he threw away
back in operation and asked 30 verse conditions” which compelled curtain, “Here is a play that Holly¬
veepees as if they were minnows.
days continuance.
the Glasgow Evening News to fold wood definitely won’t have to* wor¬
“I
never
talke(J
to
anything
but presidents,” he explained, apologet¬
Shapiro said Fox has4300,000 in suddenly Jan. 17.
ry about.”
Hift.
ically, and when Currie is apologetic that’s news. He is more candid
cash in the Manufacturers’ Trust
According to the managements,
than
a
candid
camera,
a
dental
delight with a walrus moustache, a. Co. in New York which, he Intends “all three evening newspapers have
monocle, and the best laugh I’ve heard in years.
io use to get th$ Post rolling. The been running at a loss for the last
Volpone
government, he said, had a lien on year.” Evening Citizen is owned ' S. Hurok presentation of Madeleine
The last time I saw him he was bucking for a slow buck on the
& Jean-Louis Barrault and their
the money which Was wrongfully by Beaverbrook Newspapers Ltd. Renaud
company In five-act comedy by Jules Chandler dynasty’s Mirror-News in L.A., “drawring,” as he pronounces
attached and. will be removed London, and the Evening Times Remains (in "collaboration with Stefan the word, caricatures and accompanying them with flash interviews.
within two weeks. “Fox has been by George Outram & Co. "^Ltd., Zweig) based on Ben Jonson. Features Even then he was the fastest kid with pen fie Ink. outside a forgery
Pierre Bertin, Jean Desailly. Barrault,
promised additional capital of $1.2 Glasgow.
Simone Valere, Gabriel Cattand, Georgs plant.
million which will be made avail¬
One day he fell upon a six-inch-thick volume of the nation’s banks,
Meantime, it was revealed that Cusin, Jean Juillard, Beauchamp. Di¬
able as soon as the attachment is Outram paid $750,000 for the good¬ rected by Barrault; music, Georges Auric; giving their capital, assets and undivided profits. That did it. He
decor and eostumes, Andre Barsacq. At
discharged,” Shapivo said.
will and copyright of the Glasgow Wintergarden Theatre, N.Y., Feb. 4. *57; found a way to cut in on those UDPs.
After the trustees demanded to Evening News, sold under a deal $5.75 top.
He somehow wangled a new deluxe trailer and hooked it to a new
hear more about the plan in court, with
.*. Pierre Berlin
the Daily Mirror and Sunday Volpone
Cadillac. Don’t ask me what he did for money. He’s a showman and
Mosca .
Jean Desailly
Shapiro said that it is planned to Pictorial,
London companies. Voltore .
Gabriel Cattand
when
did they need money? When did Mike Todd need money?.
issue shares of common stock and
Corvino .
Georges Cpsin
As he curried his way to old Virginia, Gordie began casing towns.
form a new corporation. Federal Coin will be paid in three annual Corbaccio ... Jean-Louis Barrault
Leone . Jean Juillard
He
would
put up in a trailer camp (they are all over the country now
and city taxes employees’ wages installments.
Shuttering of the 80-yearrold Judge . Beauchamp and run as low as $1.50 a night.) Then he would set up his portable
would be paid in full. On severance Evening
Chief . Dominique Roran
has sparked much Police
Canina
Simone Valere
pay, he said, employes weuld re¬ comment News
tv
antenna
and' watch the local product. After a while he would head
in Scotland and launched Colomba .
NataUe Nerval
ceive 15% now. The plan with
for the prez of the town’s best bank while Evie in the trailer kept
a new circulation “war” between
respect to treatment of unsecured the
checking
the
appeal of local programs.
evening Times and Evening
Continuing its repertory engagecreditors is. not complete, he re¬
He found it easier to talk to bank presidents than to service station
vealed, The plan calls for payment Citizen. It’s also disclosed now mexit at the Winter Gardeh Thea¬ attendants. He soon proved to them that by turning their lobbies into
of a fraction to unsecured creditors that the Evening News had been tre, the Madeleine Renaud-Jeannow in cash or entire amount over losing as much as $540,000 per an¬ Louis Barrault company Monday showcases for his “drawrings” souped up by his own choices of Hi-Fi
num in recent years.
(4) launched on a four-day run of schmaltzy music and sketching customers, he could up the bank’s take
a 10 year period.
New setup for the Evening Times the Ben Jonson classic, “Volpone,” in a week that would astonish them. He theri worked out a percen*)
Atty. Arthur T. “Wasserman, rep¬
resenting the unsecured creditor’s i$ likely to make tliat sheet more adapted by Jules Romains in col¬ age deal, pencilled himself in as a week’s attraction and spent the rest
committee, said a majority of his show biz-conscious. Its new and laboration with Stefan Zweig. of the time pitching for his show on radio, tv and in service clubs. ■
clients feel no delay should be only rival, Evening Citizen, fea¬ Those who have waited for the Holdovers were common. He frequently was held over for three and permitted. However, he said if Fox tures show news, disks, tv and French troupe to show its mettle four weeks.
He drew for free on tv" shows but lie picked his spots. “I wouldn’t ,
would post the $35,000 to cover drama daily on a “Pleasure Pa¬ get their money’s worth, for this
the plant maintenance costs they rade” page, penned by five staf¬ is “theatre!’ at its best.
take anything but the best. I’d follow Godfrey or Moore but not punks Not that “Volpone” doesn’t show
would go along. Atty. Arthur fers. The Evening Times, more
who
were eating up station tiriie. I wanted spillover audiences, andFlamm, representing craft unions, conservative, runs a show biz fea¬ Its age in plot construction. It does, only the best.”
said his clients were unalterably ture only twice a week, relying on and to the modern theatregoer this
Sometimes
he found a local program that really drew more than its.
opposed to a continuance. ‘.’We’ve two newsmen to compile it in modi¬ simple tale of human greed and own breath—Ruth Lyons and Walt Phillips in Cincinnati, Nelson
avarice may at times seem slow
had experience with Fox and his fied form.
Bragg
in
Boston
and Randall Jessee in Kansas City. “Jessee has a'
arid cumbersome. But in the hands
promises before,” he said. Atty.
of actor-director Barrault and his news-commentator program that’s a gem—real humor. NBC is his
CHATTER
Sidney Grant, representing the
Newspaper Guild said his clients
Samuel H. Post, formerly with colleagues, the show is a romp with outlet and they probably will discover him five or ten years from now
and move him up, but' if they were smart enough to do it now Ed Murare willing to go along with Fox.
Crown Publishers, Joined Popular a good measure of laughs.
It is acted with exquisite taste row would have real opposition.”
Judge Sweeney said th^e is Library Inc., as a senior editor.
and
great
skill
by
what
surely
must
His vivacious and bubbling personality moved one tycoon in Florida
seed for a paper like the Post in
William M. Fine, who previous¬
Boston and, “I hereby give John ly was West Coast manager of Mc¬ be one of the most smoothly coo’’- to give him a blank check for $1,000,000 to buy and run a tv station
Pox notice that h^must put $35,000 Call’s, named publishers of Hearst dinated troupes in existence. So anywhere he could find one. He got his hands on one but the FCC
In the hands of the trustees within Magazines’ Bride & Home.
A good are the performances that it’s turneej, him down, as only citizens can own such stations. Efforts to
two weeks.”
quarterly, it was formerly publish¬ easy to overlook the (Jreaky quality j)ush through special bills to make him an American citizen have so far'
of the vehicle.
ed as Guide for the Bride.
In “Volpone,” for the first time, tailed, though he can feign a Hungarian accent very well.
‘No Fine On Fun’
Pamela Moore, daughter of films Barrault
Asked if all that milling and music around a bank lobby didn’t dis-'
gives to American audi¬
Sir Alan P. Herbert, novelist and and television story editor Don
turb the robots at the adding machines, he said, “On the contrary, they ’
playwright, has authored “No Fine Moore, due hack in New York Fri¬ ences what has been expected of loved it. My Hi Fi records were arranged to help me primarily, but
him.
As
Corbaccio,
the
sly,
shaky,
on Fun,” described as a “comical day (8) from Paris where she re¬
they helped other workers too. I began with pieces by David Rose,
histopr of the entertainments vised the French version of her lecherous old man, he dominates
the stage with the sure touch of Carmen Cavallaro, Andre Phillipi and the Mel Hinke Trio, and ip the;
duty,’ which is to be.published in “Chocolates for Breakfast novel.
the
master,
cutting
a
hilarious
and
last hour I’d jazz up the musical tempo to keep myself from going;
London next month by Methuen,
Irving S. Manheimer, prez of
nis book deals primarily with the Macfadden Publications, publish¬ yet thoroughly repulsive figure, dead as if from combat fatigue. I averaged about two minutes to the
legitimate theatre, but he also puts ers of Photoplay mag, planed to the wobbling and wheezing across the caricature and wasted perhaps half a minute setting up the subject,
boards.
gabbing with him and moving him off the conveyor belt to take on the •
He finds his match in the rest next one.”
of tlie cast. Pierre Bertin as Vol¬
In his permanent “Faces of Freedom” lobby exhibit Currie had only ■
pone plays the hypocritical schemer
with broad humor. Jean Desailly three which he pfeyed straight. They were Eisenhower, Truman and
Queen
Elizabeth. “I didn’t caricature Ike or the Queen,” he explained,
as his worthy student who eventu¬
ally outwits him, - has grace and “so why should I exaggerate Harry?” The remaining celebs, running
perfect timing. Georges Cusin is to about 200, got what was coming to- them. “Almost without exception '
coarse and loud as Corvino and they acted pleased and said they liked what I saw in them. And
Beauchamp is priceless as the whether they did or not, they’ll be around for the next 30,000 years.” ^
“Thirty thousand years?” I questioned. “Why the grotesques ' of •
judge.
In other parts, Simone Valere is da Vinci, Goya, Daumier, Cruikshank, Gillroy, “Max” (Beerbohm),
brash as the prostitute and Natalie “Ape” (Pellegrini), “Spy” (Ward), Gulbransson, Hogarth Keene,
Nerval registers in the compara¬ “Cham” (de Noe), “Sem” (Goursat), Du Maurier, Nast, Young and con¬
tively small role of Colomba. Jean temporaries like Covarrubias, Lowe, Frueh, Herblock and Williams
Juillard has the necessary cocky will do well to last as long as . the paper or canvas on which they were 1$ an undetstatement'^ sa^
quality as Leone, and Gabriel Cat¬ sketched.”
the Chicago Tribune Book Review
tand as the notary public and
With that my monocled friend leaped like a kangaroo out to his car
Dominique Rozan .as the police
and lugged in giant-sized plaques that must have weighed more than
about THE AMAZIHG
chief contribute mightily.
he
does, and he’s well-nourished. He unwrapped them, walked, over
Barrault’s direction keeps the
WORLD OF JOHN SCARNB
characters moving and provides a them, danced on them and stood them up for view.
“Formica!” he cried. “Inde.structible! The colors are not paint hut host of funny touches, ranging
li’s'Scarne’s sensational story of his life exposing
from the minute to the broadly dyes. These people put their engineers at my disposal—my bank con¬
the tricks and tricksters that have hoaxed millions.
comic. A scene between Miss Va-. nections, remember—and worked months to solve the problem. And
The only man in the world with both the knowl*
lere and Barrault, when the latter thy have dpne it. So It^ doesn’t matter whether I am the world’s great¬
strokes her thigh while examining est caricaturist or not. Mine will still be around when the others have
edge and the nerve, he unveils the secreu of
her bodice, reflects the Remain returned to dust.”
professional gamblers, escape artists, hypnotists,
updating.
This ups an old story involving a head Michelangelo was making of
magicians, mind readers, and pseudo-psychic en¬
Andre Barsacq’s scenery and Lorenzo de Medici. A kibitzer in Mike’s studio kept saying the bust
tertainers. Jimmy Cannon says, “Anyone who
costumes are colorful and appeal¬ didn’t look like LorenzO, that he had known de Medici well.
gambles should read it.”
ing, again stressing the comedy
Michblangelo finally stopped him with, “What will it matter whether
aspects. Company’s next presenta¬
Syoo. Now at your hookstort. Crown Publlshort
tion, starting tomorrow (Thurs.) it looks like him or not 1,000 years from now?”
Siut 30,000 years! Wonder if they will ever get around to printinf
will be Moliere^? “Le Misanthrope.”
Aft^r that, It’ll turn to the modern columns on formica? That way we might outlast S: Jay Kaufman of
even Lolly Parsons.
French theatre.
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teruRtional veepee, .due here for;
liners to the Aussie run, an influx
of Yankee toux’ists has begun.
Tommy Dole, longtime on the
road for Columbia, has quit to join
the Asher Joel public relations
upit.
“King and I” (20th) is pulling
terrific trade at Regent, Sydney,
for Hoyts; it’s already passed its
fourth week.
Dame Sybil Thorndike and Lewis
Casson will return here from Lon¬
don to do “The Chalk Garden” for
J. C. Williamson!
One of big boxoffice hits of cur¬
rent season is “Smiley,” produced
here by London Films and distrib¬
uted by 20th-Fox.
Eric* Walquist appointed resident
manager in Melbourne for J. C.
Williamson Ltd.; formerly was biz
manager in Sydney.
Advance bookings point to a sell¬
out for Bill Haley’s Comets, the
Platters and Freddy Bell’s Bellboys
over the Lee Gordon Stadium loop.

to rejoin his wife after funeral
services for his brother, Harry D,
Harris.
^
Harriet Brooks, wife of film di¬
(Temple Bat ,5041/9952)
rector. Richard Brooks, sailed for
Pittsburgh, added to Mike Weiss’ ^ William Dozier returned fro^
Beryl Grey, who last week re¬
Cannes last week.
signed from Royal Ballet, plans a Par territory; exploitation man don*^'*^^ I^«yward planed* to Lotw
Yehudi Menuhin makes with the
South American tour this summer. also covers Washington and Phila¬
fiddle music at Carnegie Feb. 8 for
delphia.
,
.
Muriel Smith, nbw starring .as
his sole N.Y. date this season.
lilartin Gudenberg new Ibranch
“Carmen” at Covent Garden, guest
Mario Del Monaco, Metopera
of honor at a House of Lords office manager here for Capitol
star, and his wife sailed for Na¬
Records, replacing Ray Burrows,
reception.
ples last week on the Giulio CeWilliam Dozier returned from
Lloyd Lind, general sales man¬ who resigned.
sare.
RKO conferences in N.Y.
First perfdTmance of Francisco
ager of Interstate TV, in LUndbn
Steve Crane into St. Johnv
Moncton’s new “Pastorale” delayed
on first leg of a "European survey
Hospital for major surgery
Feb. 5 to 14 at N.Y. City Center
of tele market.
Louis Sh^urr resting at Cedars of
B&llet.
Covent Garden opera singer
operation ^
• Joe Russakoff, who used to be a
Adele LeigH making her film bow
sss Continued from pa^re 1
D^pthy Mox elected president
tra depaper reporter, marking 20th
in Ealing’s production of “Davy”
TAT,I«°^
Analysts,
Local
year of his advertising agency,
for Metro release.
neck ahd neck, but it’s invariably
vanguard, by starting his own
W. J. Arris and D. V. House these two or three kingpin shows
Vatentine Davies will handl,
newsletter.
named directors of National Film that make the difference.,
producer chores for 29th annu3
Ben Lorber, Universal’s insur¬
Finance Corp. to fill two of three
It only took a Strllivan coupled Oscar Derby.
ance manager, elected president of
vacancies on board.
Lowell Thomas will emeeothe Jewish Community Council of
Harry Secombe to head a cabaret With a “Lucy” to get CBS off to Milestone Award dinner to be helrf
Perth Amboy, N.J.
at Golden Jubilee dinner of Na¬ the television rades. Everything by Screen Producers Guild.
%
• Rudy Mate signed to direct “The
tional Union of Journalists at the else, not only Sunday and Monday
Lantz huddling with War
Seven Hills of Rome,”" Mario
but almost clear through the week, terRobert
Dorchester next month.
Wanger
on
trio
of
pix
the
prol
Lanza starrer which Lester Welch
Terry O’Neill, veepee of Associ¬ seemed to fall in line. Some ad¬ ducer will do for Figaro Inc
i
will produce for M0tro release.
ated British Pictures in New York, ditional good shows didn’t hurt,
Columbia
Studio
Emploveed
Lillian Jenkins, publicity direc¬
but these two anchor shows turned Federal Credit Union disbursed
is
to
rep
the
country’s
tv,subsidi¬
By Gene Moskowltz
tor of Madison Square Garden, at
ary, ABC-TV,/in the U.S.
the trick..
$46,000 to members in 4% divvv^(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944)
the Colony, Palm Beach, for a fort¬
Victor Mature back for another
Folmar Blangsted and Gene
Prior to the Columbia ascend¬
Anne-Marie Mersen, Gallic ac¬ British film assignment. He’s to
night’s vacation.
Fowler Jr., elected prexy and vd
An Arthur Unger (not to be con¬ tress, to U.S. for video appear¬ co-star with Diana Dors in Maxwell ancy, the unquestioned leadership respectively, of Film Editors Lq!
of Milton Berle in the early days
fused with late Arthur Ungar, ances.
Setton’s ”The Long Haul” for Co¬ of network tv gave NBC via that Cal 776.
Joe Bellfort, RKO Continental lumbia release.
editor of Daily Variety in Holly¬
'
Reece Halsey resigned as exeti
wood) is starting a Calypso Maga¬ Manager, in from confab in U.S.
Sir Robert Boothby and Michael one show such a clear-cut advan¬ in William Morris Agency’s liter¬
vacation and mixed biz ogle.
zine in Manhattan.
Foot, protagonists in the weekly' tage over the competing networks ary dept., after 15 years, succeeded
Louis Jourdan in to star in a tv feature, “Free Speech,”, will be that the No. 1 NBC status was by Stanley Colbert.
Distributors Corp. of America
hopes to bring Richard Todd over Gallic pic adapted from the Wil¬ joint guests of honor at next week’s taken for granted, even though
Biltmore Theatre, currently dark,
from England for a key city tour in liam Irish novel, “For All Gold in Variety Club lunch.
the balance of the week’s schedule taken over by prQducer-dlrectw!
April in conjunction with “Their World.”
Lionel Clyne joined sales depart¬ ran par with the coibpetition. For George Sidney for sequences in the
Gaby Bruyere, Gallic chantoosy ment in Columbia’s London office there’s no denying that much of a Columbia “Jeanne Eagels” biopic,
Greatest Glory.”
Bruno Walter’s “irrevocable fare¬ long in America, back here for as an executive assistant; was sales champ’s sheen r\tbs off Into other
well” as a conductor starts Feb. 7 singing chores; also intends to buy manager of Republic until it fold¬ segments, even other nights. The
and goes on two weeks at Philhar¬ the Theatre Michel and to act.
ed British distribution last year.
psychological overtones are unmisJose Ferrer here to pick extemonic. Absolutely no Harry Lauder
W. Burton Martin off on a round takeable, creating a let’s-talk-busipostscripts. Walter’s over 80.
r,ior locations for his next star-di¬ trip to Denmark, Austria, Le¬ ness respect for the fathering net¬
ByuLary Solloway
Rudy Berger, who retired as rector assignment “I Accuse” for banon and Greece , and to discuss
(17.55 Calais Dr.; UNion 5-5389) ^1
Metro’s southern sales ^ manager, Metro. Interiors will be made in further film projects for Board of work that permeates into agency
Betty
Hutton set for Fontaine,
and client offices. Thus three or
Into National Institute of Health, England.
Foreign Missions of U.S. Presby¬
bleau in March,'
Washington, D. C. for observation
Robert Josephs in to ogle legit terian Church. He’s exec producer four shows in the Top 10 have a
Sirat,
Siamese
chirper, held over
and an operation.
for U.S. chances and is interested on “Accused,” which finished lehs- snowballing effect that’s not only by swank L’Aiglon.
good on the prestige ledgers bUt
• Dan Duryea in Gotham to pro-, in two reprised oldies, Aramand ing at Elstree last week.
Bennett
Cerf
and
wife Phyllis at
invites a Madison Ave. confidence the Fontainebleau for
mote “Battle Hymn.”
Slacrou’s “Histolre De Rire” and
10 days; with,
that translates itself into billings. them are the Arthur Hornblows.^
Jose Ferrer back from London; Andre Roussin’s “Les Oeufs De
heads for the Coast after a few L’Autruche” (Ostrich Eggs).
On the last published Nielsem fe
Mrs, Murray (Rusity) Weing^l
Manhattan days.
Gavin Lambert in to work on the
Trendex, listings, CR§ continued to now heading up the Cotton Cluk
By Jerry Gaghan
Warner Theatre, N.Y. scheduling English film script for forthcom¬
enjoy the. same supremacy over with George Wtffnger as manager,'
additional 10:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. ing version of Rene Hairdys novel,
Irv Blumberg, Warner Brothers NBC (and ABC) as It has done for
The Jack (Chez Paree, Chi)
shows in addition to the regular “Bitter Victory.” Hardy is also praiser, served on the escort com¬ the past few seasons. But in the Eigens left for home, after several
2:40 and 8:40 performances of working on this. It will be pro¬ mittee for the Inauguration.
weeks vacash and night-rounding
past
three
weeks
there’s
been
more
“Seven-Wonders of the World” for duced by Paul Graetz and directed
Old Vic Company ..recipient of
here.
Lincoln’s Birthday, Feb 12.
first Art Alliance merit award for than a suggestion of a turning-ofby Nicholas Ray.
Seymour Weiss, New Orlean’Si
Nat Kahn, publicity chief for
The China Bistro, an oriental achievement in creative endeavor. the-worm through 'the simple ex¬ Hotel Roosevelt owner, planed ini
Jackie Gleason, due for operation restaurant backed by show biz in¬
Aaron Copland to discuss works pedient of unseating two or three for Joe E. Lewis’ opening at Eden
of
the
long-entrenched
favorites,
in month. Badly cut tendons of vestors, finally opened for biz, op¬ at a Philadelphia Composers Con¬
Roc, per every date the comedien
right hand in glass door accident'. posite the George V Hotel, after cert in the University Museum this even though the two major webs, plays here,
might be splitting up the balance
He’s a lifelong teetotaller, a fact lying idle a year. Run by Art week.
Ruth Berle rejoined Milton after
he’s been forced to emphasize.
Calypso makes its entry into of the week’s audience.
Buchwald’s ex-cook, some of the
attending funeral services for her
Stephen Rose took off for Europe backers, at $2,000 per .point, are local nightspots with Lincoln GabThat’s why, in coming weeks, the father in New Jersey home. They’ll
last week to line up concert at¬ John Huston, Cy Howard, Darryl bidan and his Royal Calypso Five trade will be watching two or three stay on for two more weeks at the
tractions for the coming season. Zanuck, Marc Spiegel, Nick Pery, booked into the Capri for three pivotal points on the nighttime Roc; plushery’s co-owner Harry
While abroad he’ll complete ar¬ Charles Torem, Max Younstein weeks.
skeds. As an illustration, NBC’s Mufson tossed after-show shindig
rangements' in Italy for the first and others. First name dish was
five-year quest to penetrate the foi Berle/ on closing night (30)
American tour of the Piccolo Scala. eg^ foo youngstein.
overwhelming “Lucy” Monday which had every entertainer ih
Renata Tebaldi, who arrived in
town attending. List - read like k
night
rating superiority came with¬ booker’s
New York .last week from Europe,
dream.
By Guy Livingston
in four points of fulfillment only
will appear in the Metropolitap
Ballet
Theatre
set
for
four
days
last
week,
when
the
network’s!
Opera, N. Y., production of “La
at
Opera
House
opening
Wednes¬
By Alice Scully ^
newly-installed “Twenty One” quiz
Traviata,” besides doing a tv shot
day.
(Tel: 4077)
with Met members March. 10 on
Show accomplished what had, only
Stanley Blinstrub inked McGuire four weeks previously, been con¬
Lucille Ball toting her brood
By Ray Feves
the “Ed Sullivan , Show.” She’ll
Sisters for March 4 opening at sidered an impossibility. Depos¬
around shopping centers.
also give several recitals.
Johnny Duggan playing The
Randy Scott proved best of the Blinstrub’s.
Choreographer Myro Kinch and
Frontier Room.
ing
“Lucy,”
a
monumental
achieve¬
Mike Todd Jr. in for huddles
harpsichordist Stoddard Lincoln Ams with a 69; Desi Arnaz was
RKO o Branch Manager Dicic
about theatre for showing of ment in Itself, could give NBC the Lange shuttered his office here last
have been tagged for the upcoming I second.
kind of momentum that would
New Romanoff restaurant to be “Around World in 80 Days.”
off-Broadway production of RavFriday
(1).
Martin J. Mullin, prexy N. E. carry over into other Monday
enscroft’s. 17th century farce, “The 1 completed for- next winter will cost
Disk Jock I)ick Novak selected
Theatres, Inc., reelected prexy Al¬ night segments.
Anatomist.” The offering, which $400,000.
as “Mr. Rock ’n’ Roll” and given
Then there’s the Sunday story— J)ig shindig on stage of Paramount,
Mamie Van Doren tapped for lied Theatres of N. E. at anni ses¬
will be presented by Mason Pro¬
on a couple of fronts. Of late the
ductions;, a newly-formed group, is Rodeo Queen when Virginia Mayo sion.
Sharlayne Ferraro off to N. Y.
Jackie Robinson, in for NAACP Steve Allen 8 to 9 showcase has for a week as the only Pacific
skedded for* a Feb. 26 opening at couldn’t show.
Chi Chi's running an extra show Freedom Fund, tendered a break¬ not only been draining off a size¬ Northwest winner^of the “Miss Ex*
the Royal Playhouse, N.Y.
The off-Broadway Amato Opera each Sunday, a brunch at 12:30 for fast at Sheraton Plaza by Mayor able chunk of the Sullivan ratings, quisite Form” contest; she was
John B. Hynes.
Theatre Co. will appear in four charity; no cover.
but Allen last week (Jan. 27) actu¬ v/inrier at Paramount here.
Clifford Lenox and Sheldon Bal- ally went three points ahead of his
“Opera-in-Brief” presentations at
Bob Hope tried to steal Pro Am
loch,
strawhat producers, readying formidable opponent. (NBC and
Town Hall, N.Y., beginning with tourney by wearing lavender' shoes,
“La Traviata” next Tuesday (12). but rivals kept their minds on 10 weeks of piusical comedy at multiple sponsors-; had. spent up¬
John Hancock Hall this summer.
That’ll be followed by “Tosca,” score cards anyway.
Ex-Variety inugg Harry Paul wards of $30,00.0,000 over the past
March 5; “11 Trovatore,” April 2,
Blue Ribbon Tennis got rained
and “Carmen,” May 7. Each of out once and drenched again on (& Associates), ad-p u b 1 i c i t y six years trying to accomplish the
m Continued from page 65 s
the performances 'will start at 5:30 the second run. Tough on Kirk agency, received bronze plaque, na¬ feat.)
and run for approximately twd Douglas, Toni Curtis, George Mont¬ tional top award, for outstanding
And equally to the Sunday point theatres throughout the U.S. and
hours.
gomery and most of all Charlie campaign fdr Alfred Halper, home¬ is the manner in which the Dinah Canada, exclusive of those oper*
Jerome Hines, Eleanor Steber, Farrell, at whose Racquet Club the builder.
Shore hour frolics have been mov¬ ated by the Shuberts and Marcus
Norman Knight, exec veep of ing in and topping such CBS Top Heiman, The Shuberts have serveu
Dorothy Kirsten, Giuseppe Cam- tilt was held.
WNAC-TV, cited by John W. Mc¬ 10 entries as “GE Theatre” • and notice that they are booking their
pora and Robert Turrini are among
Cormack of Boston, House major¬ “Alfred Hitchcock Presents,” again own houses, while Heiman has in¬
the performers who’ll appear at the
ity leader, in speech before Con¬
fourth Puerto Rico Opera Festival,
dicated he’d be willing to go along
gress for sending film team to suggesting a tossup for Sabbathj With the League operation; Mean¬
to be held June 14-22 at the U. of
By
Glenn
C.
Pullen
Puerto Rico. Albert B. Gins is re¬
Austraia and production of film, lainels in months to come in what while, bookings for his houses are
Hildergarde back at Statler Ter¬ '‘Suffer the Little Children.”
previously had been a surefire
peating as director general of the
being handled in New York by
Columbia night on the spectrum.
operation, while the Puerto Rican race Room for two weeks.
A1 Sirat Grotto cutting annual
newspaper El Mundo will be spon¬
It only took one pivotal show-^ Augustus Pitou.
28th
indoor
circus
to
one-week
None of the theatres repped by
sor for the second consecutive year.
Perry Como opposite Jackie Glea¬
LITNA are tied up on an exclu¬
Series of special functions has stand at Public Hall Feb. 18.
son—to resolve the Saturday night sive deal, though it’s assumed those
By
Hal
V.
Cohen
Jazz
guitarist
Bill
DeArango,
been planned for National Book
Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom comes situation. In the days wh(^ Glea- instrumental in the formation of
Awards week. March 11-14. Mon¬ who quit New York’s spots for
son reigned supreme, CBS was | j;;;--J
day (11), Publishers Adclub is fling¬ steadier hometown jobs .here, mov¬ to Dore’s for a week on Feb. 22. winning the Saturday battle hands
ing
his
trio
into
Modern
Jazz
Room.
Tempest Storm’s travels will
it. .The booking outfit is going
ing the opening 'cocktail sesh and
down.
Mrs.
Irene
Kitchings,
Cleveland
bring
the
peeler
to
the
Casino
next
after all possible road outlets, in¬
the same day Women’s National
There’s one other major aspect cluding film chains. In that vein,
Book Assn, meets. On Tuesday, composer, finally had her 1940 month.
Harold Russell coming in for attached to the current hopeful¬
National Book Awards will be pre¬ ballad tagged, “Some Other
published by Marks Music Jewish War Vets Good. Will Din¬ ness 'existing among the NBC pro¬ the Interstate Theatre Circuit of
sented at the Commodore. Wednes¬ Spring,”
Texas has provided'LITNA with a
Co.
ner Feb. 19.
day will have a luncheon by the
gram hierarchy—that’s .the almost list of its houses available for legit.
John H. Harris, Jr., out of Army, phenomenal payoff . accruing this The rundown takes in theatres m
Trade Book Clinic of American
re-enrolled at LaSalle U. in Philly -season to the one-shot spectaculars Dallas, Fort . Worth, San Antonio,
Institute of Graphic Arts, with a
to study law.
closing bash on Thursday eve.
in contrast to previous seasons.
Will .Mahoney, along with Car¬ Practically all of them have been Austin and Houston.
Rock Hudson and wife visiting
Im-aproaching the new theatres,
mel Quinn, for Irish variety show showing up on the Top 10 listings,
relatives in suburban, Winnetka.
it’s understood, LITNA is asking
Dinah Shore hosted by RCA- at Mosque March 8.
indicative
of
the
fact-^;hat
they’re
for
a $500-$2,500 advance payment
William Warfield sings here
Victor at the Ambassador East
By Eric Gorrick
Monday (4).
Saturday night in the Music for here to stay, now that the mer¬ to be applied against a 5% booking
('251a Pitt St, Sydmey)
chandising-sales
patterns
have
fee.
The office is also asking that
Ben Burns, ex-Ebony mag exec, Mt. Lebanon sferies.
Metro’s “High Society’’’ continues joined Max Cooper & Associates,
SW zone manager Moe Silver been fully explored and put to any deals made by the theatre
niaximum
use
(and
indicative,
too,
managers
stipulate the payment oi
a smersh in 19th week at Liberty, public relations firm.
and his wife vacationing in Palm
Sydney.
of the poor quality of the half-hour a fee to LITNA. Earnest RawleJ
A1 Morgan, author of “Great Beach for a month.
David Martin’s “Olympic Follies” Man,”"due in tomorrow (Thurs.) to
shows.)
Since
NBC
has
the
major
former
manager
of the Royal Alex¬
Cinerama’s “Seven Wonders of
at new Melbourne Tivoli continues help promote Universal film of World” just passed 600th perform¬ stake in the specs, it all adds fuel andra Theatre, Toronto, heads tn
to do sellout trade,
saine . title; opens Friday (8) at the ance at Warner. Theatre.
to Bob Sarnoff 6c Co.’s “hey, look booking operation^ at a reporteo
With the return of the Matson Esquire.
Johnny Harris flew back to Paris at us.”
$20,000 yearly salary.
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Australia

71

y<dn«*d«r> Fehriwry 6, 19S7
leven^years. Pr^vlom to that, he
managed other houses for Loew’s
in Brooklyn,
His wife, daughter and a son,
survive.
CABL BTOIR .
, ,
M Carl Byoir, 68, founder of one of
America’s biggest public rel^wns
tms. died Feb. 3. He was PR for
BCA and for various sponsors.
' Fuller details in tv section, this
Ijsue.
_
CLAIRE WALDOFF
Claire Waldoff, 73, for a. time
most prom^inent female
fabaretist, died of a, heart adment
Jan. 22 in Bad ReichenhaU (Ba¬
varia). She registered her biggest
riumphs in the years between the
world wars, pnmariW m Ber¬
lin
Although born in Gelsenkir¬
chen (W-Germany), she was always
ebnsideped a typical representative
of Berlin humor and wit.
• Her voice, which had the accent
01 a tin trumpet, her unbelievable
temperament and the amusing lyr¬
ics of her songs made her a
Siique personality.^ The Nazis, in¬
cidentally, didn’t like her style,
iad frequently she was advised to
tome up with more ^"suitable”
items.
Their intolerance forced
tier to cut her cabaret and variety
ippearances to a minimum.
Germany’s

jBOBBY VAIL
'Bobby VaU, 67, veteran trouper
tf vaudeville and legit, died Jan. 26
in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., where he
Tas playing with the road com¬
pany of “Pajama Game”. Born m
/oliet. Ill., and a cousin of Myrtle
Tail of Myrt & Marge radio fame,
piso from Joliet, the actor was an
alumnus of burlesque and such
early productions as “The , Red
He had his own flash act on the
Keith time, Bobbj^ Vail & Co.
More recent legit credits included
“Kiss Me Kate” and “Bemadine,”
-His widow, Vanice Vail, who
fives in Jackson Heights, L.I., is an
e^c-vaudevillian. A son, Robert Jr.,
is in the advertising business in
Milwaukee and a brother, Carl, is
a San Antonio non-pro.
BORIS ftOMANOFF
Boris Romanoff, 66, Russiantorn choreographer formerly with
he lyietropolitan Opera, died Jan.
0 in New York.
Romanoff created about 50 balets, and one of his last works.
Harlequinade,” will have its N.Y.
iremiere in April when the Ballet
lusse de .Monte Carlo returns to
he Met. He was with the Met as
horeographer and ballet master in
he 1938-39 season, and again in
941 and 1945. In recent years he
lad staged works for the Ballet
lusse and othei^ independent comlanies here and also for the opera
n Rome.
His wife survives.
WILLIAM HALLIGAN
William Halligan, 63, actorA'riter, died Jan. 28 after a linger-.ng illness at the Motion Picture
County House on the Coast. Prior
to World War I he was well known
in Broadway legit circles and later
contributed
reminispences
of
George M. Cohan, Damon Runyon
and others.to Variety.
/
He was active on the stage from
1904 to 1919 when he made his film
bow in “Wonder Man,” His last
picture appearance was in “if I’m
Lucky.” From 1928 to 1943, he
functioned as a writer and gagman.
Surviving are three sisters and a
brother.
-LUDWIG TRAUTMAN
Ludwig Trautman, 71, German
silent screen star, died Jan. 24 in
Berlin. Trautman, who had ap¬
peared in more than 200 silent and
about 40 talking films, is consid¬
ered one of the earliest German
film personalities,
in 1912, he
signed a contract with BioscopFilmgesellshaft for 300 gold marks
per month. '
He costarred with such famous
screen greats* as Asta Nielsen,
Henny Porten, Fern Andra and
Hedda Vernon.
He and Henny
[Porten were once called the
German Love Couple of the
Screen.”

SIDNEY CARR
Sidney Carr, 53, of Carr Bros. &
Betty, comedy acrobatic vaudeville
team, died Jan. 29 in New York.
Carr’s career spanned many years
and included numerous appear¬
ances in the U. S. as well as Europe
and South America. In N. Y. he
appeared at the Palace, Radio City,
Hall and Roxy theatres. In
1JJ7, he produced a musicomedy In
Australia called “Funz-a-Poppin.”
During World War II he toured ex¬
tensively for the USO.
He is survived by his wife, Betty,
and son.
-1HARRY PIANO
Harry Piano, songwriter, died
4 in Mt. Pleasant, New York.
What I Know About
3nd “Yiddisha Rag” with Ray
n
Several years later
m teamed with the late A1 Pi-

!

CHARLES R. (CHUCK) DAGGETT
Charles R. (Chuck) Daggett, 52,
Columbia Pics publicist, formerly
•a Daily Variety staffer, died Feb.
2 in Hollywood. Daggett formerly
headed the publicity for UPA and
John Sutherland was with Los
Angeles Record (defunct) Daily
News, Examiner, the Seattle Star
and North China Daily News.
Wife, mother and two brothers
survive.
DANIELE ALBERGHETTI
Daniele , Alberghetti, 55, musi¬
cian and father of Anna Maria Alberghetti, died Jan. 30 in Los An¬
geles after a long illness. He was
formerly director of the Conserva¬
tory of Music on the island of
Rhodes and more recently appear¬
ed ivith his children as a cellist in
this country and abroad.
Additional survivors are his wife,
another daughter and a son.
A. R. TWITCHELL
A. R. “Archie” Twitchell, 50,
former actor and more recently an
air pilot, was killed Jan. 31 in a
midair collision over Pacoima, Cal.
He was under contract at Para¬
mount from 1937 to 1942 when he
joined the U.S. Air Force. After
the war he resumed acting as a
freelance until two years ago when
he joined the Douglas Aircraft Co.
His wife survives.
JACK PENN
Jack Penn, 46, noted pianist and
dance band arranger, died of pneu¬
monia Jan. 26 in London. Born
in Canada, he came to London in
1936 with Billy Bissett and his Or¬
chestra.
Later he played with
bands of Jack Harris, Maurice Winnick, Reggie Goff and others.
His wife and daughter survive.
ALBERTA NICHOLS
Mrs. Mann Holiner, songwriter
known professionally as Alberta
Nichols, died Feb. 4 in Hollywood
after a long illness.
With her husband, a vet agency
executive and producer, she wrote
more than 100 songs, and did musi¬
cal scores for the Shuberts, includ¬
ing “Blackbirds.”
PAUL KILBURN
Paul Kilburn, 67, oldest member
of the Scottish National Orch, died
Jan, 27 in Glasgow. He joined the
organization 43 years ago.
Kilburn, who played the viola
and other instruments, also was a
member of the London Symphony
Orch for 10 years.
GEORGE MOODY
George Moody, 87, former head
of Crawford Music Co., N.Y., died
Jan. 29 in Philadelphia. A mu¬
sician and conductor, he retired„ln
November after 47 years with the
music firm.
Wife survives.
WILFRED SIMON
Wilfred Simon, 63, manager for
Loew’s Theatres for the last 27
years, died Feb. 5 in Brooklyn,
He had been manager of Loew’s
Brevoort, Brooklyn, for the last

Continued from page 1 ;

ment and then let Louis have his any government loyalty test, but
he works for the government—full
life back.
The argument in favor of the jtime. As fast as he can produce
them
in his shack on the California
champ is that he personally cheat¬
ed nobody but is now the victim of beach, the government collects his
poems,
his stories, his memories
his own innocence and others he
trusted. Louis states he grossed and dreams. For taxes.
“But
he has his moments. He
$4,600,000 in purses, half going to
his managers and that more than hung a wacky, worthless smudge
of
oils
called a ’painting in his
half of his half has already gone to
shack one day. The gimlet-eyed
the Federal collectors.
Revenue agent paid his regular
With $1,200,000 still demanded call, pointed to the canvas and
the total' payments by Louis in Fed¬ said, “What’s that worth?” “Ten
eral income, tax would amount to thousand,” said Saroyan. “We’ll
$2,350,000 — calculated as over have to take it,” said the agent.
$1,000,000 more than his personal “Monster,” said Saroyan, with the
earnings “after taxes.”
best imitation of a sob he could
Something of a classic already produce at the -moment.”
is Eric Sevarcid’s CBS broadcast
of Jan. 8, 1957 on the whole con¬
trast between the Government’s
care-and-fceding of oil millionaires
and its singular lack of concern
i Continued from page 4 ;
for talent. This is what Sevareid
said on the air:
such'a loud outcry against it. What
“The greatest figliter of them would have been just.another pic¬
all shoving into subways because ture is now suddenly famous, and
he can’t afford a taxi or a car. Joe literally millions of people are see¬
Louis owes the government over ing it solely because they are told
a million dollars in taxes; he isn’t they should not see it.”
Mosher added parenthetically
sure exactly how much; neither is
the government; and his is not the that, were Ohio censorship still in
only such uncertain equation. This existence, the picture would then
J. Lydell Peck, Frisco lawyer is one of the great shocks of adult¬ be showing in Ohio with an officialwho had been a film writer and hood, anyway—finding that even seal of approval and “exhibitors
director in the 1920’s, died in Ber¬ figures aren’t exact, but have to would have that added excuse for
keley, Calif., Jan, 25. He was 51, be interpreted and guessed at, like -showing it and viewers that added
Tv/o daughters survive.
a cubistic painting; so don’t- feel excuse for going to see it . . . ‘the
Floyd Schroeder, 47, engineer guilty if you aren’t quite sure what state censor says it is O.K.’ ”
Editorial notes that, while some
with WOAI-TV, San Antonio, died your tax bill should be; the august
high church authorities have
of a heart attack Jan. 23 in that government isn’t, either,
city. His wife and two children
“Well, there is Joe, shoving into praised “The Ten Commandments,”
survive.
the subway, which we figure he some respected critics have called
can manage all right, and there is it “perhaps the most vulgar movie
James Corbett Davies, 59, head the government figuring they ever made.” It. noted also the dif¬
of the Paramount studio gym since might let Joe have the first ten ference of opinion among church¬
1939, died Jan. 28 in Hollywood. thousand he ea'rns each year to men over the character of “Baby
Wife, two sons and a daughter live on- and take everything over Doll.”
survive.
that for the rest of his working
life. So hail Joe Louis, Federal tax
MARRIAGES
Joseph S. Dietrick, 48, film edi¬ ward number one; pensioned off I
tor, died Jan. 29 in Hollywood fol¬ by the government, not to quit
Sharon Harper to Bob Hogan,
lowing a cerebral hemorrhage. His work but to go- on working. As it Chicago, Feb. 3. Bride is a fashion
wife and son survive.
is, Joe’s tax bill gets bigger each illustrator; groom is with the tour¬
year because of the interest ing “No Time for Sergeants” cast.
John McDermott, 69, accountant- charges and every year Joe’s
Elizabeth Taylor to M-ke Todd,
auditor for Russ-Field Productions, strength and abilities to mjBet the Acapulco, Mexico, Feb. 2. She’s a
died Jan. 30 in Burbank, Cal. His bill get smaller. An open-ended film actress; he’s film and legit pro¬
wife and stepson survive.
vicious circle, '' hat has to be closed, ducer.
Joan Etheredege to Jack Leon,
French S. Miller, 58, salesman like the vacuum in the Middle
San Antonio, Jan. 26. Bride is
for Universal Pictures in St. Louis, East.
promotion
at WOAI, AMdied there Jan. 26 of a .heart at¬
“Maybe all boxers, writers, danc¬ TV in that assistant
city.
tack. His. wife and soft survive.
ers, actors, singers and others
Pat
Toland
to
Jack Hyland,
v/hose sole capital is youth, energy
Roy J; Herold, 62, flutist in Al¬ or inspiration ought to have a new Philadelphia, Feb. 2. He’s assistant
news
and
special
events
director at
bert White’s KCBS orchestra, died deal from the tax- office. Some¬
Jan. 28 in S^in Francisco. His wife thing like the 27% depreciation WFIL-TV.
and two sisters survive.
Debbie Miller to Dick Levanthol,
allowance the oil men get,' on the
Philadelphia, Feb. 2.
Bride’s in
Father, 62,. of Jerry Leichter, premise that oil wells exhaust WFIL-TV promotion dept.
themselves
in
time.
It’s
the
same
editor and publisher of Ross ReMathilde
Cruz
Etchart
to Jaime
ports-tv index of Publicity Rec¬ with lill the above-mentioned in¬ Valdes, Mexico City, Jan. 26. He’s
dividuals; a man has just so many
ords, died, Feb. 1 in New York.
editor
of
Ambiente,
Mexican
thea¬
fights, performances or books in trical weekly.
Wife, 74, of concert pianist Egon him; the well of his spirit or hi6
Clara Nicklas to Frank M. Weisz,
Petri, died Jan. 31 in Berkeley, strength is depreciating all the Pittsburgh; Jan. 15. Groom is the
Cal. Daughter and two sons also time, every year that passes. But father-in-law of Elmer Hasley, the¬
survive.
he doesn’t get a 27% write-off en¬ atre owner.
abling him to pass his twilight
Audrey M. Jones to Nelson J.
Louie Babb, owner and manager years in a cozy 48-room bungalow Staples, Hyde Park. Vt., recently.
of the Angora Theatre,s Rock- with 12-car o garage attached, as He’s an engineer with WCAX-TV,
springs, Tex., for the past 12 years, they do in Texas.
Mt. Mansfield, Vt.
died recently in Big Springs, Tex.
Mrs. Hazel McConville to Sam
“It’s all very mysterious. As
Roth, rDover, N. J., last week. Bride
close
as.
we
can
figure
it
out
the
niother, 54, of Emniy Deimage,
was
assistant manager of Baker
of Variety’s switchboard staff, effect of the tax system is to en¬ Theatre, Dover; he was manager.
died Feb. 1 in New York, after a courage the investment of capital,
not its expenditure, which is what
long illnessv
life is all about, especially the ex¬
BIRTHS
Marie Sims Stillman, 68, former penditure of sweat, skills and tal¬
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Tors, son,
wife'of Henry Stillman, playwright, ents; under the tax system, addi¬ Hollywood, Jan. 26. Father is a
producer and legit director, died tional (Expenditure of these pre¬ writer-producer; mother is actress
cious capital holdings brings, not
Jan. 20 in Northampton, Mass.
Constance Dowling.
additional return, but declining re¬
Mr. and Mrs. Rege Cordic, daugh¬
Charles Leib, 57, office manager turn; the government doesn’t say, ter, Pittsburgh, Jan. 25. Father’s
for Air Features Inc., died Jan. 31 “Give and ye shall receive.” It says, deejay-comic on KDKA.
in New York.
“Get and ye shall get still more.!’
Mr. and Mrs. John Zane, son,
Somewhere along the line govern¬ Pittsburgh, Jan. 15. Mother’s a
William S. Brady, 79, a voice ment got mixed up and decided nitery dancer and former KDKAteacher and composer, died Feb. 1 that human tissues last like iron TV staffer.
in New York.
while machinery wears out like
Mr, and Mrs. Homer Tankersly
humRn tissues; that’s why a ma¬ Jr., son, Dallas, Feb. 1. Father is
Harry J. Morris, 67, assistant chine gets a depreciation allowance lead tenor of The Commodores, vo¬
manager of the Royal Theatre, To¬
cal quartet.
ledo, O., died Jan. 27 in that city. in its tax bill and your nerve ends
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Truex,
don’t.
“Of course, people like boxers or daughter, San Antonio, recently.
‘ Leo De Hymel, 73, pioneer film
Father
is manager of the Azteca
equipment inventor, died Jan. »23 writers or singers get into tax trou¬ Film exchange in that city.
ble for another reason. Figuring
in Pasadena, Cal., Jan. 23.
Mr. and Mrs. John Supple,
your taxes as you go along has be¬ daughter, Cleveland, Jan. 24 Father
come a complicated business and is a WGAR salesipan.
they just aren’t business men.
Mr.
and Mrs.
Mark Olds,
Their business is boxing and writ¬ daughter, Cleveland, Jan, 18. Father
ing
and
singing
and
if
they’re
is
KYW
program
director,
Continued from pag^ 5 ;
Mr. and Mrs. John • Christ,
worth their keep to society their
Hollywood,
Feb.
1.
clearance re the release of their minds are on their business, all daughter,
pix to tv. “I think their present the time. And that’s where society Father is the ad agency exec.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Adamson,
thinking runs to from six to eight ought to keep their minds. They
can’t balance a personal check twin sons, Hollywood, Jan. 28. Fa¬
years,” he said.
He said he favored a single ex¬ book, anyway, and in the ideal so¬ ther is on the promotion staff of
KTLA.
hibitor organization,, but added that ciety wouldn’t be expected to. As telestation
Mr. and Mrs. Agar Jaicks,
no concrete .moves towards it were things are, thousands of them end daughter, San Rafael. Jan. 26. Fa¬
under way. Stellings also said TOA up in a tax,mess. Like Joe Louis. ther’s a director for KGO-TV,
this month would start to mail 4n Or like William Saroyan; Saroyan Frisco.
its membership a listing of avail¬ is one of the most celebrated, and
Mr. and Mrs. Mai Deitch, son,
able foreign films with pertinent —some think — most gifted of Manhasset, N.Y., Jan. 30. Father
details. Monthly supplement will Amercan writers. Saroyan isn’t on is president of Sh9rehaven Beach
the Civil Service rolls, hasn’t taken Club in the Bronx."
be mailed to exhibs..

DAVID G. HIRSH
antadosi to clef “1 Want to Go to
David G. Hirsh, 53, president of
Tokyo” and other songs. At one
time he was piano accompanist in the Hirsh Amusement Co., died
vaudeville for Reine Davies, sis¬ Feb. 2 in Philadelphia, He was in
film biz 35 years.
ter of Marion Davies.
Company operates the Century
His wife survives.
and Spruce nabes and owns the
HERBERT NADAL
Ruby, all in PhiUy,
Herbert Nadal, 83, longtime
JACK GALLOWAY
member of the team of Herbert &
Jack Galloway, 57, projectionist
Willing who toured the country
some 50 years ago as a minstrel at Metro for 24 years and a charter
act, died recently in Louisville. He member of the Studio Projection¬
appeared with such stars as Will ists Local 165 lATSE, died in Hol¬
Rogers, Fanny Brice and Josephine lywood Jan. 26 of pneumonia com¬
plicated by a heart ailment.
Sabin.
i
Wife survives.
Nadal rej;ired from the stage
when he acquired two film houses
DICK THORNE
in Louisville.
Dick Thorne, 52, vet actor and
. Surviving are his son and a
stunt man, died of a heart attack
niece.
Jan. 31 in Hollywood. He came to
Hollywood 30 years ago, and in late
GUSTAVE LANGENUS
Gustave Langenus, 74, solo clari¬ years had concentrated on stunt
netist for the New York Philhar¬ work in plx.
His wife survives.
monic Orchestra from 1920-23,
died Jan. 30 in Commack, L.I.
GEORGE L. KELLY
Born in Belgium, Langenus tour¬
George L- Kelly, 69, house car¬
ed Europe when_ he was 18 with
Sousa’s Band. He came to the U.S. penter at the Coronet Theatre,
in 1910. And played with the N.Y. N.Y., died Jan. 28 after having a
Symphony under Walter Damrosch. heart attack on the street.
Widow, Annette, wardrobe mis¬
In later years he was a teacher.
Wife, son, daughter, brother and tress for “Middle of the Night,” at
the
ANTA Theatre, N.Y., survives.
sister survive.
EDWARD MacHUGH
Edward MacHugh, 63, radio’s
“Your Gospel Singer” who retired
about 12 years ago, died Feb. 3 in
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
MacHugh launched his career as
a singer on WBZ, Boston, and in
1933 had his own program. He
was heard on the old Red and Blue
Networks (NBC and ABC) regular¬
ly until 1943.
His wife survives.
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LOCAITY LIVES OUT OF A CAN
Shurlock Fears Censor Troubles
As TV Pushes Fix to lalurily’

TV Quiz Shows Start Fendhig;
Battk of the Van Doren ‘Challenge’
Television’s quiz shows are be-4ginning to battle each other, with
P.R.—What Dat? •
a trace of both pressagentry and
Boston, Feb. 12.
personal bitterness evident through
A Boston public relations
the smoke. What appears to be a
fullscale feud sprang up last week
man filed with the birth reg¬
and over the weekend between the
istry at city hall the called-for
Barry & Enright “Twenty-One”
application on the arrival of a
quizzer on NBC and the CBS-TV
daughter. Under “occupation”
“$64}000 Challenge” out of the
he wrote, “public relations.”
Entertainment Productions Inc.
The application was returned
stable.
with notation:
“Please be
It all started when “Challenge”
more specific.”
winner Theodore Nagler publicly .
“challenged” Charles Van Daren,
the “Twenty-One” winner who up ]
to last week had made more money
in tv quizzers than anyone else J
and. made Time’s cover last week
to'boot, to a quiz contest. The chal¬
lenge picked up lotsa publicity for
Nagler and “$64,000,” and when
Barry & Enright last Friday (8)
“accepted” the challenge by an¬
nouncing Nagler would be wel¬
comed as a “Twenty-One” con¬
testant and even the entrance
London, Feb. 12.
exam requirement would be
waived, that got a good press too.
The plain fact that there was
Then, Sunday night (10), Nagler $250,000 in the kitty, representing
appeared on “$64,000 Challenge”
a sellout before Bill Haley & his
(Continued on page 6)
Comets opened their British, tour,
may encourage the Rank Organiza¬
tion to feature international talent
in live shows throughout the
country.
The booking of the Haley combo
The first week of Jerry Lewis at in Rank theatres represented a
the Palace two-a-day which opened policy switch, which was consid¬
Thursday (7) hit $61,500, a new ered as an experiment.. The un¬
record for the Broadway house. qualified success that has met the
First week’s take is hypoed by the enterprise is leading them to scout
(Continued on page 88)
increased opening night’s $9.90
top.
Previous Palace record was. held
by Betty Hutton who scored $60,000 for 14 shows at $4.80 top.
Lewis is operating on a nine-show
schedule to a $6 top.

Rank Theatres
Eye Talent h
M Haley SRO

JERRY LEWIS’ RECORD
PALACE WEEK, $61,500

By FARRELL DAVISSON

Double Indemnity

Chicago, Feb. 12.
Telefilms and features are dupli¬
cating on local television here and
elsewhere throughout the country
the programming role played by
phonograph records, on local radio.
That’s the interpretation being
put on NBC-TV’s WNBQ capitula¬
tion to the. celluloid bandwagon
which now makes it unanimous in
the Windy City with all four sta¬
tions relying bn film as the main¬
stay of their entertainment-type
fare.
This is not to say that all future
hometown shows will come out of
a can. It’s argued there will always
be a place. for sports, the service
shows, the kiddie-angled entries,
the interview sessions and the news
and weather staples. But there is
a growing belief on this front at
least that the days ahead will wit¬
ness fewer rather than more live
offerings formatted along straight
entertainment lines.
The feeling Is that a local musi¬
cal or a variety program, unless it’s
uniquely offbeat, simply can’t com¬
pete with the big-budgeted displays
that come in on the three network
lines.
Local dramatic ventures
long since gone by the boards. Also
its felt the netwoi4c output in these
idioms more than satisfies the audi¬
ence demands for such fare. That’s
pretty much the radio pattern that
developed over the years.
Drawing the AM analogy even
farther, it’s pointed out that the
(Continued on page 10)

An unidentified viewer
wrote to CBS-TV to voice her •
opinion on Jayne Mansfield’s
recent “Shower of Stars” ap¬
pearance:
.
“If you can’t* show Elvis
from the waist down, don’t
show Jayne from the waist
up.”

Diva-Dizzy Met
Grosses $1 J35,2I)9
In First 14 Weeks
By ROBERT J. LANDRY

Hollywood, Feb. 12.
Film producers are turning out
more and more features with ma¬
ture themes and subject matters
not suitable for youngsters, thus
adding to censorship problems in
the industry-:—in an attempt to
meet the competition of television
—it’s asserted by Geoffrey ShUrlock, administrator of the Produc¬
tion Code of the Motion Picture
Association of America.
Shurlock said the, search for
more mature subjects began about
five years ago, when video’s im-.
pact was first felt. Producers, he
added, are attempting to bring to
their audiences subjects -which
they can’t see on free tv, all of
which adds up to more work for
the censor.
Shurlock, who spoke before the
Herman Rotshen Drama Workshop,
said, “Since the advent of tv there
has been a great number of prop¬
erties filmed which are adult, Ot
mature, and when I say mature, I
don’t mean dirty. I am referring
to a picture like ‘Streetcar Named
Desire.’ And I don’t think you
could ever make a picture 'Cat on
a Hot Tin Roof’ acceptable for
children. I also don’t believe ‘Pey(Continued on page 95)

The first 14 weeks of the present
season at the Metropolitan Opera
House, N.Y., has grossed $1,735,209 on 93 performances. This is
slightly up on 1955-56 season for
like time and performances, which
accounted for $1,732,118. The cur¬
rent season’s Manhattan run of 24
weeks is longest in a quarter of a
century and will be followed by
seven - and - a - half weeks on tour,
three days in Montreal having been
added to stretch the opera season
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
to June 5 closing.
Hollywood film producers are
Metropolitan will hit 17 cities in “outpricing” themselves in respect
16 states, plus Canada, travelling to casts paid celestial salaries
(Continued on page 15)
which make difficult the recouping
of costs and even more difficult any
profits, vet producer Sdl C. Siegel
charged here last week.
“The public today buys pictures,
not names,” he declared, stressing
that producers must concentrate
on new talent to stir up business
again at the boxoffice and bring
GREEN ^
people back to the theatres. “Stars
obviously the last of the founding company pres¬ are like machinery,” he said; they
idents to continue ruling his celluloid empire as he must be replajced every so often,
has for a third-of-a-century or so. And he, too, says, thus giving a new freshness to mo¬
“Ask Serge Semenenko how long ago J urged the tion pictures.
pooling of studio production facilities.
“What difference does it make whether I made
my pictures here onvGower St. or from Warners’ A New Charleston—^Pays
Burbank plant? What difference would it make to
Tax for Cabaret Trade
Buddy Adler or Darryl Zanuck to produce in Bev¬
erly Hills or Burbank?
Charleston, S.C., Feb. 12.
“My brains and their brains—our collective show¬
Carriage House night club here
manship—will still be housed in an individual build¬ has adopted a policy of paying the
ing which will continue to be the powerhouse and cabaret tax for customers. Move
creative brains of each of our own businesses.
came in an effort to spur trade at
Real Estate Nonsense
the downtown establishment, man¬
“But what do we all need that staggering over¬ agement said.
head, the empty stages, the duplication in every¬
Room, located in the picturesque
thing, the vast real estate, and all that nonsense old section of city, attracts tourist
when possibly, half the major lots in Hollywood trade as well as. natives.
Offers
could well accommodate our entire production line. dancing to combo and occasional
show policy.
(Continued on^page 20)

SOL SIEGEL’S WRY FACE
AT STARS’ STARRY $$

Visit To A Small Planet-Hollywood

Sign Edward Molhare
For 3 Years of ‘Lady^
Irish actor Edward Mulhare will
succeed Rex Harrison as “My Fair
Lady” costar when the latter with¬
draws from the Broadway produc¬
tion at the expiration of his con¬
tract next Dec. 2. Mulhare, cur¬
rently subbing in that capacity for
the vacationing Harrison, has been
signed to a three-year contract by
the musical’s producer, Herman
Levin.
In the interim, the actor will
pinchhit for Harrison during the
eight weeks of vacation time still
due under the t^rms of his pact.
The latter is currently taking four
weeks of the 12 originally stipu¬
lated, and can spread out the bal¬
ance at his discretion.

By ABEL
_
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
Closedp on Coast show biz, circa early 1957, sees
a realistic flexibility by showmen Who, seemingly,
have fully recognized that the picture business has
changed and they must change with it. In fact,
they have to the degree that there is constant
awareness of costs and overhead not limited to the
Hollywood domain which was a time-honored world
of its own.
Not only do the picture toppers recognize the
necessity for merging physical facilities “in the
field” but none any longer has the pride of celluloid
monarchy to insist Qii ruling his particular domain.
The merging of studio facilities; the selling-off of
cumbersome luxuries, such as individual properties
to house their own film distribution setups; the
seemingly new-found recognition that the business
is publicly held—hence the stockholder is entitled
to a fair profit—is a heartening realism as it exists
today.
Harry Cohn, president of Columbia Pictures, is
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Money Headaclns of Some German
Pix Cos. Not Rated Industry Crisb
Berlin, Feb. 5.
The main talk in German film
circles currently is the financial
dilemma 6f • some of the leading
six companies. There’s been the
bankruptcy of Allianz Film, one
of West Germany’s top distributing
outfits, the nearly hopeless pol^tion
of Mosaik Film (Berlin’s leading
printing and dubbing plant) and
the critical status of Union Film,
another West German ’distributor.
To the casual observer, it. looks as
though the German film industry
currently going through a strong
crisis.
However, this s not really true.
Financial situation of some domes¬
tic companies obviously is not too
rosy but it seems to be far from
critical. Present status of leading
distributors here, such as Herzog,
Constantin, Deutsche London, NF
or Gloria appears fairly satisfac¬
tory.
Bankruptcy of Allianz Film
doesn’t appear to have made a
crisis in the industry. The inabil¬
ity on the part of some top execs
to cope with new problems Is at
least' partly to blame, say most
local observers. Allianz was set up
in 1949 by Kurt Zobel. He was suc¬
cessful in fostering French films
in the French Zone of Germany
in the early postwar,period. Alli¬
anz soon became one of the Reich’s
(Continued on page 10)

It’s Author! Author! Paging
Themselves as League Sets
Gotham Powwow for 600
In the planning for over a year,
the Authors League of America has
now pinned down its First National
Assembly oP Authors and Drama¬
tists. Described as the initial in¬
stance of scribes imitating busi¬
nessmen by holding their own con¬
vention, the dates are May 6-7-8 in
Manhattan. It is hoped to have
600 or more writers registered. The
League itself has about 7,500 mem¬
bers scattered over the land.
A series of clinics, symposia and
special meetings dealing with au¬
thor problems will be held. Drama¬
tists Guild will have the use of
legit theatres mornings and after¬
noons. Big banquet is set for the
Hotel Plaza.
income tax prejudice against tal¬
ent will be on the agenda, ditto
cheating editors, absconding liter¬
ary agents and those who forget to
report the foreign rights money.
Eternal question of censorship,
open and secret, will be canvassed.
Here’s an author gimmick for
their convention: first 200 members
who register will get free tickets to
hit shows on Broadway.
Already lined up as speakers at
various Authors Assembly meet¬
ings are Moss Hart, Oscar Hammerstein 2d, William Shirer, Clifton
Fadiman, Glenway Westcott, Leon¬
ard Bernstein, Bruce Catton, John
Mason Brown, Herman Wouk, Alan
Jay Lerner, Jacques Barzan and
Bill Mauldin.
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[‘NOT OPTIMISTIC, JUST CONFIDENT]
“We haven't done” anything about selling our pictures to tele¬
vision,” commented Barney Balaban, “because nobody has come
to us with a check for $106,000,000 or any high amount. Many
people call us but we don’t know whether they’re promoters or
opportunists or represent legitimate interests.”
The Paramount president, back in New York after a studio stay,
made it cleair that Par intends to continue as a holdout . If there’s
to be a disposition of the backlog to tv Par will have to see the
money first, in abundance
^
On the theatrical end, Balaban says no—^he's not optimistic—but
he is confident. Company has no change in operation in mind:
“our plan is to make as many good pictures us we can,” he stated.
Costs continue to rise; the prez observed, and in* line with this
underlined the five-day week at the, studio as a contributing factor.
The key objective remains the godd picture for without it both the
distributor and the exhibitor lose money, he added.
How’s the morale in HollyvVood? “I don’t know—didn’t ask,”
answered Balaban, adding: “No one asks me about my morale.”
(Actually there’s a production upbeat on the Par lot, meaning
happy times).
Balaban put to rest rumors, that Par and Warners were talking
joint use of the same distribution or studio facilities. He fiatly
denied it.

Stars in Schnoz’s Life
To Join in Cavalcade.
At $50-a4*late .Benefit

Please send VARIETY for

City. .

Los Angeles, Feb. 12.
Dorothy Dandridge filed suit for
$2,000,000 damages against Hep
Magazine charging that an article
in the January issue imputed to
her a laxity of morals and charac¬
ter. Article was titled “Dorothy
"Dandridge—Her 1,000 Lovers.’’
-Superior Court action contended
that prior to the publication of the
article she had a potential annual
income of $250,000> which she
fears has now been seriously im¬
paired.

The Actors Union of Israel, only
Middle East thespic labor organi¬
zation, has cabled thanks to Eddie
Cantor for his aid in building Is¬
rael through his aid to the Devel¬
opment Bond effort. .
Comedian is being feted Satur¬
day (16) with a birthday dinner at
the Fontainebleau Hotel, Miami
Beach. Dinner will be on closed
circuit video in several cities.
More than 2,000 will attend the In¬
augural Conference for Israel
Bonds, which will be highliglited
by the Cantor tribute. Show biz is
aidhig the campaign. Jack Benny
is entertainment committee chair¬
man, George Jessel will toastmas¬
ter, and slated for appearances are
Minneapolis, Feb. 12.
Jimmy Durante, Nat King Cole,
North Central Allied here will
Gloria De Haven, Grade Fields,
study the methods being utilized
Joe E. Lewis, Hal March, Georgia
by
the
bowling industry to
Price and Roberta Sherwood.
strengthen its competitive posi¬
tion in these television times be¬ Biit Skyrocketing Prices May Crimp the Caribbean
cause members feel that bowling
Haven for Refugees from Broadway and London ^
currently is making a much bet¬
ter fight of it than exhibition in go¬
ing after the public’s time and
By ARTHUR CANTOR
Peck-Bartlett’s Spanish
money.
Bowling alleys generally arp en¬
Kingston, Jamaica, Feb. 12.
Pic Halts; Script Fault?
joying their- greatest patronage at
This lush island retreat in the
Madrid, Feb. 12:
A host of top names, all asso¬ a time when many local neighbor¬
Script^ trouble in “Thieves'. Mar¬ British West Indies is fast becom¬
ciated with the emreer of Jimmy hood theatres in particular have
Durante, will participate in “the .been finding the going rough, it’s ket” was advanced as re^son for ing^ the winter Fire Island of the
suspended sentence given to Greg¬ poupd sterling bloc. Its sun, sea,
living newspaper’’ cavalcade which pointed out.
will comprise the show at Wal¬
Opinion here is that bowling is ory Peck’s Melville production. Sy scenqry and lassitude are a mecca
dorf-Astoria, March. 17. Polly Ber¬ using tv particularly well and ef¬ Bartlett, guiding advance prepara¬ for the show biz crowd, and the
gen, Ray Bolger, Eddie Cantor, fectively and that the film indus¬ tion from his Salon Goya offices Daily Gleaner, the island’s leading
Gracie Fields, William Gaxton, try should take a leaf from its in Madrid’s Hilton showcase, an¬ newspaper, is filled these daya with
nounced the project has been- in¬ the comings and goings of tem¬
Harry Hershfield, George Jessel, book.
definitely postponed and the local porary refugees frpm Broadway
Danny Kaye, Ted Lewis, Hal
headquarters
were being shuttered. and London.
March, Garry Moore, Martha Raye,
Tom Andre, Melville production
There was something of a local
Edward G. Robinson, Roberta Sher¬
manager,
left
Madrid Feb. 3 for sensation recently at the arrival of ^
wood, Phil Silvers, Sophie Tucker
Hollywood and Bartlett follows at Marilyn Monroe and Arthur Miller
and Paul Whiteman will partic¬
the end of the week for back-home (eggheads of the Dramatists Guild
ipate. Cantor and Jessel are co¬
huddles with producer Peck.
and Pulitzer committee would per¬
narrators of the show presentation.
News of the postponement .came haps reverse-that billing), but the
While under Jewish Theatrical
as a surprise following closely the residents of Montego Bay and *
Guild auspices, the $50-a-plate din¬
Colombo, Feb. 5.
signing of Willy Wyler as director
ner, which looms a sellout, will
Making a motion picture attrac¬ and co-producer with Peck in the Qchos Rios have taken in their
have proceeds distributed to the tive to the customer these days is venture. Renewed Wyler-Peck tie- stride such visitors as Noel Coward
AGVA. welfare fund, AFTRA dit¬ like manufacturing an automobile up stirred interest as “Thieves’ (he owns a house -there), the Gil¬
to, Actors’ Fund, Will Rogers —you can’t put in too many ‘extras’ Market” would' have brought to¬ bert Millers, William Paleys, Carl
Memorial Hospital, Motion Picture —according to producer Sam Spie¬ gether for the first time since 1952 Brissons, Adele Astaire (Lady Cav¬
Relief Fund, Catholic Actors Guild, gel, who says he is purposely the director and star of the now endish, it says here), actors’ agent
Gloria Safier, Broadway producer
Episcopal Actors Guild, Negro Ac¬ ‘loading’ the Ceylon filming of his legendary “Roman Holiday” (Par). Kermit Bloomgarden, tv scripter
tors Guild and Yiddish Theatrical Horizon Pictures’ “The Bridge on
Project is being, shelved until William Friedberg, film exec Herb
Alliance.
the Rivpr Kwai,’’ with every, known late this year or early next when Jaffe, singer Amru Sahi and
Nat Kalcheim Is chairman of the inducement to the ticket buyer.
Melville, with United Artists fi¬ Harper’s Bazaar editor Dorothy
“We knew, we had a first class nancing,
entertainment portion of the show.
will return
to
get Wheelock.
General dinner chairman is Harry ‘vehicle’ in this prize-winning novel “Thieves’ Market” in the can.
Until a short time ago, in addi¬
E. Gould, and Harry Brandt is gen¬ by French author Pierre BouUe,”
tion to its charm and rest facili¬
said Spiegel, “but the present buy¬
eral dinner coordinator.
ties, Jamaica offered relatively
ers’ market demands more than
reasonable hotel and transportation
Dinner is being geared as an all- ‘story power,’ just as horsepower
rates. Increasingly heavy tourist
entertainment industry tribute to alone won’t sell a car.’’
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
traffic seems sure to change that,
Durante who just turned 64.
“Ours was the kind of story that
“Bellevue Is My Home,” the however . Even now, Jamaica costs
could have been made without star story of New York’s Bellevue hos¬ in the arm-and-a-leg category,
names, in black and white ‘trick’ pital, will be produced and written Hotel rates in season (Jan. 5 to
- D. C. -Silverman’s New Job
photography,, in a motion picture
David e. Silverman, who recenL studio. It dramatizes the building for 20th-Fox by Jim Moser and -April 15) range from $40 to $50 a
who
also day (for a couple) with meals, with
ly bowed out as RKO’s Pittsburgh of Japan’s so-called ‘death railway’ Frank Latourette,
teamed to turn out the “Medic” 'swank Bound Hill cottage rentals
branch manager, has joined Artists- from Burma to Siam during World series on NBC-TV.
running $75 a day upward.
Producers Associates - as _. division War II, with Western POW’s, and
Book is by Salvatore R. Cutolo
Dollar-wise visitors ‘ rent fur¬
is a suspenseful action-adventure and Arthur and Barbara Gelb.
nished villas (complete with a staff
manager.
story of a battle of men’s wills
of
servants) for $125 to $250-perMoser
is
creator
of
“Medic,”
He’ll cover Pittsburgh, Philadel¬ emphasizing the futility of war.”
while Latourette produced the ser¬ week.. Intra-island transportation
“Putting a No. One boxoffice ies which is no longer in produc¬ costs are staggering, running anyphia, Washington, Cleveland and
draw, William Holden, and Brit¬
Cincinnati.
(Continued on page 95)
tion.
ain’s top ranking Alec Guinness
and Jack Hawkins in the leads,
turned our serviceable ‘business,
2/13
man’s coupe’ into an attractive
‘town and country’ model,” Spiegel
went on. “Technicolor gave us the
chrome and white side walls and
Trade Mark Registered
Cinemascope the stylish lines
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while the mountains, riyers and'
Syd Silverman, President
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W Mag for $2,000,000
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Church Council Sends ’Em
With Jazz on TV‘Look Up’
The National Council of the
Churches of Christ is going on a
jazz kick. The Council has formed
a permanent jazz band in a tieup
with its CBS-TV show, “Look Up
and Live.”
The program, now its third year,
has used guest jazzsters to get the
org’s religious message across, but
now the Council plans to get be¬
hind a standing jazz outfit. The
group will jnake its first appear¬
ance on the tv stanza Feb. 27 and
then lay off for a series of Atlantic
Records’ album sessions. The label
will stress the “Look Up and Live”
theme.
The combo will be headed by
David McKay, pianist from Bos¬
ton. Other members of the crew
will be Jimmy Gqiffre, Bob Brookmeyer, Oscar Pettiford and Osie
Johnson.
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NEW roEA: LET WRITER WRITE
Cohnnbiit Cnrtaik European Feature
But More Fmaucing Within Britain
Columbia International, largest
U.S. Investor in overseas produc¬
tion, is pulling in its boms, at
least on the Continent,
Tendency, it’s believed, will be
to be much more selective in terms
of European production and to
concentrate to a greater extent on
Britain. 'During the past year,
Col invested coin in at least 16 pix
in Germany, France and Italy.
A Col exec last week confirmed
that it was the company's inten¬
tion to be more careful in the
choice of jproperttes in .which it’ll
sink coin. He; emphasized, hoMyever, that this didn’t mean a gen¬
eral reduction of Col’s overseas ac¬
tivities, pointing to the large num¬
ber of films financed by Col in
Mexico. '
According to insiders, Colum¬
bia’s tightening up move in Europe
is the result of some failures that
turned out to be costly; It was this
performance which led to the res¬
ignation of Nick Pery as Col’s
continental manager.
Col will definitely continue to
be active on the Continent.
It
has made a deal with Paul Graetz
for “Bitter Victory,’’ and it’s ne¬
gotiating for a series of Brigitte
Bardot pix. Under Col’s system, it has an
option everywhere on distribution
of films it helps finance. If the
option isn’t picked up—as it fre¬
quently is not in the instance of
the U.S.—^the local producer is
then free to make his own deal.
Col’s foreign grosses have been
bolstered by the volume release of
“native’’ productions throughout
the world, and particularly in
Latin America.

Paramount Sues NBC
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
Paramount has sued NBC in
Federal Court here asking
injunction, accounting, unspec¬
ified damages on charge tele¬
vision WEB muscled in on
studio’s exploitation of Its pro¬
duction “Country Girl’’ with
an opus titled “City Girl.”
Paramount said latter was
aired in 1955, “timed to
coincide’^'With “Country Girl”
.openings arid exploitatipiii • ’
Property was “maligned,
libeled, burlesqued and dis¬
paraged” according to com¬
plaint.

‘Friendly Persuasion’ B.O.
Virile But It’s Upbiil
Climb to Final Profit

FADE OF KIBITZERS Dia>«y
Annual Biz,
A BOON, SEZ NASH Turned Orer to Bnena-Vista Staff
Hollywood’s “new look” — as
manifested by fewer films, general
economy, and independent produc¬
tion— has worked to the distinct
advantage of the screenwriter, ac¬
cording to playwright-scripter N.
Richard Nash. Economic necessity,
says Nash, has made Hollywood
“much more choosey in selecting
writers” and it has resulted in the
use of fewer writers on each pic¬
ture,. He notes, for example, that
a film studio no longer assigns a
battery of collaborators to a single
picture and that writing is now
increasingly done by individual ef¬
fort.
The tightening of Hollywood
pursestrings, Nash feels, has also
eliminated
considerable , moneywasting time. Previously, a con¬
tract film writer, working with tfie
front office gazing over his shoul¬
der, was not permitted to write.
“He did everything but write,”
Nash says. “He conferred, he dis¬
cussed, he scouted locations, he
spent countless hours in screening
rooms viewing similar pictures, he
held meeting after meeting with
executives, story editors, and di¬
rectors. By the time he was pre¬
pared to write, there was no crea¬
tive impulse left and his enthusi¬
asm for the project disappeared.”
Under present-day conditions in
Hollywood, Nash points out, “the
screenwriter is allowed to write
more independently than ever be¬
fore.” No longer is he forced to
come to Hollywood to perform
(Continued on page 6)
I

What’s ‘Too Cruel’?
When the Trinidad Island
censor saw, in the film, 20thFox’s “The Black Whip,” a *
lash curling around a man’s
face, the bit had to be cut as
being too cruel.
When, on the other hand,
the same Caribbean censor saw
the S£^me company’s “Despera¬
does Are in Town,” in which
a man’s throat is pierced by a
pitchfork, the scene wasn’t
touched.

Parliament Sidesteps Any
‘Pure British’ Labelling
On Eady-Eligible Films
Member companies of the Mo¬
tion Picture Export Assn, con¬
tinue to mull the advisability of
a policy under which part of their
overseas earnings on films made
in Britain would be returned to
Britain.
Parliament last week failed to en¬
act an amendment to the Films Bill
that would have differentiated be¬
tween “pure” British films and
films made In Britain by or with
American interests. Such a differ¬
entiation would have affected the
eligibility of the latter under the
Eady production subsidy fund.
Now, the British Board of Trade
still must issue^ regulations gov(Continued' on page 10)

“Friendly Persuasion” is provid¬
ing neither Allied Artists nor
Loew’s International with any dis¬
tribution money. AA owns twothirds of the picture and Loew’s
has the remaining one-third and
the two companies are amortizing
the cost from the first dollar. That
is, they’re not taking the usual
30% or so to cover the cost of
release.
This Is a matter of bookkeep¬
ing, of course. The idea is to get
the picture in the black and when
the production cost of about $3,^
000,000 is recouped along with ad
and print expenditures the owning
companies will take their distribu¬
tion cuts.
“Persuasion” will gross over
$4,000,000 in rentals in the do¬
mestic market where AA is the re¬
leasing agency. This Is big money Taplinger $1,500 Weekly Plus Escalating Expenses—>
but there’s still no profit in sight
Schneider’s $l,000-a-Wh. Severance—^Trilling’s 2G
because of the tall budget. And
on the basis of the playoff so far
abroad, where it’s being handled
It was also disclosed that Sam¬
Robert Taplinger, Warner’s adby Loew’s, the picture promises to pub v.p., has been given a threehit the break-even point but little year contract paying him $1,500 uel Schneider, who recently bowed
out as v.p.-treasurer, is being paid
more.
weekly, plus. . Under the heading
All this means no payoff for pro¬ of “entertainment and other ex¬ $1,000 a week under the terms of
ducer-director William Wyler and penses payable semi-annually in j the severance; This is to continue
star Gary Copper. Both were to qdvance” is a payoff of $15,000 for | until April 6, 1963.
London, Feb. 12.
Schneider,
the first of the three years, $20,000 upon leaving, relinquished an op¬
A merger between Associated participate in the profits, if any.
for the second and $25,000 for the tion to buy 20,000 shares of WB
British-Pathe and Warner Bros.,
third.
stock at $25.77 per share.
reported in the making for some
Details of the pact, which be¬
Extended for a year is Steve
time locally, is now believed to be
came effective as of last Septem¬ Trilling’s deal as studio exec. This
in the advanced negotiation stages.
ber,
were
learned
this
week.
pays
him $2,000 weekly.
C. J. Latta, WB nominee on the
board of Associated British Pic¬
Converting
a
loss
into
a
profit
ture Corp., parent company of
, ABP, leaves for N.Y. * this week, is not too difficult a problem for
presumably for discussions with National Theatres. Circuit had a
theatre in Oakland, Calif., which
top Warner brass.
was not making ends meet and was Biz Spotty; *10 C’s’ Again No. 1, ‘Wonders’ Second,
Of course, WB has a substantial shuttered.
holding in ABPC, representing
*80 Days’ 3d, ‘Anastasia’ 4th, ‘Wind’ 5th
Just keeping the house dark 1
3714% of the capital shares. ABP, mean an annual loss of $22,000
apart from distributing the Cor¬ to circuit. So it was turned into , Despite milder weather and Ho” (BV)k “Bundle of Joy” and “3
poration’s own pix, also handles an automobile park and now yields some new product, first-run film Violent People” were the runnerAllied Artists product in Britain. a minimum operating profit of biz this session shapes spotty. In up pix in that order.
Naturally, its releases play the jp25,000 yearly.
some key cities covered by Variety
“Edge of City” (M-G) hinted
Associated British circuit of 400
In another real estate commer¬ this stanza is shaping surprisingly greatest possibilities of new pix
theatres, as do Warner pictures. cialization, National put up a super¬ weak for a holiday iFeb. 12) stanza. preemlng this stanza. It wa& good
A A is objecting to the merger pro¬ market in Stockton, Calif.
New pix in some cases displayed in N.Y. and Frisco and fine in
posal.
lukewarm draw at the wickets.
Philly. “Big Land” (WB) hinted
“10 Commandments” (Par) again some potentialities, being big in
A fusion, of interests of the two
Pay
Bonus
Thaws
Staff,
is
b.o.
champion
by
a
big
margin,
St. Louis but not so good in K. C.
distributing companies would be
playing in some 12 key spots. and Minneapolis. “Gun for Cow¬
In line with the general'trend for
They Dress Okinawan “Seven
Wonders
of
World”
(Ciner¬
ard” (U) was a bit uneven but
rationalization to reduce overheads
San Antonio, Feb. 12.
ama) is pushing up to second posi¬ wound up with okay takings in
to a more economic level. Though
Ushers, cashiers and popcorn tion. It was third a week ago.
Louisville.
there is a strong feeling locally girls at the Majestic Theatre are
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
“Slander” (M-G) is as disappoint¬
that WB would eventually take wearing Okinawan costumes dur¬
over the British conipany, Arthur ing the current showing of Metro’s is taking third place although still ing in Minneapolis and Denver as
playing
in
only
six
key
cities
cov¬
it
was in N.Y., where it did not go
S. Abeles Jr., WB’s managing di¬ “Teahouse of the August Moon.”
rector in Britain, Indicated last Lynn Krueger, manager of the Ma¬ ered by Variety. However, the far. “Oklahoma” (20th) is rated
holiday
take
and
general
improvebig
both In St. Louis and Frisco.
week that it would be a complete jestic, dreamed up stunt.
jnent rates it a position in week¬ “Barretts of Wimpole Street” (M-G)
merging of interests without either
At first the help were reluctant ly ratings. Previously, its limited ranges from slow to sad in some
company emerging in a superior to wear the costumes but Krueger
playdates. precluded giving it fair six keys currently.
position.
announced that he’d pay -a bonus
“Girl Can’t Help It” is rated
Reports also current here that amounting to one half their base representation as compared with
hotsy in Chi. “Friendly Persua¬
Paramount would set a distribu¬ pay to all employees wearing cos¬ other product.
“Anastasia” (20th) continued to sion” (AA), stout in K. C., is big
tion deal with the Rank Organiza¬ tumes. Each member of the staff
display stamina, winding in fourth in Toronto. “Zarak” (Col), good
tion were denied last \^eek by then volunteered.
spot.
“Written on Wind” (U), in Detroit, looks mild in Philly.
Fred E. Hutchinson, Par’s manag¬
fourth
last round, still was good
“Secrets of Life” (By) is big in
ing director, who added that the
enough
to cop fifth position.
Louisville. “Full of Life” (Col),
subject had not been discussed.
“Teahouse” (M-G), long high on okay in Chi, shapes so-so in Wash¬
Cinerama, Inc., the equipment the list, wound up sixth while ington.
^and
installation “Rock, Pretty Baby” (U), compara¬
“La Strada” (T-L), big In Frisco
Greenman-Bruno Swap manufacturing
company, declared a 5% dividend tively new, landed seventh place. and Chi, looms great in N.Y. “King
Harry Greenman, manager of on the company’s outstanding “Top Secret Affair” (WB) took and 4 Queens” (UA), neat in L. A.,
the Capitol Theatre on Broadway stock. Melon is payable March 8 eighth position. “Iron Petticoat” looks big in Washington and Tor¬
for the past 11 years, has been to stockholders of record Feb. 15. (M-G) was ninth.
onto. “Drango” (UA) is nice in St.
shifted to Loew’s State.
The company reported a 15%
“Great Man” (U) finished 10th. Loo and Washington.
James Bruno, manager of State, sales volume Increase in 1956, with “Oklahoma” (Magna) and “Wrong
Will assume the managership of a 40% Increase in net Income for Man” (WB) rounded out the Top
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
the Capitol.
.
, the same period.
1 12 list In that order. “Westward
Pages 8-9)
1

Warner Executives’ Wage Terms

Assodated-Pathe
Fusion With WB
Seen imminent

REAL ESTATE TRIUMPHS
OVER SHOWMANSHIP

Natiolial Boxoffice Survey

Cinerama Inc.’s 5^ Divvy

Buena Vista field representa¬
tives in the company’s eight divi¬
sional and 20 sales offices have
been notified that they’re getting
the responsibility of handling the
entire Walt Disney short subjects
lineup. The one-reelers heretofore
were releai§e^/by RKO.
Program comprises about 200
cartoons which are constantly in,
release and a package of 18 new
ones which were recently com¬
pleted and are awaiting release.
Money importance of the product
is refiected in some figures passed
along this week by Buena sources.
Cost of a single Disney, car¬
toon has risen to a new high of
$65,000. It’s Impossible to break
even on a single playoff of the
short, and consequently it’s offered
to exhibitors on a constant-avail¬
ability basis. The shorts are played
over and over around the country.
Disney’s annual gross on the 200
which had been handled by RKO
had bpen at the rate .of $700,000
per year. It’s figured the incom4
will continue at about the same
level in addition to the extra re¬
turns due from the 18 new entries.

EastGennanyln
Flirtations fitch
Re U.S. Market
East Germany is enlisting the
aid of the Motion Picture Export
Assn, in an effort to have the ban
on ths? importation of its pictures
by the U.S. lifted.
Bid is tied to the East zone’s
eagerness to purchase American
films.
East German (DEFA) produc¬
tions can not, at the moment, be
shown in this country. This is due
in part to the fact that the U.S.
doesn’t recpgnize the East German
puppet re^me, and partly to the
l$ck of a peace treaty. With no
treaty in effect, the U.S. is still
technically at war with East Ger¬
many, and any films coming in
from there are automatically vest¬
ed by the U.S. Attorney General
(Alien Property Custodian).
(MPEA in N. Y. said it Jiadn*t
heard of any East German ap*
proach. It did not rule out the pos¬
sibility of a contact in Paris, how¬
ever.)
The East German films are auto¬
matically assigneef to Artki- o,
which is the official Russian film
agency In the U.S. According to
one importer, the DEFA pix could
be distributed without U.S. Inter¬
ference, provided they’re taken on
-by an indie distributor.
There have been extensive dis¬
cussion looking to the purchase of
American films by the East Ger¬
mans. Talks have been carried on
by Marc Spiegel, the MPEA rep
in Paris.

TRUE STORY AS SOURCE
FOR ADRIAN WEISS
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
Minimum of four features an¬
nually based on articles in True
Story Magazine will be made un¬
der the terms of a 10-year deal
signed between Adrian Weiss, part¬
ner in Louis Weiss & Co., and Irv¬
ing Manheimer, prexy of MacFadden Publications. Deal covers pro¬
duction, advertising and distribu¬
tion of the features.
They will be made under the
True Story banner.

Theatre’s $8,000 Federal
Grapeland, Tex., Feb. 12.
The Texas Theatre Co., has been
granted a Small Business Adminis¬
tration loan of $8,000.
The building was damaged here
by floods recently and the money
is to be used in rebuilding.

F«%r{u«7

BufScbnd Won’t Be Cwnparabk;
BlocUwstas SweB ^ Total
Reflecting income from “Moby
Dick,” “Bad Bee<f* and to a degree
“Giant,” Warner Bros/ net for the
first quarter ended Dec, 1,1956, hit
$1,569,000
after
provision
of
$1,900,000 for Federal income taxes
and $1^0,000 for contingent liabil¬
Ities.
ities.
Profit represents-a 70% rise over
the $927,000 net chalked up by the
company for the first quarter of
the preceding year. First quarter
'56-’57 earnings represented 85c
per share on 1,843,296 of common
outstanding against 37c per share
on 2.474.263 shares the year before

20.YEAR AUTHOR RUN ENDS
Bill Ludwig, Class of 1937,
Dei»arts Metro Payroll
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
current screenplay assignnient, and amr 20 years
a contr^t wnter atthe studio, a

Dallas, Feb. 12.
The fifth annual southwestern
regional conference sponsored by
the National, Assn, of Concessipnaires, formerly Popcorn & Con¬
cessions Assn., will be held at the
Adolphus Hotel here on Feb. 27,
in conjunction with the three-day
iannual confab of the Texas Drive
In Theatre Association. NAC prez
is Lee Koken, RKO Industries
Corp., New York, and conference
chairman will be A J. Schmitt, of
Houston Popcorn & Supply Co.
Charles E. Darden of the Charles
Darden Co., here, will-serve as

^ program on popcorn promoconcessions operations is
being formulated. It will present
_exchange of profitable ideas for
operators. A panel of speakers
composed of the leading
^ ^i.?
theatre and concessions managers
^^Ludjig be|an^h«
t,, eo^-try.
.

Profits were reported at the WB
“Andy Hardy” series, his first
/i 11 . • A
stockholders meet at Wil- screenplay being “Love Finds Andy MArav holdst6in UU6rVl
annual stockholfes
Hardy ”4st year he won the Aca- iWWICJf
.
WWICJf UUIUMCIU
ry M. Warner, Albert Wainer, Jack ^gj^y
award for best written
^HaW rnitlP Th^QP Sflll/iwk^
L. Warner, Charles
I
Charge"
Allen Jr.,
S. and f^reeVaTon
screenplay, on Metro’s
M^no’s"^HoW
“InterruptHOW vulllv
CoiM ThCSC
lllCbv SflUawkS
i3.4lIdWli9
Serge Semenenko were reelected as
Melody’”
directors for two years. Benjamin
Kalmenson, ^Thomas J. Martin,
'
ctaVoc Acen
Ilf
f
Charge by Allied States Assn.
Waddill Catchings and Robert W. Yf|\ jl
f
Perkins were elected to the board |||i^jl"
l\WJv I
Vw^fllAI'Q IH
Allied Artists is following a
Vl
“no look” policy bn “Friendly Per:
for a one-year term.
wl
IIf Cll livl v lllA
Later in the week, the board re¬
re^
suasion” and is also insisting on
appointed the entire slate of com|
p
C|«4viaI'a repeat runs at drive-ins during the
pany officers.
pany
TOf
UllOrtS summer was adamantly denied by
At the stockholders meet, the
*
VI USCSf
i
.
AA sales chief Morey Goldstein,
good news w^as tempered with a
sepond quarter
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
in a letter to Allied States gen¬
forecast that the second
Pictures
and
Warners
ending
March
2,
1957,
would
show
U^A
Fi(
ending March 2, 1957 would show
wpvp
eral counsel Abram F. Myers, Golda profit “substantially less” than shorts department were each as^
.
.
»-r_ ope
_
QnrPrt nt
un Academy
Af>DHpmv Award'in
AutqivI in the
fhn stein said that not a single exhibithe'’‘£h4t
sjured
of an
the first warte^
quarter. Hbwevlrf
However, operations for the first half year, ending shorts subjects 'department ^ when tor “has yet called my attention to
March 2. were predicted to exceed
swept the nominations in two the complaints made to you.” Howsfon wilTbe
Goldstein said, since there
comparable pel md last year.
grabbed all three nomina- have been complaints “made tocartoon field, “The you,” Allied Artists “would be
Jaywalker,” “Gerald McBoing- rnore than hannv” to check anv
132,139 for the three months ended Boing on Planet Moo” and “Mister . .. ., ,
. .4,.
»¥ t
Nov. 26, 1955. Amortization of film Magoo’s Puddle Jumper,” produced individual complaints “in an effort
costs, participations and other costs ijy- Stephen Bosustow! Warners to straighten out any misunderone-reel short subject standing with any of our custom067,450 while operating expenses class with nominations for “I Never
roidctpin in«;i<5tpd that A A
jose' again-to $5,163,688 from forget a Face.” produced.by RobGoldstein insisted that AA
$4,753,393.
ert
Youngson;
“Crashing
the had no set policy of selling FnendProfit before charges wa.s $3,619,- Water Barrier,” Konstantin Kal- ly Persuasion” without a “look” at
834, a rise of over $1,500,000 over ser; and “Time Stood Still,” Ced- excessive terms and he indicated
the prior year’s quarter gross which ric Fi-'ances.
.
.
.. .
..
.
comnlaints
stood at $2,027,495.
Other nominations for Short
complaints
-Subjects Awards were:
probably stemmed from misunder-.
Two reeler's (between 1,000 and standings regarding the interpretaM
1
I
3.000 feet): “Cow Dog,” Waif Dis- tion of a “look.”
IWiZliri0^0PQ AQ I .Ulr ney Productions, Buena Vista Film
“Some exhibitors,” said GoldIvlvl
l\0 Vttlw Distribution. Co., In'e., Larry Lans- stein, “take the position that a
burgh, producer; “The Bespoke ‘look’ gives them the sole right to
. llff*
•
Overcoat,” George K. Arthur, Ro- pay us off as they please, while
A lwll^Q1A0
A1A
mulus, producer; “The Dark Wave,” our position generally means that
AU
VUIll
20th-Fox, John Healey, producer; a ‘look’ fixes the film rer\tal in acand “Samoa,” Disney, Buena Vista, cording with the gross and the ex;
_1.. Walt Disney, producer.
^
hibitor’s ability to pay.”
ror illllUSrlllclUS
-GoWstein also stated that the
More
for
Effolf complaint that Allied Artsists is
More Job
Job lOF
for Hans
Hans
MinnPf,nniic ttpH “ 1 ;>
Lians Egolf
J2igOH
insisting on repeat engagements in
Minneapolis, Feb. 12
g^OS. OverSeaS drivc-ins
during
the
summer
One reason why the boxoffice
Warner Bros.
surprising to
here may be adversely affected is manager of Belgium and the comP®*’
found by local film industry lead- pany’s supervisor for Swtzerland,
“and you can so^ advise any
ers in the fact that “time buying” has been named supervisor for complaining exhibitor.’*
is boomine as attested bv the fact Belgium and Switzerland as well
The AA sales chief Baid he apfLt
S were-6,785
6 785 chattel mort¬
Germany.
predated the friendly manner in
that there
gages
4nd
c4nditioLl
M^
International
which
the complaints had been forgages and conditional sales con¬
flirts
filPd in
Tflniiarv
prexy, made the appointment, warded and he assured Myers that
tracts filed
in January.
mu 4 • XU u. u I'
,
X.
"'ill headquarter in Zurich. “I would be pleased to personally
This IS the highest number for Robert Gonze, office manager in run down and endeavor to straightany one Januap since 1941, hen Belgium, succeeds Egolf as the en out every individual complaint
such documents numbered 7,561. Warner manager in Belgium.
as it is brought to my attention.”
Also, It compares with the highest --of 8,151 in January, 1930, when the

]V[oi‘0V Goldst61D OuCrVl

_

Don’t Reach Us at AA?’

Zl SeOodt Wallis io SasbatiJ^wan
NEGLECT O'^EAS NEWS
Foreign Correspondents Assn. Cites
Studios* ^Blindness’
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
With foreign revenues now
amounting to almost 50% of total
filn^ grosses, the Hollywood For¬
eign Correspondents Assn, annual
Golden* Globe awards, take on a
new • significance this year. Affair
at the Cocoanut Grove Feb. 28 will
also have an international flavor,
since correspondents have invited
several top ranking foreign stars
to come to HoUywood as honored
guests.
In line with the growing impor¬
tance of the foreign market, presi¬
dent Henry Gris has suggested
that the time has come for Holly¬
wood to change its thinking in
terms' of foreign publicity. Most
studios now operate with small
staffs, he pointed out, disregarding
the fact that a vast market exists
for Hollywood product and news
of its stars.

re Tax Bites

I

lortgagesAsClue|
I Missing Coin
I
To
1?
H_
For Amusements

Ms3rd{4«

Regipa, Sask., Feb. 12..
You can still niake mopey with
a horse, opera—even when it*s the
same old one over and over. Wally
Hill, who operates house at Stanley
Mission in. far northern Saskatche¬
wan, can vouch for that.
When Hill went into business last
November, he scanhed the 16mm.
catalogue of General Films Ltd.,
and carefuUy decided upon the
product he wanted; In a settle¬
ment with only five white adults it
I was important that the film should
appeal to the local Cree Indians
who would be the main source of
revenue.
^
The fi^t film arrived by plane
on Dec. 7 and was shown that night
to a sell-out audience. It was “The
King of Dodge City,” With Johnny
Mack Brown starred.
According to tjie , arrangements
made with General Films in Regi¬
na; the next attraction was to ar¬
rive* the following week. It didn’t
turn lip. Hill decided to run
“Dodger City” for another week.
Again, for six nights he had sell¬
outs.
As the weeks passed with still no
word from the film distributor. Hill
lowered the price Of admission 10c
and continued his nightly presenta¬
tion of “Dodge- City/’ After it had
been screened 27 times, a plane
finally brought in the next attrac¬
tion.
Hill 4old the pilot the Indians
were still paying their 35c to see
the oater, but, he admitted, “they
were getting a little tired of it.”
[

The Americans are facing rtiore
tax trouble in Italy. , :
Under the U. S,-Italian double
taxation treaty, the question of the
application of Italian income taxes
to the American companies’ New
York share had. • been covered.
There still remained, however, the
pertinence of local taxes on the,
N, Y. share.
The Italians say these local
duties should apply as soon as de¬
posits are made. Involved is about
$500,000.
The Motion Picture Export Assn,
tax committee has asked Herbert
Erlanger, MPEA secretary and tax
It will be four to five months
expert, to go to Rome from Vienna before the Motion Picture Assn,
to look into the matter.
of America gets the results of its
study on the film audience. Poll is
to be conducted by the Opinion
Writer Wants Rheingold,
Research Corp. of Princeton, N.J.
Cost of the survey, to be based
Sues Philip Liebmann
on a national sample of between
Los Angeles, Feb. 12.
Superior Court Judge Burnett 4,000 and' 5,0C > persons, runs “un¬
$100,000,” according to an
Wolfson took under submission der
MPAA executive.
over the weekend the $7,200 breach
Question now arises what use,
of contract suit brought by writer
if any, the companids will make of
George Beck over a script million¬
the results when they are in. There
aire brewer (Rheingold) Philip
have been similar studies in the
Liebmann had planned to produce past, though possibly not ones that
independently starring Linda Dar¬
are as concentrated, hut little at¬
nell, to whom he was then married. tention has been paid to them.
Beck said he had been paid
If, for argument’s sake, the poll
$2,000 of a promised $9,200 on an
shows that people prefer to see
agreement with producer Gregg
features in the neighborhoods rath¬
Tallas for the script of “Constan- er than downtown, It’s yery much
tia.”
Project subsequently was
doubted that such a finding will
called off.
seriously affect the current release
Miss Darnell testified Liebmann
(Continued on page 16)
had promised to finance the film

For MPAA Quiz
Of FOnr Public

and the plaintiff introduced a let¬
ter from Liebmann to agent Wil¬
liam Shiffrin promising personally
to pay the script charges if a cor¬
poration was not formed to handle
the project.
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1,953 in 1943 when there were wartime restrictions on credit buying.

f
called “easy payments” of such
items as tv sets, autos, etc.
Aicr. miw.i-,
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Hollywood’ss futurc
future looks bright,
Hollyvvood
its film industry is getting the upinn,Wiv it hninl i,niS in perhand over
ovcr the
thc menace of tele¬
television.
Theatre attendance is
/nr»® m ^
ifiii trending upward impressively
I'evei’ •continues to be at a high while television’s live shows are
^®''®^‘
losing strength. Video is stirring
audience excitement mainly
MFDM AM AMn CDAITdE
through product—the vintage backnumber productions—derived from
lfllil\lTiAli AIll/
UUufi
the wiajoi’
major film companies.
n/xrinir /\»wrmT
nir
Thus Amold
Arnold Bernhard & Co.,
^hus
‘
’ long-established ^investment ad¬
adHollywood, Feb. 12. j visory service, evaluates an upbeat
Ethel Merman and her husband, for the film and theatre business,
business.
airlines exec Robert Six, have j This Wall Street outfit notes that
formed their own* independent film ; pie
paj^ing in
pic business stocks are paying
company, Mersix Productions Inc., the area of
of 69o
G% in dividends and
Outfit has no immediate produc- some Issues could appreciate by as
estab-; high as 949b in the next three to
iKshed to permit launching opera-.I five years.
tions when desired.
|1 This all represents a curious
Miss Merman, currently on :I twist. For, while discouragement
Broadway in “Happy Hunting,” has jI if) still voiced by some in the inmade several films, the last being;j dustry, aftd veteran observers of
“Call Me Madam,” in which she the scene have practically suggestsuggest¬
reprised her Broadway role.
ed that Hollywood is about to blow
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away the usually conservative (and
respected) Bernhard appraisers are
that things look
telling their clients thatlhings'look
good.
good
Boxoffice ascent began in mid¬
midyear of 1956 and has been on the
incline since. Particularly signifi¬
significant, believes Bernhard, is the fact
that by last fall the average tv. set
2a hours of
could offer as much as 20
week—
dated film productions per week
—
productions which,
the type of prodtictions
earlier, had been feared as being
disastrous to theatremen. Still,
theatre grosses, influenced by more
and better new pictures, continued
on the rise.
Meaningful to Bernhard, tog,
were a couple of recent industry
reports. The week ended Jan. 5
was the biggest in the history' pi
pf
Stanley Warner. Survey conducted
conducted
by 20th-Fox showed that grosses in
the first few weeks of this year
year
were 20% over the level of tbe
tfic
corresponding period in 1956.
Significant recovery of profits is
is

“more than mere wishful think- .
ing,” according to Bernhard. The
sale of old pictures has already
and will continue to enhance cash
positions. Companies so enriched
are 'free to diversify and or buy
in their own stock issues to im¬
prove prospects for future divi¬
dends on the lesser' number of
shares outstanding.
I
The big circuits haye a like ap¬
proach, ^r where theatres or other
real -estate assets are non-produc¬
tive they also have the liquidation
possibilities available to • them.
Added plus factors for theatres
remaining in business are stepped
up production schedules (20th this
year will have its greatest number
of releases in 10 years), the continuingly growing population with
more and mbre youngsters coming
upon the theatre-going age and,
finally, more of that “vicarious .
thrill” which the screen offers
better than tv, color ty or home
toll tv.

N. Y, to Europe
Madeleine Carroll
Alfred Diez
Robert W. Dowling
Hazel Guild
Dr. Rolf Stroth
Kay Thompson .'

Europe to N. Y.
Douglas Fairbanks Jr.
Abbey' Greshler
Joseph Matemati
Terry O’Neil
Joe Wolhandler

L. A. to N. Y.
Jackie Cooper
Macdonald Carey
David Golding
James Gregory
Rock Hudson
George Jessel
Charles Korvin
Frankie. Laine
Art Linkletter
Ralph Meeker
Gene Raymond
Ginger Rogers
Jack M. Warner

N. Y. to L. A.
Steve Barclay
Noel Behn
Eddie Buzzell
Vic Damone .
Cy Feuer
Danny Kaye
Viveca Lindfors
Andrew Stone
Dan S. Terrell
Gore Vidal
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New York Sound Track

'•^ “Giant” as of Jan. 2P grossed $5,600,000 in the .domestfc (U.S.-Canada) market. ...
'Leon Bamberger, out after25 years as KKO’s sales promotion chief,
a familiar face at meetings of exhibitors as far, back as memory goes.
He knows them all. Has no plans re the future . .. Burt Btelner, who*s
been involved in off-Broadway and stock legit, has a film assignment;
being signed by Fred 25innerniann as dialog director on “Hatful of
Bain” ... Bawl Lazarus.loafing in Florida . . . UA taking over another
floor, its sixth, in the 729 7th 5Ave. homeoifice . . . Bill Nichols, now
with Columbia as a talent scout, was associate producer on the Play¬
wrights '56 and “Producers' Showcase”^ units at NBC-TV . . . Deal’s
set for Columbia to distribute Paul Graetz's* upcoming production of
“Bitter Victory” .. , For a couple of weird-theme suggesting titles how
about Col’s “Man Who Turned to Stone” and U’s “Incredible Shrinking
Man^”
Joan Crawford has appeared in 72 films and been a star 28 years
after four yea^s In bits, per tabulation of Larry Quirk in Films In Re¬
view Mag , . . Dutton 4s speeding to release the long-time^a-cookin’
book by Bosley Crowther entitled “The Lion’s Share” and about—^you
could guess—^Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ... Authors Guild will entertain
out-of-tOwn critics at panel show and party March 13.
'
Leo Lax, French distributor and laboratory ow^er, due in the States
in late March ... A Hungarian prizewinner, “The Little Carousel,” is
being offered to U.S. dlstribs via the Yugoslavs Titles do NOT cor¬
respond to film’s political theme, reducing it to a rich vs. the poor
contrast.
Joseph Maternati, head of the French Filin Office in N.Y., back from
a four-week stay in Prance where, among other things, he corralled
stars for the Ed SuUivan show that’ll Ifick off the retrospective French
film cycle at the Museum of Modern Art in' April . . . The Japanese
circulating questionnaires among indie distribs and others, asking their
impressions of th^e films at the recent Japanese film fest in Gotham ...
Richard Davis says his Fine Arts day.-dating the Victoria with “Bed
Balloon 'and “Lost dontinent” (the Ilya Lopcit package). Preems
March 11 . . . Now that it’s been nominated for a'n Academy Award,
the asking .price for “Gervaise” has become astronomical again . . .
Terry CPNcil back from London and named U.S. rep for Associated
British Cinema-TV.
Metro’s “’Teahouse of the August Moon.” given a “bonus license”
award in Japan which means company will be able to show an extra
picture in Japan in addition to films exhibited on regular licenses.
Selection of “bonus pictures” iS made semi-annually by committee ap¬
pointed by Japanese Ministry of Finance . In current award, “Tea¬
house” was the only American picture ... It was parent-and-son night
for “The Young Stranger” at a reception hosted by Toots Shor after
a special screening of the film Friday (8). The BKO picture, being
released by Universal, stars James MacAfthur, son of Helen Hayes;
was produced by Stuart Millar, aon of Hollywood pressagent • Mack
Millar; was written by Robert Doz!«*.r, son of BKO production chief
Bill Dozier. Director John Frankenheimer's parents apparently had
no previous show biz connection . . . Metro’s eastern' publicity manager
Dan Terrell to the Coast to view spring releases . . . Humorist H. Allen
Smith recalls that when his longtime friend Fred Allen first discussed
an autobiog with him (it’s now a bestseller, as “Much Ado About Me”),
the comedian’s initial idea was to write about Fred Allen “as if writ¬
ten by John Florence Sullivan,” which was Allen’s baptized name.
From Sullivan it became .Fred St. James, Freddy James and eventually
Fred Allen.
Our cpitics;
Rose Pelswick (Journal-American) reviewing Jayne
Mansfield in “The Girl Can’t Hblp It” and expressing a rare opinion—
“Miss Mansfield is not only eye-filling but does a good job of handling
her comedy chores as well.” The N. Y. Times’ Bosley*' Crowther (same
girl, shme picture)—^“Her range at this stage appears restricted to a
weak imitation of Marilyn Monroe. A hint to her limitation is given
in . . . the plot, which comes to the hopeless conclusion that she can
do nothing more thah make weird sounds” . . . J. Arthur Rank toppers
Kenneth Hargreaves, Geoffrey Martin and Irving Sochin back from
their countryside trip today (Wed.) and heading for Boston. Har¬
greaves shoves off for London Feb. 21.
/
Dorothy Dandridge-has decided to ignore the threatened controversy
over pval versions of “Tomango” and will report to the French firm,
Les Films du Cylopes, in April to begin production on the Prosper
Merimee story. Hassle came to a head two months ago with the an¬
nouncement that the singing actress had been signed for the role.
Screenwriter Milton Holmes threatened suit, contending he and direc¬
tor William Dleterle had been working on the project for more than
two years and that the Frencirfirm had had access to his material—in¬
cluding the idea of signing Miss DanjJridge. Holmes had threatened
to halt showings of the French film but Miss Dandridge .said she had
been advised that it will be made under French law and protected in
showings all over the world.
Dick Pitts, former public relations director of Theatre Owners of
America and onetime Variety staffer, is back in hometown of Char¬
lotte, N.C. as director of civic affairs for the Carolina Motor Club. “I
tell my friends -here,” says Pitts, “that when my kids started crying
with a Yankee accent I decided to come" home.” ...
Vincent Sherman, who replaced Robert Aldrich as^director of Colum¬
bia’s “Garment Jungle” five days before the film was completed, will
get solo directorial credit on the picture. Sherman’s takeover of the
chore resulted in. 11 additional days of filming and increased the
budget by around $300,000 to $1,600,000.
Dallas County Parents League for Correction of Juvenile Delin¬
quency, new local org, in a 250-word wire to the U. S. State Dept, last
week asked a ban on appearances in this country of film actress Ingrid
Bergman or her husband, Italian producer Roberto iRossellini. Group’s
chairman Rev. Preston P. Reynolds, sent the-telegram . . . Charles
Schnee, Metro producer whose contract winds in November, will turn
indie for future activity. He reports it may be with Metro or some
other company,
Jerry Pickman was host to sports scribes at a screening at Toots
Shor’s of “Fear Strikes Out,” based on outfielder Jimmy Piersall . . ,
Paramount, incidentally, is working like crazy , to give Anthony Per¬
kins, star of the film, a James Dean-type buildup, with big niagazine
breaks helping plenty . . . With only 20 prints of “Jackie Robinson
Story” on hand, UA had a problem in filling tv stations’ requests for
the film to coincide with the press stories about Robinson’s retirement
from baseball. Film is one of 39 being peddled to tv by UA.

Uneven Correlatioit of Ads to 6.O.;
M BIG COT Public Makes Spenders Ako Earners
At a time when American indus¬
try on the whole is spending un¬
precedented amounts to reach the
consurder, this country’s film ih-’
dusiry is spending substantially
less on national advertising than it
did back in 1950,- .
A Variety check, based on fig¬
ures, supplied by the Publishers In¬
formation Bureau, shows that the
motion picture companies in 1956
spent $3,148,285 on advertising
their product in the national maga¬
zines. That. same year, however,
they quite -drastically cut their ad
volume in the Sunday newspaper
supplements. The outlay was $3,519,344 in both media.
In 1955, magazine spending ran
to $3,058,368, or about 3%, less
than in 1956.
Sunday supple¬
ments, on the other hand, collected
$552,675 from the film companies
in 1955, or fully 32% more than
the $371,059 they got from the
same sources last year.
Film dollar spending in the na¬
tional magazines has been going
down, but recovered slightly in
1955 and 1956 compared with 1950,*
When it stood- at $4,005,612. Lowpoint was hit in 1253, when the
volume ran to only $2,175,024. In
terms of pages taken out-^which
is more significant since mag rates
have gone up and more color lay¬
outs are being .qsed—the drop in
the six years has amounted to al¬
most 50%, with 800 pag^ pegged
in 1950 against only 432 in 1956.
Reader Impact
Even as the film .industry pur¬
sues its hesitant approach, Ameri¬
can industry is advertising more
heavily than ever, which means—
among other things—that there is
more competition for reader im-'
pact. It’s estimated that, in 1956,
national advertising ran to $6,4)00,000,000, which adds up to some
$60 per person in a nation of
168,000,000.. In 1950, national ad¬
vertising, not yet as affected by
TV, amounted to $3,300,000,000. In
other words, while film advertis¬
ing in the' mags has declined, it
has risen 82% via other industries
trying to make an impression on,
the customer.
Based on the detailed informa¬
tion available for the first 11
months of 1956, the total spent by
ten companies on mags and supple¬
ments ' amounted to $3,370,955
which breaks down into $3,012,131
for the mags and $358,824 for the
supplements. Same period in ’55
showed a total of $3,412,231-$2,853,346 for mags and $558,885 for
the supplements.
Metro Top Spender
Largest mag advertiser by far
last year was Metro, with $915,256 for the 11-month period. In
1955, M-G splurged to the extent
of $'703,847 on the mags. However,
while that year the company also
spent $144,305 on supplements, it
cut them out altogether in 1956.
Rating second in ’56 was United
Artists, which' spent $464,703, sub¬
stantially increasing its mag ads to
$349,423 against $29.1,086 in 1955.
(Company was the only one—apart
from WaltcDisney—to show a rise
in supplement spending, going to
$115,280 in ’56 from $43,975 in ’65.
Third in ad. [coin was 20th-Fox
(Continued on page 6)

Postpone Skull Practice
Or‘Raintree CountyMn
65m for Metre Release
Metro “has postponed all think¬
ing” on how “Raintree County,”
which was. filmed in Metro’s” 65m
process, will be released until a
final print qf the picture is ready.
The picture, which runs over three
hours, was brought in at a cost of
$5,000,000. It has been sneaked on
several occasions on the Coafit and
received a good reception. Qh the
basis of the previews, however, sev¬
eral changes ate being made and
M-G officials are delaying their
thinking oh the release plans until
the .finaj version is screened.
Because of. the cost of the pic¬
ture and the long rilnning time,
there has been some thought of
roadshowing the picture in the
65m process. It’s understood that
theatres equipped for the Todd-AO
process" will be able to handle
Metro’s 65m film. :
Exhibitors, however, are hopeful
that M-G will makei .the picture
available in 35m as 2(7th-Fox did
with “Carousel” and “King and I,”
both of which were filnled in
20th’s 55m CinemaScbpeT)rocess.
So far, however, Metro is main¬
taining a cautious j^on-committal
policy on the 65m (roadshow) ver¬
sus 35m (regular release) “Raintree” plans. “We’re still debating
the question ourselves,” declared a
Metro spokesman.

As Spender
Title
As Earner
1
Trapeze ($310,000) .
3
2
Carousel ($213,000) .
22
3
Conqueror^ ($192,000) ..
11
4
Tea & Syriipathy ($154,000) .
50
5
Alexander'Ithe Great ($154,000) .
<32
6
Man in Gray FI. Suit ($141,000) /.14
7
Giant ($119,000) .
_
8
; Bhowani: Junction ($118,000) .
43
9
High Society ($105,000) ...
I 4
10
. Gaby ($105,000) ....
..
—

DISTRIBS USIN6 FEW
‘SPECIAL’AD MEDIA
With the exception of the film
fan magazine, motion picture com¬
panies are doing comparatively
little “specialized” advertising.
Chart breaks down film ads in
various* types of magazines, shew¬
ing a rise in the monthlies and the
women’s mags. At the same time,
it accentuates, how much the com¬
panies have cut down since 1950
in almost all categories except the
monthlies;
Types of Mags
General (Life,

1956
1953
1950
$
$
$
Look, etc.)’ 1,708.848 1.735,423 2,078,944
FamUy (Wom¬
en) .. 490,085
445,769 - 435,892
Monthlies CRedbook, etc.). 254,737
219,853
318,288
Screen & Fan 687,965
657,323 1,122,058
Home.
6,750
Youth
.
6,650!
33,780
F'arm ...
9,000
Outdoor ..
Total

.....3,148,283

3,058,368

4,005,612

:: (iompany-by-Company Ad Burets
Following chart shows the national magazine and Sunday supplement-advertising expenditures' for 10 film companies for the 11 months
ended ^ov. 30, 1956, and the comparable period in 1956. While the
1956 total shows a slight, $41,000, dip, the main factor still was
a step up in national mag campaigns. Sunday supplement advertising
dropped 33%.
The full-year figure for the national mags was
$3,148,285 and for the supplements $371,059.
' ’
— 1956 (11 Months —
blSTRIB
Mags.
Columbia
$148,926
Disney
12,295
285,994
RKO
915,256
Metro
221,2;i0
Paramount
Republic
2,665
20th-Fox
336,263
UA
349,423
Universal
348,351
Warner Bros. 291,526
$3,012,131

Siipps.
11,644

68,200

83,860
115,280
.50,480
$358,824

1955 (11 Months
Total

$148,926
23,939
354,194
915,258
2214i30
2,665
420,225
464.703
339.031
320.780
$3,370,955

There appears to be a somewhat
tenuous'’ relationship between the
amount .that is spent on advertising
a film in the national magazines
and Sunday supplements and its '
performance at the boxoffice.
Comparison study covering fea¬
tures releasqd-'in 1956, and as rated
b.o.-wise via Variety’s own annual
survey, shows that of the top ad¬
vertised, films in the national mags,
only two—“Trapeze” and- “High
Society”—also ended up among the
topgrossing 10,
Of the rest, “Carousel,” on which
20th-Fox spent $213,000 on maga¬
zines and supplements, ended up in
22d place on the. b.o. ladder and
“Tea and Sympathy,” which Metro
plugged $154,000 worth, ended up
in the 50th spot earnings-wise. Yet,
“High Society,” for which M-G
spent $105,000 on national mag ads.
ran a hot fourth in -the b.o. sweepstakes.
Another striking case is “The
King and I,” on which 20th-Fox
took out only $12,700 in national
advertising. It’s the second biggest
grosser of 1956, running just be¬
hind “Guys and. Dolls.”
Of course, the magazine ads
don’t, tell the full story since audi¬
ence impact comes via other ave¬
nues, particularly in the newspa¬
pers, On tv, word-of-mouth, etc.
Yet, the importance of magazine
advertising is bound)to be srutinized when it’s possible for a com¬
pany to splurge on mag ads to the
tune of $154,000, only to have the
picture end up with a $2,000,000
gross, as Metro found with “Tea
and Sj'^mpathy.”
Queried on this, one ad-pub top-

Supps.
$222,600
63:380
246,955
703,847
378,595

$48,780
8,523
170,840
144.303
37,330

148,942
291,086
605,628
156,313

51.555
43,795
63,673

$2,853,340

$338,883

1956

Increase or
Total Decrease
$271,380 >-$122,434
71.903
—47,966
417,795
—63.601
948,162
—32,896
416,125 —194.895
200,497
333,061
639,303
156,313
$3,412,231

-1-219.828
-f-120.642
-260,272
■H64.473
—$41,276

per last week opined that the real
value of a picture still lay in the
picture itself,' and that no amount
of grandiose advertising could
save it from failure if that value
isn’t there. “If a picture js good,
and it’s also advertised ‘heavily,
you can certainly boost its earn¬
ings. If the picture doesn’t have
it, the ads are wasted.”
He added that, since the maga¬
zine advertising was placed so far
in advance, the size of the ad budg¬
et was something of a gamble.
“It’s easy to sit down a year later
and say ‘We shouldn’t have done
it’,” he noted. Word-of-mouth, to
which mag ads partly contribute,
is still rated a top factor in making
a film a commercial success.

432 PAGES OF ADS
IN NATIONAL MAGS
National magazine spending by
the major film companies gained
slightly in 1956, with 10 companies
investing $3,148,285 during the
year. The number of pages taken,
however, is still only a little less
than 50% of the total reached in
1950, when ad spending ran to
$4,005,612. Following is the yearby-year breakdown:
Dollars
*•
Spent in Ntl.
Year
Pr.ges
Mag. Ads
1950...
800
■ $4,005,612
1951... ... * 699
3,785,552
1952..,
662
3,64.8,227
1953...
466
2.175,024
1954... w.
519
2,681,783
1955. . .
418
3,058,368
1956 ,.
432
3,148,285

’DollV Delayed Snub
Vancouver, Feb. 12.
Here’s a novel reason for ban^
ning a film; “Too much publicity.”
That’s the reason given by Brit¬
ish Columbia’s film censor R. R.
McDonald, who at first approved
Warners “Baby DoU” then changed
his mind. His reversed decision,
put to the motion picture appeal
board, WaS Uphdd 2-1.

Fmiiiy F9ce
(MUSICAL-^JOLOE)
Frca Astiire, Audrey Hepbum in modisli Parisitin tintvner; not the BHray mtisical
of same title. Liffht diversion
Tdth ffenerally favorable pros¬
pects.
»

Hollywood, Feb, 12. •

V<>dnc6day;r Frf>rnaiy ^3» 1^57
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tion «nd. set decorations, and, parUcularjly, the Technicolor lensinf
in ViStaVisicHj by Bay June, all
have the required flash. Photo¬
graphic achievements by June are
unusually effective.
Brop.
'Mitsou
(FRENCH; COLOR)
Paris, Feb. 5,
Victory Films release
of' -Ardennes
Films producUon. Stars Daniele Delorme,
Fernand Graveyj features Francis Gue¬
rin, Claude Rich, Odette Laure, Jacques
Duby, Jacques Dumesnil. Gaby Morlay.
Directed by Jacqueline Audry. Screen¬
play, Pierre Laroche from novel by Col¬
ette; camera (E^stmancolor). Marcel Grlgon; editor, Yvonne Martin. At Marignan;
Paris. Running time, »5 MINS.
Mitsou . .. Daniele Delorme
Duroy-Lelong . Fernand Gravey
Lt. Bleu . Francolse Guerin
Petite-Chose
.• Odette Laure
Mother ... Gaby Morlay
Father . Jacques Dumesnil
Kaki ... Claude Rich
Compere ... Jacques Duby

Maui
Boris Ksrtolf In horfor ^io for
ballyltoo dates In proframmer
situatioBi.
Hollywood, Feb._7UnlteO
Artists
release
of
Aubrey
Schenck, Howard W. KocH (Bel-Air) prch
duction. Stars Boris Karloff. Beverly
Tyler, Murvyn Vye; features EUsha Cook,
Rhodes Reason. Jean Enkstrom. Frederlch
Ledebur, Directed by ReghuHd Leborg.
Screenplay.^ Richard
Landau;
Camera.
William
Margulles;
editor.
John
F.
Schreye’r; muslC, Les Baxter. Previewed
Feb. 5, '57. Running time. 77 MINS.
PhilUp Knight .. Boris Karloff
Sara Adams
... Beverly Tyler
Barney Finch . Murvyn Vye
Martin Schuyler . Elisha Cook
Matthew Gunn . Rhodes Reason
Claire Winter . Jean Engstrom
The Ruler. Frederich.J[,edebur
Mitchell ....
Glenn Dixon

convinces the Shawnee chieftain
his .(Boone*s) pebple want peace.
Bruce Bennett coifles across well
in the title role, as iflocs Lon
Chaney as the Shawnee^ leader.
Faron Young Is co-starred with
third billing, but has little , to do
as the son of the^ offlcer-in-charge
of Boonesborough* Likewise, most
of those featured are spotted in
only minor roles.
Direction by Albert C. Gannaway, (who also produced for exec
producers Ben Costenten and C.
J. Ver Halen) and Ismael Rodlriquez is a distinct credit, especial¬
ly in the way the action is worked
in with the, picturesque Mexican
backgrounds.
The Trucolor camera work, by
Jack Draper is clear arid on the
plus side, with the other technical
credits also good.
There are Dah’l Boone songs in¬
cluded for exploitation, values.
Writers; HarLevy and AI Ganna¬
way.
Publisher; Mark Warnow
Music.

Colorful setting of small Sicilian
towns and the names of Peter
Ustinov .and Abbe Lane may make
this a good second feature for,the
American market although its
story offers little*
Don Alfonso (Ustinov) travels
from town m town with his wagon
to do his live and puppet shows.
His wife and boy accompany bim.
Howard Carlton.Owen CunnlngbainT
En route he lures Miss Lane from
Dr. Wilding . Herbert Patterson
another show and falls in love with
Vickers ... Jerom^ Frank
her. When he has run out of
money, she joins her old outfit.
Carnivorous
plants
and
zombies^
Based t)n a Colette novel, this
When Ustlhbv tries to _take her
is one of- those hothouse Gallic dis¬ supply the chief menace for the
back, a group of. the boys give it
to him. Chastened and beaten up,
taffers with a frank approach to principals in “Voodoo Island,’*
he returns to bully his family.
boudoir tactics. This is the tale of which ,will top a horror package
put together by Bel-Air Produc¬
While some sequences are.wella Music Hall chorine who learns
directed
by Hugo Fregonesp, most
tions
for
United
Artists
release.
about life and love, when caught
of the time the yarn does not
in the triangle of an aged admirer The combo, in which the -previ¬
seeiri
to
know where it :is going.
ously
reviewed
“Pharaoh’s
Curse”
<who keeps her) and a young lieu¬
Carla del Poggio is ;the.patient wife
is the companion, joiakOs for a ■ ssssa Continued from page 3 »
While it wears the title and tenant. Somewhat talky and lit¬ faii’ly okay spook bill for liaUyhoo his chores. He can work In New- while young Gaetano Autiero, a
bears several of the songs, “Fun¬ erary, it might be okay for special dates in programmer situations.
York or any' place he chooses. vet of Ifi films including “Summei>
ny Fatie’s*’ relationship to. the situations in. the U.S.
Boris Karloff^ an bid hand, hoads Under the old system, when each time,” contributes another likeable
Made by a femme director, Jac¬
Broadway musical of some seasons
cast, this time as a debunker studio had several dozen .writers performance;
back stops right there. With a di- queline Audry, this pic lacks direct.’ the:
of the supernaturaly who leads a' under contract, the same project
ferent book and new, added tunes, verve and progression, vdth char¬ trek
to a small Pacific island to In¬ would be assigned to several scriptthis is a lightly diverting, modish. acterizations just glossed over.
Daniele Delorme is uneven in vestigate voodoo rumora and the ers, Nash' notes.. Then the studio'
Parisian-localed tintuner aimed at
mysterious ■ disappearance of some would select what it considered the
a generally •favorable response in the I’ole ,of the awakenirtg ingenue members
of iihother party. By the
(the kept •femme) until the final
Continued from page 5
best one or would resort to a past¬
Its playdates.
Fernand Gravey time the plot, action is over, ing up job of assembling the con¬
Originally slated for production metamorphosis.
again is his suave self as the older, though, he’s convinced and glad to tributions of the several writers. with $420,225 against $200,407 in
at Metro (even; earlier planned as knowing man while others in the get out alive. There’s no attempt
1955. At 20th, Charles Einfeld’s
a stage musical tagged “Wedding cast do well. Odette Laure scores at explaining how various mysteri¬ The result, says Nash, would often department stepped up mag ad¬
Day”), film moved to Paramount as as a perky singer and confident, ous things happen in the Richard be disastrous.
vertising from $148,942 to $336,a package so Audrey Hepburn and adds some coy early century Landau script; probably because
Hollywood’s “higher regard tov 265, also increasing its supplement
could have the femme lead oppo¬ songs to the ensemble.
there is no way to do it logically, writers,’* brought about partly by ads slightly, from $51,555 to
site Fred Astaire. This May-N6but the thriller gimmicks come off
Color Is rightly pastel-hued and with the ’desired impact under economic . neccessity, has resulted $83,960.
vember pairing gives the Roger
In “better artistic work'* and as
After 20th comes Universal, with
Edens production the benefits of technicaL'Credits are'fine. But di¬ Reginald .LeBorg’s direction.
a consequence “better pictures,” a total of $399,031 for last year.
rection
rarely
infuses
this
with
life.
Astaire’s debonair style and terp
The
Aubrey
Schenck-Howard
W.
Nash stresses. In addition, accord¬
accomplishments, and the sensitive But its tinsely feelirig makes this Koch production was lensed on ing to Nash, Hollywood’s eye on U cuts its mag ad expenditures
sharply to $348,551 in 1956 from
acting talents of Miss Hepburn, pic something that, looks! for ex¬ Kauai Island, Hawaii, so back¬
each adding to the plot’s high style ploitation purposes pnly In the U.S, grounds have; a helpful freshness the budget is permitting the writer $605,628 in 1955, but kept supple¬
to work more ‘satisfactorily, “In ment ads at about the same level,
Frank in Its stateiAents and story,
world of fashions and models.
as
the
characters
are
put
through
there shoulfl be censorship prob¬
the days when Hollyw.ood splurged
RKO surprisingly in¬
Leonard Gershe’s script has a lems especially with rather inti¬ plot perils. Karloff doesn’t have to on actors and^ts, the scripts \vere $50,400.
creased its mag budget last year to
exert himself much to handle his
deliberately giddy air at times, mate bedroom scenes.
Mosfc.
standard character. Beverly Tyler more diffuse. The producers pre-i $285,994, a large chunk going to
particularly from some of its mu¬
*is okay as his mousey secretary ferred 50 different short Scenes. plugging “The Conqueror.” How¬
sical numbers like the clii-chi
Xo Road Rack
who becomes a woman on the Now we’re permitted to write long¬ ever, the company cut back the
“Think Pink’’ opening production
(BRITISH)
junket, mostly throufeh the efforts er scenes. We can devote 10 to 'Supplements to $68,200 from $170,piece against a New York glamor
of Rhodes Reason, World War II 12 pages to a single scene. This 840.*
mag setting. Occasionally there
Skip Homeier’s British screen
derelict who is reborn in the dan¬ was never permitted before.” The
are touches of warmth, mostly gen¬
Warner'Bros., with “Giant” and
debut in typical crime meller;
gers the group undergoes. Murvyn new technique allows the writer,,
erated through Miss Hepburn’s
moderate b.o. chances.
Vye, hotel chain executive looking says Nash, “to work more in depth “Moby Dick,” spent a total of
chai'acter of a bookish introvert
$320,786, spending $291,526 on the
over the island as a possible resort and to explore more deeply.”
who is suddenly swept from her
London, Feb. 5.
center, ends up a zombe after hav¬
literary existence’in a Greenwich
Perhaps the most .significant mags and $29,260 on supplements.
RKO release of a Gibraltar Pictures ing witnessed a native child eaten
Village shop to a heady, high fash¬ (Steve
change that has taken place, Nash In 1955, it had spent $156,313 on
Pallos). production.
Stars Slcip.
ion round of Paris when she’s dis¬ Homeier, Paul Carpenter, Patricia Dain- by a hungry plant. Elisha Cook is emphasizes, is Holly wood’s t^iploy- mags and nothing on supplements.
ton,
Nprman • Wooland
and
Margaret turned into a zombie and then
After WB comes Paramount with a
covered by glamor photog Astaire. ■ Rawlings;
features Eleanor Summerfield killed because' of his greed for ment of the original writer to coh->.
For the ladies, style Tuns, ramp¬ .-Hnd- Alfle Bass. Directed by Montgomery money, and. Jean Engstrom, sophis- vert his property to the screen. total of $221,230, a ' substantial
Screenplay,: Charles A. Leeds and
drop frbm the $378,595 it spent in
ant, with Hubert de-Givenchy cre¬ Tully.'
Montgomerji’ TuUy from play by Falk¬ ticate(l interior decorator iOr the Previously it had been, the pojiq^
ating the Paris wardrobe worn by land’ D. Cary, and PhUip Weathers; cam¬ chain who likes Miss Tyler more to take a playwright’s work; and 1955; C^dlumbid with $148,926
(against $222,600 in 1955), and then
era. Lionel Banes; • editor, James ConIMiss Hepburn , as a model, while nock;
music, . John -Veale. At Odeon, than the men, is another victim of turn it over to a studio screem Disney with $23,939, less than one
Edith Head takes care of things to Tottenham
Court Road, London. Running a cariiivorous plant. None of the writer. “Now,” says Nash, “Holly¬
third
of Its 1955 expenditure.
attract the femme eye elsewhere. lime, 83 MINS.
RaUton
... Skip Homeier performances is more than stock. wood is using the original authors. ' Metro has traditionally outspent
Tune-wise, there are six George John
riem Hayes . Paul Carpenter
William MarguUes did satisfac¬ Somebody has apparently come to the rest in advertising its pix.
and Ira Gershwin numbers from Beth .Patricia Daihton
the stage musical and five from Inspector Harris .. Norman Wooland tory photography, while Les Bax¬ the realization that nobody knows Total also Is affected by the fact
Mrs. Railton .
Margaret Rawlings ter gives the melodramatics an ap¬ the material better thjin the orig¬
producer
Edens
and
scripter Marguerite
that it has more pictures to adver¬
.i Eleanor Summerfield
Gershe. All are either sung or Riidge Harvey ... Alfie Bass propriate musical backing. Other inal author.”
tise. - Last year; it spent heavily
Connery technical assists are okay. Brog,
Nash’s observations are based on op advertising “Tea and Sympathy”
used as backiug for dance numbers, .Spike...Sean
Sergeant Brooks . Robert Bruce
his own experience. A contract in the mags ($154,000) and also on
with director Stanley Donen han¬ Oarage Man .Philip Ray
screenwriter before he clicked on “BhOWani
Daniel Boone, dling the song staging while As- Night Watchman . Thomas Gallagher'
Junction” , ($118,000),
Broadway
with “The Rainmaker,” ■IHigh' Society” ($105,000) and
■ taii'e and Eugene Loring take care The dog Rum’my... Romulus of Welham
Trail Blaster
of the choreography. All have a
Nash
left
the
Coast
when
“I
could
“Gaby”
(also
$105,000). However,
(COLOR)
Skip Homeier makes his British
colorful dash, coupled with^either
no longer wdrk under close super¬ It- took ■ only $8,792 ’ worth of ads
bow in this Steve Pallos
humor, such as “Clap Yo’ Hands’’ screen
vision.”
When
“The
Rainmaker”,
Acceptable
aotioner
for
the
•
for ’T’ll Cry Tomorrow.’,’ *
production, based on a play by
artfully done by Astaire and Kay Falkland
was acquired for filming by Hal
supporting market.
L. Cary and Philip
In the case, of Universal, -it
Thompson, or with romance, as in ■ Weathers.
Wallis for Paramount release. Nash plugged Its “Benny Goodman
It’s a typical, if uncon¬
the Astaire-Hepburn church gar-' vincing," crime meller, likely to
Hollywood,. Feb. -7.
was hired to write the screenplay. Story”^ to the tune of $109,000 in
den dancing to, - first “He L6ves acliieve moderate retur-ns in the
Republic release of Albert C. Ganna¬ “I didn’t confer with Wallis,” Nash
the mags and the supplements. It
way production. Stars Bruce Bennett; coand She Loves’’ and later “ ’S Won¬ domestic market.stars Lon Chaney, Faron -Young; features says, “until after I had completed also .spent * $84,000 selling “.Away
derful,’’ the finale.
•Kem Dibbs, Damian O’Flynn, Jacqueline the first draft.” At present Nash
Dominating character in “No Evans, Nancy Rodman, Freddy Fernan¬
All Boats” In the mags.'
Spotted elsewhere are “Let’s Road Back” is Margaret Rawlings, dez,
Carol Kelly, Eduordo Noriega, Fred is working on the screen treiltment
Probably the year’s best adver¬
Kiss and Make Up,’’ Astaire’s .sblo as a blind and deaf club owner Kohler Jr., Gordon Mills, Claude Brook, of his play, “Girls of Summer,”,
dance that stands out via imagina¬ who has allowed herself to be used* Joe Ainley, Lee Morgan. Executive pro¬ also for Walli^ and Parampurit; He tised picture was the. United Art¬
ducers, Ben Cbstanten, C. J, Ver Halen.
ists
release, “Trapeze,” Which is
tive choreography and intenvoven as a fence to send her son through. Directed by. Gannaway -and Ismael Rodri¬ says he’ll do the A^iting either in
down for $310,603 in the maga¬
musical story themes; “Bon Jour, medical school.. The boy returns guez. Screenplay, Tom Hubhard, Jack
New
York
or
on
a
banana
boat.
zines and the Supplements.
It
Paris,’’ which has the Misses Hep¬ from an American appointment Patrick; camera (Tnicolor),'Jack Draper:
editor, Fernando Martinez A.; music, Raul He is also working on two other
beats 20th’8 “Carousel,” on which
burn and Thompson and Astaire just as his. mother is plotting her Lavista.
Reviewed Feb. 6, '57.. Running
projects, simultaneously-77 a new •?’:?13,293 was spent in the t(\’o
taking a danCing tour of the capi¬ greatest and final coup. Paul Car¬ time, 76 MINS.
tal; the title tune, heard behind the penter is to break into the strong¬ Daniel Boone .. Brupe Bennett play and the book of a Broadway media/ It may or may not be of
.. Lon ' Chaney musical.
titles as well as setting up a drak room of a jewelry firm and walk Blackfish
significance that “Carousel,” with
Fafort Callaway .'..... Faron Young
room dance by Astaire; “How I.ong out with a packet of diamonds Girty .
Kem Dibbs
such a high ad budget, didn’t do
Andy
Callaway
Damian O’Plynn
Has This Been Going On,’’ with worth $250,000. The plan, however, Rebecca Boone ..
overly well. While “King and I,”
. Jacqueline Evans
Miss Hepburn; “Basal Metabol¬ goes awry, the watchman is mur¬ Susannah Boone ........ Nancy Rodman
with only $13,000 spent in mag
ism,” moderne acroballet indulged dered and the son, who. got wind Israel Boone . Freddy Fernandez
ads, cleaned up.
Boone .
Carol Kelly
In by Miss Hepburn and two males of the operation, becomes involved .Jemima
Companies^say one of the rea¬
Squire Boone ...-. Eduardo Noriega
Continued from page 1
in a smoky, dimly-lite Paris cellar; with the law.
Kenton ... Fred Kohler Jr.
sons
they’re holding down supple¬
John Holder . Gordon Mills
“On How To Be Lovely,” Misses
Script develops a consistent .lames Boone ..
Claude Brook again and read a telegram to the ment spending is that the pictures
Hepburn and Thompson. “Marche degree of suspense, but the fre¬ General Hamilton . Joe Ainley effect that his challenge to Van these days don’t become available
Lee Morgan
Funebre” is used in a Bohemian quent use of sign language, though Smitty ....
Doren had been ignored and that until- shortly before their release,
party scene.
intriguing at times, has a delaying
This tale of early Americana, he was taking that opportunity to so. that planning ads is difficult.
Kay Thompson will be well-liked effect. Actual holdup achieves a
reiterate it. The Bai’ry & Enright Exhibitors generally prefer the
filmed
entirely
in
Mexico,
emerges
by most viewers as the driving note of realism.
^
a stock programmer with enough camp threw up its collectivfe hands distributors to go for point-of-sale
head of the glamor mag, furnish¬
Homeier plays the young medico action to please the young *uns and the following morning, pointing advertising, l.e., in the newspapers
ing chuckles for all uilder Donen’s in a refreshing Way and his realiza¬
out that all the newspapers had and on a co-op basis. A good deal of
briskly able direction of the story tion that his mother and his fi¬ just enough plot to generally sus¬ carried their acceptance of. the this is being done and may reflect
tain the Interest of their elders. I
portions. Michel Auclair, professor ancee /(Patricia Dainton) are in¬ 'Film
was made independently-un¬ “challenge,” but that for some rea¬ in the totals spent on the mags and
of Empathicalism who* also has an volved' in a crime ring is neatly der the Albert C. Gannaway Pro¬
eye for the girls, comes over well, portrayed. Carpenter is a typical ductions banner, with Republic son, Nagler and/or EPI chose to the supplements.
Summary shows that, of the ten
as does Robert Flemyng as the heavy, while Miss Dainton is subsequently taking over its re¬ ignore it and make some more
acidulous hay.
companies < listed, only , three InParisian designer who does the given little opportunity as the lease.
I Insiders considered the possi¬ crease(l their overaill ad budgets
gowns for the plot’s big fashion blind womaa’s eyes and eaw.
The Tom Hubbard-Jack Patrick bility of a personal feud by re¬ last year, while seven- spent actu¬
display. Dovima, a model, and Eleanor Summerfield, as a girl em¬
screenplay is pivoted around fron¬
others are acceptable, too.
ployed in the club, has a com¬ tiersman Daniel Boone, with his calling^ that “Twenty-One” pack¬ ally less. However, in several in¬
Edens’ production supeivision pletely negative part. Norman with family and a party of settlers ager-emcee Jack Barry had been stances (see chart) the rise in mag¬
fired a year ago .as emcee of EPI’s azine advertising was balanced by
gathered together some knowing Wooland, although given star bill¬ in
1775 from Yakin Valley, North “Big Surprise,” and at that time the elimination of supplement
talents tq provide the film with its ing, has only a minor role as a Carolina,
to Boonesborough, Ken¬
plush look and to handle the tune-' detective. Alfie Bass gives one of tucky, rto plot hook. Heavies are had created the beginnings of a spending. Company showing the
terp ends. Choreography by Lor¬ the best performances in the film the Shawnee Indians, incited to vendetta by calling a press confer¬ largest drop Is Universal, with
ing and Astaire, Donen’s song stag¬ as a driver who’s ready to squeal fight the whites by a French rene¬ ence to beat EPI to the punch by $260,272. After that comes Para¬
ing, the adapting of the music and when he discovers he’s involved in gade and the British Redcoats. announcing his “resignation” and mount with $194,895. Greatest ad
conducting by Adoloh Deutsch, or¬ a murder rap. The technical credits Wind-up finds peace coming to denouncing the treatment he re¬ spending gain Is chalked up by
chestral arrangements, art direc¬ are about average.
Myro.^ Fort Boonesborough when Boone ceived.
20th, followed by Warner Bros.
Paramount release of Roger Edens PVO*
duction. Stars Audrey Hepburn, Fred
Astaire: costars Kay Thompson; features
Michael Auclair, Robert Flemyng. Di¬
rected by Stanley Donen. Written by
Leonard Gershei camera (Technicolor),
Ray June; editor. Frank Brachtt music
and lyrics, George and Ira Gershwin:
added music
and
lyrics, Edens
and
Gershe:
music
conducted
by
Adolph
Deutsch; songs staged by Donen; chore¬
ography, Eugene Loring, Fred Astaire,
previewed Feb. 4, '57. Running time, 103
MINS.
Jo
... Audrey Hepburn
Dick Avery., Fred Astaire
Maggie Prescott . Kay Thompson
Prof. Emile Flostrt.Michel Auclair
Paul Duval ;__....... Robert Flemyng
Marion . Robert
.
Marion .... • •
Dnviina
Bobs . Virginia Gibson
Specialty “Dancer
Suzy Parker
Laura
. Sue England
Specialty Dancer.Sunny Harnett
Lettie ...
Lee
Hair Dresser . Jean D«^ Val
Dovitch ... Alex Gerry
Armande . Iphigenie Castigl>phi

Writers Writing

FilmsVltan Adv.

TV Quiz Shows

PlCtlTllfiS

BUT NEED CUBE
Two more mitltrust stilts came to an end in New York Federal Court
this week. Judge Archie Dawson signed an order discontinuing the
action instituted by-Associated Prudential Theatres, Long Island cir"cuit, ageinSt Columbia and United Artists. Suit, which asked total
treble damages of $2,640,000 against all distributors on the charge of
tim^easonable damages; had been settled by the defendants other than
Col and UA Oyer a year ago. Terms of settlement, as ^er usual,’were
not disclosed.
. Dismissed by Lawson because .of lack of prosecution was a $450,600
complaint filed by the operators of the Starlite Drive-in Theatre, Fair1 mont, W. V». Defendants were National Theatres, 20th-Fox imd. Sji^yros
P, Skouras, president of 20th.
^

T

Gmiiaiid Best Sof^
. ADJital for Star-Ckiin FoM

^Glen Ford, one of the few big
'name Hollywood performers who
The antitrust suits that once
has no desire to become involved
aroused fears of leading to eco¬
in independei)t' production, feels
nomic disaster to the film industry
that his decision is justified. He
maintains that except for a hand¬
are now doing a fade. They’re still
ful of indie producers, the free¬
a migraine, of course, and an ex¬
lancers can’t acquire the type of
pense. But no longer being sized
As part of its expansion program properties that find their way to
up in catastrophic proportions.
abroad, Loew’s International will the major studios. As a result,
United Paramount, which was begin shortly the construction of he said in New York last week, per¬
belted with more actions than any new theatres in Dusseldorf and formers who engage in indie pro¬
other circuit, provides a good ex¬ Dortmund in Germany, each to be duction or who work for inde¬
pendents, cannot as a general rule
ample of how the situation has called the M-G-M Theatre. The obtain the rples that will advance
expansion program has already re¬
changed over a recent period. This sulted in three theatre openings their stature as actors.
chain has rid itself of 250 suits in Europe In the past few months.:
He cites his own experience at
over the past six years via final
New houses were opened in Ham¬ Metro, where he is under contract
judgment or settlement without burg and Berlin in Germany, and to make five pictures every two
serious damage to its well being. in Milan, Italy.
A fourth, also years, as an example. His contract,
Distributor defendants In an-*
Total of 135 cases against UPT are in Germany, will open in Frank¬ incidentally, was recently extended
how pending but the company furt-am-Main in April.
until 1963, making Ford one of the
antitrust suit have been given a
feels these “will not have any ma¬
William Melniker, director of “securest” actors in .Hollywood.
court okay to file a counter claim
terial effect upon oiir financial Loew’s International’s theatre de¬ Noting 'that he had given* ul) $1,“for damages against the plaintiff..
condition/^
»
partment, left for Europe last 000,000 ip indie deals to accept
‘Judge Thomas F. Murphy ruled in
In all instances Paramount cir¬ week to inspect the company’s the¬ the Metro arrangement which, he
” New York District Court on Mon¬
said, represented a financial sacri¬
cuit was and is a defendant along atres.
fice, Ford pointed to the roles he
rwith certain distributors. Plaintiff
day (11) that the counter move
Morris Stein, operator of the
had been assigned during his M-G
could be taken within the frame¬ Corona Theatre in Queens, N,Y., exhibitors haye substantially the
association. “There are only one
same,
complaint,
i.
e.,
the
distribs
work of the a-t action brought filed a $3,000,000 treble damage
or two independents-^who could
gave
the
Par
houses
preferential
against distribs by the Maple antitrust suit Monday (11) in N.Y.
have offered me similar parts,” he
[^film-licensing treatment.
Drive-in Theatre,' Pittsburgh.
Federal Court against the eight
said. He cited “The Blackboard
That
the
antitrust
situation
has
Maple complaint Is that an al- majors, various of their subsidi¬
Official American entries at the Jungle,” “Trial,” “Teahouse of the
-leged distrib conspiracy prevented aries; Loew’s Theatre & Realty become considerably less severe 1957 Berlin International Film August Moon” and the upcoming
it from obtaining .first-run product Corp., Marcus Loew Booking than it was a few years ago is Festival again will be rstricted to “Don’t Go Near the Water” as the
further seen in the RKQ.decision two, with the way open for addi¬
. over conventional houses in -Pitts- Agency and Century Theatres.
type of properties that aren’t^sual-burgh. In behalf of the defend¬
Stein, who acquired the Corona to drop its legal department. Al¬ tional invitations by the fest ad¬ ly made by Independents.
ants, attorney Louis Nizer argued on lease Dec, 10, charges the de¬ most invariably this outfit was ministration. •
Ford feels that as a result .of
that in working out the defense of fendant distributors with discrimi¬ named along with the other prin¬
Fest rules were put out last being able to appear in such pic¬
the case he found that the Maple nating against the house by mak¬ cipal distribs In the hundreds of week. Countries producing fewer tures his prestige as an actor has
was taking part in an alleged con¬ ing the RKO-Loew “split” avail¬ actions instituted by independent than 80 features a year can en¬ advanced considerably. Previous¬
spiracy. Nizer said the Maple along able only to large circuits instead theatremen in the latter part of ter one film,' those that produce ly, while freelancing, he said he
with the Blue Bell Drive-in and of small independents. He claims, the last decade and in the early more than 80 are eligible for two had appeared in a great number,
other ozoners had an agreement among other things, that he was 1950’s.
official entries. Dates of the event of films which were quickly forgotRKO still is involved in legalis¬ are June 21 through July 2.
not. to bid against each other for refused first and second run avail¬
iTen.
tic squabbles but feels that these'
In the shorts category, the U. S.
product, <that the group would de¬ ability.
Ford’s deal with Metro allows
cide among themselves ott which
Corona was operated by the are not of sufficient consequence Is eligible for three subjects.
him to make one outside picture a
individual theatre would license G.S.D. Amusement Corp. on lease to warrant the employment of a : As last year. Berlin will award
year.
He still owes Columbia two
its Berlin Goldeii Bear trophy for
each picture and there would be from Skouras Theatres from Dec., homepffice; legal staff.
pictures under an old contract.
no competitive bargaining.
1954 until Sept., 1955 when it was
At one point trust suits on file the best feature,the best long docu¬
As a result of this alleged con¬ turned over to Morris Goldman. had asked total damages of $4Q0,- mentary and the best short.
In
spiracy, the distribs were being Latter assigned the lease to. Stein 000,000. Needless to say, the film addition, silver bears will go to
V nicked for hundreds of thousands on Dec. 10, 195$. It’s also claimed companies were plenty alafmed the top director and male and fer
of dollars in film rentals, Nizer that before Stein acquired the lease and. exerted full effort to evolve male performer; also to two outargued.
the defendant distribs promised to
.arbitration system with tlfe rtanding features.
Robert RusBn and Alvin Korn- give him the same , product as hope of ironing out trade disputes ■ . Only films made after April 30,
St. Loiiis, Feb. 12.
, gold, lawyers for the plaintjff, re¬ Skouras, but they allegedly out of court. Arbitration is still, 1956, and not yet released- in Ger¬
Fewer new ozoners will open in
plied that this new defense meas¬ reiieged.
being angled for but it’s no longer many are. eligible. Jury has been
the
St.
Louis
trade
area during the
expanded
to
11
members.
As
pre¬
ure, was taken too late in’ the pro¬
such a pressing* matter.
viously reported, in order to keep new season than in recent years.
ceedings, the trial date being near
Lawyers at two different com¬ its “A” classification from the In¬ Two new ones are slated for light¬
at hand, and, further, the distribs
panies this week said they had no ternational Federation of Film Pro¬
ing,.one near West Plains, Mo., for
knew of the film-licensing situa¬
idea of the amount of damages be¬ ducers Assns., Berlin, has dropped
B. D. Fassis and Frank Hall'and an¬
tion for a long time anyway.
ing sought in the cases now pend¬ its previously-featured public vote.
In deciding for the distribs.
other in Arkansas for Mrs. John A.
ing against them. Reason for the
Judge Murphy also permitted
Beck, who operates a house in
Cincinnati, Feb. 12.
lack of knowledge, they said, is
Nizer to conduct examinations be¬
Thayer and another in Mommoth
Equal 21-day ' availability on that they simply don’t take sertSprings, Ark.
' ‘
fore trial of the plaintiff’s execs.
Warner Bros, product in the Clncy
All this adds up to possibility [krea has been established through ously the figures asked by exhtb
, Recently Val Mercier and 'his
plaintiffs.
that a suing exhibitor might wind settiemeht of an antitrust suit here.
brother, L., A. Mercier, Perryville,
Meanwhile, the Motion Picture
up paying damages, instead of col¬
Mo., purchased a site near Ste.
U.' S. District: Judge Lester L, Assn, of America is lobbying for
Hollywood. Feb. 12.
lecting.'.
Cecil dismissed the suit, brought by an amendment to the antitrust . “Mister Magoo,” UPA’s Acad¬ Genevieve, Mo.,.for an ozoner but
the 'Twin Drive-In Theatre against laws which would'Piit . an Kepd to emy-Award winning cartoon, star, construction has not been started.
Warner RrosJ Distributing Corp., the automatic trebling of damages. will make his feature film debut in Plans are incomplete for new
and the Oakley Drive-In, last week. If MPAA has its way, the amount a 90-minute cartoon feature based ozoners, but “hot for the 1957 sea¬
Hearing halted when the plaintiff of damages would be in exactly on the story of Don Quixote. It son,” contemplated near Hillsboro,
St. Louis, Feb. 12.
Ill., and Fairfield and Lawrencewithdrew bids for damages for al¬
Damages totaling $90,000 and i leged losses and an injunction re¬ the amount sustained by the ag- will be released through Colum¬ Ville, Ill.
.permanent Injunction to prevent straining Oakley Drive-In from rieved party in any instance where bia.
Earl Hargis whose ozoner is near
Cartoon feature, UPA prexy
the distrib defendants can prove
the Esquire Theatre Co., owner of showing
“Giant” and “Wrong they were tmaware they were act¬ Stephen Bosustow reported, will Lebanon, has closed it for an indef¬
a deluxe west end nabe, from en¬ Man.”
inite period and no relighting date
ing in violation of the a-t statutes. take 14 to 16 months to complete. has been set for another in the
gaging in alleged conspiracy with
Attorneys reached settlement by
film distributors to set minimum stipulation. Seymour Simon, Chi¬
same area. At Metropolis, Ill., an
admission prices were filed in
ozoner with an enclosed ramp for
cago, was counsel for the Oakley
counterclaim in the U. S. District operators, Nick Shafer: and Roy
winter operation has been shut¬
Court last week by two of the de¬ White. (Rube Shor, who heads
tered by the Massac' Amusement
fendants named in a damage suit Twin Drive-In, and its parent
.
S
:■
^
Co. Another also near Metropolis
filed recently by Esquire.
has been dark since Sept. 29 with
S. ^ S. Amusement Corp., recently
Eden Theatre Co., and the St. filed an antitrust suit against 20thno relighting date set.
Louis Amusement Co.,'both owned Fox asking $1,500,000 triple dam¬
by. the Arthur Enterprises, alleged ages for alleged business losses in¬
in their claim that the agreements volving releases to Oakley.)
More than 1,550 theatres across
Demonstrating the interest in
entered into by Esquire with dis¬
The new subsequent run arrange the country as now ple'dged to the idea is one such meeting held
tributors of firrt-run films had en¬ ment of Warner Bros. In Greater
in
Boston last week attended by
Marietta, Ohio, Feb. 12.
abled Esquire to charge minimum Clncy is similar to that already in participate in .the Academy representatives of New England
Both the governors of Ohio and
admission prices. The claimants effect on product of Paramount and Awards sweepstakes, Robert W. Theatres, American Theatres West* Virginia—C. William O’Neill
said such price agreements with 20th-Fox.
Coyne, special counsel for the Corp., E. M. Loew, Maine & New and Cecil H. Underwood respec¬
distributors have been held invalid
Council of Motion Picture Organ¬ Hampshire Theatres, Middlesex tively—are Scheduled to attend
by courts in the past and asked for
izations, reported this week. These Amusement and Stanley Warner. the world premiere of Universal’s
a permanent injunction to halt the Herman Hunt Re-Eletted houses ai'e located in 40 states, he All of these circuits.^ are taking “Battle Hymn,” here Thursday (14)
practice.
part in the sweepstakesV
added.
• Cincinnati, Feb. 12.
in the hometown. (16,000 pop.) of
The two plaintiffs also contend
, Being run under. the COMPO
Meanwhile, COMPO is pitching Col. Dean E. Hess; the clergyman
Eleventh" annual meeting of The¬
that the showing of first-run films atre Owners Corp., a buying and aegis, the sweepstakes program for newspaper support through ads turned fighter pilot.
by the Esquire, which- they claim booking combine repping some 50 calls for the public to guess the in Editor & Publisher. Insertion in
A two-day schedule of special
ig a second run house, has resulted houses in the Ohio, Kentucky and Oscar winners and write letters on this week’s issue gives details of events starting today (Tues.) has
in a loss of $30,000 to them. The West Virginia area, saw reelection the entertainment values of films, the campaign, underlines the pub¬ been .organized. A contingent of
Hi-Pointe anC Richmond, both of all officers. Herman H. Hunt the exhibitors will provide the lic interest in the Oscar winners newspaper and radio-tv represen¬
operated by the St. Louis Amuse¬ again heads the outfit.
prizes which are to be given on a and urges the papers to work out tatives are being brought here by
ment Co., are in the general neigh¬
tieups with locaT theatres.
Re-named first and second v.p.
local-area basis.
the film company to cover the
borhood of the Esquire. Esquire at balloting held last Tuesday (5)
That many more theatremen
Entry blanks will be made avail¬ homecoming and premiere.
is seeking $84,000 damages from at the Metropole Hotel are Willis will join in is a certainty, said able to the public at theatres im¬
Universal is receiving full coop¬
a group of motion picture produc¬ Vance and Maurice Chase. Origi¬ Coyne. He stated that exhib groups mediately following the Feb. 19 eration of the U.S, Air Force.
ers, distributors and exhibitors on nal officers. Incidentally, are still in various territories have sched¬ announcement of the Acad Award
The picture will be shown simul¬
the claim they conspired to pre¬ with the org after 11 years,'with- uled meetings to set the specifics nominations. Contest closes March taneously in thrle theatres in
vent Esquire from Showing first exception of Ralph Kinsler who re¬ of their participation and map 26, which is one day ahead of an¬ Marietta—the Colony, Ohio and
run films.
tired.
jofnt promotional campaigns.
nouncement of thd* Oscar winners. Putman.

M-G-M Theatres Planned
For Dusseldorf, Dortmund;
Loew Expands Overseas

‘Go Ahead and Sue Plaintiifs’
j Morris Stem of Queens

Vs. Majors and Theatres

BERLIN HLM FEST
RULES FORMULATED

FEWER‘NEW’OZONERS
NOTED IN ST. LOUIS

21-DAY AVAILABILITY
SETTIBCINCY TRUSTER

‘Mister Magoo- Starring
In 90-Min. Cartoon

Files Conspiracy Suit

Hop Aboard Awards Sweepstakes

Brace of Govs See ‘Hymn’
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New Fifais Boost LA.; Hood’ Bri^
$32,1)1)0, %eeiis’ Fat 27G,%by’ Hot
5I)&‘Anastasia’IBG, 11111’
Los Angeles, Feb. 12.
Several good new pix plus steady
extended-run biggies are helping
first-run grosses to maintain a neat
total in current week. Initial pop'scale date for 'Teahouse of August
Moon*' shapes to get a’good $32,000
or close in three locations plus
excellent coin in five nabes and
four ozoners.
Also just Out of its showcase run,
"King and Four Queens” is head¬
ing for a neat $27,000 or near in
four houses. “Hock, Pretty Baiby”
looks mild $11,000 in two spots
but is getting $48,000 in two nabe
houses and nine drive-ins. ‘'Rock
'n* Boll Jamboree” failed to get
started and looks fiat $5,000 at
downtown Paramount.
“10 Commandnrents,” “Around
World in 80 Days” and “Written on
Wind” continue very strong.
Estimates for This Week
Downtown Paramount (ABPT)
(3,300; 85-$1.50) — “Bock ’n’ Boll
jamboree” (Indie) and “Boone,
Trail Blazer” (Rep). Flat $5,000.
Last week, with New Fox, “Wrong
Man’’ (WB) and “Running Target”
(UAr'^(2d wk), $10,400.
Orpheum, Hollywood, Uptown,
Loyola (Metropolitan-FWC) <2,213;
756; 1,715; 1,248; 80-$1.50)—“King,
Four Queens” (UA) and “Peace¬
maker” (UA). Neat $27,000 or
close. Last week, Orpheum with
Iris, “Drango” (UA) and “Toma¬
hawk TraU” (tJA), $11,700 plus
$35,600 in two nabes, eight drivehis; others in units.
State, Wiltem, Iris (UAT,C-SWFWC) (2,404; 2,344; 816;; 80-$1.50)
—“Teahouse August Moon” (M-G)
and “Storm Center” (Col) (2d run).
Good $32,000 or near. Last week.
State, “Iron Petticoat” (M-G) and
“Accused of Murder” .(Rep) (2d
wk), $4,700; others in units.
Warner Downtown, New Fox
(SW-FWC) (1,757; 965; 80-$1.50)—
“Rock, Pretty Baby” (U) and
“Night Runner” (U). Mildish $11,000. Last week, D’Town, “Have,
Have Not” (WB) and “Key Largo”
(WB) (reissdes), $3,100.
Pantages (RKO) (2,812; $1.10(Continued on page 18)

‘Drai^io’ Trin IIG,
St. L;‘Laud’ll^
St. L^uis, Feb. 12.
Biz continues good here despite
rain and cloudy weather most of
the past week. “Oklahoma” stiU
is a hefty draw after a swell second
stanza. “Teahouse of August
Moon” looms fine In eighth session,
“Drango” shapes fairly nice at
Loew’s while “Big Land*^ is getting
top coin with a hefty take at the
Fox. “Wee Gteordie” is best Of arty
house pix.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (SW- Cinerama)
(1,400; $1.20-$2.40)—“Seven Won¬
ders Of World” (Cinerama) U2d
wk). Neat $9,000.
Last week,
$10,000.
Esquire (Indie) (1,400; 90-$1.25)
—“Teahouse” (M-G) (8th wk). Fine
$6,000, Last week, $7,000.
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 51-75) —
“True Life Of Jesse James” (20th)
and “Odongo” (Col). Opened today
(Tues.). Last week, “Big Land”
IWB) and “Everything But Truth”
(U), hefty $16,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,221; 50-85) —
“Drango” (UA) and “The Peace¬
maker” (UA). Nice $11,000. Last
week, “Iron Petticoat” (M-G) and
“Daniel Boone” (Rep) (2d wk),
$10,000.
Missouri (Arthur) (3,500; 90$1.25)—“Anastasia” (20th) (3d wk).
Fat $7,000 after $9,000 for second
round.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,914; 50-85)—
”W;estward Ho” <BV) (8th wk).. Hep
$4,000 following $6,500 in seventh.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
90)—“To Catch Thief” (Par) and
“Roman Holiday” (Par) (reissues).
Fair $3,000. Last week, “Country
Girl” (Par) and “Forever Female”
(Par), $2,500.
'
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
$1.10)—“Mutiny On Bounty” (M-G)
and “Boy’s Town” (M-G) (reissues).
Good $2,500. Last week, “Rose
Tattoo” (Par) and “Come Back
Little Sheba” (Par) (reissues),
$2,000.
St. Louis (Arthur) (4,000; 90$1.25)—“Oklahoma” <20th) (3d wk).
Fancy $14,000 after $17,000 for
second.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800^
$1.10) — “Wee Geordie” (Arthur).
Hot $3,000. Last week, “Oedipus
Rex’* (Indie) (4th wk), 112,000,
,i

Estimated Total Gvosi
Thla Week.$528,001
{Based on 23 theatres)
Last Year ........ .$585,600
(Based on 22 theatres)

‘Wagons’Fast ZOG,
M; ‘Zarak’ 17G
Detroit, Feb, 12.
Downtown deluxers are staying on
an even keel this week, with new¬
comers adding a little spice to the
great holdovers.. “Westward Ho
the Wagons” is lusty at the Mich¬
igan. “Zarak” looks-good at the
Palms. “Five Steps to Danger”
shapes okay at Broadway-Capitol.
Among the holdovers, ^‘Ten Com¬
mandments” continues in a com¬
manding position in 12th round at
the Madi^n. “Around World in 80
Days” stays socko in seventh ses¬
sion at United Artists. “Seven
Wonders of World” is in it§ 35th
amazing stanza at Music Hall.
Estimates fot This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90$1.25) — “Anastasia” (20th) and
“Black Whip” (20th) (5th wk).
Down to $14,500, still big. Last
week, $17,100.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
90-$1.25) — “Westward Ho, Wag¬
ons” (BV) and “Men Sherwood
Forest” (Indie).
Swell $20,000.
Last week, “Top Secret Affair”
(WB) and “Accused of Murder”
(Indie), $16,000,
Palms (UD) (2>961; 90-$1.25)—
“Zarak” (Col) and “Ride High
Ii'on” (UA). Good $17,000. Last
week, “Written on Wind” (U) and
“Running Target” (UA), $14,000 in
thircL week,
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$2,75)
-^“Ten
Commandments”
(Par)
(12th). Tremendous $30,000. Last
week, same.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
90-$1.25)—“Five Steps to Danger”
(UA) and “Brass Legend” (UA).
Okay $13,000. Last week, “Black
Legion”
(Indie)
and
“Crime
School” (Indie) (reissues), $8,000.
United Artists (UA) (i;668; $1.25$3)—“Around World in 80 Days”
(UA) (7th wk). Great $27,000. Last
week, same.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25$1.50) — “Teahouse August Moon”
(M-G) (7th wk). Oke $10,000. Last
week, $11,500Music HaU (SW-Cinerama) (1,205; $1.50-$2.65) — “Seven Wondersi*’ (Cinerama) (35th wk). Won¬
derful $22,500. Last week, $22,400.

-Malr? Fine $14,000,
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Buff ; ^Bundle’$12,000
Buffalo, Feb. 12.
Biz still is good currently even
though there are not many new
entrants. “Bundle of Joy” is rated
good at the Center while “Top
Secret Affair’* shapes fine, at Para¬
mount “Anastasia** still 1$ alturdy
in third-week at Buffalo. “Writ¬
ten on Wind'* continues itout in
fifth week at Lafayette. “Seven
Wonders of World” is pushing up
to a higher figure at the Teck.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3.000; 60-85)—
“Anastasia” (20th) and “Rack” {In¬
die) (3d wk). Sturdy $11,500. Last
week, $16,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; €0-85)—
“Top Secret Affair” (WB). Fine
$14,000. Last week, “Zarak” (Col)
and “TOite Squaw” (Col), same.
Center (Par) (2,000; €0-85)—
“Bundle of Joy” (RKO),
Lusty
$12,000.
Last week, “Nightfall”
(Col) and “Wicked as They Come”
(Col), $10,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; €0-80)—
“Written on Wind” (U) and “Show¬
down at Abilene” (U) (5th‘ wk).
Holding at strong $10,000. Last
week, ditto.
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; $1.25$2.50)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
(7th wk).
Nice $19,000.
Last
week, $20,000,
Teck (SW - Cinerama) (1,200;
$1.20-$2.40)—^“Seven Wonders of
World” (Indie) (24th .wk). Fancy
$11,000 or near. Last week, $9,500.

Frisco; W MG
San Francisco, Feb. 12.
First-run biz here currently is
somewhat uneven, with few of new
pix doing much. However, “West-,
ward Ho, the Wagons” looms good
at the Fox while “Edge of City”
also is nice at Warfield. “Seven
Wonders of World,” with extra kid
shows, and “Around World in 80
Days” both are excellent “Don’t
Knock the Rock” is on mild side
at Paramount, “Istanbul” shapes
okay at Golden Gate .while “Top
Secret Affair” looms nice in second
St. Francis round. C’Seoped “Okla¬
homa” is rated big opening week
at Stagedoor.
Estimates for ’This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80$1)—“Istanbul” (U) and “Yaqui
Drums” (AA). Okay $9,000. Last
week, “4 Girls In Town” (U) and
“Above Us Waves” (Indie), $11,ftOO.
Fox (FWC) (4.651; $1.25-$1.50)—
Westward Ho Wagons” (BV) and
‘Swamp Women” (Indie). Fairly
good $19,000. Last week, “Anas¬
tasia” (20th) and “Men Sherwood
Forest” (Indie) (6th wk), $16,000
in 10 days.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25)
—“Edge of City” (M-G).
Good
$14,000.
Last week, “Teahouse”
(M-G) (6th wk), $13,500 In 9 days.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)—
“Don’t Knock Rock” (Col) and
“Shadow of Window” (Col). Mild
$11,000.
Last week, “3 Violent
(Continued on page 18)

Hub Fast; Iron Rousing $29j
‘Violent 22G, ‘Great Man’ Big 16G
Boston, Feb. 12.
Biz at first-runs is holding great
as new entries spur wicket action,
with spell of mild weather helping.
“Iron Petticoat” shapes slick at
State and Orpheum. “Great Man”
looks new high at Beacon Hill, “3
Violent People” is okay at Para¬
mount and Fenway,” ‘‘Oklahoma”
perked up with closing week. . “Top
Secret Affair” is holding fairly
well in second round at Met. “Ten
Commandments” looms big at Astor in 13th week while “Seven
Wonders of World” Is wow in ^th.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.90-$2.75)
— “Ten Commandments” (Par)
(13th wk). Great $20,600. Last
week, $20,000.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678;
90-$l.25)—“Great Man” (U). Great
$16,000/or over. Last week, “Se¬
crets of Life,” (BV) (3d wk), $7,000.
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354;
$1.25-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders”
(Cinerama) (24th wk).- Wow $24,000. Last week, ditto.
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)—
“Albert Schweitzer” (Indie) (3d
wk). Second week ended Sunday
(10) was hot $12,500. Last week,
$14,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-90) —
“Three Violent People” (Par) and
“Fighting Trouble” (AA). Okay
$7,500. Last week, “Naked Para¬
dise” (AI) and “Flesh And Spur”
(^I). $8J3Q0.

:

Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
—“Lust For Life” (M-G) (12th wk).
Oke $6,500. Last week, $7,000.
.Memorial. (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)—
“Anastasia’* (20th)‘(4th wk-4 days).
Slick $18,000. Last week, $23,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 6075-$1.10) —'“Top Secret Affair”
(WB) and “Accused of Murder”
(Rep) (2d wk). Lean $9,000; Last
week, $16,000.
Paramoimt (NET) (l,700r 60-90)
—“Three Violent People” (Par)
and "Fighting Trouble” (AA). Pass¬
able $14,500. Last week, “Naked
Paradise” (AI) and “Flesh And
Spur” (AI), $13,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 65-95) —
“Five Steps to Danger” (UA) and
“Tomahawk Trail” . (UA). Good
$8,000. Last week, “Don’t Knock
Rock” (Col) and “Rumble On
Docks” (Col) (2d wk), $10,000.
Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; $1,25$2.20)—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (23d
wk). Lines in final week at torrid
$28,500. Last week, $23,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90-$1.50)
— “Iron Petticoat” (M-G) and
“Great American Pastime” (M-G),
Lively $18,000. Last week, “King
And 4 Queens” (UA) and “Rebel
In Town” (UA), $10,000.
State (Loew) (3,600; 90-$1.50)—
“Iron Petticoat” (M-G) and “Amer¬
ican Pastime” (M-G). Good $11,000.
Last week. “King, 4 .Queens” (UA)
and “Rebel In Town” (UA), $6,000.

Ihf

‘Wonders’ €reat I3G, 27th
f..

Estimated Total Grosa
This Week.$2,766,400
(Based on 24 cities and 248
theatres, chiepy prst runst inr
eluding N. Y.I
Total Gross Same Weelr
Last Tear ..... . .$2,732,200
(Based on 24 cities and 239
theatres.)

‘Cinerama Stdl
Tops (iere. 25G
Cleveland,. Feb, 12.
Heavyweight grossers in this
frame are the holdovers, which are
robustly outpointing the lone new¬
comer, “Barretts of Wimpole
Street” Latter Is rated mild at
the State, “This Is Cinerafiia” still
is leader with a terrific take at
Palace in 13th session. “Written
on Wind” wound its fourth stanza
with a smart total at the Allen
but; is being i'eplaccd tomorrow by
“Wrong Man.”
“10 Command¬
ments” continues great in 13th
round at the Ohio.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (S-W) (70-$l)—“Written
on Wind” (U) (4th wk). Smart
$15,000 or close. Last week, $17,500.
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$l)—
“Anastasia” (20th) (3d wk). Good
$16,000. Last week, $19,500,
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.50)
—^“10 Commandments” (Par) (13th
wk). Great $17,000. Last week,
$17,500.
Palace (S-W) (1,485; $1.25-$2.40)
—“This is Cinerama” (Cinerama)
(13th wk). Terrific $25,000. Last
week, $25,500.
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)—
“Barretts of Wimpole Street”
(M-G). Mild $12,000 or less. Last
week, “3 Violent People” (Par),
$10,000.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 75-$1.25)
—“Teahouse” (M-G) (8th wk).
Okay $7,000 in 6 days. Last week,
same.

‘Barretts' Slow $7,000,
K.C.; ‘Friendly' Ruggd
8G, ‘Brave' Fair lOG
Kansas City, Feb. 12.
Week of moderate grosses loom^
this session, . Newcomers “Barretts
of Wimpole Street” at Midland
shapes dull. “Three Brave Men”
in three Fox Midwest houses is
rated fair while “Utah Blaine’* at
the Roxy looks light.
“Friendly
Persuasion’* looms bright at the
Uptown in second round.
“Big
Land” Is so-so in second week
and is, staying only five days at
Paramount. Weather remains on
the miserable side with fog and
drizzle prevailing most of time.
Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fox-Midwest) (1,050; 7590)—“Rock, Pretty Baby” (U) and
“The Night Runner” (U) (2d wk).
Fairish $3,000. Last week coupled
with Esquire, Granada and Fairway
playing same program.
Esquire, Faiway, Granada (FoxMidwest) (82a; 700; 1,217; 75-90)—
“3 Brave Men” (20th) and “Black
Whip” (20th). Fair. $10,000. Last
week with Apollo added, “Rock,
Pretty Baby” (U) and “Night Run¬
ner” (U) $11,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)—
*‘Rififi” (UMPO) (2d wk).
So-So
$800. Last week, $1,200.
Midland (Loe^) (3,500; 60-80)—
“Barretts Wimpole Street” (M-G)
“Suicide Mission”. (Col). Slow $7,000 or less. Last week, “Drango”
(UA) and “The Peacemaker” (UA),
$6,000 in . six days.
Missouri (SW) (1,194; $1.20-$2)—
“This Is Cinerama” (Cinerama)
(35th wk). Holding its own at $6,000. Last week, same.
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)—
“Big Land” (WB) (2d wk-5days).
Modest $4,000. Last week, $9,000.
Rockliill (Little Art Theatres)
(750; 75-90)—‘‘Tempest in Flesh”
(Indie). Mild $1,000. Last week,
“Othello” (Indie), ditto.
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-90)—
“Utah Blaine” (Col). Skimp $2,000
in 5 days. House opens “10 Com¬
mandments” (Par) on two-a-day
policy beginning Feb. 12.
Last
week, “Wild Party” (UA) and “Four
Boys, Pistol” (UA), $2,500.
Uptown (Fox Midwest) (2,043;'
75-90) — “Friendly Persuasion”
(AA) (2d wk). Sturdy $8,000; prob¬
ably will move to .three other
houses. Last week, $10,000.
i

Minneapolis, Feb. 12.
Bevy o.£ newcomerz^Is topped boofficewse by ^'Gun For Coward’*
and the “Wild Party,** .latter being
hefty. “The Big Land’* shapes only
mild. The numerous holdovers also
continue to make their presence
very much felt. It*8 the 27th week
for “Seven Wonders of World,” the
seventh for “Teahouse of August
Moon.” “Anastasia** still is great
In seventh round. “The Wrong
Man” is okay in xecond. Mild
weather has been a stimulant for
the boxoffice:
Estimates for This Week
Century (S-W) (1,150; $1.75$2.65) — “Seven Wonders’* (Cine¬
rama) (27th wk.). Eighth month
right around comer, but.it's still
plenty strong at $13,000. Last
week, $14,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 90-$1.25)
—“Teahouse” (M-G) (7th wk). Tall
$6,000. Last week, $5,500.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-90)—“Wild
Party” (UA) and. “Four Boys and
a Gun” (UA). pulling the teen¬
agers In droves. Hefty $6,500. Last
week, “Westward Ho, Wagons”
(BV) (2d wk), $4,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-90)—
“The Big Land” (WB). Mild $9,000. Last week, “Top Secret Af¬
fair” (WTB), $7,500.
RKO orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 7590)—“Gun for Coward’* (U). Wellregarded Western but only fair
$8,000 looms." Last week, “Wrong
Man” (WB), $8,200.
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-90)—
‘‘Wrong Man” (WB) (m.o.). Okay
$5,000. Last week, “Written on
Wind” (U) (4th wk), $5,200.
State (Par)
(2,300;
85-90)—
“Slander” (M-G). Not getting up
any boxoffice steam. Poor $4,000,
and yanked after 6 days. ‘Istan¬
bul” (U) replaces.
Last week,
“Drango'* (UA), $6*300.
World (Mann) (400; 90-$1.25)—
“Anastasia” (20th) (7th wk). One
of the year*s best boxoffice per¬
formers here. Remarkable $5,500.
Last week, $6,400.

L'ville LoDps; ‘Affair'
Oke $6,500, ‘Gun' Fair
9G, ‘Wmd' Hot 5G, 3il
Louisville, Feb. 12.
Indications here are that firstruns this week are in for spotty biz.
Heavy and protracted downpour
Saturday put a crimp in weekend
takes.^ “Written on Wind” at the
Kentucky looms hefty In third
week, however. “Top Secret Af¬
fair” lavishly praised by crix
shapes okay. “Barretts of Wim¬
pole Street’* Is drab at Loew*s.
“Gun for Coward** looks fair at
Rialto.
Estimates fot This Week
Brown (Fourth Ave.-Urtited Art¬
ists) (1,000; 74-99)—“Secrets of
Life” (BV) (2d wk). Strong $7,000
after first week’s $9,000.
Kentucky (Swltow) (1,000; 50-85)
—“Written on Wind” (U) (3d wk).
Healthy $5,000 after second week’s
fancy $6,000.
Lpew’s (United Artists) (3,000;
50-85) — “Barretts of Wimpole
Street” (M-G). Likely drab $5,000.
Last week, “Sharkfighters” (UA)
and “Beast Hollow Mountain”
(UA), $8,500.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000;
50-85)—“Top Secret Affair” (WB).
Likely okay $6,500. Last week,
“Don’t Knock Rock” (CoJ) and
“Rumble on Docks’* (Col), $7,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
50-85)—^^“Gun for Coward” (U) and
“Night Runner” (U). Looks like
fair $9,000 or over. Last week,
“4 Girls in Town” (U) and “Strange
Interlude” (AA), $10,000.

‘BUNDLE' WARM 16G,
D.C.;‘DRANGO’$9,000
Washington, Feb. 12. ^
It’s a mild stanza along the
mainstem, with even the new¬
comers less than great at the boxoffice. “Bundle of Joy” at the
Capitol and “Drango” at the Co¬
lumbia both look pleasing, “Top
Secret Affair” is okay, day dating
at two theatres. Best of the oldies
continues to be “Seven Wonders
of the World,’*" in seventh week at
the Warner.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 70-90)
—“Top Secret Affair” (WB), Okay
$5,000. Last week, “3 Violent
People’* (Par), $4,500.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 70-90) —
“Bundle of Joy’* (M-G). Pleasing
$16,000. Last week, “Anastasia”
(20th), $13,000 for seventh week.
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-90)—
“Drango” (UA). Nice $9,000. Last
(Continued on page 18)
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¥rong’Manly 21G,‘Rock’Solid 7G,
‘Great Man’Big m'UfebkeM

Port Lag^'Affair^ OK
$7,000; Hfrong’Leas 6iG
, Portland, Ore., Feb. 12.
Big: un*bxciting here this session,
with new entries failing to measure
up strongly: -"Top Secret Affair”
is nice at the Fox but "3 Violent
People" looks very light at Para¬
mount. "Wrong Man" shapes mild
at Orpheunt.
"Iron Petticoat"
looms okay in second Liberty
week.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (938; $1.50$2)—‘‘Oklahoma" (Magna) (14th
wk). Holding at big $7,500. Last
week, $8,000.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$T.50)
—-"Top Secret Affair” (WB) and
"Death of Scoundrel" (RKO),
Oke $7,000. Last week, "Bundle
of Joy” (RKO) and "Man In Vault”
(RKO), $8,200.
Guild (Indie)
(400; $1.25)—
"Silent World”- (Col) (3d wk).
Steady $2,500. Last week, $2,700.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90-j
$1.25)—"Iron Petticoat”. (M-G) and
"Brass Legend” (UA) (2d wk).
Okay $6,500. Last week, $8,700.
Orpheum * (Evergreen)
(1,600;
$1-$1.25)—"Wrong Man" (WB) and
"No Place To Hide” (AA). Mild
$6,500. Last week, "3 Brave Men”
(20th) and "Women , of Pitcairn
Island” (20th),-$6,000.
Paramount (Port-Par) .(3,400; 90-'
$1.25)—"3 Violent People” (Par)
and “Swamp, Women" (Indie).
Light $7,000. Last wedc, "Rock,
Pretty Baby" (U) and “Night Run¬
ner" (U), $7,900.

Chicago. Feb. 12. 4
. Only two changes are;, on Loop
screens tjiis week aside from dual¬
Estimates Are Net
bill houses and reissues but they
Film grosg estimates as re¬
helped to spark business. Also, the
ported herewith from the vari^
holdovers are holding up mainly in
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
good style.
without usual tax, Distrib^
/‘Wrong Matf' lodlhs healthy
utors
share on net take, when
,$21,000 at United Artists. "Rock
playing percentage, hence the
Pretty Baby" and "Canon River"
estimated figures are net in¬
combo at Roosevelt looks to hit a
come.
socko $20,000^ "Rock, Rock, Rock"
The parenthetic admission
at the Monroe shapes strong $7,000.
"Great Man" at the Esquire
prices, however, as indicated,
looks like hefty $13,000 opener.
include the U. S. amusement
"Star of India" with "Peace Maker”
tax,
.
looks lively in opening frame at
the Grand.
"Teahouse of August Moon'
holds neatly in its 12th week at the'
Woods, Roadshow pix are stDl big
“breadwinners, with "Ten Com¬
mandments" shaping socko in 12th
week at McVickers .and "Seven
Wonders of World" tremendous in
Its ninth week at the Palace. "La
Strada" at the World still is stout
Cincinnati, Feb. 12.
in seventh.
Breezing high at the flagship AlThe second week pIx, "Iron Pet¬
ticoat" at State Lake is lively and bee, "Written 4)n Wind” is a man"Full of Life" at the Chicago stay in this session’s solid big week.
looks way off. "Girl Can’t Help It" Another new bill, "Rock, Pretty
at Oriental and "Brave One at Baby," shapes okay-at the Palace.
Loop look sturdy In their third Extra showings for groups are up¬
ping the "10 Commandments"
weeks.
gross in its eighth week, "Anas¬
' Estimates for This Week
tasia" continues strong in second
' Chicago (B&K> (3;900; 90-$1.50) stanza and “Seven Wonders of
— "Full of Life" (Col) (2d wk). World" maintains strength in 36th
Barely okay $20,000. Last week, week.
$35,000.
. ,
-n . Estimates for This Week
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400;
Albec (RKO) (31,00; 90-$!.25)—
$1.25)—"Great Man" (U). Impres¬ "Written on Wind" (U). Lofty $16,Philadelphia, Feb. 12.
sive $13,000. Last week, "Every¬ 000. Last week, "Baby Doll" (WB)
Activity at local first-runs is very
thing But Truth" (U). $7,000.
(2d, wk),‘$11,500.
♦ good this stanza, with holiday
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; today, of course, helping some. Top
Grand (Indie) (1,200; 98-$1.25)—
"Star of India” (UA) and"Peace $1.20-$2.65)
“Seven Wonders" impoitant newcomer is "Edge of
Maker" (UA). Fair $7,000. Last (Cinerama) (36th wk). In step with City,"' which shapes good at the
week, "Istanbul" (U) and "Thunder last week’s hefty $16,500.
Fox. "Zarak” looms mild at the
Grand (RKO) (1,400; $1.25-$2.25) Mastbaum. "Don Giovanni" looks
Over Arizona” (U), $8,000.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)— —"10 Commandments" (Par) (8th tall at arty World while "(3reat
"Brave One" (RKO) (3d wk). wk). Added showing boosted to Man" still is socko in second stanza
Sprightly $8,000.
Last week, $17,000, great. Last week, $15,500. at the Goldman. "10 Command¬
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)— ments," "Around World in 80
$14,000.
"Anastasia" (20th) (2d wk). Fancy
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25- $12,000, after $19,400 preem. Holds Days" and "Seven Wonders of
World" all continue terrific to fine
$3.30) — "Ten Commandments” a third week.
on their longruns.
“Anastasia”
(Par) (12th wk). Socko $41,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)— shapes smash in seventh frame at
Last week, $41,000.
"Rock, Pretty Baby" (U). Okay Trans-Lux.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87) — $9,000 or near. Last week, "Gun
Estimates for This Week
"Rock, Rock. Rock" (DCA) and for a Coward" (U), 8,500.
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80.) —
"Dynamiters" (Astor). Good $7,000.
“Teahouse"
(M-G) (7th wk). Bright
Last week, "Jedda" (DCA) and
$12,500. Last week, $12,700.
"Unnatural" (DCA), $5,500.
Boyd
(SW)
(1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
“Seven Wonders of World" (Cine¬
—“Girl Can’t Help It” (20th) (3d
rama)
(42d
wk).
Steady $10,500.
wk). Fine $19,000. Last week,
Last week, $10,000.
$24,000.
Fox
(20th)
(2,250;
55-$1.80) —
Palace (Indie) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)
"Edge of City" (M-G). Good $17,—"Seven Wonders" (Cinerama)
Baltimore,
Feb.
12.
000.
Last
week,
"5
Steps
to Danger"
(8th wk). Great $45,000. Last week,
Holdovers continue to dominate (UA) and “Brass Legend" (UA),
$47,000.
$13,000.
here
this
week
with
fairish
grosses
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,460; 65-90)—
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65-1
"Rock, Pretty Baby" (U) and resulting, "Top Secret Affair" is
"Canon River’ (AA). Potent $20,- a lightweight newcomer at Stanley. $1.35)—“Great Man" (U) (2d wk).!
Big
$13,000. Last week, $16,000.
000. Last week, "Drango" (UA) Only other new bill is "Don’t
Green Hill (Serena) .(750;. 75- ;
and "Flight to Hong Kong" (UA) Knock The Rock" and "Rumble On
$1.25)
(closed Sundays)—“Tears for
Docks," oke at the Town. Eighth
(2d wk), $17,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- round of "Around World In 80 Simon" (Indie).. Good $4,600. Last
week,
“Constant Husband" (Indie)
$1.50)—“Iron Petticoat" (M-G) (2d Days" is staunch at Film Centre.
"Ten Commandments” looms po¬ (6th wk) $2,800.
(Continued on page 18)
Mastbaum
(SW) (4,370; 90-$1.49)
tent in its eighth stanza at the
New, "Great Man" is pleasing in —“Zarak" (Col). Mild $12,000. Last
week,
“Written
on Wind” (U) (5th
third week at Playhouse. "Ana¬
stasia" shapes brisk in third at wk), $14,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2Century.
$2.75)—“Around World in 80 Days"
Estimates for This Week
Century (Fruchtman) (3^00; 50- (UA) (7th wk). Great $17,500. Last
$1.25)—"Anastasia" (20th) (3d wk). week, $17,000.
-Randolph (Goldman) (2,250;
Brisk $10,000 following $14,000 in
Toronto, Feb. 12.
$l,40-$2.75)—“10 - Commandments"
second.
(Continued on page 18)
Only major newcomer is "King
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50and Four Queens,” which shapes $1.25)—"We Are All Murderers"
hefty. And several holdovers show (Indie) (2d wk). Okay $3,000 after
strong returns, with little change $3,500 opener.
from previous week’s take. Still
Film Centre (Rappaport) (890;
leading the town in fourth frame $l,50-$2.50)—"Around World In 80
Is "Anastasia." Second stanza of Days" (UA) (8th wk). Bdff $15,000.
Omaha, Feb. 12.
"Silent World" also is fine. "Writ¬ Last week, $14,000.
New entries are faltering this
ten (jn Wind" looms torrid in sixth
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50round, about same as alst week. $1.25)—"Wee Geordie" (Indie) (7th- stanza at downtown first-runs, with
"Giant” still Is lofty in fourth ses¬ final wk). Nice $2,000 after $2,500 “Teahouse August Moon" alone
making good b.o. news. It is in a
sion.
for sixth.
record-smashing sixth week at the
Estimates for This Week
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;- State and still sock. "Top Secret
Carlton, Colpny, Fairlawn (Rank) 50-$1.25) —.‘‘Teahouse of August Affair" is unimpressive at Brandeis
(2;518; 839; 1,165; 60-$l)—"King Moon" (M-G) (4th wlri. Pleasing while “Great Man” is modest at
and Four Queens" (UA). Hefty $9,000 after $11,000 for third.
the Omaha. “Gun for Coward”
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 50-$1.23)— shapes thin at Orpheum.
$23,000. Last week,. "Baby Dolr’
"Written On Wind" (U) (6th wk).
(WB) (3d wk), $15,000.
Estimates for This Week
Century, Downtown. Glendale, Still potent at $5,000 following
Brandeis (RKO) (1,000; 75-90)—
Midtown»; Oakwood, Odeon, Scar- $6,000 In fifth.
"Top Secret Affair” (WB) and
boro, state, Westwood (Taylor)
New (Fruchtman) (1,600* $1.25-1 "Above Us Waves” (Rep). Looks
(1,338; 1,054',^95; 1,089; 1,393; 753: $2.25) — "Ten Commandments" fair $4,000 or close. Last week,
694- 698: 9M 50-75) — "Odongo" (Par) (8th wk). Firm $15,000 after "Don’t Knock Rock" (Col) and
(Col) and "Nightfall" (Col). Light $16,000 for the seventh week.
"Rumble 6n Docks’* (Col), $3,500.
$21,000. Last week. "Man from Del
Playhouse (Schwaber) (410; 50Omaha (TrIstates) (2,000; 75-90)
Rio" (UA) and "Dance with Me, $1.25)—"Great Man" (U) (3d wk). —"Great Man” (U). Modest $5,000
Henry" (UA), $23,000.
Sturdy $3,500 after $4,000 for or close. Last week, "Three Brave
Danforth, Humber, Hyland (Rank) second.
Men” (20th) and "Black Whip”
;lv330: 1,203; 1,357; 75-$l)—"Silent
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 50-$1.25)— (20th), $4,000.
World" (Col) (2d wk). Fine $17.- "Top Secret Affair’’ (WB). Dull
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 75000. Last week, $19,500.
$7,500. Last week, "Wrong Man" 90)—“Gun for Coward” (U) and
Eglinton, Towne (FP - Taylor) (Par), $8,000.
"Night Runner" (U). Light $6,500.
(895: 1.080; $1)—"Friendly Persua¬
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 50- Last week, "Wrong Man" (WB) and
sion" (AA) (8th wk). Big $10,000. $1.25)—"Barretts of Wlmpole St." “Down Liberty Road" (WB). $7,000.
Last week. $11,000.
(M-G). Opens tomorrow (Wed.).
State (Goldberg) (860; 00-$1.25)
Hollywood, Palace, Runnymede "Don’t Knock Rock" (Col) and —**Teahouse August Moon” (M-G)
(FP) (i,.709; 1.485; 1,385; 60-75)— "Rumble On Docks" (Col), okay (6th wk). Hep $5,500. Last week,
. (Continued on page 18)
$8,000.
$5,000.

‘Wind’ytyliiG,
Cmcy; ‘19 (Ts’ IIG

‘(Tity’Robust 17G,
Pliilly:‘lflCs’26G

BaltoOfrAffair’Dull
$7,500,/80Days’Boffo
15G, 'Anastasia’ lOG, 3d

‘(Queens’ Lively $23,00.0,
Toronto; ‘Arastasia’ Big
23G,‘Wm(l’10iG,6th

‘GRMTlAfMSG,
OMAHA;100N’$5,500
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Bpoyed ByrMy,’ 23G, $tli, ‘Werld’
4ia “SO Days’391^ Ten C’s 566
There are few new bills on 000 or near. First was $19,000.
Broadway this stanza, and biz is Stays a third. .
reflecting this despite Lincoln’s
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95*
Birthday yesterday (Tues.). Most $1.80)—"Rhapsody in Blue” (Indie)
deluxe houses are willing to coast (reissue). Heading for modest $3.along in hopes of carrying through 600 in first week ending tomorrow
with the usual minor aid from the (Thurs.).
In ahead "Torment”
Feb. 12 holiday*. Fact that it is not (King) (2d wk), $3,500.
observed as a holiday by all lines
ParamouttA (ABC-PaY) (3,665; $1of business makes it nothing like $2)—"Top" Secret Affair” (WB)
Washington’s Birthday *at the wick¬ (3d-final wk). Second round ended
ets. Milder weather and a relief yesterday (Tues.) was mild $28,000.
from ^rain and snpw (excepting First was $37,000. Alan Freed and
Saturday) did not prove as much Rock-’n’-roll stageshow with "Don’t
a favorable factor as hoped for.
Knock the Rock” (Col) opens on
Biggest coin for a newcomer is Feb. 22.
going to "Girl Can’t Help It” with
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90stageshow at the Roxy, but it will $1.80)—"Gold
of Naples” (Indie).
be only an okay $70,000 opening Opened Monday
(11). In ahead,
Week.
"Violent People" started "We are All Murderers”
(King)
oifT fairly well Saturday with
$7,500 in first three days at the (5th wk-6 days), fair $5,000. Fouith
week
was
$6,200.
Globe,
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke"Wings of Eagles” with stageshow
is topping the fair opening week fellersX (6,200; 95-$2.85) — "Wings
figure with $115,000 in second ses¬ of Eagles" (M-G). and* stageshow
sion at the Music Hall, It^ goes (2d wk). This session winding up
a third to open "Lindbergh Story" today (Wed.) looks to reach fair
on Feb. 21. Second week of "Edge $115,000 as against $110,000' gar¬
of City" wound up with nice $17,- nered In first week. "Lindbergh
000 at the State, and now Is in Story" (WB> opens Feb. 21.
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50)
third round.
*,
“Top Secret Affair!’ was off to a —‘‘Around World in 80 Days" (UA)
mild $28,000 in second round at (18th wk). The 17th session fin¬
the Paramount, opening its third ished last night (Tues.) was $39,week today (Wed.), Second stanza 500, with extra matinee Peb. 12
for "Iron Petticoat" is headed for plus Saturday a.m. show making it
12 shows. The 16th week was $36,good $16,000 at the Mayfair.
for, 11 performances.
“Baby Doll” finished its. eighth 600
Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-.$2)—
session at the Victoria with a-Stout “Lust
For Life" (M-G) (22d wk).
$23,000. "Written on Wirfd" looks The 21st
stanza finished Monday
to wind its fiveweek run at the (11) was great
$10,400,. The 20th
Capitol with a fair $21,000. "Bat¬ week was $9,800.
tle Hymn" replaces it- Friday.
Roxy
(Nat'l.
Th.)
(5,717; $1.25“Tempest in Flesh" is holding at
stout $6,000 in fourth. round at $2.50)—"Girl Can’t Help It” (20th)
and
stageshow.
First
session wind¬
World.
ing up tomorrow (Thurs.) is head¬
“Lust For Life" still is amazing ing for just okay $70,000. Holds.’
with a .great $10,400 for 21st week, In ahead, “Anastasia" (20th) with
at the Plaza, “(^reat Man” too is stageshow (8th wk), $48,000 for a
holding with a solid $10,500 in highly successful longrun. “GuT*
sixth session at the Sutton.
likely will stay only two weeks un¬
All three two-a-days are being less it picks up sharply soon. “Oh
helped by extra matinees in cur¬ Men! Oh Women!” (20th) opens
rent round.
Sans such benefit next.
last week (44th), “Seven Wonders
State (Loew) (3,450; 78-$1.75)—
of World” held at great $41,400 at “Edge of City” (M-G) (3d wk). Sec
the Warner.
ond round ended Monday (11) was
“Around World in 80 Days"
$17,000. First was $24,000.
wound its 17th stanza at the Ri^ fine,
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75)—
voli with a capacity $39,500, being
"Great
jMan” (U) (7th wk). Sixth
boosted by two extra matinees.
“10 Commandments" is heading week completed Monday (11) was
great
$10,500.
The fifth was
for virtual capacity around $56,000 $11,200.
in 14th round at the Criterion, two
Trans-Lux
52d
St.
(T-L) (540; $1added matinees helping and mak¬
$1.50)^ “La Strada" (T-L) (31st
ing 16 shows for current session.
wk). The 30th round ended Sun¬
Estimates for This Week
day (10) climbed to big $10,400.
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; ‘75-$2)— The 29th week was $9,500.
‘Full of Life" (Col). Opened yes¬
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2)
terday (Tues.). In ahead, “Rain¬ —“Baby Doll” (9th wk).
The
maker" (Par) (9th wk-5 days), fair eighth stanza ended last night
$10,000 after $13,500 in eighth full (Tues.) was stout $23,000 or near.
week,
•
^ The seventh was $22,000. “Red
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) Balloon” (Lopert) is due in next
(550; $1.25-$1.80)-:-“Wee Geordie" but likely not until March.
(Arthur) (19th wk). The 18th stanza
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600;
ended Sunday (10) *\^as strong $5,- $1.20-$3.50) — “Seven Wonders of
600 after ^5,800 in 17th week. Stays World” (Cinerama) (45th wk).
on.
The 44th round finished Saturday
Baronet (Reade) (430; . $1.25- (9) held at great $41,400. The 43d
$1.80)—“Don
Giovanni” (Indie) week was $41,900. Stays on indef.
(7th wk-9 days). ^This extended ^ World (Times) (501; 95-$1.50)—
week ending tomorrow (Thurs.) "Tempest in Flesh” (Pace) (4th
looks like okay $4,400. The seventh wk). Current session finishing to¬
full week Was $4,800.
“Baker’s morrow (Thurs.) looks like solid
wife” (Indie) first of Festival of $6,000. The thii'd was $7,000.
French Films opens Friday (15). '
Capitol (Loew)> (4,820; $1-2.50)—
“Written on Wind" (U) (5th-final
wk). Present round finishing to¬
morrow (Thurs.) is heading for fair
$21,000. The fourth was $20,000.
“Battle Hymn" (U) opens Friday
(15).
Criterion (Moss). (1,671; $1.80Pittsburgh, Feb. 12.
$3.30)—“10 Commandments" (Par)
New-.ones downtown only doing
(14th wk). Present frame ending
tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for so-so although "Rock, Pretty Baby”
terrific $56,000, Including 16 shows is making some noise at Fulton.
which means extra shows on Satur¬ "Barretts of Wlmpole Street” tak*
day and Feb. 12 mornings.
The in'g it on chin at the Penn and
13th week of 15 shows was $54,500. "Wrong Man” is not much better
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) at Stanley; However, "Anastasia”
—"Richard III” (Lopert) (3a wk. continues to hold up great in fifth
Initial holdover round ended Sun¬ round at the Harris. The art houses
day (10) held at nice $7,500. First have a couple of winners in "Great
JMan" at Squlrr,el Hill and "Wee
was $8,000
»55ih St. Playhouse (B-F) (300; Geordie” at Guild. "Seven Won¬
$1.25-$1.50)—“Oedipus Rex’^ (Les¬ ders of World” Is picking up again
ser) (6th wk). Fift^ week finished at the Warner.
Estimates for This Week
Sunday (10) was fiiie’$5,200, after
$6,500 In fourth.
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-99)—»
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50) "Rock, Pretty Baby” (U). Getting
—"3 Violent People” (Par). Open¬ heavy teenage trade and j hooting
ed Saturday (9) and Is getting for $8,500, very good for type of
around $7,500, good, in first three Ic. Last week, "Girl Car
days. In ahead, "Gun for Coward” t” (20th) (2d wk), $7,500.
(U) hit $12,000 in 10 days.
Guild (Green) (500: 85-99)—
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)— "Wee Geordie” (Arthur) (4th wk).
“Albert Schweitzer" (Indie) (4th Holding up even better than surewk). Third round completed Sun¬ seater’s previous best. Looks to hit
day (10) moved up to great $15,000. $4,500, solid. Last week, same.
Second was $14,000. Continues on.
Harris (Harris) (2,185; 80-$1.25)
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736: 79- —"Anastasia” (20th) (5th wk).
$1.80)—"Iron Petticoat” (M-6) (2d Nothing to compare with Bergman*
wk). This session winding tomor- Brynner starrer since house had
row (Thurs.) looks like good $16,(Continued on pkga 16)

‘Pretty Baby’ Fat $8,500,
Pitt; ‘Barretts’ l^d 8G,
‘Anastasia’ Mighty 12G
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EGED EON U. S. FILM MEN Om
With such a large proportiop of 4
American |ilm. Industry Income]
now derived from abroad^ aome
top U.S. execs are becoming in¬
Continued from page 1
creasingly conscious of the lack of
theatricals and vidpix are the ave¬
coordinated policy ^planning by the
nues via which a local station can
film biz as to operations overseas.
Director Stanley Donea and showcase the well known Holly¬
They deplore the prevMent tend¬ writer-producer Charles Schnee wood names much In. the same
ency on the part of the companies have acquired the screen rights to fashion as radio stations have
to "grab and run/’ the inimediate Pearl Buck’s recent novel, "The turned to disks to program'the na^
concern only being to collect the Imperial Woman,” a story of the tionally known musical names.
dowager empress of China during
Nonetheless, the heads of the
largest dollar volume; the refusal’ the later part of the 19th Century.
four Chi tv stations aren’t too en¬
to face facts and act upon them Donen and Schnee, who are jaoth
thusiastic about their growing reli¬
In markets where trouble may not under contract to Metro, plan to ance on film fodderj They recog¬
be on hand but loonving promi¬ make the film independently early nize it’s the easy yriiy put, offering,
nently ahead, and-the inability to in 1958 after their M-G pacts ex¬ little challenges to their showman¬
pire.
ship abilities.
map policy jointly in areas where
Donen will direct the film and
But there’s plenty of rating evi¬
no immediate emergency is in¬ Schnee , will oversee the production
dence to draipatize the fans^ sup¬
aspects, but will not write the port of the "old movies.” ’ For a
volved.
While the companies are, of screenplay himself. The deal, ac¬ half-dozen years indie WGN-TV
course, active jointly via the. Mo¬ cording to Donen, Involves a par¬ dominated the ,10 to signoff ratings,
ticipation arrangement with Miss
tion Picture Export Assn,, it’s Buck. So far Schnee and Donen as the pioneer film purveyor: And
no\V the AltB January share of au¬
noted that 'they are using the have not made arrangements for dience'tally shows that ABC-TV’s
MPEA primarily as a tool with fihancing and releasing the-pic¬ WBKB, with the help of its 10
which to cpmbat situations that al¬ ture.
o'clock screening of the RKO ahd
ready exist. Very rarely is MPEA
UA features, has moved Into No; .2
utilized to chart a course that
status from 6 p.m'. to midnight .be¬
might be taken in a given market
hind CBS’ WBBM-TV. The latter
in future years, anticipating devel¬
station has hit the 40-plus rating
opments that appear to be in the
highwater mark with its Saturday
Continued from page 4 ' '
wind.
night "Best of MGM” launched in
There is a strong feeling among pattern which, even distribution December,.
• ,
the savvy foreign personnel that execs occasionally admit, is out¬
Perhaps the mosc clinching evi¬
conditions abroad for the U.S. film dated. .
dence of all that "ya gotta go film”
Nevertheless, MPAA feels-that- is the abrupt about face at NBC»trade are going to get much tough¬
er in the years to come. They its research project is a hugh step TV’s where heretofore the empha¬
opine that the moment has come forward in the right direction, par¬ sis was on live local programming
to do some concerted planning re ticularly in the light of the fact as befits the country’s first "all
the expansion of certain mai*kets that the industry has been sorely color” operation. WNBQ next week
lacking accurate facts and figures makes it a fOur-way Windy City
and other problems ahead.
"Sometimes it may even help us on which to base major policy de¬ battle for the late Sunday night
j
to give and to spend in order to cisions.
feature film audience, leading off
Research did affect a decision at 9:30 with "You Can’t Take It
safeguard our large investments
last year in Indianapolis, where a With You” as the premier pic. Fol¬
later on,’’ was one comment.
It is acknowledged that, in terms charge - as - you - go b,o. plan was lowing Monday (18) station starts a
of unified advance strategy, the film dropped, in the wake of a public 90-minute matinee at 4:30.
biz lags way behind other impor¬ opinion survey which established
In view of the oft-repeated warn¬
tant industries operating abroad. that it wouldn’t raise attendance ings against the film influx voiced
Yet, no ‘ other industry is as de¬ sufficiently to pay for itself.
by RCA chairman David Sarnoff
The new MPAA research project and network prexy Robert Sarnoff,
pendent on foreign revenue as the
picture industry which derives will use the latest techniques in the stepped up use of celluloid at
around 50% of its income from motivational research and depth both WNBQ and WRCA-TV, N, Y.,
studies to come up with some real¬ is seen as especially significant.
overseas territories.
What makes the task of the com¬ istic conclusions regarding not
panies abroad more difficult than only why people do or do not go to
ever is the constantly changing see films, but also what competes
for their leisure time, whether tv
conditions, both economic and
otherwise, and the growing Euro¬ really Is the b.o. villain, what peo¬
Continued from page 3
ple prefer to see, etc.
pean determination t(y achieve an
erning Eady operations and it Is
interdependence, that, in the long
run, may well reduce the absolute ‘Numbered’ Titles Crowd
expected to do so by the end of
Importance of the American. prod¬
If the American companies
uct.
San Frahdsco Marquees March.
with British production interests^
.
San Francisco, Feb. 12: . notably Metro and 20th-Fox—^take
An example might be the cur¬
rent MPEA embargo on shipments
First-run exhibs are playing a action, it will likely be before that
to Spain and Denmark, which cer¬ strict numbers game- in Frisco. time. Columbia already follows a
tainly has lasted far beyond orig¬ United Artists has "Fiye Steps to policy of returning pounds to
inal expectations. There was a time Danger/’ Golden Gate "Four Girls Britain.
when such an embargo would have in Town,’A Piramounf "Three Vio¬
A spokesman at MPEA last week
forced native exhibition to capitu¬ lent People;” Orpheum "Seven
late within a matter of weeks. To¬ Wonders of the World,” Coronet called the matter "complicated”
and
said there would be further
day, thanks to rising intre-Euro- "Around the World in 80 Days”
pean trade, it can survive much ahd the Paramount has just meetings. It is known that 20th
looks
favorably on the suggestion.
longer without the American prod¬ sneaked "Three Brave Men.”
It is the British film producers
uct.
Earl -Xpng, boss of the Para¬ which claim that the Americans,
•The companies have discussed mount and St. Francis, says he can benefitting from Eady in like meas¬
the Far East, but beyond taking hardly wait, for Feb. 21, when he ure with' the British, should be
measures to meet emergencies in picks up the dice and shoots "The made to return part of their for¬
India, Burma, etc., no concerted 10 Commandments” into the St. eign earnings to Britain, as British
plan has evolved to deal jointly Francis.
films must do.
with • the • market as a future aiid
necessary potential.
Seen a factor, too, is the grow¬
ing awareness of industries all over
the world of one another’s prob*
lems. Thus, if in Brazil CinemaScope pictures command a higher
admission, the loQal exhibitors
Also Vote Protest to Hollywood on Nominating
were quick to point out that the
• System for Foreign Films
practice wasn’t followed in many
other places.
While it is still in its embryonic
Independent Motion Picture but the implication was that there
stages, the European "Common
Market” project also carries im¬ Distributors Assn, membership wouldn’t be any IMPDA reps at
meetiiig
in New York Monday^dl) the events this year.
portant implications for the Amer¬
New dues sked calls for the up¬
icans. Yet, if past performance is decided to reactivate the organiza¬
tion
and
voted a new dpes scale to ping of annual assessments from
anything to go by, the U.S. film
biz, isn’t going to move to counter¬ raise $10,000. Association takes in $100 to $200 per member. In addi¬
act the negative effects of joint most of the men who import and tion, each distributor whose pic¬
European action until it is a fact— distribute foreign films in the U.S.' ture opens in a Broadway area
Group also voted to draft a let¬ house will pay $200 for the date
and then it may be too late.
ter of protest to the Academy of and $25 for out-of-town dates. If
Those who speak up in defense Motion Picture Arts & Sciences
a film opens outside of New York
of the industry’s inability to act over its nominating procedure in first, the $25 would then be de¬
jointly in the area of future plan¬ the foreign film field. Copy of the ducted from the $200.
ning say that the film biz is un¬ letter will go to industries abroad.
New dues scale goes' into effect
usually competitive; in fact so com¬ Indies have been imhappy over the as of Jan. 1, 1957; While no defi¬
petitive that the MPEA doesn’t Academy’s insistence that nomina¬ nite decision was made, it’s a fore¬
have access to some pertinent fig¬ tions must come from governments gone conclusion that the money
ures and only recently. gained ac¬ or industries, with no entries ac¬ collected will benised for the hir¬
cess to other after prolonged hesi¬ cepted from individual American ing of a paid executive secretary
tation on the part of the compa¬ distributors.
for the organization which is cur¬
nies. However, other industries,
Only wrangle at the meet devel¬ rently headed by Arthur L. Mayer.
too, are competitive, and yet they oped over the question of who
Edward Harrison, who in com¬
manage to recognize the joint goal should represent the indies at the mittee had objected to a dues in¬
ahead and the need to occasionally Cannes and Venice film fests. De¬ crease, didn’t attend Monday’s
sacrifice for future gain.
cision was finally left up in the air, meet.

Oionen-Sclifiee Tie INgEts
To Pearl Buck’s Novel Of
China’s Dowager Empress

Local TV

MPAA Taste Check

British Parliament

Importers Revitalize Trade Body

Conviction is rising among foreign film distributors that the time
Is at hand to agree on a standard contract governing theii? deals
with producers abroad.'
Plan to'work ^ut siich a contract Is high on the agenda of the
Independent Motion Picture Distributors Assn, ^hose membership
met in Gotham Monday (11) to discuss a new dues sked aimed at
revitalzing the organization.
Absence of a standard contract, such as exists between distribu¬
tors and exhibs, has been a time and money-consuming factor,
particularly since the contracts must be executed in two and some*^
times threO languages. At the moment, each such, contract is made
up separately by lawyers and has to be carefully studied^ *
Printed contract, with its main provisions accepted intemationally, is seen, by many an urgent necessity at a time when the number of foreign films being, acquired, for the JJ:.S. is rising steadHy.

If SeizedIVoperties aM Go
FAEMISkf CONTROLS
JOSEPH BURSHN INC.
Fae R. Miske has purchased all
rights to the Joseph Burstyn prop¬
erties from the* estate of the late
importer-distributor. Company will
continue as Joseph Burstyn, Inc.
. . Miss Miske had long been asso¬
ciated- wltji purstyn, who .-died
three' years ago. ’. Transfer now
covers some 20 properties. Includ¬
ing some of the early postwar Italo
pix such as "Open City,” "Palsan/’
etc.
'
. ,
Burstyn company recently ac¬
quired two, new imports-^the Greek
"Stella” and the Japanese ^‘Por¬
traits of Shame,”'a trilogy. Miss
JVIiske’s rights on the Burstyn pix
take In tv and nontheatrical book¬
ings.

German Pix Cos.
Continued from page

'2

leading distributing outfits. It han¬
dled such successes as "La salaire
de la" Peur,” "Don Camillo” and
"Sous le Ciel de Paris.” "Camillo”
was second, best foreign grosser in
postwar Germany,
First Crisis In 1952
In '1952, Allianz had its first
crisis. This was because "Der.bunte
Traum” (The Colored Dream), a
Pontus production, although a
strong grosser, had enormously
high production 1 costs. It wound up
with such a big loss that it brought
Allianz close to collapse. In the
following ypars Allianz not only
overly extended itself in backing
productions, but it kept buying
unsuitable product and passing up
hit' productions.
Allianz took a number of pix,
such as "Love Life of Beautiful
Franz,” "Wild Auguste,” "Kiss Me
Again” and "Three Girls From
Rhine,” which never measured up
to such hits as "Salaire de la Peur”
and "Don Camillo/’ which the com¬
pany also handled.
Bankrupt Last December
Allianz went bankrupt in early i
December and Austria’s Dr. A.
Polsterer took over a large part
of the Allianz staff. Allianz is now
called CosmOpoi. In addition to
French and Italian films, Cosmopol
also will distribute part of the Alli¬
anz product.
The situation' at Mosaik, Berlin
dubbing and- printing plant closely
associated with Allianz, is not
quite Clear. However, this outfit is
morfe than only neck-deep in finan¬
cial problems. Reported here that
UFA is ipterested in taking -over
the Mosaik staff. However, another
group likely will mova in. A few
days ago, negotiations were started
between local film people and a
banker named Jacques Rosefistein
(of Zurich) who eventually could
contribute financial help to Mosaik
Film;
,
|
Union Film, also one of the more I
prominent German film companies I
(it released "Lola Montez”), also
has been in considerable difficulty
in recent weeks. But this is clear¬
ing up since Emil Reinegger, gen¬
eral manager of Union, has taken
oyer sole responsibility of contin¬
uing this outfit. He plans a com¬
pletely new setup for the company.
Phoenix Filmverleih, a' smaller
distributing outfit, has asked the.
lower court in Frankfurt to open
up its liquidation.

Congress now has before it a bill
offered by Sen. Olin Johnston of S,
Carolina -that.wpuld return to Ger^
many and, other, former enqmly’'
countries assets seized, by the U. S.
Government at the start of World"
War 11;
.
■ Assets include not only the Gen¬
eral ,^nll.ine. Corp., or proceeds
^itpm its sale, but also' a numbei^
of German films either held by the
Office of Alien Property or else
vested by it and licensed to Ameri¬
can dirtrlbutors.<
'I^e bill, Jro. , S 600' and dated
Jan, ,14, seeks td fimend both, the
War Claims Act Of 1948 and the
Trading with tHc Enemy Act, the
putward purpose being to "provide
for the pasrment of certain Ameri¬
can: wartdamage claims/’ It Would
return to the ortginal Gerpian (or
Japanese, Italian, etc.) .owners not »
only their physical assets In tefms
of prints, but also^wlth .sorpe de¬
ductions—revenue derived . from
the licensing of such assets to
American Interests.
Sen.' Johnston’s, office is fully
confident that the bill will pass in ,
the early stages, of this session.of
the Congress, which in the past has
shown a reluctance to act.on simi¬
lar measures, Sen., Johnston has
been conspicuously in the fore¬
front of those who have pressed
for the return of the seized assets.
The current bill holds that the
program woqld not only provide
funds, without direct Congressionalv
appropriations, to pay Amerlcani
war damage claims arising out of
World War II, but also would "pro¬
vide for a speedy and less costly
termination of the custody, admin¬
istration and managemept of pri,-^
vately owned- former .enemy alien '
or neutral properties by the Gov¬
ernment.”
Amendment to the Trading With
the Enemy Act, under which prop¬
erties would be returned, specifical¬
ly blocks the fetum of assets to
any of the countries behind the .
Iron Curtain, with proceeds to be
held in ' trust by the Treasury
pending clearance by the State
Dept.
/ ^
In ths cage where property of
interests have already been liqui¬
dated, the. amendment proposes
that the. Foreign Claims. Settles
ment Commission shall authorize
payments after niaking deductions
as provided under the lew. Bill
would set up a German and Japa¬
nese Claim's fund from which
monies would be disbursed.
If Congress passes the amend¬
ments to the two Acts, licenses for
films that have already been ob¬
tained from the Government would
continue in force. However, ths
American party would then be di¬
rectly responsible to the German
owners.
Many ' of the motion pictures
seized by the Alien Property Cus^
todian belong to the old German
UFA combine, which is no longer
ip existence. However, there exists
a UFA liquidation company in Ger¬
many, which would take over.

Jim Ellsworth’s Ihdie Co.
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
James Ellsworth, formerly with
Howard Hughes, has formed his
own indie company to produce
both theatrical and vidfilms be¬
ginning with theatrical version of
"Five Minutes to Live” originally
on Kraft Theatre video show.
Scott Brady will co-star.
Ellsworth also has packaged
telepix
series
"Champions
df
Sport,” pilot completed featuring
Los Angeles Rams football team.*"
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Parls» Feb. 12.
Forging to tops In receipts here
in early- retnrns of the new s.ea^
son are Gallic filAis. In spite of
the usual financial crisis talk go>
ing on -here, French bbc are taking
Rome, Feb. 5.
real coin. Of the leading 30 pix
only 10 are from thO U.S. One is
An air of optimism about the
an" Anglo pic, “Kichard lil" is dis¬ threatened closing of Italy’s opera
tributed by Paramount and the seasons resulted from the meeting
other a U.S.-Italo coproduction, of mayors from the citiei? jhat
‘"War and Peace" (Par),
would be affected. While no .an¬
This is about the way Yank pix nouncement was made, several of
have been running here but in the the city executives who met with
meantime, French films have, been a representative of iPrime Minister
climbing in actual b.o. power.
Antonio Segni felt a solution codld
Topper is the^Haklm pic, “Notre be reached.
During th^ two-hour meeting
Dame De Paris," a remake of
“Hunchback of’ Notre Dame." It various meai^s of overcoming the
has racked up a phenomenal $510,- government cut of 25% in the
000 in five weeks md is still going national subsidy were discussed.
strong on its. firsWpn date. Al¬ One of the solutions offered came
lied Artists has the Anglo version I from Arturo Abba', secretary gen¬
eral of the Italian Federation. of
for the U.S.
Next is Rene Clement's prize- Spectacle Workers. He said the
winning filmization> of the Emile amount could be saved by eliminat-,
Zola novel, “Gervaise," with .$474,- Ihg middleman in alL dealings
000. “La Traversee De Paris," an¬ between the opera companies and
other award wlnni^r,: i? getting artists and materiglmen.
about the ^same money.' “Michael
Strogoff" has a boil $300,000 via
this C'Scope remake.
Next in line is “Man Who Knew
Too Much" (Par) for $377,000.
“Trapeze" (UA) did we^» .with
$246,000. This was. closely follow¬
ed by "Rains of Ranchipur" (20th)
and “Court Jester’VtPar).
. ,
Other Anjerican, pix faring well
" Madrid, Feb. 4.
were. “Picnic".. (Coll, “Bus Stop"
Rafael Gil,' veteran Spanish di-'
(2Qth) and longrun Cinerama, ...
rector, whose, film El Canto Del
Gallo (“Crowing of The Cock"),
caused a / political. storm at the
Venice Festival in 1955, stated this
week that the government-decreed
distribution, law in effect during
1956 did not solve film industry
problems in Spain.
The law, chief stumbling block
Berlin, Feb. 6.
to a new agreement between the
“The Americans could easily MPEA and Spanish distributors,
make a couple of million marks neither encourages the output of
more every year In Germany."
"A" pictures, nor offers protection
That’s the opinion of Ferdinand to those few producers who came
Buttkus, one of Berlin's most through with quality product last
prominent distributors.' The di- year,'the director stated.
rectoir-o^vne^ of the recently estab¬
As Gil sees it, the net result of
lished Rebus-Film and former the law forcing all distributors op¬
chief of the Berlin branch of Al- erating in Spain to release one
lianz-Film said that “careless Spanish film for every four foreign,
launching, the release of too many films, is to encourage quickie prod¬
unsuitable
and
prestige-killing uct that is driving filmgoers from
films and the fact that they (the the boxoffice when local pictures
Americans) bring just too'many pix are marqueed.
to the German market" hire the
Good Spanish pictures do not
main reasons why U.S. films are need this protection, he maintains.
not being sold to better advantage Figures released by the Smdicato
here.
Nacional del Espectaculo bear out
One of the evil things, Buttkus the assertion. “Tarde De Toros"
laid, is that the German leaders ("Afternoon At The Bullfight”),
of domestic Hollywood companies had 144 days of firstrun; "Calabuch
don't have the courage to turn 84" and "Calle Mayor” ("Main
down films selected by their Amer¬ Street”) will probably end its firstican bosses. Latter too ohen don't run somewhere between the.two.
know tlie German score and bring Instead, Gil points out,- there has
onto the local market too many been a 'horde of bad films made
mediocre films. Some of these last year that' would never have
emerge as quite good grossers, but seen the carbon light of day with¬
in the long run their companies' out the indiscriminate catch-all
prestige is hurt. Buttkus, who Is law.
Unable to offer a solution to the
mainly credited with helping
French films to a fine degree of problem himself, the noted direc¬
popularity in postwar Berlin,, said: tor insists that other regulations
‘It woiild'be wiser to cut down the must be urgently introduced if the
American Imports and concentrate Spanish film Industry is ^ not to
more^ on the good films. That the wither on the vine in the ftce of
Americans bring so many films foreign competition.^
into Germany is nothing more than
cutting their own throat."
“I’ve always been an admirer of
American films," Buttkus pointed
out, “therefore, I deplore it so
much that the greater portion of
Hollywood films are 'so Carelessly
Sydney, F,eb. 5.
launched in Germany."
I Harald Bowden, general man¬
Referring ta one big company, ager of J. C. Williamson" Ltd,,
he said: “It is simply a shame planed out of here Feb. 1 on a
that this company, which has such lO-week talent looksee including
great films at its disposal. Is doing London and New York. William¬
such poor launching jobs." He son, major legit operators Down
cited as examples of where their under, has set "Pajama Game” for
pIx were badly released, and even preem at her Majesty's, Melbourne.
came out on dates confiicting with Fred Herbert is dire'cting local
Dig German pix preems. He said cast.
J big production needs a substan¬ “ Dame Margot Fohteyn and Mich¬
tial Initial run to establish word- ael Soames will appear here next
of-mouth.
May with the Borovansky Ballet.
Dame Sybil Thorndike and Lewis
Casson have been, signatured for
later this year to star in "Chalk
Garden.”

Work Out

Sees German Mariiet For
Yank Product as Not

BOWDEN ON OVERSEAS
LOOKSEE FOR TALENT

Advance on Sinatra’s

2d Aussie Tour Soars

Sydney, Feb. 5.
Flynn Quits Par in Aussie
Advance boxoffice sale for Frank
Sydney, Feb. 5.
olnatra’s second Aussie tour under
Hermann Flynn, long regarded
uie Lee Gordon management indi- here as the dean of publicity men,
Feb 7^ prosperous run starting has left Paramount after some 37
years. Flynn had just returned
coming with Sinatra will from annual vacation •when bow®
Treniers,
Frank out was announced by Clay Hake.
^ Amore, Paddy Jerome, four mu¬
Flynn has helped many outstand¬
sicians and songwriter Jim Van ing successes scored at the Prince
Heusen. top Is. set at $3.
Edward here.

Hild^arde N^f
For UFA Productions
Berlin, Feb. 5.
After an absence of two years,
Hildegarde Neff ^‘eturned to Berlin
last week. She has already signed
an Ufa contract but it gives her
the right also to film abroad. The
script of her first UFA flliii is be¬
ing written by Federal Award win¬
ner Herbert ("Canaris”) Reinecker. Miss Neff disclosed that she
also wants to play on the stage
here.
The new UFA hopes Miss Neff
will prove a star of international
stature. Besides her U. S. and
British pix, an important foreign
credit is her Broadway legit suc¬
cess, “Silk Stockings.”

Bdin Writes
(H Anastasia
Berlin, Feb. 5.
A Berlin court has decided that
Mrs. Anna Anderson, who claimed
to be Anastasia, the last daughter
of the Czar, is not the genuine An
astasia. With this decision, a leg^end cairie to. /a close : which for
many years has been one of; the
hdtt^ topics here.
. As a matter of fact, it all started
in 1020 when'an unknown woman,
Who later said she was Anastasia^
had been saved from committing
suicide by‘drowning herself. This
Anastasia brought up. a lot of com
troversy since there .were, as many
pro as there were opposition per¬
sons fighting about her identity.
To cash'in on that lively Subject,
numerou's books and. magazine
stories had been published in
Germany all through these years.
A German film, "Anastasia, the last
Czar’s Daughter,” 'was' made last
year. Lilli Palmer starred in this
documentary-type
feature
pic
which saw release by Deutsche
London. (20th-Fox’ Ingrid Berg¬
man version of "Anastasia” is now
in release.)
The court based its decision on
the statement of medical experts
who unanimously declared that
Mrs. Anderson cannot be the last
Czar’s daughter, and the word of a
witness of the Rod massacre in
1918. This witness claimed that
he had then seen, the corpses of
the entire Czar family which fell
into the hands of the Reds. Sev¬
eral other and partly "^ery influ¬
ential persons had declared that
Mrs. Anderson is Anastasia.
The legal expenses of this case
have to be borne by “Anastasia,”
Mrs. Anderson. Latter is living in
a common hut in southern Ger¬
many. It now appears uncertain
that she would have become a mil¬
lionaire in case she had won the
identity suit. Contrary to former
reports, it was said here that there
are no millions of gold roubels de¬
posited with the Bank of England.

German Film Producers
Base 370 Pix on Books
Q
Berlin, Feb. 5.
Local .reports reveal that 370
literary works have been filmed
by West German'companies within
the 1946-1956 span. Of-these, 133
were novels, 32 short stories, 28
op^ettas and 27. other type yarns.
In«ast Germany, where 117 fea¬
ture pix were made in thecsanie
period, 35 pix were based on lit¬
erary works.
^
West Germany’s feature film
production amounted to 783 dur¬
ing the 10-year period starting in
1946.

Citizens Plan Drastic
Fight for La Scala
Milan, Feb. 5.
A citizen’s committee has threatented to "barricade the city” to
prevent the closing of La Scala
because of lack of subsidy funds.
This was claimed by Mario Mantovani, provincial secretary of the
unl^n of theatre employees,
Another idea which came up at
the meeting was to require the
■RAI radio network to pay the 2%
tax at orchestra prices for the
8,000,000 radio subscribers once a
season. 'This would bring In $800,00() or several times the amount
needed.
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West bid StiD Strittig; ‘Can’t Help’
Tetrif $11000, IMet’Sock 1C
‘Hymn’ 7G,
IIG, 11th

U,

Allow Only 7 Foreign
Prods, in Brit. Tins Yr.
'
London, Feb. 5.
A limit of seven foreign pro¬
ducers and seven foreign directors
has been agreed on between the
British Film Producers A$sn^. and
the Assn, of Cine and TV Techni¬
cians for employment in Britain
during the current year. The quota
was based pn an estimate of 78 fea¬
tures' this year.
In accepting the quota, the Tech¬
nicians’ union has done so on the
understanding that the question
be re-examined after six months.
If the volume of production Is less
than ariticipated, the quota should
be reduced proportionately under
this setup.

France Last Year
Paris, Fei). 5.
The Bureau of Tourism has sent
out figures showing that 1956 was
one of the biggest since the. war.
Th^re were 1,56^,000 visitors wbo
came through on a usual time basis
of a week m Paris and then mov¬
ing on to southern France and the
remainder-of Europe.
The U.S. contingent was 400,82.1
followed by England with 315,477,
West Germany with 153,893, Bel¬
gium’s 124,775 and ' Holland with
97,484. Italy had 78,881 visitors,
Spain 56,188, Switzerland •52,083
while the rest were spread among
other natibnalities.
In spite of national tensions and
the .lack of gas, which held up
many during the end of the sea¬
son, tourism remains one of the
top industries here and makes up
a solid dollar income.
Show biz natui'ally benefits from
this especially on the so-called
"Gay Paree” aspects such as the
leading and gimmick niteries.
There are such staple sight values
as Folies Bergere arid Casinq, De
Paris also. The main monuments
of interest to the visitors are the
Louvre, the. Eiffel Tower and then
Versailles, Fontainebleau j,nd
Chartres.

BRITISH SURVEY TO
STUDY JUVE HABITS
London^ Feb. 5.
A new research service, known
a.s Youth Surveys, has been
launched in Britain and will make
an immediate review of the leisure¬
time habits of teenagers. The new
survey, which will be of a contiriuous' nature, will deal specifically
with film going, disks, tv and radio.
At the same time, it will also con¬
duct a readership survey, showing
the types of mags and periodicals
read by the youth of Britain.
' Barrie Simmons is associated
with Youth Surveys as a special
consultant and one of his first as¬
signment will be to' conduct an
audience research survey in the
commercial tv territories, particu¬
larly in relation to the teenage
tastes. Youth Suiweys already has
lined up more than 200 interview¬
ers.

^Adorable Julia’ Wow
On Preem in Zurich
Zurich, Feb. 5.
Paris longrun hit, "Adorable
Julia,”
Marc-Gilbert Sauvajon’s
adaptation of W. S. Maugham and
Guy Bolton's "Theatre,” gave The¬
atre am Centra).its biggest opening
night of season on its preem here
Jan. 25.
Capacity audience re¬
sponded so well the play looks a
cinch for at least five weeks.
Maugham original played here nine
years ago to only moderate results
and will easily be topped by this
new version, whos» German adap¬
tation by Martin Donegan is a skill¬
ful job.
Incidentally, the original Paris
production of "Julia,” presented by
the French road company of Galas
Karsenty, will play the Schausplelhaus here next month.

j

London, Feb. 5.
Sturdy new entries, coupled with
several big holdovers, helped to
maintain the high' pace for West
End first-run biz.
“Girl Can't
Help It” looks smash $12,000 in its
opening week at the Carlton.
"Ill Met By Moonlight" had a sock
opening
the Odeon, Leicester,
l^uare, where it is heading for a
great $14,000 or near on the full
,\veek,
"The Man in the Sky” looks like
average $10,500 in second Empire
round. "Town on Trial” is okay
$6:500 .in its second stanza at the
Odeon, Marble . Arch.
"Battle
Hymn” also Js in the chips on sec¬
ond week at the Leicester Square
Theati’e, with $7,000.
Topping the holdovers, “War and
Peace” closed its :11th Plaza week
with a great $11,000, exceptional
for length of run on two-a-day pol¬
icy. “Giant” looks fancy $6,500 in
fifth Warner week. “Baby Doll” is
nearing a big-$7,000 or over in its
sixth frame at the London Pavilion.
Estimates for Last Week
Jkstoria (CMA) (J.650J 42-70)—
"Don^t Knock Rock” (Col) and
''Counterfeits Plan” (Anglo. Amal)
(3d wkK Neat $6,000. Last week,
$6,60Q,
"The« Rainmaker” (Par)
follows Feb. 7,;
'
Carlton (20th). (1,128; 70-$1.70)—
"Girl Can’t Help It” (20th). Open¬
ed to near capacity biz with bright
$12,000 likely opening frame. In
for limited threeweek run, with
“Anastasia” .(20th) following Feb,
21.
Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.15)—
"Cinerama Holiday” (Robin) (52d
v;k). Ending first year with stout
$13,700. Stays indef.
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$i.70^—
“Man in the Sky” (M-G) (2d wk).
Average $10,500 after $11,000 last
week.
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)
—"King and Four Queens” (UA)
(3d wk). Moderate $4,500; same as
previous week. • “Secret Place”
(Rank) preems Feb. 7.
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,376; 50-$l.70)—"Battle Hymn”
(Rank) (2d wk). Sturdy $7,000 or
near. Last week, $8,400. "True
As a Turtle” (Rank) opens Feb. 14.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217;
50-$1.70)—“Baby Doll” (WB) f6th
wk).
Fine $7,300.
Last week,
$7,800.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA).
(2,200;
50-$1.70)—"Ill Met By
Moonlight” (Rank). Heading for
great $14,000 or near.
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA)
(2,200; 50-$1.70)—"Town .on Trial”
(Col) (2d wk). Okay $6,500. Last
week, $7,500.
. Plaza (Par) (1,902; 95-$2.50)—
"War and Peace” (ABP) (11th wk).
Still big at around $11,000.
Rialto (20th) .(592; 50-$1.30)—
"Between Heaven and Hell” (20th)
(4tli wk). Dipped to around $3,400
after $5,300 in previous week.
"Giri Can’t Help It” (20th) follows
Feb. 7, day-dating with Carlton.
Ritz (M-G) (432; 50-$1.30)—
"High Society” (M-G) (6th wk).
Solid $4,500 after $5,300 last
week. Stays on.
Warner (WB) (1,785; 95-$2.501—
"Giant” (WB) (5th wk).
Fine
$8,500 or near. Last week, $9,700.

20tli-Fox Wins Fight On
‘Anastasia’ in London
London, Feb. 12.
20th-Fox has won its battle with
Gala Film Distributors for the use
of the title "Anastasia.” The two
pictures, one British, the other Ger¬
man, are due for their London
preem in the same week. But the
High Court ruled that Gala was
not to use the name "Anastasia,”
or any combination of words in¬
cluding Anastasia calculated to
lead to tile belief that its picture
was the same one as 20th’s or
based on the same play.
The German production will now
be titled, "Is Anna Anderson An¬
astasia;” and the judge ordered
that the words, “This Is Not the
Film of the Play,” should be added
in the same size type and color
as the title. He also directed that
the word "not” should be under¬
lined.
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Jeny Lewis’ Dual Rde at Palace^
Tory’s 6.0. & Prenew.of Tomorrow
By ABEL GRBLN
Show biz today has made many
performers
common
property.
Everybody has his own business
and show business, and the ma^es
are as hip' as the pro In the first
booth at Lindy’s. The Palace firstnighters—and subsequent-nighters
—know all about Danny Kaye’s
segue from Buckingham Palace to
the KKO Palace, Judy Garland’s
personal travail and ‘’comebatk,”
Betty Hutton’s ditto; and now Jer¬
ry Lewis’ “By'Myself”—his thejner
song to punch up his solo endeav¬
ors, as if he needs that—are • as
much public property and back-of. the-mind knowledge, in relation to
their professional endeavors, as
the nonsense he peddles so effec¬
tively for an hour and 25 minutes
as the current semester’s headliner.
That Lewis had first-night jitters
is incidental because, despite the
somewhat uphill struggle, the sum
total can’t be denied that he has
nothing but talent and is as potent
a comic as there is to be found in
front of a mike—electronic, saloon
or podium.
That Lewis is boxoffice is per¬
haps best attested by the knowl¬
edge that, of all his predecessors
in the $6 top admission ($9.90 pre¬
miere), his $200,000 advance sale is
the peak. Considering the $50,000$55,000 capacity usually clocked,
he’s virtually a sellout for the fourweek stint.
RKO prexy Sol
Schwartz ,wants him for at least a
fifth week (and more), but^it’s not
a question of holdover as it is
Lewis’ avail^ibility, since he has a
film commitment almost immedi¬
ately after the four-week stanza
unless Hal Wallis (Par) can re¬
shuffle it.
From the kickoff the young com¬
ic is a poised and polished per¬
former, opening with the observa¬
tion, “I used to do a double but I
cut it down to eight,” referring to
the Aristocrats, a personable and
highly versatile song-and-dance
septet, featuring terp specialist
Dick Humphreys whose profession¬
al horizons are .exceedingly san¬
guine.
Mugging at Minimum
Lewis is less the mountebank
and more the comedian. His mug¬
ging is at minimum, his crosseyes
and quondam grotesque manner¬
isms almost wholly edited.' He has
carefully screened out the panze
stuff—that bit with the “friendship
ring” with two or three of his male
aides is but a soupcon of that idiom
of saloonacy deportment. His ac¬
cent is more on solid characteriza¬
tion. If betimes the tempo is ir¬
regular, that’s a matter of editing
and certain to be productive of a
more even scorecard of guffaws.
Uneven or not, there is no gainsay¬
ing Lewis’ boffola sum total.
The “Tab Yamaguchi” (Jap pop
singing fave), the dancing class
(with a competent femme aide as
a new added starter to the 7 Aris¬
tocrats), the Presley nonsense, the
Jolson takeoff, the tap-dance “chal¬
lenge” routine (wherein Hum¬
phreys distinguishes himself with
good humor and slick legmania),
the “Mickey Mouse” choral non¬
sense, and the audience-participa¬
tion gang singing (“Shine On Har¬
vest Moon") make for a full fun
evening.
True, some of it is spotty. The
sensitive may question the Presley
routine (his “it’s not fair to make
fun of a problem” crack is not as
bad as that “lousy” business), and
“Mickey” is also lacking. “Type¬
writer Concerto” was a missout, al¬
though Lewis has done it better
before.
Comparisons
Trade-wise, Lewis must suffer
comparison with other so-called
Palace singles of the Kaye-Garland
genre and, even more broadly, the
standup single comedians on the
contemporary scene. This engage¬
ment is a show biz “first” for the
talented young man, and youth' is
no small factor in the scheme of
things. Barely 30, he may still be
a year ahead of himself as a Palace
or Palladium single entertainer.
This is a special type of prowess.
It’s one thing for a Jimmy Dur¬
ante, surrounded by zany cohorts;
it’s one thing for a Sinatra or other
pash balladeers of the moment; but
it’s another thing in the single
comedian sweepstakes to assert his
grip on an audience.
. .
Lewis faced a tremendous chfallenge and .he might well have re¬
vived Danny Kaye’s ad lib when
the latter premiered and stopped
the proceeding to gently chide the
audience, “Now why don’t you stop
worrying about me?” That was the
Icebreaker. Up to that point the
hyper-savvy
firstnighters
were
fighting Kaye’s battle from the

other side of the footlights, instead
of reclining and being content to
be entertained^
Lewis experienced the selfsame
thing. The second night undoubt¬
edly *was two other fellers. He may
have wished he had the waiters
and the drunks and the tables and
the uncertain acoustics back, but
he never ad libbed on that score.
He knew this was a new enirironment and played it that way. Only
towards the “Harvest Moon” com¬
munity sing finale did’he do a
harkback to the cafe antecedents
by observing that audiences are
the same—saloon or theatre—and
set out to prove it by getting the
duked-up front-rowers and boxholders to thrush ad lib. No ques¬
tion that the ensuing few months
as a aolo will achieve that depth
necessary to the polished endresult.
For Lewis’ semester, incidental¬
ly, the scale is $6 top all week, with
no $7.50 for the Friday-SaturdaySunday shows which proved a lit¬
tle too fancy. Also, Lewis is adding
a Wednesday matinee (Mondays
dark).
In total, like Sammy Davis Jr.’s
electrifying “discovery” by theatre
customers'who didn’t realize*that
very funny man’s cafe versatility,
so too is Lewis a revelation in per¬
son. Unlike Davis (re-“Mr. Won¬
derful”), the star’s great exposure
in the Martin & Lewis films and
Jerry Levns
Co., with The
Aristocrats (Eddie Weston, David
0*Hern, Stanley Catron, Gordon
Thorin, Jack Fisher, Hal Bell,
QeoTQe Darcy, and featuring Dicfc
Humphreys); staged by Nick Cas¬
tle; Louis Brown, music; arrange¬
ments, Buddy Bregman; vocal ar¬
rangements, Norman Luboff; light¬
ing, David Bines; 7 Ashtons, (CharU)tte) Arren & (Johnny) Brod¬
erick, Chiquita & Johnson, Eydie
Gorrne & Co. (2), Wiere Bros. (3),
uMh Mildred Seymour; Myron
Roman conducting Paldce Orch;
opened Feb. 7, ’57, $6 top ($9.90
premiere scale), nine shows weekly.
videocasts makes him by no means
an “undiscovered” quantity. Some
90 minutes of Lewis as a one-man
t^ent of great versatility does
make this Palace excursion very
worthwhile.
Eydie Gorme’s Click
First-half saw two resounding
clicks in Eydie Gorifie and the
Wiere Bros. (3), latter assisted by
Mildred Seymour. The ABC disker, long identified with the Steve
Allen telecast' series, pitches to
a boffo crescendo. The vaude vets,
at first, recall the great yesteryear
song belters (Nora Bayes, Belle
Baker, Sophie Tucker, Rae Sam¬
uels, Ruth Roye, et al.) when the
billing “song stylist” or “delineator
of song” (this was the usual sub¬
identification) meant more than
most of the come-lately, pallid bal¬
ladeers who become an overnight
household word through the magic
of one or two standout records. But
as Miss Gorme progresses the ap¬
peal heightens.
The start is polite but the pitch
builds to a jackpot payoff. She’s
no longer a conventional projector
of pops dressed in modern furbe¬
lows as she pyramids to an author¬
itative stylist in the best modern
tradition. Miss Gorme is one of
the many answers ,to the constant
albeit cliche wail, “where’s the new
talent coming from?” None knows
better than the chroniclers of the
passing show business scene in this
journal of trade info that talent
will out, and that there are no stops
on those who have the stuff. Miss
Gorme proves that a happenstance
exposure, via that greatest magic
of all modern show business media,
television, and a fortunate break
on the wax works, should not nec¬
essarily be the ceiling on profes¬
sional endeavor. She has tutored
arduously antf well in the art of
song interpretation and the payqff
is resounding.
“It’s so difficult to be humble
when I feel so proud” (referring
to the halcyon tradition of the Pal¬
ace), but she proves her pride is
not ephemeral. Miss Gorme estab¬
lished herself as a standout chanteuse of top order at the Lewis
preem. Among her major assists
are special conductor Joe Guercio
and percussionist Teddy Sommers,
who seemingly made Myron Ro¬
man’s Palace pit Petrilloites play
above their heads in a modern
backstopping for an ultramodern
song stylist. Incidentally, maestro
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Roman and bis trench unionists did a big hit with his velvety voice
standout work throughout the bill. and serious manner. He warrants
The other Palace “revelation” the big reaction he gets for
was the zany Wiere Bros., a versa¬ “Friendly Persua^on,” ‘‘Garden
tile, madcap trio of the Continental of Eden” and a strawhat medley
including “April Showers.” Jlis
school who have been around but act is socko -allr the way.
probably never had the slick ex¬
Tommy Fields, a veteran comed¬
posure given them last Thursday. ian, has little to offer. His mate¬
“Hoibie” (Herbert),* the suave rial lacks imagination and his im¬
straight; Sylvester, the comic, and pressions of a cockney are coarse.
frere Harry, the second comedian, Bob Hammond, with his trained
have a melange of slick nonsense cockatoos, fills his spqjt ably. He has
that is a polished libretto of fid¬ his birds working out sums by
dling fol-de-rol, pantomime, acro- ringing a bell, waltzing and enact¬
stepping, burlesque business, vocal- ing the storming of a castle/
Malta & Fernando, with a host
isthenics and madcap antics in the
best musichall tradition.
The of performing dogs, all dressed up
and
oh their hind legs, is
Wleres have played around the goodwalking
entertainment,
and
the
world and are surefire on anybody’s pooches please. Des O’Conner, a
stage, cafe floor or via the elect¬ young comedian from the Mid¬
ronic medium.
lands, has to work hard for laughs.
The 7 Ashtons from Australia He admits that his voice is not
open with a whirlwind five minutes trained, but comes over nicely in
of socko risley, Arren & Broderick “Your Eyes Are the Eyes of a
are old-school vaude. Charlotte Ar- Woman in Love,” as his act closer,
Les Marthys come up with a
ren’s hokum ranges from neo-Fan¬
ny Brice
An Indian”) to op¬ , slick tumbling routine' sprinkled
eratic buffoonery. Johnny Brod¬ bwith a fair share of comedy. Brian
erick even does an “Indian Love Andro is a skillful tight-rope art¬
ist who mixes comedy with his
Call” piano solo that cries out for skill.
Barf.
the traditional lampshade and
Spanish shawl which were stand¬
Apollo,
V.
ard equipment with any vaudeville
Pearls (6)* Ann Cole, Belltones
Steinway. Chiquita &. Johnson’s
acro-balletomania spotlights the (4), Hdrptones (5>; The Veloufs
beautedus brunet whose rigid pos¬ (4), Robert & Johnny, The Soli¬
turings are as amazing as Johnson’s taires (5), Paul Williams Band
(12); ’“Man from Bitter Ridge”
holds.
•_
Liberace follows Lewis on April ru-iL
20. RKO prez Sol A. Schwartz, Bill
The Apollo’s accent this sesh is
Howard, Dan Friendly, et al., have
also talked with Noel Coward, who on the young set, with many of the
is interested but is working on a rock ’n’ roll groups composed of
new play, and Jack Benny, who is teenagers. For seasoning, there’s
& blues vocalist Ann Cole
ditto, although stating he “copid rhythm
and the pro Solitaires (5) and
never get away for more than two Velours (4). The spices help to lift
or three weeks” from his tv chores. the proceediilgs, but the seven acts
don’t add up to' a good , overall
Prince of Wales, London vaude layout.
Lending a nice assist is the Paul
London, Feb. 5.
Yana (with Ernest Ponticelli), Williams band> Opening with a hot
number and providing an interlude
Walt Whyton & His Vipers (5), of solid r&r in the middle of the
Bob Corf & His Skiffle (5), Dickie bill. With the exception of the
Henderson, '’Jimmy Wheeler, Gary Belltones (4), reviewed under New
Miller XWith Don Phillips), Tom¬ Acts, all other performers have
my Fields, Bob Hammond & His appeared at the Harlem house be¬
Feathered Friends, Malta & Fer¬ fore. Working against any one
nando’s Dogs, Des O’Conner, Les team or vocalist clicking is the
Marthys (2), Brian Andro, Harold solid r&r program which tends to
Collins Orch.
blur individuality.
Ann Cole, in the No. 2 spot,
Sharing top billing with two appears to register strongest. She’s
skiffle groups on her West End a pro performer, a crowd pleaser,
variety debut, songstress Yana lets and although she seemed to have
a big opportunity slip by her by some mike trouble at show caught,
doing an act more suited to cab¬ she knows how to deliver p. number
aret than vaudeville. On the other with telling effect.
hand,
two virtually
unknown
The Pearls quintet, coming out
skiffle groups, with little talent, first, need more polish and savvy.
carry the modern trend of vaude The same holds true for the Harppresentation too far.
tones (5), slotted fifth.
Beautifully attired in a high
The Velours (4), in fifth position,
necked, tight-fitting white gown, are satisfactory, but like other r&r
Yana is a stunner as she makes her teams they lack individuality. Rob¬
entrance with. “I’m In Love for the ert & Johnny are a weak team for
Very First Time.” Using a hand- next-to-closing. The Solitaires (5)
mike for her entire 20-minute act, go through their four numbers in
she wanders about the stage coo¬ good pro style.
Horo.
ing at the audience and indulging
in some banter with the musical
Gaiety,
Ayr
director. All, however, to little ef¬
fect. The act sags and lacks punch
Ayr, Scotland, Feb. 8.
and seems to go on too long. She
Don Arrol, Edorics (3), Lynnette
sings “How Deep Is the Ocean,” Rae, Metronotes (3), Derry &
“Smoke Gets in Your Eyes,” “If Johnstone, Norman Meadows, Bob¬
You Don’t Love Me,” and “Anyone by Dixon, Larry Gordon Starlets
for Love.” All of them-ooze sex, (7), Harry Broad Orch.
but her longing stares ,at the audi¬
ence, and sighs into the mike, fail
This layout, staged’in intimate
to register. The response is just
tepid. She registers a little better atmosphere of small indie-con¬
with “Climb Up the Wall,” a num¬ trolled vaudery, is refreshingly
ber she’s weU. known for, as her bright i;i its youthful appeal and
slickness. Majority of acts are
final item.
Bob Cort & His Skiffle, compris¬ young and offer new material.
Don Arrol registers in comedy
ing three guitars, washboard and
bass, and Walt Whyton & His Vip¬ via sympathetic non - aggressive
ers, with the same lineup, are out approach, and shows fairly slick
of place in this West End theatre. modern style' plus pace. He’s
Neither of the groups has person¬ capably aided by stooge Norman
ality, and their brand of music Meadows. On this showing, Arrol
lacks the vitality usually associated reveals he’s got the potential, and
merits tv attention.
with it.
Three Edorics, two males and a
Bob Cort’s group, wearing sweat¬
ers and slacks, open with “Takes femme, are well-rehearsed dancing
act
with smart garbing and nifty
a Worried Man to Sing a Wor¬
ried Song,” followed by an orig¬ footwork. Distaffer’s a looker With
shapely
gams, and her two male
inal. “Ain’t It a Shame to Sing
Skiffle on Sunday.”
Cort, who partners work with know-how, Act
leads the singing, fails to impress. scores in a “Down at Ferryboat
The Vipers fare little better. Inn” item.
The Metronotes, male three¬
Making their entry on a revolving
platform, they open with “Ain’t some, are singing group with lotsa
You Glad,” a rock-a-beating num¬ attack. Give out with “Green
ber, that fails to rock the audience. Door,” “Rock a-Beat Boogie” and
Their next rendering, “Don’t You tther r ’n’ r numbers, and are
Rock Me Daddy-0,” one of their definitely an act meriting attention.
Derry & Johnstone are pleasing
own compositions, has the same
vocalists, he in kilt and playing
effect.
Dickie Henderson, the show’s accordion and xylophone, she at
emcee, is the brightest note of the piano and as chirper. Register with
performance. His versatility and outfrohters in “I Hear Music” and
smooth patter have the audience a Scot medley.
Lynnette Rae, easy-on-eye gal,
rooting for him from the start, and
he shows a great sense of comedy scores in song and in coniedy
scenes.
Bobby Dixon is another
in a very funny impression of a
crooner, and a mimicing sketch as comedy aide. The seven Larry
an artist modeling Venus in clay. Gordon Starlets are bright dance
He does a smooth comic dance rou¬ line. House orch is under experi¬
enced baton of Harry Broad.
tine as his begoff number.
Ayr vaudery, battling brightly
Jimmy Wheeler, a comedian of
the old school, gives out with some against current audiehce shortage
sarcastic comments on life in his due to British gas rationing and
own particularly boisterous fash¬ consequent lack of customers, is
ion. He almost buUies the audi¬ playing valiant part in fight to
ence into laughter, but registers retain traditional vaude here¬
well in doing so. Gary Miller, a abouts. Fodder offered is worth¬
goodlooking young crooner, makes while.'
‘
Gord.

Roxy, N* .y. / - • .
liobert C. Rdthafel ice produc¬
tion of ”Spotlight 1957,” with Mae
Edwards, Manuel Del Toro, Leslie
Sang, Nicky Powets, Jay ^^neth,
Cissy Trenholm, George Banyas,
Paula Newland, Candice Taylor,
Master Ralph, Ice Roxyettes (24
Royy Skating Squires (12), Daniel
Finton, Roxy Orch under Robert
Boucher; choreography and stag¬
ing, Anolyn Arden; designer, Bruno
Maine; costumes, Winniford Mor¬
ton; arrangements. Perry Burgett;
”The Girl Can’t Help' It’^ (20th),
reviewed in Vamety Dec. 19, ’56.
j

The Roxy’s current frolic on the
ice is okay in the visual values, but
I lacks punch and style and is over[ long at 55 minutes or so. “Spots.
light 1957” encompasses a longish
Hungarian finale. In deference to
Hungarian Relief and in salute to
that nation’s valor. It’s a tribute
well merited ,even if
doing so
the -Roxy is weighted down some¬
what in the stageshow aspect—a
condition not hmped' by a mini¬
mum of imagination sho^vh in the
production overall.- It’s, more of an
offish mixture ..than an integrated
nuedley. pegged on the. 1957 themer.
An extended opening vignette is
in the form of an overture in
which the ’57 year is flashed on
the front curtain in multi-colored
array while a narrator makes with
what pretends to be dramatic con¬
tinuity. The text is unprofessional
and the span that, is enveloped—
the three decades from 1927—
underdeveloped and somewhat an¬
achronistic at times; at least that
is so in the song eras aimed at for
depiction by voice, vocal and cov¬
ering music from Robert Boucher’s
men in the pit.
In the segues to the big trapped
stage, ^1 the line numbers and all
the principal turns seem fan^iar
in the routining, and not very noteworthyiiy so as a whole, although
a couple of the bladesters give a
fine account of themselves via
waltzes, acrobatics, ballroomology
on the freeze and some other or*,
thodox ingredients.
The general
air is one of-’schmaltz of a not too
exhilarating sort, combined with
corn that doesn’t pop. It seems ob¬
vious that busty Jayne Mansfield
will have to bear the burden as to
ithe boxoffice lure in her comedic
rock ’n’ roller starrer with Tom
Ewell and Edmond O’Brien, plus a
long liiie of prime exponents of the
raging beat performing as “them¬
selves.”
A Valentine sequence is pashy
but lacks spark in an unfolding
backgrounded by the tunes “Whis¬
pering Love” and “Tonight We
Love.’^ “The Magyar end-piece is
colorful, but aside from some flash
ice terps of native design and a
“Golden Eayrings” production that
is nice but would be nicer if tight¬
ened, it’s rather hollow against the
fine potential.
Ditto the enderupper “Wedding Festival” which
might have misty-eyed appeal for
Hungarians privy to such cere¬
monials.
Of the non-ice spotted features,
Jay Nemeth is a ventriloquial en¬
try with a fingered pooch. The ma¬
terial on both sides^— man and dog
—is lowercase and precious ana
the whole routine lacks the com¬
edy elements intended. About half¬
way comes Master Ralph, a Swiss
kid making with the xylophone
stuff. He’s a modest little fellow
presented with a minimum of
showmanship. John Ringling North
of the .RB-B&B circus offered
young Mister Mistin a few seasons
ago upon ah elevation, to pomp &
circumstance and with razzle-daz¬
zle trappings • and lighting. The
prodigy was good for a season or
two; but the point here is that'a
theatre can’t merely send a moppet
Out to. the wolves without the
buildup and without working out a
competent routine of tunes and
presentation.
In the finale, before an audience
that included Hungarians—officials
and plain citizens—^the orch played
that country’s national anthem. as
well as “The Star Spangled Ban¬
ner.” Cued by the Magyars in the
mezzanine, everyone in that sec¬
tion rose to his feet when the Hun¬
garian anthem was played. Wheh
our own anthem fpllowed, those in
the orchestra section, squatting
previously, stood up. There seemed
some inconsistency about this and
perhaps an unintended slur in
view of the Hungarian complexion
of part of the audience. However,
there were no advices from the
stage other than a cue that the
anthems would be played; and it’s
questionable whether such cere¬
monies should come at the end.
Ordinarily, anthems are played be¬
fore the start of an event or a
.show, which should have obtained
in this instance. This would have
set the mood for the stageshow and
at the same time conform to the
usual practice.
Trau,
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BROADWAY BASING* A LUXURY
DISTRIBS ASKING RKO Case Ujisets AD of Film Row,;
'fliONT INEy 12 l|eeks.Se?erance for 31-Years

New Ga^et: Door Ihat lai’t There
-

A “doorless door,” wliich uses a screen of air as an insulating
wall to protect the Interior of a building from outside weather
conditions, is the latest innovation being pitched" to .^eatres. The
Swiss ^engineering development created by the N.Y. firm of Sulzer
Bros, allows theatre patrons to enter the building through an un-.
obstructed doorway without having to shove or push any type of
*^°According to the manufacturers, persons- walking through thin
air right into the theatre will not be conscious of any kind of physi¬
cal sensation. Device is operated by a series of overhead nozzles
In the ceiling grille through which a curved beam of air i^ sprayed
causing it to fall outward and downward in layers. The air. is
sucked into a floor grating which is the full width of the entrance.
It is cleaned and filtered and then carried through heating or cool¬
ing foils (depending on the season) and is brought back by blowers
to the grille above the entrance.
\
^ '
i
For protection when the theatre is closed, provision is made for
the. use of glasii doors which slide into place and arejocked untu
the following Tnomihg.
_• -

Legal Fees to Be Fixed Feb. 27

Having ended up in the red on
numerous Broadway engagements,
the film companies are now de¬
manding that the Main Stem
houses put up “front money” to
obtain bookings. The amount of
coin requested varies, of course,
from picture to picture and de¬
pends also on the Broadway house.
The scramble for product among
the Broadway showcases has Tput
the distributors in . the driver’s
seat. Ruther than the Broadway
houses dictating the terms, the
diStribs are now in a -position to
set the arrangements.
The new policy adopted by ’the
distribs. stems. frdm some recent
hefty losses. One company, for ex¬
ample, although, its . pictui*e en¬
joyed what appeared to be a suc¬
cessful run of Several weeks, failed
to recover its advertising costs. It
takes, anywhere from $10,000 to
$50,000 to open a picture on Broad¬
way, with the so-called important
pictures being in the $35,000 to
$50,000 bracket. The picture cited
was in the $50,000 category. De¬
spite the engagement of several
weeks, .the film company, after de¬
ducting house expenses and the
theatre’s cut, ended up with only
half of its advertising cost as film
rental.
Ad Savings
Situations sucli as 'these fre¬
quently cause film companys to
bypass Broadway on less important
pictures and to direct them imme¬
diately to circuit dates. A consid¬
erable amount is saved in advertis¬
ing revenue and whatever the film
company receives in film rental
does not have to be alloted to
opening expenses. The disti'ib ends
up with film rental that is free and
clear. In other cases, if the pic¬
ture lends itself to the treatment,
the film company prefers an art
house "date in N.Y. Thd' opening
advertising expenses are consider¬
ably less and the picture has a
chance to enjoy a long run far be¬
yond the usual limit of a Broad¬
way house. Thus the film company
has a better chance to recoup its
advertising costs as well as pick
up rentals via the long run.

Film Classics, a defunct distribu-'*tion outfit whose affairs have been
handled by assignee Irving Xapfman since 1950, has settled most
Continued from pai^e 1 <=
claims filed against it according to
the assignee’s petition and interim some 7,285 miles. Met has not
account filed last week in N.Y. toured to the west coast since 1949.
Supreme Court Whereupon credi¬ “Traviata” with 11 performances
tors and “interested parties” have will be the most-repeated road
been directed by Justice Henry opera this spring.
The season had been advanceClay Greenberg to show cause Feb.
27 why commissions, legal fees, touted as the big battle of prima
donnas—namely
Maria CaUas, Re¬
etc., should not be fixed, approved-]
nata Tebaldi and Zinka Milanov.
and paid. .
Callas has had her innings, elabo¬
, Interim account shows that gen¬ rately described in Variety as “Caleral claims alloiyed (excluding dis¬ lasthetics,” and has departed. Te¬
puted claims) amounted to $1,960,- baldi’s dawn came up like thunder
353'. Listed as cancelled by release, for the first time this season la.st
settlement or other disposition are Friday (8) in “La Boheme”. She
disputed claims totalling $2,743,- will also shimmer in the newly
936. Account also points out that staged “La Traviata”, currently in
a balance of $199,206 remains from rehearsal. Of the three divas,
receipts of $493,580 following dis¬ Milanov, whose fans wear label
bursements of $294,373 to cover buttons, “Zinka Forever,” has had
preferred tax, wage and other the most “quiet” season of all but
court authorized payments.
will come winging in with a new
Up for court approval at the “La Gioconda” on March 7.
Feb. 27 hearing are such matters
Most of the Met’s “debuts” this
as whether Kaufman should re¬ season have necessarily seemed
ceive assignee's commissions of quiet Indeed following the thunder,
$35,359; and whether a $100,000 front and back, for and by Maria
fee should go to Koenig & Bach- Callas. The Negro soprano Matner, the assignee’s attorneys. It’s tiwilda Dobbs probably impressed
noted that no allowances have pre¬ as strongly as any via “Rigoletto”
viously been paid Kaufman for and Norman Kelley scored notably
commissions, or to Koenig & Bacli- in Wagner; Favorable critical and
ner for legal fees.
public reactions went to the Ger¬
man soprano Martha Moedl hand¬
ling the crushing vocal burdens of
Bruenhilde in both “Siegfried” and
“Goetterdammerung.” She was set
via Alfred Diez, the London opefa
manager, who returned to Britain
last week.
Wolfgang Windgassen is another
whose Met debut is generally rated
successful, ditto Marianne Schech,
With the Production Code re¬ plus Helen Vanni in small roles.
vision now ouf of the way the Mo¬ Although the Mexican soprano Antion Picture Assn, of Ameri¬
tonietta Stella did not tumble the
ca” standing committee on the gallery gods when opening in
Code will next turn • to the pro¬ “Tales of Hoffmann,” apparently
posed expansion of the appeals due to a loud orchestra and other
board.
singers being in motion when she
Such an expansion, taking in started her aria, the general feel¬
both exhibitors and independent ing is to regard her. as a promis¬
producers, has been recommended, ing value who will live to wow ’em
and the recommendation was ac¬ at the Met other nights.
cepted by the MPAA board. How¬
It takes a minimum of 90 princ¬
ever, no action was even taken.
ipals to cast the Met’s heavy sched¬
According „ to Ken Clark, Eric ule and this season there are 57
Johnston’s rep on the committee, men and 50. women listed, but of
the subcommittee of the Code the 107, a number are on leave
group will meet within the month of absence, per Eleanor Steber,
to discuss the broadened appeals Victoria de los Angeles, Roberta
base. There have been some pre¬ Peters, Astrid Varnay. The total
liminary soundings already among was sharply diminished by one
when the debuting Italian baritone
exhibitors.
Sentiment has been voiced, par¬ Enzo Sordello feuded with the mu¬
ticularly among the indies, that sical command. He said it was
their representation should not Callas’ fault, but the Met thought
start at the appeals level* but the temperainental one was him¬
rather within the working ma¬ self.
chinery of the Code, This concept
has been rejected by the com¬
panies.
San Antonio, Feb. 12.
Question also‘has been raised as
to the real effect exhibitor repre¬
A suit for $40,000 damages re¬
sentation would have on the ap¬ sulting from injuries in a fall was
peals board. It’s pointed out that
filed Thurs. (10) in 37th District
theatremen do -not- -represent a
unified group, so that .no one ex¬ Court here.
Plaintiff is Adolph Gonzalesi who
hibitor could truly represent ex¬
hibition on the board. While the alleges he suffered serious injuries
presence of exhibitors in appeals July 14 when he slipped and fell
discussions would aim at estab¬
lishing a closer link between the in front of the Joy Theatre.
Gonzalez contends the theatre
Code and the theatres, the true
effectiveness of their representa¬ operator’s negligence caused the
accident.
tion is qviestioned.

Diva-Dizzy Mel

Set Code Meet
On Appeals Bd.

Foot-Slip Damage Suit

Service, Other Cases Protested

ployment from the date of notifi¬
Chicago, Feb. 12.
The
wholesale dismissal
of cation of Severance on Jan. 22.
Sam Gorelich, head of the Chi¬
RKO distribution personnel has cago RKO office, closed shop last
unleashed misgivings through the Friday (8) whereupon he will vaca¬
sales staffs of other Chi film of¬ tion in Florida with his family.
fices as well as former occupants !
Cheer Departing RKOers
of the RKO building hi^re;
Albany, Feb. 12.
The recurring economy waves
Departing RKO employees held
in recent years have held,£(alaries
a party, attended by 60 Film Row¬
in the lower echelons of Film Row ers, Wednesday night (6). It was
down and even resulted in cuts a good-bye affair, before the local
during this.period of the nation’s exchange closed Friday (8).
Manager Max Westebbe was
al:-time high inflation, it’s claimed.
among those attending. Workers
Staffs have been held to a mini¬ from the Albany offices of other
mum in exchange offices with the distributors were also present.
result that few of the sudden'y
William Hanley, RKO booker,
released RKOers have been able temporarily transferred to Univer¬
sal, which has taken over the do¬
to relocate themselves on Film mestic distribution of RKO prod¬
Row. Many with 30 or more years uct released prior to Dec. 31,
of service face the prospects of 1956. In each exchange city, one
RKO worker was assigned-reportfinding 'work elsewhere at the age edly for a period of 60 to 90 days—
of 45 or 50.
Workers in other to Universal.
Film Row outfits are meanwhile ’
alert to the possiblity of other'in- j Reagin ^Advises’ RKO Pro Tern
Memphis, Feb. 12,
dustry. mergers along the lines of |
RKO’s branch here folded this
RKO’s turning its distribution over I
week
as
the
result
of the turnover
to Universal.
of product to Universal. Exchange
While not incorporated into chief Bob Reagin is s^^aying on in
RKO’s contract with the Colosseum an advisory capacity for the time
of Motion Picture Salesmen of being.
America, the company was reported
Fred Curd, who was RKO office
by employees to have made a gen¬ manager, joined the U office here.
eral policy in the past of offering
week’s severance pay for each
year of employment. This time an
arbitrary figure of 12 weeks majymum severance has been applied
to most personnel although some
frontoffice bookers in the $10,000
per annum bracket have received
16 weeks severance.
Salesman Joe Cozzi from the Chi¬
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
cago office was notfied that his
union had agreed to a 12 weeks’
Indie plamts in the RKO-Unlseverance for him on the basis of versal distribution o-mt are con¬
his 31 years with the company. tinuing.-with King Bros. Produc¬
Ralph • Banghart formerly head of tions the latest to raise formal ob¬
RKO’s midwest publicity is under¬ jections.
stood to have wired the New York
Tn a written notice sent to RKO
office that he -w'ould not accept the Feb. 6, setting forth indie’s nosiproffered four weeks’ severance tion relative to the deal. King
with his 15 years’ service. He was Bros, charged that RKO was in
granted a leave of absence to work “default” undpr its distribution
with the Walt Disney publicity arm ccntracts relating to three King
for several months in 1952. His I nroductions, “The Brave One, ’
severance was only figured from , “Carnival Story”’ and “Drums in
the time of his return.
thf Deep South,” on several
Ex-employees of RKO are voic- I grounds,
ing the possibilities of legal action :
Included here, it was said, was
on the basis of short term dis- ] the delegation to Universal of U.S.
missal notice given them.
They [ distribution of “Brave” and “Carwere notified in Chicago Jan. 22 of j nival.” and the “complete failure
RKO this week wrapped up a deal termination of employment after j to continue with the distribution
to distribute an unspecified num¬ Jan. 31. Whether receiving sever-1 of “Drums.”
King Bros, will hold RKO liable
ber of features through indepen¬ ance pay would nullify the neces- ;
dent releasing offices in each of sity of the company giving them ; for the “resulting damages.” nothe 32 exchange areas. Brought in two-weeks notice as required by ; tice said.
Notice’further stated that “damto supervise the operation is Budd Illinois atate law has not hy^ \
Rogers, veteran exec in reissue dis¬ commented on by local union ^ge in connection with ‘The Brave
offices.
j
One’
will be e-sneci^iB- .serious betribution who, for some years, had
Dave Bartell, legal representa- ! cause of the dismotion of its clisreissue rights to Universal product.
Films involved are those not in¬ tive of the Salesmen’s Colosseum, ! tribution during 'he critical early
cluded in the new arrangement has been in Phoenix, Ariz., and lo- i,pha.ses of its release.”
Most of these could have been
which RKO set up with U last ■cal union chef, Ray Axelrod would
month. Rogers .is to work in con¬ not comment on severance or re-,, avoided, Kin?.s d^clav'^d. if they
junction with Walter Branson, tirement matters until negotiations ; had been notified by RKO’s plans,
RKO’s global sales v.p., and the with the company .are completed or i P^elease of pic th'=^n wrnld have
statement issues from the legal been delayed* so tha„t Unh’ersal
latter’s top exec aides, Nat Lqyy
office of the salemen’s organiza¬ coidd. have handled it from the
and Herb Greenblatt.
tions.
beginning “under arrangements
Although the pictures to be sent
into release via the indie distribs
Retirement payments have .st41, satisfactory to the three com¬
already have played off the top not been revealed to emoloyees in i panies.”
circuits, plan is to seek to give Chicago but will reportedly be dis-1
Kings stre.ssed that comnlaint
them “new life” via promotion tributed from an RKO trust fund : was primarily again.rt RKO, not
campaigns directed from the RKO on the basis of age, length of serv¬ Universal
homeoffice. The indie^ have add¬ ice and earning power.
Robert Stillman, ’.ho released
ed’ many sales reps rdccntly dis¬
The back office girls have fared | “The Americano” through RKO,
missed by RKO to their staffs to better
.. . as regards .._i.
.
looking into the situation,
notice of enr
work on the product.
ployment termination, being kept he reported, tryinr to' determine
on the payroll until la.st Friday the status of the RKO-UI deal as
(81. The seven girls at RKO's Chi applies to himself.
offices who are members of Local
Producer is fearful that U may
Kansas City, Feb. 12.
45 of International Alliance of have “so much” product that it
“Cinerama Holiday” is set to Theatrical Stage Employees and mav make a difference.
open at the Missouri Theatre Tues¬ Motion Picture Machine Operators
“I want to find out the general
day, March 12, with the premiere of United States and Canada had feeling.and determine the thinking
being held as a benefit to the Kan- not yrt been informed last week of Universal before I make any
kas City Philharmonic.
This is of their sgverance rights and pay- ; decision,” Stillman, now at NBCa duplication of the event which ments. Because of terms of the TV, stated.
opened “This Is Cinerama,” cur¬ union contract Phil Lamaski, head
Benedict Bogeaus already lia.s
rently winding its 40-w'Cek run.
of Local 45, wa.s able to insist on nctified RKO that it cannot legally
First premiere turned in over 10 weeks’ severance pay minimum transfer distribution of his six
$3,000 for the orch, with a scale for all members of less than 20 films to any other releasing com¬
of $5 and $3 for seats.
year’s service and two weeks of em pany.

RKO Distributes
New Outside Films
Not in U Deal

‘Cine Holiday’ for K.C.

King Bros. Have
Beef Vs. RKO
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TECHNICOLOR’
IS THE ANSWER!

And now,,,.
I

Fdbniary' 13, 1957

TECHNIRAMA, the spectacular new large-screen color motion picture
product developed by TECHNICOLOR® is now ready to excite
theater audiences the world oven

^

TECHNICOLOR Coiporation proudly announces that TECHNIRAMA
was selected for production of the great color motion pictures listed
here... soon to be released for premiere showings...

iftr DAVY—Ealing Production—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
ESCAPADE IN JAPAN- RKO Radio Pictures,

TECHNICOLOR
through TECHNIRAMA
offers:
Large area negative photogipaphy
using standard 35mm film

Most efficient use of negative area

Inc.

LEGEND OF THE LOST- •A Batjac Production —United Artists

Versatility—Standard or
road-show prints all from one
original negative

NIGHT PASSAGE — Universal Pictures Co., Inc.
SAYONARA—Goetz pictures,

Inc.—Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.

Greatly improved picture
sharpness
^

SEAWALL — De Laurentiis—Columbia
Freedom from graininess

SLEEPING BEAUTY —Walt Disney Production —Buena Vista

^

Film Dist. Co., Inc.

Increased depth of focus

SOUVENIR DTTALIE- Athena-Rank

^ THE MONTE CARLO STORY-Titanus Films—United Artists

Minimum image distortion

TECHNICOLOR CORPORATION
MOTION PICTURE DIVISION

Herbert T. Kalmus, President and General Manager

18
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PICTUBES

‘Violent’Brisk $8,000 .
In Seattle; ‘Affair’ 6G
‘WRONG’BRISK lOG,
PROV;;‘VIOLENT’$7,000
Providence, Feb, 12.
Leader here this stanza
Majes, tic with “The Wrong Mfn. ’ vv^hich
shapes stout- Strand
with “3 Violent People,
Drango
looks just okay at l^te.
Estimates for Hiis
Albee (RK0)(2.2M; 65-80) “Tension at JahU
and “Death of Scoundrel , RKO).
Fair $6,000. La5t week. Nak®d
Paradise" (AD and Flesh and
(*C®:mT(2.200: 65-80)“Wrong Man” (WB) ahd Black
Wkip" (20th). Bright $10,000. Last
week, “Anastasia” (20th) (3d wk),
(Loew) (3,200: 65-^)“Drango” (UA) and “Brass Leg¬
end" (UA). Okay $10,500. Last
week, “Teahouse” (M-G) (3d wk),

PHILADELPHIA
(Continued from page 9)
(Par) (12th wk). Wow $26,000. Last
week) $28,000,
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)—
Oklahoma’* (20th) (2d wk). Poor
$7,500 in 4 days. Last week^
$11,000.
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)—
“Don’t Knock'Rock" (Col) and
“Rumble on Docks” (Col) (2d wk).
Off to $9,000. Last week, $19,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 94-$1.49)
—“Tempest In Flesh" (Indie) (5th
wk). Fine $5,000; Last week,
$5,300,
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 9O-$1.80)—
‘Anastasia" (20th) (7th wk). Smash
$16,000. Last wdek, $17,000.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.40)—
“Baby Doll” (WB) (7th wk). Good
$7,500. Last week, $11,000.
World (Pathe) (499; 99-$1.49) —
“Don Giovanni" (Indie). Tall $5,500.
Last week, “Magnificent Seven"
(Col) (2d wk), $3,000.

(Silverman) <2.200: 6580)—“3 Violent People (Par) and
“ “Cruel Tower^’ (AA). Good $7,000.
Last week, “Ride High Iron' (Col)
and “Ten Tall Men” (Col) (reissue),
$5,500.
■
_

‘Affair’ Sturdy $15,000,
Denver; ‘Slander’ 6iG
Denver, Feb. 12.
Biz is off some this session, with
newcomers very spotty. Top new
entrant is' “Top Secret Affair,
solid at Paramount. “3 Brave Men’
looks fair at the Denver while
“Slander” is^slight at Orpheum.
“Westward Ho, the Wagons” still
is fine in third Aladdin round, and
stays a fourth/ “Wrong Man” looms
nice in second week at Centre.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400: VO-^OO)—
“VVestward Ho, Wagons” (BV) (3d
wk). • Fine $6,500. Stays. Last
week, $11,000.
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)
“Wroiig Man” (WB) (2d wk). Nice
$11,000 or near. Last week, $16,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,428; 70-90)
—"Bundle of Joy” (RKO) (3d wk).
Fair $5,000. Last week, $8,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,52&; 70-90)—“3
Brave Men" (20th) and - “Black
Whip" (20th). Fair $11,000 or un¬
der. Last week, “Nightfall” (Col)
and “Wicked as/They Come” (Col),
$10,000. .
Esquire (FOx) (742; 70-90)—“3
Cases of Murder" .(Indie). Okay
$2,500. Last week, “Golden De¬
mon” (Indie)’(2d wk), $3,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 70-90)—
“Slander" (M-G) and “American
Pastime” (M-G).
Slight $6,500.
Last week, “Iron Petticoat" (M-G)
and “Thunder Over Arizona” (Rep),
$13,500.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 7090)—‘Top Secret Affair” (WB) and
“Peacemaker” (UA). Solid $15,000.
Last week. "Mole People” (U) and
Curucu” (U), same.

TORONTO.
(Continued from page 9)
“Anastasia” (20th) (4th wk). Hefty
$23,000. Last week, $25,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,544; 75-$l,50)—
“Giant" (WB) (4th wk). Tall $16,000. Last week, $18,500.
International (Taylor) (557; $1)—
“Gold Rush" (UA) (reissue) (8th
wk). Fine $3,500. Last week. same.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 60-Sl)—
“Teahouse August Moon" (M-G)
(7th wk'. Hep $12,000. Last week,
ditto,
Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.50-$2)—“Ok¬
lahoma" (Magna) (42d wk). Up to
$9,000. Last week, $8,000.
University (FP) (1,536; $1.7.5$2.50) — “Ten Commandments"
(Par) (12th wk).
Still socko at
$15,000, Last week. same.
Uptown (Loew) (2,098; 60-$l)—
“Written on Wind” (U) (6th wk).
Hotsy $10,500. Last week, ditto.

CHICAGO
(Continued from page 9)
wk). Comfortable $20,000. Last
week. $35,000.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25)
—“Simon and Laura" (U) (2d wk.
Par $3,800. Last w'eek, $4,700.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90$1,.50)—“Wrong Man" (WB). Smash
$21,000. Last week, “Written On
Wind" (U) (6th wk). $15,000.
IVoods (Essaness) (1.206; 90$1,50)—“Teahouse" (M-G) fl2th
wk>. Trim $18,000. Last week,
$19,000.
World (Indie) (600; 90)—“La
Strada" (T-L) (7th wk). Big-$4,900.
La.st week, $4,800.
Ziefffeld (Davis) (430; 90-$1.25'—
“Key Largo" (WB) and “Big Slocn"
l(WB) (reissues). Lean $1,500 in
5 days, new bill replacing. La.‘-t
week. “Only French Can" (UMPOi
(6th wk), $3,000.

‘Affair’ Fair 9G, Indpls.;
‘IOC’s’Wow $18,000,2d

Seattle, Feb. 12.
“Three Violent People" shapes
as best newcomer here this round,
being fairly good at Coliseum,
“Top Secret Affair" looms slow at I
Fifth Avenue. “Oklahoma” and j
“This Is Cirierama" continue solid¬
ly in their longruns at the Blue
Mouse and Paramount respective¬
ly,* “Tfeahouse of August Moon”
also is good in sixth round. •
i
Estimates for This Week
’
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; j
$1.50-$2.50)—“Oklahoma” (Magna) 1
(15th wk). Okay $5,500. Last week,
$6,000.
.. . •
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 95$1,25)—“3 Violent People’,’- (Par)
and “Calling Homicide” (AA).
Fairly good $8,000. Last week,
“Drango” (UA) and “Dance With
Me, Henry” (UA), $9,800.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
$l-$i:50) — “Top Secret Affair"
(WB) and “Running Target” (UA).
Slow $6,000., Last week, “3 Brave
Men” (20th) and “Black Whip”
(20th) (2d wk), $5,800.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.25)—“Teahouse" ^M-G) (6th wk).
Good $6,000. Last week* $6,100.
< Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90$1.25)—‘Wrong Man”^ (WB) and
“Brass Legeiid” (UA).(2d wk). Fa^r
$5,000. Last week, $7,800.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90$1.2&)—“Gun for Coward” (U) and
“Death of Scoundrel" (RKO) (2d
wk-3 days). Fair $3,500. Last week,
$5,400.
Paramount (SW-Cinerama) (1,282; $1.2b-$2.65) — “This is Cine¬
rama" (Cinerama) (26th wkh Good
$8,500. Last week, $7,894.

Indianapolis, Feb. 12.
Biz is spotty, here this stanza,
despite fairly decent weather. “10
Commandments” is still top money
film at first-runs 'with near-capac¬
ity second week at Lyric. “Top
Secret Affair" is only fair at In¬
diana, but “Seventh Cavalry" just
fair at Circle and “Barretts of
Wimpole Street" disappointing at
Loew’s.
.
,
Estimates for This Week
/
Circle (CockriU-Dolle)
(2,800;
60-85)—“7th Cavalry" (Col) and
“Odongo” (Col). Mild $7,000. Last
week, “4 Girls in Town” (U) and
“Strange Intruder" (AA); $9,000.
Indiana (Cockrill-Dolle), (3,200;
60-85)—“Top Secret Affair" (WB)
and “Woman’s Devotion” (Rep).
Fair $9,000. Last week, “Wrong
Man" (WB). $8,500.
Loew’a (Loejv) (2,427; (
“Barretts Wimpole Street” (M-G)
and “Great American Pastime” (MG). Sad $6,000. Last week, “Dran- 1
go" (UA) and “Gun Man Down"
(UA). $9,000.
Lyric (C-D) (900; $L25-$2.20)—
“10 Commandments” (Par) (2d wk).
Sizzling $18,000' following $19,000
first stanza.

PITTSBURGH
(Continued from page 9)
“The Robe” ((20th). Ought to go
another fortnight at least for best
run here in years. Great' $12,000;
Last week, nearly $14,000.
Penn
(UA)
(3,300;
65-99)—
“Barretts of Wimpole Street”
(M-G). Dying on its feet. Got good
notices but is doing nothing. Lucky
to do dismal $8,000 or near. Last
week, “Iron Petticoat”
(M-G),
$12,500.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 85-99)—
“Great Man” (U) '(3d wk). Hottest
property the arter has had in a
long time. Should have no trouble
hitting sock $5,000. Last week,
$5,5Q0.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 65-99)—
“Wrong Man” (WB). Excellent no¬
tices but that’s all. Fair $12,000.
or near. Last week, “Three Violent
People” (Par), $7,000..
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,365;
$1.25-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders”
(Cinerama) (43d wk). Edging back
up into better brackets. Looks over
$12,000, stout. Last week, $11,800.

WASHINGTON

LOS ANGELES
(Continued from page 8)
$1.75)—“Barretts Wimpole Street"
(M-G) (2d wk). Limp $5,800. Last
week, $7,400;
Los Angeles (FWC) (2,097; 90$1.25)—‘3 Brave Men" (20th) and
“Women Pitcairn Island” (20th)
(2d wk). Dull $3,800. Last week,
with Hollywood, Uptown, Loyola,
$20,000.
HiUstreet, Hawaii (RKO-G&S)
(2,752; 1,106; 80-$1.25) — “Three
Violent People" (Par) and “Secret
Treasure Mountain" (Col) (2d wk).
Thin $7,600. Last wefek, with Wiltern, $13,400 plus $17,200 In one
nabe, six ozoners.
Fox Wilshire
(FWC)
(2,296;
$1.25-$1.75)—“Men In War" (UA)
(3d wk). Light $6,500. Last week,
$8,200.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1.25$1,50) — “Wee Geordie" (Arthur)
(‘4th wk). Okay $4,600. Last week,
$5,200.
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25$2.40) — “Anastasia” (20th) (7th
wk). Fine $13,000. Last week,
$16,900.Vogue (FWC) (90-$1.50)—“Baby
Doll" (WB) and “Night Fall" (Col)
(2d run) (7th wk). Modest $2,700.
Last week, $4,600.
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
(1,468; $1-$1.50) — “Written On
Wind" (U) (7th wk). Neat $9,500.
Last week, $10,400.
■ Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75$3.50)—“Around World in 80 Days"
(UA) (8th wk). Smooth $26,000.
Last week, $25,200.
Four Star (UATC) (868; $1.25$1.80) — “Rainmaker” (Par) (8th
wk). Okay $4,000. Last week,
$4,100.
Egyptian (UATC) (1,503; $1.25$1.80)—“Bundle of Joy" (RKO)
(8th wk). Mild $2,500 in 3 days.
Last week, $3,200.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612;
$1.50-$3.30)—“10 Commandments"
(Par) (13th wk). Fine $23,500.
Last week, $21,500.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,348;
$1.20-$2,65) — “Cine
Holiday"
(Cinerama) (66th wk). Started cur¬
rent frame Sunday (10) after fancy
$17,800 last week.

(Continued from page 8)
week, “Seventh Cavalry” (Col),
$5,OO0.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; $1.25-$2.75)
— “Ten Commandments” (Par)
(13th wk). Very steady $13,000
after $13,000 last week.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,490; 70-90)
—“Top Secret Affair" (WB). Okay
$7,500. Last week, “3 Violent
People" (Par), $7,000.
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 90-$l,25)“King and Four Queens” (UA)
(2d wk). Okay $14,000 after $24,000
opener.
Plaza (T-L) (290; 90-$1.35)—“The
Sorceress" (Indie). Strong $5,500.
Last week, “Lady Chatterley’s
Lover" (Indie) (12th wk), $1,800.
/ Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 80-$1.25)
— “Full of Life" (Col) (3d wk),
So-so $5,500. Last week, $6,000.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; I
$J.20-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders”]
(Cinerama) (7th wk). Bowling along
at handsome $19,000 after $23,000
in sixth.
Uptown (SW) (1.100; $1.20-$2.40)
--“Oklahoma" (Magna) (16th wk),Good $9,000. La.st week, same.
Ontario. (K-B) (1.250; 90-$1.25)—
“Great Man" lU) (4th wk). Looks
like neat $5,500. Last week, $6,500.

Rock, Jock, Air BaDy, Satorijition
Junior Rhpdeii Even Has Street Parade Lined Up
For His First Film, The Delinquents'
UNAFRAID OF TV OLDIES
Kansas City, Feb. T2.
“The Delinquents,” the story of
Minneapolis Sees No B. O. Dent teen-age rebels produced hei’e by
From Air Features
Iiftperial Productions, headed by
Elmer Rhoden Jr., is to have Its
.
Minneapolis, Feb, 12.
world premier at the Fox Midwest
After nearly two months of not- Uptown Theatre next "Tuesda-y (19).
so-old MGM, 20th-Fox, and .otlier That sparks a saturation campaign
major films on television, the box- in which the picture will have over
office hereabouts still gives no evi¬ 180 playdates in this area within
dence of taking a nosedive, accord¬ about a four-week period through
ing to Charles Winchell, local United Artists release.
United Paramount circuit .presi¬
dent-general manager, echoed by j UA, Fox Midwest and imperial
have a major campaign going on
othei^ leading exhibitors.
‘When we’ve had the attraction it, slanting the. whole proceedings
during the past several months toward teenagers. Video and radio
we’ve invariably enjoyed good and time are devoted to the opening^
normal grosses, the same as before with Rhoden and Rose Marie How¬
the advent here of the Metro and ard, femme lead In the picture,
appearing on a number of shows
Fox oldies,” asserts Winchell!
here.
Musical theme, “Dirty Rock
Boogie,” was Written^here',by Bill
Nolaii, but has not l)een released'
as a record. Tapes have been made,
. Toronto, Feb. ; 12,
On a new booking and operating however, and these ' are being
arrangement for Toronto, which played by local jocks. There is to
Sees 20th Century Theatres taking be a high school press interview
over two major Famous Players with Rhoden and eight of the play¬
(Canadian) houses in this city, with ers who live here, a hot rod asso¬
Nathaniel A. Taylor heading a ciation parade with banners—“We
chain of some 80 houses in Ontario, dig ‘The Delinquents’,” arid there
this has a 'Toronto setup of nine is to be a rock ’n’ roll session in
theatres opening day and date for the street at tlie theatre night of
a first-run pattern. This leads to opening. A local department store.
immediate booking of “better” Pecks, is in the act with fashion
first-run pix, according to Taylor. shows using girls from the cast as
His setup in Toronto gives a models, window tie-ups, in-store
hooking total of 9,007 seats, audi¬ tie-ups, etc.
ence reception giving ,a (literally)
Most of the production staff,
chain reaction in nine houses in headed by Robert Altman as
one area on a specific week’s per¬ writer-producer-director, as well as
formance; with no holdovers,] most of the cast will he on Hand
planned, though present policy is for the premier. Following day the
subject to impiediate change on picture moves-to the Esquire, Fair¬
calibre of films booked. New nine- way and Granada theatres for reg¬
house Taylor combo follows- deci¬ ular week’s playing time. These are
sion of Famous Players (Canadian) the Fox Midwest first run unit at
and "Arthur Rank chains to link present.
nabe deluxers, with heavy seating
Devojting much time tQ'the pic¬
capacities, this to offset downtown
traffic congestion and make a play ture is Ed Bergen, out from N.Y.
for
UA, and Roy Hill, Harold
for surburban dollars on day and
date release of “important” pix, Guyett and Joe Redmond' of the
Fox
Midwest roster.
this policy already working suc¬

Universal racked up a net profit
for the fiscal year ended Nov. 3,
1956 of $3,993,146, equivalent to
$4.06 per share of common stock,
as compared with
$4,018,625,
equivalent to $3.71 per share, for
the previous year;
Despite the dip in the revenue,
the per share earnings increased
during the most recent fiscal year
because of the fewer number of
shares outstanding. In 1956, the
per share earnings were figured on
the basis of 927,254 shares as com¬
pared with 1,020,089 shares of
common stock outstanding in 1955.
During 1956, the company acquired
101,950 .shares of its common stock,
thus reducing the number of out¬
standing shares.

New Toronto Booking Plan

cessfully on h.o. revenue.
Copley To Todd?
Boston, Feb. 12.
Trade circlea hear that Mike
Todd has purchased the Copley
Theatre from the Shubert interests
and will present “Around the
World in 80 Days” there by Easter.
Todd’s engineers are supposed to
go to work on the Copley within
the week.
. J. J. Shubert has denied any deal
with Todd arid in fact it’s hinted
by the Shubert office that another
deal is in the works.
“80 Days" originally was slated
to go into the Saxon Theatre. The
Copley, a 1,000-seat legiter, has
been dark for some 10 years. It
was opened briefly in 1953 as an
art film house.

16 Weeks SlOniinally But !
Hope DeMille Biblical
Draw Bates Half Year

Minneapolis, Feb. 12.
Exclusive territory booking of
“The Ten Commandments” at the
local 1,000-seat Lyric (United Para¬
mount Theatres house) is for a
minimum of 16 weeks, but Para¬
mount is hoping for. a run of at
least six months and possibly nine^.
There’ll be t'wo daily showings
with all seats reserved and a $2.25
night admission. An invitation
screening was held at the Lyric last
week.
Dick Dynes, former assistant to.
Fay Dressell,^ RKO branch man¬
ager, has been engaged by Para¬
mount to book theatre parties for
SAN FRANCISCO
“Commandments.” He’ll try to sell
(Continued from page 8)
the show to business concerns,
People" (Par) and “Rumble on. c^bs and groups and will have the
Docks" (Col), $14,500.
title of group sales mangager.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
—“Top Secret Affair” (WB) (2d
wk). Holding nicely at $9,000. Last
week, $12,500.
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458;
$1.75-$2.65)—“Seven Wonders of
World" (Cinerama) (12th wk). Ex¬
cellent $28,600. Last Week, $29,‘ Hollywood, Feb. 12.
000.
Walt Disney Productions showed
United Ai tists (No. Coast) (1,207; earnings of $685,601 for the first
70-$l)—“Halliday Brand" (UA) and
“Crime of Passion” (UA). Fairly quarter ended Dec. 29, 1956, equiv¬
good $8,500. Last week, “5 Steps alent' to '46c per share on com¬
to Danger" (UA) and “Gun Broth¬ pany’s 1,492,209 outstanding com¬
mon shares, it was disclosed yes¬
ers" (UA), $7,000.
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25- terday at annual stopkholders
$1.50)—“Oklahoma" (20th), 'Big meeting.
$9,000. Last week, “Constant Hus¬
For . the corresponding quarter
band" (Indie) (2d wk), $2,500.
of last year, net earnings, were
Larkin (Rosener (400; $1)— $996,229, or 77c per share on 1,305,“Magnificent Seven" ((Indie) (2d 680 shares then outstanding, after
wk). Hep $5,000. Last week, $5,- giving effect to the two-to-one
500.
Clay (Rosener) (400-$l—“Grand stock split made last August. Fig¬
Maneuver" (Indie). Great $5,000. ure repped reflected earnings from
Last week, “Papa, Mama, Maid" two large and very successful pic¬
tures released in close proxiinity,
(Indie) (3d wk), $2,600.
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (377; $1- it was stated.
“This
comparison,”
treasurer
$1.25)—“La Strada" (T-L) (23d wk).
Big $1,900, Last week, .same.
Paul L. Pease -reported, “is another
Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$.1.25) reminder that our short term re¬
—“Wee Geordie” (Indie) (3d wk). sults are frequently not comparable
Great $5,700. Last week, $6,000. due to normal variations in the
Coronet (United California) (1,- timing and type of our theatrical
250: $1.50-$3.75)—“Around World
in 80 Days” (UA) (7th wk). Excel¬ releases.”
Incumbent directors were re¬
lent $25,800. Last week $26,500,
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—“Bull- elected by shareholders, and at a
fieht” (Indie) (2d wk). Splendid meeting of the board directly after¬
wards all officers were returned.
$3,500. Last week, $5,300.
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Warner Broa. and Loew*s-20th are
envied for their publishing com¬
pany holdings. In fact, many a
major now wishes it also had a mu¬
sic publishing affiliate although,
realistically, under current writerContinued from page 1 •sssssss^sssssssss
publisher relations there’s no such
Nobody would trip 'Over anybody, i harker-backerg to the islory oft things as “giving any rights away’.”
^here would be little or no cutback | Louis B. Mayer and Irving Thal- Writers nowadays don’t stand for
on" employment since our picture berg. It's a realization that, with i any nonsense on synchronization
programs will continue as is. In the show business pendulum hav¬ values. However, when a Holly¬
fact it may create more consecutive ing swung the way it has, there is wood producer owns a pool of mu¬
revitalized awareness within Loew’s sic copyrights it (1> at least gives it
employment in certain phases.”
On the subject of 20th-Fox, Ad¬ Inc. on just where it is going, and a better trading position with its
ler & Co. appears easily the most where it hopes to go.
own affiliated copyright owners
prolific lot. Seemingly prexy SpyIt is now generally known that (and in, turn with the affiliated
ros Skouras has given Adler full new prexy Vogel has strong con¬ writers); and (2), it still comes
rein and he is as Intense and oc¬ fidence from Andre Mayer, the down to putting at least 50% of
cupied as was Zanuck when he Swiss banker and head of Lazard the licensing fees from one pocket
ruled the Pico Blvd. roost. The Freres. And that goes for Robert into another.
latter,' now that he Is on the board Lehman of the Lehman Bros, firm
Barney Balaban’s deal for Dot
of 20th and a dominant stockhold¬ which, with Lazard, controls about
er, is content to take it easier with 1,000,000 shares on behalf of its in¬ Records, as with Leonard H. Goldenson’s
AB-Paramount diskery,
his own, independent productions. vestors.
falls into that orb^t, both for ex¬
(To what > degree Zanuck's
It is generally believed that Vo¬ ploitation and possible new talent
going on the board, for the
gel is in constant consultation with potentials.
While Dot has Pat
first time, and Howard Hughes'
Andre Mayer and, from the Wall Boone, for example, this didn’t pre¬
reported big buV'ins on 20thStreet end, “it’s now even ..better vent 20th-Fox signing him, and
Fox stock have coincidence is
than having our men on the board eyeing him as a quick cash-in with
one of those Romanoff and
because 1540 Broadway is in con¬ the juve trade, as it did with Elvis
Chasen’s conjectures. It's no
stant touch.”
Presley’s “Love Me Tender.” Par,
secret that Hughes, almost co¬
It is figured that Joseph Tomlin¬ of course, has long since controlled
incidental with the shuttering
Famous
and Paramount Music
son et al. will be smart “to leave
of the RKO lot under the Tom
management alone 'to prove .it¬ catalogs.
O’Neil-Dan O’Shea RKO Tele^
self,” and while Vogel-Thau have a
(On the subject of Presley, no
radio regime, has become vital¬
year or so to make things stand up matter the ribbing, his boxoffice
ly interested in 20th. There is
it is considered a reasonable time¬ performance has caused almost
mystery how he is buying up ■ table. Vogel’s forthrightedness has
every major to pitch for that rock
blocs because the. blocs have
percolated, in turn, to the Culver ’n’ roll trade. And as regards
been in small lots—and of
City corps. Whether an executive Presley’s encore, Hal Wallis-Joe
course through dummies. Even
producer may yet have to be Hazen ^Productions has him under
the frequency and time-tabling
brought into the studio is an open contract. He’s currently in a Wal¬
of the brokers' orders seems
question although the business, as lis picture (Paramount), and the
shrouded in mystery because
now constituted, today requires no Marathon. St. studio dope is inor¬
the trading appears “normal."
su'h post.
The administrative dinately bullish on Presley’s boxZanuck and Hughes are known
fu tion personified by Thau or Y. office potentials, separate and
old friends.)
Fra !k Freeman at Paramount is apart from the current fever for
In the main the picture business, now regarded as the sager setup.
the r&r stuff. This comes from a
continues carrying water on both
dispassionate show biz perspec¬
‘Personal’ Sidelines
siioulders. Everybody is now in
tive).
Furthermore, the idea of a studio
television — and diversification —
The Social Life
topper
engaging
in
production
with both feet.
The social life of the colony also
The video bunch have a pros¬ (“and thus competing with the seems a little more realistic. There
perous authority about their jobs other producers on the lot”) is is a greater awareness of world¬
that borders on smugness. On the something for the history books. wide values. The dirt-dishing is
other hand the picture business is This, of course, refers to the one or limited only to some peccadillo,
heartened by renewed boxoffice two “personal” productions of a event, romance, marriage or split
Dore Schary, or when Darryl F.
vigor.
of the moment. The recent wave of
The veteran film-men still look Zanuck headed the entire 20th-Fox global production has now touched
to the boxoffice phase—the cash- operation; Or when Jerry Wald on almost -anybody worthwhile in
on-the-barrel—as the most solid dittoed for Harry Cohn at Colum¬ the industry and the politico-eco¬
bia. Cohn, in turn, is now almost
form of show business.
nomic overtones seem to have been
entirely the administrator rather brought
Vidpix Jargon Grows
into sharper focus vis-a-vis
The vidpix producers now quote than the film producer. Same is Hollywood and the picture busi¬
ness general.
Then there are such curiosa as
bragging about being addicted to
radio serials of the soap opera
genre, among such addicts being
Pamela (Mrs. James) Mason and
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
Dusty
(Mrs. Jean) Negulesco. The
A somewhat pathetic “glorification” of the glory that was Holly¬
Billy Wilders are wild about the
wood is attempted via a series of sunken cases, about two by three
Monday
roller derby on tv. There
feet, tinder unbreakable glass, on the street level, in front of . the
is great accent on book reading.
American Airlines office on the northeast corner of Hollywood &
Sunday Quarterbacking
Vine. The glass cases disclose an assortment of props and pseudohistorical souvenirs that looks like some of those weird memoTelevision continues the No. 1
common denominator for dinner
ribilia that Jackie Gleason might bring out on his tv show.
Among the items are Bing Crosby’s pipe when he recorded
conversation. As for the comedians
“Silent Night”; Will Rogers’ “original” lariat^ Gloria Swanson’s
particularly, and the execs in gen¬
original ivory cigaret holder; Rudolf Valentino’s gaucho hat which
eral, the Sunday branches at Hillcrest, especially as focused around
he used in the 1924 production of “The Gaucho”; an o.strich fan
the “comedians’ roundtable,” is
pathetically anemic cooking) worn by Miss Swanson when she
strictly Sunday midday quarterworked with Valentino; a single-action frontier .45 Colt used by
backing on Gleason, Como, Caesar
John Wayne in his early westerns; Harold Lloyd^^ original spec¬
tacles; a 1925 self-portrait made bj? John Barrymore in London;
and whatever spectacular of the
Saturday night before.
It’s re¬
C. B. DeMille’s megaphone used by him in the 1912 production of
peated-again at Monday, either in
“The Squaw Man”; Jimmy Durante’s favorite knockabout 'hat
Romanoff’s, the Brown Derby of
(alongside a' copy of the Gene Fowler biog of “Schnozzola”) and
the club, in re Ed Sullivan, Steve
Dorothy Lamour’s “original sarong.”
Allen, etc.
There are two empty cases. They are somewhat ominously
marked: “Reserved for future stars.”
There are some very specific
opinions on the subject.
George
Burns
thinks Sid Caesar is one of
ad agencies, sponsors, budgets, true of Jack L. Warner, and with
Nielsens and other audience-rat¬ the others. The RKO debacle and the greatest mimes of the time.
ings with the same awe and respect the Republic situation, of course, Groucho Marx and Jack Benny are
tliat Marcus Loew, Julian Saenger, are sorrowful statistics of the pass¬ by no means inarticulate. George
Jessel, unquestionably the “king”
E. V. Richards, Abe Blank, Balaban ing show biz scene.
& Katz, et al., would command in
As for Schary, he and his wife of the table, has an opinion on any¬
the heydey of the picture business. and their son and daughter sail on thing and everything from John
Their line of thinking runs like the SS United States Api’jl 18 for a Foster Dulles to his perennial gripe
this: “So ‘Gone With the Wind’ threemonth holiday. Metro’s traf¬ about “the flintex” (derogatory
grossed oyer $30,000,000; Mike fic chieftain Stanley Markham has term for Trendex, Nielsen and
Todd and DeMille look to top arranged for their large station- kindred ratings).
that—great! But BBD&O or K&E wagon to be picked up at LeHavre
The producers (Victor Saville,
shent zillions of dollars last year,” and driven to Sicily while the Fred Kohlmar, Eddie Buzzell,
etc. They glibly agency-name drop Scharys work their way south by Harry Cohn), the agents like Abe
and refer to ad budgets, end as¬ hired car and railroad befpre start¬ Lastfogel, Lew Wasserman, Charles
sume that all of it is earmarked ing motormg in Italy. Schary K. Feldman, Sam Jaffe; the sun¬
for tv film production.
says he will have his show biz fu¬ dry directors and players listen
In actuality, of course, the spon¬ ture plans set before he sails. It harder, it seems, to the sundry at¬
sor, as the ultimate consumer, will include independent film pro¬ titudes about tv versus the pix biz.
dwarfs the exhibitor gross in many duction and possibly a hook into
instances. Screen Gem.s’ produc¬ television.
tion topper. Irving Briskin com¬ . It is notable that his final “per¬ Linda Darnell Collects
pares “knocking ourselves out with sonal”. production, ■ “Designing
Residual Fee in Reverse
‘B' budgeters and now see how it Woman.” is highly rated at Metro,
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
comes out producing our line for and so is “Raintree County” which,
Residual payments: to thesps on
the agencies and spon.sors.” And while not under his “personal”
an impressive roster it is, too. / >
aegis, officially, is so regarded feature films released to television
Metro’s Cli'cering Squad
within the plant. He is thus exit¬ .have become commonplace, but
Sludio-by-studio, of course the ing in a blaze, with what appear
big .spotlight is on the Joe Vogel- to be' two strong boxoffice entries, Linda Darnell received a $5,000
Benny Thau team at Metro. There particularly his own self-billed check last week for a film that
probably was never as big a cheer¬ item which is by no means as astro¬ went the reverse route. Coin cov¬
ing section in Hollywood, from an nomic in co.st (and as long) as ered British theatrical release of
inter-studio and competitive exec¬ “Raintree.” Latter is already play- I “Deception,”, which .20th-F6x
utive viewpoint, for “the opposi¬ dated for Radio City Music Hall.
I turned put for tbeiG^erai.Electric
tion,” as there cxi.sts now on the
j Theatre vidfilm series in 1955.
Costly Music Rights
Coast.
A sidebar on the vidpix situation I
Half-hour film was released as a
This has nothing to do with Nick ,is the sudden realization that mu- j theatrical featurette in England
Schenck, Dore Schary or even the 'sic rights are a costly item and i last year.

Visit to a Small Planet-H’wood

Trop Up HoDywood’s Glamour
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Credits Peir Guild’s Slaht
Appear on BaHots Of
Metro held a slight lead in
screen writers nominations by the
Writers Guild of America, released
over the weekend. Four features
released under the Metro, banner
received nominations; 20th and Co¬
lumbia, three apiece; Warners, two,
and Allied Artists and Paramount,
one apiece.
Winners of the 1956 screenplay
awards will be disclosed at the
ninth annual Screen Writers Award
dinner at the Moulin Rouge, March
7, with one winner each in com¬
edy, dramatic and musical fields to
be selected in final membership
poll. The noted “Gridiron” type
show presented annually at the
Award dinner is now being prepped
by Ben Roberts, with. Herbert
Baker directing and I.A.L. dia¬
mond heading;; writers. Groucho
Marx is emceeing.
Noteworthy in the list of nomi^
nations are two things. “Around
the World in 80 Days,” Mike Tpddj.
United Artists release, was jointly
credited to James Poe, John Far¬
row and S. J. Perelman in the bal¬
lot, a matter which is currently the
subject of heated controversy be¬
tween Todd and WGA. Todd re¬
leased the pic with Perelman sole¬
ly credited, and in retaliation, the
Guild has placed the producer on
the newly-formed “strike” list.
Also screenplay credit for Allied
Artists-William Wyler “Friendly
Persuasion” was given to Michael
Wilson in the • nomination ballot,
although the Guild acknowledged
that this credit did not appear on
the screen. A Guild arbitration
committee permitted Wyler and Al¬
lied to yank Wilson’s credit, under
article 6 of the Screen Minimum
Basic Agreement, the “morals”
clause.
This was invoked when
Wilson was accused of leftist activi¬
ties.

Very Happy FeDab;

RdbL

A

Cpnieiited EjM
San Franclskco, Feb, 12,
“Strictly upbeat” was the way
Robert L, Lippert described his
business during a 15th anniversary
celebration of -the founding of his
33-theatre Lippert circuit.
More than 160 film industry reps,
bankers, newsmen, employees and
friends turned out for Rose Room
banquet at the Sheraton-Palace last
Thursday U) night.
Call-Bulletin, columnist
Paul
Speegle emceed.
Lippert, asked about his current
operations, replied:
^‘Whp’s crying? Not me, though
c I may be a little different than
most Of them*
“Last year our circuit showed its
biggest profit . and all signs point
to a new high in boxoffice receipts
in 1957.”
He said plans have already been
completed for a new house—the
Guild—in the San Fernando Val¬
ley, to be built shortly, and added
another theatre may be spotted
in Southern California soon, too.
Lippert, who started his chain
with the Grand in Richmond in
1942, laughed and said: “I’ve still
got my first projectionist, my first
landlord and my first bankers.”
Among those who turned out for
tribute were producer Samuel Ful¬
ler, Metro’s J. W. Coyne, Warners’
Al Grubstick, Allied Artists’ Mel
Hulling, lawyer Ben Hamm, thea¬
tre chain owner Gerald Hardy, po¬
litical rep Hulda McGinn, Univer¬
sal’s Barney Rose, Regal’s Plato
Skouras, Columbia’s Jack Tillman,
20th Fox’s Herman Wobber, ajid
Lippert' partners George Mahn,
Abe Karskl, Gerald Karski, Ray
Kaliski, Martell Kaliski,-Albert
Kessler, Leslie Kessler, Clareilce
Laws and Elwood Laws.

SHIPPER NOT LIABLE
FOR ‘PARADISE’ LOSS YANK‘SEVEN WONDERS’
Los Angeles, Feb. 12.
FOR ‘COMMANDMENTS’
District Court of Appeals has af¬

firmed a Superior Court decision
dismissing the $176,272 suit brought
by Aspen Productions against
Oceanic Steamship Co., over the
delayed start of the firm’s Gai'y
Cooper starrer, “Return to Para¬
dise.”
Original action charged the ship¬
ping company neglected to advise
Aspen that a maritime strike was
in the offing when equipment for
the film was being loaded aboard
ship in 1952. When the strike
broke out, the equipment was de¬
layed and arrived in Tahiti six
weeks later.
.

K. C. Durwood 900-Seater,
Gets ‘Ten Commandments’
Kansas City, Feb. 12.
After some palavering, it’s been
decided “The Ten Commandments”
will play the purwood circuit’s
Roxy Theatre here on a reserved
seat two-a-day basis, with morning
matinees on Saturdays and holi¬
days.
. Price scale has been set at $1,25
for the mats and $2 for evenings,
with shows at 2 p. m. and 8 p. m.
Morning matinees will go at 9:30.
Picture opens Feb. 14, with details
being, worked out by Norman
Sprowl, manager.
- Roxy seats less than 900, be¬
lieved to be a factor in deciding
the policy. Some consideration had
been given to continuous showing,
but the reserved seat plan was
adopted as better suited to the
smaller house and also adding pres¬
tige to the engagement.

Pittsburgh, Feb. I2!
First closing of a “Seven Wdnders- of World” roadshow will be
here at Warner on March 10 when
the third Cinerama Production
winds up run of 11 months. Close¬
out was decided on when StanleyWarner circuit made deal with
Paramount to open “10 Command¬
ments” in house on March 14 fol¬
lowing gala premiere to be spon¬
sored night before by Variety Club
for its charities.'
Originally “Commandments” was
figured to go into 3,800-seat Stan¬
ley on grind policy but Par and
DeMille favored smaller hoiise
where biblical saga could get a
long run on a two-a-day basis. ■
Although “Wonders” has dojne
better here than previous Cine¬
rama ‘releases and is still over
breaking point, Stanley officials
figured it is approaching rock bot¬
tom and since they don’t want !to
open next one “Shangri La” before
Broadway, decision was made to
bring in “Commandments.”
Present capacity of Warner for
Cinerama is 1,385 but J27 seats
will be restored in balcony to give
“Commandments” 1,512, Practical¬
ly entire Warner Cinerama house
staff,, including managing director
Bob Suits and publicity director
Arthur Manson, to be retained for
“Commandments,” which will re¬
main until “Shangri La” comes in,
probably in the fall.
Downstairs of Warner won’t be
disturbed and three projection
booths jieeded for Cinerama will
stay as is while “Commandments”
is there.

Work Par-Sunset Stages Ready to Open Drire-In
Despite 600 Protests

, Hollywood^ Feb. 12.
All five stages at Paramount-Sun¬
set will be in use next month as the
rental lots hits a new high in pro¬
duction activity. Four of the ven¬
tures involved are theatrical fea¬
tures.
Clurrently shooting at the studio
are the “Sergeant Preston of the
Yukon” vidpic series and two fea¬
tures, “Stranger at Soldier Springs”
and “The Barney Ross Story,’’
•Two more indie features, “From
Hell It (^ame” and ‘Tiger Mike,”
will go 'before the cameras- in
March.. Lot general manager Stan¬
ton Osgood also is negotiating with
Bob Hope Enterprises for the film¬
ing of the vidpi6 series “Police
Chiefs of America” at Par-Sunset.

Albany, Feb. 12.
The 700-car drive-in which Rob¬
ert C. Conahan, of Slingerlands,
ijs building in the Town of New'
Scotland, and to which residents of
the nearby Heldervale section had
objected—they presented a peti¬
tion with more than 600 signa¬
tures to the Town Board—will
open about'May 15. It will be
known as Mayfair.
' Conahan, who reported that con¬
struction was near completion, said
he was aware of the protestants’ ac¬
tivities, but that they had exerted
no direct pressure on him to drop
the project.
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A SLYFUL EYEFUL!

HE OWNS
“TEN THOUSAND
BEDROOMS"!
M-G-M presents

DEAN MARTIN
in

"TEN THOUSAND
BEDROOMS”
-

Co-Starring

ANNA MARIA
ALBERGHETTI
EVA BARTOK
DEWEY MARTIN
WALTER SLEZAK
PAUL HENREID
With

JULES MUNSHIN • MARCEL DALIO
Written by

LASLO VADNAY and ART COHN,
WILLIAM LUDWIG and LEONARD SPIGELGASS
New

Song$;-Music by NICHOLAS BRODSZKY
LyricsbySAMMY CAHN

in CINEMASCOPE And METROCOLOR
Directed by

Produced by

RICHARD THORPE • JOE PASTERNAK
(Available in Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channel Sound)

Not since coins were tossed in that
fountain has a picture, filmed in the
beauty of Rome, had so much bouncy,
youth-propelled entertainment. A
young hotel tycoon {Dean Martinis first
sjoIo starring role) skillfully plans
romances for three gorgeous sisters so
that he can marry the fourth. The
backgrounds of Rome are exquisite,
the foregrounds of the sisters are
divine, the songs are whistle-bait and
fit the romantic, uproariously funny
{and very sly) story to perfection.
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Defenders of Italo-American Honor
Get hto Haby Doll’ Controversy

'Riyer Slay Away'Stand
In Maryland Vs. 'Amazon'

Struggle to keep the film “Naked
Amazon” from being shown on
Maryland screens reached the
Maryland Court of Appeals yester¬
day (Tues.) via an attempt by the
Albany, Feb. 12. -f
Maryland censor to set aside a
The controversy over “Baby
‘Attractive’ Bank
lower court ruling to the effect that
Doll” had a delayed but extraordi¬
the picture was neither obscene
kollywoqd, Feb. 12.
nary eruption in the Legislature
nor pornographic. “Amazon” is
A factual story, “A Nice
last week, when a concurrent reso¬
distributed by Times Film Corp.
Little Bank That Should be
lution was introduced by a New
Attorneys Felix J. Bilgrey, coun¬
Robbed,” has been acquired by
York City Republican Senator and
sel for Times Film, and David Ross,
a Democratic Assemblyman to put
20th-Fox, which is angling for
Baltimore attorney, repped 1‘imes
the solons on record as publicly
Danny Kaye for the Starring
Film which ■ earlier had won a fa¬
“rebuking” the pVoducers and as
role;
vorable decision from Baltimore
“recommending” to the^lBoard of
• Yarn will be, published In
City Court judge Joseph R. Byrnes.
Regents that it exercise “greater
Life magazine. “Bank” deal
Jean Goldwurm, Times prexy, in
care and supervision beforo ap¬
was set by the William Morris
proving similar pictures.”
agency._ a statement blasted the Maryland
Senator Joseph F. Periconi, of
censors as “a self-righteous group
of individuals who. are so appal¬
the Bronx, and Assemblyman
lingly narrow-minded as to be
Louis F. De Salvlo, of Manhattan,
myopic in their view of what is
blasted the Tennessee Williamsright and what is not.” Censorship
Elia Kazan film as one that: made
in any form, he held, “endangers
a “ridiculous and discriminatory”
our cultural and intellectual free¬
reference to Americans of Italian
descent; tended to “create bigotry.,
dom, and it is high time the,prac¬
hatred, intolerance and bias,
tice was wiped !Out for air time.'^
which are the working tools of the
Tiniea and Gbldwurm have
Kremlin and its agents”; as “inde¬
carried the brunt of the censorship
cent and abusive of dramatic li¬
fight in several states. It was
Times’ “Game of Love” which
cense.”
Defending the patriotism which
forced out the Massachusetts
Stanley
Donen,.
who'
advanced
Italian-Americans had demoncensor, and challenged the Chicago
etrated since their earliest days, from'choreographer to director in police censorship setup.
the resolution’s authors asserted Hollywood, charged that the
the producers of “Baby Doll” had studios are reluctant to make mu¬
“recently declared that said pic- sicals unless they can find an out¬
lure has boxoffice appeal and that standing star for the leading role
they intend to produce more pic¬ to protect the added investment a
tures of the same type regardless musical requires.
Donen, who directed “Funny
of their ill-effect on the people of
the country, in general, and on Face” for Paramount and ‘^Pajama
those of Itallan-American descent, Game” for Warner Brbs. on Iqanout from Metro, said that, as a* re¬
particularly.”
They saw in this a “wanton dis¬ sult, musicals rave been neglected
regard of motal standards decency, and numerous “imaginative pic¬
with an eye only to their financial tures have been lost in.the shuf¬
•
gain.” Such releases “can only fle.”
Three Roxy Theatre, N.Y., pro¬
In; general, he noted in Manhat¬
serve to Incite intolerance, aid the
tan
last
week, there “Is a dreary jectionists are not entitled to pay¬
cause of bigotry, and erase the
ments
from 20th-Fox’s employees
gains made in our anti-dlscrim- approach to musicals” as repre¬
Ination efforts,” the Introducers sented by the backstage tune, films. retirement fund. Justice William
Lyman
ruled in N.Y. Supreme
“A musical doesn’t have to be
claimed.
It was believed to be the first limited in the choice of . subject Court this week. The plaintiffs—
time such a two-pronged attack, matter.' It can be as varied as Samuel Kravitz, Solomon ,,Spielfogel and Isadoro Sherman —
racial and moral, had been deliv¬ that of. other pictures.”
He also, attributed the general claimed they were entitled to re-,
ered in a resolution presented for
adoption by the Legislature. Also, decline in musicals to the reluc¬ tirement-fund payments because
the initial instance in which it was tance of the studios “to invest in they were employed by 20th in
1946 when the film company
proposed that the lawmakers issue unknown material.”
Another problem faced by musi¬ adopted the employees’ retirement
a warning to the Regents, who con¬
fund.
trol the film licensing procedure cals, according to Donen, is the dif¬
The court pointed out that in
through the State Education De¬ ficulty in obtaining choreogra¬
partment’s Motion Picture Divi¬ phers, : ^Choreographers,” he said, 1950 the Moving Picture Opera¬
“are harder to find than stars.” tors Union, Local 306, of which the
sion.
Donen*’ihaintained that therq .are three plaintiffs are members, en¬
only a fMv professional choreogra¬ tered into an agreement with the
phers' avi^ilable, but that their seiw- Roxy, the terms of which provided
ices ape so much in demancf' fbr that instead of continuing cover¬
Broadway, television, and pictures age . for the projectionists under
that it is difficult to sign them'up. 20th’s retirement plan, 5% of the
Memphis, Feb. 12.
As a bdilsequence, he said, danc¬ weekly payroll for boothmeii
Memphis, which heretofore made ing iS'playing a secondary role in would be paid Into^an indusfiytrade headlines via one-man cen¬ musical .films.
wide pengiouL arid , welfare fund.
sorship, now has a One-Woman
Tbe; .court.;hotfed that'this agree#^
board chief doing the honors.
mepf-Wa# voted upon and approved
Mrs. B. F, Edwards, who in¬
by thq miembership of the union.
herited the late Lloyd T. Binford’s
It was further noted that on
post as head of the Memphis cen¬
Sept. 27, 1952, ownership of the
sor board, took matters in “her
Roxy
passed to National Theatres
own hands” this week and put the
and that immediately after 20th di¬
kibash on three pics. Mrs. Ed¬
vested
itself of its stock Interest
wards, who admitted that she
Memphis, Feb. 12.
in the Roxy, the plaintiffs der^:
viewed the three pics alone said
Ninete^ neighborhood theatres manded .;that. 2q^h' m^e
that the following pics were in She'llJy ! County went .dark , here
aUegecfly.i^bifo under,
banned:
as a result oftlib plam Thifr' cdurt stated emphati¬
“The Delinquents,” “She Shoulda project^hists*
' Affedtra cally that the plaintiffs are not
Said No,” and “Street Corner.” houses “ifee' iibVr beihg picketed.
entitled to such payments.
The last two are a pair of indies
Stalemate was reached when the
and previously played West Mem¬ exhibitors, sought to cut the booth- .. “This retirement fund was cre¬
phis as banned pics here under the men’s pay at the rate of 28c per ated voluntarily by 20th-Fox,” the
late Binford’s regime. “Delin¬ hour. Latter were willing to ac¬ court said'. “Any benefits conferred
quents,” is a new United Artists cept a reduction but wanted it lim- thereunder are tantamount to a
release. Mrs. Edwards said that she ited to $5.60 weekly. Contract, gift. The donor of a gift has the
banned “Delinquents” for “exces¬ which expired Jan. fr, provided the right to fix the terms and the ob¬
sive brutality, excessive drinking, machine men with $2.80 per hour. jects of his bounty. The terms of
and low moral standards. It is a
Theatremen claim the cuts are the retirement plan give no vested
picture about juveniles and has necessary because of business con¬ rights to others th^ specifically
At no time after
no big name stars,’’she added.
ditions as affected, by television provide^
Mrs. Edwards .‘said that i§he competition and the public’s selec¬ Sept.* 1949, -have the- plaintiffs
come under the provisions of the
banned the pics alone because co¬ tive theatte-going habits.
rctitement plan so as to entitle
members Mrs. St. Elmo Newton
them to the benefits, the court
and Mrs. Walter Gray were home
stated.
111. “I don’t like to have to ban
In dismissing the complaint
pictures by myself,” MrS. Edwards
against 20th, the court also dis¬
told Variety. “I don’t know about
missed 20th’s counter-claim against
the legality of it, and I would wel¬
come a court test. .But I have to
Special kind of foreign film fes¬ third party defendants, the officers
call them as my conscience sees tival bows at the Baronet Theatre, of Local 306.
it.” Mrs. Edwards banned Warners’ N. Y^, Feb. 15, with the sequential
“Baby Doll” on her own last De¬ presentation of a. series, of 12
Estes Heads Local 249> IA
cember.
French classics, each to run as long
Dallas, Feb. 12.
W. R. Estes, projectionist at the
as the b.o. will support it.
Would Ease Blue Law
Festival of Great French Films Is Melba Theatre, was elected veepee
Albany, Feb. ,A2
being staged by Thomas F. Bran¬ of the Projectionist Local 249 at
A bill amending Sections 2145 don and is expected to run a mini¬ the annual election of officers. He
and 2152 of the Penal Law, to per¬ mum of four months. Among the was the only new officer elected
mit public sports and entertain¬ films to be presented are “Baker’s with all others re-elected from pre¬
ment on Sunday after 1:05 p. m., Wife,” “Carnival In Flanders,' vious terms. He succeeded Herinstead of 2 p. m., has been rein¬ “Grand Illusion,” etc.
shel Miller of the Chalk Drive In.
troduced by Senator William F.
In April, sponsored--by the
Other officers are Guy L. Luther,
Condon, Yonkers Republican.
French government and the French prez. Tower Theatre; Harvey D.
The measure reportedly is de¬ Film Office In N. Y., a six-month Hill Jr., recording secretary. Tow¬
signed to permit an earlier start series of French classics unspools er Theatre; C. I. Cross, financial
for Sunday professional baseball at the Museum of Modern Art. It’ll secretary, Tower Theatre; A. E
and football in New York City. It be kicked off via the appearance Ballard, ‘treasurer, Esquire Thea¬
passed the Senate, after amend¬ of several French stars on the tre, and Harvey D. Hill Sr., of
ment, last year, but died in the CBS-TV “Toast of the Town’i..Ed the Majestic, for his 15th term as
Assembly codes committee.
Sullivan show.
business agent.

Musicals HeUBack
By Stereotyped
Views^onen

Roxy Boothmen

ONE-WOMAN CENSORING
OPERATES IN MEMPHIS

19 Naies Shuttered In
Quarrel On
»Union Projectionists

Brandon French Repnse
May Span Four Months

Trailers For Forert Lawn ^
Growing practice among the
publicity departments in big busi¬
ness firms, and particularly in the
radio-tv and advertising fields, is
to send out prepared-in-advance
obits on top executives who have
become critically, ill.,, Fi^.ces: ate
biographical, of course, : anu the.
publicity departments also suggest
their use as background material
even when the exec survives; of
course, they’re always file material
as well.
„
Recent examples in the past few
weeks included an advance obit on
an agency president (who pulled
through OK) and a radio-tv station
pioneer.

Stauffer. Before he was hired by
Capper, Bailey was principal of
Kansas City Kansas High School.
He has been an avid civic worker,
avows he will travel for a time,
after which, he expects to continue
his work-in various organizations.
He is' maintaining a desk in the
Kansan offices as a place to prop
his feet, he said.
Terry’s ‘Dance’ Tome
“The Dance in America” by Wal¬
ter Terry (Harper; $4), is a short
history of the dance in this coun¬
try by the terp editor of the N.Y.
Herald Tribune. Terry shows a
firm groimdlng in U.S. origins with
accounts of such performers as
George Washington Smith, Au¬
gusta Maywood and John Durang,
among others. Space is devoted
to-Duncan, Loie. Fuller, St, Denis,
Shaven, . Graham, Weidman, Holm,
Tamaris and other “moderns.” Bal¬
let, ethnic dances, and' the dance
in relation to movies, tv, educa¬
tion, and recreation are features
of the book.
While certainly not a detailed
study,'tome supplies an excellent
suiwey of the field. Illustrations
are yfcJl-chosen.

Helleur Edits; ‘Mayfair*
Toronto
Telegram
columnist
Stan Helleur has. left the .paper to
join Mayfair magazine as •editQr>>
post' he has ^eeh^'fljljing. vpart-time
since" the monthly class magazine
was bought by Crombie Publishing
Co. Ltd. 16 months ago.
David B. Crombie, president, an¬
nounced also that Helleur will
serve as v.p. and editorial director
of the company, which now has
only Mayfair but plans expansion,
including new publications, in the
.
Davis’ Lectures
near future.
B^padwayites closely associated
Robert Fulford is new managing
with>
the
mercantile
trades have
editor of Mayfair;
formed:.a committee to endow the
Tobe
Lectures
in
Retail
DsitribuJessunnyn
Beerbohm Tree
at. Harvard, named for Design¬
Novelist Jessamyn West, authqr tion:
er
Tobb
Coller
Davis.
Prof.
Milton
of ’“The Friendly Persuasion”
(Gary Cooper-William Wyler-Al¬ P,. Brown will do the lecturing. .
Joseph
L.
Eckhouse,
exec
head
lied Artists), has written a memoir
of her Hollywood experiences, at¬ of Gimbel’s, N. Y.. Is chairmanning
the
committee,
mth
others
in
the
tendant to the- filmization in a
bright and forthright book titled group including Milton Blow, Ed¬
ward
W.
Carter,
Adam
L.
Gimbel,
“To See A . Dream” (Harcourt,
Raymond C. Kramer, Jock Law¬
Brace; $3.95).
Another contemporaneous show rence, Mollie Pai*nis Livingston,
Marcus
and Dorothy
biz item is Hesketh Pearson’s biog Stanley
of “Beerbohm Tree: His Life and Shaver.
Laughter” (Harper; $3.75).
CHATTER
Warner Bros, homeoffice publi¬
Ken Gfniger’s Quickie
Kenneth S; Giniger, veepee and cist Walter Ross has an article,
g.m. of Hawthorn Books (subsid) “The Spectacles of My Wife,” in
of Prentice-Hall), quickies to Eu¬ the March issue of McCall’s,
Robert Buckner’s new novel of
rope on his annual huddle with
publishers and authors, leaves Feb. GI romantics, “Sigrld and the Ser¬
22 and returning March 17. He’ll geant,” will be published by Apdo London, Paris, Amsterdam, Mi¬ pletort-Century-Crofts in October.
John Scott, asst, city editor of
lan and Rome.
He’s taking his wife on her first Mpnteeal Gazette, to N. Y. writing
time over, and while in Rome both sppfwith Time, specializing in
have a private audience with the Canadian subjects.
Pope to present the specially • J^ck Campbell new editor of
bound edition of “Crown of Glory,” Glasgow Evening Citizen, In place
Hawthorn’s • publication of the Of . -Walker Sinclair, posted to
Pontiff’s career, written by Alden p.m,/er Scottish Daily Express.
V..,National Book Committee has
Hatch.
iigjraed Lynn Farnol as consultant
.to^draw up plans for National LiNew- Pub Firm
. Davld/;McD6well and Ivan Obol¬ ^bra^y Week on an all-industry
ensky have founded a new publish¬ ba$iB.
ing house. Former has been for ' Arigna Enters, the novelist-artthe past seven years a senior edi¬ i$t4riiime, has a new book, “Artist's
tor of Random House and Obolen¬ -life,” due for publication next fall
sky, himself a writer (“Rogues :by: .'Coward-McCann. It’s a sequel
March”-Random House), is the son tri^‘'First Person Plural.”
of Col. Serge Obolensky and the
Walter Waldman, head of United
late Alice Astor.
Ariiists publicity writing depart.mbrit, will be represented in the
Ted Pratt’s Encores
March 3 issue of Today’s Living
Gold Medal is reissuingTed; .(H'eiiald Trib mag) with a piece on
Pratt’s Florida novel,
!{Vi^iriter golfers.
arid ;‘^e ,Gol4em Sori^ow;/;! a fioiCarolyn Taylor, formerly with
lywbod. ?: noiiSel. - in 200,000 lots. American Express Co. publicity,
Pratt’s “Tormented” is being pub¬ now handling the promotion and
lished in French by Flammarion, publicity for Longman’s, Green &
normally a conservative Paris pub¬ Co., David McKay and Ives Washlishing house, and both the latter bum, with the assistance of Nancy
and .“Cocette,” still another Pratt Huenekens Cox.
book, will be done in Italian by a
The Writer, in its 70th year of
Milan publisher.
continual publication, puts out its
Australia bought the rights to largest printing with the mag’s
two others, “Smash-Up” and “Es¬ April edition. Slanted at the tyro
cape to Eden.”
scribes, the book will roll 41,500 is¬
sues that month, increasing news¬
Murray Joins World
stand distribution.
Fred W. Murray Jr. joining World
More Random House play pub¬
Publishing March 1, headquarter¬ lications due include Paddy Chaying in the company’s home office efsky’s “Middle of the Night,”
in Clev&larid, and his responsibili¬ “Bells Are-Binging” by Betty Comties will include that of assistant den.-—and Adolph Green, and
to the sales boss. Murray started “Speaking of Murder,” by Audrey
with American News and was man¬ and William Roos.
ager of the Denver branch for 13
The State Theatre. Press Office
years. In 1946 he joined Doubleday in Vienna started a bi-monthly
as sales rep on the Coast. He has magazine,
Die
Buehnen
(The
been Doubleday’s sales manager Stages), bringing legit news of in¬
since 1950, until his resignation last ternational interest to Austria. Dr,
month.
Viktor Reimann, press chief, is
managing editor.
Capper-Stauffer Cycle
Jill Stern, former actress-re¬
Chain of events shifting the Cap¬ porter daughter of ex-pubHsher J.
per Publications Inc. to Stauffer David Stern and sister of Phllly
Publications Inc. climaxed last and New Orleans newspaper pub¬
week with the resignation of W. A, lisher David (Tommy) Stern 3d,
Bailey as editor and manager of has authored a novel about the
t^e Kansas City Kansan. He had Reno divorcee colony, “Not in Our
been with the paper since it was Stars.” It’s due for publication
founded by the late Senator Ar¬ Feb. 26 by David McKay.
thur Capper in 1921.
James A, Michener did not de¬
New editor is John H. Stauffer, liver his mss. of “The Bridge of
son, of the new owner.' Young Andau” until the first week in
Stauffer moves up from Newton, January with result that the March
Kans., where he was editor of the 1'scheduled publication date of
Newton Kansan. He is a director his latest (it's non-fiction) will be
and treasure!* of the Stauffer com¬ touch-and-go sd far as advance
pany which has just taken over the press copies'are concerned, accord¬
Capper properties.
ing to Random House publicist
Bailey was one of a number of Jean Ennis. “Rascals in Paradise,”
legatees under the will of Sen. by Michener and A. Grove Day,
Capper, and has sold his Interest, announced for Feb. 28 publication
along with other legatees, to Oscar by RH, will be Issued in June.
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Sd^ and Attorneys Combat
Gnity Rap in Contempt SHnation

RETIRES TO MARRIAGE
Sam Roth’s Twist On End-of-Carecr
Routine

Disney s ‘Secret Weapon-Family Biz

Newark, Feb. 12.
Sam Roth, manager- of Stanley
Warner’s Baker Theatre in Dover,
N.J., for 30 years, retired last week
and will reside in St. Petersburg,
Fla. Otto Schoepe succeeds him,,
Day after he relinquished his
managerial post, Roth married Mrs.
Hazel McConville, who’d been as¬
sistant manager of the Baker since
1945. _

Morally Questionable Films That Make Money
Exception Rather Than Rule—^Leo Samuels

Buffalo, Feb. 12. -f
Argument by counsel for the [
Educated Cops
The public wants “family enter¬
No Gabor Lift
Schine theatre Interests for a new
tainment—clean, wholesome enBoston, Feb. 12.
trial on the grounds that the
Winooski, Vt., Feb. 12..
tertainmertt that appeals to Mom
A speqial training film, on
Schines were prevented from pre¬
Somebody thought it would
and Dad as well as the youngsters.”
emergency birth deliveries,
senting important evidence on the
be a bright idea to invite
This is theorized by Leo F. Sam¬
’’All My Babies,” was made
trial in 1954-55 of the contempt of
Zsa Zsa Gabor here to boost
uels, president of Walt Disney’*
available
to
Massachusetts
^ourt charges brought against them
the morale of Hungarian refu¬
Buena
Vista distribution company
police this week, to help them
for failure to comply with the
gees who are studying at St.
and the fiscal results of the Disney
prepare for. their frequent as¬
order of the U. S. District «vCourt
Michael’s College.
product
appear to back him up.
sists
to
the
stork,
by
the
state
was had before Federal Judge Har¬
At first, the idea appe^ed
“Every once In a. while a morally
department of public health.
old F. Burke in that court here.
to Rev. Francis E. Moriarty,
questionable
picture will come
Instead
of
depending
on
The argument was vigorously op¬
president of the college. How¬
along and make money but this is
posed by attorneys for the anti¬
”hear-say Information,” police
ever, when Father Moriarty
the
exception
and not the rule,”
trust division of the U. S. Justice
can now learn by watching the
discovered that Miss Gabor is
observes the exec.
. Dept. At the close of the argu¬
film, said Capt. Clinton Heita sultry much-wed Hungarian
ments, Judge Burke directed that
man of Brookline, prexy of the
As the record shows, Disney
actress, instead of a Hungarian
memoranda be filed within two
Mass. Police Assn.
deals in cartoons, earthy live ac¬
waiter, as he had at first as¬
weeks.
He termed the film “of great¬
tion pictures and nature subjects.
sumed, he said:
Judge Burke recently held the
est value to our officers” and
There’s never a suggestion of ,any
“I’m afraid her presence^on
Schine defendants, individuals and
said he would recommend its
hotsy romance. Except for “20,the campus would be quite
corporations, guilty of contempt
purchase by the Brool^ne Se¬
000. Leagues Under the Sea” the
superfluous.**
Washiogton, Feb, 12.
for not disposing of certain thea¬
lectmen.
product
is devoid of star nanies.
Film theatre goers need not pay
tres as ordered by the late Judge
Disney’s net profit soared to $2,the
admissions
tax
on
amounts
John Knight. On the argument,
623,541
last
year. He grossed over
paid to participate in a “Dish
counsel for the Schines contended
$15,000,000 on his film operations,
Club Plan,” so long as the theatre
that they had been prevented at
as
separated
from television, Dis¬
gets none of this cash. Internal
the hearing from producing the
neyland, merchandising and music
Revenue-Service, has just ruled.
testimony of theatre brokers as to
publishing. A reissue of “Song of
“In order to increase business,”
the unfavorable market conditions
the ' South” recently brought $1,Revenue explained, “a theatre en¬
for the sale of Class B theatres in
650,000 in United States lentals.
tered
into an agreement with a
1952-53, but that the government
The Disney organization some
promotion company which will op¬
Albany, Feb. 12.
was allowed to call rebuttal wUtime ago ascertained that each
Late
Monday
(11)
N.
Y.
Su¬
No
modification
in
the
present
nesses as to how other divestitures
erate a “Dish Club Plan’ and re¬
of
the producer’s features had a
preme Court restrained the
ceived the entire proceeds from schedule of fees for the licensing “family audience base” of 25,000,had been accomplished.
Schine
City License Commissioner.
the sale of dish coupon^. Female of films by the State Education 000, Samuels related.
claimed that the other divestitures
That is,
Film continues.
patrons will be given an opportu¬ Department’s Motion' Picture Divi¬ every, production,
were Class A theatres for which
the- results
there was a better market at the
New York License Commissioner nity to become ‘members* at the sion is anticipated during the next showed, had a minimum audience
each designated fiscal year, according to the com¬
time.
Bernard J. O'Connell on Monday beginning of
ment and the estimates given by of . 25,000,000 virtually assured.
On behalf of Howard Antevil, (11) abruptly ended the run of period.
The'figure is higher (but no new
Schines’ attorney, also held in con¬ ”Mom and Dad” at the Central
“Such patrons *will be given Governor Averell Harriman in his analysis has been made to deter¬
tempt, it was claimed that Anteyil Theatre by suspending for seven booklets entitling them to^ procure annual budget.
did not offer proof concerning days the exhibition license of the a dish on a specified evening each
The Governor reported to the mine how much) because of the
Antevil’s part in the divestiture ef¬ house. There was no assurance week. Under the plan, a patron Legislature that receipts during film-maker’s increased popularity
forts, because* the judge had ruled that the tlieatre would be permit¬ upon presenting her booklet to the the first 10 months of the current via tv.
Samuels is now at work on the
during the trial that Antevil did ted to resume after that period.
boxofficG attendant, may purchase fiscal year (ending March 31) sale of “Westward Ho the Wagons,”
“show a slight increase bVer the
not have authority to dispose of
The Commissioner simultaneous¬ a special reduced rate admission comparable period last year and a western with Fess Parker in the
theatres.
ticket (for an amount 25c less than
Domestic rentals will be
Finally, it was urged that the ly suspended the license of Fabi¬ the regular charge to others on the indicate total revenue of $450,000 lead.
Schines did not violate the decree an’s Strand, which also had been same occasion) and a dA^h coupon in 1956-57.” He anticipated “No about $2,700,000, which obviously
playing
the
Kroger
Babb
combina1
is
plenty
tall.
Coming up are
in obtaining. first choice on some
for 25c, The patron is then ad¬ change for 1957-58.”,
films because, while limited to 60% tion of “Mom and Dad” and “She mitted to the theatre and will be
In the last fiscal year, the film 'Johnny Tremain,” which concerns
Shoulda
Said
No.”
the
War
of
Independence
and has
of available films, they were not
tax brought' $428,000 in revenue,
Attorney Ephraim London was given a dish for surrendering the according to an accompanying Hal Stalmaster, Luana Patten and
prevented from arranging for first
dish coupon to a representative of
retained
by
the
theatres
and,
on
Jeff
York
heading
the
cast.
Also
choice in their selection of the
table. The fee is $3 per thousand
Monday afternoon, filed a com¬ the promotion com-pany and pre¬ feet for original film and $2 per on the sked is “Old Yeller,” with
60%.
senting her booklet to be punched
plaint
in
court,
seeking
a
tempor¬
Dorothy
McGuire
and
Parker.
This
Counsel for the Government con¬
to show that she has received the thousand feet for copies.
is billed as a story about a boy and
tended among other things that ary, stay of the license commission¬ dish for that particular evening.
er’s
ruling.
a dog, which is the kind of billing
Schine was not charged with con¬
“Since all the proceeds from the
that would make average picture
tempt because of prior choice of
The'Commissioner had given the
business know-it-all wince.
But
film, but because its deals with dis¬ Fabian circuit and Maurice Maurer, sale of the dish coupons are re¬
then Disney has that family-trade
tributors were made for the entire the Qentral manager, notice Friday ceived by' the promotion company,
secret weapon, notes Samuels.
Schine circuit and were formu¬ (8) of a hearing in his office Mon¬ it is held that the sale of the dish
The BV prex explained a unique
lated in such a manner as to dis¬ day. At the hearing, the theatre- coupon is a separate transaction
facet of the operation. The Disney
criminate against competition, a men were abruptly informed that and is not a charge for admission
to
the
theatre.
features
are sold to exhibitors as
Albany,
Feb.
12.
prohibition which was specifically they would have have to close their
“Accordingly, the amount paid
The “timely warnings” voiced by part of a package and the book¬
imposed by the court’s 1949 de¬ houses immediately.
by
a
theatre
patron
for
participa¬
Professor Pitirim Sorokin, Harvard
cree.
O’Connell’s explanation was that tion in the ‘Dish Club Plan’ 4s not University sociologist, in his latest keeping is done on a per-package
basis,
“Tremain,” for example,
the theatres were operating under subject to the tax on admissions.”
book, on “America’s preoccupation will be licensed along with “Wet¬
an improper license since both the
with sex” give “added weight to back Hound,” which is a 40-minute
Central, located on Times Square,
the social values of the National live action dog story, aiid “Anyand the Strand gave sex educltlonLegion of Decency and the Na¬ burg U. S. A.,” one-reel cartoon
al lectures from their stages and
tional Organization for Decent on autohiobile safety. 70% of BV’i
hawked literature during intermis¬
Literature.”
So The Evangelist, approximately 11,000 accounts drop
sion.
official weekly of the Albany Cath¬ their usual double-featme policy
The Central (formerly the Holi¬
Customary exodus of major olic Diocese, declared Friday (8) to play the Disney package.
Albany, Feb. 12.
day) had booked the “Mom and studio personnel to television has
Going with “Yeller” is “Portu¬
Males between 16 and 18 could Dad’^ combination after being un¬ been reversed by the Associates in an editorial titled “Amotber
gal,” 42-minute travelog and with
not be employed in theatres and able to obtain product from the and Aldrich Co. which Robert Al¬ Voice In the Wilderness.”
The
editorial
said
that
Professor
“Wagons”
is another 42-minute sub¬
other places of amusement be¬ major distributors. The combo was drich has formed as an indie pro¬
tween midnight and six a.m., and doing what was termed “very duction outfit. Practically every Sorokin decries such over Interest ject on the Disneyland amusement
as
“a
mania
sapping
the
moral
and
park.
Also
set is a reissue of
females, between 10 p.m. and six good” business In its first week. It key executive, creative and produc¬
a.m., under terms of a bill intro¬ was only last year that the New tion post in the company is filled physical strength of the nation.” “Cinderella.”
The
wisdom
of
the
Catholic
That Disney realizes a fancy pay¬
duced by Assemblyman Grant W. York censor had passed “Mom and by personnel whose major prior
Church, bespoken “incessantly by off from his keep-lt-clean policy is
Johnson, at the request of the Dad,” which is on the condemned experience has been in video.
the Holy Father and the Bishops shown in other domestic-rental fig¬
State Labor Dept. Johnson is a list of the Catholic Legion of De¬
Aldrich himself directed telepix of the United States decrying the
Republican from Tlconderoga.
cency. There has been a good deal prior to switching to feature pro¬ glorification and distortion of sex” ures on previous productions, such
as: “Great Locomotive Chate,” $!»•
The measure, which would not of Catholic opposition to the pic¬ duction.
Is “eloquently championed” by the 700,000; “Littlest Outlaw,” $1,600,.apply to employment in singing, ture.
Among, other expatriates from sociologist, the paper added.
000; “Leagues,” $8,0()0,000; “Davy
dancing, playing ^ musical instru¬
The last time a N. Y. license video in the Aldrich .outfit are
While he approaches the matter
ment or performing, also limits the commissioner acted to revoke a David Heilwell, who once produced from a scientific viewpoint, and Crockett” (after it was on tv!), $2,number of days that could be theatre license was in the case of “Suspense” and “Danger” and the Catholic Church emphasizes 150,000, and “African Lion,” $2,worked to six and the number of The Miracle,” then playing at the who’ll now do “N6w W€> Know” the “religious and supernatural” 100,000.
hours to 48 in a week, and the Paris Theati’e. In that case, too, for the Associates and Aldrich; aspects of the same problem, both
number of hours in a single day, the 'Legion had cond'emried the william Conrad, tv production vet, arrive at the same conclusion—
Peluso Barks for Tent
to eight—^with specified * excep¬ picture. The Paris pulled the film, who’ll now produce “The Ride America must repair her Internal
St. Louis, Feb. 12.
tions, to make a shorter work but attorney London saw the case Back” for Aldrich (if goes via bastions if the nation is to en¬
Dion (Tony) Peluso, manager of
week.
through to the XT. S. Supreme United Artists), and Anthony Ellis, dure . . . this internal enemy—ma¬
the.Fox
theatre,
a Fanchon & Mar¬
vet
tv
writer,
who
in
“Ride”
gets
It extends the prohibitions now Court, where it became an impor¬
terialistic sensualism—can destroy
co unit, has been elected Chief
applicable to employment, at the tant test case. Eventually, the Paris hi.s first featurelength credit.
the nation from within.”
Barker
of
the
St.
Louis Variety
“For speed without sacrifice of
ages listed, in hotels, restaurants, briefiy re-booked “The Miracle.”
beauty parlors and mercantile
It was pointed out Monday that quality you can’t beat the people Retailers Help Small Burg Club, Tent No. 4, succeeding David
G.
Arthur,
Also
of
F&M, who
establishments.
it would be- difficult to reopen with a tv internship behind them,”
two one-year terms.
Bill would take effect July 1.
“Mom and Dad” at the Central and said Aldrich. “TV teaches an eco¬
Sprocket Parlor Reopen served
Other officers chosen are Robert
the Strand after a week, particu¬ nomy of operation. Also, it breeds
Winnsboro, Tex., Feb. 12.
F. Hyland, First Asst. Chief Bark¬
a fresh approach which pays off
Natalie Wood won the seventh larly since a considerable amount when transposed to feature produc¬
Ruel Cain has reopened the er; Robert Hausfater, Second Chief
of
money
spent
on
advertising
annual Detroit Free Press “New
State Theatre here on a month or Barker; Joseph C. Ansell, Dough
Faces Going Places” award for would by then have gone down the tion.”
more trial basis. More than 20 lo¬ Guy; Michael J. Riordan, Property
1956. Award goes each year to drain. The Central date had been
Master; James H. Arthur, Fixer;
most promising young film player. heavily plugged via newspaper ads.
cal businessmen banded together and M. L. Plessner, Press Guy.
and
advanced
more
than
$5Q0
in
The Canvassmen for the 1957 crew
Grand Prairie, Tex,, Feb. 12.
Jerry Silvers, owner of the Up¬ cash in order that Cdin might re¬ are Tommy James, Carl McIntyre,
John Menardl, Joseph H. Laba and
open
the
theatre
after
it
h^d
been
town
Theatre
here,
has
plans
for
s Manchester, N, H.» Feb. 12.
F. J.‘(Mike) Lee.
A curfew ordinance which will the construction of a combination shuttered for some time.
The greater activity of the club
drive-in
theatre
and
Kiddieland
to
Under the new operating policy,
keep children under 16 off the
is
support of the St. Louis-St; Louis
Manchester streets after 10 p.m. open early in May. Will be located ticket prices were reduced and the County Day Nursery Care Program
I-IUDIO CUT MUSIC
on
a
36-acre
tract
that
will
pro¬
Rocltefcllcr Center
has been passed by the Board of
house is being closed on Sunday which has underwritten a $40,008
vide an ozoner for 900 autos.
Mayor and Aldermen..
JOHN WAYNE. DAN DAILEY
The rides for the kids will be op¬ nights well ahead of evening fund to erect a new building for- a
Strongly supported by the Po¬
MAUREEN O'HARA
nursery in South St. Louis. The
lice • Department, the new ordi¬ erated separately as well as in church servicetime.
starring in METROCOLOR in
The house was closed by Tri- club also furnishes eye glasses for
nance becomes effective after it conjunction with the ozoner. Kid¬
“THE WINGS OF EAGLES"
many school" children through its
States
.Theatres
because
the
circuit
dies
will
be
given
several
free
ride
has been published for two suc¬
AnM-G-M Picture
in«/IPrCTACdUll tlUI ftEUHTATlOK
was losing money in its operation. Heart Fund.
tickets.
cessive weeks.

DbhChibCom
Not Taxable To
Tihn Theatres

N.Y. Censor Fees
Steady $459,111

Rug Pulled On
‘Mom aud Dad’

Harvard Prof’s Blast At
Sensual Stresses Hailed
By CathoEc Periodical

Middle-of-Night Work Is
Verboten for Youngsters
Under Proposed Law

CREDITS: TELEVISION
SUES UP ALDRICHERS

Building 900-Car Park

Curfew for Juves

CHAI'TER
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with.the San Francisco Symphony
silence to be spliced in disk Jock
In a performance of Aaron Cop¬
programs that bore him.
land’s "Lincoln Portrait." Cotten
By Gene Moskowiiz
(Temple Bar 5041/99521
Hoagy
Carmichael,
Edward
New VIP courtesy gag is buying
did the reading.
(28
Rue
Huchette‘OdeQn
4944)
The Lancers,
David Tomlinson back from
Irish sweepstakes tickets in blocks Everett HOrton,
Village
emcee
Joe
Kirchen
was
Delta
Rhythm
Boys
winding
a
Mousie
Powell,
Paul
Gilbert
and
South
Africa, where he had been
by big business for presentation to
the DeCastro Sisters played a successful stint at Moulin Rouge; handed a slip of paper onstage— touring in two plays.
wives of pals, customers, et al.
it was a request to hurry to St.
Community Chest benefit at Chi’- set for return date in April.
Hal E. Chester changed the title
. A New Jersey Opera Assn, was
Juliette Greco due back from Mary’s Hospital, where he arrived of his British pic, "The Haunted,"
holding auditions the other day in Chi’s.
her Empire Room stint in N. Y. in in time to welcome his fourth to "Night of the Demon.”
Newark. Plotting a little Puccini
The new Superscope and stere¬
April to head Olympia Music Hall child.
with William Spada as conductor.
Gloria Swanson, here waiting ophonic sound version of Walt
fill.
VIP honorary committee being
Disney’s
"Fantasia” will have a
According to the governmental! until a sixth grandchild is born,
By Ramsay Ames
assembled in honor of Eddie Can¬
Centre National Du Cinema film- had some scorching remarks for eharity preem here next week.
(Castellana Hilton; 37-22-00)
tor’s 65th birthday, keyed to the
Mitchell
Torok due this week and
going
has
gone
up
15%
since
1952
film
producers:
"It
used
to
be
that
Gwynneb^ (Mrs. George) Ornstein
Israel Bond dinner Feb. 16 at the
and grosses 30%. the average woman could identify will head show starting next Mon¬
Fontainebleau Hotel, Miami Beach. recovering from a recent automo¬
day (18) at the Prince of Wales.
herself
with
the
woman
on
the
France
just
completed
reciprocal
bile accident in Barcelona. .
Mexico City News columnist
accords with Spain, Austria screen. I believe Hollywood has He’ll also do a provincial tour.
John Mather opened an interna¬ film
Patricia Webb stepped into the
Pepe Romero in town Jor his oneand West Germany in its move for largely lost that audience. The
tional
artists
agency,
under
the
di¬
Irtan show of paintings (30 of ’em)'
wider foreign outlets,
average woman can’t put herself starring role in "The Boy Friend,"
^ which' starts a two-week exhibition rection of producer Niels Larsen,
Albert Simenon’s novel "En Cas in the place of those children— vacated la.st week by Anna Rogers.
Latter leaves for the U.S. to tour
at Hammer Galleries next Monday Feb. 1.
De Malheur" (In Case of Trouble) the 18-and 20-year-olds."
in "My Fair Lady.”
Ava Gardner . planning to go is being adapted for the'screen by
(18).
Ted Richmond off to the Conti¬
blonde
for
"Sun
Also
Rises,"
which
Jean Aurenche and Pierre Bost.
For Sunday’s one-performance
nent with a first print of "Seven
Thirteen features were used on
of American Ballet Jheatre, Met she starts In Mexico in about four
Waves
Away” and heads for N.Y.
weeks.
Gallic video last month with five
Opera was festooned with flags of
Opening of "Diary of Anne
Rosario and Antonio likely will of them dubbed U.S. pix. Earliest Frank” at Eliseo top drama event over the weekend. He’s due oii
all the nations recently visited for
the
Coast
next Monday (18).
good old State Dept.-ANTA cul¬ dance together in a film on An¬ dates from 1937 and latest is 1953. of season.
Hylda Baker and Arthur Worsley
Undulating
abdomens * stilled
ture.
. tonio’s life which will be made in
Dorothy Dow, American soifrano, subbed for Dave King in his Hip¬
This Saturday (16) at Roosevelt London.
here as all tlie Arab-owned belly
signed to do Wagnerian roles on podrome revue last Saturday (9),
Hotel the American CivU Liberties
Ralph Forte back in Madrid, this dance boites go into a one week
when he was out of the show for
Union will hold its annual seminar. time as correspondent for the N.Y. strike in sympathy with the Alger¬ Italian tele.
night for a tv commitment.
World preem of Poulenc’s "Tales one
Speakers include Ephraim London, Daily News and the North Ameri¬ ian national strike.
Big show biz contingent sailing
Hugh Flick and NYU*s Charles can Newspaper Alliance.
"Bell, Book yVnd Candle" due at of A Carmelite Nun” season’s top on the Queen Elizabeth for N.Y.
Seipmaim.
includes John H. Harris, C. O.
Jose. Iturbi, with the Municipal I the Ambassadeurs in March via an hit at La Scala.
Harold J. Reilly, who runs the
adaptation by Louis Ducreux, with
Bruce Cabot off for Saigon to
Reilly Health Roof in Rockefeller Orchestra of Valencia, gave a con¬ [ Gaby Silvia and Guy Trejan. It appear in location scenes of "The Stanley, chairman of Pye Televi¬
sion, and Robert E. F. Garrett,
cert
in
that
city
to
honor
one
of
Center, has authored his second
will be called "La Magicienne En Quiet American."
chairman of Film Finances.
book on better health and longer Spain’s greatest composers, Manuel Pantoufles"
(The Magician
in
Alida
Valli
off
for
Bangkok
de
Falla.
life titled "Easy Hoes It’’ which
t Slippers).
where DeLaurentiis is shooting ex¬
Italy’s Gino Cervi, here to shoot
Thos. Nelson Co. will publish in
teriors of -"The Sea Wall.”
a few remaining scenes of "Desert
April.
John Houston touring'Alpine re¬
University of Alaska chose
Hazel Guild, VarietV correspon¬ Lovers," in Which he plays the
gions in the north for suitable lo¬ "Henry V" for recent public read¬
father
of
-Carmen
Sevilla,
has
be¬
dent in Frankfurt, returns to her
By Gordon Irving
cations for "A Farewell To Arms." ing.
am-Main base after coming home come enamored of the "fiesta
.(Glasgow: Kelvin 1590)
Steve Cochran off for U.S. after
Fairbanks Park Board plans new
so that her baby, a girl, could be brava."
"Guys and Dolls" (M-G) doing three months of work on "II city park, with one feature to be
Alberto Closas, a current hit in
boin on U.S. soil. Miss Guild’s
Grido" (The Cry)) in Ferrara and an outdoor theatre. City Council
husband, Dr. Rolf Stroth, attorney 4egit "Multlplicando per Zero" at solid biz at Regal, Glasgow.
"Fol-de-Rols" revue set for four- Cervia.
allocated $10,000 to start.
for Columbia Pictures and other the Teatro Comedia, goes to Paris
Steve Previn, director of "Capt.
The Midnight Sun Broadcasting
amusement firms in Germany, ac¬ next fall to play Garcia Lorca’s week stint at King’s, Glasgow.
Playhouse
cinema in Glasgow, Gallant” series, back from Stock¬ Co. named Don Andon to manage
companied his wife back to Ger- "Bodas de Sangre" (Nuptials of
largest in Europe, revived "Road holm for new shooting at Tirrenia KFAR at Fairbanks. He comes
;many; it was his first-time over to Blood).
within a month.
One of Spain’s foremost screen to Bali" (Par).
from Juneau’s KJNO and will be
the U.S.
Jimmy Logan, Scot comedian,
Italian Film Circle cancelled its succeeded there-by Joe Mangan.
Harry Novak and his wife Janine writers, Antonio Diaz-Canabate, Is
due in around mid-March, his first scripting the life of matador Juan pacted for new weekly radio series, regular film programs to show two
Terry Pippin, who^pjays piano
Humphrey Bogart features as and sings at intimate piano-bar of
Gotham trip since Columbia Pic¬ Belmonte. The latter will be por¬ "Let’s Face It."
Granada Theatre, Hamilton; near memorial to late star.
tures International prexy Lacy W. trayed on the screen by his son,
PoUris Lounge in Fairbanks, is
Glasgow, reopened with twiceDale Wasserman’s NBC P-ay, rounding out a year’s run, quite a
Kastner appointed him to the Con¬ Juan Jr.
"Opei'ation Shakespeare," adapted spell in the wilderness for this
tinental chieftainship for Col, suc¬
Gustavo Rojo, who has just fin¬ nightly vaude shows.
"Thanks for Memory," starring for presentation on Italian TV, New York femme.
ceeding Nick Pery who had re¬ ished an important role in the Van
signed to go into independent pro¬ Johnson-Martine
A famous old landmark at An¬
Carol
starrer, G. H. Elliott, set for two week stint which went commercial Feb. 3.
Michael Waszynski is in Saigon chorage has burned down. It’s the
duction. Novak, ex-Universal top¬ "Action of the Tiger,” in London, at Pavilion, Glasgow, in March.
John Cairney, Glasgow thesper, where he is working as casting Malemute Saloon. Not the one
per in Europe, was general sales given a farewell cocktail at Chimanager under Pery.
cote’s on the eve of his departure pacted for role in hew Emeric director for "The Quiet American," glorified by poet Robert Service
Pressburger pic, "Miracle in Lon¬ a job he also did for "Barefoot but another oldtimer of the past,
The Middle East crisis forfended for Hollywood and N. Y.
Contessa."
Israel Ambassador Abba Eban at¬
a wooden one-story structure with
Director Terence Young skiing don.”
Maureen McGee’s company of 10 false front. It was a sentimental
Duncan Macrae to star in radio
tending the special inner circle in Switzerland after winding up
luncheon hosted by adman Milton his "Action of- the Tiger" in Lon¬ version of musical play "A Ser¬ Equity actors arrived to begin re¬ relic in Alaska’s biggest, most pro¬
Biow at 21 on Monday (11), be¬ don. His "Safari" just opened here geant for Lucinda,” by James Scot¬ hearsals for "Picnic,” in which gressive city.
th'ey will open at Ridotto Feb. 12
Bill Stebbins, 47, died of suffoca¬
cause of the statesman’s emergen¬ and his next will probably be "No land.
Ronald Shiner and Dora Bryan as part of a six-week season.
tion in the Northward .^partment
cy huddles in Washington with Time to Die" for Warwick Produc¬
Cinecronaco, directed by Man- fire in Fairbanks. The owner of
Secretary of State John .Foster tions. Location, originally slated skedded to star in new comedy
Dulles. Instead, Israeli Foreign for Libya, will possibly have to be "The Love'Bird" at Lyceum Thea¬ fredo Matteoli, has appeared as the Riverside and Wonder Bar died
Italy’s seventh newsreel. Others trying to e.scape to the roof of
Minister Golda Meier substituted changed because of political unrest. tre, Edinburgh.
Tom & Jeri’y, aero act in Kelvin are La Sottimana Incom, Film eight-story building when ocepIn an informative Q. & A. powwow.
Hall, Glasgow, circus; will play Giornale, Mondo Libero, L’Euro- pants of upper floors were trapped
‘It was entirely off-the-record, ar¬
dates on French Riviera. They’re peo-Ciak, Cinecorriere, Cinegior- by dense smoke from a basement
ranged by Biow for a group of 25
from Long Beach, Calif.
nale.
fire. He was the only fatality but
VIP friends.
By Hans Saaltink
Jimmy Logan, Scot comedian,
300 were trapped over an hour. The
- (121 Pythagorasstraat)
acted for "Sunday Night at the
Wonder Bar catered to natives and
Johan Kaart’s Co. revived
london Palladium" tv show, and
had special booths marked for each
"Harvey" under the title "The dickering with more indie tv dates.
village in the Interior.
By N. Zarar
By Lary Solloway
Rabbit and I.’’
George Singleton, leading Scot
"My Three Angels" is next legit
(1755 Calais Dr.;'UNion 5-5389)
Louis Saalborn will star in exhib, named by Scot branch of
Hal March in to emcee annual Sidney Kingsley’s "Darkness At Cinematograph Exhibitors 'Assn, production at the Dram.
Dancer Ozcan Tekgul into the
Police and Firemen’s all-star show; Noon," to be produced in February. as next national president of that
Sadirvan Room of the Hilton for
By Pete Mayer
also will appear at Cantor’s 65th
After an absence of six years, body.
a
threeweek cabaret run.
(Tel 189000, Tlalpan 264)
Dutch baritone Theo Bayle again
birthday party.
Annual Theatrical Ball for per¬
Ballet dancer Yildiz Alpar mak¬
Herman Rasch, new Azteca U. S.
Victor Borge added to Ameri- is with The Netherlands Opera for formers’ own benevolent fund set
•cana’s roster for the Bal Masque; the 1957-58 season.
for City Chambers, Glasgow, Feb. ing her debut as a thespian in the chief, off to his new'post in L. A.
he comes in for one week late in
New 2,000-seat Cine Minerva
Marc-Gilbert Sauvajon’s adapta¬ 14. Greta Xauder, niece of late Sir Pocket Theatre’s "Amphitryon.”
"Lady and Tramp” (Disney) is a opened in suburb of IxtapMapa.
tion
of
Maugham’s
novel,
"Thea¬
April at $20;000.
Harry, busy on organization.
Gabby Hayes, now a native and tre," was taken in repertory by
Pic comic "Clavillazo" injured
Harry Gordon, senior Scot come¬ major click at three first-runs, the
during filming of "Golden Legs."
with his own bang-bang program¬ Nieu Nederlands Toneel Gezelds- dian, planning return to principal Lale, Tan and Elhamra Cinemas.
Claude
Marchand,
American
mer on a local station, much in chap.
Alfredo Robledo reelected secre¬
role in "Robinson Crusoe" panto¬
evidence at opening nights around
The Rotterdams Toneel tried to mime at Theatre Royal, Glasgow, singer and dancer into the Klob-X, tary general of the Authors’ Guild.
revive Dutch playwright Herman following a spell of infiuenza and swank nitery for a sixweek encore
Robert Aldrich to Yucatan for a
towh.
run.
Eddie Cantor to be birthday par- Hijermans, and produced his play,
location search at the ruins- of
tied on his 65th birthday, night of dating from 1900, "Op Hoop Van ■lost voice.
"Blithe Spirit,’^ the smash Vasfi Chichenitza.
Feb. 16. It’s a tie-in with Bonds Zegen."
Riza starrer at the Komedi Thea¬
Nudie "Adam and Eve” getting
for Israel drive;' admission by . The Rotterdams Toneel will
tre, reached its 100th perform¬ "Portugese dubbing for its Brazil¬
$1,000 bond.
ian showing.
produce Jean Anouilh’s "Valse Des
ance recently.
By Glenn Trump
Norma Douglas, accoipped by Toreadors" and give world preem
Spanish film producer Cesareo
Strip-tease becoming a craze
Frankie Hilton opened at the here. Every major nitery trying to Gonzalez here to discuss co-pro¬
Walter Winchell, making with the to Belgian Hugo Claus’s "Song of
Westward Ho Jr. Dude Room. ^ ' book this type act in their shows, duction deals.
album-promotion among local disk- Murderer."
Roger - Wagner Chorale booked and causing a shortage of strippers.
In the traditional yearly per¬
jockeys; on Art Green’s WKAT’er,
Anthony Quinn here with plans
WW spent 40 minutes discussing formances of 16th Century’s play¬ for Boys Town Music Hall March
Legit-film star Nedret Guvenc, to do either "Those Below” or
among other show biz facets.
wright Vondel’s "Gysbreght Van 11.
leaving for Ankara to • join the "Flower of May."
Next Omaha Community Play¬ State Theatre. She will start re¬
Aemstel," a verse play dedicated
Nicaraguan government contract¬
house production will be "Time hearsals there shortly as lead in ing with the local Institute of Fine
to the city of Amsterdam..
Limit," Feb, 15-March 2.
Arts for a classical legit season.
"Affairs of State."
George Eby, International first
Metro kudoed for third year
Legit director Mahir Canova in
By Alice Scully
assistant barker, spoke at Variety from Ankara to cast the Istanbul running by local Legion of De¬
(Tel 4077) '
Club
Tent No. 16 installation company of "The Rainmaker." He cency for its "highly moral film
By Maxwell Sweeney
Hopalong hopping around the
banquet.
also staged the production of the standards.""
(22 Famey Pic: Dublin 684506)
niteries.
Carl Hoffman, Omaha Theatre
Megger “Benito Alazraki set for
Marusia, Don Wilson’s ex, fash¬
Noel Coward’s "South P^cific’^ manager, in Des Moines for confabs American legiter in Ankara. '
two by producer Gi'egorio Wallerion-showing her creations.
playing at Olympia, Dublin.
Tri-States officials on "Ten
stein, "The Tuesday Orchids" and
Alan Ladd in a 50-acre subdiviPat Farrell,- general manager of with
"Moonlight.”
aion operation here.
Capitol and Allied circuit, recuper¬ Commandments."
Harry Fowler promoting a Har-*
Ray Anthony and femme Mamie ating from abdominal surgery in
Sportscaster Bob Elson and wife
lem Globetrotters - College All
Van Doren led two-hour .rodeo pa¬ Dublin.
Americans basketball game at the leave next week on European vaca¬
rade.
Fachtna O’Hanrahan, Radio
tion.
Aud April 9.
Arthur ■>. Conkwrlght, 78, ed of Eireann’s music director, to Rome City
By Lcs Rees
Flamingo Vodvil Lounge is dropBill Miskell, co-owner of a local
Desert Pup, conked out at Tennis to set upcoming Italian opera fest
“Cuban Holiday" revue into Gay
I ping its entertainment policy after
ozoner,
named
to
a
four-month
Club shindig.
for Dublin.
90’s.
three bookings.
Doris James, 400 pound chanBandleader Pat Moran bowed out term on the Omaha Auditorium ! Eddie Cantor, stopped off yester¬
Harry Fabian of Scotland Yards
teuse, and Al Anthony Trio attrac¬ from Four Provinces terpery, Commission; succeeds the late day (Tues.) enroute to Florida, for here for lecture.
Ralph
Goldberg,
theatre
chain
tions at La Paz.
Dublin, after eight years; to resume owner.
Bloomington Civic Theatre offer¬
an Israel bond luncheon.
Marni Nixon, voice of Debolah longhair music studies.
George Melachrino, who joins ing "Sabrina Fair."
Kerr, sang on her own at Jewish
U.S. Ambassador William Taft
Four Freshmen combo is Prom
RCA-Victor stable later this year,
Community Center.
III reported anxious fob an Ameri¬
Ballroom underline.
making local dee jay rounds.
Barney Gerarcf turned down the can theatre company to make an
Trio Schmeed from Switzerland
Oriental Theatre here was evac¬
“Omnibus" offer for a burlev re¬ Irish visit late in May.
By Bill Sieif
at
Hotel Radisson
uated Sunday afternoon (10) be¬ continuing
cap, saying it couldn’t be don.e
"The Less We Are Together,"
Hugh Evans departed his Lilli- cause of telephoned bomb threat. Flame Room.
fairly in 45 mins.
nev/ comedy by John O’Donovan, put Theatre, and took a role in Patrons were readmitted 30 min¬
Edyth Bush Little Theatre pre¬
Frank Bogert, thorn in labor’s assistant editor, of "Evening Press" John Patrick’s new "Good as utes later when search revealed no senting "The Rainmaker" for first
Side, has switched from El Mirador in Dublin, added to Abbey’s Spring Gold."
bomb.
time in the Twin Cities.
to managing Desi Arnaz’s Western
Ben Swig, Fairmont Hotel own¬
Blues singer Bill Broonzy can¬
Barber Shop Quartet Singing
Hills Lodge, which is 10 miles out
"Full of Life" (Col) okayed by er, is Frisco chairman of the En¬ celled out an appearance on NBC- Society to have "Parade of Quar¬
of town.
censor Liam O'Hara after minor tertainment Industry Tribute to TV’s "Wide Wide World" Sunday tets" concert at Northrop Audi¬
Rod Kenyon, who sells pools scissoring; he also made two small Jimmy Durante, scheduled for (10) and left for London and a torium Feb. 16 for Borthwest Va¬
with wall-to-wall water, has bought cuts out of "Hollywood or Bust" March 17.
string of personals on the Con¬ riety club heart hospital research
batch of spot announcements of (Par).
Joseph Cotten was the "soloist" tinent.
benefit.
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WRCA-TV'S 9-FOR-l STATION BREAK
GIVEAWAY STIRS PR04-C0N TEMPEST
‘

New York television timebuying
market was thrown into a minor
uproar last week when WRCA-TV,
the NBC-TV flagship, unveiled a
“10 Plan” under which a new ad¬
vertiser buying one Triple-A sta¬
tion break gets a bonus of nine
free breaks, six of which are in
Class D time.
Under the plan, a new sponsor
purchasing one Triple-A break
(either 10- or 20-5econd), gets one
Class AA, one Class A, one Class
B or C and six Class D breaks of
equivalent length free. In terms of
money, the Triple-A break runs
$2,300, and the “10 Plan” subscrib¬
er gets between $4,600 and $5,000
worth of spots under the plan. The
10-second arrangement bears a
$1,160 pricetag with the bonuses
projected in the same ratio.
Purchases, however, are subject
to two major conditions. All
Triple-A spots purchased under
the plan are preemptable without
notice, and only a 30-day .price pro¬
tection applies to the plan. This
means that when the station gets
a fixed-position sponsor paying the
straight rate, it can bounce the “10
Plan” sponsor from his spot. It
can also abandon or re-price the
plan at any time, with subscribers
getting protection for only 30 days
beyond their contract date.
NBC o&o division is extending
the plan to other markets as well.
Salesmen, at WRCV-TV, Philadel¬
phia, broke the plan to clients
there this week, and the prompt
reaction of WCAU-TV and WFILTV was to advise any sponsors who
asked about it to go ahead and buy
it (presumably on the basis that
it was a good media buy but also
because an overflow of clients
might cause too many free rides
for WRCV). Understdod plan is
being used in New Britain and is
being considered for other o&o
markets as well.
The plan was created, according
to Tom McFadden, NBC v.p. in
charge of ofift) stations and Spot
Sales, to combat a soft spot that
appears to have developed in the
sale of pHme station breaks, a
spot that has become noticeable in
the past month or so and that’s
affecting ail advei'tising media arid
particularly television. Where at
one time the sale of Triple-A spots
was almost automatic, McFadden
states, now timebuyers are show¬
ing extreme care and tightness in
the purchase of their spots, and
this tight situation is particularly
apparent in the soft areas of the
NBC-TV nighttime schedule. Plan
Is calculated to sell these soft
areas.
,
An immediate blast came from
the WRCA^TV competition, WCBSTV, which declared that the NBC
flag is “giving away its schedule.”
WCBS-TV exdcs declared that the
nine bonus spots, along with a
weak Triple-A. would, give a spon¬
sor a total of about 60 rating
points, whereas the straight TripleA fixed-position sponsor on the
station would continue to have to
pay the same price for one single
(Continued on page 75)

Allen ReisHer In
CBS-ABC Dickers
&

Allen Reisner, the ex-dir^tor of
CBS-TV’s “Climax,;-’ is mulling a
return to video, having completed
the first of a three-picture direc¬
torial assignment for RKO. This
is an adaptation of the “Climax”
property which he directed a cou¬
ple seasons ago, “The Day They
Gave Babies Away,” which is
scheduled for a June release under
RKO’s new U-I distribution setup.
Reisner has been in New York
over the past week huddling on two
fronts (1), with CBS on the possi¬
bility of returning to the “Cli¬
max'’ fold (but only if it doesn’t
entail an every-other-week as¬
signment, since he had previously
turned down a new three-year con¬
tract because of such alternateweek commitments; (2), possibility
of helming a new 90-minute weekly
live tv entry for ABC-TV, which
would emanate from the Coast.
Both deals are still in the talk
stage.

Ve^nesday» February X3, 1957
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7-Up Dickers ‘Zorro*
Seven-Up is on the verge of a
deal for half-sponsorship of “Zorro,” the upcoming half-hour tele¬
film skein to be produced for ABCTV by Walt Disney. It's understood
an option on the other half of the
stanza bas been taken by an undis¬
closed grocery advertiser.
“Zorro” is tentatively set for
Thursday nights at 8:30, according
to a network spokesman.

Tou Are There’ in Fall
Fade; ‘lively Arts’ Or
.‘20th Century’ to Suh
“You Are There” ' won’t be
around next season, from all cur¬
rent indications. Although the
four-year-old series is due to re¬
sume for 20 shows after the cur¬
rent “Air Power” winds its 26-week
run in the “You Are There” time
slot on May 5, only four of the 20
episodes will be new films—^the
others will be repeats of old seg¬
ments in the series.
Comes the fall, and CBS-TV will
replace it with one of two possibili¬
ties, “The Seven Lively Arts” and
“Twentieth Century,” a documen¬
tary-styled series being prepped by
the public affairs, department with
Burton (Bud) Benjamin as pro¬
ducer. “Arts” series, the other
contender, is being prepped by
John Houseman and Robert Herridge. If Prudential Insurance, the
current “Air Power”-“You Are
There” bankroller, decides to drop
the Sunday 6:30 time, then the
field will be open to still additional
possibilities.
Complicating the current situa¬
tion is the fact that NBC-TV is
making a strong pitch to Pruden¬
tial to vamp CBS and some over
as sponsor of the new Orson
Welles series, in which Welles in
a live-and-i'ilm format acts as a
storyteller. Prudential is apparent¬
ly listening to NBC but at the same
time waiting for a gander at what
CBS has to offer. A final decision
on the CBS entry may come later
this week, but if anything is cer¬
tain, it’s that “You Are There” will
be abandoned.
Of the 20 “You Are There”
shows to be plaj'ed off for the
remainder of the series, some may
be preempted for special news
shows currently being prepped by
John Day’s news staff,

ANHEUSER-BUSCH’S
$800,000 FOR RADIO
Pressure from radio broadcast¬
ers is believed to have caused a
change-of-heart in the advertising
plans of Anheuser-Busch. Brew¬
ery has reportedly upped its an¬
nual budget, beginning in April, by
$800,000. Several months ago, it
was learned that A-B intended to
spend $3,000,000 yearly exclusively
in television spot, but the new fig¬
ure is $3,800,000.
It’s expected that the increase
will be radio’s share. Spot cam¬
paign will be directed at buying
minutes, 20-second spots and sta¬
tion identifications.

SAMMY KAYE'
this
W'eek ' introduces
BARRY
FRANK, his new featured vocalist,
on "MOUNTAIN OF KISSES,” a
swing ’n’ svvay waits with a “folk”
flavor, on Columbia Records. Re¬
verse has “I MET A GIRL,’’ a peppy
instrumental
from
Kaye’s
new
album, "FOR DANCING.. .SAMMY
KAYE
SWINGS
AND
SWAYS
BELLS ARE RINGING."

Canada as TV Tiyoot Spot
Ottawa, Feb. 12.
/
Canada appears to be assuming more and more Importance as a
tryout area to “sneak” tv fare, much in the manner of U.S. legit .
vehicles spreading their pre-Broadway wings In New Haven, Boston
etc.
Take, for example:
(1) : “Strictly Normal,” hour-long tv ad agency satire by Red
Skelton’s four writers, had its world preem Sunday 410) on Cana¬
dian Broadcasting Corp.’s “Television Theatre.” Produced by Leo
Orenstein, leads were played by Carol Starkman and Bernie Orenstein (distant cousin of the boss).
'
Writers are Sherwood Schwartz, Jessie Goldstein,,Mort Greene
and David 0’Brien_ Leo Orenstein says locale was not shifted
from Madison Avenue because “Canada probably wouldn’t accept,
the wacky antics of the play as part of our advertising business.”
But the ending was reworked “to allow the ‘average man’ to emerge
with more dignity.”
(2) : Canada gets Frank Capra’s ”Hemo the Magnificent” a week
ahead of the U.S.—^March 13 on CBC-TV’s net„ CBS shows it
March 20. Trans-Canada Telephone System sponsors one-hour
filmed $how telling story of blood and its circulation. Non-connected CBC stations (west of Winnipeg, east of Quebec City) will
get it a week or two weeks later.
«
■

Last of Wrangles Settled, New
AFTRA-Network Pact S^d
The new Nov*. ’SO-Nov. ’58 Amer‘ ican Federation ‘ of Television •&
Radio Artists Code of Fair Prac¬
tice was signed as the last, of the
Hollywood, Fla., Feb. 12.
network holdouts, NBC, fell''into
NARTB * directors
have
line oh Thursday (7). The union
unanimously recommended a
and NBC settled a difference over
referendum by the member¬
payments on station-breaks, and
ship to change the name of
the five-month old negotiations
the organization to National
with producers and networks end¬
Assn, of Broadcasters (NAB),
ed.
as it was before the advefit
In the opinion of the union, the
television,
most Important single transaction
■ If the members so vote, the
of the long-running negotiations
change will become effective
was the guarantee by networks arid
next Jan. 1.
stations to extend the Pension and
Welfare benefits to radio perform¬
ers, a step that could mean several
million annually, to .AFTRA mem¬
bers. Until now, only television
performers got p&w benefits.
Entire Code is retroactive to
Nov. 16, 1956, the day after th«
.previous two-year agreement end¬
CBS-T'Y is all firmed up to carry ed. Four parts of the new pact
pro football next fall. Final details are the divisions on network tv,
on the schedule itself are still to be network radio, radio transcriptions •
wrapped up next month, but from and staff employment.
all indications most of the gamesAs with tv, the new radio p&w
will continue to be staged Sunday
afternoons with the exception of benefits are based on payments
into
a collective union kitty by pro¬
some Saturday tilts next Decem¬
These producer-employ¬
ber. Actual schedule was- to have ducers.
been worked out in a meeting be¬ ers, who help administrate tha
fund,
pay
5% of the gross compen¬
tween CBS-TV and National Foot¬
ball League Commissioner Bert sation due each performer for his
radio
services
inta the fund.
Bell this week, but the session has
General increases in minimum
been postponed to March because
Bell must undergo minor surgery payments to most of the radio and
television performers who coma
now.
Firming of the schedule puts an under the Code jurisdiction wera
additional crimp in the “Omnibus” provided. The increases average
situation for next fall. The Ford out to approximately 10%.
Written into the new Code was
Foundation series left CBS-TV last
year because of the pro football the Clarification Agreement made
commitment in its Sunday after¬ by the networks and the union
noon time, and switched to 9 to which went into effect March 1,
10:30 p.m. Sundays on ABC. Now, 1956. It reads, in part: “Code , , •
by mutual agreement, “Omnibus” applicable to network tv programs
will be dropped from the Sunday originating in N. Y., . Chicago, L. A,
night time and is searching for a which are produced or recorded by
new slot. The pro football deal means of any electronic viden
blanks out any possibility of a re¬ equipment (including a combina¬
turn to CBS. The Columbia public tion electronic and motion pictura
affairs schedule will follow the or ‘slave’ camera) used either in
same pattern as this season—lim¬ connection With live broadcasting
ited in scope during the grid sea¬ or in connection with electronic
son and fullblown expansion in
(Cont^ued on page 70)
January. ’
Games will again be offered
first on a national basis, and then
if no takers sold as last year on a
regional pattern. Local stations
will be allowed to co-op unsold
portions.

Back to NAB

ABCs Wed. Boots
Take Pabst Count Pro Football a Sunday

After much indecision, Pabst will
drop its half-interest in ABC’s
Wednesday night fights as soon as
a replacement can be found. New
Pabst prexy, Marshall Lachner,
has decided it’s time for a change
after seven years with the fisti'cuffs, though disposition of the,
$2,200,000 spent annually on the
network telecast has not been
made.
Co-sponsor RJennen is negotiat¬
ing a renewal of* its ABC contract
through June 1, 1958.
A problem o.f product conflict
faces the network in finding a re¬
placement for Pabst on the
Wednesday 10 p.m. simulcast. Sev¬
eral ciggie companies are said to
have indicated an interest in half¬
sponsorship, but two other' pro¬
grams get in the way.
Several stations carrying the
Wednesday Night fights air CBSTV’s “I’ve Got a Secret” immedi¬
ately beforehand for Winston cigarets. Also, in the Central Time
zone, the fights are immediately
preceded by ABC’s “Navy Log,”
which is 50% Pall Mall’s.
Before reaching the decision to
cancel its share of the -show, which
began in 1950 on CBS, Pabst was
mulling retrenching to a quarter
sponsorship. However, a spokes¬
man for the company said, that at
the time the details could not be
ironed Out with the new quarter
sponsor so the plan ultimately had
to be ^ejected.

latineeV Permanent Niche
Though “Queen for a Day,” as the highest-rated daytime tele¬
vision show, is the key to NBC-TV’s ratings & sales advances in
the afternoon, the network is particularly happy about the solid
entrenchment of “NBC Matinee Theatre” as a permanent entry in
the daytime fold. It’s no secret that “Matinee” started out shakily
and that NBC was ready to drop the whole project more than once
during the show’s 21-month existence. But now, while it is still
operating in the red, “Matinee” has assured itself of a permanent
daytime berthing through its sales and audience advances over
the past few months.
Show has risen to a 12.4 Nielsen rating in the total audience
category (9.3 average audience) with a 38% share of audience.
It tops the Bob Crosby CBS competition (8.6 average audience) and
is only slightly below “Big Payoff” (10.3). Total homes delivered
are 4.402,000, while average-minute homes reached are 3,301,000,*
In the sales end, the show is over 609b sold (19 participations per
week out of a 30-participation capacity, with such blue-chippers
as Procter & Gamble, Armour and KraH among the bankrollers.
Though not completely out of t^ie woods on the show, the web
feels it has turned in a major accomplishment via having gained
audience acceptance and approval for an unprecedented .^break¬
down in viewing habits . A full-hour daytime drama was unheard
of before “Matinee,’’ and NBC now feels it has proved that day¬
time televi.sion need not con.si.st entirely of soapers, audience-participationers and variety shows.

Certainty for CBS-TV,
Also Some Sat. Tilts

Day-&-Date SRO
OnNBi; CBS News

SAUDEK’S OWN CORP.
At virtually the same time, both
With ‘Omnibus' Future Still in Air, the CBS-TV and NBC-TV news
Producer Provides a Cushion
strips hit the SRO mark, with
Douglas Edwards’ Columbia show
Robert Saudek, executive pro¬ at 7:15 filling in its last gap with
ducer of Ford Foundation’s Radio- a Hazel Bishop deal for alternate
TV Workshop and the man behind Fridays and the NBC Chet Hunt“Omnibus,” is building a cushion ley-Dayid Brinkley 7:45 p.m. stanza
against the uncertainties Of the signing Quaker Oats to an 11-week
future. In the N, Y. state capital, deal for every-Tuesday sponsor¬
Albany, last week, a corporation ship.
called Robert Saudek Associates,
(Quaker deal—with coin, inci¬
Inc., was authorized to conduct a dentally, stemming from the cereal
radio-tv production business.
company’s cancellation of oneSince Saudek has frequently third sponsorship of NBC’s Sid
been approached to produce tele-, Caesar stanza — started yesterday
vision ventures'independent of the and was set via Needham, Louis &
Workshop and since the fall status Brorby of Chicago. The Hazel Bish¬
of “Omnibus” is once against up op buy ^►n Edwards is a highly un¬
in the air, he feels the corporation usual one—probably the first time
in his name will prove both a a cosmetics manufacturer has
money-maker and a safety valve. sponsored a news show. It follows
He said that he first sought incor¬ by only a week a two and a half
poration early this winter.
quarter-hours weekly purchase by
RSA Inc. begins with a capital Brown & Williamson on the news
stock of $20,000, $1 par value. stanza. Set via the Ray Spector
Sprague & Peck of New York City agency, the Hazel Bishop deal
were filing .attorneys.
starts March 29.

Wednesday, Febift^iy 13,
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What Make* a ^25,000,000 Deal? — It All Dapcndl
mo’s Telling It
-^-

Bob Hope Enterprises last week
closed a multiple-faceted deal with
NBC which the comedian claimed
would bring him $25,000,000 over
' the next five years. But the net¬
work put the figure at a minimum
of $5,100,000 and a maximum of
$10,500,000, depending on what op¬
tions are exercised over the period.
The Kionflicting claims again point
up the extent to which pressagentry can balloon television’s
contractual commitments.
Major facet of the deal, which
consists of several different in¬
dividual contracts, calls for Hope
Enterprises to produce six shows
a year for three years, retroactive'
to Sept., 1955, at $200^000 per
show. The $200,000 is a package
price, for which Hope delivers an
enUre show, including his personal
services. This adds up to $3,600,OOQ over the three years. (Dption
arrangements permit NBC to take
two additional shows per season,
plus an option to extend the con¬
tract another two years to make
five years in all under the same
terms.
If the eight-show option is
picked up every year for three
years, it would bring the total to
$4,800,000. If the additional two
years are optioned at eight shows
per year, the figure, representing
the largest possible expenditure^
NBC can make under the pact, be¬
comes $8,000,000. Thus, under the
deal, NBC's minimum obligation is
$3,600,000 and its maximum $10,600,000. Incidentally, the $200,000
per show figure is the same Hope
Currently gets.
A second facet of the deal is a
(Continued on page 70)

GFAxii^‘Lancers’
At End of Season
General Foods has lowered the
boom on another, of its NBC-TV
half-hour entries by posting an
end-of-season cancellation notice
on “77th Bengal Lancers," the
Screen Gems entry which took
over the Sunday at 7 position this
season. GF will carry “Bengal
Lancers" 'through the summer to
take advantage of the low-cost film
repeat pattern.
Screen Gems will put “Lancers"
into syndication next fall.
Just a couple of weeks ago, GF
yanked “Adventures of Hiram Hol¬
liday," another NBC stanza in the
Wednesday at 8 period, and trans¬
ferred its coin into alternate weeks
of the upcoming “Wells Fargo" on
the same web. So far, it hasn't
touched any of its new CBS en¬
tries, “West Point Stoiy" and
“Zane Grey Theatre."

^

WGAL-TV’sDedicatioii
Lancaster, Pa., Feb. 12.
The new WGAL-TV building will
be unveiled officially on Sunday,
Feb. 24, in public ceremonies
themed on “Dedication to Public
Service."
Clair McCullough,' prexy, is jun¬
keting a group of industryites for
the dedicatory, ceremonies.

60-Mk Western
NBC’s Answer To
ABC ‘DisneylamT
Obviously impressed with the
showings of the “Cheyenne" seg¬
ment of ABC’s “Warner Bros. Pre¬
sents,” NBC-TV is planning ah
hourlong
.dult^ western for
Wednesday nights at 7:30 to 8:30
p.m. next fall. Idea is to buck
“Disneyland" with the cowpoke
dramas, and at the same time
“bridge" the CBS competition com¬
prising an unselected show at 7:30
'and-Arthur Godfrey at 8.
The network’s plans*^ stemming
in part from the fact that the 7:308 muslc-and-news strips will be
used in the fall for entertainment
shows (with news dropped back to
7:15) call for another “action" se¬
ries an hour in length either on
Monday or Tuesday, plus halfhours in the 7:30-8 period the rest
of the week. There's no problem
in clearing an hour on Wednesdays
for the western, since the 8 to 8:30
period is currently wide open and
NBC' could specify a shortterm
deal on any replacement program¬
ming between now and the fall.
Producer hasn’t been selected
for the western yet, though the
choice has narrowed down to three
possibilities. Decision on the pro¬
ducer is due within a week. West¬
ern is understood to have been the
idea of exec. v.p. Bob Kintner, who
incepted the “Cheyenne" operation
on ABC-TV when he was prexy
there.
Decision to go with the hour
western means that American Tel¬
ephone & Telegraph will keep its
“Telephone Time” series on CBSTV, at least for the time being.
AT&T, unhappy with its current
Sunday at 6 berth on Columbia,
had brought the package over to
NBC as $L possibility for the
Wednesday at 8 period. NBC con¬
sidered it for awl .lie, then decided
on the western, cancelling out
AT&T’s chances,for the time slot.
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NBC-ITs ‘Co4)p in Ae AftoiHNm’
In 90-MiD. 0 & 0 Pn^ram ^lasii

Pamela &fledda Are at It Again
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
Running feud between Pamela Mason, wife of actor'James
. Mason, and columnist Hedda Hopner took a new turn last week,
as open warfare flared. Over the weekend the situation stood’ that
Miss Hopper, through her attorney, Was demanding that Mrs. '
Mason retract the appellation “Beast," as applied to Miss Hopper
on Tom Duggan’s, uninhibited KCOP commentary program; and
Mrs. Mason, far from retracting^ repeated the expression on a
later program.
.
Miss Hopper personally declined comment, referring queries to
attorney Gordon Levoy. Levoy ]S^aid .he -had protested to KCOP
exec Al Flanagan anent Mrs. Mason’s remarks, whereupon Flana¬
gan reportedly said he would “try" to get a retraction Friday
night. "Levoy also quoted Flanagan as saying that Duggan, who’s
had his own similar sessions in the past, was “unhappy" about the
Mason quote. Further, Levoy indicated that libel action is in the
offing.
‘ However, when Friday night rolled around, Mrs. MaSon, who’s a
temporary “regular" on Duggan’s show, tartly observed “Why
shouldn't I call her a’beast?' She thinks I’m one." This comment
occurred when Duggan brought up the subject, possibly to obtain
the retraction.
Earlier, Mrs. Mason had told Variety, “If it got to the point of
retraction, she (Miss Hopper) wodld have more to retract than 1
have. I didn’t say anything that wasn’t t^ue.’^ Mrs. Mason went
/ on to quote several items from Miss Hopper's column about her¬
self, her husband, and her child which she termed “untrue." Her
requests for retractions from Miss Hopper drew the reply from the
columnist that she “never gave a retraction,’’ Mrs. Mason alleges.

|liU»ld<tBEBVlSI<»r

It wasn’t quite three years ago
when NBC-TV set the industry oh
its ear by forcing U.S. Tobacco and
Firestone Tire out of their longestablished time slots to make way,
in one case, for “Lux Video The¬
atre’^ and. in another to ease a
“weakie" out of the Monday night
lineup to make way for Sid Caesar.
The subsequent howi that went, up,
replete with antitrust overtones,
was ample demonstration of the
value of a television network .time
franchise.
A lot of . water has passed under
the bridge since then^ but p^haps
one of the most significant changes
is the fact that if NBC attempted
to .do the same thing today, nary
a voice would be heard in protest.
The value of a network time fran¬
chise doesn’t mean much anymore,
as witness this season’s parade of
niid-season cancellations, not only
of programs: but more significantly
of time. ;
'
•
Much of the “who cares?" atti¬
tude on the part of sponsors lies
in their disenchantment with this
season’s programming and’ their
failure to find solid .replacement
programming. But ihore to the
point Is a change in the entire supply-ahd-demand situation. At the
time of the Firestone-^U.S. Tobacco
incidents, a time slot In prime eve¬
ning time just couldn’t be had oh
either NBC or. CBS. Today, entire
half-hour periods are going beg¬
ging, which obviously leads to. the
advertiser philosophy that “if we
cancel this one, we can always get
another.”
Moreover, the spiralling cost sit-nation has resulted in an over¬
whelming majority of multiple or
alternate sponsorship arrangement
on the networks, so that where a
sponsor felt he was losing an Iden¬
tification as well as a time slot,
today he feels that identification
is only a secondary consideration,
if . one at all.
The new pattern of quickie spon¬
sorships—a bankroller relieving a
regular sponsor for two, three, or
four weeks In a row, with the reg¬
ular then returning to the show
with a healthier budget outlook—
is a further substantiation of the
situation. For one thing, three
years ago, a regular weekly bankroller would no more surrender
his continuity than plug a Compet¬
ing brand. Today, for budgetary
reasons, he does. And as for the
shorttei*m buyer, it’s a further re¬
flection of the fact that time “can
be had," even in three-week doses,
a fact amply proved by Ford,
which got surprisingly wide short¬
term coverage on several CBS
shows after cancelling its “Ford
Star Jubilee.”

Lucy 32J; Van Doren 27.1
“Twenty-One," in spite of siich
wide and solid publicity as the
cover of Time mag last week, failed
to overtake “I Love Lucy" on the
overnight Trendex returns Monday
(11) and In fact dropped slightly
from its withln-four-points showing
vs. “Lucy" of two weeks ago. The
scorecard read 32.3 for “Lucy,”
27.1 for “Twenty-One" and 7.2 for
Bishop Sheen.
Some NBC'sources claimed the
show’s one-week hiatus, When
“Mayerling" preempted it after it
scored NBC’s highest rating op¬
posite “Lucy" in years. However,
the sets-ln-use figure for the Mon¬
day at 9 period reached a 70.5
level, higher than any other period
in the February Trendex, reflecting
word-of-mouth Interest in the
show.
Charles Van Doren hiked his
earnings another $16,000 to a grand
total of $138,000.

Arnett Exits DuM Labs
Keeton Arnett, supervisor of
Electronicam activities, has quit as
veep of DuMont Labs, thus taking
away the second of the camera
system’s two top ^ administrative
officers. Ralph Austrian ankled as
Eledtronicam Coast chief several
weeks ago.

Epitaph
Unit
Four Productions
wound up Its association with
the NBC-TV “Kaiser Hour"
las^ night (Tues.)^ after having
produced the alternate-week
series since last summer, Tal¬
ent Associates steps in as pro¬
ducer for the rest of the sea¬
son. Title of last night’s show
was “So Short a Season."

Fordi^ Talent
Off Emmy Sbowi
NBC-TV’s Oldsmobile sponsor¬
ship of the “Emmy" nominations
dnd awards telecasts — first of
which' is set for next Saturday
(16)—has . caused a multiplicity of
talent problems stemming from the
fact that competitive auto manufac¬
turers comprise a major segment
of video’s sponsor population. In
the past week, a> number of stars
scheduled for the nominations
show have been canceUed out due
to competitive sponsorship angles,
the situation reached the point!
this week where Ed Sullivan, the
Academy of' Television Arts &
Sciences’ New York prexy, had to
pull out of any rostrum participa¬
tion In the telecast because of his
Lincoln-Mercury identification.
Also out of the show are Jack
Benny and William Lundigan, with
Chrysler the heavy in this case.
Milton ^Berle, Sid Caesar and
Carl Reiner and Desi Arnaz are
also exiting the show, but for dif¬
ferent reasons. Understood Berle
wanted it to count as one of his
NBC commitments, but the net¬
work nixed this.
Caesar and
Reiner were asked for original ma¬
terial, but felt they couldn’t get it
by Saturday^, Benny and Lundi¬
gan wanted to appear, but Chiysler, which sponsors “Climax” and
"Shower of Stars," on which they
appear, firmly nixed any appear¬
ance. Also out of the show is
Lawrence Welk, a Chrysler contractee, who denied that the spon¬
sorship factor had anything to do
with it but pointed out that he’d
have only 18 minutes to get from
ABC-TV to NBC’s Burbank studios
after his Saturday night show.
Groucho Marx, sponsored by ChrysIs also out, but denied any sponsor
pressure, simply stating, “I don’t
think I’ll be in town (Hollywood).
I’ll probably be In New York Sat¬
urday." Danny Thomas (Dodge),
will "appear, however.
Sullivan will attend the telecast
and will appear to accept any
award bestowed upon his show, but
otherwise will stay off camera.
Originally, he was to have made
an introductory speech In his ca¬
pacity as N. Y. prez, then turn the
proceedings over to Coast prexy
Johnny Mercer, but even that’s out
(Continued on page 71)

KINGSLEY’S PILOT
ON‘WORLD IN WHITE’

NBC-TV is scheduling its first
major co-op programming effort in
the daytime on Feb. 18, when it
turns its new 90-minute daytime
owned & operated program block
over to the affiliates for local sale.
Originally, the 90 minutes, coniprising a half-hour Tex & Jinx
stanza out of, N.Y, and an hour
variety show from Chicago in the
1 to 2.30 period, was to have been
restricted to the network’s ^^even
o&o’s, but this week it.was decided
also to offer the shows to the en¬
tire eastern and central lineup as
a co-op feature.
In essence, the move means that
NBC-TV will be programming the
entire day from 7 to 5:30, though
with 1 to 2:30 in local station time,
it won’t necessarily get major
clearances on the two new entries.
Also, the two 1-2:30 shows will be
produced by the o&6 sector itself,
not the network program depart¬
ment, with the o&o's actually chip¬
ping in to coyer the program costs,
though they wpl retain all rev¬
enues, just as if the shows were
locally produced.
Decision ’to turn the shows over
to the affils as co-ops (with sta¬
tions paying nothing until they sella portion, then splitting the take
under the customary co-op for¬
mula) was eBs.-ntially the same as
that which Induced the o&o depart¬
ment to program its first major
common entries. That’s the fact
that the entire NBC-TV lineup dur¬
ing the 1 to 2:30 peripd is bucking
CBS-TV jdi -1 w 0 r k programming
with local shows, and according to
o&o veep Tom McFadden, they
never can hope to amass the kind
of budget needed to compete with
CBS outlets during that time.
Answer for the o&o's is a com¬
monly produced schedule, with
seven stations supplying the bud¬
get. Same answer, he feels, holds
for the affiliates. As an added note
of interest, the prCem of the NBG
programs will mark the first time
two networks face each other with
co-op shows—CBS has the 10-min¬
ute Walter Cronkite newscast and
the 20-minute “Stand Up and Be
Counted" in as co-op features at
1 to 1:30, the peripd Tex & Jinx
' (Continued on page 70)

Chester Exits NBC
To Join Weaver
Jerry Chester, general program¬
ming executive in charge of day¬
time television for NBC, is resign¬
ing to join Pat Weaver. Chester is
the first of the NBC program execs
originally brought in by Weaver
to exit the company and throw in
his lot -with the ex-NBC president.
It’s expected that Weaver will offi»
dally reveal his plans for the cre¬
ation of a major packaging-ednsultancy operation within the next
couple of weeks. Expectations are
that Chester won’t be the only one
at NBC from the ex-Weaver camp
to repledge alleglanee to their one¬
time boss.
In his role as program exec over
the past 15 months Chester played
a key role in the realignment of
the daytime schedule which has
moved into a new sphere of rating
prosperity.

Playwright Sidney Kingsley, who
besides adapting his “Men in
White" for a special one-shot on
CBS-TV is developing a series
called “The* World in White" and
based on “Men" for the network,
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
will shoot the pilot on “World"
Telefilm rights to unpublished
March 4, probably at Gold Medal
Paddy Chayefsky novelette, “The
Studios in the Bronx.
Great American Hoax,’ have been
Kingsley Is handling the pack¬ acquired by TCF-TV, vidpix subsid
of 20th-Fox, which intends to
aging of .the show, but hasn’t yet
it for the CBS-TV “20th-Fox
decided whether he’ll produce the film
Hour."
pilot or assign a producer. He’s
Property was also the basis for
scripted the Initial show, and is a 1951 20th feature pic, “As Young
now polishing the scripts. Hiring As You Feel," starring Monty
of a production staff for the pilot Woolley. Ben Felner Jr. lias been
assigned to produce the telefilm,
and casting the show haven’t been and Devery Freeman to pen th«
completed yet.
video' adaptation.

20th-TV Gels Rights
To Chayefsky’s ‘Hoax’

We^egday, FcbrualT; 13> 1W7
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FCC ^ofes Brafi Gives Mianu
W! Nod to NatHHial Airlines
Washington, Feb. 12.
Despite strong opposition frbm
three members uf the Senate In¬
terstate Commerce.Committee, the
FCC decided last ;week to grant a
subsidiary of National Airlines the
authorization for tv channel 10 in
Miami, Fla.
At the same time, the agency dis¬
missed last-minute petitions by i
Eastern Air Lines and WKAT,
which was favored for the channel
in the examiner's recommendation,
to reopen the record for testimony
on public policy (Questions in¬
volved iti allowing an' airline to
own a tv station.
In
awarding
National
the
license, the Commission, overrode
objections by Sens. A. S. Mike
Monroney <D.-Okla.), Frederick S.
Payne (R.-Me.) and Alan Bible (D.Nev.), who wanted the agency to
consult the Civil Aeronautics
Board for its views on the com¬
petitive impact of an airline-owned
station.
The Commission was split ' 4-2
on the decision, with Comr. Rosel'
Hyde favoring L. B. Wilson Co.
and Comr. Robert Bartley favoring
WKAT. Comr. T. A. M. Craven ab¬
stained.
Agency favored National on
factors of programming proposals,
Integration of ownership with man¬
agement, and diversled business
interests of its principals. It held
against WKAT largely because of
commercial practices of the station
and past broadcasts of programs
sponsored by purveyors of ‘tip
sheets” on races.
Death of L. B. Wilson during the
pendency of the proceedings, the
Commission indicated, eliminated
from consideration what might
otherwise have been a formidable
contestant for the channel.
Fourth applicant. North Dade
Video, Inc., was given ..credit for
“a good presentation” in sevei^al
areas on which qualifications ar.c
based but ‘‘first preference in
none.”
Public Service Television, Inc.,
as well as its parent company. Na¬
tional Airlines, is headed by G. T,
Baker, a resident of Miami, who
is the largest stockholder in Na¬
tional, with approximately 17% of
its 1,000,000 shares issued and out¬
standing. Three investment bank¬
ing firms hold an aggregate of
20% of the stock in .their street
accounts and the remaining shares
are .scattered among about 4.000
stockholders.

TPA Turyjakes
Big Nielsen Sound
Focus of attention on nightUnu?
television som<^times detracts from
the advanta.ges to be gained by an
advertiser on the daytime front.
Case in point js the latest racing
figures on “Fury,” the boy-meetshorse Television Programs of
America kidpix series on NBC-TV
Saturdays at 11 a.m. for General
Foods and Borden’s.
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Roehrenbeck Exits WMGM
Frank Roehrenbeck, after 33
years with Loew’s, is ankling the
company's New York radio indie,
WMGM.
Roehrenbeck, ’ station’s
associate director of management,
will, open his own radio-tv man¬
agement consultancy.
In .'29, . Roehrenbeck became biz
manager for Loew’s MGM eastern
studios and worked largely on
short subject production. Three
years later, he became biz man¬
ager of the stage production units
playing the Loew's circuit. It was
in '36 he joined WMGM (then
WHN) as general manager.
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JIM LOWE
Dot Records
Still riding high with “GREEN
DOOR,”
Cuiu’ent
release
“BY
YOU”--“I FEEL THE BEAT.”
Radio-Ty Personality—^Eight. solid
houi’s weekly—WCBS, New York,
plus Major . TV Guest Shots:—Star
Salesman for Libby’s, Hoffman’s.
Personal Management

CSIDA-GREA'N Aesociates, Ine.
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West

55th Street, New York
Circle 7-0700

. The bloom disappeared quickly
off Steve Allen’s Trehdex over the
weekend as > Ed Sullivan topped
Allen in the overnight returns with
apparent ease. Sullivan, topTining
Victor Borge and the Benny Good¬
man orch, scored a 31,7 Trende^
to Allen’s 23.6, thereby turning the
tables on the situation two weeks
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
agp when Allen ^cored a surprise
General Teleraclio’s cutback . in
upset. ABC • ran'^last in the time
with a 3.7 for its ^‘Amateur Hour”- show biz operations, which has al¬
ready virtually shuttered RKO
“Open Hearing” combo'.
Gower Street lot, is extending to
NBC also got^hit later Sunday KHJ-TV, RKO Teleradio OBO.
night, when its “Hallmark Hall of
Shakeup at station is slated for
Fame” production of “The Lark”
(Julie Harris, Boris Karloff) was March 1, although details are still
roundly trounced by the “General subject to change. As part of the
Electric Thea.tre”-“Alfred Hitch¬ cutback, statio.n expects to sign on
cock Presents”-“$64,000 Challenge” at 3:30 p.m. instead noon, as at
lineup on CBS . at 9 to 10:30. CBS present. This would give it a oneshows averaged, out to a 33.1, more shift operation. Stalling a firm de¬
than doubling “Lark’s” 16.1, with cision is the fact, KHJ-TV is slated
“Omnibus” far in the rear on ABC to carry daytime baseball when the
with a 3.3 average for its pre- season starts.
Broadway production of “The Bal¬
Execs are pondering whether a
lad of Baby Doe.’’ The CBS indi¬ staggered sign on is advisable.
vidual ratings ran 34.6 for GE, 33.4
Plan is to shuffle “Fireman Joe”
for Hitchcock and 31.4 for “Chal¬
moppet show which opens, axe pair
lenge.”
of telefilm reruns and probably
On Saturday night, Jackie Glea¬ open with
“Matinee Theatre”
son, with another reviie-type out¬ which is the afternoon version of
ing, pulled somewhat closer to nightly feature film operation.
Perry Como, racking up a 23.1, less
than five points behind Como’s
28.0. ABC’s “Famous Film Festi¬
val” got a 3.8 average. On Friday,
“Mr. Adams & Eve” seems to have
Hollywood, Feb. 12,
entrenched itself as the top con¬
tender jit 9 p.m. The CBS Howard
Betty Hutton’s latest project for
Duff-Ida Lupino comedy scored a NBC-TV, a comedy telepix series
21.4, against 14.3 for NBC’s “On created by Jess Oppenheimer and
Trial” and 14.2,.for ABC’s “Treas- Roland Kibbee, is set for the pilot
! lire Hunt.”
treatment later this month.

O’NeiTs Cutback
ToHitKHJ-TV

Betty Hutton Pilot

Terry Sapn^ers» who clicked as the King’s Head tVife in^he stage
and pie versions of “King, and I” and who opens at the Monsignora
tomorrow, (Thurs.), has been set for an “Alcoa Hour” segment on NBCTV , . i Art Van Horn back at ABC after Florida trip for “You Asked
For It” • * . Andy Anderson of the Polonaise visits “Rumpus Room"
Feb. M . ..4 Betty Ann Grove back on “Big Payoff” after an. illness ^..
Mitch Leiser convoyed the entire cast , and staff of Goo.dson-& Todman's CBS-TV “I’ve Got a Secret’^. tO Winter Haven, Fla,, for* oneshotting tonight (Wed.) out of there in connection with the Fla. Citrus
Exposition, part of state’s winter fairs circuit . . . Alex Ale.vander. set
legit-tv-film actress Virginia Vincent for role of roommate Sue in War¬
ner Bros. “Helen Morgan Story” iii which she’ll dance a jazz hula with
Ann Blyth (who stars in the name part) among other fat scenes for the
“Jazz Ago” themer.
Barxy Shear to produce, direct AT&T closed-circuit over NBC-TV
March 22, a kind of “variety show business meeting”; he’ll also direct
the third NBC fashion stanza for Warner Foundations March 3; and
do megging for Xavier Cugat’s twice-weekly NBC-tV'er as of-Feb* 27
.. . inlio .London doing two telefilms—“Zane Grey Theatre'' with Ralph
Meeker; a “Playhouse 90” with John Ireland and Errol Flynn . . . Row¬
land Varley signs with Radio. Ad Bureau’s sales staff . , . Harold E.
Wondsel becomes fifth prexy of the Film Producers Assn, of N.Y. (he's
Sound Masters Inc; boss) ..; Kent Paterson and WOV sales merge ..,
Thomas Jefferson Miley, exec, veep of the Commerce & Ipdustiy Assn.,
will moderate a new WMCA radio regular, “Business Goes To Press,’*
on Tuesday nights . . Oliver Treyz, ABC^TV vcep-in-charg^ addresses
Uptown Lunch Club of Harvard Business School Thursday (21). on “TV
in the 1957 Market” ; . . Lawrifiice Wclk named .National Heart Sun¬
day Chairman fox. upcoming Heart Fund campaign; his show on tho
23d being dedicated to Heart Fund volunteers .. . Nice-work-if-you-canget-it: Kay L, Emerson^ of KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, appears every
fortnight or so on “Big Payoff” simply- to gift Bess Myerson with tokens
from various coimtries .•, . Richard Stenta, currently producer of CBS
Radio’s “Mitch Miller Show,” also named permanent producer of the
web’s “Galen Drake Show” . . . Rusty Draper takes over the singing
assignment on the Arthur Godfrey morning simulcast the week of Feb.
25 . .. WRCA-TV director Mike Gargiulo addresses same station’s Lcn
Weinles’ N.Y.U. course on writing for radio-tv tomorrow (Thurs.) . . •
Elizabeth Lawrence directing a repeat performance of “The Raininaker”^or Kingsbridge^Veterans Hospital Feb. 18,.rehearsing for theforthcoming “Maiden Voyage,” due bn Broadway March 14, and still
doubling over into her regular run on the “Rbad of Life” soaper . , .
Boone Arledge, former unit supervisor for WRCA-TV, joined the sta¬
tion’s news & special events department as a production coordinator
. . . Maxine Stiilivan and her 12-year-Qld daughter, Paula Williams,
guest on the Robert Q. Lewis stanza tonight (Wed.) . . . WCBS’- Lanny
Ross has completed an operetta, “Susie The Sailor,” in collaboration
with Marcel Frank, \Vhicli will be performed Feb 23 by the Cathedral
Choir Sunday Players . . . G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone National Associa¬
tion of Manufacturers’ radio-tv director, tapped to head the radio-tv
bureau of the New York 1957 Red Cross Campaign, with agent Perry
Leff of Frank Cooper Associates, as his aide; Hope Lawder Ritchie
again appointed director of the radio-tv division,of the N. Y, Chapter
for the ’57 drive ... Garry Moore named honorary New York State
chairman of the Heart Fund campaign getting underway now
. .
WCBS’ Jim Lowe flies to his Springfield, Mo., hometown this weekend
for a round of personal appearances . . . Richafd Barnhill upped from
a floor manager to operations coordinator at WRCA-TV.
Jaye P. Morgan received award Saturday (9) on WPIX’s new “Spot¬
light” show for being chosen the most popular singer by personnel af
Mitchell Field . .' . Scott Brady signed to star in title role of “Johnnie
Nighthawk,” Briskin Production for Screen Gems . . . Mutual’s “Family
Theatre” celebrates its 10th anniversary today (13) with a special show
featuring one of the stars who appeared on the first broadcast in 1947,
Loretta Young. Anniversary program is “A Treasury of Homes” - .
Concert version of “Porgy and Bess” highlighted closing concert Sat•urday^(9) In WLlB’s fourth annual Festival of Negro .Music and Drama
at Carnegie Recital Hall. Members of cast that troupe d around the •
world performing the George Gershwin classic t-endered the concert
. . . WTVD, Durham, N.C., has-been added to lineup of “Top Ten Dance
Party,” syndicated “live” tv series produced and written by Alan Sands,
for packagers Victor & Richards.

Inside Stiid-Radio-TV

^ The Nation (Feb. 9), knuckle-raps CBS for the follpwing dialog be¬
tween two of the webs top analysts:
'Eric Sevareid: I don’t think the BritLsh-French action was
immoral. I agree ... it was merely stupid, though that’s
probably worse.
Edward Miirroio: And it also failed, which is even worse
[
still.
I 'Comments the joi,u’nal of opinion: “Mr. Murrow chooses to place
! morality below success in his scale of values, and Mr. Sevareid intelli¬
“Fury.” in its second year, has gence in his.”
,
jumped to an alltime Nielsen hig.h
of 19.9 (in the latest report, Jan.
CBS-TV has set up a new coordinating and information unit within
1), with no less than a 66.1% share its operations department to cope with the “continuing growth and
of audience. That share figure is complexity of television operations.” New unit, tabbed the Operations
second to only one show in all of Information Centre, udll serve as a clearinghouse for all production
television, “I Love Lucy.” More¬ services, materials and facilities, including studio and rehearsal hall
over, the 19.9 rating tops those of availabilities, coordination of delivery and setup of materials and
53 of the ISO nighttime shows on maintenance of files on the production status ol all shows.i Paul Wilson
all three networks between 7 and has been named manager of the OIC, wiWi Larry Paulus as his assistant.
11 p.m.. O’ 40.77'’o of all nighttime Overall supervision of the project will be under Hal Meier, manager of
stanzas.
net-work operations. OIC will function initially on a regular-businessPoint of this is that on a cosi- hours basis, but later will be extended to cover nights, weekends and
per-thou.sand basis, who . ncjd.s i holidays.
nighttime? “Fury” is* in Class C
Although the Ford Foundation “Omnibus” series ended granting a
time, at half the cost of Class A.
And the show itself runs to a bud¬ “gracious gesture” credit to Bernard Sobel as author of two works
get of about $25,000, a., compared on burlesque (1956 anti 1925), S. J. Perelman’s final script in which
to .‘=^35.000 for the average halT- Bert Lahr starred was wholly original witli him and lio question of
hoiir ni.ghttime film stanza. Obvi¬ obligation to Sobel was involved. So points out Jack Perils, p. r.'conously. the scries is direotcd at the .sultant to the. series. Any has.sle over the soui’ce books used was more
moppet traJe, but so are a lot of imaginary than actual, says Perils, pointing out that one reason for
familiarizing the staff with background data is to avoid any inadvertent
nighttime shows.
borrowings. “Omnibu.s” is very strict about author payments and its
Among the shows topped by the . iitcM’ary disbursements are large.
.stanza in the Nielsen lists areVo.st
of the hour drama .series, including j
Perhap.s not in the same ri\alry as the Dean IMartin-Jerry Lewis
‘•Kraft ■:"heatre,” “Robert Mont¬ ■ “personal” stuff, but N.Y. Post sports columnist Jimmy Cannon was
gomery Prc.sents,” “Studio One,’' j not unsubtle in his opinions about colleague N.Y. Daily News sports.
“Alcoa Hour,” “U.S. Steel,” along ! editor Jimmy Powers. Tbi^^ was so expres.scd by Cannon on the Mike’‘
with some other surpri.scs like I Wallace-DuMont interview show one pre-rn id night last week over the
Dinah Shore’s “Chevy S’iow.” ; Gotham channel. Cannon chided Powers for his alleged about-face
“Producers’ Showcase” and Sid i now that the latter is doing sportscasting where, heretofore, the Nbws ■.
Caesar.
' .‘^taller was bitterly inimical of the boxing interests.
j

us HOLLYWOOD

.

KMPC’s Robert O. Reynolds is all smiles because enough money has
been raised for a gym and swimming pool at Hollywood Boys Club, of
which he is prexy, To the small fry he’s more all-American than he
was at Stanford . , . NBC’s John K. West and Roy Rogers’ biz manager.
Art Rush, somehow liked the golf links at Palm Springs better. Neither
is a “mudder,” Which may have had something, to do with the trek to
the desert , . . Mark Scott, who aired the Cincireds games after long
baseball service with KFWB is babk with only one firm resolution:
never to leave Hollywood again . . . KTTV’s George Futham took to"
the infirmary to find out if he had hepatitis . . . KRCA’s headman-'fom
McCray, not a sea-going man, was named state prez of So. Cal. area for
Nayy League . . . Art Linkletter is breaking in his son, Jack, to pick up
when he leaves off by which time the young sprout will have become
a sturdy citizen with his career firmly rooted . . . Everard Meade, one¬
time radio-tv head of Young & Rubicam who quit the biz to teach ad¬
vertising at U. of Virginia, is getting back into tv as executive producer
of “Battleflag,” vid pic series based on incidents in the Civil War from
the pen of Bruce Catton . . . Alan Lipscoit gets a testimonial dinner
from his fellow gag writers March 8 for being “the oldest living com-'
edy writer.”

us CHICAGO ...
Charles Pratt new Cllhi NBC-TV account exec after six years with the
Edward Petry rep firm . . . WBBM-TV weatherman P. J. Hoff scripting
a Sunday column for the Minneapolis Tribune . . . WMAQ newsman.
Sam Saran elected prez of the Headline Club, Chi .Sigma Delta Chi
chapter . . . Herb Lyon, Chicago Trib columimist, and sportscaster'.
Jack Brickhouse teamed up with a 10-minute -nightly WGN-TV show
at 6:45, replacing Vince Lloyd’s “Sports Final” ... Jerry Boyum, for¬
merly farm director at KROC, Rochester, Minn., added to the WLS
announcing staff . . . Thrush Nancy Wright, the Mello-Larks vocal
quartet set to backstop host Don Sherwood on WNBQ’s new noontime
tint display which goes out on the NBC-TV line Monday (18) . . . The
WLS National Barn Dance gang played to 2.328,859 fans during its ’56
personal appearance . . . Frannie Clark vacationing in Florida for three
weeks from her Chi NBC press department duties

us LO^’DO^ ...
Greer Garson will be the first of a number of Hollywood stars to
appear in a new BBC-TV weelfly series of telefilm plays titled “Star
Choice.” The first in the series will be aii'cd on' Sat Feb. 23 . . .
Lupino Lane and his son Laurie will star together in a one hour Associated-Recliffusion production “ ’Appy As ’Arry,^ tomorrow (Thurs.),
The .show is a .‘■•pocial adaptation of the old time British hit “Sweet¬
heart Mine” . . . Playwright Gerald Savoury has written a tv .special
lined “The Snare Of The Fow'ler,” a whodunit, to be aired by Asso,
(Continued on page 70)
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& BUTTER’
Washington, Feb. 12.
Those ‘'leaks” of Intended actions of the FCC at executive meetlngs« which spread out ncross the country within minutes, have
ilnally caught up with the agency. Beset by pressures from af¬
fected applicants, the Commission decided last week bn a new^procedure.to give everybo<i^ a fair shake on how it proposes to decide
important cases.
"
^
.
Henceforth, following instructions to its staff to prepare deci-atons along a certain line, the Commission will Issue public notices
ta that effect. The agency emphasized, however* that it "reserves
the right to reach a different result upon the subsequent adoption
and issuaneb of the formal (final) decision.”
New, policy, which is similar to that used by . the Civil Aero¬
nautics Board, results from squawks from certain commissioners
that tentative decisions, particularly those involving hot contests
for valuable tv channels, leak out, vote by vote, and boomerang in
the form of pressures to get out a different decision. It's under¬
stood that such pressures may have contributed to difficulties, in
-Winding up some cases.
,
,
Another factor which is believed to have influenced adoption of
the new policy is the effect of "leaks” on the stock market; Quite
altew firms operating tv stations or trying’to enter the field are
on the big board. Possession of information by a few persons re¬
garding proposed actions affecting such firms could send up their
Stock quotations. A recent leak reportedly caused a substantial
arise in one stock.
.
Whether the new policy will do the tijick is to be determined.
Agency will issue its "Commission Instructions on Docket Cases”
either at 11 a.m. or 3 p.m. Betting is that when instructions are
issued too late for 3 p.m. release, the FCC sieve will start function¬
ing long before the following morning.
. However, its generally ^agreed that the "coming-out-in-the-open”
procedure will be fairer to all concerned-and, by 'Equalizing” the
pressure, • should reduce it.
'___
;_

Okay on Tran^or Stations’ Uireat
To Par’s Palm Sprues Voitnre

Washington, Feb. 12.
Paramount Pierres has lost, its
A whole new philosophy Is; shap¬
Letter From Monaco
ing up as to the co-crflled "breadfight to stop construction of tv
With "TwentyTOne” getting
and-butter” shows in television on
such widespread publicity (this
translator stations In Palm Springs,
which the tv networks are depen¬
week’s Time coyer story on
Calif., where the firm company op¬
dent for their week-in-week-out
quiz champ Charles^ Van Doren
profits and cost-per-thimsand pay¬
erates a community antenna which
and Life spread, for example)*
off to-sponsors. Until now.they’ve
It has used for testing its Tele- .
news of ther show has spread
been the half-hour anthology-quizoverseas. That explains a let-r*
meter system of subscription tv.
situation comedy-action entries,
ter from Monaco received by
With the issuance by the FCC
but the networks and sponsors
producer A1 Friedman.
have become/so disillusioned as to
last week qf two translator permits
Writer wanted to get on the
the impact of the half-hour show
to
Palm Springs Translator Station
show* and said he feels he’s a
the next season may invite a great¬
cinch to beat Van- Doren.
Inc., Par’s Investment * in its c.a.,
er respect for the full hourlShow as>
Seems he’s a vingt-et-un deal¬
system, through which it collects
the "bread & butter” playlhg-iter at the Monte Carlo casino,',
safe thing in the programming
monthly fees, from Palm Spring
and ' thinks the quizzer is
area.
I subscribers, appears to be seriously
played as a card game.
Nine new. 60-minute programs
^^hreatened. When the new transla¬
are being propped for next season,
tors are. in operation, residents of
and program planning is still in a
the area will need only to convert
relatively early stage, meanihg-j
their receivers to UHF to tune in
there may still be more shortly.
two Los Angeles stations.
The ’
Moreover, moat of the existing
translators will rebroaacast pro¬
hour-long-formats are expected to
grams of the_ NBC-owned KRCA
stick it out for another year, with
and the CBS-owned KNXT.
an exception or two like Jackie
Par’s c.a. subsid. Palm Springs
Gleason’s CBS-TV Saturday niter.
Community TV, Corp„ put up'
For the time being, the half-hour
strong opposition to establishment
seems to be through as network
of the translators and managed to
tv’s "bread and butter” show. The
prevent issuance of permits for
webs are putting forth a multitude
There doesn’t seem to be a prece¬ some months. At first. Paramountof reasons why the hour is sounder dent for an advertiser bringing charged that the translator project
as the staple.
out an entirely new product line was misrepresented to the Palm
To demonstrate the swing to the
a direct rejsult of the medium Springs Community;"" Then it dis¬
hour show^ CBS-TV is propping at he advertises in. But Revlon, covered that Howard Morris, presi¬
least four new cnes, one of which sponsor of the "$64,000 Question” dent of Translator, is not a U. S.
is the probable replacement for and "$64,000 Challenge” on CBS- citizen but a Canadian. Since that
Gleason. All of the programs may TV, is going into merchandise made the applicant ineligible for a
go Saturday night, according to the for men in the near future, it’ permit, Morris was replaced by
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
current plan. There’s the. "Perry reported, because approximately Frank Bennett. '
One of the heaviest-budgeted al¬
Mason” vidfilm series; the highly- half of the audience for both offj Again Paramount filed objec¬
ternate-weekly shows todate has
touted "Big Record,*’ live, and a
been packaged by Bob Hawk, who
Spot billings for WCBS-TV, the juve-slanted "Landmark” hour by the highly rated, stanzas is going tions, claihung Morris was still in
is coming out of a fouryear retire¬
to waste.
the picture and that it had reason
CBS
flagship
in
New
York,
jumped
Goodson-Todmah. A fourth show
ment to reenter television on a pro¬
Cosmetic outfit is said to be com¬
ducer-performer basis. But the 12.6% in January over the same would fill out the 7-11 p.m. block. ing out shortly with a hair tonic to believe he is the man behind
the transmitter. It demanded a
month
the
year
before,
according
WB’s ‘Escape’
cost of his entry, he says, is only
for men called'Top Brass. Adver¬
ABC-TV plans to use "Escape,” tising of Top Brass on both "$64,- hearing to determine whether Mor¬
a part of the deal; it represents a to general sales manager Frank
Shakespeare
Jr.
Spot
billings
fig¬
new approach to big-scple television
a new series being done by a pro¬ 000 Question” and “Challenge” ris is the guarantor of r. $14,000
in that it has built-in merchandis¬ ure does not include the station’s duction group of which Delbert will mean replacing at least one of loan to finance the facilities.
However, the Commission denied
Mann is^_ one. Additionally, War¬ Revlon’s weekly cosmetic pitches
ing elements that reach right down share of network sales.
Shakespeare attributed the in¬ ners is going to do a second full- with a pitch for the menfolk, there¬ the last objections and granted the
to the point-of-sale level.
translator
applications.
crease
to
sales
In
the
station's
hour
program
for
the
web,
present
Program idea actually has been
by taking theoretical advantage of
Translator stations, which are as¬
mapped on a flexible basis to pro¬ "Late Show” and "Early Show,” one being the alternating "Chey¬ the entire viewing tonnage on the
which
feature
the
Metro,
Warner
enne”
and
"Conflict.”
(Parentheti¬
signed
channels
in the upper UHF
vide changes that might be necesshows.
Bitated by the ultimate sponsors. ■and Columbia libraries, to a sold- cally, it’s likely that the major will
There is a similar incident in band, were authorized by the FCC
oiit
status
during
January
in
the
do
alternating
formats
to
fill
the
As it stands, however, the package
the case of Gillette, but that com¬ to bring service to isolated areas
daytime
participating additional 60-minutes, perhaps pany merely took an existing wom¬ and at the same time help ultra
could run in excess of $100,000 for station’s
60 minutes—^meaning a time and shows and to the outlet’s solid sta¬ even moving another western, in an’s product, Toni, and put it on high. Operating with low power
talent outlay to the sponsor of tion-break schedule in evening opposite "Cheyenne” and moving a primarily man’s show. Shave out¬ and casting from $5,000 to $15,000,
"Conflict” opposite still another fit, owning the NBC-TV fights, they rebroadcast programs of exist¬
houi*s.
around $250,000 per show.
new format.) Theft, ABC-TV is which are directed at men, realized ing stations and perform much the
Details qf the program, tagged
holding to the idea of adding an¬ that there is also a large quotient same function as the qomniunity
•'Birthplace, U. S.A.,” are being
other live hour-long showcase. of women for the stanza.
antenna. However, unlike the c^a,
kept under wraps although it has
While not a high-priced variety
syjstems, which are not licensed by
been shown to a few agency reps.
program, as originally planned, it
the FC(i, their operators are re
Loosely, it’s described as a variety
will
be,
as
one
exec
put
it,
"a
mu¬
quired to show the. Commissioi
Show with a specific. hinge which
sical format intc jrating certain
they have the permission of tht
makes remote a natural and ob¬
elements
Of
the
variety
show.”
stAtipnssthey rebroadcast. .
vious part of the layout.
(Seems like an extension bn the
More than 25 translators are nov
Hawk first envisioned the show
Lawrence Welk-Ray Anthony
in operation and an equal numbei
while "staring at the ocean” at
plan.) .Web will retain the hour
is under construction.
Most ol
Santa Barbara where he has been
film, "Wire Service,” moving it
The new year looms as a big~ one them are located in the western
living in retirement. He mulled it
shortly to a Monday 7:30 anchor¬ fer WOR, N.Y., which reports a states where the space^^lietween
over for months before discussing
sales increase of over 55% for the cities able to support regular sta¬
The three television networks age.
it with Don Bernard, who is now have agreed to extend the jurisdic¬
Only thing that might diminish month of January as compared to tions are often far apart, a cir¬
partnered with him in the effort.
tion of the Radio-TV Directors the number of new ABC-TV hour- January, 1956. Business already on cumstance which prompted erec¬
Package is in the hands of the
Guild to "stagers,” usually the big long shows is a talked-about plan the books for current month and tion of illegal boosters which the
William Morris Agency.
March indicates the biggest first
Hawk, first quizmaster on the old name non-tv’ers who direct the to alternate "Escape” with a new quarter in the 35-year history of translators, also,, are designed to
“Take It OrXeave It” show which pre-telecast activities of spectacu¬ bi-weekly Warner package. But the the station, according to Robert discourage.
lars.
A
letter
of
agreement
was
network
feels
that
even
that
powas the forerunner of the present
Most translators are operated by
Leder, v.p. and general manager.
(Continued on page 71)
“$64,000 Question,” is primarily in¬ inked by the webs last week, with
Upsurge in biz has caused station nonprofit co-ops.
terested in production in this re¬ the understanding that stagers will
to tack SRO sign on program
turn to harnessi In addition to shortly be written into the regular
helmed by WOR vets such as John
contract, an RTDG spokesman ex¬
(Continued on page 75)
B. Gambling, Dorothy & Dick,
plained.
Alfred
& Dora McCann and Martha
RTDG withdrew its demand for
Deane. Practically all of WOR’s 32
arbitration of the position of these
hours of news weekly is sold out.
stagers when the trio of networks
In new biz category, new con¬
agreed to compromise. Except for
tracts include: Ruppert Brewei’y,
three annual exemptions to .the
Fels
& Co., New York Telephone,
Filmed
messages
from
Vice
Pres¬
new rule by each of the networks,
all pre-telecast directors must be¬ ident Richard M. Nixon, United Na¬ Carbona Products, Kruger Brew¬
"Hallmark Hall of Fame” will
ing,
Hoffman Beverages,' Beechcome union members, subject to tions Under-Secretary Dr. Ralph
turn to Gilbert & Sullivan for its
Bunche, John Hopkins prez Dr. Nut Gum, Life Savers, Lever Bros., final show of the season April 10,
union regulations and minimums.
and
National
Biscuit.
The annual exemptions may be Milton Eisenhower and poet Carl
with Alfred Drake and Celeste
Humorist and playwright S^ J
Holm set to star in “Yeoman of
Perelman has been signed by requested on the basis of either of Sandburg will open the Westinghouse
Broadcasting
Co.'s
three-day
two
points:
that
the
stager
refuses
the Guard.” It's the first G&S per¬
CBS-TV to prepare a 90-minute
book for a musical version of to join the union, or refuses to conference^on local public service
formance in a couple of years on
tv, most recent having been "Trial
“Aladdin.” No date has been set share credit with the on-the-air di¬ programming in Boston Feb. 27.
All-industry meetings have been
by Jury” on “Omnibus” when the
for the telecast, nor has CBS be¬ rector, in which case the on-the-air
Chicago, Feb. 12.
gun to negotiate for composers. director is credited thusly: "direct¬ broken down into individual ses¬
D’Oyly Carte players were last in
George GobeTs NBC-TV Saturday N. Y. This despite the fact that
Web will wait until Perelman has ed for tv by . . .” In the original sions, with speakers and lixo itera¬
completed the book before setting contract, the networks are behold¬ tors already set. First-day (Wed¬ nighter is a question mark for next much of the G&S repertory is in
en to list on-the-air director mem¬ nesday) sessions will comprise si¬ season with the brace of sponsors the public domain.
other details.
Perelman did his first major bers of RTDG as "tv directors” on multaneous radio and tv panels oh who have backed the show since its
Show will be done.on a Wednes¬
the subject of local programming beginning three years ago.
television stint this season via the the program crawl.
day night, from 8:30 to 10, the only
script for the "Omnibus” history
NBC-TV’s .first of three exemp¬ on the theme of freedom, with
Pet Milk, it’s understood, has in¬ “Hallmark” of this season to depart
of burlesque, which starred Bert tions for 1957 was for Anatole Lit- WNDU-TV (Notre Dame U.) v.p.- dicated it may bow out. And Ar¬ from the Sunday night schedule.
Lahr. He also copped a New York vak who pre-staged "Mayerling” general manager Bernard C. Barth mour’s Dial division hasn’t come to V/ednesday slotting, with preemp¬
Film Critics Circle award for his last week. Litvak did not become and WBZ-TV, Boston, program any final decision on a tenewaPof tion due for “Father Knows Best”
"Around the World in 80 Days” a RTDG member. In this instance, chief Herjb Cahan speaking on the the comedian who set a torrid rat¬ and "Kraft Theatre,” is due to tlie
screenplay, and his new book, Kirk Browning, who handled the tv panel. Leon Goldstein, program ing pace his first two seasons, earn¬ insistence by Alcoa that it not, be
“Road to Miltown,” is beginning airtime camerawork, was credited V.p. for WMCA, N. Y.; Sam Serota, ing him an early and automatic re¬ preempted more than once this
to climb the bestseller lists.
as "tv director.”
(Continued on page 71)
pacting for the current cycle.
season by Hallmark.

loto Men’s Hair,
BuinkstoTV

Bob Hawk Preps IIIDG ‘Birth^ce’
As Built-In Merchaiufisiiig Plus
WCBS-TV’s Biz Hike

RTDG Jurisdiction

WOR’s First-Qnarler
Looms As Record As
- Yets Flaunt SRO Banner

B^ Name‘Stagers’

Perelman Sped
For ‘Aladdin’ Spec

Wrap Up Agenda For
WBC’s All-Industry
Pnbservice Conference

Drake &. Holm Set
For‘Yeoman Spec

GOBEL’S SPONSOR
STATUS IN DOUBT
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TfiXJBVISION REVIEWS

LA GRANDE BRETECHE
whirlybirDs
THE LARK
(NBC Opera)
With. Kenneth 'Tobey, Cnfs Hill,
^HaRmaUk UaU of Fame)
Larry Dobklu, Paul Brinegar,
With Jiilie HaxTi8> Borla Karloff, With Gloria Lane, Hu^h Thompson,
Adelaide BiisJiop, Davis CnuningEli Wallach, Basil Rathbone,
James Bel|> Norman Leavitt,
ham, Kim! Beni, members of the
'"BenBolm'Elliott, Jack Warden,
Walter Johnson^ Carey Loftin
Symphony of the Air, conducted Producer: Aril^ Napoleon
Ward ^Costello, Harold Winston,
♦
»t»4f4 4»4ft444 4 4 4>f»4t
by Peter Herman Adler •
Director; Lew Landers ^
Michael Higgins, Jan Farand,
Omnibus
oddly enough, the warmth that
Writers: Jo and Art Napoleon
Barbara Stanton, Elspeth March, Producer: Samuel Chotzinoff
As a work tailored for television, could be expected to be developed
30 Mins., Thnrs. 7:30 p.m.
tSregoir Morton, Mary Ldane, Director: "John Schwartz
Charles Penman, Bruce Gordon, Music and Artistic Director: Peter WINSTON CIGARETS, DUFFY- "The Ballad of Baby Doe” made immediately didn’t build until the
Herman Adier
MOTT
an impressive debut against self- latter portion of the play;
others
Sets: Gerald Ritholz
WPIX, New York (film)
impost limitations on "Omnibus”
Playing Annie Sullivan, MlsS •
Producer - Director: George
45 Mins.; Sun. (10), 3 p.m,
(Wm. Esty, Young & Ruhicam) Sunday (10) over ABC-TV. When Keller’s first teacher, was Teresa
Schaefer
^
Executive Producer: Mildred Freed NBC-TV, from New York
“Whirlybirds” has been on trie and if p;roducer Michael Myerberg Wright, who grimly went about
Credit the NBC Opera Co. with Desilu Productions drawing boards brings it to Broadway ("Doe” her task.'In her portrayal she got
Alberg
TV Adaptation: James Costigan the courage of its convictions and for over a year now, having first preemed at Central City, Colo., %11 of the determination needed idi*
(from Lillian Hellman^s version a determination to keep experi¬ waited in line for a CBS-TV net¬ last July), the potential may be such a job, hut hardly captured
mentation alive on the air. But work exposure on a coproduction realized. Although described as a the warmth, or possibly the humor,
of Jean Anouilh’s play)
neither end was particularly well basis until CBS Television Film musical drama, "Baby Doe” seems also required. Patty McCormack
HALLMARK
served with the presentation Sun^ Sales stepped in and grabbed off closer to the idiom of an Ameri¬ played Miss Keller at the age o£
NBC-TV, from N, Y. (color)
day afternoon (10) of Stanley Hol¬ the series for syndication. That can folk opera—a gloomy opera, seven, the period of the draipa. As
(Foote, Cone & Belding)
‘‘Hallmark Hall of Fame” offered lingsworth’s short opera, "La happened shortly before Christ¬ honest in its intentions, rich and written, her’s was the role of a
Grande Breteche.”. It wAs a world mas, and sales have been moving forthright in its music and elabo¬ brat, wild, animal-like traits Caused'
up one of the eminently rewarding premiere of doubtful importance, fast ever since, with the series sold rate in scope. In the televersion, by her infliction and over-indulg¬
tv performances of the season on and it’s difficult to believe that the in over 100 markets and still mov¬ it tried to take in too much, with ing parents.. She . knocks out th0
Sunday (10) when Julie Harris re¬ Hollingsworth work will get much ing. •
result that there was apparently a tooth of her teacher, she kicks,
Perhaps the sales succees of the miscued compromise that tended pinches and is unruly. It seems the
created her Joan of Arc role in a of a heating thercaftor.
The opera, with a libretto by the show, however,. Is more a reflec¬ to. reduce the story values to mere author bent backwards in'.making
*90-minute
colorcast
of .Jean
Anouilh’s "The Lark.” The tv ver¬ composer and by Harry Duncan, tion of the supply-and-demand vignettes. It came out.as a series his characters unappealing, afraid
as commissioned by the NBC situation in the firstrun telefilm of brief .episodes, inherently, in¬ of over-sentimentallzing, an unjust
sion of Lillian Heilman’s stage
pera Co. some years back. It is field than of the quality of the capable of proper bridging,' with tified fear if sentinaent is well hau<i
adaptation was achieved with con¬
modern
and strongly reminiscent show itself. At least on the basis the music expected to carry the .died as indicated In the last act
summate skill shy James Costigan
and as produced - directed by of the style of Gian-Carlo Menotti, of the first showing in N.Y..- (via narrative. In scarcely 60 minutes, when the seven-year-old afflicted
George Schaefer this video rein¬ except that the endearing lyrical WPIX), "Whirlybirds” shapes as siich a burden was too formidable. child finally learns the sign lan¬
carnation of the Maid of Orleans touch of the Menotti pen appears a routine adventure series with Se the-romantic tragedy was all guage, when the delight of the
tutor and child is mirrored, when
came off as a powerful and exciting to be,missing.. There is drama, and the helicopter 'angle as the hook. but lost on the storyboard.
"Yet "Baby Doe,” composed by the teacher spells out to the child
experience. If anything, it had the even tenderness in some of the ‘Tain’t badly done, but it doesn’t
same satisfying qualities of the music, but it is not distinguished shape as anything out of the rou¬ Dr. Douglas Moore, music profes¬ "I Love You.” Those final few
sor at Columbia U. and with sev¬ moments were worth the time
original full-diipcnsioned produc¬ writing, and it seems to strive for tine action cataloj^.
effect without offering the necessary
tion on Broadway.
Series stars Kenneth Tobey and eral homegrown operatic works tO I spent staying with the play.
Burl Ives was very Competent
his
credit • ("The Devil & Daniel
substance.
Craig Hill as the partners ‘in
There is, of course, something to
Colorcast, produced by Samuel Whirlybirds Inc., a helicopter serv¬ Webster,” "Giants in the Earth,” as the father, while John Barry¬
be said *for "playing it safe” in
more
Jr., was properly jarring as
"The
Emperor’s
New"
Clothes”),
Chotzinoff
was
produced
with
the
ice in lower California. First yarn
transferring to tv the pre-tested
hot-off-the-legit-boards properties usual skill and directed without has the pair hired to track down represented a striking bid by the mocking half-brother, and
Myerberg
to
raise
the
Broadway
Katharine
Bard as the mother lent
much
imagination
by
John
an
old
gent
who’s
been
out
pros¬
such as "The Lark,” particularly at
a time when good original tv works Schwartz.. For the first time, how¬ pecting for uranium and is long dough for "Doe” via the video moments of warmth. Akim T^miare hard to come by. For one ever, in these NBC Opera shows, overdue. They find the gent, pin- showcasing. It was a bid worthy of roff as head of an institution for
:
.
the blind appeared miscast. >Directhing, it narrows the risk (espe¬ there was a noor balance between hned under a landslide, free him by special attention.
Since the story cannot be prop¬ tor Arthur Penn would have done
cially when it’s a proven vehicle) the orchestra and the singers, with ' using the helicopter as a leverage
better
at the beginning with fewer
erly
judged
from
the
ostensible
the
instruments
definitely
drown¬
agent, and catch up to two homand thereby avoids the pitfalls of
all-too-costly speculation and guess¬ ing out the singers in spots. It was bres who had stolen his claim condensation made in this depart¬ scene switches,., shifting which
tended
to jar the drama initially.
this
very
balance
which,
in
past
ment,
it’s
sufficient
to
state,
that
while
he
was
helpless.
An
un>^
work. (Most classic exaipple was
Production values and sets were
the fresh-from-Broadway tv pres¬ NBC operas, has so much been to usual chase, with the helicopter the libretfto of the late and la¬ good.
Miss
McCormack, riandllng
mented
John
Latouche
seemed
to
the
credit
of
musical
and
artistic
running
down
their
jeep
and
forc¬
entation of "Peter Pan” in its
ing them to overturn it, winds the have the basics for the enlarge¬ the difficult role of trie criild, was
original video offering, with the director Peter Herman Adler.
The whole concept.of putting on story.
ment that already exists and that entirely credible, but she appeared
upcoming Old Vic performance of
Tobey and Hill make a couple was undoubtedly fulfilled in its older.than seven years, the age
"Romeo-and Juliet” and the Alfred "La Grande Breteche,” based on a
portrayed.
Horo.
Lunt-Lynn Fontanne "Great Sebas¬ Balzac story, is open to question. of appealing heroes, while James Central City version.
This musicalized epic, of how
Television
is
a
unique
and
welcome
Bell was credible as the old man
tians” in the same legit-to-tv tra¬
Ed Sullivan Show
dition.) Reducing them to tv size medium for acquainting the broad and Larry Dobkin as the chief pioneer Horace Tabor won and
Ed Sullivan bounced back on
Lew Landers’ direction lost his silver spurs in Colorado
within the 90 - minute, 21 - inch masses with the operatic medium. heavy.
framework are the only major haz¬ It is a rewarding, but slow, process, kept things moving quickly enough, mining in the last two decades of the name kick with the Sunday (10)
meet
over CBS-TV. Just one, Vic¬
and
NBC
deserves
kudos
for
foot¬
the
19th
Century,
spotted
three
but
the
photography
tended
to
be
ards. It’s a sad commentary on a
tor Borge, was apparently enough
medium that it is compelled to ing the bill. Yet, operas such as hazy on some of the flight scenes. principals splendidly endowed as to
sustain the stanza, with other
put such reliance on "borrowed” this are hardly designed to bring This one was virtually entirely singers. These were William John¬
to round out the ses¬
theatre, for only when tv can cre¬ the operatic medium new friends. locationed; no chance to see the son as Tabor,. Metopera mezzo- entertainers
sion.
ate its own can it hope to enjoy In fact, this particular Hollings¬ production elements of future sojprano Martha Lipton as Augusta,
Borge
is
a
great wit and has
worth
work,
while
certainly
deserv¬
his
shrewd
and
knowledgable
first
shows.
Chan.
the distinction of emerging as an
ing of a performance if for no
wife, and soprano Virginia Cope¬ proven to himself as well as the
art in itself.
other reason than that every new VINCENT LOPEZ SHOW
land as the delicate, unknowing entire industry that he can sustain
In the case of "The Lark” the talent should' be encouraged, could
Elizabeth "Baby Doe,” his younger a show by himself on any medium.
transposition presented but few hardly have enjoyed a wide and With Judy Lynn, Teddy Norman, second wife. (Miss Lipton was re¬ Borge, who started an appearance
Eddie O’Connor, "Johnny Messtechnical difficulties. The very enthusiastic audience.
from the New Frontier Hotel, Las
ner, Johnny Amorosa, JIanny peating her Central City role.) Twjo Vegas, the following day (Mon.),
simple and sparse props permitted
Why, with so many attractive
scenes were all but “wasted”—the
Davis, others
for an easy bridging of time and pperas still unperformed on the
telecast from that hostel. He was
marriage
sequence
centering
Pres¬
scenes by' a combination of effec¬ air, pick an offbeat opus such as Director: Ned Cramer
ident Chester Arthur as a Tabor loaded with surprises. Ordinarilytive lighting and camera work. this? Unlike Menotti’s “Amahl 3(9 mins.. Sat., 7 p.m.
one doesn’t expect a wit and satir¬
friend
in
attendance,
and
a
rally
Thus the back-and-forth interplay and the Night Visitors,”“La Grande CBS-TV, from New York
of Borge’s stature to push a
From his vantage point on the for perennial Presidential riopeful ist
of the trial scene and the memo¬ Breteche” is' an item for the
piano
into the pool, and then walk
Wilham
Jennings
Bryan
who
did
rable episodes in the life of the modern music addict. It’s the kind podium of New York’s Hotel Taft not speak or sing. Perhaps these into the aqua on his finale. On his
Maid enjoyed a freedom of move¬ of thing one would want to hear Grill for the past 16 years, Vincent scenes were more detailed in the second turn during this show, ho
Lopez
has
been
able
to
get
a
line
ment that, thanks to the electronic a couple of times before ft registers
on the musical tastes of the hinter¬ stage version. And yet the very doubletaked how it was done with
assist, was even more pronounced fully to the ear.
lands. Room has been pulling in near-vacuum in these instances trick camera work and again walk¬
than in the stage version.
As Countess Marie, who saw her out-of-towners steadily and Lopez showed there was no attempt to ed into a watery installation tails
Joan is probably Miss Harris’ lover walled up in a closet by a has been^ the prime reason. In punch up the "celebrity” values to and all, and pulled in musicians
most brilliant performance. On tv jealous husband, Gloria Lane was sending him out on the net, there¬ yield
extraneous
razzle-dazzle, along with him. Even though Borgo
It lost none of its electrifying im¬ in excellent voice Sunday. Hers is fore, CBS-TV virtually has a built- emerging merely as name-dropping took the easy way out on this showpact. Her simple yet touching in¬ a full, rich mezzo-soprano that was in^ grassroots aud for the Lopez of historical dimension. In fact, his efforts, were laugh-productive.
For. a genuine flashback into nos¬
terpretation jwas moving and elo¬ just right for the dramatic role,
John Taliaferro, enacting the
quent and her complete immersion and she sang with spirit. Hugh
Lopez joined the CBS family last swiftie. President Arthur, doubled talgia, the pairing of the vet pros
In the role was in no less lessened Thompson acquitted himself very October with a 45-minuter over the in the chorus; latter consisted of Blossom Seeley & Benny Fields
or her mood altered by the reali¬ well in the difficult part of Robert, net’s Gotham key and his promo¬ singers and dancers, with chore¬ provided a peek into trie type of
ties and proximity of the tv para¬ the husband. Adelaide Bishop sang tion to a coast-to-coaster indicates ography by John Butler. Behind entertainment that toppers of yes¬
phernalia.
Rosalie, the maid, with a voice that the net is trying to get its foot the power vocalistics was the teryear dispensed and which is still
Boris Karloff repeated his stage that gave great promise in a small into Lawrence Welk-land. Lopez Symphony of the Air, conducted potent today. They delivered "That
Soft Shoe” and "No Biz Like
role of the compassionate and un¬ part. D^lvis Cunningham also came hits a similar schmaltzy beat in an faultlessly and with conviction by Old
etc,” with class/and authority in a
derstanding Archbishop Cauchon. across with spirit as the Spanish easy-to-take manner.
He keeps Sylvan Levin. The overall director plug
for their current Mercury Al¬
His suffering for the Maid was prisoner who loved Miss Lane, and his arrangements simple and mixes was Charles S. Dubin.
The post-"Doe” fillout was a re¬ bum, "Two-a-Day at the Palace.”
deeply moving. Eli Wallach as the Kimi Beni appeared briefly as UP the standards. and pops for a
Another
peek into the tastes of
Gorenflot,
the
handyman.
pleasant melodic pattern. The vo¬ peat of Barnaby Conrad’s "The
Dauphin demonstrated hrs versatil¬
Miss Lane’s acting was effective, calists, too, deliver without any Day Manolete Was Killed,” first yesteryear was the swing of Benny
ity as a topflight actor in a very
Goodman
Orch
which still contains
particularly
in
the
'trying
final
undue
embellishments.'
Maestro’s
given
on
"Omnibus”
last
October.
commendable performance. Den¬
some of the best examples of this
holm Elliott, who flew over from scene, when she appears to go mad, bland personality shows up in his This consisted of a series of cork¬ kind of music. Goodman is still a
England • for this tv production, even as her husband pleads for her intros of the numbers and when ing still pictures with accompany¬ master at,the clarinet with a dis¬
gave a highly professional por¬ love. Gerald Ritholz’s set was he acts as a one-man cheering ing narrative. It was a stirring play of clean tones and imaginative
trayal of Warwick, the English spacious and yet allowed the action squad for his help but it has yokel rendering of the life & death of flights on the scale.
the great Spanish bullfighter. Good
conqueror, vesting the role with to focus properly. The drama on appeal, and that’s what counts.
Other examples in the comedy'
His bandsmen, fogr the most part, as it was, this was a repeat edition,
the strength of the statesman, yet the screen wasn’t fully matched by
department
Included
Charlotte
with the human sympathy for the quality of the music, which double as crooners, which allows raising the question .of why "Baby Rae, out of "Li’l Abner” who gave
only occasionally ^ conveyed the for a varied voice selection in the Doe” should not have been af¬
Joan..
a few impressions of singers and
songbag
workover.
Teddy
Norman,
great
emotional
turmoil
in
Marie
forded the extra 30 minutes or so got 'latighs in the process, and
Billed as the "guest star,” Basil
Rathbone played the Inquisitor as she witnesses her hidden lover Eddie O’Connor, Johnny Amorosa for a better fulfillment of its Johnny Carson. Latter, after a few
,
and Johnny Messner are among mission.
Trau.
with the proper somberness and being sealed up. .
good topical gags, ^sked for a vol¬
Opera only ran 45 minutes in¬ those who pitch in neatly. Danny
horror of that phase of the Church.
unteer to give some subjects fotf
Davis,
a
newcomer
to
the
org,
stead
of
the
originally-announced
Playhouse
90
Jack Warden and Bruce Gordon
him
to • discourse on. Even if legit,
comes
through
nicely
with
his
vo¬
For "The Miracle Worker,” the it sounded like a setup and de¬
were particularly fine in the re¬ hour. However, despite the fine cal shots as does thrush Judy Lynn.
drama about Helen Keller’s child¬ tracted from his overall effective¬
spective roles of Beaudrincourt talent involved, the running time
Tunes
are
presented
with
a
mini¬
was
ample.
Hift.
hood and the "magic” wrought by
and Capt. LaHir. In fact, the en¬
mum of backdrop and dressing but the teacher of this deaf, dumb, ness. Rene’s Puppets gave a brief,
tire supporting cast contributed to
all in good taste and just enougri blind youngster who grew up to but good accounting, and a filmed
the fin6 qualities of the whole.
interview and test of Erin O’Brien
CAPTAIN DAVID GRIEF
to showcase the material. Show
world-wide renown, "Play¬ indicated that Academy Awards
Rose.
With Maxwell Reed, Tudor Owen, goes on the net at 7 p.m., after a win
90” picked a star-studded, shouldn’t be expected of her for a
Mickey Simpson, George E. half-hour warmup on WGBS-TV, house
capable cast. But they operated In long time.
Jose,
Stone, Larry Gelbman, Melvin the New York outlet.
Gros.
the limits of a confining script'
Prestidge, Peter Whitney, Helen
which
hardly
captured
either
the
Person
To
Person
Westcott, Danny Aoki
story of Miss Keller’s first teacher,
The most exciting thing on Ed
Producer: Duke Goldstone
or the inspirational story of Miss Murrow’s "Person To Person’*
Director: Stuart 'Heisler
Keller, herself.
Chicago, Feb. 12.
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
show last Friday night (8) was
Writers: S. Ellis, R. Arkay
The original, penned by William whether Gypsy Rose Lee’s gown
George S. May Co., management
Tommy Sands, who scpred a crit¬ 39 half-hour telefilms
engineering outfit, will underwrite Gibson, for one thing tended to would stay, up during her 15-min¬
ical hit on NBC-TV %raft The¬ Distributed by; Guild Films
Guild would have had the per¬ a special NBC-TV telecast of the wander, throwing the focus of at¬ ute portion of the show. She wore
atre” presentation of "The Singin’
Idol,” has been inked as a regu¬ fect telefilm series if it found a final rounds of the World Cham¬ tention on peripheral characters at one of those strapless creations
tmes, such as Miss Keller’s halflar on Tennessee Ernie Ford’s way to use some of that reputed pionship golf tourney from . the brother. Other times, it was over which went out of style on video
Thursday night NBC-TV show. Ad¬ $1,900,000 spent in producing Tam O’Shanter course here Aug. repetitious, establishing • and re¬ several years ago when all the talk
about "cleavage” grew tiresome.
"Captain
David
Grief”
on
improv¬
11.
The
hour
pickup
tees
off
at
ditionally, the 20-year-old rockestablishing a point, such as the Miss Lee’s, gown apparently was
and-roll singer will guest on Ford’s ing the lot of the half-hour script. 5 p.m., Chi time.
stick-to-it-iveness of the teacher, just one of those things she knocks
Stanza
seen
had
beautiful
color,
It’ll be pretty much a family af¬
Feb. 21 daytime program.
beautiful scenery, okay photog¬ fair since George S. May, head .of the savagery of the child. The around the house in when tv cam¬
story of the teacher’s determina¬ eras are there.
Sands is currently up to recreate raphy, a lot of actors (ranging from
his original role in the 20th-Fox fair to excellent in technique), the firm, owns the Tam course and tion was told, but with all trie
The gab between 'Murrow and
doubles ag a golf tourney impre¬ aforementioned faults. It did not
filmization of "Idol.”
I
Miss Lee was anti-climactic. Par(Continued on page 75)
I sario. Agency is M. M. Fisher.
i add up to exciting drama. And
(Continued on page 74)
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Tommy Sands Inked For
Tennessee Frnie Show

Geo. May’s Golf Telecast
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MCA'ITs Bid for Dept Stores
.

, A concentrated drive to win department store advertisers to telejfilm sponsorship has been launched by MCA-TV. Syndication out¬
fit in d(' 24-page brochure mailed to more than 2,000 department
stores in U.S. contrasts newspaper weaknesses, as opposed to tv
'
strength as ad medium, pointing up the lower cost per dollar in
, underwriting a skein in local market.
Titled “Cheaper by the Million,” brochure highlights what hap¬
pened during the December^ '55 Detroit newspaper strike, when
tv-advertised goods sold more during the strike-bound newspaper¬
less period than the previous year. It was in this period that
Detroit department stores, turned frantically to the air, and it paid
off, with sales-running ahead of ..the national average during the
strike period.
Brochure also cites the decline in newspaper readership in tele¬
vision areas, citing'a study of the American Press Institute which
found the average newspaper reading time per family in non-tv
areas brie hour and ’58 nunutes and in the television area, 55 min¬
utes' As contrasted'tb that, MCA-TV claims each tv family devotes
six hours a day to tv viewing, a contention based on a Nielsen,
March ’56, report.
^
/
Also cited in brochure are the benefits of program identification
to local sponsors with syndicated shows and roster of star names
offered all factors in helping to showcase commercials which move
goods off department store shelves. It also tells of the many de¬
partment stores which In past two yeasr have used MCA-TV shows
succes.sfully, among them Sears in Los Angeles, Houston and
Saginaw-Bay City, Rubenstein's in Shreveport and Leggett’s in
Roanoke.

Sponsors? Its That Extra bpact
Syndication’s ability to solve -f
specialized marketing problems for
major national sponsors was cited
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
as one factor in the predicted gen¬
Anne Baxter will make her dra¬
eral 1957 upbeat in purchases by matic telefilm debut in "The Bitter
national advertisers of spot-placed Choice,” a Revue segment for
CBS-TV "General Electric Thea¬
telefilrri shows.
Another big contributing factor, tre,” which lenses next week with
Don Weis directing.
according,to ^v sales v.p. M. J.
Teleplay was penned by Halsey
Rifkin, is-the need for additional Malone, from an Arthur Gordon
advertising impact to support other story.
tv and non-tv media. Going over the list of national
accounts buying spot Ziv shows, it
was found the specialized prob¬
lems include:
' In a. given city or area, an ad¬
vertiser’s network show may be
aired on a delayed basis in poor
time, or may not be capitalizing on
audience demands in a particular
area for certain entertainment ap¬
National Telefilm Associates has
peals. Magazine readership may be taken the first step in an interna¬
low. The area may be in a sales tional expansion program with the
slump for a certain advertiser and establishment of a Canadian affili¬
needs "beefing up.” A particular ate in partnership with heads of
city may be dominated saleswise the third largest theatre circuit in
by a competitor. There may be a Canada and one of the largest in¬
•problem of^ matching commercials dependent distributor organiza¬
to seasonal weather conditions. tions. New affiliate is NTA Tele¬
The launching of a "test cam¬ films (Canada) Ltd., in which NTA
paign” or a new product in a given \(dll own 50% but which w'ill be
area.
Canadian operated.
Heading the new company will
A typical case of a sponsor seek¬
be
David Griesdorf, N. A. Taylor
ing extra tv impact is Emerson
Drug, manufacturers of Bromo- and H. S. Mandell. Taylor is prez
Seltzer arid other products.
The of Twinex Century Theatres Corp.
firm, also represented on network, Ltd., which operates the 20th Cen¬
is now in the second year of wide¬ tury Theatres, third largest chain
spread syndication with "Science in Canada, and is afso prexy of In¬
Fiction Theatre,” spotting it in 23 ternational Film Distributors and
major markets largely on a co- Allied Artists Pictures of Canada.
sponsorship basis, in an effort to IFD holds the British Lion and As¬
hypo product consumption.
sociated British franchises for
Other national sponsors on Ziv’s Canada, Griesdorf, formerly gen¬
list include Procter & Gamble,' eral manager and a director of the
Chesterfield, Sheaffer Pen, Nation¬ Rank-owned Odeon circuit, is exec
al Biscuit, Pabst Blue Ribbon, Pet v.p. of IDF and Allied Artists of
Milk, Budweiser Beer, Swift & Co., Canada. Griesdorf will head up
Raleigh Cigarets and General NTA Telefilms (Canada) as presi¬
dent and general manager, with
Cigar. „
Taylor as v.p. and Mandell as sec¬
retary-treasurer.
Mandell holds
the secretary-treasurer posts in the
above-mentioned Canadian compa¬
nies. X
IS^ew company, according to NTA
exec v.p. Oliver Unger, will serve
as a "pilot” for other NTA interna¬
tional affiliates to be setup. Next
one will be done in England in the
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
spring, followed by similar opera¬
Plans for filming a 39-stanza tions in France and Italy 'during
half-hour series on “Don Quixote,” 1957. While the new company will
based on the Miguel de Cervantes have exclusive rights to future
classic, were disclosed last week NTA product, as well as the cur¬
by Grifford Productions, new in¬ rent 20th-Fox library, the Selznick
die firm. Active in the firm are features and syndicated shows, it
Gordon Griffith, Bob and Mimi will also distribute some of its own
Lasddn Bradford, and Thomas d. IFD features to which it owns
Mcrcola.
rights, and subject to NTA approv¬
Budgeted at $25,000 a stanza, al, will handle product of other
"Quixote” is slated to roll April 1 American distributors.
in Madrid,- with lensing in color.
Additionally, new company will
Company is negotiating for an endeavor to enter Canadian pro¬
American name to star, and an duction and if possible, acquire*
English director.
television stations.

Ann Baxter’s G£ Seg

NTA^lntTYen;
Sets Canada M3
With Theatremen

‘Dod Quixote’To
Be Shot h Madrid
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BUT NO ROOM ABC-TV Options 52 RKO Feahires
FOR POOR FIX - To Compete Widi SuOivaB, Allen
Conditions in today’s syndication
rerun market, highlighted by fea¬
ture competition and the large
pool of subsequent run properties,
have tended to "separate the men
from the boys,” with good product
doing better than last year, but
average to pOor properfies being
pinched harder in the market.
For a number of reasons, there
is less distress selling as compared
to previous years, with some small¬
er distribs which engaged in such
practices out of business due to
the competitive situation and pro¬
ducers, burned in the past, care¬
ful not to give a blank check to
distribs allowing the latter to un¬
dercut profit returns.
The strength of rerun properties
—this case first run, off network
properties—is reflected in the sales
records of such shows as "Suzie,”.
formerly “Private. Setretary,”
which already has grossed over $1,500,000 in a year, wuth a $5,000,000
potential seen in the next two or
three years. Also registering big
are "My Little Margie” and “Star
Performance,” the latter sold in
over 152 markets. Other examples
-of success stories could be culled
from the libraries of Screen Gems,
MCA-TV, Ziv, ABC Film Syndica¬
tion, and other outfits.
Bijt the* success story in the field
is highly tempered by what has
been happening on the other side
of the ledger. Features have eaten
into the availability of time on
many stations. This situation is
not entirely bleak, as previously
forecast. For one, most feature
orientated stations have given the
heave-ho to local "live” program¬
ming in many areas, rather than
telefilms; two; stations are on the
air a greater number of hours
weekly, as compared to a year ago,
lessening the programming
squeeze; three, in many multi-sta¬
tions markets, the important ones
in terms of revenue to syndicators,
one or two stations have corralled
the major libraries, leaving the re¬
maining stations with the choice
of opposing features with telefilms.
Such a competitive situation de¬
veloped in New York, with WOR
going all-out on features and
WPIX all out on telefilms, a battle
of the indies which is duplicated to
a varying degree in markets
throughout the country.
However, in such a tilt the ac¬
cent on quality is^almost axiomatic.
The reruns that stations bought in
previous years without much re¬
gard to quality,' but in terms of
"filler” programming can’t be used
very effectively against top cine¬
matics, no matter what the time
.period.
Of course, at a price there is a
market for most any rerun prop¬
erty, but the price potential for the
average to poor properties in to¬
day’s market-'has shrunk, while the
reverse appears to be true for the
quality subsequent runs, the latter,
incidentally, continuing to rack up
some fine ratings.

Arthur Penn to Direct
Coe’s ’BiOy Kid’ Indie
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
TV director Arthur Penn will
direct his firl^t film, "Billy the
Kid,” being produced by Fred
Coe’s indie unit for Warners.
Gore Vidal is writing the screen
play.

NBC Chi Station
Isn’t Kiddin’In
Swn^toFOni
Chicago, Feb, 12.
WNBQ’s swing to film program¬
ming is shaping up as more ex¬
tensive than initially, disclosed. Be¬
sides the new Sunday night feature
which preems next week (17) and
the afternoon strip bowing next
Monday (18), the Monday night
"Here’s Music” live sustainer at
10:30 goes out in a couple of weeks
to make room for a half-hour tele¬
film.
Apparently the local NBC-TV
station is following the WRCA-TV
pattern of "selective buying” for
its Sunday night films which start
at 9:30. “You Can’t Take It With
You” is set for next Sunday and
“Saxon Charm” goes in the second
week. What’s to follow in subse¬
quent weeks couldn’t be ascer¬
tained.
Likewise, at week’s end nothing
definite could be learned as to what
product is going into the afternoon
4:30-6 feature strip. Latter bumps
the "Professor McNulty” vidpix
reruns and the hour-long live
"Adults Only” musical colorcast.
Singer Nancy Wright and Joseph
Gallicchio and the house band, culrrently used on "Adults,” move into
the new Chi-originated noontime
tint show on the parent NBC-TV
web. The noon display, originally
set as a feed to the other o&o’s,
is being offered to the affiliates
along, the line.

ABC-TV has optioned 52 RKO
features as next season’s 7:30-9
Sunday entry, A group of post1948 pix are said to be included
in the batch. Having been lensed
abroad, they are exempt from
union residual payments based on
video exposure, it was explained.
Total cost to ABC-TV is said to be
about. $1,000,000.
RKO has been making efforts;^to
peddle a package of features from
the pre-1948 library for approx-^
imately a year, but'with no success,
ABC-TV is believed to have ac¬
cepted the package contingent on
sales response and the fact that
RKO has drastically cut its original
price demand and was willing arid
able to include the post-’48 prod¬
uct. First 26 start In April.
The length of the network’s op¬
tion was not divulged, but it's said
that RKO has turned the packa^'e
over to ABC-TV uritil late spring.
ABC-TV is seeking participating
sponsors for the RKO stanza in the
same manner it did for “Famous
Film Festival,” which consisted of
British films.
Price for each picture, quoted by
one source, was under $20,000. Six
months ago, when ABC and RKO
were dickering over a selection of
52 films from the top 150 in the
major’s pre-1948 catalog, the perpicture price was around $50,000
and at ont point it was believed
lowered to a minimum closer to
$45,000.
Pace reduction and the grant of
some post-’48 product was made,
it’s thought, because RKO has only
qntil December to make a national
(Continued on page 74)

Walt Framer In
Telefilm Arep

Walt Framer Productions, pack¬
agers of live network shows, is en¬
tering the telefilm field, appoint¬
ing producer-director David Rob¬
bins to head up the film division,
which already has several shows
in the pre-production stage..
First on the new unit’s shooting
schedule is a dramatic anthology
series, based on the use of true
stories sent to the show by viewers
who will receive $1,000 for each
personal letter dramatized. .Another
contemplated series^ in the docu¬
mentary vein, will concern mental
Frank Moss to Erskine
health
and psychiatry.
Other
As Writer-Producer projects include a situation comedy
and an audience participation show.
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
Live shows packaged by Walt
In preparation for upped produc¬
tion schedule, Frank Moss has Framer include "Big Payoff” and
"Strike
It Rich.”
joined Chester Erskine Produc¬
tions as a writer-producer and as¬
sociate member of the firm.
Erskine company, in association
with Bernard L. Schubert, will film
26 "Readers Digest” vidpix in Eng¬
land, starting in April, and possi¬
bly 26 more here. Firm is also re¬
shooting "Boy Pioneer,” a “Digest”
Use of anthologies to lay the
segment, as a pilot, and is readying
pilots on "Cortez” and "The Most groundwork for a telefilm series
based
on an entry took a new twist,
Unforgettable Characters,” plus
three feature films based on arti¬ with the framework expanded to
90
minutes.
“Without Incident.”
cles from Digest.
the Errol Flynn starrer to be shot
for CBS’ "Playhouse 90” series,
also will serve as a pilot for a pros¬
pective Flynn series for CBS.
Other recent examples of going
Frank Schudde, animation super¬
series
being utilized for pilot proj¬
visor of Terrytoons for the past
seven years, has been upped to ects include "Wells Fargo,” an epi¬
production manager of the CBS sode of the same title appearing on
cartoonery. Schudde, who’s been the "Schlitz Playhouse of Stars,”
Ziv
with Terrytoons for 21 years in prior to^the NBC-TV deal.
various capacities, will coordinate utilizing the "West Point” series
activities of the entire production for a contemplated project on the
U.S. Air Force Academy.
staff.
Appointment doesn't affect status
of Gene Deitch, who continuc's as
creative-director of the outfit.
I
Frank Young has joined National
Set 'MMlionaire’ Scripters
Telefilm Associates’ public rela¬
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
tions setup. He’ll spit publicity
Comedy writing team of Bernard tions setup.
He’ll split publicity
Drew and John Kohn has been duties with Harry Aglus, who has’
set by producer Harriet Parsons to held down the flackery fort alone.
pen a segment of new TCF-TV
Young w’as publcity chief of
series. "How to Marry a Million¬ Screen Gems for two years before
aire.”
resigning last October. Prior to.
Meanwhile, casting search for that, he was director of the NBC
three femme leads continues.
press department.

Flynn’s Tlayhouse 90’
Entry Also As a Pilot
For New CBS Series

Xaribbean Carousel’
Cuffoed to Stations
Half-hour tint film on the West
Indies, "Caribbean Carousel,” offi¬
cially unveiled last week at a- pre¬
view in N.Y. under KLM Royal
Dutch Airlines auspices, is being
cuffoed to colleges, clubs and other
organizations and to tv stations as
well. Travel film was produced by
Carillon Films of Voorburg, Hol¬
land, and features the calypso mu¬
sic and £Ostumes, native dances
and fiestas of the Netherlands An¬
tilles.
Unusual aspect of film is that
the "island-hopping” is practically
devoid of any spoken commentary
and is virtually 95% entertain¬
ment. Guest of honor at the pre¬
view was C. C. Steensma, KLM
pilot and wartime fighter pilot who
is now g.m. of the airline’s Carib¬
bean Division.

Terrytoon Ups Schudde

Frank Young to NTA

More TV Film News
On Page 67
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- ARB FEATURE FILH EHABT

Varkty’s weehly chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research Bufeature period and share of audience, since these factory reflect the effectiveness ,
reau*s'latest reports, on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each
of the feature, and audience composition, t.e. a late show at 11:15 p.m, would hardly
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated.
have any children' viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi'
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week, a total rating for the
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding . total number of showings for the week is given, the. total rating not taking into account
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present
the duplicated homes factor. Barring uns^eduled stvitches in titles, the listed features
distributor, included wherever possible along witf^ the title. Attention should be paid
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascerto such factors as the time and day, the high. and low ratings for the -mgasured
tained from a multiplicity of station and other data.

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

ARB
RATING

HIGH

LOW

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE

Feature Film No. 1
Sat. Jan. 5
9:00-11:30 p.m.
KMGM

25.6^

28.4

21.9

49.1

George Gobel... KSTP
Your "Hit Parade.... KSTP
Today’s Headlines..;..., KSTP
Weather; Sports.... KSTP
Dangerous Assignment... KSTP
Million Dollar Theatre.. .WCCO

Masterpiece Theatre
Sun. Jan. 6
9:30-11:15 p.m.
WCCO

19.1

!0.5

13.7

46.9

Celebrity Playhouse.....
Today’s Headlines...
Babes in Arms—
Feature Movie No. 1.
Boston Blackle Goes to H’lywood
Feature Movie No. 2.

2. HOUSE ON 92nd STREET—
Lloyd Nolan, Signe Hasso; 1945;
20th Century Fox; NTA

Command Performance
Sun. Jan. 6
2:00-3:45 p.m.
WCCO

14.9

4; SABRE JET—
Robert Stack, Colcen Gray; 1953;
United Artists; United Artists-TV

Feature Film No. 1
Fri. Jan. 11
9:00-10:55 p.m.
KMGM

13.4

5. BABES IN ARMS—
Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland; 1939;
MGM; MGM-TV

Feature Film No. 1
Sun. Jan. 6
9:00-10:55 p.m.
KMGM

11.3

13.2

6.7

22.9

$64,000 Challenge . WCCO ..
Portrait of Jenny—
Masterpiece Theatre. WCCO ..

6. THE GREEN GLOVE—
Glenn Ford, Geraldine Brooks; 1952;
United Artists; United Artists-TV

Feature Film No. 1
Mon. Jan. 7
9:00-10:30 pm.
KMGM

8.9

9.6

8.5

16.4

Welk’s Top Tunes.
Search For Adventure.
Today’s Headlines .
Weather; Sports ..

Feature Film
Mon. Jan. 7
7:00-8:25 p.m.
KMGM

8.9

9.9

7.6

14.8

Burns & Allen . WCCO .. .28.1
Godfrey’s Talent Scouts. WCCO ..
I Love Lucy.:. WCCO ..

8. GOG—
Richard Egan, Constance Dowling; 1954;
United Artists; United Artists-TV,

Feature Film No. 1
Wed. Jan. 9
9:00-10:30 p.m.
KMGM '

8.5

8.8

7.9

15.6

This Is Your Life.
20th Century Fox..
Today’s Headlines.
What’s My Line.

9. COMMAND DECISION—
Clark Gable, Van Johnson;
1948; MGM; MGM-TV

Feature Film No. 1
Thurs. Jan. 10
*7:00-9:00 p.m.
KMGM

8.2

8.8

7.3

12.6

You Bet Your Life. KSTP. ..
Shower of Stars.. WCCO .. ......25,6
Ernie Ford. KSTP ....

Feature Film No. 2
Thurs. Jan. 10
9:00-10:30 p.m.
KMGM

7,7

8.5

6.4

14.7

Playhouse 90 . WCCO ..,.25.5
Today’s Headlines. KSTP. ... .39.5
Weather; Sports .. KSTP .....24.6

First Run Film Theatre
Sat. Jan. 5
11:00-1:00 a m.
WMAR

17.0

18.8

11.8

48.6

Finals; Weather; Sports...... . WBAL ..,.13.5
How Green Is My Valley—
20th Century Theatre. . WBAL ..,

2. MAN WITH A MILLION—
Gregory Peck, Ronald Squire; 1954;
United Artists; United Artists-TV

Ford Film Playhouse
Fri. Jan. 11
1030-12:00 a.m.
WAAM

14.6

14.9

14.3

38.1

Person to Person. . WMAR ..,
Finals; Weather; Sports. . WBAL .... 9.0
Madeleine—
Channel 2 Theatre. . WMAR ,..

3. HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY—
Maureen O’Hara, Walter Pidgeon;
1941; 20th Century Fox; NTA

20th Century Theatre
Sat. Jan. 5
11:15-1:30 a.m.
WBAL

12.8

16.0

7.3

44.9

Notorious 1st Run Film Theatre. .WMAR ..,.17.0

4. DOLL FACE—
Perry Como, Vivien Blaine, Dennis
O’Keefe; 1946; 20th Century Fox; NTA

20th Century Theatre
Sun. Jan. 6
11:15-12:45 a.m.
WBAL

10.6

13.5

6.7

70.2

Highway Patrol. . WMAR .. .
Nocturne Movies. .WAAM .... 3.5

5. OUTCAST OF THE ISLANDS—
Ralph Richardson; 1952;
United Artists; NTA

Sunday Playhouse
Sun. Jan. 6
1:00-3:30 p.m.
WAAM

7.2

7:9

5.9

30.1

Heckle and Jeckle. .WMAR .. . .6.9
Bowling Tournament. . WMAR ....17.4

6. MADELEINE—
Ann Todd, Ivan Desny; 1950;
Universal International; Screen Gems

Channel 2 Theatre
Fri. Jan, 11
11:15-1:15 a.m.
WMAR

6.4

8.4

3.4

39.2

Man With a Million—
Ford Film Playhouse___ . WAAM ... .14.5
Tonight .. . WBAL ...

7. GUEST WIFE—
Claudette Colbert, Don Ameche; 1945;
United Artists; NTA'^

Channel 2 Theatre
Mon. Jan. 7
11:15-1 00 a.m.
WMAR

4.5

6.5

1.7

42.1

Tonight’s Newsreel ..... WBAL ...
Tonight . .WBAL ... .3:2

Drive4n Theatre
Tues. Jan. 8
11:00-12:30 a.m.
WAAM

4.5

4.8

3.9

34.1

Finals; Weather; Sports. . WBAL .. . .12.1
Tonight’s Newsreel ... WBAL ...
Tonight ;.... . WBAL ...

Channel 2 Theatre
Wed. Jan. 9
11:15-1.00 a.m.
WMAR

3.9

4.8

2.2

40.2

Tonight’s Newsreel ...WBAL ...
Tonight ..
.WBAL ...
Park Circle Theatre., WAAM ...

Famous Film Festival
Sat. Jan. 5
7:30-9 :00 p. m.
WAAM

3.6

3.9

3.4

54.0

People Are Funny .. WBAL ...
Perry Como . WBAL ... .....45.0

TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA
1. SO SECONDS OVER TOKYO—
Spencer Tracy, Van Johnson, Robert
Walker; 1944; MGM; MQM-TV

Z. PORTRAIT OF JENNY—
Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cotton; 1949;
Selznick Studio; NTA

7. HONKY TONK—
Clark Gable, Lana Turner;
1941; MGM; MGM-TV

10. BOSTON BLACKIE GOES KOI/WOOD—
Chester Morris, Richard Lane; 1942;
Columbia; Screen Gems

TIME SLOT

JANUARY, 1957
TOP COMPETING SHOWS

ARB
RATING
...
...
.,.
...
..
..

KSTP ...
KSTP ...
KMGM ..
KMGM ..

15.8

12.6

54.3

Outlook ‘. KSTP ... ...... 4,4
Zoo Parade. KSTP ... ...\..10.4
Wide Wide World...■ KSTP ...

16.4

9.1

25.9

Line-Up .....
Person to Person.'..
Today’s Headlines...
Weather; Sports..
City Detective ....

e

WCCO
WCCO
KSTP
KSTP
KSTP

WTCN
WTCN
KSTP
KSTP

KSTP
WCCO
KSTP
WCCO

..
.. .28.4...
...

.,
..
..
..,

...
..
...,.2.5,7
..

BALTIMORE
1. NOTORIOUS—
Ingrid Bergman, Cary Grant; 1946;
Selznick Studio; NTA

7. CHAMPAGNE FOR CAESAR—
Ronald Coleman, Celeste Holm;
1950; Universal; NTA
9. BORDERLINE—
Fred MacMurray, Claire tIc^vot; 1950;
Universal International; RKO Teleradio
10. HUNGRY HILL—
Margaret Lockwood, Dennis Price; 1947;
Universal International; ABC-TV

.
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Program VP Sees ^$7 As
Dramatic Competitive GainsHighlight
^The Year of ABC Hits^
By JAMES T, AUBREY JR.

‘

(V. P. in Charge of Programming and Talent, ABC-TV)
Looking ahead to the start* of the
‘fall season this year, it is clear
that 1957 is going to be the turning
point for ABC-TV as a major net¬
work.
Although some progress has been
made toward solving our major
problem, station clearance, we are
still hamstrung by it to an extent.
Nevertheless, we have great faith
in our programming and are count¬
ing on it to make the big score for
us this year.
We are optimistic. Every indica¬
tion — from our advertisers, our
affiliates and our steadily climbing
ratings—gives us the'rl^t to be.
It will all depend upon what we
put on the air this year.
Let’s take a look at that pro¬
gramming.
For. one thing, our plans definite¬
ly include invading the daytime
area. Walt Disney’s “Mickey Mouse
Club” WilLbe cut to a half-hour,
5:30 to 6 p.m., presenting all new
material in a streamlined format,
with the 5 to 5:30 period bridged
by a “kidult” program—a program
that will be basically adult but with
appeal for children — to take ad¬
vantage of the viewing habit built
by “Mickey Mouse Club” in that
time period.
Then, we plan to program the
4 to 5 p.m. period with two halfhour shows designed primarily for
the housewife, one — or perhaps
both—featuring a male personality
whom >ve will find and build. Work¬
ing backwards from these programg, we plan more daytime
sho^ envisioning, eventually, a
complete daytime operation — in¬
cluding the morning hours.
Our nighttime concept is simply
this: programming, realistically and
with high qualitative standards,
with “the greatest good for the
greatest number” in mind.
To get fine programs, we will
continue, of course, to call upon
•the sources of supply that have
proved successful in past seasons
—Warner Bros., Walt Disney and
Leu Edelman, for example. But in
addition ABC will augment and
develop its own creative program
staff, which will devote itself to
creating and, producing new prod¬
uct for the network completely
“within the house.” This'will be
done in all areas—producing, direc¬
ting, writing and on the adminis¬
trative level—in both New York
and Hollywood.
I

Coast Expansion_[

A huge development and expan¬
sion program, for our West Coast
physical plant has already been
announced. This means that we
will be able to originate more live
programs, both day and nighttime,
from Hollywood, just as we will
from New York.
There Is also a good possibility
of originating several live daytime
programs .from Chicago or from
other points throughout the coun¬
try.
To get down to specifics as far
as our “Big Three” program sup¬
pliers—Warner Bros., Disney and
Edelman—are concerned; Warner
Bros, will supply us with three and
a half-hours of programming per
week. “Cheyenne” and “Conflict,”
currently alternating on Tuesday
nights, will each have its own time
period, in wnich it will alternate
with a new, hour-long dramatic
program. In addition, Warner Bros,
will produce for us a new one-hour
Western adventure series, and
“Amazon Trader,” a half-hour
series currently being shot in South
America.
Walt Disney's new $9,000,000
contract with ABC calls for llOV^
hours of new production: new
“Disneyland” and “Mickey Mouse
Club” series, plus a new live-action
half-hour film series, “Zorro.”^
Lou Edelman, who produces
“T h e Danny ’I^homas Show,”
“Wyatt Earp” and “The Adventures
of Jim Bowie” for us, is coming
up with two new half-hour shows
—“The Californians,” an adventure
series set in the vigilante era of
the old West, and “Tin Pan Sally,”
a situation comedy dealing with
life in a music publishing firm.
Other projects with well-known
film producers include “Johnny
Pilgrim,” a mystery - adventure
series to be shot In San Diego by
Pine - Thomas; “Ptiblicity Girl,”
starring Jan Sterling, of which a

pilot film is being made by Jack
Chertok, and a new Western series
tentatively titled “Primrose,” to
be developed in conjunction with
Luke Short, the famous Western
writer.
Three important names who will
be among our big guns for the com¬
ing season are Frank Sinatra, Mike
Wallace and Pat Boone.
We are also actively considering
a live dramatic “prestige” hour, on
either a weekly or alternate-week

The ABC-Story Over Four-Year Span
—By OLIVER TREYZ-

(Vice President In Charge of ABC Television)
This special issue of Variety is i midable competitor in live cover- ^ tion, of 27.4. CBS was In second
tangible evidence that the true! age with the other two networks.' place nationally—^three points be¬
As ABC’s coverage has expand¬ hind NBC—despite its No. 1 rank¬
birth of today’s ABC-TV occurred
ed, its network schedule has been
only four years ago—^in February, filled with more and better shows. ing in the competitive markets,
with a 24.6 Nielsen rating.
1953—when the Federal Communi¬
As a direct result, its circulation
ABC was a distant third with a
cations Commission decided that a has soa'red.
rating of 19.0.
merger of the American Broad¬
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The four years since the merger
casting Co. and United Paramount viewing public is being directly re¬ have produced a shift in the na¬
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by
all
rating
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tional
Nielsen rankings to the ex¬
Theatres would be “in the public
documents the Story that the view¬ tent that CBS is now in the No. 1
In addition, an hour program in interest, convenience and necess¬ ing trend' is. to AB(5,
position, as it is in the competitive
the works called “Escape,” some ity,” supplying a new, vigorous
Telling evidence of this is sup¬ markets, with a national Nielsen
episodes of which will be live and source of tv network competition. plied by the competitive rating average audience rating of 28.1
some filmed. A melodramatic ad¬
trends
where and when ABC-TV when ABC-TV is competing with
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venture series of 'the anthology
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competes with fuUy-sponsore.d^eve- fuily-sponsored programs.
type, it is being developed by in expanding affiliates, audiences ning programs.
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and advertisers, is still only a pre¬
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years ago to a Nielsen average, au¬
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And we are working with Lou lude to that which plainly lies
markets—taken by Trendex in Jan¬ dience per minute of 18.6; and,
Costello on a live half-hour pro¬
ABC, nationally as well as in the
gram, designed to ..appeal to both ahead . . . and has .already sig¬ uary, 1953^in time periods where competitive markets, has gained
adults and children, which he will nalled its influence upon the view¬ ABC competed with fully-spon¬ No. 2 position with an average au¬
ing habits of the vast American sored programs—showed CBS in
emcee and star in.
dience per minute of 21.1.
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competes with fully-sponsored pro¬
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own new, exciting personalities and
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leads in 18 and
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Four y^ars have gone by.
programs.
ABC-TV leads in 11. Versus NBCABC’s future is squarely up to part, from these capsuled facts.
The January, 1957, Trendex— TV, the picture is reversed; ABCits programming. If the adver¬
1. In February, 1953 — at the again reflecting the relative com¬
tisers, the affiliates and—most im¬ time of the American Broadcast¬ petitive position where and when TV leads NBC in 18 and NBC TV
portant of all—the viewers share ing-Paramount merger—the ABC- ABC competes—shows CBS still leads ABC in 11.
More importantly, on the basis
our enthusiasm over our fall pro¬ TV network comprised seven ex¬ the No. 1 position with an average
of hom'es delivered, in the periods
gram structure, we’ve got it made, clusive affiliates (five of them com¬ audience rating of 20.3.
when ABC competes with fullyI’m sure they will.
pany - owned). ABC-TV’s assured
Claim No. 2 Position
sponsored programs, CBS-TV de¬
live coverage was 38% of the U.S.
livers ten and a quarter million
or fewer than 8,000,000 tv homes.
NBC has dropped to 13.7, while
homes per minute, NBC, six and
2. Today on the Fourth Anni¬ ABC has risen to 16.1. This re¬ two-third million homes per min¬
versary of the merger—ABC-TV flects the competitive markets ute, and ABC now delivers 7,400,now has 71 first-call, live affiliates (which grow with each FCC deci¬ 000 homes.
representing live coverage of 76% sion), in competitive time^periods
With the competitive arena ex-*
of U;S. tv homes or over 30,000,000. (which are increasing with each
panding in 1957-1958 to the full
3. This coming season—1957- new ABCtTV sale).
evening schedule, and to daytime
ABC-TV’s No. 2 position, when as well, ABC-TV’s new programs
1958—will see ABC-TV able to
clear a minimum of 75 live mar¬ it competes with fully-sponsored for the comiiig season indicate
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cover¬
evening
programs, is now secure what the future holds.
Chicago,
Oliver (Ollie) J. Dragon, video j age factor of at least 84%), thanks not only in the areas where it has
With the new “Frank Sinatra”
to
the
speedup
of
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grants
and
equal
access
to the public but it is
pioneer and freewheeling bon viprogram sold to Chesterfield, the
vant, with an assist from his pending allocations. (Including de¬ true for the entire nation-as well.
new “Pat Boone” show sold to
layed
markets,
a
typical
new
halfIn 1953. NBC—^with a large com¬ Chevrolet, the new “Mike Wallace”
“Kukla, Fran & Qllie” associates,
granted one of his rare press inter¬ hour program next fall on ABC-TV petitive advantage in terms of fa¬ program sold to Philip Morris and
views as a personal salute to his can command 130 stations, 92.3% cilities— was the No. 1 network de¬ v/ith yet to be announced ABC pro¬
of all tv homes in America.)
livering a Nielsen national aver¬ grams to be sold to still new ad¬
ABC-TV colleagues.
Thus the ABC Television net¬ age rating per mmute, when all vertisers, ABC - TV’s advertisers
Kukla and Ollie, whose tv lon¬
gevity is topped only by the Kraft work is taking its place as a for- three networks were in competi- are on the threshold of even more
dramatic series, can spot a trend
dramatic competitive gains.
at the drop of a Nielsen point.
For the first time in its history,
They’re currently bewitched by
ABC-TV is delivering advertisers
the influx of newspaper people on
audiences at a unit cost, as re¬
television, such as the clutch of
flected by cost per thousand, com¬
columnists on the new NBC-TV
petitive to that of the other net¬
“Tonight” on the national level
works.
and the recent local tv debuts of
Shortly, ABC will announce new
Chicago American tv editor Janet
By RALPH D. FOSTER
daytime programs featuring live
Kem, Daily News columnist Jack
(Pres., Crossroads TV Productions, Springfield, Mo.) '
personalities whose attractiveness
Mabley, and the same sheet's
to advertisers will depend not only
Springfield, Mo.
sports editor John Carmichael.
on the quality of the programs
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a
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wallers
“The whole picture is changing
themselves but, also, on an entire¬
in tv,” Kukla points out. “Per¬ and deer licks of the Ozark Mountains to the concrete jungles of Man¬ ly new rate concept in which the
formers aren’t working, but look hattan. But we manage to stay in pretty close touch with our big city daytime rates up to 5 p.m. local
at all the newspaper people now kin of AB-PT, who last month helped us observe the second birthday time, pegged at one-third — not
on television.”
one-half—those of night, will re¬
“That’s right. The best way to of Springfield as ABC-TV’s (and the nation’s) third most important
flect the realities of television and
get on tv today is to join the News¬ point of network origination.
. not the history of radio.
paper Guild” is Ollie’s advice.
The blood relation which exists between the New York and Missouri
One of the most important de¬
“That brings up an interesting branches of the clan is actually a sameness of purpose to give network
velopments in the economics of the
point. Who’s going to criticize the
critics; who’s going to review the television exposure to the previously unexploited talents of the hinter¬ television industry will be launched
lands, And ABC will forever go down in my book as the network wdth with the announcement, this week,
reviewers?
“We’re sure they will welcome foresight for realizing that the older, established tv stars fade fast— of ABC’s new “D for Daytime”
‘constructive’ criticism,” Ollie de¬ faster indeed than the Broadway agents can scout up new grist for the rate. The new “D” rate on ABCclares, tucking his famous tooth mill—and to maintain leadership a netw'ork must reach out its arms TV (Mondaj'-Friday before 5 p.m.)
firmly in his cheek.
for new producers and new^ origination cities which can deliver the has been set at 33.3% of the eve¬
ning rate—mathematically almost
I
A Pioneer
| names-to-be.
an exact reflection of the day-night
I fully expect ABC to soon develop other small-town centers of ratio of homes using television.
Ollie was asked to comment on
color tv. ABC-TV, where he and origination, in the wake of their success with “Ozark Jubilee.” Other This new rate structure enables
his colleagues hold down the networks, says my crystal ball, will follow their lead. As any baseball ABC-TV to offer advertisers cost'
6-6:15 p.m. (CST) strip, has been fan will surely recall, the pennant-winning fame of the St. Louis savings and its affiliates a sound
researching the tint situation as a Cardinals’ “Gashouse Gang” of the late ’30’s was founded almost en¬ rate card which justify rate in¬
prelude to its tooling up for poly- tirely upon their perfection of the “farm-club system” of developing creases in the growing list of mar¬
chrome programming.
“We’re new talent for the game.
kets where ABC-TV’s competitive
That this is more than just a theory can be proved, I think, in the position in the evening is stronger
ready for color and we think color
fact that, with only a few weeks of the new year behind us, ABC-TV’s than at least one of the other net¬
is here,” Ollie asserts.
“We’ve done considerable pio¬ “one-club farm system” has already rocketed to stardom, via Ozark works.
neering in color too. Back in 1949 Jubilee, the Country Music singer Sonny James, whose “Young Love”
This is a quick, accurate picture
we did a show as part of the color is the No. 1 best-seller at the nation’s record counters, and 12-year- of where ABC-TV now stands,
tests ^before the Federal Com¬ old Brenda Lee, who has shook up the Big Town to the tuiie of the poised for ACTION in 1957-1958.
munications Commission. But we prettiest cash-register music a small-fry guest star ever heard. It's
It will expand competitively on
lost that time. Someone else had doubtful that either of these youngsters would have happened at this three fronts, led by three key offi¬
invented the wheel. We were in early stage of their careers if they had been knocking at the forbid¬ cers, whose alphabetical sequence
the compatible camp, you know. ding gates of New York or Hollywood, rather than enjoying weekly —quite curiously—is A.B.C.
Then in 1953 we took part in the exposure from Springfield, Mo.—and at this very moment we have
A. Aubrey for more and better
final color demonstrations before more than 120 other pieces of contract talent at hand, any one of whom
could happen tonight or tomororw, thanks to the showcasing they are programs.
the FCC,” Ollie recalls.
B. Beckman for expanded live
Although he would shy away receiving on ABC-TV and ABC Hadio (Saturdays, Dow Chemical's
from the “elder statesman” tag, “Red Foley Show,” 260 affiliates). For every Tennessee Ernie, Patti coverage through new affiliates.
Ollie has the facts and figures Page or Pat Boone (all of whom came from the Country Music field,
C. Chapin for more sales to
documenting KFO’s video pioneer¬ incidentally) who can say how many other potentially great perform¬ more advertisers.
ing on the tip of his tooth. He ers may never have hit the top for th6 lack of such hometowu exposure.
They, with the key staff help of
calculates with some help from
I’m prone to believe the old saying, “You can take the boy out of Gene Accas, Jay RabinoVitz, Don
Kukla, that the cast has made the country, but you can’t take the country out of the boy.” And I Coyle and Mike Foster, will lead
some 2,000 tv appearances since think there’s a lot
country common-sense In the plush executive the men, and women of ABC-TV to
the show first went on the air via suites at ABC. More than any other network they have recognized make it grow faster as it fashions
WBKB In October, 1947. He mod¬ that the wealth of the nation Is still in its land. And with this recog¬ the future with spirit, vitality and
estly concedes that probably is the nition, operations such as ours will become the real proving grouim dedication to the public and adver¬
(Continued on page 74)
for the stars—and the shows—of the future.
tisers it serves.
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FCC Chairmw Sahtes ABC
Washington.
As you.know, our statutory responsibility is the public interest.
In serving the public interest it is our first respon.sibiUty to see that
television recbptiop as well .as radio is available to every village
and hamlet in the country.
^
It is also our responsibility to see that this is accomplished wher¬
ever possible with a maximum of truly, competitive outlets. The
Commission has, therefore, always .advocated and done all possible
to promote a minimum of three television networks, and I have so
stated whenever the question has arisen either publicly or pri¬
vately. • .
With this in mind, it is a source of great satisfaction to the Com¬
mission and to me personally, as I am sure it must be to you, to
see the great progress that the American Broadcasting Co. has
made since its merger with United Paramount Theatres.
Please extend to your Board of Directors'and all associates my
congratulations and best wishes for continued’growth.
George C. McConnaughey
Chairman, FCC.
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coordinate the efforts of the indie ner, whose rule was solitary and
producer with the network’s needs. absolute, ABC mapped out slight
There’s a change in the ABC Shortly, it is thought,, that it might program additions and improve¬
“climate.’* The forecast reads: be just as. wise and economic to ments. Billings rose as slowly. In
“weather clear, track fast” and put the additional netw'ork pro¬ the second sea£2n of merged com¬
keyed to the new enthusiasm is a gram people to work on ABC’s own panies, the network didn’t make
whole new strategy.
productions. Still better reasons any outstanding gambles or ad¬
Until now it’s been a holding are seen why ABC will ultimately vances. That was ’53-’54. It had
strategy, with the^ network only turn to its own production units quality shows, “U.S, Steel” and
» occasionally opening the purse¬ for major and minor shows: Both “Kraft Television Theatre,” neither
strings for major program buys, network and advertiser get greater of which lasted more than two sea¬
and then with approximately as flexibility when it comes time to sons due to the tough clearance
many flops as successes resulting. revise programs or program for¬ problem. (Kraft left after a season,
What ABC’s new command de¬ mats. It's easier, for one, to nego¬ as a matter of fact, and Pond's
scribes for 1957-’58 elsewhere in tiate changes with the rietvvork stepped in ."or awhile.)
The next tv season saw the two
this edition indicates a complete than with outside producers in
departure fi’om this now-and-again many instances. Most important, biggest ABC-TV gambles to date:
to the network itself, it’s believed, “Disneyland” and NCAA-TV foot¬
experimentation.
This strategic change is not due is the second fact—that a program ball. Without the Disney hour,
entirely to the change from the department of its own can create many feel, ABC might still be a
for
ABC-TV smalltimer with no immediate remanagement of Robert Kintner to greater prestige
By JOHN DALY
that of Leonard Goldenson and among the induUry’s opinion- numerative prospects; the Wednes¬
(ABC V.P. in Charge of News, Special Events, Sports,
day hour was the first big success
'i
.
Oliver Treyz. Treyz said recently makers.
and Public Affairs)
Avoiding a detailed, season-by¬ it had. But as with any gambler,
that good programming would
bring top station clearances. But, season progress report on ABC, its ABC risked, and lost, a great deal
The job of directing a network qualifications and long experience
in fact, it’s only been a matter of a administration and programs, it’s on NCAA.
news operation is, in itself, fairly
Now to the present: Instead of complicated . But it’s the airiest to back up his right to an opinion.
few weeks that ABC-TV has been safe to say that the year the mer¬
Once a man joins the ABC staff;
able to ascertain, with any assur¬ ger took place ABC was in a state two, three or four topflight shows, child’s play compared with the job
ance, that next season it will have of “chaos,” a term used by most ABC-TV enters next season’s list of writing about directing a net¬ of course, he has absolute freedom,
of
comment, within the framework
observers
on
the
scene.
Network
with
at
least
a
dozen,
around
which
the lineup of . affiliates necessary
work news operation. I can’t help
to justify glittering program ex¬ billings were minor, and with the the full week can be developed. remembering that legendary centi¬ of overall policy, good taste and
the
utilization of standard, rea¬
exception
of
a
few
shows,
so
was
It
remains
for
the
public
and
the
penditures.
pede, who ambled along quite
In 1953, the “freeze” was just programming. There were 16 shows advertisers, with a nod to the FCC, spryly until someone asked him soned deductive processes.
Here’s
an example of how spec¬
on
ABC-TV
at
the
time,
Danny
to decide whether these shows are how he managed to walk wRh all
over, and ABC was in absolutely
no position to vie with the firmly- Thomas and “Lone Ranger” being sufficient to convert the jargon those legs. He started thinking trum works out. These are ex¬
cerpts
from
three commentaides
from “third network” to “fully about it himself, and hasn’t taken
entrenched NBC and CBS for the the only notable survivors.
broadcast over ABC Sunday and
Slowly, with each succeeding competitive, three-network econ¬ a step since.
limited number of stations around.
Monday,
Dec.
30
and 31. All three
Yet by next fall, ABC-TV antici¬ season under t’ en-bossman Kint- omy.”
In a field where the next Wash¬ are discussing the first trial bal¬
pates it will have 130 stations
ington call may knock out the past loon of the “Elsenhower Doctrine,’*
cleared to carry half-hour shows
five weeks’ effort, any attempt to sent up at Augusta, Ga. Look what
and 120 for the full-hour affairs.
define ends, means and philoso¬ happens:
In so doing, it will have 92.3^'o of
phies must be, at best, a horseback
all U. S. tv homes covered, it ‘ex¬
Paul Harvey:
~i
effort. Yet there is a frame on
plains.
which ABC’s news operation is
“The President is preparing to.
hung,
and
I
think
by
now
its
out¬
I
Mal<^ ’V’ Acquisitions__ j
ask Congress for permission to use
By FRANK MARX
lines are fairly well defined. It in¬
Actually, total national coverage {ABC Vice President in Charge of Engineering & General Services) volves a . coverage technique quite American troops in the Middle
East.
American troops to stop
Isn’t as important as some think,
distinct from the patterns em¬ communism in the Middle East.
The sun never sets without ac¬ gether with related facilities for
If agency standards are fully un¬
ployed by our competition. The He’s got the name of;our enemy
tion
being
taken
by
the
American
derstood. That 92.3%, first of all,
studio and technical service and ABC plan, like all plans evolved
is only an advance of 5.8% over Broadcasting Co. to expand its office buildings. In the meantime, this side of the grave, has draw¬ right, but the wrong address.
American troops to fight in the
ABC’s national reach this season. facilities. Keeping pace with new
backs. But after working with it
What is said to be important are creative programming -ideas, our the present Television Center is and refining it over a period of Middle East? As a threat to Rus¬
sia?
Nothing could delight Russia
being
augmented
through
the
con¬
some of the markets contributing engineering department is incor¬
years, we believe it is the best
to the increased coverage: Boston, porating the most advanced tech¬ struction of additional studio system yet devised to give Amer¬ morel There are too many acres
in
this
planet for our little 7% o£
Jacksonville, Norfolk, Greensboro, nological developments in its far- space.
icans a clqar, balanced—and mean¬ the earth’s population to police.
Charlotte among them, and St. flung studios.
In Detroit, ABC is similarly plan¬ ingful-picture of the day events. You can’t fight a dozen preliminar¬
Louis and Miami, where ABC is
In New York, Chicago, Detroit,
We call it the spectrum system.
ies and still stay fresh for the
shifting from UHF affiliates to V’.s, San Francisco and Hpllywood, ning expanded facilities. Already,
Actually, there are a number ^ main event.”
ABC expects to have Louisville too. drawing boards are active in plan- tlie most modern plant exists in
San
Francisco,
built
at
a
cost
of
Erwin D. Canham:
ways
in
which
commentary
can
Agencies see these as the kind of j ning for the future, technicians
nearly $2,000,000 and giving the handled within a free society, and
“The main thing is a warning to
nrimni'V rit-ipf:
nPpH tn
fill- I and
on/l
primary
cities plipnfs
clients need
to ful¬
construction companies
the
Soviet Union. And Congres¬
network
the
finest
facilities
avail¬
all
show
up
to
some
extent
in
radio
fill merchandising aims, and which building for tomorrow.
able. ABC is developing its cen¬ and tv today. The simplest, most sional leaders cannot possibly take
bring ABC closer to full parity
Nearing completion in Chicago trally located television transmit¬ straightforward system is the Os¬ the position that the United States
with competitors CBS and NBC. is an entirely new plant which will
Also, New Orleans Will probably provide WBKB and ABC the finest ter site at Mt. Sutro into the “Em¬ trich Method, or If-I-can’t-see-it- should not issue such a warning.
come across with a V instead of a facilities for local or network origi¬ pire State Building” site of San it-can’t-see-me. To ostrich, you To do that would be to invite the
U, to help ABC’s expansion, but nations. The entire new plant, Francisco so that this difficult area simply hand your station-break an¬ Soviet Union into the rich Middle
the network’s clearance problems built at a cost of $1,500,000, has will enjoy the maximum in good nouncer the wire service’s hourly East. It would appear necessary
five-minute summary, and tell him and possible for the Administra¬
are not over as a result of all this; been designed for color television, technical reception.
to read it out loud. We commenta¬ tion to set forth a plan which will
they are simply minimized. ABC making it possible to convert to
Other Areas
tors
deplore the method, not only be a warning, but not -a blank
won’t have cities such as Roches¬ color in a minimum amount of
In other related areas, the Amer¬ because it tends to put us out of check for the Administration in
ter, Providence, Syracuse and time. The most up-to-date switch¬
ican
Broadcasting
Co.
has
devel¬
work,
but because it makes for an power. Our diplomacy has again
Dayton on a I'egular basis.
ing, control and distribution equip¬ oped equipment designed for spe¬ engagingly half-informed populace become dynamic.”
Since the network’s upward spi¬ ment is being used.
cial
uses,
^
For
example,
the
net¬
which
becomes a setup for the first
ral has predictable blocks in its
Quincy Howp:
1
Also in Chicago, new Videotape work is extending its use of vidi- demagog to ride his white horse
path, ABC-TV has not entirely cast
“These proposals will certainly
con
film
cameras
and
is
now
in
the
over
the
hill. Facts are essential,
Recorders
are
bein
installed.
This
aside its characteristic caution.
Rather than actually building a equipment will be used during final stages of replacing all icono¬ but so, in these complex times, is give the President authority, at hla
large program department, for in¬ Daylight Saving Time lo repeat scope film cameras with vidicons. competent interpretation of them. discretion, to send the land, sea
Ostfichism is employed to an un¬ and air forces of the United States
stance, ABC seems to be establish¬ television programs to other time The vidicon, which gives live qual¬
ing a framework in which a large zones one hour after their live ity for transmission of film pro¬ fortunate extent by many local sta¬ into action in the Middle East. But
,
origination.
Last
summer,
ABC
pigrams,
was
first
used
by
ABC
sev¬
tions.
but the networks, recogniz¬ it is equally certain that these
program department can later be
; oneered a similar plan iasing high eral years ago for “Disneyland,”
ing it for the blind thing it is, are forces will go into action only if
built.
all
solidly
committed to news com¬ the Soviet Union launches an
_ i quality film recorders and .now
With mobile units designed for
The Team
armed attack somewhere in the
I ! will pioneer large scale use of coverage of events wherever they mentary.
■■ i
_j:__I .
Commentary
may be and is han¬ area and only if the government
James Aubrey, veep in charge of H ideotape for recording and one- may take place, ABC can move at
programming and talent, doesn’t '
playback.
liberty. There’s a large one weigh¬ dled in the impersonal, well-here- of the country under attack asks
The Videotape installation fol¬ ing more than 12 tons with built-in I-am-Godlike-on-my-mountain vein, for United States aid. The major
have more than 15 men under him
at present. Four in New York and lows by more than a decade the facilities for production and con¬ where the newsman is a disembod- Soviet threat in the Middle East is
three on the Coast might broadly first network use of sound tape trol of five cameras. Completely ie'd voice tossing verities down the not military but economic and
be described as administrators, recorders by the American Broad¬ air - conditioned, this unit carries ages for 15 minutes at a crack. political. The administration for¬
Commentators working under this tunately has practical plans tt
more interested in screening out¬ casting Co. for delayed broadcasts test and maintenance equipment.
system make an honest effort to meet this political threat. The
side program packages for the mo¬ during Daylight Saving Time.
Or on the smaller side, ABC has
cancel their own prejudices, lean¬ President will therefore ask for
ment than in creating any of ABC’s
designed
a
one-camera
unit
in
a
Recently completed in New York
own shows. Additionally, there are were two additional office floors on station wagon. Built originally for ings, and emotions out of their an enlarged program of economic
three staff directory and one pro¬ the ABC executive office building the political conventions last sum¬ talks, and to discuss events as dis¬ aid which he will have a free hand
ducer around. But two facts indi¬ to provide additional floor space. mer, this self-contained unit is passionately as human failings al¬ to distribute when' and where he
cate that staff expansion and ABC- In addition a study has been made now in regular use. Pictures can low. I don’t mean to belittle the things it will do the most good.’*
produced shows are not too far off. for the long term developnlent of be transmitted while the unit is method, for it works rather well,
Two-Fold Effect
1
ABC is investing about $11,000,- ABC properties on 66th and 67th moving via its microwave equip¬ and is certainly, a legitimate ap¬
The point to remember is that
000 to develop studio and trans¬ Streets. During 1956, ABC placed ment and built-in power facilities. proach. But in effect, each news¬
all
these
widely
divergent
com¬
man
is
called
upon
to
present
fill
mission facilities, pointing to the in operation a 25 by 50 foot mov¬
Working with research engi¬
type of expansive layout in which able wall dividing its two large neers, ABC has' worked actively points of view, and that's nof qyite ments were .broadcast over ABC
within 24 hours of one another.
the handful of present program¬ television studios. The first wall toward development of transistor¬ reasonable.
The effect, as with all spectrummers in ABC employ would be use¬ of its kind ever to be installed, it ized power supply equipment for
All Viewpoints
type
analysis, was two-fold. First,
less alone. So long as the network makes possible the use of the stu¬ cameras, monitors and related
Spectrum takes a different tack. of course a listener with biases in
can get results by hiring outside dios separately or as one unit, the items. Soon these experiments will
At
ABC,
we
encourage
outspoken,
any
direction
could find a commen¬
production talent to handle live largest in Manhattan.
contribute greatly to more efficient highly personalized discussion and tator with similar leanings on ABC.
shows for Julius LaRosa, Pat
Prior to the opening of the operation with a minimum of fail¬ criticism of the world’s events by But far more important, the inde¬
Boone, Guy Mitchell, perhaps Art opera season, ABC replaced the ures which have heretofore result¬
Carney and others, it’ll do so, Metropolitan Opera installation ed from extensive use of vacuum our commentators—and, with com¬ pendent thinker -could hear all
mentators like Quincy Howe, Ed¬ points of view, and come to his
since it means no unnecessary ex¬ with new amplifiers and micro¬ tubes in power supplies.
ward P. Morgan, John W. Vander- own conclusion. This, we believe,
penditures. But there’s an “I mean phones using U-ansistors for the
While equipment and facilities
the most important service a
business ’ air about Goldenv^dn, first time to obtain higher quality can produce the best possible pro¬ cook, Erwin D. Canham, George E.
Sokolsky, and Paul Harvey, that’s broadcasting network can supply.
which conveys to his underlings ; in a smaller area,
grams,, these efforts are all in vain just what we get. But our staff is
I
drew these examples from
the impression that it's only a matLong range plans for the full de- without stations to transmit them
ter of time before exclusively out- velopment of the ABC Television for local viewers. Thus, ABC engi¬ carefully selected so that all view¬ radio. Spectrum in television Is
points, from the very conservative not so well defined, because it is
side production men are no longer Center in Hollywood have been neers have ifi-epared elaborate
impossible to program as much
practical or desirable. As it is now,! completed. This plan contemplates plans to make possible multiple to the very liberal, are represented
news on video as on radio. Com¬
any immediate program staff addi-! con.structlon of completely new fa- and equal television outlets in the by men sincerely devoted to their
beliefs. And, critically important, ment on my own 15-minutes, fivetions seem to be contemplated to i cilities with eight large studios to¬ top 200 markets of the country.
every man must have the highest
(Continued on page 62)
By AKT WOODSTONE

The Spectrum System
Of TV News Coverage

I

ABC: The Network With The
Built-In Power Facilities
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The FimeraFs Postponed IndefiniMy
=By DON McNEnXs
sincere, honest approach to com¬
mercials, and the unpredictable
quality of ad libbing with charac¬
ters from everywhere. There is a
warmth and friendlini^ss generated
by a group of friends meeting at
this hour that defies explanation.
I’m glad. It has kept me eating
reasonably high on the hog for
some time.
My producer. Cliff Petersen, has
been with me for 21 years; Sam
Cowling for 20 years; Fran Allison
for 19 years and Eddie Ballantine;
my orchestra leader, for 24 years.
We’re in a rut, but it ain’t a bad
one. Our two singers, Betty John¬
son and Dick Noel, do' great rec¬
ord-wise because the hours of the
show leave them plenty of free
time for exploitation appearances.
In Eddy McKean, I have got one
of the most imaginative commer¬
cial lead-in writers in the business.
As for my part in the show, one
day I interviewed a fortyish girl
named Maud, one of a bus load of
35 from a hamlet 60 miles away.
As is the case with some group al¬
most every day, they arose at 3
a.m., laughed and scratched their
way to the Sherman by 7 a.m., ate,
and were ready. Maud's audience
card (filled out before show time)
maintained that she didn’t enjoy
radio serials. Asked why, she, said
they were too sad and never got
anywhere. She allowed as how she
didn’t like audience participation
shows either. I pointed out to her
that she was on one. She said we
were okay unless we got silly. This
was a natural running gag and,
after every joke, I poked the mike
in her face and asked if it was top
silly for her. Finally, towards the
close of the show, she said “Can I
ask you just one thing?’’ I said,
“Sure.’’ “What/’ she said, “would
you have (joue for material if I
Formula
hadn’t shown up this morning?’’
There is no answer, but thank
The recipe is pop music, old11 m e favorites, prayer-time, a the Good Lord, there is always an¬
march, - a sentimental reading, a other morning.

Chicago
As of August, 1955, I was ready
for the crepe myself. After years
of SRO, we were down to one
quarter-hour commerciar out of ai
possible 20. I didn’t like the odds.
Neither did ABC.
Having maintained a most cor¬
dial contractual relationship with
the network for years, Ralph Bergsten, my manager, and the ABC
brass ‘ immediately set up a new
commercial
policy — five-minute
participations. First, Y & R and
then other agencies approved it as
a good buy. Awaaaaay we went, as
the even-fatter fellow says. SRO
again.
So, the funeral is postponed in¬
definitely.
My middle name is
Thomas, but I should never have
doubted.
You don’t have to be Dunninger
to see that early morning radio
was never even sick. The mail
holds up. The ratings hold up.
The car radios multiply. House¬
wives may be too busy to stop and
look but not to listen. And the
price is right.
Besides, in our case, a habit of
23 hours is hard to break. Mothers
who were weaned on the show,
grew up with it, married, and now
their babies get suckled on the
same show . Salesmen in their cars
tune it in before their first call.
Rvidently, it is an antidote for
early morning doldrums to hear a
bunch of folks enjoying them¬
selves at this unearthly hour. And,
it leaves a lot to the imagination.
In the early a.m., your mind can
conjure up an image as a singer
belts those lyrics at you, that no
picture tube can duplicate.

It Happeued iu ’56—
128^ Profit Advance
For WABC-TV Over’55
By ROBERT L. STONE
(General Mgr. WABC-TV, N. Y.)
We like to think of 1956 as the
year the ABC flagship was launch¬
ed from drydock with an atomic
charge.
Our entire operation in program¬
ming and sales was overhauled,
and we cleared the deck, so to
speak, of a few bbttlenecks in our
thinking with the result that ABCTV earned a net profit of 128%
over 1955. Furthermore, national
spot jjusiness for the year showed
an increase of/91% over the 1955
level and revenue from local busi¬
ness was up 16%.
For the first time since the ABPT merger'four years ago, WABCTV was in a front-running, highly
competitive position.
The pro¬
gress, until now, hassbeen on the
tortuous side due, in some measure,
to the experimental nature of a
new medium as well as some pretty
faulty planning in the past on the
management level.
In programming, for example,
we moved away from an over¬
abundance of cooking and women’s
shows which liberally sprinkled
the program schedule of the sta¬
tion in 1953, then called WJIZ-TV.
At the beginning of the fiscal year
In ’56, we decided to toss out the
mail order or “pitch" type pro¬
grams, in spite of the substantial
loss of revenue, and schedule pro¬
grams more suited to the public's
needs.
New Advertisers
L
With this roadblock to the sta¬
tion’s prestige removed, we began
to attract new advertisers to our
newly embarked upon program of
exhibiting top Hollywood features
for “The Afternoon Show,"
p.m. such films as “Arch of
Triumph,’*
“The
Southerner,’’
“Ramrod,’’ “Miracle of the Bells,"
“One Touch of Venus" and many
other Academy Award contenders
Were also programmed on “The
Night Show," 11:10 p.m. to closing,
because of the demand for late
film features. In all, the station
Increased its air time by 12%. We
now schedule. 118 hours' of pro¬

RABIO-TBLBVISIOIV

epee/’ “The Christophers,’* “This is
the Answer"' and' "The Way,’’
WABC-TV made 4,210 spot 'an¬
nouncements for an overall cost of
$1,263,000 in time and facilities.
The station’s community service
program included educational, reli¬
gious, civic and charitable organiaztions.
The year 1957 will see the ABC
flagship continue to move full
speed ahead with sound program¬
ming and even greater service both
to the community and to advertis¬
ers.

grams as compared with 92 hours
four years ago.
Our ratings locally have kept
pace with our profits. WABC-TV
has moved in to dominate 10 onehalf hour time periods with the
“Mickey Mouse Club" programs
from 5 to 6 p.m. daily. Also, the
November Nielsen report shows a
38% increase in our 6-7 p.m. pe¬
riod, and a 39% increase in the
10:30-11 p.m. period as compared
with the same period in 1955.
Five new properties, “Jungle
Jim," “Superman/’, “Sky King,"
“Wild Bill Hickok" and “Annie
Oakley" have moved to WABC-TV
in the 6-6:30 p.m. time segment fol¬
lowing the very highly rated and
popular “Mickey Mouse Club." In
the 6:30-7 p.m. time period the
station purchased “Corliss Archer,’*
“Dangerous Assignment,’’ “Pass¬
port To Danger,’’ “Files of Jeffrey
Jones,’’ and “Byline—Steve Wil¬
son," which were programmed to
attract a combined adult and chil¬
dren’s audience.
Revamp Sales Dept.
Apart from sustaining heavy ad¬
vertising and promotion -activities
as an important part of our opera¬
tion and accepting the valuable
contribution of Blair TV as our
national reps, the most Important
factor in the station’s success was
the complete realignment and ex¬
pansion of our sales department.
Under Sales Manager Joseph
Stamler, we doubled our sales staff
and increased our service to clients
in the New York and New Jersey
areas. We also established a new
rate card and discount plan, called
the “7-14" Plan, which provided
sales stability and a more consist¬
ent sales policy. The “7-14" Han
is strictly adhered to as an import¬
ant factor in the station’s integrity:
As a consequence, there is not a
“blue chip" advertiser who is not
currently represented on the sta¬
tion. Over 180 advertisers have
billed in excess of $2,900,000 on the
“7-14" Plan since Feb. 1, 1956.
Last year, WABC-TV did not cut
rates or Institute a special summer
discount plan, a customary prac¬
tice in tv during the summer .dol¬
drums. Indeed, for the first time,
the station operated on a very
profitable basis during the sum¬
mer months where, before, ABCTV had been operating In the red.
During 1956, the public service
programming of WABC-TV reached
an alltime peak In the station’s
history. In addition to such pro¬
grams as “The Mayor's Confer-
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Radio: A ‘New Medium’
For Television Sponsors
ByDONDURGiN”
(V.P,'in Charge of the ABC Radio Network)

“The New Medium — Network basic tv commercial through the
Radio" turns out to be more than “imagery-transfer" of radio’s uni¬
just a play on words or a fancy que sound selling Impact.
The growing tendency on the
label for rediscovering an old me¬
part of advertisers to employ radio
dium, because network radio—in and tv as two facets of the same
its dimensions, in its basis of sale, broadcast medium is one of the
in its tv-home audience delivery, most important new and future de*'
in what it means to today’^ tv ad¬ velopments in broadcast advertis¬
vertiser—^is actually a new medium ing. This is the theme of the ABC
the medium which ideally com¬ Radio part of today’s ABC Radio
& TV network ‘Sellomatic’’ pres¬
plements tv.
Today’s Nielsen-minded tv ad¬ entation.
The ABC Radio Network offers
Efforts are, being made by ABC- vertiser sees in network radio not
TV to sell “Assignment Foreign the “old" medium of “filling in I today’s tv advertiser the top audi¬
Legion,’’ the Merle Oberon-starrer, I where tv isn’t" (a fast shrinking! ence franchise as measured by Niel¬
as a Tuesday-Thursday “double ex¬ 21% of U.S. homes) but a “new” sen in the most valuable segment
posure.’’ This technique for selling medium that adds important audi¬ of the day-morning- radio. ABC
other telefilm stanzas was develop¬ ence in terms of tv homes not Morning Radio delivers approxi¬
otherwise reached by the basic mately 1,125,000 homes per minute
ed locally.
The stanza, 26 of which were tv properties and adds important (not including auto-plus) at a cost
made by CBS Film Sales and op¬ frequency and multiple home visits of $1,500-$1,000 per commercial
tioned off to ABC-TV, will take in terms of tv homes reached only minute (depending on frequency).
over, the 10:30 slot on the two once or twice a month by the basic This is large audience delivered at
nights if a sale or sales are con¬ tv properties. Nielsen examples small cost. To the tv advertiser,
summated. It’s for a 26-week deal of typical network tv advertiser this audience franchise looks even
to run until next fall, with Xbc schedules show that for the ap¬ larger when he realizes this is as
ready to replace the Thursday proximately! 10% additional cost much total in-home audience as
sustainer “Airtime ’57" on Thurs¬ represented by adding an appro¬ delivered by the highest rated
days at the hour. Tuesday is in priate network radio schedule, the morning tv participation programs
many cases held for local pro¬ monthly net unduplicated homes which cost five times as much per
These ABC
gramming along the network, with reached by the combined radio-tv commercial minute.
the rest taking a network co-op package is increased by 30%, Morning Radio programs deliver
monthly frequency (number of more tv homes too—quite apart
show.
The network selling point is times each home is reached) is in¬ from the radio-only homes and the
'Double-exposure’’ will lower the creased by 100%, monthly home tv homes reached exclusively via
talent costs on the stanza for one visits (total advertising “impres¬ auto-plus.
or more sponsors. It will also sions”) is increased by 150%-200%.
Morning Radio is only one area
This is why in television’s 1957- of Network Radio Important for
provide cross-plugging on both
’58 season, network radio will be today’s tv advertiser.
nights.
There is
considered by the tv advertiser at Round-the-Clock News Saturation
the time he is deciding on his basic available on a basis that assures^
franchise. This is because, from in combination with tv or exclusive
the astute media man’s point of of it—maximum penetration of
view, network radio ideally com¬ U.S. tv homes on a continuing basis
plements the Jaasic network televi¬ at remarkable cost efficiency. ABC
Edgar G. Sheltoa Jr. becomes sion buy.
Radio broadcasts 107 five-minute
the assistant to Robert Hinckley, ^ These are tangible reasons for newscasts per week, Monday-thruveep in charge of ABC’s Washing¬ adding radio—whether in terms of Sunday, to provide top netwoi^k
ton office, Robert Hinckley. Shel¬ radio programming unrelated to news coverage from morning till
ton switches from the post of di¬ the tv property or in terms of re¬ night. On the weekend—Saturday
rector of the U.S. National Secu¬ lated (same or simulcast) program- and Sunday—and in the evening
rity Training. Commission.
ing.
'The intangibles of adding there are ways to use network ra¬
Shelton, who, incidentally, is radio can be equally important in dio employing the ABC Segmenta¬
married to the daughter 6f Broad¬ terms of the added valu^ of na¬ tion and ABC Dispersion plans
way producer A. L. Jones (“Rain tional merchandising and dealer- which highlight the new uses to
or Shine," “Greenwich Village Fol¬ distributor support, not to mention which the television advertiser can
lies"), was until 1951 attorney and the valuable on-the-air promotion put the new medium of network
investigator and editorial assistant provided
___
,, property.
*,*^*.^*.^. radio.
for the basic tv
to the Chairman of the Prepared- Add to this the further intangible
These are some of the reasons
ness Subcommittee of the Senate —but very real—value of further why in 1957 the decision for net-'
Committee on Armed Forces.
I travelling and penetrating the work radio is being moved from
the timebuyer’s desk to the Plans
Board tablel These are also some
of the reasons why ABC Radio
celebrates the fourth anniversary
of the establishment of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
in anticipation of an excellent year.

‘Double Exposure’ For
Oberou’s ‘Foreigu Lepu’
As ABC-TV Sales Pattern

ABC Nam^ Shelton
As Hinckley D. C. Aide

Hie Wear and Tear Is Terrilk
But It’s a F^scinatiiig Challenge
By WALT DISNEY

Hollywood.
After three years in television,
I’m glad I am still around to be
part of it. The wear and tear is
terrific, but so is the stimulation
and satisfaction.
The tempo for all of us at the
studio has speeded up tremen¬
dously since we first tackled tv.
We are moving faster—and, I hope,
thinking quicker—and the excite¬
ment we get from television pro¬
duction is catching. It has spread
into every department on our lot.
As a result we have more theatrical
productions in work than ever be¬
fore, and other studio enterprises
are keeping pace.
From the onset, tv was a fas¬
cinating challenge to us. It re¬
mains so. And all along the way,
television ha.s opened new avenues
which we are eagerly exploring.
One is the vast thoroughfare- of
international tv. We plan to send
“Disneyland" and “Mickey Mouse
Club" around the world, putting
the program into many; languages.
We always have had a wide global
audience for our screen produc¬
tions, and we hope to attract the
same^for our tv shows. Thus far
we have begun beaming some of
our programs into England, conti¬
nental Europe, Mexico, Latin
America and Australia, and are
negotiating for otSier areas.
The broad subject matter that
television permits has led us into
exciting avenues, where we can experimept and do new things. We
have found we can produce highly
popular shows for our tv series
that would be considered offbeat
as motion pictures. Oiir science
programs, like “Our Friend the
Atom" and “Man in Space," are
good examples.
So is “Davy
Crockett." The episodic nature of

Davy’s life made it ideal for three
hour-length television stories but
Clumsy for the screen. Therefore
we did not consider it originally
as a theatrical feature.
Television also lets us get away
from other movie norms. We don’t
have to worry about the so-called
name value or boxoffice draw of
our live-action players. We create
a piece of entertainment and by
means of the electronic tube get it
quickly and directly to the public,
Wfisget a critical reaction almost as
fast, since our audiences are the
critics to whom we pay closest at¬
tention.
Polls are all right for estimating
the number of our viewers, but we
are interested in what the polls
overlook. That is, how much en¬
joyment those viewers are getting
fjrom our shows. Fortunately the
people let us know. Promptly, too.
As much as anything, this re¬
sponse helps shape our future pro¬
gramming. Based upon the pub¬
lic’s expressed approval of previ¬
ous shows for the Tomorrowland
realm of “Disneyland," for ex¬
ample, we are going ahead with
new scientific features on the
earth, the weather and the red
planet Mars.
We have about 40 “Disneyland"
stories on the boards, from which
26 will emerge for our 1957-58 sea
son. Soon we will begin filming
the new streamlined half-hour
“Mick^jfc-Mouse Club" series. And
shooting on “Zorro," a new weekly
half-hour nighttime show for ABCTV, should start in June.
All this, coupled with our heavy
theatrical production schedule, has
the studio running at full tilt. As
I said. I’m glad to be a part of it
and I hope I’ll be on hand to see
television develop into a great,
powerful world-wide medium.

WHY TELEVISION
SHOULD HAVE ACCESS I
Ry STERLING C. (RED)
QUINLAN
(ABC Vice President in Charge of
Station WBKB, Chicago)
Chicago.
Dire situations require dire
remedies. Am thinking of writing
the following letter to Leonard
H. Goldenson:
Please consider this my re¬
quest Jor a year’s leave of ab¬
sence. Reason: I want to run for
Mayor of Chicago.
Purpose:
Better government.
My plat¬
form:
Televising of all city
council affairs. This is a sure¬
fire platform. If I win, I will .
want my job back because vnth
to keeping over my shoulder, I,
as Mayor, will have to have my
television job to support me in
the manner to which you have
accustomed me.”
Don’t laugh. This is not such a
silly idea. In fact, in this limbo of
of television restriction, it may be
the only way television can break
through the most ridiculous cen¬
sorship barrier in modern annals.
And what is this barrier? Simply
one of political self-protection.
Canon 35. is not involved. Three
successive mayors in Chicago have
ignored or openly opposed tv ac¬
cess to council meetings. In a nar¬
row sense this political viewpoint
is understandable. The majority
(in Chicago this perennially is the
Democratic party) does not want
to give the minority a sounding
board to attack the party in power.
(Continued on page 74)
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An ABC-Warner Bros, agreement has made every inch of the production facilities
of the Warner Bros, lot available to producers of film progtamsfor ABG-TV. This
is the most up-to-date lot in all of Hollywood.
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KONO-TV makes San Antonio the nation’s newest three-network market and the 71st market to be
added to the ABC Television Network in which it has a full-time exclusive affiliate. ABC-TV is
hopeful of getting equivalent facilities reasonably soon in such important areas as St. Louis, Boston,
Norfolk, Miami and Omaha, among others.

Just four years ago, the American Broadcast¬
ing Company and United Paramount Theatres
merged into American Broadcasting-Para¬
mount Theatres? Inc. The strides that heCve
been made since that time have been big
ones and they promise to be even bigger in
the future.

Pat Boone, young singing sensation with a wide audience
appeal, will appear in a half-hour live program, starting
in the Fall of 1957.

Many factors contribute to this bright future.
The acquisition of station clearances in key
markets, additional production facilities, the
signing of more big name talent and the for¬
midable position of many curjrent shows all
point to a year of “Action” for ABC.

ProducHon,

Following up his very successful Disneyland and Mickey
Mouse Club, Walt Disney is sure to have another ABC
winner in his upcoming half-hour series-Zorro.

A relaxed, informal Frank
Sinatra, equally at home
singing or acting in a halfhour of sheer entertainment,
starts his program in the'
Fall of 1957.

Starting April 28, Mike Wallace brings to net¬
work viewers his straightforward provocative
Interview program.
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In five of the richest markets In the country, ABC ownership and operation
means complete acceptance by both advertiser and community.
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j WABC-TV in

New York shows inI creases of almost 40% In local 6:00 to
1 7:00 PM and 10:30 to 11:00 PM rati ings, according to Nielsen (Nov. '56).
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KGO-TV In San Fran¬
cisco shows a substantial
audience gain over Its pb-^
sition In the Bay Area ^
three years ago, according
to ARB.

'■ ' ^
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WBKBin

Chicago Is
n.ow the number-two sta¬
tion In the area, according
|toARB(Jan. '57) and Niel¬
sen (Dec. '56).
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KABC-TV In Los Angeles is first
from 3:00 to 6:00 PM and second from
6:00 to 9:00 PM In the seven-station
competitive market, according to ARB
(Jan. '57) and Nielsen (Dec. '56).

WXYZ-TV

In Detroit has more local and national spot advertisers than any other
motor-city television station, according to BAR (Dec. '56).
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One is for television
One is for radio

more and more to consider, in conjunction with his

They go together. Most homes have both - and use

network radio. He sees In network radio not the “old"

both. They sell together, too. These days you don’t use

medium of “filling in where TV Isn’t’’ (a fast-shrinking

television to reach one audience and radio to reach

21% of U.S. homes), but a “new” medium that adds

another. Most of the time, they're selling to exactly the

Important audience in terms of TV homes not otherwise

same prospects... but at xlifferent times, in different
ways. Today, radio and television are a team.
Add television, to radio, and you’re putting the two
together in a way that makes both of them more effec¬
tive.

Today’s Nielsen-minded TV advertiser has come
basic TV buy, the Ideally complementary medium of

reached by the basic TV properties and adds important
• frequency and multiple home visits to those homes
reached by TV.
This is how to get the most out of the separate,
but equal, forces of radio and television.

radio na%worl4

Jlg*ii?|?]mary ^ Iga

FOUR TUNING IN LOCALLY
Badio today is closely identified with the local
scene and local needs, ABC ownership
and operation in four key markets carefully
reflects thisipattern of success in radio.^^
WABC in Nev) York has a roster of stars
that has a strony local appeal, including
Martin Block, George Skinner, Boh Eberly
and Charles F, McCarthy,
In Detroit, WXYZ personalities get out and
‘ meet the people. Through mobile studios,
one-third of the total air schedule is. broadcast
direct from the centers of activity in
the motor city,
KABC in Los Angeles identifies itself as
the News-Beat Station, with an award-winning
staff of editors and news writers who
are out in the field gathering news and
interviewing 'news makers.
In San Francisco, KGO is now first in
Bay Area radio in the important afternoon
hours with its strong local programing.
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Do we shoot this one fwenfy-ene limes
or do we need twenty mere howitaers ?
Wd

pifj

.vM\
We aren t experts on the 21-gun salute. We only know that
ABC deserves one.

\#1

Being happfly merged for four years is a good trick — espe¬
cially in show business. And we're delighted to get our
congratulations in with all the others.
So, if you'll kin^y cover your ears, Mr. Goldenson.
Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom!
Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom!
Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom!
Very fitting word for ABC, isn't it?
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A SALUTE TO

Master Showman

*

Master Salesman

The TV ratings (a whopping-big 37.4* at last report)
certainly attest to the showmanship of Lawrence Welk and
his versatile Champagne Music Makers. And salesmanship!
Literally thousands of people come into Dodge and Plymouth
showrooms simply because ‘‘Lawrence Welk said so.” We

*

salute him and his talented group—now in their second
year on TV under our sponsorship.

Featured on two great full-hour TV shows each week
^^Dancing Party” and “Top Tunes and New Talent”
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ir

Sponsored by the

DODGE and PLYMOUTH DEALERS of AMERICA
♦Nielsen, 1st January 1957 Report

HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY
TO

ABC'UPT
We are proud and happy to
be members of your wonderful
TV family!
^

LAWRENCE WELK
and all the

CHAMPAGNE
MUSIC MAKERS
•
^'DODGE DANCING PARTY''
SATURDAY-9 to 10 A.M., E.S.T.
for DODGE DEALERS OF AMERICA

“TOP TUNES and NEW TALENT"
MONDAY-9:30 to 10:30, E.S.T.
for PLYMOUTH & DODGE DEALERS
Personal Management
GABBE, LUTZ and HELLER
New Tork
Hollywood

Wednesday^ Fdbnmty, 13^ 1957

Starring in

“TREASURE HUNT”
On the ABC Television Network
Fridays at 9 P.M., EST
for

MOGEN DAVID WINE
Management; WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Public Relations: GEORGE SCHRIER ASSOCIATES
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FIRST IN PHILADELPfflA
The phenomenal rating growth of
WFIL-TV proves the power of the bright
new ABC-TV in partnership with a vigor¬
ous and progressive station.
The combination of outstanding ABC-TV
nighttime programming with WFIL-TV’s
solid local programs, geared to Philadel¬
phia tastes, has put WFIL-TV in the
NUMBER ONE position in audience
preference in Philadelphia.
During the entire past year, every month

of the year, WFIL-TV rated FIRST in
more quarter hours, 2-11 p.m. Monday
through Friday, than either of the other
Philadelphia stations by a wide margin.*
MORE PEOPLE watch WFIL-TV
MORE OFTEN than any other
Philadelphia station.

WFI L - T V

ThaPs what a fine partnership can produce
... results for advertiser’s ... pre-eminence
with consumers in Americans third market.

PHILADELPHIA,

PENNSYLVANIA

*ARB Philadelphia Reports, 1956

operated by: Radio and Television Diy. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th

Sc

Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa,

WFIL-AM • FM • TV, Philadelphia, P a. / W N B F - A M • F M • T V, Binghamton,

N . Y.

WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, Pa. / WFBG-AM • TV, Altoona, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FM • TV, New Haven-Hartford, Conn.
National

Sales

Office,

486

Lexington

Avenue,

New

York

17,

New

York
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PjkRIEff '

MEMO I TiMEBUYERSI
-The World’s MOST POWERFUL Station
In

-The World’s MOST PROGRESSIVE Network
to roach

NORTHEAST PENNSYLVANIA
—One of the Nation’s LEADING Markets!

felevision network
on this FOURTH anniversary

CH. 34

.. . and we’re iooking forward

WILKES-BARRE
SCRANTON

to even greater things
in the years to come

^Speaks with

t

MILLION
± WATTS

WTTirf;^^
0]^nec/ and operated by Sarkes Tarzian

^ POWER
Call AVERY-KNODEL, Inc.

Serving

BLOOMINGTON,

INDIANAPOLIS,

TERRE

and ALL the HOOSIER HEARTLAND

^

HAUTE

Wedneadayt Febntitty 13^ 1957
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THANKS ABC... we’re with YOU
...and we’re GLAD!
ABC's laodership in tha development of outstonding programs is
to be highly commended! Great ABC shows combined with our own locol
programming put WTCN-TY In 1st or 2nd place
58% of the prime viewing time*!
ARB.. ,December, 1956, 4 pm-Midnight

WTCN-TV...ABO in the Twin Cities...where BIG things are happening!

WTCN-TVCLmu^ll
ABC Network MINNEAPOLIS •ST. PAUL
Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc.
Affiliated With WFDF, Flint; WOOD AM & TV,
Grand Rapids; WFBM AM A TV, Indianapolis

316.000 WattS

Congratulations to ABC and Paramount Theatres on your 4th Anniversary of combined operations.
Your outstanding record of achievement is recognized as an important contribution to the
continued growth of the entertainment industry.

WLW radio WLW-A atlanta WLW-C columbiis WLW-D dayton ^ WLW-T Cincinnati
Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of the

KJEO fresno channel 47 is represented by the Branham Co.

SI

Vc4nefi4ay, Fglirpayy 13» 1957

'.'■'4'

v!:\'

N^;:-Vy

Two Hearts That Beat As One
Couldn’t be a better time to celebrate
the ABC-UPT merger anniversary
than Saint Valentines’ Day.

KING and KGW-ABC for the Great
Pacific Northwest-are proud to be
part of our resurgent network.

It’s not often that you can wax
sentimental over a merger...but when
we think of the beautiful relationship
between ABC-UPT and us affiliates,
it kinda gets us...right here!

Congratulations, Mr. Goldenson.'
Please be our valentine.

SEATTLE

■

PORTLAND

KiNGlKGW
RADIO AND TELEVISION

ABC for the Pacifk Northwest

I

RADIO 'AND TELEVISION

f^RiEfr

52
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ABC-TV IS FRSr
IN WICHITA KANSAS

A 3-STATiON VHP MARKET
e ftB SETS-IN-USE «iU****^*^^*

station share
1 STATION

s,gn.onto sion.ofeJ

g

I

-

^
KAKE-TV (ABC) \

Ration
»c"_

40.3 j3«
*NOVEMSR l»5« ARB

INCLUDING..

3 OF THE TOP 5 NETWORK SHOWS
OF THE TOP 5 SYNDICATED FILM SHOWS—5 OF THE TOP 5 MULTIWEEKLY SHOWS
KAKE-TV

Channel 10

WICHITA
KANSAS
t«l«vls|on network

Represent^ by '
THE KATZ AGENCY

AUDIO

U-N-D-I-5-P-U-T-A-B-L-E
Congratulations ABC-TV
on your FOURTH
AnniversaryI

WTVR ^
™

™ «

Your new programming has
been exciting - Your shows
have consistently rated
high with viewers In
Eastern Oklahoma*

Virginia

mkkev Maine CLUB ^

BRAKENRRRatV

Seamus nmen.
j^CMEVCNNB

#^MRedCElVeLK i

THE LATEST NOV.-DEC, PULSE SURVEY PROVES IT!
SHARf or AVOtENCt

rtNE ROMPER ROOM

WTVR

KTVX Is keeping pace with
strong local programming*

MON.-FRI. 6 PM-12 MID.

'

MID-PAY MARQUEE
MVSTIRY,;|tAVNeu(f
NEWS,VEAt^^Tj

STATION "B"
Mon.-Frl. ( PM-12 MM.

STATION "C"
M«B.-Frl. B PM-12 MM.

=

35

=

28

.THEATRES^SI^;

This combination has made
KTVX and ABC-TV "A Friend
of the Family*”

AND WTVR HAS 6 OUT OF THE 15 TOP WEEKLY PROGRAMS
PLUS S OUT OF THE 10 MULTI-WEEKLY PROGRAMS

DOMINANT IN ggTc^ED
MONTHLY. WEEKLY AND DAILY-:.DAY AND NIGHT
SEE NIELSEN COVERAGE SURVEY ^2

Congratulations, again,
ABC. May you have many more
years of success and
growth*

DOMINATE IN RESULTS
BY CALLING ANY BLAIR TV OFFICE
Or Wilbur M. Havens, 5-8611
WTVR - RICHMOND/VA.
(Affiliated with ABC)

TOISA BROADCASTING GO.
MIKt

tHBPIRB.

MRRtflBB

Kr.lltf

muskosee *
»

tllL

ruis*.

IWANtBN..

Oklahoma

CtniRBrBllI

Wednesday, Fcbrnary 13, 1957

AN AMERICAN INSTITUTION

ORIGINAL
AMATEUR
HOUR

TED
MACK

N

Wc^besdajv Futounr

li OI %f#mU \0
The Nation’s Second Market

is proud to
broadcast to th
Great Midwest
THE FIME HADIO
PROGRAMS OF

and to extend

Qoitg^€i£ulittt4>its
^
and best wishes to
ABC-Paramount on this

^

anniversary occasion ^

The Breakfast Club
When a Girl Marries

My True Story
-Whispering Streets

Mel Allen’s Sports Review

The Firestone Hour

Edward P. Morgan—News

Wednesday Night Fights John Vondercook—News

Metropolitan Opera
Billy Graham

1^

CHICAGO 7

MU KILOCYCLES . 5I).00» WATTS . REPRESENTED .SY JOHN BUIR ( CO.

THE

PRETTIEST

PICTURE

IN

DENVER

191^

ygdatewlayt gehmwTr 1,3» ISST.

Peters,
Grifein,
Woodward,
;

3NC. ,

JLxclusivt Na/mal
RiprtstnMhts

KMBC-TV

Channel 9

■Kansas Citifs Most Powerful
Television. Station

^

KpBC
KFRM

Affiliate

^ Ktniisa^ ^Clty.

6

fijie State of Kansus

Basic ABC.Radio Affiliate

in the (weo^of America

No doubt about it ! All across the country the swing is to ABC —
and in Kansas City, the swing is to KMBC — in both Radio and TV,
As a basic ABC affiliate, we s^iy “Hearty Congratulations** to
our progressive network on this fourth anniversary of the
merger of American Broadcasting Company, with United
Paramount Theaters.
\
Every one of the 156 KMBC-KFRM-KMBC-TV staff members
is happy to be on the broadcast team that is setting new patterns
I in [Sight and sound leadership,

i Btit leadership comes naturally to KMBC. In fact, ask' almost

: '
any Kansas Citian his favorite program, and chances are he saw

i itjpn Channel 9 or heard it at 980 on the radio dial. For example,
: the December N.ielsen. Report shows KMBC-TV, Channer9, •
: with 5 of the top 10 shows seen in Kansas City on all stations;
9 of the top 15, and 15 of the top 30.
Today in the Kansas City Market, the KMBC Broadcasting
Company is unmatched in the field for coverage and studio
facilities. For instance,. KMBC-TV> Kansas City’s most powerful
TV station provides Class “A” primary viewing service to 31,500
more families than any other channel in the market. And in
radio, KMBC of Kansas City and its team-mate bonus station,
KFRM covering the State of Kansas, deliver your message to
the entire Kansas City Trade Area.
For choice availabilities, contact your Colonel from
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

KMBC BFfOADCASTING COMPANY
DON DAVIS, President
JOHN SCHILLING, Executive Vice-President
GEORGE HIGGINS, V.P. and Sales Manager
The KMBC Building, 11th and Central Sts., Kansas City, Missouri houses
studios of KMBC-TV and. KMBC-KFRM Radio, including a 2600-seat the¬
ater, office space and thousands of square feet for prop storage.

DICK SMITH, Manager, KMBC-KFRM Radio
MORI GREINER, Manager, KMBC-TV

F<touir]r

IflRT

alb c
I
I
Paul C. Brines
Station Director
Elkhart 52, Ind.

Congratulations...

Congratulations:

.

MARTIN STONE
Producer of

CIRCUS TIME

A
B

in the unique
SOUTH BENDELKHART, INDIANA
UHF* market!

ABC-PARAMOUNT
FREDERICK HEIDER
PRODUCER

TOGETHER IN CANADA

CFCF-600

MONTREAL

fl-TV
C^MANNBl.^

■w
w,%JP»lfc> eAE»IO
WV,Ui|^;
' ,""' eu'*^AAi«o
« tteareiteikititivv^^ Mer$« (Slrl(RftriWo«(twsnl/ i»«

JH , T550^;-rHW:' Fol
FOR;tH£
THE
^;.PAsr

y£Ai?-’^/

' ,

HAP A
IN THE HOUSTON
MARKET!

y

LONE
RANGER

JVeWe Got The Rating

['

Rustlers on the Run.

/

They*re Lookin'
Down the Barrel
of Houston's Top Gun.

;

ABC’s great program

■

line-up plus KTRK-TV’s

:

hard riding promotion
and local showmanship
have done the job, ^

fT

«

fi

Congratulations
to ABCl

Produce*'?

KTRK-TV
The Chronicle Station, Channel
Ij
P. 0. Box 12, Houston 1, Texas — ABC
Basic
|.t{

p„du«rirf«>.”R«lF»'‘yS'«"

Houston Consolidated Television Co.
General Manager, Willard E. Walbridge
Commercial Manager, Bill Bennett
National Representatives!
Geo. P. HoUingbery Company
500 Fifth Avenue
New York 36, New York

•:

13, 1957

kmum

TIE

T THOMAS
i

SHOW

SPONSOMP lY

DIAL SOAP
AND

KLEENEX

The Two GREATEST SUCCESS Stories
in ALL TELEVISION
are UNITED in SERVING the
Fantastic SAN DIEGO Market

TELEVISION NETWORK

Generol Offices! 4229 Pork Boulevord. Son Diegoi Coltfo

Congratulations to ABC-Paramount!

‘‘THIS IS GA.l-.Ea^ DRAKE’’
DOUGLAS MacCRAE
GALEN DRAKE
BERNIE LEIGHTON
STUART FOSTER
DON APPELL
(Saturdays 7 to 7:30 P.M. E.SX—ABC-TVI

Sponsored by THE BEST FOODS, Ine.

(Producer-Director)

RITA ELLIS

Wednesday, February 13, 1957

UTBoeff

CONGKATULATIONS
AND
BEST VfISHES

Established 1898

m.
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, INC.
New York, Beverly Hills. Chicago. London. Paris. Rome

February

I95lf

Spectrum System
Continued from page 34

6
COLUMBUS, OHIO

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
THE KATZ AGENCY

nlghts-a-week broadcast is limited
because I believe that all the time
necessary to give the day's hard
news in sufficient detail takes
precedence. Sunday is the day that
spectrum operates to its fullest
over ABC Television, particularly
in view of our new “Open Hear¬
ing." This is a sort of mass at¬
tack on the top story of the week;
we bring all important figures in¬
volved into the studio, face them
with five top ABC Washington
newsmen, and dig. Both the re¬
porter panel and the guests repre¬
sent virtually the full range of
opinion on the issue, and in the
course of a half hour's Intensive
questioning, a pretty complete pic¬
ture tends to emerge.
Similarly, “Press Conference,"
where 12 reporters question one
guest, and “College News Confer¬
ence," where four college students
go after another, can usually exam¬
ine current events from every
viewpoint.
That, in capsule, is spectrum,
and ABC News. I find that 50 or
60 of my legs are still successfully
coordinating after the effort, so I
shall move on.

To Leonard, Ollie and

AB-PT
Happy Annimrsary
From High Atop California's Great North Valley

KVIP
Channel 7

FdmnT'

1957

HOW THE NEW ABC-TV
CHANGED THE TV PICTURE
IN WASHINGTON, D.C.
^ WMAL-TV hos doubled Ifs shar« of fht ovening audience since the
ABC-Paramount merger.

* WMAL-TV is now the Number 2 station with the most quarter-hour
wins In the evening hours.

^ WMAL-TV now has the second lowest cost-per-thousond homes
delivered during the prime evening hours.

WMAL-TV

Washington, D. C.

An Evening Star Station Represented by H-R Television, Inc.

64
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USRiffFr

IV-FILMS

- ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart .
time doctors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to

VARIEIT’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratinf»8 of syndicated and na¬

time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children's show, with a low rating, may

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬
eau on a monthly basis^

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor»

Cities will be rotated each week^ with the 10 top^r

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the cfiitdren^s market.

Abbre¬

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite*

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure^ (Ch), children^st

All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.

(Co),

comedy;

(Myst),

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬

women’s,

tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,

(Dr),

mystery;

drama;

(Q),

(Doc),

quiz;

(Sp),

documentary;
sports;

(W),

(Mus),

musical;

western;

(Worn),

Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are UHF.

show in the specific market.

distributors rep the national sponsor for whom the film is aired.

Attention should he paid to time—day and

Those ad agencies listed as

9
TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

DISTRIB.

STATION

DECEMBER
RATING

Higrbway Patrol (Adv).
Frontier (W) .
Secret Journal (Dr)....
Celebrity Pliyhouse (Dr)..,
Jungle Jim (Adv).

A
714 flUyctl
7. Dr. Christian (Dr).
8. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv),
9. Mr. & Mrs. North (Myst). ...
10. Cisco Kid (W)..
10. I Led 3 Lives (Adv) .*.
10. Roy Rogers Feature (W)_
•

Stations—^WUSN

.Ziv ...
.NBC..
.MCA...
.Screen Gems.

.46.2.;....
.44.1.
.39.4.
.... .38.7..
.33.6......

Sun. 9:30-10:00 ...
Thurs. 7:30-8:00 ..
• Sat. 9:30-10:00 ...
Tues. 9:30-10:00 ..
Fri. 7:00-7:30 ....

..Wed. 7:30-8:00

.... .46.1. .

.Sat. 9:00-9:30 . ... .36.7 ..
Grand Ole Opry (Mus).. WDEF.
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) . WDEF._Ziv . .Wed. 7:00-7:30. ... .33.2. .
... .36.4. .
Wild Bill Hickok (W).. WDEF.
Amos ’n’ Andy (Co). .WRGP. ... . CBS....... Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ... .. . .30.i . .
... .26.2. .
Secret Journal (Dr). .WDEF._MCA.
.'NBC. . . . . . Wed. 8:00-8:30 .... . .. .23.6. .
Badge 714 (Myst)., WRGP.:.'.

-o

KROD. . .NTA. . . . Mon. 9:30-10:00 .. .
KROD. .
... Fri. 7:00-7:30 .
KROD. .
... Sun. 9:00-9:30 .
KROD. .
....Fri. 7:30-8:00 .
KROD. . .NBC. ... Thurs. 9:00-9:30 ...
KTSM. .
... Sat. 9:00-9:30 .
KTSM. .
... Tues. 8:30-9:00 _
KROD. .
... Fri. 9:00-9:30 .
KROD. .
... Sun. 9:30-10:00 ....
KROD .
... Sat. 9:00-9:30 .

FARGO-MOOREHEAD

.. . .36.3 ...
....36.3...
....34.8...
....32.1...
_30.6 ...
....30.6...
....29.5...
....28.8...
... .24.3...
.. . .23.1 .. .

WUSN

wcsc
wcsc
wcsc
WUSN

wcsc
.WUSN
. WUSN

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

.21.8
.13.1
.27.5
.14.6

.27.9

.9.6

..45.4....
..61.6....
. 62.5....
.41.4....

..
..
..
..
..
..

....
....
....
....

8.4
9.7
7.4
7.3

.... 14.4

.. ....21.6
.. ....17.7

..
... ....23.0
.. ....14.4
... ... .41.0

(9) , KELT (13)

People's Choice.!_.KTSM
On Trial. .KTSM
Waterfront. • KTSM
Big Story...KTSM
. KTSM
Grand. Ole Opry,. .KROD
.... 64.9 Dick Powell Theatre. .KROD
.....^46.7 Favorite Story. .KTSM
Top Plays of ’56. .KTSM
Man Called X. .KTSM

... .... 9.5
... ....12.4
... ....11.9
... ...,22.6
. - - .,. 161
... ....23.1
... ...,29.4
... .,..16.4
... .... 8.6
... ... .30,6

Stations—^WDAY (6), KXJB (4)

- 1.
2.
3.
4.

Great Gildersleeve (Co).
Sheriff of Cochise (W).
Life of Riley (Co).
Hopalong Cassidy (W).

WDAY. . .NBC. . Mon. 7:00-7:30 .
WDAY., .NTA. . Thurs. 8:00-8:30
WDAY.. .NBC. . Sun. 5:30-6:00 ..
WDAY..
. Tues. 5:00-5:30 .

.46.5 .... .... 80.2.
.42.6_
.40.1.... .... 77.4.
.36.4.... .... 91.4.

5.
5.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Secret Journal (Dr).
Superman (Adv).
Soldiers of Fortune (Adv)..,
Waterfront (Adv).
Victory at Sea (Doc).
Wild Bill Hickok (W).

WDAY..
WDAY..
WDAY.. .MCA.
KXJB.,. .MCA.
WDAY.. .NBC.
WDAY..

....... 35.1....
....... 35,1....
.34.0....
.32.0....
.31.4....
.30.4....

.Sun. 6:30-7:00 ..
.Thurs. 5:30-6:00
.Mon. 6:30-7:00 .
.Mon. 7:30-8:00 .
. Sat. 6:30-7:00 ..
Mon. 5:30-6:00 .

(4), KTSM

.73.7.... _49.3
. 71.5....
..67.4....
.55.3
.60.0.... .51.0

Approx. Set Count—40,000

LAS VEGAS-

.wcsc
wcsc

.. 82.8. .... 55.6 Eddie Fisher. . WRGP
News—Huntley-Brinkley. . WRGP
.. 84.0.... .... 46.9 Ray Anthony. . WRGP
.. 82.8.... .... 46.5 Ray Anthony. .WRGP
.WRGP
. . 69.5.... .... 53.3 Gene Wardell.
News—^Huntley-jBrinkley. .WRGP
. . 60.4.... .... 60.8 Caesar’s Hour. . WRGP
. f 64.6.,.. .... 51.4 Country Capers. .WRGP
... 68.7.... .... 44.3 Code 3.
.WRGP
,.. 54.9.... .... 54.9 Studio 57;. .WDEF
. . 63.2.... .... 41.5 The Unexpected. .WRGP
.. 35.8.... .... 65.9 Arthur Godfrey.... .WDEF

Stations-—KROD

Approx. Set Count—80,000

EL PASO

WCSC
WVSN
WUSN
WUSN
WCSC

Stations—^WRGP (3), WDEF (12)

.Sat. 6:30-7:00 . ....39.4. .
2. Superman (Adv). .WDEF.
3. Annie Oakley (W). WDEF..CBS..Sat. 6:00-6:30 . ...38.5..
....37.0..
4. I Led 3 Lives (Adv).. WDEF.... . Ziv .

Sheriff of Cochise (W)
Celebrity Playhouse (Dr)....
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv)
Secret Journal (Dr).
Badge 714 (Myst).
Man Called X (Myst).
Highway Patrol (Adv).
Search for Adventure (Adv). .
Dr. Christian (Dr).
Grand Ole Opry (Mus).

40.8...
77.3..:
58.9...
71.6...
64.4...

Approx. Set Count-—171,400

1. Highway Patpol (Adv)., WDEF.. .. . ,Ziv

1.
1.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

...
...
...
...
...

RATING

(2), WCSC (5)

Playhouse 90..
Great Gildersleeve.
Caesar’s Hour.’.
Texas Hasslin’..
Weather; Sportscope.
News—John Daly.
WUSN. .NBC . ..,. Mon. 8:00-8:30 ... .32.3. ... 50.2... .64.4 Burns & Allen..
Golden Playhouse-.. WCSC..
Tues. 8:30-9:00 ... .31.4. ... 53.0...
WUSN. ........ MCA . .Tues. 7:30-8:00 ... .30.4...... ... 56.1... .54.2 Sinclair Playhouse.
... . , , Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .. .30.0. .. . 57.2... .52.5 Weather; Sportscope.
WUSN. ... - . . . Srhiihprf'.
News—John Daly.
Lucky 2 Ranch...
..WCSC. .
Thurs. 6:00-6:30 .. ..... 27.5. ... 64.4...
Arthur Godfrey.....
.. WUSN.
Wed. 8:00-8:30 ... .....27.5. ... 41.6...
Topper .
. . WCSC.. .MCA. Sun. 5:00-5:30 .... .27.5. ... 67.6.'.
My Hero.
. WUSN.
. wcsc.
.wcsc.
. .wcsc.
..WUSN.

CHATTANOOGA

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

'
TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
STA.
PROGRAM

SETS IN
USE

SHARE
(%)

Appox. Set Count-—233,800

CHARLESTON, S. C.
1.
2.
S.
4.
5.

DAY AND
TIME

Approx. Set Count—^29,000

.
.
.... 68.1.. .
.... 54.4. .
_78.3.... .
.... 88.9. .

58.0 Rosemary Clooney.
65.5 Climax .
51.9
38.7 Flight 57.
Campus Visit.......
56.6 Private Secretary.
37.8 Flight 57.
49.9
58.8
40.1
34.2 Flight 57.

KXJB
KXJB
KX.Tfl
KXJB
KXJB
KXJB
KXJB
KX.TR
WDAY
KXJB
KXJB

... ....11.5
... ... .22.9
.. . .., 118
... .... 2.4
... .... 2.0
... ... .21.5
... .... 2.8
.
15 9
26 8
84
... .... 3.8

Stotioits—KLRJ (2), lOAS (2), KSHO (13)

V
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Highway Patrol (Adv). .KLAS..,
Dr. Christian (Dr). .KLAS...
Crunch & Des (AdV). .KLAS..,
Annie Oakley (W). .KLAS...
Dick Powell (Dr). .KLAS...
'Death Valley Days (W). .KLAS..,
Soldiers of Fortune (Adv)... KLRJ...
Life of Riley (Co):. .KLAS..,
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KLAS...
Search for Adventure (Adv). .KLAS...

.Ziv. . Mon. 8:00-8:30 •
. Mon. 8:30-9:00 .
.NBC...... . Sun. 7:30-8:00 ,.
.CBS... . Fri. 7:30-8:00 ..
. Fri. 8:00-8:30 ..
. Wed. 6:30-7:00 .
.MCA.. . .Mon. 7:30-8:00 .
.NBC. . Mon. 7:00-7:30 .
. Tues. 9:30-10:00
. Tues. 8:30-9:00 .

.65.2.... _93.6... .
...53.9...., _81.0. .
.49.2...:,

.

....... 45.9...., _66.8

,

.43.8.... .66.7..

.

..43.6....

.

.43.4....,

.

.40.9....

.

.39.8...., _66.7. .
....... 38.2.... 1 .... 54.4.... .
:.....

69.8
66.5
68.7
68.7
65.6
63.1
63.7
71.6
59.7
70.2

KT,RJ
KLRJ
Wire Service.. KLRJ

...

KT(RJ
KLRJ ...
KLAS
R. Montgomery Presents... KLRJ ...
KLRJ
Stage 2 ... KLRJ ...
1956 Olympic Games

..

46
12 0
....18.7
21 0
21 2
... .19.5
20 3
... .30.3
17 4
....29.9
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Wednesday, Febniary. 13, 1957

Most Philadelphians don’t say, “turn on the radio.” They usually say, “turn on WCAU.”
This is our 35th anniversary and they’ve been saying it,all these-^years. Apparently the
people like what they hear on WCAU. A gallery of local public service awards and the
size of our audience make that point eloquently. More than 930,000 different families
reach for WCAU’s dial position each week, and we reach them. That makes WCAU your best
radio buy here. In other words, to reach the most Philadelphians, reach for WCAU yourself.

AU-T V

The Philadelphia Bulletin Radio and TV stations. Represented nationally

by CBS Spot Sales. By far Philadelphia's most popular stations. Ask ARB. Ask Pulse. Ask Philadelphians.
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HOARDING THE BLOCKBUSTERS
Most Stations Don’t Go for Extra
Premhnn on Cokcastii^ of Fix
Despite the attempt of feature^^
distributots to get premium prices
for color telecasting, sometimes
the asking premium being as high
at 25% above a black-and-white
deal, most stations not only are re¬
WRCA-TV, the NBC flagship in
luctant to pay a premium, but are
closing deals with the overall price New York, has purchased the 35
Pine-Thomas films for exposure on
taking in the color option.
The extra costs for color telecast¬ its “Theatre 4” early-evening fea¬
Pix were pur¬
ing are negligible In such deals, ad- ture showcase.
-ditional charges relegated in most chased from Signet TV under ...a
multiple-run
deal.
* instances to sharing the cost of col¬
The films, produced by the Pineor prints when none are available.
The sought-after extra color charge Thomas western-action unit at
is especially highlighted in the Paramount, were bought back from
Metro deals. To date, Metro is the studio by the producers and
leasing its pre-’48 library to sta¬ then sold to television. Associated
tions for black-and-white transmis¬ Artists Productions purchased them
sion only, with color telecasting a couple of years ago, but return¬
left Open for negotiations at a pre¬ ed them when it ran into an unmium price. The premium issue expli.cable hassle with the Ameri¬
also is highlighted by the post-'48 can Federation • of Musicians over
Signet subse¬
films now hitting the market, the the soundtracks.
United Artist package of 39, 12 of quently acquired the films.
which are in color, for example.
The issue Will grow in importance
when a residual formula for post-’48
features-to-tv is agreed upon, the
post *48 period being the one that
saw the marked upswing in color
• production.
Despite film buyer resistence,
though, some stations are paying
the extra “premiiim” 'tab, feeling
that color is a worthwhile plus.
UA, the contracts of which call
for an extra 25% for color tele, casts, with UA footing the bill for
London, Feb. 12,
color negatives, has closed color
A new pattern in the financing
“premium” deals with eight sta¬ and production of tv co-production
tions and has had overtures from programs is being developed here,
12 others. The deals run from a largely on the initiative of ABCcolor telecast of from one to the TV. This is the company which
12 color pix jh the package of 39, operates the commercial network
now sold in W markets.
at weekends in Birmingham, Lan¬
But currently, most film buyers cashire and Yorkshire and which
not only are reluctant to pay a pre¬ is a wholly owned subsidiary of As¬
mium price for color telecasting of sociated British Picture Corp.
pix, but contend that the distribu¬
Until now British tv program¬
tors, Metro included, are kidding mers, faced with a gentleman’s
themselves if they think they can quota agreement which limits them
get a windfall for color telecasting. to a maximum of one hour’s for¬
In support of their argument, eign programming per day, have
station film buyers point to the sit¬ been on the lookout for Anglouation in motion picture exhibi¬ American features, which enable
tion, where there is “no premium” them to meet their demands for
as such for color pix, although the international talent without upset¬
color factor may boost the box-of¬ ting the percentage arrangement.
fice potential, strengthening the
Hitherto, they’ve been negotiat¬
, bargaining hand of the film distrib¬ ing- deals which provide for a maxi¬
utor in closing a deal. The same mum of 20% to 30% investment
in Anglo-US features, but now
(Continued on page 75)
ABC-TV have shown they’re pre¬
pared to stake around 50% of the
production cost in return for a
50-50 share of the world markets.
They’re doing this on the sim¬
ple basis of negotiating with the
top U.S. webs and will make an
investment of this calibre with
any of the American major net¬
works. They feel that this is a
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
safe investment and will eventually
Dick Powell, one of the owner- yield a profitable return.
A deal of this calibre is already
producers-stars of Four Star Pro¬
ductions, disclosed here his com¬ in the works for the Overseas Press
Club series, now being filmed <at
pany is planning to shoot five Elstree and a further project is
pilots, in addition to which it may being negotiated with NBC. ABCrevive “Four Star Playhouse.” TV feel ther future may be wrap¬
Powell, under contract at 20th-Fox ped up in Anglo-U,S. cooperation
as a producer-director, jvon’t be and that’s the practical way of
able to return to the “IThyhouse” achieving it.
series since he is too busy, but
David Niven and Charles Boyer
would be in the revived version.
Lana Turner, sought as a stet
member of that series, nixed it,
and company is now seeking Jane
Powell, with Ginger Rogers also a
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
possibility.
John Payne’s Window Produc¬
tions
started
to lens “Sixshooter,”
Stubby Kaye will star in a series
currently being scripted by Charles a teleseries based on James Stew¬
art’s
former
CBS
Radio series' of
Isaacs, and due to roll in March
when Kaye is free from a Broad¬ the same name, with Payne both
way commitment; John Forsythe starring and exec-producing. Win¬
has been set for first segment of dow is filming the series for Revue
“Battle-Flags,” due to roll next and MCA is the sales agent, looking
week, as pilot of a series based on for a net sponsorship. Radio se¬
Civil War cases, with Ernest Gan¬ ries was also a Revue property.
Pilot was penned by N. B. Stone,
nett as technical advisor.
Casey Tibbs will star in the with Robert Florey directing.
pilot-bound sejies, “Indian Scout.”
Also planned are pilots on “TrackGoustin*8 Own Setup
down” and.“Flight Line.” In addi¬
Albert S. Goustin,-who recently
tion Four Star plans to reactive its resigned as* eastern division sales
“Arizona Ames” project, with Dick manager of Ziv, will set up his
Anderson starring in that series.
own distribution company to han¬
Four Star also will gun “Richard dle national and regional sales of
Diamond, Private Detective,” Feb. telefilm for independent producers,
25, with David Janssen starring in
Goustin, currently negotiating
the series owned by Powell. Dick for some properties, will establish
Carr is producer-writer.
offices in N. Y.

35 PINE-THOMAS
PIXFORWRCA-TV

British Comi TV’s
50-S0 Pattern On
Ai^-U3. Deals

4-Star’s 5 Pilots;
‘Playhouse’Back?

PAYNE’S ‘SIXSHOOTER’
AS TELEPIX SERIES

DICTAIED BY

Buriis & Allen Parlay McCadden
Into $5,01111,1)110 Telefilm Empire
-4^

Tendency among stations with
the M-G-M film library to “hoard”
their Metro blockbusters by play¬
ing off only a few of the big “A”
films a month doesn’t necessarily
mean that they want to hold back
on the biggies. It’s a matter of not
being able to afford to play off too
many at one time under a novel
payment formula inaugurated by
Metro in its contracts with all but
one or two of .the stations.
Under the formula, it’s been
learned, monthly installments to
Metro as per contract vary with
the pictures used, although a min¬
imum per-installment payment is
mandatory over the 60-installment,
five-year term, ^rom this mini¬
mum, however, payments can vary
upwards to the point where some
stations just can’t afford them and
consequently hold back on the
number of blockbusters they show.
There are two elements involved
in the formula, which is unique to
the business and was obviously de¬
signed to give Metro the fastest
payoff possible. One is a method of
payment in which the station pays
up to 20% down on signing for the
package, then pays a percentag?
of the balance each time it runs a
film. The second is the classifica¬
tion of the films themselves into
five qualitative categories of equal
proportions in which some, pic¬
tures are tagged AAA, some AA,
some A, some B and the rest C.
Each category has a different
pricetag for the pictures included.Thus, for example, if a station
bought the Metro library for an
average per-pic price of $1,000,
the AAA pictures would be tagged
at $3,000 each, the C pix perhaps
at $300 each, with the average
still coming out to $1,000. Now,
back to the per-run payment meth¬
od. On the first run of any specific
pic, the station must pay 50% of
the balance to Metro. That is, if
the film is a AAA pic, pegged at
$3,000 (price is set after allowing
for the down payment), the station
upon running that film for the first
time must pay Metro $1,500.
On showing the film a . second
time, the station must pay 20% of
the balance, or $750. The third run
calls for 1G%, the fourth, fifth,,
sixth and seventh, 5% each, the
seventh being the final payment.
In any case, there are 60 monthly
installments. The same formula
applies to the C pix, of course, but
the point is that if a station which
recently acquired the Metro pack¬
age under the price setup illus¬
trated above, were to schedule 20
AAA pix per month, it would wind
up paying Metro $30,000 a month,
almost as much as most or all of
its other programming costs com¬
bined.
As noted above, the entire
library is equally divided into the
five categories, with an equal num¬
ber of pictures in each. The mini¬
mum monthly payment is predi¬
cated on the station’s use of an
equal number from each category.
The AAA pix include films of the
calibre of “30 Seconds Over
Tokyo,” “Treasure Island” and
“Tale of Two Cities.” Included in
the AA classification are thfe'Marx
Bros, pix, some Wallace Beery
films, the “Lassie” pix, etc., and so
on down the scale.
Apart from the quicker payment
afforded Metro, the scheme also
serves to protect the film theatres
by preventing stations from un¬
loading too many blockbusters at
once and thus -minimizing the im¬
pact upon the theatre b.o. Whatever
the angles from Metro’s viewpoint,
however, the effect of the formula
is to space the “biggies” out for
the public over an extended period.

ZIV*S/TOMBSTONE'
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
Ziv TV yesterday (11) started
rolling pilot for a new western vidpix series, “Tombstone.” •
Jan Merlin co-stars with Rich-*
ard Eastham and Norman Foster
directs.

No Show, Big Aud
Illustrative of the rating
dominance Britain’s commer¬
cial tv operation has achieved
over the BBC-TV is an inci¬
dent which by California Na¬
tional Productions program
development chief Bob Cinader experienced while ^ Lon¬
don week before last. He was
conferring with .Lew Grade,
exec of the commercial setup,
and noticed rating charts on
the wall showing the commer¬
cial operation with an average
nighttime share of audience of
around 70%. The one excep¬
tion was a sharp dip, down to
around 33%, in “Sunday Night
at the Palladium.” Cinader
observed that the. show fnust
have gotten pretty weak to
drop that low, to which Grade
laughed and whipped out an
operations log.
Log' showed that the com¬
mercial station had suffered a
transmitter breakdown for an
hour and a half that night and
still managed to get a 33%
share even with no picture.

$22(KI,(liSales
In UA’s Bundle Of
Pest-’48 Feahires
United Artists has reached
$2,200,000 in billings with the sale
of its package of 39 post-1948 fea¬
tures to telecasters, according to
John Leo, film company’s director
of tv sales. New deals signed with
WNAC, Boston, and CKLW, De¬
troit, have brought the total num¬
ber of markets reached to 85.
UA began unloading to tv inter¬
ests last September although there
was no arrangement reached with
the Screen Actors Guild and other
unions. Company is still going
ahead with the tv licensing but is
now engaged in talks with SAG
looking to set up a formula for the
latter to participate in the tv
revenue.
Of the 39 films, all but three
went into theatrical release from
1951 on and 10 were distributed
in 1955.

Associated’s Roster
. Of Tun, Fact’ Cartoons
Group of 15 free animated car¬
toons varying in length from five
to 17 minutes is being offered sta¬
tions by Association Films under
the umbrella title of “Cartoons
of Fun and Fact.” Cartoons are of
the public relations variety, includ¬
ing productions by Kleenex (Walt
Disney’s “How to Catch a Gold”)
United Fruit (“Bananas? Si, Senor,”
out of the John Sutherland plant)
and. Nabisco (“The King Who Came
to Breakfast,” with the Bil & Cora
Baird puppets).
Films are available on a free
basis, with stations paying return
postage on prints. Pix, which in¬
clude work from UPA, Transfilm,
Carl Dudley and Jerry Fairbanks,
are available both in bla-ck and
white and in color.

^ Pinky’s ‘Perils’
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
Albert C. Gannaway and Pinky
Lee have organized Pinky Lee Inc.
to film 39 half-hour productions for
the “The Perils of Pinky” tv series.
Lee devised the format for the set¬
up, Ray and Jim Allen have been
signed to write the scripts.
Gannaway and Lee each own
50% of the corporation. Gannaway
will finance the series and function
as producer.

By LEO KOVNER
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
McCadden Productions, formed
in J952 by George Burns and
Grade Allen to telefilm their
hitherto live, CBS-TV series, has
grown into a $5,000,000 empire
this year, with the prospect that
this, figure may be doubled next
year.
During that first 1952-53 sea¬
son, McCadden lensed 40 “B & A”
telefilms and grossed some $1,250,000.
Presently, there are four
wholly-or-partially owned McCad¬
den series before the cameras,
which will total 134 half-hour telepix by 56-57 season’s close. These
are “B &: A,” “Bofe Cummings
Show,” “People’s Choice” and
“Panic.”
Additionally, McCadden, with a
proud record of having sold eveiy
pilot it has lensed, has two pilots,
CBS-TV “The Marie Wilson Show”
and A1 Simon-McCadden “Cour¬
age,” in the can and reportedly
near sale for next season. Also, an
upcoming stanza of Laurmac (Bob
Cummings - Paul Henning - McCad¬
den) “Bob Cummings Show” series
is actually a pilot for still another
series, revolving around the col¬
lege career of Dwayne Hickman, a
“Cummings” cast member.
Other McCadden projects in¬
clude four more properties in vari¬
ous stages of development. These
are “The Delightful • Imposter”; an
untitled property by creator Leo
McCarey and scripters Bob Mosher
and Joe Connelly, presently in the
casting stage; a series to star Carol
Channing, for which Connelly and
Mosher are penning the pilot; and
“Experiment,” another A1 Simon
creation, in which NBC-TV has
showed renewed interest.
“We don’t try to meet the sea(Continued on page 71^

7 Kraft Entries
Sold as Features
Television’s “Kraft Theatre”
boasts an enviable record in the
number of its shows purchased for
motion picture production. During
1956, one out of every seven of its
scripts was singled out for thea¬
trical filming. This week, 20thFox announced plans for filming
of “The Singin’ Idol,” presented
Jan. 30. Nineteen-year-old Tommy
Sands, who made his tv acting
debut in the play, is being con¬
sidered for the title role.
Six other plays produced by
Kraft during the past year also are
scheduled for full-length screen
treatment, by companies ranging
from major studios to indies, both
in Hollywood and in England. Jack
Webb will produce “The Murder
of a Sand Flea” for Warner Bros.,
with himself as director and star.
Metro has scheduled production of
“Mock Trial,” presented last Sep¬
tember. James Ellesworth will pro¬
duce “Five Minutes to Live,” while
Walter Wanger will do “Good Old
Charley Fay.” Two other Kraft
plays will see production in Eng¬
land, “A Night to Remember” will
be filmed by J. Arthur Rank and
Romulus 5'ilms has bought the
screen rights to Arthur Hailey’s
“Time Lock.”

STERLING STEPS UP
‘BOWLING TIME’PIX
“Bowling Time,” Sterling Tele¬
vision’s hour skein now in 173 mar¬
kets, will have another 13 shows
added comes fall, bringing the
number of episodes in the bowling
series to 39.
Discovery Productions, the film¬
ing outfit, back in November, 1955,
started Sterling off in distribution
of the show, with 13 programs,
adding another 13 in October, 1956,
when the bowling skein looked like
a “hot” item, a belief that has been
borne out by sales. In the fall, an¬
other 13 programs will be added.
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THE GREATEST
AUDIENCE SWING
IN DAYTIME
TV HISTORY...
is now taking place. Viewers by the millions
are shifting to NBC’s power-packed line-up
of daytime hits.
And the trend is unmistakable-no matter
which research service you use-Nielsen,
ARB or Trendex.
According to Nielsen, NBC average daytime
audiences are up 43% over last year’s.* The
corppetition is down 12%. So great is the ap¬
peal of these fresh new shows that the entire
level of daytime sets-in-use is being raised.
Afternoons, NBC, with a 49% increase over
lastyear, is clearly the Number One Network.
The second network has dropped 7%. Queen
For A Day and Comedy Time are the two
top-rated, regularly-scheduled adult pro¬
grams in all daytime television.
Mornings, NBC has scored a 27% upswing
in the 11 am-1 pm time period. At the same
time the competition has dropped 16%.
Advertisers, too, are moving toward NBC
daytime shows,' attracted by thair strong
line-up of star sales-pers'onalities. This
January, sponsored time on NBC daytime
has increased 40% over last January.

Daytime or evening, more people view the

NBC TELEVISION
NETWORK
than any other network.***
’•’Nielson, Jan. 1,ie66-f0B7 (11 am-E:30 pm, M-F>
♦’•'Nielsen Coverage Service. Study #2 (Spring 1980) Weekly Viewing Data

Wgdmefljay, Febmgry 15, 1957'

rAdio-telbvision

National League schedule, plus 23 Milwaukee exhibitioii games. Playby-play by Earl Gillespie and Ballne Walsh. First exhibition March 9,
Braves vs. Brooklyn at Miami. Miller Brewing and Clark Oil &>Itefining sponsoring ... On Sundays Blaine Walsh to discuss baseball with
Braves manager, Fred Haney on “Fred Haney Show," Allis Chalmers
^ Continued from page ZS —^ sponsoring. Fifth seasons for this . . . Larry Fischer, WRIT dee jay
kept toiling during two weeks, hospitalization at Veterans Administra¬
ciated-Rediffu&ion next Thurs. (21) . . . Annand and Michaela, the hus¬ tion Hospital, Wood, Wisconsin . . . Lou Riepenhoff, WISN, WISN-TV
band-wife adventure duo, return to BBC-’TV on Feb. 22, with a new promotion-publicity topper, indicates considerable advance interest in
series of eight telefilms made while they were on Safari in Africa.
“Men of Annapolis’’ bowing Feb. 12. Sponsored by Cities Service Oil
Co. . : . WTMJ-TV in co-op with Medical Society of Milwaukee Countj'.
presented annual heart forum Sat. (9) 1:30 p.m.

Bob Hopo

From the Production Centres

IIS BOSTON ...

Georgre Hallberg, WNAC-TV promo.sh director, copped the three top IN SAN FRANCISCO ...
'
prizes at |ir.st meeting of Needham Camera Club for 35m color shots
KGO’s new general manager, ABC veep John Mitchell, out of the
. . . George Melachrino and Joe Biishkin visited WNAC-TV and MelaChrino made his tv debut on Louise Morgan’s show while Bushkin hospital after a rugged bout with pneumonia . . , FCC has scheduled
guested on Gus Saunders* segment of WNAC’s “Easy Listenin’ . . . Tab hearing on KOVR's proposal to shift transmitter from Frisco to Sacra¬
Hunter guested on Norm Prescott’s WBZ show and kept date with mento orientation for March 12—KCCC, Sacramento, opposes shift . . .
Cambridge miss, winner- of Prescott’s contest, “Why I want a date Dwight Newton’s Examiner poll of local tv favorites showed Don Sher¬
with Tab Hunter’’ . . . Bob Hudson appointed general service super¬ wood leading the next show (“Science in Action’’) by more than tw'o
visor at WBZ . . . Kraft Foods inked for big sked of film announce¬ to one—which may indicate that NBC knew what it was doing in sign¬
ments on WBZ-TV this frame . . . Dr. Posner’s Shoe Co. renewed its ing Sherwood for a dally color strip out of Chicago for its o-and-o
12:30-12:45 sponsorship of “Big Brother’’ Bob Emery Show on Fridays stations. Interesting question in the Frisco area is whether KBON, the
on WBZ-TV . . . WBZ-TV received 6,500 letters of appreciation for Chronicle-owned NBC affiliate, will try to snag the afternoon show
their telecast of ordination ceremonies from Cathedral of Holy Cross . . . Number of switches at KGO; Mildred Bamey to exploitation^ Pat
In Boston . . . Mars, Inc. sponsoring “Buffalo Bill, Jr.’’ on WBZ-TV Younger to publicity expediter, John Egan to sales from traffic, Dan
Saturdays from 10:30 to 11 a.m. . . . Henry Hcide Candy Co. bought a Knapp into traffic, Carole Ann Frye new secretary for boss flack Vic
sked of spots on WBZ-TV . . . Tom Bateson, nat. sales dir., WNAC-TV, Reed
and Jim Gates off on sales junket to Chicago, St. Louis and Miami . . .
James A. Pike, film director, cinematographer Ed Gilman and pto- IN KANSAS CITY . . .
ducer-director Jeff Forbes of WNAC-TV in New York supervising film
Bill Sutherland has taken to KCMO and is the “Night Owl’’ there,
production for Feb. 18 telecast of “World Sorrow,’’ film shot in Austria
running the records from midnight to 5 a.m. He was program director
on plight of Hungarian refugees.
at KCKN for many years. It’s even steven on this, but KCKN has
gotten Dal Stallard as assistant manager, and he . was the KCMO coun¬
IN MILWAUKEE ...
try and western man for 14 years , . . Also new at KCMO is Bob
Ross Browender of promotion slot at WTMJ-TV, the Milkaukee Sanders, or rather not new but renewed. He’s back from St. Louis
Journal Television station, reports station unveiled new Sunday a.m. and formerly put in a stretch as announcer at KCMO . . . Bruce Rice
“WTMJ-TV Men’s Club’’ Feb. 4. It’s an hour’s turn, featuring inter¬ has been given the title of sports director at KCMO Broadcasting,
views on sports, business, travel, music, automobiles, outdoor activities. doing both radio rfnd tv.. He’s been the sports announcer there for
Announcers John Drury, Mike Walden and Bill Davis spark the pro¬ some time . » . KCMO-FM goes into Its fifth year of its present pro¬
ceedings . . . ^Bnice Wallace, WTMJ-TV Public Relations topper, re¬ gramming of fine music, a policy it began after being taken out of the
ports WTMJ set to-broadcast the Mihvaukee Braves’ entire 154-game street cars and busses here . . WDAF-TV figures it probably is one
of the few stations beginning a major film feature as early as 9:30
p.m., and is plugging the move steadily in its owner-newspaper, the
Kansas City Star, and on its own Channel 4. Playing the Warner
'Twin Hearts' Benefit
Bros, package on a three-week basis, and has sold one night to Crown
Drug Stores.
Cleveland, Feb. 12.
One of the area’s major hooplas
in months will be held Feb. 14 IN CLEVELAND . . .
when KYW, KYW-TV holds Its
“Twin Hearts’’ dance with proceeds • For the first time since its inception more than five years ago, AFTRA
is waving its annual “Awards" show . . . WDOK's-dlsker Ronnie Barrett
doing to the area Heart Fund.
does a weekly record column In The News .which (9) turned up a new
radio-tv
magazine format section under Maurice Van Metre . , . “Band¬
Omaha—John W. Powell, Mason
City, la., last week was named stand" three-year-old two-hour Saturday record twirl folds on WEWS
as
Scripps
Howard moves into new quarters. Phil McLean and Patti
manager of KHAS, at Hastings,
Rowe had been emceeing dance stanza . . . KYW-TV’s hour-long
Neb.
_
“Morning Surprise" exiting with Tom Haley skedded to move into halfhour 5 p.m. stanza . . . Cletus Jones exited WHHH for AP Cleveland
. . , Joan Donald, ex-WERE, named WEWS assistant public servicedirector.

UJS Continued from page 27

$1,5P0,000 loan from NBC to Hope,
callable by Hope any time withui
five years from Feb. 4, when the
pact was signed. Loan, when and
if called, must be secured, by Hope
with security subject to NBC ap¬
proval. Additionally, the property
or rights purchased will be used as
security. NBC limits the purposes
of the loan, but such things! iis real
estate, some stocks and motion pic-«
ture financing are allowable. Loan
brings the NBC obligation up to an
inside figure of $5,100,000 and a
maximum of $9,500,000.
Final part of the deal lathe pur¬
chase by NBC of another 25% of
Hope Enterprises for $1,000,000,'
bringing its share in the company
i to 50%. This purchase brings
NBC's obligations tip to the grand
total of $5,100,000 mlpimum and
$10,500,000 maxlmurnV 'While NBC
will participate in the profits from
Jlope’s five motion pictures over
the five-year term. It will not do
any financing of these pix. Hope
Enternrise
the past has financed
his i^lms through Paramount, and
the future pix wilt be financed that
way or through other sources, with
NBC taking no part in providing
the coin. Hope had announced that
NBC would put up $10,000,000 for
his next threO films plus the In¬
terest In the two already com¬
pleted.

TV from A foZ!

WAY OUT

Noreo AD MAM
VIEWS TV

BOB FOREMAN
Vico President in charge
of television and radio.
Batten, Barton, Duritine & Osborn, Inc.
$4.50 at all bookssllerg
HASTINGS HOUSE, Publishers
New York 22
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“Closeup," unlike the hour which
Ax
follows it, will be in black and
_
white and will originate from, the
^
Peacock Alley o' the Waldorf-As—/
va
toria, N.Y., which is being rebuilt
'
MaP
for a permanent studio installation.
crCT/---——
Show will feature interviews, *but
/
with figures of national impor"1 r\ n'nfUS/
tance. George Helnemann, program chief of the o&o division, will
l/!l’
be exec producer.
f T \ | jj
The 1:30 to 2:30 hour out of ChiV
J Aj
cago, “Club Matinee,’’ will be color
cast with a variety format, with
i
WNBQ v.p.-general manager Jules
liiUCjC®
Herbuveaux stepping in as proinhT fll
ducer. Already set as emcee is Don
111
Sherwood, who for the past few
11
I
years has been a top San Francisco
personality via KGO-TV, the ABC
/
o&o there. Also set are the Mello'
Larks, Martha Wright and Mike
JfciA Vn
Douglas as vocalists and the Joe
j ■
Gallicchlo (of the old Garroway
If llfvif Co I
days) house band.
fj IfllfTIf jn 1/
McFadden hopes the use of Chi
u All I W
//
as a production centre will reverse fflOHIAHftMlfw I
the trend that’s seen the Windy
City gradually disappear from the
/
fT7 || --ranks of program origination
/
points. ,He’s also banking on the [
1/
_ / . I
new stanza to develop as a train- ^ t il' i 7/
■I
ing point for fresh new talent
-^-

f l l

MAURICE SEYMOUR
Photographer
BROADWAY of 54th St.
NEW YORK
CO 5-3133

Now established as a nightly ritual,
KTTV's Million Viewer Theatre lets the
viewers put the moppets to bed, do
t^e dishesrput all the household dis¬
tractions aside and relax with a solid
MGM feature film.

'KWTVJ

video recording, whether by means
of disk, wire, tape, kinescope, audio
tape recorders, video tape record¬
ers ... and any other apparatus
now or hereafter developed which
is used to transmit, transfer or re¬
cord light or sound for immediate
or eventual conversion Into elec¬
trical energy.”
This paragraph contains the
much-disputed right of AFTRA to
control tape. Screen Actors Guild
also seeks control of the relatively
undeveloped tape area. Another
part of the Clarificatiwi Included in
the two-year accord were replay
payments on television shows:
Union provided . 75% of original
fees for each of the second and
third replays, and 50% for each of
the third, fourth and fifth tv re¬
plays.
_
*

After 15 weeks on the air, it’s no
longer a novelty. It's a tradition.
'

I

AFTRA

HUNTINGTON<HARLESTON, W. VA.

' There are all kinds, but if you’ve been
searching the Southern California
market for audience dimlnanci...
look no further, friend...

I

s=5 Continued from page 26
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Affiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ, Huntington A WGKV, Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency

'

/

WSAZ-TV steams with compar¬
able popularity across a fourstate domain wherein almost
$4,000,000,000 buying power
awaits advertisers who like to
ride with the winner. The gang¬
way is down at any Katz office.

Sf.S.©.

^

take over with their* new “Close-

Oldtime steamboat races along
our Ohio River Valley were often
close, and hazardous to put your
money on. Quite different from
today’s audience race among
TV stations. When you put your
money on WSAZ-TV, you’ve
picked THE winner. Survey after
survey gives the title to this 69county giant — and the latest
Nielsen is no exception. Consider
these WSAZ-TV margins over
the next-best station:
95,670 more homes per month
99,430 more homes per week
101,130 more daytime homes,
Weekdays
100,580 more nighttime
homes, weekdays

NBC-TV’s Co-op
—^ Continued from page 27

December ’56 Pulse thews
that KTTV’s Million Viewer
Theatre was In 1st place in 24
out of its 32 quarter hours on
the air, with ratings up to 14.0.
January '57 ARB shows Million
Viewer Theatre in first place
in 24 of the 35 quarter hours
rated, with ratings up to 13.0.
In eighteen of those quarter
hours, KTTV’s rating is greater
than that of the two leading
network stations combined.

So, if you're looking for proven, last¬
ing audience dominance, remember
...Southern California (s different,
and the difference is KTTV.

WAR AND PEACE - MAYERLINO
' BALLAD OF BABY DOE
All Coitumsd by

BROOKS

KABIO-TEMBiVISlON

Vednesdoy, February 13» 19$7

Sponsor Conflict bn Emmys
-

Continued from page 21

now. “It’s the same thing that
happened last year, and it's one of
those unfortunate conflicts,” Sul¬
livan said. He added that he was
far more concerned about losing
Benny than his own cancellation,
“because I’m not a performer.”
Sullivan, said the rash of cancel¬
lations over competitive conflicts
isn’t anything new, and disclosed
that' the .“At 65” anniversary trib¬
ute to Eddie Cantor was originally
to have, been done on his show but
was switched to Jackie Gleason be¬
cause people like Benny and Dinah
Shore couldn’t appear on a LincolnJVIetcury stanza.
“But the
Cantor show had a ’wealth of tal¬
ent anyway’* and proved that “tv
has so much strength that it can
overcome these tabus.”
Asked whether it isn’t unusual
for the president of an organization
to be banned from,, its . own awards
show, Sullivan insisted, he wouldn’t
be.missed. “It’s not that, kind .of a
show. Rod Serling and the boys
have .done a great job in turning
out an entertaining show, and a
Jack Benny, for example, will be
missed far more than I will.”
Gordon MacRae also withdrew
over the weekend, explaining that
he has a previous concert engage-;
ment in 'Birmingham, Ala., Satur¬
day. Nanette Eabray previously
withdrew for a Mexico City vaca¬
tion, but intends to participate in
the March 16 presentation pro¬
gram.
Meanwhile, ATAS and NBC-TV
disclosed spme.ojE details on Sat¬
urday’^. program, in which final
nominees
10 of 29 categories
will' be disclosed. Among high¬
lights Will .be an all-star glee club;
commentary by Orson Welles on
tv’s place in American life penned
by Rod Serling; an ATAS “singing
commercial” composed by L. A.
pre:^ Johnny Mercer; an all-star
musicians’ jam session, playing si¬
multaneously from both coasts; a
cowboy sketch by Danny Thomas,
penned by Jess Oppenheimer, Leo
Solomon and Milt Josefsberg, with
Bill Williams, Scott Forbes, Dufl-^
can Renaldo, Clint Walker, Peggy

King and others to participate; a
Phil Silvers-Gertrude Berg comedy
sketch written by Nat Hiken; and
other acts Involving Jane Wyman,
Ernie Kovacs, Arlene Francis, Ten¬
nessee Ernie Ford, Eddie Fisher,
Tony Martin, Kukla, Fran & Ollie,
Steve Allen, John Daly.

Burns & Allen
Continued front page 67

sons with oiir pilots,” prexy Burns
explains. “We develop them care¬
fully and if the script isn’t, good,
we just don’t shoot. The selling
season’s got nothing tp do with it.
We’re not playing for the casual¬
ties.”
“I just get good people together
and ret them do the job,” Burns
explains his production philosophy.
“If I can’t help them, I leave them
alone.” However, it’s known that
Burns regularly reads scripts of.
McCadden series and is present at
run-through rehearsals.
.
A1 Simon, who’s production v.p.;
and Maurice', Morton, biz affairs
v.p. of McCadden, point to another
standard of the firm’s growth. In
1952, McCadden had one rented
stage on the General Scrviibe lot.
Today, the firm occupies four GeheraV Service stage.s, uses a fifth
regularly, has a complete office
Building, plus other Pffices scat¬
tered around the GS lot.
McCadden has offered “belowtherllne” production facilities to
other vidpix producers in the past,
undertaking just the physical film¬
ing fox other firms for a fee. These
include seven miscellaneous pilots,
five segments of CBS-TV “Jack
Benny Show,” 26 segments of
CBS-TV “Life With Father,” and
13 CBS-TV “That’s My Boy” teleplx. McCadden currently is not
active in this field, being largely
occupied by its own properties,
Simon and Morton note. However,
they indicate that such deals are
still likely in the future.
Most of the McCadden series
now working or in the works are
partnership deals. “If . we like the

property, we’re willing to put up
the money to buy it,” Burns ob¬
serves. “However, we’ll be part¬
ners with anyone who comes in
with a good idea.”
Under this arrangement, McCad¬
den is partnered with Norfolk
Productions (Irving Brecher-Jackie
Cooper) in “People’s Choice”; with
L a u r m a c (Bob Cummings-Paul
Henning)
in
“Bob
Cummings
Show”; with NBC-TV and A1 Sim¬
ons personally in “Panic.” Among
the pilots, CBS-TV is partnered in
“Marie Wilson,” Simon in “Cour¬
age.”
“In preparation” property
\deals include a partnership with
McCarey, in his series, Laurmac
in the possible Dwayne Hickman
series (“It’s a natural outgrowth of
the Cummings Show”) and with
Simon in “Experiment.”

WBC Agenda
Continued from page 29

WIP, Philadelphia, special events
director and Mark Olds, KYW,
Cleveland, program chief, will
speak on the radio panel.
Thursday morning sessions will
have radio and tv panels on news
broadcasts, with Mike Wallace as
guest speaker for the tv session.
Also set for Thursday morning js a
panel on children’s programs with
KING-TV, Seattle, children’s pro¬
grams director Gloria Chandler,
WNBQ, Chicago’s Judith Waller,
“No School Today” emcee “Big
Jon” Arthur and educator Helen
Parkhurst.
Thursday afternoon
session will be devoted to televi¬
sion film and its use in pubservice
programming, while another panel
at the same time will cover re¬
ligious progranfs.
Friday morning session will
cover tv production with SSC&B
v.p. Phil Cohen; WCAU-TV, Phila¬
delphia, v.p. Charles Vanda and
WBAL-TV, Baltimore, pubaffairs
and education director Arnold L,
Wilkes as speakers. Also Friday is
a panel on serious music program¬
ming, with composer Douglas
Moore as one of the panelists. Also
set for the final day. are a research
'panel and “Spots Before Your
Eyes,” session on the use of spot
announcements in pubaffairs sched¬
uling.

King-Size ‘Bread & Butter’
Continued from page 29

tential loss will be eaten up by
other hour shows now in the em¬
bryonic stage.
NBC-TV has roughed in a blue¬
print which incudes the use of at
least two hour-long stanzas be¬
tween 7:30 and 8:30, nights prob¬
ably being Tuesday and Wedn:isday to compete with ABC’s similar
hour shows. And if the Wednesday
Alcoa-Goodyear dramatics go, the
network probably will fill the
breach with a new 60-minute show,
most likely Dinah Shore’s.
Th^ number of 30-minufee net¬
work offerings, on the other hand,
is already down. Eleven of the 15
nighttime programs cancelled qq
the webs at mid-season have been
half-hours. Most are getting halfhour replacements, but only as a
temporary measure, since the new
full-hour shows are being consid¬
ered to fill many of ’57-’58’s weak
spots. A brief looksee shows that
disappointing number of live halfhours have fizzled. Of the oncemighty half-hour dramatic shows,
only “General-Electric” theatre
this.season manifested real staying
power. Of course, the half-hour
western-adventure skeins are do¬
ing well, but the networks sense
they are fast approaching the point
of saturation on this kind of show.
.Factors
Here are the basic motivations
in the flow toward building the
hour format:
The networks to, date have, in
the main,, been able to achieve bet¬
ter quality in the hours than ih, the
half-hour- programs.' This may par¬
tially be due, it’s said to the fact
that the 60-minute stanza, particu¬
larly in the dramatic arena, has
traditionally been thought of a
“prestige” item as'ipuch as it has
as a saleable quantity. Besides, in
hour dramas there is, naturally,
more time to develop a decent
storyline.
Quality leads tp point two: This
season, at any rate, the average
hour-long network program is pull¬

ing higher ratings than the halfhour.
Three, according to the reports
of clearance success by such as
ABC, where the station problem is
more acute than at either NBC or
CBS, the network has been far
better off in eliciting station sup¬
port than for 30-minuters. Why is
hard to say. By taking an hour
rather than a two half-hours, the
stations invariably lose coin by not
having the extra station break in
between. However, it has been re¬
ported thai the tv stations, on the
ABC hookup at least, feel that one
or several sponsors for an hour
show are easier to enlist than one
for each of two half-hours. Of
course, stations are fully aware
that higher ratings through hour
shows mean greater local prestige,
and this may account for the ex¬
ceptional (for ABC) 105 or so clear¬
ances on the Sunday “Amateur
Hour,” which incidentally is firm
in the future setup. _
A key factor In tBis trend is one
that has made itself felt strongly
this season: AB.C-TV has been able
to control the ea»*ly evening times
on Tuesday and Wednesday as a
result of the pulling power of
“Cheyenne”-“Conflict” and “Dis¬
neyland,” respectively. These strong
showcasings have enabled the net
to get the jump on its rivals by
bridging 8 p.m. Same is true ...f
CBS’ “Climax,” Thursday 8:30 to
9:30. As a matter of fact, it was
the “Climax” success in bridging
9 and' holding viewers that was of¬
fered by some ABC’ers as the chief
reason for switching the 9 to 10
“Wire Service” to 7:30 Mondays.
The instances of the 60-minute
show “locking out” competing halfhours arc many this year.

Landen to Gerald Prod*
Rick. Landen has joined Gerald
Productions as general nianager.
Landen was formerly with the tele¬
vision-film department of Mercury
Artists and previously was an in¬
dustrial pubrelations counsellor.
Gerald produces industrial films,
tv commercials and program fea¬
tures.

Latest ARB National Rating...

TOP CBS DAYTIME SHOW
JHuthieHc^

Thirteenth year —

2 OUT OF TOP 3
NBC NIGHT TIME SHOWS
Tenth year — QhowiUoSixteenth year — AtU,
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“Gerald not only can count on the youngsters as Ms
fans but adults as

variety

“Should start adults elbomng children for space in front
of the set,” vim
✓

“For alt of those who have been crying that television
needs something fresh and new, this is

ii." billboard

“Geiald is the Ed Sullivan of the world of animation.”
RADIO AND TELEVISION DAILY

“The Boing-Boing Show should prove a family delight."
THE NEW YORK TIMES

“I can recommend it to you without reservation as one
of television’s greatest pleasure.” mw vork post

Gerald McBoing-Boing cannot speak a word.
He doesn’t have to. The television critics have
been speaking up for his new UPA-produced
cartoon program in glowing phrases. The movie
exhibitors have named his. film, “Top money
short of the year.” And Hollywood has given
him an Academy Award. But words cannot
describe the delightful effect of Gerald’s sound
effects. He’s got to be seen to be appreciated.
4

As an advertiser who knows how readily family
pleasure carries over into family buying, we
suggest you see Gerald on Sunday at 5:30 pm
EST, and let him show you what sound effects
The Boing-Boing Show can have on your sales.

® CaS TELEVISION NETWORK

RADIO-TELEVISION

Wednesday, February 13,' 1957

Tele Followups
; Continued from pa^e 30 ;

ticularly, since Murrow wasn’t able
to strike any conversational sparks.
Miss Lee, of course, is a savvy
talker and even made some stuff
about fish bait attractive—for fish¬
ermen. There was an air of super¬
ficiality about this polite and Soph¬
isticated chit-chat which may even
be more glaring these days because
of the Mike Wallace style of slug¬
ging Interview guests over the
During the first half of the show,
Murrow visited another Lee, Mrs. i
John G. Lee, president of the
League of Women Voters, who
lives in Washington. Once again,
Murrow was unable to arrive at
any common ground with his guest
and her husband and shadowboxed with all kinds of generali¬
ties.
Certainly, Murrow should
once and for all drop that queiy;
How do you manage to combine a
career and- a family? The answer
to that one never has revealed
anything yet.
Herm.
Steve Allen Show
A neat vaudeo layout, aided by
some imaginative camera tricks,
registered nicely on Sunday’s (10)
Steve Allen outing. Guests includ¬
ed quiz-whiz Charles Van Doren,
Lou Costello, Peter Lawford, Mar¬
garet Whiting and the Step Bros.
While there was no socko stint,
each act had enough talent to im¬
part something to the general

DOMINANCE
Thert an ill kinds, but if youV been
lurching thi Southirn California
mirkit for audlinea dimlnanct..*
look no ^further, friend...
Now established as a nightly ritual,
KTTV’s Million Viawar Thaatra lets the
viewers put ttie moppets to bed, do
the dishes, put all tha household dis¬
tractions aside and relax with a solid
MGM feature film.
After 15 weeks on tha air, it's no
longer a novelty, it’s a tradition.
December '58 Pulse shews
that KTTV’i Million Viewer
Theatre was In 1 $t place in 24
out of its 32 quarter hours on
the air, with ratings up to 14.0.
lanuary ’57 fM shows Million
Viewer Theatre In first place
in 24 of the 35 quarter hours
rated, with ratings up to 13.0.
In eighteen of those quarter
hours, KTTV’s rating is greater
than that of the two leading
network stations combined.

I
I
I
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So, if you’re looking for proven, lasting audience dominance, remember
...Southern California is different,
and the difference is KTTV.

j;"

overall entertainment. Steve Allen,
as emcee and participating per¬
former, was his usual polished self,
doing better in some roles than in
others.
Lou Costello, minus his partner
Bud Abbott, did a takeoff on the
“Student Prince,’’ using a talented
“diva,” Nina Varella, as a foil, to
good comic effect. Van Doren in
his short' stint was relaxed and
showed a good deal of stage savvy,
discussing the book he has written
about Lincoln and relating a few
Lincoln jokes. Margaret Whiting
in okay pop fashion rendei-ed
“Spring*in May.”
In a smart checkerboard setting,
the ^Step Bros, did some pro tap¬
ping, with Allen and Peter Lawford joining in at'the end for a
finale. Lawford and Allen teamed
up in a foreign car act utilizing
tricky camera ’ work for back¬
ground. creating an illusion that
came off well. The Lawford-Allen
team also clicked fairly well in a
mirror dance number. The manon-the-street interviews were weak,
but there were .one or two good
visual gags in the “crazy shot”
number.
Horo.
Wire Service
Being a fair actioner, “Wire
Service” may have known undue
suffering in. its old 9 to. 10 p.m.
Thursday slotting on ABC-TV, be¬
cause “Climax” got the jump on
the audience by coming in at 8:30
on CBS-TV. By shifting the Don
Sharpe-Warren Lewis telefilm pro¬
duction to Monday at 7:30, the net¬
work hopes, with reason, for a
tactical advantage to increase the
60-mlnute drama’s ratings.
“Wire Service,’’ which rotates
Dane Clark, Mercedes McCambridge and George Brent as three
roving correspondents for TransWorld, is far from being a work
of video art, but it has most of
the adventure elements, including
some suspense, to work Into a
strong Monday night package. In
its first week (11) of Mondays,
Dane Clark, as reporter Dan Mil¬
ler, got involved in a cloak-anddagger tale about a plot to blow up
the whole British navy and start
World Wqr III.
Because “Wire Service” doesn’t
earn any laurels for story original¬
ity, Clark wears a well-worn cloak
passed on to him by the legion
of rugged Journalists across three
decades of celluloid. Clark is illogically placed, up to ears' in the
British navy’s counterespionage
plans to foil an extremist scheme
to plant a bomb in the middle of
the fleet. Scrlpteir Fredric Brady
spent roughly the first half-hour of
Monday’s yarn trying to make this
lack of logic seems logical. But
after the rationale, “Atom at Spithead” became a pretty interesting
meller; hinged to a race against
time. At that point, the story,
based on a novel by David Divine,
took on cijedibillty.
Shot in England by director
Lance Comfort and photographer
Jimmy Wilson, the story co-starred
English actor Robert Beatty, as the
naval officer who frustrates the
bombing. Beatty, Clark and the
Britishers who comprised the cast
helped matters with their neat un¬
derplaying.
Art.
Robert Montgomery Presents
Why the Robert Montgomery
staff assumed that a flop on Broad¬
way might succeed on television
is something of a poser, although
possibly ■ they thought that the
tightening process in cutting the
show to 50-odd minutes might turn
Ronald Alexander’s “The Grand
Prize” Into a comedy winner.

“I LED

3

LIVES”
Starring

Comedy and farce have been tv's
toughest’ nut to crack, and pos¬
sibly the Montgomery group felt
this might be a worthw’hile chal¬
lenge.
Continued from page 35 ;
As It turned out, it was—for one
act. “Grand Prize” is a comedy- All proposals up to now that would
farce about a secretary who wins foster tv access are “referred to
the right on .a tv show to be “the committee/’ Of course the com¬
boss” for 24 hours. While the ac¬
tion centred on the tv show—a mittee never meets, hence the pro¬
combination of “Person to Person” posals die.
and “Queen for a Day,” the action
But it seems to me that this is
and comedy were crisp and de¬ political short-sightedness of the
lightful. But after that, when the lowest order. Politicians humbly
se.cretary-c base s-boss, secretarycatches-boss routine set in, the admit that they are supported by
play, as adapted by D.aria Folliett, taxpayers—“servants of the peo¬
ple” is the phrase they use, I be-’
groaned under its own weight.'
June Lockhart and John New- lieve.
land transposed their Broadway
The answer is simple. As one
starring stints to Television. Miss veteran “public servant” put it—he
Lockhart was fine throughout, is an alderman- of a west side ward
playing her role broadly and mak- and a spokesman for the political
in,g the most of her opportunities, majority in Chicago’s City Hall:
most of which came during the tv
“We don’t mind being called
quiz sequence, where she mugged,
pantomimed and cavorted in great chiselers and payrollers by the op¬
style. But after tha.t, it was more position in front of a chamber au¬
a matter of keeping up with the dience of 50 people. - But we get
script, which she did in. bouncy bashful if we’re gonna get called
style.
Newldnd also made the a lot of names in front of a live
most of his comic moments, but he television or radio audience.”
seemed somewhat self-conscious
This pork barreller may be right
about it all, as if he was trying to . but time has a way of marching on,
wriggle into the role with a shoe¬ and new ideas have a way of catch¬
horn. Some extremely funny sup¬ ing on.
porting bits were turned in by Wil¬
Just this month the Maryland
liam Win'dom. as ‘the quizmaster
and Pat Sully as the pitchgirl, and Senate and House of Delegate
permitted
live radio and television
Ray Boyle had a wonderful drunk
scene. Judith Braun did nicely in coverage of their proceedings. In
spite
of
abortive
Canon 85, many
a vacuous part as the man-hungry
courts in the land have permitted
girlfriend.
Perry Lafferty directed the show television and radio access. Cer¬
in almost a prbscenium style, and tainly there must be progressive
a studio audience made the studied politicians in some cities who will
theatrical effect even greater. The take the lead in this matter. I ]
leads even took curtain calls at wish I could say that my town,
the end, to tumultuous applause. which bleats a strident tune about
Chan.
being progressive, will take the
lead in this important area. But 1
know my town. It will never hap¬
pen in Chicago.
The question then is: where will
Continued from pai^e 33 —
it happen first? Here Is where
record for any individual group of broadcasters can step in. Let all
tele performers.
broadcasters urge and encourage
In November, 1948, Kukla & Co. candidates in the next election to
were piped out to the NBC-TV run on a platform of unrestricted
midwest network from WBKB access by tv to all meetings in city
under RCA auspices. They went council chambers. Let these can¬
out to the then full network in didates who step forward on thi?
January the next year and in Au¬ vital issue be supported by all
gust of 1949 they left WBKB to broadcasters.
originate their show from WNBQ,
NBC-TV’s own Chicago station.
Then in September, 1954, they re¬
turned to their old stamping
grounds at WBKB, which in the
Continued from page 31
interim had. become part of ABC
via the web’s merger with United deal or the pix revert to Matty
Paramount Theatres.
Fox, who distributed the overall
Actually, Kukla and Ollle have RKO package to local tv.
been working togefher since 1939.
Twenty-six of the pictures, as It
Madame Ooglepuss also was an has been detailed, are under imme¬
early member of the troupe, with diate option.
The network re¬
Beulah Witch, Colonel Crackle and serves the right to take the remain¬
Fletcher Rabbit coming along ing features later on if original
later. Fran Allison likewise pre¬ salesG click. Most of the post-’48
dates tv as a KFO regular, having
met the group during the wartime stuff is in the second group.
ABC-TV Is blueprinting the plx
bond drives.
for an April start. Pictures In the
Producer Beulah Zacharay has
first
26 are: *'Abe Lincoln in Il¬
been with the video show since its
inception as has director Lewis linois,” “Bachelor & Bobby Soxer/'
“Bringing
Up Baby,” “China Sky,”
Gomavitz. Sterling (Red) Quiiilan,
now ABC veep ii\ charge of WBKB, “Enchanted Cottage,” “Experiment
Perilous,”
“Fallen S p a r r o w,”
was a script writer and audio man
at the station In those early days, “Flight for Freedom;** “Gunga
Din,”
“In
Name Only,” “King
Ollie remembers.
Asked . about Burr Tillstrom. Kong,” “The Locket,” “Marine
Raiders,”
“-Mr.
& Mrs. Smith,” “Mr.
also associated with the program,
Ollie says “I ignore him. You & Mrs. Smith,” “Mr. Blandings,”
“Night
5ong,”
“Onf»a TT»^on a
have to ignore -some one who has
been standing back of you all these Honeymoon,” >*Out of the Past,”
years. He’s what you call anony¬ “Race Street,** ‘-Rachel & the
mous. Everyone, of course, knows Stranger,** “Roughshod,” “Story of
me when I walk down the street.” Vernon & Irene Castle,’* “Tall In
Ollie might have added that Saddle," “Top Hat,” “Walk Softly,
without Tillstrom’s guiding genius Stranger,” and ^Woman’s Secret.”
backstage, television would have At least half a dozen of these plx
been deprived of one of its most have already appeared on one or
unique and acclaimed assortment more of RKO Teleradio’s tv sta¬
of personalities.
tions. .

TV Access

1
i

/tepresenled nalionally by OLAtR“TV

^

Washington, Feb. 12.
Steinman family acquired inter¬
ests in its seventh radio and its
third tv station last week when the
FCC appi’oved Its purchase of
WRAK and the permit of WRAKTV (UHF) in Willianisport, Pa.,
last week.
Steinman interests also include
WGAL and WGAL-TV in Lan¬
caster, Pa.: WE^T in Easton, Pa.;
WORK in York, Pa.; WLEV-TV in
Bethlehem, Pa.; WKBO in Harris
son, Pa.; WRAW In Reading, Pa.;
and WDEL in Wilmington, Del.
Commission voted 4-3 on the
WRAK acquisition, with Comrs.
Robert Bartley, Robert E. Lee and
Richard Mack dissenting.'
St. Louis—Robert Hyland, gen¬
eral manager of KMOX, local CBS
outlet, has been appointed broad¬
cast radio officer for the joint St,
Louis-St. Louis County Civil De¬
fense plan for commercial and
television broadcasters.
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Kukla’s Poser

RKOPixTaABC

SYNDICATED
SHOW
LOUISVILLE!

RICHARD CARLSON
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Jomw F^nimore CooperVon^
family etdsite has a ready*
made audience. Hawkeye*!
everybody's {doll Thrilling
outdoor action—on "Easrem**
filmed on location In octual
French-Indlan War Country#
You get better sponsor Iden*
tificotion. Excejient morketl
Stilt available. Wirt or
phone collect right now fof
your market before another
sponsor beats you to it.
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"HIGHWAY
PATROL".

Starring Broderick Crawford,

Los Angeles Times-MGM
Television i
|

STEINMAN EXPANDS
_
TV-RADIO EMPIRE

“SCIENCE
FICTION
THEATRE"...;....

33.0
321

TV COMMtRCIAL
STUDIO
FOR SALE—Completely Equipped.
Terms to Reipontlblo Purchoier.

PULSE, June, 195$
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Television Reviews
Contlnuect from pace 30

help from the late Jack London,
who "penned the original Grief
stories—but unfortunately an ad¬
venture script , that was most or¬
dinary.
London's story of “Swithin Hall"
was adapted to television by two
writers listed in credits as S. Uilis
and R. Arkay. They showed their,,
grasp of corny dialog as Capt.
Grief, played handsomely by Brit¬
ish actor Maxwell Reed, who seems
to have dimmed his natural accent
while living here, and,his crew
tussled with a phony pearl king
on an uncharted- island.
Peter
Whitney was the jowly villain,
while Helen Westcott played his
repentant henchman. But, rung
in by the heels, so to speak,, it was
hard to figure out what she was
henching for except the scripters,
who needed a hook for roihance.
A .couple of acting vets, wizened-'
George E. Stone and distinguished
Tudor Owen, were the chief sup¬
port in the crew of Grief s schoon¬
er, The Rattler. Mickey Simpspn,
Latry Gelbnian and Melvi^ Pres-

BORCE
^peak^for
himself!
You laughed when he sat
down at the piano. Now, in
this Saturday Evening Post,,
exclusive, you’ll roar as he ‘
sits down-at the typewriter!
' For what comes out is the
greatest, and funniest, opus
I of them all —Borge telling
ontBorge! .
~ .
Here’s, thb whole story of
his life, from his amazing,
'ChUdhoM as a mnsical prod; Igy in Per^iark to a one- •
'man. l]iowl in America;.... all
to^ itt Victpr’ff bwn;inimita= We-Words - and Bofge-isma!
' Borge felli .• Why Ed SulU-van fired him iroiri his first
Broadly show • Why Hit¬
ler ordered him shot » How
his one-man show has broken
attendance records in almost
every American city • About
the day TV paid him $176,000
for a single performance.
,B|i turs to rsad-

‘Everybody Uughs at MeV
la ]
Victor Borge*a Own story,
f, I
. as told to Dean Jennin^^ .

America reads the Post
5t
Get your oopy. today I.
lall
■■

A CURTIS A^GAZINE

■■
-

tidge, other crewmen, provided the
muscle.
Reed, who looks a^ great deal
like Richard Green, gets his great¬
est support from the majesty of
the Hawaiian hills, which are
jporobably new as telefilm backdrops,
and the wide expanse of greenblue sea.
Show was adequate, it seemed,
to fill the demands of the syndica¬
tion-starved tv stations around the
country.
^
Aft.

WOMV Raises 137G
In Weekend Tdethon
As Sclerosis Benefit
Over $137,000 in pledges was
collected this past weekend during
an 18-hour .telethon designed to
raise funds to combat multiple
sclerosis. It's the first. time that
such a campaign has centered
around this incurable disease,
which usually afflicts those in the
20-40 age bracket. Late, donations,
however, are expected to bring the
take to around $150,000. ..
As usual, for a telethon a bat¬
tery of performers showed up to
entertain during the course-of the
program, presented over WOR-TV,
with an . assist from CBS. There
did, however, seem to. be a dearth
of top names. Anchor man Ernie
Kovacs did
good Jpb, holding
down that spot from the show's
start ll .p.m. Saturday (9) until
around 2:30 the foUowing morning
and from around 31 p.m. Sunday
,(10) until the wrapup three hours
later.
'
Spelling for Kovacs during his
absence were Johnny Olson, sing¬
ers Eileen Barton and Alan Dale,
Virginia Graham, A1 Markin, Felix
Knight, Claude Kirschner and Dor¬
othy Olson. Kovach wife, Edith
Adams, also pitched in. Celebs and
models handled the phones, while
some of the name guests inter¬
viewed victims of the disease. Kov¬
acs, whose trademark is a stogie,
raised some coin by peddling cigars
to members of the studio audiencefor $1 each, while a pair of tickets
'to "Bells Are. Ringing" brought in
$50.
Sunday morning segment was
targeted at the kiddies. Eddie Elkort. General Artists Cojp. veepee,
was executive producer, with Ivan
Reiner, of WOR, producing. Bob
Bell was director, Tony Cabot, mu¬
sical director; Max Wolfe and Will
Roth, production coordinators; Ken
Mapes, scenic designer, and Steve
Schultz, music coordinator. Don
Poster, of CBS, and George Reilly^
of WOR, were technical directors.
Jess,

WRGA’$9-for-|
Imp— Continued from page 26

prime Triple-A spot that pulls., a
25 Or 30 rating. "It places the incuriibenfs in an untenable posi¬
tion;” said Frank Shakespeare,
WCBS-TV. sales manager.
McFadden disagreed, pointing
out that under the plan, current
Triplq-A advcrtisei's can take ad¬
vantage of the offer, provided they
make their spots preemptsible.
None have taken advantage of the
offer because of the risks involved
—the chance of losing their prime
positions and the lack of price pro¬
tection. But they have equal op¬
portunity, McFadden said.
WCBS-TV also, disagreed on the
nature of the "soft" market, stat¬
ing that while it had experienced a
softness in the sale of Triple-A sta¬
tion breaks up to a couple of weeks
ago, the situation was a temporary
one and has already been adjusted.
McFadden said the rival flag- may
"tell you that publicly, but, private¬
ly they're groaning.” Moreover, in
reply, to charges that WRCA-TV is
doing the industry a disservice,
McFadden stated that "WRCA-TV
did the industry a sei'vice when
we raised the price for a Triple-A
sjpot, which is the gem of the tele¬
vision business, and now if we’re
having some problems because our
rate is higher than anyone else’g,
I thing, we’re entitled to work out
our own way of solving the prob¬
lem.” He defended tlfe plan as
"concise and clear," stating that
the advertiser knows exactly what
he's getting as compared. with
other types of bonus arrangements.

Star Resistance to ‘Live’ TV
Breaking Down, Sez Milo Frank
Hollywood, Eeb. 12.
There is less and less star re¬
sistance to appearing on live tele¬
vision, It’s asserted by Milo Frank,
director of talent and casting for
CBS-TV on the Coast, Reason, he
says, is that more and more stats
are "becoming aware of the power
of tv," adding "eventually we’re go¬
ing to get everybody."
. Frank,,, who casts the web’s “Play¬
house 90"’’’ and supervises casting
on its "Climax" show, conceded
there is still a band of holdouts,
but expressed confidence eventual¬
ly they will change their minds
about appearing on tv. Included
in the list of holidays—^those
sought for ‘.‘Playhouse 90" but
turning it down on grounds they
don’t want to do any live tv—are
Van Johnson, Clark Gable, Tyrone
Power, Lana Turner, Gary Cooper,
Rpbert Mitchum, John Wayne, Kii’k
Dbu^as, Joan Crawford, ^ Cary
Grant, Gregory Pack,* Henry Fonda
and Katharine Hepburn. Miss Tur¬
ner is making her tv debut on
Bob Hope’s March show, but is al¬
lergic to a dramatic teleshow, "90"
was informed.
"When ‘Playhouse 90’ began, we
had to plead to get some of the
aptors. Now they’re coming to us.
Gradually, we’re beginning to get
calls from agents representing ac¬
tors who have never done tv. I
think an actor must appear on the
medium, even if it’s only once a
year, ^ome worry about doing a
90-minute show alive, but they
should remember if an actor for¬
gets a line, it’s not the end of the
actor. The audiences are gener¬
ous. Money and billing are im¬
portant to an actor, but we’ve
found ' the most important factor
is the script-^that’s 90% of the

battle. If you can provide an actor
with a property which interests
him, he most likely will take it.
"Among those who have made
their dramatic tv debuts on ‘90’
are Charles Bickford, Harpo Marx,
Imogene Coca, Ed Wynn, Edmund
Gwenn, and, coming up, Kay
Thompson, Mel Torme and Mickey
Rooney," said Frank.
The talent exec said approxi¬
mately 1,200 acors will have been
used in 39 weeks of "Playhouse
90,” that in that period the only
stars to repeat have been Bickford
apd Diana Lynn. "With approxi¬
mately 14,000 actors available here
and in N. Y., there’s no problem
in getting different people every
week,”, he pointed ° out. "Climax,”
CBS’ other dramatic show origi¬
nating here, uses approximately
900 actors over a 39-week stretch.
Memphis — Gene
Plumstead,
WMPS program chief, had been
upped to the post of chief of pro¬
gramming of Plough Stations,
which include, WJJD, Chicago;
WCAO, Baltimore and WCOP, Bos¬
ton and the Memphis WMPS sta¬
tion. . •

ATTENTION
' LOCAL STATIONS
Former Network Writer-Director seeks
connection with .local station.
Can
Announce, Sd), Writ# Copy and Man¬
age. Versatile background in music,
sports,. noWt, and hove creative ideas
for ■ spot sales and local programs.
Free to.locate anywhere. Base salary
net primory consideration if oppor¬
tunity exists.
Box V-14047, VARIETY,
154 West 46 5t., New York 36, N. Y.

congratulations,
GEORGE F. HARTFORD
WTOP-TV,,
^ "
WASHINGTON.

Bob Hawk
Continued from page 29

Color Premiuin
imiSSSSi Continued from page 67 Ummmmm

situation, they argue, holds true today in tv and in the foreseeable
future, even with the expected Increase in color tv sets. .
A case in point Is the recent deal
concluded by NBC for its o&o’s in
New York, Philadelphia , and Buf' falo, with United Artists for the
latter’s package of 39 post-’48 features, 12 of which, are in color.
NBC, which paid about $14,000 for
|a-multiplicity of runs In the three
markets, did not shell out anything
, extra for. color. telecasting, the

tHEV LOVE ME-IN

LOS ANGELES/

KTTV ARB

I.:.',

overall price taking in the color
provision in the New York market.
UA digressed from its contract
color clause because of the overall
price pirocurred.
NBC’s flagship WRCA, which
alSQ bought ABC Film Syndica¬
tion’.*? "Anniversary" package Is
paying an extra tab for the color
prints,
WRCA, incidentally, hopes to
have its own color projection
equipment ready by next month. In
the past, it has depended on net
facilities for color projections. The
New • York flagship also plans to
color telecast a. select number in
the UA. package for its planned
new feature show, Sundays at 10:30
p.m.
Associated Artists Productions,
with 25 color pix in the Warner
library, is not asking any premium
price for color telecastirig. The
stations, though, pay the extra
costs for the color pi’int, if desired.

nADia-TELEVlSION

Pri. Jan. 11
8-10 P.M.

Contact: CHARLES Q. BARRY, Vlc©-Pr«sldent
MGM-TV, a service of Loew’s Incorporated
1540 Broadway, New York, N, Y- • JUdson 2-2000

"Birthplace,” he has an idea—‘!at
the other end of the budget range"
■—^for a low-cost panel, show. An^i
he’s considering other packages
which can launch his production
efforts.
"Birthplace," however, will, be
the flagship of the new. firni .he’s
setting up to mark his return to
active labors. Its format includes
a segment in which he will con¬
duct specialized interviews — and
the panel show, of course, offers
him a chance to go back, to his old
routines. His personal participatiqn,' however, is not .a factor in
either of the shows now ready to
go.
■
....
Hefty cost of “Birthplace," Hawk
explains, is based on the large run¬
ning cost? the show,will carry as
an alternate-week entry. It will
require two full crews working at
all times in order to meet show
deadlines.

m Its time
period on yOur station.
Sponsor: Top Value Enterprises

for YM market availabilities,
call, write or wire
A.BC Film Syndication,
1501 Broadway, New York • LA 4-5050

want a personality-air salesman who is ready for a great opportunity with one of the nation’s largest radio operations. Excel¬
lent income, beautiful large, Eastern city, big-time operation in every
way. Yoii could be top man in your city now or could be unknown
:.jwlth great potential. Respond only if you have excellent character,
top references, five years experience, desire to settle permanently, ca¬
pacity for reciprocating strong loyalties, ability to work closely and ef¬
fectively with strong sales organization. If you think you qualify,
answer this ad only if you include a minimum 30 minutes tape taken
off the air only, a complete resume including at least five references
and a picture. Your material will be read only by top management in
strictest confidence. No replies or material will be returned. P. O.
Box No. 231, Boston 1, Mass.

WerfiicscUy, Febniftry
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
mAj BERM SCHOEI^EUD.
Vince Martlnt «Katle-0”-“0ne
Two-Three-jFour Anyplace Road"
(Glory). Vince Martin: who came
^ with a big one in "Cindy, O
Cindy,” is due for a repeat with
this coupling. '‘Katle-O” Is another
standard folk-type ballad which
Martin sells to the hilt with his
easy, simple vocal style. Fetioia
Sanders neatly delivers the femme
version
of this xtune,
titled

with a rep in Jazz circles,* hits sol¬
idly in this pop offering. Miss Con-'
nor Is especially effective on "I
Love You, Yes I Do,” a fine balled
to which she gives a idistlnctive
reading. "Time Out For Tears” is
another ballad with good potential.
Jeannle Carson: "Come Home To
IV^ Arms*V‘Orlglhal Joe” (Decca).
"Come Home To My Arms" is one
of those marching ballads which

Best Bets
VINCE MARTIN ..'..KATIE-O
(Glory) ...;
2, 3, 4 Anyplace Road.
JUNE HOLLIDAY ^. .FULL OF LIFE
(Decca) .These Will Be The Good Old Days
"Johnny-0,” for Mercury and this
slice also rates attention. On the
Glory label flip, "Anyplace Road”
Is another highly attractive piece
of material which Martin gives a
lilting workover.
Judy Holliday: "Full of Life”"There Will Be the Good Old
Days” (Decca). Actress Judy Holli¬
day makes a solid pop impact
with her "Full of Life,” title song
of a Columbia picture in which
she stars. It’s a lovely ballad which
Miss Holliday handles with a
sweet, sensitive style that carries
the message perfectly. Flip is an
old-fashioned vaude-type number
not exactly suited for Miss Holli¬
day’s rather thin pipes.
Dick Hyman: "Threepenny Tango”-“The Red Cat” (MGM). Having
clicked last year with the main
theme from the "Threepenny
Opera,” Dick Hyman comes up
with another catching refrain from
the Kurt Weill score. Hyman gives
the tango tune a highly melodic
workover on the piano with a reed
accompaniment. ^The Red Cat”, is
another attractive instrumental
due for plenty of spins.
Lenny Dee: "Stormy Weather”-;
"Goodnight, My Love” (Decca).^
Lenny Dee is one of the standout'
pop organists gn wax and this disk
Is a solid sampling of his brand
of work. Dee plays with a clean,
crisp style and with a swinging
beat that avoids the usual pon-r
derous organ sounds. "Stormy
Weather” is a standout rendition
of the standard. ‘.'Goodnight My
Love” is another pleasing offering.
The Four Coins: "Falling Star”"My Love Is A Little Kitten”
(Epic). "Falling Star” is a neat
slow rhythm ballad which the Four
Coins bounce in an idiom that’s
more pop, in the former sense, than
rock. Reverse is a bright piece of
material with an original lyric idea.
Gisele MacKenzie: "He Knows”"Hello, There” (Vik). "He Knows”
Is a big-scaled, class regligioso, in
the "I Believe” groove, which Gi¬
sele MacKenzie projects very ef¬
fectively against a choral back¬
ground. It’s a potent performance
song even though this religioso ap¬
proach has been somewhat over¬
done during the past couple of
years. "Hello, There” is a lilting
ballad also skillfully handled by
the songstress. Excellent program¬
ming fare for jocks on this platter.
Ziggy Lane: "The Story of the
Matador”-"Oh My Love, Oh My
Love” (Carousel). Another entry
in the current cycle of bullfight
songs, "Story of the Matador”
showcases Ziggy Lane in a dra¬
matic performance of his own com¬
position that may appeal to the
true aficionados. But how many of
these are there in the U.S.? "Oh
My Love” is another Lane number,
a fair ballad that sounds ^like it
comes from a previous era.
Eddie Heywood: "Begin The Beguine”-"No' Miracle Needed” (RCA
Victor). Having clicked recently
with his own "Canadian Sunset,”
Eddie Heywood returns to the
scene of a former triumph. Cole
Porter’s "Begin The Beguine,”
which was a big seller for him
many yeai*s ago.. This new version
is an attractive slice spotlighting
Heywood’s clean pianistics against
a slick Joe Reisgian orch arrange¬
ment. "No Miracle Needed” is an¬
other Heywood original, a swing¬
ing melodic excursion over the
keyboard.
The Ray Charles Singers: '"I’ve
Got My Love To Keep Me Warm”"When Winter Comes” (MGM).
Ray Charles’ vocal combo turns up
with two more deftly executed
workovers of a couple of Irving
Berlin standards, both related by
a seasonal idea. "I’ve Got My Love
To Keep Me Warm” Is handled
lightly and lucidly, while "When
Winter Comes” swings with a firm¬
er beat. Excellent jock and juke
fare.
Chris Connor: "I Love You, Yes
I Do”-"Time Out For Tears” (At¬
lantic). Chris Connor, a vocalist

periodically click, This one has
definite chances. Jeannie Carson
and chorus belt it in rousing style.
"Original Joe” is a calypso par for
the course,
Sid Feller Orch: "A Little
Tango”-"The Puerto Rican Ped¬
lar” (ABC-Paramount). Tonguein-cheek blending of melody and
lyric in "A Little Tango” makes
this a flavorsome side with lots of
spinning appeal for the dee jays
and the coinbox trade. Sid Feller’s
orch handling is bright and snappy.
There’s a bright bounce to "The
Puerto Rican Pedlar’* that makes
it somewhat appealing.

Norman Granz^s scheduled sixweek tour of Europe with a jazz
package headed by Ella Fitzgerald
and the Oscar Peterson Trio has
been cancelled because of
Fitzgerald's Illness.
Singer was
hospita^ed recently, while play¬
ing the^ N. Y,. Paramount, after an
appendicitis attack. Granz, who
promotes his own tours, is heading
to Europe to arrange the cancella¬
tion and also discuss his disk dis¬
tribution deal with EMI (Electric
& Musical Industries) in England.
Meantinie Miss Fitzgerald, Who
already has cut two "Songbook”
albums for Granz’s Verve Records
on Cole Porter and Rodgers &
Hart times, is scheduled to con¬
tinue in this groove with pack¬
ages based on songs by Irving Ber¬
lin, George Gershwin 'fTnd Duke
Ellington. Latter set is likely to
be released .next fall.

Satchmo's l$t S. C. Date
Columbia, S. C., Feb. 12’.
Louis Armstrong makes his first
South Carolina appearance of his
long career when his orch plays a
concert in Township Auditorium
here next Wednesday (20).
Date was inked by Henry Marcus
(Marcus-Weinberg), operating out
of here and Bluefield, W. Va.

With the recent fall-off in "mood
music” albums, due to the exhaus¬
tion of titles, *the travel theme has
now established itself as the most
persistently used motif in the
packaged market. Decca, In partic¬
ular, has been hitting the Jackpot
in this field with its "Holiday’’ sets
and now the diskery has eome up
with another travelog on wax in
its "Music At Midnight” series.
Each of the seven sets is localed
in a different city, the circuit hit¬
ting London, Manhattan, Rome,
Hollywood, Paris,' Rio al!d New
Orleans, with a suitable Repertory
in each case. Keyboard artists, with
rhythm section and orch accom¬
paniment, predominate in this
series. Slick jobs are turned in by
Andre Previn ("Hollywood At Mid¬
night”), Ellis Larkin ("Manhattan
At Midnight”), Carmen Cavallaro.
("Rome At Midnight”), Skitch
Henderson ("London At Midnight”
and "Paris, Af Midnight”); Marvin
Ash with a light touch for "New
Orleans At Midnight,” and Dante
Varela for the Latln-Amerlcah
tempos in "Rio At Midnight.”
As part of the hi-fi craze, organ
music has been cropping up on wax
with Increasing frequency of late.
How else can one test the base
response of a hi-fi system without
those 40-cycle rumbles from the
“queen of instruments”? The Radio
City Music Hall Organ gets billing
over organist Ashley Miller in a
Columbia album of pop and "pops”
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TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Mnsic

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three rnajor sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

GUY MITCHELL (Columbia)...iJfe Bluea
'HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor) ....

BanMa Boat Song
(Jamaica Farewell
fDon^t Forbid Me
PAT BOONE (Dot) ...-{Anastasia
[Friendly Persuasion
SONNY JAMES (Capitol).. Young Love

6

4

7

7

FATS DOMINO (Imperial).liSrfffiU

8

R

9

9

FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia).Moonlight Gambler
JERRY LEWIS (Decca)
.. Rock-A-Bye Your Baby
TERRY GILKYSON (Columbia) ..
Marianne

TUNES
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

1

2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9

10

Spotlight jQn Brass; Percussion
(Vox). Part of this label’s "This Is
High Fidelity” series, vthese ate
fascinating demonstrations of the
sound aricfrhythmlc patterns in the
brass and percussion sections.
Packages contain . historical and
technical notes on the various In¬
struments.
Chopin: The Etudes, Opus 10 Se
25 (Decca). Ruth Slenozynska de¬
buts on the Decca label with an out¬
standing reading of the complete
Chopin etudes on a double LP.
Four impromptus are also included
in the set.
Alan Hovhaness: Saint Vartan
Symphony (MGM). MGM makes
another notable contribution to the
modern symphonic repertory with
this oriental-patterned Hovhaness
symphony played by the MGM
Chamber Orchestra under Carlos
Surinach’s bqton. Mosaic pattern
on the jacket is a striking eyeCdt)cll01*

(*ASCAP. tBMI)
TUNE

selections that are hot self-con¬
sciously designed to demonstrate .
"sound” rather than music,
'
Another Wurlitzer gets am ex¬
cellent workout by George Wright
in a'HiFi Records set titled "The
George Wright Sound,” which in¬
cludes a typical theatre organ pro¬
gram frpm "Chloe” to "When You
Wish Upon A Star,” On the same
label, Bruce Prince Joseph is heard
playing the pipe organ m St Paul's
Chapel at Columbia . Univ. In a
recital of short classical pieces.'
RCA Vlctoito has utilized the
familiar UPA cartoon character in
its "Magoo In,Hi-Fi.” Wltfi Jim
'Backus playing Magoo, the set is
an amusing takeoff on the do-ityourself audio school. It’s also an
incidental education on the mean¬
ing of hlrfi and the platter contains
some excellent demonstration sides,
particularly in* the 'number, "Le^
Jazz Warm,”‘‘^which illustrates the
difference between oid-style phono
reproduction aria modern-day
sound. Musical numbers By D'enrilii
Famon are in keeping with the
spoofing mood; The "Mother Magoo
Suite,” with Msrni Nixon's "soprano
featured on a couple of numbers,
are standout takeoffs on the "Moth¬
er Goose” rhymes.
Leonard Rosenman's backgroimd
music for two Metro films, "Edge ,
of the City” and ^‘The Cobweb,’*^
is packaged together in an Interest^
ing MGM Re(2ords set. Rosenman
conducts his own m,ufiic for "Edge ‘
of the City’' while Johnny Green
batons "The Cobweb” suite. Both
scores are colorful, melodic and
full of Hollywood atmosphere.
Decca’s set from the 20th-.Fox
'Anastasia” soundtrack has strong
commercial potential via the title
theme song which has been popu¬
larized as a single. In adifition'.
there are a flock of "old world’*
refrains to fix this set’s Continental
mood. Composer Alfred Newman
conducts the studio orch with Ken
Darby directing the choral inter¬
ludes.
Kenyon Hopkins' score for the
Elia Kazan production, "Baby
Doll,” is another standout example,
of sountrack art. Columbia set,
batoned by Ray Heindorf, also fea¬
tures a vocal by the rock 'n' roller
Smiley Lewis on "Shame) Shame,
Shame,” which comes over very
eflectively In this framework.
Yma Sumac, the South American
ngstress with the wiae-range
pipes, is back with another com¬
pelling collection of South' Ameri¬
can tribal songs and chants in her'
new Capitol Records set, "Legend
of the Jivaro.” The material is in¬
teresting, Miss Sumac is in ex¬
cellent voice and the backgrounds
sound more authentic that those
used in some of her previous sets.
As usual, Miss Sumac frequently
flashes those long glissandos from
low to high and back again.
Herm,

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

(Too Much
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) .. -^Love Me Tender
(Love Me
TAB HUNTER (Dot) ..Young Love

10

1057

PUBLISHER

tYOUNG LOVE.
Lowery
tTHE BANANA BOAT SONG ..
Marks-Bryden
tSiNGING THE BLUES
. Acuff-Rose
tDON'T FORBID ME.*... Roosevelt
fTOO MUCH.Southern Belle-Presley
“'MOONLIGHT GAMBLER ..
Morris
“TRUE LOVE ....;.Buxton Hill
fCINCO ROBLES..*...Warman
f MARI ANNE ......... .Montclare
fLOVE ME TENDER ..
Presley

*

Verdi: Otello (RCA Camden). A
fine, even though somewhat old,
performance of the Verdi opera
with Nicolo Fusati, Maria Carbone
and Apollo Granforte in the lead
roles supported bv the. La Scala
Opera Co. of Milan.. Recording
quality of this reissue is fair.
Henry Purcell: Ode For St.
Cecilia's Day (Vanguard). Counter¬
tenor Alfred Deller leads a fine
rendition of late 17th Century
choral work conducted by Michael
Tippett.
Herm.

Capitol’s 25c Divvy
Capitol Records Inc. declared
regular quarterly dividend of 25c.
per share on common stock.
Divvy Is payable March 31 to
stockholders of record March 15.

^_;_BIVSIC
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; C&W to Gre Old World a Whirl
; A- country & western troupe will broaden- the frontiers of hill' billy music this spring with the first tour of Europe by a group of
this type., The “Concert of Country Music” will make the tour in
■ a cooperative effort of the U.S. Army and the BC-A Victor Inter¬
national Pept,^ and the itinerary will^inelude 21 U.S. ‘Army shows
'arid Ifi performances for the European themselves.
•
Steve Sholes^ Victor’s "h&w. chief who set up the troupe, said
ihe idea originated- out of a U.S. Army request in Frankfurt for
country artists to appear in person overseas.^ According to the
Army, c&w. disks far exceed pop. in military installations.' The
Array request was forwarded to. the Victor distributor in Frank.furt, the International Mercantile Co.
The tour, which kicks oft April 1, will feature such Victor folk
names as Jim Reeves, Jim Edward,- Maxine & Bonnie BoWn, Hank
•Locklin, Del Wood, Janis Martin, “Little -Red” Hayes, the Wagon
Masters orch, and Dick O’Shaughnessy as. emcee. Before the
European trip opens, the troupe' will do several dates in this
country in Toledo, Akron, Pittsburgh and Richmond, plus an ap¬
pearance on the network segment of “Grand Ole Opry” show
March 30.
The troupe will play Frankfurt, Nurnberg, Munich, Stuttgart,
Heidelberg in Germany; Metz, Verdun, Paris, Chateauroux, Or' leans and Basec in France, and three cities in French Morocco.
Additional dates are being set up for Italy, Belgium, Holland, the
Scandinavian countries and England. •

“co- Litigant looters on "Jurisdiction;
Order nnlts Trust~Fund Pnymont
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He 11 headquarter at
Gene Austin, leading disk seller $13,000,000 lawsuits over the Music
Col s New V^ork office reporting to some 30 years ago, is getting the Performance
Trust Funds by
James Sparling, geh^ar manager yj^^o-platter treatment this week, unanimously ordering Superior
o£ the Electronics Products for
for the Feb. 17 NBC-’TV. j^dge John J, Ford to Wserve the
the company.
“Alcoa Hour” salute to Austin^ 'status quo in the proceedings pend--Decca is issuing a longplay set of ing a “show cause” hearing Feb. 21.
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Viifc titled
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Specifically, the Appeals Court
I
ordered Judge Ford not to dissolve
By BARRY BARNETT
IlfilllllK
temporary restraining orders
London, Feb. 12.
have halted Fund payments
Bill Haley & His Comets played
1
I
since the inception of the litigation.
the sixth conceit of their British
Vw
sighed a
tour, at the Rank-owned Odeon,
1 Id lltlllllUll dLtlO*
dissolution order today as a followf lu k/vuaama
his refusal, solely on the
Nottingham, last week (11).
The
Comets part of the show had been
^ .
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^
• grounds of lack of jurisdiction, to
The hassle in, ASCAP over the-f--^--— ■. --- extended to 45 minutes, 10 minutes
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xll lloirc
^ preliminary injunction and
payoff to last year’s hit, “The Yel- «;•* »«turn nt iriETl
longer than their opening concert
IjPrrjl
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appoint a receiver. Superior Court
low Rose of Texas,” has been setlllllll“rLllW
at the Dominion, London, last
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^
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judge took the position that Trustied by a special panel which deHffirofn WAffn Wednesday.
Wednesday. Reason
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for the
the extra
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arementinff its catalog
Safhuel R. Rosenbaum was “an
cided that the song should be rated
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the disappointdisappointsoundtrack
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Although Decca’s ownership of
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-x ^ . be only the beginning of the battle,
which first ruled in favor of the Gramaphon, HMV, Westminster turned to boos. Ten extra minutes
It was considered highly probable
20% credit ASCAFs board of ap- and Vox. Treks through such com- were added to Haley’s part of the
hofwn JeS
that the! losing side would appeal
peals then heard the case and up- panies as’Collarro, EMI (Electric & second house. The audience at the
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The Comets wasted no time get^
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and ’’Yiu
Can\t “Skiing secretary John te Groen
hear the case last December and
I In
(U> and
You Can
in 1I ||||A. I lAAnCA tin? into their first number, a Pretty Baby
and Maury Paul all. refused to give
teaf-UD version of “Razzle Dazzle,”
Dazzle.” Run Away From It
It’’ (Columbia).
handed down their 20% ruling last
Vll A Uli^ AilvvllOlf tear-up
(Columbia),
their depositions on the grounds
week.
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with all the rock 'n’ roll gimmicks
^
that the officers of a labor union
]
Predicated on a concession by
Broadcast Music Inc.
is cracking thrown in. Bassist A1 Rex literally
I An«fPlav
be examined for litigation
George’s attorney, Leonard Zal- down on theatres which use its tore the seat of his pants while I/vLl/a o .iiUlIgyllttll / 1 Ittj cannot
of this kind.
kin, that the hit song was “based music ivithout a licensing agree- straddling his instrument, but conFollowing up its big output of
on a public domain musical comweek, a dozen BMI tinued to play in the most unlikely longhW disks- last fall, Decca is
position
releasing 14 longplay sets this T^J lI««xL M V T«lr^
on of the same title which publishers sued the Palace Theatre
The^re positions.
was composed
omposed almost 100 years ago on Broadway and The Realty Co.,
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BMI’s licensing agreement for a trombones and three rhythm,
Release also includes sets by
uiild $6,000 start in
tunes.. The panel concluded un(Continued on page 82)
house, like the Palace, which pre- blended together to make a fine Richard Strauss, Johann Strauss, Washington la^ Friday (8), the
‘International
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( Continued on page 84)
“Kifr
Vkon/i’' sound.
cmin/i
T.iic'7+ and
anti Beethoven.
Bppthnvpn.
international Festival of Music”
Liszt,
“big band”
starring Ted Heath and A1 Kibbler
picked up a bit more steam at a
midnight showing at New York’s
Carnegie Hall on Saturday for a
$9,430 take. The Carnegie stand
wasn’t a capacity pull but it was
$300 more than Heath’s last gig
there in the fall when the top was
RCA Victor has latched on to its
$4, as compared to Saturday’s
second original Broadway cast set
$4.75.
of the season with “New Girl In
Survey of retail sheet music
Heath, here from Great Britain
Town.” Dlskery’s only other entry
best sellers based bn reports
on a musicians’ exchange deal with
In the currejit tuner sweepstakes
obtained from leading stores in
Count Basie, owes his U.S. draw
was “Happy Hunting,” the Ethel
13 cities and showing comto his London Recoi'ds’ releases.
I Merman starrer with a score by
parative sales rating for this
His album product sells steadily
' Mritt Dubey and Harold Karr,
and last week,
and the “in-person” lure is sure to
Victor’s wrap-up of “New Girl
*
ASCAP
t
BMI
draw ’em In during the musical
In Town,” the Bob Merrill muspackage’s
trek around the country
Icalization of Eugene O’Neill’s
until Feb. 28.
“Anna Christie,” stems from its
National
The
concert,
however, left much
previous contractual deal with
Rating
to be desired. Heath, of course,
Gwen Verdon, who’s starring in the
This
Last
carried
the
bulk
of the program
tuner. Miss Verdon has appeared
Title and Publisher
wk. wk.
but he didn’t vary the proceedings
on wax for Victor in the original
enough
to
hold
interest.
Arrange¬
cast grooving of “Damn Yankees.”
ments and styling become repeti¬
The tuner is slated for a May
tYoung Xove (Lowery).
tious and the sidemen, whom he
pioem on Broadway.
tBanana Boat Song (Marks-B) 3
6
13
constantly featured, aren’t stand¬
Columbia is still pacing the field
out enough to blow up much in¬
♦True Love (Buxton Hill)..
2
1
3
4
'vilh three original cast sets so far
terest.
this season, “Li’l Abner,” “Bells
tSinging the Blues (Acuff-R). 5
9
6
1
The setup at Carnegie also was
Are Ringing” and “Candide.” Lat¬
tCinco Robles (Warman)6
5
5 ..
overloaded in the first half. There
ter show folded on Broadway Feb.
tiiOve
Me
Tender
(Presley)..
7
»•
fi
5
was
too much Heath, too much
2 after a short run, but the diskery
June Christy and too much Eddie
tPon’t Forbid Me (Roosevelt) 4 .. ‘ 7 ..
giving it a promotional spotlight
Hey
wood,
leaving the post-inter¬
in its current national ad campaign.
♦Auastasia (Feist)..
10 ..
2 ..
mission sequence to’ a* recap of
Only other musical waiting in
♦Moonlight
Gambler
(Feist).
..
!.
..
6~~
Heath
and
an A1 Kibbler segment.
til', wings for a disk deal now is
tThe Green Poor (Trinity).
7
Spreading the talent around fore
“Ziegfeld Follies.”
Several disk
and aft would, have done a lot to
comi)any execs went to New Haven
’^•Blueberry Hill ((jhappell)..8_
help the pacing.
Inst week,- where the .show began
♦Wringle, Wrangle (Disney).
9
Heath works with 16 men, three
ihs out-of-town tryout trek, to case
TWaiking in Rain (Golden W.) .. ..
.. 10
rhythm, five reed and eight brass,
t^c show as a wax potential. No
and they whipped up an occasional
♦Gonna Get Along (Kellem).
9 ..
.. ■ ..
commitments have yet been made.
melodic storm. When it happened,
Score for the “Follies” was con¬
' tCindy, OiTciiidy (Marks-B). .. 10 ..
9
( Continued on page 84)
tributed by 14 writers.
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B’way’s ‘New Girl in Town’
To Join ‘Happy Hunting’
On RCA’s Showtune Beat
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THESE BELAFONTE
BEST-SELLING SINGLES

EGA Victor backs the peak demand for Belafonte
with an all-out promotional push, including:
FULL-PAGE AD...
Consumer action check-list in Hit Parader, Best
Songs, Rhythm & Blues and Rock 'n' Roll, aimed
at the public that buys Belafonte.
MERCHANDISER DISPLAY...
This colorful display'kit holds |ive each of the 20
Belafonte 45 singles - a total of 100 records.

Your customers hear these New Orthophonic High Fidelity
recordings best on an RCA Victor New Orthophonic High
Fidelity Victrola” Phonograph •. Nationally advertised prices.

DANNY BOY/TAKE MY MOTHER HOME
WATER BOY/NOAH ‘
COME BACK LIZA/BHOWN SKIN GIRL
HOSANNA/I DO ADORE HER
WILL HIS LOVE'BE LIKE HIS RUM?/
DOLLY DAWN
.
IN THAT GREAT GETTIN’ UP MORNIN’/
JUMP DOWN, SPIN AROUND
UNCHAINED MELODY/A-ROVING
MAN SMART/CHIMINEY SMOKE
MAN PIABA/THE FOX '
MO MARY/LORD RANDALL
JOHN HENRY/TOL’ MY CAPTAIN
BANANA BOAT (DAY-0)/STAR^O
MARY’S BOY CHILD/VENEZUELA
JAMAICA FAREWELL/ONCE WAS
THE BLUES IS MAN (PART I)/
THE BLUES IS MAN (PART II)
TROUBLES/HELLO EVERYBODY
PRETTY AS A RAINBOW/
ACORN IN THE MEADOW
HOLD ’EM JOE/
I’M JUST A COUNTRY BOY
SHENANDOAH/SCARLET RIBBONS
SUZANNE/MATILDA, MATILDAI

AMERICA’S FAVORITE SPEED.

BELAFONTE PHOTO SLEEVES...
Real traffic-stoppers! On every record, an eye¬
catching four-color sleeve, featuring a picture of
Belafonte.
BUY BELAFONTEI
Don^t get cauglit short, stock up now! Call your
RCA Victor Record Distributor and place your
order today, then stand by to re-order as divi¬
dends in sales start rolling in!

45 RPM

RCAViCTOR

Vcdne^ayy Febniary 1$, 1957
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Aflnmi Field a Pitcbnian’s Parafse;
RCA’s Pajamas-DrinbXoanedcs Tie
RCA Victor will be in the middledof a $1,000,000 four-company ad-j
promotion campaign next month to
' sell albums, pajamas, cosmetics and
a soft drink ip one package. Vic¬
The suit in' N. Y. Federal Court
tor, which ran a , similar promo¬
tion last month, except that it against Rudy Vallee over the al¬
leged infringement of six unpub¬
picked up the major Jtiib for the ad¬ lished tunes, skedded to be tried
vertising, estimates that it will last week before Judge Edward
spend around $35,000 during, March Dimock was postponed indefi¬
as its share of the cooperative sell¬ nitely, The .Suit was filed by the
Musicana Corp. against Vallee and
ing campaign.
With the album promotion titled Storyville Records. Inc.
According to the complaint,
“Let’s Have a Pajama Party,” 16
Victor albums will be spotlighted. Joseph McCarthy Jr. and Austen
In ads placed in national mags by Croom-Johnson wrote the six
Schrank’s, the pajama manufac¬ tunes, “The -Man of Distinction,”
turers; Coty, the cosmetic com¬ The Man At The Eiid Of The
pany, and Canada Dry, the soft- Bar,” “Don’t Swat A Bar Fly,”
drink outfit. Campaign, of course, “Me Father’s Drinking Cup,” “Bar¬
tender” and ‘“rhat Old ferass Rail,”
will have a teenage peg..
Victor is pressing 500,000 copies which they assigned to Laurelof a 25c EP sampler of which Music, but the songs were never
Schrank 4s taking 250,000 to pack published. The complaint charges
with its line of sleepwear. Canada that Vallee infringed by recording
Dry is offering the sampler via the tunes in a 1954 album, called,
coupon ads in consumer mags and “Rudy Vallee’s Drinking Songs”
in a point-of-sale Campaign in su¬ for Storyville.
Vallee had denied the allega¬
permarkets.
The Victor instru¬
ment division is packing a booklet, tions and his defense when trial is
resumed
at a future date is that
on “How to Give a Pajama Party,”
with each of its phonos v^ith an Laurel had relinquished the rights
by
abandonment
and that the songs
attached coupon for the sampler.
Over 1,000,000 copies of the book¬ were in the public domain. He
also'
says
that
the authors, had
let are being distributed. Sampler
di^ headlines Julius LaRosa, who given their contSent. Musicana had
secured copyrights on the tunes bn
introes selections from six of the
March 28, 1955.
Victor albums.
The trial was postponed because
Victor is handling the jockey of the illness of Croom-Jo'hfison.
promotion and kits of the products
of each of the four companies are
being cuffoed to the deejays for
use as prizes to listeners in contests
involving-the sampler. Distributors
of each of the companies in each
area are joining forces in March
Chicago, Feb, 12.
to put over the “pajama party”
National Tea Co. supermarkets
idea.
in the "Chicago area put LP records
William Alexander, RCA Victor on its racks last week. Masterseal
director of advertising and pro¬ Records, an affiliate of Remington
motion, engineered his company’s Records, N.Y. diskery, is contract¬
spot in the four-way tieup,
ed to release two albums a week
for 15 weeks through the National
chain. Most are in the light classi¬
cal vein an<'. all are priced at $1.49,
Previously only 45 rpm singles
have been available in food and
drugstores here. The food store
Herschel Gilbert will head RKO- chain launched an extensive adver¬
Unique Records’ artists & reper¬ tising campaign foi the operation
toire activities on the Coast. Disk- and Lanny Ross, whose “My Fair.
ery’s overall a&r operation will Lady” album will bj the first rer
continue under the supervision of lease, was in town for personal
firm's prexy Joe Leahy.
appearances.
In addition to his activities as
Coast a&r chief, Gilbert, a com¬
poser-conductor-arranger, will re¬
cord for the label as well as pro¬
duce albums featuring the com¬
pany’s artists who are based in Hol¬
Hotpoint is burfiing up Sidney
lywood for their film w^ork.
Gilbert, who’s arranged for such Kornheiser, E. H. Morris Music’s
pix as “Carmen Jones,’’ “The Moon general professional manager. He’s
Is Blue” and “The Thief,” has been steaming over the “decadent”
away from the recording end .of Copyright Act (1909) which re¬
quires Hotpoint to shell out only
the biz for more than 10 years.
a 2c royalty rate for the use of
“Tenderly” in its new electric
o wonderful
range.
seasonal song
The range goes into a chorus of
the
Walter Gross melody after the
STYNE AND CAHN'S
meat has been cooked to specifica¬
tions. Kornheiser’s beef is that the
regular mechanical royalty remains
in effect even for an item that re¬
tails from between $600 and $700.
It’s all legal, however, since Hot¬
point acquired a mechanical li¬
cense for the tune from Morris
about six months ago..

Cleffer.Suit Vs. Vallee
In Federal Court Defay

CHI FOOD CHAIN’S
1ST IP RACK-UP

Herschel Gilbert Coast
A&R’er for RKO-Unique

Kornheiser Puts in His
2c Worth Vs. Hotpoint

Belafonte Begat..
What hath Belafonte
wrought?
Everybody is get¬
ting into the calypso act,
whether fitting into the pat¬
tern or not.
Among the new calypso en¬
tries this week are “Morning
Tiight,” with Louis Jordan on
Mercury and Jordan’s “Time
Marches On” and “Run Joe”
oii Decca;
The
Gaylords*
“Open The Letter” on the
same label; “Big Man” by
Billy Strange oh Era "Records;
Josephine Fremice with “Hol¬
lywood Calypso” and “Siesta”
from her GNP Records album;
Wee Bonnie Baker’s “The
Water In The Well” on the
Kahili' label; Bob Carroll’s
“Look What You’ve Done To
Me” for Bally Records; and
The Fabulous MacClevertys*
“Don’t Blame It On Elvis” and
“Tickle, Tickle” for Verve.

VICTOR’S LOHGTERMER
WITH MAESTRO RENE
Henri Rene, RCA Victor’s Coast
ipahager of artists' & repertoire, is
exiting that post next month. Rene,
however, will continue as a record¬
ing artists with the company and
has signed a new longterm Victor
pact as an orch maestro last week.
Rene, who returned'^ to Hollywood
over the weekend after huddles
with Victor execs in N. Y., wiU re¬
main on the Coa.st. where he has a
home. He has been on Victor’s
a&r staff since 1945 and went to
the Coast around six years ago.
Meantime, Joe Carlton, Victor’s
pop a&r chief, and musical direc¬
tor Hugo Winterhalter are .heading
to the Coast'this week. Carlton
will 0.0. the situation regarding a
replacement for Rene, although
Dennis Farnon, Rene’s assistant,
is reported to have the inside track
'on the job. Carlton and Winter¬
halter will also confer with Eddie
Fisher, Kay Starr and the DeCas^
tro Sisters on new releases.

Cleffer Johnson Sues Joy,
Gallop-Livingston on ’Wake’
Songwriter James Johnson
slapped a $100,000 infringement
suit in N. Y. Federal Court last
week against Joy Music and writ¬
ers Sammy Gallop and Jerry Liv¬
ingston. Johnson claims that the
defendants infringed his tune,
“Looking Into Space,” which he
wrote prior to 1949, with a tune
called “Wake the Town and Tell
the People.”
.. Johnson, who published his own
tune, charges that he informed the
defendants of the alleged infringe¬
ment but that from October, 1954,
to August, 1956, they published
and recorded “Wake the Town.”
Action also seeks an accounting
of all monies derived by the de¬
fendants.

Epic Drops Price On
Cieve. Symph to $2.98

In a move to spark sales interest
in its classical catalog and to pro¬
mote the Cleveland Symphony,
Epic Records has dropped the price
on the symph’s sets to $2.98. Reg¬
ular retail price of the albums has
been $3.98.
The sales pitch, which will run
through February, goes into effect
only with the purchase of two al¬
Ted Lewis- opens at Louis bums for $5.96. There are sTx
Brecker’S Roseland Dance City, Cleveland albums offered in the
N. Y., Feb. 19.
promotion, including two new re¬
leases, “Slavonic Dances” and
“Highlights from Wagner’s ‘Ring’
Cycle.”
Epic will spotlight the lowprice
Music Wifh A Sense Of Humor
Cleveland campaign with a con¬
sumer ad barrage. The symph is
under the direction of George
Szell.
And His ORCHESTRA

HARRY RANCH
Currently until Mar. 13 (fourth return)

GOLDEN NUGGET. Las Vegas
Mar. IS thru May 5—HACIENDA, Fresno; May 8 thru June 4—
WAGON WHEEL, Lake Tahoe; June 5 thru July.2-GOLDEN HOTEL,
Reno; July 4 thru Sept. 25-GOLDEN NUGGET, Las Vegas (Fifth
Return); Sept. 27 thru Oct. 24-GOLDEN HOTEL, Reno (Return
Again),
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Col Gets Petty Trio
Columbia Records has beaten
ABC-Paramount to the punch in
nabbing the Norman Petty Trio.
Although
ABC-Par last week
bought up the master of Petty’s
“Almost Paradise” from the indie
Nor-Va-Jak label for national dis¬
tribution, Col slipped in and
wrapped him up to a longterm
waxing deal.
ABC-Par is releasing “Almost
Paradise” under its own banner
early this week. Petty began to'stir
up music biz interest after the side
took off in the Detroit area.

Inside Stidl-Miisic
Hazard of letting in an audience at a recording session to get a “live”
quality to the performance was spotlighted at RCA Victor's 24th St.
studio in“New York last week when 14 teenagers from the Bethpage.
L.I., High School were invited as guests. Session was to feature organ¬
ist Dayton Selby’s rhythm combo, but during one of the rock ’n’ roll
numbers, the students took over the studio with haildclapping and
shouts of “Go, Man, Go.’J Ed Heller,, niusical directdr of the pop
album department, couldn’t make himself. heard over the mike to
restore order. The session was finally recoriied. with the kids dancing
in the background.
In conjunction with the current Jerry Lewis stand at the Palace
Theatre on Broadway, Decca bas stepped up a dealer promotion in 4he
N.Y, metropolitan area in behalf'^of the performer’s bestselling pack¬
age, “Jerry Lewis Just Sings.” Special streamers and window display
cards are being distributed to disk stores and a 10-foot-high blowup of
Lewis is being,displayed at Dacca’s Woodside, Queens, blranch. Plugs
for the Lewis album are also being spotted in the Palace lobby during
his run.
’
Ella Fitzgerald’.s reprise of “Manhattan,” from “Garrick Gaieties,”
witnesses a third lyric revamp of the original Rodgers,
Hart line
which j^an “ ’Abie's Irish Rose’ is a' great show they say, we both may
live to see it close one day.” When; Tony Martin and Dinah Shore
did an RCA Victor revival some Seasons^ back it' was switched to “South
Pacific” and now Miss Fitzgerald’s Verve albumizing of the “Rodgers
& Hart. Songbook” has “Mj^Fair Lady” as the substituted legit title.
There was a slight goof , at the recent Broadcast Music Inc. awai*d
luncheon for the top rhythm & blues tunes of 1956., Unaccountably,
among the missing was “Hound Dog,” written by Jerry Lleber and
Mike Stoller and published by Lion Music. It was one of the year's
big hits Via the Elvis Presley rendition for RCA Victor.
An -idea of prolific, diskery output was aired by a statistical KMPC
(Bevhills) deejay las of Feb. 3) that “this is the 457th disk release
since the first of the year, not counting 77 albums so far received.!’
- —=--■

Sidemen Steal the Show
As Eddie CondoQ Orch
Racks SRO in London
London, iFeb. 5.
Eddie Condon .and his orch
wound their exchange tour of
Britain with a midnight concert
at Royal Festival Hall last night
(Tues.)'. This was^the second Lopdon appearance of a bSnd visiting
this country for the, first time.
Condon, who means a lot to older
British jazz enthusiasts but is vir¬
tually a newcomer to the younger
generation, has now established his
name here..
On the other side of the ex¬
change is the Ronnie Scott orch.
which opens its U.S. tour in Pitts¬
burgh, Feb. 15. At the Stoll Thea¬
tre, where the Condon qutfit made
its London bow Sunday (27), the
concert was a sellout. .But a firstrate group of individual musicians
doesn’t have to mean that as a
band they’re outstanding. This was
so with the Condon combo. Play¬
ing second half of the two-hour
show with Britain’s top traditional
band, led by Humphrey Lyttleton
as the first-half warmers, the Yank
outfit from Greenwich Village gave
out with little more^than can be
heard from any one of the top Brit¬
ish outfits. Individually, they were
superb. Drummer George Wettling leads the field at his sort of
playing by a big margin, and at
the Stoll concert held the band to
a steady tempo without cramping
its style.
The Lyttelton band, comprising
trumpet, alto clarinet, trombone,
piano, bass and drums, held the hudience in the first half with a more
normal type of off&ring.
Their
combined sound was on the whole,
better than Condon’s.
Both aggregations combined for
a free-for-all finale jam session,
which provided the most exciting
music of the evening. But the to¬
tal impression of the audience was
one of disappointment. Somehow
things never really got moving.
Barn.
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Continued from pape 79

animously that Don George’s con¬
tribution to the “Yellow Rose of
Texas” .was “indeed scant” and
hence did not rate the 30% award.
It was brought^ out at the hear¬
ing that ASCAP makes close com¬
parisons of new songs based on
p.d. material to determine the rat¬
ing credit. In some cases, musi¬
cologists are brought jn to compare
the old and new works-and evaluate
the extent of the new contribution.
It was conceded, however, that
since even musicologists are “not
infallible,” the Society is in a
continual process of reevaluating
claims about songs based on p.d.
material.
,
. Among the songs that figured in
the panel’s decision were such p.d.
originations ag “La Cucaracha,”
“The Saints Rock ’n’ Roll,”/‘When
The Saints Go Marching In,” “The
Lonesome Road,” “Bell Bottom
Trousers,” “The Night Before
Christmas,” “Sweet Violets,” “Love
Somebody,” “The Hatfields and
The Coys,” “^he -Martins and Tlie
Coys,” “Yes, My Darling Daugh¬
ter,” “Lavender Blue," “Put Your
Little Foot Right Out” and “Coun¬
try Gardens.”
It was conceded, moreover, that
ASCAP does not always pay the
20%
credit where warranted.
This, it was explained, is'“partially
due to a practice of some -members
to erroneously credit themselves
as authors and/or composers of
compositions derived from the pub¬
lic domain.”

OF THE
WEEK

The

TONY OARROIL
IT WAS
$0

Joy Music-FD&H Deal
Hits ‘Control’ Hurdle
London, Feb. 12;
The deal between Eddie Joy and
the Francis, Day & Hunter-Feldman-Robbins group in London for
the setting up of Joy Music here,
is in danger of going cold over a
question of control.
Joy, who arrived In London last
week to accompany Guy Mitchell
on a short concert tour, said that
if the difficulties weren’t ironed
out, he’d seek a deal elsewhere. He
returned to London today (Tues.)
from Bristol to resume discussions.

THRILLING
and

I WANTCHA
TO KNOW
MGM 12425
K 12425

CBS' National Symph Series
Washington, Feb. 12.
CBS is concluding negotiations
to put Washington’s National Sym¬
phony Orch on the air for 13
weeks, commencing in the late
spring.
The series follows that' of the
Philadelphia Orchestra on the
radio web.

CLEARANCE SALE
Tony Martin Tux (11 oz.).$25.00
Full Dress (11 oz.)..$30.00
White Dinner Jack^s.$ 7.50
(AU Like New)

HERMAN'S
101 W. 47th Street. New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-^814
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NOT ONE TICKET ms SOLD FOR TNIS PERFORMANCE
OF “BELLS ARE RINGINC”...BUT MILLIONS
HAVE HEARD IT ON COLUMBIA! YEAR AFTER YEAR,
HIT AFTER HIT, THE RNEST 0FERING8 ON BROADWAY
REACH BY FAR THEIR LARGEST AUDIENCE THROUGH
ORIGINAL CAST RECORDINGS ON icolumbiahbecords
A.PIVJSrON OP CBS
(l "Columblit''(g) (SMarcasRec*

M
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AUOH BEST SEUEBS
Keflavilc, Iceland, Feb. 12.
" Long standing standoff on'mu•Ic performance between the Ice*
Survey of retalt disk beat
land Defense Force, of 5,300 Amer¬
sellers hosed on reports ob¬
tained from leading stores in
icans, and STEF, the Iceland U*
22 cities and showing com*
censing .authority, appears; about
paraHoe.sales rating for this
to come to -an end with payment
and last week.
of about $4,100 annually l>y ^he
military-operated 250'Watter, TFK.
National
Tift first jepm^ed In Variety
.EAtijog .
in December 1053, ^rokeout
This Last
harshly when STEF suddenly pre¬
Artist, Label, Title
wk. wk.
sented a bin for roughly K^3.,000
for two years on the air. The Ice
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
land peiiormance society-S stand^is. .
“Too Much”. 1
4
4
6
.. ..
based on its strong nationalistic
TAB HUNTER (Dot)
feeling, even thou^ TFIC uses
“Young Love”.'r..__ 4 .. ..
2
1
2
American albums exclusively to
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
^ .
which rights bave been granted
“The Banana Boat Song” .... 6
3
3
3
the U. S. Armed Forces.
That 1953 December found Ice¬
SONNY JAM^ (Capitol)
land the only place around the
“Young Love”...
2
2
1 ..
globe where Americans were sta¬
PAT BOONE (Dot)
’
tioned that they could not hear
“Don't Forbid Me”.
3 ..
3
....
A
“White Christmas:*’ The Depart¬
GUY
MITCHELL
(Columbia)
'
.
ment of Defense ordered the sta¬
“Singing the Bluea”___ __
5 .. ..
10
5
tion back on the air full time then
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
the day before Christmas, and the
“Blue Monday”.
9 ..
8
4
5 ..
right has dragged on since.
Similar hassles are going on in
FRANKIE LANE (Columbia)
other European countries with
“Moonlight Gaimbler”.., /_ 7 .. ..
.
4
France understood to be asking
TERRY GILKYSON (Columbia)
$16,000 annually for military per¬
“Marianne” ....
1
6
3
formance rights.
TARRIERS (Glory)
^
“
The recommendation by Iceland
“The Banana Boat Song”. g
1 10
..
7
1
Defense Force that DOD . grant the
MICKEY & jSYLVIA (Grobve)
^
right to pay the $4,100 means that
“Love Is StMge”... 1.
5
.. 10 10
the prices have now become- rea¬
sonable enough that settlements
JERRY LEWIS (Decca)’
everywhere are In prospect.
“Rock-a-Byc Your Baby”..... ., ...
4
9
LaVERN BAKER (Atlantic) '
^
“Jim Dandy” . . . . ..
2 .
PLEA FROM PODIUM
BETTY JOHNSON (Bally)
Minneapolis Symphony Gets
“I Dreamed”.
$8,316 From 847 Pledges
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“You Don't Owe Me a Things'.
S
2
Minneapolis, Feb. 12.
CHARLIE GRACIE (Cameo)'"
Annual Minneapolis Symphony
“Butterfly” .
6
7 ..
orchestra emergency xfund appeal
GUY MITCHELL (Colmnbi^
at a Friday night concert raised
“Knee Deep In the Blues”.
8
from 847 audience pledges and con¬
tributions $8,316.
HILLTOPPERS (Dot)
This compared to $4,880 by 536
“Marianne”
..
pledges last year.
IVORY JOE HUNTER (Atlantic)
Funds raised thusly by appeals
“Since I Met You, Baby”.
9
from the stage are to reduce the
FESS PARKER (Disnej^dl
orchestra’s annual deficit.
“Wringle, Wrangle”...
7
JILL COREY (Columbia)
^
“I Love My Baby”.. ..
8.
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
“Blueberry HiU”....
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
New Hit on Coral
“Jamaica Farewell”.
RUSSELL ARMS (Era)
“Clnoo Robles”.
7 .. ..
JIM LOWElDot)
^
25
16
“T1
“The Green Door”. 10 .. ..
i
i
3
j
i
4
I
5

3
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Teresa Brewer’s

I’M DROWNING
MY SORROWS

CALYPSO

ELVIS

Harry Bdafont*

Elvli Prtiley

Mills Music, Inc.
T h e IT' e

*,•! c d y

:* '-

Capitol
Victor
LPM 1382

Columbia
OL 5090

'•ANASTASIA'

Ted Heath
Continued from page 79

L'EO PEIST

the orch lifted the house but the
trouble was that it didn’t happen
often enough.
Miss Christy, one of the top ex¬
ponents of the cool school. Came
off only mildly with her progres¬
sive styling which is apparently
due to lack'bf rapport with Heath’s
rhythm’section. She was most ef¬
fective (m “Midnight Sun,” a tune

INC.

KINO AND I

OKLAHOMAI
Film Soundtrack

Broadway Cast rilm Soundtraefc

BMI •Pin Op' Hlf
Knee deep in
the blues
Another

/RECORDED BY

GUy MITCHELL..
MARTY ROBBINS.

• Columbia
• Columbia

acuff-rose PUBLICATIONS

Jerry Lewis

W 740
EAP 740

THIS IS
SINATRA

Decca

SAG 595
SDM 595

BMI. Guns
Continued from page 79

sents stageshows, calls for a fee
that is one-third of the average
evening weekday price for an or¬
chestra seat multiplied by the total
number of seats available in the
theatre. That formula applied to
the Palace would amount to a li¬
censing fee of over $1,000 annually.
Songs Involved in the suit are
“The Song From Moulin Rouge”
(Broadcast Music); “Mambo Jambo”
and “El Cumbanchero” (Peer);
“Mambo No. 5” (Editorial Mexicana de Musica International);

EDDYDUCHIN |
5TORY
|

9

10

BELAFONTE

CLOSE TO YOU

Harry Beiafonto

Frank Sinatrti

R|m Soundtrack

Capitol ‘

DL 8410

pegged right up her alley. Heywood closed the first half with
such quiet and tasteful numbers,
“The Man I Love,” “My Funny
Valentine,” “Begin the Beguine”
and “Canadian Sunset.” Heywood’s
piano, with a bass and drums’
backing, set up a nice mood, but it
was better suited to a jazz club
than a concert hall.
Blind Negro singer A1 Kibbler
dominated the last half of the pro¬
gram with'his tricky workover-s of
standards and current disk re¬
leases. Kibbler’s got a standout pop
vocal style but he’s dissipating a
lot of it with offbeat comedic in¬
ter’jections.
Comedian Herkie Styles, an in¬
termittent interlocutor, tried his
best to turn Carnegie into 'the
Catskills.
Gros.

4

..

Frank Sinatra

Victor
LPM 1248
EPA 1248

2 j•- ^

MY FAIR LADY

10

Capitol

^
Decca

T 768

DL 8289

Victor
LPM 1150

Capitol

_

Jazz Me Blues,” “Parade of the fendants admitted that it has isWooden Soldiers’ and “There’ll sued an album called “The Door of
Be Some Changes Made” (E. B. Fame—Jirfi Lowe Sings.”
Marks); “16 Tons” (American);-'
“Ballad of Davy Crockett” (Wonderland); “Deep In Heart of Texas”
(Melody Lane); “Petite Walt^’
(Duchess); #“My Boy Flat-Tpp”
(Lois); “He” (Avas); “My One Sin*’
(Mellin); and “Shake, Rattle and
Roll” (Progressive).
Plaintiffs are asking for damages
of $250 per alleged infringement,
the statutory minimum under, the
Copyright Law.

Trinity, Dot Lose in Ct. Vs.
Mercury on 'Green Door’

Jaye P. Morgan

A motion for a preliminary in¬
junction was denied Trinity Music
REMiCK MUSIC CORP.
and Dot Records by N. Y. Federal
'
..
■■ ■'—
Judge Archie O. Dawson, in con_
——
nection with a suit against Mercury
ExperiCIlCCd
Records. The suit sought to re—
strain defendants from manufacf| ■■ ■■ || M Dll |J I O T
turing and distributing an album
ft V V U
TH il V
titled “Jim Lowe Sings Behind The
Green Door.” (Lowe recorded the
"or
click “Green Door,” which Trinity
Demos
publishes, for Dot.)
Audiiions
After defendant denied that it intends to issue such an album,
Keneorsaii
the court said, "In the face of these
Read. ‘'Fake," Transpose
denials and in the absence of competent proof that the defendant in- .Jk DT AAM
tends to use the title complained
I
of, there would seem to be no proprI,
SU. 7-4600
RI. 9.4586
9-4586
er basis tor issuing an injunction
(Res.)
' (Svce.l
(Svee.)
in the form sought.”
The de-
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BATISTA, BOMBS & BETTING
AGVA Brings Musk Hafl’s Romp Union §
From Nothin’; GamUii^ Qobbered

?

The rebellion of Radip City Mu«ic Hall choristers against the
American Guild of Variety Artists
has been comple^'^'y quelled, ac¬
cording, to national administrative
secretary Jackie Bright. Bright said
that 97-i>ut of the 107 members of
the Music Hall chorus have reaf¬
firmed their allegiance to AGVA
and have resigned from the recent¬
ly formed Radio City Music Hall
lC3horus. Employees Assn.
Breakup of the employee, union
followed a set of circumstances
which climaxed by last week's pas¬
sage of a resolution by the Associ¬
ated Actors ’ 1 Artistes of Amer¬
ica declaring all those belonging
to the rump union on the “unfair”
lists of its affiliates unless they
took immediate steps to get back
into AC A’s good graces.
AGVA had resumed trials of
members of._the indie union last
week, but bulk already had re¬
signed to rejoin AGVA.
Another factor that weighed the
chorus opinion, in'^avor of AC^A
was that one of the. Music Hall
chorines, who had joined the indie,
liad- resigned to work at the Latin
Quarter. AGVA had her lopped off
the payroll for membership in the
other outfit.
Three officers of the rump outfit
had been given seven days to re¬
sign from the union and get back
with AGVA. They failed to do so
at the deadline and were ordered
suspended from the Union. They
■ are Eric Hutson, Mary Ann Raye
and Viola Brecht. They had. been
suspended from the feast some time
ago, being the first of the indie
members to go on trial at AGVA
on charges of dual unionism and
conduct unbecoming a member.
A show cause order from the
chorus union stayed further trials,
but the choristers dropped court
proceedings on Jan. 3, two days
after the AGVA contract with the.
Music Hall expired and thus the
union had no power to enforce sus¬
pensions at the Music Hall.
Case had algo been argued ber
fore the N.Y, State Labor Rela¬
tions Board, but it’s anticipated
that a withdrawal will be filed. The
chorus union was organized by
Irving Goss, at one time an AGVA
organizer who was dismissed from
the union recently.

HOUSE SOLON URGES
NIX OF CAFE TAX
.
Washington, Feb. 12.
Another call upon Congress to
repeal the 20% cabaret tax was
made in the'House last week by
Rep. ildwin H. May Jr. (R.,,Conii.)
He pointed out that the emergency
war tax' has Continued 11 years
.past the war.
“The American Federation of
Musicians,” said May, “feels that
25,000 jobs have been lost because
of this unfair and unnecessary tax.
Over 1,000 musicians have been
affected in my own district of
Hartford Couhty. The revenue
raised from this tax is not suffi¬
cient to justify its basic effect. . .
“With its repeal, many thou¬
sands of jobs‘would be.opened up
for deserving musicians. In fact,,
I sqbmit that the Federal Govern¬
ment would, Jn the very near fu¬
ture, derive a greater measure of
revenue 'from increased cabaret
business and the taxes that work¬
ing musicians would be able to
pay.”

^BULLETIN BOARD^ NjTERY

Reno Gas Blasts Get
Mapes Hotel RopeJ Off
Reno, Feb. 12.
The gas explosions Which split
opeii a block of the downtown
Reno- business section last week
(5) rattled the. Skyroom of the
Mapes Hotel, half a block away,
and shook up residents • in the
Riverside, just across the Truckee
River.
The Riverside was able to" go on
with its show that night, but the
Mapes was roped off as part of the
danger area for that -evening and
all the following day, Owner
Charles Mapes protested to the
city council, but the restriction re¬
mained.
Effect of the disastrous blast on
business for the week was notice¬
able to the adjacent hotel’s shows,
but business seemed undeterred in
the casinos farther away, such as
Harrahs Club and Harolds Club.

Sinatra s BiDjng
In Aussie Walkout
‘Cranky Frankie
Sydney,•Feb. 12.
Frank Sinatra’s popularity is at
a low ebb in Aussie following his
redlight of local tour, billed for
Sydney Stadium last week under
the Lee Gordon management, plus
his alleged remark ■’ in Honolulu
that the “lousy tour was off,” just
prior to returning to the States.
Blowup occurred after a re¬
ported “wild night” party and the
discovery at the airport that no
sleeper had been reserved for
songwriter Jimmy Van Heusen,
who was only coming for the ride,
anyway. Sleepers had been ar¬
ranged for Sinatra and his man¬
ager, Hank Sanicola. Another airlihe* offered Sinatra three sleepers
but he nixed the offer and boarded
the fjrst States-bound plane.Aussie newspapers front-paged
the Sinatra story, playing up the
.“wild night” anglo, plus his huff
at millionaire Henry Kaiser in
Honolulu. Coast-tcHCoast publicity
has just about “killed” the actorcrooner this side of the . Equator.
Gordon flew to t^ie States (7)
to huddle with Sinatra over con¬
tract break. He was to try to per¬
suade Sinatra to keep his Down
Under dates later on, but general
opinion here is that Sinatra is all
washed up insofar as this territory
is concerned.
Gordon said here ’ that he was
already out of pocket, to the tune
of $40,000, and that refunds would
have to be made covering'' 150,000
seats reported sold for the Sydney
season, plus 70,000 for Melbourne.
Sinatra had also been scheduled
to play Hong Kong, Manila and
Tokyo after his 15-day Aussie
trek. Sinatra made his initial bow
here in 1955 and was given a boffo
reception.
Gordon had arranged an elab¬
orate publicity campaign for the
second run via press and radio
hookups, plus tieins with all the
major music stores and record
units. Hoyts’ pic loop brought in
“Johnny
Concho”
timed with
Sinatra’s scheduled Stadium run.
NewsjDaper^ have dubbed him
“Cranky Frankie.”

The Bulletin Board, a new
Greenwich Village nitery is sel to
preem Feb, 22 with a revue to be
staged by Lorenzo’ Fuller, who
along with Marvin Starger will comanpge the N.Y. spot.
Hollywood. Feb. 12.
Show, labeled “Odds and Ends,”
Australian promoter Lee Gor¬
will include Susan Brooks, Nat don and Frank Sinatra have agreed
Wright, and a calypso quintet.
to negotiate the loss suffered by
the Down Under entrepreneur
Three Suns—A1 J^evins, Arlie when Sinatra failed to go through
Dunn and Tony Laveilo—opened a with a booking there.
^
two-week stand last week (7) at the
Gordon said that the settlement
Shamrock Hilton, Houston.
may involve more than $75,000.

SINATRA’S $75,000
PAYOFF TO GORDON

By JAY MALLiN /
Havana, Feb, 12.
Havana’s casiuos are betting that
in 1957 will see the biggest tourist
season yet,—despite political un¬
rest in the country. Havana is well
On its way toward strengthening
its new-found reputation as the
Las Vegas of the East.
Famed Tropicana is expanding
its casino to three times its previ¬
ous size. The casino is now in the
hands of Harry “Lefty” Clark, for¬
merly of Sans Souci. The Casino
Parisien in the Hotel Nacional now
opens its doors at midday and
closes when, the last customer goes
to bed in the early morning hours.
The Parisien is managed by Sam
Tucker, with assistance from Dave
Lansky and the Cellini brothers,
Dino (formerly of Tropicana) and
Eddie (formerly of Sans Souci).
The Parisien concession is in the
name of Wilbur Clark, also of Las
Vegas’ Desert Inn.
Sans Souci, managed by Raiil
Gonzales (also owner of-the local
21 Club), started the bingo fad
which has now spread to every big
nitery in Havana. But Sans Souci
is still the centre of attraction,
bringing in hundreds nightly for
the 9:30 to' 10:30 games, Mont¬
martre has reopened after a tem¬
porary closure, and its casino now
is in the hands of Phillip Schaffer
and Arthur Allen.
There is gambling outside
Havana, too. The American-owned
Varadero Internacional Hotel has
its green baize. In the city of
Santa Clara, Norman Rothman
(formerly of Sans Souci) has
opened-the Venecia nitery.
The Havana night spots are feafuring top name talent. In a single
week the following were playing
at these spots: Nat “King” Cole at
Tropicana, Edith Piaf at Mont¬
martre, Sarah Vaughan at Sans
Souci and Marguerite Piazza at the
Casino Parisien. Others who have
appeared recently include Celeste
Holm, the De Castro Sisters, Tony
Bennett, Senor Wences and Robert
Merrill.
The niteries are signing up other
talent, and reportedly have al¬
ready contracted Johnny Ray,. Lena
(Continued on page 86)

GEO. LIBERACE ROBBED
AND BEAT UP IN CHI
Chicago, Feb. 12.
Two thugs robbed George Liberace of his violin and ring, both
valued at $3,000, early yesterday
(Mon.). He was beaten on the head
when he resisted and was rushed
to Wesley Memorial Hospital here
but released later.
He was going to his hotel from
the Chez Paree where he is ap¬
pearing with his brother.

Robt. Thompson Exits GAC
‘ For TE’s Industrial Wing
Robert E. Thompson has re¬
signed from General Artists Corp.
to join Theatrical Enterprises/Inc.,
where he will be in charge' of in¬
dustrial and commercial shows.
Thompson was originally prexy
of Supermarket Show of Shows
Inc., which staged name, variety
shows for grocery chains distrib¬
uting tickets gratik to its custom¬
ers.

Jerry Lewis
Bloc’Parties
Punch Up B.O.
The RKO Palace in New York is
experiencing an unusual “party”
booking problem with Jerry Lewis’
current four-weeker as a “two-aday” vaude headliner. “They are
tantamount to paying ‘fan clubs’,”
says RKO prexy Sol A. Schwartz,
“because we have never seen them
come in such sizable numbers.
They range from suburbanite.s.
from Long Island, Brooklyn and
Westchester in groups.of 18 or 20
—the type of people who go to
one another’s houses and play
cards—to one organization that
wanted. 500 tickets en bloc. Even
the supermarket owner in niy
neighborhood asked mv wife if he
could buy a block of 50 tickets.”
Men’s clubs attached to tem¬
ples, day camp associations, bridge
clubs, fraternal, religious and pa¬
triotic bodies, a “card club” (40
women), a “Cousins^ Circle” (20).
thd Sunshine Fund (490), Welfare
League of the American Legion,
the Troupers (femme counterpart
of the Friars), philanthropic sister¬
hoods, Hadassali and B’nai B’rith
groups are representative of the
mass orders.
More of a problem to Schwartz
are the “frat night” requests and
also from sororities which have to
be on specific days, and not jug¬
gled'as easily as the others.
Schwartz says that Lewis’ $200,000 advance is amazing. It tops the
Danny Kaye and Judy Garland ad¬
vance.
Also, the top is now $6.
throtighoLit—the $7.50' weekend
scale proved a hurdle.
Lewis is doing nine shows, in¬
cluding an added Wednesday mat¬
inee, with no Monday night per¬
formance, but mats on both week¬
end .days.

Vegas and Chi Cafes Not Lalfing Oif
Upbeat in ‘Cozy Comics for Lounges
By DAVE LEV ADI
Chicago, Feb. 12.
A new entertainment policy is
making itself felt in the plush cock¬
tail lounges of Las Vegas and Chi¬
cago. The idea, according to book¬
er and agent A1 Borde,. who re¬
turned' to his Loop offices last week
I after three weeks in Vegas, is to
add to the .intimate appeal of
lounge - entertainment with come¬
dians who can work close to their
audiencq from stages which are be¬
ing lowered and moved into the au¬
dience.
The need for the policy has been
emphasized with the upswing in
Ihe booking of small music groups
into hotel, and nitery lounges. In
Vegas alone, 24 such sidebar rooms
are spending $400,000 to $600,000
per annum on acts ajid have built
a topheavy structure of small com¬
bo bookings in order to outdo each
other in the appeal or intimate
music. Some hotels feature a half

dozen combos at a time. Looking
for something else to add, these
places are now leaning toward the
intimate comic to appear between
musical acts.
The Riviera Hotel’s Starlight
Lounge is one of the first Vegas
spots to try the new policy, with
comic Lenny Kent appearing there
starting this week.
In Chicago.
Mr. Kelly’s eatery, which had pre¬
viously featured lop combo and
vocal talent only, brought in the
; cerebral badinage- of Mort Sahl
; which clicked with the sophisti^ Gated crowd watching the small un; curtained stage.
i However, Borde tempers any
• speculations as to brighter horizons
jfor the comic talent with the obj,servalion that it’s still the $1,500j per-wcekers who will be in de¬
mand. Tlie tv screen has made the
customer choosy. But the comic
who
can
intersperse
himself
through a continuous program will
be more in. demand.

. Houston, Feb. 12.
Galveston County’s new sheriff
made good on a pre-election prom¬
ise to clean up gambling and Ille¬
gal liquor sales when be raided a
popular Kemah gambling spot 10
days ago. Precisely at stroke Of
midnight, Sheriff Paul Hopkins and
deputies walked in on Boneta Club
in Kemah, confiscated $10,000
worth of gambling equipment and
boxes of liquor, and charged owner
Ed Nelson with operating a gam
bling house, a felony. One hun¬
dred patrons were required to givf
names and addresses before bein|
hustled into tlie night.
During 24 years of his reign, exSheriff Frank L. Biaggne had de¬
clared time and again, “There is no
gambling in Kemah, and. there
never has been.”
As word of the raid spread up
and down tlie 'Kemah Strip, the
lights at the seven other clubs
winked out and roulette wheels
clicked to a halt. The fate of the
Boneta—which had billed itself as
“The Hottest Spot in Town”—ap¬
parently shattered feeling of im¬
munity Kemah gamblers - had felt
under the ancient regime. Most
thoughts in area now naturally
turn to fate, of plush Balinese
Room in Galveston proper.
Balinese, recently restored to
super-splendor after gutting by fire,
pacts big names like Sophie Tucker
and Joe E, Lewis. And it is an.
open secret that a large amount
of oil coin changes hands in games
of chance within its walls: Site of
room, however, would make raid a
tough problem for anyone except
a battalion of Marines ’ It sits over
edge of the Gulf on big. piles,-with
the only entrance a long wooden
corridor running from the sea wall.
The corridor is reportedly bloclked
by a series of electronically-con¬
trolled doors.
During crime hearings by Legis¬
lature in Austin four, years ago, exSheriff Riaggne was asked why
Jie’d never raided the Balinese.
■ “It’s a private club,” he testified.
“When I went to the door, they
wouldn’t let me in.”
But Sheriff Hopkins,: apparently
cut from different stuff, might try
a different tack. When he was
asked after the Kemah raid if he
would hit the Balinese, he replied:
“I am going to enforce the law.”
Asked to comment. Club topper
Anthony Fertitta shouted over the
phone, "What’s th.at got to do with
Variety?” and hung Up.

LAS VEGAS RETURNING
T0 3SH0WS0NSATS.
Las Vegas, Feb. 12.
After almost two years on a twoshow policy, some of the Strip
hotels are reverting'to three shows
on Saturday nights, beginning this
week. Policy will be instituted by
the Desert Inn, El Rancho and
Thunderbird and decisions prob¬
ably will be* made rnomentarily at
the Riviera and New Frontier.
Influencing the switch, apparent¬
ly, is the success of the late show
at the Dunes.
Ho.stelries went back to a 14show-per-week policy in the spring
of 1955, largely influenced by Ray
Bolgcr, who held out against the
late Satu 'day .show when he was
headlining at the Sahara. Added
show represents an additional expen.'^e in terms of overtime for
musicians, waiters, etc., but as a
general rule will not mean extra
payments to acts, most of whom
operate on a “house policy” basis
under the terms of their contracts.
‘Ice Follies* in Hub
Shipstads & Johnson’s ‘’Ice Fol¬
lies” .was set to open a 13-day
stand at the Boston Garden last
night (Tues.k scaled $1.25 to $3.75.
The icor has France.sr Dorsey,
Florence Rae, Andra McLaughlin,
Irene Maguire, Janet Champion,
Cai'ol Coverly, Richard Dwyer,
Lesley Goodwin and the Henrys’
father & son team.

vAmmmui

W«#iie«da7t F^ni»Ty 1$, -X957;
AmateDrs—To the Rescue

Yanfe, Cafe I^tes
New York
Marquis JTamily and
Senor
Weuces signed for the Dandy Kaye
show at the Colonials Bbsfoii,
March 11 . . . Lllo pacted for Hotel
Reforma, Mexico City, March 2 .
Terti Stevens tapped for Balinese
Room> Galveston, March 14 . . .
Don Tannen inked with General
Artists Corp. . . . Martha Raye goes
into the Sahara, Las Vegas, June
18 . . . Glory Allyn to the Downbeat, Montreal, Feb. 21 , . . Jean
Carroll's preem at Latin Quarter
delayed to Feb. 28 . . . Cedrone Si
Mitchell comedy act into Le Ruban
Bleu... Joan Brandow set for the
Home Show at Jefferson Armory,
Louisville, April 7 to 14 . . . Car¬
men Amaya returns to Chateau
Madrid tomorrow (Thurs.) .. . Pup¬
peteer Shari Lewis , on a swing of
Stanley Warner houses in northein
New Jersey to work special kiddie
matinees. Played . the Lincoln’s
Birthday date at the Stanley,. Jer¬
sey City, and is due for , stands in
Hackensack, Ridgewood and else¬
where
Lloyd Kolmar now ageiiting in
the variety-tv dept, at the William
Morris Agency ... Hal Loinan of
“Mr. Wonderful*’ to stay with the
Will Mastin Trio headed by Sam¬
my Davis Jr. He’s set to accom¬
pany the group to the Chez Paree,
Chicago, Feb. 26 , . . T. C. Jones
acted for the Gay Haven, Detroit,
ebi.25.
Beity Reilly tapped for the NaHavana, April 17, preced¬
ing,that with a date at the Yagabohds, Miami, March 21 . . . Air
fred d; Lcnore down for the Holi¬
day House, Pittsburgh, . March 4..:
Sheila Guysc set for the Llopa,
Pittsburgh, Feb. 18 . . . Eagle &
Man open at the Safari Club, New
Orleans, Feb. 28.

f

ChicRffD
Virginia O’Brien plays the Con¬
gress Hotel, St. Louis, Maj^ch 4, for
two .frames . . Estrellita Si Raul
are booked into the Muehlebach,
Kansas City, March 29. for a twoweek stay . . . Beverly. Country
Club, Newport, Ky., has Paul Gray
inked for a two-weeker May 10 . . .
The Dunes, Vegas, has Four
Shades.inked for Friday (15) on a
four-week stand . . . Gadabouts
will be playing the Dunes in Vegas
during June for four weeks . . ,
Max Borde has taken over manage¬
ment of The Naturals . . . Dinah
Washington opens at Mr. Kelly’s
May 6 for two frames . . . Dollnoffs
& Raya Sisters into Pittsburgh
Ankara Club March 25-April 4 . , .
Max Cooper signed for Sport &
Home Show, Springfield, Ill., Feb.

MICHAEL CHIMES and
HIS FAMILY
"MICHAIL CHIMES, hit S t«n> and
daughtar, a talld family act that it
eammarclal. Introt shrawdly handlad
far pLua vatuai.
Harmonica work
good, CHIMES' tailing and production
putt act way up."
,
Bill Smith/ Thd Billboard. .
Ph.: MO 7-5073, Mount Vornoh, N. Y.

27-March 3. Hedi Richmond on
same bill,
Maidf^ Roseubloom . is set for
Dore’s, Pittsburgh, for two weeks,
Feb. 22 . , . Guy Mitchell booked
for Kansas City 4uto Show, March
8-10, and the Lincoln, (Neb.) Auto
Show, March 13-17 ,.. Jerry Lester
is due into the Black Orchid June
3 for a three-weeker . : . Bl-Lo’s
into the Black Orchid for., a triple
decker, May 13 . . . Paulette plays
the Muehlebach, Kansas City, for
twd weeks, March 29 . . . The Ital¬
ian Festival in New Orleans and
Chicago this • year will be during
August, exact d(ates unset.

Hollywood
Billie Holiday opens a two-week
stint at- Facks,. San Francisco, to¬
morrow (Thurs.), then plays Mrs..
Kelly’s, Chicago . . . June Havoc
opened for 10 days at Palm Springs’
Chi Chi Club yesterday (Tues.).
Comic Buddy lister and dJqicer
Johnny Bach are also billed . . .
Steve Bennett Trio at Sears Steak
House breaking in a new entertain¬
ment policy for the spot . . . Vic¬
tor Borge show featuring the Ven¬
us Starlets, and Garwood Van’s
orch at New Frontier, Las Vegas,
for four weeks . . . Conley Graves
Trio opening at Encore Restau¬
rant Feb. 18 .. . Bernlc Jones Four
bowed at Marineland Friday . (8)
launching an entertainment policy
at the Porpoise Room.

Yeggs Give Up 33-1/3%
For Hub Garden Heist
Boston, Feb. 12.
Thugs cracked' the safe at Bos¬
ton Garden early yesterday (Mon.)
In the treasurer’s office and got
away with $4,500 in coin, missing
$12,000,-but dropped a third of
the loot- in exiting. They- tied up
the 81-year-old watchman and
tackled the wall safe containing
about $15,000.
Four sports events over the
weekend had drawn SRO, but most
of the money taken In at the wick¬
ets was banked. Advance sales ac¬
counted for by far the greatest
amount of revenue at the hockey
and basketball games and the DeMarco-Ortega fight Saturday night
which had a $50,000 gate.

WHIRLING TOASTMASTER
George JessePs 11 Speaking
Date In 10 Days
Hollywood. Feb. 12.
George Jessel criss-crosses the
, continent this week to fulfill 11
engagements in a 10-week period.
“Toastmaster General of the
U.S.’’ was on the Jack Benny tele¬
show Sunday and planed East im¬
mediately thereafter for a cocktail
hour speech at Palm Beach, Fla.
Yesterday (Mon.) followed by a
dinner address at Hollywood, Fla;
He’s in Miami tonight (Tues.). and
Chicago tomorrow.
Then planes back to the Coast
to toastmaster the Jack Benny tes¬
timonial. After the latter affair
Thursday night, he planes back to
Miami Beach for the Eddie Cantor
dinner Friday, goes to Charleston,
S. C. Saturday, Toronto Sunday,
Montreal Monday and then flies
West again for a speech Wednesday
(20) night in San Francisco.
Betty Jean Ferguson, who goes
Into the Bermudlana Hotel, Ber¬
muda, for two weeks starting
March 2, Is currently singing with
Moxie Whitney’s ordi at Imperial
Room, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.

VING MERLIN
and his
VIOLIN BEAUTIES

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
LATIN 9UARTER. MIAIY

Mgi.: Jgrry levy - Fred Amt«l0/recf/oni Williom Morris Agency

,.Du Quoin, HI., Feb, 12.. ,
Stage shows with the par¬
ticipants all amateurs are be¬
Danny Kaye is changing the. format of his two-a-day show which
ing presented in the State
goes on at the Colonial, Boston, March 11. For the jftrst time sdneq, he
here, on.a trial basis to revive
started on the hard-tlckef junkets, he’ll be without the services of tlie
entertainment interest in the
DunhiUs, the dance trio with whom he’s always done a terp bit. In¬
town. John Fiorino, owner of
stead, he’s booked Roberto Oglesias, who heads a flamenco , troupe,,
the house who spluttered it last
thus he'll give his work a Latin flavbrlnk. "The Latino influence wilt be
Dec.- 4 because of poor b.o,' at¬
extended with the booking of Wences, and Kaye will have the Marquis
tendance is co-operating with
Family in the game layout.
the Egyptian Music store in
staging the shows for six con- '
The William Morris Agency is looking into tlie possibilities of an
secutive weeks.
all-Negro show along the lines of the Cotton Club Revue, currently
Gash, ^prizes totaling $120 • playing Miami Beach. Office has lined up Timmie Rogers to head a
are distributed to the top tal-,
display which Is slated to open at the Elegante, Brooftclyn, March 20
ent. At the end of the tryouts
for four weeks. • A1 Fields and Murray Linn have, been signed tp do
tagged,..“On Stage, Southern
material for this display. Office hopes for a route of cafes following
Illinois’' Fiorino will deter¬
the
Elegante.showcasing.
mine whether to resume the
.showing of motion picture
The Latin Quarter, N.Y., which had optioned Billy Fellows,., the rec¬
films.
ord act, for 20 weeks, had to let him go in order to make way for
Angela & Fred.Roley, who came in last week; as a replacement. They
plan to pick up the disk-pantomlmist at a later date for a longer run,
7 ■■
’
Frpd Russell, oldtjme vaudevillian, was congratulated by a legion Of
friends when he observed his 63d birthday In Manchester, N.H,, last
week (8). He recently returned to Manchester after a number of years
in Berlin, .NJH. After quitting the stage, Russell raff a hotel in Man¬
chester which was patronized by stage folk of a generation agb.

R-BGreusSetBy
CNE; Picker Hope

Toronto, Feb. 12.
Ringling Bros.-Bantum & Bailey
Circus has been signed for the first
week of afternoon performances
at the Canadian National FxhibL
tion here, according to Jack Ar¬
thur, producer of the 24,000-seater
grandstand show, opening Aug. 26.
On scuttling of its tent operation,
this will see RB working.,, an outddor, three-ring circus for the
Toronto date. Th. CNE has a 500foot frontage, a depth of 150 feet
and a 60-foot, backdrop, with Lake
Ontario in the rear.
Meanwhile, for the fortnightly
evening grandstand show, which
involves a production cost of be¬
tween $400,000-$500,000, Arthur is
currently negotiating with Bob
Hope as the other U.S. headliner.
Deal also would include two mat¬
inees by the comedian on Labor
Day, Sept. 2, and closing on Satur¬
day the 7th. Arthur and Hope are
to meet in New York next week
for. final dicker.

Solons OK Site in D.C.
For 60,00()-Seat Stadium
Washington. Feb. 12.
The nine-member National Me¬
morial Stadium Commission, head¬
ed by Sen.- John Stennls (D., Miss.),
has approved a site immediately
north of the District Armory as a
suitable stadium site. Sen. Stennis
announced the Commission had
agreed on a 60,000 seating capac¬
ity, ruling out such^ international
events as the Olympic Games.
Site agreed upon includes
much Government-owned land,
plus two and a half acres which
would have to be purchased from
private owners. Adjacent to it is
space for parking 15,000 cars.
Two other committees, one on
plans and designs another on
finance, must submit reports before
the full commission can take ac¬
tion and report to Congress, which
must allocate funds for the project.

. Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N.Y., Feb. 12.
A week of broadcasting from the
Lake Placid Club and other points
of interest has turned the sports
city into an Arthur Godfrey carni¬
val week.
Jean (Stuart) West, who graduat¬
ed here in class of ’42 and is now
connected with the staft of the
main office of the Will Rogers
Hospital, was emergencied into the
general hospital for major surgery.
Among those rating special men¬
tion on progress, Jack Norton,
John Gurba, Arthur J. Slattery,
Sonja Spleker has joined the
staff of Rogers’ research lab and
Joseph Shambaugh added to the
downtown shoppers and package
mall delivery.
■ Lydia Taylor, secretary with
Switow Theatres, Louisville, in for
a bedside stay to attend her hus¬
band Charles, who is skedded for
major surgery as a non-TB patient.
Don Galyan, projectionist with
Stewart-Everett Theatres, Char¬
lotte, N.C., registered for the gen¬
eral 0.0. and rest period,
Write to those who are HI.

Ditson’s GAC-to-Deutsch

BACK IN THE SWIM
Eftabllthtd Nighf Club, Radio and TV Songstress, with Unusual Style,
Returning Career.

Desires Top Managing Agont.

Coil CIrcIo 4-1518,

Lenny Ditson has resigned from
the cafe dept, of General Artists
Corp. to head the eastern office of
Milt Deutsch, Coast agent.
Replacement at GAC not picked
yet,

Batistd/Bombs & Bets
a .Continued from pace

Horne; Jimmy* Durante’ and Lillian
Roth.
•
.BuUdlng S Hotels
Scattered throughout the city,
five new hotels are going up, three
of them: representing U.S. inter¬
ests. At least, two of .these hotels,
. the Havana Hilton and Havana
Rlyiera, plan to install casinos,
(The Riviera will be managed by
Jdek Eiitratter of the Sands, Las
Vegas.)
.
But all is not rosy with the
Cuban tourist picture. For over
three months Cuba has been going
through a period of uprisings,
guerrilla warfare, assassinations,
sabotage and bombings. Inevitably,
this has unfavorably affected tour¬
ism and nightlife, in general^ both
of which have, fallen off noticeably
as compared With last year’s boom.
Night clubs and theatres have
not gone unscathed in the troubles.
The chief of Cuba’s Military In¬
telligence Service was assassinated
in Montmartre, causing govern¬
ment closure of'the place for a
while. On New Year’s Eve a bomb
exploded at Tropicana, injuring
two teenage girls, one of whom lost
an arm. That same night another
bomb went off at Rio Cristal nltery,
damaging a car but hurting on one..
Bombs have been placed in at least
three cinema theatres.
The extremist oppositionists who
are causing the unrest are aiming
at the nation’s economy, hoping
that If this la damaged enough the"*
government of strongman Fulgencio Batista will fall. Second only to
sugar in importance to the econ¬
omy, the $60,000,000 tourist* Indus¬
try is a prime target of the under¬
ground.
Almost nightly la Havana the
explosion of bombs can be heard.
Many of these are placed next, to
poles holding key electric wires,
and when the bombs go off, large
sections of the city are darkened.
With an eye on the tourist trade,
four of the bombs have been ex
ploded within a few blocks of
Hotel NaclonaL Two others, includ
ing one in front of the Hotel Vic
toria, have been found before they
could go off.
Ring of Silence
When an explosion is heard, and
frightened guest; at the Nacional
call to see what has happened, the
telephone operators are Instructed
to say there had been an accidental

explosion of djmaraite at a
struction site.
In "1953, 230,074 totirists visited
Cuba. The figure climbed to 237,820 In 1954 and to 285,386 in boom
1955. In 195fi—although final fig¬
ures are not yet available—over
300,000 tourists probably visited
the island (this was the year gam¬
bling began expanding rapidly af^
ter passage of favorable legisla¬
tion).
•
What happens this year remains
to be seen. In an attempt to blot
out all news of unrest—and partic¬
ularly of the bomb explosions—^the
government has established Strict
censorship of the hi^ess, radio and
television. Foreign correspondents
are not permitted to send bomb
and similar news abroad (where it
would he read by prospective tour¬
ists), and all incoming publications
are censored to make sure no news
leaks back .*n that might have been
smuggled out. (The Jan. 2& issue
of Time was banned in Cuba.)
But the sound of the explosions,
plus the darkening of parts of the
city, prevent a complete blackout
of knowledge of the bombs. And
knowing about them has discour¬
aged people from going out nights.
Theatre managers complain about
a sizable decrease in customers at
night, but have noticed some in¬
crease in the afternoons (women
are now going in the afternoons
since they tan no longer go with
their husbands in the .evenings).
The casinos, by investing heavily
In talent, expansion and publicity,
are gambling that Cuba's difficul¬
ties will 0o6n he controlled by the
government, an I the 1955-1956
boom will then be resumed.

HARBERS
-

KOW

8TATLER HOTEL
CLEVELAND

DALE

EARL WILSON (Naw York Pott) toys,
"CAB CALLOWAY ... a BIG HIT In
Miami Booch."

CURRENTLY SEVENTH WEEK
COTTON CLUB, Miami Beach
M,». BILL MITTLER, Ult Broodway, N,w York

Want For America’s OnlyTolk Theatre
32nd Annual Summor Tour — Opening In May r
YOUNG ACTORS AND ACTRESSES
Profor Thoit Who Con Sing, Donee, or Play Musical Insfrumonli
ALSO WANT NOVELTY VAUDEVILLE TEAM with Several Changes

THE SCHAFFNER PLAYERS
As Featured In HOLIDAY. COLLIER’S, HARPER'S, SATEVEPOST
ond on OMNIBUS
NEIL SCHAFFNER. 1190 WEST WAY DRIVE, SARASOTA. FLORIDA

P^WFr
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Kaye Ballard’s ’Later,
I Lisa Kirk’s Fopuia to Hypo Divii^
Not Yet’ to Bore’s Pitt

Par 1436 Gives Houses New Heaii

Pittsburgh, Feb. 12.
Dore’s nitery and Kaye Ballard
are having a tough time getting to¬
gether. Comedienne has just can¬
celled ‘out for the second time in
less than three months. Last No¬
vember she was inked for the East
Liberty club and asked for a post¬
ponement when RKO signed her
to replace Carol Channing in “The
Girl Most Likely,” Jane Powell
starrer. : At that time, Miss Bal¬
lard agreed to come in for the un¬
fulfilled contract during week of
Feb. 22.
Now she’s asked out again to go
into the Rodgers & Hammersteln
tv spec, “Cinderella,” with Julie
Andrews,'next month. Rehearsals
begin in a couple of weeks. Joe
and Doris Binaco, who own and op¬
erate Dore’s,' now have their fin¬
gers crossed for April 20. That’s
the newest date Miss Ballard has
given them. ,
^
.

Nitery Biz; Let Agents ‘&t hto’ Acts;
Tdent Not Enuf in ‘Easy Chair’ Era

Vaude bookings .are on the up--f'
beat, now that it’s being proved
consistently that spot bookings can
be profit-makers even when? top
By MIKE KAPLAN
pix product isn’t available. Imme¬
diate result of the boff grosses
Hollywood,, Feb. 12.
Kansas City, Feb. 12.,
that have hit the Paramount houses
Talent alone is no longer enough
in New York and Brooklyn is thfe
Third annual Sports, Travel . &
to
lure
the
public away from a
considerable Increase of inquiries Boat Show wound up in Municipal
comfortable easy chair and into a
by out-of-town mainagements in Auditorium Sunday (10) with a
night
club.
There
must also be a
availabilities. Managements kave gross of $73,000, including taxes.
“want-to-see” element of excitement
been' spurred by the $143,000 Show played Feb. 1-10, with mati¬
to
provide
more
than
an occasional
gross of Nat King Cole at the N.Y. nee and^ evening vaudery daily.
brake to steadily skidding business.
Paramount into considering in¬ Producer Nick Kahler ran into
So
Lisa
Kirk
wants
agents
to take
stallation of periodic vaude shows. some fizzy weather during most of
the lead in creating a new and
The Cole gross is looming as an the run, but it didn’t seem to keep
exciting
aura
for
act^
that
could
increasingly important landmark the fly, plug and boat followers
revitalize after-dark entertainment.
for many theatre managements. from coming out for the exhibits
“Everybody has to coc^perate,”
Many have 'known that there -is and stageshows.
she maintains,, ‘but even coopera¬
considerable coin in rock ’n’ roll,
Hour-and-a-half vaude show twice
tion won’t be enough if we haven’t
but have been fearfiil of antagon-, daily Included cast wito Dean Sher¬
any creative ideas to offer. It’s
Izing. the, communities served, by man as m.c.; local orch directed by
about time people in the businCss,^
the theatre, and consequently have Don Gil Torres and 11 acts. On
beg^n thinking in terms of offering
eschewed such deals. However, the the bill were Chief Young Deer
a night club show that will attract
Cole take proves that there can and Mohawk Indians; Ellis Newattention and. spread some word
be heavy profit in legitimate head¬ inan, bait caster; World’s Cham¬
of mouth so that people'will want
liners.
[•to come out of their homes and
pion
Log Rollers (5); Cimse’s
The N.Y. Paramount is also pro¬ Trained.Scottish Collies, The Kings
see it.”
viding a further key case. Booker Guard (13), A1 DeJonghe’s Chim¬
Her own current nitery act,
Harry Levine of the Par circuit panzees, Wazzan Troupe (9), Shar¬
which builds to a shower on stage,
is now dickering for Pat Boone to key the Seal and aerialist Clay
is in this “production” vein, and
work the N.Y. house around May Beckett.
'
it has boosted her weekly stipend
29. Deal Is also on for Johnnie
considerably, but Miss Kirk doesn’t
Ray to work that house at some
think the problem ends there. She’s
future date.
worried about the day when declin¬
'Meanwhile Loew’s State booker
ing business will result in so few
Las Vegas has gotten over the
Leo Cohen has also a vaude show,
places to play that even acts like
having booked Jocko Henderson, of
“bubble has burst” psychology that hers won’t find it easy to get book¬
the WQV (N.Y,) deejay staff, to
hit the resort la§t year, says Ben
go in for 10. days starting April 19.
Gbffstein . of the Riviera Hotel. ings.
Urges ‘Creative’ Agents
Business this January,, he cited,
Alan Freed, the WINS deejay
“The time to do something is
Newark, Feb. 12.
was far above that of the . same
Who goes, into the N.Y. Par starting
now,”
she empliaslzes, “and I think
on Washington's Birthday (22), is
Street attire and not her work¬ month last „year, and Indications
also Set for the Brooklyn Para- ing clothes will be worn by strip¬ point to a rising Income graph. the job should begin with the
agents.
It’s about time they did
n:\ount during the Easter holidays. per June Frazer, better known as This, Goffsteln says, will, occur de¬
The talent-cagencies are haying Roxanne,: tomorrow (Wed.),in Mu¬ spite the fact that there may still something more than turn in a
series
of
booking
slips at the. end of
a rough time getting many of tlieir nicipal Court when she’ll face be a hotel or two, beset with man¬
attractions to subscribe, to four charges of violating the city’s re¬ agement difficulties, in' danger of the day if they want to earn a 10%
commission.
If
that’s all they’re’
shows daily and more, especially cently amended anti-burlesque or¬ folding.
going to do, maybe they should
in situations where the guarantee dinance. Nine other - performers
Business is good enough, Goff- only get 5%—like Equity agents
is nominal, but percentages run are defendants on similar charges. stein declared, to warrant the
high. The names who make vaude All were ar?.ested at Minsky’s and building of 200 additional rooms do—and let the 10% fee go to an
a regular habit, such as Danny the Empire Theatre in "a police at the inn, along with a roofgarden, agent who takes the time to help
his client create an act that will
Kaye, still prefer twp.-a-day which drive to “clean up’’ burlesque.
and an exhibition hall v;ith 20,000
do business.”
ordinarily means a top of about 10
Just what Miss Frazer will wear square feet.
Construction date
Admittedly, there’s no preceshows weekly. Jimmy Durante will at the hearing was decreed by hasn’t been set pending completion
be going into the Carter Barron Chief Magistrate Nicholas Castel¬ of financing details.
Amphit^atre, Washington, .^ and lano last week at a pre-trial con¬
Much of the “comeback” of Las
Jerry Lewis, current at the Palace, ference designed to facilitate han¬ Vegas is due to the concentration
N.Y., in two-a-day, will be followed dling of the case. Court denied a on convention business, which is
by Liberace, who goes in April 20. plea by defense counsel Henry helping load the hotels during the
It’s felt that the r ’n’ r of Jocko Rubenson that Roxanne appear in offseason, and the improvement in
Henderson playing concurrently her stage panties and bra to per¬ the transportation setups. Goffstein
with Liberace’s Palape two-a-dayer mit the judge to see for himself pointed out that with airliner ad¬
will hardly be competition for each whether she illegally exposed her ditions, the resort Is only, one stop
Buffalo, Feb. 12.
othet, but it’ll be more variety lower abdomen.
away from any large city in the
Buffalo area magicians have
than has been on Broadway in
To avoid repetition, it was agreed U. S.
bandfed
together
to fight proposed
many years.
by both defense and prosecution,
The failures of last year, when legislation which would outlavv
with the court’s approval, that five hotels bit the dust, Goffstein hypnotism acts in Buffalo. Buffalo
Hildegarde opened Monday (11) complaints lodged against all de¬
for a week at Casino Royale, Wash¬ fendants will be consolidated in were not without its benefits, ac¬ Magicians Club No. 12, of which
cording to Goffstein.
For one some are hypnotists, appeared be¬
ington, and then plays the Sham-, Roxanne’s hearing. Thus a deci¬
thing, it took the promoters out of fore the Common Council this
rock in Houston.
sion in her case will be binding on the field. It solidified the exist¬ week opposing a resolution to pro¬
the others so charged. Two male ing hotels and sent up >Varning sig¬ hibit public performances of hyp¬
comedians, Everett Lawson and nals to wildcatters without manage¬ notism where humahs are used as
Virgil “Slats” Taylor, who were ment know-how. The Riviera, one subjects.
WHEN IN BOSTON
arrested two weeks ago along with of the inns that folded, is how on
The measure, strongly backed by
h'$ tkm
the drippers, will not^have to ap¬ the way back toward paying off certain physicians and dentisls who
pear in person.
completely the obligations as¬ emplby the hypnotism method,
Police “harassment,” as Harold sumed by the previous manage¬ would permit the use of hypnotism
Minsky put It, forced him to close, ment, according to Goffstein.
for medical purposes only.
operations
Thursday (7) at the
Goffstein wilP ne attempting an
Avffy .li Washington Sts.
Calling attention to the fact that
Adams Theatre. Some 60 employ¬ innovation starting today (Wed.) hypnotism was a form of entertain¬
■V«ry room riowly dcooritod.
ees were thrown out of work. The when comedian Lenny Kent opens ment long before it was employed
Air ..conditioned rooms evailabio.
Hudson Theatre, In nearby Union in the lounge (see separate story). in medicine. Gene Gordon, presi¬
The Home of Show Folk
City, likewise closed Saturday (9). Hitherto, small combos, musical dent of the club, stated that the
Operated by Sam Cohen, it flour¬ novelties and singers prevailed in law would prohibit a mother from
ished for 30 years until Union City the cocktaileries.
The Npvelites rocking her baby to sleep because
adopted an anti-burley ordinance will also work the lounge following she is actually using hypnotism
patterned after Newark’s.
The their stand with the Harry Bela- when she rocks him. Physicians
Empire closes Thursday (14), •
fonte show which also goes in to¬ who are backing the measure con¬
FOB
ELVIS PRESLEY
The theatres are expected to re¬ day. As of now, ■ the Riviera has tend that a subject hypnotized by
PHOTOS as low as 1c each
Writo for samples, prices.
main closed pending their appeal lined up the Blackouts, Lou Wal¬ an amateur can suffer mental and
of the constitutionality of the or¬ ters, Latin Quarter Revue, George physical harm. This is disputed
MOSS PHOTO SERVICE
8S0 W. SOth 8t., N.Y. 18, N.Y,
dinances to the U. S. Supreme Gobel and Liberace.
It’s likely by the magicians, who say that no
PLAZA 7-3520
Court. The Newark law ha5 been that Dennis Day will go in follow¬ one can be hypnotized against his
Stncf SB. Serving America's .Stars
upheld by the State Supreme Court. ing Belafonte’s run.
will.
»

Sports, Travel; Boats
Bait $73,000 in K.C.

Judge Sez Roxanne Must
Wear Civvies in Court Vs.
Her Lawyer’s Bra-View

'BuTBt Bubble Era
Over in Vegas,
Says Golfstein

Abracadabra, Or Magicos
In Buffalo Beef Vs. Bill
To Heave-Ho Hypnotism

dent for the suggestion that an
agent get out and create. But,
she points out, “there’s also no pre¬
cedent for the way In which hotel
rooms .and niteries around the
country are closing for lack of ex¬
citing attractions.
“It seems to me,” she expounds,
that it would just be good busi¬
ness for an agency to get into the .
field of creating and supplying .
new acts for established people—
and helping develop newcomers at
the same time. They have the fa¬
cilities. After all, most of the big
agencies represent writers, chore¬
ographers, stagers and arrangers as
well as acts. It should be an easy
thing for them to get some people
together to put together a package
that would generate excitement.
“For that kind of effort, they’d
deserve their ,10%. Maybe they
should even invest some of their
own money in the package. Natu¬
rally, they’d get their return off
the top.' But they’d also benefit in
that they’d have more people work¬
ing—and probably at better prices
^than If they continue this runof-the-mill telephone call business.
The ironic part of it Is that the big
people don’t need them. I’m sure - Harry BClafonte, for example,
doesn’t heed an agency to get him
two weeks at the Gocoanut Grove.
And the people who are just start¬
ing and who need help would bene¬
fit immeasurably from being in¬
cluded in that kind of a nitery
package.”
Hits Package Handling
Packages, the singing actress em¬
phasizes, shouldn’t be (aimed mere¬
ly at Las Vegas. They should be
geared to other spots around the
country—and units of. this kind
could play percentage against a
minimum guarantee, if necessary.
“The important thing,” Miss Kirk
says, “is to breathe some life into
this business. Unless we do some¬
thing creative soon, we% will have
surrender the entire night club
business to television and thou¬
sands of people will be out of
work. The business is heading to¬
ward extinction. We must do some¬
thing to stop it.”
Underlining * her concern, she
added, was the Los Angeles-Hollywood situation.. In the l$st 12
months, the Beverly Hilton and the
Biltmore Hotels have both closed
their . rooms-r-the latter ^ after al¬
most 25 years of ; operation—and a
number of smaller clubs have also
fallen by the wayside.' Several
others ai’e operating in the red and
may shutter before summer unless
there is an upturn-in business.

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for all Theatricals^

HOTEC AVERY

MOSS

PHOTOS

•■tty : fun-master

GLASON'S

The Original;-Shp^w Bix Gag -File
, yw SejTYkf the Stars
35 issues $25 — First 13 for $7
Slrtgf»~-$1.05 Each In Sequence
• 3 ParoUy Books, per Bk:—$ia •
• 3 Blackout Books, per Bk-$25 •
• Minstrel Budget., . . .$25 •
How to Master the Ceremonies
$3 per Copy
• "The Comedian'^ Monthly Service •
$15 per Year (12 Issues)
We Also Teach M.G.'Ing and Comedy
Let a Real-Professional Train You
NO C.O.D.'S

B I L L Y e L A S O H;
200 W. 54lh St., N.Y.C. 19. Dept. V
CIrcU 7-1130

Thank you MR. ED SULLIVAN for a return
engagement on the ED SULLIVAN SHOW Feb. 3

BAS SHEVA
and Also a Grateful Acknowledgement to

MARLO LEWIS

•

RAY BLOCK

• JOHNNY WRAY

Direction: GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

•

BOB TAMPLIN
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF FEBEUAKY 13
Numtralt In connection with bills bolow Indicsto opening tfey of show
whether full or split week
Letter in parentheses IndIcaUs circuit: (I) Independent; (L) Loew; (M) Moss;
(P) Paramount; (R) RKO; <S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

NEW YORK OTY
Music Hall (R) 14
Palace ,(R) 14
Jerry Lewis
Boh Williams
7 Ashtons
JTack Beaber
Arren & Broderick
I Chlqulta & Johnson
Carol WUder
I Eydle Gorme
Bockettes „ „ .
Wlere Bros.
Corps de Ballet
Aristocrats
Symph Ore

AUSTRAUA
MELBOURNB
Tivoli (T) It
Richard Hearne
'Julia
Nicolas Darvae
Lane Bros»
Ross & La Pierre
Bob Bromley
The AlbinsBilly Banks
Alwyn Leckie
Frank Ward
Daniel Dayey
Lewis Jacob
SYBNEY,^
' Tivoli-(T) It
George Wallace
Maurice CoUeano
Jim Gerald
Jennie Howard
Qucenic Paul
Millie Hansen
Morry Barling
Peggy Mortipier
Jandy
Tony Moynihan
Brenda Charles
George Nichole ‘

Jack O’Dowd
Wilbur Wheeler
Flat Tops
2 Handows
Bowery Piano -4
ADELAIPE
Royal (T) It
Katherine Dunham
Co.
' PRINCESS
Melbourne (T) It
Philip Stainton
Richard Beynon
Nicolette Bernard
Percy Marmont
Noel Hewlett
Heath Joyce
Margaret Wolfit
Brian Barrie
Frank Taylor
Arthur Whitehead
Gerald Duggan
•James Doone
Frank Wilson
Lily Moore ,
Stewart Finch
Carole Taylor
Keith Johns

BRITAIN
Shanl Wallis
BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 11 Andrea Dancers
Jones Sc Arnold
. BiUy Cotton & Bd
McAndrews & Mills Los Gatos
Jimmy Lee
Dowle St Kane
Walthon St Dorraiue Metropolitan (1) 11
David Hughes
Roger Came
Billy Baxter
Pharos Sc Marina
The King Bros.
CHEUSEA
Ron Parry
Palace (I) 11
Hill Sc BUlie
Terry Scott
Carlos Sis
Baker St Douglas
Curzon 3
Roma Dale
2 Valinas
Hugh Lloyd
NOTTINGHAM
Bob Dale
Empire (M) 11
Lana Sis
Hylda Baker
Rey St Ronji
Denis Bros. Sc J.
Ossie Noble ■
Billy McCormack
Chelsea Dance Gr.
Granger's
Puppets
Lovelies
Lester Sharpe & I.
EDINBURGH
Overbury Sc Suzette
Empire (M) 11
Rita Martell
Jack Anthony
PRINCE OF WALES
Duncan Macrae
(M) 11
Murray St Maidie
Yana
„
Robert Wilson ,
Walt Whyton Sc Co.
Alex Don
Cort & Skiffle
D & D Remy
Jimmy Wheeler
Clarkson Sc Leslie
Dickie Henderson
WIU Starr
Tommy Fields
Bei’tha Ricardo
Gary Miller
Belles A Beaux
FINSBURY PARK Bob Hammond Co.
Des O'Connor
Empire (M) 11
Les
Marthys
Little Abner *
1 Brian 'Andro
Suzl Miller
Malta Sc Fernando’s
Marla Pavlou
*
SOUTHAMPTON
Dolores Ventura
Grand (1) 11
-Dickie Dawson
Dlgby Woolfe
Billy 'Uke' Scott
I Golding Sc Stewart
Cortez Sc Pam
Ballet Montpauasse
Mautons
.
Larry Grayson
GLASGOW
C & C Campbell '
Empire (M) 11
2 Peters
Denny Willis
Oro 'Sc Rikkl
Bobby MacLeod
Cycloonies
Latona
SUNDERLAND
Graham Sc Chadel
,
Empire (M) 11
Jo, Jac & Jonl
Tony
Crombie ‘Co.
Sally Logan
Maxine
Daniels
Jimmy Neil
Don Fox
Anna Mac
Billie. Wyner
Johnnie Mack
Ron Scott
Jack Haynes
Ross Sc
KOSS
oc Hgwltt
ngwii
LONDON
Hippodrome (M) 11 | Jerry jtiarriB
Hams
Dancing McKennas
Dave King

Waldorf-Astoria
Lena l^orne

CHICAGO
Black Orchid
Robert Clary
T. C. Jones •
Blue Angel
"Calypso Tropi*
cans"
Jennifer Marshall
Lord Christo
Priscilla Hood
Maraca King Sc
Tijuana
Lady Alina
Al D’Lacy Ore
Blue Note
Shorty Rogers 4
Johnny Pate 3
Chez Peree
Liberace
Jean Fenn
George Liberace
Symphony
Cloister Inn
A1 Belletto (6>
Dick Sc Klz Harp
Conrad Hilton
"Skating Memories"
Boyers (2)
Clifford Guest
Colstons (2)
Karen

Peggy King
Ryan Sc MacDonald
Johnnie O'Brien
Freddy Martin Ore
Bar of Music
BUI Norvas
Dee ArlenJimmie Shawn
Jerry Linden Oro
Ciro's
Frances Faye
Trio Bassie
Gerl Galian Ore
Felix Martinique Ore
Crescendo
Herb Jeffjies

The Robins
Lenny Biiice
Ray Toland Oro
Intorludo
Greta KeUer
Mocembo
Monique V. Vooren
Paul Hebert Ore
Moulin Rougo
BUly Daniels
Goofers (6)
Stetler Hotel
Julius LaRosa
Hightowers (2)
Dick StabUe Ore

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
Patti Page
Jack Durant
Art Johnson
Donn Arden Dners
Carlton Hayes cOrc
Dubes
"Minsky Goes To
Paris"
Kathy parr
Ted Lav/rie
Patti Ross
Niki Sc Noel
Brandy Martin
Nita & Peppi
-Joe DeRita
Irv. Benson
Murray Brisco
Grace Reed
Pat "Amber"
Halladay
Gautier's St’pl'eh’se
Minsky Girls
Hoyt Henry Ore
El Cortez
The Gaylords
Bennett Sc Patters’n
Cirquettes
Buster HaUett Ore
El Rancho Vegas
Ben Blue
Lili St. Cyr
Shirley Bassey
Renee Molnar Ders
Dick Rice Orch
Flamingo
Dinah Shore
The Skylarks
Flamingoettes
Lou Basil Orch
Fremont Hotel
The Victors
The Topnotchers
The Satillites
The Make Believes
Golden Nugget
Polly Possum &
Joe Wolverfon

Harry Ranch
Jig Adams

Hacienda
Day> Dusk. Dawn
Joe Graydon
Bruce Davis
The Players
New Frontier
Victor Borge
Venus Starlets
Garwood Van Orch
Riviera
Harry Belafonte
Ray Sinatra Orch
Sahara
Xavier Cugat
Abbe Lane
■Harvey Stone
Kirby Stone (4)
Saharem Pancers
Sands
Marlene Dietrich
Joey Bishop
Copa Girls
Antonio Morelli Ore
Showboat
BUly Papon
Helena Gardner
Garr Nelson
Showboat Girls
Mike Werner Orch
Silver Slipper
Hank Henry
Dorian Dennis
Roberto
AUan &■ Ashton
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Sparky Kaye
Mac Dennison
Slipperettes
Geo.- Redman Orch
Thunderbird
Merry Macs
Sonny Howard
Les Cardinals
•Barney Rawlings
Thunderbird Dners
A1 Jahns Orch .

MfAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Americana
Los Chavales
Trinl Reyes
Milt Shaw Ore
Jackie Miles
Bon Soir
Ray Bari Ore
Gloria De Haven
Tony Sc Eddie
Hofei Statler
Joe Reichman Ore
Kaye Ballard Ray McKinley Ore
Dave Lester Ore
Joey Carter
Jimmie Daniels ,
Latin Quarter
Bar of Music
Three Flames
Bill Jordan Moore Sc Lessy
Bruce Kirby
Isabel Sc Mjguel
Gina Valcnta
Warren Vaughan
Guy Rennie
Georgia Reed
Blue Angel
Hurvfcy Bell
Kitty Dolan
. Orson Bean
Billy Fellows
Clark Fiers
Dorothy Loudon
Vivian Lloyd
Carmen Phillips
Johnny Mathis
Cotton Club
Trio Cottas
Bart Howard
Cab Calloway
Syncopated Waters
Martha Davis
Lonnie Sattin
Jo Lombardi Oro
Sc Spouse
Sallle Blair
B Harlowe Ore
Jimmy Lyons 3
Will Gaines
Hotel Plaza
Chardas.
George Kirby
Denise Lor
Anny Kapitanny
Joe Chisholm
1'ed
Straeter
Lili
Anjoel Trio
Mark
Monte
Bela Babal Oro
Savar Dancers
Tibor Rakossy
Le Reuban Bleu
Michelle Clark
Bill Yedla
Portia Nelson
Norma MlUer Ders
Dick Marta
Irwin -Corey
Orioles
Choteau Madrid
Rosetta Le Noire
Eddie Barefleld Ore
Carmen Amaya
Cedrone Sc Mitchell
Dl Lido
Sabicas
Norman Paris 3
Pupl c.'impo Ore
A1 Castellanos Ore
Don Carey
Bea Kalmus
Luis Ortiz Ore
Park Sheraton
Barbara Black
Copacabane
itflmi Warren
Marla Sc Toni
Tony Bennett
Jose Metis
Caney Ore
Ree.sc Sc Davis
Spark Thurman
Eden Roc
Coronados
Town A Country
Nat Cole
Dorlanne Gray
Dick Shawn
Jack E. Leonard
Ron Beatty
putters
Mai Malkin Oro
Kathl Dean
Augle Sc Margo
Chiiey Reyes Oro
Michael Durso Ore Burnell Dancers
Buddy Greco Ore
Frank Marti Oro
Ned Harvey Ore
Empress
Duplex
La Playa
Mickey Katz
Nancy Leigh
Two Guitars
Holly Warren
^ Roy Stuart
Kostya PolUnsky
Maudy Campo Oro
No. 1 Fifth Ave Dolores Dauphine
Fontainebleau
Bob Downey
Leonid Lugovsky
Jimmy Durante Co.
Harold Fonville
Eugene St Sonya
Sonny King
Hotel Ambattader Andrei Hamshay
Jackie Barrett
Chauncey Gray Ore
VIonnoso Lantern Ben Wrigley
Janl Sarkozi
Monica Boyai/ ^
A1 Navarro Ore
Gypsies
Dean Sheldoif
Saca.sas Ore
Quintero Rhumbas Barbara Kirk
Heixapoppin' Club
Hotel Biltmore
Ernest Schoen Ore
Ol^en A Johnson
Eddie Lane Ore
Harold Sandler
Marty May
Hotel Pierre
Paul Mann
Malagon
Sisters
< Lilo
Vltiago Barn
Eileen O'Dare
Stanley Melba Ore- Norma Smith
June Johnson
Alan Logan Ore
Jack Wallace
Leonard Sues
Jqan (Sishup
Danny Davis Ore
Conrad Dancers
Joseph Sudy
f.,arry McMahon
Latin Quarter
Hotel Roosevelt
BUly Kelly
Ziegfeld FoUles
Guy Lombardo Ore Irvlnp, Harris
Bob Kennedy
Hotel Taft ,
Village Vanousrd
Dominique
Vincent Lopez Ore
Abbey Lincoln
George Matson
hotel St. Regis
M- e Barnes
VIng Merlin Strings
Doretta Morrow
C WUUams I’rio
Lynn Christie

NEW YORK CITY

Frank lihala Orf
Varsalllai
Alan Galo
The Haggetti
BiU Shirley
Arnold Dover
Teddy Ki]^ Ore

Leon A Eddie's
Vanities of '57
Bubble's Parlene
Lucerne
Havana Revue
Marquez Sisters
Eva Flores
Milos Velarde
Renee Sc Lidia
Questel
Mardi Gras Girls
Don Sc Tyler
Luis Va'rona Ore
Monte Carle
Barry Sisters
Allen Sc DeWood
Leonard Young
Sid Tucker Ore
Murray Franklin's
Roy Sedley
Don Rickies
Dick Havlland
Linda Bishop
Murray FYanklin
BiUy MltcheU
Eddie Bernard
.Nautilus
Frankie Scott
Dick Small
Antone Sc Ina
Syd Stanley Ore
Sans Seuci Hotel
Myron Cohen
Freddy Calo Oro
Place PIgalle
B S PuUy
Dixie Ehrans
French FolUes
Seville
Charlie Farrell
Mickey Gentile
Tommy Ryan
Johnny Silvers O*”'
Rey Mambo Oro
Saxony
"East Meets West'
Louisa Hoff Sc Co.
Housler Dancers
CharUe Splvak On
Cortes Ore
Roney Plaza
Calypso Eddie
Juliette Robbins
Serge Valdez Ore
S O'clock
Sherry Britton
Tommy Raft
A1 Golden
Parisian Rev
Thunderbird
The Kentones
Dick Sterling
Herkie Styles
Rey Mambe Ore

New Acts

HAVANA
Trepicana
Celia Cru*
Gloria & Bolando
Richard Robertson
LeoneUa Conzalea
Adreano Vitalle
PauUno Alvarez
S Suares Orq
A Romeo Oro
sans Soucf
Johnnie Ray’ -.

Sonia Calero
Victor Alvarez
Ortega Ore ^
Montmarfra
Edith Plaf
Fajardo Ore
Casino Playa Oro
Naclonal
Edith Plaf
James Melton
W. Reyes Ore

Bill Christopher
RENO
Paul Glbben
Naomi Wold
Rlcchlardi''
Mapas Skyroom
"China" Clark
Goofers
Starlets
Ann Cucksey
Gloria Grey
Encores (4)
BIU CUfford Ore
Skylets
Frankie Masters Ore Ed Fitzpatrick Ore
Holiday Hotel ,
Boulevardeart Sc
Buddy Reed
Riverside
Dons (12)
Tattle Tales
Paul
Gilbert
Drake Hotel
Caprice Chantel
Gate of Horn
Theodore Blkel
Jo Mapes
Odetta
London House
BUly Taylor (3)
Continued from page .2
Ahmad Jamal (3)
Mister Kelly's
flowering jungles of tropical Cey¬
Anita O’Day
Mort Sahl
lon gave' us the perfect setting for
Harry Slottag (3)
Marx Sc Frlgo
a drive. As a climax of the fil^
Frank D'Rqne
we blow up “The Bridge on the
Palmer.Heute
Nelson Eddy
River Kwai," ahd we believe that
Gale Sherwood
Mr. Ballentlne
building and blowing up a real
Susanne Sc Escorts
Jo Ann McGowan
•bridge the size of ours, longer than

LOS ANGELES
AmbesMdor Hotel

Vagahendt
Vagabonds.
Danny Stanteo
Carl Ravaezg
V & D Abbott
Jay Salerno
Soott 4c Boyd

a football field and higher than a
si;^ story building, gives our ‘ve¬
hicle* both supercharger and pass¬
ing gears. Engineered by Brit¬
ain’s eminent Director David Lean,
its a- luxury model we’re all proud
of.’’
Making this Columbia release in
Celyori, cross-roads of the East,
gave jiini the further advantage',
Spiegel said, of using authentic
types for bit parts. “Not only were
we able to get Se.ssue Hayakawa,
popular villain of silent Hollywood
films, but we found extras in water¬
front dives from a dozen Western
countries to play prisoners, and
biyrowed Thailand's most beauti¬
ful girls — talented actresses —to
play bearers who accompany Hold¬
en and Hawkins through the jungle
on their commando mission to de: stroy the bridge. They and Anne
1 Sears, who nurses William Holden
back to health on a tropical beach,
provide the romantic interest—
and what manufacturer would ig¬
nore the woman buyer of today’s
automobile—or motion picture?.’’
All of these ektra features have
run the budget on “The Bridge on
the River Kwai’’ to over $3,000,000,
Spiegel said* while’the added pains
in filming it has kept most of his
company on location, away from
home and family for a year. The
bridge alone, built at a cost of
$250,000 with elephant and native
labor, took nine months to erect
across the Kelaniya river at Kitulgala, 56 miles northeast of here.
The largest such set in film his¬
tory, it undoubtedly will provide
the biggest explosion in motion
pictures, Spiegel said, when it and
a complete, working railway en¬
gine and six coach passenger train
crash into the river early next
month (March). The bridge, constnicted of entire trees felled and
hauled from the nearby, jungle, is
so massive that ordinary film de¬
molition technicians^ were passed
up in favor of experts from Brit¬
ain’s giant Imperial Chemical In¬
dustries to make certain that the
bridge blows up. per script. Like¬
wise, four cameras will record the
event to guarantee adequate Cov¬
erage of a costly scene that can
have no re-takes.

250G Haley SRO
Continued from page 1

around for other top names that
cbiild attract big returns.
Already It Is suggested the Rank
Organization would like to make a
deal with Judy Garland and nego¬
tiations are reportedly in hand. At
the moment, Miss Garland’s asking
price of $50,000 per week is some¬
thing of a stumbling block, but
they’re hoping' for an equitable
compromise. They’d also like to
feature the Louis Armstrong re¬
turn tour , and that, too, is being
considered.
The Haley tour, which opens and
closes in London, will also embrace
key provincial cities, among them
Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds
and Liverpool, and in all cases the
combo will play the top theatres.
Outside of London, where they’ll
be playing for seven days, they’ll
all be one-night stands, other than
Glasgow, where they have one
holdover night. (For -review of
Haley show, see Music Dept.)

DENISE LOR
Songs
43- Mins. "
Plaza Hotel, N.Y.
Denise Lor, one of the recruits
from video, is showcasing on the
N.y. posh time and indicates that
she’ll be a regular in these talent
marts. Her initial try at the Per¬
sian Room makes It evident that
she has the assurance, charm and
singability to ply the carriage
trade spots.
She comes In with carefully
tailored material which fits her
excellently. There’s a sense of
humor written Into the act and
Miss Lor has some specially writ¬
ten setups that give her a potent
hold on the assemblage. One of her
most novel renditions is the selfexplanatory “Let ’Em add They
Leave You, .Refuse ’Em and You
Loi^ ’Em Blues.’’ There's little
doubt aS' to the effectiveness of
this item.
Another tune that rates attenI tion Is the lengthy -medley from
“Bells Are Ringing,** with parts of
the plot to tie the sohgs together.
Normally, show producers and
ASCAP attorneys frown upon such
lengthy giveaways from 9 current
show. It recently happened to
Gordon MacRae during his Desert
Inn'(Las Vegas) stand with “My
Fair Lady” material. She does per¬
haps 10 minutes too much an(l its
deletion would help flatten out the
time to the optimum amount. Her
French medley could also be scis¬
sored for the same purpose.
Otherwise, Miss Lor shows all
the attributes of a good addition to
the top time. Indication of how she
can handle herself came on open¬
ing night when one of her earrings
fell into her cleavage. After an at¬
tempt to retrieve th^‘ bauble, she
deposited the twin trinket with an
“oh weir^ in the same repository.
The assemblage beamed at the
charm and grace with which the
whole accidental .maneuver was
executed.
Ted Straeter gives Miss Lor ex¬
cellent backing and Mayk Monte’s
Continentals provided the lull
dansapation.
Jose.

BOBBY SARGENT WITH SID
FIELDS
Eddys’ Kansas City
Comedy 35 Mins. ’
Cpmlc Bobby Sargent bss been
around as a saloon fimny man but
this new turn, combining some of
his trademarked bits with a new
book of material, is done ivith Sid
Fields vet writer-comedian.
It
proves to be an okay blend, a
cracker jack act with a big supply
of laughs, many of them mth real
.punch that gobbles up 35 minutes
before the customer knows it.'
The'premise is Bobby Sargentnight club comic—and it starts off
just that way, as a single. He has
a few jokes as entree material,
soon gets into his character impreission of immigrantiminer: Joe
Dobrovitch and his run-down fam¬
ily. Later there’s some kidding of
tv announcers which leads to'Sar¬
gent’s impression of Groucho for
which is - physically suited and
comes off as a gem.,
^
It isn’t long befpre Fields is in
the act, first as an errant busboy,
an(i later straight man. on their quiz
show to end all quizes. Fields pops
the questions and Sargent, as
“Harry Blemish,” who knows bis
own name and that’s all, twists the
show around in great style. It’s big
fun with 10 minutes of solid
laughs, and closes the act at its
peak.
Sargent is personable, a goodlooking fellow at ease at the mike,
veteran of clubs and his own tv
show for a year on KNXT in L.A.
Fields, top writer and. actor, has
been with Jack Benny and Eddie
Cantor for a nuraiber of years, to
name a few. They have been to-*
gether but a few weeks and al¬
ready it is plain- they have_ the
comic rapport.
Quin:
GLORY ALLYN
Songs
20 Mins.
Bradford Roof, Boston
Slim, Grace Kellyish-type 5 ft. 7,
titian brownette, out for about a
year, but not yet documented, is a
grad of the band circuit; having
chirped with Wayne King and Jan
Garber outfits. Handsomely cos¬
tumed in two-toned, green chiffon
gown, the Chicagoan is a versatile
pop contralto and projects sock.
Opening with bouncy “Song Com¬
ing On,” she segues into “Good
[ Man Hard to Find,” taking stage
1 walkaround. with mike in hand,
I warming up tables in nice style.
I She does “True Love” with a spot
I for full effect and goes to a torrid
“Sh Daddy’..’ for ultimate. She has
a well selected routine for supper
club auds.
Chirp is -a natural and pleaser
and keeps ’em on alertVkick.. She
does “It All Depends on You” in
nostalgic style and whams out a
sparkling “Sing You Sinners” in
which she gets aud to join. Miss
Allyn has nice mike presence, ex¬
ercises slick control. On audience
sesh, is a natural for class spots
and looks to brighten any medium.
Guy.

PETER HANLEY
Songs
25 Mins.
Blinstnib’s, Boston
. Peter Hanley, who was produc¬
tion. singer at the now shuttered
Latin Quarter here two seasons
back, and went on to New York
and tv, is a big voiced baritone
who has what it takes for the
nitery circuit Singer has audiepce
impact with .his Cajun novelty,
“Big Mamou,” Epic disk, and is
slick in good all-around sesh of
pops and standards. Opening with
“Don’t Get Around Much Any
More,” he segues to “September
Song” and knocks out a smooth
satire of “Melancholy Baby.”
o
Tall, personable sUrp youngster
makes a nice impresh with “You’ll
Never Walk Alone” and “You
Can’t Take That Away From Me”
and clinches with a dramatic “Old
Man River.” He works at nice pace,
doesn’t overstay, and makes every
number count. Shapes well for
BELLTONES (4)
class rooms.
Guy.
Songs
6 Mins.
MICK MICHEYL
Apollo, N.Y.
Songs
Young Negro foursome, just get¬
30 Mins.
ting their start as a rock ’n’ roll
£1 Morocco, Montreal
group, is the Belltones. They have
The parade of Gallic chirpers a long road'4o travel before they
in Montreal seems endless; some get the required stage savvy, judg¬
of them are ‘ good, some are little ing from show caught. In voice
more than clothes-horses with department, they're okay but ap¬
nothing more to offer than an over¬ parently aU need more confidence,
endowed chassis, and others should better mike technique, as well as
have just stayed on one of the some good arrangements. They
Banks, Mick Micheyl, however,.is also tend to step and sing like all
a cut above the average and one other r&r teams without much
of the few “genuine” artists to apon these shores. A composer in Individuality.
After a poor start with “Echo,”
her own right, she naturally leans
towards her own material and most group does, much better with a fast
of it, for Montrealers, is new and number, “Ring - A - Ting - A-Ling,”
gettinji some good hot licks vocal¬
refreshing.
With her very limited English izing in the rendition and winning
Horo.
she sometimes Intros a few of her audience participation.
numbers but for the most part
everything, including the pream¬ PAULA PAIGE
ble, is in French. Her songs are Songs
typical of the Gallic thrush; the 26 Mins.
items about sad affairs and frus¬ Seven Seas* Omaha
trated love are contrasted neatly
A tall, statuesque blonde who
by the gay interpretations of Pari¬ takes advantage of her dynamic
sian streets and the inhabitants.
personality, Paula Paige needs just
Miss Micheyl works throughout one more asset to crack the bigin a simple black afternoon' dress time—^better material.
accented by a deep, white collar.
At show caught. Miss Paige’s
Gestures are limited but expres¬ best bits were “Fancy Living” and
sive and piping has a husky clarity “One at a Time.” Both are on the
which enhances overall presenta¬ cute side but not especially fitting
tion. "
fi^r this Canadian lass who has a
A big platter fave in this part of fiiie set of pipes. Under shrewd
the country via her PRthe and An¬ maiiagement, Miss Paige will be
gel waxings she should be good, heards^from.
Trump.
at the moment, for any cafe in the
U.S. that boasts a bilingual clien¬
Hans Fread’s restaurant
in
tele. With more English, even if
only for the gab sessions, chanteuse Toronto, Sign Of the Steer, has put
is an okay bet to brighten any'vis¬ in a foit)r-piece band led by Barry
ual medium.
‘
Newt.
Townsk'V. vdtli Bettv Weir ns ehirn.

V<^fe8day, Febrnqi^ 13, 1957
Fontalneltleatt, Hi.
Miami Beach, Feh. 9*
Jimmy Durante with Sonhy King,
Jackie Barnett, Jack Roth, Ben
Wrigley, Jules Buffano, Durante'
Girls (6), Queti Claevijo, Sacasas
Orch; $3.5047 minimum*
This is Jimmy Durante’s first'
trip here In several seasons and his
first foray along the *plush. hotelcafe circuit. In his current stand
at the LaRonde of the Fontaine¬
bleau, Durante is setting the swank
room by its staid ears with a pack¬
age that never lets up In pace or
entertainment values. Following
the bdxoffice record-setting week
of Jerry Lewis is a difficult assignipent, but Durante, on basis of the
entertainment values contained in*
his package, looks to rack up
steady aud-build for the twoweeker.
Durante has a solid set of newies
and standards to keep the tempo
r-ising and the howls building.
AddiUon of two youthful aides
adds freshness and zing to the
mayhem moods. Sonny King, who’s
replaced the ailing Eddie Jackson,
is a find for the Schnoz. He’s a
vital songster with a fine flair for
blaying the straight to the screw• ball approaches of Durante.
On his own, King almost walks
off with the show, displaying a
'^strong, punching, style in selling
his tunes to set his stamp on the
forepart of the script, and garners
big acceptance when he inixes it
with the vet leader of the troupe.
He works into the strutaways, the,
^‘duetlngs” as though he’d been
foiling for Durante for years. Endresult is a blending that keeps the
mitts and laughs sustained.
The standard Durante mixups
with musical aids Jules Buffano
and Jack Roth seem as spontane¬
ous as when first purveyed in the
past, and are more sharply timed.
Ditto the bit with contortionistdancer Ben Wrigley. Bring-on of
writer Jackie Barnett allows the
coniedy-lyric Inventor to display
his predilection for the Durante
dynamics in zingy takeoff on the
boss. It earns Barnett hearty pay¬
off.
The six leggy lookers are now
very much a part of the routining,
pitching the Durante insanity bent
to peak in a ballet spoof and a belt¬
ing band bit.. Durante has added
an excellent flamenco dance ex¬
ponent in Queti Claevijo to his
troupe. A dark, attractive senorita,
her work as authentic and flashy,
but seems a bit misplaced when
added to the frenzied goings-on
that follow her teeoff slot. With
the company heading for a Havana
(Nacional) date from here, how¬
ever, her values should be upped
in the overall staging.
- Sacasas, usually the solemn, con¬
centrating batoner, comes off as a
funny butt for Durante in the
orchestral mixups which are very
much a part of the picture, and he
still manages to keep the cues on
the button. Tony Martin arrives
Feb. 19 for a three week run.
Lary.

Jiesert Inn, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Feb. 5.
Paftl Page, Jack Durant, DI
Chorines (9), Carlton Hayes Orch
(19); $2 minimum.
Patti Page’s' stint in the Painted
Desert Room displays her canary
talent to heights unreached before.
Success of showcase is partially
due to the expert staging by her
groom, Charles O’Curran. Dramatic
lighting and wise pacing blend well
with the wholesome, girl-next-door
friendliness of Miss Page’s deliv¬
ery. , Her familiar voice fits the
songs she’s selected, and with each
she soimds as if she enjoys singing
every note.
She throws in the inevitable
Presley bit, but it.’s different
enough to reward her with more
than just polite laughter:, a few
bars of “Hound Dog’’ are piped
before transition info “How Much
Is That Hound Dog In The Win¬
dow?’’ She further kids .her w.k.
doggy disclick by chirping it to the
accompaniment of loudly barking
orch members. “A Foggy Day in
London Town’’ is made even more
effective by stage fog; she scores
with “Johnny Guitar,’’ which has
excellent backing by guitarist Bob
Morgan.
Comedy know-how is
shown witlf “a number left over
fropi last week’’ when she goes
Into Jimmy Durante’js “Baby Mine,’*
complete with his mannerisms.
The mechanical trick of singing
“Tumbling Tumbleweed” with
“three other Patti Pages” is a
clever gimmick, good for solid
applause. Trademark, “Tennessee
Waltz,” is done with emotion while
revolving sphere with tiny mirrors
reflect spotlight into dgrkCned
room for unusual ^ effect. Not to
disappoint requests from audience,
she offers a pleasing medley of hits
with which she is identified. Her
drummer, Archie Freeman, and
pianist, Rocky Cole (latter Joins her
vocally in the Durante takeoff)

contribute heavily to making this
a topnptch act
Jack Durant’s comedy Is always
welcome on the Strip. His breath¬
less, husky-voiced style blasts mon¬
olog which concentrates on the
shortcomings of his- wife. His
standard backslapping of bewilder¬
ed ringsiders is good for yocks, as
are his frightening flips and falls
to the floor. First-nighters were
reluctant to let Durant bow out.
“The Ballad of Frankie &
Johnny” is one of the best produc¬
tion numbers seen on the Strip in
several seasons. Despite limitations
of the small stage, it’s a lively and
exciting romp featuring Broadwayquality performance by Art John¬
son, Jerry Jackson, Diane Varga,
Cindy Gerard, Flo Walters, Larry
Maldonado, and the. DI chorines
(9). Another elaborate piece called:
“Concerto Baroque” is the curtainraiser; both were staged by Donn
Arden. Enlarged orch (19) for this
show, which ends March 4, is ca¬
pably batoned by Carlton Hayes.
Duke.
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club beviews

under New Acts) scores
with a slick sesh of pops and
London, Feb. 5.
Constance Bennett with Joe standards. Harry DeAngmis baRoss, Don Pippin; The Arthur Cop- I tons the show with crisp beat.
persmith and. Harry Roy Orchs. ! Zarde Bros, furnish the musical in¬
terludes in fine style. This layout
$8 minimum.
exits Tuesday (12).
Guy.
M a sophisticated cabaret per¬
Blotcl, LondoB
former, Constance Bennett ranks
London, Feb. 8.
with the elite. In her London nitery debut she reveals charm, ex¬
George Tapps & Dancers (5),
udes warmth and displays authority. Gaston Palmer, The Marcellis (2),
Had her act maintained the stand¬ Rene Strange, Sydney Simone,
ard set by a couple of her entries, Francisco Cavez Orchs; $6.50 min¬
her success would have been with¬ imum.
out question.- As it stands, how¬
ever, the query mark must be
With four first-class acts on the
poised.
bill, the current layout at this top
Miss Bennett hardly does justice hotel is one of the. best it’s had
to her own vocal style.
When for months. The attractions offer¬
she’s giving with witty lyrics she’s ed ai-e mainly visual in appeal, but
fine, as evidenced by the reaction add up to stout entertaimnent.
to two smash numbers in her halfGeorge Tapps, with a n^w quar¬
hour songalog. “Happiness is Just
a Thing Called Money*' and “Brand tet of dancers in support; headlines
with
a highly; effective terp display.
New Man” are Just right for the
ritzy type audience attracted to The emphasis is on style and his
this venue and qualify for maxw tribute to RodgerS & Hammerstein,
mum response. On the other end with which he opens, is an ideal
of the ,scale she • offers a trio of vehicle for displaying his talents.
nursery rhymes, including the fam¬ He’s lined up for local dancers, who
The Village, S. F.
ed “Au Clair de la Lune” and “Sur give admirable support, both in the
San Francisco, Feb. 7.
le Pont D’Avignon,” which have a opening number and in the subse¬
Sophie Tucker (rvith Ted Sha^ modicum of charm but are out of quent routine to Ravel’s “Bolero.”
Tapps’ solo effort is a striking dis¬
piro), Danny Welton, Joe Kirchent her style.
Joy Healy-iDaxicers (6), Leon RadThe main criticism which the act play of footwork which hits an in¬
They
provokes is that the star tries to triguing rhythmic effect.
sliff Orch (9); $2, cover.
cover too wide a variety, with bal¬ close to a socko reception,
Gaston
Palmer
always
draws
the
lads,
pops
and
even
a
rock
’n’
roll
Sophie Tucker steamed into The
Village like Admiral Dewey steam¬ number, which calls for a quicl^ laughs and boff reaction for his
comedy
juggling.
In
the
current
costume
change.
The
latter
entry,
ing into Manila Bay and promptly
captured a near-capacity turnout. “Teenage Prayer,” which she does show he’s in top form and has the
cheering. There’s also
Clad in a rhinestone-studded silver v/ith Joe Ross, has considerable vi- ringsiders
a strong sense of comedy in the
gown with turquoise side panels, i tality and is certainly an offbeat Marcelli’s
tumbling routine. This
turquoise scarf and ermine stole, { closing item.
On opening night, playing to a Continental duo have a slick and
she still belts ’em out J[n the style !
perfectly timed show; all slanted
which has become classic in her 50 capacity celebrity audience, Miss for laugh response. Their acro¬
.
Bennett
received the top grade
years of show biz,
ovation, but wisely resisted the batics on a small table are a fine
La Tucker mixes up her songa- come-on applause. Her name value example of perfect timing. A beg
logs a bit in 40 minutes, but slips as a Hollywood star should keep off act.
the customers most of the numbers the cafe busy during the month’s
Rene Strange, who opens the
they’re awaiting such as “Myron,” engagement, but it’a unlikely that show, is probably Britain’s most
“Daddy-0 Ain’t Gonna Leave My a typical non-pro clientele—which attractive puppeteer and her cos¬
Patio,” “Sophie’s Matrimonial Mar¬ must be expected after the first tume shows off her figure to best
ket” arid. Of course, a little of few days—will evince the same en¬ advantage.
She has devised a
“Some of These Days.” Her little thusiasm.
pleasing routine, neatly trimmed
sermonette—in this case, “Take a
With her own Don Pippin mae- for the occasion, in which she pro¬
Look at Yourself Every D^y”— stroing the Arthur Coopersrhith vides her own vocal accompani¬
goes over big, and Ted Shapiro, an¬ orch, the accompaniment of an in¬ ment for her dancing dolls.
other Tucker, tradition, is his usual tricate routine is first-class. Harry
Sydney Simone purveys straight¬
deft, ingratiating self at the piano. Roy’s resident. combo shares the forward accompaniment for the
As usual, every Tucker number is dais for the lively dance sessions.
four acts and shares the dance
honed for maximum effect, wheth¬
Myro.
' Myro.
er that effect be a laugh or a more
serious emotion. And, as usual, the
Le
Cupidon,
N,
Y.
Bob Soir, X. Y*
audience simply loved her; she
Maya Angelou, Gene Vincent
Jimmie Daniels, Joey Carter,
guarantees full houses the next
Trio, Lori & Jan, Scoogie & Leo, Kaye Ballard, Tony & Eddie, 3
fortnight.
Catun Orch; $3.50 minimum.
Flames, Warren Vaughn; $5 mini¬
Danny Welton’s harmonica act is
mum.
more aural than visual, unfortu¬
Calypso spots are opening at a
nately and probably needs some
sort or gimmick to make it accept¬ rate much more rapid than any
Current show at the Bon Soir is
able, though Welton obviously other nitery development in re¬ in the club’s usual fine entertain¬
cent years. At this juncture, most ment groove. That takes in Kaye
knows his way around his instru¬ are
doing business, resulting either Ballard’s comedy-songstering, Joey
ment.
curiosity or through inabil¬ Carter’s deadpan humor, Jimmie
'Joy Healy line, emcee Joe from
to get into a spot such as the Daniels’
pleasant vocaling the
Kirchen are adequate as curtain- ity
Jamaican
Room, the top Carib¬ Three Flames’ brisk instrumentaraisers, Leon Radsliff orch is good. bean cafe in
this area.
Stef.
lizing,
Warren
Vaughn’s relief 88One of the newies has teed off ing, waiter Bruce
Ku'by’s perform¬
at Le Cupidon, which reopened re¬ ance assist, and to a degree the
Tliunderbird, Las Vegas cently. after a run last season with madcap antics of Tony & Eddie.
an
orthodoxtalent
policy.
Like
Las Vegas, Feb. 7.
Miss Ballard, who can hold her
The Merry Macs (4), Sonny all calypso spots, Le Cupidon offers own as a vocalist, gives out with a
an interesting show to a great ex¬
Howard, Les Cardinals (3), Barney tent,
load
of material, most of which
especially with the - booking
Rdwlings, Thunderhird Dancers of Maya Angelou, a tall cafe-au- scores. She opens with “Every¬
(8), Al Jahns Orch (12); $2 mini¬ lait-tinted lass with a voice that body Loves to Take a Bow” and
mum.
comes-from a bottomleSs pit. Miss closes with a revival-type number.
Angelou has a very Interesting and In between are straight vocals and
Well-rounded entertainment is sometimes sexy delivery that rates risible routines. Her takeoff on a
moulded at the Thunderbird for attention. She’s handicapped by singer with hiccups delivering
the next three frames by the Merry material that isn’t top-drawer, but “Where or When” is a laugh-getter,
Macs, who top a bill that includes with acquisition of new songs she* while a bit on a parakeet’s views
Sonny Howard and Les Cardinals. should be a singer who could either has its funny moments.
The Merry Macs and their upbeat stay with and/or survive the calyp¬
It’s a. laugh session that shows
tuneology have been absent from so craze. She gets over well here. Miss Ballard off to top advantage.
this circuit, far too long, and with
Rest of the show is along revue Another strong item is a. gospel
the additional asset of beaucoup lines. Lori & Jan, tall, shapely number, with Daniels and Kirby
show biz savvy, they spark rafter- dancers, work barefoot around the joining in. It’s become routine for
towering salvos.
place with some picturesque move¬ Kirby to be used by one or more
Reacquainting
audience
here ments, and Leo & Scoogie play the of the acts playing the Greenwich
with their unique sounds via “It’s steel drums, sing and make them¬ Village spot. This is one of his
Wonderful,” Macs unfold a zingy selves entertaining generally. The brighter assignments, with Miss
repertoire that embraces every¬ music is by Gene Vincent, who Ballard using him for yock values.
thing from pop to rock. Highlight rovides the complicated calypso The singer- comedienne is a savvy
sees ’em dip into the-’40s to revive
eat competently, and Catun al¬ performer in all respects.
Her
some of their gold record clicks. ternates with the lull rhumba mugging, however, could be toned
Not limited to song in the strictest beats.
down.
Jose.
sense, they also evoke yocks with
Joey Carter, who’s been making
choreographic inserts into their Bradford Root* Boston the rounds of the local intimeries,
melodies.
is
a droll fellow. He’s literally got
. Boston, Feb. .9
Sonny Howard is a versatile per¬
a bagful of gags. His one-liners
Mickey Deerns, Donna Jean and more elaborate stories are gen¬
former, possessing a big voice with
which to belt a tune and a keen Young, Glory Allyn, Harry DeAn- erally funny, while his “out, out
sense of timing that enables him gelis Orch (5), Zarde Bros. Trio; brief candle” routine, with a wick
to produce laff-loaded moments. $2.50 minimum. ■
that relights by itself, is. a high¬
His “Gotta Have a Gimmick” rou¬
light.
•
tine is slick, getting roars with his
Tony
Eddie, who’ve become
Mickey Deems, in for week stand
impreshes of w.k. stars. He blends at Al Taxier’s roof spot, gags it up Regulars at the place, continue to
assets of voice and. comedy savvy for good rounds, using topical ma¬ break up the audience with their
to good results In a facetious aping terial ranging from girls and mar¬ buffoonery. The boys, using out¬
of Jan Peerce doing “Vesta La riage to juves in homily fashion. landish props, mouth the lyrics, to
Giubba.” He might add further At show caught, he nabbed solid various records, on which the
impact to his act by singing more returns with “Sunday Lament” speed and sodnds are gagged up.
numbers seriously.
routine involving early rising and Added to their repertoire, and also
Les Cardinals (two guys and a “mother” satire.
the easiest to take, is a workover
gal) have an unusual approach,
Donna Jean Young opens the of “My Fair Lady.” That’s follow¬
coupling instrumental versatility show with a bright singing and ed by some okay tomfoolery with
with an assorting of well honed terping combo in which chirping Shubert-styled operettas. The act,
tumbling tricks.
Lads tune up comedienne’s potentialities appear. however, is still excessively noisy.
some frenetic latino music on twin Opening with song “Can’t Say No,” Kirby, incidentally, also has a bit
marimbas,- then switch to jazz she muggs for good effects, then in this one.
bleating on saxaphones. Femme terps it up with taps and soft§hoe.
Host Jimmie Daniels continues
partner appears to sync aerial gy¬ She’s an eyeful in ice blue gown. to do a neat job on the vocals,
ros, capped by a flash finish in
Whipping off skirt, she changes while the Three Flames remain a
which the. boys do walkovers and onstage to chorine costume a la definite plus factor. Besides doing
butterflies'which tootling saxes.
“Boy Friend” spoof and does a a brisk 30b on the instrumentalizThunderbird Dancers doll up the boff Charleston bit for big rounds. ing, the trio come across with some
proceedings at the opening curtain Another change to dance costume laughs on their own. - Warren
with a s^right “Varsity Drag,” then and she clinches with spins and Vaughn does a nice job of filling in
at the keyboard between acts.
join the Merry Macs for a gaily twirls for solid mitting.
Jess.
paced finale.
Alan. ,
GIoiy Allyn, pop contralto (re-i

StBtler-titiltoB9 Balias
Dallas, Feb. 9.
Burl Ives, Bob Cross Orch (12);
$2-$2.50 cover.
Surprise entry of the season in
the plush Empire Room is the off¬
beat act of balladeer Burl Ivos.
He opened to a full house Friday
(8), in his first nitery date since a
Black Orchid (Chicago) stint in
1954. After his first tune he was
home free.
He gets off some Ives League
evergreens, “Rock Candy Moun¬
tain,” “Frankie & Johnny” and
“Foggy, Foggy Dew” to hefty mit¬
ting while tabtakers" are chanting
for more. Folksinger reaps big
response in crowd singsong with
“I’m Goln’ Down .the Road Feelin*
Bad” and keeps the going big
with “Little Tin Soldier,” “Sep¬
tember Song,” “Chivalrous Shark,”
“Noah Found Grace in the Eyes
of the Lord” and the humorous “I
Know an Old Lady.” Begging off,
Ives’ t);Lir(f encore was “Blue Tail
Fly,”^with audience participation.
He could have stayed on all night,
but his 40-minute smash sesh will
bring ’em back for more.
Bob Cross’ orch occasionally
backstops the vocals, when Ives
sheds the guitar, and keeps the
floor filled for terp sessions. Act
winds Feb. 20, with comic Shecky
Green due for two frames, Feb.
21-March 6.
Baric.

Empress, Miami Beaeh
Miami Beach, Feb. 9.
Mickey Katz; Holly Warren,
Mandy Campo Orch; $5 foo^ &
beverage minimum.
Mickey Katz is cast this season
in the role of boxoffice builder for
the 225-seat Regency Room of this
mid-Beach hostel. He packed the
int’mery during Christmas season
and currently racking up healthy
grosses in this, his second twoWeeker in a series of four which
finales with Easter holidays in
April.
Katz is one of the few acts who
can bring in patrons despite the
heavy competish offered by^ bigger
hotel-cafes with their name-loaded
skeds. Thanks to rep among the
numerous segment of winterites
from the New York-Chi-Boston
Jewish communities who boast
complete knowledge of his reper¬
toire via collections of his records,
Katz holds up solidly with a full
book of his lampoons-in-Yiddish on
current pops and personalities. He
U an adroit singing-comedian, spin¬
ning out well-selected yarns to
spell the lyric-mangling they come
to hear.
There’s a howl-sparking takeoff
pn Elvis Presley, as well as his
standards which hold to steady
platter sales among his aficionados.
Fillip is added when he takes up
the clarinet for hoedown in Bar
Mitzvah party^dance music with
solid assist from Mandy Campo’s
top cornetist, Goldie Goldfield. The
request book is kept full during
the Katz session to send him off to
a big score and leaving, the tablers
contented.
Holly Warren, blonde and lovely
soprano, has become a standard
supporting act for the smaller ho¬
tel-cafes which feature middlebracket names; An assured thrush,
she has collected a smart book of
semi-classics
and
musicomedy
familiars, to set a warm and re¬
ceptive atmosphere. Delivery and
stage deportment are on the plus
side to add to overall values in
the normally tough teeoff spot as¬
signed her.
She comes off a
winner.
Lafy.

El Chico, X. Y.
“Night in Seville,with Teresa
Maya, Mellizas del Campo, Mer¬
cedes & Albano, Rosita Rios,
Danny Varzos Orch; $4 minimum.
Although the dialog and lyrics
offered at this Greenwich Village
spot are in Spanish, there’s no lan¬
guage barrier on the terping. Add.
it’s thC' footwork that gets the most
play. Current talent lineup does a
slick job on a variety of latino
dances.
Heading the bill is Teresa Maya,
whose flamenco stepping is an attention-holdei*. Miss Maya was
formerly associated with Jose Gre¬
co’s troupe. Her performance is
fiery and dramatic, with a heeland-toe routine, sans musical ac¬
companiment, particularly stand¬
out. Following her are Mercedes
& Albano, holdovers from previous
show. The girl-boy duo are color¬
fully garbed and score with their
lively legwork.
Rounding out the show are Mel¬
lizas del Campo (“Mellizas’’ mean¬
ing twins in Espanol). The girls
project a pleasant personality be¬
sides clicking in the song & dance
departments. They also do a nice
job in working the audience .into
their act. The emceeing, as usual,
is amiably handled by Rosita Rios,
wife of the nitery’s owner, Benito
Collada. Neat execution is given
to the musical end of the program
by the Dannv Vai7.os orch. Jess.
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May Retitle Hie Joker’;

oni

Sparked by a conversation about skyrocketing legit production
A new title may be in the workscosts; Max Gordon recalled recently thafhis tryout flop of last fall,
for George Kondolf’s production
"Everybody Loves Me," ^took an operating loss of approximately
of "The Joker." The Arthur Sheek$12,000 for its single week in Philadelphia. That was about equal
man comedy is schedifled for an
to the entire production cost of each of two of his biggest hlt$, "My
April 2 opening on Broadway, It’s
Sister Eileen" (1940-41) and "Juniqr Miss” (1941-42).
figured there may be confusion
The producer also remarked that another of his smashes, "Bom
with "The Joker Is Wild," forth¬
Yesterday" (1945-46) involved a production cost of $37,000 (there
coming film biography about Joe^
were unusual expenses in connection with the tryout withdrawal
E. Lewis.
of Jean Arthur as star and the ‘Substitution of Judy Holliday), but
The Kondolf vehicle, which be¬
the comedy earned $24,000 during the pre-Broadway tour, so it
gan rehearsing last Monday (11),
came to town at a net cost of only $13,000, which it recouped on its
opens its out-of-town tryout run
first two weeks in New York.
Le Misanthrope
March 6 at the Shubert Theatre,
"Roberta," a musical he produced in 1933-34, required an initial
S. Hurok presentation of Madeleine
Renaud-Jean-Louis Barrault St Cd. of New Haven, with Tommy Noonan
outlay of $85,000, but its operating nut was only about $13,000
comedy in five acts, by Moliere. Directed as lead and Anne Kimbell playing
Gordon revealed,
.
#
by Barrault; ^setting, Pierre Delbee: cos¬
tumes. Marcel -Escoffier. Features Bar¬ opposite him. Bretaigne Windust
rault, Jean Desailly, Pierre Bertin, Made¬ is directing, while the production
leine Renaud, Simone Valar^, Natalie
Nerval, Jean-Pierre Granval, Gabriel Cat- staff includes Jesse Long as busi¬
Nothing surprising about it. Not tand. At Winter Garden Theatre. N.Y., ness manager and pavid Sebeiner
Feb. 7. '57; $5.75 top.
only are there actually such things Alceste . Jean-Louls Barrault as stage manager. Publicist Ber¬
. Jean DeSaUly nard Simon has resigned as ad¬
as flying saucers, but^ one landed »,PhUinte
Oronte ...
Pierre Bertin
but makes the change to a straight
A for Angel B for tied
.. Madeleine Renaud vance agent for the touring "Apple
in midtown Manhat^n last week, Cellmene
role with unerring assurance.
London, Feb. *7.
Ellante .. . . Simone Valere Cart" to handle the show, with Joe
Allowing for the fact that the
Tjeodor Szprlng presentation of farce
bringing an engaging, amusing, Arsinoe . NataUe Nerval Shea taking over as p.a;^ for the
Acaste^ .. Jean-Plerre Granval
in one act (four tcenes). by Charles Fenn. problems of the Deep South are
prankish visitor from outer space. Clitandere . Gabriel Cattand Shaw comedy.
Features Betty ^Bowden, JuUe Somers. remote from Sloane Square, the.
Basque
.'.Jacques
Galland
George
Meiritt.
Staged
by
Charles
Hunt;
An unusual, wildly improbable Guard .. Andre Jobin
decor, Wladislaw Watrobskl. At The New play makes little attempt to estab¬
and funny farcical fantasy, "Visit Du Bois ..
Jean JuUlard
Lindsay Theatre Club, London, Fe^.
lish a firm plot, but gives a view
'57; $1 top.
to a Small Planet," adapted by Valet . Gerard Dournel
Dora Trum^erton ... Betty Bnwden of life from the standpoint of an
Gore Vidal from his own television
John Trumperton
.George Merritt unhappy, overgrown, mixed-up girl.
Thb
dictionary
defines
a
misan¬
script, is Ijikely to keep the Booth
Celeste
..;...Julie ' Somers There are, at times, absorbing pas¬
The Plumber :.;.... Peter Prowse
Theatre profitably tenanted for thrope as "a hater of mankind"
Lady Aberdale..
Marjorie Forsyth sages, but too much of the incident
many moons, an'd it*s a natural for and as played by Jean-Louis Bar¬
Hole in the Head
Gates.... Bernard Davies is slow and dull. Indeed, this is.a
rault, in the Moliere comedy in the
Claire Gibbs . .Margaret Walker typical example of different stand¬
pictures.
Wilmington, Feb.' 6.
Aberdale . James Grout
"Visit to a Small Planet" con¬ French. company’s engagement at* Producers Theatre presentauon of Patricks
Bernard Fell..
Peter Bennett ards in taste between Broadway
oomedy-drama In two acts (six ' scenes), Miss
... Carol Taylor and the West End. Tony Richard¬
tains an undercurrent of provoca¬ the Winter Garden, the character by
Arnold Schulman. Stars Paul Douglas. DianaJones
takes
on
many
shadings,
ranging
Trumperton.Delena
Kidd son captures the atmosphere in his
tive contemporary coiiiment of the
Staged by Garson Kanin; scenery. Boris SaUy Rose . Sandra Caron
from
the
ridiculous
to
the
sincere.
Aronson; lighting, Jean Rosenthal; cos¬
Sort more serious plays have vainly
staging, while Alan Tagg’s single
tumes. Patton CampbeU. At the Play¬
attempted. Primarily, though, the It’s to the star’s great credit that house.
Wilmington. Feb. 6, '57; $4^80 top.
There’s a novel, intriguing idea set admirably serves the action.
show is an uproarious romp that’s he doesn’t allow the part to disin¬ Frank .. ... MUton J. WUllams behind this new farce, although it
Myro.
Fessler . . ..
Connie Sawyer
given a vigorous, broadly comic tegrate into either stark drama or Mrs.
"A
.•. Larry Hart doesn’t ednie off completely.
outright comedy, but keeps it on a Herbert
performance. .
Mr. Goldblatt . Jacob Mestel for Angel B for Bed" reveals that
middle path of human and pathetic Ally . Tommy White
The planet of the title is the credibility.
Mr. Diamond . Morris Strassberg Charles Fenn has a. diversified
earth, the action taking place in
.
Tom PjecQ talent, which he’s not always able
This is not one of Moliere's best, Lenny
Shlrl... Joyce Van Patten to hame^is to commercial advan¬
and around the home of a fatuous
but
in
the
hands
of
the
RenaudSidney .
Paul Douglas
television news commentator in
Sally
.Butterfly
McQueen tages. The show would need sub¬
Manassas, Va. Just as the pundit Barrault troupe, presenting it as Tina . Louise Erickson stantial revision to justify transfer
American Ballet Theatre
. Kay Medford for a regular West End run.
is assuring his listening, audience the last classical offering of its Sophie
..
• David Burns
that no such a thing as the rumor¬ current repertory stanza, the work Max
Returned from a Middle EastMailman .
Sidney Armus
The author works on the simple
evplves
as
a
sparkling,
frequently
Mrs. Rogers.
Lee Grant
ed "unknown flying object" could
premise that truth is'as one finds Europe swingaround, with State
possibly exist, a spaceship lands in very funny and superbly played
it and he develops this theme by
his rose gardjen. To the accompani¬ comedy of manners, ripe with the
Dilemmas abound in this new presenting one incident from four Dept, fiscal aid. Ballet Theatre,
ment of assorted lighting and sound Moliere overtones. (An off-Broad^ play which Arnold Schulman has different angles. • His basic theme now prefixing the word American
effects, Cyril Ritchard enters as a way production of the play in ^Jng- expanded from a tv script. How¬ is a marriage called off a few mjin- in its title, did a one-perfoii*mance
super-superman with all sorts of lish is current at the Theatre East, ever, the main one facing the pro¬ utes before the actual religious homecoming Sunday eve (10) at
New York.—Ed.)
ducers, director Garson Kanin and ceremony, and each of the four the Met. Verdict: uneven work,
miraculous powers.
"Le Misanthrope" barely has a the author Is how to whip this one ‘ scenes describes the incident from with some perhaps-justified sus¬
An Inhabitant of a larger and
into
shape for Broadway. At pres¬ the viewpoint of the various par¬ picion of fatigue.
plot.
It
tells
of
a
man
determined
more' civilized planet far beyond
the ken of the earth, the visitor to tell the blunt truth in a society ent it’s overboard oh length, but ties involved.
Unfortunately, the top dancers
intends merely to observe the geared as much to overdressed there is plenty that coulti be
As an example of originality, the Nora Kaye and John' Kriza were
curiously primitive humans. As he garb.j^s to exorbitant flattery and dumped and never missed. The author makes the mistake of hold- confined to "Winter’s Eve," a pre¬
casually explains, the beings on his superficial values. He fights one 'basic show seems to be there.
The plot, while showing promise ng his trump cards until the final tentious tampering with tragedy
home planbt have developed be¬ and all with a bitter tongue, and
two scenes. The opening sequences by British choreographer. Kenneth
yond such mortal extravagances as in the end loses his love who re¬ especially in the second act, wears are occasionally dull and laborious; MacMillan, which did not come off.
thin.
It’s about an essentially nice
fuses
to
follow
him
into
his
world.
violent emotions, sex or even death.
and much of the potential Impact Disappointment in the evening’s
He admits his life is boring, how¬ : This is the kind of period piece guy, somewhat eccentric, who fum¬ is lost.
There are compensating one novelty threw the major bur¬
ever, and presently just for his in which the Barrault troUpe obvi¬ bles his life. There are the requi¬ values in the final half of the farce, den upon Lupe Serrano, who
own amusement he is about to ously feels at home. It is to the site complications, including a but they come too late. Thus, the glowed in item one, Balanchine’s
lonely,
wealthy
widow
who
eyes
great
credit
of
the
company
that
it
touch off another world, war with
m.mages to put the conversational the hero as husband'material, but script calls for considerable revi¬ "Theme and Variations," and in
all its nuclear horrors.
in the end he reverts to type— sion of the first half to equal the ' item three, the Pas de Deux from
The fact that "Planet" is ex¬ work across on the, much too spa¬ still'a
nice guy with a hole in the pace and .vigor of the last two "Don Quixote." She was teamed
panded from a shorter video script cious stage of the Winter Garden. head.
scenes. '
with, respectively, Scott Douglas
Moliere
wTote
the
"Misanthrope"
is evident in sohie of the vaudePaul
Douglas turns in a sterling . Allowing for the limited facil¬ and Oleg Tupine and these three
less
as
a
play
than
an
exposition
ville-like interludes of giddy non¬
performance as tho confused pro¬ ities at a small club theatre, the pumped adrenelin into an other¬
sense that impede the story. That’s on the manners and morals of his. tagonist
who prefers chasing elu¬ stager and cast have done right* by wise somewhat slack session of
especially true of the second act, day, and as such he was more con¬ sive fame and fortune to routine the author. Julie Somers, George ballet.
which contains a couple of ex¬ cerned with character delineation security. As his sonTTommy White Merritt, Betty Bowden and Delena
It is not sporting to make in¬
than
plot.
traneous though hilarious scenes.
Pjerre Delbee has provided a proves a real actor, whether it’s In Kidd show a talent for this type of vidious comparisons, but in the
Including a liewscast - interview
intimate farce, but need a tighter present instance it cannot be
"tender
moments
with
his
dad
or
stunningly
simple
and
effective
from the commentator's living
evaded: after seeing "Graduation
Myro.
that he is more ma¬ script.
room and a sequence ribbing tritely set, equipped with little more than demonstrating
Ball" danced on this same stage
than his parent.
patriotic and/Or sentimental songs a couple of chairs and a dressing ture
some months ago by the Royal
Top c<Mnedy episodes are pro¬
table.
Director
BarraUlt
sees
to
it
and slogans.
Danish Ballet, Sunday’s rendition
llie Member of the
that Moliere gets his due, keeping vided by David Burns and Kay
of that David Lichine audlenceSome of the other targets of the his character moving with both Medford, as the explosive older
Wedding
pleaser was depresslngly below the
jibes include, marital^ boredom, the natural. grace and" the exag¬ brother and sister-in-law. Joyce
London, Feb. 8.
military mentality, governniCntal gerated courtesies peculiar to thjs^^ ■Van Patten impresses as a sultry
English Stage Co. (by arrangement with Copenhagen standarif. Indeed,' it
gobbledygook, social mores (the era. Marcel Escoffier’s. bright and babo: who ihas a yen for the hero, Oscar Levv.ensteln Sc Wolf Mankowitz) cried for rehearsal.
of drama iii three acts (five
celestial visitor remarks that thou¬ brilliant costumes, from the men’s and thoir .bedroom scene is likely presentation
The males were not soldier-like,
scenes), by. Carson McCullers. Stars Ger¬
sands of people turn out to watch plumed outfits to Miss Renaud’s to cause comment.
aldine McEwan. Features Bertice Reading. the drummer, was not drummer¬
Hall. Staged by Tony Richardson; like and the bid officer seemed to
a couple of men fight, but when powderblUe gown, rew'ard the eye.
Lee Grant is charming and ca¬ Jol^n
decor, Alan Tagg. At Royal CdUrt Thea¬
humans make love they do so in
be operating by his own faulty in¬
Barrault puts into the role of pable in a brief appearance as the tre. London. Feb. 5. '57; $2.15 top.
private, in secret and with a sense Alceste the vigor and despair, the willing widow, and lesser roles are Jarvis . Richard Pasco tuition rather than astute stage
of guilt), television commercials arrogance and unintentional pa¬ well hancfled by Milton J. Williams, Frankie Addams.Geraldine McEwan direction. The meticulous atten¬
Janice .. Greta Watson
and what-have-you.
thos, of the social dissenter. It is a Jacob Mestel, Tom Pedi and But¬ Berenice . Bertice Reading tion to detail seen last fall was too
Royal Addams .James Dyrenforth fresh in memory not to make the
Somewhat astonishingly . for a sock
performance,
beautifully terfly McQueen, a maid.
Henry West . John Hall
Definite assets are Boris Aron¬ John
farce', however, the show has a matched to that of his wife. Miss
Mrs. West .Vivienne Drummond present work seem second-rate.
Of the blind girl who blinds her
decidedly sobering secondary effect Renaud, as the coquette Celimene. son’s elaborate multi-level hotel Schoolboy . Anthony Richmond
Helen
Fletcher . Susan Westerby lover, it Is difficult to imagine this
in its threat of Impending total war Miss Renaud effectively ‘ counter- setting and Jean Rosenthal’s imag¬
. Dudy Nlmmo
and the superman’s delighted com¬ oints Renaud’s ravings, creating inative lighting. Garson Kanin’s di¬ Doris
Schoolgirl . Ann Dicklhs British ballet finding a place in
ment that human stupidity makes
er character with a sweet voice rection is all that could be desired, Sis Laura . Connie Smith repertory. It is a rather unfeeling
T.. WUllams .. Qrjando Martins interpretation of the embarrass¬
it ‘possible. Where more earnest and the practiced enticements of both in the comedy and dramatic T.
Honey Camden Brown-... Errol John
moments.
plays have failed to put across that the eternal flirt.
Soldier ... NevUle Jacobson ment of the handicapped. The
Script with proper handling is Barney McKean . Garry Nesbitt moral, if any, eludes. Only su¬
In other roles, Perre Bertin is
message in personal and therefore
Klep.
preme irony and compassion could
convincing terms, this Vidal rum¬ outstanding as the stuffy and over¬ okay for Hollywood.
Imported from the U.S. more justify the subject-matter. These
pus is®genuinely unnerving. And bearing Oronte; Simone Valere is
Noel Behn, manager of the Cher¬ than seven years after Its original qualities are not achieved despite
where the original tv script ended appealing as Eliante and Natalie
with a terrestial holocaust, the Nerval registers strongly as the ry Lane Theatre, N. Y., leaves to¬ Broadway presentation, "Meihber considerable technical finesse by
Land.
(Continued on page 94)
stage version has a happily in¬
day (Wed.) for a brief Coast visit. of the Wedding" seems an unlikely the leads.
commercial proposition and has
nocuous finale.
With Ritchard doubling as stager
little hope of repeating its New
as well as actor, the overall per¬
York success. Its b.o. chances are
formance tends to be uneven.' The
not helped, either, by the fact that
star himself is ingratiating and
its London run follows well behind
the film version.
comic as the super-being from
The results of a poll to determine patterns, if any, in audience .re¬
outer space, although his playing
With such a thin story line, the
Edinburgh, Feb. 12.
occasionally seems a trifle broad. sponse, are being tabulated by the James M. Vicary Co., a marketing main interest to West End audi¬
Gladys Cooper returned to cast
As a career-frantic Army general, & research opinion outfit. Leading Broadway and off-Broadway per¬ ences will be the performance of
of
"The
Crystal
Heart*' at Lyceum
formers,
currently
appearing
in
shows,
were
sent
work
sheets
by
the
Eddie Mayehoff gives an all-out
Geraldine McEwan In the role
vaudeville performance, exaggerat¬ firm, covering performances for the two weeks ending Feb. 2. An created in New York by Julie~Har- Theatre here after being invalided
accompanying letter explained that the purpose of the survey was to ris. At no time does she convinc¬ with fractured breast-bone. Play
ed but undeniably funny/
Philip Coolidge is divertingly determine whether audience reaction at a given time was the same ingly suggest the 12-year-old tom¬ had unfortunate series of mishaps
pompous as the opinionated com¬ for all shows and, if so, whether there were any apparent contributing boy, even though she effects the on Its preem, and was severely
mentator. Sarah Marshall reveals factors. The analysis called for the performers to check out of four adolescent mannerisms with some panned by crix. It is skedded to
exceptional contrasts of comic categories of response, very warm, warm, cold, very cold, after each skill.
open at Saville Theatre, London,
finesse and intensity as the com¬ performance.
The stand-out performance Is Feb. 19.
mentator’s sensible (laughter whose
given by John Hall as the boy
Actress said she thought it a
resourcefulness, self-possession and
According to a member of tlie company, the sunlamp mentioned in. cousin living in the house next mistake to put on the play here
will-pow'er frustrate the spaceman’s the Playbill credits for the Broadway production, "Auntie Marne," was. door. His is an expert characteriza¬
after
barely 48 hours work trying
dire prank. Sibyl Bowan, as her
tion and the opportunities inherent
semi-conscious mother, whacks her obtained at the suggestion of Morton DaCosta, w'ho staged the show. of the role are seized firmly. An¬ to adapt it to a smaller stage than
comedy lines with an old pro’s It’s reportedly used backstage by the star to get the sunburn effect other noteworthy portrayal comes the one for which it was produced.
Miss Cooper denied she woqld
emphasis. Conrad Janis is likable necessary for the S(ienes localed in Egypt and after the heroine has from Bertice Reading as the col¬
enough as a youth who’s wise to visited the south and the Far East. It’s pointed out that sunlamps ored nanny with a leaning towards think of retiriug, saying: "I’m al¬
traditional sentimentalities, and are used in much the same way by the cast* of "No Time for Sergeants," philosophical thoughts. MisB Read¬ ways thinking of retiring, but I
, ing is best known as a revue artist, can’t afford to."
Francis Betheneburt is suitably also staged by DaCosta. '
Visit to a Small Plaaet

George Axfelrod & Clinton Wilder pro¬
duction of comedy In three acts (four
scenes), by Gore Vldal.^adapted from his
own television play of the same title;
SUged by Cyril Rltchard; setting, OUyer
Smith; lighting, Feder; costumes. Patricia
Zipprodt; technical effects.. Louis and
Bebe Barron. Stars CyrU Rltchayd; fea¬
tures Eddie Mayehoff, Philip Coolldge..
Sarah MarshaU, Conrad .Tams. Sib^
Bowan. Frances Bethencourt. At Booth
Theatre. N.Y.. Feb. 7. '57; $5.75 top weeknights.
$5.60
Frlday-Saturday
nights
($8.05 opening).
. ,,
Gen. Tom Powers.
Roger Spelding...PhUio Coolldge
Reba Spelding ..«
EUen Spelding .....Sarah Marshall
Conrad Mayberry.■L®"^l
Kreton .
CyrU Rltchard
.
Bob Gothle
Cameraman .Earl Montgomery
Sound Mon ..
.
Hallow
Friend . ..
Francis Bethencourt

imposi^ as an interplanetary
disciplinarian,
Oliver Smith has designed an
attractive living room setting, with
a study corner and a bit of porch
and yard at the. sides, Feder h”as
devised the expressive lighting,
Patricia Zipprodt has supplied ap¬
propriate costurnes, and Louis and
Bebe Barron have created the
eloquent . electronic sound and
visual .effects.
.
Kobe.
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‘Heart’ After Injury

.
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Short-Pja; BiDs (Bane o( B’way)
4'
By JESSE GBOSS
Off-Broadway, already the haven
of classic revivals and rehorn for¬
mer Broadway flops, is apparently
in for a new “trend,’* multiple-bills
of short plays. As with the previ¬
Stratford, Orit., Feb. 12.
ous away-from-Maih Stem phases,
Governors of the Shakespeare
it’s a case of making out with
Festival
Foundation here have rescripts considered commercially ^
unsuited for Broadway.
J qiJested the Canadian government
for
$250,000,
and will likely ask
Although double and triple bills j
the Ontado government to in¬
have been presented off-Brhadway
crease
its
$100,000
contribution to
in the t>ast, the concentration,
$150,000. The bid reportedly sug¬
hasn’t been as heavy as it is now.
gests that the funds should come
That’s evident in the lineup of
forthcoming productions. Sched¬ from the proposed Canada Arts
Council’s $100,000,000 grant, not
uled for simultaneous preems next yet passed by Parliament.
Tuesday (19) are twin bills at the
Tom Patterson,.festival founder
Provindetown Playhouse and the, and chairman, <lenied reports of
Tempo playhouse, while three one- “urgency’’ and of imminent halting'
actors ’ are to open the week of of work on the new hardtop being
March 4 at Theatre East.
built. “There’s no ciisis/’ he said.
A pair of shorties, adapted by “We-feel the national government
Maurice Valency from the French should be asked to help out be¬
of Jean Giradoux, are 'scheduled cause the festival has taken on
for an April 2 preem at an undesig¬ national importance.”
nated house. The Blackfriars’
Stratford’s fifth season, skedded
Guild Is also getting into the act to start July 1, will star Siobhan
with a double-bill, skedded to open McKenna in “Twelfth Night” and
next Monday (18). The Guild com¬ Toronto-born Christopher Plum¬
bination, to be presented at the mer in “Hamlet.”
organization’s own theatre, in¬
cludes ah abridged version of
Christopher Marlowe’s
“Doctor
Faustus,’’ with Gheon’s “Parade at
the Devil’s Bridge’’ as a curtainraiser. They’re 'being directed by
Dennis Qiirney. The settings are
-by Floyd Allan, costumes by Bill
Griffin and choreography by Bea¬
trice Kraft
“For Amusement Only,” revue
•yhe Provincetown entries are running at the Apollo Theatre,
adaptations by John Fostini of two Londony^ since last June, has been
(Continued on page 94)
acquired for Broadway production

Stratford (Ont) Fest ^
Wants More Gov’t Aid

West End Revue
Coming to Bway

Pfeiffer Drops Suit Vs.
..Cassidy and Chi Trib;
Protests Recent Story
Chicago, Feb. 12.
Attorneys for producer Jules
Pfeiffer dropped his libel suit last
week against the Chicago Tribune
and its drama editor Claudia Cas¬
sidy. Superior Court Judge Harry
M. Fisher dismissed the action at
the request of Pfeiffer’s counsel,
with the plaintiff agreeing to pay
the ^efen(jants’ court costs.
The suit sought $100,000 dam¬
ages /or allegedly libelous com¬
ments In Miss Cassidy’s Trib re¬
view Of Pfeiffer’s recent Chicago
production of “Anniversary Waltz.’*

by. Ed Mann, Harry Rigby and
Herb Ross. It's planned to bring
over part of the original cast and
possibly the original sets and cos¬
tumes.
The show, presented in the West
End by Linnit* & Dunfee, was de¬
vised and written by Peter Myers.
The music is by Ronald Cass and
John Pritchett, with additional
material by Duggie Lees, Stanley
Myers, Michael Flanders, Donald
Swann, Richard Waring, Francis
Essex, Frank Muir, Dennis Norden,
Sid Colin, Richard Vosburgh, Bill
Kellie and Jack Bentley.
.Hillard Elkins represented co¬
producer Mann in the deal.

EQUITY-LEAGUE STILL
AT ODDS OVER AUENS

Actors Equity and the League of
Rebuts ‘Inaccuracies*
N. Y. Theatres are s*till deadlocked
Pfeiffer has protested"various al¬ over the terms of an agreement
leged inaccuracies in Variety’s covering the employment of alien
ori^nal story, published in the is¬ actors. An attempt to resolve the
sue of Jan. 23, on the filing of the situation at a meeting last Wednes¬
suit. The producer asserts that his day (6) failed. It was thought that
production of “Anniversary Waltz“ the union .might iron out some of
was not, as reported, unanimously kinks at its council meet last Mon¬
panned by the Chicago critics. day (11), but that also didn’t mate¬
Sydney J. Harris, of the Daily rialize.
News, gave the show a “moder¬
A general agreement on the
ately good’’ notice, Pfeiffer de¬ matter had been reached by both
clares. The review in question in¬ groups last Jan. 24, but since then
dicated that the critic himself did differences
over
details
have
not like the show, but it noted that stalled settlement.
the audience had appeared to en¬
joy it.
i
Other alleged “inaccuracies’’
cited . by the producer were not
actually in the story. Pfeiffer re¬
veals, however, that after the pub¬
Through a fluke the Metropol¬
lication of the Chicago reviews,
receipts for “Waltz” dropped from itan Opera House is open to at¬
$5,700 opening night to $166 the tractions, and has none, this Holy
second night and $122 the follow¬ Week, April 15-20'.
Incidentally, the Met is opening
ing night. He contends that re¬
sulted from Miss Cassidy’s review two additional boxoffice windows,
In the Chicago Tribune, “a news¬ so that outside attractions can
paper that has almost 1,000,000 cir¬ keep their ticket racks separate.
culation and is reportedly the most Has often been a real headache
under old system.
influential in the midwest.’’
During his visit to the Variety
Asst. Mgr. Francis Robinson Is
homeoffice last week, the producer.. .installing the mail order depart¬
asserted that he intended to file a ment and switchboard in the new
new libel action in Federal Court locations (north side of lobby),
In Chicago. He did not mention but single sale opera tickets will
the withdrawal of the previous ac¬ probably not be handled there.
tion in Superior Court there.
It was hoped to relocate the
standee queue at the Met, but
subway entrance and police reg¬
Plan ‘Captain’s Paradise’ ulations
could not be circumvent¬
,As Tuner for Broadway ed. Stays as is.
New production team of Don
Coleman and Howard Merrill are
dickering to tune up a musical
adaptation of the Alec GuinnessDublin, Feb. 5.
starring British pic, “Captain's
Two new plays skedded by
Paradise,’’ for next season B’way Abbey director Ernest Blythe for
presentation.
spring are “Leap In the Dark” by
Comedy writer Herb Baker is re¬ Hugh Leonard and “The Waiting
ported assigned to write the book, Night” by P. S. Laughlin, both
with Sylvia Fine Kaye to clef mu¬ first-timers.
Abbey is also reading a new
sic and lyrics. Morton DaCosta is
slated to direct, if negotiations go piece by Brendan Brehan who auithored “The Quart Fellah.’*
through.

Met at Liberty Holy Week;
Add 2 New B.O. Wjndqws

2 New Plays on Abbey Sked

A recent Pag^ 1 article In
suggesting that
Broadway legit ticket prices
be scaled according to the law
of supply-and-demand rather
than by the present arbitrary
setup continues to draw pro
and con comment in the trade.
In virtually^ every instance,
boxoffice men, theatre and
company managers and others
presumably sharing the illegal
money (known as “icq!’) from
the black market have been
critical of thO piece, while
•those not on the take have ex¬
pressed approval.
In indicating their reaction,
the various individuals obvi¬
ously have hot been aware of
how they were tipping their
mitts.

Variety
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Say Tb Alotments to Ad Agendes,
Banks, Etc„ Wonld Melt Most Ice'
^

‘Sergeants’ Boob Tour
To Follow Stand in Clii

Chicago, Feb. 12.
The second company of “No
Time for Sergeants” will wind up
its run at the Erlanger Theatre
here next April 27. By that time
the Maurice Ev'ans-Emmett Rog¬
ers production will have racked up
a 33-week local stay.
Except for a two-week breakin
at the State Fair Musicals^, Dallas,
Tex., last summer;’ the Chicago
booking is the orily one pla.ved
thus far by the touring production.
The comedy is scheduled to open
April 29 at the Shubert Theatre-,
Cincinnati, for a fortnight’s stand.
Next is a week’s run at the Mu.sic
Hall, Kansas City, f’’om May 13-18,
then the Biltmore Theatre, Los An¬
geles, from May 22-June 29..
Gore Vidal, who made a smash
An indefinite stand at the Geary,
debut as a legit playwright with San Francisco, begins July 1.
“Visit to a Small Planet,’’'flew to
the Coast last Friday (8), the day
after the comedy’s premiere at the
Booth Theatre, N. Y. He’s slated
to remain in Hdlywood about six
months, his first assignment being
the completion of a film script of
“Captain Dreyfus” for Metro. He
has nothing in mind for a new
stage play.
There were enough backstage
Besides the “Captain Dreyfus” complications at “Clearing in the
.stint, part of which he did in Lon¬ Woods” last Saturday (9) to belie
don last year, Vid’al is also work¬ the show's title. As the climax of
ing on a screenplay of “Billy the a series of squabbles, two members
Kid,” based on his successful tele¬ of the cast failed to go on for the
vision show, as was his “Visit to matinee and one was still a.w.o.l.
a Small Planet.” The western ad¬ for the drama’s final performance
venture yarn is for War,pers, as that night at the Belasco Theatre,
permitted under his term contract N. Y.
vidth Metro. Tele producer Fred
The rumpus had reportedly been
Coe will make his Hollywood^bow brewing for a couple of weeks,
as producer of “Billy~the Kid,” largely stemming from the alleged
with Paul Newman repeating his refusal of Onslow Stevens, costar¬
original title characterization.
ring with Kim Stanley, to stick to
The unanimous critical raves for the directed ver.sion of the per¬
“Visit to a Small Planet” were the formance or even to the Arthur
first such all-out aisle-sitter en¬ Laurents script. Matters became
dorsement for an adaptation from so extreme that the management
tv. Paddy Chayefsky’s “Middle of finally appealed to Actors Equity,
the Night,” currently in its 46th although declining to press for¬
week at the ANTA Playhouse, N.Y., mal charges again.st the co-star.
got five-to-two favorable verdict,
Matters were still in a ticklish
but others converted - from - video state Saturday afternoon when
plays have taken a critical shel¬ Joan Lorring, a featured member
lacking.
of the cast, phoned the manageAccording to his pals, Vidal, is . ment that she would not play .that
a prolific writer, having authored day’s matinee on the ground that
eight novels, three film scripts and it was impossible to give a per¬
a number of tele plays. With the formance with Stevens i]|noring
indicated Broadway’click of “Visit the scrint. Informed of Miss Lorto a Small Planet,” however, it’s ring’s decisioni- Stevens filso' re¬
figured he has an added task ^ on fused to go on, so their ‘resuechis hands—counting his money.
tive understudies, Patricia Faye
and stage manager Leonard Pat¬
rick substituted.
:
At the reported urging of author.
Laurents, Miss Lorring agreed to
play the closing performance that
night, and she subsequently.did so.
. Anna Deere' Wiman has been Stevens, after first saying he would
caught in a two-way premiere not go on, demanded to be allowed
stretch. She’s involved in the pro¬ to play the- final show. However,
duction of two plays, both due to he failed to appear at the theatre
open the same night, but oh dif¬ that night, so Patrick substituted,
ferent sides of the Atlantic. The again.
shows, Paul Osborn’s “Maiden
The Playwrights Co., producer
Voyage” and Williaih Douglas- of the show, pVans no further ac¬
Home’s “The Iron Duchess,” are tion against either Stevens or Miss
scheduled for March 14 preems, Lorring.
the former on Broaway and the
latter in London.
Miss Wiman will be making her
Broadway nianagerial debut as as¬
sociate producer to Kermif Bloomgarden on “Voyage,”'while “Duch-!
Rome. Feb. 5.
ess” is another addition to her i
There was none of the silence
string of British productions. How¬
which
followed
the
German open¬
ever, she’s planning a Broadway'
production of the latter vehicle in ing of ‘;‘The Diary of Anne Frank”
when
it
made
its
debut
here at the
the spring. Miss Wiman, a former
actress and dancer, is a daughter * Eliseo Theatre. Although the audi¬
of the late legit producer Dwight ences here are notorious for dash¬
ing out of the house at the final
Deere Wiman.
curtain, this opening gathering
remained to call back the company
Improvisation Theatre
21 times. No solo bows were taken
the lion’s share of crix notices
Plans Summer ‘Ad Libs’ but
w^t to Romolo Valli who played
An experimental production is the father,^ Diana Torrieri was
planned for New York next sum¬ well-received
while
Annamaria
mer by the Theatre for Improvisa¬ Guarnieri in the title role received
tion. The projected budget on the varied notices mcs^^ly on the good
venture, tagged “Ad Libs of 1957,” side.
is $30,000, A theatre of about 900
Giorgio de Lullo. an actor in his
seats is sought for the show, with first effort as a director, won top
the b.o. to be scaled from $1.60- praise.
$3,30.
The format for the project in¬
New Schultze Operetta
cludes a steady company, alternat¬
ing guest stars and audience par¬
Berlin, Feb. 5.
“Rain in Paris,” a neVv operetta
ticipation. The guest performers
will be invited to appear at the by Norbert Schultze, is due to preem
minimum Actors Equity salary. April 6 at the Stadttheatr.e, Nurem¬
TFI is a division of the Comedy berg. The composer’s BulgarianWorkshop, N. Y. George Q. Lewis born songstress-wife, Iwa Wanja,
is executive director of the opera¬ has written the lyrics.
Schultze is regarded here as ope
tion, with pressagent Dick Falk as
of Germany’s top composers.
business manager.

JIanef a Smash;
Vidal on the Lam

‘dearing’EndsAs
^0 Runs Riot

SHE OUGHTA BE TWINS,
AT LEAST THAT NIGHT

‘ANNE FRANK’LOlib HIT
WITH ROME AUDIENCE

By KOBE MORRISON
Regular ticket allotments for the
principal ad agencies, investment
banks and textile houses would vir¬
tually break the back of the scalp¬
ing racket in seats for Broadway
shows. That’s the opinion of a lead¬
ing New York legit producer.
Since much of the expense-ac¬
count trade for tickets to the top
Broadway hits comes from the
above three business categories,
mostly to out-of-town clients, it’s
figured that direct allotments at
boxoffice scale, by-passing the tick' et brokers, would eliminate .the
main pressure that tends to inflate
scalper prices. If this expense-ac¬
count hypQ were removed, the pres¬
ent black-market irt legit tickets
would collapse, it’s reasoned.
The suggested setup of direct
ticket allotments to the advertis¬
ing, banking and textile firms
would undoubtedly involve riumerqus “bugs,” it’s conceded. For
example, it might have to .be
worked out whether the alloted
tickets would be straight sale or. on
assignment. In the latter case,
there would be a return privilege
up to a specified deadline, as ap¬
plies to "house seats” availaWe to
authors, directors and stars, etc.‘
It would have to be specified, of
course, that alloted' tickets could
not be resold at a premium (this
would be illegal for anyone not li¬
censed as a ticket broker), although
they could be transferred at list
price. Various other rules and con¬
ditions would presumably have to
be imposed.
Such a setup would obviously not
end the ticket scalping racket en¬
tirely. The idea is, however, that
with the major scalper-ciistomers
eliminated from Jhe black market,
the steam would” be taken out of
the competitive-bidding element
and the illegal setup would shrink
to a relatively minor affair.
. The producer who proposes this
(Continued on page 94)

Expect New Stale Law
To Benefit Performers
On Layoff Insurance
Albany, Feb. 12.]
The passage of unemployment
insurance . legislation beneficial to
perfoi-mers is expected during the
current session of the New York
State Legislature. That’s indicated
by the favorable response given by
;Assembly majdrity leader Joseph
F, Carlino. Assembly speaker Os¬
wald D. Heck, Assembly minority
leader Eugene F. Bannigan and
others, including L. Judson More¬
house, chairman of the Republican
State Committee.
' ,The I’atest step is due this week
or next towards modification of the
present law reauirirtg an actor .to
have worked 20 weeks of the .52
preceeding the claim. That’ll be
when the Joint Legislative Com¬
mittee on Unemployment Insur¬
ance meets to discuss this matter
and other revisions. . It’s antici¬
pated that the committee will rec¬
ommend certain modifications to
be passed on to the Hughes Com¬
mittee. which has been in opera¬
tion for about five-six years. Any
changes decided upon \yill then be
presented to the iegisfature.'
A reduction in the eligibility
minimum from 20 to 15 weeks and
an alternative qualifying anyone
earning $1,000 during th year is
sought. Oscar Kanny, who’s been
active in the radio-tv field, is func¬
tioning a.s campaign manager and
public relations advisor for the en¬
tertainment industry in its drive
to get the law revised.

‘Lucy’ Wm Plu? ‘Fella’
On TV Film From Coasf
The “I Love Lucy” television
show for March 18 will be devoted
to the Broadway musical, “The
Most Happy Fella.”
The filmed
stanza is being produced on the
Coast, using settings representing
various New York locales, includ¬
ing the Imperial Theatre, where
the Frank Loesser-Sidney Howard
tuner is playing.
Most of the tv script will in¬
volve misadventures of Lucille
Ball and husband Desi Arnaz in
getting to the theatres, including
losing their tickets.
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Occupational Risk

. Shewtent Sounds Out Patrons
Detroit's Northland Will Give the Customers A
Break, and Add Its Own Wrinkles
_

-f-

Detroit, Feb. 12,There should be few complaints
from Northland Playhouse audi¬
ences next summer. On the basis
of a telephone survey of 100 of his
regular patrons, producer Kenneth
Schwartz is making a number of
changes in his operation of the
local tent theatre.
The floor will be paved and the
aisles will be carpeted, for in¬
stance, because patrons expressed
dislike of the sandy, bumpy floor.
Also, a new sound system will be
installed to meet audience com¬
plaints of faulty accoustics. In ad¬
dition, Schwartz plans to offer sea¬
son subscriptions, which he could
not do last season; his first, be¬
cause of the late start and the ur¬
gency of more basic problem.s.
Aside from the survey, the pro¬
ducer is also working the idea of a
Oo-ordinated booking setup with
other midwest tents, in order to
offer increased playing weeks to
stars and share travel costs from
and back to New York. "Instead
of merely using the lists of stars
submitted or reported as available,
we might do. better to put together
a full month of midwest engage¬
ments, and go after performers of
our own choosing,” he points out.
Northland is co-sponsored by the
Kroger Co,, a chain grocery which
offered discount theatre tickets to
patrons. The survey revdaled that
31 of the 100 theatregoers queried
made special trips to Kroger’s to
get the discount coupon, while 30
were shopping there anyway.

Lewis May Stage/Wood’;
London Show Continues

Elinor Hughes, legit critic
on the Boston Herald, had a
near bad call when in Goth¬
am Monday (11) when she
went to visit the "Stage
Struck" film set at the Pro¬
duction Center. Her coat
caught in the door of her cab
as it began pulling jtway.
Miss -riughe^ was dragged
some, distance before the Vehi¬
cle stopped but» fortunately
she was uninjured. Unruffled,
she picked herself up, pointed
to the driver and , cracked:
"He’s probably an authorturned-huckie who once
opened a bad play in Boston.”

• Robert Eewis will probably stage
the Broadway production of "Under
Milk Wood." He is scheduled to
take off for London next month to
0.0. the British original, which has
been running at the New Theatre
since last September. That produc-'
tion, instead of "United Notions,"
was inadvertently listed in last
w'eek’s issue as having closed.'
The Dylan Thomas verse drama
is now slated for Broadway produc¬
tion next season by Gilbert Miller
and British producer Henry Sherek,
The production billing on the West
End is H. M. Tennent Ltd, (by Editor, ^
arrangement with Sherek). Lewis
I was most intei'ested in your re¬
is currently represented on Broad¬ view of N.T.G.’s book, "Blondes,
way as director of "The Hidden
Brunettes And Bullets," first, be¬
River.”
cause of the heading, "NTG’s Biog¬
raphy Possible Film," and second¬
ly, because I demand equal time
or space for my own yarn which at
^this moment is at 90,000 words,
and I haven’t drawn a deep breath
Pasadena, Feb.'12.
ZaSu Pitts will star in "The yet.
I don’t know whether to title it,
Curious Miss Caraway," new play
by George Batson and Alex Gott- "Freaks, Frauds And Friends," of,
leib which will open Thursday (14) “Loose, Lazy And Lousy.” but it
at the Pasadena Playhouse. Stew¬ will probably end up, "Too Old,
Too Late And Too Little."
art Smith directs.
'Cast includes Philip Tonge,
I hayen’t read Granny’s book at
Madge Blake, Jean Carson, Cherioo this writing (wafiting for an auto¬
Meredith, Bob Anderson, Michael graphed copy for free) but I did
Gibson ajid Douglas Henderson.
follow him at Loew’s as publicity
director when Marcus Loevv and
circuit was young and growing.
West End ‘Image’ Moving; the
However, my book boasts of only
one
to wit: Myself,
Author Has New Script which.discovery,
at times seems like pros¬
London, Feb. 12.
pecting for dry holes.
i
"Double Image," mystery thriller
Stark Hesseltine has joined the
Spring or summer should see the
Music Corp. of America’s legit de¬ at the Savoy Theatre, will move eventual ‘The End’ (about the only
partment as assistant to Maynard March 4 to the St. James’s Theatre two words that will be spelled cor¬
to continue its run.
Morris and Edith Van Cleve.
rectly
until
several
editorialFor the past tWQ-and-a-half
Ted Aliem who co-authored the friends make it ready into an un¬
years, he has been associated with meller with Koger MacDoUgall, has derstandable English translation).
the Phoenix Theatre, N. Y., as cast¬ about completed a new script, but
Thereafter, I propose to estab¬
ing director and assistant to pro¬ its production will wait for the
lish a booth in Times Square where
ducers Norris Houghton and T. "Ed¬ availability of two leading actors publishers will have a fair chance
ward Hambleton.
currently in other London shows. to line-up (in the open) to make
out their applications, and bids for
this "pre-qualified" masterpiece.
BOX OFFICE REPORT
■Hieatre;..-.
Inasmuch as I do not expect my
Djtfl......
( )
( T Even'mj Perfotmaice Number
wife or daughters to speak to me
after
this book is published, you
Atiraction..-.-..-.
can see I will need a cash advance
Weather.I.-.:.-.-.-.....
of some stature to support me in
exile..
Box Office Opened at.by...Closed at .. by.
Lest you misunderstand this let¬
ter to be a subtle bid for public¬
Capacity or 1 Number Number
Estab I . o.mIdIm
ity, I hereby grant you the per¬
Per 1 ToUl Tai |
Color
Locitioa
Start Quinl.ty 1 Oo Itand 1 Sold I Price I
mission to reprint it as far back
UDITION APPLICATIC
as Page p (right hand page, please).
STAGE MANAGER’S
From,
Terry Turner.
f.e'.rn
Oo'e '.'o' '>00.
("Tight, Tawdry And Tempestu¬
ous."
You can buy itandard legitimate

MBS’ Terry Turner, Who
Followed NTG at Loew’s,
Also Has Hjs Memoirs
Varusty :

•

ZaSu as ‘Miss Caraway’
As Tryout at Pasadena

Hesseltine to MCA
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JOFFREY FULFILLING
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Designed by a legit producer, these
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The Robert Jeffrey Theatre Bal¬
let, augmented from six to eight
dancprs, is taking over more than
30 dates on a cancelled KoesterStahl tour. The group, which re¬
cently returned from a six-week
southern tour set up by Concert
Associates Inc., was asked by Co¬
lumbia Artists Corp. to take on
the K-S bookings.
As a result, the company will
tour for 16 weeks from JanuaryMay filling those dates and book¬
ings previously lined up by CAI
A joint management deal has also
been worked out by Columbia and
CAI for the 1957-58 handling of
the Jeffrey company, with Judson,
O’Neill
Judd assuming tour di¬
rection. Incidentally, the two new
terpers added to the troupe . are
Francolse Martinet and Helenka
Devon, while another newcomer is
Jack Harpman as stage manager.
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Los Angeles.
Editor, Variety:
Friends'and relatives of a young
Chinese, Ralph Hum, who has had
acting roles in Manhattan televi¬
sion and legit, are most anxious to
locate him. Family anxiety and
distress prompts me to ask the
cooperation of Variety.
Who can provide any informa¬
tion?
Beitinia Brown,
(1221 N. Beverly Glen, L. A. 24)

Schnitzer Says Such Tours Can’t be Advance-Figured
—Boston Symph Manager’s Angles

And in His Spare Time
He Collects Antiques?
Hurd Hatfield is on the run this
week, rehearsing for three differ¬
ent shows in different media.
The actor "has already begun tun¬
ing up for a concert-readiifg of
"Peer Gynt" and an "Armstrong
Circle Theatre” tv assignment next
Tuesday (19). On top of that, he
starts rehearsals tomorrow (Thurs.)
for a lead role in the American
Shakespeare Festival Theatre pro¬
duction of '’‘The Duchess of Malfi,"
to be presented at the Phoenix
Theatre, N. Y,
"Gynt,"
adapted by Arnold
Sundgaard with original incidental
music by Harald Saeverud, is be¬
ing presented by the Little Or¬
chestra Society. It’ll be given its
first pro performance Feb. 22 at
Hunter College, N. Y., with a Feb.
25 repeat at Town Hall, N. Y. Hat¬
field will play the title role, with
Peggy Wood doubling as his moth¬
er and narrator. The orchestra will
be conducted by Thomas Sherman.
The "Armstrong" vehicle, in
which Hatfield will costar with
Peter Cookson, is "The Trial of
Poznan."

.‘Broadway in a Barn’ 1$
Saga oi Summer Legit;
OK Fare for the Trade
-The legit trade and to some ex¬
tent any show biz pro should get
a boot out of a new book, "Broad¬
way in a Barn,’* by Charlotte llarmon and Rosemary Tkylor, and
just published by Crowell ($3.75).
It’s Mrs. Harmon, with authoress
playwright Rosemary Taylor as
collaborator, presumably to pro¬
vide an objective-narrative touch,
telling ^ her "experiences in the
operatioii of two summer circiiit
theatres, first the Chapel Play¬
house, Guilford, Conn., then the
Clinton (Conn.) Playhouse.
Her
husband, legit pressagent I^ewis
Harmon, was partnered in the
operation the first few years, but
had to let his wife carry on by her¬
self last summer, because of his
health - and Broadway commit¬
ments.
In general, Mr. Harmon’s .firstperson account is lively and illumi¬
nating, with plenty oL familiar
names for show biz readers and a
reasonable number that should be
recognizable to "civilians." The
book is a trifle oh the revealing
side, not only in its behind-thescenes anecdotes (in only a few in¬
stances do the co-authors use fic¬
titious names—obviously for libel¬
avoiding reasons), but also in its
specifics of smalltown resort re¬
action to the summer legit influx.
Since the collaborators are both
professional writers (Mrs, Harmon
has been a pulp mag authoress and
has vyritten at least one play, which
she and her husband tried out on
the citronella audience, and Miss
Taylor has written various books
and picture scripts, plus the best¬
selling "Chicken Every Sunday,” a
boxfofice borderliner of the *43-’44
Broadway season in a dramatiza¬
tion by Philip and Julius Epstein),
this strawhat saga is a slick job,
with occasional passages that are
genuinely affecting.
"Broadway In a Barn" is an
unlikely prospect for top-selling
lists, but offers rea<lable and amus¬
ing fare for the trade, and has in¬
teresting possibilities for film
adaptation.
Hobe.

MONTS CAR16'S N.Y. DATE
Met Opera Booking Tirst in Big
Burg Since 1950
The Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
will make its first New York ap¬
pearance in seven years when it
opens a two-week booking at the
Metropolitan Opera House Easter
Sunday, April 21. Company last
danced at the Met in 1950.
Heading the troupe are Alicia
Alonso, guest prima ballerina, Igor
Yousekevltch and Njina Novak.
Now in San .Francisco on its annual*
swing through the U. S., company
will be seen in L. A., Houston, New
Orleans, Miami, Philadelphia, Bos¬
ton and Montreal prior to its re¬
turn to Gotham.

San Francisco, Feb. 12. "
San Francisco Ballet’s world tpur
has been abruptly cancelled. Offi¬
cially given explanation is that the
State Dept, could not or would not
"find" an additional $60,000 to cov¬
er transportation costs. This is the
function ^tate assumes, via the
American National Theatre &
Academy (ANTA) in New York.
Reference to “unanticipated
transportation costs between Sing¬
apore and Amsterdam" prompted
the cabled cancellation of the
dancers, 28 in number, who were
to continue to India and Iran and
thence back to Europe,
Another complication seems' to
have been a renege by India "spon¬
sors" in the amount of $34,000
which, with the renege of the In¬
ternational Exchange Program.''f
State, brought the curtain down.
Some $130,000 had originally beeii
allotted by Washington to take the
troupe round the world. Departing
San Francisco on Jan. 6 the com¬
pany has played Tokyo, Formosa,
Manila, Hong Kong, Bangkok,
Rangoon, Cambodia and now (cur¬
rently) Singapore where it folds.
Robert Schnitzer, who passed the
bad news in his capacity as liaison
of ANTA with State was “terribly
disappointed and sorry." He com¬
mented, "In touring an area as
fluid as the Far East, one can nev¬
er tie these things down in ad¬
vance." The cancellation of the
tour he thought "cannot be called
anybody’s fault."
Only Good For Big Stuff?
Troy, Feb. 12.
The exchange of symphony or¬
chestras and other artistic groups
betweffen the United States and'for¬
eign countries is most desirable,
but only those at the top level of
achievement should be involved.
So Thomas Perry, Jr., manager of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra,
told Variety here.
Perry, who accompanied the Bos¬
ton Symphony on its tour of Eu¬
rope, Russia and Great Britain last
summer, said such trips help to
foster better understanding among
the peoples of various nations. He
emphasized, however, that only
"the best and finest" should, be
exchanged. It will accomplish the
greatest ^amount of good. Perry
stated, if the exchange is two-way.
When the political climate is
nearer right, Perry thought, visits
to this country by one or more out¬
standing Russian troupes would be
beneficial. He pointed to the re¬
ception given the Bolshoi Ballet in
London, as an example of this.
The Boston Symphony Orches¬
tra was greeted in the warmest
and friendliest of manner in Rus¬
sia, Perry reported. He could de¬
tect no unfriendly attitude among
the audienpes before which con¬
certs were given.
PeiTy praised the support given
by the State Dept, to last sum¬
mer’s overseas trip. It absorbed
50% of the expense.
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New Orleans, Feb. 12.
“Pajama Game,” starring Larry
Douglas, Buster West and Betty
O'Neil, grossed a nice $30,900 last,
week in eight performances, split
between the Fanger Theatre, Mo¬
Philadelphia, Feb. 12.
bile and the Civic Theatre here.
• The number of shows is skimpy
The musical took in $18,000 in
in Philly these days, but business
three performances Monday-Tuesis good for those few. Last week’s
day (4-5) at the former spot, and
two entries did well, one being
Broadway dropped again last Entrees this week are “Nights of
the balance locally.
extended for an extra, third stanza.
with business off for all but Fury” and “Dear Departed-MotherThe touring show remains here aweek,
The current week brings one new
Detroit, Feb. 12.
few shows. Except for “Long In-Law,” Monday-Wednesday (Il¬
arrival, the tryout of ‘‘Hole in the^
Starting an extensive road tour through next Saturday (16) and Day’s Journey Into Night,” the ls), and “Intermezzo,” ThursdayHead,” starring Paul Douglas, following its smash run on Broad¬ then folds.
prior frame’s sellout entries held Saturday (14-16).
opening tonight (Tues.) at the Wal¬ way, “The Matchmaker” racked up
steady.
They Included “Auntie
Sejiarate Tables, Music Box (D)
nut for a fortnight on subscription. a neat $25,000 gross last week in
Marne,” “Bells are Ringing,” “Hap¬ (16th wk; 124; $5.75; 1,010; $31,021)
The future list includes the tour¬ the opening stanza of a fortnight’s
py Hunting,” '“Li’l Abner” and (Eric Portman, Margaret Leigh¬
ing edition of “Damn laiikees,” stand at the 2,050-seat Shubert
“My Fair Lady.” The sole new¬ ton). Previous week, $28,500; last
starring Bobby Clark, due next Theatre here. Potential capacity at
comer, “Visit to a Small Planet” week, over $27,600.
Monday (18) for three weeks at the $4 top, ou subscription, was
also went clean, with the ^ress list
Uncle Willie, Golden (C) (8th
the Shubert, and then the tryout $31,000.
reducing the take.
wk; 60; $5.75; 800; $24,000)-(Menaof “Maiden Voyage,” starring MelRuth Gordon, Loring Smith and
There were two flop closings sha Skulnik). Previous week, $17;vyn Douglas, due Feb. 28 at the Patricia Cutts are costarred in the
last Saturday (9), “Clearing in the 500; last week, nearly $15,500,
Forrest for two-and-half weeks.
Thornton Wilder comedy.
Woods” and “Eugenia.”
New Haven, Feb. 12.
Visit to a Small Planet, Booth
Estimates for Last Week
Full-week tryout of “Ziegfeld
(C) (1st wk; 4; $6.60-$5.75; 766;
Estimates for Last Week
Apple Cart, Forrest (C) (1st wk)
Follies”
at
the
1,650-seat
Shubert
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), $28,000) (Cyril Ritchard). Opened
$4.80; t $1,760; $36,000).
Despite
Theatre here last week^ snared all CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), last Thursday (7) to unanimously
the absence of its star, Maurice
that house would hold.”^Eight per¬ MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ favorable reviews (Atkinson,
Evans, because of Illness, the
formances, at $6 top, pulled a ter¬ cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP {Op¬ Times; Chapman, News; Cole¬
George Bernard Shaw comedy,
rific $50,700.
man, Mirror; Donnellv, Worldwith Norman Barrs subbing as
eretta).
House is dark until the hreakin
male lead, got a two-to-one break
Other parenthetic designations Telegrain; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
Feb. 20-23 of “Sin of Pat MulMcClain, Journal-American;. Watts,
from the critics, including endorse¬
doon,” and other bookings include refer, respectively, to weeks played, Post); almost $13,400 for first four
ments from Murdock (Inquirer)
breakins of “The. Joker,” Mar.'^O-O; number of perfofmlLnce& through performances.
and DeSchauensee (Bulletin) and
Chicago, Feb. 12.
“Liza,” Mar. 13-16, and “First last Saturday, top prices, number
Waltz of the Toreadors, Coronet
sluff-off from Gaghan (News). Sub¬
Business was uneven last week Gentleman,” Mar. 20-23.
of seats, capacity gross and stars. (CD) (4th wk; 28; $6.90; 1,001; $35,scription helped for a hefty $27,for
the
two
Loop
shows,
in
the
Price includes 10% Federal and 040) (Ralph Richardson). Previous
200, and rather than fill the sched¬
absence
of
any
major
conventions
5% atjy tax, but grosses are net; w'eek, $31,100; last week, almost
uled Baltimore booking next week,
i.e., exclusive of taxes.
the revival will reriiain in Philly, in town. Old Vic Co. arrives to¬
$27,000.
About $4,000 was re¬
Auntie Marne, Broadhurst, (O funded on three performances
moving to the Locust third stanza. night (Tues.) for- two weeks.
Only entry on the future slate is
G5th wk; 117; $6.90-$5.75: 1..182; missed by Richard.son because of
It then goes to Washington, with
“Matchmaker,”
due
March
4
at
the
$43,000) iRosalind Russell), Prev¬ illness.
Evans expected back in the cast.
ious week, $43,600; last week,
Tunnel of Love, Walnut (C) (2d Blackstone for four weeks, on sub¬
Boston, Feb. 12.
Miscellaneous
wk) (.«4.80; 1,340; 5)33,325) (Tom scription.
For the first time this season, same.
Measure for Measure, Phoenix
Estimates
for
Last
Week
Ewell). This pre-Broadway tryout
there
are
no
shows
on
the
local
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC> (C) (3d wk; 24; S3.85; 1,150; $25,Janus, Harris (C) (2d wk) ($.5;
was a mopup from the start, going
boards this week, but a new entry, filth wk; 84; $7.50; 1.453; $55,039) 000). Ends limited four-week run
over capacity at over $33,900 on 1,000; $29,662) (Joan Bennett, Don¬ “Good as Gold,” by John Patrick, (Judy Holiday).
Previous week, I next Sunday (17); provio.us week,
the holdover, after a slambang ald Cook, Romney Brent). Around opens Saturday (16) for a fortnifiht’s $55,600; last week, same
$17,100; last w’eek, nearly $16,000.
$24,000;
previous
week,
$23,000;
$33-,200 the previous canto. Exit¬
Damn
Yankees,
46th St. (MO
pre-Broadway
tryout
at
the
Shu¬
^CScf^ed K.ast We-k
exits Saturday (16) to continue
ed Saturday iO) for New York.
bert. Only the Opera House is (93d wk; 740; $8.05; 1.297; $.50,573'.
Clearing ?.n th" Wor.ds; Belasco
tour.
Previous
week,
$37,700;
last
week,
lighted
this
week,
with
the
Ameri¬
'5111
w’k;
36; $5.75; 1.037; $31,582)
No Time for Sergeants, Erlanger
$34,600.
j I Kim Stanley, On.slow Stevens).
(C) (22d wk) ($4.96; 1,335; $35,495). can Ballet Theatre opening tomor¬ almost
Diary df Anne Frank, Cort (D) Previous week, $10,500; la,st week,
Almost $31,000; previous week, row night (Wed.) for a four day (71st
wk: 565; $5.75; 1,036; $28.85 H alino.'jt $10,000.
engagement.
Dropped about
$34,500.
Future bookings are “Sin of Pat (Joseph Schildkraut),- Moves Feh. $10,000 on each w'oek of operation
Opening This Week
26
to
the Ambassador Theatre. and closed la.st Saturday (9) at an
Muldoon”
opening
at
the
Colonial
Old Vic Co., Studebaker ($4.95;
Previous
week,
$16,000;
last
week,
apnroximate .$135,000 loss.
2.100). Two week repertory of four for two weeks Feb. 25; “Janus,” at
$15,200.
VV)
Eugenia, Ambassador (C) (2d
Shakespeare plays opens toniglil the Plymouth the same night for nearly
Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum wk; 12; $5.75; 1.155; $35,000) (Tal¬
a two wpeker; the Danny Kaye
(Tues.) with “Macbeth.”
Los Angeles, Feb. 12.
show at the Colonial, March 11, ■ (O ll2th wk; 95; $5.75; 995; $26.- lulah Bankh^'ad). Previous week,
Miscellaneous
Two weekend departures left the
'OOG)
(Walter
Pidgeon).
Previous
Much Ado About Nothing, Stude¬ for four weeks; the'touring “Damn week, $23,300, la.st week nearly almost $20,100 for first four pertown with only a pair of comedies
! formances and two previews; last
to hold up the legit banner for the baker, Stock production closes Yankees” at the Shubert, March $23,500.
^
'v-c'-k, over $18,000.
Closed last
next few frames. Both departing Sunday (17), “View From the 25,- for two weeks.
Estimate
for
Last
Week
Happy
Hunting
Majestic
(MC)
Bridge”
opens
next
Tuesday
(19).
Saturday (9) at an approximate loss
shows, “A Hatful of Rain” and
H(rl?day For Lovers, Shubert (C) (10th wk; 76; $8.05; 1.625; $69„089) of its entire $100,000 investment.
“Tiger At the Gates,” had profits,
(2d wk) ($4.40; $3.85; $31,000) iDon (Ethel Merman). Previous Week,
continuing a run of okay business
Opening Tins Week
Ameche), Nabbed $21,000; previ¬ $70,400; last week, same.
that has marked the first six weeks
Tunnel of Lave, Royale tC)
Hidden River, Playhouse i3d wk:
ous week, $20,100; exited Saturday
of the new year.
21; $5.75; 994; $30,033' (Robert ($5.75; 994; $29,000) (Tom Ewell).
(9)
for
Broadway.
Estimates for Last Week
Preston, Dennis King. Lili Darvas'. PlAy by Joseph Fields & Peter de
Anniversary Waltz, Ritz (C) (7th
Previous week, $19,400; last week, Vries, based on the latter’s novel,
Wilmington, Feb. 12.
wk) ($3.85; 1,330) (Russell Nype,
presented by the Theatre Guild;
almost
$19,700,
“A Hole in the Head,” starring
Marjorie Lord). Slipped to $9,500, Paul
production financed at $60,000, cost
grossed a big $18,Inherit the Wind, National (D) about
below operating costs; previous 900 inDouglas,
to bring in and can
five performances last Wed(82d wk; $654; $5.75-.$4.60; 1,162; break $25,000
week, $11,000.
even at around $18,000
(6-9) at the 1,251$32,003) (Paul Muni).
Previous
Hatful of Rain, Huntington Hart¬ nesday-Saturday
gross.
Opens
tonight (Wed.).
Cincinnati,
Feb.
12.
week,
$25,600;
last
week,
nearly
Playhouse here. The show, a
ford (D) (3d wk) ($4.95;' 1,024) (Vi¬ seat
Holiday for Lovers, Longacre
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” star¬ $21,300.
virutal sellout with standees at
t
vian Blaine). Fine $19,500 on the most
ring Marjorie Steele, Thomas Go¬
Li’l Abner, St. James (MO fl3th (C) ($5.75; 1,101; . $29,378) (Don
performances,
was
scaled
to,a
finale to give it $58,500 for three $4.80 top.
mez and Alex Nicol, grossed a wk; 100; $8.05; 1.028; $58,100). Ameche). Play by Ronald Alex¬
profitable weeks.
It’s current at the Walnut Thea¬ sturdy $33,300 last week at the Previous week, $58,100; last week, ander, presented by Shepard
Pajama Tops, Forum (C) (16th tre,
Traube; production financed at
2.000-seat Shubert Theatre here. almost $58,200.
Philadelphia.
wk) ($3.30; 1,740). Another good
The house was scaled to a $4.52
Long Day’s Journey Into Night, $90,000 (including 20% overcall),
$9,000, same as previous week.
top.
Helen Hayes (D) (14th wk; 84; cost about $75,000 to bring in, in¬
Backers got back the $10,000 pro¬ ‘Fanny’ Passable $35,Q00,
The Tennessee Williams drama $6.90;
1,039; $30,000)
(Fredric cluding bonds, and can break even
duction cost last week.
is
current
at
the
American
Thea¬
March, Florence Eldridge).
Prev¬ at around $16,000 gross. Opens
First Week in Toronto tre, St. Louis.
Tiger at the Gates, Ivar (D) (2d
ious week, $30,000; last week, tomorrow (Thurs.) night.
Toronto, Feb. 12,
wk) ($4.40; 400) (Robert Ryan, John
nearly $28,500, with Miss Eldridge
Despite favorable reviews and
Ireland, Marilyn Erskine, Ray Danmissing three performances be¬
OFF-BROADWAY SHOWS
ton, Mary Astor). Final week’s $9,- excellent exploitation, the touring ‘Chalk’ Picks Up $20,400,
cause of illness.
Easter, 4th St. (1-16-57).
100 set a new local record for a “Fanny” grossed only a moderate
Major Barbara, Morosco (C)
Single
Week,
Montreal
House
Remembered,
Actors*
small-seater. Two - week stand $35,000 last week at the 1,525-seat
(15th wk; 119: $6.90; 946; $37,500) Playhouse (2-6-57).
Montreal, Feb. 12.
Royal Alexandra Theatre here, at
grossed profitable $17,200.
(Charles Laughton, Burgess Mere¬
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square
“Chalk
Garden,”
starring
Judith
$5.50 top. Potential capacity at the
Anderson and Cathleen Ne.sbitt, dith, Glynis Johns, Eli Wallach, (5-8-56).
scale was $46,000.
Cornelia Otis Skinner). Previous
In Good King Charles Golden
The musical, costarring Italo drew a healthy $20,400 at the 1,700- week, $31,100; last week almost Days, Downtown (1-24-57).
Tajo and Billy Gilbert, is continu¬ seat Her Majesty’s last week $29,800. Anne Jackson (Wallach’s
Me Candido, Greenwich Mews
ing a second week, with a $24,000 against a potential capacity gross wife) joins the cast March 4, suc¬ (10-15-56); closes Mar. 3.
of $35,500 at a $4.50 top.
advance sale.
ceeding Miss Johns.
Misanthrope, Theatre East (11The
theatre
has
nothing
definite
San Francisep, Feb. 12.
Middle of the Night, ANTA (D) 12-56); closes next Sunday (.17).
booked until March, with a ten¬ (45th
Still the sole legit entry in town,
wk; 357; $5.75; 1,185: $39,116)
Mrs. Patterson, Davenport (2-5tative
date
set
for
“Janus,”
fol“Great Sebastians” skidded to
(Edward G. Robinson). Previous 57).
lov/ed in April by “Damn Yankees” week,
$25,100 last week, its fifth at the
(Feh. 11-24)
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12and “Matchmaker,” and “Hatful of $28,800. $27,900; last week, over
1,770-seat Curran Theatre.
The
. • 27-56).
Anniversary Waltz (Russel Nype, Mar¬
Rain”
a
possible
for
May.
Lord)—Ritz, L.A. (11-23).
Most Hapoy Fella, Imperial (MD)
previous stanza was a fine $33,600. jorie
Shoestring
’57, Barbizon-Plaza
Apple Cart—Forrest. Philly ai-16);
The Alfred Lunt-Lynn Fontanne- Locust..
f41st wk; 324; $7.50; 1,427; $.57,- (11-5-56); closes next Sunday (17).
Philly (18-23),
starrer continues through next
875). Previous week, $53,000; last
Canadian Players (Othello & Man &
Take
a
Giant
Step, Jan Hus (9of Washington. Seattle
Thursday night (14), then moves to Superman)—U.
week, nearly $50,500.
22-56).
(24).
St. Louis.
(Figures denote opening dates)
Air. Wonderful, Broadway (MC)
Cat On a Hot Jin Roof (Thomas Gomez,
There
Is
No
End,
Covenant PlayBoth ■ Other local legit houses, Marjorie Steele, Alex NicoD—American,
(47th wk; 367; $7.50-$6.90: 1.900; hon.«e (2-8-57).
L. (11-16); Geary. S.F. (20-23),
LONDON
the Geary and Alcazar, remain St.Chalk
$71,000). Closes Feb. 23. Previous
Garden (Judith Anderson, CathThreepenny
Opera,
de Lys (9At Drop of Hat, Fortune (1-24-57),
dark.
week, $34,700; last week, over $33,- 20-55).
leen Nesbitt)—Community Aud., Hershey,
Boy Friend, Wyndham's (12-1-53)
Pa. (11-13); McCarter, Princeton (14-16,
500.
Bride & Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-56).
Twelfth
Night,
St.
IgnatuLs,
closes).
Chalk Garden, Haymarket (4-11-56)
My Fair Lady, flellinger (MC)
Damn Yankees (2d Co.) (Bobby Clark)
(1-4-57); Closes ne.xt SunSCHEDULED N Y. OPENINGS , —Hartman.
Diary Anne Frank, Phoenix (11-29-56).
(48th wk; 379; $8.05: 1,551; $67,696) Church
Col. (11-16); Shubert, Philly
Double
Image,
Savoy
(11-14-50).
dav
(17'.
(Theatres indicated if set) - |-<48-23).
(Edward Mulhare. Julie Andrews).
D'Oyly Carte, Prince’s (12-3-5G).
Volpone, Rooftop (1-7-57).
Fanny (Italo Tajo, Billy Gilbert)—Royal
Dry Rot, Whitehall nJ-31-54).
Hole in Head/ Plymouth (2-28).
Previous week, $68,700; last week,
Alexandra, Toronto (11-16); Shubert. Dot.
Fanny, Drury Lane (11-15-56).
ziegfeld Folliesr Wint. Gard, (3-1).
same.
(18-23).
Sin of Pat MuldX)on/ Cort (3-13).
For
Amusement
Only,
Apollo
(O-S-.'iO).
Good as Gold (tryout)—Shubert. Boston
No
Time
for
Sergeants,
Alvin
<C'
Maiden Voyage, Barrymore (3-1,4).
Grab
Me
a
Gondola,
Lyric
(12-26-56).
(16-23).
Strategy of Murder (3-15),
House by Lake, York’.*? (5-9-56)
(69Lh wk; 548; $5.75-$4.60; 1.331;
Great Sebastians (Alfred Lunt. Lynn
Good as Gold, Belasco (.3-7).
Member of Wedding, Royal Ct, (2-5-57). $38,500). Previous week, $32,900;
Fontanne)—Curran, S.F. (11-14); Ameri¬
Something Wild, Beck (3-21).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52)
can, St. L, (18-23).
Hide & Seek (wk. 3-25)
Mrs. Gibbons' Boys, Westmin (12-11-56). la.st week, almost ,$30,200.
Hatful
of
Rain
(Vivian
Blaine)—Vic¬
Liza (wk. 4-1).
New Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-10-5G).
Potting Shed, Bijou (D) (2d wk:
toria, K.C. (12-13); Music Hall, Omaha
Joker (4-2).
No Laughing Matter, Arts (1-23-37).
(14); KRNT, Des Moines (15); Aud„ St.
15; $5.75-$5.25; 603: $20,500) uSySt. Louis, Feb. 12.
Hotel Paradiso C4-3).
No Time Sgts., Her Maj. (8-23-56).
Paul (16); Lyceum, Mpls. (18-23).
First Gentleman (4-11).
bill Thorndike, Robert Flemyng,
Nude With Violin, Globe (11-7-5G),
'
“Damn Yankec.s,” starring Bobby
Hole
In
the
Head
(tryout)
(Paul
Douglas)
- Shinbone Alley, B'way (4-13).
Pajama Game, Coliseum (10-13-56).
Leueen MacGrath). Previous week, Clark, perked-to a profitable $37,—Walnut, Philly (11-23).
Moon for Misbegotten, Bi.iou (4-30).
Plaintiff
in
Hat,
St.
Mart.
(10-11-56).
Janus (Joan Bennett, Donald Cook,
nearly $15,600 for first seven per¬ 400 last week on a holdover at the
New Girl in Town, 46th St. (5-8).
Plume de ma Tante, Garrick 11-3-.35).
Romney Brent)—Harris, Chi (11-23).
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
formances and one preview; last l,513-.seat American Theatre here,
Matchmaker (Ruth Gordon, Loring
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-55).
Smith, Patricia Cutts)—Shubert, Det.
at a $5,60 top. The musical drew
we''k
over $17,000.
OFF^BROADWAY
Romanoff & Juliet, Piccadilly (5-17 5T).
(11-16); Shubert, Gincy (18-23).
Renaud-BarratiU
Co.,
Winter $32,400 on the previous stanza.
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
,Box Water Colors, BVay Cong.' (2-17)7
No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.)—ErlanSalad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Garden (Repertory) (2d wk: 14;
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” .star¬
gor, Chi (11-23).
Double Bill, Blnckfriars' (2-18).
Tov/ards Zero, St. Jame.s’s (9-4-!56).
Brazilian Bill, Provincetown (2-19).
Old Vic Co.—Shubert, Chi (12-23),
$5.75; .1,494; $45,000). “Christoplie ring Marjorie Steel,'‘Thomas Go¬
Touch of Fear, Aldwych (12-5-56).
Shaw Twin Bill, Tempo (2-19).
Pajama Game (Larrj.' Douglas, Buster
Colomb” opened four-week rep¬ mez and Alex Nieol, opened at the
Under Milk Wood, Now (9-20-56).
Taming of the Shrew, Phoenix (2-20).
Wo.st, Betty O’Neil)—Civic, New Orleans
View From Bridge, Comedy (10-11-56).
(11-16, closes).
Lady's Not Burning, Carnegie (2-21).
ertory season the previous frame, house last night (Mon.) for a week’s
Waltz of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-5‘J).
American Savoyards, St. Ignatius (2-26).
Sin of Pat Muldoon (tryout) (James
grossing nearly $32,900 for six per¬ stand at a $4.48 top.
Zero Hours, St. .James’s (9-4-56).
Right You Are, Fischer (3-4)’.
Barton)—Shubert. New Haven (20-23).
Scheduled Openings
formances and one preview; last
Synge Trilogy. Theatre East (3-4).
Something Wild In the Country (tryout)
Crystal Heart, Savllle (2-19-57),
Exiles, Renata (3-12).
^Shubert, Wash. (21-23).
week, almost $33,400 for eight per¬
Linda Darnell will head a com¬
Iron Duchess, Cambridge (3-14-57).
Trojan Trio, Theatre Marquee (3-18).
Ziegfeld Pollies (tryout) (Beatrice Lillje)
formances, evenly split betw’een pany of “Tea and Sympathy” for
Duchess of Malfl, Phoenix (3-19),
Closed Week Ending Feb. 2
—National, Wash. (12-23) (Reviewed in
Coming of the Lord, Mews (3-25).
VARIETY, Feb. 6, ’57).
“Volpone” and “Le Misanthrope.” a strawhat tour next summer.
United Notions, Adelphi (11-28-56).

‘Matcbmaker’ Big $25,000
Starting Tour in Dot.

‘Follies’$50,7i
SRO, New Haven

‘Janus’OK $24A

AMECHE OK $21,000
ON HOLDOVER IN HUE

iF $19,500 in L.A.;
All-Star ‘Tiger $9,100,

PAUL DOUGLAS $18,900
FOR 5 IN WILMINGTON

‘Cat’ Snares Fat $33,300
On Solo Week in Cincy

Lunt-Fontanne $25,100
For 5th Frame, Frisco

Touring Shows

British Shows

‘Yankees’ Sc®re $37,400
On Holdnver in St. Loo
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Shows on Broadway
s Contlnned from page 90

Le Misanthorpe
conspiring Arsinoe. As Philinte,
Barrault’s friend, Jean Desailly is
an excellent listener, and JeanPierre Granval and Gabriel Cattand cut an extremely funny pair
as they bow and swirl in and out,
each gesture extravagantly and
skillfully overplayed.
“Le Misanthrope” has its slow
spots, when there seems to be talk
just for talk’s sake. Barrault’s art
creates highspots, in one of the
best coordinated performances to
be 'seen on Broadway in many a
(French), moon.
Hift.
French Double-Bill ,
LES NUITS DE LA COLERE
(Nights of Fury)
. S. Hurok presentation of Madeleine
Renaud & Jean-Loula Barrault Co. in
drama in two acts by Afmand Salacrou.
Also, farce In one act by Georges Fey¬
deau. Features Barrault. Natalie Nerval,
Miss Renaud, Jean DesaiUy, Jean Juillard,
Georges Cusln, Regis Outin, Gabrifel <?attand. Directed by Barrault; scenery, Felix
Labisse. At Winter Garden. N.Y., Feb. 11,
*57; $5.75 top.
Jean Cordeau . Jean-Louls Barrault
Louise Cordeau ......
Natalie Nerval
Pierrette Bazire.Madeleine Renaud
Bernard Bazire .
Jean Desailly
Rivoire .
Jean Juillard
Dede ... Georges Cusin
Lecocq . Regis Outin
Plzancon . Gabriel Cattand

FEU LA MERE DE MADAME
(Dear Departed Mother-in-Law)
Luclen
Joseph
Yvonne
Annette

..
Pierre Bertln
.Beauchamp
. Madeleine Renaud
. Francoise LedoUx

Armand Salacrou’s “Nights of
Fury,” which the Renaud-Barrault
troupe presented Monday (11) as
the first modern work in its cur¬
rent repertory stand at the Whiter
Garden, is a typically French
drama, mostly^ because it is a vivid
expression of the agonizing ap¬
praisal that the French have gone
through since the war. What is.
courage? What is cowardice? What
prize honor?
These questions are debated in
a dramatic framework in the play,
which has the living and the dead
search for their conscience and
which, via a series of cleverly
staged flashbacks,, seeks to estab¬
lish who was to blame for the
death of Barrault, a resistance

fighter, delivered by a friend to a
Nazi collaborationist.
“Nights” proves the versatility
of the Barrault company, which
only the day before had put on the
mannerisms of Moliere, In “Nights
of Fury,” all performances are taut
and tense and to the point. There
are moments of grim humor, over¬
accented, perhaps, by Miss Renaud
as the chattering wife of Jean
Desailly, the Frenchman who
sought only the status quo, with¬
out involvement and* threats to his
family. She seems funnier at times
than the lines actually warrant.
Desailly is pathetic and wholly
believable as the “neutral” forced
to act; Barrault as the resistance
fighter speaks movingly; Nathalie
Nerval has dignity as his wife, and
Gabriel Cattand brings power to
the role of the collaborator.
Felix Labisse’s set, which read¬
ily disassembles into three or four
different sets, is., highly imagina¬
tive and helps to keep in proper
perspective the rapid time changes
which otherwise might become
confusing,
Barrault’s
direction
underscores the play’s inherent
drama and the substance of its
arguments.
“Dear Departed Mother-in-Law,”
the companion-piece by ’Georges
Feydeau, offers a weird contrast to
the grim “Nights of Fury.” It pro¬
vides Broadway with some of the
broadest comedy in many a sea¬
son. Directed by Barrault with
verve and abandon, the closing
item is a slam-bang slapstick with
the French touch.
Pierre Bertin arrives home at
4 a.m., still in costume from a ball.
He quarrels with his wife, but they
are interrupted by her mother’s
butler, who reports that the lady
has died. Since an Inheritance is
expected, this brings a mixture of
joy and sorrow, until it turns out
the butler had rung the wrong bell.
Bertin, pompous and pathetic,
again displays his great comic tal¬
ent. Ditto Madeleine Renaud, who
here proves herself a superior
comedienne., Beauchamp as the
butler also came through with just
the right touch.
The author is preoccupied with
shapes of bosoms, and there is a
hilarious bit where Miss Renaud
invites open comparison from hus¬
band Bertin, who proceeds t6 ogle
her open nightgown. Vive la
France!__Hift.

*

•
Tunniest, freshest frolic since
AUntiB MBKHB/

~ mike CONNOLLY, HoHywood Reporter

As co^producer (with husband Lewis) at Guilford’s Chapel
Playhouse and later at Clinton Playhquse, Charlotte Har¬
mon knows all the high jinks, the rewards and exasperations
of summer stock, and reveals them in this engaging book.
It’s filled with breezy (and sometimes acid) anecdotes
of the great and near-great of Hollywood and Broadway—
^both the charming and co-operative and the natural-born
heels—as they bring temperament, talent, excitement
and laughter to an astonished New England town./^

•Washington, Feb, 12.
The touring Old Vic scored an¬
other cleanup last week in its
holdover at the 1,600-seat National
Theatre here. The British com¬
pany grossed almost $49,900 for
the second stanza of it§ Shakes¬
peare repertory stand. That was
about $1,900. above the previous
week.
Potential capacity gross at the
$5.50 top was $50,600, including
tax, which the non-profit outfit re¬
tains. “Romeo and Juliet” didn’t
quite go clean, but “Troilus and
Cressida” had standees at every
performance.
The Old Vic is tentatively plan¬
ning to open a 1958-59 North
American tour with a three -week
Washington engagement. Instead
of offering four productions in
two weeks, as in this appearance
here, the present intention is to
present three different revivals,
each for a full week,
. The new “Ziegfeld Follies,” con¬
tinuing its pre-Broadway tiyout
tour, opens tonight (Tues.) for a
fortnight engagement at the Na¬
tional, with a reported advance
sale of $95,000. The local pre¬
miere, a benefit for the Women’s
National Democratic Club, is a
pre-sellout.

Stock Review
Journey to a Lonely Star
Beverly Hills, Feb. 8.

Beverly Hills ‘ Playhouse production of
drama in three acts (10 scenes), by
Douglas F. Bank. Staged and designed
by Lawrence Stewart; lighting, Robin
Riley. At Beverly Hills (Cal.) Playhouse,
Feb. 7, '57; $2.40 top.
Cast: Mark Lowell, Mel Welles, Wally
Richard, Ken Mayer, David Kramer, Hal
Torry, Lynne Page, Jan Englund* Stacy
Graham.

Playwright Douglas F. Bank has
two basic plot Ideas in “Journey to
a Lonely Star,” and the result is a
diffuse offering. However, there’s
the foundation of solid drama here,
particularly if the more important
is better exploited.
It’s a backstage story about the
son • of a former star who had
clawed his. way to success, and
eventually out of the business. The
script carries the youngster
through his first legit rehearsals
and Broadway debut, in which he
evidences all of the evil qualities
he inherited from his father. At
the curtain, he’s a success, but
alone. The subordinate theme is
that of a former matinee Idol, mak¬
ing a comeback as a character ac¬
tor, who can’t stand the younger
man’s viciousness and eventually
commits suicide.
Despite its 10 scenes, the script
is slightly under normal length and
considerable rewriting is indicated.
But Bank has some good dialog, his
characters are full dimensioned
and there’s theatrical flavor about
the play.
Laurence Stewart has assembled
a good cast for “Star” and directed
with skill and understanding. Re¬
hearsal sequences are particularly
well stage(i. David Kramer is fine
as the grasping young talent and
Ken Mayer does a topnotch job as
the director. There is good sup¬
port from Jan Englund as the lead¬
ing lady, Hal Torry as the former
matinee idol, Wally Richard as the
author and Mel Welles as the pro¬
ducer. Stacy Graham, Mark Lowell
and Lynne Page all register in the
lesser roles.
Basic elements of the play indi¬
cate potential for films.
Kap.

b|f Cborloffe Harmon and Rosemary Taylor
Illustrated by SAM NORKIN

$3.50

THOMAS Y. CROWELL COMPANY

Ticket Allotments
Continued from page 91

^

plan prefers to remain anonymous
for the present, “I already have
enough problems trying to find
suitable scripts and get the people
I want to direct^ design and act in
them,” he explains. “When I’m
ready to try the direct-allotment
scheme I’ll do so. Until then, I
have no desire to incite the ticket
brokers, boxoffice men and man¬
agerial personnel to line up against
me.”
The producer thinks there’s
probably merit in a previous pro¬
posal, outlined in a recent Variety
story, that Broadway ticket prices
should be determined by the law
of supply and demand. “That may
be a long range solution,” he com¬
ments, “but it’s a question whether
enough producers and theatre own¬
ers will ever adopt it. In the mean¬
while, direct allotments to the ma¬
jor commercial firms would be slhipler and might have the practical
effect" desired.”

OfF^B’way Shows
There Its No End
Anthony Palma production of drama jin
three acts. Written and staged by T^lma;
settings, John Raymond Friemann; light¬
ing, Stephan Palestrant; costumes and
sound. Herb Nielsen. At Covenant Thea¬
tre, N.Y., Feb. 8, '57; $3.60 top.
Cast: Clyde Bassett, Stanley Beck, Hart
Sprager, Tom Holland, Bill Weston, A1
Sperduto, Henry Calvert, Michael Locascio, George Lash, Gerald Lukeman, Ed
Setrakian, Tom Carney, Richard Bruce,
Harry Peckham, Bill Williams, James
Agnos.

The most evident scripting talent
in “There Is No End” is Anthony
Palma’s ability to infuse his play
with conviction and sincerity. A
searing World War II tragedy, setin a (jerman camp for American
POW’s, it is an uncompromising
examination of the minds and mo¬
tives of men when incarcerated un¬
der inhuman circumstances.
The unfortunate part of Palma’s
thesis that there must be an end
of .man’s inhumanity to man is
that both as writer and his own di¬
rector, Palma clobbers his audi¬
ence with such ranting tension that
the audience Isn’t so much convintied as exhausted. If only he
could have been satisfied to make
each point once, Palma. w»uld have
better fulfilled the demands of the¬
atrical expression,
As cases in point, there are a
number of long, philosophically in¬
teresting speeches, speeches that
reflect the author’s probing intel¬
lect; During most of these highC tirades, however, dramatic action
stands still. In. fact, these windy
speculations might make quite ab¬
sorbing reading, but when the
play’s afoot, there’s no time to
pause for reflection or to .recon¬
sider. This aopears to be one of
those cases illustrating the riski¬
ness of a playwright producing and
directing his own script.
A good setting has been pro¬
vided by John Raymond Friemann,
and if It doesn’t collapse from
bombing at the final curtain, it
isn’t because the author hasn’t im¬
plied that it might. , A ray of hope,
however, is vouchsafed by the
prisoner’s escape, and the dingy
barracks stands. In the sizeable
all-male ca.st, Tom Holland is good
as a .quondam parson, Gerald Luke¬
man and Hart Sprager rise to the
author-director’s demands for dec¬
lamation, while Henry Calvert has
common humanity as a man whose
consistent motivation is love for
his wife and kids.
Gear.
S. Beryl Lush production of drama b
three acts, by Louis A. Lippa, Staged b;
Llppa; settings and lighting, Charle
Brandon, At Actors* Playhouse, N.Y.
Feb. 6, *57; $2.40 top.
Miriam PhilUps, Glfenn Cannon
Mtchell Jason, Byrne Plven, Donah
Suplnskl, Ruth Kaner, Ken Chapin, Mor
Slegal.

Anybody tired of a happy home
could drop in at the Actors’ Play¬
house f()r an evening of turgid
domesticity.. Louis A.. Lippa’s new
play concerns an Italian-American
family in which brother is pitted
against brother and son hates
father • (or father’s memory, at
least. Pop having died a drunkard).
After the sons’ squabbles have
killed Mom, the lads come to the
amiable conclusion that perhaps it
would be better to try and get
along.
Pretty obviously, Lippa’s treatise
is a slice-of-life-ish effort that
would delight the torn-T-shirters
among the acting fraternity. For¬
tunately, as director,* Lippa has re¬
sisted any tendencies toward his¬
trionic excess, schooling his cast
in a quiet, almost hyper-naturalism.
Actors’ Playhouse being tiny, this
approach lends an air of truth to
many scenes that would otherwise
be overwrought.
Coping best with the turmoil in
the embattled household is Miriam
Phillips as the mother, her serenity
having conviction despite the auth or’ s
smile-thro«gh-the-tears
cliche. Another of Lippa’s bromides
is the charming widow on the next
block so wrongly suspected of be¬
ing a prostie. Assigned this task,
actress Ruth Kaner smiles tran¬
quilly, knowing full well that vin¬
dication will come.
As big brother, on his way to be¬
coming a successful politician, yet
guilNridden by the blow he struck
that killed his father, Byrne Piven
shouts, weeps and begs his way to
forgiveness.
Glenn Cannon has
sporadic candor as little brother,
while as middle-sized brother, who
threatens to become a juvenile
delinquent, Donald Supinski sports
the standard long hair and sullen
attitude.
Lippa has observed and set down
what he has seen. In any writer,
that’s good. This play, however, is
not ready for theatre and doesn’t
promise ever to be.
But when
Lippa has the tortured eldest son
cry out to his mother, “How do I
tell my brother I love him?” he’s
trembling on the verge of dramatic
truth. It’s a beginning.
Geor*
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mm BIFF McGlIlRE
SETFORFLAIEDAIS'
Taking a cue from tv, two Floi>
Ida stock theatres have lined up
Grade Fields and Biff McGuire for
a combined tnreeTweek run in
James M. Barrie’s play, “The Old
Lady Shows. Her Medals.” Both
performers appeared in a tele ver¬
sion of the piece last Decomber on
the “U. S. Steel Hour,” on CBS.
For Miss Fields it was a repeat of
a prior 1955 video showing in the
play.
The stock -production opened
Monday night (11) for a week’s
stand at the Palm Beach (Fla.)
Playhouse, then plays a fortnight
at the Cocoanut Grove Playhouse,
Miami Beach.

Renaud-Barrault Troupe
To Play Harvard Campus
Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 12.
The Madeleine Renaud & JeanLouis Barrault Theatre Co. from
Paris will give three performances
Feb. 7-28 at Sanders Theatre on.
the Harvard campus. The plays
to be presented haven’t, been set.
The company comes to Cam¬
bridge froni New York, under tlm
sponsorship of the French Consm
General in Boston, Baron Charles
de Pampelonne.
Arrangements
are being made by local manager
Aaron Richmond.

Columbus Group Elects
Columbus, Feb. 12.
Newly elected directors of the
Columbus Theatre Co., which
operates the. local Playhouse-onthe-Green, include Joseph K.
Weaver, general manager of the
Playhouse, and W, C. Harrison,
Mrs. W. C. Harrison, William C,
Cook, Herbert E. Evans, Paul T.
Key, Mrs. Sallie Sexton, Jack
Chester Jr., and Russel Tarvin.
They were chosen at the organ¬
ization’s recent annual meeting.

Off'B’way Trend
—Continued from page 91

^

Brazilian plays, “A God Slept
Here,’** by Guilherme Figueiredo,
and “Enemies Don’t Send Flow¬
ers,” by Pedro Bloch. Fostini, who's
doubling as producer, will get
three-way billing by also appearing
in “Enemies,” the curtain-raiser.
Norman Shelly is director.
Going into the Tempo is “An
Evening of G.B.S.,” to include two
comedies, “O’Flaherty, V. C.” and
“Press Cuttings.”. The- Shaw plays
are being presented by'Stage So¬
ciety, a newly-formed legit produ¬
cing company. Hollis Alpert, au¬
thor and. Saturday Review film
critic, is producing, with William
Murray directing.
The Theatre East triple-bill will
comprise one-acters by Irish play¬
wright John Millington Synge. The
entries, “Riders to the Sea,” “In
the Shadow of the Glenn” -and
“Tinker’s Wedding,” will be per¬
formed by the Irish Players under
the production auspices of Dermot
McNamara and Helena Carroll,
daughter of playwright Paul Vin¬
cent Carroll.
The tandem Valency-Giradoux
bill, comprising “The Apollo of
Bellac” and “The Virtuous Island,”
is being produced by Leo Shull,
Mary Learson and Ann Eisen.
Davud Brooks will be stager, with
Tally "Beatty handling the choreog¬
raphy.

Wcdiicsdayy February 13» 1957
surance on such personalities as Playhouse in “King of Hearts,”
Will Rogers, Eddie Cantor, George died Feb. 1 at Darien, Conn., where
he was a student at the Cherry
Jessel et al. •
Lawn School.
LOUIS J. HALPER
Clssie Bellamy, 80, actress who
Louis J. Halper, 63, vet theatre,
exec, died Feb. 8 in Hollywood. trouped in stock and touring com¬
rep cast that included Edith Talia¬ For years he was associated with panies, died recently in South
ferro, Frank Camp and Deirdre Warner Bros, studios in an exec Shields, Eng.
Doyle, among others. The Empire capacity and later was head of
Mark K. Anderson, 64, veteranfolded in 1934 to be demolished Warners’ theatre chain on the
for a parking site. Pierce then Coast, a post he resigned several Western Pennsylvania theatre
ov,’ner, died Jan. 25 in Beaver Falls,
went into the indoor circus field. years ago.
Surviving are his wife, Sadie, Pa.^ following a heart attack.
There were -na immediate sur¬
sister of Harry M., Albcii; and Jack
vivors.
William N. Barney, former oper¬
L. Warner; a son, Samuel; daugh¬
ter, Mrs. Evelyn Briskin; brother, ator of the Grand Theatre, WaterALBERT W. BARBELLE
vliet, N. Y., died Feb. 5 in WynantLeonard and a sister.
Albert W. Barbelle, 69, noted
skill, N. Y. His wife, three daugh¬
artist who designed thousands of
ters and.a brother survive.
JOSEPH B. HARDAWAY
covers for pop songs, died Feb. 2
Joseph B. (Bugs) Hardaway, 56,
in New York after a two-month ill¬ vet cartoonist and story man for
Father, 86, of John Hickey, ex¬
ness. A native of Fall River, Mass.,, Tempetoons Inc., died in North ecutive secretary of Arena Man¬
he studied painting in London and Hollywood Feb. 4 of a heart attack. agers Assn., died Feb. 6 In White
Paris before joining the staff of One of the original members of Plains, N.. Y.
^
the Fulton Theatre. Brooklyn, as the Screen Cartoonists Guild, he
a scenic artist.
had been in the field since 1931
Bernard
T.
Griggs,
56,
circus
Barbelle, who maintained a stu¬ and was one of the originators of clown, died Feb. 5 in Hollywood.
dio in midtown New York for some the Bugs Bunny and Woody W'ood- Surviving are his wife and three
39 years, often painted portraits of pecker cartoons.
daughters.
notables in the literary, and music
Wife, daughter and son Robert,
fields. For a time he was also ac¬ a musician, survive.
Roger G. Cote, 41, longtime
tive in commercial advertising.
drummer who was a member of
Surviving are his wife, Paula,
WYNN MURRAY
the Lowell (Mass.) Musicians’ Assn.,
concert pianist, composer and
Mrs. William A. Rau, 35, singer died Jan. 31 in Nashua, N. 11.
teacher; and four sisters.
known professionally as Wynn
Murray, died Feb. 6 in Fort Meade,
George
Wilcox
Mclver,
30,
JOHN DESILVA
Md.
Broadway actor, died Feb. 6 in
c John DeSilva, 52, former talent
Miss Murray’s credits include Redwood City, Calif., as result of
scout for Warner Bros, and Uni¬ “Babes in Arms,” “Hellzapoppin,” auto accident.
versal Pietures, died Feb. 8 in and “The Bos-s from Syracuse.”
New York. He joined the Shubert She had been a featured radio
Oscar F. Nickel, 74, studio car¬
Theatrical Enterprises as an office singer, appearing for throe years penter,
died Feb. 4 in Hollywood.
boy in 1919 and rose to become on the Fred Allen show. She re¬ His daughter survives.
for a time, personal representative tired after World War II.
of the firm. Early in his career
Husband, three daughters and
Doreen Woodbury, 27, Australian
he played in Broadway procluc- father survive.
film and tv actress, died Feb. 6 in
ticns, an edition of “Artists and
New York.
Models” in the 1920s.
FRANK FORTESCUE
Later he moved into the manPaul Ashley, 57, former member
Frank H. Fortescue, manager of
a^^ment end of the theatre and as¬
sisted for a time in producing repertory,companies, died Jan. 21 of the Dallas Symphony Orchestra,
died
Feb. 6 in Cleburne. Tex.
in
Manchester,
Eng.
He
presented
shows for the Troc.adero in Holly¬
wood, In recent years he had been his own companies for 35 years,
and
at
one
time
controlled
as
many
in N.Y.. whei’C he was associated
MARRIAGES
with Hal LeRoy, Rowland Leigh 16 play seasons in addition to
Vikki Hammond to Peter 'Col¬
revues and pantomimes.
and George V'hite.
ville,
Derby,
Eng., recently. Bride
He launched his own touring repettory in 1914. Nine years later is a cabaret artiste; he’s a comedian
CLIFFORD RIAN
(Gordon
&
Colville).
Clifford Rian, 48, long prominent he started his first stock company
Pat Crowley to Edward Hockon Twin Cities airlanes under his at Royalty Theatre, Barrow, Eng. stratten, Hollywood, Feb, 2. Bride’s
pseudonym John Ford until, he re¬
an actress.
LEE VINCENT
signed as WTCN-TV and WTCN
Diana Rush to Bob Fyfe, Bognor
Leo Underkofler, 65. oldtime
Radio news director and newscast¬
.Eng., Jan. 29, Bride’s a set
er-analyst to become a partner in minstrel known professionally as Regis,
designer;
he’s an actor.
Lee
Vincent,
died
Feb.
4
in
Phila¬
a Minneapolis advertising agency,
Edna
Dean to Oliver Scoon,
died in Minneapolis Feb. 10 after delphia.
Wallsend,
Eng., recently. Bride’s a
He
was
a
singing
interlocutor
in
a lingering illness.
artiste.
Prior to his resignation, he has Atlantic City with the Million Dol¬ pantomime
Phyllis Lavine to Howard Berk,
been engaged in radio and tv work lar Pier Minstrels and a partner of New
York,
Feb. 9. Bride is with
for 13 years. He created a consid¬ Lou Costello before the Abbott &. Young & Rubicam publicity de¬
erable stir in 1953 with his expo¬ Costello team was formed.
partment; he’s trade, news editor
Surviving
are
his
wife,
two
sures over the air of alleged St.
of CBS Radio.
Paul police department, failure to brothers and sister.
Margaret Sheehan to Dale Engle,
enforce anti-gambling laws.
New York, Feb. 9. Bride is an ac¬
MRS. ED FORD
His wife, three daughters and
tress; he’s an actor.
Just
been
learned
that
Hulda
parents survive.
Doris O’Donnell to Richard An¬
(Mrs. Ed) Ford died Jan. 15 while
driving a^one near their home in thony, New York, Feb. 2. Bride,
HAROLD F. COHEN
who
was with ABC and NBC, is
.. Harold F. “Babe” Cohen, 54, Southold, Long Island. When she daughter of Daily News Washing¬
head of Harold F, Cohen Enter¬ was stricken with a. heart attack, ton columnist John O’DonneU and
prises, a film distributing firm, the car ran up an embankment be¬ Doris Fleeson, political writer for
died of a heart attack Feb. 7 in fore it stopped.
Bay St., Louis, Miss. Starting his • Wife of comedian-author Sena¬ United Features. Groom, Detroit
correspondent for Life, is son of
career on New Orleans’ film row tor Ed Ford was 70. They had been former
Woman’s Home Compan¬
in 1925, he was manager of the married 48 years.
ion-Collier’s publisher, Ed An¬
N.O. branch of Monogram South¬
thony.
GEORGE
W.
McCIVER
III
ern in 1941 and in 1946 was upped
Susan Hayward to Floyd ChalkGeorge W. McCiver III, 30., an
to district manager with offices in
actor with a number of Broadway ley, Phoenix, Ariz., Feb. 8. Bride
Atlanta.
Cohen returned to New Orleans credits, was killed Feb. 5 in an is a film actress.
in 1949 and entered the independ¬ auto crash on an oceanside high¬
way just south of San Francisco.
ent; film distrib field.
BIRTHS
Driver of the car was actor Louis
Surviving are his wife, son, and
Mr, and Mrs. Julie Stearns,
A. Migliorini. 36, known profes¬ daughter.
a brother.
New York, Feb. 7.
sionally as Louis McMillan. He Father is general
professional man¬
was seriously injured.
SIR ARTHUR ELVIN
ager at Broadcast Music Inc.
Sir Arthur Elvin, 57, chairman of
Mr. and Mrs. Dave White,
JULIE
K.
KARCZAG
Wembley Stadium Ltd., died Feb.
daughter,
Columbus,
Jan.
30.
Julie Kopacsy Karczag, 90, colo¬ Father
4 at sea near Madeira. He had been ratura
is WBNS-TV engineer.
who reached her peak with
Mr. and Mrs. John Metzger,
ill for some time and was on a the Budapest
state opera at the daughter, Columbus, Feb. 1. Father
health cruise. He-bought Wembley turn of the century,
died Jan. 29 is time buyer for Byers & Bowman
Stadium in 1927, and when things in Vienna.
were not going too well, formed a
agency.
She
retired
from
the
in adMr.
and
Mrs.
Nat
Polen,
syndicate to which he sold the 1901 upon her marriage to stage
daughter, Mineola, L. I.. Jan. 28,
Stadium at a large profit, and be¬ Karczag, Austrian theatre William
owner
Father is star of CBS Radio’s “In¬
came its managing director.
dictment.”
He first saw the great possibili¬ and manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ellis, daugh¬
ties of Wembley while working in
GEORGE CHUBB
ter, Los Angeles, Jan. 31. Father
a tobacco kiosk at Wembley Ex¬
George Chubb, manager of New
hibition in 1924. He was manag¬ Theatre, Northampton, Eng., died is an actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Stern, daugh¬
ing director until 1947, and chair¬ Jan. 26 in that city. At one time
ter, Culver City, Cal., Feb. 3.
man since.
he was touring manager for vaude Father is chief film editor at CBSartistes Elsie Carlisle, and “Mon¬ TV, Hollywood.
KAYE CARLETON
sewer” Eddie Gray.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Carnahan,
Kaye Carleton, 61, musicomedy
Survived by his wife.
daughter, Pittsburgh, Feb. 3. Moth¬
singer and for many years resident
er is the daughter of Peg Bruce,
director of the Rehearsal Club, a
Donald R. Spinks, 22, concert
New York residence for young ac¬ cellist, died Feb. 6 of accidental KQV record librarian.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Richard Passatresses, died Jan. 31 in N.Y.
asphyxiation near El Paso, Tex., rcll, daughter, Pittsburgh, Feb. 2.
Born in Canada, Miss Carleton where he was attending Texas
made her . Broadway debut in Western College. His parents, two Father’s the son of Harry Passarell.
Par office manager.
“Everywoman” in 1916. Her cred¬ brothers and a sister survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bustin, son,
its include “Monsieur Beaucaire”
Staten Island, N.Y., Feb. 6. Father
and “The O’Brien Girl.” In Lon¬
Val Valente; 58, Northern Cali¬
don, she appeared in “Palladium fornia bandleader who left the mu¬ is spot film coordinator for WCBSPleasures” in 1926 and “Humpty sic field in 1938, died Feb. 4 in San TV.
Mr. and Mrs. Andre Hakim, son,
Dumpty” in 1927. She also toured Francisco. His was a pioneer radio
P.-jris, Feb. 8. Father is producer;
the Keith circuit.
band which pla.ved such spots as mother, former Susan Zanuck,
the St. Francis Hotel in Frisco.
daughter of the Darryl F. Zanucks.
JESSE N. BUZZELL
Mr, and Mrs. Syd Millward, son,
Jes.se N. Buzzell, 89, died in
Edward Rumman, 64, doorman London, recently.
Father is a
New York Feb. 8 of old age infirm¬
aries. His w.k theatrical insurance with the Stanley Warnor theatre in comedy bandleader.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Jablons, son.
business of Floresheim, Buzzell Co. New Britain, Cohn., died Feb. 1 at
the Will Rogers Hospital, Saranac New York, recently. Father is pub¬
is being continued by son Al.
licist with Ted.^ Bates; mother is
Director Eddie Buzzell, a son, Lake. N.Y.
editor of New .York Herald. Trib¬
flew .in for the services. .Another
Father,
of
radio-tv
actress
Evelyn
une’s tv supplement.
.son is theatrical attorney Samuel
Dr. and Mrs. Sam Hoffman, son.
Jesse Buzzell, who is also secretary Juster, died Feb. 10 in Minneapolis.
Newark, N.J., Feb. 11. Mother is
and partner in Mills Music Corp.
Michael Rubin, 10. who was fea¬ the former Ruth Tobey, ox-Variety
Another daughter also survives.
Buzzell Sr. handled theatrical in¬ tured last season at Pittsbui'gh secretary.

OBITUARIES
IRVING EVANS
Irving Evans, v.p. of the Radio
City Music Hall and first assistant
to Russell V. Downing, president
of the- Music Hall, died of arthritis
Feb. 7 in New York.
Long an
arthritic sufferfer, he was hospital¬
ized for neajrly eight months until
last June when he returned to his
post at the theatre. But last No¬
vember he was forced to return to
the hospital, and he never re¬
covered.
A native of New York, Evans
joined the Radio City organisation
upon completion of the RC thea¬
tres in 1932 as assistant stage man¬
ager at the Center Theatre. Four
years latei^he moved to the Music
Hall to become stage manager. In
that capacity he supervised opera¬
tions on one of the world’s largest
stages.
When Downing was named man¬
aging director in 1952. Evans was
upped to v.p. and assistant manag¬
ing director. Only 14 when, enter¬
ing Harvard, he left before gradu¬
ating to study the theatre in Lon¬
don and Paris. In the latter city,
he attended the Sorbonne and,was
associated with the English Players
in Paris for two years.
He was a nephew of Sir Jacob
Epstein, American-bom British
sculptor, and a brother of Abner
Dean, author and cartoonist. In
addition to his brother he is sur¬
vived by his wife, the former Liidmilla Selihoff, onetime ballet danc¬
er at the Music Hall; two daugh¬
ters, his mother and two sisters.
BELLE LIVINGSTONE
Belle Livingstone, former actress
and showgirl who became one of
the most familiar Broadway figures
during the Prohibition era, died
Feb. 7 in a nursing home in the
Bronx; N. Y. The speakeasy queen,
who started her theatrical career
more than 50 years ago, died vir¬
tually penniless.
Probably the
most' familiar newspaper picture
published of her was one in which
she was seen entering the black
maria. It happened quite frequent¬
ly since the establisJiments v/hich
she hosted were targets: for the dry
agents.
According to her biography pub¬
lished in a mag some years ago.
she was a foundling who left the
home of her foster father to go
into show business. She was in
several stageshows including
“Belle of Bohemia,” and with an
inheritance of $150,000 left to her
by her first husband, lived for
three decades in Europe.
Miss Livingstone returned to
New York in 1927 and started to
operate a series of plush sneaks.
She and Texas Guinan made the
phrase, “Hello. Sucker,” famous.
In her establishments, member¬
ships were peddled at $200 and
drinks came as high as $25 for a
bottle of spurious champagne. Her
career ended with Prohibition. She
just couldn’t get started in lerit
operations. In recent years, she
had been in and out of various hos¬
pitals with a heart ailment.
Suiwiving are a son, and a
daughter.
ERICH PONTO
Erich Ponto, 72, German vet
stage and screen actor, died Feb.
4 in Stuttgart. Born in Luebeck,
he began his acting career in 1908.
His portrayals of Nathan, Mephisto,
Richard III, Shylock and Franz
Moor in classical pieces made him
one of the foremost German char¬
acter actors.
He was also a top comedian of
the tongue-in-cheek type.
His
“Tailor Wibbel,” which he also
portrayed successfully on the
screen, was one of the highlights of
the German theatre. Often seen
in films, his performances drew
critical acclaim.
Among Ponto’s picture credits
are “Film Without Title,” "Love
47,” “The Third Man,” “The Flying
Classroom,” “If All of Us Were
Angels” and his just released
“Robinson Shall Not Die,” His
last stage appearance was Jan. 16
as Shylock in Lessing’s “Nathan
the Wise” in Stuttgart. He also
was a noted radio performer.
DAN PIERCE
Daniel Francis Pierce, 68, who
had handled the Canadian engage¬
ments of Morton’s Shrine Circus
for the past 15 years, died Feb. 3
in Toronto. He was the brother of
Mrs. Della Stair, owner of the Star
Theatre, Toronto, when it was a
burlesque unit in the 40-week Co¬
lumbia Wheel in the U.S. and
Canada.
Pierce became house . manager
and a.ssistant to George Keppie
when latter was brought from the
Coast in 1921 to take over the Star
a.s the newly-named Empire Thea¬
tre. On policy change, the 1,625seater, at $1 top, hatd an original
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Shurlock'Faces
Continued from page 1

Ion Place’ could be made so that
children should see it.” Metro has
purchased “Roof,” and Jerry Wald
at 20th-Fox has bought “Peyton.”
“Hollywood fears control ''from
Washington above all else. Eric
Johnston recently told me nobody
in Washington wants to touch film
censorship. There would be chaos
if such an attempt was made and
they know it.” he declared. ‘But
all the majors abide by our Code,
and even United Artists, which is
no longer a signator, still insists
that its producers get a seal on
their pictures,” he added.
Asked about the controversy
over “Baby Doll,” which received
a seal but was condemned by the
Catholic church and Legion of
Decency, Shurlock replied: “ ‘Baby
Doll’ did not specifically violate
any clause in the code. But those
who didn’t like it said we should
have banned it anyway. A picture
which does not violate the Code
cannot be banned. It doesn’t mat¬
ter whether our office likes a pic¬
ture or not. If a film in no way
violates the code, it must be given
a seal. We take pressure groups
into consideration in our decisions,
but that’s not the primary consid¬
eration.”
Faceless Villians
Shurlock brought a laugh from
the audience, when he told the
troubles of his office in pix depict¬
ing a. villian. So many minority,
religious and other groups com¬
plain about this that the villian
“has to be American, must be un¬
employed (or whatever type of
company he worked for would com¬
plain), can have no religious asso¬
ciation, can belong to no fraternal
group or association, and must be a
man with no face.”
Revision of the Cotip has “taken
away a justifiable irritant to the
creative element in the industry,”
stated Shurlock, who added ‘(we
now allow everything but homo.sexuality.” But, he .said, he did
not believe removal of restrictions
on .subjects previou.sly banned
would necessarily mean a b.o.
bonanza for- producers. ,
“I don’t think pictures involving
dope, kidnaping and such subjects
will be important. These are re¬
pulsive characters in .*^uch pictures,
and I feel that after something like
eight pictures on dope are made,
you won’t see anymore for a long
time.
The kidnaping provision
was put in at the time of the
furore over the Lindbergh kidnap¬
ing, and had simply remained in
the code since—until it was erased
in the recent liberalizataion of the
code,, he explained.
Shurlock said, “The code is
basically a permissive document.
The certain number of clauses ex¬
cluding some subjects always get
the most publicity.”
Added the exec: “We either have
the production code for the indus¬
try, or would have to have a sys¬
tem for cla.ssifying audiences as is
done abroad. The industry thinks
the code is preferable, and that’s
why it supports it,”

Jamaica l^ecca
^ Continued from page
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where from 50c. to $1.50-per-mile
for taxis. Smart tourists beat this
rap by hiring drive-it-yourself cars,
to meet them on arrival at the air¬
ports.
Food costs at the hotels are also
high, even by-New York standards.
The average hotel lunch (for dropin .guests) runs $3-$4 per person.
Dinner costs $4,50-$6 a person. In
general, hotel menus are routine,
despite the high prices. By con¬
trast, class restaurant prices in
here and in Montego Bay—the' is¬
land’s major cities—ai'e still rea¬
sonable, and the food is much
tastier than hotel cuisine.
Land prices, especially along the
fashionable North Shore, have sky¬
rocketed in the last few years. An
acre of beach-front now costs any¬
where from $2,000 to $5,000. Noel
Coward’s property at Port Maria,
reputed to have cost $500 for land
alone some years ago. could now
fetch a dozen times that price.
N‘e vertheless, Jamaicabound tourism is soaring. Current
.Yankee enthusiasm for calypso
music.has helped—Jamaica is rich
in fine calypso orchestras. New
nightclubs are springing up to
cater to the tourist trade, and
there is talk of a winter stock the¬
atre in the Kingston area. The
boom is just beginning. Inflation
is likely to curb it, but in the
meantime the rush is on.
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hanks for making
our second year fogMer even better than the first

NEILE ADAMS
“This Could Be The Night’’—MGM

DAVID ALEXANDER
Directing Kraft NBC-TV Tonight {Feb, 13)
In Preparation: *^Tom and HucW*

MILDRED COOKE AND JERRY NEWBY
In Preparation:

wo Faces of 1957^’

ROBERT CULP
^'Clearing in the Woods*^
Go-Starring
Kraft NBC-TV, Tonight (Feb, IS)

MARTYN GREEN
^^Visit to a Small Planet*
■^Treasury of Ribaldry**—Riverside Records

ROSS MARTIN
Kraft, NBC-TV, Tonight (Feb, 13)

M^KAY AND CHARLES
Blinstrub*s, Boston, Next Monday

STEVEN McQueen
Co-Starring
Studio One** (Feb, 25 and Mar, 4)

ELLEN PARKER
Unavailable Through Feb, 25th

PHILOMEL ASSOCIATES INC.
Robert Bloom, President, ^^Put It In Writing,**
^^Grandpa the General**

LEE POCKRISS
Composition, Caesar*s Hour
Steve Allen Show

MARIA RIVA

MANAGEMENT PRODUCTIONS, INC.
17 West 67th Street

Unavailable Through May 15th

New York, N, Y.

ROBERT ROUNSEVILLE
“Candida”

TRafalgar 7-7450

ARTHUR SINGER
Kraft, NBC-TV

Associates:

MIKE STEWART

MILTON KRAMER

Caesar’s Hour, NBC-TV
In Preparation for Broadway: “Solomon Grundy”

JOEL SCHENKER

CHARLES STRpUSE AND LEE ADAMS
Music and Lyrics, ^'.Shoestring 57**
In Preparation for Broadway: "The Late Risers**

and thanks to:

Georqe Abbott • George Axelrod • Sherry Alison • B. B. D. & O. * Milton Berg • Allen D'Or • Feuer and Martin • William Fitelson • Samuel J. Fried¬

man • Gottlieb and Schiff • Tyrone Guthrie • Lester Lewis (Put It in Writing) ®

MGM • William Morris Agency * Music Corp. of America • National Concert Artists

• NBC-TV • Lester Osterrnan, Jr. • Phoenix Theatre • George Platt • Playwright's Co, • Riverside Records • Ethel Linder Reiner • Shelric • Lillian Small • Theatre
Guild •

Walter Thompson • Voice of Firestone • Weissberger and Frosch • Peter Witt
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NEW YORK NIGHT UFE ‘DIMOITI’
TV Feelmg Its Oaters With Dozen
New Posses to Ride ’57-’58 Season
Television program execs,
plagued with a "where do we go
from here" problem in terms of
emphasis on new formats, have de¬
cided to go thataway. Westerns—
call 'em "adult," "action" or what¬
ever else—^have emerged as the
biggest single nighttime program¬
ming newcomer for next fall.
As of the moment—and this is
.ftill early in terms of linLig up the
fall schedule—^the three webs have
committed themselves to no less
than eight hours of new westerns,
consisting of no less than 12 shows.
This figure by no means constitutes
all the new westerns in the works
—there are probably upwards of
40 or 50 being prepped by indie
producers—^but represents either
complete series or pilots to which
the three networks .alone are com¬
mitted. This could be swelled by
oaters produced by indies and sold
directly to sponsors, or even addi¬
tional purchases or production by
the webs.
ABC, already In the van with
the oaters via its "Cheyenne,"
"Wyatt Earp," "Broken Arrow,"
"Bin Tin Tin," "Lone Ranger" and
the borderline "Jim Bowie," has by
far outstripped Its competitors In
setting new oaters. Web is com¬
mitted to three new hourlong west¬
erns with Warner Bros., which
turns out Its current "Cheyenne"
(latter, incidentally, moves up to
every-week status besides). On tap
are “The Texan," "Sugarfoot" and
"Oklahoma Kid."
In half-hour
form are Walt Disney’s “Zorro,"
Lou Edelman’s "The Californians"
and "Primrose," based on the Luke
Short stories.
NBC runs second, with two hours
on the slate. One is "Wagon Trail,"
to be produced by MCA’s Revue
Productions as an hour entry oppo¬
site "Disneyland" on Wednesdays
at 7:30 (this is the first stanza set
for the web’s 7:30 period for the
fall). Also in the works, out of the
(Continued on page 40)

Mayehoff Legit Click
May Cue TV Reprise Of
‘That’s My Boy’Series
CBS Television Film Sales -has
stirred up considerable interest in
the 13 filmed stanzas of the "That’s
My Boy" series of a couple of sea¬
sons back as a possible summer
replacement entry. Big factor in
the interest in the show is the bal¬
lyhoo surrounding Eddie Mayehoff,
who drew raves last week for his
loudmouth general role in "Visit
to a Small Planet" on Broadway.
The reviews, plus a slfew of fea¬
tures on the comic, have sparked
sponsor queries on the show.
Series was filmed as a CBS
house property, but was cancelled
after 13 weeks by Plymouth, its
sponsor. Pix of course reverted to
CBS, which turned them over to
CBS Film Sales for summer re¬
placement sale.
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AGVA Wants Bonds
Vs. Cuban Bombs
As a result of the miniature
revolutions in Cuba, the American
Guild of Variety Artists has taken
the position that they must get
bonds or cash-in-advance for any
of their members playing the is¬
land. Union has declared that the
periodic outbreaks of violence may
make it difficult for some cafes to
pay off, and therefore surety of
some sort must be given the union.
According to national adminis¬
trative secretary Jackie Bright, all
the major clubs have provided
bond. The Nacional, Tropicana,
Montmartre and Sans Souci have
insured pay for the talent.

IQ Influences
OnDancehallBiz
The Charles Van Doren Influence
is rubbing off on the local dance
scene. Local ballrooms, once main¬
ly angled to the over-28 trade, are
now going egghead. In a new twist,
a college degree is required for
entrance to one terpery, and in
others, the pitch is angled toward
the cognoscenti with lectures, read¬
ings and "intellectual entertain¬
ment" The weekend editions of the
N. Y. newspapers have become the
directory for the choreographic
cognoscenti.
The new trend is best evidenced
by the ad which appeared re¬
cently in the N.Y. Post with a pitch
by an organization calling itself the
Young College Graduates Club
which is bidding for ladies (20-26)
and gentlemen (22-32). It’s not
sufficient for a prospective terper
to claim that he attended an insti¬
tution of higher learning. This out¬
fit wants proof in the form of a
final transcript, alumni card, a col¬
lege ring with your initials in it,
(Continued on page 63)

$9.20 TOP FOR‘GIRL’
SETS NEW B’WAY HIGH
The boxofficc scale for "New
Girl in Town," the forthcoming
musical version of Eugene O’Neill's
‘,‘Anna Christie," will set a new
high for Broadway. The top price
will be $9.20 for the orchestra
divan seats Friday and Saturday
nights.
The Frederick Brisson, Robert
Griffith & Harold S. Prince pro¬
duction, scheduled to open May 9
at the 46th' Street Theatre, N. Y.,
will have a weeknight top of $8.60
for the divans. The regular orches¬
tra seats will be $8.05 weeknights
and $8.60 Friday and Saturday
nights.

$1,750,000 Fik Deal May Make ‘S.P.’
H BIG CAFES Top Moliey Show of Rerant Years
By JOE COHEN
The recent foldo of the Ver¬
sailles, N. Y., has caused more
gloom among bonifaces than was
generally thought possible. Feel¬
ing among the owners is that with
any large nitery passing out of the
picture, New York will lose its sta¬
ture as a nightclub town.
Among the larger operations, the
west side has The Latin Quarter
and the east side has the Copacabana as the major showcase. It’s
felt that New York should be able
to support several more niteries of
substantial sixe, and establishment
of same is deemed necessary in
order to safeguard New York’s rep
as a nightlife centre.
Right now, the bonifaces feel
that the two cafes alone cannot do
it. The hotels are a great help in
aiding to maintain Manhattan’s rep
as a cafe town, but it’s felt that
large shows with lines and names
are the necessary items to attract
the visiting firemen. The intimeries, rooms with novel policies such
as calypso, have their place, 'it’s
maintained, but for genuine lure
and interest, spots big enough to
support names are needed.
This point was recently proved
when the combination of Frank
Sinatra at the Copacabana, Lena
Horne at the Waldorf-Astoria, and
Lilo at the Pierre forced the SRO
signs in these hotels and benefitted
(Continued on page 54)

Is Joe Louis A
Deductible Item?
Washington, Feb. 19.
In connection with a campaign
recently organized to collect money
from the public for a fund to be
used to "emancipate" America’s
most celebrated and publicized
"tax slave," ex-heavyweight boxing
champ Joe Louis, there is no clear
indication that the Treasury’s
Bureau of Internal Revenue would
"settle." With interest on interest,
the ex-champ now is in hock for
life to the tune of $1,200,000.
A check of Federal records shows
Uncle Sam made only two such
settlements in the past year with
show biz figures, one with Mack
Sennett and the other with the
estate of late songwriter E. Ray
Goetz.
Sennett, pioneer producer of
slapstick comedy shorts in Holly¬
wood and inventor of the Keystone
Kops, is now somewhere between
75 and 80. The Government went
after him for $6,817. This was
allegedly owed for 1949 and 1950
income taxes and the interest and
penalty on the unpaid tax. The
case was settled for $500.
The internal revenue man who
investigated the case ^and recom¬
mended the settlement reported to
(Continued on page 18)

Sonny James And
Liquor Don’t Mix
Toronto, Feb. 19.
Nitery patrons will never see
Sonny James, he told Helen Mc¬
Namara of the Toronto Telegram
in a phone interview from Dallas
last week. His Music Corp. of
America contract, he said, stipu¬
lates that he never be asked to
appear at any club where liquor
If served.
'^he 27-year-old Alabama-bom
singer, whose Capitol biscuit
"Young Love" is a big click, gave
these reasons: "The Man Upstairs
was good to me. Teenagers buy my
records; they can’t go into places
like that, so why should I sing in
them? Besides, clubs get only 10%
of bookings anyway. I’m busy
enough appearing in theatres, au¬
ditoriums and county fairs."
He doesn’t smoke or drink, and
is a member of the Church of
Christ.

EyeNewSardTs
In East Sde N.Y.

Revenue bf at least $1,750,000
from the scheduled film edition of
"South Pacific” may make the mu¬
sical the biggest payoff legit show
in recent years. The show has al¬
ready made about'$5,000,000 profit
on an original Investment of $225,000. Only "Oklahoma" and possi¬
bly "Abie’s Irish Rose," the latter
a quarter-century old, may still be
ahead of "S.P," as money-makers.
According to a letter sent last,
week to backers of the stage pro¬
duction, the picture will be pro¬
duced and owned by South Pacific
Enterprises, Inc.,' in which Richard
Rodgers & Oscar Hammerstein 2d
are the sole stockholders. Magna
Theatre Corp. will finance the pro¬
duction and will distribute the film
in its pre-general release engage¬
ments throughbut the U. S. and
Canada.
The subsequent general
worldwide release of the film will
be made by 20th-Fox via an agree¬
ment with Magna.
The Magna-Fox distribution deal
is for an overall period of 10 years
froni the date of the first public
showing. At the end of that term,
all distribution rights will revert
to SPE, which will also own the
negative. The 10-year span, how¬
ever, may be extended three more
years in a few countries.
Under its deal with Magna, SPE
retains $1,750,000, plus 47% of the
profits of the picture. Of the basic
coin, $500,000 has already been
paid, with the original legit pro¬
duction getting the customary 40%
split, less 10% for commissions
(Continued on page 54)

Sardi’s restaurant may get a
"second company." The additional
eatery is planned for the east side
of Manhattan, in the Park Ave.
area currently in the process of
major development. The exact site
isn’t disclosed, but It’s in the 50’s.
Vincent Sard! Jr., who took
over management of the famous
theatrical restaurant several years
ago on the retirement of his-father,
reveals, that scenic designer Jo
Mielziner will do the decor for the
new establishment, and the firm of
Detroit, Feb. 19.
Ketchum, Gina & Sharp will do
Whether gags can be copyrighted
the architecture.
is
the
issue
in
a
Federal Court suit
Sardi stresses the fact that the
expected to start here in about two
(Continued on page 54)
months. A pre-trial hearing last
week (13) before Federal Judge
Thomas P. Thornton failed to per¬
suade the plaintiff, Fred Gymer of
Cleveland, to drop charges
against the London Chop House,
Salem, Feb, 19.
Detroit restaurant and nitery op¬
Possibly the biggest "tourist erated by Les Gruber.
town" in New England, this "Witch
Gymer claims that the following
City” (every old house has a boxoffice) is jealous of its billing. Is¬ gags or mottoes have been copy¬
sue arises because of solemn ef¬ righted by him and were used
forts in the Massachusetts legisla¬ without his permission on table
ture to exonerate "witches" put to cards and menus at Gruber’s spot:
death in 1692. A lively sense of "You have possibilities of becom¬
publicity runs through the Bay ing a complete stranger"; "my
Colony’s vice of ancestor worship mind is made up, don’t confuse me
and there have been suggestions with the facts"; "don’t be obnox¬
(tongue in cheek) that since Salem ious, leave that to me," and "stop
Witchcraft trials were under the and think—^there must be a hard¬
British flag the matter should now er way."
Gymer issues a monthly letter to
have a United Nations hearing.
Boston Herald gagged "It may subscribers based on a society for
be true, as critics have asserted, better mottoes. Included in the
that we are trying to declare our humorous letter Is a motto or two
Innate superiority over our super¬ which the London Chop House has
stitious forebears; posterity has al¬ been using for many years. ■
Gruber’s position Is that these
ways been committed to the illu¬
sion of progress/’
(Continued on page 54)

Ask Comedy Historians
To Trace Origin of Gags
Involved in Detroit Suit

SALEM FEARS HURT TO
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At 39, Again, Benny Has 6S5 Friends
WiA $11)0 at Friars’ Heart Fund Fete
By ARMY ARCHEKD

4-^--

Beverly Hills, Feb. 19.
Jack ■ Benny’s biggest birthday
party, his 39th, of course, was cele¬
brated with 685 frlen'dfi who paid
$100-arplate to Wish him well and
to fill coffers for the Heart Fund.
The Friars Club sponsored the af¬
fair, held at the BevHllton Hotel.
Ladies were invited to the Roastmaster tribute, and, two femmes,
Irene Dunne and Deborah Kerr,
were dais members. They more
than held their own with wit and
bon mots tossed by male dais mem¬
bers: toastmaster Georgia Jessel,
George Burns, Ronnie Reagan,
Frank Sinatra< Bob Hope, Dean
Martin, Tony Martin, Edg?)r Ber¬
gen, Art Linkletter. Calif’s Gov.
Goodwin J. Knight, Rear Admiral
John B. Pearson and concert fid¬
dler Isaac Stem completed th“ im¬
posing list of speakers, with Barry
Mirkin, Friars' chairman, setting
off the festivities, and Manny
Klein’s ork supplying music.
The audience matched the dais
in names from show biz, civic lead¬
ers, and the bimess world. It was
-probably the longest and most-sin-^
cere testimonial given anyone, with
speeches lasting until 1 ayem.
Jessel’s plane had to be held up
in order for him to introduce the
guest of honor.
Reagan, whom Benny described
as one of his few friends to go be¬
yond the sixth ,grade, in return
described Benny as ‘la man wh’o’ll
laugh when George Burns says
‘hello’.” Burns claimed Benny
achieved his fame because ‘he
looks at an audience.” Edt^ar Ber¬
gen, whp brought Charlie Mc¬
Carthy, said his dummy thought he
spotted Jayne Mansfield in the au¬
dience—or maybe it was two Yul
Brynners.
Dean Martin
told
Benny: “I’m working single, you
may have heard^ but if you want
(Continued on page 36)

Top Catholic Honors To
Folsom, Coleman, Hagerty

Indict Arthur Miller
On Contempt Charge
Washington, Feb. 19.
Playwright Arthur Miller was
Indicted yesterday tMon.) by a Fed¬
eral Grand Jury on two counts of
contempt of Congress. He will be
arraigned here March 1 in U. S.
District Court.
In his appearance before the
House Un-American Activities
Committee in June, 1956, Miller
admitted Communist involvements
nine years before. He refused,
however, to name others whom he
met at meetings. ‘‘My conscience
will not permit me, to use the name
of another person and bring
trouble to him,” he told the com¬
mittee.
While the playwright was in
England on a honeymoon wdth
Marilyn Mom'oe last July, the
House of Representatives voted
373-9 to cite him for contempt. If
found guilty, he would be subject
to $1,000 fine and a year in jail on
each of the two counts.

Fiye prominent Catholic laymen
of New York who, last week, were
named Private Chamberlains by
Pope Pius XII include three show
business execs. They are Frank
M. Folsom, chairman of the execu^
tive committee of RCA’s board;
John A. Coleman, .board member
of American Broadcasting-Para¬
mount Theatres; and Harry C. Hag¬
erty, a director of NBC and RCA.
Also accorded the title were attomiey Joseph B. Lynch and Vic¬
tor D. Ziminsky, a business man¬
agement consultant, former prez
of Union News.
Award was conferred upon the
quintet. Archbishop Francis Car¬
dinal Spellman revealed, in recog¬
nition of their leadership and work
with Catholic Charities. This is the
first time since 1937 that members
of the New York laity have been
honored as Private Chamberlain to
His HplinessJ The Vatican honor,
incidentally, was established in
1555.
Folsom .Is a Knight of Malta,
Knight Grand Cross and Lieuten¬
ant of the U. S. Eastern Lieuten¬
ancy of the Equestrian Order of
the Holy l^pulchre. He’s also a
trustee of Catholic Charities of the
Archdiocese of New York.

FETELENGOLDENSON
AT $100-PER DINNER
A $100-a-plate tribute dinner for
Leonard H. Goldenson was thrown
at the Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y., Mon¬
day (18) night, with profits going
to The National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis. Several hun¬
dred name show bizzers were pre¬
sent to honor the American Broad¬
casting-Paramount Theatres prexy,
and specific honors were ladd^
out by Spyros Skouras, a3h
prexy, and Abe Stark, president
of the New York City Council.
Bob Hope appeared aS guest
speaker (‘‘Leonard is to be congrat¬
ulated; it isn’t often an exhibitor
is called a humanitarian”), and
Danny Thomas and Robert Merrill
were among those appearing in
the after-dinner entertainment.

Carl Brisson O.K.
Carl Brisson will be out of Harkness Pavilion Of New York’s Medi¬
cal Centre In a week or so, follow¬
ing surgery, which was deferred
because of the' Xmas-New Year’s
holidays. This was the period when
he and his wife, Cleo, house-guest¬
ed with former U.S. Ambassador to
Denmark Mrs. Ruth Bryan Owen
at her Jamaica, BWI, estate.
Despite a periodic Mayo Clinic
checkup, the Danish - American
singer wasn’t bothered with the
gastric disorder that prompted the
operation until his end-of-the-year
engagement at the Hotel Statler,
Washington. He stalled the surgery
until recently.
2/20
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AD CURBS FROPOSED
Legislator Wpuld Bar Testimonfais
< By Stars, Athletea
Minneapolis, Feb. 19.
Under terms of a bill introduced
in the Minnesota legislature, news¬
paper and all other advertising
containing the testimonial of a
film star or athlete would be pro¬
hibited in this state.
The measure also would rule
out advertising which describes
drinking scenes as ‘‘the ideal and
normal American home life.”
Regulation of' newspaper, ra¬
dio and, tv advertising of liquor
would be placed under the state
Liquor Control commissioner’s su¬
pervision.
Liquor advertising should be
controlled ahd prevented from
‘‘counteracting temperance educa¬
tion,” the bill’s authors contend.

Hot News From
Paris; Dior Does
An About-Face
By LUCETTE CARON
Paris, Feb. 19.
Freedom, comfort, individuality
—•a new era is born; Since 1947,
Dior has dictated to women. Now
he does a complete about-face; he
gives them freedom. Freedom of
movement, freedom of choice. "I
have tried to educate women for
10 years; now they should know
what elegance is.”
Gone are holies, corsets and arm 0 u r — no more pre-f abricated
dresses. Women will have to rely
on their natural sense of elegance
to give character to the clothes.
The dress must follow the body;
not the body, the dress. It is only
on the woman that the dress comes
to life; on a hanger, it is no more
than an expensive rag—without
form or shape.
What is the Paris look of 1957?
By day, the Chanel boyish charm
of the ’20s; by night, the glamour
of a star. Every style goes: every
hemline, every silhouette.
Soft
fabrics are the secret of the new
technique. ,
Loose-belted jackets, very short
pleated skirts (a couturier took the
.Duke of Argyll’s kilt apart to learn
the secret). Sailor’s middies, cas¬
ual chemise dresses, tubular un¬
cinched Sheaths in the controver¬
sial half-length of last season.
And for evenings, the aerial look
of bubbles, floating gauze, trailing
(Continued on page 20)

Robt. E. Lee Recovers
From Serious Surgery;
L&L Team’s ISth Anni
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
The playwriting team of Jerome
Lawrence and Robert E. Lee cele¬
brate their fifteenth year of col¬
laboration this week, with two hits
on Broadway and with the re¬
lease Saturday (16) of Lee from
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, Hol¬
lywood, following serious surgery
10 days ago.
Lee was operated on for a-braintumor, non-malignant, and was in
surgery for 12 hours, with seven
blood transfusions administered
then and two afterwards. He was
on the critical list for four days,
then made a miraculous recovery.
Though returning to his Encino
home, Lee will be under strict
medical care and an enforced rest
for at least two months. The tu¬
mor was the aftermath of an acci¬
dent on New Year’s Day, 1953,
(Continued on page 16)

Mexico City, Feb. 19.
Short, shots: N.V. Journal’s Marjorie Farnsworth a frequent
visitor. Ditto stylist Jo Copeland (Mrs. Mitchell Benson). C. B.
DeMille’s aide. Art Arthur, and his wife, a first-timer here. Bill
Zeckendorf casing the town. Ex-song$mith'^auder Henry Fink
(‘‘Curse of an Aching Heart”) after eight years operating the
Shangri-La, in Cuernavaca, yenning to return to blighty. He and
Bill O’Dwyer are old friends and that keeps him here, In part.
Ex-Hearst Metrotone News editor Mike Clofine also returned to
Cuernavaca (the world’s healthiest climate”). Nelle and H. Allen
Smith tbree-rmonthlng here, while latter researches a book. Fred
Gimbel has homes in Cuernavaca and Acapulco. R. W. (Ronnie)
Welch prez of McCann-Erickson de Mexico, S.A., and ‘‘doesn’t
miss Madison Ave?” Ex-Variety cbrre.spondent (Berlin, Paris,
Lisbon) Joe Ravotto, USIS chief with the American Embassy in
•Mexico City, farewell-partycd Orville (Andy) Anderson, public af¬
fairs officer of the Embassy, returning to Washington. Greg
Bautzers (Dana Wynter) honeymooned in Mexico film producer
Jack Gellman’s showplace house in Acapulco, although with the
inevitable phone to his BevHills base. The Gelhnans leased it ‘for
the winter thereafter, which forfended the subsequent honeymoon-.
Ing Michael Todds (Elizabeth Taylor) houseguesting there; they
dug in* in one of ex-President’s Miguel Aleman’s huts,-a miniature
palace-by-the-Pacific. (Whether by coincidence or otherwise, when
Aleman’s house in a new realty development was built the Aca¬
pulco airport was moved, thus automatically insuring high-speed
roads in that direction. Incidentally, the motor road from Mexico
City through Cuernavaca and Taxco (the silversrtilthing capital) to
Acapulco has been considerably improved. It’s still circuitous and
picturesque, like a serpentine western hemisphere Alps, but much
less dangerous than heretofore. More and more ‘‘bends” are still
being taken out.

Mexico City’s New ‘Class’ Makes
It Draw For Yank ‘O’Seas Set’
By ABEL GREEN
Mexico. City, Feb. 19.
Mexico has long been touted for
American tourism, and has had its
share of it, but somehow it is now
first on the threshold of a real
gringo invasion. Whether the new
Continental Hilton fanfare preem
stimulated things, or whether it’s a
case of “how come we’ve never
done it before,” fact is that the
Broadway-Holly wood brand of
globetrotters, who are as much at
home in the Savoy (London) Grill,
the George V (Paris) Bar or the
Cafe Doney and Hotel Excelsior
(Rome) bars, concede that “other
than Tia Juana and Agua Caliente,
when it was ‘hot’, one never thinks
of Mexico as a tourist spot.”
Taking it from the top: There is
beaucoup show biz and nite life in
Mexico City to interest many. It’s
a surprisingly thriving metropolis.
It is prosperous, settled and doing
a standup business on a hard-cur.rency basis. The Mexican peso
(8c) is as interchangeable in the
U.S. and elsewhere as the Ameri¬
can dollar. There is no black or
gray or any other tinted market.
The leading hotels are topgrade
and ditto the restaurants of which
there are several which need not
take second position to anything
anywhere. The Focolare (actually
an Italian word meaning “fire¬
place”) is the “21” of the town.
Dario (ex-dancer of Dario & Di¬
ane) runs the class Rivoli in the
best Continental cuisine tradition.
The Villa Fontana Is as atmos¬

pheric and romantic as Paris’ Mon¬
seigneur, Sheherezade or Dinerzade, and the price is more right,
although they don’t give it away.
What’s
more,
Roberto
Perez
Vazquez, piano virtuoso feature of
“The Violins of the Villa Fontana”
(RCA Victor has recorded them
and they sell big below the Rio
Grande), is an attraction, along
with his strings.
Lots of Cafes
Ex-U.S. Ambassador William F.
G'Dwyer is partial to the Normandia, perhaps the only authentic
French restaurant in Mexico City,
which means the entire country.
It has been there for 14 years and
is tiptop in the fancy groceries de¬
partment. The Jacaranda, nitery
owned by the Focolare boss, is an
atmospheric nitery—no show, but
romantic, fireworks, dancing wa¬
ters, good dansapation. La Jena,
the 1-2-3, Delmonico’s (run by two
Chicagoans), El Paseo, near the
Continental Hilton hotel, which of
course gives it an automatic lure,
are in the same topflight idiom.
Ex-President Miguel Aleman, re¬
puted to be one of the richest men
In the world, seems to own much
key property, especially of a hous¬
ing nature. Conrad N, Hilton’s
operation of the Continental Hil¬
ton is a new version of Aleman’s
old Continental. New hostelry (not
yet finished—100 rooms to go) is
in the best U.S. standard and ob¬
viously a hit from its inception
under Warren R. Broglie's general
management. He’s from the Wal(Continued on page. 10)
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Mike Todd as Actor

CPlease Print Name)

New York 34. N. Y.

Mike Todd is turning actor to
plug his ‘‘Around the World in 80
Days.” Producer will appear in an
upcoming Phil Silvers show and
went before the cameras yesterday
(Tues.) to shoot his stint in the
film. Subsequent filming will be
worked around his on-camera stint
tomorrow (Thurs.), and show will
be used March 27.
Setup is similar to that used with
Bing Crosby when he was in town
a few months ago. Producer Nat
Hiken worked out a general idea,
shot Crosby and then did the rest
of the show later, writing it around
the earlier footage of Crosby. Todd
had to leave for the coast imme¬
diately after his stint.
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Now We i^ow!
[Maurice Chevalier’s Formula]
“ Parade wrJ,ter Lloyd Shearer asked Maurice Chevalleri *‘How
come at 68 yOuVe still going strong?”.
’ Chevalier’s'answer In the Feb. 17 Issue of the Sunday supple¬
ment: “There have been seven women in my life and I have been
able to walk away froth all of them. That is the secret of my
staying power. / When a man fails in love with a woman, it is so
easy for him to btecome a prisoner of the flesh. It is that Which
ruitfs most entertainers, especially singers. A singer must ask
himself, ‘With who do I want to be-a hit—my wifb or my public?*
I have always chosen the public. That is my story.’*

Release Costs Spod^ted as Infies
Demand: What Price Distribution?’
--

^
Distributioncosts are in the. ♦
spotlight again as more and more
BERGER PAYS 90%
film-makers take on/independent
status and tie up with major com¬ Denies Inconsistency In Booking
panies with the latter taking 30%
Metro’s ‘Teahouse*
of the gross rentals, or thereabout,
for their releasing services.
Minneapolis, Feb. 19.
Situation involving producers
Bennie Berger, . North Central
aligned with RKO Is seen as having Allied president, who frequently
particular trade significance. Some has urged the territory’s exhibi¬
of them are balking ^ having their tors to refuse to play 50% pictures,
product shifted to Universal’s dis¬ is paying 90% to M-G-M, after
tribution mill fearing it will be deduction of the theatre’s “nut,”
lost in the shuffle. U has over 30 for “Teahouse of the. August
pictures of its own to handle an¬ Moon” at his local loop Gopher.
nually, and the 44 being taken
Picture is In its eighth week
from RKO may mean that, because
of the sheer weight of numbers, there to continued big grosses and
Berger
seems happy.
some will be given little more than
Berger denies that he’s “Inconstep-child treatment, according to
sistant”
in paying such a price
the former RKO-ites.
This is somewhat In contradic¬ himself for an attraction while ad¬
tion with RKO chief Tom O’Neil’s vocating resistance to lower terms.
“My fight has been against per¬
recent statement that the indies
■ working with RKO will never have centage in the light 'grossing small
towns
and su^equent run neigh¬
had it so good. He said the modus
operandi would work to their ad¬ borhood houses,” explains Berger.
vantage through less distribution “Where the grosses justify it and
costs and earlier profit taking. the exhibitor is insured against an
' O’Neil was talking about future operating loss, and even seems as¬
producer alignments with RKO but sured' of. a respectable profit, such
it’s regarded as Inconsistent by deals can be acceptable.”
some observers that those affiliated
with the company heretofore ac¬
tually can be hiurt by the new pol¬
icy, or so they fear, while the pro' ducers in the RKO camp in the
future will benefit.
Squawks have been coming from
Warwick Productions, the Irving
Allen-A. R. (Cubby) Broccoli out¬
Washington, Feb. 19.
fit that’s linked with Columbia. Al¬
An amendment to the income tax
though providing the financing
laws, providing a better break for
»>
(Continued on page 20)
those who receive treble damages
in antitrust suits, has just been
proposed by Rep, Herman P. Eberharter (D., Pa^), member of the
tax-writing House Ways and Means
Committee.
„ The bill is of interest to the
motion picture industry because of
Moved by optimism for its future the large number of pending and
operations in' the U.S., the new just completed treble-damage cases.
Under the Eberharter bill, the
Rank Film Distributors of America
treble damages would not be tax¬
has decided to open nine district able iiirone year if they represent
branches here in April Instead of damages suffered over more than
one year. The amount would be
the six originally planned.
Kenneth Hargreaves, prexy of taxable over the number of months
' the new Rank outfit, said that in in which the antitrust violation oc¬
' itddition the org would open a curred.
branch in San Francisco, Irving
In addition, the new bill would
Sochin, the general sales manager, be retroactive to 1954.
has been Interviewing personnel.
District offices will be in Boston,
Washington,. Atlanta, Dallas, Los
Angeles, Denver, Chicago, Cleve¬
land and New York.

Bill Woidd ^Spread’Tax
Bite on TripIeDamage
Awards Under AnHtmst

Rank Opthnisin
9 Sales Spots

Myer Beck Reps Bryna

Gtieg-Based Operetta
Cleared for Filming
Loj Angeles, Feb, 19.
Option of the film rights to
. “Song of Norway” has been taken
by Edwin Lester and a group of
associates who originally produced
the legit musical back in 1944. Film
' rights were acquired by Universal
in 1948, but although the musical
has been close to production sev¬
eral times, the studio has no def¬
inite plans for it.
Associated with him on the deal
are Robert Wright and George For¬
rest, who did the lyrics and musi¬
cal adaptation of the Grieg music
used in the- play, the Estates of
Homer Curran and Laz Lansburgh,
Louis Lurie, Herman Wobber and
several others.

Myer P. (Mike) Beck, Inde¬
pendent producer representative
in New York, has landed the Bryna
Pictures account. Kirk Douglas
production company has a sched¬
ule of five features on which Beck
will work.
He’ll serve as ad-pub rep on
“Lizzie,” which is completed and
awaiting release via Metro, and as
Jboth sales' and ad-pub rep on four
going through United Artists. Sales
supervisors are not permitted
under the deals which M-G sets
with indie film-makers such as
Douglas.
Four set for delivery to UA are
“Spring Reunion,” which Is now
finished; “Careless Years” and
“Paths of Glory,” .^hich go into
production next month, and “The
Viking/* set to roll nekt summer.

S

PUBLICTASTEIS 320 Newsreel Contracts To Metro,
CRAZY CUESSWORK
By FRED' HIFT
Public’s taste and preferences
today are less predictable than
ever, adding an additional element
of risk to film production.
; Vascillating response to certain
types of films has company execs
in a quandry not only as to what
kind of features they want and
need for their release skeds, but'
also how to handle offbeat entries.
In recent months, partly as the
result of the continuing decentral¬
ization of production and the'grow¬
ing Influence of the Independents,
the impression has grown that off¬
beat in the current market spells
'boxofficer. Yet, “The Rainmaker,”
hailed by the critics, has failed to
catch on strongly with the public.
At Columbia, “End Is the Man,” i
based on the play, has distribution
men wondering what’d be the best
way of releasing the picture which
is tagged definitely' “unusual.” If
a picture such as this is berthed in
an “art” house, sales execs tend
to feel that it’s being sold down
the river, even though—^with luck
—a long run may result. If, on the
other hand, it’s released in the nor¬
mal way, it could die a horrible
death.
Sad Memories
At Metro they still remember
“The Search,” with Montgomery
Clift, which was rated an outstand¬
ing piece of screen art, but which
was launched commercially and
failed completely on Broadway.
Root of all the trouble is the un¬
predictable audience reaction. It
affects not only the sales, but'also
the ad-pub departments. .. “You
never really know what’s the right
way of publicizing a picture now¬
adays,” commented a publicity man
last week. “Ignore what the picture
really is about, aud stress some
other angle which you think will
appeal to the audience, and you
may expire at the boxoffice. Then
you kick yourself for not having
presented the film for what It
really is.
“But then take It the other way
’round. You tell the truth about a I
picture, about Its art, its appeal,
etc. And th^ it dies. Everybody
will be down on you, complaining
you didn’t make it attractive
enough. You almost can’t win in
this game—unless you have a Win¬
ner.”
Uncertainty of'the public,reac¬
tion doesn’t bother the American
(Continued on page 20)

Dropping of newsreel activities

REJECT HUSTON'S 'JOCKEY' . by Warner Bros, and Paramount is
20th Spurns Costly Racetrack Story
of Tod Sloan’s British Sin
Hollywood, "Feb. 19.
“The King’s Jockey,” John Huston-Stephen Longstreet film proj¬
ect, has been nixed by 20th-Fox
on grounds “it involved too much
money for a horse story. Budget
set up by the pair’s indie company
for the film was $1,500,000. Ex¬
jockey Billy Pearson, a personal
chum of Huston, wouldhave
starred in the pic.
Huston was to have produced
and directed, and Longstreet would
have written the screenplay from
his own original. Film was intend¬
ed to be photographed in England,
with Pearson in the title role, and
Robert Morley playing King Ed¬
ward VI, grandpa of Duke of
Windsor.
Pearson would have played part
of Tod Sloan, and story dealt with
how Sloan “pulled”' his horse in a
race in 1909.
American jockeys
have been barred from British
tracks since that incident.

Disney Says His Genius
Is Named Roy; Hails TV
As Best Pal of Screen
By WHITNEY WILLIAMS
Beverly Hills, Feb. 19.
Walt Disney, receiving the Screen
Producers Guild’s highest honor,
at its fifth annual Milestone Award
banquet Sunday (17) before a
black-tie and decollete audience in
the Bevbilton Hotel’s grand ball¬
room, accepted with humility and
simplicity.
Disney departed from prepared
speech to say he felt “inadequate
and Irrelvant” but the Milestone,
Award had lot more meaning for
him than might be thought. “For
years I’ve been trying to find some¬
where to hang my hat. Seemed
everyone had some kind of Guild
to belong to but me. Whatever it
was, I was doing in this business
it didn’t seem to have any cate¬
gory;
Everyone thought I be¬
longed to someone else.”
At the same time, he grabbed
(Continued on page 16)

National Boxoffice Survey
Pre-Holiday Biz Sags; ^10 C’s’ Champ Third Time in
Row, ‘80 Days’ 2d, ‘Wonders’ 3d, ‘Anastasia’ 4th
Current week is a pre-holiday
“Battle Hymn” (U) shapes as a
session for most theatres, and biz promising newcomer, being terrific
is reflecting this fact for the most in Denver where topping all pre¬
part. Very spotty appearance of vious entries from Universal there.
trade in mpst key cities covered by It also teed off great in Lexington,
Variety stems largely from weak Ky., and is good for opening week
screen fare and fact that many in N. Y. “Big Boodle” (UA), also
exhibitors are holding pix, even new, is rated thin in L. A.
when not warranted, in order to
“Big Land” (WB) looms fancy
bring in new films for Washing¬ in Buffalo. “Mister Cory” (U), an¬
ton’s Birthday (Fri.).
I other new entrant, shapes sock in
“10 Commandments” (Par) is Boston and nice in Frisco. “Full
finishing first again, for third week of Life” (Col), solid in N. Y., Is
in succession this month. It holds modest In Chi and dull in Wash¬
a commanding lead over its nearest ington.
“Wings of Eagles” (M-G) is rated
competition. “Around the World
In 80 Days” (UA) is landing in sec¬ sturdy in Frisco but mild on third
ond place as compared with third N. Y. Music Hall week. “Oh, Men!
Oh, Women!” (20th), due this week
last session. '
“Seven Wonders of World” (Cin¬ at N. Y. Roxy, is rated sock in Pitt.
erama) is capturing third money. “True Story of Jesse James” (20th),
“Anastasia” (20th) is winding up fair in Omaha, looms fast in Chi
fourth, same as a week ago. “Great and lusty in St. Louis.
“Written on Wind” (U), now
Man” (U) is pushing up to fifth
spot as compared with 10th last mainly on' extended-run in several
keys,
is good in Cincy, stout in
round.
L. A. and big In both Balto and
“Teahouse of August Moon”
Louisville. “Westward Ho, Wag¬
(M-G) again is finishing sixth.
ons” CBV), big in Denver, shapes
“Rainmaker” (Par), only out to
nice In Detroit and fair In Frisco.
any extent this week, is copping
“La Striada” (T-L) , hotsy in Chi,
seventh place.
“Edge of' City”
looms great , in N. Y. and fine in
(M-G) Is taking eighth position.
Frisco. “Rock, Pretty Baby” (U),
“Iron Petticoat” (M-G) will wind
potent in Chi, looks nice in Wash¬
up in ninth spot while “3 Brave
ington.
Men” (20th) will be 10th. “Drnn(Complete Boxoffice Report on
go” CUA) and “Wee Georgle” (Ar¬
.
thur) are the two runner-up films. I Pages 8-9J

working to Metro’s advantage.
Company, as of Feb. 11, picked up
320 additional contracts for 397 is¬
sues of News of the Day.
In addition, Metro is making a
determined effort to pick up drivin customers for its newsreel. Pitch
being made to ozoner operators is
that newsreels can be helpful in
extending intermission period to
allow concession stands to do
maximum amount of business with¬
out Incurring displeasure of im¬
patient patrons.
It’s pointed out, for example,
that if intermission stanza is asbitrarlly extended beyond the
standard lO-mlhute period, patrops
who want to get the show started
are resentful and start blowing
their horns. At the same time,
there are many customers who
haven’t completed their purchases
at the concession stand.
According to Metro, the showing
of a newsreel immediately after
the 10-minute break will solve the
problem. It notes that this will
please the patrons who want the
sho\$ to start again. At the same
time, those who are still hungry,
seeing the newsreel on the screen,
are reminded td hurry back to their
cars in the ensuing eight or nine
minutes.
Thus the newsreel, M-G. con¬
cludes, makes everybody happy,
including the theatreman who
wants to sell as much as possible
over the concession counter—^with¬
out incurring the displeasure of his
customers.

Nobk Clears Way
To Unload AB-Par
Washington, Feb. 19.
Securities & Exchange Commis¬
sion revealed yesterday that Amer¬
ican Broadcasting-Paramount Thea¬
tres has filed papers seeking regis¬
tration of 346,253 shares of its $1
Par common stock and 240,768
shares of its preferred, $20 par,
constituting the holdings of Ed¬
ward J. Noble, director and chair¬
man of AB-PT Finance Commit¬
tee, and Edward John Noble Foun¬
dation, selling stockholders.
According to prospectus, .-(I)
Noble and (2) Noble Foundation
intend to dispose of some or all of
the stock from time to time-“when,
as and if such disposition seems
advisable and market conditions
appear favorable.” Sales will be
made on New York Stock Ex¬
change through brokers "who will
receive only regular brokerage
commission. However, if oppor¬
tunities arise to dispose of any of
the stock directly, sales will be
made elsewhere and without inter¬
vention of a broker. It’s anticipated
the selling price will be approxi¬
mately market price prevailing at
time of sale.
SEC said AB-PT is not selling
any of the stock and will not re¬
ceive any of the proceeds.
AB-PT common closed Tuesday
at 221/4.

Ament, Ex-Pathe News,
Joins U.S. Flood Agency
Washipgton, Feb. 19.
"lyalton. C. Ament, former vice
president and general manager of
Warner-Pathe News, has been ap¬
pointed Deputy Commissioner of
the Federal Flood Indemnity Ad¬
ministration.
The new government agency
must develop a program to aid and
protect those exposed to property
loss from floods. Ament was chair¬
man of the Motion Picture Industry
War Activities Committee during
World War II.
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UA Pours Profits Into Production
(40,000,000 Represents Nearly 100% of Owli Fix
Financing—Krushen’s Field Staff Oyer 50
United Artists will continue with
Its policy of pouring back all prof¬
its Into future production, Arthur
B. Krlm; president, told the UA
sales convention in New York over
the past weekend. This policy was
-adopted in,195a. when Krlm and.
his co-owners took the helm and in
no instance since have they taken
any dividends tt other emoluments,
. he said.
;
This has bleen a key factor in the
successful development of UA so
' far and will be maintained as such,
according to Krim, The program
of Continued reinvestment , in pro¬
duction has a direct, .bearing on ex¬
hibition, he added, because when
' a theatreman -books a UA picture
*‘he is in a very real sense invest¬
ing in his own future. For the dol¬
lars go into more product for his
theatres.”
,
.
Chief exec told district managers
and sales officials from throughout
the United States and Canada that
. UA will invest over $40,000,000 in
production this year, representing
virtually 100% financing of its re¬
leases.
Max E. Youngstein, v.p., told the
meeting of plans to lay out $6,000,000 for promotion Of the company’s
releases in the next nine months.
This is the biggest ad-pub budget
UA ever has had for a like period,,
he said.
-

Meetii^t Likely
Despite the agreement between
Loew’s Inc. and the Joseph Tom¬
linson group on a single slate of di¬
rectors to be presented to the
stockholders at tlie Feb. 28 an¬
nual meeting, the session is not ex¬
pected to be a quiet one. Deal
with Tomlinson had the effect of
staving off a serious and costly
proxy fight, but it has not stemmed
the ' highly vocal beefs of many
other small shareholders.
Although the small stockholders
will not be able to control the out¬
come of the meeting, there are in¬
dications that a number of them
will raise some highly pointed ques. tions. Chief among these will be
why the management has only one
representative on. the board and
why so many people with neither
atockings nor film experience were
included in the slate.
There will be no difficulty in the
election of the management's tick¬
et, but considerable “nuisance” ef¬
fect is expected from this group of
small stockholders.

RALPH COHN STEPS UP
IN COLUMBIA ECHELON
Ralph Cohn has been elected to
the Columbia Pictures board, re¬
placing his recently-deceased fa¬
ther, Jack Cohn, who was Col’s
exec v.p.
It was six years ago that the Col
directors decided to explore the
possibilities of television and set
up Screen Gems as a wholly-owned
subsidiary with limited‘money re¬
sources for that purpose, Ralph
Cohn was placed in Charge, and has
been calling the turns since in con¬
junction with Col v.p. Abe Schne¬
ider and other members of the Col
board. Engaged in both tv produc¬
tion and distribution, SG has
grown to the point where its gross
this year expectedly will be be¬
tween $15,000,000 and $20,000,000
and the acquisition of interests in
tv stations is being considered.
Ralph Cohn also has become
Col’s second biggest individual
voting stockholder, although the
exact number of shares in his con¬
trol, including his own and his
mother’s, Jeanette Cohn’s, and
. other members of the family, has
yet to be officially stated. (Jack
Cohn’s will has yet to be filed for
probate.)
Col president Harry Cohn, Ralph
Cohn’s uncle, is No. One stockhold¬
er with control of 17% of the out¬
standing common share issue. Jack
Cohn had voted 11% of the total.

HOUSER TUSELZNICK;
NOPAIDCRffiRATRKO
Hollywood, Yeb. 19.
RKO, the deserted studio, is now
without- a publicity head, follow^ing the dep^ure of Mervin Houser,
who checked'in yesterday (18) as,
director of publicity for the Selznick Company. RKO praisery op¬
erations are now handled by ex¬
ecutive'secretary Blanche Forst and
Adele Palmer,, whib has been as¬
signed to foreign publicity.
Houser will .be. in charge of
World-Wide publicity for the^Selz^
liick firm with Selznick’s public re¬
lations reps in New York and^ Eu¬
rope functioning under his direc¬
tion. He’ll trek to New York short¬
ly to begin mapping the campaign
for the forthcoming production of
“A Farewell to Arms,” based on
the Ernest Hemingway story and
co-starring Jennifer . Jones and
Rock Hudson; John HiistoU will
direct.
■ Houser had been with RKO for
the last six years and had been
studio director of publicity for the
last 18 months.

N. Y. to L. A.
Robert Anderson n
Patrick Dennis
Florida Friebus
...jiune. Haver.
Bernard M. Kamber
Lenard Kantor
Fred MacMurray
Karl Maiden
Mort Nathanson
Hugh O’Brien
Arthur Perles
George Stevens
Ed Sullivan

L. A. to N. Y.
Irving Allen.
Samuel Z. Arkoff
Lew Arnold
Frederick Brisson
Jack Cassidy
Alfred E. Daff
Milton Deutsch
William Dozier
Douglas Fairbanks
Arthur Gardner .
Lelahd Hayward
Bob Hope
Shirley Jones
Jay Kantor,.
Abe Lastfogel
Jules Levy
A1 Lewin
Hal Makelim
William Marshall
Terry Moore
James H. Nicholson
Gregory Ratoff
. Herb Rogers
Ann Sothern
Milton A. Spring
Dan Terrell
Danny Thomas

N.r. MOORS w
T0pSW;C0itSrUIK
Members ot the N; Y. film direc¬
tors organizing committee last
week, by a unanimous 'vote, ac¬
cepted the terms of affiliation of^
fered by the Screen DirectorsGuild of America.
The next step will be taken by
the SDCr when Its members will
ballot on approval of the affilia¬
tion. This vote is scheduled to
take place shortly in Hollywood.
When”, the affiliation is com¬
pleted, the N. Y. organizing com¬
mittee win cease to exist and Its
members will join tbe N/Y. branch
of SDG. A local office of the
Guild will be opened and nei^otiations will be started in Manhattan
with . the N. Y. Film Producers
Assn, for a basic agreement cover¬
ing staff and freelance directors.

Pars bb Biz
Paramount is setting up an affil¬
iated company to engage in’i the
laboratory business, Barney Balaban, president, disclosed in New
York yesterday ; (Jues.). Company
is enlarging and modernizing its
Manhattan plant, which heretofore
has been used to capacity by Par
itself, to make it available to out¬
side accounts requiring sound re¬
cording and film processing serv¬
ices in both 16m and 35m.
Clients Par has in mind are the¬
atrical, television and commercial
film producers. New equipment is
to be installed in the lab for cdlor
developing and printing as well as
black & white. Company has a sec¬
ond plant, located in Queens,
which also is being updated to-take
on outside work.
The two labs are capable of
processing over 200,000,000 feet of
film annually, according to Balaban.
Establishment of the new enter¬
prise comes on the heels of dis¬
continuance of the Par newsreel
which, along with many b & w fea¬
tures and shorts, had been pro¬
cessed in the N, Y. labs.

N. Y. to JEurope
'

Zlatko Balokovic
Kenneth S. Glniger
Elvira T. Marquis
George Raft
Jean Shepherd

Europe to N. Y.
Pia Beck
Tom Curtiss
John Davis
Maria Fein
Lisa Ferraday
John W. Houser
Frank Kassler
C. J. LatU
-Leslie Macdonnell
Guy. MitcheU

Of 12 Mags, 8 Up on Film Ads
4 ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Out of a group of 12 leading magazines, eight showed Increases In
valuing degrees of motion picture.advertising in 1956 over 1955, a sur¬
vey based on Publishers Information Bureau data shows.
Biggest gains were registered by Tipie Magazine, which went up to
$31,630 from $9,045 in 1955, and by Life, which rose to $599,100 from
$534,082 in ’55. Yet, both Time and Life are off sharply from 1950,
when they got $41,485 and $901,084 respectively from film adSi
Other mags that gained were Redbook (up to $109,535), McCalls (to
$115,850), Seventeen ($76,000), Cosmopolitan ($39,450), Modem Screen
($202,190) and Photoplay ($218,838).
Those that lost revenue from pic ads compared with *55 were Look
($577,861) Collier’s ($196,355), The Saturday Evening Post ($228,910)
and Coronet ($5,000). Esquire didn’t get a single film ad in either year.
On the whole, with the exception of the fan mags, the general cir¬
culation sheets showed a general decline in film advertising revenue
since 1950. Saturday Evening Post, for Instance, got $356,380 In 1950
against $228,910 last year. Rate changes as weighed against Impact
undoubtedly are one influencing factor. In the case of Cosmopolitan
Magazine, film ad coin dropped from $131,700 in 1950 to only $39,450
in 1956.
While-recent years have seen fewer films in actual release this Is
balanced by the tendency to plug harder on the big pictures.
Herewith the breakdown on the 12 magazines:
Magazine
1956
1955
1950
Life .
534,082
001,084
Look ..
648,081
^64,268
Collier’s . .
196,355
248,855
270,150
Sateve Post ..
286,614
356,380
Time ...
9,045
41,485
Coronet .
11,100
17,590
Red Book .
75,013
76,840
—
Esquire ..
10,250
McCall’s .
88,075
59,000
_ .
Seventeen .
59,770 Cosmopolitan .....
25,3.50
131,700
Modern Screen .
196,320
187,270
Photoplay .
208,803
237,440

;; New Ybrh Sound Track i:
^ >4444444 4444444 ♦444444444♦♦»♦ 444444444-4444444^444^
Arnold Hartley, program chief of WOV, an all-ltallan station until
sundown (and operating Its own program studios in Home), will go
all-out for the Metropolitan Opera basso, Salvatore Baccaloni, who It
being introduced at a-film player via Columbia’s ”Full of Life” star*
ring July Holliday. Baccaloni, plus actors from various Italian-lailguage soap operas, are being used for blurbs, both radio and visual.
Hartley, .himself fluent in Italian though not one, has long been an
articulate opponent of the *'wop stereotype” In fiction ,. . the sensitiv¬
ity of lialian-Americans is attested by a recent blU at Albany hitting
at “Baby Doll” because its heel was an Italian and a Boston’s judge's
rap at the “Seven Bridges to Cross” (Brink^S robbery), film for: like rea¬
sons. Baccaloni Is advance-doped to be one of the new click person¬
alities of 1957. Although an opera star' for many years, he rates as an
actor and personality of great vitality.
Mike Ti>dd and wife, Elizabeth Taylor, dropped in at the Palace,
N.Y., last week to catch Jerry lewis* show. Caught on exiting by
Lewis, Todd promptly stole the show via some quick repartee . . .
Technicolor has a special exhibit at the photo ghow at the Coliseum
. . . 20th-Fox sales exec Glenn Norris off to visit his family in North
Carolina today (Wed.) just as 20th sales topper, Alex Harrison returns
from the Coast (and a Honolulu vacash) . ... Erie Johnston is on the
Coast for a Bank of America board meeting .
aiid then a speech
(non-industry) in L.A. Johnson probably
go to Europe in April
. . . Frank Kassler, Continental Distributing prexy, who returns from
Europe Friday (22) acquired a brace of product' in France^^and Britain.
- Hya-Lopert, Importer, producer and distributor, v;ill receive•^French
Legion of Honor Cross Of' Chevalier at ceremony here tomorrow
(Thurs.). Jean De Lcgarde, French Consul General, will present the
award . . . Cellist Pablo Casals, who is past 80, has appeared before
Louis de ROchemont’s Cinemiracle cameras for a sequence in “Cinemiracle Adventure,” which will inffo the hew-process.; - Casals played
the Schubert Trio In E Flat with his friends, violinist/Alexander
Schneider and pianist Mieezyslav Horszowski.
First father-son, director-actor routine in Holl3wood in approximately
nine years was launched when.Victor McLaglen went to^work as an
actor in “The Abductors” for Regal Films. His son,' Andrew McLaglen,
directs the film in which the vet Character actor shares billing with
Carl Thayer.. Last time Hollywood liad a father-son combination was
when John Hqston directed his father, Walter Huston, in “Treasure
of thfe Sierra Madre” in 1948. ^
^
The Broadway stage, vyhich already has forced one. star player from
the cast of 20th-F9X’s “Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter” (Tom Ewell
who is in “Tunnel Of Love”), now looks Certain to repeat Itself in the
case of Thelma Ritter. A'ctress, already set for a star role In same film
will be iii the midst of rehearsals for. “New Girl In Town” when the
picture goes into pfoductlon. Players = remaining are Jayne Mansfield
antf Clifton Webb.
'
Robert Cantu, dean of Mexico City show biz reporter®, founder of
Filmografico in 1931, the first soundfilm paper below Rio Grande,
and now on Cinema Reporter (also Mexico City), Is In New York han¬
dling the personals of Evangelina Elizondo, Mexican film player tour¬
ing.the Spanish-populated sectors in New York and elsewhere.
Karl Malden off to the Coast for his first directorial assignment—^the
screen version of the Broadway play, “Time Limit,” with Richard-Widmark' and .Richard Basehart heading the cast. Following the film,
Malden retui’ns to Manhattan for the lead in Molly Kazan’s play, “The
Egghead,” scheduled for August rehearsals. Actor-director, who can
currently he seen in “Baby Doll,” appears in two upcoming films, "Fear
Strikes Out” (Par)' and “Bombers B-52” (WB) , . . Screenwriters Guild
has nominated N. Richard Nash’s screenplay of “The Rainmaker” for
an award in the field of drama . . . Ell WabUch’s role in “Major Bar¬
bra” on Broadway has. prevented him from flying to London to accept
his award from the British Film Academy as the most promising film
newcomer for his performance in “Paby Doll” . . . Universal’s execu¬
tive v.p. Alfred .E. Dalf In from the Coast for confabs with homeoffice
executives ...
Palace Is cheating with its displayed blowups of the Jerry Lewis
reviews. Unflattering paragraph in the apparently-entire Times notic*
was scissored . . . Columbia dropped Sindlinger . . . “Friendly Persusion” abroad following the same pattern as in the States—^no great
shakes at the outset but builds big . . . Associate of Joe Vogel’s relates
he asked the Loew's prez If he’d prefer to have “Ralhtree County” or
the $5,000,000 it cost. “I’ll take the picture,” said Vogel ... Carroll
Baker was told by Warners her next picture Is ready. But they’re not
telling her what it Is, she says . . . Italian film publication reaching
these shores lists “Beatrice” as an upcoming entry. On the basis of
the characters and synopsis, it’s obviously an adaptation of an obscure
Percy Shelley play, titled “The Cenci,” but the author is not credited*
Theme of the original, Incidentally, would bum up anybody’s cellu¬
loid . . . Pepe Romem’s oils, writes John Steinbeck, “fill a room with
nervous excitement.’^ Meaning a run on the phenol barbitol? . . .
The Dave Goldings expecting in September . . . Check with teenagers
on knowledge of Lindbergh brought one particular lulu of an answer:
“Oh, yes, the Lindbergh brothers. They had a flight to the South Pole
or the North Pole or one of those Poles. Wasn’t it?”
Allied Artists could cause some confusion with a reissue of “Seven
Angry Men,” now that United Artists Is ready with “12 Angry Men.”
A A pic is two years old . . . Joseph Hazen’s daughter, Cynthia Jo, en¬
gaged to Leon Bernard Polsky, non-show business attorney.
J. Noble Braden, who died on Long Island last week, had a first-hand
acquaintance with Intra-mural squabbles that have beset the film in¬
dustry. As v.p. and, later, exec v.p. of the American Arbitration Assn.,
Braden for years had a key role In inducing exhibitors and distributors
to settle their differences through conciliation and arbitration and not
the courthouse. His knowledge of the complexities of the picture big¬
ness was vast and his Impartiality was beyond question.
Mack Bennett is working on “a novelized Mack Sennett comedy”—
but not based on my films; it’s all new, he told Gerard Pratley of
Toronto Globe & Mail. Sennett says he starts typing every day at
9 a.m.
State educational boards are quick to rap Hollywood films regarded
as objectionable, and these are few, but never boost the finer product,
which would be the positive approach, notes Cecil B. DdMille .. . Prox¬
ies slow in coming in for the Loew’s annual stockholder meeting. Rec¬
ord film industry turnout of 800 expected at the session, which takes
place Feb. 28 at Loew’s State . . . Ralph Cohn, son of the late Jack
Cohn, went to Palm Beach to spend some time with his mother . . .
Sam Weisenthal is in to cast the lead for his “Jack Dempsey Story”
film.
Loew’s Inc. prexy Joseph E. Vogel rsvp’s stockholders as follows: A
Word of Thanks: Your proxy for the annual meeting has been re¬
ceived. On behalf of the management I wish to thank you for your
prompt cooperation and your expression of confidence.”
Jayne Mansfield will be with Cary Grant in “Kiss Them For Me” at
20th-Fox ... Dan Barton cast as Mark Hellinger in “The Helen Morgan
Story” at Warners , . . Gene Lockhart will Impersonate president of
Actors Equity Assn. In “Jeanne Eagles” the biopic at Columbia . . .
Former Broadway comedienne Kitty Kelly Into “Stranger at Soldier
Springs,” Robert BasSler production ,., her first film role in 13 years.
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SAY WINKLER PUPPETEERS UFA
ikln?
Film industry executives returning from Germany report .that ,a
deal is being negotiated under which the UFA, active again in pro¬
duction, distribution and exhibition, will acquire a large interest
in Berlin's Mosaik; dubbing atudios^ and printing facilities.
Mosaik, which I’an into a, lot of troiuble when the Allianz distrib¬
ution setup went bankrupt, does most of the dubbing for the Amer¬
ican companies which, it's been reported, are opposed to an ex¬
pansion of the UFA sphere of influence.
The big Geyer labs, which sjpecialize in color printing, also have
ihadc overtures to Mosaik owner; Ernst Wolff. The UFA has its
own printing plant in Berlin.
Question is now posed what the U.S, distribs would do if the
UFA deal goes through; and Indications are that, in that case,
they'd dub with UFA and print with Geyer. Since big banks are
behind the UFA, it appears that UFA stands a better chance than
Geyer to buy into Mosaik.
“ The American companies, which have shown a remarkable loy¬
alty to Mosaik and have been afctive in the attempts to preserve it
under Wolff, argue, that tbC presence of the plant In Berlin is of
vital importance for political reasons. It is agreed, however, that
there are other dubbing plants of equal calibre in Germany.
UFA move in seeking Mosaik control or participation is seen by
some in Germany as part of a sinister plan to further strengthen
the UFA hold on the industry.

Japan Sedis Another U.S Fihn Loan
Yanks Want Better Terms Than in 1955—$7,000,000
Then Involved at 3%
.A---Kill Daylight Saving
American film industry, which
expects to have $9,000,000 tied up
in Japan by April 1, 19577 Is mull¬
ing another loan to Japanese in¬
dustry.
Preliminary negotiations have
taken place, with the Japanese
pressing for a repeats of the loan
which membcBS of the Motion Pic¬
ture Export Assn, granted to the
Japanese Electric Power Develop¬
ment Co. in 1955. At that time,
$7,000,000 were involved.
Loan
was for a seven-year period at
three percent, with repayment in
dollars at the rate of one-seventh
of the amount semi-annually start¬
ing in 1959.
The new loan, which was dis¬
cussed at the. MPEA last week,
would again go to the power devel¬
opment outfit, which is semi-gov¬
ernment owned.
While some of the companies
are in favor of the new loan, oth¬
ers feel that it should be arranged
on better terms.
While such a loan does, of
course, tie up large .chunks of coin
for the industry at a time when
earnings are badly needed by the
companies, it's argued that it has
the great advantage of creating a
steady dollar flow inasmuch, as 1
the yen^ invested are paid back by
the Japanese Government at a
favorable rate.
After the last loan arrangement
was completed, MPEA prexy Eric
Johnston went on record that it
wouldn’t be repeated.
However,
unless MPEA goes for some such
arrangement, its chances of get(Continued on page 20)

Warwick Divorce
From Columbia
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Failing to come to agreement on
terms, Warwick Productions and
Columbia, this week decided on di¬
vorce, Warwick, which is an inde¬
pendent company headed by Irving
Allen and A. R. (Cubby) Broccoli has
been operating out of London on a
multiple-picture contract with Col
providing the financing and taking
releasing rights. Unit has three
more pictures to deliver to Col by
Dec. 31, which is date of the sev¬
erance.
Prior to an opening negotiations
ahent possible renewal Of the con¬
tract over the past week with Col
principals, Allen stated he and
Broccoli were dissatisfied with the
30% cut on Warwick rentals which
Col was taking as distribution fee
In the domestic market, among
other things, and wanted a better
-deal.
It's apparent that Col
wouldn't go along with h^s ideas.
Warwick reportedly ’'is had pre¬
liminary talks with other distribs
but no new tieup is said to be in
sight as yet.

Detroit, Feb. 19.
Handful of Detroit area
ozone operatoi-s have convinced
city officials, through legal
briefs filed by their attorney,
that .the city cannot legally
pass a Daylight Saving Time
ordinance.
Allied Theatres of Michigan
officers say direct expense of
the successful campaign was
$4,000. As a result of defeat¬
ing Daylight time says Allied,
“every exhibitor in Michigan
will benefit financiadly."

La Scala Opera
Next Todd Filpi
‘Quixote’ in ’58
Mike Todd made it official yes¬
terday (Tues.)—he's going to pro¬
duce “Don Quixote" on location in
Spain in early 1958, with S. J.
Perelman to write the script and
Mexico’s Cantinflas one of several
top stars to appear in the film.
Process used will be Todd-AO,
with an added gimmick. Like
“Around the World in 80 Days,”
this production will have no set
budget (Todd figured it could run
to $12,000,000 in terms of Spanish
pesos) but .will fit his concept of
“the show on film."
Prior to going ahead with “Don
Quixote,". Todd plans to shoot a
roster of seven to nine operas at
La Scala, Milan. They’ll be done
in only 100 theatres in the U.S. He
and-a-half weeks each to shoot. “I
think people’s appetite has been
whetted for this sort of thing," he
said.
Todd hinted that he had devel¬
oped a satisfactory process which
will allow a 35m print to project
widescreen Images with Todd-AO
quality. System will be unveiled at
Cannes this year, where “80 Days"
will be shown out of competition.
Todd also confirmed he was per¬
fecting a‘ 3-D without glasses gim¬
mick. “We can get the effect now
within a 30 degree angle from the
straight eye line facing the screen,"
he reported.
Showman opined that, under
current conditions, he could play
to 85% of his potential customers
in Italian and will take about twosaid he had been accused of being
“anti-exhibitor" but observed that
he simply couldn’t abide by theatremen who refused to accept the
“facts of life," “I don’t want to go
Into exhibition, but, under the cir¬
cumstances, what can I do," he
declared. Todd has been buying
and leasing houses in the U.S. and
abroad, building his own “road¬
show" circuit. “There isn’t room
any longer for 'just movies,’ " Todd
held.

Need to Educate Yank Audwnces
SEENRE-FOIINC StiD Dcmiinates Dubbing’ Debate;
Europeans Seek U.S. Market Key’

Legality of the Bonn Govern¬
ment’s action- in selling the brokenup UFA properties to a gi’oup of
three different banks is being
challenged in a German court this
week. The suit, by a group of for¬
mer exhibitors, is seen vitally af¬
fecting. the future of the German
film Industry.
Action* bro.ught in Duesseldorf,.
holds in essence that the procedure
followed by Bonn in handling the
sale didn’t comply with the law,
and that the banks which acquired
the properties did in effect act as
“front’.’ men for-the Government
which plans to rebuild the UFA to
Its former strength, which implies
a virtual stranglehold on the Ger¬
man industry.
In Der Spiegel, a prominent Ger¬
man news magazine, attorney Wal¬
ter Wilde, acting for the former
exhibs (all refugees from the East
zone and without funds), is quoted
as saying that he suspects behind
the whole plan the figure of 81-year
old Max Winkler, the man who
helped Goebbels create the vast
and powerful" UFA monopoly.
Wilde also points to the fact that
a merger is in the wind between
the two banks which acquired the
UFA properties. In effect, the two
banks that obtained the UFA the¬
atres in Duesseldorf (a chain of
46 houses) and the UFA studios
and labs in Berlin have, with two
exceptions, the same directors.
Now, it appears, there may be a
merger between the Berlin bank
and the one in Munich, which
bought • the former UFA studios
there.
Out-Slick Law?
Let this happen “and the UFA
‘divorcement,’ which took 10 years
[ to accomplish, will be null and void
and the company within a few
months will have been reunited
again," notes the Spiegel.
UFA, the absolute Reich film
monopoly under the Nazis, was
ordered split up by the Allies after
the war. The liquidation law spe¬
cified that no buyer could obtain
more than one studio or three
theatres “to avoid undue concen¬
tration" in the industry.
For a long time, there Were no
buyers. Then, in Feb. 1956, a bank¬
ing group headed by the Sueddeutschen Bank in Munich bought
the large UFA studios at Geiselgas(Continued on page 18) •

Habit Over Mind
Illustrating industry reluc¬
tance to embrace the new, pro¬
ducer Mike Todd yesterday
(Tues.) related in New York
how, at one point, he had told
a company exec about his 65m
film idea. The man was
shocked.
“But it doesn’t even fit
into a can," he gasped.

State’s Rowdy Tactics In
Serving Sinatra Subpoena
Outrageous: Atty. Gang

Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Circumstances surrounding
Frank Sinatra’s subpoena in con¬
nection with California probe ofscandal magazines “indicate a de¬
sire for headlines rather than
facts," his attorney, Martin Gang,
charged in blistering letters sent
to State Senators Fred H. Kraft,
Hugh M. Burns and Los Angeles
police chief William H. Parker.
Kraft heads state senate in¬
terim committee on collection
agencies which is conducting
probe. Burns is prexy of Senate.
Attorney Gang says three men in¬
vaded Sinatra’s Palm Springs home
at 4 a. m. Saturday (16), flashed a
light in his face, served subpoena.
One identified himself as an L. A,
cop. Gang pointed out subpoenas
usually are reserved for persons
who’ve indicated reluctance to give
information. He condemned “in¬
vasion" of Sinatra’s home, de¬
manded from Kraft “unequivocal
statement condemning tactics, af¬
firming- right of citizen whether
great or small to be secure in own
home, even from state."
Letter to Parker hinted service
of subpoena was in nature of
“roust," demanded to know who
Los Angeles cops were, if Parker
authorized their action, if he per¬
mits Los Angeles cops to serve
subpoenas for state government.
Also pointed out that about 30
hours earlier, Sinatra had been at
Jack Benny testimonial in much
publicized appearance sitting next
to Governor Goodwin J. Knight
and could easily have been served
then.
Gang commented that it
probably was fortunate Sinatra
wasn’t armed since he would have
been justified in repelling invasion
of his home by unidentified per¬
sons.
Meanwhile, state attorney gen¬
eral indicated new probe of scan¬
Acquisition of Stanley Warner’s dal mags leading to barring them
interests in Cinerama is being con¬ from stands.
sidered by Technicolor. The thea¬
tre chain and the tint firm have
been holding talks on the matter Friday, Walker Head
for several weeks. The price for
Comerford Holding Co.
SW’s Interests—including the ex¬
Thomas F. Friday has been
hibition and production rights to
the three-strip process—is said to elected president and Frank C.
be between $8,000,000 and $10,- Walker board chairman of Meco
000,000.
Realty Co.*, which last year became
Stanley Warner has. been look¬
ing for a buyer for some time and the corporate housing of the Comhas been canvassing Wall Street erforS!" theatre Interests. John E.
firms in search of a group with Coyne, exec v.p. and general man¬
sufficient capital to swing the deal. ager, was named to the board (re¬
In addition to Technicolor, SW of¬ placing J. J. O’Leary, who recently
ficials have held talks with Nicolas retired) along with Friday, Walker
Reisini, head of Robin Interna¬ and others. Previously Walker had
tional, the import-export firm served as both prez and chairman
which holds Cinerama exhibition of Comerford,
rights-In several foreign countries,
Comerford is one of the oldest
and with several Wall St. banking
of the larger eastern circuits.
groups.
Walker,
who was Postmaster Gen¬
Meanwhile, there are continuing
hints of feuds within the Cinerama eral. Under President Franklin D.
Roosevelt,
has been associated with
family. Cinerama Inc., the equip¬
ment manufacturing and installa¬ Comerford as general counsel and
in
exec
capacity
since 1924. The
tion firm,' and Cinerama Produc¬
tions, the company which trans¬ founder, the late M. E. Comerford,
ferred its rights to SW in return was his uncle.
Friday has been a Comerford
for a percentage, are said to be
unhappy with SW’s handling of the exec, since 1936. He is married to
medium.
They are particularly Muriel Martha Comerford, only
daughter of M. E. Comei-ford.
,
(Continued on page 18)

Technicolor May
Take Cinerama
From Stanley Co.

Steadily rising determination on
the part of foreign producers to
create a real place for themselves
in the American market has now
evolved into a pattern "of thinking
that favors the dual release of both
original and dubbed versions of
imports.
Distributors are leaning more
and more to the view that it’s pos¬
sible to cash in both ways—with
original soundtracks via the arties,
and with dubbed tracks in the com¬
mercial outlets.
Hypoing this approach is the
realization that (1) a well-dubbed
picture finds less resistance than
had originally been suspected, and
(2) the pronounced European
swing to color makes It necessary
to come up with some additional
b.o. “insurance."
Europeans haVe long complained
that What is possible in Europe
should also be possible in the U.S.,
i.e. that American audiences could
be acclimatized to accept dubbed
films as the public on the Conti¬
nent has been. One of the obvious
obstacles has been the uncertain
uality of the dubbing jobs done in
few’York,, particularly by the Ital¬
ians. There are now Indications
that new outfits in the field are
tackling the problem with more
success.
Wide bookings enjoyed by Rich¬
ard Davis’ “Rififi” in the dubbed
(Continued on page 18)
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Vi^el at $2,140
Weekly to 1%1
Joseph R. Vogel, Loew's presi¬
dent, has had his enaployment con¬
tract extended to Oct. 21, 1961.
Deal provides him with a weekly
salary of $2,140.

Rezoning Killed Theatre,
Reade Sells Park Ave. To
Roman Catholic Group
Park Avenue Theatre building,
on the corner of Park Ave. and 59th
St., New York, has been sold by
Walter Reade for a figure report•^edly running to over $2,000,000.
Buyer, it’s understood, is a group
within the Catholic Church.
Building will remain as is for at
least five years, with Reade’s for¬
mer Park Avenue Theatre auditor¬
ium likely to be used as a Chapel.
Reade’s own Continental Distribut¬
ing outfit may lease quarters in
the four-story structure.
Reade originally opened his
Park Avenue Theatre as an artie
in the building in November of
1946. For a period the house w'as
leased to Universal, then it was
taken back by the circuit and oper¬
ated until Nov. 1, 1952, when it
was leased to a bank, which oc¬
cupied the space until June of
1955.
Reade at that time planned to re¬
open the Park Avenue as a mo¬
tion picture house, but suddenly
found that, due to rezoning, he
couldn’t obtain a license. He also
operates the Baronet Theatre in
Third Ave. and 59th St. and lately
has been searching for another
showcase.
Negotiations for the sale of the
building have been going on for
some time, with all tenants kept
on short leases.

Herb Bonis Joins D. Kaye
Herbert Bonis resigns March 9
from the “Ten Commandments"
sales unit at Paramount to become
head of the production staff of
Danny Kaye’s Dena Productions.
Before joining Par Bonis w’as
house manager at New York’s Pal¬
ace Theatre and road .manager of
Kaye’s person;\l appearance tours.

We4neflfey»'F^byiu^^

FiOf REVIEWS
llie Spirit
St. EoPis
. (C'SCOPE^OLOR)
An eiiffiirinff Iwt not parUcularly powerful reproduction of
Charles A. Lindber^rh's histori¬
cal flierht to Paris. James Stew*
art bached by high-intesrity
production.
Warner Bros, releiise
Lcland Hay¬
ward production. Stars Janies Stewart.
Directed' by Billy Wilder. Screeni-lay,
Wilder and Wendell Mayes: adaptation.
Charles Lederer: from the Charles A.
Undhergh autobiography: camera (Warnereolor). Robert Burk* and J. PevereJl
Marley. Previewed in New York, Feb.
15. '97. Running time. 135 MINS.
Charles A'. Lindbergh.James Stewart
Bud Gurney.Murray Hamilton
MSirror Girl .. Patricia Smith
B. F. Mahoney ........ Bartlett Robinson.
Father Hussman .Marc Connelly
Donald Hall . Arthur Poace
O. 'W^ Schultz . Charles watts

Although lacking the elaborate
Iiroduction trappings that would
automatically miiror a multi-mil¬
lion dollar budget, an extensive
Shooting schedule and painstaking
care went into this picture. It’s
Clear that Warner Bros, needs
mammoth money. to come out on
top with "Spirit of St. Eouis."
This is quality production. But
excitement about the. first solo
K.Y.*to-Parls hop is quiet—and
that’s the prospective trouble with
"Spirit’’—it is quiet . It's Class A
picture-making yet doesn’t manage
to deliver entertainment wallop
out of the story about one man in
a single-engine plane over a 3,610*
mile route.
'Under veteran director Billy
Wilder, "Spirit” comes off as in¬
teresting and colorful, but not sock.
Heavy "sell” is demanded, for in¬
terest and color alone are not
blockbuster Ingredients. Consider¬
ing further that Charles A. Lind¬
bergh is today little more than *a
Mr. Anonymous to youngsters, the
spontaneous boxoffice- appeal is
perhaps short of commensurate
with the scope of the production.
For the spectator, "Spirit” is a
James Stewart one-man show. He.
portrays Lindbergh with a toneddown performance Intended as
consistent with the diffident (i.e.
non-communicative) nature of the
famed aviator. The story develop¬
ment tends to focus on the per¬
sonal side of the 1927 hero, as
much as it does on the flight itself,
end Stewart comes off with sort of
an appropriate, shy amiability.
Film opens in the Garden City
Hotel on Long Island where Stew¬
art, on the eve of his takeoff, gets
to wondering about what lies in
store for him. The scene segues
to some of his experiences of the
past, landing on a cow pasture and
other hazards of that early-day
flying.
The flashback technique Is used
frequently tb convey some of Lind¬
bergh’s background, such as his
days as a mail pilot, an amusing
bit re his first encounter with the
Air Force, his barnstorming stunt.s,«
etc. There are interludes also with
the group of St, Louis businessmen
who sponsor his trip, his near frus¬
trating efforts to come upon an
adequate plane, and a brief en¬
counter with a girl (the film’s faint
suggestion of a romanedT who gives
him a compass mirror.
Those who remember the Lind¬
bergh crossing are robbed of sur¬
prise. There was no mishap, so
there can be no anxiety about
whether he can get the plane off
the mud-covered field. It’s known,
too, that the groggy Lindbergh will'
awake before the plane hits the
water, as it nearly does, and that
the right fuel tank will be turned
on in time.
Climax of "Spirit” Is the most
stimulating. Here is Stewart, not
quite sure of his course, recogniz¬
ing the shoreline of Ireland, veer¬
ing over the chanhel, spying Paris
along the Seine, coming down on
Le Bourget Airfield and, fatigued
and bewildered, greeted by the
frenzied crowd. Finale is the newsreel account of Lindbergh’s New
York reception.
Others in the cast are only
minorly spotted; Stewart has tlie
prominence all the way.
The Leland Hayword production
settings and costumes look like
genuine 1927 and add to the color,
and the group and mob scenes are
handled with particularly smooth
•effect. Standout contribution is the
WarnerColor-CinemaScope photog¬
raphy by Robert Burks and J.
Peverell Marley. Scenes of the sea
as Lindbergh sees it from his
plane, the shots of a huge iceberg,
fishermen off Ireland,, and Paris
and the airfield at night—these
have visual potency.
Writing credits begin with Lind¬
bergh’s book and Include an adap¬
tation by Charles Lederer and
screenplay by Wilder and Wendell
Hayes. Perhaps of necessity, the
script has Stewart expressing his
thoughts via his own off-screen
voice as he wings over the ocean.
This tends to be disconcerting at
times. And in trying to communi¬
cate the "human side,” the writing
has Stewai't in some mild humor¬
ous business, such as a conversa¬
tion with a fly In his plane, that

achlevfes fair »resull?. The lyriting
also falls fp p^jnetrate mtich below
the surface. The puMic might have
been Interested in learning more
of the "Inner man” of this first
individual to hop the Atlantic.
Editing and other technical
credits splendid.
Gene.
Duel atr Apaehe Wells
(NATUBAMA)
Well-motivated western meet¬
ing demands of the market.
Hollywood, Feb. 19,
Republic release gf a Joe Kane pro¬
duction. Stars Anna Maria AlberghettI,
Ben Cooper. Jim Davis. Features Harry
Shannon. Francis J. McDonald, Bob
Steele, Frank Puglia, Argentina Brunetti.
Directed by Kane. Screenplay, Bob Wil¬
liams; camera. Jack Martu: music. Germd
Roberts; editor, Richard L. Van Eager.
Reviewed Feb. 13. '57. Running time,
69 MINS.
Anita Valdez... Anna Maria AlberghettI
Johnny Shattuck.Ben Copper
Dean Cannary. Jim Davis
Wayne Skattuck.. • Harey Si^nnon
Hank...Francis J, McDonald
Joe Dunn . Boh Steele
Senor Valdez.
Frank Puglia
Tia Maria ..
Argentina Brunetti
Marcus Wolf .. Ian Macl^nald
BUI Sowers .'.... John Dierkes
Frank... Rlc Roman

"Duel at Apache Wells” is a reg¬
ulation western with advantages.
Producer-director Joe Kane has
given rugged treatment to a wellmotivated screenplay.
Ben 'Cooper and Jim Davis lead
off the action, with Anna Maria
AlberghettI also starred for romaiftic interest. The Bob Williams
script holds on Cooper, who re¬
turns home after a four-year ab¬
sence to find his father’s Arizona
ranch threatened by Davis, rustlerturned-rancher. After trying to
outwit Davis legitimately for hav¬
ing fenced off a public water hole
known as Apache Wells, thus mak¬
ing impossible the driving of cattle
to market, Cooper meets Davis in
a duel, where It’s revealed he’s the
famous gunman, Durango Kid.
Cooper SeqUits himself in okay
fashion and Davis lends credence
to his heavy characterization. Miss
AlberghettI is an interesting at¬
traction.' Harry Shannon as Coop¬
er’s father. Bob Steele as Dkvis’
chief henchman and Frank Puglia
in role of femme lead’s father,
owner of a cantina, deliver handily
in their respective parts. Also in
good support are Francis J. Mc¬
Donald and Argentina Brunetti.
Whit.
The Man Wlio Turned
to l^one
Scientists who live on young
women’s blood. Lesser entry
in current crop of horror pix.
Hollywood, Feb. 15.
Columbia release of Sam Katzman
(Clover) pi'oduction. Features Victor Jory,
Ann Doran. Charlotte Austin. William
Hudson, Paul Cavanagh, Tina Carver,
Jean Willes. Directed by Leslie Kardos.
Screenplay. Raymond T. Marcus; camera,
Benjamin H. Kline; editor. Carles Nel¬
son: music. Ross Di Maggie. Previewed
Feb. 7, '57. Running time, 71 MINS.Dr. Murdock.... Victor Jory
Mrs. Ford ... Ann Doran
Carol Adams . Charlotte Austin
Dr. Jess Rogers.William Hudson
Cooper ....“. Paul Cavanagh
Big Marge. Tina Carver
Tracy ... • Jean Willes
Myer... Victor Varconl
Eric ...
Frederick Ledebur
Freneau . George Lynn
Anna . Barbara Wilson

This latest in the current batch
of horror films headed for pro¬
grammer bookings is a lesser en¬
try. Call it adequate to intentions
as lower half of an "exploitation”
bill.
Sam Katzman’s Clover unit pro¬
duced for Columbia, using Ray¬
mond T. Marcus’ script, which
never rises above the incredible in
telling of an ageless group of
scientists from two centuries back
who have been able ta sustain life
over the years by occasionally tap¬
ping the life force of young wom¬
en. Title comes from the fact they
turn to .stone unless a supply of
femmes is available, so they have
set themselves up as heads of a
reformatory for women. An un¬
usually high death rate among the
inmates arouses the curiosity of the
reformatory’s young welfare work¬
er and, aided by an inquiring
young prison board psychiatrist,
she starts a probing that results
in the long over-due demise of the
ageless ones.
. Leslie Kardos’ direction is all
that the script demands but, while
there’s very little payoff in thrills,
he does steer the cast by plot holes
for generally okay performances.
Victor Jory, Ann Doran, Paul
Cavanagh and Frederick Ledebur
are the principal stone people.
Attractive Charlotte Austin is the
not-so-naive welfare worker, while
William Hudson plays the young
doc. Seen as Inmates, and helping
to decorate the footage are Tina
Carver, Jean Willes and Barbara
Wilson.
Lensing by Benjamin H, Kline
and the other technical credits are
workmanlike In supplying budget
values.
Brog.

The Time Story Of

^feoQie dTaimes
(C’SCOPE-COLOR)
Poorly plotted
ing flashbacks,
takes another
Routine results

with confus¬
Jesse James
screen ride.
probable.

Hollywood, Feb. 15.

SOth-Fox release of Herbert B, Swope
Jr. production. Stars Robert Wagner, Jef¬
frey Hunter. Hope Lange; costars Agnes
Moorehead. Directed by Nicholas Rdy.,
Screenplay. Walter Newman: .based on a
screenplay by Nunnally Johnson: camera
(De Luxe Color), Joe MacDonald; editor.
Robert Simpson; music. Beigh . Harllne,
conducted, by Lionel Newhian. Previewed
Feb. Xa. '57. Running time, 92 MINS.
Jesse James . Robert Wagner
Frank Jjimes ..
Jeffrey Hunter
Zee ...:. I... Hope Lange
Mrs. Samuel.Agnes^Moorehead
Colo Younger... Alan Hale
Remington-... Alan Baxter
Rev. Jethro Bailey.John Carradlne
Anne
.Rachael Stephens
Dr. Samuel ..
Barney Phillips
Jim Younger .
Biff Elliott
Major Cobb .
Frank Overton
Attorney Walker ..Barry Atwater
Rowena . Cobb ............. Marian Seldes
Askew . Chubby Johnson
Charley .
Frank Gor.shln
Robby . Carl Thayler
Hillstrom . John Doucette
Sheriff Trump ..
Robert Adler
Sheriff Yoe .. Clancy Cooper
Bill Stiles .'. Sumner Williams
Deputy Leo .
Tom Greenway
Deputy Ed ... > ■ • Mike Steen
Peter ..... Jason Wlnrireen
Wiley .....J, Aaron Saxon
Bob Younger .
Anthony Ray
Tucker _;... .' Clegg, Hoyt
Hiiarhle
.
Tom Pittman
aeU Miller.... Lous Zlto
Sam WeUs .
Mark Hickman
Dick LiddeU.
Adam Marshal
Bill Ryan . Joseph Di Reda
Jorgenson .J. Frederlk Albeck
Archie, age 4. Kellogg Junge Jr.

On celluloid Jesse James has
had more lives than a cat, and
"The True Story of Jesse James”
suggests it’s time screen writers
let him roll over and play dead
for real and reel.
In the many
past film reworkings of the 19th
century delinquent's shbddy ca¬
reer just about every angle has
been covered. There’s nothing new
to report in this CinemaScone-De
Luxe Color glorification,
It’.s a
I routine offering for the outdoor
market with Robert Wanner and
Jeffrey Hunter in top roles.
Herbert B. Swope’s production
had plenty of opportunity for com¬
mercial action to bolster a form¬
ula plot, but these opportunities
are mostlv dissipated by slowing
the film with a story told in nu¬
merous flashbacks; The attempt
to view the James ' character
through the eyes of pro and con
contemporaries only makes for
confusion, depriving an audience
of clear-cut plot line that might
keep it interested. Dialog, too, is
poor, continually veering from
period to modern idioms in the
Walter Newman script, based on
Nunnally Johnson’s screenplay for
20th-Fox’s 1939 "Jesse James.”
Nicholas Ray directs in stock
fashion, adding little of substance
to the picture.
Admittedly, he
didn’t have much to work with,
but there’s no apparent attempt to
help build
performances
into
meaningful portrayals^an assist
all of the cast members sorely
needed.
As Jesse and Frank
James, respectively, Wagner and
Hunter go through the motions of
telling why the former took up the
gun when Northern sympathizers
ihade it difficult for them to live
in Missouri after the War between
States. Both are adequate to the
demands of script and direction, as
is Hope" Lange, playing Zee, the
girl who married Jesse. Costar
Agnes Moorehead goes way over¬
board in her role of the mother of
Jesse and Frank.
Alan Hale, as Cole Younger;
Alan Baxter, the railroad detective;
John Doucette, a sheriff, John Carradine, Barney Phillips, Biff Elliot,
Frank Overton, Barry Mwater,
Marian Seldes and Chubby John¬
son are among accepted perform¬
ers in the large cast that acts out
the Incidents in the James career.
Joe MacDonald’s photography does
a good action job on showing the
various sorties against banks and
trains by the James gang, and the
period decorations come off okay.
Brog.
Oh9 Mon! Oh„ Women!
(C’SCOPE-COL(Mt)
Merry spoof of psycho¬
analysis with Ginger Rogers,
David Niven, Dan Dailey, Bar¬
bara Rush and Tony Randall.
Good boxoffice potential.
20th-Fox release of Nunnally Johnson
production. Stars Glnirer Rogers, David
Niven, Dan DaUcy, Barbara Rush and
Tony 'Randall. Directed by Johnson.
Screenplay, Johnson, from the play by
Edward
Chodorov;
camera
(Cinema.Scopc-DcLuxe). Charles G. Clark: editor.
Majorle Fowler; music, Cyril J. Mockridge. Previewed in N.Y., Feb. 14, '57.
Running time. 90 MINS.
Arthur Turner ..
Dan Jlailey
Mildred Turner . Ginger Rogers
Dr. Alan Coles . David Niven
Myra Hagerman .
Barbara Rush
Cobbler . Tony Randall
Mrs. Day . Natalie Schafer
Miss Tacher ...... Rachel Stephens
Dr. Kraus . John Wengraf
Melba . Cheryll Clarke
Steward .. Charles Davis

Having taken Freud seriously
for a number of years, as evidenced

by the numerous psychological
dramas, Holly wood—taking Its cne
from a Broadway success-sweawes
to satire. The result is a merry
and occasionally hilarious spoof of
tK^ headshrinkers arid the couchhappy brigade.
Taking off from Edward Chodorov’s Broa#vay play of a few
seasons ago, Nunnally Johnson,
who also served as producer. and
director, fashioned a generally fastpaced comedy that can be converted
to boxoffice dollars. Bolstered by
such marquee names as Ginger
Rogers, David Niven and Dan Dai¬
ley, the film has all the earmarks
of a popular hit, ”
It’s film newcomer,. Tony Ran¬
dall, however, who’ll probably
gain most of the attention. A tele¬
vision and legit performer who rc:;
ceived notice as Wally Cox’s sidekick in "Mr. Peepers” and as the i
Mencken] an character In "Inherit
the Wind,” Randall emerges as a
new screen personality. His forte
—at least in* "Oh, Menl Oh, I
Women!”—is comedy and he hand-j
les the assignment with confidence
and polish.
^ ,
As a mlxed-up schnook com¬
pletely distracted by an equally
addlebrained fenime, Randall’s an¬
tics succeed in upsetting the com¬
posure and life of k previously
complacent and sedate psycho¬
analyst. portrayed by David Ni¬
ven. As a matter of fact, Niven,
who has succeeded in keeping his
professional and private life sep¬
arate, is shocked to find the two
merging.
Not only does hA discover, via
the outpourings of his patients,
that Randall has had a relationship
with his fiancee, (Barbara Rush),
but also that the husband (Dan
Dailey) another of his problem pa¬
tients (Ginger Rogers) is also ac¬
quainted with his future bride.
This situation sets the stage for
numerous complications—Randall’s
attempt'to win back (for himself)
his analyst’s girl and Dailey’s ef¬
fort to break up Niven’s romance
because he believes that his wife’s
desire to leave him lias been
prompted by her analyst.
The thesps, all pros, turned in
excellent
performance^.
Miss
Rogers Is effective as the "useless”
wife determined to end her "Doll’s
House” existence, Dailey scores
as the film star utterly, confused
by his wife’s actions and Niven
excels as the analyst who sees his
own life crumbling. Miss Rush is
fine as the "nutty,” child-like
fiancee who gets ftd of problems
by refusing to think of them. There are occasional slow mo¬
ments in the film which tighter
editing can easily remedy. For the
most part, however, it fulfills its
main purpose of providing enter¬
tainment that should prove appeal¬
ing to mass audiences.
The production values and-4he
technical aspects of the -film are
all first-rate.
Holl.
Flesh And The Spur
(COLOR)
Unexciting western for less
discriminating trade.
Hollywood, Feb. 19.

American International release of an
Alex Gordon production. Stan John Agar.
Marla English, Touch Connors: features
Raymond Hatton. Directed by Edward L.
Cahn. Story-screenplay, Charles B. Grif¬
fith, Mary Hanna; camera (Elastmancolor),
Frederick E. West; editor, Ronald Sin¬
clair; music, Ronald Stein. Previewed
Feb. 15, '57. Running time, 78 MINS.
Luke Random, Mathew Random
John Agar
Willow .Marla EngBsh
Stacey . Touch Connors
Windy . Raymond Hatton
Lola . Maria Monay
Rena . Joyce Meadows
Tanner . Kenne Duncan
Indian Chief .. Frank Lacktern
Blackie . Mel Gaines
Deputy Marshal . Michael Harris
Bud . Eddie Kafaflan
Bartender . Richard Alexander
Outlaws. .Kermit Maynard, Bud Osborne,
Buddy Roosevelt

"Flesh and the Spur” is an un¬
exciting western, burdened with
trite dialog and drawn-out situa¬
tions. Film will need all the draw
of "Naked Paradise,” with which
it is being packaged, to get by. On
the credit side, however, is some
fine Eastman-color photography.
The Charles B. Griffith-Mark
Hanna screenplay centers on a
manhunt, John Agar’s search for
the murderer of his twin brother.
He meets Touch Connors, a fast
gunman; who also is seeking a
quarry — the outlaw gang with
which the killer is identified. They
team up on the hunt,-but the wind¬
up is long and dull, only livened
by the brief surprise situation of
Connors being the killer.
Edward L. Cahn’s direction Is
unable to hurdle the dull aspects
of the script, with the result that
none of the players shows to advan¬
tage. Faring best is Connors,
whose personality rises“"?fTwr^ hio
part. Agar is lifeless as the aveng¬
er. Marla English, an Indian girl
; who joins pair when they save her
I from another white man, is lost in
ithe shuffle, and Raymond Hatton
[barely manages to make his work
i count as a medicine showman.
I
,
Whit.
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Dean Martin, on own. star*
acceptably. In Bgkt ramabtio
comedy Tnth songs. Regrilation
tintimer for general bill-top¬
ping playdaies*
Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Metro release pf Joe Pasternak produc*
tton.' Stare Dean Martin; coatars Anna
Marie AlberghettI.' Eva Bartok, Dewey
Martin, 'Walter Slezak, Paul Henrela,
Directed by Richard Thorpe. Screenplay,
Laslo Vadnay, Art Cohn, William Ludvrls, Leonard Splgelgage; camera (Metrocolor); Robert Bronner; editor, John
MeSweeney Jr.f -new eonga. Nicholae
Birodazky, Sammy Cahn; music super¬
vision and conducted by George Stoll.
Previewed Feb. 13, '57. Running time,
113 MINS4 . ■ . .
Ray l&inter ..... .. . Dean Martin
Nina Martelli ., .Anna Maria AlberghettI
Maria Maxtelll .. Eva Bartok
Mike Clark .Dewey Martin
Papa Vittorio MartelUv... .Walter Slezak
Anton . Paul Henreld
Arthur
.Jules Munahln
Vittorio Gisini . Marcel Dalio
Countess Alzanl .. Evelyn Varden
Diana Martelli
.Lisa Montell
Anna Martelli... Lisa Gay*
Bob Dudley .
John Archer
Tom Crandall ..
Steve Dunne
Dan
... Dean Jones .
Girl on Main Title. .Monique Van Vooren

Dean Martin goes solo in "Ten
Thousand . BediDbms” . and proves
(a) he Is sn affable leading; man
and (b) has an easy way with a
song. He will have no problem
handling anything In this vein that
comes his way, now that he's shorn
of Jerry Lewis. Besides, thef typi¬
cal Joe Pasternak production pro¬
vides him with a number of comely
femme partners, as well as sevei^
very able hands at comedy. The
end result is a pleasant, albeit yeg-.
ulatlon, romantic tintuner that will
head the bill in general playdates.
In addition to the above beguilements, Pasternak Insures plenty of
sight values via a Rome story site,
making for lush adjuncts to the
light plot froth cooked up by scripters Laslo Vadnay, Art Cohn, Wil¬
liam Ludwig and Leonard Spigelgass. Four new tunes by Nicholas
Brokszky and Sammy Cahn, all
with a pop flavor, head the musical
end of the presentation, with Mar¬
tin and Anna Maria AlberghettI to
give them listenef appeal.
MisS' AlberghettI, venturing'into
more grownup roles, just might
catch teenage fancy as a result of
the way she performs here. The
character of a young, romantically
inclined Italian miss is right for
her, so she has no trouble making
it register strongly. It’s a good
showcasing for the young lady. Vo¬
cally, too, she’s good in joining
with Martin on such numbers as
"You I Love,” possibly the score’s
best, and "Only Trust Your Heart,”
also smoothly listenable.
Martin, in somewhat of a young
Conrad Hilton takeoff, is a hotel
tycoon en route to Rome to set his
latest—the purchase of an old, es¬
tablished hostelry. Hence, the title
and the title song, which he sings
as the credits unwind and Monique
Van Vooren stretches on a satined
symbol. The ancient city’s hlghspots, such as the Colosseum, Span¬
ish Steps and Trevi Fountain (lat¬
ter better known stateside for the
three coins tossed therein), are dis¬
played while Martin, gets himself
romantically involved with the at¬
tractive daughters of Walter Sle¬
zak. There are four, but Martin
Imagines he fancies Miss Alberghetti, the youngest.
Amatory
didoes concern his trying to get
husbands for the other three first
—it’s a family tradition—but wind¬
up finds him happily losing Miss
AlberghettI to Dewey Martin, pilot
of the tycoon’s private plane, and
marrying the eldest, Eva Bartok,
who is the right one for him, any¬
way. Miss Bartok and Martin carry
off their respective duties capably,
as do sisters Lisa Montell and Lisa
Gaye* also heard singing "Rock
Around the Clock” and "No One
But ■you.”
Besides getting all that’s possi¬
ble out of the romantics and songs,
director Richard Thorpe also han¬
dles the (last’s several comics skill¬
fully for rewarding laughs. Slezak,
in a character of a type seen in
many such pfx, still gives it a fresh¬
ness that tickles the risibilities..
Possibly a surprise comic is Paul
Henreid, who milks his part as an
Impoverished count who, while
liking Miss Bartok, likes money
and position Just as much, if not
more. Jules Munshin also gets his
share of chuckles at the hotel ty¬
coon’s valet—even does "Money Is
a Problem” with the boss in a nice¬
ly routined bit staged by Jack
Baker. Bows go, too, to John Arch¬
er and Steve Dunne as a couple of
hotel managers the tycoon flies In
to woo the Misses Gaye and Mon¬
tell.
Robert Bronner’s photography
uses the Cinemascope and Metrocolor to advantage. Other assists
include the music supervision and
conducting by George Stoll, Helen .
Rose’s costumes, and the lush dec¬
orations.
Brog.
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DIXIE NIX ON RACE-MIX FILM
Farther Experinents Wiilim RKO;
Fmandi^ Independent Prodncers;
Seffing (Away From U) Seme Fix

tIO DATES FOR RKO Needs More Prodnct Overseas;
‘EOEEOFCin’ High Mandatory Severance Scales

Southern
theatremen • have
turned thumbs down on “Edge of
the City.” The David Susskind
.RKO is readying another ;sur-4--—-- indie production being released by
Metro was recently pitched to a
pr^se for the trade, according to
Baldie> Teenager—Latest number of Dixie’ exhibitors by
voices frbni within.
While only
M-G’s sales staff, but there were
Minneapolis, Feb. 19.
four prodlActions are slated to be
no takers. The integration theme
In its first test here, the Yul
made the first ha^f of this year, or
Bryhner
haircut
won
hands
was considered too hot to handle
poSsibly five, inside sources this
down over the Elvis Presley
for southern audiences. There is
v/eek expressed the belief that a
curls
and
sideburns
as'
aii
at¬
a possibility, however, that the picschedule of X2_ features is being
tention getter. .
ure will bb booked in Negro theamapped for the balance of the
Daring young, man showed
year.
up for classes at .Washburn
Aithbugh the race theme is not
These, it’s said, are to^ be made
high school, swank south side
hammered home in the picture, it
by independents and financed by
institution, egg-bald, all hair
shows a normal friendship be¬
RKO 100%. ;
cut off and his skull shaved, in
tween a Negro and ^ white man. In
It’s believed tfeii the film com¬
imitation of the actor, one of
addition, Negroes and whites min¬
pany has decided'on experiment¬
whose films,: “Anastasia,” is
gle without regard to each other’s
ing with its OwP distribution.
now playing thv loop.
pigmentation,
Loosely-drawn plan Is to employ
‘ Kid was a sensation. And
Despite the anticipated' shutout
a skeleton force of sales execs apd
consensus of chicks was that
of the picture in the south, Metro
field reps whose, assignment will
the idea was “cute.” Teachers
is not concerned about recovering
be to cover all major theatre ac¬
thought otherwise!, however,' the production cost, which it whol¬
counts in the doinestic miarket. '
and dismissed him from his,
ly provided. Film was brought in
Study room. The other kids
at about $500,000. It is racking
In line with this, it’s noted, that
wouldn’t look at anything else.
up good returns Ini northern cities
global chief Walter Branson and
his chief exec aides are remain¬
(being currently in its third week
at L6ew.’s State, N. Y.). Addition¬
ing with the company, along with
ally, M-G expects, to receive a
one man in each of the 32 ex¬
good reception in foreign cities.
change areas. Reason for the lat¬
ter group’s staying on,: it was
Soft Pedal
In selling the picture so far,
stated at the time of the Universal
Metro has skirted the racial issue,
tieup, was to facilitate the transi¬
tion of the RKO pictures to U.
although this ingredient has' re¬
ceived the most atteq|ion in news¬
But the expectation now Is that
paper and magazine reviews. The
many of those in“ the branch areas
Hollywood, Feb. 19.”,
film company has played up the
will continue with RKO as the
Plans for distribution and pro¬ film's action elements, concentrat¬
shift is made to the minimum-per¬
ing
on the “waterfront jungle” an¬
motion
of
product
slated
for
re¬
sonnel distribution setup.
Also slated as part of the pat¬ lease by Allied Artists between gle to place the entry in the cate¬
tern is the employment of Na¬ March and November will be for¬ gory of “On the Waterfront” and
tional Film Service for both front- mulated at four-day sales meet now “The Blackboard Jungle.”
As an experiment, Metro is con¬
and back-room work.
This will.
sidering a “gloves off” approach
entail the physical handling of current at the studio.
Presided over by sales veepee for the picture’s opening in Pitts¬
prints and billings and collections.
Morey R. Goldstein, emphasis will burgh in mid-March. At the urg¬
It’s conceivable, too, that ac¬ be placed upon five of company’s ing of producer Susskind, the
counts which can’t be reached by top films, including “Love Me in Pittsburgh advertising will stress
the dwarfed releasing outfit will the Afternoon,” “Hunchback of No¬
be serviced by independent states- tre Dame,” “Jeannie,” “Dragoon the Integration angle. Susskind’s
fights distributors. RKO already Wells Massacre” and “The Okla¬ view is that the nation’s news¬
papers have given a big play to
has established a country-wide net¬ homan.”
Science-fiction package,
work of such releasing operators “Attack of the Crab Monsters” and the integration question, since it
to handle a number of pictures “Not of This Earth,” also will is one of the prime issues of our
time, “so there’s no reason why we
which were not included in the ar¬ be discussed.
can’t come out and say what the.
rangement with U. ' There are
Attending sessions from studio picture is about.”
about 75 or more such pictures will be prexy Steve- Broidy, veenow just gathering dust. They’ve pees Harold Mirisch and G. Ralph
played the market in varying ex¬ Branton; John C; Flinn, ad-pub di¬
tent, some having gone through rector, and Sanford Abrahams, as¬
all the principal circuits available, sistant director of ad-pub. N. Y.
and others having saturated only contingent will Include, beside
certain territories.
Goldstein, veepee Edward Morey,
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Martin Davis, eastern ad-pub direc¬
German actor O. W. Fisher, a
tor; L. E. Goldhammer, eastern di¬ great star in his homeland, is vio¬
vision sales manager, and Arthur lently not getting along with his
Greenblatt, special sales rep.
Hollywood director, Henry Koster.
Other division sales managers Universal studio exec Ed Muhl and
v/111 include Harold Wirthwein, A1 Daff spent most of Monday (18>
western; James Prichard, Dallas, trying to bring peace to the
southern; and Nat Nathanson, Chi¬ charged atmosphere on the “My
cago, midwest.
Man Godfrey” set. (It’s a re-make.)
Difficulty in replacing the actor
After a hiatus of some 15 years
lies in his being In practically
Tarzan may return to Metro. The
every scene shot to date and U
film, company is negotiating with
would face substantial loss. Film
producer Sol Lesser to release the
started shooting Jan. 28. Fisher did
latest Tarzan adventure, “Tarzan
not work at all on Monday.
and the Lost Safari,” and it’s ex¬
Walter F. Diehl, an International
pected that a distribution deal will representative of the International
be arranged shortly.
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em¬
Before Lesser took over the ployees, has been appointed assis¬
rights to the Edgar Rice Burroughs tant international president.
He
property, Metro produced and re¬ was. named by IA prexy Richard F.
leased the Tarzan films with Wal'sh at the Alliance’s mid-winter
Johnny Weissmuller in the star¬ board meeting in Philadelphia last
ring role. Since 1943, Lesser has week.
been releasing the Tarzan pictures
A member of the Moving Picture
through RKO. With RKO giving Machine Operators Local 182, Bos¬
Protestant Council of Churches
up distribution activities, Lesser is ton, since 1933, Diehl served as in New York has gotten behind the
seeking a new association.
business agent for eight years prior “Albert Schweitzer” documentary
to joining the staff of the Inter¬ at the Guild Theatre and so far has
national. He was active as field been responsible for the sale of
man throughout New England un¬ more than 3,500 tickets.
til last j^ear when he was assigned . It’s the first time since the
to the general office in New York. “Martin Luther” .picture that the
Council has taken such an active
George Roscoe, Columbia branch
part in promoting a film. Schweit¬
manager in the Atlanta territory Word ‘Prostitution’ Not
zer was born a Lutheran, but is
for the past eight years, has joined
non-sectarian.
For L.A. Dailies’ Ads now
Theatre Owners of America as the
Council has appointed a special
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
exhibitor organization's field repre¬
rep to handle ticket sales. There’s
Sydney Linden, manager of the no discount involved for the cus¬
sentative. He assumes his new post
on Feb. 18, He will concentrate on Vagabond Theatre here, found that tomers who bring ther tickets to
field activities, maintaining liaison the word “prostitution” was unac¬ the b.o. Part of the proceeds goes
with state and regional units of ceptable to the L.A. Times and to charity, part to the Council and
L.A. Herald-Express when used in another part to Schweitzer’s hos¬
TOA.
A native of Charlotte, N. C., Ros¬ ad copy for “Street of Sname.” pital at Lambarene in French Equa¬
coe has been associated with Col Copy ban Included a quote from torial Africa. Protestant Church
for the past 23 years. He started Variety saying that Machiko Kyo bulletins also have been carrying
as a salesman with Col in the Char¬ “plays a rollicking unscrupulous news about the pic.
lotte area and served as Charlotte prostitute.”
Film was produced and directed
Film of Japanese origin opened by Jerome Hill and lensed by Erica
branch manager for seven years
before shiftinjg to Atlanta.
Anderson, with Schweitzer writing
last week.

Prodnct Ontlook

0. W. FISHER-KOSTER
SNARLING ON SET

Tarzan Retnrns
To Md Clan

WALTER DIEHL GETS
HIGH lATSE TITLE

A Factor on hdemational End

With relatively few of its own
new releases to handle, RKO is
now reaching out for outside prod-*
Albany, Feb. 19.
uct for its foreign distributloiY
Moving against the recent
organization. This facet of the new
wave of hoaxing bomb threats,
Ih New York City and upstate,
operation Is regarded as an eco¬
Assemblyman Walter H. Glad¬
nomic must, for a full schedule of
win, Democrat of the Bronx,
pictures is needed, if the foreign
has introduced two bills mak¬
department, which is being retain¬
ing .it a misdemeanor to orig¬
ed, is to substain itself^
inate such fake tips.
RKO already has closed deals
One measure states that any
to license seven Allied Artists pic¬
person givings false tips, in
tures in Gfermany^, four Lux (Ital¬
person or by telephone, that a
ian) productions in . C e n t r a 1
bomb will be exploded, or
America, Mexico and Brazil and
other serious hazard exists, in
a reissue of Samuel Gpldwyn’i
a school, theatre or other pub¬
“Adventures, of Marco Polp” in
lic place shall be guilty of a
most of the Latin American
misdemeanor.
market.
The second provides that
In many countries abroad, local
any person communicatin^g in
governments ' insist on extremely
any manner with public auhigh
severance payoffs for dismiss¬
^ thorities pertaining to threats
ed personnel and this, perhaps, wai
to place or plant a bomb shall
a
factor
behind the decision tp con¬
be guilty of a misdemeanor.
tinue the foreign operation. In any
xBoth bills add new sections
case,
it’s
clear that RKO requires
to the Penal Law.
pictures and is angling for them.
Company will direct , its efforts
primarily toward, foreign producers
and those tied up with a company
such as AA, which doesn’t have
its own outlets around world.. It’s
hardly likely that producers affili¬
ated “with any- of the major com¬
panies would limit their deals to
only the domestic market and
United Artists will release 23 channel their product, foreignwise, through RKO!
features froni March through July,
Wllliain J. Heineman, distribution I
v.p., informed the company’s sales j
convention in New York this week.
Ten of these, he said, are in the
“blockbuster’^ category, this being
a term used by UA to designate a
relatively expensive picture that
Stanley Warner has established
can head the program in all situa¬
a new credit of $9,925,000 with a
tions.
Despite competition and chang¬ group of banks, latter making the
ing markets, Heineman said he was fund available to SW for “corpor¬
confident films will continue as the ate purposes.” There was no offi¬
world’s “first line of entertain¬ cial information concerning the
exact way in which the money will
ment.” The first order of business be put to use, but it’s known SW
at UA, he added, is to distribute has been considering new diversi¬
the best possible pictures.
fication possibilities and its Inter¬
Grosses have been continually national Latex subsidiary is under¬
on the climb, the company’s total way with a costly expansion pro¬
revenue having reached $65,300,000 gram.
in 1956, said Heineman. In view
In a separate transaction, SW
of th€ present product lineup, the borrowed $17,575,000 to discharge
exec stated he’s confident of still notes in the same amount held by
further gains.
First National Bank of Boston,
It was disclosed at the conven¬ New York Trust, Guarantee Trust,
tion that Stanley Kramer’s “Pride Bankers Trust, First National City
and the Passion,” with Cary Grant, Bank of New York and the Fidelity
Frank Sinatra and Sophia Loren, Philadelphia Trust Co. These six
will go into pre-release in July, banks, along with two others, also
and Michael Todd’s “Around the participating in the new $9,925,000
World in 80 Days” will swing into financing
stepped-up roadshow exhibition
during the March-July period.

Bomb Hoax Legislation

UA List Promises
10 'Blockbusters’

Stanley Credit
Set; $9,925,000

Protestant CouncO Sells Tickets
(3^00) for ‘Schweitzer Docnmentary

George Roscoe Migratory
For Theatre Owners Org

his own narrative. It was shot in
16ra and blown up for theatrical
release. Miss Anderson reported
that Eastman Kodak had now de¬
veloped a new color stock which
gave the blowup much greater fidel¬
ity.
Schweitzer agreed to let the HillAnderson team do the picture on
his life after viewing their pre¬
vious “Grandma Moses” film. Orig¬
inally, he insisted that his biog
shouldn’t be released until after
his death, but he later relented.
Hill said he expected the pic to be
shown at Cannes and Berlin fests
this year. French-version has a
narrative by Claude Dauphin. In
the German version, Schweitzer’s
own voice will be heard.
Hill and Miss Anderson plan
next a film that will tell the Christ¬
mas Story, via the pictures appear¬
ing on stained windows in Euro¬
pean cathedrals. It could roll in
May.

Lone Star, Bordentown
Chains Head Now Sachs

Dallas, Feb. 19.
Harry Sachs has been elected
president of Lone Star Theatres
Inc. and Bordentown Theatres Inc.
Also elected a member of the di¬
rectors’ board, Sachs will assume
active management of the two
chains* houses, 25 ozoners and four
hardtops in Brownsville, Dallas, El
Paso, Fort Worth, Houston, Pasa¬
dena, San Antonio and Waco, by
March 16.
Board chairman Is Gerald Mann,
legal counsel for Clint W. Murchi¬
son interests here, which recently
financed purchase of the Claude
Ezell houses. Old management is
being replaced with new, except
for Brandon Doakes, film buyer and
booker. Headquarters will remain
here.
Sachs, a Dallas native, has been
general manager of the I, B. Adelman five-theatre chain since 1946.
From 1936-1946'he was with Inter¬
state Circuit’s film booking and
buying department here. He’s a
brother of Sol M. Sachs, RKO ex¬
change’s
southwestern
division
manager until the office closed
Feb. 8.

PlCTVItB GROSSES

New Finis Lag in LA; Ulan’Great
9G,‘Mair’M $1S^, liooiDe’
Dittm‘8D Days’27G.‘10 Cs’24G
Los Angeles, Feb. Id.
Newcomers here this week are
pallid, with real strength still com¬
ing from steadily-paced extendedruns and hard-ticket pix. Best of
pew bills is *‘Great Man," which
looks neat $9,000 opening stanza at
Fine Arts.
"Top Secret Affair" looms dull
$15,500 in two theatres while "Big
Boodle" is rated thin $12,000 or
near in three houses. "Secret of
Life" shapes slight $5,500 in two
locations. Combo of "Rebel Girl”
and "Hooked" is fair $10,000, also
two spots.
Reserved-seat "Around World In
80 Pays" is seeking another wow
$27,000 at Carthay while "10 Com¬
mandments" is fine $23,500 at War¬
ner Beverly in current weeks. Also
still good are "Anastasia" and
"Written on Wind," both being in
eighth weeks.
Estimates for This Week
Fine Arts (FWC) (631: $1.25$1.50) — "Great Man” ,(Ul Neat
$9,000. Last week, "Wee Geordie”
<Indie) (4th wk-9 days), $5,600.Downtown Paramount, Egyptian
(ABPT-UATC) (3,300; 1,503; 85$1.50)_“Top Secret Affair" (WB)
and "Duel Apache Wells" (Rep).
Dull $15,500. Last week, D’town
Par, "Rock *n' Roll Jamboree" (In¬
die) and "Boone, Trail Blazer"
(Rep), $4,900; Egyptian. "Bundle of
Joy" (RKO) (8th wk-3 days),
$2,500.
Los Angeles, Vogue, Uptoi^
tFWC) (2,097; 885; 1,715; 90-$1.50)
—"Big Boodle" (UA) and "Gun
Man Down" (UA). Thin $12,000 or
less. Last week, Los Angeles, "3
Brave Men” (20th) and "Women
Pitcairn Island" (20th) (2d wk),
$3,700; Vogue, "Baby. Doll" (WB)
and "Night Fall" (Col) (7th wk-6
days), $2,700; Uptown with unit.
Uillstreet, Hawaii (RKO-G&S)
(2,752; 1,106; 80-$1.25) — "Secrets
of Life" (BV), with "Jail Busters"
(AA) at H’street and "Duel Apache
Wells" (Rep) at Hawaii. Slight
$5,500. Last week, "3 Violent Peo¬
ple" (Par) and "Secret Treasure
Mountain" (Col) (2d wk), $6,800.
Warner Downtown, New Fox
(SW-FWC) (1,757; 965; 80-$1.50)—
"Rebel Girl" (Indie) and "Hooked"
(Indie). Fair $10,000. Last week,
"Rock, Pretty Baby" (U) and Run(Continued on page 16)
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Broadway Grosses

'

Estimated Total Gross
This TVeek.$505,400
{Based on 23 theatres)
Last Year .$649,500
{Based on 22 theatres)

i

Tings’Lofty 26G,
Frisco;‘Cory’HG

San Francisco. Feb. 19.
Standout, this session looks to
be "Wings of Eagles," which is
heading fancy takings at,Warfield.
"Around-World in 80 Days" at
Coronet and "Seven Wonders of
World’* are doipg boom biz with
an assist from Lincoln’s Birthday.
"Mister Cory" shapes fine at
.Golden Gate. "Three Brave Men”
looms mild at Paramount while
"Voodoo Woman"’ is barely good
at St. Francis. "Westward Ho, the
Wagons" shapes fairly well In
second round at Fox. "Wee Geordie" is rated phenominal in fourth
round at the Bridge. Biz at arty
houses generally is good.
Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80
-$1)—^"Mister Cory" (U) and "Ac¬
cused of Murder" (Indie).
Nice
$13,000 or T) 0\ Last week, ."Is¬
tanbul" (U) and "Yaqui Diii’ms”
(AA), $9,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
"Westward Ho, Wagons" (BV) and
"Swamp Women" (Indie) (2d. wk).
Fair $11,500. Last week, $19,500
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25)
—"Wings of Eagles" (M-G). Fancy
$26,000. Last week, "Edge of City"
(M-G), $14,000.
Paramount (Par) .(2,646; 90-$l)—
"Three Brave Men" (20th) and
"Black Whip" (Indie). Mild $11.000.
Last:week, "Don’t Knock
Rock" (Col) and "Shadow of Win¬
dow" (Col), $11,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
—"Voodoo" Woman" (AIP) and
"The Undead" (AIP). Good $10,000. Last week, "Top Secret Af¬
fair" (WB) (2d wk), $9,000.
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458;
$1.75-$2.65) — "Seven Wonders"
fCinerama) (13th wk). Excellent
$29,000 or close. Last week, $28,600.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207:
70-$l)—"Naked Paradise" (AIP)
Toronto, Feb. 19.
and "Flesh and Spur” (AIP). Slow
To turnaway night biz, "Iron $6,500.
Last week, "Ilalliday
Petticoat” is heading for a wow
(Continued on page 16)
total at Loew’s. "Four Girls in
Town" shapes good at Uptown.
"Gun for a Coward" looms fine in
nine spots. Holdovers are still doing
big biz, with "Anastasia" in front On
fourth frame and "Giant” still tall
In sixth stanza. "Friendly Persua¬
sion” looks hep In ninth stanza.
Estimates for This Week
Carlton, Colony, Fairlawn (Rank)
Boston, Feb. 19.
(2,518; 839; 1,165; 60-$l)—"King, I
New product attracting big lines
4 Queens” (UA) (2d wk). Oke $15,around
town.
Good
weather is a
000. Last week, .$23,000.
factor in the increase plus school
Century,Downtown, Glendale, vacations.
"Cinderella"
looks top
Midtown, Oakwood, Odeon, Scar- new entry with a, lofty take
at the
boro, State, Westwood (Taylor) Met.
"Barretts
of
Wimpole
(1,338; 1,054; 995; 1,089; 1,393; 753;
shapes okay at State and
694; 698; 994; 50-75)—"Gun for a Street"
Orpheum.
"Mister Cory" looms
Coward” (U) and "Night Runner" great
at Paramount and Fenway
(U). Fine $25,000. Last week, with personals
by film star Kath¬
"Odongoy (Col) and "Nightfall”
ryn Grant. "Rainmaker” is build¬
(Col). $22,000.
ing to a terrific total at the Saxon,
Eglinton,
Towne
(FP-Taylor) second film in for the new house.
(895; 1,080; $1) — “Friendly Pei’"Great Man” is holding avow at
suasion” (AA) (9th wk).
Nice Beacon Hill in second week.
$9,000. Last week, $11,000.
"Seven Wonders of World” con¬
Hollywood, Palace, Runnymede tinues at same torrid pace 4n 25th
(FP) (1,709; 1.485; 1,385; 60-75) — round.
“10 Commandments” is
"Anastasia” (20th) (4th wk). Still boff at the Astor in 14th round.
big at $19,000. Last week, $23,000.
Estimates for This Week
Imperial (FP) (3,544; 75-$1.50)—
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.90-$2.75)
"Giant” (WB) (6th wk). Sturdy —“10 Commandments" (Par) (14th
$14,000. Last week, $16,000.
wk). Wham $26,000. Last week.
International (Taylor) (557; $1)— $24,000.
"Gold Rush” (UA) (reissue) (9th
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678;
wk). Fine $3,000, Last week, $3,500. 90-$l.25)—"Great Man" (U). Ter¬
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096: 60-$l) — rific $13,000. Last week, $16,000.
"Iron Petticoat” (M-G). Whan $18,Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354;
000. Last week, “Teahouse” (M-G) $1.25-$2.65) — "Seven Wondei'S”
(7th wk>, $13,000 in 10 days.
TCinerama) (25t.h wk). Smash $35,Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.50-$2)—"Ok¬ 000. Last w'cek, $24,500.
lahoma” (Magna) (43d wk). Strong
Exeter 4Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)—
$9,000. Last week, same.
"Albert* Schweitzer" (Indie) (4th
University (FP) (1,536; $1.75- wk). This week ended Sunday (17)
$2.50)—"10 Commandments” (Par) was fine $10,000. Last week, $12,(13th wk). Fine $13,000. Last week, 500.
$15,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$1.10)—
Uptown (Loew) (i2,098; 60-$l)— "Mister Cory" (U) and "Cruel
"Four Girls in Town" (U). Good Tower” (AA). Great $8,000. Last
$10,000. Last week, "Written bn week, "3 Violent People’^ (Par) and
Wind” (U) (6th wk), $13,000 in 10 "Fighting Trouble" <AA), $7,500.
days.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)

Iron’ Great $18,000 in
Toronto; ‘Gun’ Fa$t25G,
‘Girls’ lOG, ‘Giant’ 14G

FelMmsu^ 20^ 1957

‘Land’ Sdid $14,000,
Buff,; %on* Hep 13G
"Buffalo,
19,
Some new product is giving the
local boxoffice a lift in the current
stanza. "Big Land", at Paramount
Shapes standout new entry with a
fast session. "Iron ‘Petticoat" is
only a step behind with a nice take
at the Buffalo. *T0 Command¬
ments** still is sturdy in eighth
-frame at the Century while "Seven
Wonders of World’* Is rated hbtsy
in 25th week at the Teck.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 60-85)—
"Iron Petticoat’* (M-G) and "Great
American Pastime" (M-G). Nice
$13,000 or near. Last week, "Ana¬
stasia" '(20th) and "The Rack" (In¬
die) (3d wk), $11,000.
Paramount' (Par) (3,000; 60-85)—
"The Big Land’* (WB). Fancy $14,000 or over. Last week, "Secret
Affair” (WB). $14,500.
,
Center (Par) (2,000; 60-85)—
"Bundle of Joy’* (RKO) (2d wk-5
days). So-so $8,500. Last week,
$13,000.
■ Lafayette (Basil) (3,000;. 50-80)—
“7th Cavalry" (Col) and "Storm
Center" (Col). Mild $8,000. Last
week,' "Written On Wind” (U) and
"Showdown *at Abilene" (U), (3d
wk), $9,000.
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; $1.25$2.50)—"10 Commandments’* (Par)
(8th wk). Stout $19,000. Last week,
20 000
Teck (Cinenia Products) (1,200;
$1.20-$2.40) — "Seven Wonders of
World" (SW) (25th wk). Fine $11,500, Last week, same,

$ , .

‘Rainmaker’Sock

$10,0111) in Prov.

#
Providence, Feb. 19.
Strand’s "Rainmaker" Is topping
a generally hefty week all around.
Majestic’s “3 Brave Men’* also is
big. *Tron Petticoat’* shapes only
so-so at the State.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80) —
"Great Man" (U) and "All-Baba"
(U). Fair $5,000. Last week, "Ten¬
sion Table Hock” (RKO) and
"Death of Scoundrel"
(RKO),
$4,000.
Majestic (S-W) (2,200; 65-80) —
"3 Brave Men” (20th) and "Wom¬
an’s Devotion"
(Rep).
Lively
$9,000 or over. Last week, "Wrong
Man" (WB) and "Black Whip”
(20th). $10,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80) —
"Iron Petticoat" (M-G) and "The
Rack” (M-G). Routine $9,000. Last
week, "Drango” (UA) and "Brass
Legend” (UA). $11,000.
’ Strand (Silverman) (2.200; 65-90)
— "The Rainmaker" (Par). Solid
$10,000. Last week, "3 Violent
People" (Par) and "Cruel Tower”
(AA), $5,500.

‘Mister’ Wow 24G, Hub; ‘Rainmaker
Mighty $19,0110,‘10 Cs Bolfo 2liG
"Lust for Life" (M-G) (13th wk).
Good $6;000. Last week, $6,500.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)—
"Anastasia" (20th) (5th wk). Held
for fifth by big demand to land
$15,000, 6 days. Last week, $18,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4.357; 75$1.10) — "Cinderella" (BV) (re¬
issue). Wow $32,000, hypoed by
personals by Jimmie Dodd, Roy
Williams, etc.
Last week, "Top
Secret Affair" (WB) and "Accused
of Murder" (Rep) (2d wk), $9,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60$1.10)—"Mister Cory" (U) and
"Cruel Tower" (AA).
Kathryn
Grant personals helped to sock
$16,000. Last week, "3 Violeht
People" (Par) and "Fighting Trou¬
ble” (AA), $15,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 65-95)—
"Wicked as They Come" (Col) and
"Utah Blaine" (Col). Slick $13,000.
Last week, "Five Steps to Danger”
(UA) and "Tomahawk Trail" (UA),
$8,000.
Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; 90-$L75)—
"Rainmaker" (Par).
Wham $19,000.
Last week, "Oklahoma”
(Magna) (23d wk), $28,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90$1.25)—"Barretts Wimpole Street"
(M-G) and "Slander” (M-G). Mild
$11,500. Last week, "Iron Petticbat” (M-G) and "Great American
Pastime" (M-G), $18,000.
State (Loew) (3,600; 90-$1.25)—
"Barretts Wimpole Street” (M-G)
and "Slander" (M-G). Light $18,500. Last _^week. "Iron Petticoat"
(M-G) and "American Pastime"
(M-G), $9,000.

Del Uaeren; ^e’ Moib^ $1$,0#,
‘Drango’Dandy lfiG,Ti^’UG2d
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n
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WOSSCS
M.VJ liliy vftvoova
X Estimated Total Gross
Thls Week*.$2,538,000
{Based on 22 cities and 233
theatres, chiefly firs€ runs, in^
WmA
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ....... $2,843,330
{Based on 24 cities and 235
theatres.)
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Philadelphia, Feb. 19.
Weekends still are providing the
main biz strength here. "Barretts
bf Wlmpole Street" is doing nothing. Both “Slander" at Stanley
and "Drango" at Stanton fizzled although playing as duals. "Edge
of City,*’ which got good notices
and tele plugging, is off sharply in
second round at the FoX. "Zarak"
also is dragging bottom In second
frame at Mastbaum. Both “Around
World in 80 Days" and “10 Commandments" continue to boom, latter being especially sock in 13th
w'eek.
"Top Secret Affair," another newie, is rated so-so at Viking.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.801—
"Teahouse” (M-G) (8th wk). Fancy

. Detroit, Feb. 19.
Newcomers, to downtown deluxS?
»»»<««
Ie$s, but
the holdovers remainorstrong
to
make for an overall good session.
"Edge of City’* Is rated just aver, '“Drango’* looks
'^^^S^htfall"
can^tol
BroadwayHowever, “10 Commandments’*
is
in 13th week at the Madison while "Around World in 80
Days" looks for a great eighth
round at United Artists, “WestWard HO WagOUS" IS Mg Rl SCCOnd
trip at the • Michigan.
"Seven
Wonders of Wbrid" is having a
tremendous 36th week at the Music
Hall, "Teahouse August Moon"
looks good in eigth session at the
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90$1.25)—"Edge of City" (M-G) and
"Rack’.’, (M-G). Average $18,000.
East week, ’‘Anastasia" (20th) and
“Black Whip" (20th> (5th wk),
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
90-$1.25)—"Westward Ho Wagons"
(BV) and "Men Sherwood Forest’*s
(Indie) (2d wk). Rolling nicely at
$37,000. Last week, $24,000.
/
Palms (UD) (2,961;, 90-$!.25) —
"Drango" (UA) and “Passport to
Treason” (Indie). , Nice $16,000.
Last week, “Zarak" (Col) and “Ride
High Iron" (UA), $18,000.
Madisop (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$2.75)
—"10 Commandments’* (Par) (13th
wk). Swell $28,000. Last week,
$30,000.
SPL
m
glow *8 (MM Lilt week^ "5 Steus

Boyd
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,430; end” (UA). $13,000.
1.25P$2.60)—^"Seven Wonders
oi
srs ci
United Arti^
Jsts (Ui
(UA) (1,6
$3)—“Around World in’80’Days"
Sturdy $11,500. Last week, $10.- (UA) (8th wk). Smash $24,400.
500.
Last week. $24,800.
Fox -(20th) (2,250; 55-$1.80)—
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25"Edge of City" (M-G) (2d wk).* $1.50) — "Teahouse" (M-G) (8th
Mild $10,000. Last week, $17,000. wk). Good $9,000. Last week,
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65$1.35)—"Barretts Wimpole Street"
Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,205:
(M-G). Sad $8,500. Last week, $1.50-$2.e5) — "Seven Wonders’*
"Great Man" (U) (2d wk), $12,000. (Cinerama) .(36th wk). Wow $23,Green HiU (Serena) (750: 75$21.2<>0$1.25) (closed Sundays)—"Tears
for Simon" (Indie) (2d wk). Good 4Ai M10P
$3,600. Last week, $4,600.
. UO I1I6II; SOCKCrOO IZu
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 90-$1.49)
*
t n ”
—"Zarak” (Col) (2d wk).
Thin
In Pift* ||ir;|||0A’ Xomp
$8,000. Last week, $12,000.
l/ldllgU Jdlllt;9
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2DI-w 1
$2.75)—"Around Wortd 80 Days"
W00067$ Big iDu, Mill
(UA) (8th wk). Fast $17,300. Last
, piffcKurffU iTp’h ift
week, $17,000.
„ ,
Pittsburgh, Ueb. 19.
Randolph
(Goldman)
(2,250; ,
downtown this week
$1.40-$2.75)—"10
Commandments” looks like "Oh, Men! Oh, Women!"
'
(Par) (13th wk). Sock $25,000. Last at Fulton, with a sock session,
week, .$27,000.
Holds over. "Drango” at the Penn
, Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)— is getting about the same money
"Slander" (M-G) and “Accused of which» makes it just fair at this
Murder"
(Rep) Blah $10,000. Last larger house. They’re not buying
:week, "Oklahoma"
(20th) (2d wk), “Top Secret Affair" at Stanley at
$7,500 in 4 days.
all. “Anastasia" is still okay in
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— sixth Harris week. Could stay an"Drango” (U) and "Dance With other stanza. '"Seven Wonders of
Me, Henry" (UA). Limp $9,000 or World" is picking up sharply with
near. Last week, "Don’t Knock "last weeks" announcement at the
Rock" (Col) and "Rumble on Warner. "Great Man" at Squirrel
Docks’" (Col) (2d wk), $9,000.
Hill is still great in fourth week.
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 94-$1.49)
Estimates for This Week
—"Tempest in Flesh" (Indie) (6th
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 80-$1.25)—‘
wk). Okay $4,500. Last week, $5,"Oh,
Men! Oh, Women!" (20th).
000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$ 1.80) Did nearly $5,000 In first couple of
days
and
should hit sock $12,000.
—"Anastasia" (20th) (8th Wk). Big
$15,000 or over. Last week, $16,000.
> T . Pretty Baby” (U), $8,500.
18,500.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.40)—
Guild (Green) (500; 85799)—
"Top Secret Affair”
c?., «« “Woo
So-so
"Wee Geordie” (Arthur) /Kfi,
(5th wk).
$12,000. Last week, "Baby Doll” Still mopping up at this small(WB) (8th wk), $7,500.
seater with good $3,700 or near
World (Pathe) (499; 99-$1.49)— after $3,800 last week.
"Don Giovanni" (Indie) (2d wk).
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 80-$1.25)
Tuneful $4,000. Last week, $5,500. —"Anastasia" (20th) (6th).
May
-- •
slip under $10,000 but that’s ter‘Baby’ Smart $13,000,
tws stage of a downtown
X”. ^
^
run and; probably will keep around ,
D. C.; Brave Oke 15G for another session. Last week,
Washington, Feb. 19.
:t-s a relatively
rIla“tWdv“mild'’’seSon
It’s
mild session !!!'«“ <UA) (3^00; ^_6_5-99) along main stem despite entry of
t od
ir
three new pix. "Three Brave Men”
Tm r i
at Loew’s Capitol is pleasing. 5®*®
aftei 6
"Rock, Pretty Baby" is nice in two
wonn nq qq^
spots. "10 Commandments," spurt^ TT
ing ahead in 14th stanza at RKO - Gi eat Man (U) (4th wk). Could
Keith’s, is moving to the small
seater, the Playhouse, next week to
$4)000, great,
milk the first-run situation. "Full East week, $4,3()0.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 65-99)—
of Life" is dying in 4th stanza at
Trans-Lux after a promising start, "Top Secret Affair" (WB). Way
winds up this week. "Seven Wond- out of the money. Good campaign,
fine in 8th w^ek at the with some gimmicks, was of no I
help. Will be lucky to do $7,000,
Warner.
sad.
Last week, "Wrong Man” i
Estimates for This Week
(WB), $11,000.
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 70-90)
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (l.se.*);
Okay $1.25-$2.40) — "Seven Wonders’’
$5.QP0 or over i^st week, "Top (Cinerama) (44th wk). Sudden cleSecret Affair ^WB^^$5,500.
cision to "spring” this one March
, Capitol <Loew) (3;434; 70-90) — 10 and open "Ten Commandments”
(20th). Pleasing (Par) four days later is resulting
$15,000, and may go another round, in heavy demand as finish draws
Not up to hopes, however, since dose. Up to $16,000 and piling up
story has local background. Last big advance for remainder of run.
(Continued on page 16)
Last week. $14,000.
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Omaha, Feb. 19.
Biz continues to lag at downtown
first-runs despite terrific weather
breaks. Best new entry Is “True
Story of Jesse James” at the Om¬
aha which, aided by Robert Wag¬
ner’s in-person stint opening day
(15), is fair. “Brave One” is okay
Chicago, Feb. 19. 4
at the Brandeis. “Drango” is be¬
It’S a typical pre-holiday session This stanza finishing tomorrow
Holdovers are making for a
low
par at the Orpheum. “Tea¬ at Broadway deluxers this week. (Thurs.) looks to reach mild $9,000
Estimates Are Net
lukewarm week at most downtown
Second was $11,000.
house of August Moon” continues About the only thing to save the or close.
Film gross estimates as re¬
houses. “3 Brave Men’* at the Ori¬
good at the State in seventh ses¬ Street from a sorry showing is the “Mister Cory” (U) opens Friday
ported herewith from the vari¬
ental looks modest $17,000 in open¬
sion.
preeming of several newcomers (22).
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
Estimates for This Week
er. “True Story of Jesse James’'
which.are shaping up nicely. The
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95Brandeis (RKO) (1,000; 75-90)— weather has been comparatively .$1,80)—“Rhapsody in Blue” (Indie)
without usual tax. Distrib¬
at the Grand may hit a resounding
“Brave One” (U) and “Accused of favorable, but business generally is (reissue) (2d-final wk). Looks like
utors share on net take, when
$15,000.
Murder” (Rep). Okay $4,000 or offish. Six first-run theatres are light $2,000 in 6 days. First week
‘.‘Teahouse of August Moon”
playing percentage, hence the
near. Last week, “Top Secret Af¬ bringing in new bills this w.eek, was $3,500. “Cinderella” (BV) (re¬
winds its 13th and final week at
estimated figures are net in¬
fair” (WB) and “Above Us Waves” many of them Friday, to take ad¬ issue) opens Friday (22).
the Woods still okay. “Ten Com¬
come.
(Rep), $3,800.
mandments” at the McVickers
vantage of the Washington’s Birth¬
The parenthetic admission
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,665; $1Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 75-90) day holiday, Feb. 22.
ends its 13th week and “Seven
$2)^“Top Secret Affair” (WB) (3dprices, however, as indicated,
—“True Story Jesse James” (20th)
Wonders of • World” the ninth
“Battle Hymn” is heading for a final wk). The session, being ex¬
include the U. S. amusement
and “R e t u r.n of Desperadoes” nice $33,000 opening session at the tended through today and Thurs¬
frame at the Palace still doing sell¬
tax.
(20th). Fair $5,000. Last week, Capitol. “Full of Life,” also new, day to open new show Feb. 22
outs for midweek shows,
“Great. Man” (U), 6 days split with hit a strong $32,500 opening round (Fri.), looks like mild $22,000 in 9
“Over Exposed” and “Wicked as
“Glenn Miller Story” (U) and at the Astor.
They Come’’ combo at the Monroe
days. “Don’t Knock Rock” (Col)
“Thunder Bay” (U) (reissues), 2
looks okay $6,000. “Wrong Man”
“Gold of Naples” wound its In-^ and Alan Freed aiid rock-’n'-roll
days, $4,000.
looms mild in second United Art¬
itial stanza at the Paris with a stageshow opens Friday (22).
Orpheum
(Tristates)
(2,890;
75ists week.
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 9090)—“Drango” (UA) and “Oasis” terrific $18,600, near the house’s
“Great Man” Is holding -strong
(20th). Light $6,500. Last week, best figure. “Baker’s Wife” teed $1.80) — “Gold of Naples” (Indie)
at the Esquire in it? second round.
(2d
wk). First week winding up
■off
the
Festival
of
French
films
“Gun for Coward” (U) and “Night
“Rock. Pretty Baby” shapes potent
auspiciously at the Baronet with a Sunday (17) was terrific $18,600,
Runner” (U), $7,000.
in second Roosevelt session. Most
near
best mark at this house. Stays
great
$5,500
in
five
days.
State (Goldberg) (860; 90-$1.25)
other holdovers are showing sag¬
Kansas City, Feb. 19.
Second week of “Girl Can’t Help on, naturally.
—<i“Teahouse August Moon” (M-G)
ging muscles. “Full of Life” looms
Big news currently is “10 Com¬ (7th wk). Still big at $5,000. Last It” with stageshow is dropping to
Plaza
(Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)—
lo-so at the Chicago in third frame. mandments” playing the Roxy on
mild $45,000 at the Roxy, with “Lust For Life” (M-G) (23d wk).
week, $5,200.
Estimates for This Week
a two-a-day reserved seat basis.
“Oh, Men! Oh, Women!” and new The 22d stanza ended Monday (18)
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.50) Opening on Thursday night with a
stagebill replacing tomorrow was torrid $10,200. The 21st week
—"Full of Life” <Col) (3d wk). So¬ benefit for B’nai Jehudah Temple,
(Thurs.), after only six days of cur¬ was $10,400. Stays.
so $18,000. Last week, $20,000.
regular run starting with a $2 top
rent bill. “Wings of Eagles" with
Ra^o City Music Hall (Rockefel¬
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400; Other new bills are "Wrong Man”
stageshow looks to be only mild lers) (6,200; 95;$2.85)—“Wings of
$1.25)—“Great. Man” (U); Lively at the Paramount and “Nightfall”
$90,000 in third (final) week at Eagles” (M-G) and stageshow (3'd$10,000. Last week, $13,000.
I at Midland, both doing mildly, lat¬
the Music Hall.
“Spirit of St. final wk). This session finishing
Grand (Indie) (1,200; 98-$1.25)—! ter being especially dull. ^‘Friendly
Louis” and new stageshow comes in today (Wed.) looks to reach mild
“True Story of Jesse James” (20th) Persuasion” is giving good account
tomorrow (Thurs.).
$90,000.
Second was $110,000.
and “Desperados Are In Town” of Itself In third week at Uptown
“Three Violent People” looks “Spirit of St. Louis” (WB) and new
(20th).
BriUiant $15L000.
Last and first week day-date in three
okay $8,000 in six days of second stageshow opens tomorrow (Thiurs.).
week, “Star of India’' (UA) and other- Fox Midwest houses. Weath¬
Minneapolis, Feb. 19.
round at the Globe. “Incredible j
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50)
“Peace Maker” (UA), $8,000 for er turned cold over weekend.
0 There’s nothing much in the way Shrinking Man” opens Friday (22).
nine days.
of fresh entries this week to en¬ “Top Secret Affair” is down to $22,- —“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
Estimates for This Week
(19th
wk). The 18th round ended
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.50)—
Apollo (Fox Midwest) (1,050; 75- liven the boxoffice. Linkup of new¬ 000 in 9 days of third frame at the last night (Tues.) was capacity $36,“Brave One” (RKO) (4th wk). Trim 90) — Currently subsequent-run. comers, headed by “Barretts of Paramount
where . “Don’t Knock 600 for 11 shows or one less than
$7,000. Last week,, $8,000.
Last week. “Rock, Pretty Baby” Wimpole Street,” is the weakest the Rock” with Alan Freed and
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25- (U) and “The Night Runner” (U) for many sessions. Unusual situa¬ rock-’n-roll stageshow replaces also ill 17th week. The 17th week (12
shows), was $39,500. Current week
$3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par) (2d wk), nice $2,500.
tion in this single feature town on Friday.
will have two extra shows on Feb.
(13th wk). Torrid $44,000. Last
Esquire. Fairway. Granada (Fox finds three of the loop eight
“Baby Doll” finished its ninth 22, morning and afternoon, with
week, $41,000.
Midwest) (820; 700; 1,217; 75-90)— houses, including the leading State stanza at the Victoria with a lofty
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87)— “Friendly Persuasion” (AA). Spi'ead and RKO Orpheum, playing twin $18,000 or close. “Wee Geordie” the latter long sold out and tha
“Over-Exposed” (Col) and “Wicked from the Uptown to these three bills. “Don’t Knock the Rock”- still was nice in 19th week at Lit¬ a.m. performance virtually a sell¬
out currently.
as They Come” (Col). Comfortable spots; good $9,000. Last week, “3 “Rumble on the Docks” combo is tle Carnegie.
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; ^$1.25$6,000.
Last week, “Rock, Rock, Brave Men” (20th) and '““Black getting teenager attention. Hold¬
“Mister Cory” is another new en¬
overs continue nicely, particularly try, opening Friday (22) at the $2.50)—“Girl Can't Help It” (20th)
Rock” (DCA) and “Dynamiters” Whip” (20th), $8,000.
with
stageshow (2d-final wk). This
“Seven
Wonders
of
World”
at
Cen¬
(Astor), $7,000.
Klmo (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)—
Mayfair. Third week of “Iron Pet¬
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; >90-$l.25) “Rififi” (UMPO) (3d wk). Strong tury in 28th week,.and “Teahouse ticoat” there is way off. “Edge of stanza ending today (Wed.) looks
of August Moon” and “Anastasia” City” held with trim $16,000 in like .mild $45,000 for 6 days. The
— “3 Brave Men” (20th). Mildish $1,800: stays. Last week. $2,200.
first week hit $67,500. “Oh Menl
$17,000. Last week, “Girl Can’t
Midland (Loew) (3,500: 60-80)— in their eighth rounds.
third session at the State.
Estimates for This Week
Help It” (20th) (3d wk). $12,000 in “Nightfall” (Col) and “Wicked as
“Around World in 80 Days” was Oh Women!” (20th) and new stageCentury (SW-Cinerama) (1,150; capacity $36,600 in 18th week (11 show opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
4 days.
They Come” (Col). Dull $6,500.
State (Loew) (3,450; 78-$1.75) —
Palace (SW - Cinerama) (1,484; Last week, “Barretts Wlmpole $1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” shows) at the Rivoli. The 19th
$1.25-$3.40) — “Seven Wonders” Street” (M-G) and “Suicide Mis-! (Cinerama) (28th wk). Maintains week starts today. “10 Command¬ “Edge of City” (M-G) (4th wk).
its profitable pace unvaryingly. Big ments” is heading for near cap¬ Third week ended Monday (18) was
((Cinerama) (9th wk). Wow $46,000. Sion” (Col), same.
trim $16,500. Second was $18,000.
Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194: $15,000. Last week. $16,000.
Last week, $47,000.
acity $51,000 for 15 shows in 15th
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75) —
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 90-$1.25) stanza at the Criterion. “Seven
Rooscveit (B8cK) (1,400;'65-90)— $1.20-$2) — “This Is Cinerama”
“Great Man” (U) (8th wk). Seventh
—
“Teahouse”
(M-G)
(8th
wk).
“Rock, Pretty Baby” (U) and “Can¬ (Cinerama) (36th wk). Big $12,000,
Wonders of World” climbed to session' ended Monday (18) was
on River” (AA) (2d wk). Staunch as end of run nears. Last week, Hefty $6,200. Last week, $6,000.
great $46,200 in 45th session at the okay $11,000.
The sixth was
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-90)—“Big Warner, aided by a couple of ex¬
$11,000.
$17,500. Last week, $20,500.
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)— Land” (WB) (m.o.). Here after a tra performances. Cinerama pro¬ $10,500.
State Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90Trans-Lux
52nd
St. (T-L) (540:
fair
Radio
City
session.
In
for
only
“Wrong
Man”
(WB).
Fair
$7,000
in
$1.50)—“Iron Petticoat” (M-G) (3d
duction now is in 46th week.
$1=$1.50)—“La Strada” (T-L) (32d
wk). Tidy $18,000. Last week, 9 days. Last week, “Big Land” 5 days as “10 Commandments”
Estimates for This Week
wk).
The
31st
round
completed
(Par)
opens
roadshow
run
Feb.
21.
(WB)
f2d
wk),
$5,000
In
5
days.
$20,000.
(Continued on page 16)
Last week, “Wild
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)—
Rockhill (Little Art Theatres) Okay $3,800.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25)
—“Simon and Laura” (U) (3d wk). (750; 75-90)—"Tempest In Flesh” Party” (UA) and “Four Boys and “Full of Life” (Col) (2d wk). Initial
week ended Monday (18) was fancy
Slender $2,700. Last week, $3fi00. (Indie) (2d wk). Fair $800. Last Gun” (UA), $6,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-90)— , $32,500.
In ahead, “Rainmaker”
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- week, $1,200.
“Barretts
Wimpole
Street”
(M-G).
I^Par)
(9th week-5 days), $9,500.
Roxy (Durwood) (879; $1.25-$2)
(Continued on page 16)
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
—“10 Commandments” (Par). On Got off to good start via “sneak”
reserved seat, two-a-day policy. showing of “The Rainmaker” (Par), (550; $1.25-$1.80)—“Wee Geordie”
Big sendoff and good advance, with | as added pic, but faltering to tepid (Arthur) (20th wk). The 19th ses¬
great $15,000 in sight; holds. Last $7,000. Last week, “Big Land” sion completed Sunday (17) was
good $5,800. The 18th week was
week, “Utah Blaine” (Col), $2,500 (WB). $7,500.
Denver, Feb. 19.
at 75c-90c scale.
j RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75- $5,600.
Four-year record at Denham is
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25Uptown (Fox Midwest) (2,043; j 90)—“Don’t Knock Rock” (Col)
75-90) — “Friendly Persuasion” and “Rumble on Docks” (Col). Fair $1.80) — “Baker’s Wife” (Indie). being smashed this session by “10
(AA) (3d wk). Nifty $4,000. Last $8,000. Last week, “Gun for Cow¬ Opened Feb. 15, doing great $5,- Commandments” with a mighty
Louisville, Feb. 19.
ard” (U), $7,000.
500 or close in first 5 days. In take. It stays on. “Battle Hymn,”
week, $7,000.
RKO Pan (RKO) (1.800; 75-90)— ahead, “Don Giovanni” (Indie) dip¬ playing at the smaller Centre, also
New entries are not causing
“Crime of Passion” (UA) and ped to $3,500 in final 4 days of is terrific and nearly as big com|
much stir on the main drag this
paratively and with a lower scale;
“Huk” (UA). Moderate at $4,500. eighth week.
week, but holdovers are sparking
Last week, “Wrong Man” (WB) (2d
Capitol (Loew) 4,820; $l-$2.50)— “Hymn” also continues. “Westward
trade considerably, particularly
wk), $4,500.
“Battle Hymn” (U). Week ending Ho, the Wagons” improved over
State* (Par) (2,300; 85-90)—“Is¬ tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to hit fine previous round and stays a fifth at
“Written on Wind” at the Ken¬
tanbul” (U) split with “Congo $33,000. Holding. In ahead, “Writ¬ the Aladdin. “Barretts of Wlmpolo
tucky. Now in fourth stanza, it is
Crossing” (U) and “Day of Fury” ten on Wind” (U> (5th wk), $20,000, Street” is poor at Orpheum.
still sock. “Top Secret Affair” at
(U). One of rare times this house for a nice run.
Estimates' for This Week
the Mary Anderson is doing nicely
Cincinnati, Feb. 19.
had a twin bill. Fair
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80in second week. Rialto is doing
“3 Brave Men,” only new bill In ever has Last
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 70-90)—
week, “Slander” $3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
okay with “Silent World.” “10 this week’s downtown lineup, $7,000.
(15th wk). Current session finish¬ “Westward Ho Wagons” (BV) (4th
Commandments” opens Wednes¬ shapes fairish at the Palace. How¬ (M-G), $4,500 in 6 days.
Big $8,000. Stays. Last week,
World (Mann) (400; 90-$1.25)— ing torAorrow (Thurs.) looks near¬ wk).
day at the Brown. Loew’s is drab ever, general biz is continuing
capacity
$51,000, having dne less $6,500.
“Anastasia”
(20th)
(8th
wk).
Pros¬
with “Slander” and “Hot Summer above par via strong holdovers.
Centre
(Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)—
perity still in full swing here. show than the 14th week which
Night.”
^
“Written on Wind” Is good in sec¬ Booming $5,500. Last week, same. was $53,300 for 16. performances. “Battle Hymn” (U). Terrific $21r
Estimates for This Week
ond frame at the Albee ana Keith’s
000
and
stays on. Last week,
Stays on, with upbeat of Feb. 22
“Wrong Man” (WB) (2d wk),
Brown (Fourth Ave.-U. A.) (1,000- “Anastasia” for third stanza Is nice.!
figured to tilt takings.
$
11
,
000
.
50-85) — “Casablanca” (Indie) and “10 Commandments,” in ninth
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
Denham (Cockrill) (1,428; 90“Dark Passage” (Indie) (reissues). week, and “Seven Wonders of
—“Richard III” (Lopert) (4th wk).
Slow $3,000. Last week, “Secrets World,” in 37th round, both are
Third frame ended Sunday (17) was $2.20)—“10 Commandments” (Par),
solid
for
third
straight
sessions.
Broke
four-year record here with
of Life” (BV) (2d wk), $7,000.
lively $7,500. The second was $7,Estimates for This Week
I
Last
Portland, Ore., Feb. 19.
800. “Lost Continent” (Indie) due mighty $27,500. Holding.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 50-85)
Albee
(RKO)
(3,100;
d0-$1.25)—I
week,
“Bundle
of Joy” (RKO) (3d
First-run biz has hit the skids in next, around March 11.
—"Written On Wind” (U) (4th wk).
55th St. Playhouse (E-F) (300; wk), $5,000.
Going great guns with $6,000 cur¬ “Written on Wind” (U) (2d wk). i with product generally blamed.
Good $12,000 after $16,000 kickoff. | Cinemas got a break in the weather $1.25-$1.50)—“Oedipus Rex” (Les¬
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 70-90)—
rently after sock $8,000 in third.
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; but it did not help. “Oklahoma”
“Gun for Coward” (U) and “Night
Loew’s (United Artists) (3,000; $1.20-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” holds sturdy in 15th round at the ser) (7th wk). The sixth stanza Number” (U). Fair $9,500. Last
50-85)—“Slander” (M-G) and “Hot (SW) (37th wk). Holding at solid Broadway. "Top Secret Affair” is ended Sunday (17) held with fine weeh^ “Three Brave* Men” (20th)
$5,000. Fifth week was $5,200.
Summer Night” . (M-G).
Drab $16,000 tempo of last week.
just okay in second week^at the
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50) and “Black Whip” (20th), $10,500.
$4,000. Last week, “Barretts WimGrand (RKO) (1,400; $1.25-$2.65) Fox. "Edge Of The City” looms —“3 Violent People” (Par) (2d wk).
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 70-90)—
pole St.” (M-G), $5,000.
—^“10 Commandments” (Par) (9th neat at Guild. Both “Great Man” Current week of 6 days looks like “Barretts of Wimpole Street”
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000; wk). Sturdy $16,000. Last week, and “Nightfall” are not getting far okay $8,000, sans preview. First (M-G) and “Accused of Murder”
50-85)—“Top Secret Affair” (WB) $16,500.
among--newcomers. Same applies sjtanza was $11,000.
“Shrinking (Rep). Poor $6,000 or less. Last
(2d wk). One of town’s bright
Keith’s (Shot) (1,500; 75-$1.25)— to “Drango.”
week, “Slander” (M-G) and “Great
Mrn” (U) opens Friday (22).
spots, likely hep $6,000 after first “Anastasia” (20th) (3d wk). Hot
Estipiates for This Week
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)— American Pastime” (M-(5), $6,500.
Aveek’s $7,000.
Broadway (Parker) (938; $1.50- “Albert Schweitzer” (Indie) (5th
$9,000 or near following $11,900
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 70$2) — “Oklahoma” (Magna) {15th wk). The fourth round ended Sun¬ 90)—“Wild Party” (UA) and “Four
Rialto'(Fourth Avenue) (3,000; second round.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)— week). Steady $7,000 or over. Last day (17) was mighty $15,000, same Boys and Gun” (UA), Fair $10,000,
50-85)—“Silent World” (Col) and
Last week, “Top Secret" Affair”
“River Pirates” (BV). Good $9,500. “3 Brave Men” (20th). Fairish $8,- week, $7,600.
as third weeki Stays indef.
Fox (Evergreen), (1,536; $1-$1.50)
Last week, “Gun For Coward" (U) 500. Last week, “Rock, Pretty
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$1.80) (WB) and “Peacemaker” (UA)»
(Continued on page 16)
i “Iron Petticoat” (M-G) (3d wk). $15,000.
,
and “Night Runner” (U). $9,000.
Baby” (U), $8,000.

‘lOCs’HogelSi;,
KCr Triendly’ 13G

Mpis. OS Albeit
‘Wonders’Big 15G

‘IOC’s’New High $27,500,
Denven ‘Hpin’ Huge 21G,
‘Wild’ lOG,‘Wagons’8G

‘World’ Noisy $9,500 In
L’ville;‘Wmd’Hotey6G,
4tli, ‘Slander’ Drab 4G

‘Brave’ Meek $8,500 In
€incy;‘Wmd’Goodl2G,
2d,‘Wonders’16G, 37th
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dorf-Astorla and is of the same
Swiss school of hoteliers to which
Hilton is partial. Gerald Sill, also
ex-Waldorf, is Broglie’s aide, and
a vexy savvy Mexican-American
p.r. gal, Irene Buchanan, not only
knows her stuff iti re the Yank
VIPs whom Hilton is attracting, but
has also impressed herself with the
local press. .
Pepe Romero, columnist of the
Mexico City News, only Englishlanguage paper (reportedly 19,000
circulation), long renowned for
makiiig the Hotel Del Prado as his
unofficial “headquarters," much as
Winchejl used to do at the Stork
in former days, seems to have
gravitated to the Continental Hil¬
ton for like purpose.
Bug Phobia
The long - conditioned mental
hazard of Americans against the
Mexican water, fresh vegetables,
etc., is something with which the
Mexican Tourist Bui*eau should
come to grips in an affirmative cam¬
paign. The fear of using ice in
drinks, the caution with bottled
water for everything including
brushing-the-teeth, the knowledge
that the vegetation is hazardous,
are basics which militate against
complete and carefree enjoyment.
In actuality the water is boiled
and, in the metropolis itself, the
hazard is at a minimum. In Aca¬
pulco, as is detailed below, there is
greater risk.
The prices ire still right al¬
though topflight hotels charge $28
a suite which compares to any ma¬
jor U. S. hotel, and the tipping in
the flrstclass spots compares with
anything in New York or Paris.
For that kind of tourist trade the
price is the least; the prime hurdle,
however, is the fear of the “tourista" tummy ache. Even the 7,800feet altitude of the capital doesn’t
bother as much as some might ex¬
pect. It tends to tire one quicker,
and one doesn't drink as much. In
fact beer seems to be the No. 1
quencher, and incidentally Mexi¬
can beer is excellent.
$4 Couvcrt—Ouch!
The convert gimmick in niteries,
however, is something which the
cafes and hotels might also recon¬
sider. A $4 (American) convert for
Yma Sumac in the Reforma Hotel’s
Club Chanteclair is kinda fancy.
Americans don’t mind the subter¬
fuge of hidden charges via minimums, or upped prices on drinks
and food, but the cover charge in
the American nitery scene went
out of style with Prohibition.
(Incidentally, the word American
is used loosely here. Even “norte
Americanos’’ is erroneous because
the Mexicans are proud that they,
too, are North Americans. They
are as sensitive to that as San
Franciscans are to Frisco. Usage
of U. S. or “the States’’ is safest).
U. S.-Figured Prices
As with the Hilton Istanbul in
Turkey and the Castellana Hilton
in Madrid, the combination of
Yank catering methods and Ameri¬
can airlines are the key to tourist
influx. In this connection, seem¬
ingly the newly coined “Hilton Ho¬
tels round the world" achieves a
quasi - diplomatic and goodwill
function that goes beyond the dollars-and-local-currency level. (Hfltog manages hostels usually fi¬
nanced by local interests; charges
Yank prices; and achieves a profit
margin that must be a revelation
to local capital, which still pays
off for services, provisions, taxes
and the like, on local standards,
but pockets a profit of American
kingsize proportions.)
American Airlines has been
smart in keying itself to this, even
though Air France alone has the
direct-flight franchise from New
York. In that respect, it’s some¬
times academic since the French
planes come overseas and, if the
weather throws time schedules
awry, there isn’t the same certain
takeoff as with American, which
originates from New York but does
have to change planes in Dallas,
paradoxically, the Reforma, which
Is owned by Pan American inter¬
ests, doesn't benefit from any direct-froin-N. Y\ "Pah "Am flights,
but is part of that airline’s farfliftig
Latin American setup, and of
course flies from here to other
U. S. airports.
The Continental Hilton was done
by the saniiTciecorator who did the
Beverly Hilton, BevHills, and he’s
atoned for all the original mistakes
of the BevHills spot.' This one Is
not garish.
Taste is the best.
Rooms are highly attractive, all
with radio and tv outlets. 'Tele¬
vision in rooms has little appeal

ssssssssssssssssm

locally (1) because programming is
still elementary and (2), where Las
Vegas tabus ’em in the plush hotels
because they want to get people
downstairs to gamble, theory here
is that tourists don’t come to Mex¬
ico .to stay upstairs and watoh
video.
The Continental Hilton will need
sti'onger attractions once the nov¬
elty of the new hostelry, which is
now a natural attraction, wears off.
Jeri Southern, was only a mild
opener. The 15-story high Belve¬
dere Roof, with its commanding
panoramic view of Mexico City,
now relies on Vicente Garrido or¬
chestra and the Copacabana Quin¬
tet, both from Rio de Janeiro, and
while okay for the dansapation do
not constitute the necessary draw
as, for instance, when Lena Horne
comes into the Reforma later in
the spring following Yma Sumac.
The hotel’s Belvedere Bar, where
Chivas Regal scotch is 20 pesos (or
$1.60 U.S., a copy), as against 13
pesos ($1.04 in the lobby bar), is
also an automatic draw; (1), for its
“top-of-the-Mark" atmosphere, and,
(2), one could sneak a dance or
two, hence the upped scale, being
adjacent to the main rooftop res¬
taurant. There is also a Cub Room
adjunct called “La Joya” where
Malu Gatica is hostess and makes
with the guitar, and songs.
Guitars and Fiddles
Guitars and violins are the at¬
mospheric rage. Former is under¬
standable but somehow the violins
are associated more with the Paris
fiddle spots, but they’re done in
the same manner, and both for
lunch and dinner.
Because of the altitude, lunch is
the big meal for many, from 1-5,
which means from 2 or 2:30 until
4-4:30 as a practical thing. The
dinner meal* is lighter for reasons
of health because the altitude slows
^digestion, hence may retard slum¬
ber.
Bill O’Dwyer may not have any
more official billing as U.S. Am¬
bassador to Mexico but his pent¬
house lawoffice at No. 1 Reforma
and his penthouse atop the inti¬
mate Hotel Prince off the Paseo
Reforma, right back of the Hotel
Barmer* (that unique Swiss-managed intimate hostelry which is re¬
nowned for its automatic valeting;
they unpack you, hang up your
clothes, press what needs pressing,
repack you upon departure, etc.),
is the unofficial HQ for all Amer¬
ican VIPs and otherwise.
And at the Normandia, his
favorite dining haunt, he is partial
to Viennese pianist Oscar whose
Broadway musicomedy medleys
seem made to order for ex-mayor of
N.Y., now in thriving law practice
with Oscar Bernstein. The Hotel
Prince management is building
O’Dwyer an even larger penthouse
since he is a prolific host. A
Hungarian chef, formerly attached
to the American Embassy in Mex¬
ico City, now whips up the fancy
groceries for O’Dwyer’s at-home
shindigs.
Offb.eat Niteries
A top offbeat spot is El Burro
where Nino Mondejar, the reputed
creator of the cha-cha-cha, is more
the attraction than the nondescript
floorshow. Latter, however, is not
bad considering (1) this might be
compared to a B-grade West 52d
St. spot and (2) the minimum
charge is two drinks per person,
averaging under $1 a drink,
whether beer or tequilla, native
gin or native cognac. But Monde¬
jar’s music is undeniable. He rates
“discovery" and could have the im¬
pact as “creator of the cha-cha,"
in the same idiom that Perez
Prado, the only other Mexican ex¬
citement in recent show biz his¬
tory, had with the mambo.
A few spots like El Burro and
Tomma Jean’s rock ’n’ roll joint
(43 Sullivan St.), where lammisterfrom-Harlem Max Cooper whistles
and slaps the bass is the attraction,
are good tourist contrasts to the
plush eateries and the natural his¬
torical lore which abounds all over
the Mexican terrain. The person¬
able colored kid, about 19, cuts
quite a touch with his Dixie jazz
in this offbeat bistro.
Rock 'n' Roll Here, Too
The Mexico radios pick up San
Antonio, Houston and other border
U, S. stations with result that
Presley, rock ’n’ roll, James Dean
and kindred influences are parallel
among the south-of-the-border ju¬
venile set. They’re strong for base¬
ball but rugby and soccer is their
brand of football. The mammoth
150,000-capacity Olympic Stadium

in the new, Univewlty City,* In the
euburbB of the capital, was the
site of the PanAmerican games but
the hopes of an Olympiad, for
which the setting is ideal geograph¬
ically, is impossible realistically be¬
cause of the high altitude. The
Pan Am games saw the sprinters
et al keeling over becaitse of the
rarification.
Incidentally the Aleman-built
New University City ($6,000,000
cost and looks twice that) is (1)
the greatest in the world and (2)
easily a permanent monument to
Mexican culture' and Aleman’s vis¬
ion (despite any snide footnote lo¬
cal cracks).
The “carpas," side street tent
shows under makeshift lean-tos—
vaudeville under canvas, with an
outdoor flavor, meaning accent on
acrobats and panto acts—are a fast
disappearing national custom. But
they’re still around and worth fer¬
reting out. They’re on contsant
grind to a 20c admission.
The “Street of the Guadalajara"
is one of the must sights, also part
of the inside-stuff tourist-gawking.
It’s in the red-light district (which,
incidentally, is not legalized but
obviously tolerated) but that’s
nierely a happenstance of geog¬
raphy, The Guadalajara are stroll¬
ing street singers, in their colorful
scrapes, and for about $3 a night”
you hire a gang of six to 10 of ’em
to serenade you with the Mexican
hit-parade folksongs, while your
party is comfortably seated in the
car. Part of the act is a big bar¬
gaining deal with the maestro who,
as you come down from a perhaps
original asking price of $5, adds oh
two and three ext^a musicians—
the average group becomes 10 trou¬
badours—who make like road com¬
pany El Chico (N. Y.) troupes. It’s
a windup spot, parked in your car,
and limited to that one “Street of
the Guadalajara’’ which, incidental¬
ly, is further made inaccessible by
wrong-way traffic detouring, but
regardless always sees SRO in that
one narrow street. It’s completely
safe, well-policed, but a local
should be your guide.
Vaudeville
In company with Harry T. Hambleton, ex-British diplomatic serv¬
ice and now head-man for Pepsi¬
Cola, and Lalo Sanchez Rivero,
whose Publlcidad Interamericana
is the top Latin American public
relations setup (plenty of big busi¬
ness below the Rio Grande utilizes
this kind of press relations) a trip
to the Lirico, one of the two or
three variety theatres in Mexico
City, is an experience.
For a house that boasts top inter¬
national vaudeville talent—Cantiflas plays here, among others—it’s
a fleabag vauder compared to the
smallest of smalltime nabe stand¬
ards, as regards appointments and
hygienic surroundings. But some¬
how these are secondary factors to
the vaude fans. Donna Behar, who
played the Persian Room of the
Hotel Plaza, N, Y., headlined. She’s
ft Lebanese thrush of good voice
and the “built" to which the Orien¬
tals are supposedly partial—a little
on the heft side. In Oriental trap¬
pings and motif the accompanying
cooch stuff is both atmospheric and
au naturel.
A Mexican video troupe headed
by Verdaguer, Pompin & Nacho in
a triangular card “game" blackout
of obvious burleycue genre titled
“Canasta," was overextended but
the robust “husband" was a funny
gent. The Chelo LaRue Ballet and
I Los Churumbeles de Espana, a
road company “Kids From Spain"
(Los Chovales de Espagna)—a. pal¬
pable copy act—^were the “artistic
contributions.” Act features Mario
Rey, Joselito Cruz and Ballerina
Marina Imperio.
Bright deucer
was Mimi Paco Davilo whose take¬
offs on Tito Guizar, Augustin Lara,
Pedro Vargas and kindred Latin
faves obviously whammed ’em. He
has authority and good horizons
for all his smalltime wardrobe and
manner. He is announced as “the
genius of 1,000 voices" and works
and looks like a combination of
Sammy Davis Jr. and Prof. Irwin
Corey.
Picture Business
Picture business is like this in
Mexico City: regardless of the at¬
traction the top is four pesos (32c)
by law.
The local distribution heads
gnash at this. Allen M. Noye, savvy
gerente for 20th Century-Fox
Films de Mexico, can’t see the
logic of it and is spearheading a
move to tilt it at least to six pesos
I (48c).
Metro’s gerente, Carlos Niebla,
however, told Morton Spring and
Samuel Goldwyn that “Guys and
Dolls" was just another picture to
the Mexican government and
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there’s no tucR" thing as upped from the jjhone book^nd/or direc¬
prices ^or. “specIaP
pictui^' tory gimmick. and it^gpparently
‘•G&D’» ' did OK and “Trapeze" cements constant* round-the-clock
(UA) la doing boffo right’ now*.
listening. Their proof, is that 90%
Metro’s topper here points to of the names called pick up the
what tv has done to the picture cuffo radios within 48 hours after
business in the States and observes announced,
Azearraga is a frequent U.S. vis¬
that “maybe despite ourselves the
Mexican government is doing us a itor, veering more to Hollywood
of
late now that vidpix is such an
favor because the popular price of
four pesos, or 32c, does perpetuate important phase. He seems partial
the family filmgoing habit, so that to MCA-TV and Ziv product and
as and wl^n tv gets really hot here has an avid Interest in tradepaper
it will maintain the same momen¬ information on . new shows—natu¬
tum. Don’t forget', the American rally via Varjew, where else?
distributors here remit $1,000,000
*Hoppy' and Augustin Lara
in hard dollars to their home“Hopalong" and the like are
offices, and that’s pretty good for played in English with Spanish
a little country like this." Niebla titles. There ar4'the usual local
concedes that a tilt to a 5-pesos panel, quiz and kindred shows.
admission wouldn’t be bad but he Augustin Lara, No,. 1 Latin Ameri¬
feels that the six pesos (48c) could can composer and especially a
generally effect the now bullish local idol as “j;he Ikying Berlin of
boxoffice business.
Mexico," has his oWn ^tv-radio pro¬
For all their predilections to grams, with his own batid. Lara is
music the Mexican picture public the songsmith who is something of
just doesn’t understand filmusicals. a legend, also, for his amatory ex¬
They laugh at them. “Guys and ploits, and has been frequently in
Dolls" had to be played straight. the public prints as a peripetatic
Metro’s “Meet Me in Las. Vegas" talent—which Is fancy talk for a
and 26th-Fox’s “The King and I" songsmith on the lam, because of
were dismal flops. Noye cut out some jealous lover or narrowthe songs from “King and'^I" be¬ niinded husband. Lara’s medley
cause they just didn’t dig the idea (“Noche de Ronde,” “Granada,"
of Yul Brynner serenading. Deb¬ etc.) is part of the international
orah Kerr and vice versa.
hit parade. Incidentally, he has
never been to. Spain yet his “Gran¬
Variety Club
The Variety Club of Mexico, In¬ ada," believed by hiost to originate
cidentally, just laid the corner¬ from the Iberian peninsula, is a
stone of a $250,000 asylum for quasi-official anthem In that 'Span¬
needy children— it has 150G in ish province.!
Acapulco
the till and is pitching for the addi¬
This Pacific Oceaii resort whose
tional $100,000. Noye is president
prime
attraction
is the ideal yearof VC here, and he had 20th-Fox
prexy Spyros-Skouras officiate the round weather could become a
Juan-les-Pins
or
St. Tropez of the
cornerstone ceremony.
Columbia and RKO with their Western Hemisphere. Afid if the
bilinguals and release of Mex-made idea of okaying gambling—the gov¬
ernment’s excuse would be to raise
pix do wdl.
' Problem now is Mike Todd-AO’s funds to improve the highway from
Tiajuana
south to Acapulco—^were
“Around the World in 80 Days,"
obviously a roadshow picture of ever okayed it would be the Monte
Carlo-Cannes
this sidd* of the At¬
special size, and obviously of spe¬
cial native appeal because of the lantic. It has much to offer, save
for
the
cuisine.
locally beloved Cantlnflas. He’s like
Swiss . bandleader-turned-hotelMaurice Chevalier to. the French,
Gracie Fields to the British, Sir ler Ted Stauffer, also renowned for
Harry Lauder to the Scots—^but his marriages to glamor kids-like
Hedy Lamarr, has a savvy premise;
more so.
Producer Jack Gellman, who is put the hotels on a competitive
co-partnered with Santiago Reach! cuisine basis.
and Cantinflas in native produc- ! For one thing, the American-plan
tion, is among the realistic show¬ hostelries are academic in a large
men to recognize that, if nothing measure since, apart from the
else, for the first time an Ameri¬ brunch-and-sunning at the homecan film producer has made a Mex¬ base hotel, tourists prefer to wan¬
ican idol an international com¬ der away from where they sleep
modity. (This, again, follows the and dine-out elsewhere. This is a
Hollywood pattern; not until global hazardous adventure, under exist¬
exposure in Yank films did Cheva¬ ing .circumstances; the theory be¬
lier have the broad appeal beyond ing that, at least as a house-guest,
you can demand whatever might
his native environs).
Incidentally, the Gellman house be the better grade of groceries.
Stauffer, who is inordinately
in the Polanco sector—the com¬
bination of Beverly Hills, Bel AJr proud of an LP album he just wax¬
and Holmby Hills of Mexico City-^ ed for the Discos Columbia de
is an extraordinary private resi¬ Mexico, titled “A Night In Aca¬
dence. It compares most favorably pulco"—a musical Cook’s Tour of
with any Hollywood tycoon and, the high spots of this resort—has
additionally, houses an art gallery the top nitery draw at his La Perla
of private museum proportions. It nitery. This is the cliff side bistro
marks some 30 years of worldwide from whence the diving boys, with
collecting of European and New flaming torches to' guide their pre¬
World masters, including some ex¬ cipitous dive into the rockbound
traordinary ' items which Natasha Pacific below, do a twice-nightly
(Mrs. Jack) Gellman has picked up stint that's a must for all tourists.
Incidentally, Manuel S. (Mike)
in Inca, Indian and Aztec antiques.
They recently joined a Franco- Kessler, who runs Discos Colum¬
bia,
releases the Mex-made wax
American scientific expedition into
new-found Inca territory, so acute works in the U.S. through a distrib
other
than the parent Columbia,
is their Interest in the history and
since they’re geared to a special
lore of their adopted country. >
Latin
market.
Kessler apparently
When the Nazi wave chased
them from their Paris base, Gell¬ doesn’t think enough of the “Night
man, who had been ijelling Mexi¬ In Acapulco" (Stauffer) album to
can and Spanish films in France, warrant U.S. distribution.
Stauffer’s former apartment un¬
decided to settle here. At this writ¬
ing he is awaiting a momentous derneath El Mirador Hotel, of
event as regards his near-80 mother which La Perla nitery is a part, is
whom he hasn’t seen for 30 years. now a VIP retreat for his friends.
News of the granting of a Russian It’s also the repository of the wine
passport appears imminent and cellar and makes for an atmos¬
vantage point.
they are poised to fly to Helsinki pheric
As with many Mexico City niter¬
to meet her in Finland once she
ies, the couvert charge bit goes on
is permitted to depart Moscow.
here, too—1214 pesos ($1)—which
Powerful Azearragas
may be'^art of the showmanship
The Churubusco Studios, which that needs reexamination.
are owned by the powerful Emilio
Even the hotels slap on a 20Azearraga family (who control tv pesos couvert ($1.60) for diners, as
and radio and are prominent in was the case of the Ismael Diaz
other Industries along with films, band at the Club de Pesca (Fishing
legit
and
broadcasting),
may Club) where your correspondent
change hands. A deal is cooking bivouaced. The Diaz kiddies cut
for their disposition.
quite a dansapation touch at the
It’s a costly operation for the Club Tropicana, in the Club de
Azearragas. Right now Emilio Jr. Pesca. It was also noted that on
is running the show. He is about the bilingual card, the^Spanish por¬
27 and has seasoned aides of his tion had the “cover charge 20
father’s regime. Latter is said to pesos" blacked out, an apparent
prefer the low-level Cuernavaca concession to the locals.
and/or Acapulco environs; the
Stauffer, incidentally, displays
7,800-feet high Mexico City is a this table card: “La Perla has fix¬
slower-downer for . many norte ed prices authorized by Tourist
Americanos. Young Azearraga, with Dep. If you prove these have been
a strong assist in Jose D. (Pepe) altered we shall gladly adjust your
Camacho, is bearing down on the bills and make you a present of a
broadcasting phase.
bottle of imported champagne.
Radio is still boffo. They have a The Management." It’s in Span¬
$9 General Electric cuffo radio ish and English, and somehow is a
giveaway stunt that glues 65% bilingual confesrion of needless
listenership. It’s the lucky-name somethipg-or-other.
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Lass' Dutch Opera Date
[GUINNESS BREWERY AS' GUARANTOR]
""
’
..
DubUn, Feb. 19.
British Royal Ballet (nee' Sadler’s Wells) will be on the top at
the EB.stival,.Of :Publ!ri in May, accor'^ing to Festival Director Bren¬
dan Smith. BaUet la directed by Irish-bom Dame Ninette de Valois.
Will play one iveek In 3,B00-seater Theatre Royal at a $3 top.
Guinness’s brewhry firm has a^eed to pht up guarantee of ap¬
proximately $6,000 on presentation.
/
.
Other deals in the mill for Festival Include visit by Theatre Nationale, Populalre from Paris, possibility of~ producing Eugene
O’NeiU’a “Long Day’s Journey Into Night,” and of premiere of new
piece by Samuel Beckett who authored “Waiting for Godot.” Last
named will be staged by . Alan Simpson’s Pike Theatre.
A proposal to stage European premiere of Sean O’Casey’s “Pic¬
tures in the Hallway” has been dropped and piece is now likely to
have a London airing first.

Italo Exhibs Eager for Showdown
On Bar Tek Sets Before Commish
Ronie, Feb. 12.
The battle lines between tv and
the cinema have been drawn with Top Mex. Circuits Add .
the first sitting of the Prime Min¬
Two Cinemas Apiece
ister’s special commission to work
Mexico City, Feb. 12.
out a method of cooj^ration be¬
Demonstration of just how good
tween the two. media in Italy. It film biz. is here is the announce¬
came into being after 10 months of ment by two of the top chains,
, protest from filin theatre opera¬ Teatros ■ Nacionales and Operadora
tors.
de Teatros, that boxoffice conges¬
One of the targets of the ex¬ tion is so great they are being
hibitors will be the television- forced to build two new cinemas
rooms which have been opened by each.
many establishments just as in the
Local population, now crowding
U.S. in early days of tele. By 4,500,000, is one of the fastest
paying no more than 100 lire (16c.) growing ini the world. Fix are more
for a cup of Coffee or a vermouth, ^han ever Mexico’s prime - paid
the viewer can see an entire eve¬ public amusement.
ning’s programs. This has nega¬
ted the original effect of showing
the popul^ “Lascia o Raddoppia”
(Five Million Lire Questions) every
Thursday night in film houses.
Most cinemas used 16-inch sets
scattered about the house and it
did not offer the best viewing.
Currently many theatres, recogniz¬
ing the threat of tv, have dropped
the use of tele proi^ams.
^
Since last April 1, the number
’ of bars equipped with television
sets has gone up from 42,822 to
‘“more than 70,000. In some sec¬
Buenos Aires, Feb. 12.
tions. cinema attendance has drop¬
A cabinet reorganization, which
ped 80%.
took Argentines by surprise sev¬
In southern Italy, where tele has eral weeks ago, may have reper¬
just arrived, cinemas are playing cussions for the film biz since Fi¬
to nearly empty houses. Naples, nance Minister Eugenio Blanco re¬
which has had tv for one year, has signed and was replaced by Dr.
film theatres closed one day a week Roberto Verrier, a firm advocate
in the form of an exhibitor stiike of free enterprise.
Commerce
against the medium.
Minister Rodolfo Martinez, respon¬
Bars, Cafes Play Up Tele
sible for slashing film admission
AGiS, which is the organization scales some nine months ago, re¬
of film theatre operators, has been tained his portfolio.
Most, film
receiving complaints from all parts men predict that his support of
of the country. Last year, pix state controls will bring him into
theatre receipts showed a drop of conflict W'ith his new finance chief.
$800,000.
The cabinet reorganization prob¬
At present, a bar or restaurant ably delayed enactment of the new
owner can obtain a perm.it to show Film Law and appointment of the
tele by applying to the police for Screen Institute President and Di¬
authority and paying an increased rectors, who will be responsible
license fee. Exhibs want the com¬ for drafting the enactment. These
mission to abolish this form of en¬ are much coveted jobs since pay¬
tertainment.
However, it might ing high salaries from the plenti¬
provide only temporary relief since ful coin calculated to come in from
licensing figures indicate that tele the boxoffice tax established under
in private homes Is up.
the law. The institute officers will
A number of old American films, have to receive good salaries if
particularly Republic pix, have they are to stand above any brib¬
been telecast. On nights when the ery attempts. These appointments
three John Wayne starrers were are eagerly awaited in the film in¬
shown, many small cinemas played
dustry. It’s reported the Screen
to empty houses while bars turned Institute prexy will be Entertain¬
away patrons.
ment Board chief Antonio Aita, es¬
pecially since understood to be a
close friend of Vice-President,
Real Admiral Isaac Rojas, unques¬
tionably the most popular figure in
government.
Foreign distributor interests in
The threat of television to film the Film Law centers around
theatre business in Australia is ex¬ Clause B of Article 15, which men¬
tremely minor for the present, ac¬ tions a tax for reviewing foreign
cording *to Capt. Harold Auten, features. This unspecified tax is
Greater Union Theatres represen¬ an axe hanging over the distribs’
tative in the U. S. He returned heads since it is left to the discre¬
from a globe-circling trip Monday tion of the National Screen Insti¬
(18), which took him to Sydney, tute to determine its collection and
Australia, headquai’ters of GUT, amount. So far Aita has proved a
and England, his former home.
good friend to foreign film imports,
Tele receiving sets are so expen¬ allowing them to go unchecked and
sive thus far in Aussie (many sell without any form of censorship.
for $500) that few people can af¬
ford to purchase them; hence, tv
has a very limited audience. Great¬
er Union Theatres is keeping ac¬
Aberdeen, Scot., Feb. 12.
tive and physical touch, with tele,
The mythical village of Invershaving an interest in several tele
stations. Auten was pleased with necky, as mythical as Brigadoon,
the way cinema attendance had has vanished for good. Death .of
held up Down 'Under, and was Scotland’s senior comedian, Harry
hopeful that American screen fare Gordon, means that this quaint
Continued as big In the'next six fantasy of vaude and the panto¬
mime stage has disappeared. Many
months.
Auten, who is one of the four letters were addressed simply to:
men now living in the U. S. to hold “Harry Gordon, Inversnecky, Scot¬
Britain’s Victoria Cross, started his land.”
But it was a village conjured up
\^'orld junket last Jan. 6. He spent
20 days in Australia, two in Singa¬ In his imagination for the purpose
of coihedy sketches and cameos.
pore and 14 days in London.

Ai%. Cabinet
Changes Seen
Pix Biz Help

AUTENSEESTVASNO
THREAT TO AUSSIE BIZ

Tnversnecky • Is No More

Edinburgh, Feb. 19.
■Caroline
Raitt# ." Scot
opera
singer, has pacte^ to play Santuzza in Netherlands Opera Pro¬
duction of “Cavalleria Rusticana”
March 24, Her fiance, Hans Kaart,
will make his ojicra bow same
night in “PagUa'cci;^’
Miss Raitl has sung with Scot’
National (!)pera and the Glyndebourne Opera group. She has
waxed for HMV in Paris.
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^Berlin Fest Drops
Voting By; Public

London, Feb. 12.
The Berlin Film Festival author¬
ities have bowed to the pressure
of the International Federatiqn of
Film Producers, and decided to
eliminate 4he public vote from this
year’s” affair. They ■ were given
the alternative of either scrapping
the public poll or the international
jury. Last year they had both.
The fest was obliged to make
Paris, Feb. 12.
this concession in order to keep its
Paris legit, after suffering Janu¬ “A” status.
ary bad-weather blues, has blos¬
somed brightly again. Biggest new
entry is Marcel Achard's latest,
“Patate” iThe Jerk), is a spectacu¬
lar hit. at the 800-seat SalntGeorges, with Pierre Dux (who
also staged it). '
. ^
Two revivals of old favorites also
seem to have struck gold. First is
repirise of Jean Giraudoux's 1929
Grecian fantasy, “Amphitryon 38,”
Behrman adaptation, circa 1939).
This now has Jean-Pierre Aumont
as lustful Jupiter who covets Am¬
By DAVID M. JAMPEL
phitryon’s bride, Alemene (FranTokyo, Feh. 12.
coise Cbristophe).
Continental legit rights were .. Early shooting of Warner Bros.’
“Sayonara”
at
the
ancient city of
sold overnight tmd immediate pro¬
ductions are set for Germany, Aus¬ Kyoto is running into snags due to'
tria, Switzerland, Finland and local feeling„that director Joshua
Scandinavian lands. Gilbert Miller Logan has bitten off more than he
has taken a costly option of the can authentically film. Ill-feeling
property for the U.S. and possible started long before the Hollywood
British production. He’s due in to company arrived. It began when
the James Michener* novel first ap¬
see his purchase soon.
peared here, depicting a romance
^Hibernatils’ Looks Profitable
“Hibernatus;” .new Jean Ber- between a Takarazuka opera girl
nard-Luc comedy which has just and^a U.S. Air Force jet ace. Their
moved into Athenee, looks like relationship develops into setting
another local nioneymaker, though up light housekeeping and no mar¬
not likely to make such an inter¬ riage.
A Takarazuka .spokesman long
national splash. Play tells a mod¬
ern French Rip Van Winkle yarn ago stated the opera would offer
no
cooperation. This has been a
about a 20-year-old who dropped
off into youth - preserving sleep fact. The name of the troupe for
the
William Goetz production was
back in 1900 and whose descend¬
But
ants have to pretend It is still 1900 changed to Matsubayashi.
when Logan sought the use of the
when he wakes up in 1957.
Script has some hilarious mo¬ 150 girls who regular appear at
ments, but is badly organized, slow Shochiku’s Kokusai Theatre in
and too long. The performances, Tokyo, he was again banging on a
save for the acting by Francois nlosed door. .
This partcular refusal was based
Guerin are mediocre; Direction is
on (a) not enough ante .and (b)
on the same level.
Logan’s
inability to promise that
Friendly press greetings went to
the oldie, “L’Ecole des Cocottes” changes wouldn’t be made in the
(School for Strumpets) at the The¬ script. He then issued a call ior
atre des Arts. This Paul Armont- 150 of Japan’s “most beautiful
Marcel Gerbidon farce, first seen girls” to fill the troupe.
Selection of the Mexican actor,
at the Palais-Royal in 1918 and
done in the U.S. as “The Goldfish” Ricardo Montalban, to play a Ka"buki
actor has also brought ques¬
in the early ’20s, has a “Pygmalition marks to the minds of Japan¬
on”-like plot.
ese.
When Logan tried to get two
“School,” still a good laugh
show, has been dressed in 1925 of the country’s top Kabuki actors
costumes. Jacqueline Gauthier as to back Montalban in stage scenes,
an ambitious golddigger registers one to double in long shots, the di¬
The
strongly as does the remainder of rector was again refused.
the cast which includes Jean Le feeling among the Kikugoro Ka¬
Poulain, Raymond Souplex and buki troupe was that such a re¬
Fernard Fabre. Jacques Charon has quest was comparable to asking
done a nifty directorial chore. Laurence Olivier and Vivien Leigh
Salle Luxembourg, Comedie- to act as doubles in a Japanese
Francaise’s second house, should version of Shakespeare.
Logan then tried to get two Ka¬
get heavy family and school trade
with its big, new dramatization of buki actors from the lesser-rreputed
Victor Hugo classic, “Les Misera- Kansai troupe, but negotiations
Last reports had
bles.” It has most of the expected fell through.
flaws of dramatized novels, being Montalban talung Japanese danc¬
ing
lessons.
somewhat choppy.and uneven, but
Nisei
dancer
Michiko,
best
the major scenes come over effec¬
tively, to the credit , of Paul known for both stage and screen
editions
of
“The
King
and
Achard’s workmanlike ^job.
I,’’ backs the Japanese view.
Stopping here on a ’round-theworld tour, she said, “All the other
Japanese in the picture are being
played by Orientals, so why not
the Kabuki actor . . . especially the
Kabuki actor?”
London, Feb. 12;
Doubtfully, she said, “It will be
The British first-feature 'film
quota is’ Certain to stay at 30%. very interesting to see what ‘Say¬
This is thecirfecommendation made onara’ turns out to be.”
Part of the opposition to Monby the Cinematograph Films Coun¬
cil to the president of the Board of talban’s casting was stimulated by
star
Marlon Brando at a press con¬
Trade; which will be confirmed in
the House of Commons in the next ference, Asked h(f\v he felt about
his
role
of Sakini in “Teahou.se of
few weeks.
Under terms of the 1948 Quota the August Moon,” the unpredict¬
Act, the^oard of Trade prexy has able actor minimized his perfor¬
to give the House six months’ no¬ mance and said he would never at¬
tice if there’s any intention of al¬ tempt an Oriental in a realistic
tering the quota, whichr operates situation. He skirted direct ques¬
from October each year. The pro¬ tions on Montalban, however.
cedure has been to advise the
House, even when he intends to
maintain the existing quotas. It
is therefore anticipated that he
' ~
Rome, Feb. 12.
will make an early statement indi¬
Abbe Lane, Vittorio DeSica,
cating he’s accepted the recommen¬ Caterina Valente and Gilbert Bedation of the Films Council to con¬ caud will share billing in-an Ital¬
tinue the first feature quota ai; ian-French-German coproduction,
30%, with 25% for the supporting “Casino De Paris” which is being
program.
British producers had prepared by Rizzoli Film.
advocated a higher first-feature
Andre Hunebelle will be the di¬
quota in view of the increasing voir rector with interior shooting to be
done at Bavaria Film in Munich.
ume of production.

Piris Legit lii
Br^ Pickup

Logan’s Wo^ Id
Japan hcrease
Re ‘Sayomira’

BRITISH IST-FEATURE
QUOTA TO STAY 30%

Abbe Lane to Star in Pic

Londonr Feb. 19.
Apart frpm Qnie minor drafting
amendment, tabled on behalf of the
government, the 'Films Bill com¬
pleted its passage through the com¬
mittee stage of the House of Lords
\vithout alteration.
Only one
amendment went tp a vote, all oth¬
ers being withdrawn after discus¬
sion. The bill is due- to finish its
passage through the House of
Lords tonight ('I^ues.) when given
its third reading^'^^nd moves down
to
the
House
Of
Commons,
March 6.
The only major controversial
amendment, which aimed at a
smaller Eady- Levy sh*’re for
American-made British pix was
withdrawn after Lord Mancroft,
the main government spokesman,
had suggested that the existing ar¬
rangement was probably the best.
There’s little likelihood the gov¬
ernment will accept any major al¬
terations to its basic draft-in th«
Commons. However,. it has indi¬
cated it will canvass trade opinion
on the future of the Quota Act and
may bring in amending legislation
later.
During the report stage in the
Lords last, Thursday (14), Lord
Lucas proposed an amendment to
raise the ceiling of the statutory
Eady levy from its present level of
$14,000,000 to $19,600,000. . Lord
Mancroft thought the limits laid
down
were
reasonable.
The
amendment was withdrawn.
The Upper House, however, ac¬
cepted another amendment, moved
jointly by Lord Lucas and Lord
Archibald,'Which provides for . the
annual Eady yield to be deter¬
mined after consideration of the
prevailing economic circumstances
of the industry as well as the level
of production. On the understand¬
ing that the amendment was de¬
signed to encourage better films, it
was accepte(^ by the government.
Lord Mancroft insisted that no
matter how many levies were in¬
troduced nothing could make a bad
film into a good one. Two other
amendments, which would bring
the Films Council into closer con¬
sultation with the Board of Trade,
were also adopted.

Mex Pix Stndio Union
Asks No Pav Hike But
Wants 95 Films a Year
Mexico City, Feb. 12.
Film technical-manual workers
won’t seek a pay hike, but insist
tliat the minimum number of pix
produced yearly in Mexico be 95,
when the biennual revision of their
collective labor contracts starts in
July, according to their chief, Feli¬
pe Palomino. These laborites con¬
tend that making more pix—the
generally agreed upon goal for
1957 is only around 80 by native
producers in Mexico—will be far
better for them than any pay tilt,
and for the industry as a whole.
This indicates that the fight the
producers face this time in the
checkup on labor contracts will not
he wages, but making more pix. In
this way, more laborites will get
more jobs and work longer on
them.
Palomino
thinks
that
wage
scales for his people do not mat¬
ter much anyway. He cited cases
of cameramen being paid more
than $2,000 per pic, whereas the
union scale is only $1,200 per.

Rank Dro{!s West End
House; Creates.Ist-Run
London, Feb. 12.
A longterm readjustment policy
for its West End firstrun situations
will come to an end when the Rank
Organization eventually closes its
Odeon, Marble Arch. The theatre
i.s not expected to .shutter for some
time, but the local authority con¬
cerned already has received an ap¬
plication to convert the property
into a business block.
In recent years the Rank group
has cut its West End load consid¬
erably. It no longer operates the
Marble Arch Pavilion or the New
Gallery. The Tivoli is now being
pulled down.
In the last few
months, the Astoria, Charing Cross
Road was made a first-run situa¬
tion. For some time the Odeon,
Marble Arch, was on lease to 20thFox as a showcase for its C’Seope
product.
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Hollyw'ood, Feb, Id*
Australia, second only to jCalifomia In cars-per-capita in the
world* is in’for « drive-in'boom, Morton A. Spring* Loewis'Inter¬
national drat veojpoe reported on bis arrival from' a two-weefe trek
to the Antipodes,
,
. ,
Loew\s baa Jusft^ened a drive-in in Sydney aiid will have three
more in Adelaide, Melbourne and Perth by the end of May.' Si dney
ozoner, ho reported, has a “holding* area’^ for cars waiting for the
second show and it has frequently been filled'since the house
opened with “Meet Me in Las Vegas.”
' '
Sprijig said Loew's will launch a theatre-building program in
other, areas beside Australia where there is a seating shortage.
Circudt^has already opened a new house ih Berlin, remodeled one
in Haihbtirg and has another due to open in Frankfort. Eventually*
LoewfS: will have a theatre in every important city in Germany.

PICIVRCS

BROOM AWAY COBWEBS IN CARTOONS;
WINSTON. BARROM'S STATUS
Ends 16-Ycar Weekly Trip to N.Y.
For Pat News

Maureen O’Hara’s Peppy
Yisit With the Press

Norfolk^ Feb. 19.
Irish-born, .redhaired
actress
Maureen OTIara here to bafiy Met¬
ro’s “The Wings of Eagles” at the ]
U. S. Air Naval Base enlivened the
usual local press interview by some
candid comments. It started do¬
mestically when she gave her reci¬
pe for Irish stew, thereby giving
a Richmond cooking ^ditor some¬
thing to feature without crossing
her husband, the film editor of the
same sheet.
One scribe, demanded* to know
how she felt about, television and
why she hadn’t done any work for
the medium. Miss O’Hara,;' with¬
Judge Edgar Nathan Jr. in Su-1*out prompting, said she’s never had
preme Court (N. ’ Y. County) Mon¬
a. desire to do video.
day (18) granted an order enjoin- j
I don’t think I should be in the
Albany, Feb. 1&.
movies and tv at the same time. It
Ing the New York City License
The pay of ushers and usher¬
should
be one or the other.” Star
Commissioner from cancelling the
ettes in motion picture theatres
made her point by adding, “I don’t
exhibition license of the Central
‘would be set at a minimum of.
think it’s fair to expect the pub¬
75c per hour, of doormen at.
Theatre on Broadway, Injunction
lic to pay to see me in a theatre
85c an hour, and of cashiers at'.
,3nd then, by turning a knob, see
was granted’ pending trial of the
95c an hdur', uhder the terms
me on tv for nothing.”
action, which is not expected be¬
- Hollywood, Feb. 19.
of a bill introduced last week
That was one angle. The other
. In the nominations phase of the
fore 20 to 30 days.
by Senator Nathaniel T. Hellannual Academy Awards (Oscars) was she hadn't seen anything on
man, Bronx Democrat.
Commissioner Bernard J. O’Con¬
tv
she felt she wanted to play.
j>opularity contest Warners is out
nell last week suspended the Cen¬ • The measure would' require
front with 21 nominations in six This held for live or film -shows
the Industrial Commissioner to •
tral's license for showing the pic¬
on
the air. Her one soft spot for
films and runner-up is ^Oth-Fox
establish such “floors,” via a
tures “Mom and Dad” and “Sh€
with'19 nominations in nine fea¬ tv was “boxing.”
minimum wage order. .
Shoulda Said No.” Reason given
tures. Third company, Paramount,
A newspaperman asked ' if the
was that, since the house teaiured
has 15 nominations covering five star was part of John Ford’s stock
a talk between features, and litera¬
pictures.
company,
pointing up that director
ture was hawked during Intermis¬
Last year’s big winner (of nomi¬ had Ward Bond and one or two
sion, it \yas operating with an im¬
nations) was Metro whose 31 on 11 other of his favorites in “The
proper license.
films is reduced currently to 14 Wings of Eagles,”, which Charlie
Ephraim London, attorney for
tappings in seven productions. Co¬ Schnee produced.
the Central (and also for Fabian’s
lumbia has 11 designations.
“Of the 40 pictures I’ve been in-,
Strand in Brooklyn, which played
“Giant” (WB) has more nomina¬
Writer James Poe, who seeks to tions (10) than any single release, six have only been made with
the same bill), argued before the
restrain
exhibition
of
Mike
Todd’s
Ford,”
she calculated, naming each.
court that the Commissioner did
exceeding “King and I” (nine)
not have the right to suspend a li¬ “Around the World in 80 Days' “Around the World iii 80 Days” Some scribe asked if star had ever
cense. It had originally been with¬ unless he’s .accorded-screen acredit (e i g h t)
“10
Commandments” thought *of doing a Broadway play.
on the film, last week lost an open¬ (seven) and “Friendly Persuasion,” Replied Miss O'Hara, “I’ve been
drawn for a seven^^ay period.
ing. moy.e in his $250,000 suit Allied Artists’ first bigtimer (six). looking around, for a musical and
Judge Nathan in his opinion said
against the producer. For Judge
Ingrid Bergman is nominated for haven’t been able to find one.”
he granted ^he injunction since no
Edward Wt inf eld in N. Y. Federal
‘Can you sing and develop your
offense against decency and moral¬ Court turned down the plaintiff’s Best Actress on her work in.“Ana¬
stasia” (20th) her first American voice enough for this sort of
ity appeared to be involved, since
motion for a preliminary injunc¬ (though European photographed) thing?” she was asked.
the public did not appear harmed tion..
. '
*. film in six years.
Star said she thought she had a
by the films, and since the plaintiff
But at the same time the court
Mickey Rooney
(“Bold and good voice and “so does Josh Lo¬
(Hallmark
Productions - Kroger
•held that Poe has made a sufficient
Babb) would suffer irreparable showing, to wari*ant a prompt .trial: Brave”), Robert Stack and Dorothy gan, which is good enough for
Malone (“Written On the Wind”) me.” On subject of Irish play&.
harm via the Closing.
“since if he should sustain his bur¬
He noted that there was a seri¬ den of proof the failure to give accepted reduced rank (not stars) Miss O’Hara declared “I’d like to
ous question as to the Commission¬ him credit would - constitute irre¬ to qualify for their nominations in do a serious play,” mentioning
er’s right in taking the action he parable injury. Not only* would the “Best Supporting Player” cate¬ Sean O’Casey’s works as a possi¬
gory.
bility if, as and when.
did. He said, too, that he was not money damages" be difficult to es¬
James Dean, dead over a year,
Upon prodding actress revealed
certain that the definition of “mo¬ tablish, J)ut at best they would
has
a
nomination
via
“Giant.”
how director John Ford had to go
tion picture” did not also include hardly compensate for the real in¬
Writers' nominations provided beyond the norm to get her to act
the delivery of a lecture.
jury done.” ■
’
biggest snafu in Academy history.
Trial will be in' Special Term,
Poe’s action stems from Todd’s Nominated for best motion picture mad. “He generally does this by
Part 3.
move in giving S. J. Perelman sole story was “High Society” by Ed¬ insulting me from.A to Z, telling
credit on “Days” which is based on ward Bemds and Elwood Ullman, me I don’t know my lines, that I’ve
the Jules Verne public-domain a Bdwery Boys programmer made been snubbing him when. I haven’t
novel. That the plaintiff did write in 1955 but not released locally un- and whacking up an uncomplimen¬
some portion of, the. screen .play, til 1956. Writers may have thought tary remark about. by • makeup.”
Judge Welnfeld pointed out, “can¬ they were nominating Metro musi¬ She shook her head and smiled at
not be seriously disputed. For Todd cal of same title but latter would the many times this has happened.
by his own admission concedes that have been ineligible since based “And I can make him mad, too,”
Poe was retained ' to toil on the on play • “Philadelphia Story.' she asserted, “but I won’t tell you
script at a fixed salary for .10 There’s also an argument over how I do It.”
When one of the Fourth Esweeks. However, Perelman was Robert Rich’s “Brave One” on
Academy of Motion'Picture, Arts later engaged to make revisions
claim film is based on story in taters asked if she had considered
& Sciences’ method of picking Eu¬ and changes.”
going into indie production on her
Readeris Digest.
ropean films for “Oscar” nomina¬
Nominations list James Poe, own, she scotched the idea quickly,
tion was blasted last week by Indie
John Farrow, and S. J. Perelman saying it was full of headaches, of
importer-distributor Jean. Goldfor screenplay of “Around World” which she wanted no part. She
W'urm, prez of Times Film Corp.
although Mike Todd lists only also said she wasn't too choosy
Goldwurm said the Academy was
Perelman and a legal hassle is now about stories. “After all we have
unfair in limiting each foreign
underway over credits
which to work in order to eat, and while
country to only two entrle$ fot con¬
Writers Guild contends should be. I don’t like everything • that is
London, Feb. 19..
sideration and he held if was wrong
split
among
three
nominated
for handed me, the time comes when
Tommy Trlnder has been named
to limit entries only to films that
you have to overlook certain thirds
show bi:§ personality of 1956 by the Oscar.
and let It go at that*” '
hadn’t as yet played in the U. S.
Film
publicist
Robert
Lewih,
LQn4on tent of the Variety Club.
“This is a definite disseiVice to He will receive a mounted sliver partnered in iimie Lewin-Kaufman
Sitting on the sidelines was Pour
both the foreign producers’ and heart at a presentation luncheon at praisery, turned screenwriter only St&r (Ret.) Admiral John David
American importer - distributors,” the Savoy March 5. Last year he last year,, turning out original Price, who made the hop-and-skip
noted Goldwurm. “An Academy made the presentation for the same story, and screenplay of “Bold and visits to Lakeview Station in Chi¬
Brave” for Filmakers (RKO). First cago, Pensacola and Norfolk in
Aw'ard is an important - boxoffice award, to Diada Dors.
stimulus, but a for,eigh, picture
Other Variety Club annual screenwriting effort thus won him three days with the star. Long¬
which wins an ‘Osc'ari falls far awards will’go to Paul Scofield, as Academy nomination.
time friend of Frank (Spig) Wead,
Obviously aiming at recurrence he is portrayed in film on which
short of realizing its full potential the best actor, and Mary Ure, as
of Industry embarrassment when
if it is not ready for exhibition in the best actress.
Elizabeth Seal, “Unfriendly” Red probe witness he acted as tech consultant, as he
has done on several previous Metthe United States.
who scored an overnight hit in the
‘T think the most obvious fair Coliseum production of “The Pa¬ copped Oscar for vwiting five ro-ers.
years
ago,
Academy
has
declared
Before screening actress dared
play would be for each foreign pro¬ jama Game,” was voted the most
ducer to be given the same number promising newcomer. Barbara Kel¬ “Friendly Persuasion” ineligible one of the 1,500 enlisted men in
for writer award. Nominations list base theatre to come onstage and
of entries permitted the Hollywood ly will make the award to Trinder.T
carries film title but flatly declares
producers, and for these producers
it fiieligible although Academy buss her. 'One big bruiser did-and
to withhold entering any picture
doesn’t mention name of screen¬ almost bent star in half, backwards.
which has not been shown in the
writer Michael Wilson, whq won Clincher came in for tremendous
United States.”
Dallas, Feb. 19.
five years ago with “Place in Sun' ovation, even from the brass in the
Goldwiirm chided foreign pro¬
A two-day sales meeting was shortly after his refusal to testify mezz;
ducer associations which “support held here at the Statler Hilton before House Un-American Activi¬
a Hollywood practice that Is con¬ Hotel, with the southern district ties Committee,
William G. Phillips has sold the
trary to their own best interests.” sales heads of Warner Bros, attend¬
Hi-Vue Drive In 'Ilieatre to the
ing and with southern division
Phillips
Hawk Theatre at Hawkins, Tex., Rowley United Circuit.
Bill Ellis, manager of the Cres¬ sales manager W. O. Williamson has been reopened by Mr. and Mrs. has gone to Dallas where he will
presiding.
become
manager
of
the
Kaufman
C.
A.
Green
Jr.,
after
redecorating
cent Drive-In for the past 16
Meetings were part of a series of and improving the theatre. Shut¬ Pike Drive-In for Charles Welsenmonths has resigned to become a
burg.
regional meets set by Roy Haines. tered some time.
“civilian.” ,

Irre^able Harm to bowman
dear, Moral Dami^e Not, So
lom and Daf Beats N.Y. Rap
New Wage-Fix Bill

No Restraint But Poe
Gets Speedy Trial Of
'80 Days’ Credit Suit

Goldworm Details
His Oscar Peeve

London Varied Names
Ttinder ‘Man of Year’

WB^s Dallas Sales Pow

1$

Toronto, Feb. 19.
Discontinuance of Paramount
News sees Winston Barron out as
off-screen narrator of the Canadian
edition but he remains as publicity
chief for Paramount Films (Can¬
ada) Ltd. Barron had been the
‘Voice” for 16 years, during which
he commuted every Sunday by air
from Toronto to New York and
back.
•
Prior to this newsreel chore, he
was a radio announcer and news
commentaikbr op; .pFCA, Toronto.

Theatrical cartoon business*
caught In a strong economic
squeeze since the war, can survive
and profitably so—if it develops
now and simpler iechniques and f
frosb* more aggressivb approach.
Thai’s, both the belief and the
practice on the brass= level of; the
“new’’; Terrytoonis outfit wfiich,
since ld55,'has been opei"ating as
a part of the Columbia Broadcast¬
ing System. Company not only
has branched out into tv subjects
and commercials, but is putting i
heavy accent on the delivery of It
Cinemascope cartoon shorts in
color for 20th-rFox release.
“We’re going all out to find good
stories, obtain new treatments and
develop fresh characters,” states
Bill Weiss, Terrytoon v.p. and gen¬
eral manager. “The theatrical car¬
toon J)usiness needs new blood and
a-new spirit of experimentation il
it’s to-be lifted out of the rut il
has fallen "into.?’
Terrytob'ns some months bach
took on Gene - Deitch as creative
director.
He’s an. alumnus ol
United Productions of America. He
reasons ’ that ah intelligent and
adult story approach to comedy,
without becoming ‘arty’ in the
process, can do the trick.
CBS is currently spending $300,on enlarging and modernizing
the New Rochelle. plant. Staff has
doubled within a single year. New
sound and camera equipment is be¬
ing installed.
“Our biggest problem ih the pro¬
duction of the theatrical cartoo'hi
is still c.ost,” noted Weiss. “Wa
spend about $40,000 on a subject.
We have to get that cost down if
we are to recoup under present,
market conditions.”
One step, and it’s up, to Deitchj
is a cut in production time. Al¬
ready, Terrytoon can produce a
short in four months. Declares
Deitch: “Technique has become
stratified and archaic. There are a
number of steps that can be elimi¬
nated between the idea and the fin¬
ished product.
• Deitch believes situation of the
cat chasing the mouse in cartoons
is dated. “We’ll introduce to the¬
atre audiences a whole series of
appealing and uni.quj^ly funny new
characters. For instance, there is
John Doormat, a .fad-conscious,
typical . ‘Mr. America’ character;
Gaston Le Crayon, a smock and
beret -clad paintef with no art
sense but lots of energy; DeWitt
Clinton Clobber, a grumbling but
lovable superintendent of a one¬
time elite apartment house, and
Flebus, a zany little fellow who
simply wants everyone to like
him.”
Terrytoon has thrown its doors
open to indie talent, which is en¬
couraged . to come in and use the
Terrytoon facilities. “We don't
claim to have a monopoly on good
ideas and we-are looking for the
greatest variety of styles.”

000

23 Film Starts
In Hollywood
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Although RKO and Republic
have no features scheduled, majors
have 23 films Slated witli March
production. Last year this time,
majors had started only 16 films.
Production always slows this
time of year because of California
property
tax
assessment
due
March 5.
Columbia, 20th, Paramount each
have four slated for March, Metro,
Warners, Universal have three
each, Allied Artists two.

Metro Cuts Down in Ireland
Dublin, Feb. 19.
Charles Goldsmith, Metro’s man¬
aging director in London, on visit
here'said his company had closed
its'Belfast office and business for
all Ireland was now to be con¬
ducted from Dublin. It was expectted that other companies would
take steps to reduce administrative
costs since all companies are
obliged to introduce economies.
Recent cuts by other companies
Involved closing of Republic’s Dub¬
lin office and reduction of the sales
force by both Paramount and 20thFox.
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*'Get ready !
Get setV*

M-G'M’s BIG PLANS
FOR "DESIGNING
WOMAN”!

‘•DESIGNING WOMAN” “is in the BIG MONEY class of ••High Society” and •‘Teahouse of the August
Moon.” Until you see it for yourself, you Sitnply can’t know the box-office dynamite in its eScplosivc fun, its
high-voltage entertainment. We’ve seen it! We know and we’re telling America! We’re spending a young
fortune for you as follows:
FULL PAGES IN TOP NATIONAL MAGAZINES: Life, Look, Saturday Evening Post, Vogucj Seventeen,
Charm . FAN MAGAZINES: The entire field . M-G-M’s COLUMNS: Famed“Picture Of The Month” and
•'Lion’s Roar” covering leading national magazines . NEWSPAPERS: Advance teasers. Special Uds. A big
campaign . TV AND RADIO SPOTS: Special ideas to make the air-waves sizzle • AND MORE: Watch the
T'rade Press for details.

THE STORY:
^
A de luxe doll
J
steals a two-fisted ^
newspaper guy from
a shapely Cowgirl
in the Comedy
of the Year^
with songs!

,

f

M*0*M preients the Box-office Bombshell I

J

GREGORY PECK
LAUREN BACALL
DESIGNING
WOMAN
Co-Starring

DOLORES GRAY

^ JP'
{

Written by

I

GEORGE WELLS

m

Afiociate Producer

&

ji. CINEMASCOPE and METROCOLOR
Directed by

1^^

VINCENTE MINNELLI
Produced by

WSk

DORE SCHARY
^(Available In Magnetic Stereophonic^, ^
Porspecta Stereophonic or l*Chanitel Souni^

W^ditesday^ Febwiaiy. 20, 1957

France’s No. 2 Export Market Now 11.$.
French Still Ponder Acquisition of Showcase
Theatres, Especially in Manhattan
The United States In 1956 be¬ I the audience end, i.e., stimulate
came France’s second most impor¬ the theatregoers’ interest.
tant export market and is well on ! Maternati said his office was .bej ing use a . more and more as a con¬
Its way to taking top position this
tact point by those French pro*
year, Joseph Maternatl, head of I ducers who, in the past, hadn’t sold
the French Film Oiflce in New their films in the U. S.
“Now
York, said last week on his return at least they have a place where
j they can come for information and
from Paris.
advice,” he said, noting in this
StiH the most lucr^ive export I connection that, during his monthcountry for the French at this mo¬ I long visit to France, he had found
ment is Germany, wh^e they have a sharply rising interest in Franco-American coproduction;
a reciprocal deal. "
Replying to an oft-voiced Ameri¬
“The way it looks now, France
can complaint, i.e., that French pro¬
should import about a dozen really ducers are asking outlandish ad¬
top pictures into the U. S. this vance guarantees from the Ameri¬
year,” Maternati held. “The feel¬ can distributors, Maternati said op¬
ing in France is that there has timistically: ■ “I am sure that, if
never been such receptivity to- tomorrow the French producers get
French filn\^ in the States before, greater distribution assurances,
and the French industry has great there will be many of them who
expectations for 1957. taking ad¬ will be happy to let their films
vantage not Only of suitable prod¬ go without a high guarantee.”
uct, but also of American exhibitor
Indie distribs hold that the
willingness to give our pictures, a French are often being unreason¬
chance. ” Maternati estimated that, able in their guarantee demands,
in 1956, French producers received asking the distributor to take the
$1,800,000 from the U. S.^ which kind of risks which they cannot
is a record figure,. However, it assume, particularly with color
includes remittances also from films.
1955.
Maternati said this office would
Maternati, who huddled exten¬ intensify its information service
sively on the future scope and func¬ for American distribs and exhibs,
tions of his office with French in¬ telling them about the upcoming
dustry and Government officials, French product. Stronger link
said he had impressed on them'the 'also Is being established with Unisubstantial cl^ange in conditions in france to aid Donald LaBadie,
the American market since the Matefnati’s
p.r.
assistant,
in
French office was established in strengthening his contact with U.S.
1955.
newspapers and mags. Office now
“We have four choices,” he said. sends out a monthly news bulletin.
“We can use our money acquiring
theatres; we can use it for pub¬
licity; we can go into distribution
ourselves, and we can set up some
sort of system that would aid the
subdistribution of French films to
strengthen their circulation outside
the key cities. I don’t think any of
these are now really desirable.” •
Showcases
Extent to which the school and
There is a possibility that the the screen travel parallel courses
French may acquire one or two was underlined by Cecil B. DeMille
showcase theatres in New York to in an address Saturday (16) before
facilitate the launching of French the National School Boards Assn,
product. However, Maternati feels in Atlantic City. Urging that edu¬
that the allocation of coin for cators and film producers work to¬
publicity purposes “doesn’t really gether, he. declared' “the business
answer our problem” and, further¬ of motion pictures is to entertain,
more, “it spreads out our funds imt to teach or preach, but they
too thinly.”
also are the greatest and most ef¬
As for the wide acquisition of fective medium of conveying
theatres, he says: “What’s the use. thought from one mind to another,
We now find that many exhibitors and that has made motion pictures
a powerful educational force
come looking for our pictures.”
The most remarkable change in throughout the world.”
The prime ministers of four dif¬
French thinking has coine in re¬
spect to the independent distrib¬ ferent countries have told him of
utors who, as the French claimed the influence which films had on
at one point, weren’t doing their them in their youth, DeMille re¬
best with the French releases, par¬ lated. Two said that as boys their
ideas about right and wrong and
ticularly In “depth”,distribution.
“I told my people in Paris that their conception of the world were
we must work with the independ¬ derived' from American films.
On the whole, said the producer
ents,” Maternati said. '“I told them
that great progress has been made of “The Ten Commandments,”
American
film-makers use their
in working out cooperation- with
them. In my opinion, we must power, for good. “You may be
mildly
vexed
with us sometimes,
study ways and means of. obtaining
an even greater degree of coopera¬ when your schools break out in a
rash
of
weird
hair-cuts, copying
tion with independent distributors.
I think they understand now that the style of some popular screen
idol
of
the
moment—but
I am sure
the French don’t look for any monopply in this market.” Film Office you do not lose sight of the more
permanent
values
which
the
screen
toiler added that his office hadn’t
really
been
functioning
long can also convey,” he added.
enough to show real results.
Implications of his remarks were
that the French have now given
up any plan they may originally
have had to proceed on their own
in the States and that the future
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
function of'the Film Office will be
'Top industry figure is being
entirely within the realm of co¬
sought
as
new
prexy of the Motion
operative ventures and the overall
Picture Industry Council following
promotion,, of the French films.
a rules change that permits the or¬
Maternati said,that, in the com¬ ganization to go outside its own
ing year, his office planned to ar¬ ranks for a president. Only re¬
range a film fest in San Frahcisco, quirement under the new rules is
with French stars at hand. There that the chief officer be a member
will be the same stars that are be¬ of some industry branch which be¬
ing brought over to appear on the longs to the Council.
Ed Sullivan “Toast of the Town”
Proxy Ronald Reagan appointed
show which is to kick off a retro¬ a five man committee to nominate
spective showing of French films a new slate of officers for tho or¬
at the Museum of Modern Art, a ganization. He’s stepping put as
showing arranged by Matern^ti’s president because his commitment
office.
to the “GE Theatre” vidpic series
French Film Weeks
requires him to travel considerably.
After San Francisco, French
Nominating committee, which
film weeks in smaller towns are on consists of Jerry Wald, Steve
the agenda. Maternati felt that, Broidy, Leon Ames, Marvin Faris
rather than seek to strengthen sub- and Serge Krlzman, will concen¬
distribution, in which the indies are trate on finding a presidential can¬
already interested for their own didate who will help the organiza¬
sake, the Film Office Would be tion strengthen Its position in the
wiser to launch the attack ffom industry.

Cecil DeMOIe On
Films Tower

M.P. INDUSTRY COUNCIL
SEEKS NEW PRESIDENT

P&Bwfr

Trans-Lox Reports Its
AdBudgetonTaStrada’
. Running To $250,000
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Tran$-Lux Distributing Corp.
will concentrate solely on release
of “A” product in the future and
Is expanding to a minimum of four
branches, prexy Richard Brandt
disclosed on a trek here to set up
a Los Angeles exchange to be head¬
ed by Morris Safier. Outfit, in ex¬
istence for 18 months,- has operated
solely out of its New York office.
Los Angeles branch will handle
the entire West Coast and beam
its activities toward the expanded
market for foreign films in the
U S. Brandt said the number of
theatres handling imports has risen
from around 500 to about 2,00(f and
is growing monthly.
With top. “A” films now at a
■premium, the TLDC prexy said,
and since Trans-Lux didn’t want to
handle program pictures, it was
decided to go after top forei.gn
films which might hold appeal for
I American audiences. These, if pre¬
sented- properly and based uuon
the current interest in such over¬
seas pix, might hit as many as 6,000
or 7,000 theatres, according to exec,
who pointed out that his company’s
new program would be launched
with “La Strada,” already in re¬
lease in a number, of situations.
Now carrying subtitles, film is
being dubbed in English by its two
stars, Anthony Quinn and Richard
Basehart. No further bookings will
be set until its dubbed version is
ready, around April 15, Brandt
declared.
Loew’s and other cir¬
cuits already are favorable to the
new Trans-Lux plan, he stated, and
“La Strada” has been, sold to
Loew’s.
Negotiations with other
chains also are in final stages, he
added.
As a starter for TL’s new plan
of distribution, company has allo¬
cated $250,000 to be spent on ad¬
vertising
and
exploiting
“La
Strada,” exec declared.
No more than 10 "pictures an¬
nually are nrojected for TL, ac.^cording to Brandt, who said these
also will include “some” domestic
pix. George Roth is TL sales veepee, whcf will* set up a staff of sales
experts for the specialized pro¬
gram of releases planned.
The
third and fourth exchange will be
estabh'sbed shortly.
In addition to “La Strada,” TL
already has lined up several other
imports for this year’s release,
most of them to be released first
to art houses .and in subtitle form
only, and later released in Englishdubbed versions. Program now in¬
cludes “La Traversee de Paris,”
French picture which won the bestactor award at last year’s Venice
Film Festival, and stars Bourvil,
French comedian; “Bed of Grass,”
Greek pic produced by Gregg
Tallas; “Grand Rue,” French film
starring Betsy Blair,'to be dubbed
immediately; and “Calabuch,” Ital¬
ian film starring Edmund Gwenn
and Valentina Cortese.
TL also will enter co-production
deals for product, Brandt reported,
but not for another 18 months.
This probably will involve financ¬
ing only, according to Brandt, who
stated that TL didn’t want to be¬
come active in production.

NT’s $2,000,000 FUND
FOR INDIE FipiNG
' Hollywood, Feb. 19,
National Theatres board of di¬
rectors today (Tues.) okayed an
ambitious project under which the
circuit is to set up a $2,000,000 re¬
volving fund to finance independ¬
ent production. NT prexy Elmer
C. Rhoden said the aim of the
wholly-owned film financing unit
was to (1.) make money out of the
financing of product and (2.) to
ease the shortage of films.
“Money supply is tight and it is
difficult for the independents to
obtain it,” he said. “We expect this
venture to be profitable, and it will
give up security of films for our the¬
atres and a chance to make money
at the boxoffice.”
Rhoden stressed that, while prod¬
uct appeared to be more plentiful,
it was still tight. He pointed to
both American Broadeasting-Para¬
mount Theatres and to Stanley
Warner, both of which finance
indie production.
It’s understood that National
Theatres has had preliminary dis¬
cussions with the Government re
its planned financing activities.

PICTURES
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U$ Angeles’ Hometown Censorsh^
Suffers Knock on Its Nc^
Ex-NBC Exec G.M.
Of Shamrock Pictures
Winter Park* Fla./19.
Shamrock Pictures Corp., a new
film company with studio facilities
here, has named former NBC ex¬
ecutive Ad Schneider to the post
of general manager.
IJhe firm, headed by Thomas B.
Casey, will shortly enlarge its stu-^
dio space. According to Schneider,
construction of a new major stu¬
dio will be launched on the Sham¬
rock lot within 10 days. This will
bring to four the number of sound
stages devoted to film production.
Shamrock is also planning the con-,
struction of a fifth studio building.

Colosseum,NowlA,
Seeks New Deal
Negotiations with the distribu¬
tors for a new contract for film
salesmen were launched ’in Man¬
hattan this week. The opening
day’s session on Monday (18) was
described as “exploratory” by
David Bartell, general counsel of
the Colosseum of Motion Picture
Salesmen, the bargaining agent for
the salesmen. Talks were started
before th^ current contract expires
next month.
Representing
the
Colosseum,
which recently became an affiliate
of the lATSE, are Bartell, Milt Si¬
mon, Chicago; Gordon Burgie,
Cleveland; M. J. Artigues, New Or¬
leans; Wayne Bateman, Los An¬
geles; and R. I. McKettrick, Kansas
City.
The film company negotiators are
J. K. Chapman, United Artists;
Joseph McMahon and’Al Schiller,
Republic; Clarence Hill, 20th-Fox;
Mike Rosen, Loew’s; Larry Lashansky, Warner Bros,; Henry Kauf¬
man, Columbia; Roy Brewer, Allied
Artists; Tom Murray, Universal;
and Arthur Israel and Gene Schur,
Paramount,.

Horizons Unlimited
Characterizes DeMille
Cecil B. DeMille, who turned 75
last August, while still doing mis¬
sionary work in behalf of the pro¬
motion of “10 Commandments”
around the country, also Is at work
on the preliminaries of “The Buc¬
caneer,” production, of which he’ll
supervise.
When Barney Balaban, president
of Paramount was visiting the stu¬
dio recently, DeMille told him;
“The next time you conie out I’ll
want to talk to you about my next
picture after ‘Buccaneer.’”

A GROWN-UP KIDDIE
Impersonates Spanky McFarland
—Exposure Brings ‘Shame’
San Diego, Feb. 19.
The riddle of one too many
Spanky McFarlands was unraveled
here today \/hen William J.
Church, a plump 31-year-old partowner of a local cafe, surrendered
to police and confessed he was not
the onetime “Our Gang” comedy
performer. Posing as Spanky,
Church recently set up a desk at
the El Cortez Hotel and underwent
an endurance radio fund-raising
stint on Station KSDO, remaining
175 consecutive hours.
Church raised $900 and got $3,500 in pledges for Aid Inc., pur¬
portedly to aid Hungarian refu¬
gees. George Philip McFarland, 28,
a Los Angeles dairy employee, it
turned out, is the only true Span¬
ky, although others have played
the fat boy in the “Our Gang” se¬
ries. Church ble\/ town for several
days, then returned. “When every¬
one found out I wasn’t really
Spanky I was so ashamed I had
to go visit a brother in Denver,”
he said.
Church was charged with fraud¬
ulent
misrepresentation, . unau¬
thorized solicitation and failure
to account for funds collected—all
[misdemeanors. He was freed on
i $500 bail.
The story of the wrong
Spanky was broken first by news¬
caster Lionel Van Deerlin on radio
station KFSD, local NBC affiliate.

Los Angeles, Feb. 19.
In a sweeping decision which
virtually knocks out the censor¬
ship provisions of the Los Angeles
Municipal Code, the Appellate
Court of Appeals has reversed the
conviction of Jack Thomas of Van
Nuys for distributing the sexsational Swedish Import, “Monika.”
Thomas was sentenced to 90 days
in jail and fined $750 last April
by Municipal Judge Byron Walters,
who also excoriated the indie distrib for his “lack of decency,”
Thomas was convicted by v’olatIng the municipal code for exhibit¬
ing a picture depicting “immoral
and indecent conduct in such a
manner as to offend public morals
and decency.” Three exhibs simi¬
larly charged had pleaded guilty
and been fined $100.
Appellate Court ruled that the
Code section and the charge were
“so sweeping that they embrace
matters which may not be prohib¬
ited.” Further, justices Edward T.
Bishop, Frank Swaifi and Kurtze
Kauffman declared, the qualifying
words (“in such a manner ks to of¬
fend public morals and decency”)
are “too lacking in definiteness to
satisfy the requirements of due
process.”
Thomas was represented by at¬
torneys Melvin J. Klarin and Jer¬
ome B. Savenick.

ALLIFD ARTISTS ADDS
JACKSOPILLE, FLA.
Allied Artists has established a
new domestic branch, its 31st, in
Jacksonville in a move further re¬
flecting the growing importance
of the Florida market. This area
had been covered out of Atlanta
previously.
Expansion move was made for
reasons of economy and efficiency.
Several distribs have discovered
that film shipments and other serv¬
icing of the Florida accounts from
Atlanta is more expensive than
the costs of operating an office in
Jacksonville. Also, closer fcontact
with the Florida 'situations has
been rendered advisable because
of the high rate of competitive bid¬
ding licensing.
. Heading the new branch is Rob¬
ert M^, Bowers, formerly an AA
salesman in Dallas.

Writer, Director Sue On
W. R. Frank’s Feature
Los Angeles, Feb. 19.
Writer and director on W. R.
Frank’s Mexico-shot “Sitting Bull”
feature filed suits totaling $22,250,
claiming they had not received full
compensation for their servkes.
Superior Court actions also named
United Artists as a defendant-.
Director Sidney Salkow asked
for $3,508.33 he claimed is still due
on a contract calling for $750 per
week. He also sought a minimum
of $15,000 as his share of the prof¬
its under a contract giving him
10% of the net. Salkow said Frank
ha.s received $800,000 from United
Artists thus far.
Director also
claims $10,000 in deferred salary.
Jack DeWitt, in his suit, charged
breach of contract calling for
$2,000 plus
of the net for
thf first draft screenplay. DeWilt
said he had received the $2,000
but has not received anything on
the percentage deal which he fig¬
ures is worth a minimum of $3,750.

Texas Drive-In Meeting
Dallas, Feb. 19.
Texas’ i.ew attorney general.
Will Wilson, will be the principal
speaker at the fifth annual Texas
Drjve-In Theatre Owners’ Assn,
conclave, Feb. 25-27, at Hotel
Adolphus. He’ll address delegates
at the Wednesday (27) luncheon.
Ex-congressman Ed Gossett will
emcee the program.
Keynote speaker Tuesday (26 >
will be ' Edwin Tobolowsky, new
Chief Barker of Variety Club Tent
17 here and- a local attorney. Also
due to speak during the convention
Is Mike Simons, Metro’s director
of exhibitor relations.
Biz sessisons both days (26-27)
will be helmed by prexy Eddie
Joseph, of Austin. Newly elected
officers will be presented at a clos¬
ing dance Wednesday night (27), in
lieu of an annual banquet.
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‘JAHIES’JANGIIP 186, .
ST. L;‘BARRETTS'106

For Week Ending Tuesday (19)
St. Louis, Feb., 19.
Holdovers continue to grip the
N.
Stock Exchange
BROAbWAY
local situation, with new entries
not making much of an impression.
(Continued from page 9) „
“Barretts of Wimpole Street”
Low
Change
High
Weekly
Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues.
Sunday (17) was great $11,000, The looms okay at Loew's but biggest
Close . for 2 wks.
Low
In 100s
High
30th was $10,400.
coin
went
to
“True
Story
of
Jesse
217/r
22%
Am Br-ParTh 137
22%
21%
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2) James,” which just wound its in¬
— %
32%
.... 156
33
—‘‘Baby PoR” (WB) (10th wk). The itial week at the Fox wiUi lusty
zm 22% CBS
81%
+3
313%
ninth round ended last night takings. Elsewhere, it is holdover,
32%
31%
34V4 22% CBS “B” .... 77
+1%
Indianapolis, Feb. 19.
(Tues.)
was
robust
$18,000
or
close.
—
Col
Pix
....
16
17%
17%
17%
zm
17%
Grosses are moderate in most
extended-runs, moveovers or old¬
143%,
143%
16% 12% Decca . 63
— %
14%
cases at firstruns here this week. The eighth was $21,000, Stays on ies.. “Anastasia” is winding up. its
813%
85%
84%
, —2%
*‘10 Commandments,*’ still playi;^ until March when “Lost Continent” fourth week at the Missouri with 1C03/4 763/4 Eastman Kdk 101
—
23/4 EMI . 89
47/8
33%.
close to capacity at Lyric, is stand¬ (Indie) opens, day-date with Fine a nice total. “Wee Geordie” looks
3%
3%
out again in its third stanza. Arts Theatre.
67/8
List
Ind.
12
71
7%
•
7%
7%
— %
Warner (S-W)' (1,600; $1.20-$3.5(» best arty pic at Shady Oak.
*‘Baby Loll” also is holding up well —“Seven
18%
Loew’s
.....
25%
“Oklahoma,”
in
C’Seope
version,
2v)•186
19%
.
.
19%..
:
—
Va
Wonders of World” (Cin¬
in third rourid at Esquire, arty
still is socko in fourth • round at
Nat. Thea*... 172
7
9%
8%
• 8%
8% '
-f %
erama)
(46th
wk).
The
45th
ses¬
theatre* “Great Man” at - Circle
the
St.
Louis.
27%
Paramount
..
31
31
•62
36%
30o
•
-f
%
hjas slight edge on new entries, sion finished Saturday (16) was -.
1534 .
36% 15% •Philco . 186
Estimates for This Week
15%
15% ■ --7/8
being okay. ’“Gun For Coward’ a great $46,200, The. 44th week was
-h
3/a
RCA
...
503/8
362
32%
32%
.
32%’
31%
?41,400i
Continues.
Ambassador (SW-C i n e r a m a)
the Indiana looks mild. “Zarak’
57%
87/8
5
Republic .... 24
World (Times) (501; 95-$1.50) — (1,400; $i.20-$2.40)—“Seven Won¬
6 • . — 3%
6%
at Loew’s is only fair.
“Tempest in Flesh” (Pace) (5th ders Of World” (Cinerama) (43rd
12%
•12
12
• — 3%
5
15V8 113/4 Rep., pfd. . .
Estimates for This Week
163%
173/4 ISVs Stanley War.. 83
157/8
Fine $5,000.
Last week,16%'
— %
' Circle
(Cockrill-Dolle) ^<2.800; wk). Present week ending tomor¬ wk).
row
(Thurs.)
is
heading
for
stout
29%
Storer
......
$
6
,
000
.
22%
27
26%
25%
26
— %
60-85)—“Great Man” (U) and Man
23%
22%
23
29% 21% 20th-Fox .... 63
—1
Esquire (Indie) (1,400; 90-$1.25)
in Vault” (RKO).
Okay ^,000. $5,500 or near. The fourth week
293/4 23% Univ. Pix ...
24 .
24
—“Men in War” (UA) Started Wed.
24
Last week, “7th Cavalry” (Col) and was $5,700.
8
— %
82% 69
(20). Last week, “Teahouse of The
Univ., pfd. ., ♦10
71
69 .
71
“Odongo” (Col), $6,500.
+1
— %
August Moon” (M-G), fast $5‘,500.
Indiana (C-D) 3,200; 60;85)-t29% 18% Warner Bros. 136 ‘ 25%
253%
25%
LOS ANGELES
“Gun For Coward” (U) and Cruel
141%
923%
91%
Zenith
.
Fox
(Arthur)
(5,000;
51-75)—
23
93%
91%
-f %
(Continued from page 8)
Tower” (AA).
Modest $^6p6;
“Battle Hymn” (U) arid ‘‘Showdown
V ..
Last week, “Top. Secret Affair^ ner” (U), $11,200 plus $45,500 in At Abilene” (U). Opened big to¬
American Stock Exchange
two nabes, nine drive-ins.
(WB) and “Woman’s’ Devotion
3%
3%‘
6%
3% Allied Artists 31
' 3%
— %
day (Tues.).
Last week, “True
El Rey (FWC) (861; 90-$1.50)— Story Of Jesse James” (20th) and
83%
83%
8%
1
—1
13% ^ 9% Ail’d Art., pfd
^Loew’s^LofSw) (2,427;. 60-80)- “Wee Geordie” (Arthur) and “In “Odongo” (Col), lusty $18,000.
22
35
36
46% • 19% Assb. Ardsts
36%
-f %
the
Park”
(Indie).
Fine
$4,000.
“Zarak” (Col) and “Miami Expose
—
.-i
C
&
C
Super
255
1
1,
1
2%
'
1%
Loew’s'
(Loew)
($,221;
50-85)—
(Col).
Fair $6,000.
Last week. Last week, “Baby Doll” (WB) (8 .“Barretts Wimpole Street” (M-G)
43/8 Du Mont .. . 86
5% I>
10
47%
5%
— %
“Barretts Wimpole Street’ (M-G days), $2,200:
^3%
23/8
and
“Slander”
(M-G).
Okay
$10,131
3%
Guild
Films.
,3%
4%
—
%
Orpheum, Hollywood, Loyola
and “Great American Pastime
87% ■ 8%
83%
9%
3
Nat’l Telefilm 47
— %
(Metropolitan-FWC) (2,213; 756; 1,- 000 or close. Last week, “Drango”
23^ Skiatron
32
• 534
3%
3%
80-$1.50) — “King,
Four (UA) and “The Peacemakers”
• 3%
-- %
X?ri/®(’C-D) (900; $1.25-$2.20)- ‘248;
63/4 Technicolor . 54
7%
13%
7%
• 7%
— %
“10 Commandments” (Par) (3d wk). Queens” (UA) and “Peacemaker” (UA), same.
(UA) (2d wk). Okay $15,500. Last
Missouri (Arthur) (3,500; 904
4%
4%
3
Trans Lux .. 10
4%
Wham $18,000. Last week, ditto.
+ %
week, with Uptown, $27,000.
$1.25)—“Anastasia” (20th) (4th wk).
Over^the-Counter Securities
State, Wiltern, Iris (UATC-SW- Good $6,600 after $7,000 in third.
‘80 Days’ Boffo 14G,
FWC) (2,404; 2,344; 756); 80-$1.50)
Bid
Ask
Orpheum (Loew) (1,914; 50-85)—
August Moon” (M-G) “Madame Butterfly” (Indie). Mild
Ampex . .
33
. 30%
-f %
Balto; 10 C’s’ ISVzG —“Teahouse
and “Storm Center” (Col) (2d wk). $4,500. Last week, “Westward Ho
2%
Chesapeake Industries ....
. 2
— %
Baltimore, Feb. 19.
Pleasing $20,000. Last week, $32,- Wagons” (BV) (8th wk), $6,000.
13%
Cinerama
Inc.
.
Grosses tend to remain on the 200.
27%
Cinerama Prod.
. 2%
— %
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
blah side here this. week. ‘ Bar¬
Pantages (RKO) (2,812; $1.10—
87/8
DuMont Broadcasting .....
. 8%
retts of Wimpole Street” was $1.75)—“Barretts Wimpole Street” 90)—“Rear^ Window” (Par) and
2%
. 2%
Magna Theatres ...
■ — %
sparse at the Town. “Dr^gq (M-G) (3d wk). Scant $4,500. Last “Trouble With Harry” (Par) (re¬
issues) Fast $2,500. Last week,
2
Official Films ..
.
1%
— %
shapes drab at the Stanley. “Oedi¬ week, $5,600.
. 106
110%
pus Rex” is a pleasing new art en¬
Polaroid
— %
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1.25- “To Catch A Thief” (Par) and
“Roman
Holiday”
(Par)
(reissues),
53/4 • — %
try at the Five West. Remaining $1.75)_“Men in War” (UA) (4th
. 5%
'U. A. Theatres .
pix are all holdover, with “Around wk). Dull $4,000. Last week, $6,- $2,000.
. 203%
223%
Walt Disney .
— %
World In 80 Days” boff for ninth 000.
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
week at the Film Centre and Ten
Chinese (FWC) (1.908; $1.25- $1.10)—“King And I” (20th) and
* Actual Volume.
Commandments,” potent at New in $2.40)—“Anastasia”
(20th)
(8th “Seven Year Itch” (20th). Good
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)
its ninth, easily topping this list. wk). Neat $14,000 in 8 days. Last $3,000. Last, week, “Mutiny On
Estimates for This Week
week, $13,100.
The Bounty” (M-G) and “Boy’s
Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 5()Hollywood Paramount (F&M) Town” (M-G) (reissues), $2,500.
$1.25) — “Anastasia” (20th) (4th (1,468; $1-$1.50) — “Written on
St. Louis (Arthur) (4,000; 90wk). Okay $7,500 after $9,500 in Wind” (U) (8th wk). Sturdy $9,- $1,25)—“Oklahoma”
(20th)
(4th
000. Last week, $9,000.
wk). Hot $12,000 after $13,500 in
Carthay
(FWC)
(1,138:
U.75Cinema (Schwaber) . (460; 50third.
Continued from page 3
$1.25)—“We Are All Murderers $3.50)—“Around World 80 Days”
Shady'Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
(Indie) (3d wk). Modest $2,000 (UA) (9th wk). Fine $27,000. Last $1.10)—“Wee Geordie” (Arthur) the ' opportunity to get some re¬ ress of Mickey Mouse and Walt
week $27,100,
after $2,500 for second.
Tall $3,000 following marks about Hollywood—particu¬ Disney.”
Four Star (UTAC) (868; $1.25- (2d wk).
Film Centre (Rappaport) (890;
When guests entered the ball¬
larly in the realm of. television—
$1 50-$2.50)—“Around World In 80 $1.80) — “Rainmaker” (Par) (9th $3,500- on initial session.
off his chest. Disney asserted video room after cocktails they found
Days” (UA) (9th wk). Still boff at wk. Mild $3,500. Last week, $4,600.
descended upon Hollywood as what seated in the 20 chairs on the dais
Warner
Beverly
(SW)
(1,612;
$14,000 after same last week.
is loosely known as “a blessing in figures of the most famous of Dis¬
WASHINGTON
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50- $1.50-$3.30)—“10 Commandments”
disguise.” First off, he stressed, ney’s characters, all dressed in
$125) — “Oedipus Rex” (Ifidie). (Par) (14th wk). Sturdy $24,000 or
(Continued from page 8)
“we went into shock, or the ‘let’s- Tuxedoes, with Mickey Mouse oc¬
Brisk $4,500. Last week, “Wee near. Last week, $23,200.
week, “Bundle of Joy” (M-G), dis¬ get a stick and chase it under the cupying Disney’s chair.
As a
Warner
Hollywood
(SW-CinerGeordie” (Arthur) .(7th wk), $2,000.
appointing
$14,000.
porch’ phase. Then canie the beat- closer, 30 small children from as
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,1Q(); ama) (1,348; $l;20-$2.65)—“Cine
Columbia
(Loew)
(1,174;
70-90)—
HoHday”
(Cinerama)
(67th
wk).
many
foreign
countries
greeted
down
or
‘if
we
can’t
lick
’em,
let’s
60-$1.25) — “Teahouse’’^ (M-G) (5th
Disney with the=name of Mickey
wk). Still nice at $7,000 after $9,- Started current frame Sunday (17) “Drango” (UA) (2d wk). Oke-$6,000 join ’em’ era.
after $9,000 last week.
after big $18,900 last week.
jMO in fourth.
^ _
“Now at last,” he said, “I think Mouse in their native tongue. Gene
Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; $1.25-$2.75) we’re coming into a period where Kelly led them in singing Disney’s
^Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$!)—
—“10 Commandments” (Par) (14ththeme song, “When You Wish Upon
“Port Afrique” (UA). Starts to¬
SAN FRANCISCO
final wk). Looks fine $14,000 or both the picture and television in¬ a Star,” which Pat Boone sang as
morrow (Wed.). Last week, “Sands
(Continued from page 8)
dustries can view each other with
near. Last week, $13,O0O.
Iwo Jima” (UA) (reissue) moderate
>
relative calm and find some meth¬ climax to evening.
Brand” (UA) and “Crime of Pas¬
Metropolitan (SW) (1,490; 70-90) ods "of common benefit.”
$1,500.
Eddie Fisher opened ceremonies
(UA), $8,200.
-r-“Rock Pretty Baby” (U). Fast
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 50-$1.25)— sion”
with “Star-Spangled Banner.”
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25“Television has given immediate
“Written On Wind” (U) (7th wk). $1.50)—“Oklahoma” (20th) (2d wk). $8,000 or close. Last week, “Top
opportunity to young directors,
Secret Affair” (WB), $8,200.
Holding firmly at big $4,000 after Fair $5,500. Last week, $9,000.
writers
and
players.
They
believe
$5,000 for sixth.
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 90-$1.25)—
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)—
New (iP'ruchtman) (1,600; $1.25- “Magnificent Seven” (Indie) .(3d “Hollywood or Bust” (Par). Strong in new ideas. They take chances,
$2.25) — “Ten Commandments” wk). Good $3,600. Last week, $5,- $20,000.
Last week, “King, 4 and if they fall on their faces, they
(Par) (9th wK). Sturdy $13,500 000
Queens” (UA) (2d wk), $15,000 in fall forward, and not back on their ai—; Continued from page 2
after $14,500 in eighth stanza.
fannys.
Television has opened when Lee’s private plane crashed
Clay (Rosener)
(400; $1) — final 9 days.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (410; 50- “Grand Maneuver” (UMPO) f2d
Plaza (T-L) (290; 90-$1.35)—“The doors to a new wealth of story into some unmarked wires at New$1,25)—“Great Man” (U) (4th wk). wk). Good $3,800. Last week, $5,- Sorceress” (Indie) (2d wk). Weak and entertainment material.”
hall (California) airport.
Quix¬
Pleasing $3,000 after $3,500 in 000.
$2,500 after solid, but below hopes,
During his speech, Disney intro’d otically enough, it was television
third.
,
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; $4,500 last week. Stays.
which saved his life at that time,
Joe
Rosenberg,
former
Bank
of
Stanley (SW) (3,200; 50-$!)- $1.25)—“La Strada” (T-L) (24th
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 80-$1.25)
when a nearby rancher, watching
“Drango” (UA). Dull $5,000. Last wk). Nice $1,900.
Last week, — “Full of Life” (Col) (4th-final America official, whom he called the Pasadena Rose Parade on his
week, “Top Secret Affair” (WB), same.
wk). Fair $4,000 after $5,000 last his “personal fairly godfather” for set, suddenly had-the power shiit
having helped him in anxious times.
$5,500.
Bridge (Schwarz) (396; .$1-$1.25) week; moves on.
off.
Realizing somebody had
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 50- —“Wee Geordie” (Arthur) (4th
Warneiy (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; He also intro’d his wife and fam¬ crashed into the wires, he raced
$1.25)—“Wings Of Eagles” (M-G). wk). Excellent $5,700. Last week, $1.20-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders” ily, and brother Roy.
to
the
deserted airport and got
Opens tomorrow (Wed.).
Last ditfe.
(Cinerama) (8th wk). Staying on
“In any career it helps to have
week, “Barretts of Wimpole St.”
'^oronet (United California) (1,- even keel of $19,000 for second some kind of genius,” he explained. Lee to an emergency hospital.
There had been innumerable pre¬
$1.50-$3.75)—“Around World consecutive week.
(M-G), mild $5,000.
“I’ve got it—but it happens to be
111 80 Days” (8th wk). Excellent
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.20-$2.40) in the person of my brother. Roy vious pilot accidents, caused by
$26,000. Last week. $25,800.
—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (17th wk). runs the company, the whole works, the same unmarked wires,
PORTLAND, ORE.
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—“Bull¬ Hep $8,500. Last week, $9,000.
Lawrence and Lee will resume
(Continued from page 9)
at home and abroad ... he has a work on their new play after Lee’s
fight” (Indie) (3d wk) and “Mexi¬
talent for self-effacement, which recovery.
— “Top Secret Affair” (WB) and can Bus Ride” (Indie). Good $2,They are in the rare
Isn’t going to do him a bit of good position of having the longest‘‘Death of Scoundrel” (RKO) (2d 000: Last week, “Bullfight” (Indie) Sol Sachs, George Devine
wk). Okay $6,000. Last week, (2d wk), $3,500.
right at this moment.”
running
drama
currently on Broad¬
$7,200.
Join Allied Artists Snles Wired congratulations to Disney way (“Inherit the
Wind” starring
GuUd (Indie) (400; $1.25)—“Edge
CHICAGO
were
read
by
Samuel
G.
Engel,
Hollywood,
Feb.
19.
Paul
Muni)
and
the biggest com¬
Of City” (M-G). Neat $3,000. Last
Two new branch managers have SPG prexy, from President Dwight edy smash of the season (“Auntie
(Continued from page 9)
week, “Silent World” (Col) (3d
$1.50)—“Wrong Man” (WB) (2d joined Allied Artists, sales v.p. D. Eisenhower, Vice President Marne” starring Rosalind Russell)
wk), $2,100.
playing simultaneously.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90- wk). Medium $17,000. Last week, Morey R. Goldstein disclosed at a Richard Nixon and others.
Lowell Thomas emceed event, at
meeting of division managers here
$1.25) — “Great. Man” (U) and $21,000;
Next week, “Inherit the Wind”
which Gen. .Omar Bradley was one hits its 700th Broadway perform¬
Woods (Essaness) (1,206; 90-. this week.
“Calling Homicide” (U).
Fair
$5,000. Last week, “Iron Petticoat” $150) — “Teahouse” (M-G) (13th
Sol M. Sachs, former RKO south¬ of the speakers as representative ance. “Marne,” though slated for
(M-G) and “Brass Legend” (UA) wk). All right $17,500. Last week, western division chief, has been of the armed forces. He paid trib¬ a summer layoff, still has an ad¬
$18,000. “Bundle of Joy” (RKO) named head of the Dallas ex¬ ute to Disney, whom he said “has vance of around $1,000,000. A na¬
(2d wk), $6,200.
Orpheum (Evergreen) -<4,€00; $1- opens today (Tues.).
change, succeeding William Finch, contributed much to the services.” tional. company will probably be¬
$1.25)—“Nightfall” (Col) and “Utah
World (Indie) (600; 90) — “La who resigned. George Devine, for¬
Perle Mesta, former Ambassa¬ gin in Dallas, move to the Coast,
Blaine” (Col). Light $4,500. Last Strada” (T-L) (8th wk).
Robust mer assistant branch manager for dress to Grand Duchy of Luxem¬ then take up residence in Chicago.
week, "Wrong Man” (WB) and “No $4,500. Last week, $4,800.
Paramount
in
Milwaukee,
has
be¬
bourg,
spoke of Disney’s influence
Manuel Barbara has just signed
Place Hide” (AA), $6,500.
Ziegfeld (Davis) (430; 90-$1.25)—
Paramount (Port-Par) (3.400; 90- “Run For Money” (Teitel) and come head of the AA office in the ,in all the countries of the world. to produce “Wind” in Argentina,
“It takes a gentle spirit to create in Spanish. A Vienna company is
$1.25)—“Drango” (UA) and “Dance “Kind Hearts. Coronets” (Teitel) same city.
With Me Henry” (UA). Fair $7,000. (reissues). Passable $2,500. Last . Milwaukee branch recently was a character like Mickey Mouse, who currently in rehearsal for the Ger¬
Last week, “3 Violent People” I week, “Key Largo” (WB) and “Big acquired by AA, having formerly is so well known everywhere in the man version. The French, Hebrew
(Par) and “Swamp Women” (Jndie), Sleep” (WB) (reissues), $1,500 in been operated as a franchise by world,” she said. “Even the Eng¬ and British productions are also in
$7,300.
OliveT and Ray Trampe,
lish Royal family follows the prog¬ the works. '
,
> 5 days.

y.

*10 CV Terrific $18,000,
Indpls.; *Man’ Okay 8G,
‘Coward'7G,*Zarak’6G

,

Walt Disney: A Candid Guest

Robert E. Lee

.
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llBsqueezii^’ (jKmaScope Images
For Homes Evolves as Problem
Thought is being given at 20thFox to a technical problem in- ‘
volved in the future sale of 20th
plx to television, l.e., how to put
on Cinemascope.
Question has already arisen via
the proposed Bartlesville, Okla.,
experiment where Video Theatres
wants to wire homes and present
features simultaneously in its
houses and in livlngroofns. Video
has come to 20th asking what
could be done to adapt Cinema¬
scope to the homescreen.
Involved is an unsqueezing proc¬
ess which will turn C’Scope into a
regular 2-D image. It's not a sim¬
ple procedure, since a dupe nega¬
tive has to be manufactured on
which, with an optical printer, the
action on every frame has to be
centered. Done for one or • two
films only, this process is an ex¬
pensive and time-consuming one.
It’s understood that, in antici¬
pation of tv sales in the future,
th has been mulling a project
under which it’ll unsqueeze all of
its Cinemascope features well in
advance so as to have them ready.
According to a 20th spokesman,
the unsqueezing process involves
no loss of quality. Other com¬
panies with C’Scope product face
the same problem as 20th. How¬
ever, several made cover versions
and thus don’t face the necessity
of converting.

20

FIX SPECIAL CINEMA
FOR PARIS*‘80 DAYS’
Paris, Feeb. 19.
Gaumont is rushing the con¬
struction of a special theatre, the
Richelieu, to house the first French
commercial shoiving of Mike
Todd’s ‘‘Around the World in 80
Days.”
Theatre is expected to
come In by May with the opening
during that month. First Conti¬
nental unveiling wll come shortly
before this at the Cannes Film
Festival, shown oiit of competition.
Richelieu will have 1,500 places
and will be in the primarily Gallic
show center on the comer of Blvd.
Poissoniere and Rue'Montmartre.
Screen will be 75 feet wide. Film
will be presented only in a dubbed
French version just as Cinerama is
here.

UFA Hidden Play
Continued from page 5 s

teig (Munich) for 6,800,000 DM.
Deal also included the Munich labs.
In April, a Berlin banking consor¬
tium under the leadership of the
Berliner Disconto Bank bought the
Berlin-Templehof‘UFA studios and
labs and another group led by the
Deutschen Bank AC the Duesseldorf UFA houses. The total price
was 12,500,000 DM.
There had been other parties in¬
terested, particularly a combina¬
tion of the Gloria, Mosaik and CCC
outfits.
Double-Dealing?
The Duesseldorf suit charges
that the Berlin deal clinches the
argument that there was double¬
dealing inasmuch as the GloriaMosaik-CCC group offered more
the banks, and yet didn’t get the
property.
The law specifically
states the former UFA assets had
to be sold to the highest bidder.
Furthermore, charges Wilde, the
Berlin deal violated the rule that
no one csould obtain more than
one studio or three theatres, inas¬
much as the two banks are vir¬
tually controlled by the same
board. Furthermore, the two Berlin
banks didn’t invest their own
money, but acted merely as in¬
termediaries. All the directors will
be asked to testify, as will Winkler.
The implication, of course, is that
the banks acted merely ‘ for the
government.
Wilde, in his preliminary brief,
notes that the banks, usually re¬
ticent to take risks, have been will¬
ing to invest in Berlin plants
which, he said, run up a monthly
loss of about 200,000 DM. Not only
that, but they have indicated a
willingness to invest 40,000,000 DM
in new equipment, expansion, etc.
“Only the Government can under¬
take such ... a program/’ he
vrote.
The exhibs bringing suit all used
to have an interest in the Dues¬
seldorf theatres. They charge that,
in selling the houses, their inter¬
ests were not taken into account.
UFA has not yet produced its
first picture, but is expected to do
so soon. Hildegard Kneff has been
signed as the first UFA star. Her¬
zog will distribute the UFA prod¬
uct. In the South, in a further
concentration move, the Bavaria
Filmkunst, which owns the Munich
studios, has acquired the Schorcht
distribution outfit.
If, after some time, UFA Berlin
and UFA Munich should merge at
least at the financial base), many
in the Germany Industry openly
express the fear that the business
will again veer towards its former
monopolistic status, with indies
such as Real Film in Hamburg and
CCC in Berlin caught in the mid¬
dle..
There is a former UFA studio
at Wiesbaden, ""but it hasn’t been
sold yet, partly because there is
some dispute over the ground on
which it is built.

Dover Assignee Sues But
Leaves Damages Open
To Judge’s Discretion
Harold F. Eldridge, assignee of
Dover Playhouses Inc.' which oper¬
ated the Playhouse in Dover, N. J.,
from Feb. 22, 1955, until late that
year, last week filed a treble dam¬
age antitrust suit'in N. Y. Federal
Court against 10 distribution com¬
panies and several theatre circuits.
Action seeks no specific balm, but
asks the court to fix damages sus¬
tained.
Named defendants aside from
the eight majors are Republic Pic¬
tures, Allied Artists,
Skouras
Theatres, Stanley Warner, Ameri¬
can Broadcasting-Paramount Thea¬
tres and RKO Theatres, among
others. Suit qlaims that the buying
power of Stanley Warner, Skouras
and other “favored” exhibitors
coerced the distrib defendants into
discriminatory practices to the
detriment of the Playhouse.
It’s also asserted that the small¬
er distributors joined in an alleged
conspiracy to deprive the Play¬
house of top product in order to
maintain sales to
“powerful”
chains. Such practices, it’s con¬
tended, forced the Playhouse out
of business and left Stanley War¬
ner with a monopoly In Dover.

Ex.Rep, Steve Edwar^
With Rank’s Vailk ^tup
Steve Edwards, former Republic
publicity topper, has joined the J.
Arthur Rank Organization’s U. S.
releasing setup.
He'll work under Geoffrey Mar¬
tin, Rank pub-ad chief sent over
from England, in a publicity post,
presumably as U. S. publicity man¬
ager for the Rank films to be dis¬
tributed in the U. S.

Julins Gordon’s Thesis:
Let Industry Battle Its
Foes, Not One Another
Immediate cessation of “interne¬
cine strife” was urged last week by
National Allied prexy Julius Gor¬
don to enable the industry to solve
the problem of high production
costs and develop a hard hitting
program to sell the public “our
form of recreation.” The Texas
theatreman made the proposal dur¬
ing a brief stay m New York prior
to returning Sunday (17) to his
headquarters in Beaumont.
Both Allied and The Theatre
Owners of America, Gordon em¬
phasized, have been seeking a
roundtable conclave with the com¬
pany presidents for the past two
■years to no avail. “If such an effort
was an incorrect approach,” he
added, “we should like to be in¬
formed as to the proper parties
and place for a forum, not of re¬
crimination but of progress.
High cok of production, Gordon
declared, stems from the “strangle¬
hold of agencies, accentuated by
aging stars” who’ve entered inde¬
pendent production.
It would
seem, he asserted, that these “tax
favored” companies should take on
part of the responsibility of devel¬
oping fresh faces.
So long as circumstances dictate
that aging personnel works inde¬
pendently,” Gordon said, “they are
in a position to bring up new peo¬
ple for their own and the indus¬
try’s benefit, in exactly the same
manner as the major studios made
-them into personalities when pro¬
duction wasn’t on an independent
contract basis.”
As for wooing the average man’s
leisure time, Gordon charged
“we’ve been so busy fighting
among ourselves that we’ve al¬
lowed our more unified competi¬
tors” such as boating, fishing, tv,
etc. to impress the public of the
value of their wares. “I don’t see
why,” he said, “we can’t adopt
their methods and sell our own
industry.”
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Cinerama Takeover?
Continued from pace 5

peeved at the theatre chain’s pro¬
duction program.
It’s claimed that SW’s failure to
produce and release pictures in . the
process more rapidly is forcing the
closing of several Cinerama outlets
in the United States. While New
York and several other cities have
been able to maintain extended
long runs on a two-a-day basis,
other communities have been un¬
able to sustain the long engage¬
ments with the same picture. It’s
felt that if more Cinerama pictures
would have been available, these
theatres would have been able to
continue their operations.
Another theory being advanced
is that SW has failed to deviate
from the travelog pattern of the
Cinerama pictures and that audi¬
ences, once they have viewed the
Cinerama bag of photographic
tricks, have become satiated with
the similarity of the subsequent
pictures. SW’s fourth picture in
the process, “Search for ShangriLa,” currently being scored and
edited, is another travelog film, al¬
though producer Lowell Thomas
and Stanley refuse to validate that
terminology.
Stanley timetable in readying
“Search for Shangri-La” is a point
of contention among the Cinerama
companies.
Cinerama Inc. and
Cinerama Productions, it’s under¬
stood, feel that the theatre com¬
pany failed to live up to the terms
of the contract by not having the
picture ready for marketing at the
time designated. This factor may
be the basis of an action which
will attempt to take away SW’s
production exclusivity.
In recent weeks there has been
a shrinkage in the number of thea¬
tres showing Cinerama pictures.
The Oklahoma City outlet has re¬
verted to a regular picture policy.
Pittsburgh is dropping Cinerama
temporarily by booking Paramount’s “10 Commandments.”
The Atlanta Cinerama house is
said to be considering the installa¬
tion of Todd-AO equipment In
Miami, the local Cinerama house
will skip “Cinerama Holiday,” the
second picture in the process, and
will proceed immediately with the
third entry, “Seven Wonders of the
World.” This is the first time that
a Cinerama installation has not
played the three Cinerama pic¬
tures In order of their release.

U.S. and Dubbing
Continued from page 5

^

version—his New York satui'ation
openings set a record—have Im¬
pressed the trade and generated
additional thought. Currently be¬
ing dubbed is “La Strada,” with
which Trans-Lux hopes to cop an
Long History of Rival Jurisdictions May
Academy Award.
Terminate During 1957
Dubbed release of the Italian
b.o. winner is seen helped by two
For the first time in almost 30 union. Thus they could bring to important factoi's: (a) The fact that
years internecine strife between an end the “nuisance” value of the there’s been a lot of word-of-mouth
rival .projectionists unions in the indie union and bring about labor generated via its long and success¬
New York metropolitan area may peace among the boothmen in the ful run In Manhattan (b) The pres¬
come to an end. Negotiations are N. Y. territory. Finalization of the
Caking place for the Projectionists deah depends on the rate of theatre ence of two American stars (Rich¬
Union, Local 306, lATSE to absorb closings in N. Y. area and the num¬ ard Basehart and Anthony Quinn)
the membership of the Independ¬ ber of jobs that Will be available. who spoke their lines in English in
For the most part, the members the first place and who now are
ent Motion Picture Machine Oper¬
ators and Television Employees of Local 306 are older than their
Inc. The integration Is expected to colleagues in the Indie union. The simply recording their original
Local 306 boothmen are in the 50’s parts in the language In which they
be finalized by the end of 1937.
The history of labor feuds among and 60’s while the indie projection¬ were originally spoken.
rival unions of boothmen in the ists are in their late 30’s and 40’s.
Considering the growing num¬
Changes that ha’i^e taken place ber of Continental productions
N. Y. area has been a stormy one.
Local 306, with a current member¬ in exhibition are reflected In the using American talent, this, ad¬
ship of some 2,000, has been the history, of . the projectionists. In vantage is seen gaining in the fu¬
predominant union since its organ¬ 1940, there were some 5,000 li¬ ture, and also making for improved
ization some 50 years ago. Since censed boothmen in N. Y. as com¬ dubbing quality.
that time there have been a num¬ pared with about 2,200 now. Since
Distribs hold that dubbing will
ber of different unions which have there are only a limited number always be limited to certain types
challenged Local 306’s authority. of jobs, it is almost impossible for of films. However, they now feel
newcomers
to
enter
the
field.
Ap¬
The indie union, headed by Charles
Axelrod, was organized in 1940 and plications for membership in Local that lip-syncing of Imports not,
has some 220 members. Since 1940 306 have been pending for some only might well pay dividends on
there has been only two rival 15 years. Apprentice schools op¬ the cost (about $15,000,to $25,jOLOO),
unions.
The 17-year period has erated by the YMCA and RCA, for but also could create a market for.
been marked by numerous con¬ example, no longer exist. The ab¬ some of the films thait ^ied in the
flicts, injunctions, and court ac¬ sorption of the members of the arties. “French Can-Can,” a lacka¬
tions as the two labor outfits indie union will further tighten daisical success at the Fine Arts
the field. With more theatres ex¬ Theatre, N. Y., for instance, might
fought for jurisdictional control.
As a general rule. Local 306 rep¬ pected to close In the next few well emerge as a crowd-pleaser in
resented the majority of the class years, the membership rolls will commercial situations.
The trouble really is that quite
theatres—^including the Broadway continue to be closed so that the
houses, the circuits, and the better available projectionists will be a few Imports that are slotted au¬
tomatically into the arties don't
neighborhood theatres. The Indie able to be placed.
union managed to gain some rep¬
Establishment of one overall really belong there, but rather in¬
resentation among the fringe and union in the N. Y. area is expected to the regular theatres. The only
secondary theatres.
to result in improved wage scales way they can make their mark
Because of recent deaths and re¬ and better working conditions for there, of course. Is via an English
tirements among members of Local the indie men. They have been soundtrack. Also, in quite a few
306,'officlals of the union figured operating at a lower scale and towns, there Is no place where an
that there was a possibilltv of ab¬ working under conditions below original version could play off
sorbing the members of the indie the standards of Local 306.
profitably, i.e., via a long run.

1 Boothmen s Union Looms for N.Y.C.

Complimrat John Davis
For Enhanced Position
Of SanaO Producers
London, Feb. 19.
In a bow-out speech from the
presidency of the British Film
Producers’ Assn.. John Davis took
unity as his main theme and com¬
mented on the attitude, of the in¬
dependent filmmaker who “have
their all at stake.” The problems
of production and management of
the larger organizations, he aver¬
red, multiply twentyrfold the prob¬
lems of the independents.
The. retiring prez emphasized
that no one side of the production
industry could be successful unless
all were successful. Equally, pro¬
duction could not succeed If exhibi¬
tion did not succeed and to be
strong, .they must all be united.
In a tribute to Davis, Maurice
Cowan said that during his pres¬
idency the small Indie producer
had been raised to a status equal
to that of any company in the as¬
sociation. - Sir Arthur Jarratt,
whose group of companies returned
to BFPA membership during
Davis’ period of office, referred to
the retiring president’s “great cru¬
sade” for British films.
Sir Henry L. French, Ihe direc¬
tor general of the BFPA, assumed
the post of first paid president at
the special general meeting last
week and Arthur Watkins was con¬
firmed as vice prez. The latter
will take over the chair when Sir
Henry retires not later than April
1958. -

Joe Louis
; Continued from pace 1 ;

Washington that Sennett doesn’t
ovt>n either a tv set or an auto¬
mobile and that “a camera received
on the nrogram ‘This Is Your Life’
was iold to realize cash.”
The Government claimed Goetz
owed a total of $13,921—-a com¬
bination of taxes, penalty and
interest. It was based on taxes
owed for 1952-’53-’54. The song¬
writer’s case was settled for
$0,831.53;
Neither of these cases offers a
clue for settlement of the huge
Joe Louis debt to the Government
—about $1,200,000.
Spokesmen for the revenue serv¬
ice have some doubts about the
various plans to aid Louis In meet¬
ing his debt. They explain thus;
(1) They dbn’t know whether
the case will be compromised.
However, the Government never
discusses such a case until, and
unless, a compromise is reached.
They point out here that all the
talk about the Louis case has come
from Louis and his friends—^none
from the Internal Revenue Service.
(2) If there are benefits and fundraising for Louis, they will
probably he unique. There are no
records of any other such here.
(3) How this money will be treat¬
ed by the Government depends
upon how it is offered in payment
for his taxes. It might be better
to offer the entire amount in settle¬
ment as a compromise. It it is
used to pay off his taxes piecen^eal,
it will have no effect upon the final
settlement.
(4) If Rocky Marciano, as* he
promised, turns over to Louis
$5,000 earned on a television show,
there is a real question of whether
Marciano won’t have to. pay income
tax on that amount, himself. It ap¬
pears* to by income for Marciano
and therefore subject to tax.
(5) While there are many types
of benefit to raise funds for worth¬
while charitable organizations —
the Red Cross, etc., — and such
funds are tax exempt, the same
may not be true if the money is
raised to pay Joe Louis’ taxes.
After all, the Government people
point out, Joe Louis Is not a chari¬
table organization.

‘Horizon’ Reissue Runs ,
Cleveland, Feb. 19.
Columbia had no first-run house
in which to re-release “Lost Hori¬
zon,” an oldie, so a two-theatre
combo of second-run nabes was
set up with surprising results. It
was spotted in the Maryland and
Beachcliffe and expected to run
only, three days in each. Instead it
is being kept 12 days in the former
and seven days at the Beachcliffe.
As a result of the biz done in
these two neighborhood houses,
.Col reports that eight subsequentrun theatres now want to book the
Ipic.
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Dior Does About-Faqe
fContinue^ from page Z

chiffons, **cloud'* coats and the
slinky sheaths with a train, reviv¬
ing that graceful gesture, the backkick.
Couturiers all have their
eye on the Royal visit of Queen
Elizabeth in April.
Chanel opened the parade, show¬
ing the same jersey suit she cre¬
ated 30 years ago. Laughed at in
1954, she'is now quietly smiling at
the victory of her seemingly-inexpensive look over the million-dol-

lar look.
The simple line has
-triumphed over Barrel lines, Cork¬
screw lines. Tulip lines (right-side
up, wrong-side up), etc. Even Dior
has re-created a Chanel line of his
own.
Pierre Balmain, the favorite of
many screen stars, continues his
‘^Jolie Madame" of 1957. Trim
suits, chiffon blouses, fitted coats.
Vivien Leigh and Laurence Olivier
were fascinated by the saris—Mar¬

Have denied them the basic American right
their choice.

lene Dietrich-style In the film
Moroccp—and by Welsh model
Bronwen Pugh’s perfect demon¬
stration of “the back-kick of 1957.”
Castillo of Lanvin was inspired
by Madame Butterfly and China,
and his "kakemono” line reflects
the glamor and drama of the
Orient.
Obis, kimonos, Pagoda
sleeves. Bonze coats, Chinese em¬
broideries. Many evening dresses
in the new "Merry Widow” crepe.
Buyers and manuafeturers stormed
the house.
Jacques Helm’s "Bulle” (Bubble)
skirts grow rounder and rounder,
and more diaphanous as the sun
goes down. Bubble hats complete

be represented by unions of

You spitefully fired your musicians because the president of
their union attempted to effect a peaceful settlement between you and the
striking unions.
You claim you canH understand why you're in trouble. After
all, you told the newspapers, y6u gave your employees free champagne and
cartons of cigarettes every once in a while.
We have news for you, Mr. Billingsley. We don't want your^
champagne and cigarettes. They are no substitute for decent wages, work¬
ing conditions and job security.
Mr. Billingsley, your long record of disputes with labor
unions, and your medieval methods of handling them, indicate you are
still living in the past.
We suggest that you catch up with the rest of the 20th cen¬
tury. Today, there are few managements who don't recognize their obli¬
gation to bargain with the Unions selected by their employees.

All we ask is that you too accept these^standard
procedures: when there are lahor^management
differences^ responsible management sits down
with the union and tries to reach a mutually satis^
factory agreement.
You are not the only one whose investmept is at stake. Over
the years your employees—musicians, dining room and kitchen help—
have invested countless hours of har^ work doing their part in helping you
build the Stork Club.
^
Mr. Billingsley, you know where we are. You know how to
reach us. You know we're ready to sit down with you at any time and place,
in order to settle our differences.

Our proposal is marie In good faith.
The next step is up to you.

the aerial look. ‘.‘Dolly Sisters”
straight bandeaux on the forehead
are another reminder of the ’20s!
Guy Laroche — a 30-year-old
newcomer—got rave notices from
the press. The Jeunesse Doree of
Paris chipped in to help him. They
felt the need of young, colorful
clothes at more reasonable prices,
and Laroche came through bril¬
liantly,
Dior showed last. Same crowd,,
same heat, same faces. (The Duch¬
ess of Windsor was glad to find a
seat on the stairs.) Dior is still
the unchallenged leacter of the
French couture after 10 years. .His
"Liberty Line” is full of surprises.
Seventh Avenue will have' to get
out its French dictionaries to puz¬
zle out the meanings of new words
he uses. The Vareuse: an unde¬
fined middy top, sitting snugly on
the hips, twisting around at every
movement—indicating rather than
revealing the woman inside. These*
are topped by Sou’wester hats.
The Saharienne: a safari belted
Jacket such as the Foreign Legionwear in the Sahara desert, The
Caban: loose and casual—a cross
between a pilot’s coat and an art¬
istes smock.
Also Indo-chineSe
loose sheaths in the new halflength that created such a stir last
season.
IJN Influences
Evening dresses named for mem¬
bers of the United Nations drew
varying degrees of applause. The
U.S. tulle embroidered in large
gold coins; France pure white or¬
gandy—symbol of Innocence. And
. No. 1 news—according to
manufacturers: the dramatic,
square, trailing panels on afterfive and evening dresses.
Does even Dior himself know
where Fashion is going? He is
playing both ends against the mid¬
dle, but how well he plays them! '
After a week of "lOth anniver¬
sary” candles, cakes and kissOs, he,
left for the country.
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films alone. Trade was startled last
week at the reaction to "Gold of
Naples,” which opened at the Paris
Theatre, N. Y., to generally good
to excellent reviews and has been
doing^sock business. Yet this Dis¬
tributors Corp. of America release
has been around for some two
years. It was shown at Oannes in
1955, to poor reaction, and no one
wanted to touch it. There’s even a
dubbed version around.
"Gold of Naples” appeal must be
contrasted with the lack of success
of such highly-touted imports as
"French ^ Can-Can” and "Marcelind,” both of which had all the ear¬
marks of big hits. "It’s just im¬
possible to tell any more what
people will go for,” commented
one exw.
‘M^y* Unduplicated
Current thinking on the Coast is
that, to make an impact, a picture
has to have either .a timely appeal,
or'else has to be distinctly differ¬
ent. Success of^‘‘Ma:^’^ convinced
many “that the ‘‘realistic” style of
filmmaking was what the public
wanted.^; Yet one or two other pix,
similarly based- on tv' originals,
didn’t make the grade, with'"The
Catered Affair” at Metro a telling
example.
And timeliness also isn’t neces¬
sarily the answer. When Metro
had "The Swan,” it promised itself
great things. However, the Grace
Kelly starrer didn’t materialize as
a top grosser, perhaps because the
Princess was overpublicized.
Ingredients that go into a. hit are
more elusive than ever, though
"bigness” appears to be part of
the answer, possibly because of the
effort that is put behind such films.
In a speech on the Coast recent¬
ly, Code Administrator Geoffrey
.Shurlock made the-point that tv
was pushing films into more rtiature themes and subjects. Some
= Continued from page 3
are wondering whether this proc¬
100%, Col is still going overboard ess, if true, actually corresponds to
in demanding 30% of the gross rev¬ the audience’s demand for essen¬
enue as distribution fee, according tially escapist entertainment.
to Allen. (Warwick will sever ties
with Col at the end of this year.)
While 30% is considered exces¬
Continued from page 5
sive by the Warwick pards, Walt
Disney had the same attitude about ting out the $9,000,000 are slim.
22V^%. That’s the Cut RKO .had The Japanese Government has
been taking on the Disney releases greatly narrowed the permissible
and the Disney organization, think¬ uses of blocked coin in Japan and
official remittances are limited.
ing it too high, formed its own dis¬
MPEA once before granted a
tribution subsidiary, Buena Vista. loan—^to the Italians—but in that
BV’s overhead varies from 15% to case the $4,000,000 involved were
earmarked for the exploitation of ■
18%, it’s understood.
Italian films in the U. S. and the
Goldwyn’s 20%
money was actually lost to the
Samuel Goldwyn traditionally U. S. industry. In the last Japa¬
has had 20% deals with the dis¬ nese loan, the local industry
tributors.
He paid that amount doesn’t benefit in any way, nor
to RKO and is paying it to Metro would it in any new arrangement.
for "Guys and Dolls.”
But it’s
The 1955 loan was negotiated by
recalled that complaints were Irving Maas, the Far Eastern
heard from the Goldwyn side al¬ supervisor for the MPEA. Maas
most every time the deal with RKO has also done the preliminary
was up for renewal.. And it’s also talking on the new loan, and he
recalled that James R. Grainger, expects to return to Tokyo the end
upon taking over as president of of this month, stopping by also in
RKO, was obviously dissatisfied India and in the Philippines.
v;ith what he felt to be inade¬
The Americans at one time en¬
quate charges made against the. joyed a variety of "permitted
Indies.
uses” for their accumulated yen
Interesting argument on the dis¬ earnings, and under that deal
trib side came from United Artists. good chunks of coin were thawed.
The Arthur B. Krim-Robert S. Ben¬ However, there were inquiries in
jamin regime, upon moving in at the Diet, and the arrangement was
UA, announced a policy change cancelled.
that since has been pursued. UA,
The new Japanese fiscal year
the new owners stated, was not in¬ starts April 1.
While the coun¬
terested in straight releasing deals try’s economic position Is de¬
for the reason "you can’t make any scribed as excellent, the Govern¬
looney on distribution alone.” Fol¬ ment has given no indications on
lowing through, they saw to It that whether it plans changes in either
the company obtained a percentage the Import quota or the fiscal
of the ownership of nearly all pic¬ quota.
tures on its releasing sked.

Distrib Costs

Jap Film Loan

Lubbock Exhibs ‘Merge’
ALMANUTI,Pr«l<l<nt

Offbeat Tlieiim

Lubbock, Tex., Feb. 19.
. Lubbock Theatres has taken over
the management :)f the Smith Theatres and the Lindsey Theatres
here under an operating agree¬
ment.
Under the agreement, although
no physical assets changed hands,
the interests of the two theatre
groups were merged into a single
operating unit and owners of the
two local theatre circuits share
alike in the business arrangements.
J. B. Rhea,' who has been man¬
ager of the Lindsey Theatres for
the past eight years, was named
general manager of Lubbock The¬
atres and Preston Smith, chairman
of the board.

New York Theatre
r-RADtO CITY MUSIC HALL-|
Rockefeller Center

JAMES STEWART
AS CKARLES A. LINDBERGH IN

SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS"
In ClnomoScop* and WarnerCoIvr
A Warner Broi. Tlchira
end SPECTACILAN 8TAGE HE8EHTATI0W

PRODUCER SEEKS
Original motion picture stories, Ideas,
scenarios. Also formats and layouts
for TV series, live or film. Also seeks
established writers and film directors
willina to;,form a company. Producer
will obtain financing for marketable
protects.
Write tot Box 21-1-57 VARIETY
154 W. 46th St., New York 36, N. Y.
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NO TV SPECS; JUST ‘SPECIALS’
Y&R’sSlIMOOO Billings Rap
Major topic of discussion around Madison Av. agency circles ap¬
pears to be: “What’s happening at Young & Rubicam?"
Loss of $16,000,000 in television billings through program can¬
cellations and shift of some biz to a rival agency (practically all
within a couple of weeks) has aot only brought about a drastic
tobagganing in the agency’s previous kingpin status in the area of
tv programming but has brouglit in its wake recmTing rumors of
some key personnel changels^ within the agency’s iv-radip dept.
Only recently agency boasted $82,000,000 in tv-radio billings.
In the face of the approximate $16,000,000 downgrading in tv
programming, there are reports of “more to come.’’
As to the Y & R breakdown, major rap thus far has come from
$9,000,000 in General Foods cancellations as represented by the
lopoff of “Bengal Lancers” (at the end of the season) arid the more
imminent fadeoff of “Hiram Holliday” on NBC-TV. Predating this
was the decision of General Electric to drop the “20th Fox Hour,’*
representing a $5,000,000 outlay. In addition,- the cancellation of
half of “Broken Arrow” on ABC-TV by General Electric cued an¬
other $2,000,000 billings rap.
Loss of some of the Bristol-Myers biz to BBD&O didn’t help
matters any either.
Thus far none of the lopped off shows have been replaced.

Sherwood Quits Xotton-Pickin ’ Chi
Walks Out on NBC In Quickie Return to Frisco;
‘Would Rather Cut Lawns’
San Francisco, Feb. 19.
‘Wyatt Earp’ No. 3
Unpredictable Don Sherwood
“Wyatt Earp,” which has
walked out on NBC in Chicago last
has been earning solid but
week because “I hate this cottonnever spectacular ratings for
pickiri' town.’*
ABC-TV, suddenly popped
The Frisco TV emcefe was sched¬
into third place on the Febru¬
uled to start a daily afternoon
ary Trendex Top 10 list, giv¬
color show over NBC’s o-and-o sta¬
ing ABC two Top 10 entries
tions yesterday (18).. Sixty-minute
compared to only one (“Perry
strip was being tailored to Sher¬
Como”) for NBC, with CBS
wood’s specifications and Sherwood
sweeping the rest. Other ABC
and his bride of three months flew
entry was
“Disneyland,”
to Chicago 10 days ago to ready
while ranking Nos. 1 and 2
his network debut.
ahead of “Earp” were Ed Sul¬
But Sherwood, who’d taken the
livan and “I Love Lucy.” Rat¬
ings are based on the one live
precaution of not signing "fi con¬
broadcast during the week of
tract, didn’t like the town or the
Feb. 1-7;
setup after four days and last
Wednes(^y (13) flew right back to
Ed Sullivan (CBS).34.9
Frisco. He was replaced by Mort
I Love Lucy (CBS).30.8
Sahl, who was booked for a week
Wyatt Earp (ABC).30.7
with options.
The Line-Up (CBS) .30.3
“It wasn’t right,” he said, “my
talent has to be kept at room tem¬
Perry Como (NBC) .30.3
perature. I’d have killed myself
G.E. Theatre (CBS).28.8
in a month back there. . . .
December Bride (CBS) .. .28.4
“We arrived 7:30 in the morning.
Red Skeltpn (CBS) .28.1
They rushed me to the studio. They
Disneyland (ABC) .27.5
made me watch auditions from
New York that didn’t mean a thing.
“$64,000 Question” (CBS)-27.3
“They had no hotel room for us.
They Insisted on taking pictures.
I hadn’t shaved. I’d been 35 hours
without sleep.”
Further, he crabbed, “they had
the opening show timed to tenths
of seconds. . . .
“I don’t work that way. I don’t
go for that guff. They think you’ll
do anything for money. That’ll all
they talk about, money. You can’t
do creative work when they kill
your creativity.”
Sherwood did a nightly hour on
In the face of the resounding
ABC's KGO-TV, Frisco, for 18
months, and has deejayed at critical panning accorded the “To¬
night” show when it initially went
(Continued on page 36)
on the air, there was some appre¬
hension within NBC-TV that the
affiliates would pull the late night
rug from .under the network and
demand an out by recapturing the
time for use of feature films.
Surprisingly enough, when the
NBC Affiliates Executive Commit¬
tee (which speaks for the affiliate
With its freewheeling - schedule
policy as regards “specials” (see body as a whole) met with the
separate story) all set, NBC-TV has network brass in N. Y. last week,
gone out and sold four new specs it reaffirmed its vote of confidence
for next season already. Swift has in NBC’s “let’s keep it live” aspi¬
inked for one; Timken Roller rations. General impression among
Bearing Co.—its first time in tele¬ the key affils was that the show is
vision—has pacted two and Stand¬ shaping itself into something con¬
ard Oil of New Jersey has picked crete and “as long as it keeps up
we’ll string along with it.”
up a fourth.
Some of the affiliates maintained
Standard Oil, via Marschalk &
Pratt, will sponsor a “pageant” of that, on the local rating front, the
American entertainment. Timken, “Tonight” show in some Instances
via BBD&O, is moving into the was outpulling the opposition’s fea¬
documentary field, with the first ture pix displays.
two for which it's signed bang a
pair of “Project 20” shows but
with intentions to buy in later on
other spec series like the TelemenHollywood, Feb. 19.
taries. Swift, as part of its original
In the wake of Mickey Rooney’s
three-show commitment, is looking
stellar role in the “Comedian” on.
at several properties.
To the four specials already on “Playhouse 90” last week, CBS-TV
the books should be added a fifth is negotiating a longtermer with
—the two-hour Mary Martin ver¬ him.
Rooney’s personal manager Red
sion of “Annie Get Your Gun”
Doff is handling the dickering.
skedded for Ford in November.

NBC Cets Aifil
Confidence Vote
On TV Tonight’

Swift Tanken, SO
‘Specials’ for TV

CBS Dickers Rooney Deal

EVEfiTITH-lEK It’s Now Bob Saudek’s ‘Omnibus’
As Ford Foundation Bows Out
PAnERIITOEND
By GEORGE ROSEN
Those 90-minute spectaculars as
regular every-fourth-week program
fare (“Producers’ Showcase,” “Sat¬
urday. Night Color Spectacular,”
etc.) will definitely go out the NBC
window at the end of the season.
Since the advent of the Bab Kintner-Bob Lewine programming re¬
gime, NBC would, in fact, prefer
that the word “spec” be written out
of the video lexicon.
From now on call them “spe¬
cials,” They’ll continue to be in
90-minute form, and still dressed
up in RCA’s finest compatible, tints.
But no longer as preemption fare
on a regular every-fourth-week
basis. Effective next season no
regular show on the NBC spectrum
will be subjected to more than two
preemptions in a single season,
CBS came to the same conclu¬
sion some months back after Ford
cancelled out of the once-everyfour-weeks Saturday night “Ford,
Star Jubilee” series, deciding that
more harm than good can come
from regular slotting of specs at
the expense of preempting estab¬
lished shows.
Major factor in the NBC turn¬
about from the Pat Weaver philo¬
sophy (aside from Kintner’s own
feelings about specs) is the toll that
the Sunday night and Monday
night specs have exacted on the
Steve Allen 8 to 9 sabbath show
and the “Twenty One” quizzpr on
Monday nights, particularly at a
time when Charles Van Doren
single-handedly is covering NBC
with unprecedented Trendex-Nielson glory opposite “I Love Lucy.”
Bumping of the Allen show
every fourth-week to make room
for a spec has always worked to
the detriment of Allen on the week
he returns. It takes him a couple
of weeks to get back in rating
stride. Even though he outpointed
; Sullivan .the week before the last
Sunday spec, Allen’s layoff week
turned the trick for Sullivan, whose
every-week pattern won him back
his audience.
Ditto “Twenty One,” which,
despite all the coast-to-coast Van
Doren fanfare, failed to come up
to its opposite-“Lucy” audience
potential simply because NBC
bounced the show at the height of
the Van Doren popularity to make
room for the ‘‘Producers’ Show¬
case” presentation of “Mayerling.”
In fact after the Hallmark pre¬
sentation of “There Shall Be No
Night” on March 17 (the last of the
season’s specs in the Sunday 7:30
to 9 period) Allen will go four-amonth and probably rema.in on an
every-week basis permanently.
Under the Kintner program
command, NBC will hew to the
same pattern as CBS—do the specs
(but call them “specials”) on a
periodic basis, when and if there’s
a hot property and if they’re sold
in advance. That's the principle
under which CBS is bringing in
“Cinderella” and perhaps one or
two others the remainder of the
season.
What happens to “Producers’
(Continued on page 26)

Howard Coleman Named
WMAQ Manager in Chi
Chicago, Feb. 19.
Resurgent importance of the AM
side of the networks’ o&o division
is highlighted here W'ith Howard
Coleman taking over this week as
station manager of NBC’s WMAQ,
a post that has been vacant for sev¬
eral years.
Coleman wall report to veep
Jules Herbuveaux and WNBQWMAQ assistant general manager
Henry Sjogren. Reporting to Cole¬
man will be WMAQ sales manager
Rudi Neubauer and program man¬
ager Dick Johnson.
Coleman's duties as manager of
color sales development will be ab¬
sorbed by the television sector. Un¬
der the new alignment, Russ Stebbins, heretofore sales director of
both the radio and tv stations, will
helm the sales activities of the
video operation sdlely.

Van Doren Topi ‘Lucy’
Charles Van Doren not only
boosted his “Twenty - One”
earnings to $143,000 Mdnday
night (18), but pushed the
NBC-TV quizzer to its first
Trendex victory over “I Love
Lucy.” The overnight returns
gave “21” a 30.6 and “Lucy” a
30.0, It was the first thne a
regularly scheduled NBC-TV
show at Mondays at 9 had
topped “Lucy” since Oct.. 15,
1951 (some specs had topped it
but no weekly series).
Series stands.a good chance
to repeat its^ victo:^ over
“Lucy” next week,' since the
show ended with a tje between
Van Doren and his newest
competitor, a femme attorne5^
Bishop Sheen, on ABC, ran a
poor third in the Trendex
sweepstakes with a 5.7. .

Lewine, Werner,
Dann’s Status As
Kintner’s Crew
Status of the program command
at NBC-TV under exec veepee
Robert Kintner, the new programsales chieftain, has been resolved.
Bob Lewine, who served as Kint¬
ner’s tv program veepee when the
latter prexied the ABC setup, take.s
over the nighttime programming
area. Mort Werner helms the day¬
time program setup along with the
“T-oday”-“Home”-“Tonight” opera¬
tion, with exec producer Dick
Linkroum reporting to him.
Mike Dann, veepee in charge of
program sales, will double into the
program area as a roving back oh
the so-called “power shows” (the
90-minute specials, Dinah Shore.
Bob Hope, Jerry Lewis, Dean Mar¬
tin, Hallmark, etc.). As such he’ll
report two ways—to veepee Manie
Sacks on the programming end and
to veepee Billy Goodheart on the
sales end.
WaUer Scott continues as admin¬
istrative head of sales reporting to
Goodheart.
New lineup was officially spelled
out at last w'eek’s meeting of the
NBC-TV affiliates executive com¬
mittee and the network brass in
N. Y.

TV Viewing Helps Wear
Out the Upholstery, So
Furniture Men Gleeful
Minneapolis, Feb. 19.
Because, among other reasons,
television “is doing a pretty good
job of wearing out the, living; room
furniture,” the furniture business
continues to hold , up well, it was
brought out at the fiye-day Tw'in
City Furniture Market attended by
3,000 Upper Midwest dealers here.
The opinion was voiced that by
virtue of such video watching in
homes' sitting rooms the uphol¬
stered furniture, line In particular
should be a best seller during the
next half-year.
Also, tv has helped and Is help-'
ing the furniture business by cre¬
ating a demand for other certain
furniture items, too, that go with
video watching. And, of course, it
was pointed out, many furniture
dealers handle tv sets.

Spadea Exits Christal
J. R. Spadea, Detroit manager of
the Henry I. Christal Co. is resign¬
ing effective March 1. Spadea has
served the radio station rep field
for 25 years in the Motor City for
Scott Howe Bowen, Edw'ard Petry,
and more recently as Detroit man¬
ager for CBS.

Ford Foundation is cutting loose
from “Omnibus” after four years
and is transferring rights to the
property,
including
negatives,
kinescopes and secondary rights,
to Robert Saudek Associates, the
new production unit headed by the
Foundation's Radio-TV Workshop
director. Foundation expects to
drop out of all yadio-tv operations
except for the work of its Educa¬
tional Radio-Ty Centre at Ann
Arbor and other educational tele¬
vision activities, but Saudek will
carry on “Omnibus” and is already
in negotiations with all three net¬
works and several potential spon¬
sors.
New company, organized only a
couple of weeks ago, will take over
key personnel of the Radio-TV
Workshop staff, the actual number
depending on whether “Omnibus”
is sold for next season. Beyond
“Omnibus,” Saudek Associates is
planning a general programming
operation, with Alistair Cooke,
N.Y. Herald Tribune drama critic
Walter Kerr and designer Henry
May already set os part of the
operation.
Actual plans of the new organ¬
ization are necessarily on the
vague side, but its projects—or at
least those it would like to do—
would include besides “Omnibus,”
a drama series, a series on music,
a tv journalism series and a ^chil¬
dren’s show, plus possibly « jazz
.series. Kerr, who’s been drama
consultant, would head up the
dramatic entry; Cooke, who’s chief
U.S. correspondent for the Man¬
chester Guardian, would head the
news show and Saudek himself (he
has five) would do the children’s
series. Saudek compares the new
production company to an archi(Continued on page 40)

Kleinennan Exits
NBC for (XS Slot
Isaac Kleinerman, NBC-TV’s ace
j film editor, has ankled the web to
! lake on an associate pi'oducer post
at CBS’ public affairs department.
Klcinerman’s switch comes as
something of a shocker in trade
circles, since the editor has long
been closely associated with NBC
I prez Bob Sarnoff, the association
dating back to when Sarnoff
headed up the production effort on
“Victory at Sea,” with HenrY tPete)
Salomon as producer and Kleiner¬
man as much-heralded editor on
the series.
Since
“Victory,”
Kleinerman
has been handling the editing on
the major NBC documentary ef¬
forts in the “Project 20” series.
At CBS, he hasn’t been assigned to
any specific property, but it’s notew'orthy that since Columbia got
its “Air Power” off the ground, it
has taken a greater interest in
documentaries and already has one
series, “Twentieth Century,” in
the Morks under the producership
of Burton (Bud) Benjamin.

MURROW TO ENGLAND
ON ‘SUEZ’ SPECIAL
Ed Murrow planed to England
over the weekend to put the finish¬
ing touches on “England After
Suez,” the March 3 CBS-TV “See
It Now.” Show will explore cur¬
rent
British
attitudes
tow’arcl
America, particularly American
foreign policy.
Included in the coverage will be
footage of the recent Parliamen¬
tary by-election, filming of a de¬
bale on “the spread of the Ameri¬
can way of life” to England at the
Oxford Union Debating Society,
and a session of Fleet St, reporters
with Murrow. Latter group will in¬
clude Michael Foote of the Daily
Tribune, Michael Curtis of th«
Daily News Chronicle, Heniy Fairlie of the Daily Mail and Join
Connell of the Daily Evenin/
News.
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CBS’ Impos^le’ E^orial PoKi?
Draws News Analyst Assn Censore
Protest by the Assn, of Radio--f
Television News Analysts this week •
against the action of CBS in en¬
joining its news commentators
Bill Stern, who has been ill for
from expressing “editprial” opin¬
ions pinpointed the^jssues in what several months and had to give up
his
ABC Radio stanza as a result,
has become ^‘I’affalre Sevareid.”
AETNA, sUtlng in a letter to CBS is returning to the air on Monday
(25)
for WINS, radio indie in New
that “it is hard to understand why
Stern will do an. ayem
CBS still pretends to follow an im¬ York.
possible policy which its news stanza called “Contact," which will
upbeat
straight
news angles more
analysts are violating every day,"
ut the finger on the issue which than sports. Stern will also serve
as
a
deejay
for
the
first time.
as been perplexing the trade,’ and
“Contact” vidll run Mondayno doubt some CBS execs, ever
throUgh-Frlday,
from
7 to 10 ayem.
since a CBS Washington official re¬
fused Eric Sevareid to go on the
air with a script attacking the
State Dept, ban* on newsmen visit¬
ing China.
The Sevareid ban, followed by a
reprimand from CBS management
In N. Y. to Ed Murrow for a simi¬
lar broadcast, drew the AETNA
Are in a letter from Quincy Howe,
Chicago, Feb. 19.
prez of the association. Howe said
Chicago and the midwest sales
that “some years ago, the AETNA
had occasion to point out to CBS territory loom big in the ABC-TV
that every competent news analyst scheme of things with more than
is bound to express editorial opin¬ 50% of the network’s current bill¬
ion^ He does so in selecting topics, ings coming out of the central divi¬
in emphasizing their relative im- sion. Of ABC-’TV’s 29 fully spon¬
ortance, and in the tone of voice sored prime time half-hours, 13
e uses. Even a straight news are underwritten by midwestbroadcast is an expression of edi¬ based advertisers.
torial judgment of news values.
These were the hometown slant¬
“For years CBS has featured edi¬ ed points made Friday (15) by net¬
torial comment by highly com¬ works veep Oliver Treyz at the
petent news staff members such as “ABC in Action" pitch here before
Murrow and Sevareid. It is hard an overflow assemblage of nearly
to understand why CBS still pre¬ 500 ad agency and affiliate reps.
tends to follow an Impossible poli¬
ABC-UP delegation out for the
cy which its news analysts are vio¬
lating every day. The members of
this Association, Including those
ABC ‘VwiU’ FCC
whose distinguished talents have
enhanced the reputation of CBS for
The same sales pitch given
news coverage and news analysts,
to New York ad agencies a
deplore the action against Eric
week ago was given before the
Sevareid and Edward R. Murrow
FCC on Monday (18) by Leon¬
and wish to place , their protest on
ard Goldenson, boss of Ameri¬
public record."
can Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres, and Oliver Treyz,
Fact is well known that Sevaveep in chjarge of ABC-TV. A
reid’s nightly newscast is always
network spokesman termed it
an expression of his own editorial
a “visit," but the special trip
opinion; in fact, Sevareid rarely
to Washington by the network
does hard news but rather takes
brass was to provide the com¬
one topic over the coals with each
missioners with substantially
broadcast. Why the Washington
the same material with regard
exec put his foot down on that par¬
to programming and ratings
ticular script and why he was
that was heard and seen at the
backed by CBS in N. Y. is still a
Waldorf.
matter of industry speculation, in
Reason? The FCC is on the
spite of the “official” CBS policy of
verge of deciding on VHF sta¬
“no editorializing.”
tions in Boston, St. Louis,
Louisville, Pittsburgh and a
number of other markets that
would make ABC-TV more ful¬
ly competitive with NBC and
CBS. A line on ABC-TV plans,
it’s believed, might help the
cause.

The Intense rivalry and bitterness existing among the <iuiz show
Impresarios and packagers was sparked anew last week when
overtures were initiated to plant Charles Van Doren, the "wonder
boy” of the “Twenty-One" qulzzer on NBC-TV, in the mystery
guest seat on CBS-TV's, “What’s My Line.”
The proposal never even got as far as the CBS program' bosses
who, like NBC's, frown on spotting rivalmetworktalent on its shows.
Particularly when it involves the one personality* (Van Doren)
who has become a major threat to “I Love Lucy’s" jprogram
dominance.
This was strictly a case of Goodson fc Todihan, who have the
last word on “What’s My Line,” wanting no part of a Jack BarryDanny Enright package (“Twenty-One”) on their “Line" entry.

Bill Stern Back as DJ.

‘ABC in Action
Plays a On Date

Enuny Cuts Fancy
Trendex Capers

Emmy nominations spec topped
the Saturday night competition in
a breeze in the weekend Trendex
retui:ps, while the Ed SullivanSteve Allen rivalry returned to
something like a normal pattern
with Sullivan topping Allen by
eight points.
NBC racked up a 27.0 average
for the 90 Emmy minutes, with the
CBS competition averaging out to
16.2 and ABC to 15.1. Breakdown
showed Emmys with a 27.0 at 9,
topping “Oh Susannah’s” 14.0 and
Lawrence Welk’s 17.3. At 9:30, it
was 26.9 for Emmy, 12.0 for “Hey
Jeannie” and 19.2 for Welk. At 10,
Emmy again dominated with a
27.0, “Gunsmoke” had 22.7 and
“Ozark Jubilee” 8.8.
Sullivan scored a 33.6 to Allen’s
25.4. with ABC’s “Amateur Hour”
and “Open Hearing” averaging to
3.0. On Saturday, Perry Como
again triumphed over Jackie Gleas¬
on in what appears to be firming
into an eight-to-nine point spread
—32.7 for Como, 23.4, with ABC’S
“Famous Film Fest” a 3.7 on the
hour.

KXOK Ends ABC Tie
St. Louis, Feb. 19.
Termination as an affiliate with
ABC by radio station KXOK early
in the spring was announced last
week by Elzey Roberts Jr., who
said the move would enable the
station to devote more time to lo¬
cal news and regional news cov¬
erage, musical entertainment and
public service.
Station owned by KXOK Broadca.sting Inc., in operation since
1938 became affiliated with ABC
on Jan. 1, 1941.

roadshow version of the presenta¬
tion tied in with the fourth anni¬
versary of the ABC-United Para¬
mount Theatres merger was topped
by prexy Leonard Goldenson.
Web’s new programming projects
were outlined by James Aubrey,
v.p. in charge of programming and
talent. Radio veep Don Durgin got
in his licks for network AM as the
complementary medium being used
by more and more tv advertisers.
Treyz pinpointed his remarks on
the importance of the central divi¬
sion as a source of coin with the
Info that the Seven-Up deal for
half sponsorship of the new “Zorro" series out of the Walt Disney
shop has been finalized. Soft drink
firm is locafed in St. Louis and is
handled by J. Walter Thompson’s
Chi office.

British Equity Presses
BBC-TV for Fee Hike
London, Feb. 19.
British Actors Equity is pressing
BBC-TV for a pay increase which
would virtually treble the present
rates. Equity claims that its fees
are based on pre-war standards,
and that in view of the BBC’s sur¬
plus of $9,800,000 last year, they
could well afford the increase
which would cost $2,800,000.
Equity representatives will meet
for talks with Sir Ian Jacob, BBC
Director General on Thursday (21).
They have not decided on any ac¬
tion to be taken if their claims are
squashed. Commercial tv is unaf¬
fected by the claim. They nego¬
tiated agreements with Equity be¬
fore they began operating,

'if

SAMMY KAYE
plants a “king-sized" kiss upon
the hand of a beautiful (take our
word for It) damsel, building up to
a
“MOUNTAIN
OP
KISSES,”
which, incidentally is the title of
Sammy’s, new Columbia record. It’s
another royal flush featuring, music
fit for a king!

Montgomery l^ow To
Shif^ Hitchcock Hour
Series Set for Mon. Nite
With the “Robert Montgomery
Presents" dramatic stanza caught
in a programming pincers this sea¬
son between CBS-iV’s tradition¬
ally strong Monday night lineup
and ABC’s new Lawrence Welk
hour, NBC has decided to move the
Montgomery dramatics to another
time slot and install a new hour
mystery series, “Crisis," in its
stead. Alfred Hitchcock has been
signed to produce and direct 10 of
the hours; MCA’s Revue Produc¬
tions will film 10 more and an ad¬
ditional 22 will be done live from
New York by MCA’s creative staff
in Gotham.
Though it hasn’t come up with a
new time slot for the Neptune Pro¬
ductions (Montgomery and John
Gibbs) showcaser, NBC insists that
Montgomery “is not through.” One
of the oldest dramatic shows on
the air (seven years), the stanza
ran into rating troubles this sea¬
son when ABC launched its second
Welk hour in the same 9:30-10:30
time period. Result has been that
while the CBS “December Bride”“Studio One” combine has retained
its leadership, Welk has cut sharp¬
ly into Montgomery’s rating. First
January Nielsen gave Welk a 19.9
average, audience rating, with
Montgomery getting only a 13.6.
New series won’t go exactly into
the Montgomery slot—it will be
spotted at 10 to 11, with another
half-hour show, still unselected,
going in at 9:30 to 10. Hitchcock’s
deal, incidentally, doesn’t interfere
with his CBS-TV “Alfred Hitch¬
cock Presents,” in which he’s nar¬
rator and co-owner with Revue
Productions. Plan is to do the
film shows in black-and-white,
the 22 live (of which two are preemptable) in color. Summer pat¬
tern will be to repeat five of the
Hitchcock films and five of the
others.
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Following is the list of nominees
for Emmy awards in major cate¬
gories:
Best new program series of
1956: “Air Power”; “Steve Allen
Sunday Show”; “The Chevy Show”;
“Ernie Kovacs Show”; “Playhouse
90.”
Best series half-hour or less:
,‘fJack Benny
Show”;
“Father
Knows Best”; “Alfred Hitchcock
Presents”; “Person to Person”;
“Phil Silvers Show.”
Best series one hour or more:
“Caesar’s Hour”; “Climax”; “Perry
Como Show”; “Omnibus”; Ed Sul¬
livan Show.”
Best public service series; “Meet
the Press’’; “NBC Opera Theatre”;
“See It Now”; “You Are There”;
“Wide, Wide World.”
Best news commentator: Walter
Cronkite, John Daly, Douglas Ed¬
wards, Chet Huntley, Ed Murrow.
Best teleplay writing half-hour
or less: James P. Cavanagh, John
Nesbitt, Morton Fine & David
Friedkiri, Richard Morris, Dan
Ullman.
Best teleplay writing one hour
or more: George Roy Hill & John
(Continued on page 36)

Prostie'sR^rieYe
Ottawa, Feb. 19.
“The Street," controversial seg¬
ment of the Naitional Film Board’s
television series
“Perspective,"
cancelled in its initial scheduling
for Jan." 27, has been rescheduled
for 10 p.m., April 2, on the Cana-1
dlan Broadcasting Corp. video
web.
I
Show tells the story of the. re¬
habilitation of a prostitute In a
dramatization of the work of the
Elizabeth Fry Society.
Original
cancellation came after tv execu¬
tives declared it unfit for family
viewing. ' Original time was late
Sun. afternoon, the regular “Per¬
spective" scheduling.

Minneapolis, Feb. 19.
Sponsored dance and nther par¬
ties for young people and activities
at various civic affairs with per*^
sdnal appearances of disk jockiesi
are being utilized successfully by
some of the local radio stations, In
the light to keep audio very much
alive in the face Of the Increasing
tv competition aud to help attract
attention and dialers.
Along these lines 'WLOL here
has been particularly active, its five
disk Jockles—Steve Cannon, Bob
Bradley, Leigh Kamman, Jerry
Cunning and Jim BoyeSen—^having
kept in circulation with a serie’9 of
what the station designates as
“Record Romps."
The jockles have been especially
active in the teenage social whirl
at schools and away from them.
Dances have been arranged both
for profit and charity and the lo¬
cales haye ranged from church
social halls and school gymnasiums
to ball rooms and amusement park
pavilions.
Attendance at these
functions -has ranged from under
to well over with 1,000 with
the crowds comprising largely
young people in their teens Or
early 20’s.
Summer Dances
T4iis something new here in the
way of radio station promotion has
had WLOL presenting a season of
summer
dances
at
Excelsior
Amusement Park at tfcarby Lake
Minnetonka. In cooperation with
a soft drink bottling company, the
station held regular Saturday night
dance dates. Special discount ad¬
mission tickets were made avail¬
able in the area's record shops and
in the drinks’ dealers establish¬
ments.
Music was furnished at the
dances by a swinging nine-piece
local unit. In addition to the live
melodics, there were regular inter¬
vals of recorded music presented
by the station's disk jockies in per¬
son. Various recording stars also
(Continued on page 40)

Leo to IiV It Up
For TV Ball Spec 100
Leo Durocher will make the
“Trendex Toui'" for NBC.
As an exploitation-promotion as¬
sist for the network’s 90-minute
baseball spec on April 13 (timed
for the opening of the new ball
season) Durocher will embark oh a
-city tour of Trendex cities to
glad - hand tv. editors, make
speeches, guest on the NBC affils’
shows and otherwise shout the
praises of the upcoming spec on
behalf of NBC and Kenyon &: Eckhardt, agency for the RCA sponsor.
He’ll wrap up the tour within the
April 1-9 span.
Also making the grand tour, but
in this instance expanding it to 30
cities, will be Russell Jones, of the
United Press, who was the last
correspondent to leave Budapest in
the wake of the rebellion. 'Jones is
serving as technical aide on the
adaptation of Robert E. Sherwood’s
“There Shall Be No Night" as a
Hallmark spec presentation on
March 17. (To update the play the
locale will be changed to Hungary.)
Carl Byoir pubrelations outfit,
which handles Hallmark, is lending
an assist on the Jones tour. He’ll
address luncheon clubs, do guest
tv shots in individual cities, etc.
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MANSFIELDTAPPED
FOR D.C. HOOPLA
Irving Mansfield, just off the
chore of staging the New York
emanation of the TV Emmy Nom¬
ination Awards, has *been tapped
by ABC to supervise the produc¬
tion of the annual Radio-Television
Correspondents Association enter¬
tainment to be held in Washington
at the Sheraton Park Hotel March
23. Traditionally, the President of
the United States is guest of honor,
plus cabinet members, joint Chiefs
of Staff, Senators, et al.
Mansfield has firmed up Danny
Thomas for the emcee assignment
and is negotiating with Patti Page
for a star spot on the special show.
Each year, a different network pro¬
duces the Washington entertain¬
ment.

WTIC’s 32d Anni
Hartford, Feb. 19.
WTIC, local 50,000-watter, last
week celebrated its 32nd anni. It is
Hartford’s oldest radio station and
one of the oldest charter affiliates
of NBC.
Station began regular scheduled
operations on Feb. 10, 1925, after
a year of experimental broadcast¬
ing. Station is owned by Travel¬
ers Broadcasting, subsid of Trav¬
elers Insurance Co.
♦

Metro s60-Minnte
Pilot for ABC-TV
Metro, which two seasons ago
failed to hold its ABC-TV slot for
the half-hour “MGM Parade,” has
entered a new agreement with the
network. Major will supply the
pilot on a new series of hour-long
mystery dramas, splitting all pro¬
duction costs and profits 50-50
with the network.
James Aubrey, ABC-TV veep in
charge x)f programming and talent,
said that Metro will supply mystery
material from unproduced scripts
and from adaptations of Metro the¬
atrical films.
Program exec further disclosed
that the network is planning a live
quiz show, using tyro talent, as a
half-hour nighttime show.
It is
titled “Fame and Fortunp.”
Metro-TV, meanwhile, has wound
up a two-week sales meet on new
projects and the continued market¬
ing of the Metro library..
Meeting was capped by appoint¬
ment of Richard A. Harper as di¬
rector of sales, . Harper, formerly
director of operations, will report
to v.p. Charles C. (Bud) Barry.
Filling Harper's operations post
will be Saul Schrleber, formerly
Harper’s, assistant.
In the expanded sales division,
Charles A. L. Sup, vet syndicated
film salesman, has been added to
the western sales staff, headed by
Maurice Gresham. Sup’s area also
will cover Metro’s newly organ|ized film commercial division.
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CBS ENTRIES ON ’57-’58 FIRE
-f-

Danun’s Dileiiima
Walter Damm, the WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, factotum who for a
number of years has been the sparkplug in resolving any and all
NBC-affiliate squabbles, indicated at last week’s meeting in New
York of the NBC Affiliates Executive Committee that he would be
stepping aside as chairman at the end of the current semester.
Peculiarly enough, Damm isn’t anxious to quit. NBC doesn’t
want him to bow out, and neither do the affiliates. For in spite
of his role as “stormy petrel’’ at network-affiliate conclaves, the
Damm sphere of influence in the adjudication of knotty problems
has grown through the years.
But Damm has a “management’’ problem. The WTMJ opera¬
tion is owned by the Milwaukee Journal. The publishers, in turn,
are invoking their policy, which applies both to the newspaper as
well as the broadcasting arm, requiring execs not to “overstay
their welcome’’ on committees, associations, etc., in favor of
“minding the store.^*
“It’s expected that jLawrence (Buddy) Rodgers, of WSAZ-TV,
Huntington, W. Va., vice, chairman of the Executive Committee, will
fall heir to the Damm, spot.

TV Award, Sees Taxpayers Strapped
Washington, Feb, 19. 4
Question of the legality of the
FCC’s grant of a tv authorkation
to a subsidiary of National Airlines
Hank Shepafd has resigned as
was placed before the TJ.
Court
of Appeals here last week in a director of business development
notice of appeal and motion for for' California ‘National Produc¬
stay filed by WKAT, .Vi^jo . by p*e tions to switch from the NBC tele¬
examiner in the contest for chan¬ film subsid back to the web’s o&o
nel 10 in Miami but denied in the division. Shepard resumes his post
as director of special projects for
final decision of the Commission.
Action of WKAT was not sur¬ the o&o’s, the job he held before
prising in view of the heat gen¬ moving over to California National
erated by various quarters, iiiclud- about three months ago.
ing members of the Senate and
Reason for the move is a change
Eastern Air Lines, in an effort to in philosophy over at California
ward off the anticipated ruling of National which deemphasized the
business development phase of
the agency.
Charging that the Commission operations, leaving Shepard little
“decided this case in a vacuum and to do. He won’t be replaced.
without consideration of the broad¬
er interests of the government as
a unit,’’ WKAT urged the Court to
Stay the decision “to protect and
vindicate a basic public interest’’
Involving the relationship. between
air transportation and communica¬
tions policy.
If construction of National’s sta¬
tion is not stayed, WKAT told the
Court, “it will of course be built,
and promptly.’’ At least one tv
station, it asserted, was partially
built and put on the air within two
Chicago, Feb. 19.
W'eeks of its authorization. If the
The National Hockey League
station is constructed now, said
hierarchy
Is
doing
nipups over the
WKAT,^ “the public m&y actually
pay. for" it’’ since its cost of con¬ accumulating evidence that this
season’s
experimental
network
struction and anticipated loss the
first year (totaling $2,225,000) telecasting is proving to be a
would come from National. And potent boxoffice hypo. From sev¬
National’s funds, WKAT declared, eral of the cities on the NHL wheel
“must come from, or later be re¬ where the sport has been in the
placed by, government subsidies.’’ doldrums, come reports that at¬
tendance is perking up as a result
Citing testimony by National last of the Saturday afternoon CBS-TV
summer before the Civil Aero¬ telecasts.
nautics Board that certification of
The slambang puck chasing con¬
a competitor (Northeast Airlines)
on the New York-Miami route tests have also turned out to be a
real
Saturday sleeper for Colum¬
would so affect its business that it
would require from $5,000,000 to bia. Telecasts just last week at¬
tracted
their first national coin,
$8,000,000 in annual Federal sub¬
with Carter Products’ Rise shav¬
sidies, WKAT asserted:
ing lather buying in for a third of
“Under these circumstances, it the final four games of the hereto¬
would appear that National will fore straight co-oped venture. The
charge most or all of Its $2,225,000 schedule of 10 games preemed last
tv expenditure to the taxpayers if month on a hookup of 59 CBS out¬
It can get away with it. Moreover, lets. The lineup currently em¬
if, as the Commission will argue, braces 115 stations.
appellant (KWA'T) will receive a
CBS Is negotiating a renewal
fair hearing from the Commission
With the hockey league for next
(Continued on page 40)
season, with the likelihood the
schedule will be considerably ex¬
panded. It’s understood the net¬
work this season is shelling out
$10,000 per game for the tv rights.
After six national tv exposures,
the league clocked in the biggest
overall gate of the year a week ago
Sunday night >(10) with 42,548 fans
at the three rinks.
That same
William A. Bacher and the Wil¬ night there was the a new high for
liam Morris agency are readying the season at Madison Square Gar¬
a series of hour shows for next den in New York where 15,925 perseason under the title of “Town
(Continued on page 26)
Hall Tonight,’’ which was used for
many years in radio by the late
Fred Allen. Stanza will have an
Americana background tracing the
history of music and entertain¬
Chicago, Feb. 19.
ment over the years.
Beatrice Foods’ LaChoy label
Harry Belafonte and Burl Ives has ordered 65 five-minute slices of
are being dickered for the caval¬ ABC's “Breakfast Club’’ to be
cade of folk music and Hoagy Car¬ spread over two 13-week cycles.
michael will be the main figure First batch kicks off March 4 on a
in “Stardust Road.’’
Bacher is three-a-week schedule and the
currently producing the Ray Bol- final 26 will start in the fall.
ger starrer, “Washington Square,’’
Foote, Cone and Belding is the
oh NBC-XV. •
agency.

Shepard’s NBC Shift

CBS-TTs Hockey
Click; Boxoffke
Hypo for League

Bacher, WM Prep
Town Hall’ Series

LaChoy’s ‘B’fast’ Spread

4*

MutoaTs New Type of Network
Designed to Shave Costs, Based
On Web-Adiliate Barter Plan

Even though a lot of the master¬
minding for next season is being
directed by the tv networks toward -----—^ A completely new radio network
the expanded 60-minute and even
concept would be put into force If
Of Time & TV
and when Mutual’s planned changes
90-minute form of' programming, I
go into effect, a concept aimed at
Recent decision of Time
there won’t be any lack of halftying ino with local radio’s news
magazine to expand its tv cov¬
hour film entries. Not, at least,
and music format confining the
erage has already paiti off far
around CBS, where the major con¬
net’s role mainly to servicing of
beyond expectations.
news, sports, and special events.
centration presently lies in plug¬
Cover spread on Charles
Details of MBS’ radical depart¬
Van
Doren
(“Twenty
One”
ging the 30-minute gaps that will
ure from current net operations
quiz) couple weeks back broke
open up at the end of the season.
were
learned, as initial reaction
• all records for single-issue
'Here, for example, is what CBS
sale.___ from 20 to 25% of the affiliates in¬
dicated a nod in the direction of
envisions, as the, more qualitative
the new approach. If the current
entries being designed for the
plan, first broached about two.
’57-’58 programming sweepstakes
weeks ago In Chicago at the organ¬
based on already completed pilots
izational meeting of the Mutual
or advanced blueprinting:
Affiliates. Advisory
Committee,
does not win acceptance in the
An adventure-comedy series cofinal
stretch,
net
is
determined
to
starring Vincent Price and Peter
come up. with alternative proposals.
Lorre called “Collector’s Item.’’
Net feels current standard con¬
This is a wholly-owned CBS prop¬
tract .of option time, clearances,
payment to affiliates, etc:, is un¬
erty created by west coast program
realistic in today’s market, beset
exec Hunt Stromberg Jf., the idea
on one hand by tv and on the
stemming from the audience ex¬
NBC-TV’s major advances in other by national spot radio buy¬
citement generated by Price’s re¬ daytime television, . an area in ing, the problem compounded by
cent participation in “$64,000 which it has been a flat second fid¬ the clearance problem.
Orders from parent General
Challenge” with Edward G. Robin¬ dle to CBS, took an even more
son. Howejjer, this one’s not a spectacular' jtfmp this week with Tire & Rubber Co. is that MBS
It ran $J.,quiz show; strictly comedy with the release of the second Nielsen must cut its losses.
adventure overtones in which report for January. Where NBC- 500,000 in the red in ’56, accord¬
Price portrays the owner of a N.Y. TV just two weeks ago had ing to a General Tire estimate, a
art gallery with Lorre as a phony squeaked past CBS in the after¬ figure though which is questioned
art dealer who goes to work for noon 2:30 to 5:30 period to lead by net execs who maintain that the
Price. Web’s hopes are. particular¬ Columbia in average rating by 1%, bookkeeping loss considering net’s
the new Nielsen shows NBC with role with o&o’s, for one
ly high on this one.
Next week, the CBS program a resounding 12% lead in the af¬ MBS feels it can cut losses in this
trying period for radio network by
ternoon
period.
command will get its first gander
Moreover, the NBC average rat¬ slicing talent costs that go into en¬
at the pilot on the Walter Slezak
tertainment
shows.
filmed comedy series (this one’s ing for all its daytime entertain¬
The contemplated contract also
being made in New York) called ment programs (which excludes
“Slezak & Son” with the star’s “Today” and “Home), covering the would essentially swap the news,
mccoy offspring playing opposite II to 5:30 period, is up to 10.1 aver¬ sports and special events program¬
him. Series is being produced and age Nielsen, while CBS’ compar¬ ming for affiliate clearances, re¬
written by Howard Teichmahn. It’s able average for the 10 to 5 period ducing any exchange of monies
a CBS-owned property, with John is 9.3. NBC, consequently, is now between net and affiliates to a
Rich assigned to the directorial ahead of CBS over the entire day, bare minimum. Key to the barter
helm. Web hopes to have 13 in the though obviously beaten in some arrangement would be net taking
can in time for the fall semester. spots like Arthur Godfrey and five-minute of new§ on the hour
for national sponsorship and feed¬
Pilot has already been completed “Strike It Rich.”
on the new Marie Wilson situation
Equally bullish are some of the ing five-minutes of news on the
comedy series which is owned ratings chalked up by NBi^ shows half-hour to affiliates for local
jointly by CBS, George Burns (who which a year ago where in trouble. sponsorship. Special events such
produced the pilot) and Miss Wil¬ “Matinee Theatre,” for example, as “Game of the Day” and football
son. Series will be filmed at Mc- emerges with an average audience would go under a co-op arrange¬
ment.
Popular “Queen For a
Cadden Studios on the Coast.
of 10.4 with a 42.4% share, topping
Day,” now multi-sponsored nation¬
Also there’s a new Eye Arden, both “Big Payoff” and Bob Crosby. ally, would be fed to affiliates for
series currently in preparation. “Queen for a Day” is up to- a 13.7 local sponsorship.
This one’s based on Emily Kim¬ on its 45 minutes, while “Comedy
But under plan, net sees no room
brough’s “It Gives Me Great Time” has a 12.7. In the piorning,
Pleasure,” with Leonard Girsch the new “Tic Tac Dough” tops the for such currently sponsored
shows
as “Bob & Ray,” “Gaylord
assigned the task of transplating rival CBSoaps, with a 10.0 aver¬
(Continued on page 26)
age, up from 7.7 two weeks ago
it into a vidfilm series.
New western series is also in the (soaps average 7.9 on CBS),
offing. This one will star Richard “Truth or Consequences” is up in
Boone and is called “Have Gun, its second report to an 8.2, giving
Will Travel.” Pilot is being shot .“Strike It Rich” a run for its
by Filmaster (which Is also doing moHey—latter has a 9.0 and a 40.9%
three “location” shows for the share,«k down from a 54% share
network’s “Playhouse 90” series). three reports ago.
NBC lineup now delivers 3,900,Where the shows will go, of
course, will depend on cancella¬ 000 homes in the average daytime
As of November,
tions and sponsor priorities on time quarter-hour.
NBC-TV is planning to build an
periods. A couple of them will 1955, only two of its 20 quarter- hour variety show around Eddie
hours
reached
more
than 2,000,000 Fisher next fall. Day hasn’t been
probably wind up in Tuesday seg¬
ments, since “The Brothers” will homes; now all*20 of them top the selected, but the show will go into
call it quits at the end of the se¬ 2,000,000u mark, with the lowest in a weeknight 8 to 9 time slot. Pro¬
While gram will originate from the Coast.
mester and with probability of the fact delivering 2,240,000.
“To Tell the Truth” quizzer being the NBC daytime advance has been
Fisher, an NBC-TV contractee,
yanked from the choice 9 to 9:30 a steady one, particularly since last
period. There are also some vul¬ fall, the newest ratings are by far will be on the Inactive list between
nerable Friday and Saturday night the most spectacular Increase NBC now and the fall, since his longrunning Coca-Cola quarter-hour
slots up for program revamping. ' has experienced to date.
has been cancelled and the net¬
work has installed Xavier Cugat &
Abbe Lane in his 7:30-7:45 time
slot on Wednesdays and Fridays.
Web, obviously happy about the
way Perry Como has hit the Top 10
with his hour stanza, feels that
Jerry Lewis’ first solo telestint bounced him into second and
Fisher can develop into a similar
third places on the Nielsen top 10 for average audience and total
top contender.
audience, respectively. Perry Como continued as NBC’s only
other entry in the latest Nielsens, covering the two weeks^ended
Jan. 26. CBS grabbd off the other eight winners in the average
audience category and took seven out of 10 in total audience, with
James Stabile, the former ABC
ABC placing “Disneyland” in this category.
v.p.-general counsel w'ho moved
Total Audience
Average Audience
over to NBC some weeks ago, has
I Love Lucy (CBS). 48.3 j Love Lucy (CBS) . 46.6 finally been set with a specific as¬
Ed Sullivan Show (CBS) .... 47.3 Jerry Lewis (NBC) . 39.6 signment. He’ll become manager
Jerry Lewis (NBC) . 46.6 Ed Sullivan Show (CBS) .... 38.1 of talent negotiations in v.p. James
Disneyland (ABC) . 42.7 December Bride (CBS).37.0 Denning's talent & program con¬
Perry Como Show (NBC) .... 40.3 I've Got A Secret ((CBS) ... 36.7 tract department.
December Bride (CBS)
39.7 $64,000 Question (CBS) .... 35.7
That was Stabile’s original func¬
$64,000 Question (CBS). 38.8 G. E. Theatre (CBS). 35.4 tion at ABC before he became the
I’ve Got A Secret (CBS) .... 38.7 Arthur Godfrey’s Scouts
web’s counsel. He was director of
Arthur Godfrey’s Scouts
(CBS) .* 35.3 the business affairs department,
(CBS)
. 38.,4_Perry Como Show (NBC) .... 34.7 and prior to that was with the Wil¬
Jack Benny Show (CBS) .... 37.9 Jack Benny Show (CBS) .... 34.7 liam Morris office.

New Niekens Finn
NBCTV Advances
On Daytime Front

Fnll Hr. TV Series
OnTapforFidier

Jerry’s TV Solo a Nielsen Smash

NBC Sets Stabile Role

24^^
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Ernst, Milkr Favor Conunisskm To
Resolve ‘TV in Courtroom’ Issue

....

Greene’s /Omni’ Seg

:

TY-Radio PrahictioD Centres

1;

Ottawa; Feb, 19;
Bavid Greene, top producer of
Shakespeare for the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., will produce
“Young Shakespeare” via ABC-TV
in New York (24) for “Omnibus.” fiV mw YORK CITY . . .
Greene has been temporarily re¬
Judge Justin Miller and lawyer 4
Ellis Moore, director of the NBC press department, back at work
leased from CBC commitments forMorris Ernst took opposing sides
the job, including his production after a bout with virus pneumonia , .. Pat Farrar upped to director of
in a debate on whether to allow tv
public
service, educational and religious programs for WRCA-TV, re¬
of “Black Chiffon” set for CBCinto courtrooms, but both allowed
Havana, Feb'. 19.
placing Richard Heffner, who’s joined the Metropolitan Educational
TV Theatre Feb. 24.
as it was an excellent idea to es¬
Rock
’nroll
has
been
banned
Television
Assn, as program manager. Heffner continues as producertablish a com«[iission to investigate
moderator of the station’s “Open Mind,” however ... Ann Thomas and
the situation. Miller was on the from CubaH television by order of
Minister
of
Communications
Ra¬
Patsy O’Shea into the cast of “Our Gal Sunday” and Jean Gillespie
affirmative and Ernst the negative
into “Ma Perkins,” both CBS Radio . . . WRCA-TV continuity writer
during lak week’s Radio & Tele¬ mon Vasconcelos.
This was dqne, said the order,
Robert D. B. Carlisle moved to “Tonight” as a writer . . . Rosemary
vision Executives Society luncheon
because “performers and fans
Rice set for the lead In “FBI in Peace & War” Sunday (24) . . . Sher¬
in N. Y. ^
adopt postures and carry out
man Adler named account exec for sales development in CBS Tele¬
Gotham lawyer Ernst suggested movements which are frankly im¬
vision Spot Sales’ N.Y. office; he was formerly with NBC Television
that $500,000 be contributed by moral, and in addition this chore¬
Films . . . Hal Hastings, who accomps Martha Wright on her WCBS
networks and/or stations to estab¬ ographic deformity tends to cause
Boston, Feb. 19.
lish a non-partisan investigating unhealthy states of excUement in I WBZ-TV had a real life drama show, taking a leave of absence to become musical director of George
Abbott’s new Gwen Verdon-Thelma Ritter legiter, “New Girl in Town.’*
commission which would take its the persons used in these exhibi¬
ultimate findings ‘^to the courts” tions as well as in the televiewers.” in its own backyard on its hands John Lesko will pinchhit for him on WCBS , . . Ben Grauer doing a
for final rulings. Part^of the rec¬
Saturday (161 when a would-be series of 15-minute transcriptions for the American Legion for national
ommendation was to place ‘'social
suicide climbed to the top of the distribution in April . . . WRCA-TV stage manager Richard Auerbach
moved over to NBC-TV in the same capacity . . . Lyman Clardy, man¬
scientists” on the commission.
remains of the old WBZ-TV tower, ager of program -operations at WCBS, received permanent appoint¬
Ernst favored “social scientists”
cut in half by a hurricane, and ment as a full commander in the U.S. Naval Reserve .. . Rev. Malcolm
as Impartial, revealing judges of
Boyd (ex-radio-tv producer and packager) currently winding up his
threatened to jump
•.
facts. He noted, after the formal
Roger Lavelli of Brighton, who theological-studies at Union Theological Seminary in N.Y. and plans
debate, that such men were instru¬
to leave In June for a year’s church work in France In the monastic
mental in gaining desegregation
resides in the studio area, started community of Taize, His book “Crisis in Commimication; A Christian
through the Supreme Court on
climbing
at
1:45
p,
m.
and
was
im¬
Examination
of Mass Media” is ready for publication via Doubleday
the strength of information sup¬
mediately spotted by station per¬ . . . It’s a girl for the Don Mercers (NBC station relations (their third
plied about non-integrated schools
child)
.
.
.
Sam
Levenson speaking on “Humor and the Comedian” at
“worked on the psyche” of a Ne¬
sonnel who tried to get him to
the New School for Social Research course on “Show Business: Work
gro child.
come down.
Police and firemen in Progress,” next Monday (25) . . . Bill Leonard back in the saddle at
He believed that the networks
Washington, Feb. 19.
rushed over, but could do nothing WCBS—his fi^t guest on his “This Is New York” was Mayor Robert
and stations should give the coin
Paramount Pictures hasn’t given
F. Wagner, who welcomed him back .'. . Peggy McCann, last with Paul
for the establishment of the com¬ up its fight to stop construction of to get the young man to come
mission “because they’ll make for¬ tv translator stations in Palm down. His wife was brought in to White as his gal Friday, joined Ted Lloyd’s production setup (“Ask the
tunes from trials later on.” He ad¬ Springs, Calif., where it operates plead with him to climb down the Camera) as executive administrator for the national syndication of
“Camera” . . . CBS News & Public Affairs producer Jack Kuney upped
mitted the risk for the industry a community antenna which it has tower, but was unsuccessful.
to supervisor of the web’s “Lamp Unto My Feet” series .. . Red Barber
since the commission’s findings used for testing Its Telemeter sys¬
WBZ
radio
and
WBZ-TV
went
to
takes off early in March for the N.Y. Yankees* St. Petersburg train¬
may be against sponsored trials if tem of toll tv.
not versus televised trials alto¬
Picture, company’s subsid, Palm work recording and broadcasting ing headquarters and commutes to N.Y. Fridays for his NBC-TV postgether.
Springs Community TV Corp., no¬ the drama as a crowd of 5,000 ap¬ fight* tv’er . . . Michael F. Dowley Jr. named director of export opera¬
tions at RCA International Division . . . National Exchange Club pre¬
Upon being told of Ernst’s sug¬ tified FCC last week it will soon peared seemingly from out of no¬ sented MBS prez John B. Poor with the group’s citation of merit for
file
a protest against the Feb. 7 where. Rev. Thomas Keane a cu¬
gestion, Justice Miller, former
outstanding public service in the fight against lawlessness. Award,
NARTB boss, said that the money authorizations to Palm Springs
third in succession for MBS for its National Crime Prevention Week
might best come from one of the Translator Station Inc. and will rate at St. Anthdhy’s Church, activities, cites year-round emphasis by Mutual’s evening mystery-adlarge non-profit foundations. Ac¬ request that the grants be stayed. Allston, rushed from a nearby rec¬ *enture block on “crime does not pay” theme . . . Quartet of sportsPar. told the Commission it is tory to plead.
cepting this amendment, Ernst
casters that play-by-played major league baseball for Mutual’s ’56
declared that it might still be wise “convinced” that the agency will
In the studio, Charles Feeley, “Game of the Day” schedule will handle the same chores this season.
if the networks approached the suspend construction of the two Newton policeman, was rehearsing They include Art Gleason, net’s sport director, Rex Barney, John Macfoundations, since they have the translators authorized when it has for a panel discussion on “Our Be¬ Lean and Bob Neal.
best chance of getting the money. had opportunity to study the pro¬ lieving World,” Interfaith religious
TV actor^writer Joe Julian Is completing the English translation for
During the debate, Ernst said test. In the meantime, it requested series in connection with Brother¬ dubbing of “La Strada,” in addition to doing the March 1 lead on
that he was “not debating ethics the Commission to, advise Transla¬ hood Week. Feeley, who has been “Big Story” . . . Dr. Sidney Roslow, Pulse chief, to Pittsburgh next
tor
that
any
construction
it
under¬
but convenience” of television in
cited nationally for outstanding Wednesday (27) to address Advertising Club on “Which Gives ,You a
the courtroom. “How do we recon¬ takes will be “at its own peril and work in juvenile delinquency, Bigger Bang for Your Buck—^Radio or TV?” . . . Tab Hunter guesting
cile the ideas of an informed pub¬ risk.”
rushed out and talked to the boy
Community TV previously op¬ from the address system of a Bos¬ tomorrow on Herb Sheldon’s afternoon “Studio Party” (WABD) . . •
lic and a sober search for justice?
posed grants to Translator because ton police cruising car for over an Theory and organization was" Mort Abrahams* topic when the exec pro¬
They are in conflict,” Ernst said.
ducer of “Producers’ Showcase” lectured at New School Monday (18)
its original president, Howard Mor¬
Do lawyers a.*/, judges in. court¬ ris, Is not a U. S. citizen. FCC. hour.
. . . Charter Oaks Telepictures bought its own building in the east
Traffic got snarled up for miles 90’s, to get 7,500 square feet of shooting stage and film lab space; org
room trials “think soberly and issued the authorizations after
as carefully,” Ernst queried, “when Morris was replaced by Frank Ben¬ around the studio, and after some run by Otis, Ira and Lou Cavrell . . . Bob Ross, folk singer, into to¬
television gets into the act?” He nett, denying further opposition by two hours, the combined efforts of morrow’s “Jewish Home Hour,” WATV .. . Renata Tebaldi made a rar*
submitted to the luncheon meet¬ Community on allegations that Father Keane and Officer Feeley radio guest shot Monday on WNYC’s “For the Ladies,” emceed by
ing of RTES that courtroom de¬ Morris may still be the man be¬ were effective and the man began Peter Gravina; she discussed that alleged feud with other soprano
a slow descent refusing to allow Maria Callas . . . Don Morrow selected to host Prfeem convention show
corum might be shattered if tv hind the project.
anyone to help him.
moves in.
in Chi . . . Paul Taubman scoring original music for projected Maurice
On the spot coverage by WBZ- Chevalier telepic series . . . Alfred Mastni from CBS Network Sales
Miller felt contrarily that the
TV cameras and WBZ mikes kept Service to Edward Petry reppery sales . . . Tom Redston becomes new
technical developments in tv are
New England viewers and listeners WAAT account exec. ...
proven to be go complete that un¬
Cincinnati, Feb. 19.
in touch with the drama in the stu¬
less, say, a v/itness were told of the
Karl Swenson just back from Washington, where he made a film for
Switching of Willie Thall from dio’s backyard.
tv camera’s presence, he’d never
Civil Defense tagged “It Can Happen Here,” and resumes his role on
WLW-T
to
WKRC-TV
and
Bob
,
know. He said later that in offer¬
CBS-TV’s “Edge of Night” soaper . . . AB(? Film Syndication holding
Braun
from
WCPO-TV
to
WLW-T
ing this attitude, “he was not min¬
second screening today (Wed.) at Overseas Press Club of its “Exclu¬
imizing the hazards, but I’m skep¬ opened the door for promotional
sive” series being dangled for sponsorship. First screening held last
buildups on changes and replace¬
tical about there being too many.”
week (13) . . . Harry Rasky, producer on “UN in Action” on CBS-TV,
ments by all three stations.
Atlanta, Feb. 19.
Miller opined that federal courts
Thall, vet Crosley staffer and a
Allen Woodall, prez of WDAK hospitalized with a bleeding ulcer while visiting in Toronto. Michael
should have the ultimate say as to wheel on WLW-T “Midwestern Radio and general manager of Sklar takes over as producer till Rasky returns . . . Reginald pawson
the permissiveness of televised 'Hayride” and Ruth Lyons “50-50 WDAK-TV, Cdlumbus, has been into cast of “Road of Life” on CBS Radio ... Ed Murrow off to Eng¬
trials, since such programming is Club” shows, is conducting an ex¬
land for a special assignment; Charles Collingwood subbing him on
covered by the Fifth and 14th tensive talent search for a femme appointed to the board of regents CBS Radio this week . . . Carmen MacRae does double duty on CBS
amendments covering the due pro¬ chirper on his show to come on of the U. of Georgia system. His Radio Sunday (24), guesting on “Woolworth Hom” in the afternoon
appointment is from the state at and the Mitch Miller stanza at night. Percy Faith, incidentally, returns
cess law.
WKRC-TV.
large, which is a seven-year term, to his Woolworth conducting chores same day after two weeks in Cuba
BoT) Braun, popular for hii^ vo¬
Woodall, the first Georgia broad¬ . . . Howard Petrie back from Hollywood film acting chores for tv work
cal mimicry on Dotty Mack’s show,
waited a week or so after leav¬ caster ever to serve as a regent, is in N.Y. Had a lead in Phil Silvers show last week ... Mort Abrahams,
an
alumnus of the U. of Georgia. exec producer of “Producers’ Showcase,” to Chicago Friday (22), to
ing WCPO-TV before announcing
affiliation with the Crosley fold. He is a past prez of the Georgia rehearse Old Vic Company for March 4 “Romeo and Juliet” NBC-TV
A1 Bland, program director at Association of Broadcasters, and stanza . . . Frances Wyatt, who as regular member of “Voice of Fire¬
WLW and WLW-T, is putting on a past chairman of the U. of Georgia stone” cast filled in Jan. 14 for ailing Patrice Munsel, becomes featured
soloist May 13 on show; her fast fillin, according to sponsor, got “great¬
tease campaign about Braun’s new Radio-Television Institute.
est mall response” in show’s 28-year radio-tv history.
chores.
•
Mort Watters, chief—of the
Columbus — Leroy Fal-ck has
CBS Inc. hit record marks In Scripps-Howard Cincy tver, has
been named director of commercial IN HOLLYWOOD . . .
sales and earnings during 1956. beaten tlie drums long and loud to operations at WLW-C, local NBCTennessee Ernie Ford will take a summer laoyff from tv for the first
Consolidated profits for the year find a young man to replace Braun. TV affiliate. Falck succeeds Don
rose 21.5% over 1955, to a total Pitch drew 417 applicants for.audi¬ Hardin who recently became time and upon his return in the fall will severely trim his schedule of
of $16,238,000, on a sales increase tions.
WTVN-TV promotion director here. six half hours a week. He wants to concentrate on the night show and
forget about the midday strip ... Kenyon & Eckhardt prez Bill Lewis
of 12% to $354,000,000 for the year.
around for a few days of client contact and meetings with Jack Run¬
'Comparable 1955 earnings were
yon, the agency’s regional veepee in Hollywood ... General Foods
$13,397,000 while sales were $316,deal for CBS-TV’s “Perry Mason” series curdled when the net insisted
573,000.
that GF take up the tab for a defecting client from Jackie Gleason.
Profits per share for the year
His time will be “Mason’s” time next fall . . . Art Linkletter will write
totaled $2.17, compared with $1.83
a book about the kids he chins with on “House Party” while loafing
Boston, Feb. 19.
the previous year. The figures were
among the Leilanis. Bob Cummings, who went along, will be more
Creative tv is coming to the fore here with WBZ-TV’s new Sun¬
arrived at after providing a loss
concerned with bathing beauts for his own tv series , . . J. Walter
day
afternoon
program,
“2000
A.D.,”
built
around
what
life
will
of 41c per share on the discon¬
Thompson’s Danny Seymour and Cornwell Jackson inspected most of
be like in the next century. Last Sunday they shot off a rocket
tinuance of the CBS-Colimibia
the
available pilots and cast their vote for Don Fedderson’s “Date
radio-tv manufacturing division in
on the program; this Sunday (17), they rode a 25-ton tractor over
With the Angels.” It’s half open so they’ll pitch it to their clients . . .
July, with the 41c including losses
an automobile crushing the heap into a pancake to show the might
L.A.
Press Club was given a demonstration by KNXT of how fast tv
on plant disposal.
of modern machinery.
works. A newsreel of the ‘members shot by Coy Watson was devel¬
A giant Caterpillar was used to crush the car. First, the ma¬
Board of directors declared a
oped, dried and shown 20 minutes after it was taken . . . Kicked off the
chine lifted its 10-ton blade into the air, dropped it on the hood of
quarterly dividend of/25c a share,
air when soap opera fans rebelled, KFI is now taking NBC’s Bill Good¬
the car, making a step on which to climb, then grinded over the car.
up from the last divvy of 20c, for
win Show but delaying it until the evening hour.
Prof. Jonathan Karas, sitting in the cab with the driver, described
holders of Class A and B stock of
the “ride.” IBC sponsors the series. Sid Pike is dkector.
record on Feb. 21, payable March
Again on the creative kick. WBZ-TV presented a half hour drama
8. Board also elected a new v.p.
IN CHICAGO ...
fantasy, locally produced, “Abraham Lincoln’s Heavenly Crisis”
of the parent company, Arthur L.
NBC Radio veep Matthew (Joe) Culligan to address the Broadcast
wi-itten by WBZ-TV’s George E. XJloynihan.
Chapman, the new prez of CBSAdvertising Club Monday (25) . , . WJJD’s “Suppertime Frolic” and
WNAC-TV came in on the live creative resurgence with sending
Mytron. ‘ Geraldine Zorbaugh and
“Breakfast
Frolic,” hosted by Randy Blake, get the axe April 1 after
a film team to Hungary to document the refugee situation. Tlie
Thomas K. Fisher, v.p. and general
nearly 25 years so the Plough-owned station can extend its straight
first part of the film documentary, “Suffer the Little Children,”
attorney of CBS Radio and CBSmusic-news
format from sign-on to sign-off ... Bob McKenna switched
TV respectively, were elected as¬
has been shown and Monday (18), the station preemed its longer
film, “World Sorrow’.’*
I
(Continued cu page 26)
sistant secretaries of CBS Inc.

Havana's R 'n' R Bans

Hnb’s WBZ-TV finds
Real Life Drama Right
On Its ()wn Tower

Fuss To Prevent
‘Translator TV’

4

Cincy Shuffles

Woodall’s Regency

Record CBS Sales,
Earnings (or ’56

Hub TV On a Creative Kick
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McCONNAUGHEY EXIT ON TAP
Fat Rise in U^. TV Viewkg
The new tv year got off to a good start with Nielsen reporting a
30% rise in January, '57 in the total number of homes tuned in at
- an average evening, as compared to January, '56,
Reflected ill the figure is the rise in the number of tv homes In
the U.S. over the coprse of a year, with Nielsen reporting 39,300,000 U.S. tv homes in January, '57, as compared to 35,100,000 tv
homes Ifi January, '56, a rise of 11%.
Comparing the two years in the same month,. Nielsen reports an
average evening total audience rating of 25.4 iii '57 against 22.7 in
'66. Translated into homes, there were 81,123,000 homes tuned in
on an average evening during January, '57, aganst an average of
6,976,000 homes during January, '56. Ratings of the two periods
show a 11% rise in January, '57, and a 30% rise in the total num¬
ber of homes. .

Protests Swd Over WRCA-TYs
‘10 PIod’; Branded as Giveaway

Natkaal Spot TV’s $397,49g,(KI0
AS'DARyOM' In ’56; P&G Tops IIF Spenders
• Washington, Feb. 19.
Belief is growing here that FCC
chairman
George
C.
McConnaughey will resign and enter law
practice In Columbus, O., before
his term' on the Commission ex¬
pires June 30.
McConnaughey refuses to reveal
his plans, saying he hasn’t decided
whether to seek reappointment.
Since there is considerable doubt
among people who know the ways
of the White House that he would
have to “seek” the job if it were
available to him, there’s reason to
suspect that the adipinistration has
other plans.
Speculation is that McCon¬
naughey will leave some time dur¬
ing the spring, presumably after
.the allocation proceedings are de¬
cided -and important tv hearing
cases are out of the way.
Who would succeed him as chair¬
man would depend on whether the'
administration would bring in an
outsider or give the job to one of
the Republican members. If it's
the latter, either Comr. John C.
Doerfer or Robert E. Lee, both
Eisenhower appointments, would
be in line. There’s increasing talk,
however, that Warren E. Baker,
the agency’s chief cousel and gen¬
erally regarded as the outstanding
staff appointment by this Commis¬
sion, would be seriously consid¬
ered.
Should an outsider be brought
in, either as chairman or as a
commissioner, the Administration
would have a wide field among
former members of Congress who
lost out for reelection. With the
job now paying $20,000 per annum,
no shortage of candidates is antici¬
pated.
Fortifying the belief that Mc¬
Connaughey will resign is the fact
that several of his aides are plan¬
ning to leave—fairly soon.

Make Believe
WNE'V, N. Y., came up with
one of the strangest cocktail
party cancellations on record
last week. Indie had arranged
to “launch” Ford in his new
“Make Believe Ballroonf’ slot
with a shindig aboard the S.S.
Brazil.
Station then sent out tele¬
grams calling off the affair
because of the loYigshoremen’s
strike.

96-Mm.Religio$o$
On SG Agenda As
Network l-3hots

Slam at WRCA-TV's selling prac- 4
tices and a negation of the asser-,
tion that New York has become a
“spft" market for national spot
business were made last week by
WABC-TV as a result of the NBC
Hollywood Feb. 19.
key's new “10 Plan" and some sup¬
Sam Bischoff and Dave Diamond
porting remarks made by Tom
will
shoot
a
pUot
for & new NBCMcFadden, NBC o&o veep. Apart
from WABC-TV, and WCBS-TV TV half-hour adventure series In
Taking its cue from the success¬
which had its say last week, all of England, with International TV
ful theatrical b.o. returns on “The
New York's other tv stations—^ Productions participating.
Robe” and the current “Ten Com¬
WPIX, WABD, WATV, WDR-TV—
Series is entitled “The Fox,’’ with
mandments," Screen Gems has
are up in arms about the selling pilot penned by creator Crane Wil¬
been bitten by the “religioso bug”
plan which for every Trlple-A spot bur. It will be slotted for an earlyand is moving into the 90-minute
bought on WRCA-TV the adver¬ evening spot on the net next sea¬
area of one-shot film specs based
tiser qualifies for a bonus of nine son. Anthony Dexter will star in
on Bible stories. As with the bulk
free spots.
the deal.n^otiated with NBC for
of SG properties, they’re being eby
James
signed for network exposure as
“It's awful when the No. 2 sta¬ Bischoff-Diamond,
holiday “preemption shows” such
tion in New York goes Into a give¬ Saphier.
as Christmas, Easter, Thanksgiv¬
away,’’ Joseph Stamler, WABC-TV
ing, etc.
sales chief, declared. “I agree at
all times that anybody at any time
In all, SG contemplates doing
should be free to solve his own
half a dozen such shows. Four of
problems as McFadden says, but
them already have been' scripted,
we feel at WABC-TV that If a nextunder the supervisory helm of Bill
door neighbor of yours is'chopping
Goetz, who is partnered with
down a dead tree, you certainly are
! Screen Gems in the elaborate venI ture. Each of the films is being
entitled to ask that he take steps
to prevent it from falling on your
budgeted at $400,000, thus giving
house.’,’
Stamler said that the
them a status akin to major the¬
WRCA-TV “giveaway" creates a
atricals (ultimately a theatrical re¬
generally bad impression of busi¬
lease is planned for them over¬
seas). They’ll all be done in color.
ness all over tv and Stamler said
London, Feb, 19.
the downbeat aspect was not lim¬
Initial entry will be “David the
A new telefilm series, featuring
ited to New York since NBC has
Outlaw,” based on the Biblical
extended the plan of nine bonus the Abbey Theatre of Dublin in fa¬
story
of David and Saul. Among
mous Irish plays, is to be produced
spots to other o&o markets.
others on the agenda are “The
in Britain. A pilot h^s already been
Wives of Pilate” (themed to the
'McFadden stated in Variety last completed at the Nettlefold Stu¬
Pontius Pilate story) and “The
week that a soft spot appears to dios, Walton-on-Thames, and a
First Nun.” In view of the major
have developed In sale of prime U. S. distributing deal is now be¬
Handwriting is on the wall for costs entailed, SG is ^currently
station breaks and that this soft ing negotiated.
“Good Morning With Will Rogers. seeking sponsorship deals before
state is affecting all advertising
Backing the venture are Emmett Jr.,” and it’s probably only a mat¬ embarking on actual shooting.
media, particularly tv.
Dalton, Louis Elliman and Bob ter of weeks before a country &
Stamler’s reply was that it is Baker. Dalton, the former British western style music stanza goes in
not true anywhere in New York rep for Sam Goldwyn, has active tv as CBS-TV’s newest competitive
but apparently at WRCA-TV. He and studio interests, while Elliman entry against NBC's successful
noted a reported rise of 12% in is managing director of Odeon (Ire¬ “Today.” Columbia expects to make
WCBS-TV profits from January, land) Ltd. Baker is a partner in a decision on one of six hillbilly
1956, to January, 1957, and a 22% Tempean Films, an indie produc¬ formats which it has auditioned
Rodgers & Hammerstein and
rise in WABC-TV’s Jan.-to-Jan. tion company.
within a day or two, and will move
CBS-TV have dipped into the legit
billings. Then he said, “In our
The pilot was based on George quickly to get the new show on the theatre to cast another key role
dealings with time buyers we have Shiels’ play “Professor Tim” and air.
in their March 31 production of
always found them to be cautious, thtr televersion has a running time
Originally designated “The Mprand It’s possible they are not buy¬ of approximately one hour. It was ning Show” when CBS decided to “Cinderella.” Edith Adams, cur¬
ing certain high-price spots, which filmed on a budget of about $55,- invade the 7 to 8 a. m. precincts rently in the lead of “Li’l Abner,”
used, to be automatic, because the 000 on a 10-day schedule.
I three years ago, the program has has been signed to play the fairy
godmother in the musical adapta¬
buyers get better cost efficiency
The aim is to produce a series gone through a number of changes, tion of the fairy tale.
(Continued on page 40)
of 26, using the best-known Irish particularly in the talent-end. It
Signing of Miss Adams will dove¬
plaswvrights,
among
them,
of started with Walter Cronkite, who
tail her into the show’s offbeat
course, Sean O'Casey. It’s uncer¬
(Continued on page 40)
rehearsal schedule, resulting from
tain at the moment, however,
the “My Fair Lady” doubling of
whether they’ll all be kept to a
Julie Andrews in the lead. Hers
60-minute running time. That will
is the last major role to be filled
depend mainly on the requirements
in the musical, with Miss Andrews
of the U. S. webs.
set in the title role, newcomer
Elliman is planning to go to
Jon Cypher as the prince, Howard
New York In April with a com¬
Lee Cooley pulls down his first Lindsay & Dorothy Stickney as
Video tape will be used exten¬ pleted print of the pilot to finalize on-the-air assignment under his the king & queen. Ilka Chase as
sively for the first time for day¬ the negotiations which are now in new CBS-TV pact next Wednesday the'“stepmother and Alice Ghost(27) when he’ll take over the Ar¬ ley and Kaye Ballard are the step¬
light savings time repeat purposes progress.
thur Godfrey Wednesday night 8 to sisters.
this summer by NBC-TV. Network
9 span for five weeks while Godfrey
Will supply eastern and midwest
affiliates remaining on standard N.Y. Financial Scribe’s
is gamehunting in Africa. Cooley
time with up to 10 hours a week of
Sponsored Radio Seg has lined up five musical shows
taped repeat programming, start¬
which
M'ill feature Peter Lind
Another newspaperman has drawn
ing April 28 and running through an offbeat broadcasting assign¬ Hayes & Mary Healy, Guy Mitchell,
Oct. 26.
Jo
Stafford,
Teresa Brewer and
ment. He’s Donald I. Rogers, fi^^etwork had hoped to use tape ancial columnist fdr the N. Y. Vic Damone, who winds things up
Garry Moore has picked up an
March
27.
even more extensively, but delays Herald Tribune, who will' do a
additional couple of clients for his
in delivery of production models nightly five-minute business cap¬
Plan for the five one-shots is to morning CBS-TV’er in California
of the Ampex machine (originally, sule as part of the “Tex & Jinx” supply each show with either an Packing Co. and Pittsburgh Paint.
production models were promised radio stanza on WRGA.
Show, overall theme or an actual “book" Latter has extended its current
for last November; now the web titled “Your Pocketbook Daily,” in the manner of Broadway musi¬ stint by purchasing six additional
doesn’t expect them until next No¬ will be sponsored by the First In¬ cals. So far, guests and director alternate-week quarter-hours start¬
vember or later) have limited the vestors Corp.
for only the first show have been ing April 12 and running through
use of tape for this year. Decision
Rogers will take a major news set—Jack Whiting will appear with June 21. California Packing has
to use as much tape as the web story and analyze its financial as¬ Hayes & Miss Healy, and Byron ^ bought 13 alternate-week quarterwill was made last week at the pects. Show goes into the 10:35 Paul will direct.
Cooley, who“ hours starting April 12 and run¬
meeting of the affiliates' exec com¬ p.m. spot Monday tlirough Thurs¬ joined CBS as a producer-director ning through September 27.
mittee with the web last week.
McCann-Erickson of San Fran¬
day and 11:15 Fridays, starting last December, produced the audi¬
Under the tape plan, all the March 4. It’s a Texanco Enter¬ tion kinnie of “The Big Record" cisco placed the California Packing
web’s Monday-through-Friday 7:30 prises package, Texanco being the but hasn’t done any on-the-aif order; Maxon set the Pittsburgh
Tex McCrary production operation. stints to date.
Paint extension.
(Continued on page 40)

NBC-TV‘FOX’SERIES
TO ROLL IN ENGLAND

Abbey Ibeatre
Teklibn Series;
Dicker U^. Deal

Looks Like Good-Bye
For ‘Good Morning’ As
Rogers TV’er Faces Axe

EDITH ADAMS INTO
R&H’S‘CINDERELLA’

DST to Cue fide
Use of TV Tape

Lee Cooley to Helm
Godfrey Subs 5 Weeks

Garry Moore’s Brace
Of New Sponsors

National spot television spending
for 1956 was $397,498,()00, accord¬
ing to statistics of the Television
Bureau of Advertising, It was the
first full-year report ever available
on aggregate spot expenditures for
the medium.
Last quarter of Jthe year, spot
sales on a gross one-time basis
reached $107,842,000 TvB which
started these national spot reports
during the last quarter of 1955, is
considering entry into a breakdown
of network television sponsors in„
terms of total expenditures for
each individual brand name, it is
understood.
Big 10 companies in national
spot for the entire year were, in
order of expenditures: Procter &
Gamble, $17,521,900; Brown &,
Williamson, $11,288,700; General
Foods, $19,411,400; Sterling Drug.
$8,823,400; Philip Morris, $7,369,400; Colgate-Palmolive, $7,314,600;
National Bis.cuit, $5,536,500; Miles
Labs, $5,354,700; Continental Bak¬
ing, $5,264,900; Kellogg, $4,815,000.
, In 1956, TvB reports, there were
16 advertisers spending $1,000,000
or more in national spot in the last
quarter of 1956 aS against 13 for
the last three months of 1955. All
totals are for time and talent.
Making a first appearance in the
top 200 tv spot spenders were:
American Character Doll; BonAmi; Chunky Chocolates; Clairol;
Helene Curtis; E. F. Drew; Drug
Research Corp.; Max Factor; Food
Mfrs. Inc,; Gilmar Records; Kaiser
Aluminum; Kimberly-Clark, Lan¬
vin Parfum; Lionel Corp.; Miller
Brewing; National Presto Indus¬
tries; Omar Inc.; Sears Roebuck;
The Texas Co., United Fruit, and
The Wonder Co.
Latest quarter report is highest
of five tallied by TvB. Previous
high was second quarter of 1956,
$105,584,000.

ABC Radio’s ‘Me,
Too’ on Veepees
A touchy situation seems to have
been created when ABC Radio
learned of the planned advances of
five ABC-TV men to vlcepresidential status. Outcome is that the
radio network will be given similar
administrative advances.
First of ABC Radio promotions
came last \»eek, Whejq A1 Beckman,
ABC-TV director of station rela¬
tions, got a stripe, so did Ed DeGray, his radio counterpart. Feel¬
ing there was that DeGray, work¬
ing in equrlly as tough an area as
Beckman, needed the stripe to
function among station owners
without having to face the difficul(Continued on page 36)

Bill Berns’ Year Leave,
To Helm Jones Beach
Stadium as Man. Dir,
Bill Berns is taking a year’s
leave of absence as director of
news & special events for WRCA
and WRCA-TV, the NBC flagships
in N. Y., to become managing di¬
rector of the Marine Stadium at
Jones Beach, L.I.
Leave was
granted at the request of Robert
Moses, head of the Long Island
State Park Commission, which op¬
erates the Stadium, in a letter to
RCA board chairman David Sarnoff.
. Managing director’s post at the
Stadium is a brand-new one, and
while Berns’ official duties are
designated as the protection of the
public interest in the entertain¬
ment enterprise, his actual duties
will range from assisting Guy
Lombardo in the latter’s produc¬
tion of “Show Boat" this summer
via the handling of some of the
negotiations, to handling public re¬
lations and promotion, facilitating
ticket sales, et al. Wliil’e Berns'
current activities at NBC are in
(Continued on page 38)
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Cleveland, bas a record **What li a.Teen Age Girl?” on Coral.. ..Sepia
deejay Manny Maudlin has a Sunday aft, show going from Thelma’s
Backdoor, with an assist by Levon McCone , ,« WTMJrl^V newscaster
John Drury does the news on Sunday’s “Newsroom," 9:3Q to 10 p.m,

From the Production Centres
fc—Continued from P9icf 24
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from ABC-TV Films to the Adam Young station rep shop , . . Jim
Hanlon, WGN public relations chief, bedded after a coronary scare
, . . George ’Manr, vet Milwaukee radioite, joined the sales staff at
WISN-T^, the Hearst-owned station In the beer capitol . . . WIND'
commercial manager^ John Carey vacationing in Nassau . . . WBBMTV’s “Early Show’* matinee strip from the Metro library bows Mon¬
day (25) at 4:3ihwith Lee Pbillip*s “Shopping With Miss Lee” tidbit
moving up to 12:15-12:30,.replacing the'“Luncheon Show” . . . WAIT
deejays Reed Farerll and Spider Webb hosting Friday night teenage
record hops at the Capri ballroom . . . Chi CBS special €vents director
Hugh Bill penned a piece for Sigma. Delta Chi’s Quill on WBBM’s
“Ear on Chicago” . . . Sportscaster Wayne Griffin back on WBKB with
a Saturday night half-hour built around films of the top boxing matches
of the past six years . . , Paul Molloy’s Sun-Times tv column goes five
times weekly,

riV LONDON . . .
Brian Glynn Henry joins Assqclated-Rediffusion, the London week¬
day commercial tv programmers,* as television advertising manager on
March 18. At present, Henry is advertising manager of a London
evening paper . . . Granada-TV present another in their series of adult
plays, “Home Of The Brave,” by Arthur Laurents, in their “Play Of
The Week” series today (Wed.) .. . Bill Maynard begins his own weekly
series titled “Mostly Maynard” on, BBC-TV next Wednesday (26) . . .
Films produced or directed by George Stevens featured on AssbeiatedRediffusion’s show, “Spotlight” last night (Tues.) .. . Mitchell Torok and
Constance Bennett on “Sunday Night At The London Palladium,” last
Sunday (17) , . . Ex-Ted Heath vocalists Lita Roza and Dennis Lotis will
be featured together ^in an ABC-TV version of “The Girl Friend,” to
be aired on March 2 . . . Eartha Kitt will appear in a filmed interview
on BBC-TV’s “A to Z” which reaches the letter “K” on March 1,

IN BOSTON ...
Tony LaCamera, tv editor Boston American, to represent Hub writers
on panel discussions, at upcoming confab on public service by Westinghouse at Hotel Statler and WBZ-TV, Feb, 27-March 1 . . . WNACTV’s film unit director Jim Pike arid Jeff Forbes made three 20 sec.
and 10 sec. animated film spots for National Brotherhood Week and
national headquarters has ordered 120 prints for 120 different tv sta¬
tions coast to coast. Frank Luther did the jingles . . . Norman Hnight,
exec veep and gen. mgr. WNAC-TV, named media chairman for Mass.
National Conference Christians and Jews , . . Blair’s Fpodland, Inc. is
supporting Grctchen Jackson’s 15 min. women’s program on WBMS
for 13 weeks .,. . Rex Trailer, WBZ-TV cowboy personality, takes to
the highway Sunday (24) to spread the word of the Hub tea party to
New York and Philly. Garbed in the clothes of the period he will re¬
enact the 360-mlle weeklong ride covering approximately the same
route taken by Paul Revere ... Rock Hudson guests with disk jock
Norm Prescott on WBZ-TV’s “Giant Movie Party” Tuesday (19) . . .
WBZ-TV preemed its new series, “Star and the Story” at Studio 6 for
the Hub press and Pbyl Doherty, director of p. r. and advt., had Betty
Madigan, singing at Blinstrub’s and Johnny Mathis in from New York
as guests. Film is on Sundays at 4:30 p.m. . , . Cedric Foster, WNAC
and Mutual commentator back at Hub office following DC visit cover¬
ing national politico scene . . , Joe Dube, WNAC production supervisor,
announcing arrival of new baby girl.

IN WASHINGTON . . .
U.S. Information Agency teed off a new daily En.glish language “Re¬
port from America” radio show to Africa past week . . . CBS v p. Lou
Cowan guest speaker at last week’s Ad Club meeting ... WTOP-CBS
d.j. Eddie Gallaher vacationing in Florida, with Don Gaynor and Arch
McDonald pinchhitting on his two daily shows . . . Epilepsy Telerama
jointly sponsored by radio station WOL and WTTG netted fund $35,000$40,000 . . . Eugenie van de Water, ex of WJAR-TV, Providence, B.I.,
has joined. WRC promotion department as a writer . . . Sportscaster
Jim Gibbons, who recently ankled WMAL-ABC, switches to WRC-TV
next Monday (25), with show sold out in advance of preem . , . Duncan
Miller bows out of WTTG, where he handled publicity and promotion,
to take over flackery chores for National Symphony, replacing Roy
Meachum, who joins staff of Washington Post.

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .
KOVR-TV, Stockton, joined ABC last Sunday (17), following boss
Terry Lee’s inking of an affiliation contract. Stockton station pre¬
sumably is confident FCC will go for transmitter shift taking KOVR
out of Frisco ^ea, projecting it into the Sacramento picture, where
UHF KCCC is'^lso an ABC affiliate . . . KCBS’ “Jane Todd” (Wanda
Ramey) heads to London next month to help inaugurate BOAC's FriscoLondon direct service, will tape some material there. Evangeline Baker
will pinch-hit for her on KRON’s “People with a Past” . . . Jacques Foti
had departed KPIX for the lush green fields of Hollywood . . . FCC
has okayed KSAY call letters for new‘10,000-watt station, field tests
are now being made . . . KYA picked up the old KEAR “Candlelight
and Wine” program, with John Bowles and Dave Borris handling it . . .
New film editor at KGO-TV is Jim Raymond, ex-KOOL-TV, Phoenix.
He replaces Carl Ring, who moved on to KOVR.

IN PHILADELPHIA . . .
WRCV-TV to make pickup.s for NBC-TV for week starting Monday
(25), including “Close-Up” (26), “Tonight” (26), “Steve Allen” (3) and
originations for “Today” (3-4). Jinx McCrary to interview Grace’s
family, the John B. Kellys, from local studios . . . Bud Brees, WPEN
singing deejay, pacted by RKO Unique Records. Brees, an ASCAP
member, is a former Art Mooney vocalist . . . Sherry O’Brien returns
to the air (March 1) with_an-evening sportcast over WJMJ ... Bill
Mercer, who recently exited WDAS, signed by WHAT. He moves into
the Kai Williams spot. Williams switches to WDAS . . . WPEN, to
celebrate 28th anni and introduce new lineup of personalities, gave
cocktail party for agency reps . . . Wm. B. Caskey, veepee and g.m. of
station, attributed big agency and show biz turnout to WPEN’s policy
of local personality programming for past five years.

IN MILWAUKEE . . .
James G. Haig, general manager for WRIT radio station, has chalked
up another first locally airing news 15 minutes earlier each hour daily
on the quarter-hour with Jim Wallace, WRIT news editor, doing the
chore. That means 23 broadcasts each day, starting at 5:45 a.m,, and
the windup 11:45 p.m. WRIT’S mobile unit participates continually in
fast-breaking local news . . . KFBI, Wichita, followed the leader, with
other stations nationally doing a switch to quarter-hour news setup . . .
WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee Journal Television station, started using its
third color camera in regular operation, last week. In Fall of 1956,
WTMJ-TV added two color cameras and two black and white studios,
after alterations became one large color studio. Station now has two
color studios, with much new equipment acquired for maintaining top
color programming . . . Charles “Chuck” Lanphier, formCr vet of local
radio an4 television, has acquired an eatery ion the class side) Red
Coach Inn, on Blue Mound Road. Lanphier was general manager of
WEMP radio from 1936 to 1946 . , . Onetime Milwaukee (WEXT, now
WOKY) deejay Tom Edwards, currently spinning disks on WERE,

Grades' British TV
In Stepped-Up Roster

IN SEATTLE ...
Edna K. Banna has resigned as promotion-publicity manager of
KTVW, Channel 13, to join publicity staff of Greatey Seattle, Inc. She
was formerly with WLAN, Lancaster, Pa., and is a charter member of
American Women in Radio and Television . . . Merlin Fisher of copy
department takes over publicity chores at KTVW , .. W. F, Jalin, tele¬
vision editor of the Hearst morning P. I., has added daily radio-tele¬
vision news bit to KIRO’s “Northwest News Roundup” at 5:35 p.m.
Jahn also is on KNBX Thursdays at 5:15 p.m. , . . KING-TV’s chil¬
dren’s program, “Wunda, Wunda” have set out to refute average kid’s
concept of ah Indian as “a bad guy with feathers.” Director Kit Spier,
star Ruth Prins and musician Elliott Brown are doing weekly program
on Indians, based’ on authentic ethnological material. Spier is wellequipped for job. Both his parents are anthropologists and he has
lived with several different tribes of Indians and has accompanied
parents in the field on research expeditions. Authentic Indian- arti¬
facts—costumes, masks, coup sticks, etc.—^from the Washington State
Museum are being used in the programs.

IN MINNEAPOLIS . . .
Minnesota Associated Press Broadcasters association .elected A1 Anderaon, KLRG, Redwood Falls, president, and Christy Hanson, KNUJ,
New Ulm, secreta^ . . . Campaign started to raise $200,000 to keep im¬
pending Twin Cities’ educational tv station, KTCA-TV on air through
Sept., 1958 . . , Film actor Robert Wagner, in town for personal appear¬
ances, to plug “The True Story of Jesse James,” did a KSTP disk
jockey stint .
. WTCN disk jockey Don Doty recuperating from a
fatigue attack . . . WAVN, in suburban Stillwater, Minn., has applied
for power increase from 250 to 1,000 watts and also has purchased new
remote broadcast equipment . . . While continuing as sports director,
Jack Horner also has joined the KMGM-TV sales department. Station
has reduced its sports reporting to a minimum since taking on the
pre-1948 M-G-M feature films . . . KSTP-TV presented a 15-minute
mental health program, “Minnesota U.S.A.” a filmed report on work
being done at the state hospital for the mentally retarded and ill.

IN PITTSBURGH ...
Because this is Gene Kelly’s home town, his tv debut on “Schlitz
Playhouse” will be premiered here on KDKA-TV Feb. 28, a day before
it goes out over the CBS network , .. Ernie Otto, onetime manager for
WCAE disk jockey Jay Michael, is now running a record store ip Can¬
ton, O., and also promoting jazz packages . . . Pete Thornton, publicity
director for KDKA-TV,' and his wife back from a week’s vacation in
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. . . . Bruce'Rice, former PittSburger, has been
named sports director for KCMO Broadcasting Co., both its radio and
television outlets, in Kansas City, He graduated from UCLA and went
to K.C. a year ago from a station in Texas . . . Harris Breth, outdoor
editor of Hearst Sun-Telegraph, has signed a deal with William Gi Beal
Productions here to appear in and narrate a series of hunting-fishing
teleplx.

IN CLEVELAND . . .
Joe Mulvihill, KYW all-night disker, helped crown Perry Como and
Dinah Shore in Las Vegas heart fund show . . . Mrs. Grace Weiss, exWING, to WJW-TV accounting department . . . Pat Patterson renews
“All-Outdoor” show back to hklf-hour Saturday KYW-TV pitch . , .
KYW hosted (15) RAB Clinic . . . WGAR newscaster Jack Dooley re¬
newed at 11 p.m. by Second Federal . . . WEWS expanding its news
operation with hiring of Jack Perkins, ex-WGAR, and George Moore,
Press photographer . . . WJW-TV adding “Bandstand” with Phil and
Mrs. McLean emceeing the hour-long dance studio teenager show when
it leaves WEWS,
KYW disker Wes Hopkins initiating “Operation Weskids” to bring
youngsters in Crippled Children’s Society Program into limelight by
way of programming and trips to area events . .. Skitch Henderson, and
Helen O’Cohnell headlined KYW Heart Fund Assn.’s “Twin-Heart Ball”
(14) at the Arena in hoopla $10,000 show in which 4500 attended. Pro¬
ceed went to the area Heart Fund.

Mutual’s New Type Network
Continued from page Z3

Hauser” and the twice-weekly
“Eddie Fisher Show.” Current ad¬
vertising contract commitments on
such shows would be fulfilled, but
there would be no renewals if plan
goes into effect. The same holds
true for talent contracts. Bob &
Ray’s expires in September and in
the interim, if plan- is adopted,
they would be switched to do net
deejay chores.
Under present proposals, net’s
sponsored* religious block would
be continued, with affiliates shar¬
ing in coin, as well as the spon¬
sored midweek mystery-adventure
block, under the present exchange
of .programming setup, with net
feeding affiliates a similar block of
programming.
That net would lose out on some
sponsor coin—Coca-Cola, Ameri¬
can Molasses, McKesson & Rob¬
bins—^under projected setup is ac¬
knowledged.
But a floor also is
placed on possible losses, it’s ar¬
gued.
There are also 17 fiveminute news shows opened up to
net daily,-under contemplated plan,
it’s pointed out. With the Miles
and Kraft biz already in the house
riding on five-minute news shows,
net could account for about half
of its potential news sponsorship.
In addition, Gabriel Heatter’s 130minutes of news weekly, broken
down into five-minute, slots, is
fully sponsored.
MBS execs say that in about two
or three weeks sufficient affiliate
sentiment should be sounded out
to warrant a decision. The cur¬
rent try represents the net’s sec¬
ond attempt within a six months
span to alter the traditional net¬
work-affiliate programming and
cqntractual setup via a barter for¬
mula. This time the key being
utilized Is news, with net pitching

g

its world-wide facilities and name
commentators as the big bargain¬
ing point.

No TV Specs
a—a Continued from page 21

Showcase” next season (out of the
now-split-up Jaffe & Jaffe Show¬
case Productions stable) remains
in the area of speculation at the
moment. However Henry and Saul
Jaffe resolve their divorcement
and separate packaging operations,
it’s anticipated they’ll both have a
stake in the network’s future “spe¬
cials,” as with their present pro¬
duction of the Swift 90-minute
shows designed for special sponsor
campaigns, but the one-every-fourweek pattern will be tossed out.
There will, of course, continue
to be a “Producers’ Showcase,” but
the frequency and the slottings are
yet to be worked out. In view of
the two-preemption ceiling the
present
Monday night
everyfourth-week pattern will be dis¬
continued.
Tipoff as to the web’s sentiments
about specs came when the net¬
work program brass met with the
key affiliates at last week’s meet¬
ing (at which time Kintner was
officially introduced to the affil
executive committee). In detailing
the new program exec lineup,
great pains were taken to identify
veepee Mike Dann as program
<^hief of the “specials,” with total
blackout on use of the word “spec.”
Seattle—Leo Lassen, w.k. North¬
west baseball announcer, has part¬
ed company with indie KOL here,
and for the first time In 26 years
will not broadcast Rainier Coast
League baseball games.

London, Feb. 19.
Two major appointments have
been made by Jncorporated Tele¬
vision Program Go:, coinciding
with a major stepping-up of their
production* ITP is closely linked
with Associated Television, the
commercial programming outfit,
which operates the London station
at weekends and the Midlands out¬
let on weekdays. /
Jack Philips, a member of the
Philips electrical family, who wi.*
formerly controller pf their r.ecord
division in Europe, has been named
ITP’s European sales controller
and will operate from offices in
London and Amsterdam. Ralph
Smart has also joined ITP as exec¬
utive producer 'and his first assign¬
ment wi^l be the production of the
“William Tell” tv series, which
will be filmed at the National Stu¬
dios, Elstree. This series, budgetted
at over $1,000,0()0, is now in the
casting ^tage.
ITP is also Involved in two
Anglo^U.S. c .--production deals,
both*of which are slated to go on
the floor, also at the National Stu¬
dios, next month. The first is the
OSS series, being made in associa¬
tion with Joe Harris and Flamingo
Films on a budget of around $1,200,000. Robert Siodmak is to di¬
rect and Ron Randell has been
assigned the starring role. The oth¬
er, which is being made in collab¬
oration with Television Programs
of America, is the Charlie Chan
series, with J. Carroll Naish in the
title role. Production begins March
15.
ITP, of which Lew Grade is
managing director, is also actively
associated with Hannah Weinstein
and Official Films in the produc¬
tion of “The Adventures of Robin
Hood,” “The Adventures of Sir
Lancelot” and “The Buccaneers.”
Two more series, to be produced
by Mrs. Weiristein, are now in an
advance planning stage.

CBS-TV’s Hockey
—Continued from page 23

j

sons watched the Rangers knock
off the Montreal Canadiens.
The Boston Garden has had
three complete sellouts in recent
weekends, including the televised
matinee Feb. 9. For the first time
in years, they’re selling standing*
room ducats at the Detroit arena.
One of the biggest beneficiaries
of the revived interest in the ice
sport is the Chicago Black Hawks
which have been in a boxoffice
tailspin for several semesters as
one of the weakest teams in the
circuit. On Feb. 10 the last place
Hawks drew 12,714 fans for the
largest Chicago Stadium crowd
since March 22, 1953.
The local club for the first 18
home contests prior to the start of
the national telecasts drew 129,106,
an average of 7,173. The nine
games since have pulled in 81,566,
fans, an average of 9,062.
There’s a little irony to the wel¬
comed return of the tv cameras to
the Chicago Stadium. For three
seasons from ’46 to ’49 the full
Black Hawk home slate was tele¬
cast locally via WBKB. 'At that
time the team’s attendance aver¬
aged 16,717 for 90 games over the
span. But at the end of the ’48-49
season the club management de¬
cided the tv cameras would have
to go, lest the continued telecasting
weaken the gate.
During the ’49-’50 season aver¬
age attendance slipped to 13,669
and continued to tail off to the low
level mark of 7,173 before the
start of the CBS-TV exposure this
year.
The CBS hockey four-camera re¬
mote crew is directed by WBBMTV’s Dick Liesendahl.

SB Hikes Radio Coin
Standard Brands, which already
has a heavy schedule on CBS Ra¬
dio, has purchased an additional
chunk of the web’s daytime busi¬
ness for a special three-week cam¬
paign. Food outfit has picked'up
seven-and-a-half-minute
seg¬
ments per week for the three
weeks beginning March 11 in
“House Party” and five soapers
for its. Royal Desserts.
Agency is Ted Bates.
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♦ CLUB 60
With Mori RahMHeUo-Larks. Nanoy Wright> Mike Donglao. Joseph
■Gallicchio'Orch.
Producers:
Harry .* Trigg,
Boh
Dressier
Director: Dave Barnhizer
soon forget this one. His direction 60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 12:30 p.m.
Playhouse 90
Not since Jack Palan-ce turned did nothing to overcome the inade¬ CO-OP .
in bis smashing performance in* quacies of the script or the le¬ NBC-TV, from Chicago (color)
“Club 60" is a midday musical“Requiem For A Heavyweight" has thargy of the players. And as pro¬
CBS-TV’s “Playhouse 90” witness- ducer, he should have turned down variety confection whipped up in
tint by WNBQ .in Chicago for Its
ed such an outstanding, powerful the script in the first place.
sister NBC-TV sUtioris and those
Chan.
portrayal as was rendered by
affiliates wishing to tie into the
Mickey Rooney in last Thursday
network during this traditionally
night’s (14) presentation of* “The
Sunday Night at the London
‘‘station, time" period. Premier
Comedian.” ■ This was the Rod
Palladium
Serling adaptation of the novelette
Guy Mitchell kicked off his short runoff Monday (18) was a suavely
written by Ernest Eehman a few British tour with the top spot on enough produced grabbag of songs
years back. As produced by Martin Val Parnell’s “Sunday Night At and instrumentals, strung together
Manulis, directed by John Fran- ^yhe London Palladium” on Asso¬ around temporary host Mort Sahl’s
kenhOimer and with a collaborative ciated Television (lO), with an un¬ flickering witlcisms. But It lacked
assist from such sterling perform¬ inhibited
performance
set
to that extra bit of excitement and
ers, as Edmond O'Brien,. Kim Hun¬ rhythm and blues numbers. He freshness to make it stand out
ter; Mel Torme and Constance cartwheeled his way onto the vast amid the welter of daytime tv fare
Ford, the story of a ruthless tv Palladium stage through the lines being dished out for milddy.
If his unbridled topical humor
comedian was translated into an of the George Carden Palladium
hour and a half of exciting viewing. Girls to a roof-raising reception could be sufficiently house-broken
Rooney as the crude, adulation^ from a packed house of Mitchell for daily tv exposure, Sahl might
crazed comedian was seldom if fans, aftd went straight Into his well be the ingredient to give the
.ever in better form as he belched opener, a rock number, “Crazy venture its needed spark of IndivKiduality over the long pull. Howhis excesses, shouted his power and, With Love."
rubbed the faces and the souls of
His peppy performance, with ever, he’s apparently in on a firstweek-only pass as an emergency
every one in the swill of his'personab doubts. Even though the swaying hips, shaking head and a replacement for Frisco’s Don Sher¬
remainder ot the cast was extraor¬ liberal dose of comedy was an im¬ wood, who powdered at the last
dinarily fine, it was Rooney’s un¬ mediate hit. He was one of the minute. Stahl’s drolleries weren’t
derstanding and complete control first big names to appear on the all on target, but enough of them
of the sadistic drives with which show when it first began, but I were to Indicate why he’s building
he whipped up his personal power there’s been a lot of changes since I a reputation as a comedy comer.
that dominated this “Playhouse” then, and rock ’n’ foil has appeared And ne has the relaxed composure
to 'alter Mitchell’s act and provide needed as pivot for this kind of
presentation.
There was, perhaps, one reserva- him with a form ; of music which fragmentized format.
tion. The noise deciblo was so high has sent him way iip onto the Brit¬
Balance of show was straight
that it both detracted from the ish disk hit parade.
musical fare, pointing up the need
In all, Mitchell rendered four for a strong front man. Guests
dramatic tension and created an
atmosphere of frantic action. Cer¬ numbers during his spot. He sang Homer & Jethroe registered with
tainly no director could work on “Crazy With Love," got down on a brace of parodies of pop tunes
so chaotic a stage, where each and his knees for “Take Me Back but they came back for a second
every performer, plus technicians Baby,” scored well with “Singing try that was too much of the same
and all and simdry were yocking The Blues," (his current disclick), thing. Mello-Larks, vocal quartet,
it up like magpies. From the very and accompanied himself on gui¬ loom as valuable fixtures with
first scene a viewer could question tar for his closer, "KnCe Deep In their ^animated routines to liven up
whether . such ' tensions,
such The Blues."
flashy polychrome settings.
The Three Beverley Sisters, who the
crescendo and hysterical pitch
Regulars Nancy Wright and Mike
could be maintained. Yet the tempo shared top billing with . Mitchell, Douglas handled their vocal as¬
gave
a
nice
relaxed
performance,
never flagged; the comedian be¬
signments with skiE and polish and
came more and more obnoxious, and sang their version of “Green- the hou^ hand under Joseph Galoverbearing and egotistical; his sleeves,” which was a great suc¬ licchio's baton made with the pret¬
Their first number, “I
flunkies more brow-beaten and the cess.
ty music. All of 'Which was nice to
whipping boy, his brother, further Dreamed," was inore in the style listen to but not particularly ab¬
they’ve been associated with, and
stripped of all personal dignity.
sorbing for the orbs.
Dave.
Perhaps—it’s unfortunate, too, their popularity was obvious from
that the punch liiie was hurried the reception they got.
Tommy Trinder, show’s emcee,
and the magnitude of the complete
humiliation of a man mitigated. was his usual slick self, and con¬
Lehman’s original ending packed ducted the “Beat The Clock” part
a greater wallop.
of the program smoothly. The sup¬
There were some unusual camera porting bill featured Scots come¬
eflects, as in the montage of dian Jimmy Logan with, some
Rooney’s “comicular” production, amusing patter; Ron Moody, from,
and the closeups on the faces the current revue success, “Amuse¬
The first television College credit
crazed with fear, doubts and hatred ment Only," with his very funny course in New York State had Gov.
were used to their fullest power. Davy Crockett sjcetch; .and the Averell Harriman as a guest, an
Edmond O’Brien as the chief Malta & Fernandos dog act. The outspoken. advocate of educational
comedy writer and the lone satel¬ London Palladium Orchestra, di¬ video, on its premiere over WRGB,
lite who escaped being completely rected by Eric Rogers, provided under the guidance of Dr. Howard
dominated, Mel Torme as the good accompaniments, and the H. FlieM, associate professor of
weakling brother, and Kim Hunter George^Catden girls came up with social sciences at State Teachers
College in Albany.
Bary.
as the latter’s rebellious wife dis¬ good dance routines.
The half-hour program, also outtinguished themselves in the key
letted by WPTZ in Plattsburgh, is
supporting roles.
Rose.
Omnibus
targeted
school seniors
Occasionally “Omnibus" makes wishing toatgethigh
a head start on col¬
too much of a demand on its audi¬ lege.
Alcoa Hour
home
viewers,
Interested in¬
Philip Barry Jr. has proven him¬ ence for attention and interest. mates in 'Several prisons, patients
self an able television producer With complete disregard for enter¬ in hospitals and rest homes. Those
since taking over the Alcoa-Good- tainment values, and there can be completing the 15-week course will
year mantle, but he’s a long way some even with an educational of¬ receive two units of college credit,
to go to become a tv playwright. fering, the outing last Sunday (17) applicable to an undergraduate de¬
That was amply demonstrated Sun¬ over ABC-TV devoted close to 60 gree at any unit of the State U. of
day' (17), when the Alex Segal minutes to a clinical study of what the New York (State Teachers Col¬
taking over as producer-director, makes a fighting soldier.
Albany, is one). The success¬
With material organized by the lege,
Barry’s adaptation of his late
ful students may qualify for ad¬
father’s “The Animal Kingdom” New Yorker’s E. J. Kahn, narration vanced standing in other colleges,
by
E.
G.
Marshall
and
side
com¬
proved out &s one of the most
depending on individual policies
disastrous of this season’s drama¬ ments by Senator John F. Ken¬ and regulations.
nedy, the segment tagged “Call It
tic entries,
Most of the fault lies with Barry Courage,” . came out more like a INTRODUCTORY GEOGRAPHY
himself, for the adaptation suffer¬ training film for G.I. head-shrin- With Dr. Howard H. Flierl, Gov.
ed from sketchiness, mawkishness kers than something that belongs
Averell Harriman
and an absence of establishing on a mass audience show. It was Producer: Donald Schein
scenes and dialog that left the a conceit that only “Omnibus" 30 Mins.; Mon., Wed.& Fri., 11 a.m.
viewer wondering what was going would have the courage to display. MOHAWK HUDSON COUNCIL
Another kind of courage was put
on most of the time.
All these,
ON EDUCATIONAL TELEVI¬
plus a decided lack of character¬ on view in the last portion of the
SION
program
with the film short “White WRGB-TV, Schenectady
ization of the lead role, made the
entire product a running mistake. Mane." It was a story of a boy
The elder Barry’s play about an arid a horse, familiar to the
Possibly, on the basis of the first
idealistic and egghead young pub¬ “Flicka" film fold, but the shots three originations, exaggerated
lisher with “integrity” (that’s a of Southern France made it some¬ claims or hopes for the unusual
what
rewarding.
Gros,
word from the play) who. keeps
effectiveness of television as a
knuckling under the seductive ma¬
teaching medium may have been
Ed Sullivan Show
chinations of his wife but finally
raised. The program was hardly
The modus operandi of Sunday’s outstanding. Dr. Flierl, soloing (he
leaves her may have had some
moments of meaning in its Broad¬ (17) edition or the Ed Sullivan appeared on another program con¬
way production, but in its tele- Show gave a monotonous mien to ducted by his wife, in the “TV
version it played like something an the proceedings, Jeannie Carson, Schooltime” series), impressed as a
overimaginative college sopoho- Hugh O’Brian, Jussi Bjoerling bit shy of qualifying as the “stimu¬
more might have written.
The weaved in and out of camera lating’’ teacher for whom the Gov¬
publisher had the seeming motiva¬ range and since these citizens gen¬ ernor bespoke in the television me¬
tional impulses of a schoolboy erated little excitement, the ven¬ dium. Unquestionably competent
without the ingenuousness; his ture came off like the visit of (Dr. Flierl conducts eight geogra¬
wife was as subtle as a hatchet; guests who just wouldn’t go away. phy courses, including the one
O’Brian, who got the bulk of the here presented, at the college), he
the publisher’s “true’^ love was a
caricature of the Greenwich Vil- time, fortunately is a versatile gent, was on the dry. side, and nervous,
age career girl and the friendship who seems to have the basis for when caught. This was particular¬
between the publisher and his box¬ an act. He did a bit of gunplay with ly so on the second shot, when Dr.
er-butler was an embarrassed se¬ Sullivan as the target. There was Flierl sometimes fluffed and did
a lack of timing on this one. One not have his material as tightly or¬
ries of backclaps.
With this in hand, Robert Pres¬ balloon exploded just before the ganized as is desirable for good
ton, Meg Mundy, Joanne Linville shot was fired. O’Brian sang and video. The map projection facet
and Alan Hale Jr. merely found¬ sashayed with Miss Carson and presented minor physical prob¬
ered about. Preston couldn’t pin provided a pleasant viewing; Pre¬ lems for him. On the premiere,
the character of the publisher sumably the kids got a lot out of when Dr. Flierl described geogra¬
phy as “areal differentiation" and
down; Miss Mundy could only slink this exposure.
Miss Carson similarly a pleasing talked of it as one of the oldest
.as the wife; Miss Linville looked
hurt as the galfriend. Hale made performer, delivered a placid sciences, helpful in understanding
the most of his role—probably the calypso to start the show, and com¬ the peoples of the ^earth, he did
most clearly delineated-^as the bined Scotch hop and" square darice quite well. The third salvo was
with the Wyatt Earp portrayer. more technical, but handled with
W'arm but bumbling buddy.
(Continued on page 38)
Segal probably would just as
reasonable smoothness.
Jaco.
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TELEWSIOX REVIEWS
CLOSE-UP
With Tex & Jlnt McCrary; Mary
.Martin, fneat
£xeO'Pr<^uoer: Georfe Uelneman
iDireotor: Marahall Stine
Writer: Hank Wexler
36 Mins.; Men.-thru-Fri.: .1 p.m.
CO-OP
NBC-TV, from New York
Tex & Jinx (Falkenburg) Mc¬
Crary, long the mainstayof the
talent pool at WRCA-TV,' the NBC
flagship in New York, get network
exposure via this new half-hour
out of Peacock Alley at the Wal¬
dorf-Astoria, Originally the in¬
tent was to program this „show,
plus the new hourlong “Club 60”
out of Chicago following “CloseUp,” to the NBC o&o outlets only,
but the scope of the project was
subsequently enlarged to a co-op
setup on the full network.
As a local tv’er, the''Tex & Jinx
stanza had always been a pleasant
and informative, if sometimes dull,
interview session. The o&o brass
promised to hypo the network
stanza with “controversial” inter¬
views in the “Mike Wallace man¬
ner.” But either the McCrarys
don’t have stomach or Imagination
enough to do more than exchange
pleasantries with their guests., Who,
for example, could be less contro¬
versial than Mary Martin, their
preem guestar?
The sole effort at controversy
came at the very beginning, when
Tex asked her about her two non¬
singing roles, “Kind Sir” and
“Bqm Yesterday," and put it this
way; “Was this miscasting a seduc¬
tion, a rape, or did it have some¬
thing to do with the star?" Miss
Martin looked shocked in a giggly
sort of way, Jinx repeated the
question and from that point on,
apparently frightened by their own
audacity, they eschewed anything
like a loaded question. It was a
pleasant and Informative interview
—Miss Martin was animated • and
charming—but it was all trivia.
As for the other ingredients, Tex
interrupted a couple of times for
two news items per crack, the Hil¬
ton Hotels were nicely plugged,
and Jinx wore a bignbrimmed pic¬
ture hat that might have been a
good fashion fillip for the house¬
wife If not for the fact that it kept
getting between the camera and
Miss Martin. This stanza may well
click as a network entry In the day¬
time—it certainly has values for
the housewife, but it’s certainly
nothing to get excited about.
Chan.
BOWLING TIME
With Sam Levine, Bud Palmer,
others
Producer: Levine
Director: David Epstein
60 Mins.; Tues., 8:30
WABD, New York
The second 13 full-hour telefilms
in the “Bowling Time’’ skein, pro¬
duced by Discovery Productions,
are, judging by Variety’s original
review 15 months ago, as good as
the first 13. Quality of the show
-seen last week, as it was Carried by
WABD, New York, was technically
weak in some respects, but the
content was strong enough to keep
up Vlth the obviously increased
demand on tv for keglering as a
spectator sport, or so it seemed.
(Station demand for the product is
evidently sufficient to justify films
26 through 39, which the producer
will release sometime next fall.)
Basic element in the stanza was
the games^ played by two pros
from “The' National League of
Bowling," Over the 13-week span
eight prime keglers, at the rate of
two a week, will compete for
money prizes to be paid the top
man at the end of the cycle. Cam¬
erawork, on the closeups of the
agonized bowlers using “body english" to make that strike and of
the ball zipping down the alley,
heightened the natural suspense of
the competition.
There was also an interview by
Bud Palmer with former heavy¬
weight champ Jim Braddock,
which was kind of pleasant and
made to seem pertinent to the for¬
mat by having the guest show his
bowling form at the windup. There
was another video fillip, that of
the big'money contest in which
the alley aud participated, with a
potential $5,000 prize to anyone of
four people per show who w'as able
to knock down certain pin forma¬
tions. Nobody on show seen
achieved more than $50, but the
grand prize still didn’t appear to
be unachievable.
Gripe with the Sterling TV-dis¬
tributed program was chiefly in
the poor grain film and the abrupt
cuts from one seg to another. How¬
ever, on the whole, this is recom¬
mended as excellent fringe time
programming,
although
WABD
used it at 8:30 p.m., when network
competition in New York is strong.
Art.
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TV TEMMY' NOMINATIONS
Wltli Steve AUeiif Gertrude Berx,
. Wfdly Cox, Jobn Daly, Eddie
Fisber,- SOott Forbes,' Tennessee
Ernie * Ford, Arlene Francis,
Peggy King, Ernie Kovacs, Burr
Tillstrom, Johnny Mercer, Dun¬
can Rinaldo, Phil Silvers, D.'ui'ny
Thomas, BUI WiUiams, Clint
Walker, Jane Wyman.
Exec. Producer: Alan Handley
Producers: Rick Kelly, Iiwlng
Mansfield, Jess Oppenhelmer
Directors: Craig AUen, Jack Shea
Writers: Carroll. Carroll, Nat Hiken, Milt Josefsberg, Mercer,
Oppenhelmer, Rod Serling, Leo
Solomdh
90 Mins.; Sat. (16), .9 p.m.
OLDSMOBILE.
RCA
WHIRLPOOL-SEEGER
NBC, from N.Y. and Hollywood
.(D. P. Brother & Co.; Kenyon. &
Eckhardt)
The Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences had a tough job in tid¬
ing to make a swinging show out
of its first telecast of the coast-tocoast nominations cerempny for
the upcoming “Emmy" awards.
The inter-network and sponsor in¬
trigue, which led to the banning of
some performers on the videocast,
was one of the more interesting as¬
pects of the program, but it was
strictly an intra-trade Item. For
the general viewer, the show had
to overcome the hurdle of the
seemingly endless call-off of nom¬
inees as five nominees were
selected for each of a dozen or so
categories. The latter, incidehtally, were not all models of clar¬
ity.
There was a studious attempt to
break up the nominations with a
flock of comedy routines, but these
were of uneven calibre.
High¬
lights of the show were Ed Wynn’s
charade on how television oper¬
ates, Phil SEver’s hep monologing
with an assist from Molly Berg,
some amusing commentary by Er¬
nie Kovacs and Steve AEen and a
cute skit by Burr Tillstrom via the
Kukla-Ollie characters.
The opening glee club numbers,
with an all-star cast of performers
doing trade-slanted parodies of
current poo hits, had to force'the
laughs.
Danny Thomas’ comedy
patter was based on some old ma¬
terial that was rewarm^ed for the
occasion. A takeoff on a cowboy
yarn, with five cowboys, Wally Cox
and Peggy Kirig was another
strained, unsuccessful try to get
laughs.
There, was also some
tricky camera superimpositions in
a Hollywood-N.Y. jam session but
it was technical sleight of hand
that added very little to the en¬
tertainment values.
The actual naming of the nom¬
inees had a “so what?" quality.
There were no surprises in the
long list of classifications and there
was no glamour touch in having
.some of the nominees take a bow
from the theatre audiences in both
Hollywood and N. Y. The nomin¬
ees who showed up appeared to be
somew'hat poker-faced ’ in accept¬
ing the “honor" almost as if they
had been tipped in advance about
the nominations. In any case, it was
only the nominations in which
virtually everyone was named,
whether deservedly or not. For in¬
stance. Nanette Fabray being nom¬
inated as the “best supporting ac¬
tress" on the Caesar show on
which she didn’t appear this past
season, while -Leonard Bernstein
was named as “best male person¬
ality in a continuing performance"
although he has no regular show.
There was no explanation of the
logic involved.
Herm.
PROFESSIONAL HOCKEY
With Bud Palmer, Fred Cusick
Producer; Peter Molnar
Director: Dick Liesendahl
Approx. 200 Mins., Sat., 2 p.m.
CARTER
CBS-TV, from Chicago
(Ted Bates)
Saturday afternoons on tv are a
boon to sports fans, and w'ith both
NBC-TV and CBS-TV competing
against each other this winter, each
with an exciting and fast spectator
sport, viewers get a matinee
double bonus. NBC-TV provides
the hotshot basketball played in
the National Basketball Assn, and
CBS-TV is airing for the first time
on a network hookup the highsticking collisions of the National
Hockey League.
CBS-TV, unfortunately, has been
iced until now insofar as sponsors
are concerned, but for the last few
weeks of the season. Carter is
bankrolling one of the three pe¬
riods per game in some 80 markets.
Rost.of game is co-op. On Satur¬
day, with Bud Palmer handling the
play-by-play and Fred Cusi-ck doing
mid-period color, the Boston Bruins
took on the Chicago Black Hawks
and lost a close one at the wire,
6-5. Palmer is one of tv’s pleasan¬
ter play-by-players, and he did a
fine job following the speed of the
hockey play, but he should be
warned about the slightly annoying
habit of describing every goal
attempt as a “great save," especial¬
ly when most of them seen were
(Continued on page 38)
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1

__
- ARB

CitY-Py-City

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and national spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau on a monthly basism

CAiics will be rotated ^ch week^ with the 10 top‘

rated film shows listed in eacl 1 case, and their competition shown opposite.
All ratings are furnished by ARBj,based on the latest reports.
This VARIETY chart represents d gathering of all pertinent in forma-'
lion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies.
stations and clients as mt aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market.

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
• AND TYPE

NEW

Attention should be paid to time-^ay and

1. Highway Patrol (Adv) . .

WRCA.

2. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WRCA.

,,

7iv.

3. Death Valley Days (W). WRCA.
4. Popeye the Sailor (Ch) . WPIX. .AAP......

ft. Guy Lombardo (Mus).

WRCA. ..

MCA.

ft. Brave Eagle (W). WPIX.
7. Looney Tunes (Ch)... WABD .Guild..
ABC.
WPIX.
WRCA
(Adv). WABD .MCA.

8. Sheena of the Jungle (Adv)

time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children^ show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children's market. Abbreviations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; ( Doc }, documentary; (Mus),
(Myst), mystery; (Q)
quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western;
women’s.

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are VHP,

Those ad agencies listed as

distributors rep the national sponsor for tvhom the film is aired.

JANUARY
RATING

StiARE
(%)

SETS IN
USE
1

'
TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

Stations —WBBM (2), WNBQ (5), WBKB (7), WGN (9)

Approx. Set Count—-1,900,000

Highway Patrol (Adv)
Soldiers of Fortune (Adv) . . .
Sheriff of Cochise (W)
Range Rider (W).
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv)
Sheena of the Jungle (Adv)
Annie Oakley (W).
Crunch & Des (Adv) .
Waterfrpnt (Adv).
Frontier (W)
.

ATLANTA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

'

Badge 714 (Myst)
Superman (Adv) . , .
Highway Patrol (Adv)
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv)
State Trooper (Adv).
City Detective (Myst).

WJW..
KYW.
KYW.
WEWS
KYW
KYW.
WJW. .
. KYW
t/EWS
. WJW.

.. Ziv
.MCA. .
.NTA. . .
..CBS . .
.Ziv . . .. . .
..ABC. . .
.CBS . . .
..NBC. .
.MCA . .
. NBC .. .

Tues. 10:^30-11:00 ..
Thurs. 7:00-7:30 . . .
Suns 10:30-11:00 .’. .
Sun. 7:00-7:30 . . ..
Tues. 7:00-7:30 . ....
Wed. 6:00-6:30 . !..
Sat. 6:30-7:00 ....
Wed. 7:00-7:30 . . . .
Mon. 7:00-7:30 . . . .
Sat. 10:30-11:00 . .

Stations—KYW (.3), WEWS
.32.2 .
.27.4 .
.26,8 .
.22.4 . .
.....20.9..
.20.9. .
.19.9 . .
.19.2 .
.19.2. .
.19.0 .

NBC
Mon, 7:00-7:30 _
Flamingo .. .. _ Wed. 7:00-7:30 _
Ziv . .Fri. 7:30-8:00 _
Ziv . .Tues. 7:00-7:30 ....
MCA . .Fri. 7:00-7:30 .
MCA . .... Wed. 6:30-7:00 ....

Amos ’n’ Andy (Co)..WAGA . ...CBS ..
Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). .WLW-A _ _CBS . .Wed. 6:00-6:30 _
Annie Oakley (W). WLW-A. . . . CBS ..
.Mon. 6:00-6:30 ....
Man Called X (Myst). . W'AGA.-Ziv. .Sun. 7:00-7:30 -

.19.7
...... 8.2
. 6.6
-38.4
.34.7
. 4.2
.29.9
. 8.9
. 7.6
. 9.7
.42.4
.34.9

.
.
.
..*
.
.
.
.
.
.

65.2 .
61.8.
48.4_
42.4. . . .
45.6.
54.3.
60.6 ....
45.1.
40.2.
31.6 . . .

....
_
....
....
....
. .
....
....
....

49.4
44.4
55.4
52.8
45.9
38.5
32.9
42.6
47.8
60.0

,KNXT
KNXT
.KNXT
.KNXT
.KNXT
.KNXT
.KNXT
.KNXT
.KNXT
.KNXT
.KTTV
KNXT
KRCA
.KABC

.
.
.
.
.
.
,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.16.2
.20.9
. 6.8
. 9.2
. 7.5
.33.2
. 9.2
.16.9
.15.0
.34.3
.32.1
.11.4

(5), WJW (8)

Break the $250,000 Bank. .
Dr. Christian .
What’s My Line...
You Asked For It.
San Francisco Beat.......
Gene Autry ..
Gene Autry .
Western Marshal .
Hey Mulligan ...
Your Hit Parade .

. KYW . .
.WJW ..
. WJW ..
.WJW ..
.WJW ..
. WEWS
. WEWS
. WEWS
.KYW ..
.KYW ..

.10.1
. 9.4
.24 3
.17.4
.16.6
..14.7
. 7.9
. . . . . .14.6
.17.0
.35.4

Stations--WSB (2), WAGA (5), WLW-A (11)

Approx. Set Count—^565,000
WSB
. . .
WSB .
_ .. .
W’AG A. ...
WAGA
...
WAGA . . . .
WLW-A_ . . .

WBKB .
.WBKB .
.WBKB .
. WBBM
. WBBM
.WGN ,.
. WBBM
.WBKB .
. WBBM
. WBBM
. WBBM
• WBBM

KINXT (2), KRCA (4), KIXA (5), KABC (7),
Stations—■KHJ (9), KTTV (11), KCOP (13)

33.1. . .. .... 65.2 Godfrey’s Talent Scouts . .
KTTV. .NBC . . Mon. 8:30-9:00 .... ., . 21.5 . .
1. Life of Riley (Co).
. Mon. 8:00-8:30 ... . . . .19.2 . . , . 2^.1. .... 66.0 Burns & Allen .
2. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KTTV.
3. Annie Oakley (W). KABC. .CBS .. . Thurs. 6:00-6:30 . . . . . . .16.7 . . . . 40.8. .... 40.9 Report; Stout; Sports.
CBS News—D. ‘Edwards
4. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). KABC. .CBS. . Fri. 6:00-6:30 . . . . .16.4 . . . 41.1. .... 39.9 Report; Stout; Sports.
CBS News—D. Edwards
5. Highway Patrol (Adv). KTTV. .Ziv . . Mon. 9:00-9:30 . . . . . . . 15.9 . . . 22.?. .... 71.2 I Love Lucy .
.
Mon.
6:00-6:30
....
.
.
.
.14.3
.
.
. 33.6. .... 42.6 Report; Stout; Sports.
6. Jungle Jim (Adv) . KTTV.
CBS News—D. Edw^ards
. Mon. 7:.30-3:00 . .. . .... 13.7 . . 24.5. .... 55.8 Studio One .
7. Dr. Christian (Dr) . KTTV.
8. Frontier (W) . KRCA. .NBC . . . Sat. 7:00-7:30 . _12.6 .. . 24.1. .... 52.3 Globel Zobal .
9. Confidential File (Doc). KTTV. .Guild . . Sun. 9:30-10:00 . . . . . . .12.5 . . 20.9. .... 59.8 Alfred Hitchcock Presents
KTTV, .NBC . . . Sat. 7:30-8:00 . . . . .12.1 . . . 20.2. .... 59.9 People Are Funny.
10. Badge 714 (Myst)
. Thurs. 7:00-7:30 . . . .... 12.1 . . 21.5 . . . .... 56.4 Studio 57 .
KCOP
10. Search for Adventure (Adv)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.
7.
8.
8.
10.

RATING

WCBS (2), WRCA (4), WABD (5), WABC (7),
Stations—■WOR (9), WPIX (11), WATV (13)

Approx. Set Count—-2,313,000

CLEVELAND

(Worn),

Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sto!-

.
1. Sheriff of Cochise (W). WNBQ .NTA. . Fri. 7:30-8:00"". . . . . . . 16.8 . . .30.5. . . . .' 55.2 Crossroads
. Fi*i. 6:00-6:30 .... . . . .16.7 . . . 53.0. . .. . 31.5 Kukla, Fran & Ollie.
WGN. .
2. Superman (Adv).
News—John Daly .
. Sun. 9:80-10:00 . .. _16.3 . . . . 23.6. . .. . 69.1 What’s My Line .
3. Championship Bowling (Sp) . WNBQ
4. I Led 3 Lives (Adv). WGN. . .Ziv . . Tues. 9:30-10:00 . . . . . . .16.2 . . . 24.6,.... .... 65.8 Do You Ti’ust Your Wife. .
6. Annie Oakley (W). WBBM .CBS . . Sat. 5:30-6:00 . .. . .15.0 . . . 66.3. .... 22.6 Frontier Playhouse .
. Mon. 7:30-8:00 .... .. . .14.7 . . . 25.1. .... 58.8 Godfrey’s Talent Scouts..
6. Stu Erwin (Co). WGN. .
7. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). WGN . .CBS . . Thurs. 6:00-6:30 . . . . . . .13.7 . . . . 43.4. .... 31.5 Kukla, Fran & Ollie.
CBS News—D. Edwards
. Sun. 5:00-5:30 .... . . . .13.7 . . . 40.9. .... 33.5 Telephone Time.
7. Cisco Kid (W). WBKB
9. Secret Journal (Dr). WNBQ .Me A.. . Sat. 10:00-10:30 . . . . . . .13.3 . . . . 20.0. .... 66.6 Best of MGM .
10. San Francisco Beat (Dr)..... WGN . .CBS . . Tues. 9:00-9:30 - . . . .13.2 . . . 19.2. .... 68.9 1 $64,000 Question ..

LOS ANGELES

musical;

. Mon. 7:00-7:30 .... .18.4 . .. .47.5. .. .. .... 38.7 7 O’clock Report. .WCBS .
Terrytoon Circus. .WOR ..
. Fri. 7:00-7:30 . __16.8 . .. . 44,4. _37 8
.WOR .. . 73
CBS Nevis—D. Edwards .WCBS .
. Wed. 7:00-7:30 .... ..,..16.2... .40.9. .... 39.6 7 O’clock Report. .WCBS .
CBS News—D. Edwards .WRCA . ... V.. 16.3
. Sun. 4:30-5:00 .... ...13.1... . 39.4. .... 33.2 Wide Wide World (Sun.).. .WRCA . .11.3
Mnn-Fri fi On-fi-SO. ..
Q3
Early Show (M.-F.). WCBS
Sat. 5:30-6:00 ...
Late Matinee (Sat.). .... .WCBS .
. . .11.9. . . . 32.1. .... 32.1 7 O’clock Report .. .WCBS .
. Thurs. 7:00-7:^0 . . .
8.0
CBS News—D. Edwards WCBS .
. Sun. 5:30-6:00 . . . . .11.9 . .. . 36.2. .... 32.8 Wide Wide World. .WRCA .
. Mon.-Sat. 6:30-7:00 .11.8. . . . 37.8. .... 31.2 Early Show (M.-F.). .WCBS . . 9.3
Sheena of the Jungle (Sat.). WPIX . .10.8
. Sat. 6:30-7:00 . .....10.8... . 39.8 .... . . . . 27.1. Looney Tunes. .WABD . . 6.5
. Tues. 7:00-7:30 .... .10.2 . . . . 29.8. _ 34.3
. WOR . .
8n
. Tues. 7:30-8:00 . . . - .10.2. . . 19.5. .... 52.4 Name That Tune .
WCBS . .22.2

Approx. Set Count—-2,900,000

CHICAGO

Film Chart

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to

Approx^ Set Count—4,525,000

YORK

9. Waterfront

DAY AND
TIME

DISTRII.

STATION

Syndicated

. .
. .
. .
. .
'..

28.5
. 28.0
24.6
. 22,0
. 20.5
. 20.0

.
.
.
.
. .
.

_19.7
_18.8
. . .18.0
.. ..17.7.

69.1.
68.3.
48.6 _
59.9.
53.8 _
69.8 ....

. . . . 41.3 Rosemary Clooney ..
_ 41.0
_ 50.6 Rin Tin Tin.
_36.7
_ 38.2
.... 28.7 Sports & Weather; News..
CBS News—D. Edwards.
. 43.3. .. ,. 45.5 Lone Ranger ...
; , ._62.9. ... . 29.9 Clubhou.sp Gang.
.... 30.3 Clubhouse Gang.
.37.4. .... 47.3 Lassie .

.
.
.
.
.

WAGA
WAGA

. ,
. .

wr.w-A

WSB ....
WSB ....
WAGA ..
WAGA ..
.WSB ....
. WSB _
. WSB ....
. WLW-A .

9^
R1
21 4
9.6
12 0
... 4.7
... (j.2
. . 22.4
... 9.0
... 8.8
.. .21.7
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CBS* SYNDICATION ‘RATE CARD*
Ceosorship Down on Bie Farm
.
*
Washington, Feb. 19.
A charge of censorship by the Department of Agriculture over
tv films produced with its assistance was made last week by Rep.
John E. Moss (D-Calif.), chairman of the Information Subcommit¬
tee pf the House Government Operations Committee.
In a letter to Secretary Ezra Benson, Moss called for a “full and
complete” explanation of a directive requiring producers to obtain
advance approval of scripts for product in which the Department
cooperates and requiring the films to be “in good taste” and “not
in conflict with the published viewpoint”, of the agency.
Moss asserted the directive permits “censorship” of films being
produced “for the information or entertainment of the public.”
Issuance of the directive w'as followed bj; a clarification by the
Department emphasizing that it does not apply to newsreel, tv and
motion picture producers maikng film of Department of Agricul¬
ture activities without Department collaboration.

Martha Graham s Dancer s World’
20G Half-Hour Film Financed by Pitt Educ’l
TV Station
4—^^--. “A- Dancer’s World,” film star¬
ring Martha Graham, has been
completed at her Manhattan scliool
of contemporary dance at a cost
of $20,000. Financing was’ by Sta¬
tion WQED,,Pittsburgh, commonly
regarded as America’s most afflu¬
ent educational telecaster. Station,
which has foundation backing, has
previously bankrolled special films
of poet Robert Frost and atomic
scientist Harold Ureyr
Producer of the dance 'film,
which runs 30 minutes, is Nathan
Kroll, musical conductor-arranger
who produces the “Indictment” se¬
ries on CBS. He will next do a
half-hour color film for WQED of
the now semi-classic “Appalachian
Spring” folk tale with music by
Aaron Copland. For this the budg¬
et will run to $65,000. Production
is being scheduled for next fall in
N. Y. •
Kroll and Miss Graham own the
print to “A Dancer’s World,” de¬
scribed as a documentary pf dance
technique but not an instructional
film. WQED retains an interest
plus a 10-year exclusive of the ed¬
ucational broadcasting rights.
Pittsburgh station is headed by
Leland Hazard of the Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Co. and managed by
John F. White. Its experiments in
building art subjects for video'are
already evoking the comment that
a local station is front-running on
the networks in educational pro¬
gram materials.
“A Dancer’s World,” although
plighted to tv premiere, is expect¬
ed to be shown in film theatres,
especially outside the States where
Martha Graham is highly rated as
an exponent of modernity in
American culture.

Jane Powell Set
With Nhren, Boyer
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Jane Powell has been signed for
alternating star roles with David
Niven and Charles Boyer in an un¬
titled vidpix series projected for
a fall start. Telefilms to be pro¬
duced under the Dayton Produc¬
tions aegis, will be patterned after
the formula established by “Four
Star Playhouse,” whereby each
star, while not playing opposite
the other, will have a continuous
characterization throughout the
series.
Signing pf Miss Powell marks .the
actress-singer’s first appearance on
a regular basis on television. Dayton Productions, in addition to us¬
ing the production facilities of
Four Star Films, will shoot the
telefilms both here and abroad.

Daniel Boone, Houston
Series for Briskin
Hollywood, Feb. 19,
Briskin Productions will do two
new series for Screen Gems, “Dan¬
iel Boone” and “The Man from
Texas,” latter based on the life of
Sam Houston.
Headed by Irving Briskin, the
production outfit announced plans
to get started immediately.

WPIX’s Feature Bundle
WPIX, N. Y., has bought 60 fea¬
tures from Screen Gems, Major
Television and Governor Televi¬
sion, all reruns in the New York
market, for its daytime slotting of
theatricals. Station accents telefilm
series for nighttime programming.
Titles include “Anna Karenina,”
“Spitfire,” “Meet John Doe,” “My
Son, My Son,” and “Of Mice and
Men.”

Flock of New
Telefilm Series
Set in Britain

Kin-By-eiTy

First procedure ever approach¬
ing anything like a “rate card” for Ziv as Cadet Pied Piper
syndicated program pricing is now
Since Ziv’s “West Point”
being worked out by CBS Televi¬
skein went on the air last fall
via CBS-TV, mail from pros¬
sion Film Sales and will be util¬
pective cadets to the academy
ized with the next new firstrun
has increased 300%.
syndication show the CBS sub¬
Prior to network airing, the
sidiary brings out. Naturally, it's
normal quota of letters from
nothing like a formal, published
students and from members of
rate card, but for the first time
tlie method of pricing a series will . the Armed Forces seeking in¬
formation about the school
be a matter of record with stations
and its opportunities ran
and sponsors able to argue price
around 250 letters. Average
on a statistical basis instead of an
monthly
rate today is 800 or
emotional one.
more letters.
New “card” — which will vary
from show to show with the pro¬
duction cost involved
will be
based on an overall national figure
which CBS Film Sales feels is
equitable to cover negative costs,
distribution and overhead on firstrun. The overall price will then
be prorated on a market-by-market
basis according to market size and
set count, as determined in the
Second Nielsen Coverage Survey
"published recently.
This “price-out” procedure will
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
thus assign each market to a fixed
Plans are afoot for Walt Disney
percentage of the overall national
price.
The percentage *will re¬ to lens two vidfilm series abroad, in
main constant for the market, but England and the Continent, for his
since the overall national price half-hour ABC-TV “Mickey Mouse
will vary according to the cost of Club” format next season. This
the show involved, different prices will make a minimum of four quar¬
will" obtain for different shows, but ter-hour serials for the program,
with the ratio of the market to the since plans have already been dis¬
national picture remaining the closed to resume production on
same. CBS will not deviate from “Hai'dy Boys” and “Spin & Marty”
that market- price, regardless of series.
which station is buying or which
Meanwhile, Disney has started
advertiser.
ocal auditions to fill out his Mouseketeer kiddie performing ' troupe.
Ready for Beefs
Tom Moore, CBS Film Sales’ Cadre of seven youngsters remain
general sales manager, anticipates from last year’s group of 21—An¬
some beefs over the plan, particu¬ nette Funicello, Darlene Gillespie,
larly from larger markets which Sharon Baird, Cubby O’Brien,
because of competitve factors have Karen Pendleton, Bobby Burgess
been paying less for film than some 'and Doreen Tracey. Strength will
smaller cities. He said that CBS probably be replenished to. last
would be willing to sit down with year’s level, with rehearsals for the
stations and • sponsors in markets upcoming season to start next
where it’s felt that the ratio of the month. At present, plans to take
market to the national total is un¬ the youngsters on extended public
duly high, and work out an equit¬ appearance tours seem quiescent.
Also under his new pact with
able apportionment if CBS esti¬
mate is unjust, but that once a ABC-TV, Disney has assigned Tom
Blackburn
to adapt the Stewart Ed¬
price is fixed for a market, no de¬
White
“Andy
Brnmett”
viation from that price wull be al¬ ward
stories. So far, three hour-long seg¬
lowed.
ments
are
slated
for
the
ABC-TV
The total price is figured on the
basis of firstrun of 39 films plus “Disneyland” series, with possibil¬
ity
of
expansion
to
six.
Lensing
13 repeats. In other words, it’s
starts early in May.
CBS’ feeling that a healthy syndi¬
Also, William Tunberg has been
cation industry must break even
on the first time around. Any sub¬ set to adapt the Johnston McCulley
sequent runs would constitute prof¬ “Zorro” tales for still another
it. As strictly a hypothetical ex¬ ABC-TV vidpix series, with filming
ample, a show with a negative cost on 39 stanzas to get underway in
of $30,000 would be priced out to June for Otcober airing.
about, $45,000 for the country tak¬
Disney execs disclosed that “Dis¬
ing $1Q,000 or about 33% as dis¬ neyland” telefilms are currently
tribution costs and $5,000. as over¬ airing in 10 foreign countries; Eng¬
head (actually, the per-week figure land, Canada, Australia,»Germany,
would be lower, since the 13 re¬ France, Puerto Rico, Mexico, Vene¬
peats are generally sold at half- zuela, Guatemala and San Salva¬
price). New York, with a 4.900,- dor, dubbed into the appropriate
000 set count, or about 15% of the language where necessary. Addi¬
tionally, specially-edited editions
(Continued on page 38)
of “Mickey Mouse Club” are being
seen in six foreign countries; Puer¬
to Rico, Mexico, Venezuela, Guate¬
mala, San Salvador and Australia.

Disney to Shoot
2 Series Abroad
For ‘Mouse’ TV’er

London, Feb. 19.
Sapphire Films, already making
three British telepic series, has two
more in the works. They are now
filming a pilot for “The Highway¬
man,” starring Louis Hayward and
Ardienne Corri, and will follow
with a pilot for another series with
Edmund Purdom in the lead. The
latter will be set in 16th Century
Florence.
Edmund Purdom arrived from
New York last Saturday (16) for
discussions with Hannah Weinstein,
Sapphire’s executive producer. The
three Sapphire series, now on the
floor, are “The Adventures of
Robin Hood,” “The Adventures of
Sir Lancelot” and “The Buc¬
caneers.”
Bernard Luber has lined up a
new telefilm series, which will be
produced by Ardleigh Films in
Britain this summer. The series
entitled “Ace of Diamonds,” hhs a
suspense-action theme.
Kieron Moore has already been
assigned the nominal lead and will
be featured throughout the series.
The scripts, now being readied,
will call for occasional locations
outside Britain.
ABC-TV has an approximate
% stake in the production of the
“Overseas Press Club” telepix ser¬
ies, now being filmed at Elstree,
and in return get the entire Brit¬
ish territory and a share in the
Commonwealth, other than Canada.
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
They do not participate in the
In another pic-property deal,
U. S. earnings.
“Homeward Borne,” unproduced
Columbia story property, was as¬
signed for vidfilming for CBS-TV
“Playhouse 90” series by Screen
Gems, Columbia’s tv arm. Linda
Darnell w'as set to topline, wdth
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Charles Korvin and Rex Reason coDirector Oscar Rudolph has been starring. “Borne” has been in Co¬
inked to guide 90 telefilms for lumbia vaults for past five years.
Screen Gems over a three-year Eva Wollas will produce and Ar¬
period, a contractual load believed thur Miller will direct. .
to be unprecedented in the vidpix
Unusal feature of the deal,
field.
agented by Bill Shiffrln, calls for
Rudolph, who directed SG’s heavy residuals to Miss Darnell it
“Clipper Ship” for “Playhouse 90,”
as his first picture under the new “Borne” is shown outside U. S. as
contract, will helm 30 telefilms a theatrical feature. Miss Darnell
each year for three years. His recently collected $5,000 for show^services will be used in the mak¬ ing of the TCF-TV (20th-Fox) tele¬
ing of various Screen Gems pro¬ film, “Deception,” in that manner.
grams, including Ford Theatre.
Rudolph also directed two neW
More TV film New»
shows being prepared for the new
season, “Dr. Mike,” and “Tom, Dick
On Page 31
and Harry.”
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COL SHUTTLES‘BORNE’
TO‘PLAYHOUSE 90’

SG INKS RUDOLPH
FOR 90 TELEFILMS

Screen Gems’ $3,0911,P Fore^
Billiiigs; Exposure m 21 Countries
Perhaps some idea of the vast
foreign potentials on tap, for tv
film companies can be gleaned
from the current fullblown status
of Screen Gems’ “Operation Over¬
seas.” Through the combined aus¬
pices of the three SG offshore sub¬
sidiaries (Screen Gems, Canada:
Screeh- Gems, Latin America; and
Screen Gems, England) even at
this stage of the game there is a
cumulative total of 200 hours of
SG shows per annum playing out¬
side the U.S. Of this amount, SB
is showing 100 hours of fHm in
Spanish, spreading out to Mexico,
Cuba, Peru, Venezuela, Colombia
and Argentina.
Perhaps of all the SG properties
abroad, “Rin Tin Tin” is getting
unprecedented exposure and is
currently netting the company
$100,000 in Latin America alone.
At its present speed, Screen
Gems is grossing $3,000,000 annu¬
ally from the release of its product
in foreign markets. All told, the
SG shows are now getting into 21
countries.
Unlike Television Programs of
America or Ziv, which are among
the other companies with bigtime
pretensions in terms of foreign ex¬
posure and billings, SG has yet to
designate a chieftain to head up
the overall foreign setup. Its Latin
America, Canada and Britain subsids operate pretty much on their
own, but it’s anticipated that in the
near future the company will des¬
ignate a No. 1 man to oversee the
entire foreign setup. It’s a major
job in the scheme of SG’s future
planning and it’s likely that the
nod will go to one of the three
men currently in charge of ^the
Latin, Canadian, Britain subsids.

$9,990,111 Issue
OnTapforNTA?
National Telefilm Associates,
which about a year and a half ago
became a publicly-owned company
-with a $1,500,000 stock issue, is
now exploring the possibility of
additional financing through an
issue of convertible debentures.
NTA has had preliminary discus¬
sions with Bache & Co., major Wall
St. brokerage, about the issue.
Though no details have been set
—and according to Bache senior
partner A. Charles Schwartz, there
“won’t be anything to talk about
for 30 or 40 or 50 days”—it’s un¬
derstood NTA has been talking in
terms of an issue of about $9,000,000. That figure, of course, is sub¬
ject to considerable change, since
NTA and Bache haven’t yet sat
down to detailed discussions.
Schwartz simply stated that Bache
had been approached by NTA on
the matter. NTA prez Ely Landau
refused to comment at all on the
report of the issue.
Since NTA’s original issue, the
company has expanded at a ter¬
rific rate. Firm acquired the David
O. Selznick pictures, then the first
group of 52 20th-Fox films, and
subsequently set a deal for an ad¬
ditional 390 20th pix. It also estab¬
lished the NTA Film Network,
which is two-thirds sold as of April
, with 20th as a partner, set co¬
production deals with 20th and
Desilu and only last week set up
its first foreign affiliate, NTA Tele¬
films (Canada), Ltd. All of which
appears to necessitate additional
financing. Initial selling price on.
the first issue was $5 a share—
rtock currently is between
and
9 on the American Exchange.

‘WHIRLYBIRDS’GROSS
UP TO $1,300,000 1
Demonstrating the red-hot quali¬
ties of the firstrun syndication
field, CBS Television Film Sales’
“Whirlybirds” series has racked up
another eight sales over the past
two weeks to bring its total tnarket level to 116 and its total gross
so far on the serie.s to $1,300,000.
That’s in only a matter of two
months.
'
Nabisco, which already has the
show in several midv^test markets,
picked' up three more in the east,
setting it in Providence, Buffalo
and Johnstown, Pa. Five station
sates Include KTTS-TV, Springfield, Mo.; WTVT, Tampa; WDAMTV, Hattiesburg, Miss; WREX-TV,
Rockford, Ill., and WHYN-TV,
Springfield, Mass. CBS Film Sales
claims the coverage on the show
is now up to 73% of national viewership.

Metro’s Knick Beer Com’is
Knickerbocker Beer inked as the
first accoui.t for Metro-TV’s newlyorganized film commercial division.
Deal, set via Warwick & Legler for
Jacob Ruppert, calls for a series
of 10 one-minute commercials.
Films will be shot at Metro’s
studios. Metro’s Barbera and Han¬
na, creators of the Tom and Jerry
cartoon characters, will' handle
special animation version of KnlckI erbocker trademark.
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ASB FEAtDBE FILH

weekly chart, based on ratings furhished by Amertcafi Research Bur
reau’s latest reports, on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities,, Each
week, the 10; tbp-rated features in a particular city will be rotated. '■
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, release yeoTt original production company and ,the present
distributor, included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should "he paid
to such factors as the time -and day, the high and low ratings for the measured
Variety’s

Vednei^ay, February 20^^ 11^57

• feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature, and audience composition, i.e. a late show at 11:15 P*m. would hardly
have any children viewers, hut its share of audience may reflect dominance, in that
time period. In.the cities where stations sell their feature programming Ori p, fnultl
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week, a total rating for the°
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor, Baimng unscheduled switches in titles, the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filrried show are as accurate as could he Oscer'
tained from a multijplicity of station apd other data.

/

ATLANTA

*

HIGH

LOW

SHARE OF
-AUDIENCE

MGM Playhouse
Sun. Jan; 6
12:15-2:30 p.m.
WSB

29.0

32.1 ‘

19.1,

• 85.9

Let’s Xake a Trip.. .WAGA . ..^.... 2,4
Wild Bill Hickok.... .WAGA .
Rehfro Valley...
WAGA . ....... 2.7
Stars of Tomorrow. .WAGA .;
Ramar of. the Jungle. .WLW-A
Movietime, XJ.S.A..... .WLW-A

2. DAISY KENYON—
Joan Crawford, Dana Andrews;
Henry. Fonda; 1947,'- 20th
Gentry Fox; NTA

20th Century
Playhouse
Sun. Jan. 6
10:30-12:00 a.m.
WSB

17.0

18v5

13,9

62.5

What’s My Line..
WAGA . */;.... 28.8
World News . .WAGA .
This Is the Life....... • WAGA .

3. ADDRESS UNKNOWN—
Paul Lukas, K .T. Stevens;
1944; Columbia; Screen Gems

Late Show
Sat. Jan. 5
11:03-12:30 a.m.
_..WSB

15.2

16.2

14.6

82.9

World News; Sports.. .WAGA . ....... 3.8
Wrestling . .WLW-A . 2.7

4. HOME SWEET HOMICIDE—
Peggy Ann Garner, Randolph
Scott, Lynn Bari; 1946; 20th
Century Fox; NTA

Armchair Playhouse
Sat Jan. 5
1:00-2:30 p.m.
WSB

13.5

15.2

11.5

72.2

TV Ranch . .WAGA .
This Is Your Town........... .WAGA ..
Pro-Hockey .. .WAGA .

5. GAY RANCHERO—
Roy Rogers, Tito Guizar; 1948;
Republic; MCA-TV

Mo vie. Matinee
Thurs. Jan. 10
5:00-6:00 p.m.
WAGA

8.7

9.1

8.5

24.2

Mickey Mouse Club......... .WLW-A

6. ROUND-UP TIME IN TEXAS—
Gene Autry; 1937; ^
Republic; MCA-TV

Movie Matinee
Mon. Jan. 7
5:00-6:00 p.m.
WAGA

8.6

8.8

8.5
.

22.8

Mickey Mouse Club. .WLW-A

Famous Film Festival
Sat. Jan. 5
7:30-9:00 p.m.
WLW-A

7.8

8.8

6.8

12.7

People Are Funny... .WSB ,. .34.9
Perry Como . .WSB ...

8. HIDDEN VALLEY OUTLAWS—
Wild Bill Elliot, Anne
Jeffreys; 1944; Republic;
Hollywood Television Service

Action Theatre
Sat. Jan. 5
4:30-5:30 p.m.
WSB

7.7

9.1

6.2

42.7

Purple Sage Playhouse. WLW-A . 8.5
Foreign Legionnaire. .WAGA . 5.8

8. COLORADO—
Roy Rogers; 1940;
Republic; MCA-TV

Movie Matinee
Tues. Jan. 8
5:00-6:00 p.m.
WAGA

7.7

7.9

7.6

24.6

Mickey Mouse Club. .WLW-A .16.2

Movie Matinee
Fri. Jan. 11
5:00-6:00 p.m.
WAGA

7.0

7.1

6.8

19.3

Mickey Mouse Club. .WLW-A .18.7

Armchair Theatre
Fri. Jan. 11
11:15-1:00 a.m.
WBNS

19.1

20.4

16.2

88.1

Broad & High. . ..WLW-G ... .... 3.9
Tonight . ...WLW-C ... .... 1.9

2. GOD IS MY CO-PILOT—
Dennis Morgan, Dane Clark;
1945; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

Something Different
Sat. Jan> 5
10:30-12:15 a.m.
WTVN

18.7

20.7

15.6

42.6

Your Hit Parade. ... WLW-C ... ... .28.6
Alfred Hitchcock Presents.. ...WBNS .... ....16.2
Championship Bowling .... ...WBNS .... .... 8.4

3. ACE OF ACES—
Ralph Bellamy, Richard Dix;
1933; RKO; C&C

First Run Theatre
Sun. Jan. 6
1:30-2:30 p.m.
WLW-C

14.8

15.4

13.4

71.9

Columbus Town Meeting,., ...WBNS
Sermons In Science. ...WBNS
Appliance Preview
...WTVN
Sunday Showboat .. ..WTVN

4. GEORGE WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE—
Jack Benny, Ann Sheridan;
1942; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

Sunday Showboat
Sun. Jan. 6
2:45-5:00 p.m.
WTVN

13.4

15.4

3.9

44.1

First Run Theatre—
Ace of Aces ... ...WLW-C ... .... 15.4
Meet the New Senators.....WBNS .... .... 5.6
This Is Our Town........WLW-C ... .... 5.6
Wide Wide World....WLW-C ... ....17,3

6. CENTENNIAL SUMMER—
Jeanne Crain, Cornel Wilde;
Linda Darnell; 1946; 20t'h
Century Fox; NTA

Armchair Theatre
Thurs. J^. 10
11:15-1:15 a.m.
WBNS

12.9

14.5

9.8

82.3

Broad Sz High. ...WLW-C ... .4.2
Tonight .....WLW-C ... _ 3.0

6. LIFEBOAT—
Tallulah Bankhead, John Hodiak;
1944; 20th Century Fox; NTA

Armchair Theatre
Mon. Jan. 7
11:15-1:15 a.m.
WBNS

12.7

14.8

7.0

86.4

Broad & High..... WLW-C ... _4.7
Tonight .... ...WLW-C ... ..... 2.2

6. FOUR JILLS IN A JEEP—
Martha Raye, Phil Silvers,
Carole Landis; 1944; 20th
Century Fox; NTA

Armchair Theatre
Wed. Jan. 9
11:15-1:00 a.m.
WBNS

12,7

14.0

10.3

81.4

Broad & High...... ...WLW-C ... .... 4.5
Tonight . ...WLW-C ... _2.2

8. BOOMERANG—
Dana Andrews, Jane Wyatt, Lee J.
Cobb; 1947; 20th Century Fox

Armchair Theatre
Tues. Jan. 8
11:15-1:00 a.m.
WBNS

12.2

13.4

8.7

79.7

Broad & High.. ... WLW-C ... _ 5.0
Tonight .. ...WLW-C ... .... 2.6

9. THE BLACK SWAN—
Tyrone Power, Maureen O'Hara;
1942; 20th Century Fox; NTA

Armchair Theatre
Sun. Jan. 6
11:30-1:00 a.m.
WBNS

10.8

12.0

8.9

76.7

Premier Playhouse . ...WTVN .... .... 8.1
Family Playhouse . ...WLW-C ... i... 2,8

Best of Warner
Brothers
Sat. Jan. 5
7:3Q-9:00 p.m.
WTVN

10.4

11.2

9.8

18.2

People Are Funny. ...WLW-C ... ... .34.4
Perry Como .... WLW-C ... _40.0

TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA
1. COMMAND DECISION—
Clark Gable, Van Johnson;
194B; MGM; MGM-TV ■

7, HUNGRV HILL—
Margaret Lockwood, Dennis
Price; 1947; UniversalInternational; ABC-TV

10. TWILIGHT ON THE RIO GRANDE—
Gene Autry; 1947;
Republic; MCA-TV

TIME SLOT

ARB
RATING

JANUARY, 1957
TOP COMPETING SHOWS

. ARB
RATING

8.4

*

COLUMBUS
1. DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK—
Claudette Colbert, Henry Fonda;
1939; 20th Century Fox; NTA

10. THE PETRIFIED FOREST—
Humphrey Bogart, Bette Davis,
Leslie Howard; 1936; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions
'
i ‘“’U it J 1 J

.... ....
.... ....
.... ....
....

r
V

4.6
3.5
2.5
3.9
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DEMAND FOR FEATURES GROWS
■4-

Nm King-Shwe Distrib’s % Deal With
Seaboard Drugs on Errid Flynn Pk
Newly-formed King-Shore Films4
distribution outfit has set up an
unusual 150-market deal with Sea¬
board Drug Co. in which instead
of a regular program charge for
“Errol B]lynn Theatre” the new
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
distribution outfit would share in
Two pilots of the proposed
Seaboard's sales on a new drug
product. Under the deal, King- “James Michener Presents” series,
Shore gets a percentage of the on which the writer will host sev¬
gross sales on Seaboard’s new eral of his own stories, go before
Mericin brand drug, for the term the cameras in Honolulu this week.
Two half-hour telefilms will be
of the 52-week contract.
There have been variations on “Alua,” starring Gloria TAlbott and
such deals before, but always as Lyle Bettger, and a second pos¬
a subsidiary factor to a deal. Mat¬ sibly to star Steve Brodie.
Series is being produced by Or¬
ty Fox, for example, has as part
of his C&C Super deal with Inter¬ ville Hampton In Honolulu, with
national Latex, a limited partici¬ Jack Sklrball lining up casts and
pation arrangement on'Latex sales handling production details here.
in markets showing the RKO li¬ Project is financed by Hawaiian
brary. But the King-Shore deal is and Samoan coin, under the South
believed to be the first where the Seas Production Ltd. banner.
only income to the- di-stributor is
out of a portion of the sales of the
product being advertised.
Under the deal, Seaboard will
place the “Errol Flynn Theatre,’'
produced in England by Canadian
Interests, in 150 cities beginning
March 1. As of that date, and for
the duration of the 52 week period
(longer, if Seaboard exercises op¬
Possible telefilm production in
tions), King-Shore participates in West Germany by Ziv will be ex¬
all sales of Mericin, There are 26 plored by Ed Stern, head of Ziv’s
“Flynn” films, and the pattern will international division, now tour¬
be 26 firs^runs and 26' repeats. ing Europe on a number of Zliv
Charlie King, board chairman of projects.
the new company, said that KingThe West German telefilm pro¬
Shore has a maximum take under
possibility will be discussed
the deal of $4,000,000. While there’s duction
by Stern in visits of Munich and
no maximum guarantee to the disFrankfurt,
where he also discusses
trib, King said that his participa¬ a program of
German dubbing. The
tion was sure to hit the $4,000,000 particular production project for
ceiling.
We.st Germany which he may have
Apart from the Seaboard deal— was not disclosed.
which incidentally marks the first
In Paris, European headquarters
time the drug outfit has* used tv— for Ziv’s overseas operation. Stern
King said he’s dickering for new will oversee stepped up dubbing of
product. His distribution deal on Ziv shows in the French language.
the Flynn show, produced by Can¬ He also will meet in London with
adian distributor Marcel Leduc, execs of both commercial and gov¬
runs for five years. King is a ernment tv systems. Ziv currently
former Mutual sales exec and pro¬ has four shows on the air in British
ducer, and has latterly been in the tv, with deals Rending for others.
telefilm field via Television Pro¬
grams of America and other out¬
fits. Sig Shore, prexy of the new
outfit, is former prez of Cavanaugh
& Shore agency and v.p. of Bu¬
chanan & Co.

ROLL 2 PILOTS ON
IICHEPR PRESENTS’

Ziv’s W. Germany
Production Gleam

9 Metro Pix a Week
On Buff. Station, Clients
Don’t Mind Spot Hikes

RKO Production
OfTelepiifin’S?
RKO Television, with an expand¬
ed catalog of fresh syndicated prod¬
uct, also plans to enter telefilm
production this year.
Decision was reached at the re¬
cent Palm Beach, Fla., meeting of
top execs of RKO Teleradio, the
parent company of the tv subsid
and motion picture company. Proj¬
ects include half-hours and hour
formats, based on material in the
RKO vaults and fresh scripts. Ex¬
ploratory talks have been held with
a number of top personalities, in¬
cluding Bing Crosby for a feature,
plus possible telefilm series deal,
but RKO execs say that the Crosby
deal, like others, are top nebulous
for comment at this point.
RKO Teleradio currently is kick¬
ing off the “Aggie” series and has
a backlog of the following for the
syndication market: “Screen Di¬
rectors Playhouse,” “Schlitz Play¬
house of Stars,” “Sailor of For¬
tune,” and others.

Ziv Sales Expansion

^uffalo,'N. Y., Feb. 19.
WPIEN-TV, which kicked off its
Metro feature unreeling recently,
has boosted its one^minute spot
rate for its vintage pix from $80
to $150. While advertisers who
have previously been using the
time slots now occupied by Metro
cintematics are being given 30 days
protection at the old rates, the
station has already sold 40 ifew
spots weekly at the increased rate.
Meredith station is runing Metro
theatricals beginning at 11:30 p.m.
nightly, in addition to presenting
a double feature Saturday nights,
and a Sunday matinee at 1:30 p.m.
Sunday matinee, offered on “spec”
basis with four advertisers rotating
sponsorship, is tagged at $2,000
weekly and the first advertiser to
be signed is Syracuse’s Nether¬
lands Dairy.
Station plans to use nine Metro
films weekly, with close to a twoyear period seen for the playoff
of the first-runs of the 723 Metro
pix. Library was kicked off with
l^rge-scale ad-promotion campaign.

’Union Pacific’ Series
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Pilot for railroading series en¬
titled “Union Pacific” is beiiig
px’epped by NBC-TV film syndica¬
tion, but series is not connected to
Cecil B. DeMille’s 1939 theatrical
pic for Paramount, of the same
title.
Milton Geiger has been ^assigned
scripting duties on the plot by
George Cahan,

Three news sales execs have
been appointed to Ziv’s natiofial
sales division. '
They include William Flynn an
ad exec with U. S. Rubber and
Dell Publishing; Raymond L. Fuld.
previously with Metro-TV and
Ziv'» ‘Sea Hunt’
NBC-TV; and Robert M. Leth¬
bridge, formerly with Weed Tele¬
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
vision. Flynn and Fuld have been
Producer Ivan Tors is propping
assigned to the eastern division, a new series for Ziv TV, entitled
headquartered in N.Y, Lethbridge “Sea Hunt.”
will work out of Ziv’s midwestern
Pilot lensing is slated next week,
office in Chicago.
from an Ellis Marcus script.

4-

EVENTHELESSER

Food Products Top Beer Clients
As No. 1 Buyer of Syndicated Pix

Food products, swelled by a vari¬
In a curious turn of events, the
ety of new customers and added
feature fUm industry has taken on
coin from old clients, have emerged
the aspect of a seller’s market in
as the No. 1 sponsor group of syn¬
the major cities. This despite—
dicated shows in the U. S., out¬
or actually because of after analysis
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
the immense unloading of major
pointing beer as the leading spend¬
Pilot film entitled “Explosion,”
studio backlogs during the past
ers on syndicated skeins.
year*. .Superficially, the impres¬ based on “Gunga Din,” will be!
Close on the heels of food prod¬
sion is that with the enormous aired ori Revue’s “Studio 57”
product flow,' the stations could series on ABC-TV. Revue lensed ucts and beers are the telefilm procall their shots, but things haven’t the pilot, starring Jack Kelly, with | gi'am buyers falling under the
Richard Lewis producing and By¬ headings of gas and oil and auto¬
worked out that way.
i motive. Other leading skein spon¬
The plain and simple fact is that i ron Haskin directing.
Practice of airing pilots o/ “57” sor groups include retail outlets;
the enormous impact of studio j
backlogs on station programming as a tryout is by no means a Re¬ soft didnks; furniture and appli¬
has resulted in a self-generating vue “policy,” according to Lewis, ances; and banks and financial in¬
demand for even more feature who also produces that series. stitutions. Beyond that the field
product. And because of this, even However, this season at least three is wide open to a wide range of
medium-quality pictures which of the 26 “57” stanzas will be advertisers.
Information was culled from
were lying on the shelf two years pildts for other series, Lewis ad¬
leading syndication outfits, includ¬
ago and even a year back are de¬ mits.
ing. Ziv, Screen Gems, Official
manding and receiving tall coin. Films, ABC Film Syndication,
Whether it’s the station that
Television Programs of America.
after years of eschewing film has
While data on the whole was sparse
come to the conclusion that he
on subject, it clearly indicated the
needs features to compete (like
drift to food products as the top
WRCA-TV, N. Y., and other NBC
syndication spender over the past
o&o’s like WNBQ in Chicago), or
year.
the stations which are loaded with
The most recent and detailed
feature backlogs but still want to
data was furnished by Ziv and
command more; such as 'Westingr
“The 15 Mysteries of the Ro¬
house Broadcasting (which in spite sary,”
the
experience of Ziv, with its
the telefilm religioso series
of the RKO and Warner libraries shot in Spain, is now ready to be lai'ge amount of syndicated sales
is sparking the collective-station
direct
to advertisers, is indicative
dubbed in seven languages, with
drive to acquire the Paramount li¬ world wide tv distribution set in of what has occured during the
brary), good film is very much in about another year.
past 12 months. In the Ziv array,
demand and commanding higher
food products account for moi-e
Rev. Patrick C. Peyton, creator than 20% of the advertisers spon¬
prices. A few examples fill out
of the series, who also created Mu- soring an average skein. Beer fol¬
the picture:
utal’s “Family Theatre” series, was lows with about a 15%, gas and
Item.
Less than a year ago,
WATV, the New York indie, paid in N. Y. last week, when he re¬ oil with about 10% and auto dealceived
the American Legion’s Out¬ ei's with over 5%. The others
about $10,000 a picture for NTA’s
first package of 52. features from standing Service Award for “Fam¬ roughly 50% of advertisers sponily Theatre,” which celebrated its soi'ing Ziv shows fall into the wide
20th-Fox. Couple of weeks ago, 10th anni Thursday (14). Attend¬
the station paid an average of ing the taped celebration was the range of categories as previously
.
,
$14,000 a film for the sam^ number Legion’s national commander. Rev. indicated.
of runs for NTA’s new “Rocket
Not included in the survey ai'e
Gerdon, and Rosalind Rus¬
” 20th-Fox package, with little Bernard
advertisers
purchasing
participa¬
sell, one of the 350 Hollywood stars
appreciable difference in quality associated with the drama dedi¬ tions in local telefilms, an exclu¬
of the product. This despite the cated to keeping the family Intact. sion stemming from the scattered
unloading of the Warners, Metro
Regarding his new series, shot nature of such Information. But
and RKO libraries between the two in Eastman color and directed by participation revenues account for
purchases.
Joseph Breen Jr., Father Peyton a sizable.. bulk of revenues riding
Item. WRCA-TV, the prime ex¬
estimated that the cost will run on syndication programming.
ample of the johnny-come-lately in about $1,000,000 before skein is
The swelled No. 1 food products
the area of major feature film pro¬ ready for market. Each episode category includes such large re¬
gramming from the competitive consists of a straight dramatiza- gional sponsors as Carnation Milk,
aspect, has been averaging about of a particular “mystery,” with a Mueller’s Macaroni, S. W. Foods,
$10,000 a subject on a seven-run two-minute talk by the Catholic National Biscuit Co., Sunshine Bis¬
basis for its recent feature acqui¬ clergyman at the finale.
Series, cuits, Royal Cup Coffee and others.
sitions. This includes some prod¬ three-and-a-half years in prepara¬ In terms of numbers, the food
uct that’s been around for some tion, consumed 140 shooting days. pi'oduct sponsors are way above
time but for one reason or another
the number of beer advertisei’s.
(such as English dubs on foreign Financing was via contributions. In terms of individual companies,
Peyton returns to Spain in'
pix) hasn’t been moved Compar¬ Father
another week.
though, beer companies have a big¬
able product one to two years ago
ger syndication program outlay.
would have commanded a price of
Circumstances are such now,
$6,000 to $8,000 a subject at best.
that food product companies and
That $10,000 is an average price—
beer find themselves the top comthe lower-priced items couldn’t be
petitoi’s for a regional deal on a
'moved at all at that time.
good syndicated show.
Item.
United Artists, with its
package of 39 post-’48 films, few of
which could be classed as Grade A
Chicago, Feb. 19.
product, has racked up over $2,Commonweal, weekly magazine
in only about three months published by Catholic laymen, “de¬
of selling.
plores” in the lead editorial of its
Item. The 35 Pine-Thomas pic¬ current issue the cancellation of
tures, which prior to the advent of the Martim Luther biographical
the major libraries never got off film on WGN-TV. The editorial is
the ground, is now starting to being distributed by the Action
move quickly in the sales area, .Committee for Freedom of ReligThe syndication department of
with WRCA-TV a major purchaser. ius Expression, a group of Protes¬ Screen Gems, which has 10 shows
tant and Lutheran leaders organ¬ aired network, as well as a large
ized to fight WGN-TV’s refusal to feature film operation, was de¬
screen the feature as scheduled scribed as “the backbone” of the
last Decembex’.
I Columbia subsid’s biz by Ralph M.
Magazine asserts “there can be Cohn, v.p. and general manager.
Cohn, referring to the absorp¬
Television will get first crack at little doubt, whether the Catholics I
a new half-hour Civil War docu¬ were organized or not, their pres¬ tion of Hygo and Unity by Screen
mentary, even though the short sure caused a television station to Gems with the foi'mer’s catalog
has already won an Oscar nomina¬ cancel the showing of Martin Lu¬ added to the company’s portfolio,
looked forward to the largest gross
tion from the Academy of Motion ther.”
Picture Arts & Sciences. Film is
“They have damaged the fabric in the company’s history for the
“The True Story of the Civil War,” of our society because they have coming season. . Addressing the
’one of two documentaries pro¬ placed in jeopardy the still unde¬ amalgamated conclave of Hygoduced by the recently established fined ‘fi'eedom’ of the tv screen. Unity-Screen Gems sales foi'ce, he
Coast production firm of Camera Television does not yet enjoy the told them that some of the 18 new
Eye Pictures (both have copped guarantees that have been defined Screen Gems half-hour pi*operties
nominations; the other is “The for speech, the press and, increas¬ for the new season would be
Naked Eye” and will be distributed ingly, for the screen. TV stations syphoned off for first-run syndica¬
exclusively as a theatrical entry) have shown that; they are peculiar¬ tion, a fresh field for the Columbia
and narrated by Raymond Massey. ly susceptible—all too susceptible subsid. Screen Gems amalgamated
portfolio now conists of 466 fea¬
Civil War film is based on the —to pressure from the audience.
stills of photographer Matthew
“Those Catholics in Chicago who tures; 679 episodes and 53 sex'ials;
Brady, and is being handled for objected to the showing of Martin 334 Western features; 369 halfnetwork sale by Cy Donegan of Luther took advantage of these hour syndicated programs; and 130
Woods, Donegan & Co., who is rep¬ weaknesses to deprive other citi¬ quarter-hour programs.
Jerry Hyams, director of syndi¬
ping Camera Eye in N. Y. for tele¬ zens of the film. Even if the de¬
vision. Idea is to show the docu¬ cision In this case is reversed and cation, and Robeii; Seldelman,
mentary as a one-shot, then dis¬ the film is shown on tv, every tele¬ sales manager, presided over the
tribute in theatres and thereafter vision studio will tread more war¬ series of meets which concluded
syndicate it to stations as a library ily in scheduling programs in the Friday (15), the first such meeting
feature.
future.
(Continued on page 36.>
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Banner SG Gross
On Tap, Sez Cohn
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Civil War Documentary
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WHIRLYBIRDS! Packed with high-voltage adventure^CBS
Television Film Sales’ dynamic new action series is generating plenty of
excitement. First rating, in Omaha, was a high-flying 42.5, with 68.9%
share of audience. On WPIX, ^^Whirlybirds” got the highest rating ever
won by a regularly scheduled nighttime program on a New York inde¬
pendent station. Lots of sponsor action, too! Added to the 85 markets
originally sold in just six weeks’time, are a score of big new sales... to
such advertisers as Pepsi-Cola, Winston Cigarettes, National Tea Com¬
pany, Duffy-Mott. Juice up sales in your market. For details, call or wire

CBSTELEVISION FILM SALES, INC. ®
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Conte Gek Sex-Appeal Bdldup
NBC Envisions TV's First Full-Fledgedl Matinee Idol
As Campaign Rolls
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Television appears to be on the
verge of successfully creating its
first matinee idol. Appropriately,
he’s John Conte, host-star of NBCTV’s “Matinee Theatre.”
Network is launching an unpre¬
cedented sex-appeal buildup for
Conte in a widespread campaign
starting at the trade level and
reaching all the way to fan publi¬
cations. .Results indicate he’s well
on his way, particularly with the
aid of such organizations as the
Men's Apparel Guild which has se¬
lected him as “Best Dressed Man
In TV.”
What makes the campaign un¬
usual, however, is that Conte is
best-known as a salesman in his
capacity as host on the show. A
skilled and-veteran Broadway ac¬
tor, his thespic appearances on the
program are extremely limited;
he’s done about eight in the 16
months the five-a-week show has
been airing. With this in mind, the
NBC pitch is to make him a. super¬
salesman and the web is utilizing
expensive brochures tagged “It
Takes a Good Man,” figuratively
comparing Conte to Don Juan.
Lothario and Casanova in his ap¬
peal to distaff audiences.
Lending validity to the network’s
contention is Conte’s 6,000-mem¬
ber national fan club, a rarity for
a personality whose chief function
is to “host” a teleshow. Group is a
militant organization of dues pay¬
ing members who pressure retail¬
ers to stock the product of “Mati¬
nee” sponsors and back up Conte's
sales pitches with unprecedented
response. The network points to
the fact that Armour & Co. sold
out its entire supply of turkeys in
a two-day period as a result of a
Conte spiel. At one time, he sold
more than 200,000 ice cream
scoops as a result of a single pitch.
Conte has all the physical attri¬
butes of a matinee idol and regis¬
ters'solidly as a talent. On Broad¬
way, he appeared in such shows as
“Carousel,” with top billing, and is
now dickering a disk deal. His pact
with NBC is exclusive for televi¬
sion but permits him eight weeks
annually for film or summer thea¬
tre work. This summer, he and his
wife Ruth—who sometimes subs
for him as “hostess” when Conte is
appearing in a “Matinee” show as.
star — will probably do “The

Guardsman” on a silo trek calling
for a $4,000 guarantee.
Unusual aspect of his “Matinee”
operation is that Conte has his own
unit (which operates from a sepa¬
rate
studio
dubbed
“satellite
one”), including cameramen and
technicians.
Conte recently formed his own
corporation to begin tieing in with
his mushrooming popularity as a
merchandiser. First aspect of the
new setup is a line of high-grade
sports shirts which will be manuafactured by California Holiday, lo¬
cal soft-goods firm. Other similar
tieups are in the making for which
he will receive 5% of the retail
selling pi'ice.

Mayor Wagner Okays
Fourth Year Go-Round
On TV ‘Conferences’
New York Mayor Robert F, Wag¬
ner has okayed the fourth year of
“M'^yor’.s Conferen'^e” on local tv
and radio outlets. New video cycle
begins in March with WABC-TV
picking up the news coiifab built
around Wagner,
In succeeding
months, WOR - TV, WCBS - TV,
WRCA-TV, WARD' and WPIX, in
that order, will, air the half-hour
show. After August, they will ro¬
tate the program again.
Arnold Cohan, the Mayor’s radio¬
tv adviser, said that the city’s ra¬
dio stations do not have exclusive
rights each month to the program
as do the rotating tv stations. He
said that any and all of the audio'
outlets can do a simulcast or a de¬
layed broadcast from the tv sound,
and that an average of half-a-dozen radio stations each month par¬
ticipated.
Last year, the Room 9 reporters
from the metropolitan dailies, who
appeared on the televised “Mayor’s
Conference” objected tOvthe‘ al¬
leged ineptitude of" the regular tv
reporters in asking questions about
the city. An official explained that
“this problem no longer exists.”
Cincinnati — Robert Schlinkert,
WKRC-TV general sales manager,
has assumed added duties of assist¬
ant general manager, under David
G. Taft, executive vice president
and general manager. It’s a new
position.

4

. Cal Nat Names Ames
Louis B. Ames has been named
director of the theatrical division
Qf NBC’s California National Pro¬
ductions. He replaces Alfred R.
Stern, who had been holding down
the post but who was recently
named director of international op¬
erations for. NBC. Spot Involves
directing the operations of the
NBC Opera touring company, legit
investments, etc.
Ames has been feature editor
and production manager on the
“Home” show for the past two
years. Before that, he was an asso¬
ciate producer on “Today,” was
program manager of WPIX, N. Y.,
and produced “Opera Cameos” on
the N. Y. Daily News indie.

Classroom TV For
Boston, Feb. 19.
A bill to put tv in the schooL
rooms 'is being aired at'“the State
House in Boston. Hearings $tarted
Monday (18) before the education
committee on the proppsal to per¬
mit all towns within a SO-mile ra¬
dius of the Hub to pool money and
talent for'a series of daytime edu¬
cational. tv - programs.
Under the bill, a series of day¬
time tv programs would be tele¬
cast into Greater Boston class¬
rooms, educational, but entertain¬
ing. They could be picked up on
any tv set in the area so that chil¬
dren home ill could watch the
same program the class had and
handicapped children could share
the same programs.
Funds would be used to finance
programs for classrooms through
facilities of a central educational
tv station.
Programs would be
skedded for schooltirae hour§.
Both the House and Senate must
approve the bill. Sponsors of the
bill say cooperative telecasting
has been done successfully in oth¬
er states.
The proposed classrom tv would
work this way: A fifth grade is
studying, geography.
A teacher
could tune in at a certain time of
day to a program that might in¬
clude film clips, objects from the
land the pupils are studying and a
lecture on the history of said coun¬
try with slides. ^

Inside Stuff-Radio-TV
The yearg seem to catch up not only with television’s comedians but
also with its moppets. Pud Flanagan and Ginger MacManus, who have
been Sonny Fox’s companions on CBS-TV's “Let’s Take a Trip” since
it started in 1955, are leaving the show. Reason Is they’ve become too
old; they'll concentrate on dramatic parts now and on some more
schoolwork.
Last performance for the pair, aged 12 (Pud) and 11 (Ginger) will be
April 21. CBS Is launching a “nationwide search” for successors, with
auditions already called for Monday (25) in N.Y. at the office of the
web’s casting director, Robert Dale Martin. Fox is old enough—^he
continues on the show.
Closed circuit television, via the facilities of TelePrompter Corp. will
be employed for an inter-city hookup .of the annual stoc^olders’ meet¬
ing of the American Machine & Foundry Co. on April 16,
Aim, according to AMF, is to give the company’s mi^western stock¬
holders an op^prtunity to participate more actively in the antiual meet¬
ing. The shareholders’ meeting will be held at the Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel in .Chicago, with boardchairman and prexy Morehead Pattersoti presiding. Simultaneously a meeting of AMF stockholders will
be held at the Sheraton-Astor in N^Y., with vice chairman Gen, Walter
Bedell Smith presiding.
• There will be two-way audio-video transmission conneqting the two
cities so that stockholders will be able to see the activities at both loca¬
tions and direct questions at the management.
v
A host of pi;dzes' and special shows will keynote WOR’s, N.Y., 35th
anniversary, to be celebrated Friday (22).
All listeners whose birthdays or wedding anniversary falls on that
day will be eligible for special gifts. Also eligibles are listeners, the
initials of whose names are “WOR.” Other prizes, will be given to
listeners who guess the weather temperature throughout the day.
Special contests are being held for the press and ad agencies,
Congratulatory messages from figures .such as Gov.. Harriman and
Mayor Wa^er will be read on the air and the tunes on the “Bob Smith
Show” and “Music from Studio X” on'Thursday will be culled from
circa 1922.
Television Bureau of Advertising held the first of 12 plans and
progress meetings annually in New York last week. Purpose, in effect,
was to give members a chance to benefit from TvB's “detective work.”
promotion org told 55 Gotham station managers, network execs, sta¬
tion reps and officials of N.Y.-based broadcast chains which of the
national advertisers had quietly begun “testing” national spot cam¬
paigns. Members were theh told how and when they-might go after
orders from the testers. Similar meetings will be held <iuarterly in
N.Y., L.A. and Chicago.
First of a series of mother-and-son dances on tv has been inaugurated
by Herb Sheldon’s “Studio Party,” WABD, N.Y.
Idea stemmed from an interview Sheldon had with a teenager on
his show recently, Sheldon invited him to bring his mother to the
show when he learned the youngster’s mother had taught him to dance.
Soon thereafter over 500 phone calls from mothers flooded the studio
asking if they could pome with their sons. DuMont studio only holds
20 couples so Friday (15) launched the first of a series of mother-andson dances on tv, to be held from 5 to 5:30 p.m., the “Studio Party”
slof. Coming up next will be father-daughter dances as well.

F. E. Jensen, director general of the Danish Broadcasting Co., is due
in N.Y. on March 7, for a look-see at U.S. television and other matters.
Slated to be here for about two-and-a-half weeks, he will confer- with
NBC officials, as well as visiting Washington, and taking a cross¬
Wile Shifts to Coast
country tour with many stopovers in large cities such as Chicago, Mil¬
Sheldon Wile of the ^ William waukee, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Morris Agency literary dept., will
shift to the Coast office Feb. 23
N.Y, Chapter of the Radio Pioneers is parking tomorrow (Thurs.)
where he'll work with Stanley Col¬ night at the Columbia U. Club. . Lanny Ross and Nelson Case are
bert.
among those entertaining. Hooker for the bash is the consolidated
celebration of the three holidays, St. Valentine’s Day, Lincoln’s and
Washington’s Birthdays.
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More than One Million hours of TelePrompTer
performances . . . Now Provided Weekly on
Over 150 Network Television and Film Shows.

WJBK-TV Series On
^ THE BIG 3 ON TV ^
AND PEACE - MAYERLING
Unsolved Del. Crimes WAR BALLAD
OF BABY DOE

Dettoit, Feb. 19.
WJBK-TV will debut a live 30minute documentary series on un¬
solved crimes from the files of the
Detroit Police Department under
the title “1300 Beaubien”—address
of locAl central police station.
Program will feature actual de¬
tectives who' worked on each case,
telling how they conducted the in¬
vestigation and urging viewer’s to
furnish, any clues they may have.
Producer is Standard International
Productions, headed by Granville
Ryan,'

All Cotlumed by
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BROOKS
EAST 63rd STREET

Park and Moditon, N«w York
Garden Duplex, 4 Reomf, 1 Vi Baths
Partly Furnished
Short or Lonq Term—$475.
MU 7-5427

LIKE TO MAKE FRIENDS?
TTie technique above works on just one person at a time ... if
it works at idj. It could earn you a fat eye.

Call Don Redell, Sales Manager, TV and Film Services.

TmPROMPKR CORPORAllON
West 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y. • JUdsbn 2-3800
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO •
DETROIT • MIAMI

WASHINGTON, D.C. • PHILADELFHIA
• TORONTO • LONDON

f •
station, has made
friends with 616,000 TV'famihes in a market* commanding
nearly four bilhon dollars in spendable income.
friends—and to sell them your product
—KSTP-TV IS your best buy.
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Edward Retry & Company, Inc., National Repretenfativei
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on a golden platter!
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MGM-TV OFFEBS THE WORID'S GREATEST
STUDIO AND ITS FABtiOUS FMJUmES FOR
THE 2^
For tho first tioro~all tjnder on© ro6f~lfc© tremendous
physical and tedtuicai' rasonrces of M-?5-M's 185^cre
Culver City Jots are yours to command.

The same animatigndepartment which has consistently
won awards for its "Tom and Jerry" and other cartoons
con now create characters’'for you.
'
.

Here is a city within a.dly—giant stages and-sets, prop
and make-up departments, story development, research
ejrperts—and much more.

All this at competidveprices. Your inguiiies are cordially
invited—todoyt
',

Hie most modern camera equipment and^M'G-M‘s own
Icdjoratory are geared up and ready-to-go to giye you
split-second action on the production, processing and
'"op-time’'''delivery of blacS-and-whlte or color TV film
comrsiercials., '
,
■ -
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1540 Broadway, New York 3$, N, V.

The personnel and artisans employed on your cdmmerdais or industrial Mrt»s ore the same people that have
made
die most famods’ trademark in the history
of entertammeni '
-'
,
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One .Flight to Fame

Emmy Hommalioii$

Benny’s Friar Friends
Continued from pae:e 2 ==

a partner, say the word.*' He
brought the house down with
Sammy Cahn's parodies of “On the
Street Where You Live” and “Mr.
Wonderful/^ Tony Martin song
“Love in Bloom/’ the Benny theme
song, as it was originally written.
Introducing Sinatra, Jessel said, *T
give you the man who lost a con¬
tinent.”
Bob Hope Cracks
Bob Hope, one of the last speak¬
ers, said, “It's so late my clothes
and material are out of style. You
know it isn’t every comic who’ll
tuni out for a rivM disease, Jessel,
by the way, fell in love with, this
hotel when he found out It has 12
banquet rooms. He’s- been behind
more plates than Yogi Berra. The
last time Jack Benny paid $100-aplate, was at Dr.’Pincus—his den¬
tist.” Hope looked at his femme
dais members, asked: “Who ever
expected Irene Dunne to turn into
a Cass Daley?”
Although Jerry Lewis, playing
the Palace, was absent, he received
his share of the barbs. Hope said
“I’m thrilled Jerry Lewis has taken
to singing. His new album will be
•Music to Make Dean Martin Flip
By’ on the ‘So there' label.” About
Governor Knight, Hope said he’d
make good Presidential timber.
“He^ plays lousy enough golf; he
passed the Max Factor makeup
test, and if he can conv^ce Rob¬
ert Montgomery, he maybe in,” .
Art Linkletter, who followed
Hope: “I’m only here by chance—>
if I had a chance to see the list of
speakers who went on ahead of
me, I would have been 300 miles
from here. I do the kind of show,”
said Linkletter, “Jack would never
bring himself to do-—the give¬
away.”
Linkletter explained the success
of Univac in choosing proper naates
for lonely-hearts, then demon¬
strated how Jack Benny’s bride
could have been chosen by the ma¬
chine, if he had not met and mar¬
ried Mary Livingstone. Gorgeous
starlet Pat Sheehan walked on
stage—only to present a card with
the name of the lucky girl—^Vampira. Miss Livingstone’s presence
didn’t bother Vamplra who sudden¬
ly fired a couple blanks in Mrs, B’s
direction.
Linkletter, recalling the comic’s

favorite charities, said Jessel’s is
“St. Anne’s home for unwed moth¬
ers.” Jessel, turning to the NBC
contingent said, “It’s very difficult
to get a jcheck signed at NBG^—
hardly an executive is there now¬
adays to wet a pen,”
The LA airport Was alerted to
hold Jessel’s eastbound plane as
he prepared to introduce the guest
of honor. “Benny,” said Jessel,
“is a man of thoughtful and gentle
laughter.”
“I was 39,” Benny said, “when
the first speaker got up. The last
time I attended a $100-a-plate din¬
ner., Monte Blue was the toastmas¬
ter. I’ve never been on a dais with
so many Gentiles.”
^
•The Jack Warner of Sacramento*
About Gov. Knight, Benny said,
“He’s known as the ‘Jack L. War¬
ner of Sacramento’.’* In recalling
the most exciting nights in his life,
Benny listed: his opening at the
Palace, as a monologist; the night
thecFriars gave him his first testi¬
monial dinner. “And,” he added,
“I think I can say without fear of
contradiction that my wedding
night was more exciting than to¬
night—I didn’t have to sit on a dais
three hours waiting—and nobody
bought tickets, and nobody gave the
story to the papers.”
Benny took occasion to give trib¬
ute to Hope, who, said Benny, was
the first one of the comics to visit
troops during wars and peace, any¬
where.
Benny turned to Deborah Kerr,
announced he had been Interested
in doing “Tea and Sympathy.”
•’However,” he said, “I thought I
was too old for the boy—and the
studio thought I was too. old for the
husband. They weren’t looking for
that much sympathy.”
Miss Kerr earlier contributed a
story about Benny’s talent—doing
•'nothing on stage.” She related an
Incident at a Benny performance
at the Palladium when a man seat¬
ed next to her expressed constant
surprise at the fact Benny did noth¬
ing. “A few days later. Miss Kerr
related, ^‘I noted the marquee at
the Palladium: ‘This Week Nothing^
—and the only one waiting at the
boxoffice, was the little man who
had been sitting next to me.”
Benny was plaqued by the Heart
Association which will realize up¬
wards of $50,000 from the birth¬
day party.
“I’m not really 39,” Benny con¬
cluded. “And I’m glad—I don’t
think I could have quite so many
friends in only 39 years.”

Maley’s Censor Slot

Mgt.i Wllllsm Morris Agency

Robert Maley, a vet radio and tv
scripter and program manager, has
been named director of continuity
acceptance for Mutual and WOR,
WOR-TV, N. Y.
He succeeds Walter Law, re¬
signed. Maley, who joined MBS’
New York flagship WOR three
years ago, has been net’s assistant
continuity acceptance director.

Pittsburgh, Feb. 19.
A young Negro baritone who
sings for a few minutes every
sssss Continued from page 22
morning on KDKA-TV and
Whedoms, Louis Peterson, Rod
then drops downstairs a floor
Serling, Elick Moll, Reginald Rose.
in the same building and be¬
Best direction one hohr or more:
comes a parking garage at¬
Lewis
Allen, Bob Banner, Kirk
tendant for the remainder of
Browning, John Firankenhelmer,
the day won the Great Lakes
George
Ray Hill, Ila|ph Nelson.
division finals of the Metro¬
politan Opera Auditions of the
Best direction half-hour or less:
Air in Cleveland last week. He
George , Archaihb'aud,
Herschel
is Robert Mosely, featured
Daugherty, Sheldon Leonard, Wil¬
singer on Ch. 2’s daily “Homeliam Russell, Clay Yurdin.
,.town” hour and regularly em- '
Best musical contribution: Leon¬
ployed by the Gateway Plaza
ard Bernstein* Siil Fine, Nelson
in the building which houses
Riddle, Walter Schumann, Oliver
the tv station.
Wallace.
,
Mosely got $300 for his wip ■ *
Best actor in a dramatic series:
in Cleveland and will go to James Arness, ChArles Boyer, Da¬
New York in the spring to
vid Niven, Hugh O’Brian, Robert
compete in the national finals.
Young.
Best continuing performance by"
a comedienne in a series: Edith
Adams, Grade Allen, Lucille Ball,
Nanette Fabray, Ann, Sothern.
Best actress in single perform¬
ance: Edna Best, Grade. Fields/
Londbn, Feb. 19.
Nancy Kelly* Evelyn Rudie, Clalfib
A bar on the use of British Trevor,
filmed commercials for Australian
Best actor In single perform¬
Lloyd
Bridges,
Fjcodric
tv has been imposed by British ance:
March,
Sal Mineo, Jack Pafance,
Actors’ Equity.
Although the
Red Skelton. ,
standard contract limits the use
Best male personality- in con¬
of commercials to the UK, they tinuing performance: Steve Allen,
Leonard
Bernstein, Peifry Como,
have, in the past, approved ad hoc
deals for their use overseas bn Tennessee Ernie Ford, Alfred
Hitchcock.
payment of extra fees.
Best female personality in con¬
The unlomhas now been advised tinuing performance: Rosfemary
by Australian Equity that their Clooney, Faye Emerson, Arlene
negotiations for a commercial con¬ Francis, Gisele Ma<iKenzie, Dinah
tract
have
reached
deadlock. Shore.
.;y
Hence the Instruction from Brit¬
Best comediati' in continuing
ish Equity.
performance oh a series: Jack
Benny, Sid Caesar,. Robert Cum¬
mings, Ernie.'Kovacs, Phil Silvers.
- Best actress in continuing per¬
formance in a dramatic series: Jan
Clayton, Ida Luplno, Peggy Wood,
- ^ ContlDued from pa^e 25
Jane Wyman, Loretta Young.
ty of negative comparison’s to
Best single show of the year:
Beckman’s status.
“Victor .Borge Show”; “A Night to.
With the timetable for promo¬ Remember”; Leonard Bernstein on
tions originally written to include “Omnibus”; “Requiem For a
Jason Rabinovitz, business manag¬ Heavyweight”; ^ “Secret Life of
er of tv, and Don Coyle, tv re¬ Danny Kaye.”
Best supporting actor: Art Car¬
search chief, top network manage¬
ment found it advisable to proyide ney, William . Frawley, Paul Ford^
Carl
Reiner, Ed Wynn.
advances of a similar nature for
Best supporting actress; Pat Cartheir radio counterparts. Steve
Riddelbeijger, ABC Radio biz boss, roll, Ann B. Davis, Audrey Mea¬
and Dean Shaffner, radio research dows, Mildred Natwick, Vivian
head, will get stripes at the same Vance.
time, it was disclosed.
George Comtois, .ABC Radio
sales director, will get his vicepresidency. Radio side has had
only one veep for some time, that
Continued from page 21 as;—
being Don Durgin, veep in charge.
Remaining men to get upped to KROW, Oakland, and KSFO and
veep are Gene Accas, newly hired KYA, Frisco, after breaking in with
administrative assistant to Oliver KCBS. He had given KGO notice
Treyz, tv network boss, and Robert last fall that he was leaving Feb.
Stone, manager of ABC-TV’s flag¬ 1, and did, though the station’s
ship in New York, WABC-TV, lat¬ new general manager, ABC viceter having been officialized along president John Mitchell, tried to
with Beckman and DeGray last convince him to stay on.
While in Chicago, he talked by
week. '
phone to Mitchell, who suggested
Sherwood return to Frisco and re¬
Louisville — Berry Smith of sume negotiations with ABC.
WAVE sales staff takes over man¬
“He probably didn’t mean it,”
ager post at WFIE-TV, Evansville, said Sherwood, “but I don’t care.
Ind., succeeding Ted Nelson, who I’d rather cut lawns In Golden Gate
has bought a new station at Ken- Park than stay in Chicago.”
dallville. Ind.
_
He added that he and his bride
had driven aroUnd Chicago and
suburban Evanston, and found:
“The snow was brown, the day
was cold, the clouds were gray, the
people were gray.
They don’t
know what San Francisco living
means^’
Whereupon, knowing NBC would
he plenty sore, he planed west.

AUSSIE TV CAN’T USE
BRITISH nilEDCOM’LS

Sherwood

CHUOMiVTIC FHOJECTION!

Screen Gems

We point with pride to the A.B.C. presentation at the Waldorf Astoria
on February 13th as an example of what the Cellomatic Corporation can
do for you and your clients.

Continued from page 31

Whate\^r your visual and production needs... sates meetings large
and small or exciting television animation... the Cellomatic organization
Is better equipped to serve you.
SCRIPT . DIRECTION • SOUND • PRODUCTION • STAGING SLIDES . STRIP FILM • MOTION PICTURES And that big PLUS...

CELLOMATIC PROJECTION! the only animated slide projector available.
Imagine the animation of motion pictures on a slide budget. You must
see it to believd it. Call for a personal demonstration.

CeliSoTnCiiic'
CHICAGO
5S6 W MONROE ST

c
HOiLYWOOD
73U SANTA MONICA QLVO

Denver^ Feb. 19.
Denver has had, its second case
of folks trying to beat a contest
through fraudulent use of postof¬
fice cancellations. The first was
when a lad, working extra at the
postoffice, used the gimmick to beat
the weekly football contest of the
News, by picking the 20 winners.
The second was when, a young
couple tried to win the.$10,000
that radio station KOSi was offering to .the first one fhat could
pick correctly and .place, in order
the 40 top tunes of the Week as
announced by KpSr.
The couple, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
E.. GHswold, wrote a letter to
therhselves, addressing it in pencil.
Getting It out of their box at. the
Hostoffice they erased their name,
Wrote KQSI in in ink, waited until
KOSI had announced the list, then
copied it and handed the letter to
the clerk at the postoffice, telling
him they, had just gotten it out of
their box. The clerk, suspecting
nothing, tossed it into KOSI’s box,
so the postmark stood. The man
has been charged .with using the
mails to defraud, and the wife,
being only 16, was charged under
federal juvenile delinquency act in
connection with the same scheme.
The man could, receive a sentence
of five years and a fine of $1,000.
The wife, if fQuud guilty, could be
subject to imprisonment untE she
is 21 as well as a 1^1,000 fine.

ABC Radio

ijotit slide pmeMion w/VO

NtW YORK
756 SEVENTH AVt

Denrer’40 Top Tunes’
Contest Brings Another
Postal Fraudulent J^p

r

MY OUT
III FROST!
Oldtime •steamboat races along
our Ohio River Valley were often
close, and hazardous to put your
money on. Quite different from
today’s audience race among
TV stations. When you put your
money on WSAZ-TV, you’ve
picked THE winner. Survey after
survey gives the title to this 69county giant — and the latest
Nielsen is no exception. Consider
these WSAZ-TV margins over
the next-best station:
95,670 more homes per month
99,430 more homes per week
101,130 more daytime homes,
weekdays
100,580 more nighttime
honies, Weekdays

WSAZ-TV steams with compar¬

held since the merger. Hyams an¬ able popularity across a fournounced the formation of a new state domain wherein almost
regional area in the sales depart¬ $4,000,000,000 bu3ring power
ment, that of north central, U. Sr,
with Stanley Duddleson, formerly awaits advertisers who like to
midwestern regional, sales man¬ ride with the winner. The gang¬
ager for Hygo, named manager. way is down at any Katz office.
He will headquarter in Detroit.
V/ith this addition. Screen Gems
now has five regional sales areas
in the U. S.
Pat Rastall, formerly with ABC
Fily Syndication, has been appoint¬
ed midwestern area sales rep,
working out of the Chicago office
with Henry Gillespie, midwestern
area manager.
Speakers included John H.
Mitchell, v.p. in charge of sales,
and Henry S. White, director of
advertising and promotion. Other HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTpN, W. VA.
topics discussed included new tech¬ XV.S.O. B'STWOliS
niques regarding residual film
Affiliated with Radio Stations
sales, servicing problems both to WSAZ, Huntington & WGKV, Charleston
stations and advertisers, foreign LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency
operations and publicity and pro¬
motion.
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TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES

presents 679 episodes of
53 exciting serials!
IDEAL STRIP PROGRAMMING FOR THE JUVENILE AUDIENCE!
For information call

NEW YORK

711 FiftH Ave.
Plaza 1-4432

DETROIT

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

709 Fox Bldg.
Woodward 1-3979

230N. Michigan Ave.
Franklyn 2-3696

1334 N. B^chwood Dr.
HbBy wood 2-3111

NEW ORLEANS

TORONTO

1032 Royal St.
Express 3913

102-108 Peter St;
Empire 3-4096
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apart from a slight iiervOus ten¬
dency to gush. Foster, who looks
just as ordinary, is, on the other
hand, a fully accomplished vocal¬
Continued from page 27 ——
ist. Drake put him to work last
Saturday (9) singing “Soliloquy”
Continued from i>agc Zt
from “Carousel.” A long piece, it standard, blocks by one -of tbe
'
Other returnee, Bjoerling of the ‘‘welcome” read ‘‘ewlcome,” with doesn’t of itself offend. .However, ■goalies. ;.v. ' 'T' Cusicl^a a fcriowleidgeable ;hdckey
Metopera, is an excellent tenor, Moore bringing attention, to it by show is so anxious to prove its in¬
who dwelt lyrically on segments some long-range camera work.
stitutional value, that the strength buff, who took to skates between*
from “Rigoletto.” With a femme
One minor weak spot was vocal of Foster’s rendition is glopped up the first and second periods to give
foiling for him, he gave out with team of Ilene Wood and Ken Car- with superimposed scenes of hand¬ an on-thi^ice education on the
‘‘La donna e mobile” and with an son, who did well with ‘‘Bumpy some, healthy, happy moppets, in¬ rules of the game. Of particular
assist from Hilde Gueden duetted Road to Love,” but their duck boat cluded to proniulgate the glories worthiness, was .the near-perfect
another sector from the Verdi “stand” drifted tod far front the of parenthood hinted at in' the manner the CBS-Ty used In fol¬
lowing the cameras. Director Dick
work.
camera, lessening their effect.
song.
Liesendahl sacrificed total con¬
Ricky Lane & Velvel provided a
Drake normally has a guest tinuity of the game in order to
Slotted 10 to 10:30 a.m. Monday
briefie dialect ventriloquy turn and
he guides through a verbal, switch cameras, to afford better
for other comedy, there.was a brief through Thursday and Friday 10 to whom
display of basketball passing by 11:30 a.m., the show from its Flor¬ exchange of sweetness and light. closeups, but he couldn’t have done
the Harlem Magicians. Peter Gen- ida locale-r-marking the first time He forewent the human kind l&st ■better under the circumstances.
Ar%
naro & Ellen Ray did a charming the CBS program has been moved Saturday to do instead a bit witli
terp best described as a jazz ver¬ out of the studio in its seven years Zippy, a learned chimpanzee,.
Where the aura of sincerity best TINKER'S WORKSHOP
sion of flamenco. Although, it’s an —added up to solid, easy-going en¬
Horo.
serves the show is in the commer¬ With Gene London
atti-active new track tlnat Gennaro tertainment.
cials. Drake spreads Nucoa and Producer-Director: William Beal
is following, his terping seems to
60 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 8 a.m.
Skippy with perfect smoothness.
Kraft Theatre
follow the same style that distin¬
Art.
Participating
guished his duetting with Carol
A farce .that had many funny
WABC-TV, New York
Haney" in the ‘‘Stem Heat” num¬ moments was served up by “Kraft
WABC-TV has been struggling for
Theatre,” NBC-TV, Wednesday (13)
ber from ‘‘Pajama Game.”
sometime to find that right 8 to 9
Ex-pug Lou Nova, who came up night. Calling it “The Man Who
ayem fornluia, some years ago with
from the audience recited ‘‘The Couldn’t Say No,” scripter Don
a studio show typed for adults, and
Highwayman” in the manner of a Witty indicated the potentiality in
Continued from page 29
then with a .kidvid predecessor to
fighter and it did have some laughs. his name. He appears to have an j
There was a meaningless trailer aptitude in brOad, bold strokes to | national total, would then carry a the. recent. ^'Tinker's .Workshop”
Whether,': ’the ABC network key
from ‘‘Jesse James’^ used as an in¬ build comic situations, showing
tro for Robert Wagner.
Jose.
also a flair for some smart dialog, j 15% ratio on the overall price, or here has the answer in the new
But only the potential was shown in this case $6,750. For a show Gene London stanza would be hard
in Wednesday’s serving. For after- priced out to $35,()b0, the N. Y. for an adult to: determine, though
Garry Moore Show
Moving out of the studio, Garry a gpod first act, the play bogged | price would come to $5,250, etc. it can’t he the least rewarding for
grownups.
Moore took his troupe to Winter down in the second, and the viewer
Actor London has had previous
Haven, Fla., last week, accepting could call the turn in the situation This of course, employs hypothe¬
experience, in the kidvid area, hav¬
an invitation of the citrUs growers thereafter. Witty was given a solid tical figures and CBS hasn’t re¬ ing
come from WRCA-TV where
association, convening during the assist by the cast, headed by Bar¬ leased the apportionment figure he was
as a Herb
game week. Judging from Wednes¬ bara Cook, Robert Culp, Peter for N. Y. yet, or for any market. Shrinerbehind-the-scenes
pdppeteer. He has that
day’s tl3) half-hour, the decision Turgeon and Jane Heller, and di¬
slow,
carefully
elocuted
manner
of
The new “rate card” setup was
rector David Alexander who kept
was a smart one.
speech that marked Dr. Francis
The locale, fronting a lake, lent things moving at a good, comic exposed to the CBS Film Sales Horwich oh the defunct “Ding
staff this week in a three-day sales Dpng School” at NBC-TV. How¬
added color, accented by the Ber¬ clip.
The broad plot lines have been clinic in N. Y. which is due to ever, London doesn’t have the
muda shorts worn hy Moore and
his sidekick Durwood Kirby. The used before on screen’ and stage. wind up today (Wed.). Also un¬ lady teacher’s naturalness. His
guests headlined on show caught Story of a rich man’s daughter left wrapped was a new discount plan hesitant talk has a singsong quaity
w'ere a group from Sarasota High at the altar by an adventurous under which stations buying either and a certain superiority that the
School’s Sailor Circus, all of whom beau who feels entrapped by wealth strips or packages of several series network performer’s didn’t. If this
performed well on the trampoline. and flees to Europe only to be will earn discounts on their prices doesn’t annoy children, it probably
The combination of new sur¬ caught in a blackmarketeering up to 50%. Station qualifying for will annoy adults.
roundings and fresh guests daily web. But author, cast and director the maximum 50% is the one
On the other hand, London, as
also appeared ^ to spur Moore’s combined their talents on this one which uses six half-hours of CBS Tinker, Is excellent at the tangible
spontaneity. He showed good show¬ for some fresh twists.
aspects of his business and in fhe
Film
Sales
product
a
week.
Station
Story had beau Robert Culp
manship in his duet with Kirby,
“clean-living” attitudes he brings
his clowning on the trampoline, his joining forces with Belgium lass can run them .in any pattern—a to his work. When viewed Friday
crack ‘‘meet one of bur sponsors” Barbara Cook, one of the most five-a-week strip plus a single once- (15) ayem, he demonstrated to
when a dog wandered on the out¬ fetching blackmarketeers, with a a-week showing of a second series moppets the art of making card¬
door stage. Alert, nothing seemed flair for rationalizing her activities would earn the discount, for ex-, board masks. It was simple and,
to miss his eyes. Across the lake, in terms of good business sense. To ample. Discount plan will apply it’s assumed, interesting to the
the local chamber of commerce put her, it’s the “pink market,” supply¬ only to product that’s been on the littler kids but unless the underup a sign in a hurry only to have ing luxuries to people who can market for the past year or so^— ' fivers, at whom this show is
afford it, at only a profit margin of it won’t involve new firstrun syn¬ pitched, are geniuses they couldn’t
100%. Jilted Jane Heller carried dication entries.
have finished their masks at the
off her role ve^ well, trouping to
Sales clinic, involving reps from rate of speed he did. Puppet work
Brussels to find her man, and
done in relation to visualizing a
learning the womanly wiles to nine regional offices and Canada, kiddie record played on the show
finally capture him. Peter Turgeon also was exposed to new product was good. Cartoon material was
as an American Embassy official being planned by the company. not at all educational; if anything
who alternatively goes for the rich Five new series are in the works, it was subpar video animation.
damsel and then the fetching but CBS is keeping them under
Art.
“pink” marketeer, also registered wraps until the first couple of
nicely. Everyone played it broadly prints are in for agency exposure
DONNA DOUGLAS SHOW
in keeping with the spirit of the in a couple of weeks.
Producer: Donna Douglas
script, which kept things moving
Participating
via a series of hi jinks and elements
20 Mins., Mon. thru Fri., 1:10 p.m.
of danger and suspense. Horo.
WTOP-TV, Washington, D.C.
Something new has been added
This Is Galen Drake
to the fashions - recipes - chitchat
Continued from page 25
Galen Drake’s forte is the home¬
formula for femme shows. This is
ly and the homiletic and on his the news-special events sphere, a weekly feature on the regular,
new ABC-TV stanza they spell out
across-the-board Donna Douglas
strong commercial values. But, as he’s had an entertainment back¬ show. La Douglas, a tall, rangy,
he slushes comfortably around in ground, having been a producer at blonde of the glamor variety, has
his half-hour field of corn, he ABC and Kenyon. & Eckhardt and dared to approach intimate prob¬
might give pause to the thought
lems concerning women’s health,
that the Saturday night program, also having grown up in Philadel¬ their relationships to their hus¬
though it’s only a few weeks old, phia in a theatre family. .
bands and children, and their per¬
is already teetering on the verge
Berns starts his new stint sonal problems with frankness and
of excess.
March 1 and WRCA-WRCA-TV will dignity. Mincing no words, and
“This Is Galen Drake” is so darn probably replace him from the facing up to problems generally in
folksy that some people might, be¬ current news & special events whispers, experiment has paid off
gin to consider it a bore. Drake
in terms of rating, newspaper at¬
employs two singers, Rita Ellis and staff at the station. He’ll continue tention and civic acclaim.
Stuart Foster, to complete the his teaching activities, courses in
Former model Douglas has come
crew, and he has obviously gone to tv programming at Columbia and a long way from her faltering be¬
Trunkful of bound, unpubKshod gag
great pains to assure»that both of Barnard. Appointment, incident¬ ginnings on tv three years ago.
collections.
Tremendous source of
ally,
sprang
out
of
several
televi¬
them are the type that could pass
Accenting novelty even in the more
material for TV or radio.
unnoticed
on Paducah’s main sion and radio projects Berns did standard portions of show, she
MR. WENIEL,
street. 'Miss Ellis, an ordinary with Loiig Island businessmen, frequently spoofs fashions, shares
looking femme, nonetheless han¬ who recommended him to Moses jokes with her viewers, and even
2904 N. Keafing Ave., Chicago, III.
dles her songs moderately well. for the. post.
lets them in on the secret of her
ov/n shortcomings at times. With
this technique of establishing rap¬
port with her femme audience has
come increased self-confidence, im¬
proved diction, and a style of her
own.
Her most bell-ringing effort,
however, is the seven-eight minute
weekly interview with an expert—
always a woman except for one
show — on an intimate medical
problem. Working in close coop¬
eration with D.C. Department of
Public
Health, feature has emerged
I
STARRING DAVID BRIAN
I
PULSE,
as an Informative, factual, com¬
SEPT., 1956
pletely serious discussion of such
problems as Infertility, hysterec¬
tomy, drug addiction, and intimate
relations of husband and wife.
Medical and anatomical-terms are
used in their correct application,
and no attempt is made to sugarcoat either the facts or the ter¬
Disneyland .21.0
Climax .
22.4
minology. Treatment Is sympa¬
thetic, albeit frank, and aim is in¬
This Is Youriife.23.0
Jackie Gleason.15.8
formation for the worried, ill, and
often confused housewife.
Dragnet.19.3
... and others.
Show, which has six weeks re¬
maining in its six month schedule,
has
won attention from medical
NOTHING TURNS ON THE HEAT LIKE A ZIV PRODUCTION!
departments throughout the coun¬
try, as well as an overwhelming
mail response from viewers.
21V TELEVISION PROGRAMS, Inc. Cincinnati, Chicago, Hollywood, New York
Flor.

Tele Reviews

Tele Followups

CBS’ Rate Card

ARRA, Mm
;; *dilcago, Pebi *19.
, American .Federation, of Televi¬
sion-Radio Artists started talks last
'WiWk’bn'new .coritiracts, wii^ eight
Chi indie radio slatiopsx' < Union is
seeking a $30 weekly pay hike for
staff announcers and an extension
of pehsion and welfare coverage to
freelance talent.
S.ta^ gabbers
were given p&w coverage under
the'current pacts.
.
Meanwhile, AFTRA’s two-year
local contracts with the network
stations go to ^ the jjrinters this
week and will be formally signa¬
tured shortly.
Indies meeting with AFTRA
exec secretary Raymond Jones and
counsel Sanford (Bud) Wolff are:
WIND, WJJD, WCFL, WAAF.
WAIT/ WHFC. WGES and WSBC.

NBC-TV's ‘Sis’ Series
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
New situation comedy package
for NBC-TV, *‘Sis,” created by net
producer Jess dppenh'eimer, Is in
the casting stages, with Virginia
Martin,
Broadway comedienne,
planing in for .a test.
Pilot is tentatively slated to roll
next month at California National
Studios;. .

Bill Berns

GAG COLLECTIONS !

UtDISniKli
ATTORNEY'!#

SYNDICATED
SHOW IN
BIRMINGHAM

BUTS NETNOH SHOWS IHClIMIfi:

Channel 8 Multi-City Market !g
Harrisburg
Reading
York
Lebanon
Hanover
Pottsville
Gettysburg
Hazleton
Chambersburg Shamokin
Waynesboro Mount Carmel
Frederick
Bloomsburg
Westminster
Lewisburg
Carlisle
Lewistown
Sunbury
Lock Haven
Martinsburg
Hagerstown

m
11
11
||
§
i
i
f
^
l\
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... and it’s the Warner Bros, smash hits that
lure the big audiences... and hold ’em... from
the first scene all the way through to the
final fade-out!
Just take a look at what happened in Portland,
Oregon:

Station KOIN’s Warner Bros, feature raked in almost double the
combined November ARB ratings of both competing stations... and
whafs more... these ratings held up as late as 12:45 A.M.!
/

keep ’em
viewing with

In short, KOIN’s viewers proved what millions
of viewers are proving night after night from

WARNER BROS,

coast to coast: People Just Don’t Walk Out In

feature filmsi

The Middle Of A Top-Notch Motion Picture!

November ARB ratings for KOIN WARNER BROS, features
(10:30 or 11:00 P. M. to past Midnight... 5 nights a week)

write or call

a.a.p. M

345 Madtson Ave.,t<l. Y. C. ■ MUrray Hill 6-2323
CHICAOO

;

DALLAS

LOS ANOKLBS

75 E. Wacker Drive • DEarborn 2*4040

•

1511 Bryan Street • Riverside 7*8553

SI 10 Sunset Boulevard • CRestvlew 6*5886

♦
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ASCAP-TV POT-O’-GOLD TALKS
Coast Mnsidans Warn Defendapts
On Halting Payments to Trust Fund
---—

Los Angeles, Feb. 19. 4
By HERM SCHOENFELD
A warning that any iurther pay¬
ments to the Music Performance
The shape of the music biz to
Trust Fund constitute “constructive
come will be decided this year in
fraud” and will be made at their
the new deal between the Ameri¬
V'own peril” has been sent to some
can Society of Composers, Authors
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
200 defendants in the twin lawsuits
Robert Mitchum starts recording Sc Publishers and the television
brought by Coast musicians seeking
nfetworks. The current pact runs
more than $13,000,000 in damages. for Capitol this week to launch a out at the end of this year and,
Litigation stems from the battle five-year cotract as a vocalist with while no negotiations have as yet
against the existence of the Trust the label. His sessions will be
taken place between ASCAP and
Funds which operate from royalties produced by Lee Gillette. Mitchum
the webs, talks are slated to begin
collected on recordings, the sale of has sung only rarely in films.
in the spring.
old theatrical films to television
Capitol expects to tie in his ini¬
Television now represents the
and the use of music in telefilms.
tial release with an extensive deebiggest
single source of perform¬
Telegrams were sent the defend¬ jay tour around the country by
ance coin to publishers and writers,
ants by attorney Harold A. Fend- the film star.
accounting
for over 50% of
ler, representing the plaintiffs, de¬
ASCAP’s total income, which now
manding that all payments to the
ranges over $20,000,000 from do¬
Trust Fund be halted pending final
mestic sources. The importance of
determinaton of the litigation.
maintaining and increasing the
Some of the defendants Involved
performance
take has now become
were scheduled to make payments
a life-or-demh matter for the pub¬
this month, particularly on royal¬
lishers
and
writers
who have been
ties from the sale of features to tv.
hit by the vanishing sheet music
Litigation has been set for a
market and the 2c. maximum rate
hearing Thursday (21) on request¬
In a move to develop a stronger on disk royalties.
ed injunctions and a receivership,
the Appellate Court having ruled production unit and a higher con¬
Legal and U. S. Fronts
that the California Superior Court centrated level of sheet music
The bargaining for a new
“probably does have jurisdiction” sales, Nat Tannen has merged his ASCAP-video pact to replace the
In the issue despite the fact that Keys Music flr.m with Chas. H. expiring four-year deal will take
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, trustee of Hansen. The new Keys-Hansen place in a surcharged atmosphere
operation will kick off March 1.
the Fund, is not in California.
of various legal actions and Con¬
Fendlei^S warning also notified
K-H will handle all the sheet gressional investigations which, direcording companies that payment music selling agencies of the for¬
(Continued on page 50)
to the Trust Fund of royalties mer Keys^ firm, consolidating its
based on existing pay scales of activities at the Hansen h.q. In
musicians constitutes “violation of New York. Additionally, the pub¬
lishers using the K-H operation
the labor code.”
Meanwhile, Superor Judge Leon will get special jobber and dealer
David took under submission mo¬ service through Hansen Publica¬
tions by Paramount, 20th-Fox and tion depots in N. Y., Miami, Dallas
Universal seeking to be dismissed and Los Angeles, as well as the
as defendants in the $4,468,950 suit travelling fleet of Volkswagen dis¬
involving pix-to-tv royalties. Stu¬ play and sales trucks.
dios claim they were not signa¬
Keys, under Tannen’s aegiSrtories to the contract involved in currently acts as selling agent for
the dispute. Last month. Judge 248 music publishers. Phil and
David dismissed. Warners as a de¬ Don Tannen will move over from
fendant on a similar motion.
Keys to handle the K-H operation
Columbia platters are going to
along with Mike Cimino, Hansen travel on a two-way street between
Publications’ coordinator.
South America and the U. S. That’s
Hansen Publications, parent the blueprint set up by Col prexy
company of Chas. H. Hansen, cur¬ Goddard Lieberson during his re¬
rently acts as selling agent for the cent powwows with the diskery’s
catalogs of Walt Disney ^ Music, affiliates in Brazil and Argentina,
Wonderland Music, Rylan and
The disk traffic, in the past, had
Valyr Music, Kapp Records’ pub¬ been on a one-way southern-bound
“Take Me Back, Baby,” Guy lishing affiliates, and Fred Ra¬ street, .with such U. S. Col names
Mitchell’s current release for Co¬ phael’s publishing Interests, among as Doris Day and Johnnie Ray go¬
ing over strongly in the S. A. belt.
lumbia Records, has sparked a others.
legal hassle between two pub¬
Hansen’s opens its new Coast Now, however, Lieberson, is plan¬
lishers, Bregman, Vocco & Conn depot March 1 in Hollywood on the ning a northern-bound route to re¬
and Joy Music." BVC filed a suit site of the former Variety build¬ lease albums (and eventually sin¬
against the Joy company in N. Y. ing, with Dwight Latham in gles) manufactured by the com¬
Federal Court last week claiming charge.
Cimino just returned panies in Brazil and the Argentine
that the Mitchell-recorded tune, from a three-week J;our of firm’s in the U. S.
published by Joy, was lifted from a depots in Hollywood, Dallas and
The S. A. to U. S. program is
1.941 number copyrighted by BVC. Miami.
expected to start rolling within the
next
few months with the release
The Joy Music, version was writ¬
In addition to preparing the
ten by Claude Demetrius, while sheet music for print and sale, the here of an instrumental album by
the BVC number, also titled “Take new K-H finn will enlist the fa¬ Waldo De Los Rios, Argentina ar¬
Me Back, Baby,” was composed by cilities of Hansen’s art, copyright ranger-conductor. The platters of
Hector Varelles, a top Argentina
Jimmy Rushing and Count Basie. and promotion departments.
artist, are also being screened for
BVC contends the Demetrius num¬
U. S. release. Upcoming from the
ber was patterned, both lyrically
Brazilian plant will be the etchings
and melodically, after the Basieof Sylvio Caldes, Louis Claudio and
Rushing number. Joy execs claim
Lana Bittencourt.
that there are several dozen num¬
bers in public domain titled “Take
Lieberson also reports that the
Me Back, Baby,” and that the mel¬
overall disk biz on the Col opera¬
London, Feb. 19.
ody is based on an old bides re¬
Norman Newell rejoined the tion in the argentine jumped 100%
frain.
EMI organization last week as an in 1956 over 1955, while the Brazil¬
BVC has also notified Columbia independent artists & ^repertoire ian biz climbed 50% in ’56.
Records that the Mitchell disk al¬ manager. His job is a.'novel one,
legedly infringes , on one ‘ of ' its in that he will not be working
copyrights. Such .a notice .will re¬ solely for one label but will scout
sult in the tieup of.the disk, royal¬ recording talent to be released on
ties until the case .is. adjudicated. any one - of the company's seven
BVC also informed Columbia that labels.
Newell quit his job as EMI’s Co¬
the diskery recently issued an al¬
“Birdland Stars of ’57,” jazz con¬
bum of old Basie-Rushing sides in lumbia label a&r manager four cert package, got off to a fast start
which “Take Me Back, Baby” was and a half years ago to take up a over the weekend (15-17), racking
similar appointment at Philips. up a smash $64,200 in six perform¬
the lead tune.,
Later he left for the States where ances.
he wrote music for stage and mo¬
Package, which stars Sarah
tion pictures.
His appointment has been linked Vaughan, Billy Eckstine and Count
Basie,
teed off in White Plains,
with the resignation of Ray Mar¬
tin, who was until recently joint N.'V., Friday night with a $9,200
take,
almost
capacity. Show went
The Glenn Miller orch, under a&r manager for Columbia Rec¬ clean since. Two midnight per¬
ords.
the direction of Ray McKinley,
Rumors current in Tin Pan Alley formances at New York’s Carnegie
heads overseas for the first time of a complete reorganization inside Hall pulled in a total of $22,400,
March 4 for a four-week trek. Orch the EMI group, involving the fold¬ with standees at each performance.
is set to play France, Italy, Ger¬ ing of the Parlophone label, were The gig in Newark early Saturday
many and North Africa.
strongly denied by company gen¬ evening pulled in $11,600 while
two performances in Boston the
Deal for the overseas junket was eral manager C. H. Thomas.
following night racked up a socko
set by Jackie Green, Willard Alex¬
$21,000.
ander veepee, who recently re¬
Leonard W. Schneider, Dacca’s
First leg of the tour runs four
turned to his New York desk after exec v.p., left for Hollywood Mon¬
a European quickie. Orch winds day (18) to powwow with Coast weeks. Package will lay off until
its current stand at New York’s execs on the diskery’s operation after the Easter holidays and then
head out again for another month.
Hotel Statler Feb. 28.
there.

Mitcham’s Have Voice,
WiD Travel’(For Cap)

Keys-Hansen In
March I Merger

Latin-Land Disks
In Cols Future
As 2-Wa; Road

Guy Mitcheirs Col Disk
Of Take Me Back, Baby’
Sparks BVC Suit Vs. Joy

Norman Newell Back At
Brit. EMI as A&R Indie’

‘BIRDLAND’ FAT 64G
IN6N,Y.-HUBSH0WS

Ray McKinley Taking
Miller Orch Overseas

BMl Jockeyii^ for Position Vs.
ASCAP in Showtune Sweepstakes;
Tune Teams to Pave Way for Hypo
By MIKE GROSS

SELLvis Presley’s
Rock’n’Roll-CaU
Here’s the latest Elvis Presley
platter sale boxscore:
As of Feb. 1, Presley’s single
sales for RCA Victor reached 13,200,000 and his album sales, both
LP and EP, were at 3,200,000. His
latest release, “Too Much,” already
has topped the 1,600,000 marker
and his “Don’t Be Cruel” is now
over 4,000,000. Presley’s “Hound
Dog” has slowed down to 15,000
platter sales a week.

Mills Musk Sale
ForMMOOO?
Understood that a deal is hot
for Jack and Irving Mills to sell
their Mills Music for $4,000,000
tax-free.
Samuel Jesse Buzzell,
secretary of and attorney for the
corporation—and also a limited
partner in the music firm—Is sup¬
posedly handling the details.
Dickers for Mills have been on
the agenda for two or three years.
In every instance prexy Jack Mills
has been insouciant until he be¬
came convinced “they were really
serious.”
This deal, with an
anonymous investor, said to be not
in the amusement industry al¬
though this may be camouflaged
by the negotiations through a
third party, is regar'ded by both
Mills freres as “serious.”
They
had turned down $3,000,000 offers
on more than one occasion and
Jack Mills was frankly “tough” be¬
cause he’s not as anxious to sell
and “take it easier,” as may be
said of Irving Mills w'hp resides on
the Coast and likes the casual
BevHills life.

Tooter Sues Universal
On ‘5th Amendment’ Axe
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Musician Victor Gottlieb filed a
$3,000 damage suit against Uni¬
versal Pictures in Municipal Court
here last w'eek charging he was
dismissed solely because he in¬
voked the Fifth 'Amendment before
the House Un-American Activitie.s
Committee. Action w'as filed by
attorneys Wirin, Rissman & Gkrand, counsel for Local 47 of the
AFM, which supported the suit.
Complaint said Gottlieb had nev¬
er been given a specific reason for
his discharge, but merely was told
it was for “good and sufficient rea¬
son.” In the suit he maintains that
his unwillingness to testify at the
Red probe .doesn’t constitute “good
and sufficient reason” under terms
of AFM contract.
The AFM International Execu¬
tive Board" gave him permission to
sue. Eliot Daniel, newly-elected
prexy of Local 47, pointed out that
the union's only interest is pre¬
venting contract violations. He
cited several labor unions which
have decided that refusal to testify
at the Red probe is not sufficient
grounds for discharge.

Ned Herzstam to A&R
On Coast for Urania
Ned Herzstam has been assigned
to the Coast to handle artists &
repertoii’e for Urania Records.
Herzstam is a veepee at Allied Rec¬
ords Sales Corp. Both Allied and
Urania are subsids of American
Sound Corp.
Herzstam will produce packages
for the longhair as well as the
pop field. He has been with Allied
since 1951. Before that he was
sales promotion manager of chil¬
dren’s products at Capitol Records.

Broadcast Music Inc. is Intensi¬
fying its drive to nail showtune
writers.
Although the org has
been holding a strong position in
the straight pop field, it continuesto yen representation im the musi¬
cal production areas of the theatre
and television.
BMI publishers have been cued
to stress the buildup of new writ¬
ers for musical production ex¬
posure. The drive, it’s understood,
is to be concentrated on the de¬
velopment of writing teams, the
primary sore spot in the BMI showwriter campaign.
BMI has been losing lyricists
and composers with legituner po¬
tential to ASCAP because of theh*
writers’ squawks that there’s no
one in the org’s orbit with whom
they can collaborate on production
scores. Carolyn Leigh, who’s been
Topped on Broadway with some of
the songs in “Peter Pan” and who
is now working on a musicallzation
of “I Can Get It For You Whole¬
sale,” was a BMI originally who
shifted to ASCAP for a wider
choice of musical collaborators. A
few months ago, Norman Gimbel
shifted from BMI to ASCAP for
the same reason. Gimbel now has
some songs in the off-Broadway
“Shoestring ’57” revue.
First writing team up in the BMI
pitch is Jerry Boch & Sheldon Harnick, who’ve been set to write the
score for “The Body Beautiful,”
upcoming Broadway entry- The
score will be published by Sun¬
beam Music, publisher Tommy
Valando’s BMI firm.
Sidebar to the Boch-Hamick-BMI
tieup is that Boch’s first Broadway
try (in collaboration with Larry
Holofceimr and George Weiss) was
(Continued on page 50)

New A&R Song: Here
Today, Gone Tomorrow;
Tap Maxin for Epic
The record companies’ artists &
repertoire picture is continuing to
rumble. Latest shift, following on
the heels pf changes at RCA Vic¬
tor and Mercury, is the exiting of
Marv Holtzman from the pop a&r
post at Epic Records. Arnold Max¬
in moved into the top pop spot
Monday (18).
Holtzman had been pop a&r
chief at Epic since the label’s for¬
mation as a Columbia Records’
subsid three years ago. He’s now
mulling a move into the disk biz
on his own as well as other diskery
affiliations.
Maxin joined Epic about a year
ago to assist Holtzman in the a&r
activities. He had been concen¬
trating on the Okeh line. Epic’s
rhythm and blues subsid, as well
as pop album production.
Other a&r changes in recent few
weeks were the exiting of Henri
Rene from the Coast spot for RCA
Victor (although he stays with the
label) and the switchover of Hugo
Peretti and Luigi Creatore f)-om
Mercury to the new Roulette label.
Bob Shad took over at Merc.

Capitol’s Calypso Catch:
Lord Flea; Renew Waring
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Tieihg in with the burgeoning
calypso, Capitol Records signed
Lord Flea & His Calypsonians, cur¬
rent at the Jamaican Room in New
York, to a five-year contract. Ini¬
tial sides, placed on a rush basis
by the label, were “Shake Shake
Sonora,” b/w “The Naughty Little
Flea,” both of which Lord Flea
showcased on the Perry Como tv
show recently.
Capitol also inked a new threeyear contract with Fred Waring &
Pennsylv'anians a.id re-signed tht
Four Freshmen for an .additional
six years.
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Albim Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
-

By MIKE GROSS

Joe Reisman Oroh: ^OPamela
Throws a Party’'-“Navajo Nocturne” (RCA Victor), "Pamela” is
a lulu of an instrumental headed
for a big commercial spin. It’s also
bound to make a big name for Joe
Reisman, who turns it into a happy
musical side. There’ll be solid
teenager acceptance for the danceable beat and it will even please

Lucy
Roberts:
'Ten
Little
Trees’'-“Bltter Sweet Lies” (Vik).
Lucy Roberts should make a strong
impresh on the dee jay and juke
markets with "Ten Little Trees.”
Thrush has a power-packed set of
pipes and knows how to take a
lively and energetic number like
“Ten Little Trees” for an eventful ride. She switches to an okay

Best Bets
JOE REISMAN ORCH
(RCA Victor) .

PAMELA THROWS A PARTY
Nocturne
.. . SOLD TO THE MAN WITH
THE BROKEN HEART
.One Kiss From Heaven
..Navajo

TONY BENNETT.
(Colombia)

....

. GEORGIA GIBBS
(Mercury) .

yHfHETY

LAWRENCE WELK
and hia
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC

(Exclusively on.Coral)

.PRETTY PRETTY
..Silent Lips

the oldsters. "Navajo Nocturne,”
on the back side, is a fair instru¬
mental in the film background
music vein.
Tony Benn0tt: “Sold to the Man
with the Broken Heart”-"One Kiss
Away From Heaven” (Columbia).
There’s enough melodic and lyric
power in “Sold to the Man With
a Golden Heart” to turn the side
into another hot shellac property
for Tony Bennett. It’s a topgrade
piece of dramatic material which
Bennett delivers with an 'effective
vocal punch. Crooner also is in
good form on “One Kiss Away
From Heaven,” another big-styled
ballad. It, too, will nab spinning
play.
Georgia Gibbs: “Pretty Pretty”“Silent Lips” (Mercury). Georgia
Gibbs has a powerhouse platter in
the coupling of “Pretty Pretty”
and “Silent Lips,” The contrasting
styles of the tunes gives the disk
a wide appeal and a double-bar¬
relled spinning choice for the
jocks as well as the coinboxes. The
warmly melodic “Pretty Pretty,”
is a change of pace from Miss
Gibbs’ previous driving etchings,
and she comes through so effec¬
tively that it’s bound, to win her a
new aud while holding on to her
previous devotees. (Billy Eckstine,
too, has a fine reading of “Pretty”
on the RCA Victor label.) “Silent
Lips” is a far cry from the lullaby
on the reverse, but it shows the
thrush off in a familiar rockin’
form and should go a long way
with the spinning fraternity.
Eddie Cochran: “Sittin’ in the
Balcony”-“Dark Lonely Street”
(Liberty). “Sittin’ in the Balcony”
is strictly for the teenage trade
but the group is strong enough to
turn into a commercial click. Eddie
Cochran puts a lot more zing into
it than Johnny Dee’s original on
Colonial (purchased by ABC-Para¬
mount) and should pick up most of
the marbles. “Dark Lonely Street”
is moody piece that won’t mean
much anywhere-

hillbilly groove on “Bitter Sweet
Lies.”
David Rose Orch: “Calypso Melody”-“Theme From The Wings of
Eagles” (MGM). There’s a carefree
lilt to “Calypso Melody” that will
get the David Rose slicing a good
spinning ride. It’s a bright and in¬
ventive instrumental which utilizes
the calypso flavor effectively. “The
Wings of Eagles” theme on the flip
side is just par for the background
music course.
Dean Martin: “The Man Who
Plays The Mandolino”-“Captured”
(Capitol). “The Man Who Plays
The Mandolino” is the kind of song
that Dean Martin knows how to
play with best. It has an easygoing
lilt that’s perfectly suited to his
ambling vocal style. Tune is from
Metro’s “Ten Thousand Bedrooms”
and the pic promotion should help
it along the deejay route. Martin
switches to a sombre ballad groove
on “Captured” and develops it into
a good spinning bet.
Mills Bros.: “The Knocked Out
Nightingale”-“In De Banana Tree”
(Decca). The happy spirit of “The
Knocked Out Nightingale” gets
added zest from the Mills Bros, en¬
ergetic delivery. It’s a cute item
that could catch on for sizable re¬
turns. Combo switches to a calyp¬
so mood on “In De Banana Tree”
and the gay treatment makes It a
worthwhile side.
Ann Gilbert: “He Thinks I'm
Wonderful”-“Johnny” (Vik). Ann
Gilbert has the vocal equipment to
crack through the disk market, and
“He Thinks I’m Wonderful” may
help her get started. It’s a pleas¬
ant romantic ballad which she. de¬
livers with understanding and care.
She’s in a similar groove with
“Johnny” and it, too, will rate
some deejay action.
The Wanderer: “The Man In The
Phone Booth” (Flair-X). This is
one of those offbeat items that be(Continued on page 50)

Thesaurus Transcriptions
87th Consecutive Week
Dodge Dance Party
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-1,0 P. M. E.S.T.
»
Snf)na(>red by
Dodge Dealers of America
Top Tunes and Talent
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10:30 p.m. EST
Sponsored by
Dodge and Plymouth Dealers of
America

British Pop Disks
Jimmy Parkinson: “But You”“Together” (Columbia).
Parkin¬
son sings “But You,” an up-tempo
number from a new British film,
“The Secret Place” competently,
with a solid assist from Eric
Jupp’s orch.
“Together” is a
smooth ballad, ajid gives the
Australian lad a chance to display
his versatility.
Ronnie Hilton: “Amore”-“The
Wisdom
of a Fool”
(HMV).
“Amore” has a Neapolitan lilt,
and Hilton’s robust vocalizing
makes the title a likely candidate
for top honors.
“Wisdom of a
Fool” is excellent.
Ivor & Basil Kirchin Band:
“Rock Around the World” (Parlophone). This outfit makes a big
sound in this set of six titles on
one disk.
Singer Shani Wallis
turns iii a smart- selection of ac¬
cents, including “See You Later
Alligator” in Chinese and a Ger¬
man version of “Rock Around the
Clock” (“Einz zwei drei o’clock,,
vier o’clock rock . . .” and so on.
A nicely worked out novelty.
Pip.
CHRISTIAN'S SALEM SINGLES
Chicago, Feb. 19.
Bobby Christian has been signed
by Salem Records here to cut two
singles. This will be Salem’s first
venture out of the albums and
into the singles market.
Sessions are scheduled for March
5-6.

10 Best Sellers on Coin Machines
fTab Hunter.Dot
. ■{ Sonny James .Capitol
(Crew-Cuts.Mercury

YOUNG LOVE (6)

(■ Harry Belafonte ....
.j Fontane Sisters. .Dot
(Tarriers '.
Pat Boone. .Dot

THE BANANA BOAT sbNG (6)
3.

DON’T FORBID ME (5).r..

4.

TOO MUCH (3) .

5.

MARIANNE (2) .

6.

ROCK-A-BYE YOUR BABY (10)

7.

SINGING THE BLUES (15) .

8.

MOONLIGHT GAMBLER (5).

9.

CINCO ROBLES (4) .

10.

HEY, JEALOUS LOVER (10)

Elvis Presley.
j Terry Gilkyson. .. Columbia
1 Hilltoppers . .Dot
Jerry Lewis. .Decca
Guy Mitchell. .. Columbia

.

Frankie Laine. .. Columbia
( Russell Arms .
1 Les Paul-Mary Ford . .... Capitol
Frank Sinatra. .... Capitol

Second Croup
I DREAMED ..

Betty Johnson.Bally

YOU DON’T OWE ME A THING....

Johnnie Ray .Columbia

cjvpp ¥ TVfP'T VAiT nAR-y

^ Ivovy Joc Huntcr .Atlantic-

PARTY DOLL ...j
Lawrence .- Co™'
[Buddy Knox .Roulette
JAMAICA FAREWELL ..... Harry Belafonte .Victor
WRINGLE, WRANGLE .*....
[Fess Parker .Disneyland
BLUEBERRY HILL ... Fats Domino.... j Imperial
BALLERINA

....

Nat (King) Cole.Capitol

LOVE ME TENDER ...

Elvis Presley

BLUE MONDAY

Fats Domino .Imperial

..

....
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[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10]

Victor

Paris apparently is a bottomless
musical pit for the packaged prod¬
uct producers. The Parisian motif
already has Inspired a flood of al¬
bums and they’re still coming in.
The latest’T)atch, given a once-overlightly treatment last
offers
a fair sampling of the diskeries’
romance with the Gallic theme.
Skitch Henderson’s “Paris At Mid¬
night” (Decca) showcases the pian¬
ist with a romantic orch backing
working over Parisian originals
and such U.S. inspired themes as
,the Kern-Hammerstein "The Last
Time I Saw Paris,” the Duke-Harburg “April In Paris,” the GordonRevel “Paris In Spring” and the
Rodgers-Hart “Mlmi.” All colorful
and easy on the ear. Boris Sarbek’s “A Touch of Paris” (Epic),
recorded in Europe by Philips is a
melodic tour of the city that hugs
the ear. Line Renaud’s “Paris”
(Capitol) Is a slick showcase for the
chanteuse’s vivid vocal styling.
She intros the tunes en anglais
and then gives out in her native
lingo for smash results. Orchestre
de Moulin Rouge under the direc¬
tion of Marcel Giltemin has a
bright melodic entry in “Dream
of Paris” (Ufahia). It’s all de¬
livered with an authentic flavor.
Urania, incidentally, has tied up
with Lion paperbacks and is throw¬
ing in a copy of Art Buchwald’s
“Paris” with every platter ^pur¬
chased. Harold Spina's “Spring¬
time in Paree” (Liberty) gets into
'the proper mood with six Spina
originals. He’s got the right touch
in both comopsition and delivery.
Frank. Sinatra has been running
at a bestselling , album pace for
Capitol ever since turning out
“Songs for Young Lovers” several
years ago.
His new"" package,
“Close To You,” is another Sina¬

tra natural for a big commercial
take. Still working with Nelson
Riddle’s orch and arrangements,
the crooner this time has added
The Hollywood String Quartet to
back up the sustained intimate ap¬
proach he uses throughout the set.
The mood is warm and effective
throughout.
Mudh of Decca’s big album bij
can be attributed to its film sound¬
track sets and the late Victor
Young’s “Around The World In
80 Days’* is a sock addition to its
catalog. The film is apparently
headed for big returns for a long
time to come and the soundtrack
set can’t help but cash in on the
results. ,Young’s score is attrac¬
tive, melodic and picturesque. His
“Around The World” theme takes
hold effectively and his musical
portrayals of Passepartout, Par^s,
Bullfights, India, .etc., stand up
without the aid of a visual assist.
By vnrapping up the scores from
'"Happy Hunting,” "Li’l Abner”
and “Bells Are Ringing,” Lawrence
Welk has another surefire seller
in “Show Time” (Cp^qal). It’s all
presented in the unadulterated
Welk style with the obvious bounce
that's won him his latterday tv
and inrperson popularity.
The
vocals are handled pleasantly by
all of the Welk warriors.
Another album newcomer who is
sure to score is Abbey. Lincoln, Her
first set, “Affair” (Liberty), puts
in a warm romantic mood that
holds tightly through the dozen
numbers in the package. Her wax
savvy is in evidence all the way.
The repertoire is set up in the
form of a love story beginning with
“Love Walked In” and closing with
“No More” and with plenty hap¬
pening in between.
Gros.

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The fop 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index it Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research. Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed. *Legit musical. fFilm. ttTV.
Survey Week of Feb. 8-14, 1957
Almost Paradise .Peer
Anastasia—t“Anastasia” .Feist
Ballerina ..Jefferson
Banana Boat Song .....Marks-B
Bean Song .American
Calypso Melody .Cromwell
Can I Steal A Little Love...Northern
Chantez, Chantez .Chantez
Cinco Robles ..Warman
Day-O ....Shari
Don’t Forbid Me .Roosevelt
Hey, Jealous Lover .Barton
Holiday For Trombones .BVC
I Could Have Danced All Night—*“My Fair Lady”.. Chappell
I Dreamed .• •.. ..Trinity
I Thought It Was Over .. • ..Remieje
It Looks Like Love—t“Hollywood or Bust”.Paramount
Just In Time—’!‘“Bells Are Ringing” .Stratford
Long Before I Knew You—'‘'“Bells Are Ringing” ... Stratford
Marianne
.. .Montclare
Money Trae .Frank
Moonlight Gambler .Morris
On The Street Where You Live—’•‘“My Fair Lady”. .Chappell
Party’s Over—♦“Bells Are Ringing”.Stratfoi;d
Round and Round .Rush
Singing The Blues. ..
Acuff-R
Ten Thousand Miles .Wood
True Love—t“High Society” .Buxton Hill
Una Momento—t“Three Violent People”...Famous
Who Needs You ...Korwin
Wind In The Willow.Broadcast
Young Love .Lowery

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)
Banana Boat Song .Mark.s-B
Blueberry Hill .....Chappell
Chantez, Chantez ....Chantez
Cinco Robles ...‘.Warman
Cindy, Oh Cindy . .....Marks-B
Don’t Forbid Me ..
Roosevelt
High Heels .......Jungnickel
I Dreamed ........ Trinity
Kid Stuff ..Gil
Long Before I Knew You—*“Bells Are Ringing” .. .Stratford
Love Me Tender—1“Love Me Tender”.Presley
Marianne
..
Montclare
Mi Casa, Su Casa...Sequence
Moonlight Gambler .Morris
On My Word Of Honor.Antler
On The Street Where-You Live—♦“My Fair Lady”.. Chappell
Repeat After Me—f'Manhattan Tower”
.Leeds
Rock-A-Bye Your Baby With A Dixie Melody.Mills-W
Sadie’s Shawl ...Roncom
Shake, Shake, Senora .Sparish M
Singing The Blues.Acuff-R
Someday Soon—t“Bundle Of Joy” .Lamas-R
Spring In Maine ..Morris
Too Much ..'.
South. Bell-P
True Love—1“High Society” .Buxton Hill
Una Momento—1“Three Violent People”..Famous
Watermelon Song.G&G
Wisdom Of A Fool . * .Planetary
Wringle, Wrangle—t“Westward Ho, The Wagons”
Disney
Young Love.
.
... Lowery
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1 Man in 2 Phone Booths
The recording business, noted for dipsy doodles in the past, came
up with a corker last week when a disk artist covered his own etch¬
ing on another label.
^
After “The Man In The Pnone Booth!’ began to stir up some
noise in the midwest for Flair-X, the indi^ Herald label latched on
to the same artist,. Bob Kornegay, to cut the same song in the
same style. On the Flair disk, Kornegay is known as the Wanderer
while his nom-de-disk for Herald is The Happy Wanderer.
According to Kappy Jordan, Flair's new prexy, the deal for
Kornegay was made before she joined the firm and called for a
one-shot deal for which he was to be paid $100 advance against
a Ic. per-disk-sold royalty. Miss Jordan claims that Kornegay
was a free agent and had the right to go to Herald, if he so de¬
sired. (The contract between Flair and Kornegay failed to include
the regular five-year waiting period; stipulation prohibiting an art¬
ist from cutting the same song for another company.)
Her big squawk, however, is based on reports coming in from
the road that the Herald boys are claiming that the Flair side is
“pirated.”
“Man In the Telephone Booth,” which has a different lyric ver¬
sion on each side, .“Hello Mama,” and “Hello Baby,” is published
by Edward Kassner.

i-Ki$siiu[ Cousins
For Biz Reasons, RKO (Music) Not Talking to RKO
(Unique) When It Comes to Songs
The newly created RKO Music
firm is virtually disowning its re¬
cording relative, RKO Unique.
Both companies are divisions of
RKp Teleradio Pictures.
According to Irving Deutch, the
music firm’s general professional
manager, no songs published by
RKO Music will be shown to the
RKO unique label. The move is
being made to give the RKO pub¬
lishing subsid a better bargaining
position with the other disk com¬
panies.
The split between the RKO pub¬
lishing operation and the disk oUtr
fit also puts the music firm in the
catbird seat on the scores from the
RKO filmusicals. The soundtrack
album rights, whic^ heretofore had
been earmarked for the RKO
Unique label, will now be put on
the open market by the publishing
subsid. Here again, Deutch feels
that by making the soundtrackers
available to all comCrs, he has an
extra wedge in opening artists &
repertoire doors at other disk com¬
panies.
RKO Music already has acquired
the scores for several upcoming
RKO musicals as well as the back¬
ground themes from the studio’s
non-musical product. The Lamas
Music catalog, handled in the past
in conjunction with RKO Unique,
has now been signed over to RKO
Music as one of its subsid catalogs
and will be run through the new
music division completely inde¬
pendent of the-disk outfit.

Bob Smith’s New Dot Spot

II O’Seas Market Widens As Prices Drop;
RCA To ‘(Globalize’ Packages: Rady

Harry Belafonte now knows the
value of right timing.
A couple of years ago, RCA Vic¬
tor’s release Of a calypso number
by him, “Hold ’Em, Joe,” sold 100,000 copies when all the returns
were in. Victor reissued the disk
a couple of weeks ago as part of
its Gold Standard series' and the
tune went over 100,000 the first
week.

‘Hit Parade’s’ Clean Sweep

Avakian Heads
MsPopAubums
In a move to consolidate the op¬
eration of its pop package line,
Columbia Records has set up a spe¬
cial pop album department with
George Avakian as topper.
Avakian will head up an eastwest team consisting of Paul Wes¬
ton and Lowell Frank on the Coast
and Irving Townsend, Nat Shapiro
and A1 Ham in New Yor.
Avakian, who’s been with Co¬
lumbia since 1940. helped develop
the label’s 12-inch pop LP pro-'
gram when the 33 rpm speed was
introduced in ’48. More recently,
he’s been artists & repertoire head
of Col’s jazz division.

Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Bob Smith, former director of
promotion for Dot Records in the
midwest territory, is the new na¬
tional director , of distributor rela¬
tions for the diskery, according to
prexy Randy Wood. New duties
will entail Smith keeping in con¬
tact with company’s distrib setup
in 35 key cities.
Smith is currently in New Or¬
Cleveland, Feb. 19.
Four musicians in Alfredito’s
leans organizing the initial com¬
Latin
orch,
appearing
at Herman
pany-owned distributor branch. Re¬
placing him in the midwest is Pirchner’s Alpine Village, here,
were ari'ested last week for pos¬
Rocky Rolf, ex-RCA' Victor.
session of narcotics and one was
jailed for a string of burglaries in
Cleveland.
Charged with burglary was
Peter Fortier, alias Augustin San¬
chez Deliz, of N. Y., who was play¬
ing in the band. Detectives found
in his suitcases a quantity of
heroin with a potential value of
London, Feb. 12.
$21,000, as well as a stolen mink
Decca Records branching out coat. Fortier, an addict who ad¬
into the stereophonic sound field, mitted he was stealing to get
has given its experiments the hush- money for dope, allegedly offered
hush treatment. It is understood, two policemen $1,000 apiece if
they would let him escape.
however, that several directional
Arrested with Fortier were an
sound disks have been recorded, unidentified woman, who claimed
and have proved successful.
to be his wife, and several of Al¬
bandsmen
who bore
Unconfirmed reports state that fredito’s
the company is going ahead with needle scars showing them to be
heroin users. plans to market the disks in the
Pirchner cancelled the second
near future, and is producing the week of the six-piece orchestra.
necessary equipment required for He said the Latin crew gave “such
commercial use. One of the test sloppy, poor performances during
pressings was made by the Ted the first week, particularly in its
Heath band shortly before it left opening shows, that I threatened
for its current U.S. tour.
to throw them out if they did not
The HMV label of the EMI group improve.”
He
also registered
has been marketing stereophonic complaints against the band’s N. Y.
tape recordings for some time,
Irving Mills’ longhair film li¬ and other companies are trying booker. Mercury Artists, and Stan
brary, presented as “Coricerts On their hand with directional sound. Scotland, who set the booking
here, for misrepresentation.
Film,” will get a Carnegie Hall,
N. Y., showcase March 31. Impre¬
sario Harry D. Squires is present¬
ing the filmed layout which will
binstein, Jascha Heifetz,
Jan
Peerce, Nadine Conner, and Di¬
mitri Mitropoulos conducting the
N. Y. Philharmonic with Deems
Taylor as narrator. House top for
the filmed concert will be $2.75.
Squires is planning to tour the
Survey of retail sheet music
filmed concert packages into col¬
best sellers based on reports
leges and other cities.
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing com¬
Mills, as head of the Mills Pic¬
parative sales rating for this
ture Corp., is distributing the films
and last week,
in 16m an* 35m gauges. The li¬
brary, including performances of
ASCAP
t BMI
some 20 top longhair musicians,
was acquired from various major
National
studios.
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.
Title and Publisher

4ALFREDIT0SIDEMEN
IN CLEVE. DOPE PINCH

British Decca Husb-Hush
On Stereophonic Sonnd;
Ted Heath’s Test Pressing

Top Longhairs in
‘Concerts on Film’ Dates

In a clean sweep of the cast on
the NBC-TV “Your. Hit Parade”
show, singers Jill Corey, Virginia
Gibson and Tommy Leonetti and
musical director Don Walker will
be the spotlighted performers on
the series starting next fall. The
new lineup replaces conductor Ray¬
mond Scott and singers Dorothy
Collins, Gisele MacKenzie, Snooky
Lanson and Russell Anns. Miss
MacKenzie previously had decided
to quit the show .at the end of the
current season.
Format of the show, according
to the agency for American To¬
bacco, BBD&O, will remain un¬
changed.

ASCAP Sets Slates For
March Board Elections;
Cunningham Shoo-In Again
With balloting for ASCAP’s
board of directors set between
March 1 and 22, the Society’s nom¬
inating committees have lined up
the slate to run for the organiza¬
tion’s top directing body. At the
first meeting following the elec¬
tion, the board will elect ASCAP’s
prexy and, according to all indica¬
tions, Incumbent prexy "'Paul Cun¬
ningham will again be named.
Under ASCAP’s bylaws, the board
members are elected for two years
while the prexy spot is filled on
a one-year basis with a maximum
of three consecutive one-year
terms.
All Incumbent members of the
board are automatically renomi¬
nated. Additional nominees named
by the writers committee in the
popular-production field are Rich¬
ard Adler, Leroy Anderson, Bennie
Benjamin, Johnny Burke, Phil
Charig, Betty Comden, Kim Gan¬
non, Adolph Green, Albert Hague,
Bob Hilliard, Jack Lawrence, Bob
Merrill, Ogden Nash, Harold Rome,
Kay Swift, Ned Washington, Mabel
Wayne and George D. Weiss, From
the standard field, nominees are
(Continued on page 50)

Jan Peerce to Tour
Aussie and Zealand
Metopera tenor Jan Peerce is
heading for his first tour of Aus¬
tralia and New Zealand in May
under Sol Hurok’s concert banner.
He’ll appear in solo recital and
as soloist with orchestra during
the six-week trek Down Under.
First date is set for May 25 in
Auckland, New Zealand. Follow¬
ing this tour, Peerce will go to
Rome to record “Lucia” with Ro¬
berta Peters for RCA Victor.
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Seattle—(Capitol Music Co.)

2
1
4
5
6
3

San francisco—(Pac. Coast Music) ^

|
Cleveland (Grossman Music Co.)

1
2
3
4
8
7

Los Angeles—(Freeman Music Co.!|
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1
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6
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1
2
5
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St. Louis—(St. L. Music Supply)

6
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2
3
7
8
4
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|

|
Chicago—(Lyon-Healy Music)

2
2
3
5

Kansas City—(Jenkins Music Co.) |

2
1
9
6
4
7

|

Philadelphia—(Charles Dumont) |

|

3
2
4

San. Antonio—(AlamoJ’iano Co.)

|
New York—(MDS>

tYoung Love (Lowery)...
1
2
•^Banana Boat Song (Marks-B)
tSinging the Blues (Acuff-R).
8
4
‘•''True Love (Buxton Hill).
tDon’t Forbid Me (Roosevelt). 3
•ILove Me Tender (Presley)..
6
•ICinco Robles (Warman).
•i-Marianne (Montclare)...
5
’^'Moonlight Gambler (Morris). 9
’=•'Anastasia (Feist).
7
•fToo Much (Southern Belle-P)
tThe Green Door (Trinity)..
‘^'Wringle, Wrangle (Disney).. 10
’'Gonna Get Along (Kellem).
tl Dreamed (Trinity).

Detroit—(Grinnell Bros. Music)

1
1
2
2
3
4
4A 3
4B 7
6
6
5
7
8
9
9
lOA 8
lOB
12
10
13
10
14
14
15

Indianapolis—(Pearson Music Co.)j

Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Glen Gray Casa Loma Band has
begun recording a second album
for Capitol as result of encourag¬
ing sales reaction on the initialer,
“Casa Loma in Hi-Fi.” Latter re¬
prises many of the great disk hits
of the dance outfit that was a
prime favorite In the ’30s. New
package also will consist of Casa
Loma standards.
Kenny Sargent, longtime vocal¬
ist with Casa Loma and now a
Dallas deejay, has signed a new
two-year contract with Capitol, be¬
ginning with the new album. In
the “Hi-Fi” package, he sang two
numbers. He’ll do about six in this
new album and will also do some
singles for the label.

Boston—(Mosher Music Co.)

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Casa Loma’s 2d for Cap
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Pull tapping of fhe European
disk market potential will take
place with price cuts which will
take platters out of the luxury
class, according to Si Rady, RCA
Victor’s artists & repertoire liaison
with Continental and English af¬
filiates.
Rady, currently in the
U.S. for homeoffice huddles, re¬
ported that price cuts of about
25% have already taken place in
Germany and France with addi¬
tional reductions in the offing. One
of the pressures forcing the price
drop is the operation of disk clubs
on the Continent which offer spe¬
cial discounts much as their coun¬
terparts in the U.S. .
RCA, which Is operating under
its own label in Europe and will
start to do so in England in April
under the new British Decca re¬
ciprocal deal, is also “universaliz¬
ing” is packaged goods output,
Rady and George R. Marek, Victor
v.p. over the album division, stated
that Victor is planning to release
identical albums in various coun¬
tries with the same jacket design.
It’s expected that there will be a
cumulative impact as tourists make
the rounds from one country to
another and see the same album
with a readily identifiable cover.
Victor is all set to put this packag¬
ing idea into operation shortly.
•Rady reported that Victor has
signed a couple of artists aboard
for release in the U.S. A 21-yearold pianist, Andruy Czajkowskl,
winner of a longhair contest.in
Brussels, has been recorded and
has now been set for a tour of the
U.S. with the N.Y. Philharmonic
next season under Sol Hurok’s ban¬
ner. Another young pianist, Rob¬
ert Browning, also has been signed
to Victor. Browning is an Amer¬
ican who has been concertizing ex¬
tensively in Europe.
Rady stated that the belief that
it’s cheaper to record in Europe
than in the U.S. is largely falla¬
cious. For one thing, he said, that
tooter scales have been hiked in
France and are going up in Eng¬
land. Although musicians’ rates
are still 50% less than the AFM
scale, the U.S. majors have to add
steep studio and engineering
charges to their recording costs.
Although Europe is generally re¬
garded to be more cultivated musi¬
cally than the U.S., disk statistics
on the^ sale of longhair disks here
and afiroad show a different pic¬
ture. Rady stated that as against
a 25% share of the U.S. market for
longhair works, classical records
account for only 12% in Germany,
15% in England and 20% in
France. It’s believed that the high
prices for classical disks overseas
results in the proportionately
lower ratio.

Victor Delays Nod on
(!oast Singles A&R’er
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Selection of a successor to Henri
Rone as Coast manager of the sin¬
gles artists & repertoire- depart¬
ment has been postponed, at least
temporarily, and RCA Victor a&r
execs will shuttle coast to coast for
recording sessions in the next few
months.. Rene, who departs the
a&r post at the end of the month
to launch a longtermer as a Vic¬
tor contract artist, will also be
available for sessions as needed.
Joe Carlton, singles a&r topper,
interviewed several likely candi¬
dates here last week and then re¬
turned to New York over the week¬
end, accompanied by maestro-ar¬
ranger Hugo Winterhalter. They’ll
make frequent trips back here to
record artists based on the Coast.
Dennis Farnon, named Coast al¬
bum head last year, will continue
as the label’s a&r chief for pack¬
aged goods, setting film soundtrack
deals in addition to signing and
recording talent.

Col’s Own Hub Office
Boston, Feb. 19.
Columbia Records opens a new
Hub office April 1. Label has been
distributed here by Allied Appli¬
ance Co., but the new office will
handle all promotion and distribu¬
tion.
Fred Wilmot, district sales man¬
ager, heads the new setup with A1
Parker as sales manager and Bob
Crites as promotion and publicity
director. Location of the new of¬
fice has not been set and the disk
firm may rent'‘space from Allied.
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Igor Buketoff, conductor of the
Ft. Wayne Philharmonic, is just
back from a European trip financ¬
ed by the Alice Dltson Fund. His
purpose was to compile a list of
modern works in all the principle
countries which are considered
“best” ‘by the natives thereof. In
turn he touted America’s own
serious composers.
Buketoff it is who adds to each
Of his Ft. Wayne concerts a “bonus”
piece of modern music. The point
is that he first “ends” the concert
proper and those who don’t care
for untried stuff can quietly de¬
camp before musicians return for
the experiment.

Robbins Longhair Rep
Of No. 1 Ilalo Pubbery
London, Feb. 12.
Robbins Music Corp. has ar¬
ranged to represent the classical
catalog of Italy’S largest publishing
house, Edizioni Curci, representa¬
tives of the Big TlTiree (Robbins,
Feist & Miller) in Italy.
Paddy Crookshank, European
manager for Robbins Music, nego¬
tiated the deal, and during his
visit also acquired the music rights
to the new Sophia Loren - John
Wayne picture, “The Pride And
The Passion,” which is being made
in Italy.

Set Basie’s Brit. Dates
London, Feb. 12.
Count Basie orch will open its
British tour with a concert, April
2 at the Royal Festival Hall.
At conclusion of the Basie tour,
George Shearing Quintet, plus
Gene Krupa and his quartet, are
due here as a double attraction for
concert dates. Reciprocal exchange
arrangements are In process of
being worked out.
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HowGreeiWasHyVane;’ IVY BENSON’S BECIAN
As Gordon MacRae Oatune

BAND-TV BOOKINGS

Hollywood, Feb. 19.
A new western ballad may get
a chance to achieve some stature
shortly because Gordon MacRae
was relaxing at home and watching
television one night.
Singer saw a tv screening of the
film “How Green Was My Valley”
and was intrigued by the love
them^ in the background score
written by Alfred Newman. Next
morning, he called Newman, got
permission to use the music and
signed Paul Francis Webster -to
do the lyrics.
. Just 48 hours after MacRae had
seen the film, he was recording the
ballad “How Green Was My Valley”
a.s one of 12 oatunes in a new Capi¬
tol album backed by Van Alexan¬
der. Package, taking advantage of
j MacRae’s click in the film version
rof “Oklahoma!,” will probably be
! tagged “Curly Sings.”

London, Feb. 19.
Ivy Benson’s all-girl band has
been signed for a §tand at the
Ancienne Belgique, Brussels start-x
Ing April 6. Outfit will double on
that engagement with a 40-minute
tele ses^on.
Miss Benson’s crew recently
filmed a teleshow for impresario
Jack Hylton which included Bud
Flanagan, Eddie Gray, Radio Rev*
ellers and the Tiller Girls.

Belgium Disk Bestsellers
Antwerp, Feb. 12.
1. Que Sera, Sera.Day
(Philips))
2. Heimweh .Quinn
(Polydor)
3. Don’t Be Cruel .. . Presley
(RCA)
4. Only You.Platters
(Mercury)
5. Pinten, Pinten.... Fluwijn
(Ronnex)
6. Girl Can’t Help It Richard
(Ronnex)
7. Song of Songs.Como
(RCA)
8. Que Sera, Sera, . Leemans
(Philips))
9. Beyond Mombasa. ■ Calvert
(Columbia)
10. Don’t Knock Rock.. . Dale
(Coral)
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Film Soundtrock

Mickey Garlock has been named
general professional manager of
! Torch Productions, ASCAP music
i firm.
Garlock’s own firm under his
own name will be incorporated in¬
to the Torch setup as a BMI
affiliate.
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St. Louis—

1

TAB HUNTER (Dot)
“Young Love”.
4
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
7
“Too Much”. 1
SONNY JAMES (Capitol)
“Young Love” ..
. 2
1
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
“The Banana Boat Song”. 6
5
PAT BOONE (Dot)
3
^‘Don’t Forbid Me”.
GUY MITCHELL (Columbia)
“Singing the Blues".. 5
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
“Blue Monday". 9
TERRY GILKYSON (Columbia)
“Marianne” .
FRANKIE LAINE ,Columbia)
“Moonlight Gambler". 7
TARRIERS (Glory)
2
“The Banana Boat Song". 8
MICKEY & SYLVIA (Groove)
“Love Is Strange”.
TOMMY SANDS (Capitol)
“Teen-Age Crush”.
3
HILLTOPPERS (Dot)
“Marianne" . ..
CHARLIE GRACIE (Cameo)
“Butterfly" .
_6
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
“Jamaica Farewell".
LaVERN BAKER (Atlantic)
“Jim Dandy”.
GEORGE HAMILTON (ABC-Par)
“Only One Love"......
9
BILL HAYES (ABC-Par)
“Wringle, Wrangle".
BUDDY KNOX (Roulette)
“Party Doll”.
4
-BETTY JOHNSON (Bally)
“I Dreamed".
FESS PARKER (Disneyland)
“Wringle, Wrangle".
JERRY LEWIS (Decca)
“Rock-a-Bye Your Baby”.
FOUR LADS (Colufnbia)
“Who Needs You” .
8
IVORY JOE HUNTER (Atlantic)
“Since I Met You, Baby".
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“You Don't Owe Me a Thing”.
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Buenos Aires, Feb. 12.
Rock 'n' Roll has hit Bueros
Aires with incredible impact since
Columbia Pictures released “Rock
Around the Clock’' at the Monu¬
mental cinema seven weeks ago.
What is astonishing film distribu¬
tors is that the impact is just as
H^ig In the provinces. Quick to latch
on to the trend. Warners released
a couple of features dealing with
r&r in Rosario and Mendoza and
found the slow summer boxoffice
recuperating.
In B. A., teenagers and okl.sters
curious to see this sensational jive,
have packed the 1,600-seat Monu¬
mental for seven weeks. Cops have
had to be called in several times
to dissuade enthusiasts from rolling
in the aisles or out on crowded
Calle Laval] e. Lisa Gaye clubs are
forming and the niteries are eager
to climb on the bandwagon by hir¬
ing groups which specialize in the
r&r.
The Luna Park Stadium has
started rock 'n' roll sessions that
run Thursday, Friday and Sunday,
from 10 p.m., with contests to pick
the 20 best dance-pairs. The prizes
total 100,000 pesos. The 20,000
seat stadium was jampacked at the
first session, which had Lalo Schifrin & His Jazz providing the
music, with Eddie Pechenino, Mrs.
Roll & Her Rockers, and a dance
team dubbed Rock & Roll. Italian,
Cuban and Japanese, “roller,
champs” Guido Rebbu, Daniel An¬
tonio Uscar and R. Inone are also
billed as attractions.
The Casino Theatre, which had
converted to film exhibition this
summer, with poor boxoffice re¬
sults, is trying to recoup by pre¬
senting' a rock & roller in two
parts, one featuring trumpet player
Alberto Rodriguez Jurado & His
Hot Jammers, and 12 juve dancers
called The Big Rockers.
The approach of Carnival on
March 2 to 5 and 17, with the tradi¬
tional dances at all the big athletic
and sports clubs, points to a battle
between the rock & rollers and
tango enthusiasts, with some fears
of rowdyism resulting.

Weclnesclay, Februairy 20, 1957

RETAIL DESK AND ALDDH DEST SELLERS
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Harry Belafonte
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Inside Stuff-Music
Tennessee Governor Frank G. Clement’s speech in behalf of counlr.v
music and Broadcast Music Inc., delivered at the National Disk Jockey
Festival in Nashville last Nov. 9, is being distributed by BMI. BMI
pirexy Carl Haverlin has a note attached to the booklet which explain.*:
that the distribution is being made “in view of statements made about
Broadcast Music Inc. in the course of the recent hearings before Con¬
gressman Cellar’s sub'cofinmittee.” Clement vigorously attacked what
he called attempts “to stifle competition” on the part of some “power¬
ful monopolists in New York and Chicago.’’ Reference ^to the group
of ASCAP songwriters who have an antitrust suit pending against BMI
and the major broadcasters.
The gag about everybody making money but Tchaikowsky on pop
song adaptations moved closer to home last week with the addition of
the pop song, “Tonight We Love,” to a Russian museum at Klin, a to\i'n
60 miles from Moscow. Song was adapted from the Russian com¬
poser’s Piano Concerto No. 1 by Freddy Martin and Ray Austin. - Dan
Schorr, CBS correspondent in Moscow, suggested the addition to the
museum, which has mementos honoring the Russian classicist. George
Davidov, director of the mueum and only living relative of the late
composer, said the pop adaptation was “well done.” He pointed out
that the composer himself had taken many of his themes from Russian
popular songs.
Music publisher Lou Levy (Leeds Music) did a Mohamet-to-thC'
mountain recently by going to the Coast, providing ideas for LP albums
to the many diskery artists residing or working in Hollywood, and even
if the LP Includes part-Leeds music he felt this was sound song ex¬
ploitation for his standard catalog. Major regret is that the relatively
young publishing house hasn’t the wealth of backlog copVi'ights as
some of Leeds’ colleagues.
It dramatized anew how meagre is the replenishment of popular
standards in recent years, and of course, including the current crop.
Boston’s history-teaching' songwriter, Lee Morris, always a fast man
with a quip, is traveling the women’s clubs circuit with a lecture, “Con(Continued on page 48)
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Briti8h Dhk Be8t8eller8

VeDtura’s Versailles Venture
Mac8tro?Producer-Publi8her Ycn8 Place in France’8
$^^000,000 Di8k Sun
Hay Ventura Is after a piece of
France’s $40,000,000 annual disk
take.
The bandleader, film pro¬
ducer and music publisher now
has a recording, company, Ver¬
sailles Records, added to his Ust
of activities.
Although the firm is six months
Old; as revealed by Ventura on a
recent trip to the U.S., it’s just be¬
ginning to get' underway. Deals
have been set with Dot and Atlan¬
tic to release some of their mate¬
rial in France under the Versailles
banner, while Atlantic will take
over some of the French diskery’s
product for U.S. release.
Since the bulk of France’s disk
business is in FPs and LPs, Ven¬
tura win stress packaged, goods
product. Popularity of EPs over
Single disks, Ventura ppihted out,
was due to price differential. A
single pop disk costs 500 francs.
($1.25) while an EP, with two ad¬
ditional songs, costs 700 francs
($1.75).
, For the jazz package field, Ven¬
tura has brought in guitarist Sacha
Distel to , head the operation. And
for the longhair market, the maes¬
tro-pub already has nabbed such
artists as Darius -Milhaud, Lucette
Descarves and the Paris Opera
Orch.
Marc Lanjeau will take
charge of the longhair product and
George Lourier will oversee. the
pop category.
In the U.S^, Ventura is continu¬
ing with the buildup of his two
publishing firms under the man¬
agement of Duke Niles. The firms,
launched 18 months ago, are Rayven Music (BMI) and Paris Music
(ASCAP).

S. P. Symph Resumes
Victor Disk Schedule
The San Francisco Symphony, In
recording obscurity over the past
few years due to an internal re¬
organization, has resumed its disk¬
ing schedule with RCA Victor.
Diskery cut two Prokofeiff works
at the San Francisco Opera House,
with Gary Graffman as soloist.
With this session, copiductor
Enrique Jorda, a Spanish maestro,
made his recording debut in the
U. S. It’s his second season as the
Frisco orch’s conductor.

AFM, Fanta8y & ‘Fatha^
San Francisco, Feb. 19.
AFM has upheld protest of Fan¬
tasy Records, Frisco, over Earl
(Fatha) Hines, who had. exclusive
Contract with Fantasy, recording a
band album for Tops Records.
Fantasy pact runs until Novem¬
ber, when Tops will be free to is¬
sue Hines’ sides. Meantime, how¬
ever, Hines must stand costs of
musicians and studio.
Gene Krupa quartet booked for
Univ. of Florida April 5-6.

FORETASTE OF '57-^58
Florentine Music Group And
Black Watch Unit Due In
Troy, N. Y., Feb. 19.
Attractions tentatively offered
the R.P.I. Field House for the
1957-58 season include the Floren¬
tine Music Festival Group and the
Black Watch Guard unit. Colum¬
bia Artists is handling the former;
S. Hurok, the latter.
H: L. (Jack) Garren, managing
director of the college arena, has
booked concert attractions, since
1950, from' Columbia and from
Hurok, as well as from other organ¬
izations.
The Field House closed its Cele¬
brity Series for 1956-57 with the
presentation of the Boston Sym¬
phony Orchestra before an audi¬
ence of about 2,300.
The Air Force Band will be an
April offering. Several local or
area shows are also slated for pre¬
sentation.

Lombardo to Kick Off
Most Extensive Tour

EDSAUTERTOREICH
FOR RADIO JAZZ SPOT
Ed Sauter, co-leader of the Sauter-Finegan orch, planed to Ger¬
many last week to discuss a deal
under which he would become mu¬
sical director of Radio Sudwestfunk at Baden-Baden. Job would
entail heading up a jazz program,
involving writing, arranging and
conducting, for the station.
If he accepts, the Sauter-Finegan
orch would continue under the
baton of BUI Finegan. Band’s lat¬
est album, “Under Analysis,” is set
for RCA Victor release next month.

Guy Lombardo took off from his
regular location at the Hotel Roose¬
velt, N. Y., Grill to open another
nationwide tour with his band.
Trek starts at Hotel Syracuse,
Syracuse, with a one-week stand
today (Wed.).
Toiir, booked through Music
Corp. of America, will be Lom¬
bardo’s most extensive of the past
10 years.

Monarch’8 2d Album
Joseph Llebowitz, Monarch Rec[''ords prexy^ is starting to roll with
his newly set up pop album pro¬
gram. Already lined up to fol¬
low the label’s first album release,
Emil Coleman’s “Strictly for Danc¬
ing,” is a calypso package featur¬
ing Caribbean folk singer Russell
Daville.
Daville cut his first sessions for
the. diskery in New York last \(/eek.
Leibowitz recently returned from
Spain and Trinidad where he
prowled talent and material.

Scoreboard

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin JWachines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data front wider sources, which are exclusive
. with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case .of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail $heet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

Too Much
Love Me Tender
Love Me

1

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)

4

HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor) .JT*’®
[Jamaica Farewell

2

TAB HUNTER (Dot).

6

SONNY JAMES (Capitol). Young Love

5

[Don’t Forbid Me
PAT BOONE (Dot) .'..\ Anastasia
(Friendly Persuasion

3

GUY MITCHELL (Columbia)..

Young Love
.

/Knee Deep in the Blues

7. ■ FATS DOMINO (Imperial).iBlueb^rry^Hill
8

10

9

8

10

FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia) ...

Moohlight Gambler

TUNES
(^ASCAP. tBMI)
TUNE

PUBLISHER

1

1

t^OUNG LOVE .

2

2

tTHE BANANA BOAT SONG ..

3

4

fOON’T FORBID ME ..

4

5

fTOO MUCH.Southern Belle-Presley

Lowery
Marks-Bryden
Roosevelt

5

3

tSINGING THE BLUES

6
7

9

fMARIANNE ...

6

’"^MOONLIGHT GAMBLER.

8

8

fCINCO ROBLES.

9

7

*TRUE LOVE... Buxton Hill

10

fBLUE MONDAY.

Epic Records Is moving into th#
1957 album competition with a
special “Hit of the Month” feature
which offers one pop and one clas¬
sical release at $2.98 each. The
lowprice lure is an extension of
the program already set up by
Epic’s parent company, Columbia,
which instituted a “Buy of the
Month” program last summer of¬
fering a pop and classical album
at the $2.98 tab for each.
Epic’s plan differs from Col’s
In that It will offer a “HOM” every
two months, giving the dealers six
weeks to get In their orders. Col,
on the other hand, offers new
“Buys” every month. According to
William Nielsen, Epic’s director of
sales, a monthly release schedule
doesn’t give the dealers or distrib¬
utors enough time to develop the
sales potential of the lowprice
offer. The “HOM” product will be
offered to dealers on a no-exchange
and no-retum basis.
Epic will kick off its new sales
feature in March with “Here
Comes The Showboat” (pop) and
Leon Fleisher with the Cleveland
Symphony in Rachmaninoff’s Rhap¬
sody On a Theme Of Paganini,
Franck’s Symphonic Variations and
Delius’ Irmelin-Prelude (classical).
Latter set marks Fleisher’s bow
under the Epic banner . He previ¬
ously recorded for Columbia.
In a move to get its pop single
line rolling, Nielsen has brought
in Frank Berry as sales manager
and Richard Laga as mid western
sales manager.
Berry formerly
was branch manager in Cleveland
for Mercury while Laga was an
Epic salesman with United Record
Distributors in Chicago.
On the distribution level. Epic
is reshuffling distribs in' yarioui
key cities in an effort to stream¬
line the operation. Changes al¬
ready have been made in Kansas
City and New Orleans, with a
switch in Oklahama City due soon.

Friediander From Merc
ToRKO-UniqueAsNat’i
Promosh Mgr;, Sales Exet
In line with RKO-Unique’s build¬
up program, Buddy Friediander
moved into the setup last week as ,
national promotion manager. He’ll
also act as assistant sales manager
for the U. S. and will directly over¬
see the Unique roadmen who will
now form part of his staff.
Friediander will report to Stan
Borden, who took over the new of¬
fice of exec veepee. Borden, who
formerly was v.p. in charge of
sales, will now act as general sale!
manager and be in charge of all al¬
bum and single production.
Friediander is now planning road
trips to Chicago, Detroit, and Pitti^burgh to work out closer ties be¬
tween the diskery’s field men and
distributors. All the field men will
now broaden their traveling activ¬
ities rather than concentrate in
their particular localities.
Frieldander comes to Unique
after seven years with Mercury
Records where he worked in pro¬
motion, a&r and distribution. He
left Merc a few months ago for a
stint with the E. B. Marks publish¬
ing operation.

SEM-A-FOUR

TEkRY GILKYSON (Columbia) .Marianne
TARRIERS (Glory) .*.The Banana Boat Song

POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week
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^ $ Ilit of Month’ on BiHoothly
Basis ’Cause Dealers Need^reather

London, Feb. 19.
1. Garden of Eden,,Vaughan
(Philips))
.
2. Singing Blues ...Mitchell
• • (Philips)) •
3. Friendly Persuasion Boone
(London)
4. True Love.. .Crosby-Kelly
(Capitol)
5. Singing Blues ..... Steele
(Decca)
6. Don’t Rock Me..Donegan
(Pye-Nixa)
7. St. Therese Roses.Vaughan
(HMV)
8. Cin^, Oh Cindy... Fisher
(HMV)
9. Blueberry Hill... .Domino
(London)
10 Hound Dog. ...... Presley
(HMV)

OF

Making a Lady Out Of
‘Army Goes Rolling Along’
After a Nine-Year Try
Washington, Feb. 19.
After years of searching, trial
and error, the Army finally has its
official song—“The Army Goes
Rolling Along.” It is based on the
“Caisson Song,” long the hymn of
the Field Artillery. The original
has a few changes in its music and
a whole new set of lyrics.
“The Caisson Song” was written
in the Philippines in 1908 by the
late Brig. Gen. E. L. Gruber, then
a young artillery lieutenant.
In the course of its efforts to
find'"k song, the Army conducted
a nationwide contest in 1948. Five
contest, winners were tried out but
none caught on with the men.
Then, in 1952, the Army appealed
to the nation’s songwriters and
publishers. They submitted more
than 800 compositions, from which
five were selected. These, too,
failed to make the grade with the
men.
• A check with Army commanders
disclosed that the melody of “Cais¬
son Song” was a great favorite
with the Infantrymen. A new call
for lyrics brought more than 140
sets of them. The best parts, were
culled and patched together; some
changes were made in the melody;
and the Army got its song.

niijsic

.. Acuff-Rose
Montclare
Morris
Warman
Reeve

British Gobs Make Good As Land¬
lubbers
London, Feb. 12.
Four British sailors from the air¬
craft carrier “HMS Eagle” aj-e do¬
ing a week’s stint at a Mayfair club
as a skiffle group attraction. After
their first night at the club they
were offered a recording audi¬
torium by HMV and were widely
publicized in the national press.
Now they are thinking of buying
themselves out of the Navy to go
full time into show business.
Titled The Cockatoos, the group
comprises guitar, washboard, violin,
and an oil can and broomstick that
acts as bass. The group were first
heard while playing in a saloon
near the Old Vic Theatre.
West Point Glee Club, with
pianist Roger Williams, The Mari¬
ners, Maurice Gosfield and Edward
G. Robinson heading a Heart Fund
concert at Carnegie Hall, N.Y.,
Sunday night (24).
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OnTlie DpbegA
New York
Frances Wayne cuts her first al¬
bum for Atlantic this month with
arrangements by her husband Neal
Hefti . . . Harpist Robert MaxweU
set for Montreal’s El Morocco. Feb.
24 . . . Stanley Green has a piece
on the film career of Oscar Hammersteiu 2d in current issue of
Films in Review mag . . . Tommy
BusscU managing crooner Bob
Maniuttg..«. Mickey 4^ Sylvia, Vik
artists, pacted to GAC.
Singer Robert Clary, Epic waxer, into Chicago’s Ambassador
Hotel Feb. 24., ; Swapping Song
Fair presenting a folk-calypso con¬
cert at the Brooklyn Academy of
Music Feb. 22. Featured perform¬
ers are Oscar Brand, Jean Ritchie
and' Enid Mosier with her Trinidad
Steel Band . . . Sid Feller, a&r
head at ABC-Paramount, conduct¬
ing a special concert for Mennen’s
“Lady in Waiting” program at the
Sheiraton-Astor today (Wed.).;
C^corge Feyer cutting “Heavenly
Echoes of My Fair Lady” for Vox

. . , Don Rondo, Jubilee'crooner,
headlines at the Boulevard,
Queens, Feb. 22^24 . . » Maestro
Emil Coleman setting up. a promo¬
tional trek to plug hi$ Moriarch al¬
bum, “Strictly For Dancing” . , *
Four Voices hitting the southern
route to plug their new Columbia
platter, “Seiitimental” and “I Love
You Still” . . , Bea Fleischer, of
the Mike Hall Office, Into Bronx
Hospital for minor surgery «
.
Ann Gilbert, ,, Vik thrush, Into
Radio City Music Hall tomorrow
(Thurs.) , Y . Jimmy Dorsey orch
Curreritly touring the southwest
. , . Irving Fields prowling the
West Indies to bone up on calypso.
He returns to the St: Moritz Hotel
with his trio March 5 . . . Yoshiko
Ishi, RCA Victor pactee, making
guest appearances at the Ricoh
Camera booth at the Coliseum’s
National Photo Show until Sunday
(24) . . , Motif Records’ Ann Hath¬
away currently at Chicago’s Zephyr
Room . « . Bob Whalen on a midwestern deejay tour plugging his
Jubilee platter, ”Chapel of Roses.”

€rew>;Cii^. in -a jHromotion tieup
with Kraft Foods' hew candy prod¬
uct
« John Adcmy now platter
spinning at. WBIG. Greensboro,
N. ,C. , ^, JjU Norris is the femme
vocalist with the Glenn Miller orch
under the direction of Ray Mc¬
Kinley . , . Dick liinke, Columbia’s
pop promotion manager, named
chairman of both Music Publishers
and Records dc Recording Siorvices
divisions of New York City’s 1957
Red Cross campaign.

.

Inside Stuffs
COUtlUned from PSK* 44
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fessions of a Songwriter, or the Blackboard Jingle.” The eleffer, wbo
races betwixt. Hub and Tin Pah" Alley, had four new tunes just re.
leased, “Wind in the Riggin” by joe Valino oh Vik,‘ “Needle and
Thread” by Anita Carter on Victor, “More Than That” by Helene Be
Ljfs oh MGM, and “By the Fire Side” bjr Don Gosta bn ABC-Para.
mdunt. In his spare time, Morris turns out ad jlnglefi fup'the Jetome
O’Leary agency, and conducts a songwiiting eourfie at Boston’s “Y.'*
Best known for .“Blue Velvet,” Morris got lucky this seasoh with Frank
• ‘
London
Sinatra’s ”You Fb)rgot All the Words,” flip side of “Jealous Lover."
New Orleans clarinetist George Sinatra did Morris’ first song, “If I'Onljl Had'a Match,’!
Lewis opens his British tour at
Dundee March 9 . . . Bandleader
The eurrent course by ASCAPite Hal Levy on “Popular Lyric Writ,
Jack Parnell for commercial' tv ing” at the Hnlv. of California in Los^ Angeles is slated to Include a
series next month . *Three' Monseries
of guest lectures by fcleffers Alan Jay Lerher arid Hick Adler,
archs, harmonica team, lined up
for Bernard Delfont's VFolles Ber- singers Margaret Whiting and Anita EUls, Mitch Miller, Columbia’s
artists
&
repertoire chief, and Ken Nelson, country,^ wesdern a&r man
gere” at Prince of Wales Theatre
in April.,. Trumpeter Colin Smith for Capitol. Course is covering such problems as copyright; publica.
Won,
manuscript
preparation, song sharks, etc*. .Levy’s, course is part
has left the Terry Lightfoot band to
*—
form his own Jaz^ outfit . . . All of the UCLA’s extension school.
tickets already sold for Count
Basie’s first British date at Royal
Erroll Garner, current at StpryvUle, Boston, returned as guest of the
Festival Hall April 2 ... Drummervocalist Ray McKinley bringing Boston Teen Age Jazz Club Friday (15) when .184 ineinbers trirried out
Glenn Miller orch to Britain to greet him. Garnei: was the first jazz musician to guest with the club
next month for tour of Ameri¬ at its first meeting in'April, 1955. Serge Chaloff, just oUt of the hos.
can military bases ... Chris Bairr pital after an operation, played sax for the j^oup from a chair. John
ber’s traditional jozz outfit due for McLellan, WHDH jazz disk jock, who founded the org, did the intros.
airing on BBC’s Light Program
March 6 . . . Ben Selvin, RCA re¬
Columbia Records is sponsoring an exhibit of photos and art work
cording exec, in town on a sixof its classical artists at New York’s Carnegie
GaiUe^ Bar. Ex.
week business visit.
hibit, tagged “The Worklng'Musiciari,” will hang for six weeks. It tees
off with a press preview tomorrow (Thurs.).

Hollywood
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OF/^RECORD RATINGS
BY THE TRADE PRESS

FORBIDDEN FRUIT

Billboard

Cosh Boif

78 (Good)

Best Bet

’ Variety

(Hill &Rang.)

RitHARP MALTBY ORCH. (Vik)

Ver/ Good

FRECKLE-FACED SARA JANE
(Ludlow)
THE LANCERS (Coral)

82(Excellent)

B (Very Good)

81 (Excellent)

Best Bet

Best Buy

Disk of
the Week

75 (Good)

Best Bet

Best Buy

Disk of
the Week

HEY TAXI (zodioc)
LEROY HOLMES-ERNIE KOVACS (MGM)

HOLD ’EM JOE

Goof*

Chicago

(Folkway.)

HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)

I’LL COME BACK

(sheidon)

EYDIE GORME (ABC-Paramount)

I’M JUST A COUNTRY BOY
(Folkways)
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)

JOHNNY
81 (Excellent)

B 4-(Excellent)
!

TERRY GIIKYSON (Columbia)

Best Buy

Sure Shot

Best Bet

THE LANE BROTHERS (Victor)

76 (Good)

Disk of
the Week

Very Good

Best Buy

Sure Shot

Very Good

82(Excellent)

$lee))er of
the Week

76 (Good)

Best Bet

Spotlight

Best Bet

81 (Excellent)

B-{-(Excellent)

Spotlight

B (Very Good)

76 (Good)

Sleeper of
the Week

74 (Good)

B 4'(Excellent)

Best Bet

77 (Good)

B (Very Good)

Best Bet

Best Buy

Sure Shot

Best Bet

Best Buy

Sure Shot

ANN GILBERT (Vik)

MARIANNE

(Montdore)

THE HILITOPPERS (Dot)

MARINA GIRL

(Monument)

THE HARVEY BOYS (Cadence)

A MEMORY FOLLOWED ME HOME
(Kahl)
ALAN DEAN (Rama)

9 LB. HAMMER

Excellent

(American)

SANFORD CLARK (Dot)

NO ONE SWEETER THAN YOU
(Studio)
NICK NOBLE (Mercury)

000 BABY

(studio)

THE PONI TAILS (Point 8)

WHERE FLAMINGOS FLY
(Roosevelt)
PEGGY LEE (Decca)

WHERE YOU ARE

(in-Troian)

RICHARD HAYES (ABC-Paramount)

YOU ARE MY FIRST LOVE

Ernst Toch, composer of the Pulitzer Prizewinner, “Symphony No.
3,” has been elected to membership in the National Institute of Arts
and Letters. Mills Music recently wrapped up Toch’s works exclu.
sively for U.S. availability.

-------^
Pa., Band, believed io be the old¬
est chartered towri* band in the
country. He’s the first musician
to hold the two offices with this
organization ... The .two DiLernia
Bros, have had their option picked
up again at Penn-Sheratou Hotel
. . . Johnny Costa, staff pianist at
KDKA-TV and a grad of Carngeie
Tech Music School, joined music
faculty at Chatham College . . ,
Ida Mario, vocalist o with Lennie
Martin band, works as a single in
cafes and nlteries on week nights
when the Martin outfit isn’t
booked ... Larry Faith orch book¬
ing prom dates for fortnight be¬
ginning May 26 when Ted Lewis
comes back to the . Horizon Room
I and supplants Faith temporarily.

--- - -

OF THE
WEEK

The'

DANNY KNICHT

Ben Blue & Co. get two weeks
at Chase Hotel, St. Louis, March
13 . .. Deep River Boys into Lake
Club, Springfield, March 2 for two
frames . . . Chubby Jackson marks
and
his return to jazz when his quintet
opens at Cloister Inn here March
6 . . . “Birdland Stars of ’57” at
Chicago’s Civic Opera House for
two shows March 9 with troupe in¬
Seattle
cluding Joe Williams, Bud Powell,
Lester Young, Phineas Newborn
Frank Sugla trio, with Naomi,
and Chet Baker . .. Gene Esposito into Rosellini’s 410.
Tenor Guy
Trio signed by Salem Records.
Piche also featured , « • Gene BosMGM 12423
caccl trio at Brigadier Room, New
Washington Hotel . . . Eddie CUfK 12423
ford. and Tubby Clark back into
San Francisco
Marine
Room
of
Olympic
Hotel...
Peggy Tolk-Watkins’ Tin Angel
lost a couple of nights when Inter¬ Wally & Dottle Anderson at Four
nal Revenue padlocked the dixie¬ Winds . . . Seattle musicians local
land spot for nonpayment of with¬ getting support on move to set
holding taxes. Owner claimed liens closing hour for city-licensed
were result of a period last sum¬ dancehalls and cabarets at 3:30
mer when she wasn’t running, but a.m. in place of present 2:30 clos¬
taxes got paid. Tin Angel reopened ing time.
. . . Billie Holiday opened at Fack’s
II for 11-day stint . . . “DixielandDatlafi
Ragtime Jamboree” scheduled for
Frisco Civic Auditorium March 3
Ben Arden orch, with violinistwill be a benefit, for Frisco Sym¬ vocalist Sylvia, In an Indefinite run
phony’s pension fund. In addition Feb. 2Q at Hotel Adolphus Cen¬
ot symphony, jazzmen Bob Scobey, tury Room . . . Norman Granz’
Clancy Hayes, Ralph Sutton, Earl “Jazz at the Philharmonic” annual
(Fatha) Hines, Wally Rose, Joe date is Oct. 1 at State Fair Aud
Sullivan, Burt Bales and singer . . . Les Brown band inked for
Lizzie Miles will participate . . . stopover April 8 at Louann’s . . .
Julius LaRosa opens at The Village Bill Snyder’s combo staying over
tomorrow, (Thurs.).
at private Club Imperial in Baker
Hotel . . . Bob Rogers trio set for
weekends at Preston Hills Tennis
Club « «« Leo Peeper band’s click
Philadelphia
Erie Social Club, uptown pri¬ with “Over 30 Dance Club*’ Tues¬
day
nights at Aragon Ballroom has
vate spot which has a weekend
name policy, has inked^ogi Grant, persdnal manager Vjo Sohroeder
plotting
Friday night dances also.
Joe Maize & His Chordsman (2324); Charlie Gracie (March 9-10),.
Lou Monte (16-17) . . . Matys Bros,
set for week at Tunlcks Show Bat'
(18) . . . Sonny Stitt & All-Stars
THOSE MILLION COPY MERCURY RECORDERS
playing the Showboat ... Harvey
Husten now inks names on week¬
ends only at his Red Hill Inn . . .
Claude Thornhill in one-nighter
at Sunnybrook, Pottstown (23) ... I
For third week in succession Chub-1
by’s has lineup of four deskers,
Rusty Drpaer, Georgie Shaw, The
Ju$t ConeludedI Two Weekt, MAKSIK'S TOWN
COUNTRY, N. Y.
Four Voices and Jerrie Adams (18-:
24).
Currently PARAMOUNT THEATRE, New York

FMUNCSTAR
I STILL
BELIEVE

NAT "KING" COLE (Capitol)

YOUR LOVE FOR ME
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)

The PLAHERS

Pittsburgh

(Rex-Piccadilly)

(Mr. musio

B1U)APCAST,MUSIC,
NEW

Johnny Broderick, of the comedy vaude team, Arreh & Broderick,
now playing the Brojfdway Palace with the Jerry Lewis show, is also a
songwriter. His latest, ^‘The Stars Stood Stili;” has been cut by Mahalia
Jackson for Columbia Records.
‘

AJiCOfuh

(D«|>'<>)

SANFORD CLARK (Dot)

QUE LA BAZONA

With 100 published songs to his
credit, Jimmy Wakely has been
elected composer member of
ASCAP . . . Liberty pactee Eddie
Cochtan in N, Y. on first leg of
a national deejay tour ... Dick
Kallman, ex-Decca, has signed a
recording pact with Liberty . . .
Frank Mancini named head of deejay promotion for Dacca’s western
territory . . . Sammy Friedman
new Coast rep for Bourne Music
. . . Geordie Hormel expanding
Zephyr Records facilities and^
hopes to hit a 10-albums-per-month
pace . . . Marlene Dietrich will cut
hter first album for Dot Recojrds
after stint at Sands, Las Vegas . . .
Vik Records named Ted Rosenberg
to handle Coast' promotion.

IV/'’
l.M...

589 PlFIH AVENUE
NLW YORK 17, N Y.

YORK . CHICAGO . hOiIVWOOO . TORONTO . MONTBEfll

Bill Brant band to play Mellon
Bank Club dance at Gateway Plaza
. . . Vince Borelli, conductor of the
Casino Theatre pit orch who suf¬
fered a slight heart attack, is back
on the job again .. . Russ Morgan’s
orch working first four nights of
this week at Syria Mosque in a
big show for Shriners and their
families only . . . Ray Rossman is
now both the president and con¬
ductor of 84-year-old Franklin,

Mar. 11 storting

TEN WEEK BRITISH TOUR
fC

if

"A

fc

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER. Pres.
New York
745 5fh Avc, P!.. <?.4600

I

Chicago

| 203 No. Wabash

I

Hollywood

| 8619 Sunsef Blvd.

YOU COULDNT BUY A TICKET TO SEE THIS
PERFORMANCE OF “LI’L ABNER"...BUT MILLIONS
HAVE HEARD IT ON COLUMBIA! YEAR AFTER YEAR,
HIT AFTER HIT, THE FINEST OFFERINGS ON BROADWAY
REACH BY FAR THEIR LARGEST AUDIENCE THROUGH
ORIGINAL CAST RECORDINGS ON icoLUMBiAaREcoRDa
A DIVISION OF CBS

^ <«ColuioMa'' ^

Mu-cai lUf.

February 20, 1957

VAUDEVIUiE

As to Fla. late Sliovfs,’the Oldsters
Have the Money Bot Need dw Sleep
. liven bonifaces In the resortareas' had better discount the mpneymahing possibilities ot late nitery .shows, according to talent
agency men. This is particularly
true in the Miami Beach area this
year where second-shpw boxoffice
in the plusherles has been negli¬
gible, except* when highpowered
headliners Were' on tap. Combina¬
tion* of high prices and the rising
age graph of the winter vacationer
Is belting late business out pf exist¬
ence.
The average vacationer, say the
percenters, goes down to Miami
Beach for sun and rest. Gomes 11
a.m.» the cabanas of the big hotels
are already loaded—^the gin games
are in full blast, and after a dip or
two, the bulk of the population is
ready to retire long before mid¬
night.’ In addition, the top tariffa
In many of the niteries militate
againsb; attendance at the lat^
show, although there are splurgers
for the early sessions.
Sole exception relating to late
biz comes in the spots-that .make
price a headliner. The Cotton Club
show, the.- surprise hit of the sea¬
son, is $tr«i^ing low cost in heavy
display space. The Latin Quarter
is similarly doing well since it
started tP advertise value.
Some agency men say that the
reason the basket parties always
do well in the Florida area is that
price can be controlled. Even inseason vacationers, who can afford
the top prices, cut comers in other
directions in order to keep outlay
within reason^ What^s more, say
the. date^diggers, the number of
headliners who can draw for the
late ..sessions is diminishing. It’s a
problem getting many of them to
play cafes, and with heavy talent
costs, unless many of them do late
biz, the nitery winds up in the red.

Hiltoa Hotek Corp. TaM
Fohnai(80)^) onN.Y.
Savoy-Plaza, Ckin’s 30tli
With the formal transfer of more
than 80% of the capital stock of
the Savoy Plaza Inc. to the Hilton
Hotels Corp.». the latter has offi¬
cially assumed management of the
S-P,’on 5th Ave. and 58th St.,
across the avenue froni the Hotel
Plaza, which is also ^ Hilton opera¬
tion via leasehold, although owned
by A. M. Sonnebend. Latter heads
the Hotel Corp. of America. It is
assumed the Savoy-Plaza takeover
Is a cushion against Hilton relin¬
quishing management of the Plaza
In a couple of years when the con¬
tract expires. This is not official,
however. It so happens that the
Plaza is Conrad N. Hilton’s favorite
Gotham hostelry despite ownership
of the Statler and the Waldorf-As¬
toria, latter the flagship of the Hil¬
ton chain of 30 hostelries.
The Savoy-Plaza acquisition marks
the 30th link in the global Hiltbri
chain and its 1,000 rooms (all airconditioned) bring the HH total to
27,010. guest rooms.
The S-P Corp.-Hiiton Corp. deal
was' a stock swap, worked out with
Hunter S. Marston and Beqno M.
Bechhold’, board chairman and
president of the Savoy-Plaza Inc.
Understood Bechhold will be elect¬
ed a director of the parent Hilton
Hotels Corp.
Meantime the S-P board mem¬
bers, Bechhold, Marston, Edwin J?
Beinecke. and Monroe Gold water,
go on the board of the new SavoyPlaza Ino., which for the time be¬
ing will; operate as a separate cor¬
poration from Hilton Corp. New
officers and directors of S-P Inc.
are Conrad N. Hilton, president;
Joseph P. Binns, who is g.m. and
executive veepee of the WaldorfAstoria, dittoing on the S-P Inc.,
and vicepresidents Bechhold,
Spearl Ellison, Charles L. Fletcher
and Robert P. Williford. WiUlam J.
Friedm'an is secretary and Herbert
£. Holt, treasurer; assistant secre¬
taries,. Herman
Schosnig and
Joseph T. Zoline.
Mary. Verna’s Salem Concert
Salem, Mass., Feb. 19.
Mary. Curtis Verna, Salem sorano, who clicked recently on her
Metropolitan Opera debut, will
sing in her native, city at a bene¬
fit May 4 for Salem Hospital Aid

Society^»

She has a contract in Italy and

Havana’s 5th Casino
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AGVA Staidly dainis (or lUbers
In Areas Not ‘Coverel by Others

Havana, Feb. 19.
Havana’s fifth casino was inaugu¬
rated Saturday (16). The Hotel
Comodoro opened its new gam¬
bling salpn, which is under the
mahagement of Ralph Reyna, who
runs Long Beach’s (Calif.) Monte- ---f The American Guild of Variety
Artista haa started to 'organize In
carlo boat.
areas that cannot be covered by
Comodoro’s casino is the second
other .affiliates of the Associated
in a Havana hotel since the gov¬
Ottawa, Feb. 19.
London, Feb.. 19.
ernment authorized, by legislation
Leo Carrillo has been contracted Actors and Artistes of America*
Two days after being unani¬ in 1954, hotels worth over $1,000;- for the afternoon performances of Latest case in point is AGVA’s
stepping' into a situation at WCAU,
mously reelected president of the 000 to Install such gambling areas.
the grandstand show at the Central Philadelphia,- where it forced the
Agents’ Assn, for the seventh suc¬
Canada Exhibition in Ottawa next
station to use AGVA talent only in
cessive year, British agent Leslie
August. He replaces “Wild Bill a circus type of show. It has de¬
Macdonnell flew to New York on
Hickok” tv troupe, not available manded that the station pay the
Friday (15) for a week’s business
because of picture commitments.
welfare trust fund contributions to
visit.
..Exhibition also okayed $2,000 for AGVA.
He will be finalizing the* forth¬
the fireworks show scheduled to
AGVA doesn’t consider itself as
coming tour here of the Platters,
follow the night shows in front of stepping into -another jurisdiction
vocal group scheduled tb open in
the grandstand via T. W. Hand~Cd.. since it concerns itself ably with
Britain March 12. He will also dis¬
Exhibition directors ordered a min¬ AGVA members. Some time-ago,
cuss possible visits to, this country
imum of noise in fireworks since AFTRA lost out in an NLRB elec¬
by other U. S. artists, as well as
Lansdowne Park, exhibition site, is tion at WCAU, and therefore the
music-publishing'matters. Macdon¬
the centre of a residential district radio-tele union cannot operate at
nell is a director of the Keithin this capital city.
that station.
Prowse and Robert Mellin music
Philadelphia, Feb. 19.
AGVA points out that since it
companies in Britain.
Philadelphia’s groggy nightlife,
has branches in many cities where
releling from repeated pounding by
AFTRA isn’t located, it can protect
the Pennsylvania State Liquor
its members no matter where they
Control Board, ran into a new blast
work, be it in the AFTRA juris¬
from the city’s Dept, of Licenses
diction or in their own.
and Inspections. Six clubs had
In another case, the NBC-TV
their amusement licenses revoked
“Wide, Wide World” telecast a
for Alleged failure to pay enter¬
chorus
line in Florida and AGVA
tainment taxes.
Trenton, Feb. 19.
stepped in to force a week’s pay¬
Action was taken at request of
The New Jersey Supreme Court ment for every femme upon whom
Revenue Commissioner M o r t i n on Monday (18) delivered the
Miami, Feb. 19.
Rotman and the police picked up knockout blow on all games of the cameras were trained. In a
The Florida Supreme Court this licenses at the 2-4 Club, the Bon skill in amusement parks . and similar situation, AGVA forced the
same show to pay the Radio City
week reversed a Dade County Cir¬ Bon, the Wedge, the Club Sada, boardwalks, ho matter what type Music Hall chorus a week’s pay for
cuit Court ruling that the Miami Pacey’s ‘Sho-Bar and an uptown of prize was awarded to players. the telecast during ari actual show
spot known as Tony’s Bar & Grill.
anti-“B’’ girl ordinance invoked last ~ At the same time. Commissioner In a 6-1 decision, the court de¬ which the chorus would have had
clared that such games, irrespec¬
year was not a valid granting of Rotman filed suits in Common tive of whether skill was necessary, to do anyway.
AGVA says that it can step into
police power. The decision is ex¬ Pleas Court against the Wedge and were in violation of the state’s con¬ a lot of situations of this kind in
pected to affect disposition of* a five other cafes and a meat com¬ stitution. The ruling clarified a many parts of the country because
pany
to
collect
$26,000
in
taxes.
previous decision of last June of its branch office system, with
similar law passed recently by
Miami Beach city council which is The Wedge, Rotman said, owed which stated that regardless of full staffs maintained in key cities.
currently being contested in the $5,231. The other spots with the whether skill or chance predomi¬ It doesn’t regard- its activities in.
amounts allegedly in arrears are: nated, these games were illegal if
lower Qpurt.
the AFTRA field as overlapping,
Andy Seminick’s Home Plate Cafe,
since AFTRA has no facilities to
The unanimous four-judge deci¬ $2,030; Colonial Hotel, $3,141; betting was involved.
The court ruling delivers a lethal service its members in those places
sion ruled the ordinance, banning Smith’s Bar & Restaurant, $5,191;
blow
to
an
industry
estimated
to
where AGVA has stepped in}
fraternization by female employees Benny’s Musical Bar and the Fla¬
AGVA doesn’t envision any juris¬
or entertainers with patrons in bars mingo Cafe, both owned by the gross $100,000,000 annually in the
state. It also delivered the coup dictional squabbles on this count,
and cabarets was a valid extension same ops, $8,010.
de grace to a bill now before the citing the fact that the vatiety
of police power and not “unreason¬
Six other clubs have appeals New Jersey Legislature which
and circus shows emanating from
able,” as contended by some night pending in court against Rotman’s
club operators, pointing out that assessments. They are Tip-Top, would have legalized games of skill [cities where AFTRA is operating
if they were construed not to in¬
challenge of the new-law did not $1,701; Club Zel Mar, $1,863; Car¬ volve gambling. A similar bill was are under the tele union’s jurisdic¬
show it was “without basis.”
man Sho Bar, $7,300; Blue Note, vetoed last year by Governor tion. However, such activity may
pave the way for cooperative ac¬
The ruling specifically upheld $7,400; Celebrity Room, $7,807; Meyner.
tion in some cities and may ulti¬
sections of the ordinance which and Cumberland Bar, $5,649.
In the current case, a group of mately be the imj)etus that will
prohibit loitering by women in'* a'
arcade owners in Wildwood and further the “one card union” idea
tavern, cabaret or night club for
N. Wildwood sought to restrain, for all performers that has been a
the purpose of soliciting men to
county and state officials from in¬ topic of 4A’s discussion at various
purchase drinks, and pointed out
terfering with their operations. times-during the last two decades.
that “the ordinance was adopted
(James which come under the pur¬
and designed to stop the practice
view of the court ruling are major
followed by some purveyors of al¬
industries in Atlantic Cty as well
coholic beverages wherein ‘B’as Wildwood. The boardwalks of
Evansville, Ind., Feb. l9.
girls who also may be entertain¬
both towns have numerous such
The stadium Advisory Commit¬ establishments. Amusement parks
ers, sit with and encourage patrons
tee, which handles affairs for the such as Palisades are also strategi¬
to buy such . . . beverages.”
Miami Beach solons are now recently opened Municipal Sta¬ cally affected.
mulling enforcement of their ver¬ dium here, has balked at granting
. Newark, Feb. 19.
sions of such, a law, with problem “Holiday on Ice” exclusive rights
A sentence imposing $1,900 in
anent top name performers being for professional skating shows for
fines upon 12 performers Convicted
restricted from mixing with pa¬ the next three years.
last week of violating Newark’s
In a proposed contract, “Holiday
trons the moot point. ^ Hotelmen
anti-burlesque ordinance will be’
have pointed out that such a ban on Ice” offered to book the Sta¬
Toronto, Feb. 19.
appealed, according to defense at¬
dium
for
a
five-day
run
in
earlsTl
also affects their status, embracing
On the spiral of rising produc¬ torney Henry Rubenson. The fines
February
for
1958,
1959
and
1960.
as it does “employees” of an es¬
tion costs, the Canadian National
tablishment serving alcoholic bev¬ Terms included a provision . that Exhibition here will jump its were levied by Chief Magistrate
erages. All are on the books of no other pro skating show—ice or gate admission to 75c this season Nicholas Castellano following a
their respective ownership setups roller—appear to the Stadium un¬ for adults. Previous tariff was 50c, two-day trial. Fourteen others re¬
as managers or in other executive til two months after the • 1960 but youngsters up to age 14 will main to be tried, but their hearings
“Holiday” spread.
have been adjourned pending the
salaried positions.
Both acting manager Paul Pad¬ still be admitted for a dime.
appeal. All were arrested at the
Directors blamed increased costs now closed Minsky’s and Empire
gett and the Stadium Committee
recommended that the Board of of wages, materials and mainte¬ Theatres.
Public Works, which has a final nance for the “regretted” decision
Sole defense witness was Mrs,
In the Rose Marie D’Allesandro, 23, strip¬
say on all Stadium events, get rid to up admission prices.
of the exclusive rights provision past, he increased cost of the CNE per known professionally as Jan
before signing the contract. (Ac¬ has been spread over the exhibi¬ Tiffany, She denied she indecently
Houston, Feb. 15.
cording to Padgett, the same ex¬ tors and the buyers of concession exposed herself, as charged, in a
The “privatery” trend hit high clusive provision is in the “Ice space, so as not to be a burden Jan. 26 performance at the Empire.
gear this week with the confirma¬ Capades” contract, too.) No de¬ on the taxpayers—who own the But in doing her act called “An
cision is expected for some time. 350-acre setup—but the CNE has Illusion in the Rain” she admitted
tion by Houston’s two major hostel¬
“Holiday on Ice” ended a click had to put up new* buildings re¬ shimmying to convey the impres¬
ries, Shamrock and Rice, of big five-day run at the Stadium Feb. cently, plus meeting debenture sion she was “cold and wet.” '
changes in store for respective 11. Gross was about $56,000. Sta¬ charges.
. In finding Miss Tiffany guilty
dine-^dance rooms.
dium terms are 10% gross rental
CNE officials report that past in¬ Magistrate Castellano said: “I am
With departure of oil-lined, with a $300 per day minimum.
creases in admission prices have concerned personally with the se¬
not affected attendance. A survey rious detrimental effect this type
Glenn McCarthy-owned Cork Club
from Shamrock to new quarters,
shows that, in 1941, at 25c, 1,839,- of Indecency hai* on the youth of
000 clicked the turnstiles. In 1947, our city.” He fined the 10 strippers
next month. Porter P. Parris, hotel
the tariff was increased to 35c., and two comics $50 on each of
topper, has' announced formation
with a grounds take of 2,360,000; some 38 - complaints.
of International Club of Houston.
Rubenson
Latter will take over former room
The striptease movement has be¬ in 1949, to 40c, for an attendance protested the fines as excessive in¬
of 2,650,000; and, in 1950, a jump asmuch as the theatres are closed.
used by Cork and now public
Shamrock Room, and will offer use come a more potent force in to 50c, for 2,723,000 customers.
But the court retorted, “I have no
assurance they won’t reopen.”
of both, plus huge acre-sized swim¬ French entertainment, with major
ming pool to prospective 1,000 by¬ niteries now looking into the situ¬
in vite-only charter members. (Non ation. The Moulin Rouge, Paris,
LIQUOR NIX IN N. O.
charter members will have to put has been interested in the Harold
New Orleans, Feb. 19.
up $1,000.) International debut is Minsky show, “Minsky Goes to
The Louisiana Alcoholic Bever¬
set for April 4 with Sportsmen Paris,” current at the Dunes, Las
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
age Control Board has denied the
booked for two weeks. Booking Vegas, for a March 1 date.
Betty Hutton will draw $17,500 appeal of Elmo Badon, operator of
policies remain unchanged, Porter
However, the layout will still a stanza for the two weeks she top¬ the Moulin Rouge, French Quar¬
said.
hold at the Dunes and Minsky had lines at the Fontainebleau, Miami ter night spot, for a liquor license.
Downtown Rice execs are talk¬ to turn down the offer. Moulin Beach, beginning March 26. She The board held that his application
ing definitely of converting Em¬ Rouge wanted several episodes out will pay for the 11 In her troupe, contained misstatements and/ol*
pire Room into 1,000-members pri¬ of the Dunes display. Harold Min¬ however*
suppression of facts, and refused
vatery, but. details are still under sky, show’s producer, left last week
Deals are also being negotiated to change its original rule denying
wraps. Facelifting will coincide for Las Vegas following the forced for Miss Hutton to play a fortnight the permit.
with general overhaul skedded for foldo of his theatre In Newark be- at the London Palladium after her
J. Bonnet, director of the board,
entire building. Construction is exr cause of strict enforcement of re- Florida date, and two weeks In said Badon’s next recourse is to a
jocal court.
legislation. .,,
^^aris fpjlpw^g t^e ^^on^ion atiftt.

Ottawa Sets Leo Carrillo

Macdonaell in U. S.

Pa. Swoops Down
On PhiDy Cafes
InAinns.TaxRap

N.J. Lowers Boom
On Games o( Skill

Fla. Supreme Cl
Skidoos'B’-Skirts

EvansTille, Ind., Stadium
Studying 3-Year ‘Shutout’
Bid of‘Holiday On Ice’

12 Burlesquers Fined
$1,900 by Newark Court;
Atty. to Appeal Case

UPPED NUT HIKES TAB
F0RCNEGATET0 75C

SHAMROCK & RICE’S
TRIVATE-KEEP-OUT’

LA BELLE FRANCE
W00SU.S.STRIPTEUSE

Betty Hutton’s 35G For
2 Fontainebleau Frames
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trance is hokey—^ an offstage
Warbler Her costuoxe, a tigbtfitr
ting gold lamme gown, is too flam¬
boyant, as is her hairdo. She sings,
with few exceptions, the wrong
kind of songs for her voice—a lowregister ballad, for example, where
her voice is weakest. All her arias
are male numbers. Her chatter is
stilted and strained. But the im¬
pact of the voice is imdeniable,
and it’s the kind of voice which
just one major tv guester could
turn into a major show biz entry.
She needs plenty of handling.
First off, it's the kind of voice
which at least for the time being,
shouTd be used as a showcase only
—material should comprise only
those numbers with which she can
use for effect’s sake, without wor¬
rying about style, etc. Second, she
has to .tone down,.: dressing and
acting simply and even demurely
if necessary,. She's got nothing to
sell at this point except a terrific
voice—one which is far from .per¬
fect technically, but is a shocker in
terms of tone—so she ought to for¬
get about selling anything else and
concentrate on that, skipping, all
the chatter,' special material, etc.
In spite of all the mistakes, she's
ripe for major exposure, provided
her turn can be wliipped into a
straitlaced vocal display and noth¬
ing more.
Chan.

PEPPER DAVIS & TONY REESE
ZIZI JEANMAIRE & CO. (6)
Comedy
Song ana Dance
30 Mins.
45 Mins.
Alliambra-Maurice Chevalier, Paris Copacabana, N.Y..
Getting right down to cases.
With Jacques Canetti on the
Pepper Davis .& Tony "Reese are
songs and hubby Roland Petit on very fanny guys. The boys have
the terp segment of this new house been working together several
and boite act, they have shown an years now but have never before
awareness of the talents of Zizi been chronicled for the New Acts
files.
This inadvertent omission
Jeanmairo to make this one of the has given 'em an extra-long warm¬
revelatory New Acts of the season. up period and ^ Chance to perfect
Already well known In the U.S. their comedies to such an extent
they make their debut in New
for her ballet, stage and film musi¬ that
Acts as one of the brightest com¬
cal work, her larger attributes are edy teams to emerge in sonie time.
filtered knowingly into a terp-' • Although they're apprenticed on
songalog that leaves her natural, the Catskill-Miami axis, there’s no
trace of borscht or indigo. Their
raucous zest unimpaired but snugly approach is fre^h and witty and
tailors the ditties and dances to their spoofs of pop singing groups
her particularly pleasing, Paris- (The Four Aces), TV quiz shows
(Charles Van Doren) and sports
lowdown attributes.
interviews (any punchy pugilist)
Backed by the Michel Legrahd hit the bullseye for sustained
Orch (23) she comes out with yocks. They also get a lot of speed
cherubic smile lighting up her out of a Ted Lewis Impresh and a
finely chiseled, engagingly insolent drums and tap routine.
What’s more they’re likeable
face. Dressed in black, sheer tights boys who can deliver without being
with a frilly, dark, low-cut chemise brash or cocky. They’re apparently UDO HELTANOS (2) .
Acro-Wire
she resembles a pert Peter Pan doing what comes naturally, and 15 Mins.
and then flies right into her num¬ what comes naturally is high level L'Olympia, Paris
ber. The gamine quality is played comedies with wide appeal.
Expert circusy acro-wire act also
Show biz is wide open for ’em.
up with a chortling “Ah Dis Done,
has the aplomb, dexterity and eye
Gros.
dis Done” which sets off her sharp
appeal for house chances and
pronged voice to advantage. Though
should stack up a neat addition to
voice is choppy it hits into the THE CORONADOS (3)
any vaude or video show in the
insouciant heart of the song and Songs
U. S. Men start with hand-to-hand
sets a proper operfing mood. Then 12 Mins.
and go into a headstand on one
a more piquant lyric and into a Copabana, N.Y.
man’s foot who is backed to the
production number in which she
The Coronados are a happy har¬ floor. On latter trick they juggle
dons a flapper outfit to sing mony trio of Spanish ilk who’ve also. Then one ups to a pedestal
“Tatoo" in rambunctious admira¬ got the gringo beat down pat. where he headstands on a bowl
tion of the pictured torso of a male The two.j3oys and one femme make and spins around while juggling.
partner who strips down as she up a youthful combo loaded with His topper is sliding down the
examines the art work. By now she energy and zest as well as a good loose wire on his head (using a
has them and is in.
musical styling..
; headpiece) and then with one hand.
Their 12-minute turn is a well-She follows the wistful melan¬
A solid act for any house pro¬
choly of some street ballads which balanced songbag of rhythm, bal¬ grams.
Mosk.
lad
and
calypso.
They
get
going
she tones down to a caressing
treatment. Then she outs with the smartly with “Let’s Get Ac¬ PICINELLI (2)
quainted,’’
move
to
the
“Money
feathers and frills for a robust re¬
Juggling
vival of the “Gay Paree*’ tactics Tree’’ and then showcase the 15 Mins.
of yore for bouncy effect and dips femme in a drastic reading of L’Olympia, Paris
into Gallic street anthropology for “Man. in the Raincoat.” Boys assist
Tall, Well groomed man is a
a funny adagio-gavotte bit with her neatly with harmony and guitar snappy juggler who starts with
chorus boys. More Paris frou-frou backing. They get a lot of spirit rapid ordinary clubs and balls and
and an ending with a song-and- into “Houn’ Dog,” “Banana Boat” then works this into an outstand¬
dance reprisal of her well known and an exciting “Spanish Blues,” ing offbeater making it a fine addi¬
“The Diamond Crucher," from,the with which they close big.
Team is a solid bet as nitery tion to any show and quite usable
ballet days, ends this on audience
layout openers and should score for U, S. video or boite purposes.
cascades of applause.
On one foot he ups things on his
strongly
in the lounge. • Gros.
Set for a Las Vegas stint this
head, juggles and then skips rope
should make a fine dent. It has
with all this going on.
theatre and cafe content in its out¬ TEDDY .BART
Act is sparkling and quick and
right eye and ear appeal plus a Songs
his assistant is a solidly stacked
brilliant blending of a natural, 12 Mins.
looker molded into a lowcut gown.
healthj'-poetic talent into sock en¬ Old Romanian, N. Y.
The fact that he gets the audience
Teddy Bart is a goodlooking, eye over her attests to his excel¬
tertainment values. Usually a
prophet in other lands Miss Jean- cleaneut youngster who, besides do¬ lence. ' At one point he drops a
maire has finally reached the pop ing his own stint fiere, also handles ,hoop and she cannot bend to re¬
audience here via her recent pic, the production numbers. He’s got trieve it. It’s a yock that is kept
“Folies-Bergere," and now this a strong and pleasant voice which in. This is solid filler or opener
first star vaude stint should make he knows how to modulate to good material.
Mosk.
her a staple and a forefront spe¬ eflect. Basic problem now is the
cialty act in the U.S. for both lack of a distinct style, a failing AL STEVENS
he tries to overcome from time to With Jayne Troy
nitery and house placing.
time in his phrasing but not often
Petit has wisely blended the terp enough to make an appreciable dif¬ Comedy
25 Mins.
into a. showy, suggestive, prancing ference.
Old Romanian, N. Y.
and gymnastic, idiom and the five
As to the stint, he could do with¬
A1 Stevens, who toplines the cur¬
supporting boys groove perfectly out his opener, “Gotta Have a Gim¬
with the racy activity of Miss Jean- mick,’’ a number in which he de¬ rent Old Romanian nitery display,
maire. They are Rino Adipietro, rides the stylists and attempts is a comic who obviously has been
Lucien Mars, Andre Pogorsky, some poor impreshes. His essay¬ around for some time but who
Pierre Franck and Luis Bernard ing of “Street Where You Live,” hasn’t been caught in Variety’s
and prove that the U.S. dancers “Sihgin’ the Blues” and “Funny New Acts. He’s a pro who’s as¬
are not the only ones for the dy¬ Valentine” are impressive for ail sembled an assortment of mate¬
rial, most of it good, and who also
namic demands of musichall.
their simplicity. Obviously, young
A number that sums up the Bart is going to Improve with more manages to get off some slick ad
Jeanmaire forte is “La Brave work. As of the moment, he’s a libs in his interplay with the ring»
Fille” about a girl who is disarm¬ good bet^for exposure in smaller siders. Trouble is, for purposes of
ingly saucy in her lament about all clubs as a single or could do quite this evaluation, he concentrates
the people in her bed. Her desire v/ell in the bigger cafes as the much of his act in the Yiddish vein,
fine for this lower East Side room
to get them all out is the perfectly production singer.
Chan.
but a limited commodity else¬
balanced “oo-la-la'* bit, with ac¬
where.
ceptable naughtiness, which should TERRI LYNN
. Foil for part of the act is Jayne
easily get any audience into her Songs
Troy, a pert blonde who works
camp. A “Tout Paris” firstnight 20 Mins.
into
the Yiddish bit nicely via a
group gave her a long standup Old Romanian, N. Y.
feigned southern accent with the
ovation.
Mosk.
Here's a girl who does every¬ resultant interplay of -southernthing wrong, from the moment be¬ styled Yiddishisms. She handles
fore she steps on the nitery floor herself better than most femme
all the way to her windup, and in foils. While Stevens holds up nice¬
WHEN tN BOSTON
spite of it all she’s got the poten¬ ly through most of his turn, there
tial to become a smash overnight. are times when he’s stretching;
tr$ th»
Blonde looker has a rich, strong overall impact is somewhat uneven.
and rangy voice of the showcase He fits nicely into a room like this.
variety that could make her a sort As to his potential elsewhere, it’s
of femme Mario Lanza, and she difficult to Judge in terms of his
Avery & Washington Sts.
knows how to use it to set off some work here—certainly he’s okay for
vocal pyjotechnics that at times most vaude situations.
Cha7i.
Every room newly decorated.
. Air conditioned rooms available.
can be electrifying.
At the moment, though, she’s got CROSSWINDS (5)
The Home of Show Folk
the voice and nothing else, besides Songs, Music
30 Mins.
Seven Seas, Omaha
Together only two months, the
Crosswinds act naturally has plenty
"Calloway . . . starring . . . keeps show
of
rough spots that need ironing
moving rapidly ... a show stopper."
out. However, the four guys and
—Paul M. Brunn, Miami Sun.
one gal, all Canadians, have a pair
of assets in (a) the comely, hip¬
swinging lassie and (b) versatility.
The gal, Laura Berkley, is a for¬
mer Skating Vanities trouper who
has picked up plenty of show biz
CURRENTLY EIGHTH WEEK
savvy and sells the act visually. In
addition, the brunet does okay in
COTTON CLUB, Miami Beach
her vocals, employing her native
French language.
M«». nu MinUR, Ult Irmidwar, N.w York
As for versatility, at show caught

HOTEL ItVERY

CAB CALLOWAY

lo^e Stiif-^Vandedle
Now that the first auditions, of talent sponsored by the American
Gruild of Variety Artists were deemed successful because t>f the book¬
ings that resulted from the airings, the union is now negotiating for a
shift of locale "for the second such venture.» Plan is to move the air¬
ings to the Harmony Country Club, Monticello, N.Y. Club would pro¬
vide housing and food, while AGVA would transport the acts and pro¬
vide the music. Hotel owners in the mountain spots would comprise
the audience.
The Sheraton chain is launching a three-day hoopla with its preem
of the Philadelphia Sheraton. Press will be brought in from all parts
of the country for a junket starting March 3. It’ll be the first new Inn
that the Quaker City has had in many years and probably the most
elaborate opening of any link in the Sheraton chain.
Carl Brisson, convalescing at .a New York hospital, provides his ver¬
sion; of his differences with the management of the new closed Ver¬
sailles, N.Y, nitery. Brisson says that during his last engagement there,
instead of being asked to cut short his stay, he was asked tq take a cut
during the siege of bad business. Brisson says ,he was amenable to
aiding the bonifaces, Nick Prpunis and Arnold Rossfield, but insisted
that the salary® difference be spent in advertising.

Vaude, Cafe Date
New York
Billy Vine and Alan Dale pacted
for the Town & Country, Brooklyn,
March 5 . . . Lillian Briggs opens
tomorrow IThurs.) at the Stage¬
coach . Inn, SI Hackensack, N. J.
Ralph Young in the Arcadia Ball¬
room for one week ... Dolores
Hawkins .pacted for the Cosmo
Club, Grafton, Mass„ March' 8 . . .
Three Suns to the Oklahoma State
Fair, March 8, for eight days.
Alice Pearce returns to the Blue
Angel Feb. 23 . . .' Robert Lamouret.and Richiardi Jr. pacted for the
Flamingo, Las Vegas, on the Helen
Trauble show March' 7 . . . Buddy
Hackett signed for the Fontaine¬
bleau, Miami Beach, April 16 . . .
Eugenie Baird to the Balinese
Room, Galveston, March 15 and
Alan Drake to same spot April 11
. . . Allen & DeWood return to Hol¬
iday -House, Pittsburgh, April 14
... Jo Ann Campbell on a twodayer at the State Theatre, Hart¬
ford, Feb. 23-24 . . . Carmen Cavallaro to the Casino Royal, Wash¬
ington, June 10 . . . Caribe Hilton
Hotel, San Juan, has tapped Three
Galanes for March 1 and Jimmy
Nelson March 20 . . . Lili St. Cyr
goes to the Koko, Phoenix, March
29 and the Chi Chi, Palm Springs,
May 1 . . . Lisa Kirk into the Pal¬
mer House, Chicago, March 21>. . .
Marge Cameron slated for the
Stage Coach Inn, S. Hackensack,
N. J., March 1, and follows with
the Golden Slipper, Glen Cove^
L.I., March 25 for two weeks,
Jerri Adams, Charlie Mingus
and Danny Costello have pacted
with Shaw Artists Corp. . . . Don
the combo moved from “Autumn
Leaves” into a calypso, slowed for
Leigh Rocke’s “Old Man River,”
moved back to five-part harmony
for “He’s a Millionaire,” shifted
into a polka, backed Gary Lewis
on “September Song” and climaxed
with rock 'n' roll. Other members
of group are Marvin Fudalla, ac¬
cordion and Hart Wheeler, sax.
At present. Crosswinds’ biggest
need is comedy. Rocke, goateed
and a double for Burl Ives, serves
as emcee but is as dull in that
position as he is sharp songwise.
Trump.
AURA & MICKEY
Comedy, Songs, Dancing
25 Mins.
Greater Dallas Club, Dallas
Surprising young duo gives out
with lotsa show savvy, reflecting
three years of woodshedding the
triple talents.
Fresh, personable
and vibrant, both femme Aura
Cameron, shapely looker, and
male Mickey Miller blend smoothly
in all facets of the neatly paped,
exciting stint. Terping Is tops, solo
and duo; vocal duets score heavily
and on the comedy side Miller's
original
material—even
throw¬
aways—^is fresh and clicks with the
customers.
From ' opening vocal, “We’re
Great, But Who Knows It?”, pair
pulled hefty audience rapport.
Handsome youngsters rate top ni¬
tery showcasing.
Bark.
HARRY PAUL
Comedy
20 Mins.
King's Club, Dallas
Promising youngster has a wealth
of material, mostly fresh, and
added asset of a funny kisser which
he uses to advantage. Projection is
fast and frenzied, and he rates the
running laughs.
Scores heavily
with sock panto juggling bit. Rapid
delivery causes him to step on
laughs; he can slow down, develop
timing and reap his mitting yield
from yocks. .
Tireless comic Is a comer. .
Bark.

Rondo moves to the Boulevard,
Rego Park, L.L, for two consecu¬
tive weekend shows starting Feb;
22 . . . Ford & Reynolds lined up
for the Balinese Room, Galveston,
May 23 . . . Joanne Hill a newcom¬
er to the Living Room •.... Town &
Goimtry, Brooklyn, gets Enid Mosier and the Calypso Steel Band
starting March 4 . . . Frank Lynn
& Glenn Wiggins producing a show
for the Miami International Boat
show opening Feb. 22'.'.... Charles
Tate directing the choreography.

Chicago
Tune Tattlers into the Brown
Motel, Louisville, April 19-31 . . .
Pompoff, Thedy & Family for the
La Post St. Jean, Quebec City,
April 1-10 .. . Roberta Linn booked
for the Roosevelt, New Orleans,
June 20 for four weeks . . . De¬
Marco Sisters open today (Wed.) in
the Trade Winds, Milwaukee, for
10 weeks . . . Estrellita & Raul at
the Muehlebach, Nov. 29, on a twoweek stand . . . Davis & Reese go
into the Elmwood Casino, Windsor,
Ont., for two frames March 11,
then to Eddys’ Kansas City, April
5-19 . . . Larry Storch inked for
two weeks in the Shamrock Hilton,
Houston, March 7 . . . Chicago gets
a chorus line again when the Chez
Paree Adorables are reintroduced,
into the Chez Paree next Tuesday
(26) . . . Glen Yarborough accom¬
panies himself on folksongs for
eight weeks at the Gate of Horn
here next Wednesday (27) . . .
Harry Jarkey into Lake Club,
Springfield, March 16 for two
weeks.

Kansas City
Rol^ert Clary into Eddys’ for his
first date here Friday (22), for two
weeks. He 'follpws Bobby Sargent
with Sid Fields, who return to the
Coast and the Moulin Rouge . . .
Rhythmettes (3) were stranded toy
weather and missed the Eddy open¬
ing Feb. 8, but came in the next
day . . . Jimmy Ames returns to
Terrace Grill for a.fortnight March
1 . . . Comic Dick Curtis from
Muehlebach’s Terrace Grill tq the
Coast and a fortnight at the "Sad¬
dle 8i Sirloin, Bakersfield, begin¬
ning March 7, his fifth time in the
spot . . . Hines & Ford hie to Chi
following their Muehlebach stand
for a string of club dates during
March .'. . One of most expensive
Masonic shows here in months set
for Feb. 22 and Municipal Audi¬
torium, Les Brown orch and Betty
Johnson doing the show.

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for all Theatricals

FUN-MASTER

CiIaSON'S
The Original Show BU Gag File
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Clip Galypsowner Shaw
Of $4,500 at His N.Y. Apt.

VAVBEV1I.E.B
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Some of These D<qr$ Soph’s
(jornia Love Disk Jockeys

Ray Shaw, owner of the Jamai¬
can Room, N. Y., was robbed
Monday (18) of $4,500 in receipts
while at his apartment near the
club. Thugs invaded his home
4
By BILL STEIF
By GORDON IRVING
while Shaw and manager Joe Costa
were counting the receipts.
San Francisco, Feb. 19.
Blackpool, Eng., Feb. 19.
Police
also
had
a
hard
time
at
Majority of vaude shows are now
Sophie Tucker, clad in a Chinese
the club at about the same time.
‘lined up for the 1957 vacation
silk
robe,
dished up hot tea and
They yere sifting the green saw¬
: season at this English Coney Is¬
sage advice for about a dozen
dust on the floor seeking a dia¬
land-Las Vegas resort,
KCBS
staffers,
including station
Case
of
the
three
chorus
employ¬
Austin, Tex., Feb. 12.
mond valued at $27,000 said to
T George & Alfred Black will
Texas* Attorney General ruled have fallen off the ring of one of ees of Radio City Music Hall, N. Y., manager Henry Untermeyer, in an
launch “The Big Show of 1957,” at
informal
session
at her SheratonThe gem didn’t who headed the now defunct indie
I plushy 3,000-seater Opera House, here that no tax may be levied on the customers;
union, RCMH Chorus Employees Palace suite here last week.
admissions for entertainments if turn up.
i June 29, with comedy duo Jimmy 'all
Assn., will be given a hearing by
Too many modern-day entertain¬
proceeds go to the benefit of
^ Jewel & Ben Warriss and tv chirthe executive committee of the ers, she told the CBS workers, are
; per Yana as stars. Show will have the state, religious, educational orj
American Guild of Variety Artists “spoiled,' unprepared.’’
charitable
institutions.
The
At¬
a twice-nightly schedule to October.
to determine their eligibility to re¬
Pet peeve is the disk jockeys
The Black brothers will feature torney General, Will Wilson, sub¬
join the organization. Trio. Eric with whom, she said, “it’s all fluff,
tv panelist and comedian Bob mitted that opinion to Comptroller
Hutson, Mary Ann Raye and Violet fluff, fluff, uhuhuhuh, they’re not
Monkhouse at the Winter Gardens Robert, Calvert.
Brecht, suspended from member¬ ready to say anything.’’
The opinion said that if the state
Pavilion in “Startime,’* teeing off
ship for their activity in helping to
June 22. No other acts are yet or other charitable institutions re¬
Sometimes, she reported, she
form the indie outfit.
ceive
only
a
percentage
of
the
ad¬
" named for this twiee-nightly show.
reported, she walks into radio sta¬
Case was aired by the national
Following up last summer’s suc¬ missions charged, the exemption
tion for an interview and the deewould
not
apply.
It
further
said
board
at
its
meeting
last
week
and
cess In pioneering a resident vaudejay asks:
was passed on to the exec commit¬
revue at the Palace, the Blacks will that no tax may be levied on ad¬
“‘Now what’re you gonna do?’
tee, which originally suspended the
star Hylda Baker in “The Hylda missions collected for exhibitions
trio.
Should suspension be up¬ I work all night, mind you . . . well,
Baker Show,’’ opening June 8. conducted by non-profit corpora¬
Edinburgh, Feb. 19.
you
don’t ask a dame like me,
Tanner Sisters are featured, Odette tions organized to promote agricul¬
TJ. S. acts and groups visiting held, the trio can appeal to the
Crystall, French thrush, is also ture by public fairs and livestock Scotland, kept out of Edinburgh Juhe convention to be held in ‘What’re yoii gonna do?’ ’’
Sophie, who’s packing The Vil¬
because of lack of a suitable audi¬ Miami Beach, and still another
I likely.
, , exhibitions.
! Hylda Baker is local north-oftorium, may be featured shortly at appeal can be made to the execu¬ lage in a 10-day Frisco stint (“and
there aren’t any conventions in
I England comedienne with strong
the New Victoria Cinema, luxury tive committee of the AFL-CIO.
town’’), urged *the radio people to
1 Lancashire appeal. She has recenthouse of the J. Arthur Rank Or¬
learn all facets of show business.
I ly gained much tv spotlighting,
ganization.
j On the legit side, H. M. Tennent
Enunciating every syllable, she
Officials of the group have been
emphasized!
1 Ltd., in association with Sydney
0.0.'ing the house and assessing its
“The kidif today need enlighten¬
I Box, are to present Wilfred Pickles
suitability for the SRO audiences
ing.
I Mabel, tv stars, in a new comedy,
that normally greet visits by vaude
San Francisco, Feb. 19.
’Take Blossom Seeley’
1 “Ride A Co-ck Horse,’’ by William
Stars.
' The Thespian Theatrical Club
I Barrow. Wallace Douglas will di¬ celebrated
Jack Dunbar, an official of the
“Go back'to the old vaudeville
its, 25th anniversary
rect. Play opens at the Grand
Circuits
Managements
Assn.,
said:
Claude
C.
Philippe,
veepee
of
the
days,
and
burlesque, too. It’s as
with a banquet for more than 40Q
Theatre here Jnne 24.
“Nothing has been decided yet, but Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., is keying important for radio as for tv. You
Bernard Delfont is readying a at the Sheraton-Palace Hotel here we. are considering the question. It the Empire Room’s new “A\Til en take Blossom Seeley, who made
strong summer show for the North Saturday (16) night. Presiding was may well be that the New Vic will Paris’’ show to the Hilton flagship such a hit on Ed Sullivan’s show
pier Pavilion, where Lawrence club manager George Beveridge, come within that group of theatres, hostelry’s annual “April in Paris’* the other night—and started right
Wright presented stars for many who as George Alexander broke like the Odeon, Glasgow, that cater ball. Philippe runs ’em for Fran- in this town, by -the w'ay—why,
i summers. Layout will feature into vaudeville with Lew Dockstad- for these one-night stands.’’
co-American benevolent organiza¬ she’s a tried and true vaudevillian.
Ruby Murray, Tommy Cooper, Ken ter, went on to a spot in Sophie
The New Victoria would require tions, among them New York’s When you‘have a tried and true
Platt, and the Four Jones Boys, Tucker’s show, “The Time, Place no drastic alterations since it al¬ French Hospital.
performer, you see all the differ¬
and Girl,’’ at th^ LaSalle Theatre,
' opening June 7.
ready has ample stage and dress¬
The Empire’s show will comprise ence, there’s polish.’’
James Brannan, local impresario, Chicago.
ing-room accommodations.
She dipped into the past for in¬
Juliette
Greco,
,
first
time
in
(Curiously
enough.
Miss
Tucker
v.ill star Vic Oliver, vet vaude and
Many Rank cinemas in England,
stances.
tv comedian, at the Queen’s. An¬ was checked into hotel night of and a few in Scotland ,have facili¬ America - for - a - run engagement,
“Alfred Lunt and Enrico Caruso
having
been
flown
over
four
years
banquet,
but
was
entertaining
a
nual Tower Company Circus tees
ties for staging one and two-night ago especially for the “April In never missed a vaudeville show.
off April 18 at the Tower, with few blocks away at The Village.)
Among others who participated stands by vaude acts and name Paris’’ ball. Same thing had been Every Monday Lunt used to be at
Charlie Cairoli, w.k. clown, again
were Jeanette Yunge, leading lady groups. The.se include the Gau- done for Parisian diskery singcr- j the Palace, absorbing, learning.
starred.
mont in Dundee and Odeon in sc-iigsmith
Gilbert Becaud
al¬ jiAnd Caruso lived around the cor¬
Tom Arnold is readying a new of the original “Chocolate Soldier’’ Glasgow.
though, eventually, he too got Hil¬ ner from the old Riverside in New
revue at the Hippodrome, with company, who celebrated her 86th
Bill Haley & Comets opened last ton
York, at the Majestic Hotel. He
Hotels’
bookings
(Persian
birthday
at
banquet;
A1
BrandhofLiverpool vaude comedian Ken
er, part of the Walton - Bros, bal¬ night (Mon.) at the 2.700-seater Room of the Hotel Plaza, N. Y.. and loved vaudeville, and he’d' be at
Dodd and a varied layout.
Odeon
(Glasgow)
where
they
are
the
Bcverly-Hilton
in
Beverly
the Riverside every Monday, too.’’
ancing
team
which
made
the
"Vari¬
_
—
ous major circuits; Hazel Allen pacted for two nights (four per¬ Hills).
j
On ‘Precision Timing’
formances).
Beydston (Gracie Allen’s sister);
With Miss Greoo will, be the- !
Cantor’s Birthday Bond
She recalled the necessity for
Harry Dale, dancer who played the
Chanteurs de Paris <9). recently I precision timing in • vaudeville,
Drive Near 320,000,000 Palace, New York, in 1910; Nita
showcased on Ed Sullivan’s tele¬ ' with the “first of eight acts on for
Lydia Crane, of “Ziegfeld Fol¬
show, featuring Varel & Bailly. ar- no more than three minutes and
Miami Beach, Feb. 19,
rangers-maesti’os of the vocal en¬ the star of the show on for a halfFinal returns of the Eddie Can¬ lies’’ lines; and singers Hannah
Davis
Barron
and
Mrs.
Florence
semble. Benny Goodman comes in hour, 35 minutes at the most.’’
tor birthday party at the Fon¬
tainebleau Hotel here is expected to Booth Perry, both of whom worked
Second week of Jerry Lewis at next Monday (25) and either John¬
The show was scheduled for just
hit almost $20,000,000 in the sale Frisco’s old Tivoli.
the Palace, N.Y., ending tonight nie Ray or Eddie Fisher will be ' two and a half hours, she said, and
of Israeli bonds.
Bash, which
(We^.), scored an SRO $58,500 for the blowolT attraction in the Em¬ precision was the byword.
marked Cantor’s 65th year, was
nine shows. Last week, Lewis pire Room.
Another thing; “If you didn't get
close-circuited in 13 cities, and was
Sammy Davis Jr. will reopen the j in and knock ’em down right off
aided by the opening night’s upped
By Happy Benway
devoted to raising funds for the
ducats, scored $61,500. Comic is Starlight Roof of the Waldorf fol¬ the reel, why you weren't booked
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Feb. 19. . surrounded by The Aristocrats with lowing the socko boxoffico tradi¬
Middle East republic. Ex-President
To Don McNeill; Many thanks to first half taken over by Eydie tion of Harry Belafonte, Lena again. So when the boys today
' Harry S. Truman was the key
you,
Aunt (Fran Allison) Fanny, Gorme, Wiere Bros.. Chiquita & Horne, Pearl Bailey and Dorothy tell me it takes ’em 15 minutes to
speaker.
warm up an a u d i e n c e’’—she
Cantor will be in New York for Betty Johnson, Dick Noel, Sam Johnson, Arren & Broderick and Dandridge, all of whom .set peak stopped, speechless and scornful.
Cowling,
Clif Peterson, Eddie Bal- The Seven Ashtons.
a guester on the Steve Allen show
business marks at the hostel. Miss
She was impressed by the
lantine and the rest of your radio
(NBC-TV) on March 10, and will gang for. taking valuable time out
Lewis is in for four weeks, with Horne, who preemed New Year’s KCBS operation, she said, where
co-toastmaster with George Jessel to come to the Will Rogers Hospi¬ possibility that he may be able to Eve at the Waldorf, has been held she walked in for interviews with
the dinner for Jimmy Durante at tal to entertain the gang of shut- hold over additionally if film com¬ over twice, two-weeks beyond her deejays like Bill Weaver and Guy
original month’s booking.
the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, given by ins. I know of no words that can mitments can be moved.
Cherney and “I was handed a
the Jewish Theatrical Guild on do justice in repaying you and
script ... I liked that.” But “some
March 17.
yours for the visit here, but I can
of these kids haven’t smartened up.
Highlight of the dinner was the tell you that it packed a mighty
They don’t have time to make it
address of former President Harry wallop of mental tonic and this
a business. It's a quick buck and
S. Truman on foreign policy. For¬ gang will remember this entertain¬
then they sit there and wonder
mer prexy declared in his opening ment for a long time to come. “We
what happened.”
remarks that Cantor has helped the The Patients’’ sure do appreciate
Soph & Rembrandt
nation laugh in good times and this and say, “please come again.’’
Discussing her European dates,
Miami Beach, Feb. 19.
show bizites, the Lewis Occasion
bad, and that was a public service
Justine Benoit, former showgirl
she
said
. she sails for London
led
to
a
parade
of
well-wisliing
for which all are thankful. Cantor, with Solly Carter’s tab company,
Party-tossing for their top at¬
the former chief exec continued is now a real estate broker inlhe tractions is a current trend among (and performing) toppers, with March 20. but won’t be able to
keep
the
May 8 Israeli IndepenJackie
Miles
emceeing
to
climax¬
“has always worked to bring hap¬ Miami Beach sector. She recently hoteliers, much as the independent
piness into the lives of others. It made a comeback after hospitaliza¬ night club operators built up their ing gift of assorted jewelry for •dence Day date she’d hoped to have
I
because
of
the Suez crisis.
Lewis.
is only natural that one of his tion in Philadelphia.
biz in the heyday of the trip'eThen, pouring more tea and pass¬
Ten days ago, even Las Ve¬
al)iding interests should be the
Eldridge Weaver, theatre owner name lineups several years ago.
gas got into the act, the Desert Inn ing cookies, she remarked:
State of Israel which was founded who ma.ster€d surgery, drew a
The hotel bonifaces, however,
“I was sitting at my table, sell¬
and exists today to provide a month’s furlough that he is spend¬ don’t stage the shindigs for their ops shipping a huge cake to the
refuge and a new life for the most ing in Oklahoma City and Fmrfax, talent as a take-build gimmick— Fontainebleau, to be presented ing my records last night, and
Jimmy Durante as a 64th birthday there were about 60 teenagers in.
bitterly persecuted minority his¬ Okla.
Thanks to Margaret Hasting their affairs are strictly private token (he goes into the Nacional, They looked like they’d just come
tory has ever known.’’
and special invitation after the Havana, whose casino is run by the from a prom.”
The 13-city closed-tv hookup was (Panama Hattie) for her timely final shows.
She chuckled deeply and gave
same group) after current date
arranged and serviced by Tele- greetings and news items. She is
formerly
of
the
yesteryear
vaude¬
The Eden Roc’‘s Harry Mufson here. Cake was presented during her robe a tug.
Prompter’s new Group Communi- ville team of Mack & Hastings and
“Almost everyone came up to me
. cations division. Among the en¬ some 45 years ago was on the same started it with a penthouse party his last'* show by Jack Carter and
tertainers taking part In the salute musical tab with Happy (& Day- for Hairry Belafonte, serving up Milton Berle, but private party fol¬ and said, ‘Where have you been all
lavish
smorgasbord
tables
and
liba¬
my
life?’ They told me their fa¬
lowed,
others
in
attendance
includ¬
were Nat King Cole, Gloria De ton) Benway.
tions- before giving the balladeer ing Joe E. Lewis, Joe DiMaggio, thers had talked about me.
Haven, Jimmy Durante, Gracie
Write to those v/lio are ill.
a
handsome
present.
He
topped
Myron
Cohen,
Danny
^
(Danny’s
“It
was as if I’d been handed
•Fields, Joe E. Lewis, Hal March,
that one with a soiree in the Im¬ Hideaway, N.Y.) Stradella. Upcom¬ down like a Rembrandt.”
Roberta Sherwood and Shelley
perial Room of the hotel for Mil- ing; a Joe E, toasting and gift-pre¬
Omaha
Auto
Show
Dips
Winters.
ton Berle on his closing night sentation from the Roc; another
Omaha, Feb. 19.
This year’s Omaha Auto Show, which, with plenty of gate-crash¬ and “bigger” deal for Durante.
featuring the Ames Bros, and Dor¬ ers, had several hundred in attend¬ Where it will end depends on how
Ginger Joyce (Bobby Joyce &)
othy Lamour, conked out at the ance. Berle is now wearing the strongly the admission-by-telegrain
Le Buban Bleu, one of the oldest b.. 0., final figures revealed, last expensive platinum and diamond- list is controlled. Saxony hotel, too, entered the Flower-Fifth Ave. Hos¬
studded watch he received as got in on the party-pic along with pital, N. Y., yesterday (TuesJ for
of the New York intimeries, shut¬ week.
tered Saturday night (16). Foldo
special showing of new “East further surgery as a result of in¬
Attendance was listed as 54,374, climax.
followed by a couple of weeks the although actual paid figures (at
Fontainebleau’s Ben Novack took Meets West” revue for press and juries sustained in ao accident dur¬
closing of Theodore’s, the straight 50c.-$l scale) were closer to 47,000. up the party-tossing theme with showbiz only.
ing an engagement in a Canadian
eatery adjunct to Huban Bleu.
Obvious reason behind it all is nitery.
Show nut was approximately $70,- an even larger affair for Jerry
Building housing the two spots 000.
Medicos preclude the possibility
Lewis at post-dosing show in the piteh to keep the better draw at¬
'vas sold some time ago and will be
Last year’s Auto Show, starring hotel’s Rosewood Room. But, tractions on the book-back list via of her resuming her dancing career
torn down in the near future to the McGuire Sisters and Harmon- where Mufson had eschewed any the “goodwill” built by the social with her husband, but say the op¬
eration is necessary at this time.
Wake way for an office building. icats, drew a record 111,808 paid.
entertainment by the assembled side of the bookings.
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AGVA to Hear Pleas
Of RCMH‘Rebel’Trio

No Admission Tax in Tex.
For 100% Charily. Shows

0.0. Rank Deluxer
InEdinbinxhTo
Plug^ Vaude Gap

Oldtimers the Stars As
Thespian Club in Frisco'
Makes With Its 25th Anni

‘April in Paris,’ Annual
Spree for N. Y. Waldorf

LEWIS’ SMASH 58iG IN
2ND PALACE, N.Y., WK.

Saranac Lake

Ruban Bleu Folds

Ginger Joyce Back in Hosp
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VARIETY bills
wi^K. QF FEBRUARY 20.

Letter in parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) Independent; (L) Loew; (M) Moss;
(P) Paramount; <ft) RKO; (St Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Paramount (PJ 22
Alan. Freed Ore
Teenagers
Platters
Ruth Brown
Buddy KnoK
Jimmy Bowen
Cleftones
Nappy Brown
Cadillacs
Bobby Charles
Maureen Cannon
Duponts
Robin Robinson
A1 Sears
Sam Taylor

AUSTRALIA
ADELAIDE
Royal (T) 25
Richard Hcarne
Julia
Nicolas Darvas
Lane Bros.
Ross & La Pierre
Bob Bromley
The Albins
Billy Banks
Alwyn Leckie
Frank Ward
Daniel Davey
Lewis Jacob
Ballet Girls (16)
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 25
George Wallace
Christine & Moll
Maurice CoUeano

Jim Gerald
Jennie Howard
Queeme Paul
Millie Hansen
Morxy Barling
Peggy Mortimer
Jandy
Tony Moynihan
Brenda Charles
George Nichols
Jack O'Dowd
Wilbur Wheeler
Flat Tops
2 Randows
Bowery 4
./ SYDNEY
TJvoll (T) 25
Katherine Dunham
Co.

BRITAIN
BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) II
Tony Crombie Co.
Maxine Daniels
Don Pox
Billie Wyner
Ron Scott
Ross Jc Howitt
Jerry Harris
Dancing McKennas
CHELSEA
Palace (I) II
Terry Scott
Baker & Douglas
Roma Dale
Hugh Lloyd
Bob Dale
Rey & Rorijl
EDINBURGH
Empire (M) II
Smith Bros.
Renee Symott
Jack Radcllffe
El Granadas &
Peter
M & B West
Rose St Marlon
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 18
Hylda Baker
A & V Shelley
Billy McCormack
Brockways
Granger’s Puppets
Overbury & Suzettc
Alexis Troupe
Shan
GLASGOW
Empire (M) 18
Alma Cogan
McAndrews & Mills
Cairoli & Paul
Raf St Julian
Elizabeth St Collins
Jackie Ross
George Meaton

Blue Note
Bud Freeman (5)
Fred Wacker •&
Windy City T
. Chez Pare*
Liberace
Jean Fenn
George Liberace
Symphony
Cloister Inn
Al BeUetto (6)
'
Dick & Kiz Harp
Conrad Hilton .
"Skating Memories"
Boyers (2)
Clifford Guest
Colstons (2)
Karen
Jo Ann McGowan
Bill Christopher
Paul Gibben
Naomi Wold
"Chbia" Clark

Ann Cucksey
Encores (4)
Frankie Masters Ore
Boulevardears St
Dons (12)
Drake Hotel
Caprice Chantel
Gate of Horn
Theodore Bikcl
Jo Mapes
Ed McCurdy
London House
Billy Taylpr (3)
Ahmad Jamal <3)
Mister Kelly's
Anita O'Pay
Mort Sahl
Harry Slottag (3)
Marx St Frigo
Frank D'Rone
Palmer House
Edith Piaf

LOS ANGELES c
Ambassador Hotel
Peggy King
Ryan St MacDonald
Johnnie O'Brien
Freddy Martin Ore
Bar of Music
Bill Norvas
Dee Arlen
Jimmie Shawn
Jerry Linden Ore
Ciro's
Frances Faye
Trio Dassie
Gerl Galian Ore
Felix Martinique Orr

Crescendo
Herb Jeffries
The Robins
Lenny Bruce
Ray Toland Ore
Interlude
Greta Keller
Mecambo
Monique V. Vooren
Paul Hebert Ore
Moulin Rouge
Billy Daniels
Goofers (6)
Statler Hbtel
Julius LaRosa .
Hightowers (2)
Dick Stabile Ore

LAS VEGAS

LIVERPOOL
Desert Inn
Joe Wolverton
Empire (M) if..
Harry Ranch
Patti Page
Winifred Atwell
Jig Adams
Ballet Montmartre
Jack Durant
Hacienda
Jimmy Wheeler
Day. Dusk, Dawn
Art Johnson
Les Marthys
Donn Arden Dners Joe Graydon
Norman St Ladd
Bruce Davis
Jimmy Neil
Carlton Hayes Ore
The Players
Kaye Sis
Dunes
New Frontier
Pierre Bel
'Minsky Goes To
Victor Borge
LONDON
Paris"
Venus Starlets
Hippodrome (M) II
Kathy Barr
Garwood Van Orch
Shahi’ Wallis
Ted Lawrie
Riviera
Andrea Dancers
Patti Ross
Harry Belafonte
Jones & Aimold
Niki St Noel
Ray Sinatra Orch
Los Gatos
Brandy Martin
Sahara
Jimmy Lee'
Nita St Peppi
Xavier Cugat
Metropolitan (1) 18
Joe DeRIta
Abbe Lane
Arthur English
Irv. Benson Harvey Stone
Ray Burns
Murray Brisco
Kirby Stone (4)
Harry Dawson
, Grace Reed
Saharem Dancers
Bainburger Se Pam
•Pat “Amber"
Sands
Sandow Sis
Halladay
Marlene Dietrich
Les Galantas Gautier's St'pl’ch’sc Joey Bishop
Clai'e 2
Minsky Girls
Copa Girls
NEWCASTLE
Hoyt Henry Ore
Antonio Morelli Ore
Empire (M) 18
El Cortez
Showboat
Tommy Steele
The Gaylords
Billy Papon
3 Quarters
Bennett & Patters’n Helena Gardner
M & B Winters
Cirquettes
Garr Nelson
Betty Miller
Buster Hallett Ore
Showboat Girls
Johnny Laycock
El Rancho Vegas
Mike Werner Orch
Reg Thompson
Ben Blue
Silver Slipper
Warren, Devine &
Lili St. Cyr
Hank Henry
Sparks
Shirley Bassey
Dorian Dennis
NOTTINGHAM
Renee Molnar Devs
Roberto
Empire (M) 18
Dick Rice Orch
Allan & Ashton
Billy Cotton & Bd
Flamingo
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Clarkson & Leslie
Dinah Shore
Sparky Kaye
D. Stuart
The Skylarks
Mac Dennison
Marcles
Flamingocttes
Slipperettes
Archie Glen
Lou Basil Orch
Geo. Redman Orch
Ladringlos
Fremont Hotel
Thunderbird
Andy Stewart
Merry Macs
The Victors
Juggling Brauns
The Topnotchers
Sonny Howard
The Satillites
Les Cardinals
The Make Believes
Barney Rawlings
Golden Nugget
Thunderbird Dners
Polly Possum &
Al Jahns Orch

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
NEW YORK CITY
Hotel Roosevelt
Bon Soir
Guy Lombardo Ore
Tony St' Eddie
Hotel Taft
Kaye Ballard
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel St. Regis
Phil Leeds
Jimmie Daniels
Monique V. Vooren
Milt Shaw Ore
Three Flames
Bruce Kirby
Ray Bari Ore
Warren Vaughan
Hotel Statler
Ray McKinley Ore
Blue Angel
Orson Bean
Latin Quarter
Dorothy Loudon
Moore St Lossy
Johnny Mathis
Isabel St Miguel
Bart Howard
Georgia Reed
Martha Davis
Kitty Dolan
St Spouse
Billy Fellows
Jimmy Lyons 3
Carmen Phillips
Chardas
Trio Cottas
Anny Kapitanny
Syncoimted Waters
Lili
Jo Lombardi Ore
Bela Babal Ore
B Harlowe Ore
Tibor Kakossy
Hotel Plaza
Bill Yedla
Denise Lor
Dick Marta
Ted Straeter
Chateau Madrid
Mark Monte
Carmen Amaya
Park Sheraton
Sablcas
Miml Warren
Al Castellanos Ore
Jose Melis
Luis Ortiz Ore
Spark Thurman
Copacabana
Town & Country
Tony Bennett
Jack Carter
Reese & Davis
Tony Bavaar
Coronados
Augie St Margo
Dorianne Gray
Burnell Dancers
Ron Beatty
Ned Harvey Ore
Kathi Dean
La Playa
Bud Spencer
Two Guitars
Michael Durso Ore
Kostya Poliansky
Frank Marti Ore
Dolores Dauphine
Downstairs Room
Leonid Lugovsky
Ceil Cabot
Eugene & Sonya
Jack Fletcher
Andrei Hamshay
June Ericson
Viennese Lantern
Geny Matthews
Monica Boyar
Duplex
Dean Sheldon
Nancy Leigh
Barbara Kirk
Roy Stuart
Erne.st Schoen Ore
No
1 Fifth Ave
Harold Sandler
Bob Downey
Paul Mann
Harold F'onvlllc
Village Barn
Hotel Ambassador
Norma Smith
Chauncey Gray Ore Jack Wallace
Jani Sarkozi
Danny Davis Ore
Gypsies
Larry McMahon
Quintero Rhumbas
Billy Kelly
Hotel Blltmore
Irving Harris
Fddie Lane Ore
Village Vanguard
Hotel Pierre
Abbey Lincoln
Frank Parker
pHae Barnes
E & L Roberts
C W’illiams Trio
Stanley Melba Ore
Waldorf-Astoria
Alan Logan Ore
Benny Goodman Ore
Joan Bishop
Emil Coleman Ore
Joseph Sudy
Mischa Borr Ore

CHICAGO
Black Orchid
Dick Contino
Joey Carter
Holly Winters
Blue Angel
"Calypso Tropicana"

Jennifer Marshall
Loi*d Christo
Priscilla Hood
Maraca King &
Tijuana
Lady Alina
Al D’Lacy Ore

Americana
Lisa Kirk
Carman Cavallaro
Rowan Sc Martin
Joe Reichman Ore
Dave Lester Ore
Bar of Music
Bill Joi'dan
Cjna Valente
Guj' Rennie
Harvey Bell
Clark Fiers
Vivian Lloyd
Cotton Club
Cab Calloway
Lonnie Sattin
Sallie Blair
Will Gaines
George Kirby
Joe" Chisholm
Anjoel Trio
Savar Dancers
Michelle Clark
Norma Miller Dcr.*;
Orioles
Eddie Barefield Ore
Di Lido
Pupi Campo Ore
Bca Kalmus
Barbara Black.
Maria & Toni
Caney Ore
- Eden Roc
Nat Cole
Jack E. Leonard
The D% Marios
Mai Malkin Ore
Chuey Reyes Ore
Buddy Greco Ore
Empress
Mickey Katz
Holly Warren
Mandy Campo Ore
Fontainebleau
Tony Martin
Jack Kannon
Al Navarro Ore
Saea.sas Ore
Helzapoppin' Club
Olsen St Johnson
Marty May
Malagon Sisters
Eileen O’Dare
June Johnson
Leonard Sues
*
Conrad Dancers
Latin Quarter
Ziegfcld Follies
Bob Kennedy
Dominique
George Matson
Ving Merlin Strings
Lynn Christie
Leon & Eddie's
Vanities of '57
Bubbles Parlene
Lucerne
Havana Revue
Marquez Sisters
Eva Flores
Milos ^'elarde

Renee & Lidia
Questel
Mardi Gras Girls
Don & Tyler
Luis Varona Ore
Monte Carlo
Dorothy Lamour
Archie Robbins
Leonard Young
Sid Tucker Ore
Murray Franklin's
Roy Sedley
Don Rickies
Dick Haviland
Linda Bishop
Murray Franklin
Billy Mitchell
Eddie Bernard
Nautilus
Larry Best
Sylvia Froos
Antono Sc Ina
Syd Stanley Ore
Sans SoucI Hotel
Phil Foster
Ereddy Calo Ore
Place Pigalle
B S Fully
Dixie Evans
French Follies
Seville
Charlie Fai-rell
Mickey Gentile
Tommy Ryan
Johnny Silvers Ore
Rey Mambo Ore
Saxony
"East Meets West"
Louise Hoff & Co.
Ilousler Dancers
Charlie Spivak Ore
Cortes Ore
Roney Plaza
Calypso Eddie
Juliette Robbins
Serge Valdez Ore
5 O'clock
Sherry Britton
Tomniy Raft
Al Golden
Parisian Rev
Thunderbird
The Kentones
Dick Sterling
llerkie Styles
Rey Mambo Ore
Vagabonds
Vagabonds
Danny Stanton
Carl Ravazza
V & D Abbott
Jay Salerno
Scott Sc Boyd
Frank Linale Ore
Versailles
Alan Gale
The Haggetts
Bill Shirley
Arnold Dover
Teddy King Ore

HAVANA
Tropicana
Johnny Puleo
Celia Cruz
Gloria St Rolando
Carmcla Reyes

Mpntmarfr#

fans ..teuci

^lea ^Trgujiei
Sonla"^ tlaleiro
Victor Alvarez
Ortega Ore

Naclonal

, Jimmy Durante
I W Reyes Ore

RENO

Numerals In connftctioa vlUlh bills t)elow'Jndltete opening day of shew
*
whether full or split week

Music Hall (P) 21
Ann Gilbert
Foursome
Rockettes
Patsy KeUy
Eleanor Relna
Ann Buchan
Palate (R) 21
Jerry Lewis
7 Ashtons
Arren & Broderick
Chlqulta & Johnson
Eydie. Gorme
Wiere Bros.
Aristocrats

•

Sucho^ Gatlca
Fajardo =Ore
Casino Plays. Ore

Ru£fini.s
I Elsa Marval
•] Ramon Calzadilla
Paulino Alvarez
I S Snare* Orq

Starlets
Bill CUfford Ore
Holiday Hotel
Buddy Reed
Tattle Tales
Now Golden
Art Engler
Sons of Golden
West

Apollo, N. i:

with the Burtons (2) as a muscled
youth ups on s, ladder and his fa¬
ther throws up blocks which he
piles up • under each hand and
keeps a precarious balance.
Smartly styled misses get aud
gasjs and make this an eyefiller
Calypso arrived in Harlem. On that gets mitts plus worried looks
the trail 6f r trend that appears from the orch members underneath
to be building Jn the music busi¬ as blocks fall from time to time,Trois Horaces are a specialty
ness, this Harlem vaudry has come
up with a: calypso package that group mixing mime and choral
I—Continued from page 1
shows both the possibilitie? and singing. Whitefaced and costumed
limitations of this Idom.
As a la Pierrot, it is a clever number
and negotiator’s fee^
Another the
evidenced in this layout, calypso is but seems more at ease in intimate
$1,000,000 is payable out of the capable of striking lots of humor¬ boite surroundings. The use. of
first gross receipts of the picture ous sparks, but as a musical form folded rulers for poetic transforma¬
tends to grow somewhat moi> tions and other ingenious props
after deduction of distribution fees it
otonous, especially when concen¬ make this an offbeater that looms
and distribution, fexpenses, includ¬ trated over a 6fl(^minute run.
as a staple here, but more scope
ing cost of positive prints.
The. best thing on the current in production values would make
this a better house act
Peiro
Apollo
calypso
revue
is
the
TarThe $250,000 balance is due after
riers, a trio of young, singers who Bros. (2), on the other hand, are a
the above deductions h^e been are not exactly a strict caribe perfect house bit. Snappy perfecmade, plus the payment in full of" combo. Although riding with a cur¬ Hon in juggling Is accompenied by
verve and deft interpolation of
all other items forming part of the rent hit in “Banana Boat Song,” dual tactics with hats, cigarets,
the Tarriers are actually a straight
negative cost of the film. A dis¬ folksong
_ group who can sing canes, etc., to draw big reaction,
tribution has already been made equally well in several idioms. As i , Jacques
..Brel .is au toothy ^singeri- •
troubador style is
on the stage production’s share of the finale of a show that was
ily weighted to. the repetitive underlined by sincerity and a big
the $500,000 income, amounting to calypso boat, thfi farriers supply voice. His numbers make him an
$180,000, That coin,, as usual, is much’needed variety , with a song- intelligent. addition to offbeat
split 50-50 between the backers alog that includes old American singers Here; he scores roundly.
and management. (Rodgers, Ham- tunes, Negro spirituals and a Ja- Fontana (6) are a mixed choral
mersteifi, Leland Hayward, and maiclan lullaby, as well as their group who do stalwart background
Joshua Logan).
current click “Banana Boat” entry. work and give out adequately , with
a few numbers of their own.
Half of the 47% of the profits
Three straight calypso singers
Show ambles to a solid star re¬
will be kept by SPE for “produc¬ dominate^ the rest of the show.
velation
and should have big boxing the film and arranging the Best of the lot' Is the veter¬
office nut for the month-long run.
an
Duke
of
Iron
who
^
del,ivers
a
financing, distribution and the as¬
Incidentally,
Chevalier said, that
sumption of the responsibility for repertory of naughty songs with a though the house bears'his name,
the picture.” The. other half will goodnatured infectiousness. This he has no. financial interest, in it
go to the backers, and the produc¬ stuff is okay for this type of house, but is .only a glorified artistic ad¬
ers and authors (Rodgers, Ham- but certainly noLfor the kiddies. viser who is rarely asked for any
Variations on the same theme, suggestions.
merstein, Logan and James A.
Mosk.
Michener) of the legit production. but not so cleverly executed, are
SPE will also pay from its share also turned in by Johnny Barra¬
whose best bit is Some im¬
any profit participation deals made cuda,
provised calypso rhymes about
with others for material and serv¬ people sitting in tfte audience.
ices.
Helen-Ffer^son also turns in some
ss Continued from pAtte 1
Upon expiration of the Magna- straightformrd
sexy
numbers,
Miss virtually every room of stature In
Fox distribution period, SPE will with accompanying wiggles.
be entitled to retain 80% of the Ferguson scores very well in her New York. The need for more of
profits of the film> in which case first couple of numbers, but seems the larger rooms that can afford
the basic two-way split of the to run out of gas, vocally, in the names can be the gimmick that
profits derived from subsequent final section of her routine, prob¬ will restore cafe biz in the grand
manner it’s maintained.
distribution would be hiked from ably due to all that shaking.
An Interesting turn is supplied
23V^% to 40%. Magna’s distribu¬
The bonifaces as well as the
tion charges for the pre-general by the Trinidad Steel Band, an agency men point out that there’s
release bookings are at cost to eight-man combo consisting of one a better chance to achieve this
player and seven sidemen
Magna, hot to exceed 20%. Fox maraca
who hammer away at. steel drums right now than In many years, THey
will receive a distribution fee of of various sizes In order to get dif¬ cite the fact that video hasn’t had
20% for its handling of the. pic, ferent pitches.
The result is an a spectacular season. People will
which SPE claims is below any fee offbeat tympany sound that has a go out for hit legiters, top films
charged by any major film com¬ decidedly native quality.
Three and he'Rvy cafe shows, especially
pany for distribution in foreign unbilled femme dancers and one since there's little to keep them
countries.
male hoofer supply some hokey glued to the teleset.
Shooting on the film is scheduled voodoo' ballet choreography with
Unfortunately, there are many
Herm.
to get underway next July 1 and the music.
factors that prevent the opening of
it’s expected to be ready for re¬
large cafes, including the enormous
lease before the end of this year.
costs of maintaining an establish¬
Alliaiiibra -Maurice
Logan, .who directed the Broadway
ment, the talent prices Bnd the
Clievalier9 Paris
original, will ditto on the celluloid
State Liquor Authority legislation
Paris, Feb. 19.
edition. The screenplay is by Paul
that a new spot must operate for
Osborn.
Zizi Jeanmaire (6), Michel Le- 90 days as a straight eatery before
“Pacific” is the last of the four, grand Orch (23), Piero Bros. (2), it can apply for a booze permit.
big R&H legit hits to get a picture Burtons (2), Trois Horaces, Fon¬ That kind of money isn’t easy to
workover. The others are “Okla¬ tana (6), Pierre Repp, Jacques come by these days, but there’s
homa,” also produced by R&H and Brel; presented by Jean Breteau; always enough venture capital
released by Magna; and “King and conceived by Jacques Canetti, Ro¬ available when a project has a fair
,1” and “Carousel,” both produced land Petit; costumes, Raymond- prospect of success.
by Fox. Of those, R&H bought up Catherine; $2 top.
Talent agencies, knowing the
complete production rights to
The first show at this ne^vly need of new entertdinment outlets
“Oklahoma” and “Carousel.”
say
they would cooperate.
monickered theatre since Maurice
At this point, there are two pros¬
Chevalier’s hit flagship appearance
pects
for major additions to the
had the venerable showman Introing the next star, Zizi Jeanmaire. cafe scene. The preem of the Ho¬
His overlong eulogies were a nice tel Manhattan, on the site of the
Continued from page 1
^ show biz touch, but the girl did not Lincoln and in which $5,000,000 in
need it. Ah’eady proved in bal¬ alterations has been put in by own¬
new spot is aimed as an additional let, musical comedy and film mu¬ ers Webb & Knapp, promises to be
venture and that the restaurant in sicals, she demonstrates an ability an important addition to the west
West 45th St. will continue its pres¬ to filter her talents into the needed side, which is currently very short
house #eel. Song & dance are
ent policy. The restaurateur fig¬ combined adroitly and tellingly of important rooms. Another pros¬
pect is the announced plans of Bill
ures that, especially with the pro¬ and Miss Jeanmaire (surrounded Miller, who had been operating the
jected development of the Park by five terp boys) came in for thun¬ Dunes Hotel, Las Vegas, and who
derous acclaim by a hep first-night
came iip as an important boniface
Ave. area, there will be ample busi¬ audience, (See New Acts.)
with the late Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J.
ness for another class eatery.
Jacques Canetti, in, his format of Miller has stated that he’s seeeking
Luncheon trade is already virtual svelte music hall, has enclosed the a site for a major cafe near the
capacity in the neighborhodd, but other entries in the ' sweeping United Nations area. Both of these
rhythms of the Michel Legrand
there’s keen competition for dinner Orch (23). Youthful, looselimbed would add to the cafe excitement
director, who nonchalantly gets in New York.
patronage, he adds.
Although he- has been negotiat¬ some fine sounds from his welling for some time to acquire an picked outfit, shows that he has
assimilated U.S. trends in swing,
unspecified building in the Park jazz,
cool and mood music. But he
Ave. section indicated, Sardi says has a contrapuntal, zesty attitude
Continued from paire 1
that he has only a “gentlemen’s to add himself and it all shapes as
agreement” and that various minor a needed new trend in Gallic pop specific gags or mottoes as quoted
details ai'e unsettled. It’s by no music. Savvy grouping and med¬ above are not original with Gymer
means certain that a deal wll be leying make this orch a showy ad¬ but are in the public domain. He
concluded, he declares.
dition to the program and give it said he believes their actual history
One possible hitch to the proj¬ a cohesiveness tending to make it can be traced back prior to 1954,
revue-like,
though it is plain mu¬ which is the year Gymer copy¬
ect, Sardi notes., is that he’s reluc¬
tant to go into a partnership on sic hall graced by smartly selected righted them.
acts
that
lend
diversity and tempo.„
the venture, preferring to under¬
“Since this type of copyrighting
Bill opens with a tart little film has a special danger and limitation
take the financing by himself.
He’s had conferences with banks, projected on a transparent scrim to show business people, I have
with no capitalization setup ar¬ denoting the orch Is readying to go asked some of the leading come¬
on, and then the real one segues
ranged as yet. Only a few days into operation. After a solid stand¬ dians and comedy historians to
ago he approached producer-real¬ ard segment, Pierre Repp, acting help trace the origin of these
tor-financier Roger L. Stevens as befuddled emcee, gives out with I gags,” Gruber stated. He added
about the possibility of jpining his tongue-twister shenanigans fori that several comedians have of¬
him in the project.
good yocks.- Then a circusy touch | fered their aid.
. Mapes Skyroom
Lancers
Hightowers' •
Dick Mgrrltt
Skylets
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore
Riverside
Paul GUbert
Ricchlardi

The Turriers
Johnny Bafracuda, Helen Fierguson, Duke of
Iron, Trinidad Steel Band; “Kiss
0/ Fire’' (U-I).

‘S.P.’Film Deal

N.Y. Nightlife

New Sardl’s

Comedy Historians

Vednegdiiy» Tebniary

1957

Saiid09 hmm Vegas
Lais VegfSt Feb. 13.
Marlene Dietrich, Joey Bishop,
Page & Bray, Beachcombers With
Natalie (4), Copa Girls (9), An¬
tonio Morelli Orch W8); $2 mini¬
mum.
^
When Marlene Dietrich steps
into the Copa Room spotlight an
air of near-reverence^ hushes the
audience, apparently in respect for
her position as one of the symbols
of motion picture glamour. She’s
still the epitome of star and sex
combined, and the entire show,
which includes a comedian, a dance
team and two production numbers,
has been planned with the em9 phasis on glam and sophistication.
She did sellout biz despite open¬
ing-night competish from Harry
Belafonte at the Riviera.
Miss Dietrich iS clad in a beauti¬
ful, beaded, peek-a-boo bosom
gown and a fabulous snow white
full-length wrap made of swan's
down. Her first song, in the dis¬
tinctively throaty style, is “Look
Me Over Closely,” and proves that
.„her personality is far from aloof
grandeur. ‘ She would be the first
to ridicule reports that her forte
is technically perfect singing; in
fact, it’s a voice that can sometimes
be described as fascinatingly offkey, which is good—because ibputs
'her in a clas^ completely by her¬
self. It is'to her credit that she
can hold her audience for 33 ^^inutes by relying only partially bn
the Dietrich legend. What is seen
and heard at hand is talent unique
enough to win even members of
the audience who are unfamiliar
with the legend.
In her lyric-conscious manner,
which includes a few guttural
tricks, she offers what her admirers
expect, such trademarks as “See
What The Boys In The Back Room
Will Have” and “Falling In Love
Again.” She’s at her best with
the German sex song, “Jonnie,”
and “The. Laziest Gal In Town,”
a wrong-$ide-of-the-tracks wink
which dispels any doubt that she
can’t be just folks. Last lap of
act is done in her w.k. top hat &
tails outfit, and is enhanced by
fine lighting. At times she shows
flair for comedy in the Noel Cow¬
ard vein, which would be okay for
expansion. Burt Bacharach took
over regular orch for Miss Diet¬
rich’s numbers, which were ar¬
ranged by Sy Oliver and Peter
Matz.
The smooth, machine-gun com¬
edy patter of deadpanned Joey
Bishop (held over for this show)
is in keeping with the sophistica¬
tion of the package. His gags hit
a high laugh average and his Ted
Lewis takeoff draws steady laughs.
Glamour and savoire faire em¬
bellish the terps of a gracefully
gymnastic dance team called Page
& Bray, who comei on after the
opening production number. Pair
perform flawlessly and have eye
appeal; George Bray is handsome
and Ida Page is a shapely looker.
Two grandiose production pieces
featuring the Copa Girls (9) and
the songs of the Beachcomers With
Natalie (4) round out the plush
show produced-staged by Jack Entratter, Antonio Morelli did the
orchestrations and under his baton
the orch (18) expertly backs show,
which is in for three frames.
Duke.

tive who works out a well chosen
assortment of the currents and
specials. She is in the opening spot
for this layout, and seemingly takes
it in stride, working away at her
chore with warmth, calculated de¬
livery and chatter that keep inter¬
est to the big item, the bring-on
of vet vaudevillian Carter De¬
Haven, her pappy, with nostalgic
reprisg on old-vaude customs and
material. It gets them off to healthy
palming.
Los Chavales haven’t been seen
in^jhese parts since they were a
stawdard, season-long feature at the
Saxony Hotel three seasons ago.
The Spanish marching-singing- in¬
strumental society haven’t changed
their musical book, evidently con¬
centrating on polishing that brings
full sheen to their tricky position
interchanges; takeovers of centrestage or spotlighted post for solos,
vocal and instrumentals. As an
orchestral unit, their arrangements
are flashy, to play up more sightreaction than sound - technique.
The array of international chansons
tend to sameness in the scoring and
arrangements, but ingenious light¬
ing and the smooth change-position
flow keep talilers intrigued.
Best of their overlong stint is the
heel-stomp, flamenco, native dances
of flery little Trini , Reyes. A very
much assured performer, she sets
the palms meeting in her two ap¬
pearances during the act, to zoom
up overall returns.
Inevitably, the show is an overlong one which, even with trim¬
ming, still runs over the normal
70-80-90 minutes standard along
the hotel-circuit here. Overall, the
components add oUp as .a varied
package and a big one for at¬
tendees. Lisa Kirk, Carmen Cavallaro and Rowan & Martin follow
Feb. 20.
Lari/.
New Nixon, Pitt
Pittsburgh, Feb. 15.
Elsa <&. Waldo, Gerri Gale, Mar¬
jorie & Lee Murray, Lucienne &
Ashour, New Yorkers (4), Moulin
Rouge Line (10), Al Marsico Orch
(8); $3.50 minimum weekdays, $5
Fri.-Sat.

Downtown Pittsburgh’s newest
bight club is probably one of the
most attractive rooms between the
coasts. It’s said to represent an
investment of around $300,000 and
looks Jt. Room has taste and at¬
mosphere, luxurious appointments
and an aura of class. Skedded to
have opened neorly a year ago, it
ran into financial difficulties until
syndicate headed by Harold Gray
took over the majority stock and
really put the heat on. In just a
few weeks after Gray went to
work, the place was open and al¬
ready seems to be a going concern.
Big splash'for the preem is a
N.Y. Latin Quarter-type show,
something brand new for this city,
produced by the LQ’s Natalie
Kamarova and booked by Miles
Ingalls. It’s the same type of thing
he had going for so long and so
successfully at Bellevue Casino in
Montreal. It’s getting a lot of talk
locally and for the time being
should more than fill the bill.
Pittsburgh’s accustomed to the
conventional floor entertainment—
two or three and sometimes four
acts presented, in straightaway
fashion. The production type hasn’t
been seen locally and it’s creating
a''stir. It should, too, for this is a
strong, goodlooking show, effec¬
Auiericann, Miami B^ch tively routined, strikingly cos¬
tumed and backed by first-class
Miami Beach, Feb. 12.
Los Chavales de Espana with turns. Two showgirls and eight
Trini Reyes; Jackie Miles; Gloria dancers have three smart, fashion¬
DeRaven with Carter DeHaven; able numbers, all with plenty of
Joe Reichman Orch; $4.50*$7 mini¬ eye appeal, and Individual per¬
formers work in and out of them
mum.
to give the whole a nifty con¬
tinuity.
Lineup brought in to maintain
Lucienne & Ashour ■ open with
the lure started by Tony Bennett their standard Apache turn. Their
for the Bal Masque of “this year’s tumbling is cracker jack and their
hotel” reads like the bills which comedy inventive. Gerri Gale,
striking, longstemmed balerina,
used to play the late Copa City scores solidly with her whammo
and Beachcomber.
Budget-wise, spins and ballet novelties and
it’s a sound payoff package for the wraps it up with an audience par¬
Tisch management; marquee-wise, ticipation calypso that puts her in
there’s''Jackie Miles to being the clover right through to the finish.
big tabpayers uptown from the New Yorkers, three boys and a gal
Fountalnebleau-Eden Roc sector, looker, are big crowd-pleasers with
Los Chavales for the Latino philes their arias and solos. Marjorie &
and concert types and finally^ Lee Murray are a couple of smart
Gloria DeHaven to draw the “so¬ musical •'comedy dancers soundly
ciety” set she is now a part of since schooled and hoofing to some fine
recent marriage to a local scion. .Elsa & Waldo rock them out front
It’s Jackie Miles who’s providing with the mugging, the hoofing and
the bulk of the biz; for several the eccentricities. On a bit too
seasons Miles has been playing the long perhaps, but cash customers
smaller hotel-cafes which feature didn’t seem to mind too much.
a one-act policy. Recent outing at
Al Marsico’s orch, featured for
the Eden Roc, however, reaffirmed 17 years at the old Nixon Cafe, is
his strong pull in-season. In this back in harness and has lost nojne
date, he’s again the hot attraction, of the touch. Marsico still cuts a
as indicated by tablers’ .calls for slick show and can give them all
familiars throhghout his stint. The kinds of Grade-A dance music.
components of his character-story
New Nixon has a capacity of
book are basically the same, but bver 350, and the hut looks big, but
new treatment and insert of fresh, it’s the only festive going-out spot
yarns keep yock-ups mounting in in the Golden Triangle, has the
steady stream.
^
best location in town and if it
Miss DeHaven is still the bright doesn’t make the grade here,
Cohen.
and purty young film-factory fugi¬ nothing can or will.
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ening as they toe their way
Tony Bennett with Joe Momey through the New Frontier barn¬
Combo (6), Pepper Davis <fir Tony yard in curtain-launqhing “ChickAlan.
Reese, Th6 Coronados (3), Ron enville, U.S.A.”
Beattie, Dorl Anne Gray, Bud
Spencer, Kathi Dean, Michael Dur- Eden Roe^ Miami Beach
so and Frank Marti Orchs; staged
Miami Beach, Feb. 16.
by Douglas Coudy; songs, Durso,
Nat King Cole, Jack E. Leonard,
Mel Mitchell, Marvin- Kahn; cos¬
tumes, Sal Anthony (Mme. Berthe); The DeMarlos, Henry Tobias, Mai
orchestrations
Deac
Eberhard; Malkin Orch; $3.50-$6 minimum.
$5.50 minimum.
With this two-weeker, Nat King
The crowd at the Copa’s second Cole joins the parade of toppers
who
have become must-bookings
show of preeni night last Thursday
(14) was whipped up into such a for hotel-cafes which replaced the
plush
indie niteries that flourished
state of enthusiasm that Tony Ben¬
nett’s windup was hailed with a in former years. Going on first
standing ovation. When such a weekend’s biz, Cole may equal the
savvy crowd gets off its derriere record mark set in the Cafe Pom¬
for the mitt-bit, it’s a tipoff that peii earlier in season by Harry
a performer of stature has “ar¬ Belafonte.
Cole’s book is a shrewdly de¬
rived.”
Bennett, after close to a one- vised one. It contains an adroit
hour stint, got just what was com¬ mixture of ballad, torch, upbeat
ing to him. It was a classic per¬ and—this time out—more injects
formance by a crooner who had of socko Steinway - soloing for
found himself and was in complete changes of mood and spelling of
control of' his material and his the song-spiels. With it,''he is an
equipment. There was also an as¬ quietly assured personality, smooth
surance that this was the way it and easy in delivery, working in
was going to be from now on, relaxed manner to ease his way
because it was right.
quickly into tablers’ graces. Soft
And it was right all the way spoken intros add to the approvalthrough the vast repertoire of build, as does his demeanor, which
rhythm and ballads. The program¬ at times borders on the humble.
ming was developed with care and It’s smart showmanship, evoking
the musical backing was height¬ calls from around the room for
ened by augmenting the Michael their faves. He was on for over 40
Durso orch with Joe Mooney’s ac¬ minutes and the encores added
cordion and five string assistants. another quarter-hour to his stint,
Bennett brought Mooney and crew with a steady pounding for more.
in especially for the Copa stand,
Jack E. Leonard’s first-night
another. indication of the singer’s troubles with' his trigger-timed de¬
know-how in presentation.
livery illustrates the adjustments
Although still a pop disk singer, a fast-moving comic must make to
Bennett avoided his current Co¬ get his material and style paced
lumbia etchings, except for the to the demands of the long layout.
“Just In Time” opener, to concen¬ Tossing, of one fastie after another
trate on the solid standard reper¬ here, can take the edge off a sharp
toire a la Sinatra. By the time he line, throwing timing off, attribut¬
got , to “Sing You Sinners” almost able to laugh-reaction coming up
60 minutes later, his tie and dinner
the back reaches of the room
coat were on his arm and the aud from
some moments after ringsiders
firmly gripped in his hand.
P.S.: Pop dlskers; could learn a have already reacted. Result for
lot from the way Bennett handled first several minutes of Leonard’s
himself on the floor, especially in fast-tossing style were negative un¬
his avoidance of any commercial til he found proper gauge on the
laugh-timer to begin the warmup
for his platters or albums.
The preceding turns helped pave midway through the act. He reach¬
the way for the Bennett reception. ed sounder tabler payoff with top¬
The Coronados, a bright musical per his funny hat and hoof bit and
Although
threesome, set up a gay mood at rhythm song passels.
the outset. Team is reviewed in slimmed down to off-the-rack suit
size,
Leonard’s
predilection
for
New Acts. Ditto New Acts for the
comedy team of Pepper Davis & the tart ad libs aimed at ringsiders
is
still
retained,
the
load
of
topical
Tony Reese. Making their New
York nltery debut, the boys kept references standing him in good
the room roaring for 30 minutes. stead in the overall payoff.
The DeMarlos are a click pair of
Durso’s musical crew as per
usual does standout work for the handsome young terpsters. Their
acts and production numbers and patternings are different, so much
Frank Marti lays down a rhythmic so that the palming is stirred early
latino beat for the tableholding in their airy invents, based around
terpers. The line numbers are re¬ a piano from which the eye-^catchvived from the Billy Eckstine stand ing femmes worked out balletearly in January, for some reason tinged spins to wind into the lifts
and gasp-rasping duo whirls around
or other.
Gros.
stage in series of tricky holds.
Lari/.
New Froiitier9 Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Feb. 13.
Victor Borge, Pat Gorman, John
Casino Royal, Wash.
Reeves, Virginia Shaw, Venus Star¬
Washington, Feb. 13.
lets (10), Garwood Van Orch (13);>
Hildegarde,
The Belmonts (2),
$2 minimum.
Line (5), Bob Simpson Orch (8);
cover
$1;
minimum
$4.
After an absence of nearly a half
dozen years, Victor Borge returns
Hildegarde
is
back
in Washing¬
for a four-week roost in the Venus
Room. The result indicates blue- ton for the first time in three
years,
and
most
welcome
to the
chip business—^the return expect¬
ed by the management that lured eyes and ears of a large portion of
the
population,
judging
by
the
the showman here with a paid-in¬
number of her fans who call out
advance stipend of $140,000.
Borge’s complete individuality from their tables to tell her about
and his striking, offbeat approach, it.
Hildegarde is still Hildegarde,
coupled with a thorough savvy of
what makes people laugh, probably but this time she’s added a couple
expains his ability to fully com¬ of numbers which are offbeat for
mand the attention of his audience her. One is a stronger double enten¬
during an hour-long solo, a mara¬ dre song than anything she’s done
thon few performers would chance before—about how men are all
a^like and all want the same thing.
before a Vegas audience.
Bdrge’s patter is both droll and She handles the material well, in
obvious, giving his comedies Wide light fashion, for very good re¬
scope for both hepster and layman. turns. xier encore number is the
His play on the classics, in which fast oldie, “That’s a Plenty.”
Mostly, however, she’s the Hil¬
he riddles some serious keyboard
gallops with
defeating
asides degarde that Washington knows
(“Now we play a piece by Chopin. well, with a collection of inane
It was written in four flats . . . chatter and mild stories and the
because the poor fellow had to ability to bring the lump to the
move three times”) is the axis on throat with such songs as “Last
which Borge’s repertoire revolves. Time I Saw Paris,” “All of a Sud¬
Interspersed with his business den My Heart Sings” and “I’ll Be
framed around the piano are his Seeing You.” Her greatest talent
monologs. It’s apparent that noth¬ is this faculty for taking a rauing is firmly set at the start, and caus nitery audience by storm and
this unpredictability is, in Borge’s carrying for a few short moments
case, an asset. In fact, it is his into a sentimental dream world.
Chantoosey is handsomely gown¬
performance.
An example of that was noted ed and looks consilerably younger
than
at^ her last appearance in
opening night (11) when he repeat¬
edly caught orch leader Garwood Washington. As the Casino Royal
Van totally off guard. After signal¬ she works from an elevated stage
ing for orchestral assist, he would which makes it somewhat easier
aim his piano wizardry off into for her to reach the audience than
some other direction, evoking from the floor of the Statler Em¬
yocks with his piano-clowning be¬ bassy Room, where she’s appeared
fore returning to the music. as several times before.
scored. A highlight is his w.k.
The Belmonts, hardworking ball¬
“Phonetic Punctuation” spiel. He room dance team somewhat on the
wraps it up in a more serious vein, acrobatic side, has considerable
applying spirited, yet sensitive talent, but some of the routines are
nimbleness, to interpretations of planned to pay too much attention
to muscle and not enough to the
fave piano concertos.
Venus Starlets, guided by Pat grace which the couple possess. The
Gorman, John Reeves and Virginia Casino Royal line of five girls
Loire.
Shaw, give the opus a brisk awak¬ works two numbers.
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FliuHliigo^ Mm Veg«»
Las Vegas, Feb. 14.
Dinah Shore, The Skylarks (5),
Half Bros. (2), Don Kirk, Mary
Menzies, Flamingo Starlets (8),
Lou Basil Orch (13); $2 minimum.
The value of time as a key to
perfection becomes increasingly
significant as . one views Dinah
Shore groping her way through a
hastily prepared, unimaginative
act, that hardly does credit to her
stature. Wrinkles stem primarily
from the admitted fact that writers
Bob Wells and John Bradford were
allowed only three days in which
to assemble Miss Shore’s numbers,
which suffer additionally from an
obvious lack of rehearsal. The re¬
sult is a repertoire that gives only
fleeting glimpses of Miss Shore’s
ability to troupe with the best of
them. She comes off as a standup
siiiger—a good one, to be sureassigned to turning out^a layout Of
w.k. standards, occasionally bright¬
ened by specially cleffed material.
Individually, the numbers enjoy
good response and are tuned up in
an entertaining manner, but tied
together they fail to match the
sock aspects of the repertoire Miss
Shore introduced when she initial¬
ly bowed downstrip at the Riviera
last season. It might be said, how¬
ever, that desired production ef¬
fects similar to those nailed down
at the Riviera are difficult to cre¬
ate because of the comparatively
cramped stage facilities. It can be
expected that the erratic pacing of
her numbers will be smoothed out
a§ Miss Shore becomes more ac¬
customed to the routining of her
songology. Even at that, however,
she is faced with projecting be¬
yond her material in order to
maintain the standard of showman¬
ship she has established here.
The Skylarks tune solid back¬
ground harmony during several
numbers embraced by Miss Shore.
Extremely
humorous
is
Miss
Shore’s satirical play on the WellsBradford collab called “Tomor¬
row,” during which she pages tho
three male members of the Sky¬
larks for some modern terping and
yock-evoking. lyricism.
“Rain,”
Which she revives from her previ¬
ous Vegas engagement, still holds
up as a sock begoff. Skylarks are
presented earlier to peg the mood
for Miss Shore’s entrance by upbeating some familiar tunes during
a solo seg. Numbers occasionally
tend to be far too stylized, how¬
ever, and could be geared more to
producing a slick sound rather
than a slick effect. In this respect.
Skylarks’ interpretation of “Swing
Low, Sweet Chariot” results in a
mawkish display as quintet goes
beyond reasonable
bounds in
reaching for the drama^c.
Ilialcaa Madrifl9 N. Y.
Carmen Amaya (7) with Sabicas;
Al Castellanos Orch (6); $4.-$5
minimum.
Carmen Amaya is not the ortho¬
dox slick chick with the classy
chassis. She’s merely a lithe little
lady ladling a flamenco feasL ' The
diminutive stomper’s brief halfhour at Angel Lopez’s Chateau
Madrid is a creme de la creme of
her Broadway concert of a couple
of years ago. Her octet, includ¬
ing virtuoso-guitarist Sabicas, was
culled for size and skill from her
larger
globe-hopping
theatre.
troupe and all adapted neatly to
the more rigid requirements of a
floorshow.
^ There’s no time for buildup or
for dishes favored by the headworker herself, as would normally
apply to a full evening. At the
Chateau, it’s fast, fiery, but not so
furious that it can’t be savvied and
savored leisurely. As result, this
is a winning and especially effec¬
tive Amaya package^perhaps not
enough for the red-hot flamenco
fancier as to time allotted, but
done to a turn for the average
watcher not hip to the inner mysterioso motifs of the heef & toe
idiom.
The plain fact is that here’s an
Amaya aggregation that mixes the
austere traditional with lighter in¬
gredients. Among the latter are
grinds, taps, buck & wing and a
kind of stepinfetchit shuffle multi¬
plied by a pulmotor. Watch close¬
ly enough and there’s cooch &
shimmy. If this is flamenco, there
should be more of it.
Amaya, the slim figurine of a
woman who leaves her “dedica¬
tion” in the rehearsal room, car¬
ries all of it out with an admixed
sense of wit and humor delicious
to behold and a fine bit of punct¬
uation marksmanship. It's flashy,
a bit pashy in the right spots, and
a romp at the stomps.
With the socko .Sabicas razzling
and dazzling with his articulate
guitar, and the Al Castellanos
'orch purveying the background
beat for Amaya & Co. and the
latino notes for the dansapators,
Lopez is speaking Espanol this
semester.
Trau.
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Shows Abroad
ringleader in the celebrated theft
of the Stone of Sconfe from West¬
minster Abbey several years ago,
subsequently writing a book about
it called, “No Stone Unturned.”
He’s now a local attorney.
The Margaret Cunningham set¬
ting of a stately castle interior is
excellently ordered. Lennox Milne
has directed to good effect.
Cord.

Olivo Ogilvlo
Edinburgh, Eeb.’ 14.
Stephen Mitchell presentation of comefly in thiee acts, by Henry Denker. Stai-s
Yolande Donlan, Phil Brown, John Justin.
Directed by the author; decor," Michael
Weight. At Lyceum Theatre, Edinburgh,
Feb. 11, '57; $1.20 top.
^
Sam Grassman .Phil Brown
Betty Grassman . Patricia Marmont
Lester Lewis . Peter Copley
Olive Ogllvie .Yolande D^lan
Mick Mandelbaum.Ronald Radd
Alec Grimes.
Joh" Justin
Bussell
.
Harold Lang
J. Bannister .
Peter Swanwick
Herman
. Peter CoUmgwood
Mr. Kronberg . Reginald Jarman

Henry Denker, co-author with
Ralph Berkey of last season’s New
York melodrama, “Time Limit,”
turns the legit spotligHl on Jije
Hollywood-Broadway acting frater¬
nity in new comedy-satire, “Olive
Ogilvie,” whid^^ preemed in Edin¬
burgh for a tune-up prior to Lon¬
don. The play is amusing, with
lotsa yocks and a potential for the
U.S., where its references may be
more identiffeble.
The title character of the piece
Is a sexy Hollywood gal obviously
patterned on Maril3Ti Monroe.
There is plenty of appeal for Brit¬
ish audiences, most of whom will
be hep on such topics as egocentric
directors, agents, contractual
squabbles, Broadway mores and
the latest acting schools.
Yolande Donlan, American-born
London actress, is a natural as the
dumb-as-a-fox Hollywood sex num¬
ber. She has a light comedy sense
and plenty of personality for the
role, which demands costume
switchings via jeans, slacks, swea¬
ters and such duds.
Author-stager Denker takes nu¬
merous laugh-getting pokes at U.S.
show biz, with many presumably
recognizable caricatures, such as
a ■ long-haired, booming - voiced
Bohemian scribe and conversation
monopolist, an apostle of the new
acting school, a jack-in-the-box
actor’s manager, the star’s be spec¬
tacled playwright - sweetheart, a
despotic film producer, and so on.
“Olive” has the benefit of delicately-hued grey and flame-red
decor, easy on the eye and in tune
with its modern mood. Michael
Weight has designed it In his ac¬
complished style.
Light, frothy, with witty barbs,
the play risks over-emphasis on
a pre-knowledge of inside show biz.
As such, however, it provides a
good evening’s fun. The local
preem went with
remarkable
smoothness under Denker’s own
direction. Following the London
run, the intention is to take the
show to the U.S.
Gord.
Tinkers of the World
Edinburgh, Feb. 7.
Edinburgh Gateway Co. (In association
with Scot Committee of Arts Council of
Great Britain) presentation of drama in
three acts, by Ian R. Hamilton. Staged by
Lennox Milne: setti^. Margaret Cun¬
ningham. At Gateway Theatre, Edinburgh.
Feb. 4. ’57: 90c top.
MacRoy of Maisdale. .Michael O’Halloran
Fiona . Olivia Carruthers
Gunn .■..
George Davies
Roddy MacEi'k .Roddy McMillan
Alan Morrison
..
Michael Elder
Rev. James Guthrie. John Young
Gregor MacGregor . Brian Carey

“Tinkers of the World.” set on
remote island in the Scot Hebrides,
centers round two main characters,
clan chieftain MacRoy and an exstreetcar conductor who has set¬
tled on his ancestors’ croft nearby
the chief’s ancient Castle of Maisdale.
It is mainly a clash between the
sentimental romanticism of the
chief and the bluntly aggressive
realism of the crofter. They and
the other islanders are faced with
eviction to make way for a govern¬
ment rocket range.
The play is full of promise des¬
pite a garrulous second act, and
offers
thought-creating
fodder,
with a quota of satire on the cur¬
rent Scottish scene. Highlanderswho wear kilts merely for effect
and do little to save themselves or
their remote communities are made
the butt of author’s ridicule.
Roddy MacMillan is admirably
cast as a big-city Scott who waxes
lyrical in Glasgow slang over his
birthright and the beauties of the
isle.
Michael O’Halloran is a
strutting romantic as the kilted
(Chieftain. John Young registers as
a true-to-life min’’’ter intoning
against the world’s t Unary pleas¬
ures. Brian Carey s right as a
smug and dapper British Member
of Parliament.
Guest actress Olivia Carruthers
is attractive but upconvincing as
the chieftain’s daughter. George
Davies portra3's a testy back-chating factotum, and Michael Elder is
wooden as a conventional govern¬
ment official.
A fault of the play is its over¬
emphasis of on Scot nationalist
propaganda, with Us lyrical lament
for the passing of island communi¬
ties. It nevertheless retains intere.st, at lea.st, n.ntive customers. As
the first stage effort of Ian R.
Hamilton, it has nromise.
For the record, the author was a

The Wax Doll
Glasgow, Feb. 5.
Glasgow Citizens Theatre presentation
of drama in three acts, by Alexander
Reid. Staged by Fulton Mackay, under the
general direction of Richard Mathews;
setting, Nevil Dickin. At Citizens’ (Prin¬
cess’s) Theatre, Glasgow, Feb. 4,
57;
Maria^?)arnley . Eirene Beck
Jenny Darnley . Annette Crosbie
Tom Darnley ..
James Nairn
John Darnley .Edward Waddy
Agnes Darnley ... Joan ^ott
Dr. Forbes . Walter Cair
Pauline . Irene Sunters
Professor Sardou . John Grieve
James Farquarson ...... Russell Hunter
Mrs. Bateman ..
Marjorie Thomson
Jackie Bateman ...-- David Donaldson

John Grieve, a local actor, exits
to warm applause after a richly
comic portrayal of a stage hypno¬
tist. He plays a down-to-earth Scot
vaude type who cures via stage*
hypnotism, and arrives after auto
accident at a cripple girl’s home.
Stage dialog is stilted in parts,
and some conversation bits are
[ overlong. Despite this contrived
quota, “The Wax Doll” holds a
measure of intriguing interest, and
has the audience in suspense as
various parties threaten to break
the wax doll, the piecing-together
of which has brought about crip¬
ple’s recovery. '
Edward Waddy is both amiable
and stubborn as the disbelieving
father who clashes with the hypno¬
tist. Annette Crosbie is naively
fresh and winsome as the patient.
Eirene Beck gives a good picture
of a sallow-faced, worried mother.
Nevil Dickin set of a Scot livingroom is right. Fulton Mackay has
Staged the piece skillfully. “Doll”
is for‘local consumption at this
native legit house in Gorbals of
Glasgow. It has tv potential.
Gord.
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Monsieur Masure
Paris, Feb. 12.
Maxima Faberi production of comedy
in three acts, by Claude Magnier. Stars
Claude Larue. Gerard Sety, Guy Trejan.
Staged by Claude Barma: setting, Gisele
Tanalias. At Comedle Wagram, Paris;
$3 top.
Jacqueline ..
Claude Larue
Claude . Gerard Sety
Robert . Guy Trejan

This is the kind of triangle com¬
edy at which the French excel. In
“Monsieur Masurb,” adultery is at¬
tempted and talked about but
never committed, The author,
Claude Magnier, has feeling for
situation and character and has
written a good trio acting vehicle,
though hardly suitable for U.S.
A young wife, living in the
country, takes a sleeping pill while
waiting for her husband to return
frdm a business trip. A passing
motorist with a flat tire, wanders
in and, seeing no one, drinks what
is left of the sleeping potion and
falls into bed alongside the lady.
The returning husband accepts the
explanation, whereupon the vis¬
itor tries to seduce the wife by
telling her that they haji an affair
while she was under the drug.
The glib and clever plot races
along until the would-be roue is
foiled, and by then he has become
a fast friend of the husband, and
will be back. The acting contrib¬
utes to the comic effect, and the
direction and setting help. The
fact that it’s a cheapie production
should also tend to extend the long
run.
Mosk.
Biicma Noti;C9 Bottina
(Good Night, Bettina)
Rome, Feb. 4.
Walter Chiarl production of musical
comedy in two acts (14 scenes), with book
and lyrics by Pietfo Garinei and Sandro
Giovanninl,
music by
Gorni
Kramer.
Stars Walter Chlari. Delia Scala; fea¬
tures Odoardo Spadaro, Lola Braccini,
Giuseppe
Porelli,
Paolo
Panelli,
Gay
Pearl. Staged by the authors; chore¬
ography. Donald Saddler: settings .''.nd
costumes, Giulio Coltellacci; musical di¬
rection.
Vittorio
Giuliani.
At
Slstina
Theatre, Rome, Jan. 30, ’57; $6.40 top.

What may be Walter Chiari’s
swan song in the Italian revue
turns out to be one of the closest
things to American musical com¬
edy ever attempted In Italy. A
takeoff on “Bonjour Tristesse,”
the musical is the work • of the
Garinei - Giovanninl - Kramer com¬
bination which provided a topnotch vehicle for Robert Alda here
a year ago.
They frankly admit that they
have^taken their style from the
American musical comedy and
they are trying to evolve a similar
style here. The result is that their
w’ork is constantly improving and
that they are turning out the best
book musicals to be seen in Italy.

In the case of “Buona NGtte,
Bettina/* it turns out that the inno¬
cent little wife has turned out the
manuscript of the lurid best-seller
which gives the play4ts title. She
forgot it in a taxi and only found
out it was hers w’hen she read the
book and discovered a note from
the publisher appealing to the au¬
thor to reveal herself. Thereafter,
the husband is ashamed to admit
his wife wrote the book and spends
his time dodging his frien(is.
Chiari, virtually the only topnotch Italian rlvista comedian who
does not rely on slapstick or baggy
pants routines, is on stage most of
the time and wins laughs con¬
stantly. He show's some of the style
that won. him his new. American
film contract. Opposite him, Delia
Scala is petite and sweet, as well
as a dynamo of action as a come¬
dian, singer and dancer.
A device which keeps the musi¬
cal rolling are the appearances of
Odardo Spadaro and Lola Braccini
as the husband’s father and the
wife’s mother, respectively, be¬
tween scenes to discuss the pro¬
ceedings. Along with the revolving
stage and many well directed dance
routines prepared by Donald Sad¬
dler, whose best include a book¬
reading ballet and the inevitable
rock-and-roll sequence. Among the
fine sets the one which garners the
most applause is an outdoor hosteria.
The featured dancer, Juanita
Blondel, is an American.
Sami.

Ballet Review
Pastorale
(N.Y. CITY CENTER BALLET)
Familiar to legit and film is the
genuine coincidence of the same
novelty theme breaking in several
forms in a given season, “Pas¬
torale” is an original job of chore¬
ography on the theme of blindness,
the same subject-matter treated by
American Ballet Theatre four
nights previously at the Met.
“Pastorale” comes off the better.'
Though a “small” production, and
conception, it is more completely
realized. Absent are the jostling
and cruelty factors.
Instead, there is a certain dig¬
nity and authentic sadness as a
girl playing bllndman’s buff at a
picnic encounters a blind boy. Her
insight into what it means to be
sightless matures and touches her
while her unhandicapped loyer
.looks on, not sharing and not
understanding.
Francisco Monsion, a Haitian
member of the N.Y. City Center
Ballet, devised the dance-stoi’y and
impersonated the blind youth. In
both activities he acquired pres¬
tige. Allegra Kent as the troubled
girl proved again that she is one
of the sensitive artists of this
troupe.
It was a balanced evening all
told, with “Pastorale” second in
the four-item bill, Maria Tallchief
and Andre Eglevsky had the audi¬
ence excited to tumult, and cheers
with their virtuosity in Pas de Dix
(third), and the finale, “Bourree
Fantasque,” was another example
of this company’s flair for spoof¬
ing ballet even while dancing with
electric abandon.
Opener, the standard “Swan
Lake,” per Balanchine, seemed a
bit hurried and shopworn. Though
Diana Adams impressed as one of
the finest swan queens seen
around town in years and her artis¬
try was superb, she danced in
what clearly appeared to be a
soiled costume.
Surely it would never meet the
Procter & Gamble whiter-thanwhite copy test; and the swan
queen ought to be impeccably
dainty. If the costume’s ruffles
were not tattletale gray, then the
wrong kind of fabric for the neces¬
sary white effect was employed.
Far be it from a trade paper re¬
viewer to goad any artist to tem¬
peramental outbursts, but a prima
ballerina of greater professional
pride might have refused to ap¬
pear in that costume.
Land.

Opera Scouts in N.Y.
Alfred Diez, who with his wife
operates a leading opera talent
placement agency with offices in
London and Vienna, returned to
Europe recently after a fortnight
viewing his clients at the Metro¬
politan Opera. He was especially
concerned with the Wagnerian
“Ring,” which is having a threetimes-round presentation (unprece¬
dented) at the Met this season.
Diez acts for ^the Met’s chief,
Rudolf Bing, on many artistic mat¬
ters overseas and has made peri¬
odic visits to the opera house in
ree'ent years.
Another European specialist In
opera talent, Robert Bauer of Mi¬
lan, Italy, is also in Manhattan in
connection with Met plans for next
season.

Joan Lorring, featured in the recent “Clearing in the Woods,” missed
both of the last two performances of the drama Feb. 9, according to
the author, Arthur Laurents: A story in last week’s, issue, based on
information supplied by the Playwrights Co., which produced the
show, was that the actress refused to go oh for the matinee that day,
but was persuaded by Laurents to ploy the closing performance at the
Belasco Theatre, N.Y.
Laurents asserts that Miss t^orring, as well as costar Kim Stanley
and other members of the “Clearing” cast, found it almost impossible
to give intelligible performances because of the unprofessional con¬
duct of costar Onslow Stevens. 'Hie author claims that the actor began
changing lines and ignoring dir^ion during the Philadelphia tryout,
and persisted in such tactics even after the matter was appealed to
Actors Equity.
*
One instance in which Stevens destroyed the meaning of the play,
Laurents says, was In one of the early scenes, when the fiather first
saw the three girls representing his daughter’s memory of herself at
different pointjs in her past. ’The father’s line, as written, read, “Wel¬
come to my only offspring.’*' But Stevens, the author assorts, insisted
on changing it to, “Welcome to my offsprings ... you and you and you,”
pointing successively at each of the three girls as he said it.
After Laurents had repeatedly demanded that the actor stick to the
script and has sent him numerous notes of criticism* he received a wire
from Stevens reading, “I’m going to play the play the way I want to,
and that’s that.” The playwright turned the message over to Equity
when the whole situation was refererd to the union.. Since the man¬
agement refused to file formal charges, however. Equity tdok no action
against'Stevens.

The Tunnel of Tove
Theatre Guild production of comedy In
three acts (five scenes), by Joseph Fields
and Peter DeVries, based on the latter’s
novel.
Staged by Fields;«settings and
lighting, Ralph Alswang: costumes, Vlr-.
glnla
VoUand;
women's gowns,
from
Larry Aldrich by Marie McCarthy; pro¬
duction associate. Philip Langher.. Stars
Tom EweU; features Nancy .Qlson, Darren
McGavin. Elisabeth Fraser. Sylvia Daneel.
Elizabeth Wilson.
At Royale Theatre.
N. Y.. Feb. 13. '57; $5.75 top ($8.05 open¬
ing).
Augie Poole ...Tom Ewell
Isolde Poole . Nancy Olson
Dick Pepper .Darren McGavin'
Alice Pepper .Elisabeth Fraser
Estelle Novick . Sylvia Daneel.
Miss McCracken .Elizabeth Wilson

the prominent adoption agencies
over the way their work Is treated
in this Field-DeVries prank. Such
outfits presumably operate on a
highly ethical level, but "Tunnel**
presents one of their representa¬
tives as a tramp and anothei: as
violating her organization’s rules
on a personal whim. Also, the
sponsorship of the illegitimate
child is shown as highly irregular.
Ralph Alswang’s single setting,
with a backdrop and floral decora¬
tions changing according to the
seasons, looks as if it might’ have
been transported intact from Fairfield County, and the appropriately
casual, handsome costumes have
been provided by Virginia Volland,
with most of the ladies gowns, ac¬
cording to a program note, “from
Larry Aldrich by Marie McCar¬
thy.”
“Tunnel of Love” appears to be
approximately what most produc¬
ers hope they have when they de¬
scribe their offerings as ’‘audience
shows.”
Hobe.

Since it’s obviously impractical
to revive “Seven Year Itch” just
yet, why not do the next best
thing, another comedy as nearly as
possible like it? With Tom Ewell
as star, of course. That, at any~
rate, would explain “The Tunnel of
Love/’ which the Theatre Guild I
presented last week at the Royale '
Theatre.
Take a happily married young
couple, add a situation twist about
Holiday for 3Lover»
their being, childless and trying to
Shepard Traube production of comedyarrange the adoption of a baby, in two acts (five scenes), by Ronald Alex¬
shift the locale from-^a Manhattan ander. Staged by Traube; scenery, John
Lloyd; costumes. Helene Pons.
apartment to a studio-living room Robert
Stars Don Ameche; features Carmen
in a converted .Westport bam. Mathews.
Audrey
Christie,
George
Mathews. At Longacre Theatre. N.Y.,
Have the husband commit a single, Feb.
'57; $5.75 top ($6.90 opening).
impulsive act of infidelity and then Mary 14,
Dean . Carmen Mathews
suffer torments of guilt and anxi¬ Robert Dean . Don Ameche
Dean . Sandra Church
ety. Season the piece with clever Betsy
Connie McDougal. Audrey Christie
jokes, preferably with an exur¬ Joe McDougal . George Mathews
Maid
..
Denise Dorin
banite angle. With Ewell as star,
Margaret Dean . Ann Flood
the result is probably a boxoffice Paul
Gattalin . Thomas Carlin
hit and a juicy film sale.
Henri Berchat .. Rene Paul
Joseph Fields and New Yorker
mag writer Peter DeVries have
The law of diminishing returns
adapted this slick comedy from the is tough to beat. It’s likely to be
latter’s novel, and Fields has given too much for “Holiday for Lovers.”
it professionally tight, punchy di¬
Several seasons ago. producer
rection. It’s a bit thin in story, es¬ Shepard Traube and playwright
pecially after the, situation-setting Ronald Alexander had a modest
first act, and somewhat sparse in success with a slight family com¬
depth and feeling.
edy called “Time Out for Ginger.’*
It does have a gratifying supply i After trying a mildly different tack
of combustible gag lines, however, unsuccessfully with “Grand Prize,”
and they keep the audience guf¬ they’re back to the original recipe
fawing through the evening. In with a featherweight skirmish
short, the situation lacks humor, titled “Holiday for Lovers.” It’s a
but the jokes are laughable.
remote prospect for Broadway, but
Since the role of the self-tortur¬ may be a fair item for stock (if the
ing cartoonist-husband is virtually four scenes aren’t prohibitive) and
a carbon of the self-melodramatiz- possibly for films.
ing editor-husband in “Itch,” it’s
In the case of “Ginger,” the set¬
hardly surprising that Ewell gives
virtually an identical performance. up involved Melvyn Douglas as the
proud
father of several spirited
It’s a knockout performance, of
course, just as it was before, and daughters, including one who want¬
ed to play on her highschool foot¬
it gives the show considerable sub¬ ball
team. With “Holiday,” the
stance and Impact.
The part requires nothing new doting dad is Don Ameche and the
plot
gimmick
is that the daughters
for the actor, however, and is
therefore no challenge. He repeats get out from under his possessively
protective
wing
when they get to
many of the mannerisms (notably
the bouncing walk) that got laughs Paris. The premiere audience had
a
dandy
time
laughing
at it.
in the George Axelrod farce, but
It’s beginning to emerge as a
they’re not quite as effective the
pattern
that
although
Alexander
second time around, though still
diverting enough to convulse the has a knack for jokey dialog, he’s
less
gifted
at
creating
dimensibnal
audience. Basically, Ewell’s per¬
formance is honest, however, and characters and authentic situa¬
tions. “Ginger” hai its quota of
that comes through.
“Tunnel” is,also helped greatly amusing lines, but got by because
by the supporting players. Darren of the genuine relationship which
McGavin is skillfully swaggering, developed between the father and
with a superb touch of glib “sin¬ his problem daughter in the last
cerity” as the Connecticut Casan¬ act, seemingly almost as an afterova who not only gets the haple.ss thpught.
None of the characters in “Holi¬
cartoonist in a mess but has an
unerring gift for complicating the day” seems real, or deeply nlopredicament.
tivated or even especially attrac¬
Nancy Olson gives a beautifully tive. The father, played with work¬
.direct, clean performance in the manlike proficiency by Ameche, is
straight but tricky role of the at¬ so opinionated and domineering
tractive, intelligent wife. Elisabeth through the early scenes as to ‘be
Fraser is plausible and winning in downright boorish, and his subse¬
the thankless part of the lecherous quent reasonableness and generos¬
neighbor’s gullible,
perennially ity tend to seem contrived.
The mother, acted with curious
pregnant spouse, and there are ac¬
ceptable bits by Sylvia Daneel and self-consciousness by the normally
Elizabeth Wilson as adoption agen¬ expert Carmen Mathews, gives the
Impression of being merely
cy representatives,
Incidentally, there are likely to sketched in vague outline rather
(Continued on page 60)
be outraged yowls from some of
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HeDinger Selli^ for $3,l)l)9,i0
To Undisclosed (Not City) Buyer

P^iEfr
Jasper Deeler to Tutor
Fiscator Drama Classes

Jasper Deeter, founder of the
Hedgerow Theatre, near Philadel¬
phia, the only repertory theatre in
America with more than 30 years
of existenof^, is joining the faculty
4
of Piscator’s Dramatic Workshop,
A deal has reportedly been con¬
New York. In the professional
cluded for the sale of the Mark
classes he will share with Dr. Maria
Hellinger Theatre, N. Y., for Off-BVay Theatres Join
Piscator the coaching and training.
$3,000,000. The identity of the pur¬
For
Co-op
Exploitation
Dr. Saul Colin is prez of Dra¬
chaser is being wtlhheld for the
Three theatres In New York’s matic Workshop in the Capitol
present, but it’s not City Investing
Co., which had been negotiating Greenwich Village have teamed up Theatre Bldg.
for promotion campaigns. They are
for the property for several
the Cherry Lane, the Circle in the
months. According to trade ru¬
Square and the Theati*e de Lys.
mors, the buyer may be the owner
are top-rated off-Broadway
of the adjoining property fronting All
spots.
on Broadway, including Lindy’s
The outfits are currently split¬
Restaurant.
, * ting the expense of a centrally lo¬
It’s understood that the deal in¬ cated Village billboard on which
volves a $750,000 down payment, their respective productions are
with the balance to be paid at the spotlighted. In addition, the three
rate of $250,000 a year, with inter¬ theatres have interchanging ads in
“Pajama Game,” the touring edi¬
est at 2%. Albany Inudustriallst their programs. The houses, inci¬ tion of which closed in New Or¬
Anthony Brady Farrell, who bought dentally, are within a four-block leans last Saturday (16), represents
the theatre from Warner Bros, radius.
an approximate $1,355,000 profit
nearly 10 years ago as the start of
The current Cherry Lane entry thus far on a $250,000 investment.
a venture into show business, paid is “Purple Dust,” while the Circle Additional income is expected
$1,400,000 for it. The purchase at has “Iceman Cometh” and the de from-stock and other subsidiary
that time did not include either the Lys, the longrun “Threepenny rights, including a summer pro¬
lobby entrance opening on Broad¬ Opera,”
duction of the musical at the Rivi¬
way or the backstage dressing
era Hotel, Las Vegas.
rooms.
The resort cabaret presentation,
Farrell took longterm leases on
which will utilize as many mem¬
the latter two sites, but subse¬
bers of the touring cast as possible,
quently sublet the lobby site and
is slated for a five-week run begin¬
has moved the theatre entrance
ning June 5. It will be under the
around the corner on West 51st St.
jurisdiction of Actors Equity, as
It’s understood that the new pur¬
was the case a couple of years ago
chaser will have to continue the
when “Guys and'l3olls” was given
$40,000-a-year lease for that.
a similar hotel workover In the
The Hellinger’s present tenant,
gambling-saloon center.
*‘My Fair Lady,” is the first hit it
The profit earned by the musical
has had since Farrell took ownerthus far is based on Jan. 26 ac¬
counting, plus estimated income
(Continued on page 60)
John van Druten has recently since then. The audit covered the
completed a new legit play, but is four weeks ending on that date,
withholding it from production for when only the national company
the present. The untitled script is was in operation. The original
understood to be unorthodox in Broadway production ended a
form and content, and therefore 1,052-performance run Nov. 24.
possibly not suitable for commer¬
The touring edition, starring
cial presentation. The playwright Larry Douglas, Buster West and
is said to be mulling the idea of Betty O’Neil, dropped $22,705 on
'
New York.
having it produced off-Broadway. the four frames reported in the
Besides writing two television accounting.
Editor, Variety:
Business, however,
I would like to answer some of scripts for presentation this spring, picked up during the subsequent
the loose assertions that have ap¬ the author has also completed a weeks. The biggest single week’s
peared lately about the supposed book, “The Widening Circle,” de¬ loss for the period was $11,760 for
desirability of non-exclusivity of scribed as a sort of philosophical the stanza ending Jan. 26, when
actors’ agents in the legitimate biography. It’s due for spring re¬ the musical played only four per¬
theatre. There are a few agents lease by Scribners. In addition, he formances, having been forced to
left who are not Interested in rep¬ has recently written several short cancel another four because of
resenting actors on a wholesale stories for magazine publication.
damaged scenery.
basis. We (those same few) work
Meanwhile, he has a damage suit
The London edition of the musi¬
very hard and care for a group of pending against Hecht-Lancaster cal, which has been rufining for
clients year in and year out. We for alleged breach of contract for nearly a year-and-a-half, is slated
really manage their careers—not an original fijm script. The case to close next month. Highlights of
only in the theatre, but also in, tv has also caused The Screen Writ¬ the Jan. 26 audit of the Frederick
and pictures.
ers Branch of the Writers Guild Brisson-Robert E. Griffith-Harold
In such cases client and agent of America to put the company on S. Prince production were as fol¬
have been working as a team for a its “unfair” list.
lows:
long, long time—years, in fact. We
The van Druten pieces for tv are
Net profit, $1,349,036.
know, we respect and trust each “Dr. Shussy,” to be presented on
Distributed
profit,
$1,300,000
other. If a part in a show comes the “Playhouse 90” series during (split 50-50 between the backers
up the actor wants his own agent March, and “The Princess Back and management).
to negotiate for him, because he Home,” to be done next Sunday
Capital balance, $49,036. knows that his own agent will work (24) on the “Goodyear Playhouse.”
for him and not for the producer. A legit comedy, “Dancing in the
I know that the Equity rule is Chequered Shade,” which closed
that no agent may represent an last season during a tryout tour,
actor exclusively. But why not let is still on the production schedule
the actor himself decide if he of Waiter Starcke, subjject to re¬
would like to be represented by titling and satisfactory recasting.
A three-company package spread,
one agent? My clients want me to
utilizing material and performers
make their deals—not some agent
from Leonard Sillman’s Broadway
who knows nothing of their real
production of “New Faces of 1952”
talents or potentialities or salaries
and “New Faces of 1956,” is
—or if the part is right—or, in
scheduled for the stock circuit
fewer words, cares nothing about
next summer. The multiple project
the actor or his career, but only
Attractions ranging from grand is being packaged by Howard
for the Immediate money he ex¬ opera to jazz now are being offered
Hoyt,
with Sillman supervising.
pects to make as commission.
by the recently enlarged concert
Each of the three companies will
Admittedly, many actors do not and special attractions department
be
designed
to fit the needs of a
feel that way, but there are those of the William Morris Agency. Out¬
who do.
Why can’t they be ex¬ fit now‘has a total of 14 artists and particular warm-weather outlet.
One
will
be
for
the regular barns,
clusively represented if they attractions on its list, headed by
choose? This is a business and we Piccola Scala, the associate com¬ the other for the musical tents and
all want to be successful and make pany of the Milan La Scala Opera. the last for the outdoor municipal
theatres.
money. But we’re not selling shoes
Others on the list are the Oror lamps—we’re dealing with hu¬ fecn Choir of Portugal, an 80-voice
man beings with human emotions, group making its first U. S. tour
so let’s put the agency business on by special arrangement, with the
a more creative and dignified level. Portuguese government; the Ameri¬
• Gloria Saiier.
can Mime Theatre, only profes¬
sional mime troupe in the country;
Martyn Green, former D’Oyly
Leonard Feather and 16 artists in Carte star, may return to Gilbert
the Encyclopedia of Jazz; the Mar¬ & Sullivan next summer.
The
ionette Theatre of Braunschweig, comedian-singer and his personal
Germany;'‘harpist Robert Maxwell; manager, Hillard Elkins, are work¬
the National Ballet Company of ing on two G&S packages for the
Ottawa, Feb. 19.
Canada; Fred Waring and the
“Spring Thaw,” New Play So¬ Pennsylvanians; the Jose Greco strawhat icircuit. If the project
ciety’s annual revue, opens a try¬ troupe; Gracie Fields; Florian Za- materializes. Green will stage the
out tour tonight (Tues.) in Guelph,' bach; Joyce Grenfell in “Bids You offerings and possibly appear in
Ont. After dates in St. Catherines, Good Evening;” the Marlow Twins, one of them.
Meanwhile, Green is currently
Hamilton and London, Ont., it two piano team, and soprano Jan
a starring substitute when Cyril
“opens early in March at the Ave¬ McArt.
Ritchard misses performances in
nue Theatre, Toronto, where last
“Visit to a Small Planet” because
year’s edition ran 104 perform¬
of prior commitments with the
ances.
Metropolitan Opera.
He’s also
Mavor Moore again produces,
The National Costumers Assn, scheduled to star off-Broadway in
with the same cast, as last year
except that Louise Thomson re¬ will hold its annual convention a double-bill of Jean Giraudoux
places Diana Laiimer, now married next Aug. 4-7 at the Sheraton-Mc- short plays, adapted by Maurice
Valency.
and living in California. Robert Alpin Hotel, N. Y,
The briefie progi’am, comprising
Costume industry reps from the
Goulet and Barbara Hamilton will
head the troupe. NFS's production U. S., Canada and Europe will be “Apollo of Belles” and “The Vir¬
of Donald Harron and Earle Bir- on hand for the meet, which will tuous Island,” open April 2 at an
ney’s “Turvey” is currently in its be highlighted by the Bal Masque undesignated house. David Brooks
will be stager.
to bjt held Aug. 5.
fourth week at the Avenue,
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‘Game’Ends With
$1355,000 Profit

VanDrutenHas
New Legit Play;
Eyes Olf-B way

Says Exclusive Agents
Should Be Permissible
If Actors Prefer Them

PLAN 3‘FACES’UNITS
FOR SUMMER TOURING

WILUAM MORRIS’ 14
CONCERT AHRACTIONS

It Seems Martyn Green
Just Can’t Resist G&S

Toronto’s Annual ‘Thaw’
Schedules Tryout Tour

Costumers Meet Aug. 4-7
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‘Gendeman’ to Get Show Tour Hypo;
TT&P Launches New Package Plan;
Seek State bw Change to O.K. Biz

-^
Poet’s Theatre Offers
Medieval English Yarn
Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 19.
Poet’s Theatre opened its fourth
production this season, “The Saint¬
liness of Margery Kempe” last
night (Mon.). Written by New
York playwright John Wulp, the
comedy is about medieval England.
Sarah Braveman plays the title
role and the cast includes Jack
Rogers, Michael Lanenthal, Patri¬
cia Guest, Don Cerulli, Beatrice
Paipert, . Lew Petterson, Robert
Handy and Bernard Miller.

Equity Picks Up
5 Agent Tickets;
GrMs 4 Others
The drive by Actors Equity to
remove inactive agents from its
list- of licensed percenters has thus
far resulted in the voluntary re¬
turn of five franchises. Answers
still haven’t been received, how¬
ever, from about 20 other agents
who were sent notices to show
cause why. their franchise should
not be revoked.
The percenters, who’ve turned
in their licenses are Frances Rob¬
inson, Mark Hanna, A1 Knight,
Robert Schultz and Martin Poll.
The union, which plans to grant
new franchises only if vacancies
occur, has filled four of the five
openings. Those granted licenses
were Lillian Arnold, Archer King,
Barna Ostertag and Isobel Baker.
The Equity move to defranchise
inactive agents was cued by a com¬
plaint from one of its members
that the percenter field is over¬
crowded and that less than 25 of
the reps are of real value to the
actors.

AFM BOARD HOLDS UP
TOOTER-ANGEL RULING
The International Exec^utive
Board of the American Federation
of Musicians has Indefinitely de¬
ferred decision on the validity of
the recently-adopted Local 802 by¬
law prohibiting its members from
servicing legit productions in
which they’ve invested.
Meyer
Davis, bandleader, orchestra con¬
tractor and legit backer, who’s
challenged the validity of the rul¬
ing, and Local 802 were notified of
the board’s action last week.
Until a decision is made, the stay
granted by James C. Petrillo, AFM
president, barring enforcement of
the by-law remains in effect. Davis
and Local 802 reps appeared Jan.
17 before the full executive board
in New York to argue the case.
Appearing for the union were the
four top officials, headed by pre.sident A1 Manuti, together with
members Morris Stonzek, Sol Giisikoff and Carl Prager.
Joining Davis in opposing the
measure was Samuel Tabak, an as'sociate, while letters from Guy
Lombardo and Victor Borge sup¬
porting his stand were received
and placed in evidence.

Gene Wesson ‘Happy’
As Standby foi ‘Follies’
Gene Wesson will be collecting
salai’ies from two Broadway shows
at the same time when “Ziegfeld
Follies” opens March 1 at the Win¬
ter Garden Theatre, N. Y. The for¬
mer Wesson Bros, nitery comedian,
who’s currently playing the Chi¬
cago Tribune reporter in “Happy
Hunting,”' will double as Billy De
Wolfe’s standby in the “Follies.”
His deal with the managements
of both shows stipulates that noti¬
fication that he’s going on for De
Wolfe must be made before 7 p.m.
of the night of the performance.
An understudy will sub for him In
“Hunting” when he goes on in the“Follies.”

A rash of new developments is
erupting on the legit package tour
front. It includes a unique Theatre
Tours merchandising
campaign
for a Broadway play, a new Theatre
Trains & Planes service and the
introduction of bills in the New
York State Legislature to legalize
the resale of theatre tickets by
show tour agencies.
The merchandising angle in¬
volves a tie-up between the forth¬
coming Alexander H. Cohen-Ralph
Alswang production of “The Fh'st
Gentleman” and the,former’s Tours
package operation.
Cohen, who
inaugurated his package tour proj¬
ect several years ago, is planning
to utilize the agency to boost outof-town trade for the show follow¬
ing its New York preem April 25.
He’s offering the regular pack¬
age service to those who purchase
tickets to “Gentleman” through
Tours. Under the current setup, the
Tours packages are only available
for legitgoers using TWA, Delta,
Swdss-Air and El-Al Israel Airlines.
The “Gentleman’^ offering will
make the same packages available
to patrons without any transporta¬
tion link.
In other words, out-of-townerg
coming in by train or car can pur¬
chase tix to “Gentleman” through
Tours and, according to the type
of package selected, can see one-tothree other shows of their choice,
with Tours taking care of the legit
tickets, hotel reservations, lunches,
dinners, etc. Ads will be spotted
throughout the country highlight¬
ing that angle.
“Gentleman,” whi.ch will star
(Continued on page 60)

‘Chalk Garden’ Blossoms
Into Payoff Class With
Road and London Coin
Income from subsidiary rights
has boosted last season’ll Broadway
production of “Chalk Garden” into
the hit category. Top revenue pro¬
vider sinco the show’s New York
closing last March has been the
10-month-old London production
of the Enid Bagnold comedydrama.
The Broadway original, produced
by Irene Mayer Selznick, ended a
23-week run last March with a
$26,925 deficit on a $100,000 in¬
vestment. Shortly after the New
York closing, $75,000 was returned
to the backers, including additional
income from sub.sidiary sources.
Another distribution, covering the
$25,000 balance, was made early
last month. As of a Jan. 2 account¬
ing, the Broadway company had
earned $2,455 profit.
The audit, however, only covers
income from the British production
up ^ last Dec. 1. Leasing of the
road rights to Edward Choate &
Albert H. Rosen has also paid off.
That producing, constarring Judith
Anderson and Cathleen Nesbitt,
ended a profit-making h’ke Feb. 16
in Princeton. The accounting only
takes in coin earned from that
source up to last Nov. 24.
Highlights of the accounting
were as follows:
New York operating profit, $30,129.
Film income, $38,317 (represents
the show’s full share of the preproduction sale of the picture
rights to Paramount).
English rights (to Dec. 1, ’56),
$23,157.
Road rights do Nov. 24, ’56),
$2,493.
Stock rights, $2,447.
Foreign rights, $900.
Sale of props, $418.
Costuipe rental, $100.
Total income, $9’7;962.
Cost of production, $95,506.

Amherst Offers Course
In Theatre Aesthetics
Amherst, Mass., Feb. 19.
A course in theatre aesthetics,
available in few American colleges,
will be introed at Amherst this
spring. It will be taught by Prof.
Edwin B. Pettet of Amherst's Dra¬
matic Arts Department,
According to Prof. Pettet, work
in the course will involve looking
at the theatre “from an oblique
point of view” in an effort to de¬
termine the philosophy of theatri¬
cal activity.
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Legit FoDowups

To leatre Owners am Operators.
In The United States and Canada
^

The Independent Booking Office, Inc., announces the open¬
ing of its offices at 137 West 48th Street, New York City,

I

Our policy is impartial booking service available to
any theatre or production office which desires it, at
the lowest possible cost.

2

The Independent Booking Office was planned and devel¬
oped to serve both the producer and the road theatre with
equal fairness.

2

All theatre owners and operators may participate in this
booking service and enjoy the. advantages which attach to
its operation. This office wjil represent all producers regard¬
less of their affiliations. All theatre owners and operators are
invited to participate in the official adfninistratidn of the book¬
ing service.

^ . The Independent Booking Office, a NON-PROFIT ORGAN¬
IZATION, breaking cleanly with the past, does not make the
theatre shoulder the full burden of the booking fees, as in the
past. The theatre and the attraction will absorb them equally.
The fees have been set at $75.00 per playing week to each,
based on the estimated operating costs of the office.

NOW BOOKING

ALSO WHEN AVAILABLE

My Fair Lady
The Diary of Anne Frank
Hotel Paradiso
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
Damn Yankees

Bells Are Ringing
The Most Happy Fella
The Tunnel of Love

We want to hear from theatre owners and operators all over
the country, including those in cities which do not now receive
legitimate plays. We welcome recommendations for the cor¬
rection of past booking faults. Recommendations may deal
with matters of a purely local nature or matters which affect
the theatre's^welfare generally. We are ably equipped to send
shows to your theatre. A letter or a telegram will bring you
more complete information on the advantages available to
you. For a speedier, more informed service to you, please send
advices on your theatre as to stage dimensions, capacity, and
all the details required by the managers of touring shows.

The imEPEmEUT BOOKM OFFICE, Ine.
137 WEST 48th STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
HAROLD GOLDBERG
Manager

Telepfione
Circle 7-3311

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
HERMAN LEVIN
PRESIDENT
LOUIS kOTITO
1st VICE PRESIDENT

KERMIT BLOOMGARDEN
2nd VICE PRESIDENT

HERMAN SHUMLIN
SECRETARY

GILBERT MILLER
TREASURER

MRS. MARTIN BECK

ALFRED DE LIAGRE, JR.

LAWRENCE LANGNER

IRENE M. SELZNICX

A. L. BERMAN

MAX GORDON

ERNEST MARTIN

ROGER L. STEVENS

HERMAN BERNSTEIN
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My Fair Lady
(HELLINGER THEATRE, N. Y.)
As it’s been doing since opening
night, March 15 of last year, “My
Fair Lady” is still justifying its
tremendous reputation. At the
premiere nearly a year ago the
Alan Jay Lerner-Frederick Loewe
musicalization of G. B. Shaw’s
“Pygmalion” had to live up to a
phenomenal preliminary buildup.
Its rep has since become interna¬
tional, and although many people
may come to it pre-conditioned to
enchantment, it’s potent enough to
captivate the perverse few who may
approach it in. the mood of Eliza
Doolittle's song, “Show Me.”
Not even the absence of the
musical’s top star, Rex Harrison,
Seems to make serious difference.
Subject to surprisingly slight
broadening of the performance,
the show has held up beautifully.
In some respects it hfis even im¬
proved, nOtabljr in the., some,what
greater color, projection and im¬
pact of .costar Julie. Andrews as
Eliza. Stardom, ‘as well as 11
months of playing, niay account for
her increased confidence
and
authority.
Edward Mulhare, the little-;
known Irish ^actoi: whom producer
Herman Leyin, ;C0-authprs Lerner
and Loewe. and stager Moss Hart
spotted in London to sub during
Harrison’s vacation (he’s since been
signed for three years, and will,
fully inherit the role, of Prof. Hig¬
gins next Dec. 2, when Harrison’s
contract expires), is a remarkable
find, and he makes the original
star’s absence a comparatively
minor matter as far as performance
is concerned. However, Harrison’s,
name draw may be missed at that
seemingly remote time when the
show begins to taper off at the b.o.
The substitute- Higgins is ob¬
viously copying Harrison’s per¬
formance, probably according to
direction as well as to conform to
the whole. company’s established
pattern. Although that’s undoub¬
tedly a protection to some extent,
it must limit Mulhare a bit, since
he would presumably be more com¬
fortable and relaxed in a charac¬
terization he had worked out for
himself. In the established pattern,
he does amazingly well, though
naturally lacking the detail, the
texture and the star “presence” of
Harrison’s portrayal.
The fact that Mulhare has a
physique along the same general
lines as Harrison’s also tends to
make the substitu|ion more or less
inconsequential for audiences, even
repeaters. Incidentally, the new¬
comer resembles a sort of combina¬
tion Leslie Howard and Gary
Cooper, with the former’s facial
appearance and the latter’s lean,
sinewy build.
Mulhare’s click appearance puts
a heavy burden of proof on Actors
Equity to justify its extreme alien
rules, particularly its unsuccessful
campaign in this instance. It seems
a tough thesis to argue that anyone
from the union’s regular member¬
ship would have been such an
almost perfect choice for the
assignment. The fact that Equity
went to such lengths to exclude
Mulhare tends to make its entire
alien attitude appear arbitrary.
Stanley Holloway and Robert
Coote are still standout in the
respective comedy roles of Alfred
P. Doolittle and Col. Pickering. In
the secondary parts, Viola Roache
is acceptable as Higgins’ amused
mother, although she lacks Cathleen Nesbitt’s high-comedy ele¬
gance.
Philippa Bevans (Miss
Roache’s daughter offstage) is still
effective as the professor’s house¬
keeper. Robin Craven is believable
as the Roumanian (recently chang¬
ed from Hungarian for interna¬
tional political reasons—how silly
can you get?) speech expert. John
Michael King is passable as the
admiring Freddy, and Regina Wal¬
lace, Olive Reeves-Smith, Glenn
Kezer and Rod McLennan are
adequate in lesser roles.
Hart’s staging retains its keen
edge, but the enunciation of lines
in some of the chorus numbers has
become a bit slovenly (Miss An¬
drews’ superb clarity is in contrast).
Oliver Smith’s handsome scenery
and Cecil Beaton’s stunning cos¬
tumes have been keept immaculate,
and Franz AHers’ pit conducting is
still expert (he gets body-English
assistance fx-om practically the
whole audience, which has un¬
doubtedly worn out at least one
original-cast record album apiece).
Kobe.

The Country Wif©
(ADELPHI THEATRE, LONDON)
London, Feb. 12.
One of the best examples of
bawdy Restoration comedy, Wil¬
liam Wycherlej^’s “The Country
Wife” has transferred to A regular
West End theatre after a short run
at the Royal Court, where it w’as
originally presented by the English

Stage Co. In its new venue the
same management is operating, by
arrangement with Jack Hylton.
Apart from one or two minor cast
changes, the Adelphi presentation
uses the same first-rate team of
players, and they respond to
George Devine’s racy staging to
keep the action at a fast pace. In
its new home the comedy should
succeed for a moderate engage¬
ment, but it really deserves a more
intimate theatre for maximum im¬
pact.
'
Laurence Harvey, with a deft
combination of charm and author¬
ity, plays the man-about-town who
feigns impotency to win the trust
of all husbands and thereby be left
securely with their women. Diana
Churchill, as his main target, Is not
at her best in the role of Lady
Fidget and Joan Plowright, in the
title part, tends to overdo the
bumpkin aspect of the character.
Esme Percy, John Moffatt, Moyra
Fraser and George Devine head
the able cast.
‘ Myro.

Show Out of Town
Good as Gold
Boston, Feb. 16.
Cheryl Crawford Sf 'WllUam Myers pro¬
duction of comedy In two acts (13 scenes),
by John Patrick, based on the bdok- by
Alfred Toombs. Stars- Roddy- McDowaU,
Pa.ul Ford, Zero Mostel; features Loretta
Leversee. Robert Emhardt, Blackbui'n
Twins. Staged by Albert Marre: scenery*
Peter Larkin; lightlne,, Al' Alloy; .cos¬
tumes, Noel Taylor; production manager*
Billy Matthews;' produ<^tion . assistant,
Sylvia Driilie. At Shubert Theatre. Bos¬
ton, Feb. 16, '57; $3.85 top weeknlghts;
$4,40 Friday-Saturday nights.
Commentator . Edward Fuller
Benjamin '....'.' Roddy JVIcDowall
Policeman ..
Dana Elcar
Doc Penny ...Zero Mostel
Barbara . Loretta Leversee
Congressman Fairweather
. Paul Ford
Congressman Jason. Robert Emhardt
McDougal . Royce Blackburn
McFadden . Ramon Blackburn
Jail Officer .Thomas Ahe.irn
Radio Announcer . John Harkins
Radio Engineer . Ell HiU
Reporter . Clarence Stemler
Photographer . John Harkins
TV Announcers.. Edward Fuller, Eli Hill
Caucus Room Guard.. ..Clement Brace
Committeemen. .Lou Gilbert, Hugh Evans
Scribe .
Kenneth Santos
Vault Director . . Hugh Evans
Fredei-ica . Juleen Compton
Pilsudski . Lou Gilbert
“Good as Gold” is a hilarious
spoof of Government aiid the
Washington scene, with trick plot
twists in which gold is turned to
dirt and the dirt grows vegetables
of gargantuan size on stage. It
looms large for the hit bracket.**
Sharply etched portraits of Gov¬
ernment officials, smart dialogue,
freshly topical references to the
FBI, Congress, radio, tv and bu¬
reaucratic bungling are offered at
a swift pace, and the entire pro¬
duction is studded with laugh
lines that had the Boston firstnighters rocking. The show seems
almost as big as the mammoth
vegetables, acres of forests and
oceans of seaweed growing in
the gold-turned-to-dirt that con¬
founds the Pentagon.
The two act comedy is a natural
for films, with slick potential for
trick photography in the Instantly
mushrooming vegetables, plants
that dwarf houses and autos, plus
the broadly etched Capital scenes
and a back-home-in-Oregon exposi¬
tion.
The John Patrick dramatization
of Alfred Toombs’ hook Is stun¬
ningly unusual, a sort of musical
comedy without music, done in
whirling series of Washington
scenes. Although the second act
bogs down a bit while girl tries
to nab boy in the weighing room
of a U.S. storage Vault, there seems
to be nothing wrong that tighten¬
ing and cutting can’t fix.
Acting honors are well shared in
this laugh fest. Ro(Idy McDowall,
as the botany prof, has just the
right touch of wide-eyed wonder¬
ment and academic preoccupation.
Zero Mostel, as the Washington
character with whom the prof falls
in, gives a brilliant performance
as a bewhiskered charlatan who
savvys the politico scene.
Paul Ford, in the meaty role of
A Congressman who becomes in¬
volved in the effort to get the gov¬
ernment to turn over gold to make
the magic dirt, is outstanding.
Robert Emhardt, as a Congress¬
man of another party and a bitter
foe, turns in a fine acting stint,
Loretta Leversee is a 811010 come¬
dienne as the
Congressman’s
daughter who nabs the botany prof
at last act curtain. The Blackburn
twins play FBI investigators to
broad comic effect.
Juleen Compton, as the prof’s
girl from his Oregon home, is a
click with a sexy dumb-smart
character portrayal. Hugh Evans
has a nice bit as U.S. Storage Vault
director. Albert Marre’s direction
is neat and Peter Larkin’s amazing
sets, in which vegetables are apt
to grow through the walls at any
moment, earn the applause they
get.
Guy,
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Chi Gets Perky; OU Vk $46,800,
‘Sei^eants’ $31,9410, ‘Janus’ OK
Chicago, Feb. 19. 4^
Loop business picked up a bit
last week. “Janus” exited Satur¬ ^Garden’ Modest $18,400
day night (16) to resume its tour.
In Hershey-Princeton
“Matchmaker” berths at the
Princeton, Feb. 19.
Blackstone, March. 4, for four
“Ciialk Garden,” costarring Ju¬
frames, s’on subscription. “Desk
Set” is logged in for a April 1 en- dith Anderson and Cathleen Nes¬
tiT at the Harris. “Cat on a Hot bitt, ended Its road tour last Sat¬
Tin Roof” comes to the Erlanger urday (16) with the final week's
for a run April 29, immediately take hitting a fair $18,400 on eight
after the departure of “No Time performances .split evenly between
the Community Auditorium, Herfor Sergeants.”
shey. Pa., and the McCarter The¬
Estimates for Last Week
Janus, Harris (C) (3d wk) ($5; atre here. The Monday-Wednes1,000; $29,662) (Joan Rennett, Don¬ day (11-13) gross at the former spot
ald Cook, Romney Brent). Over was $5,300.
The Thursday-Saturday (14-16)
$24,500; previous week, $23,500;
tax-free take at the nonprofit local
continued tour Saturday (16).
No Time for Sergeants (C) (23d was over $13,000.
Wk) ($4.95; 1,335; $35,495). Over
$31,900; previous week, $31,000.
Old Vie Co.. Shubert (Repertory)
($4.95; 2,100; $50,844). Nearly $46,800 for four performances each of
“Macbeth”
and “Richard
Toronto, Feb. 19.
“Macbeth'*^ drew three laudatory
With turnaway biz Friday and
reviews (Cassidy, Tribune; Harris, Saturday (15-16), “Fanny” did a
News, and Kogan, Sun-Times) and fine $43,500 on its second week at
a yes-no (Dettmer, American); the Royal Alexandra Theatre here,
moves out Sunday (23).
with the 1.525-seater scaled at
Miscellaneous
$5.50 top for A $46,000 potential.
View From the Bridge, Stude- First week, the musical grossed a
baker. Stock production opens to¬ moderate $35,000 here. That ^ve
night (Tues.) for three weeks.
the musical $78,500 for the Toronto
fortnight's engagement.
Flu hit both co-stars, with Billy
Gilbert out Monday (11) and Sat¬
urday nights (16) and Alan Carney
subbing; with Ted Wills ditto for
Italo Tajo, ill for the matinee and
night performances Wednesday
(13).
Nejla Ates, femme lead
dancer, also stricken by flu, was
out Saturday night.
Washington, Feb. 19. '
“Fanny” is currently into the
“Ziegfeld Follies” broke the Na¬ Shubert Theatre, Detroit, for a
tional Theatre hdlise record last fortnight. ,
week with a boff $51,500 take.
There was no Monday performance
for the revue tn^out, but a Friday
matinee was substituted in the 1,600-seat house. Absolute capacity
would have been $52,600. Theatre
is scaled to $5.50, weeknights, and
New Orleans, Feb. 19.
$6.60 Friday arid Saturday nights.
“Pajama Game,” the first legiter
The current, second and final, to play, the Civic Theatre here this
week of “Follies” is already vir¬ season, grossed a strong $40,000
tually sold out. Since there is an on its closing eight performances
extra evening performance and last week.
The tuner, starring
one less matinee, last week's box- Larry Douglas, Buster West and
office record is a cinch to be Betty O’Neil, picked up another
topped this week.
$21,900 at the theatre in-three per¬
Advance is good for “Apple formances the previous week, for
Cart,” with Maurice Evans due to a total 11-performance take of
return to his starring role after $61,900. That was $7,000 short of
several weeks’ illness. This is also the potential capacity, with the
a subscription play, and solid busi¬ musical going clean on the last
ness is assured for its fortnight four performances.
here.
Carl Fisher, the show's general
manager, was on hand for the
windup.
Last-minute plans to
hold the entry over this week were
dropped because of Insufficient
time to get announcements out and
tickets printed.
Detroit, Feb. 19.
Second and final week of “The
Matchmaker,” costarring Ruth Gor¬ Waltz’ -Lethargic $9,000,
don, Loring Smith and Patricia
Tajama Tops’ $9,200, L.A.
Cutts, grossed a neat $28,000 at the
Los Angelef, Feb. 19.
2,050-seat Shubert. Potential, ca¬
Pair of small-seaters rekindling
pacity at the $4 top, on subscrip¬
this week gives the town a total of
tion, was $31,000.
Current at the Shubert is “Fan¬ four legit shows. Newcomers are
ny,” in for a fortnight. The 1,482- “Fifth Season,” starring Chico
Marx, which opened last night
seat Cass.remains dark.
(Mon.) at the Civic Playhouse, arid
“Time Limit,” which relights the
Ivar tomorrow (Wed.). Both are
400-seaters.
(Figures denote opening dates)
Estimates for Last Week
Anniversary Waltz, Ritz (C) (8th
LONDON
wk) ($3.85; 1,330) (Russell Nype,
At Drop of Hat, Fortune ri-24-37).
Boy Friondi Wyndham's <12-l-53).
Marjorie Lord).
Under $9,000;
Drido A Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-96).
previous week, $9,500. Exits next
Chalk Oardon, Haymarket (4-11-56).
week.
Crystal Heai^, Savllle (2-19-57).
Diary Anno Prank, Phoenix (11-29-56).
Pajama Tops, Forum (C) (17th
Double Image, Savoy (11-14-56).
wk) ($3.30; 1,740). Up slightly to
D'Oyly Carte, Prince's (12-3-56),
around
$9,200 and continues to
Dry Rot. WhltehaU «B-31-54).
Fanny, Drufy Lane (11-15-56).
show a profit. Previous week, $9,For Amusement Only, Apollo (6-S-96).
000
.
«rab Me a Gondola, Lyric (12-26-56).

^Rain^ 17G for 6 Shows;
Gazzara Back as Lead
St. Paul, Feb. 19.
“Hatful of Rain,” starring Vivian
Blaine, grossed around $17,000 last
week on a four-way, six-perform¬
ance split. Tuesday - Wednesday
(12-13) the show played the ^Vic¬
toria, K.C.; Thursday (14) the Mu¬
sic Hall, Omaha; Friday (15), the
KRNT, Des Moines, and Saturday
(16), the Auditorium, St. Louis.
The drama is current at the Ly¬
ceum, Minneapolis, Ben Gazzara,
Who played the male lead on
Broadway, rejoins the cast next
Monday (25) at the Orpheum, Mad¬
ison, Wis.

Dou^as $24,700,
‘Cart’28G,Pliilly

Tajama’ Spiffy $40,000,
Ends Tour, New Orleans ‘GOLD’GETS 4-2 PRESS,
$4,200 PREEM IN HUB

MATCHMAKER’BIG 28G
ON SUBSCRIPTION, DET.

British Shows

House by Lake, York'.^ (5-9-56).
Member of Wedding, Royal Ct. (2-5-97).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
Mrs. Gibbons' Boys, Westmln (12-11-56).
New Crazy Gang, Vlo. Pal. (12-18-56).
No Laughing MaHer, Arts (1-23-57).
No Time Sgts., Her MaJ. (8-23-50).
Nude With Violin, Globe. (11-7-56).
Pa lama Game, Coliseum (10-13-56).
Plaintiff In Hat, St. Mart. (10-11-56).
Plume de ma Tante, Garrick 11-3-55).
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
Repertory. Old Vio (9-7-53).
Romanoff A Juljet, Piccadilly (5-17-56).
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Towards Zero, St. James’s (9-4-56).
Under Milk Wood, New (9-20-56).
View From Bridge, Comedy (10-11-56
Waltz of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-56).
Zero Hours, St. James’s (9-4-96).
Scheduled Openings
Subway In Sky, Savoy (2-27).
Iron Duchess, Cambridge (3-14-97).
Closed Last Week
Touch of Fear, Aldwych (12-5-96).
On Tour

Bed
Fol de Rols
Glamour Girl
Hatful of Rain
Lovebird
Magnificent Fraud
Olive Ogilvie
Peter Pan
Restless Heart
Separate Tables
South sea BubbI*
Spider's Web
Subway In the Sky

ET Shows

‘Yankees’ 39?G, Columbus;
Walston Succeeds Clark

59

B way Uneyen; Ewell $25,200 For 6,
Ameche 19G fot 6, Ritchard 27y2C>
Merman $68,010, Barrault Co. 33y2G

Broadway w’as spotty last week.
Receipts dropped substantially for
some shows, but picked up nicely
for others. Another of the recent
sellout entries, "Happy Hunting.”
failed to go clean, dittoing “Long
Day’s Joux-ney Into Night,” which
dipped below capacity the previous
frame.
There were two preems, “Holi¬
day for Lovers” and “Tunnel of
Love.” The latter joined “Auntie
Marne,” “Bells Are Ringing,” “Li’l
Abner,” “My Fair Lady” and “Visit
to a Small Planet” in the capacity
lineup.
Estimates for Last Week
Philadelphia, Feb, 19.
Keys: C (Comedy"h D (Drama),
Boxoffice continued solid for last
week's opener, “Hole in Head,” CD {Comedy-Drama), R {Revue),
and “Apple Cart” held up on sub¬ MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬
scription. “Hole,” the Paul Doug¬ cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
las starrer, won crlx praise for the eretta).
cast but not for the play. All three
Other parenthetic designations
appraisers agreed, Murdock (In¬ refer, respectively, to weeks played,
quirer), de ^hauensee (Bulletin) number of performance^ through
and Gaghan (News), that the com¬ last Saturday, <top prices,' number
edy seemed a little overpowering of seats, capacity gross and stars.
for an essentially serious subject. Price includes 10% Federal and
“Damn Yankees,” starring Bob¬
by Clark opened last night (Mon.) 5% City tax, hut grosses are net;
at the Shubert. Tennessee Wil¬ i.e., exclusive of taxes.
Auntie Marne, Broadhurst (C)
liams’ play back to original title of
“Orpheus Descending” opens Mar. (16th wk; 125; $6.90-$.75; 1,182;
$43,000) (Rosalind Russell). Prev¬
5 for two weeks, at the Walnut.
ious week, $43,600; last week, same.
Estimates for Last Week
Apple Cart, Forrest (C) (2d wk)
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC)
($4.80; 1,580; $34,000). Guild sub¬ (12th wk; 92; $7.50; 1,453; $55,039);
scription' finished at end of the (Judy Holliday).
Previous week,
two-week run, but'the revival is $55,600; last week, same.
holding a third week in a moveDamn Yankees, 46th St. (MC)
over to Locust, almost $28,000; pre¬ (94th wk; 748; $8.05; 1,297; $50,573).
vious week, $27,200.
Previous week $34,600; last week,
Hole in Head, Walnut (CD) (1st almost $34,000; has to vacate thea¬
wk) ($4.80; 1,340; $33,000) (Paul tre April 27.
Douglas). Tryout pulled $24,700
Diary of Anne Frank, Cort (D)
and holds.
72d wk; 573; $5.75; 1,036; $28,854)
(Joseph Schildkraut). Moves Feb.
26 to the Ambassador Theatre.
Previous week, $15,200; last week,
nearly $14,000.
Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum (C)
(13th wk; 103; $5.75; 995; $26,000)
Boston, Feb. 19.
Opening of “Good As Gold” at (Walter Pidgeon). Previous week,
the Shubert last Saturday night $23,500; last week, almost $23,100.
Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC)
(16) broke the run of practically
tv.'o weeks with no shows on the (11th wk; 84; $8.05; 1,625; $69,989)
boards. The new entry, a pre- (Ethel Merman). Previous week,
Broadway tryout, is in for two $70,400; last week, over $68,000.
Hidden River, Playhouse (4th
weeks. ‘ “Sin of Pat Muldoon” is
next for local scene, opening at the wk; 29; $5.75; 994; $30,033). (RobColonial for two weeks Monday bert Preston, Dennis King, Lilli
(25). “Janus” opens the same night Darvas). Previous week, $19,700;
at the Plymouth for a fortnight. last week, nearly $18,800.
Holiday for Lovers, Longacre
Danny Kaye and his Interna¬
tional Show opens at the Colonial fC) (1st wk; $4; $5.75; 1,101; $29,March 11 for for four weeks; and 378) (Don Ameche). Opened last
the touring “Damn Yankees” is set Thui'sday (14) to three favorable
for the Shubert March 25 for two reviews (Chapman, News; McClain,
Joumal-American;
Watts,
Post)
weeks.
and four unfavorable (Atkinson,
Estimate for Last Week
Times;
Coleman,
Mirror;
Donnelly,
Good As Gold, Shubert (C) (1st
Kerr,
Herald
wk) (1,717; $4.40-$3.85; $48,060) World-Telegram;
(Roddy Mcpowall, Paul Ford, Zero Tribune); almost $19,000 for first
four
performances
and
two
preMostel). New John Patrick comedy
opened Saturday (16) to generally viewsInherit
the
Wind,
National
(D)
good review’s, four affirmatives
(Durgin, Globe; Hughes, Herald; (83d wk; 662; $5,75-$4.60; 1,162;
$32,003)
(Paul
Muni).
Previous
Maloney, Traveler; Melvin, Moni¬
tor); and two negatives (Doyle, week, $21,300; last week, almost
American; Norton, Record). Picked , $22,600.
UP a hotsy $4,200 opening night, ' Li’l Abner, .St. James (MC) (14th
highest single night gross of any wk; 108; $8.05; 1,028; $58,100).
show this season with exception Previous week, $58,200; last week,
of “Major Barbara” and musical same.
Long Day’s Journey Into Night,
comedies. Comedy holds for tw’o
Helen Hayes (D) (15th wk; 90;
weeks prior to Broadway.
$6.90;
1,039; $30,000)
(Fredric
March, Florence Eldridge). Prev¬
ious week, $28,500, with Miss Eld¬
ridge missing three performances
because of illness; last week, al¬
most $27,000.
Major Barbara, Morosco (C)
Columbus, Feb. 19.
“Damn Yankees,” starring Bobby (16th wk; 127; $6.90; 946; $37,500)
Clark grossed $39,500 last week at (Charles Laughton, Burgess Mere¬
the 1,634-seat Hartman Theatre dith, Glynis Johns, Eli Wallach,
Cornelia Otis Skinner). Anne Jackhere at a $6.80 top.
Clark is due to withdraw from son (Wallach’s wife) joins the cast
the touring musical March 16, with March 4, succeeding Miss Johns.
Ray Walston transferring from the Previous week, $29,800; last week,
(Feb. 18-March .3)
original Broadw’ay company to take over $28,000.
Annie Get Your Gun—Lenox Hill Play¬
Middle of the Night, ANTA (D)
over the role of Satan, also getting
house (27-3).
Idiot's Dolight—Clinton H. S.> Bronx star billing.
^ (46th wk; 365; $5.75; 1,185; $39,116)
(22-23); Bryant H. S., Queens (1-2).
(Edward G, Robinson). . Preyious
week, 28,800; last week,''" almost
Ballet Theatre $63,000,
$26,900.
SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS
Most Happy Fella, Imperial (MD)
(Theatres Indicated if set)
8-Performance String (42d
wk; 332; $7.50; 1,427; $57,875).
Hold In Hoad, Plymouth (2-28).
Boston, Feb. 19.
Previous week, $50,500; last week,
Ziegfeld Follies, Wlnt. Oard. (3-1).
The American Ballet Theatre, nearly $48,500.
Sin of Pat Muldoon, Cert (3-13).
Malden Voyage, Barrymore (3-14).
which began touring last week fol¬
Mr. Wonderful,. Broadway (MC)
Strategy of Murder (^15).
lowing its return from a six-month (48th wk; 375; $7.50-$6.90; 1,900;
Good as Gold, Belasco (3-7).
Orpheus Descending, Beck (3-21).
European hike, grossed a sock $63,- $71,000). Closes next Saturday (23).
Hide A Seek (wk. 3-25)
000 on a four-way, eight perform¬ Previous week, $33,500; last week,
Liza (4-3).
ance split. The terp troupe picked almost $34,700.
Hotel Paradise, MUler (4-3).
Joker (4-4).
up $25,000 in a special fund-raising
My Fair Lady, Ilellinger (MC)
Shinbone Alley, B'way (4-13).
performance Sunday (10) at the (49th wk; 387; $8.05; 1,551: $67,First Gentleman (4-25).
Metropolitan Opera House, N. Y. 696) (Edward Mulhare; Julie An¬
Moon for Misbegotten, Bijou (4-30).
Now Girl In Town, 46th St. (6-9).
Previous week, $68,700;
Performances were given Mon¬ drews).
day (11) at the Bushnell Audito¬ last week, same.
OFF-BROADWAY
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin
rium, Hartford, and Tuesday (12)
at the College Auditorium, New (C) (70th wk;'556; $5.75-$4.60; 1,Lady's Not Burning, Carnegie (2-21).
American Savoyards, St. Ignatius (2-26)
Fiondon, both on guarantees. The 331; $38,500). Previous week, $30,Right You Are, Fischer (34).
group was at the Opera Eoiise here 200; last week, nearly $30,400,
Synge Trilogy Theatre East (3-4).
Wednesday-Saturday (13-16), gross¬ • Potting Shed, Bijou (D) (3d wk;
Exiles, Renata (3-12).
Troian Trio, Theatre Marquee (3-18).
ing $30,000 on five performances. 23; $5.75-$5.25; 603; $20,400) (Sybil
Duchess of Malfl, Phoenix (3-19).
Les Appleby is company manager. Thorndike, Robert Flemying, LeuComing of the Lord, Mews (3-28).

Tanny’ Hefty $43,500
In Toronto 2d Week

B.O. Record, Wash.
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een McGrath).
Previous week,
$17,000; last week, over $18,600.
Renaud-Barrault
Co.,
Winter
Garden (Repertory) (3d wk; 22;
$5.75; 1.494; $45,000).
Previous
week, $33,400 for eight perform¬
ances, evenly split between “Volpone and “Le Misanthrope”; last
week, almost $39,500 for eight per¬
formances, evenly split between
“Nights of Fury” and “Dear De¬
parted Mother-in-Law,” MondayWed.. (11-13) and “Intermezzo”
Thursday-Saturday (14-16). Ends
limited four-frame stand next Sat¬
urday (23), with a dual-bill, “The
Gardener’s Dog” and “Les Adieux,”
as the final week’s entry.
Separate Tables, Music Box (D)
(17th wk; 132; $5.75; 1,010; $31,021)
(Eric Portman, Margaret Leighton).
Previous week, $27,600; last week,
nearly $26,300.
Tunnel of Love, Royele (C) (1st
wk; 5; $5.75; 994; $29,000) (Tom
Ewell).
Opened last Wednesday
(13) to one affirmative notice
(Chapman, News), two yes-no
(Donnelly, World-Telegram; Kerr,
Herald Tribune) and four nega¬
tive (Atkinson, Times; Coleman,
Mirror; McClain, Journal-American; Watts, Post); over $25,200 for
first five perfct'mances and one
preview.
Uncle WUlle, Golden (C) (9th
wk; 68; $5.75; 800; $24,000) (Menasha Skulnik). Previous week, $15,500; last week, nearly $15,000. .
Visit to a SmaU Planet, Booth (C)
(2d wk; 12; $6.60-$5.75; 766; $27,300) (Cyril Rltchard).
Previous
week, almost $13,400 for first four
performances; last week, over $27,500.
Waltz of the Toreadors, Coronet
(CD) (5th wk; 36; $6.90; 1,001; $35,040) (Ralph Richardson). Previous
week, $27,000, with RlchardSon
missing three performances be¬
cause 0^ Illness; last week, almost
$27,300.
Closed Last Week
Measure for Measure, Phoenix
(C) (4th wk; 32; $3.85; 1,150; $25,000). Ended limited four-week run
Sunday (17). Previous week, $16,000; last week, nearly $17,800.
Opening This Week
Taming of the Shrew, Phoenix
(C) ($3.85; 1.150; $25,000). Second
American Shakespeare Festival
Theatre & Academy revival, being
presented at the Phoenix as an out¬
side venture. Opens tonight (Wed.)
and is scheduled to run through
March 10.
OFF-BROADWAY SHOWS
A God Slept Here & Enemies
Don’t Send Flowers, Provincetown
(2-19-57).
Box of Water Colors, B'way
Cong. Church (2-17-57); ' closes
April 21.
Dr. Faustus & Parade at the
Devil’s Bridge, Blackfriars’ (2-1857).
Easter, 4th St. (1-16-57); closes
next Sunday (24).
House
Remembered,
"Actors’
Playhouse (2-6-57).
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square
(5-8-56).
In Good King Charles Golden
Days, Downtown (1-24-57).
Me Candido, Greenwich Mews
(10-15-56); closes March 3.
Mrs. Patterson, Davenport (2-557).
O’Flaherty,, V.. C., & Press Cuttines, Tempo (2-18-57).
Purple Dust, Che°rry Lane (12>f'
27-56).
Take a Giant Step, Jan Hus (922-56).
There Is No End, Covenant Play¬
house (2-8-57).
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (920-55).
Volpone, Rooftop (1-7-57).
Closed Last Week
. Misanthrope, Theatre East (1112-56).
Shoestring '57, Barbizon-Flaza
(11-5-56).
Twelfth Night, St. Ignatuis,
Church (1-4-57).

LUNTS MODERATE 13G
FOR FINAL 5; FRISCO
San Fi’ancisco, Feb. 19.
“Great Sebastians,” starring Al¬
fred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne,
took a satisfactory $13,000 In a
five-performance fifth week at the
Curran and closed last Thursday
night (14) to resume its tour.
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” opens
at the Curran tomorrow (Wed.), to
bo followed by “Praise House”
opening at the Alcazar next Sunday
(24) night.
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tress-wife, Maud, is romantically
presented: and an Introductory
chapter assesses the manager
through quotes of his contempo¬
raries, with such varying opinions
as his sister’s-in-law; ’The greatest
By Frank Scully 44444»444444444
man who ever lived—except per¬
it suspended last August. Posts of haps. Our Lord,” to Shaw’s “Tree
^ohn Fox Indicted
John Fox, publisher of the de¬ C-C prexy and chairman have not was the despair of authors,’! and
Palm Springs, Feb. 19.
funct 125-year old Boston Post, was been filled.
Trains seemingly are coming back. At least they are in songs and
Gordon Craig’s “Charming fellow:
indicted Friday (15) by the Suf¬
I could murder him with great books. Mama is being thrown from the train a kiss, and soldiers are
Cuban Censorship
folk County Grand Jury on’
pleasure.”
Doicn.
being commanded to step off^them and right into the arms of their
In Havana this week, Cuban
charges of failure to pay $27,000 in
sweethearts.
weekly wages to 93 employes of censors again began scissoring in¬
Steve Allen’s ‘Miracle*
But Caskie Stinnett has just released a dissenting opinion as to
the newspaper. The indictment coming U.S. publications consid¬
American Weekly is out with the
was announced ene day‘following ered “unfit” or “unwanted.” They first of its four-parter, “I’m a their allure. After 12 years of commuting he’s had it, and his reasons
for
getting off the treadmill are explained in a very funny Rinehart
experimented
for
a
day
with
a
the deadline of’ Thursday (14)
Lucky Guy,” by Steve Allen in an
which was. given the publisher at system of using an ink roller to as-told-to Curtis Mitchell, and book called “Will Not Run Feb. 22nd.”
blot
out
sections
of
news
columns
I
haven’t been a commuter since 1917 when Howard Dietz and I
a hearing in Federal Court, in con¬
opening paragraph reads: “What
nection with reorganization of the on pages 1 of both the Miami Her¬ an amazing six years! It has been shared a bungalow in Babylon on Great South Bay. But after reading
ald
and
the
New
York
Herald
Stinnett’s
stint I can see that a dog’s life in Suburbia hasn’t changed
Post, to put up $35,000. with the
that long since I came east from
Tribune. New York Times’ page my job as a glorified disk jockey in 40 years, and it was fairly depressing even then.
trustees.
10 (about a bomb explosion in Ha¬ on Station KNX in (Hollywood)
About the only advantage it had was that arriving late at the office
Fox failed to meet the deadline vana) was “rolled over.”
California. In those six years the in the morning could be laid to the lethargy of the Long Island Rail¬
set by Judge George C, Sweeney
Latest airmail edition of News¬ great American miracle has hap¬ road, and the urgency of catching the 5:15 out of town in the evening
in his effort to present a plan for
reorganization of the newspaper. week was also cut|. In each in¬ pened to me.” He then proceeds from Penn Station was something no boss would gainsay.
stance, the material eliminated re¬ to unfold Part I of “The Miracle.”
In our day few commuters had station wagons. We hiked the few
ferred to Cuban political prob¬
‘Tavern Talk' Revamp
miles from our bungalow, rain or shine, read a morning paper in the
Holt’s 3-For-l
N Tavern Talk, weekly magazine lems.
hour’s run and arrived in town refreshed with all Heywood Broun,
Henry Holt stockholders okayed Laurence Stallings, Dee'ms Taylor, Harry Hansen and FPA’s contribs
for the Kansas City hotel industry,
Hecht, GypolUi Bchoenbrun
last week an increase in common
is being purchased by Robert G.
Harper is publishing Beh Hecht’s stock from 500,000 to 1,500,000 had to say (in. the New York World—Editor’s note). The news in those
Catron from the estate of Halley biog
of his longtime friend and shares at $1 par value. Previously, days was about as depressing as it is now.
K. Dickey, former editor and pub¬ collaborator,
Dietz was a regular contributor to FPA's “Conning Tower” (under
Charles MacArthur,
lisher. Catron was assistant to under, the title of “Charlie” ($4.50) publisher’s board of directors ar¬ the billing of “Freckles”). So were Morrie RysKind, Larry Hart,
Dickey, and has reached an agree* on March 20. Harper, is also being- ranged a three-for-one stock split Freddie Schang, Newman Levy, Nate Salsbury (under the billing of
ment for the sale with Dickey’s ing out “Gypsy; A Memoir,” by subject to approval of the stock “Baron Ireland”), Irv'in Edinan and Bob Simon (under the nom de
widow, Mrs. Marie Dickey. The quondam stripper,, quondam Shake¬ increment.
Any shareholder of record as of plume of “Isosoles.”) Those who have survived have sobered down
switch will become final on ap¬ spearean. interpreter Gypsy Rose
Jan. 11 will get two additional Until now they wouldn't be caught dead with even a triolet in their
proval of the probate court, prob-. Lee.
, .
shares
for each registered share in wallets.
ably within a few days, Catron will
Same pub will issue, “As France his name.
From Sonnets to Double-Martinis
be managing editor and president
Goes,”
longtime
CBS,
correspond¬
What seemingly has replaced this literary aperitif is the smokeand Mrs.; Dickey will remain as ent David Schoenbrun. Another
filled club car and the station bar, and if that is progress so is radio¬
CHATTER
publisher.
type of Gallic book is “Paris a la
. John Mantley, who released “The active dust, smog and the H-bomb. Stinnett’s wound stripes as a com¬
Tavern Talk was established in Mode,” story of haute couture, by
1910 by Barney L. Allis, now presi¬ Celia Bertin. Also in the. lively arts 27th Day” for March publication by muter were earned between some unnamed faubourg and the Curtis
Dutton,
has sold screen rights to Publishing Co. in Independence Squa're, Philadelphia; but his experi¬
dent and general manager of the idiomj via Harpers, is “I, Madame
ences could be duplicated on the New York, New Haven & Heartless,
Hotel Muehlebach.- Dickey joined Tussaud,” by Sylvia Martin, saga Columbia.
Mime Angna Enters finishing the Central, the Chicago, Burlington and Quinsey, the S.P, or indeed
the staff in 1921 and purchased of the famed London wax museum;
controlling interest in 1926. He an updated and revised version of “Artist’s Life,” a sequel to “First any line anywhere still competing against buses, private planes and
was noted, as a' negotiator in hotel Emily Kimbrough’s “It. Gives Me Person Plural,” with Coward-Mc- speed boats.
Statisticians figure that 5,110.000 man-hours are wasted every year
labor-management affairs. After a Great Pleasure; St. Louis Post Canii issuing by fall.
long and successful career he was Dispatch columnist Leonard Hall’s'
Books Abridged Inc., a consolida¬ by commuting Americanos, but Stinnett obviously contributed very
found dead, evidently a suicide, in book of bucolic reminiscenes, “A tion of that company and of Omni¬ little to this staggering total produced by people who work in cities
a Kansas City hotel room a few Country Fair”; and show .biz in¬ book Inc., filed a certificate with but refuse to live in them. He used his time piling up laughable beefs
surance salesman Elmer G. Leter- the Secretary Of State in Albany.
months ago.
against everybody from retiring conductors who have to be presented
man’s “The New Art of Selling.”
Freelance Larsfon Farrar has au¬ with birthday cakes to fat dames who pack the seats with all their
Glasgow Bulletin Not Folding
thored “How to Make $18,000 A town buys and even sneak in a lapdog that shuold have been consigned
Rumors that the Glasgow Bul¬
Oscar Straus and Rachel
Year Freelance Writing” which by regulations to the baggage car.
letin is about to fold have been
More show biz biogs: Putnam’s Hawthorn will publish next month.
His explanations of the asterisks and other reference marks of a
vigorously denied by the manage¬ “Prince of Vienna: The Life, Times
WPIX (N.Y.) weather reporter subimban schedule of trains (which will not run- Feb. 22nd) will not
ment, George .Outram & Co. Ltd., and Melodies of Oscar Straus” is Joe Bolton has written a book on
in a special statement; “We have the authorized biog of the famed “The Wind and the Weather” be found in any schedule released by any railroad but should. Here
no intention of ceasing publica¬ composer. Vienna-Born Grun is which Crowell will publish March are a few:
t Stops on signal to discharge card players carried througli
tion of the Bulletin, nor does any himself a composer, now residing 26.
Glenside by mistake.
'
national newspaper organization in England.
H. V. Kaltenborn has written the
No diner, but sandwich-man boards train at Silverdale with
have an Interest, still less a con¬
Joanna Richardson’s “Rachel” is foreword to James Beasley Simp¬
sandwiches
left
over
from
the
southbound
ti’ip.
trolling interest, in the paper.
the saga of the 19th century French son’s soon-due book, “Best Quotes
# Change at Forest Park Jet for Chicago train. This train
“It is Scotland’s only picture pa¬ tragedienne, born Elisabeth-Rachel of ’54, ’55, ’56” which Crowell is
usually
misses
connection.
(Stay
at
Forest
Park Inn.
per. It is owned and controlled in Felix, who died at 37 of consump¬ publishing.
Rooms, bath from $3.50. Advt.)
Scotland. It is one of the only tion but not before achieving world
Orson Welles has novelized his
%
Stops
only
to
discharge
passengers
who
think
they can
group of Scottish newspapers—the renown. Incidentally, unlike Sarah made-in-France film, “Confidential
make better time by telephoning' their wives to meet them
Glasgow' Herald, Evening Times Bernhardt who aped her, she never Report,” under the title of “Mr.
at Norwood,
and Bulletin—which is in direct renounced her Jewish heritage. Arkadin,” a whodunit, for Crow¬
Pests For Commuters To Avoid
ell publication.
daily competition with the national Putnam will publish.
Harold Flemder, NBC-TV scripMy crushed Caskie, though now retired from commuting to an Iso¬
dailies.”
Charles Graves, quondam Lon¬
Rumors about the future of the don legit reviewer for Variety, ter, will have his first novel, “Paris lated author, is quite convinced that for generations to come some
sheet have been widely circulating has done a book, “The Azure Blues,” set in a French jazz back¬ young executives will prefer suburban homes to cliff-dwelling. And
In Scotland and elsewhere follow¬ Coast,” the story of the French ground, published in May by Bal- he feels he should tell them how to select a seat-mate, how to steal a
ing the abrupt recent closure of Riviera. He was at one time p.a. latine.
newspaper, how to keep from being trapped for a fourth in bridge,
Grey stone (Hawthorn) is bring¬ and how to keep a drunk from sprawling over four seats. He also has
the Glasgow Evening News.' The foi the Hotel de Paris, Monte
Outram firni purchased goodwiU Carlo, worked in Hollywood for ing out a new, revised edition of some beautiful advice about taking children to town, saving your lug¬
of the latter from the Daily Mir- Paramount, and is brother of nov¬ “The Family Legal Adviser” by gage from being smashed to pieces and clipping an end-seat hog by
Theodore R. Kupferman, w.k. show
elist Robert Graves.
rior Newspapers, London.
biz attorney. It has sold 210,000 small annoyances until he decides it would be better to get up and go
to the club car.
copies to date.
Bissell’s Autobiog (?) Novel
Harry Sions Upped
People who peel oranges into your lap, pick their teeth with all the
David Ewen’s “Panorama of
Little, Brown is wondering wha’
Harry Sions, veteran Holiday
staffer, is being upped to editorial hoppens if Richard Bissell’s new American Popular Music” will be noise of a pneumatic drill, moppets who read so-called comic books and
conductors
who punch your finger instead of your commutation ticket
published
in
May
by
Prentice-Hall.
director in staff shakeup following novel, “Say, Darling,” which is
resignation of Carl L. Biemiller, the saga of a midwestern novelist Same firm is issuing Hollywood all come in for some additional healthy belts below the belt.
My
bowtie
partisan also has discovered whence comes all those ar¬
beauty
expert
Eleanore
King’s
former executive editor, who has who co-authors a hit musical based
tistic atrocities which clutter suburban homes. They come from the
become assistant publisher of on his novel,” is also musicalized. “Guide to Glamor.”
A
10th
edition
of
A.
Frederic
cigar-stand
at
the station, barring of course the souvenir ashtrays
This is what happened to real-life
Philadelphia Daily News.
Title of Executive Editor was Bissell’s first book, “7V^ Cents,” Collins’ standard work, “The Ra¬ which are more often stolen than bought. Still I have seen those
dio
Amateur’s
Handbook,”
revised
which
became
“Pajama
Game,”
Hawaiian
hulu
dancer lamps (whose skirts wave and wiggle when the
laid to rest as was that of manag¬
by William J. Kendall and Steven electricity is turned on) in homes of owners who never commuted.
ing editor, until recently occupied adapted by George Abbott.
Hahn,
is
being
brought
out
late
in
Publisher
and
author
disclaim
However, they may have got them as gifts from commuters, or from
by Dick Field. Latter now is pro¬
friends who got them from commuters.
duction director. The only other that “Say, Darling,” which inci¬ the spring_hy Crowell.
Hope Stoddard, who authored
I w’as fascinated, as he was, by what the young moppet reads on the
change was appointment of A1 dentally is an April Book-of-theFarnsworth as assistant to the edi¬ Month selection, is autobiographi¬ “From These Come Music: Instru¬ suburban train. One concerned an American soldier who was wounded
ments of the Band and Orchestra,” by the Japs. A Jap doctor sewed up in him a hand-grenade, set to ex¬
cal.
tor, also a new job.
has
written
a
book
on
“Symphony
Sions, a former Yank staffer, was
Conductors of the USA” for Crow¬ plode in 24 hours, when the Japs figured the hospital would have
2 Mag Infringements
editor of Salute, a post-World Wai'
A Milton (Mass.) man, Eugene ell, designed for juvenile (and up) been taken by the Americans. The soldier, however, regains conscious¬
II magazine which failed to get off
ness, hears the grenade ticking inside of him, grabs a jeep and drives
the ground. He then came to Holi¬ W. Pawley, 47, has been charged education.
Columnist Herb Caen, who has to the Jap headquarters. He arrives just as the ^enade goes off, and
day as associate editor. A few in Boston Federal court with two
counts of wilfully infringing on been called “Mr. San Francisco,” takes three Jap generals out of this world with him.
years ago he was a senior editor.
How To Steal A Newspaper
According to Ted Patrick, editor, copyrights for profit, by changing has his new “Herb Caen’s Guide
I had no idea that stealing a newspaper played such an exciting part
“No additions to the staff whatso¬ titles on magazine stories and then to San Francisco” published by
of
a
commuter’s
life.
According to Stinnett it is best to work alone in
Doubleday
this
week.
It
includes
selling
them
again.
ever are in the works now.”
One count maintains he took a an updated guide to the niteries, this field. If you have a partner you then have to steal it from ihm.
restaurants,
etc.
story
entitled
“Home
is
the
Hunt¬
“Known
as
progressive
theft, this has sent mere than one beginner
Paul C. Smith Resigns
Comedian-author Joey Adams back to an apartment In town.”
Paul C. Smith, as anticipated, re¬ er” from Blue Book, renamed it
has
switched
from"
Frederick
Fell
“Wolf
Cry”
and
sold
it
to
Ar¬
A
lout
who
doesn’t
read
this paper, but sits there with It folded in
signed as president and chairman
of Crowell-Collier publishing last gosy, receiving $350. A second Inc., his longtime publisher, to his lap, is the paper-stealer’s bete noire. If you play a waiting game
week. In December, 1956, when story allegedly was taken from Crown which will publish “Cindy and the owner of the newspaper asks to borrow a pencil, turn him
C-C suspended Colliers and Wom¬ Good Housekeeping and sold to the and I” (“the real life adventures of down. There’s a chance he wants to work a crossword puzzle and if he
en’s Home Companion, there was Saturday Evening Post as “Anni¬ Mr. and Mrs. Joey Adams”) on doesn’t finish it he’ll tak^.jt home to do so.
April 11 and $3.95.
trade talk about Smith taking a versary Quarrel” for $850.
One of the worst pests, according'to the paper-mbocher, is the guy
Joseph Dean, formerly with U.S.
high post' with ABC, but Smith I
News
& World Report, joined who takes out a pair of small folding scissors and begiiis to-cljp. Jt is
The
Great
Beerbohm
Tree
squelched the report by saying that
Stinhett’s
advice that once an owner starts clipping a newspaper, it is
“Beerbohm Tree” by Hesketh Ideal Publishing Corp. as manag¬
he had received no offer.
better to give him up and start out all over in another seat. And of
At the moment. Smith has no Job Pearson (Harper; $3.75), is a satis¬ ing editor to supervise Ideal’s five course it is silly rto have your eye on a magazSu.o or newspaper if it
mags,
Movie
Life,
Movie
Stars
to replace the one he’s held since factory study of the great Edwar¬
1954. He declared his wish to re¬ dian actor-manager by the popular Parade, TV Star Parade, Intimate isn’t what you’re looking for . To be hunting for a freeloader’s copy
of VarietSy, only to find v/hat you’ve had your eye on is the Paint &
main in communications. He will biographer of Shaw, Wilde and Story and Personal Romances.
stay temporarily with the publish¬ Dickens. Pearson, a former actor, ■ John Tasker Howard will have Varnish Manufacturer’s Monthly Journal, can be pretty depressing.
two
books
on
the
spring
list
of
Free Rides For Freedom-Lovers
who
appeared
under
Tree’s
direc¬
ing firm as a consultant.
Smith
Stinnett also has some detailed advice on the petty larceny of avoid¬
laid special emphasis on his wish tion, consulted family papers to Crowell, one on “Modern Music,”
in
collaboration
with
James
Ly¬
prepare
this
work.
He
also
talked
ing
getting
your
ticket
punched by the conductor. This may not seem
to remain in the'“press mediawith many of Tree’s relatives, in¬ ons, and the other,” A Short His¬ so petit, because it seem^ that a commuter’s ticket frequently runs
newspapers.”
C-C will continue as owner of cluding his late half-brother. Sir tory of Music in America,” in col¬ out before pay day gives him sufficient funds to buy a new one. Thus
radio station of KFWB in Los An¬ Max Beerbohm, author of an laboration with George Kent Bel¬ a few free rides here and there can eke out his dismal existence.
geles and of C-C Record Clubs and eai’lier book on Tree. Result is a lows.
Though I had never noticed it, Stinnett insists that conductors are
Gloria Braggiotti’s biog, “Born most polij;e to commuters who have new and fresh tickets and pretty
the book publishing subsid, P. F. readable. Informative tome spot¬
lighting 16 of Tree’s great Shakes¬ In A Crowd” (Crowell), is the saga scornful of those whose tickets, limp as dishrags, are nearing the end
Collier & Son Corp.
of
the
eight
Braggiottis,
several
of
When Smith resigned, the C-C pearean productions; his adapta¬
board namer Sumner Blossom as tions of Tolstoy, Dickens and them well known in music, show of their validity. But I suppose there is a snobbery even in this field.
Anyway, I wouldn’t presume to argue with a five-star general In the
director, chief executive officer Thackeray; and premiere perform¬ biz and the arts (Braggiotti-Deniand executive veep of the firm. ances of plays by. Shaw, Wilde, Ib¬ shawn School of Dancing), etc. field of commuting. He knows his way around, though from outer
Her husband, Emlen Etting, Phila¬ space commuting on this oval must seem hardly more uplifting than
Blossom was at C-C- before and sen and Brieux, among others.
was editor of American mag when
Tree’s relationship with his ac¬ delphia artist, illustrated the book. being a lowly drudge on a picket line.
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Vedneeday^ Febniary

himself resiguing as prez and a di¬
rector and Goldenson with. him.
Goldenson is the former Iso• {Temple Bar §041/9952)
Carl Brisson wBl be out of Hark- Mrs.
bel Weinstein, daughter of the late
Associated British Picture Corp.
nei^s Pavilion in another week, Max Weinstein, who headed the
paying
an interim divvy of 7V^%
following surgery, which was high¬ chain until his death in 1950,
on common stock.
ly successful.
Frank Adam, formerly with 20thS. Hurok^s piano'virtuoso Artur^
Fox, named assistant booking man¬
ager to the Essoldo circuit.' •
Rubinstein repeated per last year,
Jack Hulbert and Cicely Court¬
By Gene Moskowitz
sold out Carnegie Hall twice last
neidge celebrated their 41st wed¬
(28 Rue Huchette, Odeon 4944)
week for all-Chopin.
ding
anni on Valentine’s Day.
Brigitte Bardot tied up with film
Hotel Plaza distributing minia¬ commitments untiri.959.
Lucienne Marie Hill, who trans¬
lated
“Waltz of Toreadors," from
Maurice
Chevalier
to
star
in
Billy
ture heart-shaped birthday cakes
French, returned from N.Y. last
in'honor of its 1907-67 longevity: Wilder’s next film, adapted from a the
week.
I
German
comedy,
“One,
Two,
“50 golden years and you still have Three.”
The Duke of Edinburgh to be
my heart!"
Nachat Martini, owner of three guest of honor at the annual CEA
Dolphe Martin, who was the Pigalle niteries, taking over the banquet at Grosvenor House next
month.
CBS network radio “Youth on Pa¬ plush Champs Elysees boite Le
Sir Louis Gluckstein named
Drap D’Or.
rade" producer some years ago, is
Arava Trio, an Israeli song group, chairman of the Army Kinema
operating in Boston now, living in getting a big welcome here via be¬ Corp.; replaces the late Reginald
ing signed for disks even before Bromhead.
Hamden, Conn.
Jack Waller tossing a Sunday
Edwin Claude Mills, longtime facing the public. It bows on next night party to celebrate start of
Olympia Musichall program.
general manager of ASCAP, now
No less than ten new legiters third year for “Sailor Beware" at
retired on the Coast, has cards in¬ opened here in the last two weeks the Strand.
Norman Ginsbury sailing for
dicated “retired, no home, no busi-1 with only one definite hit, Marcel
York this -week to attend the
ness, no phone, no address."
| lAchard’s “Patate," and one pos¬ New
sibility, Albert Vidalie’s “La Nuit Broadway opening of his play,
Plaque of Jack Cohn, exec vee- Romaine."
“Thb First Gentleman."
pee of Columbia Pictures, is being
Sit Bracewell Smith, former Lord
Reported that the Japanese are
readied for installation in the lob- balking at stiff asking prices for -Mayor of London, named chairman
Iby floor of the new Col Bldg., 711 Gallic pix, plus foisting extra pix of Wembley Stadium, succeeding
6th Ave„ the former (and original) on them in order to get the big¬ Sir Arthur Elvin, who died recent¬
NBC Bldg.
gies. U.S. distribs also are an¬ ly.
Robert Clark, Associated British
Composer-conductor Harry Sos- noyed about the high prices asked
production topper at Elstree, host¬
nik out of Post-Graduate Hospi¬ by French producers.
Although
in
a
wheelchair,
Sacha
ed
a reception last night (Tues.)
tal following traction to relieve a
pinched nerve in his spine which, Guitry is still turning out pix at a for the cast of “Woman in a
His “Assassins Et Dressing Gown."
for a time, prohibited walking or rapid rate.
Voleurs" opens this week and he
Thomas France retiring as
kindred activity.
Chinatown, which has resisted begins a new one, “Le Trois Font trustee of the Cinematograph Ex¬
Paire" ° (Three Make the Cou¬ hibitors Assn., after 30 years serv¬
change since the Chatham Club La
ice on the general council; stays as
where, Irving Berlin used to sing ple), with Michel Simon.
Bob Hope is slated to play op¬ treasurer of the London branch.
was torn down, will get a new posite
Gallic
comedian
Fernandel
Gladys Cooper, who was due to
$750,000 community centre at 64
a U.S. pic to be made here this open last night (Tues.) in “Crystal
Mott St. to be built by the Chinese in
summer, titled “Trouble In Paris." Heart,” flew back from Scotland
Consolidated Benevolent Assn.
Other American pix to occupy Gal¬ last week in plaster. She frac¬
Biopic of the A1 Siegel saga lic studio and exterior space will tured a breast bone after the first
coming to a head. Ex-torcher Bee be Jose Ferrer as director-star of night in Edinburgh.
Palmer, since retired, married and Metro’s “I Accuse"; a Kirk Douglas
“a grass widow," she states, in Kan¬ item as yet untitled; tJA’s “Kings
sas City, Mo., is part of the saga Go Forth" with Frank Sinatra;
of the vocal coach-songsmith-ar- Hecht-Hill Lancaster’s “Separate
ranger who furthered the careers Tables," with Deborah Kerr and
By Glenn C. Pullen
of Ethel Merman and others.
Burt Lancaster; “A Certain Smile"
Evelyn Knight at Statler Terrace
Attorney - producer Joseph H, (20th) and Columbia’s “Bitter Vic¬ Room for two weeks.
Hazen's (Hazen-Hal Wallis Produc¬ tory," with Paul Graetz producing.
“Birdland Stars of ’57" set for
tions) daughter, Cynthia Jo Hazen,
civic auditorium March 13.
to marry lawyer Leon Polsky on
A1 Sirat Grotto sponsoring 28th
April 19. Ceremony will be held
annual circus at Public Hall this
in the 2 E. 88th St., home of Mrs.
week.
By Lary Solloway
Moses L. Annenberg, widow of the
Alfredito’s Latin sextet replaced
(1755
Calais
Dr^
UNion
5-389)
publisher, and grandmother of the
Gracie Fields ^t Coconut Grove Lecuona Cuban Boys at Alpine
bride.
Village.
Playhouse for next two weeks.
Joe Baldi organized new eight“World citizen" Garry Davis
The Irving Berlins took a house
writing his memoirs, “The World in Palm Beach for balance of sea¬ piece dance band for Herman
Pirchner’s nitery.
and I."
Actor-son of maestro son.
Guthrie McClintic in for one day
Meyer Davis returned from India
Sirat, Siamese chirper, added to
last week, again sans passport. Mona Lisa Room entertainment in to address the Temple’s Sisterhood
on “Seeing the Broadway Stars.”
States there are some 650,000 simi¬ Eden Roc.
Louise Barber, KYW-TV staff
lar globetrotters who have rejected
Billy Daniels added to Eden Roc
their native nationalistic redtape roster for an April date; Vfc Da- singer, teamed up with pianist
Eddie Ryan at Alcazar Hotel’s Club
in favor of “world citizenship."
mone on March list.
Tom Curtiss, N. Y, Herald Trib¬
Alan Kole orch set for long run Intime.
Manny Stutz, producer of week¬
une (Paris edition) drama critic, in new Golden Room of the Cadil¬
and quondam correspondent for lac; Andre D’Orsay on same bill. end hillbilly shows at Circle Thea¬
tre;
made house manager of Park,
Variety, in from the French capi¬
Paul Winchell telecasting his
house, in Associated Theatres
tal this week on his annual winter ABC programmer for, next two nabe
chain.
0.0. of the legit scene; and also to weeks from Mmmi Bayfront ampiSkitch Henderson orch and Helen
spend the annual custom of birth¬ theater.
Tab Hunter in for weekend of O’Connell pulled approximately
day ing with George Jean Nathan
plugging new platter, “Young 4,500 dancers at $7 per couple into
who marks his 75th natal day.
Arena for KYW’s Heart Fund
Probably will be announced this Love," and to promote “Spirit of benefit ball.
week that vet actor-director-author St. Louis."
Joe Howard jazz trio touring to
Anita Ekberg and Tony Steel
Eric Von Stroheim will get the
Coast to make another Key Rec¬
French Legion of Honor. The 71- made the nitery rounds here before ords album for Vick Knight, for¬
heading
to
Palm
Beach
and.
appear¬
year-old showman, now working on
mer Clevelander, after run at
his memoirs while bedded with se¬ ance at the Heart Fund Ball.
Eddie Cantor brought Ida, two Lybarger’s Coachhouse.
rious illness at his Maijrepais
Ted Heath’s lend-lease jazz con¬
(Seine-et-Oise) estate, outside of daughters and grandchlidren in cert, with June Christy, A1 HibParis, has quite a few bids for the for some sun while he was toasted bler and Eddie Heywood, grossed
by Bonds For Israel group at 65th
rights.
birthday celebration.
Harry S. about $5,500 in Public Music Hall,
Term w.k. (for well known) kept Truman was principal speaker at representing around 50% capacity.
Mrs. Irene Kitchings, vet com¬
popping up in Variety copy so Fontainebleau affair.
poser here, finally had her oftenmuch an oldtlmer vaudevillian,
Las Vegas’ Desert Inn sent recorded
“Some Other Song” pub¬
Benny Meroff, wrote in to ask what Jimmy Durante birthday cake for
it meant. This revealed that Mer¬ his 64th birthday party at Fon¬ lished by Marks Music Co. Song’s
title
was
used
as a chapter heading
off now lives in Wisconsin but is tainebleau.^ Milton Berle and
very active on the club and indus¬ Jack Carter did presentation hon¬ in autobiog by Billie Holliday, who
made
it
one
of
her waxed hits.
trial circuits out of Chicago. Says ors. Joe E. Lewis, Joe DiMaggio
Benny: “Love those Chicago con¬ and Myron Cohen among those
ventions."
attending post-show party.
Sylvan
Oestreicher,
attorney
known in film tax circles, has just
By Jerry Gaghan
been informed by Jean deLagarde,
Ben • Zimmerman, formerly of
minister plenipotentiary and con¬
Carman Theatre, now managing
By Hal V. Cohen
sul general of France in New
Mills Bros, into Twin Coaches the (Dverbrook.
York, that he has been nominated a
Booker Jolly Joyce and wife left
chevalier in the Legion of Honor for weekend date March 1-2.
Nitery comic Rummy Bishop with Bill Haley and Comets for
“as a token of the esteem . . . for
the part you have played in Franco- changed his first name to Ronny. British Isle tour.
Rock Hudson here for two days
Sam Silber, former owner of
American relations . . . ."
thib '....ek plugging his “Battle shuttered Embassy, managing 2-4
When the Rolf Stroths’ heiress Hymn."
Club for vacationing Lefty Katz.
accompanies her parents back to
Dick Hoover re-elected to exec¬
Exhibitor Mike Felt named exec
Frankfurt, she will be one of the utive committee and fourth veepee
director of Jefferson-Jackson Day
youngest transAtlantic air pas¬ of ANTA.
Dinner
in Convention Hall, May 9.
sengers, only three weeks and five
Tim (Johnny) Kirby left for sing¬
days after Hazel Guild (Mrs. ing date at Skirvin Tower Club in
City Rep Fredric R. Mann named
Strothj came lo her native coun¬ Oklahoma City.
chairman of local committee for
try to have the first born on Ameri¬
Perry Nathans off to Bermuda Entertainment Tribute to , Jimmy
can soil. Dr. Stroth is a German for two weeks and Leonard Kap- Durante.
attorney who represents Columbia ners are in Florida.
Leonard Mulhern, son of Harry
Pictures, UA and other show biz
Local girl Toni Byron one of (Shubert Theatre manager) joined
interests, among others,
Miss Mme. Kamarova’s parade pretties the Shakespearewrights, off-BroadGuild is Variety correspondent in in New Nixon show.
way group.
Frankfurt.
Ted Goldsmith in town beating
Micki Mario reached settlement
American Broadcasting - Para¬ drums for “Fanny,” which. Nixon in long litigation with former man¬
mount Theatres prexy Leonard H. gets week of March 4.
agers—Nat Segall, Artie Singer
Goldensoii has resigned as a direc¬
Noel Mills (Mrs. Tommy Riggs) and Bernie Lowe.
tor of Ru.sseks Fifth Ave. Inc., the named publicity director and office
Cafe singer Colleen O’Grady
Gotham femme apparel chain. manager for Music Guild.
Richard Rosen, heading Film won $75,000 damages from West
Goldenson is a brother-in-law of
Walter H. Weinstein, who last Arts Society at Carnegie Tech, son Coast manager for ' alleged mis¬
week sold the family’s interests in of George Rosen, Variety radio-tv handling of funds.
I Appointment of Ted Schlanger,
. the chain to a Chicago syndicate. editor.
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Stanley Watner zone niaiiagei; here/
as Commissioner of the Delaware
River Port Authority, eonfirmed by
State Senate.
tt
"
The de Paur Opera Gala replac¬
ing “The Big Banjo," previously
announced ai^ final Fbruitt event
(April 22) for season. Breakup of
Paul -Gregory - Charles Laughton
partnership necessitated, cancella¬
tion of “Banjo" at Academy , of
Music.

Boston
By Guy Livingston
(344 Little Bldg.; HAncock 6-8386)
Betty Madigan current at Blinstrub’s.
'
Lou Blumberg, producer, in for
“Great Boodle" bally.
Ice ■ Follies Current at Boston
Garden through Sunday (24).
Joe Longo, formely RKO press
chief in Hub, now with Universal.
Rock Hudson in fbr personals
and bally in connection with “Battle
Hymn."
Ben Washer, press rep.,for “Good
As Gold,” in for press rounds and
opening at Shubert.
Bob. Dini bqoked for Revere
Frolic opening -Feb. 24 for week
by booker Billy Waldron.
Ted Mack to be artistic director
of Ted Mack Camp at Lake Buel,
Great Barrington, Mass., opening
July 2.
Bostoh Press Club will have
Steve Alien as honor guest at Press
Club dinner ' at Sheraton Plaza
Hotel April 22.
Gina & Gerardo, dance act, back
from European tour of six months,
current at Steuben's through
Wednesday (21).
Norman Knight, veepee and
general manager of WNAC-TV,
named media chairman for state’s
National Conference Christians and
Jews.
Jimmie Dodd, Roy Williams and
Volus Jones of Disney tele shows
in for personal appearances at
Metropolitan Theatre for “Cin¬
derella."
Eleanor R. Collier, for 28 year.s
director of Boston U’s bureau of
publicity, named to the faculty of
the School of Public Relations and
Communications.
a “1958 Yankee Homecoming,"
backed by New England Governors
and aimed at bringing thousands
into the area. Associated with him
is W. G. Gavin, former managing
editor of Boston Traveler.

Minneapolis
By Les Rees
Les Brown band played Minne¬
sota U dance.
“Cuban Revue," with Palmetto
Boys, into Gay 90’s.
Minnesota U. announced next
season’s football ducats will be
hiked from $3,60 to $4.
Local Israeli bond holders to par¬
ticipate at Hotel Nicollet in tv
closed circuit Eddie Cantor birth¬
day celebration.
Lone remaining attraction defi¬
nitely booked for balance of season
at Lyceum is “Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof, due in April.
Northwest Variety club women’s
auxiliary valentine party raised
more than $200 for heart hospital
children patients’ gifts.
Minneapolis Symphony concertmaster Rafael Druian to N.Y. as
Symphony of Air concert guect
artist at Carnegie Hall.
Booked for three weeks, Switz¬
erland’s Trio Schmeed, now play¬
ing second Hotel Radisson Flame
Room date, held over for an addi¬
tional fortnight.

Palm Springs
By Alice Scully
(Tel 4077)
Eddie Dmytryk’s house finally
finished.
Peter Lind Hayes and Mary at
the Racquet'for a few days.
Desi Arnaz’ new hotel, an¬
nounced for March 1 opening,
never will make it.
Hoagy Carmichael gets his pic in
the papers more often as a merchanter than a composer.
Phil Harris emceed $25 dinnerdance for St. Theresa Church,
backed by Ginny Sims, Desi Arnaz
and acts from Chi Chi and Palm
House.

Portland, Ore.
By Ray Feves
The Dandees (Tommy & Benny)
broke up their act.
DePaur Opera Gala inked for
Auditorium Feb. 23d under Elli¬
son-White.
Capitol Theatre back to. bur¬
lesque-film policy. LeRoy Griffith
is in as producer.
Dr. Arthur Ellen, Cindy & Al¬
berto, Coronet Dancers with Jerome
Robbins at Amato’s Supper Club.
Sophie Tucker completed two
smash weeks despite the big snow
and near-zero weather.

J.957

Kollprood
Don Hartman bedded at home
with virus.
Ned Washington marked his 25th
anni as a tunesmith.
. Fred MacMurray in town after
a three^week tub thumping tour.
Abe Schiller recuping at Cedars
of Lebanon from minor surgery.
Johnny Green chosen as musical
director of this year’s Oscar Derby.
Ed Sullivan in from N.Y., Sy
Bartlett from Madrid and Solly
Baiano from Japan.^
Tom Tannenbaum, formerly with
the talent department at Metro,
joined Famousr Artists.
National Urban League’s annual
American Teamwork Award went
to Dorothy Dandridge and Glenn
Ford.
Coke execs due in to toss a big
party for Eddie. Fisher whose tele¬
show, under Coca Cola sponsorship
bows off this week;
Like old times at Paramount
Jesse L. Lasky Sr., once more
occupying an* office there while
he explores a story idea.
American Heart Assn, picked the
Paul Francis Webster-Dimitri Tiomkin “Friendly Persuasion” tune
as the campaign song; Webster
changed the lyrics to fit. .
More in the “smaller houses"
trend: Tess and William Bendix
sold their large Encino estate for
$110,000 cash to a local merchant
and have built a smaller house in
nearby Chatsworth.
Music pub¬
lisher Irving Mills has his large N.
Foothill house, with formal gar¬
dens, etc., up for sale^“too large
for Bess and myself." In reverse,
N. Foothill Blvd. neighbor Groucho
Marx is building a larger house in
BevHills—^wants more room.

Australia
By Eric Gorrick
(Film House, 25Zo Pitt St, Sydney)
Latest social idea Down Under
is the holding of tv parties.
Arnold Picker, UA exec, due In
shortly on another Down Under
looksee.
Influx of foreign migrants is see¬
ing a biz upbeat in foreign Ian- '
guage pix here.
“The Last Act," story of final
days of the Hitler regime, is a ma¬
jor click at the Vogue, Double Bay.
“Written on Wind" (U) is one of
the b.o. highlights in Sydney at
State for Greater Union Theatres.
Tele toppers dickering with foot¬
ball sponsors for permission to tel¬
evise major games here this winter.
Katharine Dunham and her
troupe will do a Paris season fol¬
lowing repeat run here for David
N. Martin.
Palladium, Sydney, western pix
house on lease to Hoyts’ pic loop,
due to go under the auctioneer's
hammer soon.
Product letup sees a dropoff in
drive-in biz here, with the excep¬
tion of Metro’s twin setup which
uses timely fare.
Pan-American will erect a mod¬
ern hotel here as an added lure for
Yankee tourists, including top
stage and screen talent.
Harry Wren will roadshow his
“Good Old Days" revue after cur¬
rent smash Sydney run. Show fea¬
tures a bunch of oldtime local
vaude stars.
Sponsors of the Royal Easter
Fair will feature many novel at¬
tractions from the U.S. Fair, one
of the world’s greatest, is a terrific
money-spinner on Lenten playdate.

By Florence S. Lowe
Desert Inn owner Wilbur Clark
in from Las Vegas to o.o. Johnnie
Ray at Casino Royal nitery.
The Jean-Louis Barrault Co. of
Paris due into Shubert Theatre
March 3 for two performances
under patronage of French Ambas¬
sador Henri Alphand.
Billie Burke, widow of the late
Florenz Ziegfeld, here as guest of
socialite Mrs. Merriwether (Gen¬
eral Foods chairman) Post for ben¬
efit preem of “Ziegfeld Follies" at
National Theatre.

Chicago
Bandleader Joe Kayser recover¬
ing from surgery.
Folksinger Bob Gibson working
a solo' concert at the Eighth St.
Theatre March 1.
Mason Copplnger switched from
Columbia Records to become
veepee and chief engineer at Uni¬
versal Recording.
Robert Ryan and Aldo Raye mak¬
ing personal appearance rounds
for “Men in War’^ which opens at
State-Lake March (8).
Bill Humphrey joined the Cal¬
kins & Holden ad agency after stint
as public relations chief for Chi¬
cago Housing Authority.
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OBITUARIES

FRED VOKOUN
Fred Vokoun, 81, former clari¬
netist and saxophonist in Cleve¬
land theatre orchestras, died Feb.
14 in Sandusky. O. member of a
musical family, he was first to play
a sax in a theatre pit band in such
Cleveland, houses as the old Em¬
pire,
Hippodrome and
Opera
House.
He also doubled on violin, cello
and other instruments and became
a sax teacher after retiring. His
father, Frank Vokoun, was credited
with being founder of the Cleve¬
MAXINE BROWN
land local of musicians union.
Maxine Brown, actress, died Dec.
His brothers, Edward and Charles,
28 of burns received in her apart¬
i also were musicians.
ment in Alameda, Cal. She was
His daughter survives.
married to Clarence Willard who
.toured vaudeville some years ago.
BOBBY GREENWALD
Miss Brown appeared in "Bud¬
Bobby .Greenwald, 55, former dies” with Donald Brian and Ralph
Marigold and Rainbow Gardens Morgan; with Charles Purcell in
DICK MacDOUGAL
Richard A. MacDougal, 42, a top chorus girl in Chicago and widow "The Right Girl” and with Joe
tv interviewer in Canada, died Feb. of the longtime Chicago vaude Laurie Jr. in "Plain Jane.” At one
she was wed to George
14 in Toronto in his sleep. A heart producer, died Feb. 3 of cancer at time
who also was a performer.
attack a month ago and medical ad¬ Miami. In her trouping days she Maines,
a chorus mate of Joan Craw¬ They were divorced in 1933.
vice to slim 40 pounds off his 200- was
Her husband survives.
ford,
then
Lucille
Lesieur.
pound girth saw him taking a rest
Maurice Greenwald, husband of
at home from his tv duties,
deceased, had practically a
JOHN T. MURRAY
MacDougal had Interviewed all the
monopoly of colored acts around
John T, Murray, 71, Vet vaudevilpersonalities of the amusemept Chicago in the 1920’s and 1930's.
field and politics passing through He later moved to N.Y. where he lian and pioneer film actor, died
Toronto and was emcee of "Tab¬ conducted a general agenting of¬ Feb. 12 at the Motion Picture
Country Home on the Coast follow¬
loid,” five-a-week nightly talkfest, fice until his death a year ago.
ing a stroke. He entered films in
which was the most popular in this
Couple had' one adopted child, 1924 as an actor with the First
classification on the trans-tv net- whereabouts unknown.
National Studios.
w-ork of the Canadian Broadcasting
Surviving are liis wife, Vivian
Corp. Last season, he received an
Oakland, with whom he toured in
CARVETH WELLS
award as "the best emcee in Ca¬
Carveth Wells, 70, explorer, vaude for many years, and a daugh¬
nadian television.”
MacDougal had worked on every author and lecturer, who used his ter.
radio station in Toronto prior to adventures as the basis of a tv
DONALD H. DALZELL
joining the CBC. He also was an show in LOS Angeles, died Feb. 16
Donald H, Dalzell, 55, onetime
authority on the history of jazz and in that city.
originated such fan-following se¬
Wells wrote 18 -books about his actor who appeared with Elliott
ries as "Jazz Unlimited” and "Juke : expeditions. His wife Zetta col- Nugent in "The Poor Nut” both in
Box Jury.”
I laborated with him on 15 of these its Broadway production and on
Survived by w'ife, two sons, two works. She accompanied him on tour, died recently in Miami Beach
daughters, and a brother.
all his expeditions and appeared after a nine-week illness. He had
with him on his local tv show, been a Miami resident for the last
"Carveth
Wells
Explores
the 10 years.
FRANCIS S. CHASE JR.
Surviving are his wife and a
Francis S. Chase Jr., 64, film, i World,
Wife
and
daughter
survive.
brother, Allan C., a press agent
magazine and newspaper writer,'
and manager.
died Feb. 14 in Sausalito, Cal. He
OLGA RINNEBACH
wrote the script for the film, "Boys
JACK RUTH
Olga Rinnebach, 58, German
Town,” and did the screen adapJack Ruth, 36, actor, died Feb. 17
in New York. His last Broadway
appearance was in "The Solid Gold
Cadillac.” He appeared in numer¬
ous Broadway productions, includ¬
ing'"The Next Half Hour.”
"Mr. Circus"
His parents survive.

EDWIN C. HILL .
Edwin C. Hill, 72, radio news
commentator and newspaperman,
died Feb. 12 in St. Petersburg,
Fla.
A radio broadcaster and syndi¬
cate feature writer since 1931, Hill
earlier had been a reporter and
feature writer for the old New
York Sun. He also was a director
of the Fox Movietone Newsreel and
a scenario editor for Fox Films.
From 1951-55 he broadcast over
ABC; In 1951 he had a weekly
show over NBC and simultaneously
did five programs a week over
ABC. His final radio broadcast was
last summer, as a pinchhitter for
Walter Winchell over the Mutual
network.
His wife, former film actress
June Gail, survives.

FRED BRADNA
Morta—Feb. 20, 1955

tation of Pearl Buck’s "The Good
Earth.”
While in Hollywood Chase was
also associated with the indie pro¬
ducing firm of Bishop, Hittleman
Co. A native of Virginia, he wrote
for the London Chronicle, Reuters,
AP, UP and during World War II
was European correspondent for
the Philadelphia Inquirer.
A frequent magazine contributor.
Chase authored yarns for The New
Yorker, Redbook and the Satevepost. In recent years he w'orked in
San Francisco for BBDO and a
year ago formed his own Frisco
public relations firm.
His wife and three sons survive.
OSCAR RADIN
Oscar Radin, 83, arranger-copy¬
ist in the Metro music department
for the last 20 years, died of a
heart attack Feb. 13 in Hollywaod.
He began his career at the age of
nine as a violinist, and was with the
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
when he w’as 16.
Radin, who long was a conduc¬
tor for both the Shuberts and Ziegfeld, batoned all of Victor Her¬
bert's operettas during the last 18
years of the composer’s life. He
was brought to Hollywood by Louis
B. Mayer in 1929 as a conductor
and|had been with the studio ever
since.
Surviving are two sons and a
nephew, Oscar Levant.
CHARLES F. GANNON
Charles F. Gannon, 54, for more
than 25 years an advertising and
public relations executive, died
Feb. 16 in Washington, D.C. He
joined station WOR, N.Y., in the
early 1920s, and soon after became
program director. In 1932, he
joined Erwin Wasey & Co. ad¬
vertising agency as a vicepresident.
Six years later he became a v.p.
of the Arthur Kudner agency,
where he handled radio and gen¬
eral advertising.
From 1943-51 he was public rela¬
tion v.p. for the Benton' & Bowles
agency. He was also a principal
in Green Mountains Enterprises
Inc., a children’s amusement centre
in Brattleboro, Vt.
Wife, daughter and brother sur¬
vive.

CARRIE MANGEAN
Carrie Mangean, 81, founder of
the Mangean troupe of acrobats,
died Feb. 12 in New York. The
troupe played circuses, vaudeville
and fairs for more than 50 years
including Ringling Bros., and Barniim and Bailey, the London
Palladium and Palace Theatre, N.Y.
A daughter survives.

songstress, died Jan. 31 in Berlin.
Often acclaimed as “the last diseiise,” she was born in Marseille.
She began her career in Prague,
and came via Vienna to Berlin.
Willi Schaeffers, head of the for¬
mer KDK (Cabaret of the Com¬
edians), gave Miss Rinnebach her
first break and she rapidly became
TOM JENKINS
a Berlin personality. In particu¬
Tom Jenkins, 46, conductor of
lar, she established her popularity
the BBC’s Palm Court Orchestra
via "little” songs, which she knew for five years, died of cancer Feb.
how to sell charmingly.
13 in London. He recently re¬
turned to his BBC post after un¬
dergoing
an operation six months
MRS. M. B. FRENCH
Mrs. Malcolm Bradley French, ago.
His
wife
and four children sur¬
for 30 years director of the Char¬
lotte Cusliman Club in Beacon vive.
Street, Boston, for young actresses,
CLIFFORD G. DICKINSON
singers and dancers, and co-chair¬
Clifford G. (Dickie) Dickinson,
man of Boston’s Stage Door Can¬
teen during World War II, died in 62, Allied Artists International
Corp.’s rep in the United Kingdom,
Boston Feb, 13.,
The Charlotte Cushman Club died Feb. 16 in London. Prior to
was named for the actress who left joining AA in 1945, he was general
the house at 83 Beacon Street as manager for Paramount in Britain,
Surviving are his wife, and a
a "sympathetic, cultured and gra¬
cious residence for young actress¬ daughter by a former marriage.
es, singers and dancers in Boston.”
WILLIAM G. SCHREIBER
Her husband and daughter sur¬
William G. Schreiber, 7i; who
vive.
toured for years with a magic act,
died Jan. 22 of a heart. ailment in
PAUL H. FISHER
Minneapolis. At the time of his
Paul H. (Tiny) Fisher, 38, radio death he headed a firm for print¬
announcer and entertainer, died ers and binders,
. ’
Feb. 9 in East Liverpool, O. He
Survived by wife and three
weighed 475 pounds and was daughters.
stricken with a heart attack
Christmas Eve while playing Santa
THOMAS P. LITTLEPAGE JR.
Thomas P. ‘'Littlepage Jr., 49,
Claus at a community celebration.
member
of the Washington law
A broadcaster for nearly 20
years, he had worked at WCAE, firm of Littlepage & Littlepage,
specializing
in radio-tv cases, died
Pittsburgh; Washington, Pa.,
16 in that city.
WSTV, Steubenville, 0.;,WEm in Feb.
Wife, daughter, son, sister and
Weirton, W. Va., and both WLIO two brothers survive.
and WOH In East Liverpool, O. ^
■ He leaves
brother.

his

63

cently he played at K. C. cocktail lulu. Husband and daughter sur¬
lounges.
vive.
Three sister and a brother- sur¬
vive,
Robert G. Anderson, 37, former
manager of radio station WCOG,
Greensboro,
N.C., died Feb. 4 in
JOSEF HOFMANN
Josef Hofmann, 81, Polish-born Morganton, N. C., after a brief
illness.
More
recently he was a
concert pianist, died Feb, 16 in Los
Angeles. A concert pianist when staff member of WREV, Reidsville,
N.
C.
he was nine years old, Hofmann
was also a composer, teacher, and
Eve Dowling, vaude and nitery
first director of the Curtis Insti¬
tute of Music when it was founded singer of the 1920’s, died Feb. 12 in
in Philadelphia in 1924. He made Los Angeles following a long ill¬
his U.S. debut dt the Metropolitan ness. At one time she was partOpera House in 1887. He appeared nerer with Sammy Fields (former¬
at the Met again in 1937 in his ly of Fenton & Fields).
golden jubilee recital.
Clarence Nix, 60, longtime Dal¬
Wife, daughter and three sons las staffer with the Interstate Cir¬
survive.
cuit, died recently in El Paso.

mother

and

a

WARD PERRY
Ward Perry, 68, veteran pianistorganist, died Feb. 9 in Kansas
City following a heart attack. He
played at most of K.C.'jS top the¬
atres over a 50-year period. The
act of Snider & Perry was one of
the first-piano duos in the K. C.
area.
At one time Perry teamed with
his vocalist-wife. He had appear¬
ed in “Miami spots, but more re¬

JAMES F. O’NEILL
James F. O’Neill, 66. pioneer
Irish exhibitor, died Feb. 12 in
Dublin. ^He is said to have opened
Ireland’s' second cinema in 1912 in
the Ballsbridge district of Dub¬
lin.
Surviving are his wife and
daughter.
Pegffi Nani Campbell, 34, former¬
ly a featured dancer with the Ray
Kinney Hawaiian troupe in the
Hotel Lexington’s Hawaiian Room
in New York, died Feb. 5 in Hono¬

Vincente V. Gonzalez, deal of
Mexico’s theatre prompters, died
Jan. 29 In Mexico City.
Police
listed his death as a suicide. His
daughter survives.
Father of Dave Smith, manager
of Shadyside Theatre in Pitts¬
burgh, died Feb: 10 in that city.
Emma Bush, 64, veteran hula
dancer, died Feb. 4 in Honolulu.
Husband and two sons survive.
Robert Machray, 72, vaude and
concert singer, died recently in
Bournemouth, Eng.
Mother of actor Lloyd Gough
died Feb. 14 in New York.

IQ Influence
Continued

from paRe
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professional card or license, or a
graduate school card. And in re¬
turn, on Sunday afternoon there
was a cabaret social with "cozy
settees and soft colored lights, con¬
tinuous dancing with Ed Fleishman
and Band, versatile entertainment
of Tommy Sands, vocals by Sol
Mann,” In addition the ad -in the
N.Y. Post offered the college grad¬
uates who qualified for admission,
free dance instruction, "free soda
(all flavors), cake and cookies.”
All for $2.
At another dance v^’ith two bands
given in the Bronx, ties and jack¬
ets are required—for class presumaby. At the Fine Arts Studio
Social there was a special Valen¬
tine party on Saturday (9) spot¬
lighting "Young American Woman¬
hood in full bloom, presented " in
blushing color by Paul Greenfield,”
At another Bronx dansant, head¬
lining
was
Dennis
Belafonte,
"Harry’s kid brother,” and "Calypso
King” Steve Carmen. Some of the
terp sessions, • however, still fea¬
ture lectures.
The bulk of the ads though still
feature age as the basis of admis¬
sion. There are still lotsa over-28
terperies. In some, the age re¬
quirement has been lowered to 26.
Some won’t have^you over 35, and
still others are glad to get any¬
body.
However, the geriatric dances
seem to be fighting heavily for the
trade. The Friendship Club with
a 90c admission to all, has ladies
admitted free in its Bronx branch,
and some offer girls (admission of
course) at half price until 9 p.m.
Also the ads are getting bigger,
and withal more desperate in an
effort to become established in a
field that’s getting much too com¬
petitive to retain a sense of humor.
ISRAEL’S 1ST CONCERT HALL
Virtuosi Lined Up for Oct.
Premiere — Hurok’s Prize
Tel Aviv, Feb .19.
Israel Philharmonic will-\ open
new Frederick R. Mann Auditorium
next Oct. 2. It’s first concert hall
here. Named for a Philadelphia
donor. Leonard Bernstein will con¬
duct for the inaugural and three
soloists will include Artur Rubin¬
stein,
Gregor Piatgorsky
and
Isaac Stern.
Tickets are already on sale for
the opening. U.S, impresario Sol
Hurok has put up prize for an
Israeli-composed symphony to be
introduced.
Markova With British
London, Feb. 19.
British Royal Ballet is to per¬
form Stravinsky’s "Petrushka” for
the first time at Covent Garden on
March 26. The company’s Benevo¬
lent Fund Gala will be held on that
night, and Alicia Markova will ap¬
pear as a guest artist in "Les
Sylphides,” which will also be
danced that evening.
Sir Malcolm Sargent will con¬
duct the first three performances
of "Petrushka,” which will feature
Margot Fonteyn and Alexander
Grant.

MARRIAGES
Sydne Freeman to Vic Norvlck,
Dallas, Feb. 15. Better known In
show biz circles as "Sugie,” Mis*
Freeman is the daughter of Mr,
and Mrs. Jess Freeman, the former
vaude agent and now Variety staff
member, and the niece of Charles
Freeman of the Interstate Circuit.
Circuit. Groom, is non-pro.
Charlie Garrett to Murison
Gray Dun, New York, Feb. 9. Bride
is an actress and widow of Oliver
H. F. GaiTett, newspaperman and
screenwriter; he’s a radio-tv writer
formerly with Famous Features
and script editor at Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. in Toronto.
Thelma Gracen to A1 Gilbert,
Hollywood. Feb. 17.
Bride’s a
singer.
Yvonne King to Del Courtney,
North Hollywood, Feb. 10. Bride’s
one of the King Sisters Quartet;
he’s a Frisco dee jay and band¬
leader.
Alice IMcGlynn to Joe Bassett,
Pittsburgh, Feb. 16. He’s commer¬
cial manager of radio station
WLOA.
Eleanor Wallace to Allan Wright,
Edinburgh, Feb. 9.
He’s film
critic of The Scotsman.
Edith Hudders to Danny Wal¬
ters,
Croydon, Eng., recently.
He’s a musical director under Geraldo banner.
Tina Sanfilippo to Ralph Sedley,
New York, Feb. 17. He’s with
EMI in N. Y.
Marie Louise Fossett to Whimsi¬
cal Walker, Manchester, Eng,, re¬
cently. Bride’s with vaude act,
Duart Sisters; he’s a circus clown.
Costanza Salvadori to Friedrich
Peter Hohannes Arp, Derby, Eng.,
recently. Bride’s a member of
Four Salvadoris, musical act; he’s
an acrobat,
Rona Alice Kass to Martin L.
Schneider, Roslyn, N.Y., Feb. 17.
He’s a tv producer with CBS.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Rechetnik,
son, New York, Feb. 12. Father is
Wainer homeoffice trade contact.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Bentley, son,
San Francisco, Feb. 9. Father is
asst, program manager and film
buyer of KRON-TV, Frisco.
Mr. and Mi's. Alex Cooper, daughtei-, Hollywood, Feb. 9. Father is
deejay on KLAC, Hollywood.
Mr. and Mrs. Andre Previn,
daughter, Hollywood, Feb. 11. Fa¬
ther is pianist and film scorer.
Mother is singer Betsy Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Stratton,
daughter, Burbank, Cal., Feb. 9.
Father is a nitery comedian; moth¬
er is Mervyn LeRoy’s secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Thomas
Jr., daughter, Pittsburgh, Feb. 11.
Father’s the son of Cinerama exec
in Pitt.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Rinehart, son,
Pittsburgh, Ftb. 12. Mother’s the
daughter of Davey Tyson, veteran
WCAE deejaj'.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Feeney, son,
Pittsburgh, Feb. 10. Mother’s the
daughter of Tommy Edkins, of
Casino Theatre staff.
-Mr. and Mrs. Jack Williams,
daughter. Pittsburgh, Feb 11. Fa¬
ther’s publicity director of KDK A
radio.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Felack,
son, Pittsburgh, Feb. 11. Father’s
news editor of WKPA in New Ken¬
sington, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mason,
son, Pittsburgh, Feb. 5. Father’s
a salesman with UA.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Pace, son,
Pittsburgh, Feb. 6. Father’s with
Theatre Candy Co.
Mr, and Mrs. Louis Balta, son,
Pittsburgh, Feb. 7. Father man¬
ages South Park Drive-In,
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Nicholls,
daughter. Chester, Eng., Feb. 2.
Mother, Gretta Hagen, is partner¬
ed w'ith her husband in a vaude act.
Mr. and Mi's, Robert Light, son,
Los Angeles,” Feb. 13. Father is
promotion manager of Don Lee
Broadcasting System*
Mr. and Mrs. James Hightower,
daughter. Dallas, recently, Father
is booker there with the UI ex¬
change.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Moore, daugh¬
ter, Dallas, recently. Father is
staffer at the Plaza Theatre in that
city.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Schadl, daugh¬
ter, San Antonio. Feb. 12. Father
is chief projectionist at WOAI-TV
in that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lyons, son,
Monterey, Cal., Feb. 10. Mother is
ex-film flack Terre Cox; father is a
Frisco and Monterey deejay.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Rice, daugh¬
ter, Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 2.
Father is sports director of KCMO
Broadcasting Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin S. Davis,
son. New York. Feb. 16. Father is
eastern advertising-publicity direc¬
tor of Allied Artists,
Mr. and Mrs. James S, McDon¬
ald, daughter, Endicott, N.Y.. Feb.
17. Child is grand-daught'er of W.
Stewart McDonald, v.p.-treasurer
of Stanl^v Warner Corn.
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UN Status as Excuse for Rudeness;
Cafes Ask: Clerks or Diplomats?
The “Playboy’* sector of United >--Nations personnel In New York
probably represents a very tiny por¬ Name Hellinger Buyers;
tion of the world organization. But
®ttle Transfer Mar. 15
some of them have been disporting
The purchasers of the Mark Heltliemselves in such a manner at
linger
Theatre, N. Y., have been
entertainment spots and other pub¬
lic places as to give UN as a whole identified as Max and Stanley
a bad name. By making a nuisance Stahl, a father-son partnership al¬
of themselves, hitting the bottle ready owning an estimated $10,too hard, behaving haughtily and 000,000 in Manhattan realty, in¬
going out of their way to create cluding the premises fronting on
“incidents” under their cloak of Broadway and 51st St., in which
•'diplomatic immunity,” they are Lindy’s Restaurant is located, and
creating animosity toward the UN adjoining the Hellinger. As re¬
and American resentment for the ported in lasWweek’s issue, the the¬
atre transaction involves a price of
countries they represent.
$3,000,000, including $750,000 down
It is assumed that virtually all payment and the balance at th^
these loudmouths and “pop-offs” rate of $250,000 a year, with inter¬
are minor officials and clerks. But it est at 2%.
Is like the proverbial giving of
A deposit of $200,000 has al¬
TNT to a kid when the UN and ready been paid the present owner,
the respective nations allow these Anthony Brady Farrell, and the
types to^“go out on the town” with¬ formal transfer of title is to take
out warning them that their im¬ place March 15.
munity—if any—ends when they
»tart to throw their weight around.
For the most part, the unfortu¬
nate beneficiaries of revenue from
UN’ers are the night clubs and
poshier restaurants. Regardless of
what kind of persons are involved,
It is considered an affront to per¬
formers as well as to the customers
when a nitespot or a cafe shows by
There’ll be no out-of-town tryout
its practice that it is not equipped
to cope with unruly patrons, or snoopers at the Broadway opening
of “The First Gentleman.” That’s
(Continued on page 56)
the decision of Alexander H.
Cohen, co-producer of the show
with Ralph Alswang.
By
tryout
snoopers,
Cohen
means the people, mostly in the
trade, who go out of town to see
shows during the pre-Broadway
tours. He believes these tryout
buffs are subsequently a deadly
Boston, Feb. 26.
audience, at least for a comedy,
Yankee Homecoming 1958, tour¬ ani he’s determined to exclude
ist bid which looks to help show them fron) the “Gentleman” preem
biz in the Hub and New England, April 25 at the Beck Theatre, N.Y.
is being backed by the six states,
“I’ll be delighted to have them
and Gov. Foster A. Furcolo has see the show as often as they want
proclaimed “Yankee Homecoming during its tryout tour,” the profor 1958 Week” in recognition of a
(Continued on page 16)
“mogf attractive and constructive'
project ... to attract more visitors
to New England.”
The governor said the chief
Columbia Records’ original cast
executives of the other states are
expe-*'''^ to offer “their unanimous set of “My Fair Lady” has become
cooperation” to the plan at their the fastest 1,000,000 albuhi. seller
conference at the State House. A in disk history. The package mov¬
year-long calendar of events is be¬ ed into the golden disk circle only
ing planned to bring tourists into 11 months after its original release.
the region. Project has backing of The tuner preemtd on Broadway
virtually all public and private March 15, 1956, and Col had the
album on the market about a week
agencies in New England.
The Yankee Homecoming is the later.
Goddard Lieberson, Col prexy,
brainchild of Jack Frost, w.k. art¬
ist in N. E. Associated with him will hand out • gold disks to the
in carrying the project through is show’s composers, Alan Jay Lerner
W. G. Gavin, former managing edi¬ and Frederick Loewe, on Ed Sul¬
livan’s CBS-TV stanza this Sun¬
tor of the Boston Traveler.
Present plans call for inclusion day (3). Program will be a tribute
of strawhat theatres, the Boston to the writing team.
Other original Broadway cast
Arts Festival and its al fresco
legit productions, water shows and sets that have topped the 1,000,000
New England entertainers and per¬ sales mark over the years are Co¬
formers, who have gone to other lumbia’s “South
Pacific”
and
places, to come back on the home¬ Decca’s “Oklahoma.” Both are the
coming kick, in the show biz seg works of Richard Rodgers & Oscar
of the project.
Hammerstein 2d.
i

No Tryout Buffs
At'4nt’Opening

New England Paging
Native Sons for ’58
‘Homecoming’ Hurrab

Col’s Golden ‘Fair Lady’

_PRICE 25 CENTS

700 FEATURIS IN Critic’s Point, T.61 Not for Triflii^’
PBOJECTED BUY Taken to Heart in ‘Good as Gold*
By GENE ARNEEL
In the biggest deal of its kind.
Paramount is on the verge of sell¬
ing its entire library of pre.-1948
productions to the Columbia Broad¬
casting System at a price of
$50,000,000. Agreement in princi¬
ple already has been reached and
approved by the directorates of
both the filin company and the
network.
Par has 850 features tucked
away in its vaults—all made prior
to August, 1948, which is the socalled cutoff date with the Holly¬
wood unions.
That is, clearance
with the American Federation of
Musicians and others is not re¬
quired.
Of that total, Par figures that
700 films are available for the
sale, the others being excluded for
various reasons including expira¬
tion of Par’s rights to tffem.
>
That $50-million price becomes
particularly staggering when meas¬
ured in terms of the public trading
value of the entire Par corporation.
Company’s stock issue amounts to
just short of 2,000,000' common
shares, meaning the gross proceeds
from the tv sale will be $25 per
share.
That’s less than $6 per
share under present quotation oh
the New York Stock Exchange.
The issue closed yesterday (Tues.)
at 301^.
That the market price will go up
substantially as knowledge of the
(Continued on page 15)

'Summertime Tax
On Booze, Weeds,
Rooms and Fun
Asbury Park, N. J., Feb. 26.
A proposal for a new luxury tax
is threatening theatremen and oth¬
er amuseme. .t operators in this
northern New Jersey seashore
area. The N. J. Resort Assn, has
organized a committee to investi¬
gate the advisability of a luxury
tax to increase municipal revenue
in the shore towns.
Under the
proposals, fotir items would be
taxed during the peak summer
months only-—liquor, tobacco, lodg¬
ings and amusements. A similar
luxury tax now exists in Atlantic
City.
Theatremen in this area are
mdrshalling their forces to combat
the proposed levy. Although it’s
agreed that the plan is still in a
“nebulous stage,” careful tabs on
the progress is being maintainod.
In order to impose the tax, the
local communities will require
legislative approval and, in some
cases, the okay of the voters via a
referendum.

$1,000,000 to Fisher
Las Vegas’ Top Deal
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Eddie Fisher and the soon-tobe-opened Tropicana, Las Vegas,
have concluded a deal calling for a
guarantee of $1,000,000. Fisher is
pacted to the inn for ^e years and
will play a minimuiri ol four weeks
a year. Should films or other com¬
mitments interfere with more than
four innings in any one annum,
Fisher would play l2 weeks the
following year. It’s the highest
coin ever guaranteed a single per¬
former in the desert resort.
Fisher will be able to play the
inn at his option. He’ll be the first
headliner in the hotel, which is
tentatively set to open In April.
Monte Proser, booking the Tropi¬
cana, made the deal with Music
Corp. of America.

Non-Trinidadiaiis’
Cal]^ Clicks
Everybody’s making money from
the current calypso vogue on wax
but the Trinidadians.
The islanders are doing okay in
concert and clubs but their wax
impact thus far is nil. The calyp¬
so pace in the U.S. disk market Is
being set by Harry Belafonte who
has scored on the RCA Victor label
with “The Banana Boat Song” and
“Jamaica Farewell” and has the
top album seller in the country
with “Calypso.”
Among the non-natives who’ve
been clicking on wax with calypso
are Terry Gilkyson with “Mari¬
anne” (Columbia), The Tarriers
with “The Banana Boat Song”
(Glory) and The Hilltoppers with
“Marianne” (Dot),
The natives, who are still wait¬
ing in the wings for a disk break¬
through,
include such offbeat
names as Duke of Iron, Lord Flea,
Prince Michael, Lord Burgess,
Lady Calypso and Johnny Barra¬
cuda.

Lena’s Floorshow-on-Tape
Lena Horne, who has been mop¬
ping up since the turn of the
year at the Empire Room of the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N. Y., had
her performance put down for pos¬
terity last Wednesday (20) night. A
crew of RCA Victor technicians
taped her entire songalog from the
hotel floor for an early album
release.
Ed Welker, Victor’s pop album
artists & repertoire chief, super¬
vised the session,

Apparently jibes in the incom¬
ing Broadway comedy, “Good as
Gold,” at the expense of the F.B.I.,
Congress and other Government
targets are too hot to handle. Ac¬
cording to word from Boston,
where the show is trying out, the
satirical material is being modi¬
fied.
. The Blackburn Twins, who play¬
ed two F.B.I. men along with
broadly comic lines, including a
laugh-getting swish quality, have
withdrawn from the show, and the
parts are reportedly now being
played relatively straight by Dana
Elcar and John Harkins, doubling
from other bits. Also, a travesty
on Congressional tv speechmaking
is understood to have been elimin¬
ated entirely.
Although both bits have gotten
huge laughs, there has been some
criticism of them. Notable in that
regard has been the attitude of El¬
liot Norton, Boston Daily Record
critic, whose review called the
Blackburns’ characterizations “fat¬
uous” and observed that “the F.B.I.
is not to be trifled with.”
The
aisle-sitter also deplored what he
termed the play’s “jeering at Con¬
gressmen.”
“Good as Gold” is a dramatiza¬
tion by John Patrick of a novel by
Alfred Toombs. It has been staged
by Albert Marre and produced by
Cheryl Crawford and William My¬
ers. It’s due to open March 7 at
the Belasco Theatre, N.Y.

Entratter Refuses To.
Gamble With ‘Tonight’
As Vegas Origination
Las Vegas, Feb. 26.
Last Thursday night’s (21) edi¬
tion of NBC-TV’s “Tonight, Amer¬
ica After Dark” remote from the
Sands Hotel in Las Vegas was
nixed at the last minute by spa’s
producer Jack Entratter because,
as he put it, “the show failed to
live up to the show business values
represented by Las Vegas.”
. “Tonight” seg had been set for
Vegas cut-ins with four major
hotels here—Riviera, Sahara, El
Rancho and Sands—each Thursday
night after vidcast was initially
preemed over NBC-TV a month
ago, First three shots from this
city were carried off, but Sands
shelved the idea after Entratter
suddenly turned on the red light.
Entratter told Variety that, “in
addition to many technical flaws,
‘Tonight’ missed in representing
true value of the Las Vegas enter¬
tainment picture. The major re¬
sorts,” he said, “spend an average
of $400,000 a week on entertain¬
ment both in the lounge and in the
dining room. The ‘Tonight’ show
presented only an Incidental part
of the Vegas show business scene,
centered mainly on the lounge acta
appearing here and interview!
with the stars performing in thn
big rooms.”

/
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Ik RDcknRoB Score: »25;(I00
On B’way; Disk Saks Rilling Hk|h
R9ck 'n’ roll’s first Broadway en¬
try, at the Paramount Theatre, will
gross an estimated $125,000 for a
week ending tomorow (Thurs.).
Although the 125G is considerably
under the phenomenal take racked
up by Alan Freed during his
Brooklyn stands. It’s regarded as
good enough for a week in which
jichool was still in swsionr-Gener¬
ally, Freed played the neighboring
borough during Christmas and
Easter holidays, plus the surround¬
ing weekends, so that he was able
to hit a $204,000 jackpot during
his peak.
Freed still hasn’t been able to
dent the more mature audience.
After the three-day weekend which
started with Washington’s Birth¬
day (22), the house seemed to be
doing fairly light business. Robert
Shapiro, Par’s managing director,
had five sessions on Monday (25),
but as of yesterday (Tues.) the
house went back to the norm of
four shows, and business wasn’t tod
heavy. Freed did 19 shows on the
first three days.
Shapiro stated -that there was
little house damage. Under nor¬
mal conditions; he said, kids jump¬
ing around give a house more wear
and tear than adults, but Shapiro
pointed out there is no malicious
mischief at the rpck & roller He
also said that the film, “Don’t
Knock the Rock,’’ .^n which Freed
appears, wouldn’t do too much on
its own in a Broadway house.
One of the byproducts of Freed’s
Broadway date is the logical query.
Where do the kids get all their
money? The Par opened in the
morning at $1.50 and thence to $2,
During the holiday weekend, there
was an early $2.50 top. Thus any
youngster foolhardy enough to
take a girl had to shell out $5—a
lot of loot for any juvenile purse.
But most of the Par juve attendees
stagged it.
Broadway will get another rock
'n’ roller April 20 when Jocko
Hendi^rson, WWRL d.j^, starts at
Loew’s State, It’ll be the first
stager* at that house since the
Julius LaRosa engagement several
years ago.

Robt. Taylor As Disker
Hollywood, Feb, 26.
Robert Taylor completed one of
his rare vocal chores at Metro
when actor pre-recorded a duet
with costar Dorothy Malone for
“Tip on a Dead Jockey,” which
Richard Thorpe directs for pro¬
ducer Edwin H. Knopf.
Tune, “I Found You and You
Found Me,” by Jerome Kern and
P, G. Wodehouse from their 1918
Broadway legiter,
“Oh,
Lady,
Lady,” is under consideration by
the studio to get out as a single
disk via MGM Records. Taylor last
chirped in Metro’s “Ivanhoe.”

Rock V roll's b.o. impact isn't
news for the disk companies. For
the past couple of years^ the po¬
tency of the r&r beat has been re¬
flected with'undlmlnishedo power
in disk sales. Although, periodic¬
ally, it looked as if rock 'n' roll
was beginning to iade, it would
then come back stronger than ever.
As an example, Elvis Presley
zoomed on the scene late in 1955
and has been the hottest name on
wax ever since, selling over 13,000,■ 000 singles^ and 3,200,000 albums,
■ all to the rock ’n’ roll fans.
j
In recent weeks, a calypso cycle^
, has been shaping up* but few disk
I execs believe that it will ever grow
! to the point where it will eclipse
, or even challenge the rock ’n’ rollI ers. For one thing, the kids can
dance to rock ’n’ roll while the
calypso beat is a trickier rythm to
master.
Dibk companies specializing in
rock ’n’ roll are not happy over
the Paramount Theatre (N. Y.) in¬
cidents. It can only lead to more
adverse criticism from parents, ed¬
ucators and the clergy who have
recently slowed down somewhat in
their rapping rock .’n’ roll as dis¬
play of a mass neurosis by the cur¬
rent generation of adolescents. In
actuality, the disk output in the
rock 'n’ roll idiom has increasing¬
ly adopted a pop flavor, while
maintaining the strong beat.

The Haley Story:
Rocks ScotsJres
Scribe, Gets Gold
By GORDON IRVING
Glasgow, Feb. 26.
Bill Haley & his rock ’n’ roll
Comets nearly tore the roof off this
super-Rank Odeon cinema here on
two one-nighters. Their own 40minute presentation, given with
slick
showmanship,
obviously
pleased the fans, mainly kids and
teenage category, who roared ap¬
proval via soloist hand-to-hand
music head hereabouts for long
enough.
Opened with impact of “Razzle,
Dazzle,” as second-half curtain
went up, and followed on with fa¬
miliar r ’n’ r tunes, winding to cliI max with “Rock Around the Clock.”
I Tenorist Rudy Pompilli and bassi ist A1 Rex engaged in comical
I contortions as they straddled inj struments and lay kicking and playi.ing around the stage.
Franny
Beecher’s travesty of “You Made
I Me Love You” also had the fans
contented.
Haley group clicked with tre¬
mendous sock, so much that their
music and lyrics could often not be
heard behind the screams and
roars of approvdal.
Auditorium
of this kind, normally used for
(Continued on page 16)
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MORROS, SPY 60-BETWEEN
)
-;-Former Film Piroducer Emerges
As Red Espionage Courier
Former U.S. film producer Boris
Morros, who in recent years has
resided in Europe (mostly Vienna),
will be a witness for the prosecution in the Soble spy case, the
Government disclosed Monday (25).
Morros, whose last American
films were “Carnegie Hall” and
“Tales of Manhattan,” was identi¬
fied as the man who had received
and passed on messar, t from "Tack
and Myra Soble and ^nelr alleged.
accomplice, Jacob Albam, in New,
•York.
Just where Mojitos fitted in with
the spying conspiracy wasn’t made
clear. It’s assumed that he acted
all along as an undercover agent
for the FBI. In any event, he’ll
definitely testify for the Government. The Soble trial is skeddcd
to start March 11.

----
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By LARRY SOLLOWAY

L'
^Room Service’ in Japan
The
May Never Be the Same |I blown

Miami Beach, Feb. 26.
lagging season came to full¬
no-rooms-available blqmn
Tokyo, Febh 19,
this week, but some hqtelLer$^^
With Japan's new Anti-Prostitu¬ still keeping, their ciyibK tcjwfiLS
Ition Law going into effect in Aprit, handy, thanks to spotty business
]the Welfare Ministry is planning for weeknight late shows, much in
to
' submit to the current Diet ses¬ the pattern of former seasons. Add¬
\sion a bill for revision of the ex¬ ed factor to their cafe operation
Iisting Hotel Business Law. The woe is emergence, after several
^Government suspects that unscru¬ years, of Independent night clubs
1pulous hotel operators are likely as b.o. giants, to wean away a good
Ito accommodate giHs who have portion of patronage.
1been forced to quit brothels. It is
It is now an admitted fact that
'out to prevent a shift of prostitu¬ even with top names—outside of a
Ition from brothpls to hotels.
Jerry Lewis with a hot hit & run
Under a revised Hotel Business one-weeker the Fontainebleau—
]Law, all hotels, with certain excep¬ they. must cater to the bargain
tions, will be allowed to offer only package ($19 per head for three
lodging and will not be permitted stops)
nightclub tours to in¬
to offer what it termed “special” sure black-ledger results or highservices.
bracket nets, especially during
It is expected that heated Diet those “off” between weekends mid¬
deliberations will be held over the night shows. The Big Three, the
projected revision, as hotel opera¬ new Americana, Eden 'Koc and
tors will launch an all-out drive to Fontainebleau, are equipped to
prevent the revision.
take on these parties, which can
^
It might be difficult to name a average several hundred persons
!
per
night at each. It is the smallhotel
in
Japan
where
prostitutes
I
*do not sleep in or cannot be had ■ er hotel-cafes which must struggle
I
along,
unless they happen to come
as
easily
as
other
room
service.
'
up with a hot new or established
act With assured following.
Cotton Club Competition
i
The big thorn for the hotel-cafes
has been the Cotton Club. From
• opening night, during Christmas
week the Cab Calloway-led layout
has been the talk of the town.
Typical was last weekend, average
’ attendance running over 1,500 for
two shows and over the 2,000 mark
for Saturday three. The packagetour plan has helped here, not only
Hilton Hotels International exec money-wise but in the word-ofmouth denartment. So much so,
'veepee John ^W. Houser returned that Lou Walters finally let down
last
week from Cairo where a new
.
Hilton Jhostelry is going up in the the ,)io-tour barrier at the Latin
Quarter with jampack results—the
|region of the Nile. It’s expected— first time that has happened to the
the^
Middle East crisis permitting,
'
Palm Island plushery in some sea¬
of
course—that
mid-1958
will
see
'
sons, to the point where he is now
|tliat Egyptian link in the world¬ planning on remaining open until
’wide Hilton chain opened. Houser April.
also
consummated
the^Athens
deal.
i
The unit show idea which ha»
West Berlin starts building this
clicked so solidly for the indies is
'spring and Rome is also a 1958 ; now being adopted by ^ couple of
jpremiere possibility.
Rudy Basler, who inaugurated hotel locations in effort to bring
the Istanbul Hilton opening when in the patronage. The Lucerne as¬
the American hotelier invaded signed -booker Selma Marlowe
Turkey, is now Middle East opera¬ Harris to set a revue, and she came
tions manager for the chain. An up with a^hot Cuban-talent impor¬
$8,000,000 new building is Jflanned tation thdt has caught on -strongly
for Bagdad in 1959, and Beirut and in recent weeks. The Saxony is
Teheran are others slated for that trying an international revue idea,
but has still to get off the average
>year. The seven-floor Cairo hotel biz ground into big-click stratum.
(Continued on page 16)
Both packages can make money
for the hotels, what with absence
; of names, tight-hudget deals, alj though addition of Charlie Spivak’s
big band to the Saxony is a big
I pay-the-nut addition,
j
Americana Makes Good
Minneapolis, Feb. 26.
Of the top three the Americana
For one of the few times in the 1
theatre’s history. United Para-» • got its Bal Masque into the must-go
mount will interrupt its film policy 1 orbit for tourists when Tony Benat its flagship house, the 4,100-seat I nett arrived in late January, then
Radio City here, to play Victor I to finally zoom into the tough-toBorge and his “one-man show” for ; get reservations class with Jackie
j Miles-Los Chavales and now Lisa
two nights, March 22 and 23.
(Continued on page 63)
Borge will be scaled at $5.50 top. '

Slap Detroit
Book Censors i
Washington, Feb. 26.
All of the entertainment world,
and the film industry especially,
will hail as a significant victory
against censorship yesterday’s (25)
decision of the U.S. Supreme
Court against municipal police cen¬
sorship of books in Detroit. This
has been notorious for the past
several years and has been vigor¬
ously fought by the ’ Authors
League of America.
Court has now ruled ^hat Detroit
cops are protecting youth at the
expense of adult rights. Such was
the pious defense of cops who se¬
cured a municipal court convic¬
tion, now reversed, of Alfred E.
Butler for selling to a police agent
provacateur a book “inciting minors
to violent, or depraved, or immoral
acts.”
.
Dry-toned the Court:
“By thus quarantining the general reading public against books
not too rugged for grown men and
women in order to shield juvenile
innocence,” Detroit argues it is
exercising its powder to promote
the general welfare. “Surely, this
is to burn the house to roast the
pig.”
"

Sun Never Sets
On Hflton Empire;
Mideasf Perking

Reversion to Tintype Era
For Friars’ New Building
"'In N.Y.; Como Dinner SRO ■
When the Friars takes possession
of its new 57 East 55th St. (N. Y.)
clubhouse June 1, with an eye to
an Aug. 1 unveilihg, it will be per¬
haps the most elaborate “monas¬
tery” since its founding when the
Friars Club on West 48th St., off
Broadway, contained all the appur¬
tenances now aimed for. There
will be a health club and solarium
atop the fifth floor and it is hoped,
eventually, the basement or sub¬
basement will be converted into a
theatre. The 33-by-lOO interior af¬
fords sufficient size but there is a
bothersome stairwell which would
require major reconstruction.
This year’s annual dinner on
Mar^h 26 honors Perry Como. De¬
spite the “competition” from the
all-industry salute to Jimmy Du¬
rante, on St. Patrick’s Day, under
Jewish Theatrical Guild auspices,
the grand ballroom of the WaldorfAstoria looks a sellout for Como
also.
The Friars has been making a
membership drive and just added
65 lay members, bringing the total
to 425. The club Is aiming for a
ceiling of 700 members when it
moves to its off-Park Ave. location.
(Continued on page 56)
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Buenos Aires, Feb. 19.
After about six months’ inactiv¬
ity,. Argentina Sono Film, the ma¬
jor local studio, reopened last week
for shooting on “Rosaura a las
Diez,” from the Mario Denevi
novel. The picture is being shot
in Cinemascope under Mario Soffici’s direction, with Mexican actor
Juan Verdaguer brought especially
for the male lead.
Others in the cast are Susana
Campos, Alberto Dalbes, Maria
Luisa Robledo and Hector Calcano.
Anibal Gonzalez Paz is doing the
camera vvork^

ABEL GREEN, Editor
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toor-tip (It Was Sore) Sets In
i?he air is filled with expectancy; the film Industry again Is In
‘^the throes of a rumor season. It's the history of the business that
changes in operations breed reports of other ‘ changes and the
present Is no exception^
Spate pf unconfirmable reports has Its genesis In (1) the Loew’s
Overhaul and hand-ln-band expectation that Wall Streeters and
big Stockholders will become even more prominent in the scheme
of things, (2).RKO’s retreat from domestic distribution and Tom
O’Neil's statements anent maintenance of unnecessary distribution,
and studio facilities, and (3) mUch out in the open talk about
studio co-tenancies and sharing of elaborate releasing networks.
Top-echelon execs,/it's known, are talking about the principle
of a new economy—that is, possible new ways of reaching maxi¬
mum market at minimum costs. Investors and banking interests
have become in closer contact with day-to-day film operations.
All leading to a heavy workout of the scuttleboat. As talk of
/new developments seeps through the trade it undergoes a conver¬
sion from the general observation, as perhaps expressed by a com¬
pany president, to distorted specifics. In just the past week four
distributors were rumored as being involved in merger talks and
just about the entire management team at a major corporation
was "understood" to be on the way out. At least one trade news¬
man, after chasing down many such reports, is near crippled with
Tumor-tism.

Trotectionist' Thinking, Like Europe,
Noted Among Latins by Aboaf
While Latin America has the 4
potential for considerable business
Loew’s 25c Divvy
expansion by the U.S. film compa¬
nies, the market is beginning to
Bioard of directors of Loew’s
catch the protectionist "bug" from
Inc. last week declared, a divi¬
Europe.
dend of 25c per share on the
company’s outstanding com¬
Returning from a three-week
mon stock.
trip through the area, with terri¬
Melon is payable March 30
torial conventions in Argentina
to stockholders of record
and Brazil, America Aboaf, ‘^UniMarch 12.
versal’s foreign sales chief, last
we!ek said in New York that Latin
American countries were begin¬
ning to take note of restrictionist
moves in Europe, with a tendency
to copy.
"It’s really a small world now,"
he observed.
"It used to take
months for Information to trickle
through from another market. To¬
day, it takes 24 hours.”
Developments in Italy are being
watched with particular interest,
Aboaf related.
On the eve of Its annual stock¬
(Another company exec re¬
ported' that a young Frenchman holders' meeting tomorrow (Thurs.)
had arrived late yast year in Brazil in Manhattan, Metro executives are
and had lost nb time "instructing" hopeful they’ll be able to convince
the local industry on French pol¬ the shareholders that the com¬
icy. Result was a lengthy tract, pany’s upcoming' production pro¬
put out by the industry at Sao gram,, including pictures-ready to
Paulo, detailing complaints against be released and those in produc¬
the allegedly preferential treat¬ tion and preparation, will repre¬
ment being accorded to the Amer¬ sent an upbeat in the company’s
future earnings.
ican companies.)
The company’s record In recent
Aboaf said he was very satisfied
with U business in Latin America years, of course, has not been sat¬
isfactory. The poor returns at the
(Continued on page 18)
b.o. of its-, pictures culminated in
the threat of the proxy fight which
was settled by giving Canadian in¬
dustrialist Joseph Tomlinson
strong representation on the board
of directors. It also saw import¬
ant changes in Loew’s top man¬
agement forces which resulted In
the exit of former prexy Nicholas
M. Schenck and production chief
Dore Schary. Some of M-G’s re¬
cent pictures made under the old
regime have fared poorly, chief
among these being "The Barretts
Having corralled approximately
(Continued on page 13)
80% of the proxies, the manage¬
ment of Loew’s Inc. will have no
difficulty in electing Its slate of
board of directors at tomorrow’s
(Thurs.) annual stockholders’ meet¬
ing in New York. The session, ex¬
pected to be the largest gathering
of the company’s investors ever
held, will convene at Loew’s State
Paris, Feb. 19.
Theatre at 10 a.m.
Following In the wake of the
Interest in the meeting, espe¬ "Common European Market Agree¬
cially among Wall Street groups ment" between six countries in
and individual small stockholders, Brussels recently, conjecture Is go¬
was prompted by the recent threat ing on here as to how this would
of a proxy fight which saw a com-, affect the film situation if a united
promise agreement between the motion picture front also resulted
Loew’s management and Canadian from such notion. - Signatories are
Industrialist Joseph Tomlinson, France, Italy, West Germany, Hol¬
holder of 180,000 shares of stock. land, Belgium and Luxembourg,
As a result of the deal, Loew’s and with the first three 'mainly in¬
•Tomlinson were able to select six volved while the others loom pri¬
directors each for the 13-man marily as clients. This also brings
board. Ogden R. Reid, publisher back the much discussed European
of the N.Y. Herald Tribune, is the Film Pool, heretofore mainly
13th director and is said to be an pushed by France and Italy.
impartial representative without
Some film people here declare
allegiance to either side.
that the Film Pool was stymied
Management’s ability to collect only by French bureacracy wary
80% of the proxies of the outstand¬ of getting into any such entangle¬
ing holdings. Including that of ments which might be confused
Tomlinson and his supporters, is with political aspects, and the Ger¬
said to be eyidence that the In- man Industry’s nix which apparent(Continiied on page 15)
(Contlnued on page 13)

Lo€ws Hopeful

Shareholders To
Okay New Rule

Vogel to DetaO
Plans at Loew
MeetThiirs.(28)

Common Market Setup
Seen Helping Revival
Of Europe’s Fix Pool
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ZANUCK-IISTILI[{Metro latest ‘hvestigation Area’
TDP 2flTi fllER’ For M’s Sttfdio Co-Tenang Aim
Despite, stubborn rumors to the
effect that Howard Hughes today
Is the leading stockholder in 20thFox—^he’s been credited with hold¬
ing or controlling anywhere from
250,000 to 600,000 shared—the pre¬
cise Hughes role in the picture
remains a mystery and a subject of
lively speculation.
At 20th, while everyone-Is acute¬
ly aware of the reports, none of
the top brass seem overly con¬
cerned. Spyros P. Skouras, 20th
prexy, acknowledged last week
that he had been "in contact" with
Hughes, but didn’t go beyond that.
Darryl F. Zanuck in turn stated
that, to the best of his knowledge,
he was still the largest single
stockholder at 20th. He and his
family control over 130,000 shares.
Said Zanuck: "I don’t know of any
purchases of 20th stock by him
(Hughes)." He added, however, that
he, too, had heard rumors of
Hughes buying in not only at 20th,
but also at Metro.
Never Active
Hughes for several years owned
RKO Pictures. He eventually sold
the company to General Rubber &
Tire Corp. (General Teleradio).
Under Hughes’ control, RKO failed
to produce more lhan a couple of
pictures and incurred heavy week¬
ly losses down the line. It was
generally assumed that Hughes
wrote those off as tax losses.
What puzzles observers is the
way Hughes is accumulating his
20th stock, if indeed he is doing
so at all. He hasn’t bought enough
in his own name for it to show up
on the Securities & Exchange
Commission report. If he has
bought via frontmen, he has done
so very slowly since the 20th turn¬
over and stock price hasn’t been
affected.
It’s figured that, if Hughes were
(Continued on page 15)

Rank-Mexican Dealing
Rank Organizatlon!s John
Davis is . discussing possible
coproductions in Mexico, where
Rank now is setting up its own
sales organliration. There’s been
a ban on British pictures in
Mexico for some time, due to
the limited playoff of Mexican
films in British houses.
Coproductions are the only
•way in which this obstacle can
be overcome.

Sol Lesser Pulls
Back Product
RKO Gave to U

Negotiations with Metro repre¬
sent the last attempt on the parC<
of 20th-Fox to effect a studio merg¬
er of some kind or another, Spyros
P. Skouras, 20th prexy, said in
Manhattan last week He confirmed
that a survey was under way to es¬
tablish the feasibility of 20th giv¬
ing up its lot and moving over to
Culver City on a rental basis.
Earlier, 20th had been irt dis¬
cussions with Warner Bros, about a
possible lumping together of facili¬
ties at Burbank Deal fell through
on some rather minor technicali¬
ties, it’s understood.
In the light of 20th’s ambitious
production sked for this year, the
general opinion at 20th is that the
moveover to the Metro lot is highly
unlikely.
Skouras said no thought what¬
ever had been given to distribution
mergers by 20th either domestic¬
ally or abroad, and he implied that
no such, moves are in any way con¬
templated in the future. T)istribution costs, he agreed, are high. At
the same time, he did not seem to
feel that a merger operation would
result in any extraordinary sav¬
ings.
20th prexy reflected the unusual¬
ly high optimism that prevails
these days at the company. Ac¬
cording to present plans, 20th will
release up to 55 features this year,
including some potentially very
high grossing pix. 20th has high
expectations for "Oh Men, Oh
Women," "Boy on a Dolphin,"
"Desk Set," "Island In the Sun"
(Continued on page 13)

Hollywood, Feb. 26.
New distribution tieup is being
sought by Sol Lesser who has
taken back a total of 12 features
from RKO in the first big move by
a producer to cut ties with the distrib which has abandoned its own
domestic exchange system and
turned distribution over to Univer¬
sal. Lesser, who has released
through RRO for many years, will
continue to have his product han¬
dled by RKO overseas.
RKO has already surrendered to
Lesser five films in current release.
They are "Quest for a Lost City,"
"X the Unknown" and three Tarzan features now in release which
would have been included in the
U deal. Balance of tbe dozen films
include earlier Tarzans.
Metro, meanwhile, has acquired
worldwide distribution rights to
Lesser’s "Tarzan and the Lost Sa¬
fari," previously slated for RKO
distribution, which goes into re¬
lease Easter week. In addition to
Israel Deal Wobbly
this single-picture arrangement,
Threat of sanctions against
Metro
and Lesser are discussing a
Producer Darryl. F. Zanuck,
Israel has some of the film
possible deal for other "Tarzan" speaking as an independent re¬
companies worried. Currently
features
as
well
as
other
product.
leasing through 20th-Fox, said in
in the works is a kind of com¬
Manhattan last week he had always
pensation deal with an Israeli
LeRoy Ramsey has joined the thought there were too many dis¬
educational outfit under which
staff of the Melba Theatre in Dal¬ tribution companies and that he
a chunk of blocked U.S. film
las where Cinerama’s “Seven Won¬ considered mergers both here and
coin would be thawed.
ders of the World" is current. abroad "a good idea."
Should sanctions materialize,
Zanuck, who’s also on the board
Ramsey will serve as treasurer, ac¬
it’s feared that the deal with
countant,
sometimes manager and of 20th, said distribution costs in
Israel would go out of the
his view were high. "I have no
other duties.
’
window.
clear idea what to do about this,
but I sure wish they’d reduce them
on my pictures," he said.
As for studio mergers, Zanuck—
who for years ran the 20th lot—
Holiday Booms Biz; *10 Cs’ First Again^ *Hymn^ 2d, didn’t think they’d "really accom¬
plish anything.
I can’t see any
*80 Days' 3d, * Wonders' 4th, *Oh Men' 5th
great savings in it. The basic costs
(of running a studio) aren't tre¬
Fine weather is helping most key er, is stout in Frisco and great in mendous compared with the cost
cities to their best Washington’s Philly "Paris Does §trange Things" of pictures."
Birthday holiday week in many (WB)- looms nice in Buffalo. “The
Has Hollywood carried its econ¬
years. New product assisted to get Delinquents" (UA) is terrific on omy drive far enough?
"If you
the big coin which is reflected by K. C. preem.
want to make pictures of quality,
the $1,225,000 being grossed by the
"True Story of Jesse James" then you must buy quality,’’ said
four top films this week.
(20th), sturdy in Minneapolis, is Zanuck.
"If quality is the aim,
"10 Commandments" (Par) is fast in Chi and fine in Washing¬ that I don’t know how to cut ex¬
copping No. 1 position for the ton.
"Cinderella" (BV) (reissue), penses, further."
fourth stanza in a row. Additional mighty in N. Y., looms big in Bos¬
Asked whether 20th had consid¬
preems boosted the total. However, ton.
ered merging its distribution facili¬
it is being closely pursued by “Bat¬
"Spirit of St. Louis" (WB) is en¬ ties to bring down releasing costs,
tle Hymn’’ (U) which is a big sec¬ joying a big week at N. Y. Music
(Continued on page 63)
ond-place winner.even though play¬ Hall. “Shrinking Man" (U) looks
ing at lower scales around the great on N. Y. preem.
country.
"Oklahoma" (20th), the C’Scope
"Around the World in 80 Days" version, okay in Frisco, shapes
(UA) is finishing third while good in K.C. "Bundle of Joy"
"Seven Wonders of World" (Cine¬ (RKO) looms robust in Chi.
rama) is a step behind in fourth
"Written on Wind" (U), fancy in
spot.
"Oh, Men! Oh, Women!" (20th), Louisville, looks lively In L.A.
Tokyo, Feb. 19.
playing
some 10 locations. "Lust
a newcomer. Is landing in fifth
Reps of eight foreign film dis¬
place though far from sock in all For Life” (M-G), still big on long- tribution companies said they
run
in
N.
Y.,
is
okay
in
Boston.
locations.
"Wings
of
Eagles"
would ask for a more liberal film
(M-G), another with a somewhat "Wrpng Man" (WB). looms nice in import quota to fill what they feel
uneven showing, is winding in Toronto.
is a growing need. Distribs pointed
"Edge of City" (M-G), okay in to the sharp increase of new the¬
sixth slot.
"Big Land" (WB) will land Portland, looms solid in N. Y. atres in Japan without a like in¬
"Don’t
Knock Rock" (Col) shapes crease in available product.
seventh. It also Is new this week to
In
a great extent. "Rainmaker" (Par) smash in Detroit and wow in N. Y. 1956, 600 new houses were built in
Is taking eighth money while being backed by a rock ’n’ roll Japan, they explained.
"Anastasia" (20th) still has enough stage show at Paramount in latter
Following a meeting of the Gaiga
to cop ninth spot. "Great Man" city.
Kondankal (Foreign Film Import
"Baby
Doll"
(W)
continues
big
on
(U) rounds out the Top 10 list.
Committee), they also cited the cur¬
"Oklahoma"
(Magna),
"Tea¬ longrun In N. Y. "Iron Petticoat" tailment of Japanese feature prod¬
house" (M-G) and "Wee Geordie” (M-G), okay in Toronto, is hotsy in uct during 1957.
(Indie) are the runner-up pix in Washington.
They indicated they would press
that sequence.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on the Finance Ministry for relaxation
"Men in War" (UA), a newcom- Pages 8-9.)
of the basic 162-film import quota.

Zanuck (As Indie)
Rues High Cost
Of Distribution

National Boxoffice Survey

Foreign Distribs Argue:
More Jap Houses, Fewer
Pix Justify New Quotas
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SLAVKO VDRKAPICHIN <
‘Offbeat’ ShoaU Be Stalled
WITH YUGOSLAV WKA’
Procedure in Fibn-Makiiig;
Stevens Shows How in ‘Giant’
Motion picture audiejices haven’t
changed. It's simply that the in¬
dustry has learned more about
them, says producer - director
George Stevens, whose “Giant” tohim seem? to be proving that very
point.
“The main trouble is that we
have always underestimated our
audience,” Stevens held. “They’re
a lot more perceptive then we give
them credit for, and that is pre¬
cisely why the continued use of
the expression ‘offbeat’ is dan¬
gerous and misleading. •
“What really has happened is
that film, company thinking has
been all wrong. They have a tend¬
ency to simply print yesterday’s
newspaper all over again. If any¬
thing original is done, right away
it’s labelled ‘offbeat.’ Most of the
time all that means is that the
story isn’t a steal. Our audiences
today demand new experiences.
For ;3n idea to be attractive to
them, it has to be new. It has to
be something that they’ve never
bought before.”
1,000 Playdatcs Pay Off
Stevens, who produced “Giant”
In partnership with Henry Gins¬
berg and Edna Ferber (on whose
book the film is based), reported
the film was doing extraordinarily
well.
Texas saga cost $5,400,000. It’s
grossed a hefty $7,000,000 to date,
in only 1,000 playdates. Stevens
estimated that
Warner Bros.,
which financed and is releasing,
should collect $12,000,000 in domes¬
tic rentals alone onHhe film’s first
(Continued on page 10)

Berman, Weingarten To
Produce as Partners
In Metro’s New Setup
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Metro has entered a partnership
arrangement with two. of its vet¬
eran producers—Pandro S. Ber¬
man and Lawrence Weingarten—
to produce 12 important films
under the banner of the pair’s
newly-organized Avon Productions.
At the same time, the film com¬
pany—apparently following the
lead of Paramount and Warner
Bros, in becoming a bankrollerdistributor—also finalized a deal
with the new Yul Brynner-Anatole
Litvak company for distribution of
what will be their first independ¬
ently-made film, “The Journey,”
to be filmed in Europe early in
1958.
First picture for Weingarten
under the new arrangement will
be “Don’t Go Near .the Water,”
which rolls next week with Glenn
Ford, Anna Kashfi, Earl Holliman
and Anne Francis. The producer
is also negotiating for an unpub¬
lished western. Berman’s first will
be “Jailhouse Rock,” starring Elvis
Presley. He’ll also do “Cat on a
Hot Tin Roof,” “The Brothers
Karamazov” and “The Reluctant
Debutante,” all previously an¬
nounced as Metro pictures.
. Berman has been with the
studio since 1940; Weingarten
since 1927.
Latter was also a
member of the studio’s oxecutive
board for many years. Pair will
alternate on producer chores, and
will travel to seek new properties
and talent The indie unit also
plans to have its own star roster.
Metro now has Arthur Freed,
Sam Zimbalist and Sol Siegel as
indie producers. Among company
producers still at the'studio, Edwin
H. Knopf, now making “Tip on a
Dead Jockey,” exits in June;
Charles Schnee, current on “Until
They Sail,” departs in November.
Joe Pasternak is also slated to exit
to Join with Sam Katz at Columbia
on an indie deal.
Lewis Blumberg in Texas
Dallas, Feb. 20.
Lewis A. Blumberg, producer of
the United Artists release, “The Big
Boodle,” is in Texas to confer with
showmen.
The pic is scheduled here in
March on a multiple release basis.

COMPULSIVE STINKER
Rooney to Star for UA In ‘What
Makes Sammy Run*
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Budd Schulberg’s old novel of
the unadulterated heel of Holly¬
wood production Intrigue, “What
Makes Sammy Run,” will go be¬
fore cameras come June. Fred
Finkelhoffe will be producer, and
also director, for United Artists
handling.
Mickey Rooney will impersonate
Sammy, the compulsive stinker.

U.S. Films Set To
Play L Germany
Frankfurt, Feb. 25.
Agreement is understood to have
already been reached for the sale
of American films to East Germany.
Involved is a concession by the
East Germans, who will allow the
importation. of Hollywood pictures
dubbed in West Berlin.
Deal was made during the recent
discussions in East Berlin between
East German Government officials
and Marc Spiegel, the MPEA’s Eu¬
ropean topper. Spiegel is In charge
of all MPEA negotiations with the
Communist countries.
East Germany originally insisted
that all American Imports should
be dubbed locally, as was done in
the case of “Marty.” This proce¬
dure also would have involved a
lower price.
If the normal pattern is fol¬
lowed, the East Germans now will
receive a list of available American
films from which they can pick
their potential purchases.

Par Exercise Cbuse In
Todd Loan; ^80 Days’
To Lyric, Minneapolis
Minneapolis, Feb. 20.
A Paramount circuit house here,
the Lyric, may wind up with
“Around the World in 80 Days”
instead of Ted Mann’s currently
available and considered ideally
situated Alvin.
This is because under terms of
a $750,000 Paramount loan to Mike
Todd for “80 Days” the latter is
obligated to spot the picture In
four Paramount • houses to be
named by the chain.
Industry here has been expect¬
ing the arrival of Mike Todd Jr.,
for the past several months to look
over the local theatre situation
with the idea of placing “80 Days.”
However, he has yet to put in an
appearance.
Currently, the Lyric has Para¬
mount’s “The 10 Commandments”
for a minimum run of four months.
Richard Davis of the Fine Arts
Theatre and United Motion Picture
Organizatibh off; on the S.S.
United States April 18 for Paris
l-and Cannes
Ilya Lopert in Florida.

Slavko Vorkapich, writer-direc¬
tor from Yugoslavia, is currently
in Manhattan seeking a release
deal for his “Hanka.” This feature
cost 110,000,000' Jugoslav dinars, or
about $300,000, a fabulous negative
budget for that country. Average
there is around 40,000,000 dinars.
“Hanka”' was exhibited at last
[summer’s Venice Film Festival.
It’s main achievement in Yugo¬
slavia was running' six weeks
simultaneously in two Belgrade
cinemas. Tendency of the ideologi¬
cal-minded Yugoslav critics has
been to accord the film high marks
for technical and pictorial values
while shooting the subject-matterromantic love, a very bourgeoise
fetich. However, Marshal Tito
liked the film and complimented
the writer-director who returned
to his native country only three
years ago by invitation of the Gov¬
ernment
Tito, incidentally, is quoted as
commenting, “No matter what any¬
body thinks of them, I personally
like westerns best.”
Vorkapich reports that wages of
studio crews in Yugoslavia are very
small but that actors command
high compensation. Raw stock—he
used English Kodak—is enormous
as it must be paid in costly foreign
currency.
Vorkapich, an American citizen,
made “Hanka”' totally without po¬
litical or other messages. It’s a
gypsy village tale. Feature has
been shown to date in Denmark
and Egypt.

Vickman Sues Rohauer
On French-Made Yisipn’
Los Angeles, Feb; 20.
Leon Vickman filed suit jfor
$3,557.21 against Raymond Rohau¬
er, charging the latter still owed
that amount^ under the terms. of
a deal under which Rohauer was to
acquire Western hemisphere dis¬
tribution rights to “Closed Vision,”
which
Vickman
produced
in
France. Action listed Rohauer as
operating under the name of Soci¬
ety of Cinema Arts.
Vickman claimed deal provided
Rohauer was to advance certain
sums for assort^rd production costs
and still owes the amount claimed
for French laboratory fees.

N. Y. to L. A.
Samuel. Z. Arkoff.
Paul Cunningham
L. Wolfe Gilbert
Debhie Jshlon
James H. Nicholson

L. A. to N. Y.
Reginald Baker
Milton Blackstone
Richard Brandt
Frederick Brisson
Eddie Fisher
. Martin Leeds
Ken McEldowney
Anne Pinkus
Melvina Pumphrey
Ronald Reagan
David E. Rose
Monique Van Vooren
Philip A. Waxman
Grant Williams

N. Y. to Europe
Tom Curtiss
Guy Ale La Passardiere
Olga James
Abe Saperstein ^
Mrs. Marc Spiegel

Europe to N. Y.
Frank Kassler
Dave Lewis
Emile J, Lustig
George' P, Skouras

Hew Exhib Blast at Stars’ ‘Inflation’
Gordon Tells Texas Drive-Ins Agents Rule Studios
Vice ‘Aging Stars’ Tax-Favoring Setups
Dallas, Feb. 26.
Unscheduled until last moment,
Julius M. Gordon addressed open¬
ing session this morning (Tues.) of
the Texas Drive-in convention at
Hotel Adolphus here. New presi¬
dent of Allied States Assn, echoed
a line heard at exhibitor conven¬
tions in past year or two, namely,
that, the high cost of films, with
50% rentals increasing, was due
to a conspiracy in Hollywood of
talent managers, auditors and aging
stars with tax-favored companies.
Talent participations and greedy
deals, generally at the studio level

has forced inflation of values at
,the exhibitors-ultimate cost. Gor¬
don spoke of “agents stra'nglehold
on production.”
This line of attack against Holly¬
wood is apparently growingly pop¬
ular with theatremen. Gordon did
not, nor have exhib leaders at
previous meetings, ever named
names either as to the aging stars
or the “monopolistic” offices con¬
trolling boxoffice talent.
Keynote speaker Edwin Tobolowsky'stressed the importance of
the trade organization itself, and
(Continued on page 10>
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Darryl F, Zanuck's locationing of “Island of the Sun” was so hazard¬
ous Lloyds of London refused to insure the equipment, which had to
be floated into the West Indies locj^tion via rafts.
•
The Rockefellers and Luce deny t^iat the Rgcktime Inc. billing for
the new Time-Life Bldg., to be constructed on the west side of 6th
Ave., facing Radio City Music Hall and the RKQ Bldg., was inspired
by the rock ’n^ roll shenanigans at the Paramount. New RC-Time
Bldg, will includes its own ty studios, publication headquarters for the
Luce enterprises, and will be completely airconditioned. It spans
51-52 St., west to the back of the Roxy . Theatre*. The Rockefellers
also bought the Roxy but leased it back to National Theatres which
is continuing to operate it.
Johnny Mascio, ex-Hollywood agent now personal rep for songstresswife Constance Moore, hosted a St Regis (N.Y.) party last night
(Tues.) before leaving, via Panagra, for Punta Del'Este, Uruguay,, for
the local film festival there. Uruguayan Ambassador to the U.S. Julio
Lacarte co-hosted the farewell dinner-dance. Departing HoUywood
personalities making the junket include Yul Brynner^ Virginia Gil¬
more, the Anatole Litvaks, Anita Ekberg and Anthony Steele, Corinne
Calvei and Jeff Stone. Ann Miller, Bill O’iConuor, Joanne Dru^ Lana
Turner, Mitchell Leisen, Alexis Smith and. Craig Btevens, Bob Corkery,
Esther Williams and Ben Gage, Joanne Gilbert*. Beverly Tyler, Hcdda
Hopper, Fran arid Van Heflin, and the Maschios. Zsa Zsa Gabor, Linda
Darnell and Robbie Robinson Join the. group later, the latter two on
their honeymoon.
In making service pictures, the film companies usually depend on
tho cooperation of the branch whose exploits are extolled in the filnu
A commissioned public relations officer usually serves as the liaison,
Metro, however, is wondering what kind of cooperation it’ll receive
from the p.r. officer assigned to “Don’t Go Near the Water.” The film
has the Navy’s blessing, although it satirizes public relations officers
who served in the Pacific during World War H .,. Elvis Presley set to
star in Metro’s “Jail House Rock,” based on an original story by Fred
Berner. Pic, set for a tentative May start, will be produced by Pandro
S. Berman.
Edited for years by the late Ray Lewis (Mrs. Joshua Smith) the
Canadian ^ Motion Picture Digest; after 41 years oi publication, has
been purchased by 16-year old Canadian Film Weekly, which thus becoiiies Canada’s sole film trade paper. '(N. A. Tayldr, president; Hye
Bossin, editor). Ray Lewis’ son. Jay Smith, who edited Digest after
his mater’s demise will remove from Toronto to California ... Inci¬
dentally Crawley Films’ Canadian documentary, “How To Play Hockey’*
has inspired a faceatious suggestion that It produrce another documen¬
tary, “How To Play Horses” . . . Another Canadiah item: In Warners
“Helen Morgan Story,” Gerald Prately of the Toronto Globe & Mail
thinks it an error that the late singer was ever a “Miss Newfound¬
land” in a 1923 Montreal beauty contest, on account of this province
only joining the Dominion of Canada in 1949.
Hecht-Hill-Lancaster has British director Peter Brook to direct “The
Hitchhiker,” George Simenon story which will be filmed next year , ,,
David Niven, Deborah Kerr and Jean Seberg set for “Bonjour Tristesse” which Otto Preminger will produce and direct in France . , .
Sol C. Siegel’s “Les Girls,” which went before the cameras Jan. 3
under the direction of George Cukor, now has a June 15 stop-date,
making it one of the longest scheduled pictures of the year at Metro.
“Diary of Anne Frank” will be director George Stevens’ first experi¬
ence with Cinemascope. He figures on doing it in black & white and
admits, at the start, that “there ’are limitations” to the medium , . ,
Ingrid Bergman, in Paris, has been kept' busy taping plugs and accept¬
ing awards via the transatlantic .telephone. Last such stunt was a
promotion for her latest release (via Warner Bros.), “Paris Docs
Strange Things.”
Two Mike Toddyisms of last week; “They like my picture (“Around
the World in 80 Days”) so well, they now start applauding when they
buy their tickets”; and, when asked whether he’d cast his Wife, Eliz¬
abeth Taylor, in the upcoming “Don Quixote”; “I don’t know. I may
give her an audition.”
Jacques Flaud of France’s Centre, National du Cinematografie may
visit Gotham in early April . . . Recent Paris dateliner in Variety
showed “Gervaise” and “La Traversee De Paris” neck to neck at the
b.o. Further check shows that “Traversee” has forged ahead, making
the lineup now; “Notre Dame De Paris with $606,000 in its flrstrun;
“Traversee” with $492,000 and “Gervaise” with $468,000.
American film producers came in for praise when Herve Lauwlck,
writing in Noir Et Blanc weekly mag in Paris, reviewed “Lust For
Life” (M-G). The crlx took a back-handed slip at the folks who rap
Hollywood productions.
“And when we think about those imbeciles,” he wrote,” smiling sar¬
castically and dragging along the Champs Elysees, destroying Holly¬
wood. But let them try and do better! It is astounding to think that
the two greatest pictures made about the two great artists—Lautrec
and Van Gogh—have both been produced by Americans.”
There has been nothing but diplomatic silence since Universal pro¬
ducer AI Zugsmlth and director-publicist Russell Blrdwell wired the
Soviet ambassador in Washington asking him to help arrange a world
premiere In Moscow of “The Secret Diary of Joseph Stalin.” Pitch
was based on the recent “downgrading” of Stalin In the Russian press
and the fUmites pointed out that their film was in line With that cam¬
paign since it “vilifies Stalin and depicts his decadence and ulcerous,
perverted thinking.” Ironically, the telegram was sent a few hours
before top Communi;5t Nikita Khrushchev delivered a new speech in
which he reported Stalin wasn’t such k bad guy after all.
Ray Milland will direct and star in “The Willie Gordon Story,” first
of two films David E. Rose will produce for Metro release . . . Univer¬
sal optioned a book to be written by former GI Stanley Skotnickl and
his Russian-bom wife Katya wliose wartime roinarice was the peg for
the “This is Your Life” teleshow last week . . . Albert J. Cohen pur¬
chased Louis L’Amour’s novel “Mustang” for indie production . . ,
Tony Martin and British producer Marcel Heilman planning an un¬
titled musical to be made in England as a follow-up to “Jeannie.”
Nick Pery, former general manager in Europe for Columbia, setting
up Coast headquarters while negotiating his package of European co¬
productions. They’ll be primarily American films, with American
stars, but lensed on the Continent . . . Eliot Hyman has dubbed the
German “Canaris” into English for theatrical release . . . Motion Pic¬
ture Assn, of America board yesterday (Tues.) heard the Universal
appeal in the title tiff over the Stalin picture . . . Trans-Lux’s Richard
Brandt back tomorrow (Thurs.) from the Coast where he supervised
the dubbing of Anthony Quinn’s voice in “La Strada.” Also took a
vacation . . . Frank Kassler back from Europe and 10 weeks of nego¬
tiating for plx. He took his little girl along and parked her in a Swiss
camp while he criss-crossed Europe . . . Herman Rasch, new boss of
the Azteca (Mexican) film outfit, in Manhattan on his first looksee.
Scripps-Howard’s San Francisco News sent staff writer William Steif
to Hollywood last week to do a three-part profile and interview on
Yul Brynher. Frisco daily was first of the 20-newspaper chain to run
the series, is syndicating it to the rest of the chain in advance of the
Academy awards.
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M-G RESUMES STAR-GROOMING
Two Film Busing Execs Among
Jews Embarrassed by Dulles’ Bid

STILL TOP STUOlO {Director Is Kii« in Pictures:
FOR CONTRIIGTLES Writer Knows He’ll Be Rewritten;

Barney Balaban and his execu¬ 4—-:-:-Metro’s star roster, depleted in
tive assistant, Lou Novins, were
TODD SEEKS KUNG STW>IO
recent years by contract settle¬
among the so-called. “non-Zionist”
ments or failure to make renewals,
Jewish leaders who last week were
It is one of the tragedies of the
summoned to the .White House by Hollywood Figures Despite Spain is being rehabilitated. The studio
and La Scala Deals
film business that—in terms of
will slowly be built up to star
President Eisenhower but ended
DIALOG CLEANSED
screen material—it is now spong¬
status. Unlike mo.st of the other
up with little more than a lecture
Hollywood, 'Feb, 26.
ing on other media and isn’t fully
Hollywood film companies, M-G
pn the policy position of the U. S.
Mike Todd is dickering to buy did not eompletely empty its stable Wald Says ‘Peyton Place' Is Other¬ using its own potential as an art
by Secretary, of .State John F.
wise Okay With Code
form.
Kiing
Studios,
the
old
Charlie
of
stars.
Compared
to
some
of
its
Dulles. (Eisenhower couldn’t make
And the_xeason for this, says
it since he had to go to the hos¬ Chaplin lot at Sunset and La Brea, rivals which have perhaps a half a
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
producer Leland Hayward, whose
pital for a checkup on his cough.) as a base of operations for - his fu¬ dozen players under contract,
Screenplay of the top book best¬ roots are both in the legit stage
ture production activities.
Todd Metro still retains the leadership
It's worth noting that the non- intends t*o be busy with production in this department, with a total of seller, “Peyton Place,” has been and in Hollywood, is that “the writ¬
Zionists at the meeting (at . Wash¬ here despite plans to make “Don 35 performers on the dotted line. approved by the Production Code er’s positioivin filnis is so idiotic.
ington’s Mayflower Hotel) counted Quixote” in Spain and" a series of
of the MPAA, 20th-Fox producer
In reviewing the operation of Jerry Wald disclosed here.' John He’s not the master of his own
among them some very heavy con¬ La Scala opera films in Italy since
work. Someone’s always ‘improv¬
tributors to the Israeli cause, in¬ he believes Hollywood technicians the studio recently with adminis¬ Hayes wrote the screenplay.
trative chieftain Ben Thau, Loew's • “We took out the dirty dialog, ing’ it for him.”
cluding Balaban. Jewish leaders are^the best in the world.
Hayward’s last film is “The Spir¬
prexy
Joseph
R,
Vogel
is
said
to
are anything but happy over the
but haven’t changed the book in it of St. Louis,” which bowed last
Among the projects slated for
Dulles attempt to tie them up with Hollywood lensing is the planned have stressed the importance of any other way,” the producer said.
having
important
names
under
He plans a two-and-one-half hour
the row over' Israel and, in the Toscanini biopic.
contract.
film, with his starting date set for
public’s mind, with Israeli policy.
Percy Guth, general manager of
Metro last week signed. John April, Mark Robson will direct.
Ego Not the Question
. To be. summoned as American Todd’s company, will continue to
Cassavetes, a tv player who made
citizens in the name of the presi¬ headquarter at Kling.
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
an impression in “Edge of the
dential prestige and then to have
Arguing that the size ‘ of
City,” an indie production being
the president absent is another re¬
type
in
which his name ap¬
released by M-G. Cassavetes was
sentment. To then have their right
pears on the screen is “not a
immediately assigned to an. im¬
matter
of
ego but my stock in
to discuss, the points raised by
portant role in “Three Guns,”
trade,” Metro contract writer
Dulles denied by the device of “offstarring Robert Taylor. Cassavetes
Millard
Kaufman
has petition¬
the-record also Irked. Ilnally the
wife, Gena Rowlands, currently
ed exec Benny Thau to accord
Jewish “leaders” have no influence
appearing on Broadway with Ed¬
him
parity
of
font
with pro¬
over the Israeli government, over
ward G. Robinson in “Middle of
ducer David Lewis and di¬
the doings of Nasser or other Arab
the Night,” Is another young
rector
Edward
Dymtryk
on
Raders or over the East-West polit¬
player for whom Metro is planning
“Raintree County.”
ical tension that creates the whole
big things.
Thau
has
promised
to
see
MiddleeaSt predicament.
Other “new faces” slated to re¬
■
what can be done to mollify
Although the “stunt” of sum¬
ceive the buildup treatment at
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
the author. Writers Guild had
moning them (the word used) Is
Metro are Barbara Lang who has
The offer to the writer of par¬
previously informed Kaufman
pinned on Secretary Dulles there
“The Spirit of St. Louis,” which received, an important role oppo¬
it could do nothing for him.
is pique that. Eisenhower gave his relates the Lindbergh' story up to i site Jack Palance in “House of tial control in the making of his
property, is the only way an ihdie
consei^t and in fact personally ex¬
and including his flight to Paris,! Numbers;” Elizabeth Mueller, the producer with limited financial re¬
tended the invite.
German actress who appeared in
week at Radio City Music Hall.
There is pique, too, over the fact was brought in on a negative cost! “The Power and the Prize;” Anna sources can compete with a major i He’s currently working on “The
that the Administration called the of $7,000,000, producer Leland Kashfi; who has been importantly studio for a good property. So de-1 Old Man and the Sea” and, after
meeting on strictly an “off-the- Hayward reported in Manhattan cast in Don’t Go Near the Water,” Clares Philip Waxman who has just j that, hopes to do a tv show “but
completed “The Young Don’t Cry”
record” basis, but then proceeded
and Taina Elg, the Finnish balle¬ for Columbia. He believes that don’t ask me which one. I don’t
to put out a press release. Orig¬ last week.
rina who receives her best .I’ole to
know yet.”
Figure doesn’t include any com¬ date in “Les Girls” with Mitzi the good writer will find that offer
inal impression given by Washing¬
Noting the lack of good screen
ton had been that no publicity pensation for star James. Stewart Gaynor and Kay Kendall. Miss'Elg, more attractive than the mere originjils, and Hollywood’s increas¬
sound of dollars. “Sure I know,
whatever would be put out.\
who shares in a percentage of the who has been under contract for the buck means something” states ing dependence on stories that
several years, is expected to Waxman, “but I know that many, have been successful in other megross,
emdrge as a top-ranking property a good writer has wished he never 'dia (novels, the stage^ etc.), Hay¬
Hayward and director William following her stint in “Girls.”
sold his property, after the way it ward observed that the rea.son was
Wyler, who made the picture as a
Metro is not“ neglecting male
in the film studios' neglect of the
package for Warner Bros., which performers. Slated for upbuilding was altered, and in some cases writer.
financed, will not start participat¬ are Deaftv Jones, a young singer butchered.”
'“He’s really a very secondary
ing until recoupment of double Leslie Nielson, who impressed in
Waxman proposes that the script- figure these days,” he observed.
negative cost, i.e., $14,000,0Q0. This “The Opposite Sex;” Anthony ers have a bigger say in casting “When a man does a book, the edi¬
figure doesn’t include approxi¬ Franciosa, the Broadway actor and choice of director. But above tor may suggest changes, but
Tokyo, Feb. 26.
mately $1,000,000 in advertising.
who’ll appear in “This Could Be all, the writer should work on pro¬ they’re certainly made with the ap*
Universal's “Joe Butterfly,” shot
Hayward said he expected the the Night,” and Rod Taylor, who duction of his story until the com¬ proval of the author. On the stage,
on location here last summer, may
picture
to
gross
as
much
outside
has a good role in “Raintree pletion.
for years, the Dramatists Guild
not be released in Japan. Arthur
Waxman compares this thinking I contract specifically forbade any
G. Doyle, the company’s Far East the U. §. as it will in this country County.”,
Still
under
contract
to
studio
with
the
way
legit
producers
op¬
“because
the
Europeans
are
very
(Continued on page 15)
supervisor, told Variety, “We feel
are such names as Ava Gardner, erate. ♦‘Even when they have script
that there are one or two se¬ emotional about this thing.”
Glenn
Ford,
Pier
Angeli,
Leslie
changes,
they
always
do
it
with
the
Acknowledging that “Spirit” had
quences that do not depict Japa¬
nese life and customs as they actu¬ originally been tagged at a much Oaron, Cyd Charisse, Doris Day, original writer,” he comments.
ally are. Releasing ‘Joe Butterfly’ lower budget, Hayward blamed Stewart Granger, Eleanor Parker, “But in Hollywood, before a prop¬
might be offensive ttf the Japanese the “time factor” for running up Debbie Reynolds, Elizabeth Taylor, erty hits the screen, several dif¬
and would open the pfcture to ridi¬ the total to the very high $7,000,- Robert Taylor, and Gene Kelly ferent scripters may be involved.
(Continued on page 15)
000 nut. With the exception of among others.
cule.”
While Doyle himself did not see “Ten Commandments,” very few
the film since he was out of coun¬ films in film biz history have run
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Most
try at the time, he declined to up a $7,000,000 budget.
Negotiations are about to begin
elaborate on the questionable American pix don’t even gross
between Writers Guild of America
scenes. William W. Broun, Univer¬ near that much in the U. S,
West and the Artists’ Managers
sal's managing director in Japan
Hayward’s last picture for War¬
Guild, with a code of fair prac¬
and members of the coihpany's ners was “Mister Roberts,” which
tices for ^ the agents expected to
Delays in ‘Old Man and the Sea’ Filming Now
Japanese staff attended the screen¬ he brought in at $2,300,000, and
be an important part of the talks.
ing.
which should gross around
Guild seeks to have every agent
Believed Licked
Doyle pointed out, however, that $8,000,-000.
follow such a code.
the picture may be approved for
Producer said he was unhappy
Basis for new demands to be
Japan release at a later date, but, about distribution costs charged off
Radio Corp. of Aii^erica, which Jacques-Yves Cousteau. However, made by the guild will be the work
he said, "At the moment, we are against his picture, but he didn’t had originally contracted with Le¬ that deal never c6me off. Now, of a writers’ committee which is
not planning to bring it in.”
hold with the talk about towering land Hayward to produce “Old Man says Hayward, “I’m glad we didn’t accumulating a case file on the
He cited the import restrictions overheads at the studio. “This talk and the Sea,” from the Ernest get it. Ours is very superior.”
type and number of problems writ¬
on foreign films.and said that Uni¬ about the killing overhead is a lot Hemingway novel, still has a small
Shark shots were done by lower¬ ers have had with their agents over
versal has a backlog of good titles, of nonsense,” he said. “Picture stake in the picture, Hayward re¬
the past few years.
ing
a
cage
with
the
cameras
and
making it unnecessary to take a making is primarily a technical op¬ lated in N. Y. last week. Picture
Initial negotiation session will
operators Into the water.
When
chance on “Joe Butterfly.”
eration, Sure there is overhead,-but is being financed and released by the bars of the cage j^roved to be probably take place early in March.
Japanese were highly miffed at
Warner Bros.
you get .a lot in it, too.”
in the way, the crew cut a hole
“House of Bamboo,” 20th-Fox fea¬
Hayward said that, despite the into the cage. At one point, a big
Hayward said he and WB had
ture of a few years ago, where they
considerable difficulties in obtain¬ shark Invaded the cage and was
considered
roadshowing
“Spirit”
came o.ut a poor second best.
ing the required fishing and shark
“Joe Butterfly” tells the story of ■but had decided against it. “If you footage, “Old Man” would be literally booted out by one of the
a group of GI’s trying to put out miss with a roadshow, then you're brought in on a $3,000,000 budget. grips.
Hayward said shooting on the
the first issue of “Yank” in the really in trouble,” he commented. Pic has been variously interrupted
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
picture, which stars Spencer Tracy
early days of the Occupation. Film “Roadshowing is a difficult prob¬ due to the lack of fishing shots.
(a partner in the venture) will re¬ . Stanley Donen will produce and
stars Audie Murphy, George Na¬ lem. Your chances of making a
direct a musical starring Bing
“We just had lousy luck,” said
der, Keenan Wynn, Fred Clark, genuinely great motion picture are Hayward. “But last November we sume in June. It should be ready Crosby, with the latter also par¬
Charles McGraw, Japanese actress small; and the public is fickle.” sent out a camera crew on a pro¬ for release in early 1958.
ticipating in the financing, if cur¬
Keiko Shima and Burgess Mere¬ Lindbergh, on whose book “Spirit” fessional tuna boat and they've
rent negotiations jell.
is based, has a cut of the pic.
dith in the title role.
Crosby has put his own coin
just come back. Off Colombia they
“The Spirit of St. Louis,” which caught a 1,000 pound marlin and Crosby-Gairland Together into his last two pix for Metro pro¬
relates the Lindbergh story up to photographed the battling giant
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
ducer Sol C. Siegel, “High Society”
Silverman's New Job
Bing Crosby and Judy Garland and “Man on Fire,” owning 259o of
Herman Silverman has been and including his flight to Paris, for four hours. Then he wrenched
named metropolitan and circuit was brought in on a negative cost loose. We now have some really may be teamed for the first time in each. Exact amount he will in¬
a film.
vest in the Donen film has not been
sales manager for the Walter of $7,000,000, producer Leland great footage.”
Jerry Wald, producer at 20th- decided.
Company also has 22 reels of
Reade-Frank Kassler Continental Hayward reported in Manhattan
Donen’s director contract at
shark pix which Hayward de¬ Fox, is negotiating for the pair and
Distributing Co. He starts immedi¬ last week.
Figure doesn’t include any com¬ scribed as “most exciting.” He Crosby revealed he is interested Metro expires in October. Whether
ately under Carl Peppercorn, sales
v.p.
pensation for star James Stewart origiiially had tried to buy the in the project. Untitled film is a the indie package starring Crosby
Silverman’s last position was as who shares in a percentage of the shark footage in the French “Si¬ dramatic story which will have will have a Metro release isn’t de¬
termined as yet.
lent World” picture, shot by some tunes.
N. Y. branch manager for RKO.
gross.

Hayward Deplores Sitnation

I

'Spirit Soared

Sez Hayward

Give Writer an ‘In
Is Favored Slant
Of Phil Waxman

Universal Not to Show
Japan ‘Butterfly’ Pic
Filmed in That Land

Writers Imposing Own
Concept of Ethics On
Hollywood Managers

Got R^t Marlin and Shark Footage

Crosby, Self-Financier
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12 Angry JIfen
(SONGS)
Absorbing juryroom dmina by
Mdnald Rose. Henry Fonda,
lioe J. Cobb and Ed Begley
bead cast of outstanding per¬
formers. Good b.o. prospects.
Vnited. Artist* release of Orion-Nova
freduction
(Henry Fonda and Reiflnald
ose). Star# Fonda. Features Lee J. Cobb>

■ Begley. Directed by Sidney Lumet.
-7
and screenplay. Rose; camera,
_I Kaufman: editor. Carl Lerner. Pre¬
viewed In N.Y., Feb. 14; '57. Running
time, 9S MINS.
... Henry Fonda
Juror No. 8'....
,... Lee J. Cobb
uror No. 3 ....
.Ed Begley
uror No. 10 ...
,
E. G. Marshall
Juror No. 4
... JacK
Juror No. 7 ....
Jwk Warden
Juror No, 1 .Jifertln Balsam
Juror No. a . John Fiedler
Juror No. S .... ^. Jack Klubman
Juror No. 6 ..
Edward Blnns
^or No. 9 . Joseph Sweeney
Juror No. 11 .. George Voskovec
Juror No. 1?.Robert Webber

J

&urt Clerk .
Bill Nelson
Defendant . John Savoca

The “12 Angry Men” of this
Henry Fonda-Reglnald Rose pro¬
duction are a jury, a body of peers
chosen to decide the guilt, or inno¬
cence of a teenager accused of
murdering his father. They have
listened to an array of witnesses.
They have heard- the arguments of
the district attorney and the de¬
fense lawyer. They have received
Instructions from the presiding
judge. Now they are on their own.
They are locked in the Jury room
and are faced with the responsibil¬
ity of condemning or freeing the
defendant. What will they do? That Is the theme of Rose’s ab¬
sorbing drama. The writer has
taken the material of his own tele¬
play and fashioned it into a tense
and exciting screenplay. By usual
Hollywood standards this New
York-made production is a “Little”
picture. But the name of Henry
Fonda as marquee bait plus an as¬
semblage of talented film-legit-tv
erformers lifts, the entry out of
le “small” picture category-and
good, if not socko, returns should
result.
As a matter of fact, the thesping
—including that of Fonda, Lee J.
Cobb, Ed Begley, E. G,. Marshall,
Jack Warden -an(i' the rest of the
jurymen—is perhaps the best seen
recently In any single film. Each
Individual, as he is shown wres¬
tling with his conscience and re¬
vealing his background, has an op¬
portunity to display his acting abil¬
ity. This factor alone should gen¬
erate a lot of word-of-mouth.
Rose has a. lot to say about the
responsibility of citizens chosen to
serve on a jury. He stresses tJie
Importance of taking into account
the question of “reasonable doubt.”
As the picture opens, the jurymen
are seen filing in the courthouse
conference room.. It is soon evi¬
dent that the majority of'the men
regard the assignment as a chore
and the sooner the matter Is dis¬
posed of, the better. To most of
them, It is an open and shut case.
The boy is guilty and they demand
a quick vote. On the first ballot it
is 11 to 1 for a conviction.
Fonda is the lone holdout. He’s
not quite sure of the boy’s guilt.
He reviews every facet of the case,
questions the motives of the wit¬
nesses, breaks down the argument
of the district attorney, and Intro¬
duces the issue of “reasonable
doubt.” His persistency pays off.|
Slowly he wins the jurors to his
aide. In the process, the' viewer
learns a great deal about each
juror. The background and moti¬
vation that contributed to each
one’s comment and decisions are
unmasked.
There are familiar types—a ra¬
cial bigot, a revengeful father, a
proper stockbroker, an “organiza¬
tion” Madison Ave. advertising
man, a wise-cracking, baseballhappy salesman, a timid soul, a
wise old man, a refugee imbued
with democracy, and a slum-reared
citizen.
Most of the action takes place in
the one room on a hot summer
day. The effect, rather than being
confining, serves to heighten the
drama. It’s not static, however, for
Sidney Lumet, making his bow as
a film director, has cleverly manuevered his players in the small
area.
There may be some complaints
that the tv-originated story is thin
and has been stretched for pic¬
tures. Perhaps the motivations of
each juror are Introduced too
quickly and are repeated too often
before each changes his vote. How¬
ever, the film leaves a tremendous
Impact and should help in arous¬
ing citizens to their responsibility
as jurors.
Boris Kaufman has done a fine
to&w filming stint. Technical as¬
pects are first-rate. Mention should
also be made, of the fine perform¬
ances of Martin Balsam, John
Fiedler, Jack Klugman, Edward
Binns, Joseph Sweeney, George
Voskovec and Robert Webber.
Holl
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The fight of.a woman with
three facea^^ood, evil, neurotic^to. save the best per¬
sonality. Eleanor Parker and
okay femme appeal;, spotty
prospects.
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Metro release of Jeity Bresler (Bryna)
production. Stars Eleanor Parker: costars Richard Boone: featittes Joan Blondell, Hugo Haas, Ric Roman, Dorothy
Arnold, John Reach, Marion Ross, Johnny
Mathis. Directed by Hugo Haas. Screen¬
play, Mel Dlnelll: -based on novel “The
Bird’s Nest" by Shirley Jackson; camera,'
Paul Ivano; editor^' Leon Barsha: score;
Leith SteVens: songs, Albert Stillman and
Robert AUen, Hal David and Burt P.
Bacharach. Previewed Feb. 20, '57. Run¬
ning time, tl MINS.
Elizabeth Richmond.Eleanor Parker
Dr. Neal Wright.....Richard Boone
Aunt Morgan .. Joan Blondell
Walter Brenner ... Hugo Haas
Johnny Valenzo .. Ric Roman
Elizabeth's Mother.Dorothy Arnold
Robin ... John Reach
Ruth Seaton ..
Marion Ross
Nightclub Singer.Johnny Mathis
Helen Jiimeson
. Jan Englund
Elizabeth—13 years old.Carol Wells
Elizabeth—9 years old..... .Karen Green
Guard.Gene Walker
Man in Bar .
Pat Golden
Waiter .
Dick Paxton
Bartender . Michael Marks

Something akin to a sister-underthe-skin feeling should make this
Bryna production, for Metra re¬
lease more appealing to dlstaffers
than male filnu^oers. Eleanor Par¬
ker gives It performance quality,
doing a woman with three faces—
good, evil; neurotio-^xceptionally
well, but subject matter probably
faces spotty*" prospects generally.
Based on “The Bird’s Nest,”
novel by Shirley Jackson, it’s the
story of a woman with multiple
personalities, with the title drawn
from the name used by the evil
one, who f? trying to destroy the
others. Elizabeth Is the drab neu¬
rotic, a colorless museum worker
who believes she is losing her
mind. Lizzie is. a wanton who. un¬
known to Elizabeth, sneaks out at
night to drink and make love. Beth
is a quiet, normal and charming
girl, still hidden in the character’s
mind until she is awakened by the
hypnotic probing of a psychiatrist
and brought to life by shock tech¬
niques that allow her to dominate
in the end.
Miss Parker makes her three
personalities distinctly separate
and interesting—a tough job—'
under Hugo Haas’ direction of the
Jerry Bresler production. The
script by Mel Dinelli seems to run
to rather pat expositions at times,
but overall does its work satisfac¬
tory in supplying Haas with the
melodramatic ingredients. Direc¬
tion generally Is good in cast han¬
dling, establishing the contrasting
characters and situations ably as
the plot builds to the disclosure
of the things that had caused
Elizabeth to be mixed up.
Richard Boone is thoroughly
medic as the psychiatrist who puts
the girl on the right mental road.
Joan Blondell, as the drunkened
aunt, perks her footage and Haas
is acceptable as a neighbor who
gets into the act. Ric Roman, Latin
typo favored by Lizzie on her ama¬
tory binges; Dorothy Arnold, seen
briefly in a couple of flashbacks
as the mother who had caused
most of the trouble; John Reach,
the mother’s lover who had raped
the young daughter at 13; and
Marion Ross, friendly museum
worker, are all capable.
The Bryna production shows evi¬
dence of a tight budget, with the
poor physical quality sometimes
distracting from the story. Editing
is unusually choppy and the pho¬
tography only fair. “It’s Not for Me
to Say,” by Albert Stillman and
Robert Allen, and “Warm and Ten¬
der,” by Hal David and Burt P.
Bj^charach, both sung by Johnny
Mathis, are unnecessarily empha¬
sized, but Leith Stevens’ score is
good.
Brog.
I'lie Undead
Modern prostitute goes back
to her old lives in hypnotic
retrogression theme. Minor
league horror programmer.
Hollywood, Feb. 19.

American-International release of Roger
Corman production: directed by Gorman.
Stars Pamela Duncan, Richard Garland,
Allison Hayes: features Val DuFour, Mel
Welles. Screenplay, Charles B. Griffith,
Mark Hanna: camera, William Sickner;
editor, Prank Sullivan: hmsic, Ronald
Stein. Previewed Feh. 18, '57. Running
time, 71 MINS.
Helene (Diana) . Pamela Duncan
Pendragon .Richard Garland
Llvia . AUison Hayes
Quintus ... Val DuFour
Smolkln .-. Mel Welles
Meg Maud . Dorothy Neuman
The Imp .... Billy Bartiy
Scroop .Bruno Ve Soto
Gobbo ... Aaron Saxon
Satan ... Richard Devon

A retrogression theme and bos¬
omy dames are used in this minor
league horror subject as ballyhoo
pegs for quickie playdates. Pic will
be packaged with “Voodoo Woman”
by American-International for fast
exploitation bookings In the pro¬
gram market.
Charles B. Griffith and Mark

Hanna scripted the Roger. Corman
production, which ^ the latter di¬
rects, The pacing Is slow and the
thrills at a minimum. A time-ex¬
perimentalist picks up a' prostitute
and retrogresses her back 1,000
years. Hfe then has to hustle after
her because she’s about to rescue
her early-dajr self from a behead¬
ing; a deed that would destroy all
hejr future lives, including the
prostie’s. The early-day heroine
decides to die. anyway,, so she can
live .her later lives. This means the
experimentalist is stuck back in
the Dark Ageg because he had
come down on her life chain. AH
of which is confusing, to say the
least, and only Satan, an interested
bystander, seems to understand
and be pleased.
Pamela Duncan plays the easy
lady as well as the heroine in the
past. She's capable of giving sub¬
stance to better material than pro¬
vided here, as is Allison Hayes,
bosomy witch of the Dark Ages.
Richard Garland, sweetie of the
early-day femme; Val DuFour, the
experimentalist; Dorothy Neuman,
Mel Welles, Billy Barty and others
have a hard time with the material.
Lenslng by William Sickner, spe¬
cial effe()ts, background score and
other technical aids are okay for
the budget and quick shooting
schedule.
Brog,
llie Tattered Dress
(C'SeOPE)
Unconvincing scripting out of
the .click fiction hopper. Stars
Jeff Chandler, Jeanne Orain^
Jack Carson. Fair b.o. pros¬
pects.
Universal release of Albert Zugsmith
production. Stars Jeff Chandler, Jeanne
Crain and Jack Carson. Features Elaine
Stewart. Gail RusseU, George Tobias and
PhiUp Reed. - Directed by Jack Arnold.
Screenplay, George Zuckerman; camera.
Carl E. Guthrie: editor, Edward Curtiss:
music, Frank Skinner. Freviewfid In N.Y.,
Feb. 20. '57. Running time, 73 MINS.
Jam^s Gordon Blane..Jeff Chandler
Diane Blane . Jeanne Crain
Nick Hoak . Jack Carson
Carol Morrow .
Gail RusseU
Charleen Reston .Elaine Stewart
Billy Giles . George Tobias
Lester Rawlings.Edward Andrews
Michael Reston.Phil^ Reed
Ralph Adams . Edward C. Platt
Frank MitcheU . Paul Birch
Paul Vernon . Alexander Lockwood
Judge . Edwin Jerome
Court Clerk ..
WiUiam SchaUert
Girl at Slot Machine.June McCall
Cal Morrison ..Frank ScanneU
Larry BeU . Floyd Simmons
Woman on Train. Ziva Shaplr
Girls by Pool.Marina Orschel,
Ingrid Goude

“The Tattered Dress” is out of
the slick fiction hopper. It’s a
technically well-made melodrama
capable of drawing fair returns in
general situations. The names of
Jeff Chandler, Jeanne Crain and
Jack Carson should help somewhat
in overcoming the artificiality of
the George Zuckerman screenplay.
The film starts out with an in¬
triguing premise, but this Is dis¬
sipated by a script that lacks credi¬
bility.
The picture purports to
preach the responsibility of law¬
yers and the sacredness of the
American system of justice. But
Chandler’s courtroom speech on
the subject turns out to be a mass
of sticky cliches.
From a . selling standpoint, “The
Tattered Dress” is a catchy title;
In addition, it has. exploitation
angles via its sex elements. This
department Is handled by Elaine
Stewart who portrays a wealthy,
married socialite who dispenses
sex as If it were going out of sea¬
son. It is her advanbes that set
the stage for the story.
A bartender, a former smalltown
football hero, makes a pass at Miss
Stewart and tears her dress in the
attempt. This arouses Miss Stew¬
art’s ne’er-do-well husband to kill
the local boy. Into the California
desert town comes a famed New
York criminal lawyer (Chandler^.,
to defend the rich outsider. Chan¬
dler meets the usual antagonisms
and prejudices of the smalltown
mind. By clever courtroom techni¬
que, particularly by tripping up
the local sheriff (Carson), he wins
an acquittal.
However, the sheriff, out for
revenge, frames the N.Y. Invader
by getting a femme juror to swear
that she had been bribed. This
provides an opportunity for a re-'
conciliation between Chandler and
his estranged wife (Miss Crain),
defend the underdogs.
The performances meet the de¬
mand of the script. Chandler is
okay as the rehabilitated lawyer.
Miss (jrain Is adequate as the hon¬
est wife who abhors her husband’s
tactics. Carson is properly unctu¬
ous as the scheming smalltown
sheriff. Miss Stewart, as the sexpot; George Tobias, as a comedian
saved from a murder rap by Chan¬
dler; Philip Reed, as the dissipated
wealthy husband, Edward An¬
drews, as a rival lawyer, Gail Rus¬
sell, as the femme juror, Edward C.
Platt, as a N.Y. newspaperman,
also turn in competent performan¬
ces.
Jack Arnold’s direction and the
technical aspects are as slick as the
script. Picture was filmed in black
and white Cinemascope,
Holl. I

The.Madow On The
Window

The Delinquent^

A shock-muted boy cues police
to violence and murder In
good man-hunt thriller ior.
general meller patronage.

Elmer lUioden Jr.’s' debut as
producer. FiUr duality. Bored
youth looking for kicks» Ex¬
ploitation possibilities.

Hollsrwood, Feb. 26.

Columbia "release of Joiue Taps pro¬
duction. Stars Phil Carey, Betty Garrett,
John Barrymore Jr.; features Corey. Allen,
Gerald Sarracinl. Jerry Mathers, Sam
Gilman, Rusty Lane, Ainslee Pryor, Paul
Plcernl," William Leslie, Doreen Wood¬
bury, EUie Kent. Directed by WiUlam
Asher. Screenplay, Leo Townsend, David
P; Harmon: based on -story by John and
Ward Hawkins: camera. Kit Carson, edi¬
tor, William A. Lyon: music, • George
Dunlng; conducted by Morris Stoloff. Pre¬
viewed Feb. 21, '57. Running time, 73
MINIS
Tony Atlas .
Phil Carey
Linda Atlas . Betty Garrett
Jess Reber . John Barryihore Jr.
GU R^sby .. Corey Allen
Joey Gomez .Gergld Sarracinl
Petey . Jerry Mathers
Sgt. Paul Denke ..Sam Gilman
Capt. McQuade .. Rusty Lane
Doctor Hodges..
Alnslle'pjryor
Bbrelow .
Paul Plcernl
Stuart ..
William ^Leslie
Molly .. Doreen Woodbury
Girl ... Ellle Kent
Myra ....... Angela Stevens
Husband... Mort Mills
Sgt. NordU . Carl Milletairc
Bergen .
JuUan Upton
Conway ..
Nesdon Booth
Warren ...
Jack Lomas

A manhunt cued by a small,
shock-muted, boy gives a good
thriller pace to this melodrama
which presumablv will find an okay
reception. While plaitlly slanted
for supporting bookings, it should
hold up its end.
Manly little Jerry Mathers is the
key, character. He witn^es a mur¬
der and the capture oT his mother
by three delinquents and wanders
off in a state of blank shock, un¬
able to give police any clue as to
what had happened or where. It
beomes a matter of tedious police
work to build a case to back-track
the boy’s mavements.
The script by Leo Townsend and
David P. HarmOn, from a story by
John and Ward Hawkins, develops
interest in' the methodical police
sleuthing necessary and William
Asher’s direction gets it on film
with a mounting feel of suspense.
Angle that the boy is the son of a
policeman adds to the interest.
Phil Carey, the boy’s father, and
Betty Garrett, the mother, are
satisfactory. John Barrymore Jr.,
Corey Allen and Gerald Sarricini
enact the three young hoods ca¬
pably, while Sam 'Gilman, Rusty
Lane, Ainslee Pryor and Paul
Picerni are among the good police
types.
Jonie Taps’ production achieves
a realistic flavor that ’ helps the
story over, and the technical ends
under his supervision do their
work well. Included are the lensing
by Kit Carson, editing by William
A. Lyon and George Duning’s
score conducted by Morris Stoloff.
Brog.
Affair In. Reno
(NATURAMA)
Public
relations
Innocent
among the gamblers. Lightly
handled meller suitable for
regular situations.
^
Hollywood, Feb. 26.

Republic release of a Sidney Picker
production. Stars John Liind, Doris Sin¬
gleton, John Archer: features Angela
Greene, Alan Hale, Harry Bartell, How¬
ard McNear, Richard Deacon, Thurston
HaU, Billy Vincent, Eddie Foster. Di¬
rected by R. G. Springsteen. Screenplay,
John K. Butler: story, Gerald Dray son
Adams: camera. Jack Marta: music, R.
Dale Butts: editor, Tony Martlnelli. Re¬
viewed Feb. 20, '57. Running time, 75
MINS.
BUI Carter . John Lund
Nora Ballard . Doris Singleton
Tony Lamarr . John Archer
Gloria Del Monte .Angela Greene
Deke ... Alan Hale
Conrad Hertz . Harry Bartell
James T. James .Howard McNear
H, L. Denham . Richard Deacon
J. B. Del Monte.Thurston Hall
Pete . BUly Vincent

“Affair in Reno” fits the re¬
quirements of the routine market,
its melodramatic story seasoned
with light treatment which pays
off In probable spectator approval.
The Sidney Picker produ(ition,
given excellent physical values,
projects the story of a young pub¬
lic relations man sent to Reno to
keep the willful daughter of a mil¬
lionaire from marrying a fortuneseeking gambling house operator.
He carries with him $100,000 in
cash to buy off gambler If his
persuasions are unsuccessful. Mil¬
lionaire hires a lady dick to act
as his rep’s bodyguard, and to¬
gether pair spent most of their
time trying to keep money from
being stolen, femme helping p.r.
man in successful windup of his
assignment.
R. G. Springsteen’s direction of
the John K. Butler screenplay is
deft and he keeps his characters
constantly on the move. John Lund
scores as the rather guileless p.r.
man who constantly is getting into
trouble from which femme private
eye is ever extracting him, and
Doris Singleton in this role, a new¬
comer from radio-tv, livens the ac¬
tion considerably with a talented
presence. John Archer satisfac¬
torily handles the gambler part,
Whit

(SONG)
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Hollywood, Feb. 19.

United Artitats release of Robert AJtma^n (iMTOrlal) production: directed and
written by - Altman. ]^atures Tommy
Laughlin, Peter MUler, Richard Bakalyn«
Rosemary Howard. Camera; Harry Blrchi
Turner: background music*
JSJS
Quintet Minus Two: song*
"The Dirty Rock Boogie" by Bill Nolan
and RoniUe Norman; sung by Julia Lee.
Previewed Feb.'14, '57. Running time*
72 MINS.
Scotty ....
Tom Laughlin
ChoUy .
Peter MUler
Kddy ..
Richard Bakalyn
Janice .. Rosema^. Howard
Mrs. WWte ..
Helene Hawley
Mr. White .. Leonard' BeloVe
Mrs. Wilson
Lotus Corelli
Mr, Wilson .... James Lants
Sissy ....... Christine Mltman
Jay .
George Kuhn
Meg.«.....'Pat Stedman
Chlzzy ..
Norman Zandt
Steve .
James Leris
Molly -.;. Jet Plngston
Bartender .
Kermlt Echols
Station Attendant .. Joe Adieman

The usual exploitation possibili¬
ties loom for this latest entry In
the cycle about bored youth look¬
ing for kicks. It's only a fair fea¬
ture, with returns to be measured
by the type of handling the indi¬
vidual situation gives it. There 1$
no name value; nor Is any needed
particularly as this kind of bally¬
hoo offering normally has enough
program playdates at hand to more
than cover the modest cost.
Elmer C. Rhoden Jr.’s Imperial
Productions, which has a five-pic
commitment with United Artists,
lensed the film In Its entirety In
Kansas City, and fhe neophyte type
of acting indicates a number of the
location citizens got into the act.
Lack of professionalism' is. in a
way, a help since the aim apparent¬
ly is to keep things oh^ii natural
“it can happen here” level. How¬
ever, producer - director - writer
Robert Altman and his cast must
have looked at too many prior juvenil^p delinquent plx because plot
and performances, mostly the lat¬
ter, are out of the torn shirt,
switch blade, mold. Additionally,
as a salve for the senseless vio¬
lence, film Indulges in some mealymouthed moralizing fore and- aft
about the need to do something
about delinquency.
Story tells how a reasonably
cleancut kid gets mixed up with
a gang of neighborhood toughs
when his girl friend’s father de¬
cides his young daughter isn’t old
enough to go steady. There .is a
dri(^e-in theatre, episode wherein
one of the tough’s slashes the tire
on the car of another gang, result¬
ing in a free-for-all that leaves
heads bashed and limbs broken.
Another episode shows the kids
taking over an empty house for a
beer and necking party that leads
to a police raid. Other choice bits
of violence Include smashing a
service station attendant in the
head with a gas pump nozzle and
forcing a kid to drink glass after
glass of whisky. Finale finds all
principals at the police station, but
with no satisfactory resolution of
events.
Peter Miller and Richard Baka¬
lyn are the chief troublemakers,
while Tom Laughlin is the teen¬
ager who gets mixed up with them,
and Rosemary Howard plays his
girl friend too young to go steady.
Julia Lee singing “The Dirty Rock
Boogie” by Bill Nolan and Ronnie
Norman, while Nolan’s Quintet
Minus Two does the backing, is a
good jazz beat scene, Charles .Paddock’s > lensing and the other productional assists are okay. Brog.
Poyerl Ma Belli
(Poor But Handsome)
(ITALIAN)
Rome, Feb. 19.

Titanus release of Silvio ClementelU
production.
Features Marlsa
Allasio,
Maurlzio Arena. Renato Salvatori, Memmo
Carotenuto, Mario Carotenuto, Alessandra
Panaro, Lorella DeLuca, Vlrgilio Rieiito.
Directed by DIno Risl. Screenplay, Ri^
Massimo Francidsl, Pasquale Festa Cam*
panlle: camerff, Tonlno Delli Colli; editor,
Mario Serandrei: mtmic, Piero , Morgan.
At Capitol, Rome. Running time, 86 MINS.

Opening gun in Geoff redo Lom¬
bardo’s campaign to cut down the
costs of features Is bearing fruit
in big way with this. Run of this
feature in and about Rome looks
to bring In the negative cost of

$100,000.

A slight story about a fickle
teenager who runs two boys of
the neighborhood a merry, chase
before she settles on an older man
is happy screen fare which should
find a popular American market.
Director Dino Rlsi has avoided the
usual Italian heavy-handed prob¬
lems. Surprise here is that Italian
audiences nave responded as well
as they have to heavier and more
expensive features.
Marisa Allasio, who has been
building in the Italian market
through half a dozen features since
her debut less than two years ago,
seems headed for stardom after
this pic. Veteran comedian Memmo
Carotenuto contributes fine comedy
bit.
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LAB-JAB-IN-BOXOFFICE-ARM
20th Top UX. Grosser in Britain
Gross of 20th-Fox In Britain last year was £2,800,000 ($7,879,000), maldng it the leading company there in 1956, according to the
26th homeoffice.
Recent report from London said Columbia had forged ahead of
20th in ^56.
.
.
Last available figure on Columbia is its British film rental gross
for the year ended in May,. 1956. It ran to $6,600,000. The 20th
gross is for the calendar year ended Dec. 31,
According to 20th, the company expects to hike its British in¬
come to close to $10,000,000 in 1957. 20th set up its own “circuit’*
of release houses in Britain when it broke With the J. Arthur Rank
organization over Cinemascope. Jndie chain has paid oft‘, says 20th.

TOOL RilOLOTION Zanock’s Estimate of British Lots:
Top Technidans Match Yankees
But Lesser Workmen Lack Zest

By FRED HIFT
The widescreen “revolution,”
which sparked a comparatively
lethargic Hollywood into a new
boxoffice cycle via Cinerama and
Zanuck Likes It
Cinemascope back in 1954, con¬
Producer Darryl F. Zanuck
tinues to give off lively sparks.
enjoys being an independent
Engineers, whose urge for perr
and free of studio responsibili¬
fection typically outranks the cri¬
ties. And returning to the
tical perception of the broad pub¬
board of 20th-rox doesn’t
lic, continue to explore new aven¬
mean he’s preparing to again
ues of creating a picture of great¬ , pick up the reins on the
er clarity and definition—plus
20th lot.
depth—on the big screen.
“I left, that,” he; said in Man¬
Also, while new systems con¬
hattan last week. “Under no
tinue to crop up, the general aim
circumstances would I go back
has been toward’s finding an an¬
Although slight modifications are 4^
to 20th, or any other studio.”
swer to the exhibitors’ loud and in¬
contemplated, the'Venice Film Fes¬
Make the Best of It
sistent cry for “standardization.”
tival rules for 1957 are essentially
Not all the answers have been
Washington, Feb. 26. ■
the same as last year, and the Mo¬
found, but the thinking appears to
Some of the big taxpayers
tion Picture Ei^ort Assn, conse¬
incline towards photographic sys¬
of show biz are helping Uncle
quently isn’f going to participate.
tems that will allow the production
Sam get in his income tax
of prints of all sizes, whether in
This does not, however, stop in¬
money this year.
70m for roadshowing in the big
dividual companies from entering
Bob Hope, Bing Crosby,
houses or in normal 35m for the
films at the fest, as 20th-Fox did
Marlon Brando, Jeanne Crain
subsequents.
last year.
and Zasu Pitts have made
In some curious way, the accent
films for tv and. theatre spots,
Venice this year moved some¬
on bigness over the past couple of
giving sugar-coated advice to
what towards a compromise by of-,
years
also has had the effect of
taxpayers. The Hollywood fig¬
faring to allow individual countries
focussing attention on the inti¬
ures were lined up by Y.
to nominate a brace of candidates.
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
macy that can be achieved in
Frank Freeman at the request,
Final selection, however, is still up
black-and-white and on a com¬
The Southern California Theatre
of Russell C. Harrington, Com¬
to the Venice committee. MPEA
paratively small screen. Several Owners 'Assn, has requested the
missioner of Internal Revenue.
and other producer associations—
films have been made in that fash¬ Dept, of Justice to make a full in¬
notably the British—hold that this
ion, and successfully so.
quiry of the recent arr^gement
is a violation of the rules of the
Including Thrillarama
whereby Universal took over the
International Federtaion of Film
But it’s the big ones thAt are distribution activities of RKO.
Producer Assns. and that each
cleaning up—Cinerama and Todd- The
Government ^ agency was
country should have a right to pick
AO, not to speak of C’Seope and asked “to determine' the effect of
its own entries.
VistaVision. The public has these arrangements upon competi¬
ThaPs the precediire-followed at
taken a fancy to the overwhelming tive conditions in the motion pic¬
Cannes and Berlin. Each of these
pictorial effect, with its associated ture and television industry.”
fests, however, * do invite a num¬
sensations of depth and participa¬
Request, in tfie form of a letter
ber of extra pictures.
tion. And the widescreen processes signed by board chairman Har^
What appears to be happening,
continue to come. The two-projec¬ C. Arthur Jr., said the Inquiry, in
though, is that the festivals are
tor Thrillarama has opened in addition to determining if the deal
cutting down on the basic number
Philadelphia and other keys.
is consistent with the antitrust
Motion Picture Export Assn, is
of “official” contenders and are in¬
Next to be unveiled will be Na¬ laws, should also consider the ad¬
viting more films of their own hopeful that, in dealing with some tional Theatres’ Cinemiracle proc- visability of taking “appropriate
choice. This presents a unique dif- of the dissident Danish exhibitors,
(Continued on page 13)
action to prevent the making of
it’ll force the collapse of the until(Continued on page 13)
similar arrangements by other dis¬
now unanimous Danish theatre po¬
tributors of motion pictures.” The
sition re rental terms which have
exhibitor groups contend that the
kept the U. S. product out of the
removal of an important distrib
country since May of 1955.
may tend to diminish competition,
Fred Gronich, MPEA rep in Ger¬
and that the “aggregation of eco¬
many, is currently in Copenhagen.
nomic power” works to the disad¬
On Monday (25) he signed a deal
vantage of potential buyers of pic¬
with nine key houses. Same terms
tures.
are open to anyone willing to ac¬
“It is believed,” said the SCTOA
Washington, Feb. 26.
Benjamin P. Schulberg, a real cept them. U. S. pix start playing
beef, “that inquiry into the ar¬
The
U.S.
has
Invited
sealed
bids
pioneer in the picture business— in Copenhagen again today (Wed.).
for the purchase of General Ani¬ rangements whereby one distribut¬
and also one of its “forgotten men”
MPEA asks fixed rental terms line & Film Corp, which the Fed- ing company was removed from
—died in his sleep at 65, 'at Key
Biscayne, Fla., Monday (25), where ranging from 40% down to 30%, erals seized during World War II. the motion picture theatre indus¬
depending
on the type of house in¬ The U.S. seized 97% of the stock try is further indicated because of
he had been in retirement for the
• past seven years. He suffered a volved. , Theatres would be split said to be worth about $110,000,- the unusual fact that the company
initiating and completing these ar¬
into three categories—first-run and 000.
stroke in 1950.
large subsequents in Copenhagen
Company is a large producer of rangements has substantial inter¬
Schulberg, whose sons—Budd (40%); Others in Copenhagen and
ests in fields competitive to the
and Stuart—are both active in the in other key cities (35%), and motion picture raw stock and many motion picture industry.”
other goods. It also produces cam¬
film Industry, turned out some of small houses (30%).
eras,
dyes,
chemicals,
etc.,
in
its
the great pix of the silent era and
The Danes so far had insisted plants in New York, New Jersey
launched several of Hollywood’s
and Kentucky.
bestknown stars and directors, that, in the same three categories,
when he was head of production of terms hit the same percentages,
but
as
maximums.
In
addiction,
cat¬
OPEN-THROniE DRIVE
Paramount. Among his “discov¬
eries” lie counted Ernst Lubitsch, egory one would take in only Co¬
Washington, Feb. 26.
penhagen
first
runs.
20th
Line6
Up 43,516 Feature Book¬
Emil Jannings, Maurice Chevalier,
Some theatres would apparently
ings Ahead Of 15 Ann!
Under the deal being worked out
Marlene Dietrich and Shirley Tem¬
be affected by a bill of Rep. Augus¬
ple, whom he starred in “Little with the indie theatre group, each
Record 43,516 feature bookings tine Kelley (D.,Pa.), making large
American company can offer two
Miss Marker.”
have already been set by 20th-Fox,
It was Schulberg,, too, who was features a year that would be free¬ one month ahead of the start of Its retail establishments subject to the
responsible for ‘’Wings,” the first ly negotiable. All of the American “Spyros P. Skouras 15th Anniver¬ Fair Labor Standards Act. Under
picture to win an Academy Award. distributors have now agreed to sary Celebration.” Six week testi¬
the proposal, they would have to
. Among his assistants at one point deal with the indie group.
Meanwhile, in Spain, the local monial starts March 24 and runs pay all hel^the $l-per-hour mini¬
or another were David O. Selznlck
through May 4.
and Geoffrey Shurlock, now the distributors assn, reportedly has
mum.
According to 20th sales chief,
voted in favor of a retention of the
Production Code Administrator.
The Kelley bill describes “large
law which would force the Ameri¬ Alex Harrison, the advance book¬
Schulberg is survived by his two cans to distribute one Spanish film ings represent 9,182 theatres in the retail establishments” as those
sons, a daughter—^Mrs. Benjamin along with every four U. S. films U. S. and Canada. Harrison ex¬ doing,at least $500,000 a year busi¬
O’Sullivan—and his. wife. Ad, an they release. The MPEA has main¬ pects a new seven-day booking ness. However, several intra-state
agent. He had eighf grandchildren. tained an embargo on, shipments to mark for the March 24-30 week, theatre circuits fall within this
Funeral details won’t be set until Spain for over a year as a result the first of the drive.
category.
the family assembles at Key Bis¬ of the Spanish insistence on the
cayne.
quid-pro-quo.
The two junior Schulbergs and
their mother last year formed their
ITIL BE ’BEAU JAMES'
own production outfit. Schulberg
Hollywood, FeJ). 26.
6r. was to have been special ad¬
Overwhelming majority* of exvisor and consultant.
Tokyo, Feb., 19.
hlbs and newspapermen queried by
Statistics compiled by the Eiga Rengo-kai (Motion Picture Assn,
Schulberg was production chief producer Mel Shavelson and Jack
of
Japan)
indicate;
at Paramount from 1925 to 1932. Rose voted in favor of retaining
Feature films produced in Japan last year totaled 514, an in¬
After that, he set up an inde¬ “Beau James” as the title of the
crease of 21.5% over 1955. Included were 32 color productions, a
pendent deal that carried him Jimmy Walker biopic starring Bob
300% boost over the previous year.
through to 1940. He then switched Hope, so the Paramount release
Foreign films released rose in total by only 1.5%. There were
to Columbia.
v/ill go out as originally tagged.
199 in all with 124 American, 27 French, 22 British, 12 Italian, 3
Schulberg was deeply hurt over However, at the suggestion of many
West German, three Austrian, two Russian, two Argentine, two
Hollywood’s failure to either ap¬ of those polled, it will carry, on
Mexican, one Hungarian and one Spanish.
preciate or remember his services. main title and advertising^ cred¬
Among the above were 83 in’wide-screen.
Some years ago, he took out a its, the sub-line “the story of the
By the end of October last year, film theatres in Japan totaled
much-discussed fullpage ad in the fabulous Jimmy Walker.”
6,123, an increase of 939 from 1955.
Hollywood trade.s, virtually beg¬
Shavelson and Rose sent out
This- gave Japan one theatre for every 14,582 of its population.
ging the studios to give him work. 2,000 queries.

Venice Rides Abont Same as 1
So Yank Companies Staymg Out

Asks Fed Probe
OfRKO-to-UAs
Bad for Films

MPEA Agrees On
Deal With Nine
Danish Exhihs

B. P. Schulberg Dies
In His Sleep at 65;
Headed Par Prod.

Ask Sealed Bids
For Genl Aniline

KELLEY BILL PROBABLY
HITS SOME THEATRES

Market Statistics of Japan

Does it pay for an American
producer to shoot a major “quota”
picture In Britain?
Darryl F. Zanuck, in relating his
experiences with “Island in the
Sun” in N. Y. last week, gave both
a yes and no answer. His slant
mostly seemed to be negative.. In
substance, he said he wouldn’t
make another picture in London
unless the story absolutely called
for it.
‘Island,” now being scored in
London, is being brought in bn a
negative cost of $3,000,000. It was
financed/ in pounds, by 20th-Fox
Ltd. Zanuck made it plain that,
without an exact cost analysis at
hand, he believed that the picture
cost more in London than it would
have had had it been turned out on
the 20th lot in Hollywood.
“I am very satisfied with' the
quality obtained by working with
British technicians,” Zanuck said
in Manhattan last week.
“Of
course, it took longer, too. 'Their
topflight technical people are good
as any on the Coast, but that
doesn’t hold true down the line.
The lower strata of technicians
didn’t take the same kind of inter¬
est in the film as would have their
counterparts in Hollywood where
everyone’s vitally interested in pro¬
duction.”
He added that perhaps such “de¬
voted interest’2 couldn’t be expect¬
ed in London where work was ir¬
regular. At any rate, he reported,
post-production work in Lon'^on
takes “twice as long” as oh the
Coast. Furthermore, he had lO
use a crew of 102 “due to British
union regulations.” In Hollywood,
he said, the most that had ever
been used was 65. Salaries are low¬
er in England, of course, which
partially balances the need for
more men.
“Island,” is skedded as 20th’s
Decoration Day release. Zanuck
said he wasn’t sure he could get it
ready in time. It will run 122
minutes
which,
its
producer
(Continued on page 13)

Bernds, Ullinan Exit
Oscar Race; Nominated
In Freak Misidentity
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Academy has withdrawn from
Oscar competition Allied Artists*
“High Society” nomination for best
motion picture story of 1956, at
the request of film’s two writers,
Edward Bernds and Elwood Ullman, prexy George Seaton dis¬
closed over the weekend.
Action was taken by Board of
Governors, according to Seaton,
following receipt of following wire
from writers: “Since our nomina¬
tion is apparently a case of mis¬
taken Identity, we wish to with¬
draw our names from considera¬
tion and final balloting.” It also
followed confabs by Governors and
exec committee of the Academy‘s
Writers Branch on request with
both writers and Allied Artists
officials.
Academy sources indicated there
was fear that too many pranksters,
by throwing the vote to the Bowery
Boys film, might split balloting in
this particular writing category so
that the AA pic would cop the Os¬
car, which would mean “no end of
embarrassment to the Academy.”
Menibers of Writers Guild of
America and of Academy’s Writers
Branch did the voting, apparently
confusing the AA film with Sol C.
Siegel’s Metro release, “High So¬
ciety,” which, being an adaptation
of “The Philadelphia Story,” was
eligible only for consideration as
an adapted screenplay.
Seaton, in his announcement of
AA's “High Society” nomination
withdrawal, pointed out that se¬
cret ballots cast for all nomina¬
tions in upcoming der.by were tab¬
ulated by Price, Waterhouse, and
that there was no way of knowing
the results in advance of the pub¬
lic announcement.
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LJL Not Big; Tings Good $24M
‘Wind’ Lusty 77G in 13 Locations,
W Fair 17G, ‘Anastasia’ 27G
Los Angeles* Feb. 26.
Failure of $. couple of new bills
opening this week to show much
at boxoffice is keeping the over-all
total gross below what would have
accrued from long holiday week¬
end.
Of newcomers, “Wings of
Eagles” is making best showing,
with good $24,000 in two theatres.
On moveover into popscale field,
“Anastasia” is proving excellent
with $28,000 or near in three
houses. “Oh, Men! Oh, Women!”
looks just fair $14,000 on opener at
the Chinese.. “Battle Hymn” is
rated fair $11,000 on initial frame
at Fox Wilshire. “Big Land” is
okay $19,000 in two locations.
“Written on Wind,” holding at
Hollywood Par while breaking in
multiple popscale locations- with
neat $22,000 at three hardtops plus
$55,000 at one nabe and nine driveins. “Men in War” is medium $17,‘».
000 -or near in three spots. Three
hard-ticket shows are way up be¬
cause of holiday.
Estimates for This Week
. Chinese (FWC) a,908; $1.25-$2).
—“Oh, Men! Oh, Women!” (20th).
Fair $14,000, Last week, “Anas¬
tasia” (20th) (8th wk-8 days), $14,:
Fox Wilshire (FWC)
(2,296;
. $1.25-$1.75)—“Battle Hymn” (U).
Modest $11,000 or close.
Last
week, “Men In War” (UA) (4th wk6 days), $4,100. .
Warner Downtown, New Fox
(SW-FWC) (1,757; 965; 80-$1.50y-“Blonde Sinner” (AA) and “Vigil¬
ante Terror” (AA). Slight $5,500.
Last week, “Rebel Girl” (Indie)
and “Hooked” (Indie), $10,000.
*
State, Pantagcs (UATC-RKO)
<2,404; 2,812; 80-$1.50)—"Wings of
Eagles” (M-G) and “Hot Summer
Night” (M-G). Good $24,000. Last
week. State with. unit;. Pantages,
“Barretts Wimpole Street” (M-G)
|3d wk), $4,300.
^
,
Los Angeles, Vogue, Loyola
IFWC) (2,097; 885; 1,248; 90-$1.50)
—“Anastasia” (20th). Neat $27,DOO or over. Last week, with Up¬
town, excluding Loyola, "Big
oodle” (UA) and “Gun Man
own” (UA), $11,000.
Orpheum, Hollywood, Uptown
(Metropolitan-FWC) (2,213; 756;
1,715; .80-$1.25)—“Men In War’
(UA) and “Affairs in Reno” <Rep).
Medium $17,000 or close.
Last
week, with Loyola, excluding Up¬
town, “King, Four Queens ’ (UA)
and “Peacemaker” (UA) (2d wk),
115,500.
^ ^
Downtown Paramount, Egyptian
iABPT-UATC) (3,300; 1,503; 85(Continued on page 16)
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’Hymn’ To^ Hub, Socko
$34,000; land’Nice 21G,
‘Wings’ 25G, ‘Drango’ 9G
Boston, Feb. 26.
With the kids back to school this
frame, biz is back to normal stride
after boff biz. “Battle Hymn”
shapes sockeroo at the Memorial.
“Big Land” at Paramount and Fen¬
way looms nice. “Wings of Eagles”
is okay at State and Orpheum.
“Drango” shapes good at Pilgrim.
“Rainmaker” is socko in second at
•the Saxon. “Great Matf’ is great
In third frame at Beacon Hill.
“Seven Wonders of World” con¬
tinues to pile up spiraling grosses
in 26th week.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.90-$2.75)
—“10 Commandments” (Par) (15th
wk). Whopping $26,000. Last week,
$42,000, via 3 shows'daily.
Beacon Hill <Beacon HilD (678:
90-.$1.25) — “Great Man” (U) (3d
w'k). Hotsy $15,000. Last week,
$13,000.
Boston (SW - Cinerama) (1.354;
$1.25-$2.65) — “Seven Wonder.s”
(Cinerama) (27th wk). Torrid $18,000. Last week, $40,800, and new
house high.
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)—
“Albert Schweitzer” (Indie) (5th
wk). Week ended Sunday (24) was
slick $11,000. Last week, ditto.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$1.10)—
“Big Land” (WB) and “Chain of
Evidence” (AA), Oke $6,000. Last
week. “Mister Cory” (U) and
“Cruel Tower” (AA), $8,000.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
—“Lust for Life” (M-G) (14th wk).
Okay $5,000. Last week. $6,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)—
“Battle Hymn” (U). Smash $34,000, hypoed by Rock Hud.son ad¬
vance personals. Last week, “An¬
astasia” (5th wk-6 days), $15,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4.357: 75"$ri0)—“Cinderella” (BV) (2d wk(Continucd on page 16)

Broadway Grosses .
Estimated Total Gross
This Week... .$829,500
{Based on 24 theatres)
Last Year.$619,000
(Based'on 23 theatres)

‘Hpm’Sockeroo
$14,0110 in Prov.
Providence, Feb. 26.
Rousing is the reception 'for
“Battle Hymn” which is helping
RKO Albee to a smash session this
week- Fairly good is State’s “Wings
of Eagles.” “The Big Land” looks
lively at Majestic, Strand is okay
on second “Raihmaker” week.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80) —
“Battle Hymn” (U)^ and “Duel at
Apache Wells” (Rep). Smash $14,000 or near. Last week, “Great
Man” (U) and “Ali-Baba” (U),
$5,000,
Majestic (S-W) (2,200; 65-80) —
“Big Land” (WB) and “Passport to
Treason” (20th). Nice $9,000. Last
week, “3 Brave Men” (20th) 'and
“Woman’s Devotion” (Rep), $9,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80) —
“Wings of Eagles” (M-G) and
“Passport to Treason” (AF). Good
$10,50(L Last week, “Iron Petti¬
coat” (M-G) and "The Rack” (M-G),
$9,500.Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 65-80)
—“Rainmaker” (Par) (2d wk). Okay
$5,500. Last week, $9,500.

‘WRONG’ HEP $20,000,
TORONTO; ‘BRAVE’ 15G
Toronto, Feb. 26.
Biz is fair to gobd on such new¬
comers as “Wrong Man,” “Bar¬
retts of Wimpole Street” and
“Three Brave Men,” but is slow for
“Big Boodle.” Certain holdovers
are hep, such as “Iron Petticoat”
in .second frame, “Giant” in
[.seventh stanza and “Friendly Per¬
suasion” in 10th. Standbys such as
“Oklahoma” in 44th round and “10
Commandments” In 14th stanzai are
also holding steady, with little
change in previous weeks.
Estimates for This Week
Carlton, Colony, Fairlawn (Rank)
(2,518;
839;
1,165;
60-$l)—“3
Brave Men” (20th). Fair $15,000.
Last week, “King, 4 Queens” (UA)
(2d wk). $15,000!
Century, Downtown, Glendale,
Midtown, Oakwood, Odeon, Scarboro, State, Westwood (Taylor) (1,338; 1,054; 995; 1,089; 1,393; 753;
(Continued on page 16)
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'Land'Fancjr $16,000i;
Denver; ‘Hymn* 12G, 2d
Denver, Feb., 26,
^*10 Commandments” Is running
even with first week this session
(2d) at Denham, and stays a third.
“Battle Hymn” is holding strongly
in second week ab Centre, and goes
a third, too. “Big Land” looks fine
at Paramount, .^betng top new¬
comer. “Rainmaker” shapes okay
at Orpheum, and stays.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (BV) (1,400; 70-90)—
“Westward Ho, Wagons” (BV) (5th
wk). Fine $6,000. Last week, $8,000.
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)—
“Battle Hymn!’ (U) (2d wk). Big
$12,000 or near. Staye on. Last
week, $21,000;
Denham (Cockrill) (1,428; 90$2.20)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
(2d wk). Great $28,000. Holds. Last
week, same.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 70-90)—
“Oh, Men! Oh, Women!” (20th) and
“Storm Rider” (20th). Okay $11,000 or close. Last week, “Gun for a
Coward” (U) and “Night Runner”
(U), $9,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 70-90)—
“Rainmaker” (Par) and “Duel at
Apache Wells” (Rep). Okay $11,000
or near. Last week, “Barretts Wim¬
pole Street” (M-G) and “Accused
of Murder” (Rep), $5,500.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 7090)—“Big Land’.’ (WB) and “Crime
of Passion” (U).
Fine $16,000.
Last week, “Wild Party” (U) and
“Four Boys and Gun” (U), $10,000.

‘Hymn’Hotsy 21G,
Hiy: Tar’ \%
Philadelphia, Feb. 26.
Holiday weekend kit^ boxoffice
receipts but Sunday was a real let¬
down with springlike weather keep¬
ing folks on highways bumper-tobumper. Group sales are boosting
roadshow pix.
“Battle Hymn”
looks terrific at Goldman. “Men
in War” shapes great at Stanton
with personals by Robert Ryan
and Aldo Ray, stars of pic, helping.
“Wings of Eagles” looms trim at
Stanley while “Thrillarama” is
rated okay at Fox.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)—
“Teahouse” (M-G) (9th wk). Over¬
flow $10,000. Last week, $11,000.
Boyd (SW - Cinerama) (1,430;
$1.25-$2.60)—“Seven Wonders of
World” (Cinerama)
(44th wk).
Stout $14,500. Last week, $11,500.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 55-$1.80)—
“Thrillarama” (20th). Okay $10,000. Last week, “Edge of City”
(M-G) (3d wk), $10,000.
Goldman ((voldman) (1,250; 65$1.35)—“Battle Hymn” (U). -Ter¬
rific $21,000 or near. Last week,
“Barretts Wimpole Street” (M-G),
$8,500.
Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75$1.25) (closed Sundays)—“Tears for
Simon” (Indie) (3d wk). Steady
$3,000. Last week, $3,600.
Mastbaum (SW) (4.370; 90-$1.49)
—“Big Land” (WB). Sparse $13,000 or near. Last'week “Zarak”
(Col) (2d wk), $^000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2(Continued on page 16)

Below Zero Bops Mpk. But ‘It Cs’
Gigantic SZitM; ‘Hymn’ Lofty 15G
Minneapolis, Feb. 26. i
With “The 10 Commandments,”
“The Rainmaker,” “Battle Hymn” !
and “True Story of Jesse James”
arriving on scene, lineup of new¬
comers 'here Is the strongest in
many weeks. However, 15-below
zero temperatures and? snowstorms
stack up as adverse boxoffice fac¬
tors. Despite raves, “Rainmaker”
nevertheless is not measuring up
to hopes at Radio City. “Com¬
mandments” is terrific at Lyric.
“Battle Hymn" is brisk at Or¬
pheum.
“Seven Wonders of World” in
its 29th week and “Anastasia” and
“Teahouse of the August Moon” in
their ninth session continue to give
Impressive boxoffice performances.
Estimates for This Week
Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150;
$1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders”
(Cinerama) (29th wk).
Eighth
month is off to a fine start. Hefty
$13,000. Last week, $15,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 90-$1.25)
—“Teahouse of August Moon”
(M-G) (9th wk).
Still good at
$4,500. Last week, $5,500.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; $1.25-$2.25)—
“10 Commandments” (Par). Road¬
show engagement, with two show¬
ings daily and all seats reserved
(extra ones Saturday and Sunday
mornings), gut under way with
benefit last Thursday (21). Gigan¬
tic $22,000. Last week, “Big Land”

(WB) (2d wk), $3,500 five days at
85-90C.

Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-90)—
“Rainmaker” (Par). Verbal and
written bouquets tossed at this one.
Start has been somewhat slow,
with sneak preview of “Oh, Men!
Oh, Women!” Friday (22) helping
biz that night.
Disappointing
$9,000. Last week, “Barretts of
Wimpole Street” (M-G), yanked
after 5 light days, $5,500.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 7590)—“Battle Hymn” (U).
Given
big advertising and exploitation
campaign and looks as if- it has
what is -needed at the boxoffice.
Socko $15,000. Last week, “Don’t
Knock Rock” (Col) and “Rumble
on Docks” (Col), $7,500.
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-90)—
“Naked Paradise” (AI) and “Flesh
and Spur” (AI). Mild $4,500. Last
week. “Crime of Passion” (UA) and
“Huk” (UA), $4,000.
State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)—“True
Story Jesse James” (20th). Robert
Wagner, star of pic, here in person
several days ahead of opening and
for theatre personals helping.
Big $10,000 or close. Last week,
“Istanbul” (U) split with “Congo
Crossing” (U) and “Day of Fury”
(U), $4,500.
World (Mann) (400; 90-$1.25)“Anastasia” (20th) (9th wk). Okay
$2,500, in 4 days.
Last week,
$4,500.

‘N^’ Urdy $17,11110, Paces (^;
‘OhMen’HepllG,‘10C$’liiG,10th
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
. .$3,215,605
(Based on 21 cities and 217
theatres, chiefly firit runs, in. eluding N. Y.) •
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ..$3,325,200
(Based on 24 cities and 236
theatres.)

‘Hymn’ Great 22G,
Oeve.; ‘Wings’ 15G
Cleveland, Feb. 26.
“Battle Hymn” is shooting the
biggest coin barrage here this stan¬
za, getting a smash total at the
Hipp. “Oh, Men! Oh, Women!” is
rated good at Allen. “Wings of
Eagles” is okay at State while
“This Is Cinerama” soared this
week to land a fancy take in 15th
week at Palace. “10 Command¬
ments” also climbed^ to a great
total in 14th round at the Ohio.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (SW) (3,500; 70n$l)—“Oh,
Men! Oh. Women!” (20th), Good
$14,500. Last week, “Wrong Man”
(WB), $15,000. *
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$!)—
“Battle Hymn” (U). Smash $22,-,
000. Last week,-“Anastasia” (20th)
(5th wk), $12,000.
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.40)
—^“10 Commandments” (Par) (14th
wk). Strong $22,000. Last week,
$17,000.
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,485;
$1.25-$2.40) — “This Is Cinerama”
(Cinerama) (15th wk). Fancy $29,50(). Last week, $26,500.
State (Loew) (3,'500; 70-90)—
“Wings of Eagles” (M-G). Okay’
$15,000. Last week, “Rainmaker”
(Par), $12,000.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)—
“Rainmaker” (Par) (m.o.). Fair
$8,000. Last week, “Big Boodle”
(UA), $5,000 in 6 days.

‘Delinquents’ Sock 22G,
K. C.;‘Rainmaker’Lusty
IIG,‘IOC’s’Smash 12G
Kansas City, Feb. 26.
Biz is good alT around with flock
of big entries. “The Delinquents”
is bringing joy to three Fox Mid¬
west houses where it is terrific.
“Rainmaker” at Paramount Is live¬
ly and “Wings of Eagles” looks fair
at the Midland. “10 Command¬
ments” second week biz is very
near the first week, and sock at
Roxy. Weather went to awry over
weekend with freezing rain no
help to the b.o.
Estimates for This Week
Esquire, Fdirway, Granada (Fox
Midwest) (820; 700; 1,217; 75-90)—
“The
Delinquents”
(UA)
and
“Brass Legend”
(UA).
World
preem of KTC.-made picture. Na¬
tives are attending in droves, and
three houses are doing near capac¬
ity for great $22,000. Will not hold
as houses are locked in with “True
Story Jesse James” (20th) to open
Wednesday with personals by Rob¬
ert Wagner.
Tower added, but
holds at Esquire.
Last week,
“Friendly Persuasion” (AAX, after
two previous weeks at Uptown,
$11,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)—
“Rtfifi” (UMPO) (4th wk). Okay
$900. Last week,^$1,200.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; .60-80)—
“Wings of Eagles” (M-G) and
“Ride High Iron” (Col). Fair $9,000. Last week, “Nightfall” (Col)
and “Wicked as They Conie” (Col)
$4,000.
Missouri (SW-Cinerama)- (1,194;
$1.20-$2) — “This Is Cinerama”
(Cinerama) (37th wk). Holding
heady pace at $10,000; holds. Last
week, $12,000.
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)—
“Rainmaker” (Par). Lively $11,000; stays. Last week, “Wrong
Man” (WB), $6,000 in 9 days.
Rockhill (Little Art Theatres)
(750; 75-90)—“The Doctors” (In¬
die). Mild $1,100.
Last week,
“Tempest in Flesh” (Indie) (2d
wk), $800.
Roxy (Durwood) (879; $1.25-$2)
—“10 Commandments” (Par) (2d
wk). Could reach $12,000, great.
Last week, $12,500, virtual capacity
for njights and weekends.
Uptown (Fox Midwest) (2,043;
75-90)—“Oklahoma” (20th). Pleas¬
ant $7,000. Last week, “Friendly
Persuasion” (AA) (3d wk), $4,000.

week’s upward trend .at first-runs.
Another new hill. “Oh, Menl Oh.
Women!/’ shapes stoutly for the
Palace, *TL0 Commandmentjg’* is
surging in '10th week of Washing¬
ton’s Birthday upbeat. “Anastasia”
remains solid in final (4th) week
at Keith’s. '“Seven Wonders o£
World” keeps rolling solidly in
38th week at Capitol.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)—
“Battle Hymn” (U). Lively $17,000
or close. Last week, “Written on
Wind” (U) (2d wk), $11,500.
Capitol, (SW-Cinerama) (1,376;
$1.20-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders’*
(SW) (38th wk). Big $16,500 after
last week’s $18,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; $1.25-$2.25)
—^“10 Commandments” (Par) (10th
wk). Rising on-holiday lift to $16,000, solid. Last week, $15,000.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
“Anastasia” (20th) (4th wk). Exit¬
ing at same swell $8,000 pace as
third round.
- Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)—
“Oh,. Men’ Oh. Women!” (20th).
Good $11,000. llast week, “3 Brave
Men” (20th). $8,000r

‘Hpm’ Rousing $29,000,
Del; ‘Knock Rock’ Wow
30G, ‘Land’ Smooth 17G
Detroit, Feb. 26.
Strong newcomers plus sturdy
holdovers are giving downtown deluxers another busy week. “Don’t
Knock Rock” looks a smash at
Broadway-Capitol. “Big Land” is
fine at the Palms while “Battle
Hymn” is socko at the Michigan.
“Around World in 80 Days” shapes
fancy in ninth United Artists Week.
“10 Commandments” remains ter¬
rific at the Madison in i4th ses¬
sion. “Seven Wonders of World’*
looms great in 37th round at Music
Hall.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90$1.25)—“3 Brave Men” (20th) and
“Hot Summer Night” (M-G). Mild
$15,000. Last week, “Edge of City”
(M-G) and “Rack” (M-G), $17,600.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
90-$1.25)—“Battle Hymn” (U) and
“4 Girls in Town” (U). Socko $29,000. Last week, “Westward Ho,
Wagons” (BV) and “Men Sherwood
Forest” (Indie), $17,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)—
“Big Land” (WB) and “Big Boodle”
(UA). Lofty $17,000. Last week,
“Drango” (UA) and “Passport To
Treason” (Ihdle), $14,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$2.73)
—“10 Commandments” (Par) (14th
wk). Terrific $25,000. Last week,
$22,600.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500; 90$1.25)—“Don’t Knock Rock” (Col)
and “Rumble on Docks” (Col). Ter¬
rific $30,000’. Last week, "Night¬
fall” (Col) and “Wicked as They
Come” (Col), $8,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,668; $1.25$3)—“Around Worl in 80 Days”
(UA) (9th wk). Big $20,000. Last
week, ditto.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25$1.50) — “Teahouse” (M-G) (9th
wk). Strong $9,600. Last week,
$9 500
Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,205; $1.50-$2.65) — “Seven .Won¬
ders” (Cinerama) (37th wk). Great
$23,600. Last week, $23,400.
Krim (Krim) (1,000; $1.25)^
((Fantasia” (BV) (reissue) (2(i wk).
Swell $13,500. Last week, $12,500.

‘10 C’s’ Terrif $29,000,
Seattle; ‘Hpm’ Fat lOG
Seattle, Feb. 26.
Washington’s Birthday holiday
was hurt by gale winds afid snow
but" trade looks a lot more satis¬
factory than it’s been recently.
“10 Commandments” looms terrific
at Fifth Avenue while “Battle
Hymn,” sans, such a steep scale,
is rated fancy at- Music Hall.
“Wings of Eagles” Is jiist okay at
Orpheum. Oh, Men! Oh, Women!”
looks good at Coliseum.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800;
$1.50-$2) — “Oklahoma” (Magna)
(17th wk). Okay $6,500. Last week,
$6,100.
Coliseum
(Evergreen)
(1,870;
95-$1.25)-^“Oh Men! Oh, Wom¬
en!” (20th) and “Storm Center”
(Col). Good $9,000 or near. Last
week, “Night Fall” (Col) and “Utah
Blaine” (Col), $5,300.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500:
$1.50-$2.30)—“10 Commandments’*
(Par). Huge $29,000. Last week,
(Continued on page 16)
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BROADWAY B. 0. ROCKO SOCKO
10 Cs’Hi$e $35,000 Leads Frisco; Hpn’ Wham 20G, 100 Brisk 15G^
‘Oh Men’ Okay 16G, ‘Wings’ IIG, 2d

Oh Desinte CoU; Hyinn' Wow
‘ST
PAR'S MR, 1M mm,‘OhMen’NSH22G,‘Mi$i)!r’

Load 39G, Ttainmaker’ Potent 25G

Ideal winter weather helped 0ve
Broadway
record
Washington’s
Birthday business, with the Street
looking like New Year’s Eve both'
Chicago, Feb. 26.
San Francisco, Feb. 26. >
Friday (22) and Saturday. A sharp
Flood of holiday newcomers this
Washington’s Birtl^day and long
drop in trade Monday (25) and
frame bodes a big boxoffice surge
weekend is boostings biz at Frisco
yesterday (Tues.), when rain
from the doldrums of recent
first-runs currently.
“Battle
sloughed biz, will prevent it from
weeks but weekend cold wave hurt
Hymn” looks one of standouts with
some.
becoming
the
greatest
Washing¬
smash trade at Golden Gate while
“Battle Hymn” is heading for t
ton’s Birthday week in Broadway
Portland, Ore., Feb. 26.
“Aien . in War” shapes stout at
Buffalo, Feb. 26.
history. However, the stanza looks
A sudden thaw is blamed for off¬ terrific $38,000 at the Chicago,
United Artists.
“10 Command¬
Boxoffice is on upbeat here this
ments” is heading for a-, mighty session, with new product helping. to wind up. with $829,500 gross ish tone at wickets this stanza. “0h, Men! Oh, Women,” should'hit;
total for 24 theatres as against However, it is not preventing “Bat¬ bnly an okay $22,000 for its bow
take In initial frame after smash “Rock, Pretty Baby” is rated loftly $649,500
from 22 houses for the tle Hymn” from landing a "fancy at the Oriental. . The preem of
opening at St, Francis. Its figure at Lafayette while while “Paris
“Mister Cory” at State-Lake should
week a year ago.
is amazing for .a 1,400-seat house Does Strange Things” is nice at comparable
at Orpheum. “Wings of reach
Batch of new films plus three- figure
tall $30,000. “Rainmaker”
even with $2.75 top.
Paramount.
“Wings of Eagles” day holiday weekend and Broad¬ Eagles” is mildish at Liberty while at United Artists shapes potent
“Rainmaker”
looks
dull
at
Para¬
“Wings of Eagles” is rated fair looms stout at the Buffalo. Both way's
first rock-’n’-roll stageshow mount. “Oklahoma” still is solid $25,000 in first whUe “Bundle
at Warfield while “Big Land” “10 Commandments” and “Seven all contributed to the upbeat. Top
of Joy” looms lofty $30,000.
looks just okay at Paramount. Wonders of World” climbed this money is going to “Spirit of St. in 16th round at the Broadway.
Openers in smaller houses got
“Seven Wonders of World” at Or- round from last week, formerly Louis” with stageshow at the Music
Estimates for This Week
their share of big weekend trade.
pheum in 14th week, and “Around being especially strong. “Rain¬ Hall where a big $160,000 is in
“Marcelino” may well hit a bangBroadway
(Parker)
(938:
$1.50World in 80 Days” in ninth round maker” is nice at Center.
prospect. The Hall enjoyed its $2) — “Oklahoma” (Magna) (16th up $7,000 at Ziegfeld while “Wee
at Coronet still are soaring,, both
Estimates for This Week
biggest Washington’s Birthday b.o. wk). Steady $7,500. Last week, Geordie” is headed for sock SIO,picking up currently over last ses¬
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 60-85)— Ir history. “Oh, Menl^Oh Women” $7,600.
000 at the Surf. “Barretts of Wimsions. “Oh, Men! Oh, Women!” “Wings of Eagles” (M-G) and “Re¬ A^th stageshow looks to hit big
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50) pole Street” looks okay i!»9,000 at
shapes okay at Fox.
bel In Town” (UA). Stout $15,- $101,000 opening week at the Roxy, —“Oh, Men! Oh, Women!” (20th) Loop.
The, double bill at the
Estimates for This Week
000. Last week, “Iron Petticoat” topping the Feb. 22 take of 1956. and “Desperadoes In Town” (20th). Roosevelt, “Big Land” and “Night¬
Rock-’n’-roll program headed by So-so $7,000. Last week, “Top Se¬ fall” should hit an impressive $21,Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80- (M-G) and “Great American Pas¬
Alan Freed on stage and “Don’t cret Affair” (WB) and “Death of 000.
$1)—“Battle Hymn” (U) and “Duel time” (M-G), $12,000.
Among the holdovers “True
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)— Knock the Rock” is rolling towards Scoundrel” (RKO) (2d wk), $6,100.
At Apache Wells” (Rep). Smash
$20,000, Last week, “Mister Cory” “Rock, Pretty Baby” -. (U) and a socko $125,000 at the Paramount,
Guild (Indie) (400; $1:25)—“Edge Story of Jesse James” goes into a
(U) and “Accused of Murder” (In¬ “Everything But Truth” (U). one of the big opening weeks at the of City” (M-G) (ad wk). Okay $2,- sleek second week at Grand while
“Great Man” is still great in its
Hefty $12,000. Last week, “Sev¬ Par flagship. Had anything like 000. Last week, $2,800.
die), $12,000.
pace of the first three days
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90- third week at Esquire. “La Strada”
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)— enth Cavalry” (Col) and “Storm the
looks busy in its ninth set at
(through
Sunday)
been
maintained,
Center”
(Col),
$8,000.
$1.25)—“Wings
of
Eagles”
(M-G)
“Oh, Men! Oh, Women!” (20th) and
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; $1.25- it naturally would have been a new and “Hot Summer Night” (M-G). World.
“Quiet Gun” (Indie). Okay $16,- $2.50)—“10
Roadshow figures are still big
high.
1
Comimandments”
(Par)
Mild
$7,000
or
less.
Last
week,
000. Last week, “Westward Ho” (9th wk).
“Incredible . Shrinking M a n” “Great Man” (U) and “Calling for both “10 Commandments” at
Smash $20,000. Last
(BV) and “Swamp Women” (Indie)
McVickers and “Seven Wonders”
looks to hit a terrific $20,000 open¬ Homicide” (U), $5,000.
week, $17,000.
(2d wk), $11,500.
Teck (SW - Cinerama) (1,200; ing stanza at the Globe. Also new,
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- at the Palace.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25)
“Mister Cory,” is heading for fair
Estimates for This Week
—“Wings of Eagles” (M-G) (2d wk). $1.20-$2,40)—“Seven Wonders of $15J)00 at the Mayfair. “Cinde¬ $1.25) —“Battle Hymn” (U) and
World”
(Cinerama)
(26th
wk).
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.50)
“Istanbul”
(U). Dan Duryea hypoed
Fair $11,000. Last week, $24,000.
rella,” out on reissue, looms mighty
.Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)— Husky $12,000. Last week, $11,- $21,000, greatest ever for an oldie opener with flying p.a. Fancy $10,- —“Battle Hymn” (U). Wham $38,Last week, “Full of Life’*
000. or near. Last week, “Night¬ 000.
“Big Land” (WB) and “Spin Dark 000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 60-85)— at the Normandie.
fall” (Col) and “Utah Blaine” (Col), (Col) (3d wk), $18,000.
(Continued on page 16)
“Battle Hymn” is climbing ahead $4,900.
“Paris Does Strange Things” (WB)
Esquire (H8cE Balaban) (1,400;
and “Woman’s Devotion” (Indie). of opening week’s trade, with a
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90- $1.25)—“Great Man” (U) (3d wk).
Nice $14,500 in 8 days. Last week, sock $37,000 likely in second round $1.25) — “Rainmaker” (Par) and Lively $7,200. Last week, $10,000.
at the Capitol. “Full of Life” also “Five Steps to Danger” (UA). Dull
“Big Land” (WB), ditto.
Grand (Indie) (1,200; 90-$1.25)—
Center (?ar) (2,000; 60-85)— pushed ahead of initial session to $5,500. Last week, “Drango” (UA) “True Story Jesse James” (20th)
“Rainmaker” (Par). Fine $12,000. get a big $27,500 in second week and “Dance With Me Henry” (UA), and “Desperados Are in Town”
Last week, “Bundle of Joy” (RKO) at the Astor. “Baby Doll” climbed $7,200.
(20th). Fast $10,000. Last week,
smartly to hit a smash $25,000 in
(2d wk-S" days), $7,500.
$14,000.
10th stanza at the Victoria.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)—
Many arty theatres held even or
Barretts of Wimpole Street’*
Washington, Feb. 26.
bettered previsions week’s takes.
(M-G). OK at $9,000. Last week,
Outstanding were “Gold of Naples,”
Washington's Birthday, with its
Brave One” (RKO) (4th wk), $7,annual half-day bargain shopping
which hit a great $20,200 in second
000. •
round at the Paris, “Lust For Ufe”
spree, proved a bonanza to mainMcVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25which rose to smash $15,000 in 23d
stem biz here. Momentum kept .up
$3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
stanza at the Plaza and “Albert
for entire weekend, boosting takes
(14th wk).
Towering $44,000,
Schweitzer” which pushed to an
all along the line. “Battle Hymn,”
Last week, same.
ama^g $17,000 in sixth week at
hypoed by a fast-selling exploita¬
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87)—
Indianapolis,
Feb.
26.
the Guild. The longrunning “La
tion plus personal appearances of
“Over-Exposed” (Col) and “Wicked
Pittsburgh, Feb. 26.
Biz is good, being an improve¬
Strada” moved to a sockeroo $12,star Rock Hudson, shapes as week’s
. Loudest noise downtown this 000 in 32d frame at the Trans-Lux. ment here over recent stanza. They Come” (Col) (2d wk). Mildboxoffice winner. Close on its heels,
$4,000, 5 days. Last week, $7,000.
week
is
“The
Rainmaker”
at
Penn,
Strong line of new pix plus mild
however, are “Wings of Eagle,’
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.25>
Estimates for This Week
getting a break because hold¬
weather helped all spots. “Battle —“Oh, Men! Oh, Women!” (20th).
which is sock at Loew’s Capitol, and
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)—
and “Iron Petticoat,” great at the overs are the general rule except “Full of Life” (Col) (3d wk). Sec¬ Hymn,” sparked by parade and Just okay $22,000. Last week “3
Stanley, where “The Big Land”
other festivities honoring authorTrans-Lux. “Seven Wonders of at
(Continued on page 16)
is only so-so. Academy nomination ond stanza ended Monday (25) hero Col. Dean Hess opening day,
World,” in ninth stanza at the for
Bergman gave long-run¬ upped to big $27,500. First was got off to a big start at the In¬
Warner, spurted ahead as result of ningIngrid
$27,000,
below
hopes.
“Anastasia”
another
shot
in
diana
to
lead
new
entries.
“Rain¬
holiday and tourist trade. “Big arm at Harris. “Seven Wonders of
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) maker” at Circle and “Wings of
Land” shapes good in two spots. , World” skyrocketed spectacularly (550;
$1.25-$1.80)—“Wee Geordie” Eagles” at Loew’s both are doing
Estimates for This Week
at Warner on “last days” notices. (Arthur-Times) (21st wk). The 20th very well.
“10 Commandments”
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 70-90)
round ended Sunday (24) was neat still is big in fourth stanza at
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 80-$1.25)— $6,700, The 19th week was $5,800. Lyric.
—“Big Land” (WBh Okay $5,000.
Last week," “Rock, Pretty Baby” “Oh, Men! Oh, Women!” (20th) (2d “Royal
Affairs
at
Versailles”
Estimates for This Week
wk). Slipping sharply but there (Times) opens March 8.
(U), $4,000,
Louisville, Feb. 26.
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 60Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 90-$1.25) won’t be too much complaining at
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25Weekend biz continues to shape
-—“Wings of Eagles” (M-G). Smart $6,500. Last week, got shot in arm $1.80)—“Baker’s Wife” (Indie) (re¬ 85)—“Rainmaker” (Par). Nice $9,000.
Last
week,
“Great
Man”
(U)
strong
as
does
night trade. Town
$24,000; stays. Last week, “3 Brave midway with sneak preview (they’re issue) (2d wk). Looks to hold
always big here), and hit $10,000. through tomorrow (Thurs.), with and “Man in Vault” (RKO), $8,500. had it’s annual Downtown Shop¬
Men” (20th), $14,000.
Indiana
(C-D)
(2,800;
60-85)—
ping
Days
Friday-Saturday
(22-23),
Guild
(Green)
(500;
85-99)—
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-90)—
first four days big $4,000. Initial “Battle Hymn” (U). Stout $12,000, with influx of buyers at midtown
“True Story Jesse James” (20th). “Wee Gedrdie” (Arthur) (6th wk). week was smash $7,000.
and
good
for
another
stanza.
Last
stores.
Newspaper
ads
and
free
bus
Great
$3,000
or
over
this
stanza.
Fine $8,000. Last week, “Drango”
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
help trade. “10 Command¬
Last week, $3,600.
(UA) (2d wk), $5,000.
—“Battle Hymn” (U) (2d wk). Ini¬ week, “Oun for a Coward” (U) and rides
ments” Initial week at the BrO-wn
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 80-$1.25) tial holdpver week ending tomor¬ “Cruel Tower” (AA), $7,000.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; 85-$L25)—
Loew-’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-85)— looks terrific. Equally smash is
“Battle Hymn” (U). Smash $20,000, —“Anastasia” (20th) (7th-final wk), row (Thurs.) looks like smash.$37,thanks to bell-ringing flackery and Big $7,500 on windup. Last week, 000, since taking in Feb. 22. First “Wings of Eagles” (M-G) and “Battle Hymn” at Rialto." “Wings
“Slander”
(M-G). Dandy $9,000. of Eagles” is good at Loew’s. Mary
personals. Last week, “10 Com¬ $8,500. This has been one of pic¬ was $33,500. Stays on indef.
Anderson Is doing nicely vrtth “Big
mandments” (Par) (14th wk), $11,- ture’s best runs, with total gross of
Central (Maurer) (854; $1.25- Last week,' “Zarak” (Col) and Land.” “Written on Wind” still is
“Miami
Expose”
(Col), $6,000.
000 at roadshow scale, and moved more than $100,000.
$1.80)—“Mom and Dad” (Indie)
Peiin (UA) (3,300; 65-99)—“Rain¬ and “She Shoulda Said No” (Indie)
to small-seater Playhouse, where
Lyric (C-D) (900; $i:25-$2.20)— oke in fifth round.
Estimates for This Week
maker” (Par). Katharine Hepburn’s (5th wk). Fourth week ended last “10 Commandments” (Par) (4th
now terrific.
Brown (Fourth Avenue - U.A.)
Metropolitan (SW) (1,490; 70-90) Academy nomination broke just night (Tues.). hit terrific $24,700, wk). Hot $18,000.
Last week,
(1,000; $1.25-$2) — “10 Command¬
—“Big Land” (WB). Good $8,000 right and with excellent notices to second biggest. of sensational run ditto.
ments” (Par). Patrons buying to
OT near. Last week, “Rock, Pretty boot, should give house its best here.
tune of huge $15,000. Last week,
week In some time. Big $17,000 or
Baby” (U), $7,000.
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80“Casablanca” (Indie) and “Dark
Palace (Loew) (90-$1.25)—“Holly¬ over should hold. Last week, $3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
Passage” (Jndie) (reissues), $3,000.
wood or Bust” (Par) (2d wk). Bright “Drango” (UA), $9,000.
(16th wk). This round ending to¬
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 50=85)
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 85-99)— morrow (Thurs.) is heading for
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
$16,000 after $19,000 last week.
—“Written On Wind” (U) (5th wk).
“Great Man” (U) (5th wk). Starting capacity $57,000, Including 16
Stays.
In what is apparently another Healthy $5,000 virile $6,000 In
Plaza (T-L) (290; 90-$1.35) — to slide but still enough left to shows. The 15th week was $52,400, phase of Loew’s prexy Joseph R.
fourth.
“Sorceress” (Indie) (3d-final wk). keep going. Solid $2,800. Last
Vogel’s campaign to reduce studio
(Continued on page 16)
Loew’s (United Artists) (3,000;
Slow $2,500 for second consecutive week, $3,500.
overhead
wherever
possible,
Metro
50-85)—“Wings Of Eagles” (M-G)
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 65-99)—
week.
/
is closing out its studio ad depart¬ and “Utah Blaine” (Col). Good
Trans-Lux (T-D) (600; 90-$1.25) “Big Land” (WB). Big deluxer has
Last week,
Estimates Are Net
ment within the next few weeks. $10,000 or near.
—“Iron Petticoat” (M-G).
Hotsy been running into a string of
Dave Martin, who has been the “Slander” (M-G) and “Hot SunTmer
Film gross estimates as re¬
$14,000, and stays. Last week, “Full weakies and this one won’t bounce
Night”
(M-G),
$4,000.
sole ad staffer on the lot since vet
them out of it. Another $7,000 in
ported herewith from the vari¬
of Life” (Col) (4th wk), $4,000.
Mary Angerson (People’s (1,000;
department chief Frank Whitbeck
Warner (SW) (Cinerama) (1,300; prospect, same as “Top Secret Af¬
ous key cities, are net; I.e.,
went on leave a few months ago, 50-85)—“Big Land” (WB). Strong
$1.20-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders” fair” (WB) last week.
without usual tax. Distribr$6,500. Last week, “Top Secret
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,365
(Cinerama) (9th wk).
Amazing
is exiting the studio afteb an 11- Affair” (WB) (2d wk) hep $6,000.
utors share on net take, when
upswing to smash $25,000 after $1.25-$2.40)-^“Seven Wonders of
year association. It’s understood
playing percentage, hence the
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
tapering to $19,000 last week. World” (Cinerama) (45th wk),
that Whitbeck will not return.
estimated figures are net in¬
74-99)—“Battle Hymn” (U). Rock
Holiday, special bookings and be¬ “Last days” notice booming trade
Henceforth, Metro ads will be Hudson name on marquee and
come.
ginning of tourist season all com¬ here, with film closing out March
handled by Loew’s pub-ad chief upped scale adding up to sock $14,The parenthetic admission
10 to make way for “10 Command¬
bined to hypo this.
Howard Dietz in New York and, 000. Last week, “Silent World”
prices, however, as indicated,
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.20-$2.40) ments” (Par) four days later.
regionally,
by
Individual
ex¬ (Col) and “River Pirates” (BV),
include the U. S. amusement
—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (18th wk). Should go to block-busting $22,000
$9,500.
changes.
tax.
Fine $10,000. Last week, $8,000. this session. Last week, $20,000.

’Wings’ Bright $15,000,
Buff;’10C’s’Boffo20G

’Hymn’Sturdy $10,000,
Porl4 ’Rainmaker’ S^G

‘Rainmaker’ Rich
$17,000, Pitt Ace

'Hpn Stout 12(1
Indpk;'Wings’9G

’Hymn’ Wins D.C. With
Sock $20,000;’Land’Oke
13G,’Wings’Smart 24G

’IOC’s’Giant P,000 In
L’viUe; ’Hymn’ Boff 14G,
’Land’ 6iG, ’Wings’ lOG

Metro Ends Studio Adman
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INDIA LATEST FOREIGN LAND TO BADLY
^MISUNDERSTAND’ U.S. FILM ECONOMICS
Extent to which the American several run.by Loew’s and 20thThose Publicity Tires’
Industry’s attitude towards for¬ Fox, are kept in good condition and
Playing the part of Joan of
eign films is misrepresented—de¬ are made attractive in a country
Arc seems to call for one
liberately or out of ignorance — where cleanliness in theatres is not
standard
publicity stunt—^the
abroad is highlighted again via .an a necessary virtue.
heroine has to have an acci¬
editorial expression hj. the Indian
dent while filming the final
trade sheet. Cine Advance.
scene at the stake.
Paper deplores the dominant poStory was put out when In¬
fiition American and British pic¬
grid Bergman shot “Joan at
tures take among imports in India^
^ Continued from page 4 —^
the
Stake” (the Honegger
and then goes on to discuss the Mo¬
opera) in France, and it was
tion Picture Assn, reaction to re¬ time ’round. Eventual world gross
repeated
in almost the self^
could
hit
$25^000,000,
Stevens
esti¬
cent Indian moves to limit imports
same words re Jean Seberg
mated.- This makes “Giant”—after
and raise the tariff. ’
who’s doing Joan for Otto
'TJie
Robe”—the
most
successful
“The picture would have, been
Preminger in London.
different if American film inter¬ postwar grosser (with the eventual
Somebody’s always awfully
ests cared to import a. fair number exceptions of “Ten Command¬
careless with fire.
of Indian films and exhibit them in ments” and “Around the World in
Claims George Thomas Jr.
their country,” the editorial reads. 80 Days” which haven’t played off
of Carlyle Productions: fire
“Such a two-way traffic would have sufficiently).
could not' be pressagentry be¬
balanced, or near balanced the ex¬
Stevens laced into^those in the
cause., witnesses included wire
change payment position of the industry who don’t read the hand¬
services and photo syndicates!
film trade between the two coun¬ writing on the wall. “This is a new
tries and would have made a cut and' more enterprising business
In the import of American films than, before,” he commented. “It’s
unnecessary.
only the old techniques that are
“But' America has raised a vir¬ going down the drain. Those who
tual stone wall against Indian films keep saying the industry is in
Continued from page 4
and it does not become her film trouble really are the same men
industry now to threaten with¬ in whose interest it is to keep how it could best serve in the va¬
rious ozoner -fields needing help,
drawal from the Indian market.”
it running in the old groove.
MPEA has never seriously dis¬ Our standard operations, or at in teeing off the fifth annual Texas
Drive-In Theatre Owners’ Assn,
cussed a withdrawal move from the
Indian market, which is a highly least many of them, have been here at the Adolphus Hotel. Openused
up
and
have
proven
faulty.
air operators are a hefty factor in.
limited one for U. S. pix. It’s real¬
ized by the companies that the In¬ Now is the time to start exploring Texas, revenue wise, since these
into
the/new.”
exhibs now gross almost 2^% of
dians would, in all likelihood, ac¬
Stevens, the independent, said all amusements expenditures in
tually welcome such a withdrawal.
Certainly, in a country that pro¬ distribution costs were way out of Texas, Tobolowsky emphasized.
duces some 300 films a year, the line. “What the independent must
But still better showmanship
Americans quitting the market produce today for' the distributor and exhibition—as well as top con¬
wouldn’t seriously affect anyone before he can start to earn is en¬ cession merchandising—are neces¬
but a handful 6f the top theatres tirely out of proportion,” he held. sary to continue doing “a greater
in the key cities.
“The companies go on the theory job all the time.” Drive-Ins, he
Charles Egan, the MPEA’s new that they must justify their huge stressed, as well as the entire mo^
India rep, is due to leave for" India distribution changes. Actually, if tion pix industry, are facing new
at the end of the month. He will they have a good picture, they technical difficulties. Pinpointing
attempt to iron out some of the could practically distribute it out the distraction of television, now
problems. It’s not considered like¬ of a station wagon. It’s a sellers showing feature films, keynoter
ly that anything concrete can be market today. If a film has the w^irned that releases could bypass
accomplished pending the outcome quality, all the exhibitors want to the dirve-ins and operators must
of the Indian elections.
play it.”
remain alert to prevent such com¬
What is consistently misunder¬
“Giant,” said Stevens, will be petition. T6xas drive-in owners,
stood abroad, and so frequently
he emphasized, now have a greater
“the
last
of
the
really
big
pictures”
held against the film companies, is
force, groTss-wise, than the conven¬
the fact that—in the U. S.—audi¬ to be distributed in the “old-fash¬ tional operators and their gripes
ioned”
way.
Pic
breaks
even
on
ences follow their own inclinations
should bear more weight.
and can’t be told what to see or double negative cost, so that Ste¬
Other speakers today (26) were
not to see. In India, the educated vens & Co. don’t really activate
Indian, if he doesn’t wish to see their partnership earnings - wise Mike Simons, Metro’s director of
one of his own country’s formula until the film has grossed close to exhibitor relations; Dr. Franz von
Heidelman, along with “welcome”
films (mostly song-and-dance) has $11,000,000.
“The real capital opportunity to¬ to some 300 delegates by Mayor
but little choice thani to attend an
R. L. Thornton, Outgoing prexy
day
is
in
distribution,”
the
pro¬
American or a British picture.
Apart from that, he’s likely been ducer maintained. “It certainly is Eddie Joseph of Austin, made the
educated either in Britain or the not in production. The division of usual “president’s report,” and
U. S. and thus is familiar with the the pie is still being made along Ralph Pries, of Berio Vending ^o.,
the traditional lines. The distribu¬ spoke on concession management.
local ways.
Americans, on the other hand, tor never could really lose in the
"Windup tomorrow (Wed.) is
are very rarely educated abroad. old days.” He added it was time heavy with trade problem talks.
More important, however, they are for distribution to run “on merit Jake Elder’s subject is “Mainte¬
confronted with an ample choice of rather than just for the conven¬ nance Problems,” Don Ahrens will
quality screen material either from ience of the distributor and exhibi¬ describe playground equipment
Hollywood, where an attempt is tor.”
and Dr. Arthur A. Smith, bank
made to reach all intellectual
Stevens’ next is “Diary of Anne vice-prexy here, will advise on
str^a, or from Europe where pix Frank,” which he will in part loca^ “Economics for Showmen,” Mar¬
are backgrounded against a milieu tion in Holland. He’s directing it vin Sandorf, of Indiknapolis, ozoner
that is, at least, familiar.
for 20th-Fox under an old deal owner himself, will point out new
A few Oriental films, mostly which calls for him to turn out two operational developments, as he
from Japan, have clicked in se--- for 20th in 10 years.
did at the 1956 conclave here.
lected spots, proving that offbeat
Replying to those who felt that Principal speaker is Will Wilson,
and quality are a definite attrac¬ “Giant” was too long, Stevens said Texas’ attorney general. Follow¬
tion.
he hadn’t heard a single customer ing is a three-hour program by Na¬
Yet, say the importers, India complain. “The film is well con¬ tional Assn, of Concessionaires,
hasn’t delivered
either.
Jack structed, the way the old tworeel conducted by William E. Smith,
Hoffberg, whose Hoffberg Produc¬ comedies used to be,” he said. Lee Koken, Bert Nathans and
tions, has released three Indian “Everything in it has a place. We Steve Bakarich. Newly elected of¬
features, says it’s difficult to get analyzed it very carefully in ad¬ ficers will be Introed at a closing
more than a couple of dates for vance. I am the first one to agree dance, replacing the annual ban¬
them.
Where his product has
that length is a problem. But, with quet, tomorrow night (Wed,).
played, it has shown a very limited
staying power, proving that audi¬ ‘Giant,’ no theatregoer has been
In
Don Fuller has sold the Roxy
ences just weren’t very interested. conscious of any'imposition.
Another Indian film is due for re¬ fact, many people came back to Theatre of San Angelo, Tex. to
Marian
Cole.
see
it
again.”
lease by Indie Ed Harrison.
To ask a major company to dis¬
tribute an Indian film would be
“insanity,” commented one film
cxec. He pointed out that, in the
case of an Indian or most other
foi'eign films, the major outfit
wouldn’t do justice to the picture.
RKO Measured for Coffin by Those Quick To
What’s more, he held, “it comes
down to the same old thing: Who
Enjoy Supposed Woes^of Others, Says Dozier
gains by a picture getting dates
and no audiences?”
The Cine Advance editorial not
RKO production chief William inated its distribution organization
only raps the U. S. industry for Dozier lashed out Monday (25) at and dismissed 800 employees, the
its “withdrawal” talk, but makes
film colony was chortling that “the
the curious point that the Ameri¬ the Hollywood practice of taking whole operation for the year had
can attitude is “born out of the ex¬ delight “in the other person’s real been a bqmb” and “suddenly all
clusiveness . that foreign picture or Imaginary failure.” He made our 13 pictures are no good.” Doz¬
houses have maintained up till the reference in discussing the film ier complained that the readiness
now. From this superior exclusive¬ colony’s attempt to bury RKO as “to seize on what looks like a bad
ness foreign film industries obvi¬ a going company before any of the break or misfortune of a competi¬
ously;, fail to take note of the new facts “had been Investigated.”
tor has always been a disease in
life and the new needs of India.”
“Everybody gets very happy Hollywood and probably always
The “exclusiveness” reference ap¬ when someone else is doing badly will be. This is what happened in
pears to be to the fact that houses in Hollywood,” he said. “I don’t our case. The coffins were meas¬
playing the U. S. product are most¬ know of any other business where ured and the funeral cortege plan¬
ly attended by Europeans and this happens.” He noted, for ex¬ ned without any examination of
educated Indians. These houses, ample, that as soon as RKO term¬ the facts.’*

George Stevens

Rap Talent Kings

Hits HoDywood Love of ‘Bad News’

Wednesday, Fel>niary ’27, 1937

The background of RKO’s decision to abandon domestic distribution
was outlined Monday (25) by production chief William Dozier.
During the first 11 months of the Thomas^ O’Neil-Daniel O’Shea
regime’ the company produced 13 pictures, Dozier noted. Having been
in operation almost a year, the company’s officials gathered in Florida
to go over “l,ots of figures and lots, of surveys that had been made for
us. , .
•
o
According to Dozier, RKO discovered that it had a distribution or¬
ganization that could handle 50% more product “without it costing
another nickel.” At the same time, the company realized that it could
pot handle 10% less product “than it was handling” and save any
money.
/
•
Meanwhile, an analysis showed that the company’s foreign distribu^tion setup was very profitable, accounting for 51% of RKO’s gross dur¬
ing 1956. “We had-*2,000 people in foreign,” Dozier said, “and it did
not cost'us any more than the 800 in domestic distribution.”
As a consequence, Dozier said, the company turned to its “greatest
apparent weakness”—the cost of the domestic distribution. organiza¬
tion. “Not only was it costly,” the production chief said, “but since we
had it, it was necessary to make pictures and make, a lot of pictures
and you cannot make a lot and make them good epough to do maximum
business in today’s market.”
RKO, Dozier stressed, was not happy about having to dismiss a
large number of employees. “Nobody wanted to let out 800 exchange
people just as nobody wants to cut off an arm if it becomes diseased or
gangerous. Surgery is never very pleasant but surgery, in this case,
was necessary and you will see more of it in other companies. Some¬
thing important and drastic must be done ih order to keep costs down
and get more of the dollar tliat is spent on the screen and not in non^*
creative costs.”
He pointed out, for example, that the film companies are maintain¬
ing the same distribution organizations- as they had when they were
distributing 40 to 50 pictures a year. Turning to the question of studio
costs, Dozier.said that fine major studio had an overhead of 56% last
year. “If 56c. out of every dollar that goes on the screen is a noncreative cost and 44c. is actually up there, this is carrying a pretty big
load. Something has to give,” he commented.

Stuiig by Criticism, Dozier in
New Explanation of RKO Plan
Determined to set at rest all serted, too, that of the 13 pictures
conjecture relating to-RKO’s fu¬ produced during the year, only five
ture, production chief William had been released. He admitted „
Dozier emphasized Monday (25) in that some of the five had been
New York that the company will “pretty bad” because they had to
function as a major independent be made in a hurry to meet the
and will continue to be an impor¬ needs of “a distribution organiza¬
tant force in motion picture pro¬ tion and a studio that were eating
duction.
He said he was per¬ up overhead at an alarming rate.^ ■
turbed at hearing suclr terms as Two of the five—“First Travelling
“flop, debacle and failure” in re¬ Saleslady” and “Beyond a Reason¬
lation to RKO’s dropping of do¬ able Doubt”—were flops, Dozier
mestic distribution. The decision, said.
The other three, he said,
he noted, was taken after a care¬ will recoup their production costs.
ful and comprehensive analysis of
Of the eight still to go into re¬
domestic distribution costs. He lease—“the better ones because
said RKO’s move was the only one we had more time to prepare and
that could be taken in light of the work on them*'—^have yet to see
uneconomic condition of maintain¬ the light of day, Dozier stated,
ing ^n elaborate and^eoinzconsum- “Yet,” he said, “Judgment has been
Ing domestic distribution system.
passed on that product.”
Film PR ‘Jungle*
Point of View
In a comprehensive review of
He stated frankly that a large
the
RKO
setup, Dozier made the
part of the fault was RKO’s be¬
cause it allowed its action “to take following observation:
The
only
type of pictures that
on the complexion of a shutdown
but that is attributable to the same can succeed in today’s market are
cause that made it possible for us- (1) the so-called “unique” picture*
to go into this new phase of op¬ of which “Marty” is “the classic
eration; to wit; Tom O’Neil’s lack example” and which also includes
of experience in this so-called such films as “The Young Stranger’*
jungle of motion picture public re¬ and “Edge of the City”; and (2) the
lations and yet, it is that same ob¬ “very big picture with a big cast,
jectivity or lack of experience— big in terms of lmporta;ice and
lack of complete immersion in it with a big subject” that Will justify
that enabled him to stand off and Important star casting and invest¬
look at this business and devise a ment.
He indicated that RKO has made
new approach to the making and
no commitment for the distribu¬
merchandising of pictures.”
tion of the pictures (of the above
Dozier implied that RKO was a type) to be made under the new
pioneer in a new system of produccredo., Dozier said that no distri¬
Uon and merchandising of pic¬
bution deal would be made on any
tures. “There is just no need for
tremendous overlapping and du¬ of the films “until the pictures are
plication-just because nobody has finished and ready to be seen by
any and all prospective distribu-»
done it before.” He pointed out
tors.” RKO will produce four big
that similar arrangements are be¬ pictures during 1957, Dozier said,
ing considered by other companies. I and will finance five or six other
He referred to recent statements films. He stressed the pix would
by Harry Cohn and Darryl F. be filmed only when the necessary
Zanuck about the necessity of con¬ ingredients were assembled.
solidating distribution and studio
First picture under the com¬
facilities.
“We did something pany’s new production policy will
about it,” he said, “and because of be “Stage Struck,” currently being
the way it was timed we suddenly filmed in New York and sched¬
were characterized as executioners uled for release in August or Sep¬
instead of, perhaps, lifesavers.”
tember. This will be followed by
Dozier reminds the trade that in “The Naked and the Dead,” which
1954 RKO lost $7,000,000 and an¬ RKO is hopeful of getting into pro¬
other $4,500,000 in 1955. In 1956, duction in June. It will be budg¬
the first year of the Thomas eted at between $2,000^000 and
O’Neil-Daniel
O’Shea
regime, $2i500,000 and will be filmed en¬
Dozier noted, the loss was $1,500,- tirely in the South Pacific in color.
000.
During that period, he Dozier said that RKO was talking
stressed, the company poured $15,- to Spencer Tracy, William Holden
000,000 Into production “and you and Richard Wldmark for the three
know how relatively little had been major roles. Also rated as pos¬
put into production at RKO during sibilities were Fredric March, Mar¬
the two preceding years.”
lon Brando and Jack Lemmon,
Other pictures on RKO’s 1957
Based “strictly on that yard¬
stick of profit and loss, plus invest¬ schedule are “On My Honor,” based
ed capital, how this operation on a novel by MacKinley Kantor,
could be characterized as a debacle, and “Pakistan,” an original by
a failure, a collapse or a flop Is be¬ Sterling Sllliphant. Bing Crosby
yond me,” Dozier declared. He as¬ is being sought for “Honor.”
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CKC Fimls No Dip in French Pb
Patronj^e m TV-Saturated Areas

Milan Movement For
Toscanini Foundation
Rome, Feb. 19.
A movement to create a Tos¬
canini Foundation has been inau¬
gurated in Milan by friends of the
late maestro.
Word was passed
around by his friends at the time
of the death that Toscanini had
wanted contributions to be made
to such a fund rather than to have
flowers sent at his funeral.
The.proposed Foundation would;
function as a section of the Teatro I
Alla Scala, Milan’s famed opera I
house.

Paris, Feb. 19. • 4----The number of film patrons did .
*
r*
aaa aaa
not decrease in any regions cov- AUSSl^S TaCe <d1.000.000
ered by tele in France during 1956
npi,vvv,vvv
despite the fact that set sales are
I aoo An Olvilinir flaniPC
up to 500,000 and six new transViynipit UaUieb
mitters were put into use. While
Melbourne, Feb. 12,
the Paris area has only 20% of all
Just-concluded Olympics here is
Gallic film patronage, it supplies giving the government’s financial
27% of the gross. Paris first-run chiefs a headache as they watch
cinemas get 33% Of the attendance the red increase in their account
with keys and subsequenia having book. Inside Tias it that the gov67 %, but the receipts are divided ernment will drop a hot.$1,000,000
CO-50. These are just a few of the when the final tally is made. Pre¬
facts in a film industry survey for viously, newspapermen were led to
last year made by the govemmen- believe that the seat sales alone
tal film outfit, the Centre National would assure a profit.' Now it’s
De La Cinematographie (CNC), found that miscalculation in eatering costs is the principal reason
headed by Jacques Flaud.
The survey has film folks talking for so much a big loss,
because it gives a rosier picture
Also reported that the Olympic
London, Feb. 19.
of the French film Industry than Council dropped a lot of coin with
An attack on all Public Rela¬
has been bandied about here by its handling of film rights cover- tions Officers, particularly those In
the business itself.
the Games and also via its Whitehall who consider themselves
One big film problem, created *8“
newsreel ex-officio Lord Chamberlains to
the film industry, was made by
here when all admission prices
Roy and John Boulting, the brother
under 50c were shorn of taxes
picture producers, in an article in
(this cut Film Aid Funds by 45%) Vff* |
•
1 /
the Daily Mail.
still exists. The CNC has proposed
111 V/a
This they were told, was to be
that the Ministry of Finance make f f
|ll /O
the “Century of the Common
up this deficit in the Filrn^ Aid ^
IU
Man,” but in fact, it was fast be¬
coffers. Though local and foreign
m
y
Income is going up (France now
,M||VA1%A c l IflAtliOC coming the “Century of the
Cowed.” Rfefcrring to PRO’S as
gets top own market take of 48%),
“Gag Men,” the Boulting’s said
It is not enough to meet rising
r
that
a theatrical management could
costs.. .
Paris, Feb. 19.
There were 149 new cinemas
Although Europe had none of present a play with an adult theme
opened this year, making a total of the, film problems in the U.S. only by admitting its audience
5,756. Only nine closed. Seating (video competition), statistics indi¬ through the back door of a 70c,
capacity of France totals 2,740,911. cate that abouC half of all film the- club membership fee.
They quoted an experience in
There was a rise In the film at- atres are now converted to use
tendance, and grosses climbed anamorphoscope product. After the Censorship which was levelled at
from $99,000,000 in 1955 to $150,- recordbreaking showing of “The them when, they made “Privates
Robe” (20th) ’Scope is now an ac¬ Progress” (DCA), a satire oh war¬
000,000 last year.
cepted featm*e, such pix showing time life in the British army. The
33.9'% of Receipts to U.S.
CNC also worked out a taste a greater take to general situations PRO’S “brought all their guns to
analysis for films of the past year,
smaller screen product, bear- in an attempt to demolish the
showing 48% of the receipts going
^
integral part project.” But they went ahead
to France and 33.9% to the U.S. ®^
size on the Continent. Cine- with their plans at an additional
The CNC gave the lop take to the
“ade over $1,000,000 at its cost of $28,000 over their budget,
Gallic pic, even If unbalanced initial Paris showcasing and the because they had to build their
amortization kept the French proCinerama Holi- own barracks and hire equipment
they had hoped to get on loan from
ducer in a sort of gilded crisis. It ‘iay, is now in.
the army. Yet “Privates Progress”
Is evident that the French films
was the biggest comedy success in
have become the undisputed top
u? ¥SSa this country last year, and also
grossers in their own market dur^
fnff fhA last few vearfl
theatres in all>, 47% of Belgium’s earned big revenues abroad.
The margin between a profit or
The production picture in 1956
loss on a pic was so narrow that
saw 90 completely GaUlc films and
39 coproductions, making the highti'^/tres, Italy adding the additional expense
est output in the last 20 years.
England, could mean the difference between
Production budgets have been
needed success and failure of a picture,
going up 15% each year since .the '‘’Srhas L I'mLe to boost Its I

Bonltii^s Blast
British Censors

IjUl U|Jt/ w

co”s*’Md'‘son?! blgg|r-®Tled'pbc. I 30%

Total Income $150,000,000
Total income last year was $150,000,000, with 50% from the key
cities of France
was $12,750.3So.
incoml
was $10,686,000 for 1956, a hike
over previous years, and with coproduction take it went up $15,-

of the total in 1956, and like¬
ly will go higher this year. Besides
C’Seope, other methods utilized
Superscope and the Gallic
Dyallscope and Fran®®®P®inor

f'^ritet'T'am^toltoi'ieJesst "
t*atlng"^ta
e“uSe

Such new ^&ope?s as
fS?":’ “L Jte

j'Me'Sf present ?"entV~,"anT?h”f 1^4
iS'tyh
spectacular pix, such as Eddie Conca^rping on hl^ produc
® stantlne and^Brlgette Bardot starand lagging
rers, are also getting the C’Seope..

John Huston Honored By
Italo Crix for ’Moby’;
Magnani Best Actress
Rome, Feb, 19.
John Huston was honored for
Fnaklng the best film of 1956 out¬
side of Italy when he was awarded
the Nastro d’Argento (Silver Rib¬
bon) for “Moby Dick” (WB) by the
Italian National Syndicate of Cin¬
ema Journalists whose choices are
the Italian equivalent of the Academy awards. Here to make “A
Farewell to Arms,” Huston accept¬
ed the award Ih person.
Anna Magnani was named best
actress fof “Sister Letltia,” but the
male acting award was omitted be¬
cause of a dispute over Pietro
Germi whose voice was dubbed in
“11 Ferroviere” (The Railroadman),
which was chosen the best Italian
picture of the year. It was chosen
over “War and Peace” (Par) which
was passed over because its direc¬
tor, King Vidor, was an American.
Domenico Meceoli, head . of the
group, paid tribute to the film, but
said it must be considered an
American film for this reason.
“Peace” won prizes for Mario
Chlari, settings, and for Nino Rota
on music. Best photography award
went to Mario Craveri for the doc¬
umentary, “Empire of the Sun.”.
Best supporting actress was Marisa Merlini for “Holiday Time”
and actor DeFilippo for “Toto,
Peppino and the Outlaws.”

^?eU‘™?ll5t*X"T*4l U?
“PPeO ».o. resultbranches. The need of foreign mar_
kets, because of Film Aid cuts, is
bigger than ever and underlines 1Q90 FicAnefain Film
the concerted drive on all fronts,
ClSenSiein rUlIl
and the U.S. particularly, considered by many here to be the flnanUfSlWS K2iV6S ID 1 SFIS
clal
solution
>iUUon
wnen
when
su-caiicu
so-called
Paris Feb 19
“depth” distrib is achieved there.
Pavode’ after
arty house La Pagode,
'
being the first theatre to give world
i\n i nff 1 nrenr C»*PT pad
commercial release to Eric Von
Strohelms unfinished 1928 pic,
«f.a viaitiAPA “Queen Kelly,” now has the
French preem of Marie Seaton’s
FAIVIO f 1/i
version of the Sergei EisenParls, Feb. 19;
Paris,
stein 1932 film “Que Viva Mexico”
^ The Theatre of Nations, under as “Time in tht Sun.” Rave reUNESCO supervision via the In- views has brought packed houses
ternational Theatre Institute, will every night,
have its first official programming
Eisensteln never got to mount
here from March 20 to July 25. his massive (150,000 feet) footage
Chosen as the site of the activities when differences with backer UpIs the Theatre Sarah Bernhardt ton Sinclair caused the film to be
with A. M. Julien as director. Jul- seized. He returned to Russia and
len was picked as head because of never received the film which he
his organization of the three Inter- had always Intended to edit him(||;
national Drama Festivals of Paris, self. Two .films were carved from
The drama fests became the this, Sol Lesser’s “Thunder Over
yearly world drama conclave and Mexico” and Miss Seaton’s “Time
the ITI, at its 1955 meeting in in the Sun.”
Ellon, Aberdeenshire, Feb. 19.
Yugoslavia, gave the nod to Paris
“Time” has superb imagery and
The County Cinema in this
to be the Theatre of Nations cen- gives a. hint of what Eisenstein in¬ northeast Scotland village, opened
ter. The Drama Fest, originally tended to achieve. In a documen- last month, retains the cross-shape
underwritten by the City of Paris tary manner it explores the face of and stained-glass windows of the
as a cultural and tourist gambit, the Mexican Indians, their heritage church from which it was con¬
will have these funds used for the and pride, and then works in inci- verted.
TON as well as donations from dents in detailing the eventual upA dairyman, Camp'bell Davidson,
UNESCO, the French government risings against the Spanish over- bought the church for $6,750, in¬
and the Department of the Seine, lords. Commentary is sometimes vesting nearly all his savings in
Season will start With lyrlc'- entries heavy and pedantic but the plc- converting it. • He is manager and
and then work through dance and tures have their way. Musical ac- projectionist, with his wife work¬
ing as cashier. The 400-seater has
drama.
comp is excellent.
Mask.

.

UKAMA rtjl SIjI rUK
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Scot Church Into Cinema

West End Wobbles; ‘Sex’ Qby 14G,
‘Can’t Help’ Sockeroo $15,700 in 2d,
IMet’Big lOi/^G,‘War’Hot
London, Feb. 19.
The high level of first-run biz
has not been maintained in the
past session, and with-one or two
exceptions, the results are below
average. “The Girl Can’t* Help It.”
,,
Berlin, Feb. 19.
running concurrently at the Carl¬
Local film circles all surprised ton and the Rialto, hit a .sma^
$11,200
in its second frame in the
over the fact that the MGM Thea¬
tre in Hamburg, the Waterloo,, Iras former" location and a solid $4,500
at
the
other.
now preemed a German film, “The
“Ill Met By Moonlight” was also
Trapp Family” (Gloria). It’s gen¬
erally felt here that Metro took a stout attraction with a fancy
this German pic to fill its house to $10,500 in its third week at the
capacity again. “Trapp” is current¬ Odeon, Leicester Square. “Giant”
ly one of the biggest b.o. hits in shapes sturdy $7,000 in its. seventh
Warner frame while “War and
this country.
Becau^ie of the showing of Peace” was still in the chips with
“Trapp” at the Metro house, a a solid $9,500 in its 13th' Plaza
strong dispute between the Barke, week.'
“The Opposite Sex” is heading
another Hamburg cinema, and
Gloria,
distributing firm of foi- an okay $14,000 in its opening
“Trapp,” has developed.
Thet. round at the Empire.
Estimates for Last Week
Barke claims it was supposed to
Astoria (CMA) (1,650; 42-70)—
get this film.
Gloria, however,
“Rainmaker”
(Par) (2d wk). Nice
could not accept the playing date
skedded by Barke. Cinema had in¬ $7,000 or near after $7,500 open¬
ing
week.
tended to preem “Trapp” either in
Carltoh (20th) 1,128; 70-$1.70)—
the middle of December or early
“Girl Can’t Help It” (20th) (3d
March.
wk). Set for sturdy $9,000 or close.
Last week, $11,200. “Anastasia”
(20th) opens with Royal preem
Feb. 21.
Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.15)—
“Cinerama Holiday” (Robin) (54th
wk). Stout $13,300.
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)—
“Opposite Sex” (M-G). Okay $14,000 or thereabouts.
Rome, Feb. 19.
Gaumont (CMA) (L500; 50-$1.70)
Although “Gorde d^lla Mia Chi- —“Secret Place” (Rank) (2d wk).
tarra” (Cords of My Guitar) arid Moderate $3,000.
First week,
“Ondamarina” (Sea Waves) were $4,200.
“Brothers-in-Law” (BL)
the official winners of the Seventh follows Feb. 28.
Festival of Italian Song at San
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
Remo, a hornet's nest of litigation (1,376; 50-$1.70)—“True As a Tur¬
was stirred up as an aftermath of tle” (Rank). Average $5,500.
fest.
V
i London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50Composer Nino Olivieri was $1.70) — “Passionate
Stranger”
barred because his song, “La Cosa BL). Around $3,300; fair.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
Piu Bella” (The Most Beautiful
Thing), had been recorded by (2.200; 50-$1.70)—“I’ll Met By
RCA. Olivieri is now suing RAI, Moonlight” (Rank) (3d wk). Wind¬
which organized the fest. because ing current run with lofty $10,500.
he claims at least two other songs Second was $11,300. “Hunchback
presented at the Fest are on disks j of Notre Dame” (Rank) opens Feb.
available to the public. Another 20.
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA)
song has brought forth a plagiar¬
ism suit and two artists, who were (2,200; 50-$l.70)—“Mister Coi*y”
(U)
and “Rock Pretty Baby” (U).
not invited to attend, presented
Fair $6,500.
their protests at a press confab.
Plaza
(Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70)—
“Corde della Mia Chiatarra” isthe work of Cavaliere, Fiorelli and “War and Peace” (ABP) (13th wk).
Ruccione and published by Suvini Over $g,500, fine for length of run.
,
Zerboni who presented it in the Continues indef.
Rialto (20th) (592; 50-$1.30)—
competition of publishing houses.
“Girl
Can’t
Help
It”
(20th)
(2d
wk).
“Ondamarina,” the work of Bernazza and Lops, was entered in in¬ Solid $4,500. Last week, $5,600.
Ritz
M-G)
(432;
50-$1.30)—“High
dependent competition.
Fln«
Voting is by 14 Juries of 15 Society” (M-G) (8th wk).
i members each which hea'r the $3,900.
Warner (WB) (1,785; 50-$1.75)—
broadcasts and telecasts in Italy’s
major, cities, and vote by wire. “Giant” (WB) (7th wk). Ending
Winners are the result of the cum¬ current engagement with solid
ulative voting. A song which wins $7,000 or near. Last week, $7,700.
a tigp place in this fest is assured “Wrong Man” (WB) preems Feb.
constant replaying on radio, many 21.
recordings and a long reign as an
Italian frfvorite. Most song-writers
now hold back their best composi¬
tions for this festival but often re¬
cording houses prepare records., in
advance. This- year’s mixup was
Dublin, Feb. 19.
probably caused by a num'ber of
Irish film censors. Dr. Martin
dealers who jumped the gun on Brennan (who died during the
sales.
year) and his successor, Liam
O'Hara, nixed 51 films in 1956,
scissored 204 others and okayed
1,176 without cuts. The Appeals
Board was busier than , usual and
reversed the censors in nine cases,
approved another seven films after
London, Feb. 19.
A fear that the current policy of minor cuts and confirmed censor
extended playing time, brought bans on 19 other cases.
Most films submitted were from
about by a shortage of product,
could, if persisted in, be respon¬ U. S., with Britain in second place.
sible for the closing of many sub¬ There was an Increase in pix sub¬
sequent-run theatres, was voiced mitted from France and Italy..
at last week’s general council of
the Cinematograph
Exhibitors British Censor Bans
Assn, meeting. It was decided to
Six Pictures in ’56
make a complete review of the
situation, prior to initiating dis¬
London, Feb, 26.
cussions with distributors.
Six pictures were banned by the
B. T. Davis, the CEA prexy, said British film censor last year. In
the association already had gone its report for 1956. the British
over the same ground In relation Board of Film Censors reveals
to “King and I.” One exhibitor that it examined 1,086 pix, with a
warned of a very serious situation total footage of almost 5.000.000.
developing for subsequent-run the¬
In the feature-film class, it gave
atres in key cities, where the cir¬ 257 films the “U” grading, and 213
cuits made tentative bookings and received an “A” certificate. In the
retained films when they found latter group, under-16's can only
that they were taking money. He be admitted when accompanied by
felt there should be a restriction an adult. The “X” category, which
on extended-runs and that release imposes a total bar on children,
dates should be adhered to. An¬ was slapped on 51 films. Including
other theatre owner thought the shorts, 1,522 were rated “U” and
228 received the “A" qualification.
cireults had played very fair.

Metro’s Hamburg House
Shows German Film

San Remo’s Song
Fest Ends in Row

51 FILMS BANNED BY
IRISH CENSOR IN’56

CEA Probes Current .
Extended-Run Trend
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Ikatre Tnnied TV-r-Now Back

MG'i^piii Teqancy?
Continued from page 6

Stockton^ Cal., Feb. 26.
The most cheering note theatre operators have had in many a
day is what’s occurring to the old East Theatre in this city 70 miles
from San Francisco.
More than three years ago the East was remodeled, expensively,
into a UHF station—and run that way for over a year. Then the
TV outlet went broke.
And now Rotus Harvey’s Westland chain is spending $25,000 to
re-remodel the station into a 750-seat film house and' will open in
early April as the Capri.

Yates Oprating Credo Vs. Video
In Day of Blockbusters, Republic Centres on $150,000
' ^Companion Pictures' and Pares to Bone
With television now considered
by some pbservers the “Number
One entertainment industry',” Re¬
public Pictures, has taken drastic
steps to meet its challenge. These
moves which have been in effect
since last July 1 were'outlined to'
stockholders this week in prexy
Herbert J. Yates’ annual report.
Changing conditions in the mo¬
tion picture and television Indus¬
tries, Yates pointed out, have led
the company to concentrate on pro¬
ductions averaging $150^000 per
picture, negotiate for outside prod¬
uct, rent its studio facilities to in¬
die filmmakers and achieve further
economies by streamlining its for¬
eign distribution.
Drive to pare down expenses,
Yates emphasized, has “effected
economies in th.ejoperation of-out
domestic motion picture producing
and distributing divisions, reducing
operating costs ,by approximately
$3,000,000 per annum.” Further
savings are planned, he added, dur¬
ing the next six months.
Although the Rep chief stresses
that “only multi-niillion dollar pic¬
tures are sought by the theatre-go¬
ing public,’’ the. company has
achieved “satisfactory” boxoffice re¬
sults with completion of 16 “com¬
panion features” budgeted at $150,000 each. He also noted that Rep’s
release slate may be augmented by
product from four unidentified, in¬
dependent producer:^ with whom
negotiations are in progress.
TV ‘Side-Money*
These indies, Yates reveals, “will
finance and produce their pictures
at our studios” and their films will
be distributed worldwide by Rep.
Indicative of the importance of
renting studio facilities to indie
producers are theatre and tv is
seen in the whopping $944,000
the company picked up from this
source in the last fiscal year. Such
business in sight this year points
to a “substantial increase” to ap¬
proximately $1,500,000.
Rep’s economy campaign abroad,
Yates disclosed, would take the
form of a merger of its releasing
facilities with'forelgn independent
distributors of “good reputation.”
He anticipates completion of all
negotiations on or before July 1.
Moreover,
report
noted,
the
changeover has already been effect¬
ed in Great Britain and “our cost
of distribution is less than onehalf of our own previous cost. .
But while Rep’s overseas branch¬
es are'fading from the scene, Yates
underlined that the company’s do¬
mestic exchanges will Continue in
operation. In addition Rep’s own
product will be supplemented with
pictures from “competent domestic
producers and importation of for¬
eign films.”
As for television Yates reiterated
that the company will continue to
sell both its old - and new" pix to
that medium. (See separate story
in radio-tv section,.) He said sales
of pre-Aug. 1, 1948, product have
topped $11,000,000 to date. For
another 210 post-1948 films with an
original production cost of $70,000,000 the Rep chief sees a poten¬
tial tv income between $15-20,000,000.

Diversification
Report states that Rep’s Consoli¬
dated Film Laboratories Division
as well as its Consolidated Molded
Products Division continue to ex¬
pand in respect to volume and
profits. Former outfit has a “con¬
stantly increasing demand” from
the tv industry while Consolidated
has opened a new plastics plant in
Binghamton, N. Y., and expects to
augment its facilities in Scran¬
ton, Pa.
Yates, who views the last half of
1957 as a rosy six months for Rep,
also notes that production loans
have been whittled from a high of

$3,500,000 to about $1,800,000.
These loans were all invested in
top budget pictures which no
longer are being made.
As previously reported net in¬
come for the 52 weeks ending Oct.
27, 1956, was $758,401 on gross
revenue of $42,236,305. Comparable
figures for the ’55 fiscal year are
net income of $919,034 on a gross
of $39,621,099.

Yates in Full
Studio Sweep
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Herbert J. Yates-has fired-all
employes, save 'his_ personal execu¬
tive echelon, at Republic Pictures.
All departments shut down this
Friday (1). Publicity was previously
mothballed.
- ''
, Those out include Jack Grant
afld Harold Rossmor of casting;
Jerry. Roberts, music dept, head;
John McCarthy, prop dept, topper;
Steve Goodman. There have been
no writers under contract.
Execs not affected include Jack
Baker, George Santoro, Dan Blumberg plus Yates’ personal assistant,
William Saal.

: Common Market
■i^—— Continued from page 6

ly was pressured out of any such
union by the U. S. Jacques Flaud,
head of the governmental Centre
National Du Cinema, is taking ad¬
vantage of current film agreement
talks with Germany to discuss the
creation of a united film exchange
between the countries involved.
It is admitted that twm things
have to be worked out before seri¬
ous discussions of an actual work¬
ing Film Pool can be -arranged.
First, it will be necessary to make
film interchange completely with¬
out strings between the signees,
with no quotas, full coproduction
status, and complete, unrestricted
remittance of funds earned by each
country on their neighbor’s screens.
Second, there must be common
censorship to avoid blocking of
each other’s product. It also en¬
tails the elimination of block book¬
ing.
Of course, this is all going slow¬
ly for many thorny problems are
involved, but the “go ahead” sign
has been given and the Film Pool
will be given all possible chances
to become a reality.

Venice as Is
Continued from page 7

^

ficulty for the MPEA selection com¬
mittee, which must decide on one
—or at least the most two—pictures
as “Official” entries from a field of
.perhaps 15 or 20.
It also-gives the fests a stronger
bargaining point with companies
that want to have their films in¬
vited. Cannes, Berlin, "V.enioe and
the rest air are anxious to have
stars in attendance apd to create
the biggest ballyhoo possible.'
Honor Japanese Director
Tokyo, Feb. 19.
The late Kenji Mizoguchi, Jap¬
anese film director, will be honored
by a special showing of his films
in Venice this summer. Mizoguchi
show will run six days, starting
Aug. 26.
Japanese Foreign Office is ask¬
ing the Daiei Motion Picture Co.
and other filmmakers to select
Mizoguchi’s best works.
Mizoguchi, who was also' a Daiei
executive,
died
Aug.
24
of
leukemia.

which are set for release by the
end of June; and for some other
biggies to follow—“The Sun Also
Rises,” “A Hatful of Rain,” “A
Certain Sffiile” and the David O. J
Selznick picture, “A Farewell to
Arms,” which should be the Christ-1
mas release.
Skouras said last w^eek that a ]
number of producers on the lot-r-i
Nunnally Johnson, Sam Engel and !
several others—had been given in-1
die status a la Darryl F. Zanuck |
and would produce for release
through 20th. He disclosed that
negotiations lyith two more inde¬
pendents were under way.
“We .would like to get about
eight independents working for us,
giving us 14 to 16 important pic¬
tures from them in addition to the
16 we’ll do ourselves at the stu¬
dio,” he said. With this setup, and
with important pix coming, 20th
prexy feels his company should
have its biggest year in ’57.

Lab-Jab
Continued from page 7

ess, now being used in the first
film. Cinemiracle involves three
strips, much like Cinerama, only
projection is possible from a single
booth. Thus, the expensive remodedlling necessary for Cinerama
will be eliminated. Cinerama uses
three projectors in three different
booth. It has, however, developed
a portable unit. Cinemiracle is
said to be doing away witfi the
matchlines lines that persist in i
Cinerama. ^
Short of the multi-strip proces¬
ses, the trend towards the wider
area negative (and print) continues:
Next to come in view probably will
be 20th-Fox’s CinemaScope 55,
which so far has been used only at
the camera stage. “Carousel” was
shot that way, but the release
prints were in regular 35m CinemaScope,''printed down from the wid¬
er negative.
Darryl F. Zanuck, former 20th
production chief, who had a lot to
do with pushing CinemaScope, said
last week that he still was a great
believer in C’Scope 55 and also in
color “because it gives a greater
illusion of depth.” Apart from
I C’Scope 55, Technicolor has had a
couple Of pictures shot in its Technirama process, which involves
running the picture horizontally
through the camera, exposing two
frames at a time a la VistaVision.
From such a negative any kind of
release print can be taken off.
.Metro shot “Raintree County” in
65m via its own new camera, but is
now uncertain whether to also re¬
lease the picture in widegauge
form. Qne of the problems^ of
course, is the lack of houses large
enough to accommodate these proc¬
ess and show them off to best ad¬
vantage. Another is the heat gen¬
erated via the larger light source
that is required and the elaborate
equipment that must be installed
to cool • off the print to prevent
buckling, etc.
This is certainly one of the prob¬
lems with Todd-AO. Mike Todd let
it be known last week that he had
developed a new—and presumably
improved —Todd-AO system with
-which he’ll shoot his next picture,
“Don Quixote.” Working the other
way, he’s also found a way of re¬
ducing his “Around the World in
80 Days” in Todd-AO to normal
35m prints, giving excellent quality
on a very large screen.
Just to keep the kettle boiling,
Todd said his engineers were per¬
fecting a type of 3-D system that
could be used without glasses. He
said it was now possible, for a view¬
er to turn his head 30 degrees and
still retain the depth illusion.
Exhibs, hostile toward expen¬
sive innovation, today are more
incline^ to accept technical ex¬
penses f/ith the sophistication born
of the knowledge that the pay|iOff tends to outrank the investrhent. The. smaller fellovv in exhibb
tion knows that the hew processes
for the most part allow him to use
the kind of print they require.
Theory now followed is that it’s
best to get as much information as
possible on the negative and to
work down — if necessary—from
there. That way, it’s figured, the
quality is condensed whereas, in
days past, the inclination was to
start with a normal-size negative
and blow up the image on the
screen, with an Inevitable loss in
definition.
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0. W. Fisclier s Back in Reich;
Germans See Blow to Their Stars
---1-

U SUES O. W. FISCHER
Charged Losses When German Re¬
fused To Take Direction
Hollywood, Feb. 26..
Universal Pictures has filed a
$131,860.29 breach of contract suit
against top German star O. W.
Fischer in.. Federal Court here,
charging he had “failed, neglected
and refused without cause m' Iustification” to perform his services
in “My Man Godfrey.” Litigafion
climaxed a running disagreement
between Fischer and director
Henry Kostcr ovcy the way in
which the role was to be played
and followed, by 24 hours, the stu¬
dio’s replacing Fischer with David
Niven.
•
Universal said it had expended
$31,860.29 on Fischer thus far and
expected it would cost an added
$100,000 as a result of having to
replace him on the film. His de¬
position will be taken Thuus. (28).

U Finds German
Exhibs Slow Pay
Universal is complaining that
German exhibitors are paying off
their local distributors before they
settle their debts with the Amer¬
icans. This ties in 'with the long¬
standing beefs of several of the
Companies re the lag in rental col¬
lections abroad.
Universal appears to be pretty
much the only American outfit that
finds the situation in Germany
particularly pressing.
However,
it’s pointed out that—both in Ger¬
many and elsew'here—some of the
exhibs who owe money to the distribs are the same, ones that are
expanding their holdings and are
building new houses.
Some years back, the Motion
Picture Export Assn, formed a
committee to discuss outstanding
collections in several parts of the
world. Group never pressed its
inquiry very hard.
Company exec.s
say exhibs
abroad are given the normal pe¬
riod to pay up on rentals, Occasionalb’-, a distributor will find
himself stuck, with large bills
owed by a given circuit or theatre,
but it’s the exception rather than
the rule.

British Techni Profits
Off; Divvy Cut to 20%
,
London, Feb. 26,
A heavy drop in the profits of
the British Technicolor Co, from
$1,534,000 to $915,000 was report¬
ed last week. In consequence, the
dividend is being slashed from
27% to 20%.
The report show’s that the com¬
pany’s output of 190,000,000 feet
of film was 9% below the previous
year.

British Crafts
—Continued from page 7

thought, • was “a pretty good
length.” • He said that a possible
roadshow policy on the production
had been discussed with 20th,
through which he now releases.
Studio finances 50% of the cost
of Zanuck’s pix and lends him the
rest. “I am half financing myself,”
he stated. .But there is a definite
gamble on my part If my pictures
lose money, I have, to return it to
20th.”
Zanuck has completed eight
weeks of background photography
on his next film, “The Sun Also
Rises,” which is to be finished in
Mexico, with Ava Gardner star¬
ring. . Exterior's were done in Spain
and France. Liftle Mexican village
is now being converted into a rep¬
lica of one' in Spain so as to allow'
completion of shooting in Mexico.
Producer also has scripts in the
works in “The Pai'ris Island” (Ma¬
rine) story, for w'hich the Marine
Corps has yet to extend its coop¬
eration; “Compulsion” and “The
Day Christ Died,” based on the
Jim Bishop unpublished novel. He’s
actively going ahead on his “Crime
of the Century” pic on Stalin.

Frankfurt, Feb. 26,.
Top talk In the American and
German film circles in Germany
currently concerns O. W. Fischer;—
who after 16 days of shooting on
his first filih for Universal was
fired from the picture, and imme¬
diately returned from Hollywood
to his home near Munich.
Many in the German film indus¬
try feel that Fischer’s exit of fhe
remake of “My Man Godfrey,” costarring June Allyson and directed
by Henry Koster, is a major set¬
back for German stars. Since Uni¬
versal has been particularly friend¬
ly to the Germans, and in the last
two years has pacted such German
favorites as director Helmut'Kautner, stars Eva Bartok, Curd Juergens Marianne Cook, Cornell
Borchers, as W’ell as Fischer, Ger¬
man filmites feel tliat the break with
Fbscher will make it additionally
difficult for any other German
stars to be pacted by Hollywood
companies if it's felt that they w;ill
provide clashes of temperament.'
Fischer, who refused to com¬
ment directly on his break with U,
would state only that the film work
had created certain I'unsurmountable differences,” and from his
Munich home he made a statement
for the staid and reliable Frankfurther Allgemeine newspaper at¬
tributing the upset to “two artists
of a similar stature and were un¬
able to agree,” referring to differ¬
ences with director Koster.
Agent Paul Kohner, who brought
Fischer and many other German
film notables to the States, imme¬
diately revealed ' that Fischer
would make another American film
—“The "Vikings,” with Kirk Doug¬
las.

Loew Meeting
Continued from page 6

of .Wimpol6 Street,” generally re¬
garded as a costly failure. How’ever, it’s figured that the returns
of “Teahouse of the August
Moon” will be able to make up
for the losses of “Barretts.”
Metro’s, management wants to
forget the past and is inclined to
stress what’s in store in the fu¬
ture.
Eastern
executives -w'ho
have recently returned from the
Coast where they view’ed several of
the company’s soon-to-be-released
films are extremely enthusiastic.
These execs, not known for being
the rahrah type, usually take a
realistic view and what they saw
on the Coast has made them op¬
timistic in relation to the com¬
pany’s future. They are particu¬
larly singing the praises of “De¬
signing Woman,” starring Lauren'
Bacall and Gregory Peck. This is
being touted as an outstanding
money-maker. Ironical angle to
“Designing Woman” is that it's
the last personal production of
Schary, who has been frequently
knocked for the type of pictures
produced under his regime.
Company execs also have high
hopes for “Man on Fire,” starring
Bing Crosby in a non-singing role;
“Something of Value.” starring
Rock Hud.son: “Silk Stockings,”
starring Cyd Charrise and Fred
Astaire, and “This Could Be the
Night,” starring Jean Simmons and
Paul Douglas. In addition, there's
the multi-million dollar “Raintree
County.”
With this array set for release al¬
most in the immediate future,
company execs feel that Metro, for
the first time in several years, has
the quality product for which it
has "been generally known in the
industry. They feel that each of
the films has the potential to
emerge a' b.o. blockbuster. If the
pictures live up to expectations,’ it’s
felt that Metro will once again re¬
gain its position as the Tiffany of
the industry.

Metro Doing 'Boy Friend’
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has pur¬
chased screeh rights to the BritisliInto-America spoof of tlie 1920s
'musicals, “The Boy Friend.”
Studio has assigned it for screen
production to the partnership
which imported the property to
Broadway, Cy Feucr and Ernie
Martin.
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Amnsement Stock QnotatioiB

Continued from page 5

For Week Ending Tuesday (26)

N, Y. Stock Exchange
1956-57
Hig^h Low

(Veekly Vol. Weekly Weekly
in 100s
Hiffh
Low
108
Am
Br-ParTli
2034
221/2
321^
341/2 22 5? & CBS “A" ....
94
31%
3214
3214'
3414 22^8 CBS “B” .... 32
31%
31
26«4 17% Col Pix . ..
17
17V2
14
16'?8 127^8 Decca . 43
1478
ICO34 753/4 Eastman Kdk 71
85%
83 »4
234 EMI . 48
47-8
31-2
3»'3
12
7%
7%
67t List Ind
7%
2514
18% Loew’s . 125
1934
187 k
838
7
Nat^ Thea. .. 119
9V4
. 83k
3138
36V2 27(^8 Paramount .. 23
30%
15%
Philco . 166
36’/2 1514
141/2
503k 319& RCA . 251
32ok
3314
8%
5
Republic .... 14
61/4
53,4
15% 1134 Rep., pfd. . .
2
12
1214
17% 131/8 Stanley War.. 26
16%
1534
2914 22% Storer .
36
263 4
257k
2234
29% 21% 20th-Fox
46
23%
Univ., pfd. .. >•=50
82 U2 69
70
69
29% ISV2 Warner Bros. 24
2578
25ik
1411/4 91% zenith . 10
93%
92Vk
21%

614
1314

46%
21/8
10
414

9%
5%
13%
4%

31/2

9%
1938
1
43/8

2%
3
23/4

634
3

Writers Need ‘In'3

Tues.
Close
21%
31%
31%
17
1471,
84%
3%
738
19
8%
30%
141/2

327k
6%
12Va
16/8
26%
23
69
253%
93

In many instances, all these writers
may have a different Idea of how
the story should be written. Some¬
Net
times the story comes out entii'ely
Change different from the original.”
for week
*‘I keep looking for good yarns,
but I also acknowledge that I can’t
— 34
bid on all of them, especially
—17t
against the majors. For that rea¬
— Vs
— %
son, in all my future deals, I in¬
tend to allov?'" my writer to work
besides me,” Waxman concluded.
— %
The Indie producer is currently
in N.Y. shopping around for a good
film vehicle.
— /4
— Vk
Artists Mgrs.’ SDG Pact
— %
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
— %
Artists Management Guild for
first timfe has concluded a five-year
-f Vs
basic agreement with the Screen
-h Vs
Directors *=Guild.
Managers had been operating
-f %
under code fair practices which
still had year to run.
—2

American Stock Exchange
Allied Artists 26
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National Theatres’ Outlook
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
[
An entry, into film financing, a 1
continuing search for diversifica-'
tion and the developing of theatres
capable of'serving in the best man¬
ner possible the present-day audi¬
ence are among the steps National
Theatres is taking to keep its fu¬
ture bright and prosperous.
These points were laid down
here by prexy Elmer C. Rhoden in
addressing the stockholders at the
annual meeting, held in the con¬
ference room at the circuit's homeoffice here. Only other issue to
enliven the annual session was the
election of B. Gerald Cantor, prexy
of Cantor, Fitzgerald & Co., Bever¬
ly Hills investment banking firm, to
the board of 'directors by a cumu¬
lative vote of 5,004,978.
National directors have voted to
put aside $2,000,000 to finance a
wholly-owned subsid, goal of which
is the creation of a revolving fund
to bankroll independent produc¬
tion. Already, the circuit has had
informal confabs with the Dept, of
Justice on.the financing subsid and
indications are there will be no
stumbling blocks to the move.
Dept, of Justice is believed ready
to back anything that will stimu¬
late the flow of product at this
time; but only on a limited time
basis, NT toppers expect to set
down in the near future with Deparment men to develop a final
understanding on how ihe financ¬
ing can be done.
Rhoden told stockholders of cir¬
cuit that the product supply is im¬
proving slightly and he anticipates
around 300 features will be avail¬
able this year, of which about 60
will fall in the high-budget class,
90 in the medium budget field and
150 low-budgeters made for quick
liquidation and early sale to tele¬
vision.' Cinemiracle will play a
big part in future circuit prospects,
he said, with the first In the threestrip process to be ready in early
fall.
National is equipping 10 theatres
in areas where the film supply is
very tight for Cinemiracle or any
other big-screen process, and an¬
other 10 will be so equipped in
other areas. Sometime this year
work will start on the first of four
new ‘‘theatres of the future.”
Earnings are up for the first 19

weeks of the current fiscal year
and Rhoden looks for the upbeat to
continue.
Uncommunicative
Cantor proved to be a shy can¬
didate for a directorship prior to
the voting. ' Questions from the
floor asking him both (a) why he
wanted the post and (b) to state his
qualifications met with a ‘‘no com¬
ment.” However, when asked to
stand so the other stockholders
could see what he looked like. Can¬
tor obliged and then said ‘‘the only
reason I have for running is that
I have the votes and the shares to
be on the board.”
Later, Cantor gave three steps
for improving the company, all of
which are in line with what pres¬
ent management has been doing.
They are capital contraction by
purchasing common stock, modern¬
izing and improving theatres while
eliminating
unprofitable
opera¬
tions, and diversification.
Directors re-elected included
Gregson Bautzer, John B. Bertero,
Peter Colfax, Earle G. Hines, Wil¬
lard W. Keith, Alan May, Richard
W. Millar, Rhoden, F. H. Ricketson Jr., and Graham L. Sterling.
Cantor replaced George H. Heyman Jr.

What’s With Hughes?
— ' ■ - Continued from page

6

picking Up large blocks of stock,
this inevitably would be reflected.
Furthermore, Zanuck related that
he had been offered a price of 10
points above the market price for
a large block of his 20th holdings,
but had nixed the proposition. He
didn’t identify the potential pur¬
chaser. He did, however, make the
point that, were the stock easily
available on the market, he
wouldn’t have been offered the
high incentive price.
Some, and that includes Zanuck
who knows Hughes well, feel that
Hughes may indeed be buying in,
but simply as a good investment.
Others, with Hughes’ record in the
film biz in mind, are apprehensive
over any indication that he may
seek (and obtain) control of anoth¬
er film company.

ss Continued from page 1

Police Raid Nwlie, The Unashamed,’
Omit Word ‘Obscene’ From Warrant
‘A’ or ‘B’ Class Filins
Albany, Feb. 26.
Films licensed by New York
State would be “classified” by
Motion Picture Division as (a)
suitable for adult audiences
only or (b) as suitable for ex¬
hibition to all persons. If bill
of Senator William T. Conklin
and Assemblyman Luigi Marano (Brooklyn Republicans),
were passed.
Would become effective im¬
mediately.

Summer Festival
For Manhattan,
If Films Agree

sellout to CBS is spread is re¬
garded as a certainty.
Par prez Barney Balaban, v.p
New York City has broached the
Paul Raibourn and other important
voices in the operation haven’t film companies on the idea of a
felt any qualms about unloading to motion picture festival in Manhat¬
tv. But they took on the holdout tan during August. It’d be part of
status for the reason they wanted
assurance that any offer for the the N. Y. City Summer Festival,
baicklog, before it would be given which was put on last year for the
formal consideration, would be first time.
bona fide.
The Dept, of Commerce and the
CBS’ Can Pony Up
N. Y. Visitors and Convention Bu¬
And, importantly, they’re con¬ reau suggested the idea to Harry
vinced that the Frank Stanton- Brandt of Brandt Theatres. Sev¬
William Paley CBS group is genu¬ eral activities were suggested in
inely prepared to back up their of¬ connection with the fest. They are;
fer with the necessary money on
(1) Selection of a king_and queen
due dates.
It's figured that about a month of the motion picture festival. Cou¬
will be required to work out the ple would be crowned at a Movie
details, including the time span Ball, with stars in attendance.
over which the coin will be passed
(2) Hollywood-type preems with
on to Par. Tight money situation kleig lights and parades.
in the current national economy,
(3) Possibility of a foreign film
ainong other factors, presumably festival, attended by some foreign
might mean the network will take stars and involving gala preems at
up to seven years to pay off. Mean¬ some of the arties.
ing, of course, that Par will have
(4) Special theatre promotions—
over that period a hefty cushion to
ease any possible reverses in its local contests, etc.—to allow thea¬
tres
in all five boroughs to tie in.
theatrical and other enterprises.
Fest would be coordinated
CBS is buying a meaningful
bundle. As of tbe present writing, through COMPO “with full public¬
the package includes all rights to ity treatment of film companies
the 700 pictures in perpetuity. The and theatres integrated into one
telecasting outfit is taking over the activity.” Mayor Robert F. Wagner,
license to telecast, all properties in according to Brandt, Has assured
their present form by its own sta¬ the “unqualified support and coop¬
tions and affiliates in addition to eration”, of all city departments.
the significant syndication outlets.
Theatrical reissue and story rights
also go to CBS.
According to some trade sources,
the deal likely represents a tipoff
Continued from page 3 5^
on networking of features, which
would be a switch" obviously from vestors have been,-.convinced that
the pattern so far of local station Loew’s prexy Joseph R. Vogel is
airing.
sincere in his efforts to do a con¬
Par and Universal heretofore
have been alone in their aloofness structive job for the company,
to tv.
As the Par-CBS transac¬ Since Vogel took over the helm
tion goes through, U will be the ^f the company, he has made many
sole holdout..
Changes, adopted new policies, and
has under consideration other in¬
novations and reforms designed to
put the company on a more eco¬
nomic basis.
Continued from page 5
It’s expected that at the meeting
changes in the script. But now take VogeL will reveal the details of
the company’s stock split. With
a film.
“The motion picture business Ls the separation of.the company into
really a director’s racket. The man separate theatre and productionwho writes a film script does his distribution units, as ordered by
job and then walks away from it. the Government’s consent decree,
He knows it’s going to be changed. stockholders will receive a half a
And considering all the work that share of'stock in each of the new
goes into it, he’s better off writing companies for one share of stock
the same story as a book, or as a held in Loew’s Inc. The disposi¬
tv show, when they can be sold to tion of the company’s funded debt
of about $30,000,000, Which is to be
the-screen.
Hayward felt that U.S. audiences divided between the theatre com¬
are definitely maturing. “They are pany and the production-distribu¬
ready for ‘offbeat’ entertainment,” tion arm, will also be i^evealed at
he said. “In fact, they seek it out.” the meeting.
Although it’s a lead pipe cinch
Hollywood’s penchant for best¬
sellers or stage hits is only partly that the conhpany will elect its propc/sed
directors, the meeting is
the result of its desire to cash in
on pre-sold values, the producer not expected to be a quiet one.
maintained. “We’ll buy a success Individual stockholders with small
simply because we know that it holdings and noted for their sharp
contains the elements that works, questioning of management are
against those that do not work,” expected to be on hand with a bar¬
he said. “Naturally, the fact that a rage of embarrassing inquiries. As
novel or a play are known to mil¬ a consequence, Loew’s officials
lions is a help’. But this knowledge have assembled considerable data
of knowing- that what you are go¬ and explanations for the questions
ing to sell has sold before Is very that are certain to pop up. Antici¬
pated questions include tlie details
important.”
He pointed out that the desire to of the settlement of production
cut down as much as possible on chief Dore Schary’s contract, why
the risk was, to a large extent, in¬ the management has only one rep¬
herent in the industry’s current resentative on the board, why so
cost squeeze, but noted—too—that many directors have neither stock
it to a large extent eliminated the holdings or previous film . experi¬
desire and the room for experi¬ ence, and terms of the agreement
with Tomlinson.
mentation.

V (For Vogel) Day

Directors
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Philadelphia, Feb. 26.
In the first raid on a Philadel¬
phia film house since the State
Censor Board was dissolved a year
ago, police halted a showing of the
nudist film “The Unaghamed” at the
New Broadway Theatre, confiscat¬
ed four reels and ousted 3.50 pa¬
trons (21).
Manager Frank Pease w'as held
in $1,000 bail for the Grand Jury
on charges of showing an indecent
film. Dist. Atty. Victor H. Blanc
thus undertook to apply muscle de¬
spite the lack of censorship -con¬
trol.
The warrant charged the man¬
ager with showing a picture which
tends to corrupt morals, a misde¬
meanor under the city’s criminal
code punishable by a fine of $500
or a year in jail. Members of the
Police Morals Squad served the
warrant and helped draw it up. To'
avoid legal loopholes they did not
use the words “obscene” and
“lewd” in the complaint.
Church and civic groups in the
Northeast Philly section have been
protesting and picketing the New
Broadway since “The Unashamed”
began its run. three weeks ago. The
raiders permitted Pease to close
the theatre, count the ticket sales
and make a bank deposit.
The New Broadway is operated by
Alan Trading Co. Inc., with Harris
Goldstein, of Hollywood, Fla., list¬
ed as president. “The Unashamed!’
was leased from Crystal Pictures
Co., of New York City.
At the
hearing about 200 residents of the
area, including clergy, were pres¬
ent and applauded the magistrate’s
decision.

Lingual Press Votes 1956
‘Content’ Award to DeMille;
Norman Corwin Top Writer
Foreign language press film
critics circle in New York has
voted Cecil B. DeMille’s “The Ten
Commandments” best of the year
‘ in terms of content.” Mike Todd’s
“Around the World in 80 Days”
rated tops as the be.st film by an
Aiiiefican producer, and "La Strada" got the nod as the best foreign
language picture of 1956.
This is the first time in the 15
year old history of the awards that
the ci'itics gave a special aw'ard on
the basis of its expression of hu¬
man ideals and aspirations. Circle
represents 44 papers published in
19 languages.
On the personnel side, Ingrid
Bergman was voted best actress
(for “Anastasia”); Yul Brynner
best actor, and Norman Corwin
best writer (for “Lust for Life”).
DeMille got the nod as best di¬
rector.
Awards were presented during
the 15th annual broadcast by the
Critics’ Circle over station WYNC
Monday night (25). Sigmund Gottlobcr, founder and exec secretary
of the Circle presided. Robert W.
Dowling, ANTA chairman of tlie
board, was guest speaker.

JUDGMENT OF $13,481
VERSUS HELENE DAVIS
Judgment of $13,481 against
Helene Davis Pictures Inc. was en¬
tered this week in the N. Y. County
Clerk’s office in favoi>.of Aktiebolaget Svensk Filmindustri. Award
.stems from a breach of contract
suit brought by the Swedish firm
in N. Y. Supreme Court involving
distribution of two of its pictures
by the Davis outfit in the U. S.
and Canada.
Under an order handed down'by
Justice Felix C. Bevenga, Davis Pic¬
tures. its sub-distributors, assignees
and licensees are prohibited from
releasing “Torst” (Thirst) and “En
Sonarlek” (Illicit interlude) in the
U. S. and Canada. Among those
barred from handling the pix are
Gaston Hakim Productions, George
Waldman and Albert Dezel.
It’s claimed that Mrs. Davis
breached a five year pact entered
into Dec. 21, 1953, by failing to
credit Svensk Filmindustri with all
of the revenues earned by the two
films. Defendant, in addition, al¬
legedly made false statements in
its accounting.
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(Continued from page 9)
over hopes, for 15 performances.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
—“Richard^U” (Lopert) (5th wk).
Fourth week ended Sunday (24)
held at nice $7,500 same as third
week.
55th St. Playhouse (E-F) (300;
$1.25-$1.50)—‘Oedipus Rex’' (Les. ser) (8th wk). Seventh session
ended Sunday (24) was nice $4,500.
Sixth week was $5,000.
Globe (Bratidt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)
—“Shrinking ■ Man” (U). Initial
session winding up tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks to hit terrific $20,000. Holding, natch! In ahead, “3
Violent People” (Par), (2d wk-6
days), $8,000.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)—
“Albert Schweitzer” (Indie) (7th
wk). The sixth round finished Sun¬
day (24) climbed to great $17,000.
The fourth was $15,000. Stays on.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79$1.80)“Mister Cory” (U). First
week
winding
up
tomorrow
(Thurs.) is heading for fair $15,000.
Holds. In ahead, “Iron Petticoat”
(M-G) (3d wk), $9,000.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95$1.80) — “Cinderella” (BV) (reis¬
sue). First week finishing today
(Wed.) looks like mighty $21,000,
near house record, and greatest
ever done here 'by an oldie. Long
lines from opening show, with
crowd, with high percentage of
kids, stretching five blocks at one
time.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,665; $1$2.50)—‘‘Don’t Knock Rock” (Col)
with Alan Freed and rock-’n’-roll
stageshow, hit mighty $125,000 or
close. Combo was booked in for
only one week. Total figure will be
held down by slow turnover over
weekend, with young patrons stay¬
ing for two or more stageshows.
Wear and tear on theatre property
and seats not estimated as yet.
Crowd was so boisterous opening
day (Feb. 22) that niore police re¬
serves were called and parade bar¬
ricades installed. “B.ig Land” (WB)
opens Friday (1)..
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90$:.80) — "Gold of Naples” (DCA)
(3d wk). Second round completed
Sunday (24) was mighty $20,200,
topping first week which was
$18,600.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel¬
lers) (6,200; 95-$2.85)—“Spirit- of
St. Louis” (WB) with stageshow.
First session finishing today (Wed.)
looks to hit big $160,000, being
obviously helped by holiday week¬
end. Holds, natch! Feb. 22 was
biggest Wash. Birthday ever at
Hall. In ahead, “Wings of Eagles”
(M-G) with stageshow (3d wk), $90,000. Four-day period ended Sun¬
day was the greatest at Hall for
daily four-show schedule.
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50)
—“Around World” (UA) (20th wk),
the 19th stanza completed last
night (Tues.) was capacity $45,100
which was for 14 performances.
The 18th week of 11 performances
v/as $36,600. Stays on indef. Thurs¬
day (21) afternoon sold solid for
benefit of Brotherhood Week.
Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)—
“Lust For Life” (M-G) (24th wk).
The 23d round completed Monday
(25) was great $15,000. The 22'd
week was $10,200.
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; $1.25$2.50)—“Oh, Men! Oh, Women!”
(20th) with stageshow. Initial round
ending today (Wed.) is heading for
great $101,000. Holding. In ahead,
“Girl Can’t Help It” (20th) and
stageshow (2d wk-6 days), $45,000.
Washington’s Birthday topped Feb.
22 last year when “Carousel”
(20th.), plugged as first 55 CinemaScope pic, was playing here.
State (Loew) (3,450; 78-$1.75) —
“Edge of City” (M-G) (5th wk).
Fourth session ended Monday (25)
was fine $16,500. Third week was
$16,000.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75) —
“Great Man” (U) (9th wk). The
eighth session ended Monday (25)
was solid $11,000. The seventh was
$10,500.
I
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
$1-$1.50)—“La Strada” (T-L) (33d
wk). The 32d week ended- Sunday
(24) was- sockeroo $12,000. The
31st week was $11,000.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2)
—“Baby Doll” (WB) (11th wk). The
10th week completed last night
(Tues.) was smash $25,000. The
ninth round was $19,000.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600;
$1.20-$3.50) — “Seven Wonders of
World” (Cinerama) (47th wk). The
46th stanza ended Saturday (23)
was mighty $51,700, including two
extra kid shows, as against $46,200
in 45th week, with fewer perform¬
ances. Stays on.
Wcrld (Times) (501; 95-$1.50^ —
“Tempest in Flesh” (Pace) (6th
wk). Current round ending tomor¬
row (Thurs.) is heading for nice
$5,100 after $5,200 in fifth. Holds.

(Continued from page 8)
$1.50) — “Big Land” (WB) and
“Coldlitz Story” (Indie).
Okay
$19,000. Last week, “Top Secret
Affair” (WB) and “Dual Apache
Wells” (Rep) (10 days), $18,800.
HawaU (G&S) (1,106; 80-$1.25)—
“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G) and
“Love Me,-JL.eave Me” (M-G) (reis¬
sues). Dull $2,200. Last week, with
Hillstreet, “Secrets of Life” (BY)
and. “Jail Busters” (AA), $5,500.
Hollywood Paramount, Hillstreet,
Wiltern (F&M-RKO-SW) (1,468;
2,752; 2,344; 80-$1.50) — “Written
On Wind” (U) and “Behind High
Wall” (U) (9th wk-H’wood Par; 1st
wk. elsewhere). Neat $22,000. Last
week, H’d Para., $8,400.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1.25$1.50)—“Great Man” (U) (2d wk).
Okay $6,000. Last week, $8,100.
El Rey (FWC) (861; 90-$1.50)—
“Wee Geordie” (Arthur) (m.o:) and
“In Park”' (Indie) (2d wk). Nice
$2,800. Last week, $3,400.
Iris (FWC) (756; 90-$l.25)—“Tea¬
house August Moon” (M-G) and
“Storm Center” (Col) (3d wk).
Good $5,000. Last week, with
State, “Wiltern, $20,300.
Carthay (F^O (1,138; $1.75$3.50)—“Around. World 80 Days”
(UA) (10th wk). Fancy $26,000.
Last week, $28,000.
Four Star (UATC) (868; $1.25$1.80) — “Rainmaker” (Par) (10th
wk). Fancy $3,700. Last .»week,
$3,300.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612;
$1.50-$3.30)—“10 Commandments”
(Par) (15th wk). Great $25,500.
Last week, $22,700.
Warner Hollywood (SW-Cine¬
rama) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65) — “Cine
Holiday” (SW) (68tfi wk). Into cur¬
rent week Sunday (24) after big
$22,100 last week.

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 9)
Web” (Col). Okay $16,000. Last
week, “3 Brave Men” (20th) and
“Black Whip” (Indie), $11,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1.75$2.75)—“10 Commandments” (Par).
Giant $35,000, Last week, “Voo¬
doo Woman” (AIP) and “The Un¬
dead” (AIP), $10,000.
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458;
$1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders”
(Cinerama) (14th wk). Great $34,800. Last week, $29,500.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
70-$l)—“Men In War” (UA) and
“Big Boodle” (UA). Stout $15,000.
Last week, “Naked Paradise” (AIP)
and “Flesh and Spur^’ (AIP),
$6,200.
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25$1.50)—“Oklahoma” (20th) (3d wk).
Okay $6,200. Last week, $6,500.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)—
“Magnificent Seven” (Indie) (4th
wk).
Fine $4,000.
Last week;
$3,600.
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Grand
Maneuver” (Indie) (3d wk). Big,
$4,000. Last week, $3,800.
. Vogue- (S. F. Theatres) (377;
$1.25)—“La Strada” (T-L) (25th
wk). Holding on at $1,900. Last
week, same.
Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$1,25)
—“Wee Geordie” (Indie) (5th wk).
Excellent $5,000.
Last week,
$5,700.
Coronet (United California)
(1,250; $1.50-$3.75) — “Around
World” (UA) (9th wk). Excellent
$28,500. Last week, $26,000.
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—“BulL,
fight” (Indie) (4th wk) and “Mexi¬
can Bus Ride” (Indie) (2d wk).
Good $1,500. Last week, $2,000.

(Continued from page 9)
Brave Men” (20th), $16^000 in 9
days.
palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,484:
$1.25-$3.40) — “Seven Wonders’*
(Cinerama) (10th wk). Socko $47,000. Last week, $46,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400: 65-90)
—“Big Land” (WB) and “Nightfall”
(UA). Solid $21,000. Last week,
“Rock, Pretty Baby” (U) and “Can¬
on River” (AA) (2d wk), $14,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90$1.50)—“Mister Cory” (U).
Tall
."530,000. Last week, “Iron Petti¬
coat” (M-G) (3d wk), $18,000.
.Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25)
—“Wee Geordie”i;Times). Voluptu¬
ous $10,000. Last week, “Simon
and Laura” (U) (3d wk), $2,400.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90$1.50)—“Rainmaker” (Par). Brisk
$25,000v Last week, “Wrong Man”
(WB) (2d wk), $14,500.
Woods (Essaness) (1,206; 90$1.25)—“Bundle of Jdy” (RKO).
Robust $30,000, Last week, “Tea¬
house of August Moon” (M-G)
(13th wk), $18,000.
World (Indie) (600; 90)—“La
Strada” (T-L) (9th wk). Resiliant
$3,800. Last week, $4,500.
Ziegfeld (Davis) (430; 90-$1.25)—
“Marcelino” (Davis).
Mammoth
$7,000, plus $4,300 on opening night
benefit.
Last week, “Run for
Money” (Indie) and Kind Hearts,
Coronets” (Indie) (reissues), $2,500,

TORONTO
(Continued from page 8)
694; 698; 994; 50-75)—“Big Boodle”
(UA) and “Halliday Brand” (UA).
Slim $21,500. Last week, “Gun for
Coward” (U) and “Night Runner”
(U), $25,000.
Eglinton,
Towne
(FP-Taylor)
(895; 1,080; $1—“Friendly Persua¬
sion (AA) (10th wk). Fine $9,500.
Last week, $9,000.
Hollywood, Palace, Runnymede
(FP) (1,709; 1,485; 1,385; 60-75)—
“Wrong Man” (WB). Nice $20,000.
Last week. “Anastasia” (20th) (4th
wk), $13,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,544; 75-$1.50)—
“Giant” (WB) (7th wk). Neat $14,500. Last week, $14,000.
International (Taylor) (557; $1)
—“It’s Great to Be Young” (IFD),
So-so $4,000. Last week, “Gold
Rush” (UA) (reissue) (9th wk), $3,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 60-$l)—
“Iron Petticoat” (M-G) (2d wk).
Okay $13,000. Last week, $17,500.
Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.50-$2) —
“Oklahoma” (Magna) (44th wk).
Solid $9,500. Last week, same.
University ^FP) (1,536; $1.75$2.50)—“10 Commandments”. (Par)
(14th wk). . Still steady $13,000 for
turnaway weekend biz. Lust week,
ditto.
Uptown (Loew) (2,098; 60-$l)—
“Barretts Wimpole Street” (M-G).
Heading for okay $10,000. Last
week, “4 Girls in 'rown”'(U), $8,500
for 5 days.

BOSTON

(Continued from page 8)
5 days). Oke $15,000. Last week,
$36,500.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60$1.10) — “Big Land” (WB) and
“Chain of Evidence” (AA). Good
$15,000. Last week, “Mister Cory”
(U) and “Cruel Tower” (AA),
$16,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) iV,000; 65-95)—
“Drango” (UA) and “Silver Star”
(Indie). Good $9,000. Last week,
“Wicked as They Come” (Col) and
“Utah Blaine” (Col). $8,500.
Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; 90-$1.75)—
“Rainmaker” (Par) (2d wk). Lpfty
$24,000. Last week, $19,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90$1.25)—“Wings of Eagles” (M-G)
and “Brass Legend” (UA). Okay
$16,000. Last week, “Barretts Wim¬
pole Street’’ (M-G) and “SJander”
(M-G), $11,500 in 6 days.
State (Loew) (3,600; 90-$1.25)—
PHILADELPHIA
“Wings of Eagles” (M-G) and
(Continued from page 8)
“Brass Legend” (UA). Fairish $9,$2.75)—“Around World in 80 Days” 000. Last week, “Barretts Wim¬
(UA) (9th wk).
Smash $23,000. pole Street” (M-G) and “Slander”
Last week, $17,300.
(M-G), $5,500 in 6 days.
Randolph
(Goldman)
(2,250;
$1.40-$2.75)—“10 Commandments”
SEATTLE
(Par) (14th wk). Mighty $31,000.
Last week, $25,000.
(Continued from page 8)
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)— ($1-$1.50)—“Top
Secret Affair”
“Wings of Eagles” (M-G). Brisk (WB) and “Running Target” (UA)
$16,000
Last week, “Slander” (2d wk-8 days), $4,700 at $1.50 top.
(M-G) and “Accus^ of Murder”
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90(Rep), $10,000.
$1.25)—“Teahouse”
(M-G)
(8th
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— wk). Fair $5,500 in 12 days. Last
“Men in War” (UA). Great $19,- week, $5,600.
000. Last week, “Drango” (U) and ' Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90“Dance With Me Henry” (UA), $1.25)—“Battle Hymn” (U) and
$9,000.
"Istanbul” (U). Fancy $10,000 or
Studio
(Goldberg)
(400;
94- close. Last week, “Mister Cory”
$1.49)—“Tempest in Flesh” (Indie) (U) and “Man Is Armed” (Rep), $6,(7th wk). Fair $3,900. Last week, 300.
$4,500.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80) $1.25)—“Wings of Eagles” (M-G)
—“Anastasia” (20th) (9th wk). and “Hot Summer Night” (M-G).
Hefty $14,500. Last week, $15,000. Okay $8,000. Last week, “Wild
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.40)— Party” (UA)'ahd “4 Boys and Gun”
“Top Secret Affair” (WB) (2d wk). (UA^ $5,400 in 6 days.
Mild $9,500. Last week, $12,000.
Paramount (SW-Cinerama) (1.World' (Pathe) (499; 99-$1.49)— 282; $1.20-$2.65)—“This Is Ciner¬
“Don Giovanni” (Indie) (3d wk). ama” (Cinerama). Great $11,500.
Fair $3,500. Last week, $4,000.
, Last week, $9,000.
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The Haley Stoi^
ssss Continued from page 2
film shows, Is eminently suited to
one-nighters featuring name acts,
and capacity plus plushy surround¬
ings allow for. top prices at approx¬
imately $3 top, a figure not nor¬
mally . charged in such houses.
First-half segment was occupied
by the English Vic Lewis orch,
which warmed up the customers
from teeoff with “In The Mood”
and other tunes. Segued into act
of precision jiving by Johnny Wilsori^s Rock ’n’ Roll Sinners, a local
group. recruited for the bccasion.
This also had the youthful outfrenter happy.
Desmond Lane, English musi¬
cian, played clarinet and. a 40c
penny-whistle, receiving whammo
reaction with, r&r beat. He exited
to solid palming for a rousing
“Rock Mr. Piper.” Irma Logan,
Bill Haley & Comets (6); Vic
Lewis Orch with Irma Logan; Ken¬
neth. Earle & Malcolm Vaughan,
Desmond Lane, Johnny Wilson’s
Rock ’n’ Roll Sinners (18). At
Odeon Theatre, Glasgow, Feh. 1819, ’57; $3 top.
chirper with the Lewis orch, also
pleased, and comedy routine was
supplied for variation by the team
of Kenneth Earle , & Malcolm
Vaughan, latter scoring with his
singing of “St. . Theresa of the
Roses.”
Entire show, in on a blaze of Bill
Haley publicity, had impact of
showmanship. It might be useful
curtain-raiser to future shows in
same theatre if the J. Arthur Rank
Organization, which owns theatre,
recognizes potential via fine audi¬
torium, excellent stage and backstage facilities and sound equip¬
ment.
Kids Are Kids All Over
■ Glasgow, Feb. 26.
Bill Haley & His Comets had a
rock-crazy sendoff after their twonight stint in the local Odeon (1819). Teenage fans, going frenetic,
rocked in aisles, over seats, and
sang and chanted. They called out
“We Want Haley.” Extra police
were drafted to control the mob.
At one point more than 100 police
held them in order.
Authorities allowed the fans to
stand for 10 minutes outside the
cinema. Then the mob, still chanU
ing, rushed down the street to the
Central Station where the Haley
group were entraining for their
next date, at Liverpool.
Police blocked station entrances
as hundreds of kids started sing¬
ing “Rock Around the Clock.”
About 100 fans sneaked into the
station via an underground road¬
way entrance, but were dispersed
by railway police.
Him’s Not for House ’
Glasgow, Feb. 26.
A surprise attack on Bill Haley
and his rock ’n’ roll music was
made by Jack House, radiocaster
and scribe of the Glasgow Evning
Times.
He described it as the
“meaningless blast and blare of
Mr. Haley and his assistant tor¬
turers.”
In a review of Haley’s one-night¬
ers at the Odeon Theatre here.
House said: “Mr. Haley mouthed
meaninglessly into a microphone.
He couldn’t be heard because of
the noise the audience was making
—which, mind you, was perhaps a
good thing. ...
“I have seldom seen such a sec¬
ond-rate affair. The general effect
was one of complete boredom. Even
the cats, jiving industriously in
their seats, kept glancing around to
see if other people were noticing
them.
Footnote for the r ’n’ r fans;
House, ace Scot, scribe and broad¬
caster, Is 50.
Gets Gold Disk
London, Feb. 26.
Bill Haley, whose recording of
“Rock Around The Clock” has sold
more than 1,000,000 copies inside
the UK, will be presented with a
gold disk by the Brunswick label
of the Decca group on Associated
Television’s “Sunday Night At The
London j^alladium” on March 10.
Haley recently turned down an
offer of $30,000 in American cur¬
rency to appear on a short concert
tour of Lebanon, because of other
commitments.
Haley has been lined up for a
“welcome home” appearance on
the Ed Sullivan fv show. The out¬
fit leaves this country early next
month and starts its third r&r pic¬
ture for Columbia on April 20. At
I present the script for a British rock
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picture, also to feature Haley &
Comets, is being written., Haley
will make a return visit to this
country in September, when he’ll
do a two-week season at the Palla¬
dium, followed by another British
tour.
Madrid Mad About R&R
Madrid, Feb. 26,
Air Force police in civvies pa¬
trolled Madrid’s Special Service
Theatre one night last week during
solo showing of ouaking “Rock
Around Clock’' (Col) Theatre,.sit¬
uated in Spanish government’s Parco Movil (auto depot), also serv¬
ices civilian personnel in 'Madrid
working on airbase projects. AllAmerican audience packed the
1,000-sea ter long before show start¬
ed. Teenage cats jammed the first
18 rows.
Although situation never got out
of hand, cats and squares alike re¬
acted right from the first hote. At
one point, house lights threatened
to go on as warning to loud jivers.
Sage move had the desired effect.
Air Force MP’s end-of-the-affair report read: “No casualties.
No damage. It’s the Most.”

-Gent’ Opening
Continued from page 1

ducer explains, “but in that case
I won’t give them tickets for the
Broadway opening. They can at¬
tend the second night or as many
subsequent performances as they
want, but I won’t let them get
seats for the premiere, if I can pre¬
vent it.
“I’m absolutely adamant on
that,” Cohen continues, “and it
applies to everyone. Including
agents, newspaper man, backers,
friends—everyone. They may be
welcome at the after-the-opening
party, or at my home f^r dinner.
But if they see the show out of
town they can’t attend the opening
on Broadway. I’ve instructed the
company
manager,
pressagent,
stage managers and everyone con¬
nected with the show to notify me
of anyone in the trade who’s
around the theatre while we’re try¬
ing out.”
The producer is convinced that,,
particularly for a comedy and to
some extent for any play, anyone
already familiar with the lines is
unlikely to react to them, since
there’s a strong element of sur¬
prise in virtually all comedy and
even in dramatic dialog. It’s Lis
theory that between 200 and 300
firstnighters at “Tunnel of Love”
had seen the Joseph Fields-Peter
De Vries comedy out of town, and
therefore tended to b^ less amused
at it in New York.
Much the same situation has oc¬
curred with other comedies that
were highly touted out_of town
but proved to have less impact~in
New York. The presence of such
a large pre-insulated grbup . is
bound to have a deadening effect
on the reaction of the audience
as a whole, Cohen thinks. That
mild response tends to upset the
cast and take the edge off the
performance, he adds.

Hilton Empire
■ Continued from page 2

was delayed by the political situa¬
tion.
Havana, Acapulco and Montreal
are other upcoming international
Hilton operations.
Last Hilton
preem was Mexico City’s Conti¬
nental Hilton (partnered with exPresident Miguel Aleman) which
bowed this past December, and is
already capacity.
The Caribe-Hilton in San Juan-,
P.R., is adding 100 rooms to its
300. The entire Caribbean this
winter is SRO; “there isn’t a room
on the entire island of Puerto
Rico,” travel agents tell clients.
The European scare cancelled or
deferred the winter cruises to the
Mediterranean, with result the
West Indies belt has been SRO.
Other Hilton Hotels expansions
include two hostelries in London
(1,000 rooms total), one each in the
Park Lane and Grosvenor Sq. Sec¬
tors; Amsterdam, Vienna, Tokyo,
Bangkok, Ceylon, India. In South
America, Santiago de Chile, Cara¬
cas, Venezuela, Lima, Peru, Sao
Paolo and Rio de Janeiro in Brazil,
6uenos Aires and Montevedeo, Arlentina.

Wednesday^ February 27^ 1957

With the hottest
Stanwyck starrer
since
“Double Indemnity”
and “Sorrj
Wrong
Number”!

/'Top crime yarn!
Well-knit and suspenseful
story of ambition,
intrigue, crime and passion.
A superior entry!'
- HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER

"Aimed right at
the female audience!"
^ FILM BULLETIN

"Thoroughly
satisfactory
action-meller!"

BOB GOLDSTEIN PRODUCTIONS presents

Barbara
Stanwyck
Sterling

"Holds audience interest
and awakens a good
degree of excitement!
Should do good business
in theatres that cater
to the crime addicts!"
-SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

Barbara Stanwyck succeeds
in making her latest
‘exciting, taut and worthwhile!"
'

-M.P.DAILY

stripped-oj-shame
story of a cop’s wife who
committed one sin too many I
co-starrIng

RAYMOND BURR • VIRGINIA GREY • FAY WRAY • ROYAL DANO
Story and Screenplay by Executive Producer
Produced by
Directed by
JOE EISINGER
* BOB GOLDSTEIN * HERMAN COHEN ' GERD OSWALD

UA
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Hollywood Production Pulse
Dean Jagger. NataUe Schafer, Isabel
^ewcUi Ronnie Bums, Dick Sargent
(Started Feb. 8)

ALUEin ARTISTS
Starts, This Year.. 1
This Date, Last Year.3

COlvUMBlA
Starts, This Year:..,.3
This Date, Last Year.2'
"JEANNE EACELS"

^

(George Sidney Productloni)
Dir.—George Sidney
»
Kim Novak, Jeff Chandler, Agnes
Moorihead. Gene Lockhart, Virginta
Grey, Charles Drake, Larry Gates,
Will Wright. George Neise, Richtrd
Gaines, Doris Lloyd, Bob Hopkins,
Frank Borzage. Lew - Borzage, Dan
Borzage, Sheridan Comerate, Lowell
Gilmore, Joe De Santis
(Started Dec. 25)
"THE

LONG >1AUL"

(Marksman Films)
(Shooting in England)
Prod.—Maxw'eU Setton
Dir.—Ken Hughes
Victor Mature, Diana Dors
(Started Feb. 18)
"DOMINO"

.

Hyer, Jessie Royce Landis, Eva Ga¬
bor, Robert Keith, Jay Robinson. Jeff
Donnell. Eric Sinclair
(S.nrtedrJan. 28)

"STALIN IS ALIVE"

i rod.—Albert Zugsmith
D r.—Russell Birdwell
‘ Lex Barker, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Jeffrey
. one, Aram Katcher, Maurice Mani.on
“
(Smarted Feb. 4)
I'rod.—Albert Zugsmith
Du-.—Orson Welles
C;''-.rlton Heston, Orson Wells, Janet
Leigh, Joseph CaUeia. Akim Tamiroff,
■. oanna Moore
(Started Feb. 18)

WARNER BROS.
Starts, This Year. 5
This Date, Last Year. 2

METRO

"SAYONARA"

■
Ray¬

"F/SND OF ANGELS"

-

Starts, This Year.3
This Date, Last Year.4
"LES GIRLS"

Prod.-^ol C. Siegel
Dir.—Ge-r.ge Cukor
Gene Kellv, Mltzi Gaynor, Kay KondaU,
Taina Elg, Jacques Bergerac, Leslie
Phillips
(Started Jan. 3)

"TIP ON A rE.AD JOCICEY"

Prod.—F'^win H. Knopf
Dir.—Richard Thrrpe
Robert T-ylor, Dorothy Malone, Gia
Scala, ’'"''reel Dalio, Martin G.nbal,
Jack Lord
(Started Feb. 25)

PARAMOUNT

"HOT SPELL"

(Hal Wallis Production)
Prod.—Hal W.jllis
Dir.—Daniel Mann
. ,
Shirley Booth. Anthony Quinn, .Shirley
MacLaine. E'-.rl Holliman, Clint Kim¬
brough, Valerie Allen
(Started Jan. 21)
"LOVING YOU"

(Hal Wallis Production)
Prod.—Hal Wallis
Dir.—Hal Kaiitor
, ^ „
Elvis Presley. Lizabeth Scott, Wendell
Corey
(Started Jan. 21)

"SHORT CUT TO HELL"

Prod.—A. C. Lyles
Dii-.-r-James Cagney
.
Robert Ivers, Georgann Johnso.i. Wil¬
liam Bishop. Peter Baldwin, Valerie
Allen, Denis ’'"'acMullin.
(Started Feb. 25)

REPUBLIC
Starts, This Year. .. 0
This Date, Last Year- .. 2

RKO
Starts, This Year. .. 1
This Date, Last Year.... .. 1
"STAGE STRUCK-

(Shooting in New York)
Prod.—Stuart Miller
Dii-.—Sidney Lumet
Henry Fonda. Susan Strasberg, Joan
(ireenwood, Herbert Marshall, Chris¬
topher Plummer, Sally Grade, Pat
Englund
(Started Jan. 21)

20th CENTURY-FOX
Starts, This Year. 7
This Date, Last Year.,.... 2
"THE DESK SET"

Prod.—Henry Ephron
Dir.—Walter Lang
Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn,
Joan Blondell, Gig Young, Pamela
Curran
(Started Jan. 14)
i

Prod.—Buddy Adler
Dir.—Fred Zinnemann
Eva Marie Saint, Don Murray, Anthony
Franciosa, I.loyd Nolan, Henry Silva
(Started Jan.. 19)
"THE WAYWARD BUS"

Prod.—Charles Brackett
Dir.—Victor Vicas
Dan Dailey, Jayne Mansfield, Joan Col¬
lins, Rick Jason, Betty Lou Keim, Dee
Pollack, Larry Keating, Dolores Mi¬
chaels, Dee Pollack
(Started Jan. 2^1)
"THE THREE

EACES OP

Dir.—Raoul Walsh '
C’.'ii-k Gable, Yvonne DeCarlo
. fSfvted Jan. 14)
"TI:E HELEN MORGAN STORY"

r-od.—Martin‘Rackin
D r.—Michael CV(rtlz
A--v Blyth, Paul - Newman, Richard
C risen. Alan King, Gene Evans
(S.arted Jan. 24) -

"NO time for SERGEANTS"

Pi-cirl. Dir.—Mervyn LeRoy
A'-'ly Griffith" Myton McCormick,
Adams, Murray Hamilton, Jean
P;j. Henry McCann. Dub -Taylor,
Ji-m Fawcett, Raymond Bailey,
''ohn Atterbiiry
(.'■•■ arted Jan. 28)

Nick
WilWilMal-

INDEPENDENT
Starts, This Year___21
This Date, i,ast Year..10

Starts, This Year.... 3
This Date, Last Year. I

"A HATFUL OF RAIN"

(S ’.ooting in Japan)
Prod.—William. Goetz
IVr.—Joshua Logan
R’ rlon Brando, Red Buttons, Patricia
Owens. Ricardo Montalban. Milko
T'ka, James Garner, Myoshi Umeki
(Strrted Jan. 7)

EVE"

Prod.-Dlr.—Nunnally Johnson
David Wayne, Joanne Woodward, Lee
J. Cobb, Ken Scott, Alena Murray
(Started Feb. 6)

"BERNARDINE"

Prod.—Samuel G. Engel Dir,—Henry Levin
Janet Gaynor, Terry Moore, Pat Boone,

"THE BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI"
'-'’.'•lunibia Release)
(Horizon-American Prods.)
_
(S’’noting in Ceylon)
o.-od.—Sam Spiegel
D '’.—David Lean
W’diam Holden, Alec Guinness, Jack
Hawkins, Sessue Hayakawa, James
Donald, John Boxer
»
(Smarted Oct. 1)
"THE SWEET SMELL OF SUCCESS"
(IIccht-Hill-Lancaster Productions)
(For UA Release)
Ptod,—James HHl
Dir,—A.i.exander Mackendrlck
Biu-t Lancaster, Tony Curtis, Sam
Levenc, Susan Harrison, Marty Miller,
Barbara Nichols, Jeff Donnell, Lurene
Tuttle, Joe Frisco. Lawrence Dobkin(Snarled Nov. 4)
"I’NCLE GEORGE"
(W’arv.'ick Productions)
(Fi'i- Columbia Release)
Prod.—John Paxton
Dir.—Nigel Patrick
Ki-rel Patrick, Charles Coburn, Wendy
Hiller, Athene Seyler
(Started Jan. 7)
"THE SEA WALL"
iDiiio De Laurentlis Productions)
(For Columbia Release)
(S’'ODUng in Thailand)
Prod.—Dino De LaurentUs
D'r.—Rene Clement
Silvana Mangano, Richard Conte, An(hony Perkins, Jo Van Fleet, Alicia
V.-«lli. Nehemiah Persoff, Ruth Storey
(Siai-ted Jan, 7)
"SAINT JOAN"
(Cai-lyle Production)
(For UA Release)
Pi'od.-Dir.—Otto Preminger
Richard Widmark, Richard Todd, An¬
ton Walbrook, John Gielgud, Paul
Scofield, Felix Aylmer, Harry Anclrcws, Barry Jones, and Jean Seberg
(Started Jan. 9)
"LEGEND OF THE LOST"
(Batjac-Panama Production)
(For UA Release).
(Shooting in Libya)
Prod.-Dlr.—Henry Hathaway
John Wayne. Saphia Loren, Rossano
Brazzi
(Started Jan. 12)
"THE QUIET AMERICAN"
(Figaro. Production)
(For UA Release)
(Shooting in Saigon)
Prod.-Dir.—Joseph L. Mankiewlcz
Audie Murphy, Michael
Redgrave,
Claude Dauphin
(Started Jan. 21)
"THE ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN"
(Buzz Productions)
(Shooting in England)
Excc. Prod.—Michael Carreras
Prod.—Aubrey Baring
Dir.—Val Guest
Forrest Tucker
(Started Jan. 21)
"STRANGER AT SOLDIER SPRINGS"
(Libra Productions)
(For UA Release)
(Shooting in Tucson)
Prod.—^Robert Bassler
Dir.-Francis D. Lyon
Joel McCrea, Mark Stevens, Joan Wel¬
don, Darlene Fields, Addison Rich¬
ards, Carolyn Craig. George Chandler.
' Stanford Jolley
(.Started Jan. 28)
"OLD YELLER"
(Walt Disney Productions)
(Buena Vista Release)
Prod.—Walt Disney
Dir,—Robert Stevenson
Dorothy McGuire. Fess -Parker, Jeff
York, Tommy Kirk, Kevin Corcoran
(Siurled Jan. 28)
"THE barney ROSS STORY"
iFor UA Release)
Prod.—Edward Small

NEW irriES HANDED
-OUTATEMIC HALL
James F. Gould, treasurer of the
Radio City Music Hall Corp., was
elevated to veepee following a
meeting of the Hall’s board of di¬
rectors. Gould has been with the
Music Hall since it opened in 1932.
He stays as treasurer, with E. Her¬
bert Johnson being named assistant
treasurer.
Another new title.is that of Syd¬
ney Goldman as director of theatre
operation. He was formerly theatre
manager, John Jackson, formerly
stage manager,* becomes director of
stage operation whi'.e Charles A.
Hacker, formerly manager of oper¬
ations, becomes assistant to Presi¬
dent Russell V. Downing. Realign¬
ment was made necessary because
of the. death of Irving Evans, who
had ‘been veepee and first assistant
to the president at the Hall.

Latins’ B€ew Ideas
Continued from page 6

and elsewhere South of the border.
There was room for expansion in
Venezuela, he noted, which is -a
“boom” territory, and also in Mex¬
ico. In Argentina there is “lots of
room for improvement” despite
liberalized trading conditions, “but
business there can be very good,”
he said.
Aboaf said inflation in various
countries, such as Brazil, Chile and
Colombia, was hurting the Amer¬
ican industry.
“We have to
double or triple our business there
to get out the same number of dol¬
lars as before,” he reported.
Milton R. Rackmil, U prexy, accomped . Aboaf to the conventions
and on the rest of the trip. He not
only boosted the U product, which
is steadily gaining ground, but also
(lid a p.r. job for the American
industry as such.
A big problem in many coun¬
tries are the artificially low-peg¬
ged admission prices. Aboaf said
it appeared to him that there was
lots of room for price boosts, but
warned that—if unwisely handled
—such increases also could boom¬
erang, i.e. reach the point where
the sacrifice of volume admissions
actually could lower income.
i
'
As for mergers with other dis¬
tribution companies in the area,
Aboaf was .skeptical.
Due ^to
stringent labor contracts in the
respective contracts, any merger
would have to be studiecl carefully
in advance to determine whether
it’d actually result in savings, he
said. “Of course, it would elimi¬
nate executives,” he commented.
Universal, while sticking to its
policy of not acquiring showcase
houses; is concentrating on situa¬
tions where it splits a theatre’s
playing time with another distrib¬
utor for the full year’s product.
Assoc. Prod.—Robert E. Kent
Dir.—^Ted Post
Cameron Mitchell, Dianne Poster, Paul
Richards
(Started Jan. 28)
"THE DAY OF THE TRUMPET"

(Premiere Productions)
(Shooting in Philippines)
Prod.—Harry Smith
Dir.—Eddie Romero
John Agar, Richard Arlen, Myron
Heoley, Bill Phipps, Pancho Magalona,
Alicia Vargel, CieUto Legaspi
(Started Feb. 5)
"THE ABDUCTORS"

(Regal Films for 20th-Fox)
Prods.—Ray Wander, Michael Abel
Dir.—Andrew V. McLaglen
Victor McLaglen, Fay Spain, Carl Thayler, Gavin Muir. George Macready,
Carlyle Mitchell, John Morley, Fintan
Meyler, Joseph Hamilton, JamesLogan. Gene Walker, Pat Lawlessi
Cliff Lyons, George Cesar, Jason
Johnson
(Started Feb. 18)

27, 1,957

Kara Stereotyges StiD Co On

“Drew Pearson’s Report on the
Holy Land,” hour-long documen¬
tary oh conditions in Israel, has |
Richard been acqiuired by Jo.seph Brenner
Associates for theatrical* and tv dis¬
tribution in the U.S. Deal was con- ’
summated with Orb Films.
UNIVERSAL
Produced by Baruch Dienar last
Starts, This Year,5
year .in Israe', film is narrated in
its entirety by Pearson. Picture
This Date, L6st Year. __3
was presented Jan. 27 by NBC-Xy
and will start .its theatrical show-i
"MY MAN GODFREY"
ings March 6 at the Enibassy News¬
Prod.—Ross Hunter
Dir.—Henry Koster
June AUyson, O, W. Fischer. Martha reel Theatre, N.y.
i-’rod.^erry Wpld
Dir.—Leo McCarey
Caiy Grant, Deborah Kerr,
Denning
fSiarted Feb. 8)

"BITTER VICTORY"

(Transcontinental Films)
(Shooting in Libya)
Prod.—Paul Gr-'etz
Dir.—Nicholas Ray
, ,
Richard' Burton, Kurd Jergens,
mond Peregrin
(Started Feb. 18)

Drew PearWs Holy Land
Fiim Into Theatre Dates
Despite Video Exposure

AN AFFAIR TO RCMCMBER'V

'^ADGE OF EVIL"

(Rorvic Productions) ^
Prod.—Vic Orsatti
Dir.—Ray Nazarro
Rory Calhoun. Kristine Miller, Yvette
Dugay. Eugene Igleslas, Robert Bur¬
ton,- James Griffith, Roy Barcroft,
Denver Pyle. Bart Bradley, Ray Corri¬
gan. Wes Christiansen, Tom Brown
Henry
(Started Feb. 18)

Vedneflday,

' Chicago, Feb. 26.
Edmund C. Berry, executive director of Chicago Urban League
said in a public speech last week that mass entertainment media
are fostering prejudipe against minority groups. '*Almost in¬
variably in fiction, movies, radio and television’ the characters with
commendable, pleasant, status-giving roles arc white,” be saidbefore Association for Intergroup Education of Greater Chicago. .
This is an affiliate of National Conferenco of Christians and
Jew’s.

Checking Film Row
CHICAGQ
Ralph Banghart, former RKO
publicity man for midwest, is tem¬
porarily at Universal International
here assisting in “Battle Hymn”
publicity.
Kathryn Grant due in;^ today
(Wed.) for w’orld preem of ‘^Mister
Corey” at State-Lake.
Dick Bregenzer leaves Balaban
and Katz ad-publicity for Wilson
Sporting Goods in Chi where he
will be copyw'riter in advertising.
Chicago Sun-Times is now back¬
ing Academy Award Sweepstakes
here and expects 250,000 entries in
its contest.
Ed Seguin, Balaban & Katz adpublicity director off on two-week
vacation in Miami. •

PITTSBURGH
Edwin Prizer, who has managed
Exploitation
Productions
here
since outfit opened a local pffice,
named head of the EPI branch
in Philadelphia, his home town.
Pending permanent replacemerit,
Toni Daniel is in charge here.
,
Simon Goldschag, father of Joe
Wayne, WB salesman, retired after
being in film, distribution in Mexico
and Pananfa for 35 "'years; Gold¬
schag lives in Mexico City and
Wayne visited his parents there
over the holidays.
Charles Mergen, AA salesman,
blacked out at an auto agency,
where he had 'gone to pick up a
new car. and sustained a broken
'nose and shoulder.
Pittsburgh added to Par exploi¬
tation territory of Mike Weiss, who
now covers Washington and Phila¬
delphia. Ralph Buring, who for¬
merly handled this city out of Cin¬
cinnati, was assigned exclusively
to midw’e.stern cities.
Mike Winograd, vet Rochester,
Pa., theatre owmer, left for Miami
Beach on his annual winter vaca¬
tion.
Ted Tolley, M-G shipper, named
prexy of Filmrow Employes, Local
B-11, for his 17th term. Other
officers elected w’ere: Ehvood Ohleger, 20th, vice-president; Cele Mil¬
ler, . RKO, secretary; Alfy Kuhn,
WB, treasurer; and Harry Witmer,
Col, bu.siness agent.
Harold D. Cohen, owner of Em¬
bassy Theatre in Lewistown for
last ^0 years, assumed the opera¬
tion and management of all three
houses in that town. Others are
the Miller and Rialto.
Dr. H. C. Winslow, Meadville
physician and owner of Park Thea¬
tre, sold hi.T radio station, WMGW,
for $100,000 to American Business
Enterprises and William Rich of
New York.
Dave Silverman, manager of
RKO exchange here for years and
left jobless by .shuttering of that
company’s branches, joining new
A1 Schwalberg company as a dis¬
trict .sales boss.
Dave Silverman, who was man¬
ager of RKO exchange here when
it folded, joined A1 Schwalberg’s
Artist-Producers
Associates
as
sales manager for area embracing
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Washington and Philadelphia.
State Theatre in Clymer, closed
for a number of years, being re¬
opened by Roger McGary and his
brother, Carl. State was formerly
run by Steve Bianco faifiily.
Danny Ryan quit Stanley-Warner ad publicity department to go
with Thrift Drugs; Joe Beres re¬
placed him.
. Dick Cvetic, who used to be with
SW, is new manager of Arcade on
Southside.
Eve Friedman, secretary at old
RKO office, went wdth UA as Girl
Friday to exchange manager Janies
Hendel; Doris Sharapan, also exRKO, joined the Par booking de¬
partment.

MINNEAPOLIS

Ben Merger and Mrs. Berger op
vacation in Florida.
, Dick Dynes, released in closing
of RKO branch office, hooked up
for special sales with “Ten Com¬
mandments” unit.
Minnesota theatres turned over
"GOD«IS MY PARTNER"
.check for $10,550, raised through
(Regal Films for 20th-Fox)
th,eatre collections and personal
Prod.—Sam Hersh
Dir.—William Claxton
contributions to Hungarian* relief.
Walter Brennan, John Hoyt. Marlon
Exhibs jare joining farmers in
Ross. Jess White, Ross Newland
fight against proposed bill to es¬
(Started Feb. 20)

tablish daylight saving in Minne¬
sota.
Harry B. French, chairman of
board* of Minnesota Amus. Co.,
hospitalized here after becoming
ill in Baton Roiige. La.,. during
trip, c
Variety club joins auxiliary in
St. Valentine’s dinner Feb. 9 for
benefit of Variety Heart hospital
at University of Minnesota:
Don Alexander, Minnesota Amus.
Co., publicist, back on the job after
two consecutive bouts with flu.
A'^or Jock Mahoney here in
person to plug “Battle Hymn,”
Twin Cities’ RKO Orpheum daydate underline.
Word received here of death in
Florida of Bob LaPiner, long a
Minnesota Amus. Co. exec here
until retirement several years ago.
Circuit owner Ted Mann off to
California again for another visit
with his family wintering there.
Minneapolls« Star carried profile
of Bennie Berger on occasion of
his announcement he’s stepping out
as North Central Allied prexy af¬
ter occupying the office 11 years.
Tom Burke, general manager of
territory’s largest non-profit buy¬
ing-booking group, and the wife va¬
cationing in southwest .
Harold Field, Pioneer circuit
owner, off on Florida vacation:
Austrian “The Congress Dances,”
a European C’Seope picture, hav¬
ing its St. Paul first-run at ,nabe
Grandview.
Robert Wagner here this week
for personals to promote “True
Story of Jesse James” in which he
stars.
J. W. MacFarland, National
Screen branch manager here, re¬
covering from pneumonia attack,
E. L. Peaslee, North Central Al¬
lied first veepee, may be drafted
at annual* convention here March
1-2 to succeed Bennie Berger who
refuses to be a candidate for prexy
again after serving 11 years.
William Wood chosen head of
Colosseum here. Other officers are
Don Halloran, 20th-Fox, veepee,
and Earl Wilson, secretary-treas¬
urer.

DENVER
A. P. Archer and Joe Dekker sold
the Lakeshore Drive-In' to the Denview Corp., a sfibsid of Monarch
Theatres, Chicago. Sale price re¬
ported as $450,000.
Alberta Pike, ad manager for
Fox Denver theatres
resigned to
become general manager in charge
of art theatres operation. She will
be with the Plaza Art Theatre
Corp., Oklahoma City, with her
first assignment being to reopen
the Plaza Art Theatre there.
Frank Jenkins still doing pub¬
licity for Metro exchanges in Den¬
ver and Salt Lake City; he denied
going with a television station.

ST. LOUIS
Tlie Orris, Ste. Genevieve, Mo.,
dark since Aug. 30, sold by Martin
Oberle to Tom Jokerts and Adrian
Ehler, both residents there. Face¬
lifting job will be completed before
relighting this month.
No reopening date set for Lyrle,
Winchester, Ill., owned and oper¬
ated by Paul E. Stehman.
V. H. Sharp sold his Princess,
Godeon, Mo., and the new owner
will convert the house Into a
church. House was operated on A
limited-)veek basis since last May.
Litigation In family of the late
May me H. McConnell, Quincy, Ill.,
that has kept the Orpheum, in that
town, dark since Nov. 17, 1954,
seems to have been settled. Hause
will soori be re-llghted under J^oint
management of Percy and John
Hoeffler and Donald C. McCannell,
F. Val Mercier and his brother.
L. A. Mercier, purchased a tract of
land near Ste. Genevieve, Ill., for
new ozoner that will be readied for
1957 opening.
A new ozoner near Thayer, Mo^
skedded for lighting- in next 6(J
days by B. D. Faddus and Frank
Hall, both of West Plains.
Charles Dee, Jr., .lessee of the
Gem, Mascoutah, 111., shuttered for
Indefinite period. House was re¬
lighted by Dee last October.
Clarence H. Kaimann shuttered
his Salisbury, an Indie nabe In
North St Louis for indefinite pe¬
riod; house operated on weekend
policy for several months.
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EVERY GUY IN TOWN
KNEW THE DAME IN THE
TATTERED DRESS!
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JEFF CHANDLER
JEANNE CRAIN
JACK CARSON
GAIL RUSSELL
ELAINE STEWART

She was as
cheap as she
was rich and
as pretty as
she was vicious
and now she
stood there
giggling at the
body in the
street. Was it
Murder —or the
Unwritten Law
... or was it a
town’s hidden
evil showing
through a wo¬
man’s tattered
dress?
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$318,000,000 Distrib
Gross in ’54, Reports
N.Y. Commerce Commish

Some Inddstryites See Video As
Mabii^ ‘Coieenf Decrees’ Unbearable

Iheatre, Not Prodoct, Shortage
[IN DOWNTOWN MINNEAPOUS]

MlimeapoUs, Feb. 26.
Albany, Feb. 26,
It’s probably Just as well tljey’re turning out fewer pictures in
Empire State’s entertainment
Hollywood, as far as Minneapolis is concerned anyway.
and recreation industries grossed
With a reduction in the number of downtown first-run theatre
more than $855,000,000 during.
outlets here in recent years and long runs the order* of the day,
1954 according to statistics dis¬
many fewer pictures would be played locally under any circum¬
closed last week by ' State Com¬
stances.
merce Commissioner- Edward T.
Even taking into consideration the curtailed film production, the
Dickinson. But Although the mo¬
number of lesser pictures accumulating on the exchanges’ shelves
tion picture field has eased off con¬
here is growing and more and more are going Into the ordinarily
siderably from its wartime peak,
subsequent-run neighborhood houses for their local first-runs.
it’s still rated'as the biggest factor
Not counting the Century where Cinerama holds forth and
in New York State’s amusement
“Seven Wonders of the World” is in its 29th week, there are only
business .
seven loop first-run houses, and at two of them attractions are in
Film distribution services, most¬
their ninth weeks with no end of the runs immediately In sight.
ly located in N. Y. City, accounted
At another of the seven houses, the Lyric, “Ten Command¬
for $318,000,00 in receipts and
ments” has just started a minimum roadshow run of four months.
6,900 employees. The take from
The Lyric has been United Paramount’s lone local moveover
motion picture production amounthouse, just as the Pan is RKO’s.
'ed -to $31,500,000, While produc¬
tion .of films for television—^rela¬
tively small in 1954—^accounted for
$16,100,000.
Report in the current issue of
New York State Commerce Re¬
view shows that the State ac-‘
counted for nearly 21% of all mo¬
Tough to Know How to Sell Certain Picturestion picture, theatrical presenta¬
'St. Louis’ and 'Bad Seed’ Dilemmas Noted
tion and sports receipts In the
--^-—4U.S. and employed 60,000 people
at an annual payroll of $225,000,000. Based on the 1954 U.S. Cen¬ I ' Don’t Be a Hei^oine
"When should an ad tell the
sus of Business, these figures have I . What should a theatre cash¬
truth?
just been made available for analyier do when confronted with a
Question bothers the. ad-pub
sis.
muzzle of a gun? Drop to the
fraternity in the wake bt repeated
State’s greatest margin of lead¬
floor or yell for help? Or hand
criticism that ads are misleading
ership in the entertainment indus¬
over the cash to the holdup
and tend to accent elements in the
try, Commissioner Dickinson said, . man?
picture that are minor in the act¬
was in the field of theatrical pre¬
A San Francisco union of
ual telling of the story.
sentation. There, he added, some
of theatre employees gives this
Good case in point is “The Spirit
750 theatres and establishments |
advice: “In the event of a
of St. Louis,” which opened last
took in 70% of total national re¬
holdup, try to get a good look
week at the Music Hall, N.Y., Pur¬
ceipts in this category.
at the person holding you up
pose of the; ad campaign on this
Motion picture boxoffice - re¬
—tha^ you might identify the
expensive ($7,000,000) entry was as
ceipts, the report reveals, totalled
suspect at a future date—^but
much to advertise the film, as it
$177,000,000 in 1954. Figure rep¬
don’t try to be a hero and save
to counterbalance a series of
resents an 11.6% decline from
the.money. Keep in mind that
logical assumptions on the part of
1948, despite the fact that admis¬
the money is insured and eas-.
the. publiCk
sion taxes are Included in the 1954
Uy replaced but that the nerv¬
Ads very deliberately stayed
tally but were not in the earlier
ous person on the other end
away from flying sequences on the
one.
of the gun might pull the trig¬
sound assumption that, already,
As might have been expected,
ger, and your life, even though '' many might equate the story of
drive-ins registered sizable gains
insured, can never be re¬
the Lindbergh flight with nothing
and conventional houses fell off
placed.”_
’_ but hours in a narrow cockpit.
numerically. It’s pointed out in
Then, too, Warner Bros, had to
1954 there were 1,159 motion pic¬
overcome any impression that this
ture theatres in operation in the
was a documentary.
State—1,033 hardtops and 126
Finally, there was the question
drive-ins. Tally marks a. loss of
of whether a young generation
116 from 1948, when there were
would find the Lindbergh saga of
1,241 conventionals and only 34
great Interest, and the fact that the
ozoners.
lays press, Inevitably, would stress
Report breaks down the $25,the flight aspects.
000,000 entetrainment and recrea¬
There’s no girl in the film, ex¬
tion payroll as follows: film indus¬
cept for the one crucial scene when
try, 52%; theatrical pre^sentations
lone handed Lindbergh a mipror
and services, 18.1%; commercial
I just prior to His takeoff. The mirror
promotion and operation of sports,
later saved his life. Ads use the
Albany, Feb. 26.
10%, while others accounted for
girl as part of the overall attempt
The lines have been drawn for to “sell” the picture as more than
20.3%.
another fight to obtain approval just a flying film.
by. the Legislature and the Gov¬
If “Spirit” presents a sizeable
ernor of the 1955-56 bill proposing merchandising problem, partly due
to increase the licensee fees col¬ -to the concepts automatically form¬
lected by the State Education ing in the public’s mind, other ad
Dept’s Motion Picture Division campaigns have shown that audi¬
from $3 to $7 per 1,000 feet, for ences at times have to be “led” to
original films, and to decrease the like something. Metro’s “Lust for
charge from prints. The latter
Taken From the Original
would be accomplished by chang¬ Life” ads highlighted a scene that
was barely in the picture and es¬
ing the base from $2 per 1,000 feet
to $4 for “each additional entire' sentially the same was true of “The
Burning Hills,” which was repre¬
copy.” If passed, effective date for
sented as something it was not.
switchover would be July 1.
In contrast, some other films have
by
The measure has a new Assem¬ not succeeded In the past pre¬
D. L. DERN
bly sponsor, Alonzo L. Waters, Re¬ cisely because ads “spilled” the
publican, of Medina and a pub¬ exact contents of the story.
Author of "THE DOCTOR'S SECRET"
lisher. Leo F. Noonan, Cattaraugus
Interesting test came with War¬
County Republican, was the Lower ner Bros.* “The Bad Seed,” gen¬
House introducer for the past two erally sold in the ads as a “shock¬
years. It was his bill which passed er.” Campaign never revealed the
the Assembly and the Senate (after real subject of the story, i. e. a
a vigorous debate In the latter) little girl who Is a killer. Ads went
last year, only to be gauntletted by over big, and the film was socko
Discovered trillions of light years
Governor Averell Harriman.
all over.
In a brief Veto message, the
in space, whereon giants and
In several spots, however, more
Governor then stated the bill would or less by accident, a different set
cost the State $280,000 in revenue, of ads were used. They pointed
huge animals roam the mountains
and no substitute for this loss had to the real story (“ . . . now she
been voted by the Legislature.
knew that her daughter was as
'and valleys of this gigantic earth
Censor fees go Into State’s Gen¬ dangerous and deadly as a maniacal
killer.” Ads featured the moth¬
eral
Revenue
Fund.
Actual
oper¬
being a trillion times the -size of
ating costs of that division Is con- er’s face, a. bottle of poison and
■
the
caption: “Now she knew what
[Siderably
less
than
half
of
the
our earth, which they refer to as
amount collected through licens- she had to do!’*
i
Upshot
was that the theatres
use.
their Island, having beSii blown
Governor Harriman’s recent bud¬ featuring these ads failed to do
business.
In
other words, the (un¬
get message showed the “tax”
from
tjie
OLD
MOTHER
yielded $428,000 In the calendar pleasant) truth was a b.o. bust,
year 1956-57. He estimated the re¬ mostly because people automatic¬
EARTH by a volcano eruption
ally shrink from morbid themes.
turn for 1957-58 at $450,000.

The revolutionary changes that 4
have taken place in the film indus¬
Lap Seats^ 50c
try as a result of the television era
has convinced „ a large number of
The Booker T*Theatre, 400IndiistrHtes that^ steps must be
i^eater in Washington, playing
taken to apiend tlie “archaie” Gov¬
“Ten Commandments” on twoernment consent decrees. It is
a-day with admissions at $1.25
pointed out, for example, that the
for matinees and.$1.50 even¬
decrees were promulgated in the
ings, reported daily grosses to
pre-war era and the restrictions
Paramount of over the $1,100
they Impose were set down before
capacity.
the impact of television.
. Management’s explanation:
Full
price must be paid for
What has happened in effect, it’s
youngsters unless they sit on
said. Is that the film industry is
their
parents' laps. Then they
being forced to (derate in “a Jet
pay 50c and 'the gross goes
era with Model T consent decrees.”
over the scaled ceiling.
It is further argued that if the
television networks had to operate
under similar consent decree reetrictions as the film industry, they,
too, would be faced with many of
the economic problems that has
been plaguing the film business in
recent years.
Distribution has long; blamed
many of the ills of the film business
oh the stranglehold of the con¬
sent decrees. Excepting for the
vocal dissSnt of Allied States Assn.,
a large segment of exhibition con¬
curs with the views of the film
Trenton, Feb. 26.
companies. For the most part, how¬
With bfngo about to be author¬
ever, the industry, which prefers
an ostrich-like policy in relations ized In the state under legislative
with the Government, has been okay, the New - Jersey Federation
timid in launching a drive for re¬ of Motion Picture" Exhibitors is
vision of the decrees.
weighing the establishment of a
It’s agreed that total revision
of the decrees will not be neces¬ plan so that theatres may be rented
sary, but it’s felt that certain for the playing of bingo under the
changes, especially in relation to state regulations.. A committee has
the confbination of distribution fa¬
been appointed to study the state
cilities and perhaps the return of
bill which has been passed by both
block booking, would prove helpful
houses
of the legislature and Is now
in combatting' the general boxoffice
awaiting the signature of Gov,
decltn9.
Robert
Meyner.
There has been a demand''^ in
Bill proposes that a special state
spnie quarters for action which
commission
regulate the rate of
would lead to an amendment pf
the decrees. So far, however, the rental of the premises where bingo
film companies, still baroing under may be played. Theatres, underthe guilt complex of the activities the bill, are eligible to rent prem¬
that brought about the decrees, ises to, charity, church and re¬
haven’t seen fit to take a forceful ligious organizations which may
move in Washington. This is main¬ wish to use the theatres for bingo.
ly because the industry, a prime However, bingo cannot be played
target for newspaper publicity, pre¬ in conjunction with the regular
fers to keep its corporate and in¬ film program.
ternecine problems in the back¬
ground. It’s anticipated, however,
Wichita’s $5,000 Loan
that If the boxoffice continues its
Washington, Feb^ 26.
downward step, action will have to
A $5,000 loan to help improve a
be taken to preserve the industry’s
economic structure. If mergers and four-wall theatre at Wichita, Kas.,
consolidation of ■ certain facilities has been granted by the Small
are essential for stirvlval. It’s noted Business Administration.
that the Industry will be forced
Loan went to Frank and Edna
to seek the Government’s permls- Salmone.

IlKatresWaiitIn
On Jersey’s Now
Legal Bingo

Copy Angles, Truth & Boxolfke

N.Y. State Film
- License Fee Up
Anewas

THE ALBINO SKY SERPENT
OLD MOTHER EARTH

thousands-of years ago.

Hollywocd Agent

JACK STEWART

Swap-For-Tlx Matinee
San Antonio,**Feb. 26.
Usable toys, linen, canned food,
children’s books and clothing were
good for admission to a special
Washington’s Birthday matinee at
the 'VYoodlawn last Friday (22).
Proceeds from the unique admis¬
sion were presented to local chari¬
ties. The event was sponsored by
the David Marcis chapter, Aleph
Zadik Aleph, junior order of ’the
B’nai B’rith.

New York Theatre
r-nniD CITY MliSIC HUI-I
Roekdeller Center

,

JAMES STEWART
u nunis A uHoiEuu im
"THE SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS”
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CBS-TO-THEATRES ‘FE ATURES’
■f

Kintner & Lewine Bam Midn^ht 00
The transplanted “Pob & Bob” team at NBC-TV (Kintner and
Lewine—^tlfe Sarnoff-Kintner “Bob & Bob” pairing is another on
a higher echelon) has introduced some incredulous head-shaking
around the 30 Rockefeller Plaza precincts, with the general atti¬
tude one of “how do they do it?” Kintner and Lewine, with the
rest of the program-sales staff on their heels, have been going at
a whirling-dervish pace for the past two weeks, eVer since Kintner
. took over as exec v.p. over programming & sales and Lewine as
v.p. In charge of nighttime programming. They’ve not only been
on a 9 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. merry-go-round with continental meet¬
ings, auditions and skull sessions that have left the more leisurely¬
paced NBC veterans gasping, but on couple occasions last week
Kintner and Lewine were seen leaving building at 2 a.m.
That pace is nothing new for them, since it was routine at ABC,
where Kintner held down 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. office hours daily and
worked on weekends as well, while Lewine did the same thing as a
veritable one-man programming department.
But if the Kintner-Lewine schedule has produced frantic ac¬
tivity, it's also produced fast results in the program area, where
within a week they (1) signed the Alfred Hitchcock deal that had
been pending for some time, (2) pulled Robert Montgomery out
of his seven-year occupancy of Monday nights without a qualm,
(3) set an hour western, “Wagon Train,’.' into the Wednesday 7:30
to 8:30 spot as their key program move against their old ABC
standby, “Disneyland,” (4). put in the works an hour show for
Rddie Fisher and (5) managed to stir up some affiliate unrest by
moving into station time Monday niglits with the installation of
the Hitchcock show at 10 to 11 instead of 9:30 to 10:30 (see sepa¬
rate story).

OU&NewTeopWforNBC
GuedeFs Unusual Pact for TV Reruns Plus New
Linkletter Series
—

4-^

Hollywood, Feb. 20.
In the first such rerun deal for
an audience participation show,
John Guedel has closed a deal with
I^BC under which the web has
bought the rerun rights to 69 “Peo¬
ple Are Funny” shows. It was si¬
multaneously disclosed that the
show has been renewed for an¬
other two years as a new entry.
Thus the new and old shows will
both be on NBC in the coming sea¬
son. Reruns include 39 from the
first year of “People” on tv, 30
from the .second. Guedel said
shows always shot with reruns in
mind have no topicality or spon¬
sor identificatipn and can be shown
immediately, without changes.
Contract for continuation of
“People” marks a change from last
year’s pTan to quit after this sea¬
son, but the ratings have been the
highest yet, particularly with
stunts involving Univac, the elec¬
tronic brain.
Show has been among NBC’s top
four. Art Linkletter, who teed off
a tempest last year when he said
he and “People” were washing up
after this season, will remain with
the show.
Guedel said there’s sponsor in¬
terest in “Twenty Grand Mystery,”
new show for which he has shot
the pilot. It’s .a mystery meller
with studio guest who tries to
guess culprit. “Our organization is
geared, to three shows (Guedel also
has “House Party” and “You Bet
Your Life”), so when we thought
we were dropping ‘People’ we
started this new one to keep our
activity at the level of three. Now
it looks like we may have four
going.”

Gary Cooper TV
Series for ABC?
Hour-long western with Gary
Cooper as host and sometime-star
is being mulled* by ABC-TV as
either a Thursday or Sunday tele¬
film offering next fall. With Allied
Artists behind him, it will be the
theatrical star’s first regular video
venture.
AA is understood asking $100,000
for each of 39 60-minute ^telepix.
G. Ralph Branton of AA is said to
have given ABC-TV approximately
a week, to option the series.
If
ABC-TV takes it, times under con¬
sideration are Thursday at 8 or
Sunday at 7:30. Branton ^yas in
negotiation with Leonard Goldenson, prexy of American Broadcast¬
ing-Paramount Theatres.
Cooper, it was reported on the
Coast, will establish his own telepic production company if the deal
goes through.

^ Nobody’s Safe
Exiting of J. Fred Muggs
from the “Today” show has
cued the observation in '’tv
circles:
“That’s the last , of the Pat
Weaver gang to leave NBC.”

ABC4o-NBCTrek,
VP.Strflie’n’All
Don Durgin resigned as veep in
charge of ABC Radio to make the
ABC-to-NBC trek, b'ecoming veep
over tv sales development at
the latter network. In order to give
ABC topper Leonard Goldenson
time to get a replacement, Durgin
isn’t expected to leave until March
15, but it’s believed he’ll be given
his NBC stripe at Friday’s (29)
board meeting.
Durgin, in his new post, will re¬
port to Walter Scott, veep in
charge of sales administration at
NBC-TV and second in sales under
Billy Goodheart. The new NBC
exec will work on sales presenta¬
tions.
This leaves a key hole in the
ABC structure. Goldenson is under¬
stood mulling several prospects,
mostly from the outside. But one
insider who is thought to have a
chance at the radio vicepresidency
is Steve Riddleberger, currently
in charge of ABC Radio business
management and -already slated for
a vicepresidency.
Durgin was hired by his former
ABC boss, Robert Kintner, now
exec veep in charge of sales and
programming at NBC-TV. Since he
joined NBC a few months ago,
Kintner has hired away a number
of important ABC execs: Robert
Lewine quit aS ABC program-tal¬
ent veep to join him as NBC-TV
program veep; James Stabile was
ABC’s veep in charge of legal af¬
fairs and is now with NBC-TV tal¬
ent negotiations; Chick Abry was
ABC-TV sales manager and is now
NBC-TV eastern sales manager.
Durgin's departure diminishes
the number of ABC’s original “re¬
searcher-showmen.” There were
six all told at the network two
years ago; there are four today,
but all veeps , or soon-to-be-veeps:
Oliver Treyz, veep over ABC-TV;
Don Coyle, research head; Gene
Accas, administrative factotum,
and Dean Shaffner, ABC Radio
research head. George Huntington,
the sixth man, is now a Television
Bureau of Advertising exec.

CBS-TV’s 'Big 3’ Administrative
Setup in New Exec Realignment
By GEORGE ROSEN
Filmasters’ unique “Playhouse
90” operation in the Arizona desert
is being observed carefully by all
of, Holly wood, for out of it is com¬
ing a flock of precedents and
filmaking-for-tv patterns that have
revolutionary overtones for the in¬
dustry in general.
Since Filmaster is a CBS-con¬
trolled subsid operation, it’s an in¬
stance, too, where a tv network is
“showing the way” toward drama¬
tizing the “new economics” for
Hollywood and filmmaking.
, Both in the physical aspects of
turning out three full-length “onlocation” features-for-tv- and in the
contractual footnotes attending the
pacting of major personalities for
the “Playhouse 90” series, the
whole operation is unique in chart¬
ing a new course for production of
“location” features (both theatrical
and tv-inspired) at a new low cost.
All three Filmaster. features
pacted by “Playhouse 90,” “Lone
Woman” starring Kathryn Grayson;
“Carbine Web and the Four Sis¬
ters” starring Helen Hayes and
Ralph Meeker, and “Without Inci¬
dent” co-starring Errol Flynn^and
Ann Sheridan with Julie London
and John Iteland In support, are
being turned out in a period of
three weeks—one week per feature.
“Lone Woman” has already been
completed.
“Incident” went be¬
fore the cameras in Tucson this
week and “Four Sisters” will be
brought in next week. Total of 21
days for shooting three fulHength
features (each at a cost not exceed¬
ing $150,000) is unheard of in the
sphere of Hollywood economics.
To achieve such low-cost budget¬
ing, a shuttling system has been
established between Hollywood and
Tucson, with props and other
paraphernalia flown in as needed,
thus obviating the need for setting
up studio facilities or any other ex¬
traneous spending.
Negotiations have already been
completed for the tv-to-theatrical
destination of the features (all
three of the films will be distrib¬
uted abroad in theatres following
their “Playhouse 90” showcasing),
and therein lies the interesting con¬
tractual pattern established for the
series. Whereas in the past contracts
were chiefly concerned with, clauses
establishing film players rights or
waivers when features move into
tv. It’s now a reverse patterh pro¬
viding subsequent theatrical pro¬
tection for stars making features
for tv.
“Lone Woman” (which. Incident¬
ally, will also serve as a pilot for
a projected series) was produceddirected by Ralph Levy. Support¬
ing Miss Grayson are Vincent Price
(Continued on page 40)

*Best of, Omnibus’
First major sponsorshop
nibble for the new Robert
Saudek Associates operation,
which is taking over “Omni,bus” and all its backlog on a
commercial basis from the
Ford Foundation, came last
in a request from the Norman,
Craig & Kummel agency»for a
once-over of “Omnibus” film
files.
Agency, for an undisclosed
client, is interested In J^ankrolling a series culling the best
features from the 400-odd in
the “Omnibus” backlog. Show
would be called, natch “The
Best of Omnibus.”

FCC Orders GE’s
Pioneer WRGB-TV
To Shift to UHF

Exec realignment at CBS-TV, an¬
ticipated since Merle Jones moved
up to become prexy of the network
on Jan. 1, was completed this week
with the promotion of v.p.’s Bill
Hylan and Bill Lodge to head up
enlarged administrative areas and
the appointment of Tom Dawson
and Ed Shurick to v.p. spots within
their respective network sales and
station relations departments.
Effect of the new appointments
is to establish an administrative
“Big Three” under Jones, consist¬
ing of Hubbell Robinson, who con¬
tinues as exec v.p. in charge of
programs; Hylan, wiio as v.p. in
charge of sales administration will
take over supervision of the sales
department, press information de¬
partment, research advertising,
promotion and other sales ad¬
juncts; and Lodge, who becomes
v.p. in charge of engineering and
station relations, first time the
web has combined the. two func¬
tions . New alignment was chosen
by Jones in preference to appoint¬
ing a new exec v.p, to succeed
himself.
^
Dawson, currently No. 2: man 'in
sales under Hylan as general man¬
ager of network sales, move up to
become v.p. for network sales,
heading the department and re’porting to Hylan. Shurick, cur¬
rently national director of'station
relations under v.p. Herbert Akerberg, becomes v.p. and director of
station relations. Akerberg con¬
tinues as v.p. in charge of station
relations and reports to Lodge.
As Hylan’s first rfew appoint¬
ment in his ^ew post, tie named
Jay Eliasberg director of research.
Eliasberg has held down the titlo
of acting director ever since Oscar
Katz moved up from the research
spot to become v.p. in charge of
daytime pr<j>gramming.

Washington, Feb. 26.
FCC shocked the industry today
(Tues.) when it moved to deprive
General Electric of its longtime
VHF franchise in Schenectady and
convert it to a UHF qperation.
Commission, in its first final action
in deintermixture proceedings, or¬
dered GE to show, cause why its
WRGB-TV, one of the country’s pi¬
oneer stations, should not shift to
Channel 47.
Move would shift WRGB-TV’s
Chanel 6 up to Syracuse and pro¬
vide it with a third VHF outlet.
The Alba,ny-Schenectady-Troy area,
where WRGB-TV is the only
VHF’er, would become all UHF.
Much of the early experimental
work in television was done at
WRGB-TV, which was also the first
Interconnected station on the NBC
lineup, and the FCC split in its
“Twenty-One” jumped to a sixvote by a 5-2 count, with dissents point lead this week over “I Love
from Comrs. John C. Doerfer and Lucy,” scoring the highest Trendex
Richard Mack.
mark ever registered by an NBCIn other final actions, the FCC TV regular show against the CBS
(1) dropped the proposal for Chan¬ comedy series. “Twenty-One” hit
nel 10 as a drop-in in Vail Mills, a 33.3 mark on the overnight re¬
N.Y., (2)^ coverted Elmira, .N.Y., turns on its Monday (25) show,
to all-UHF by moving Channel 9 with “Lucy” down to a 26.9, a low
and adding Chanel 30, (3) made water mark for the show. Bishop
Springfield, Ill., all UHF by shift¬ Sheen had a 6.3 on ABC.
ing Channel 2 to St.‘ Louis and
Last week, the NBO quizzer top¬
Terre Haute and adding Channels ped “Lucy” for the first time, but
26 and 36, (4) granted KTVR, by a squeaker, 30.6 to 30.0. But
St. Louis, currently operating, the with its added momentum, plus the
UHF on Chanel 36 there, tempor¬ fact that $143,000 winner Charles
ary authority to operate on the Van Doren had ended the show in
new Chanel 2 secured from Spring- a tie with Warner Bros, attorney
field, (5) made Peoria, Ill., all- Mrs. Vivienne Near|ng, the
UHF by adding two new U’s and show’s draw was
heightened.
shifting Channel 8 to Davenport- Next week’s situation looks even
Rock
Island-Moline
and
(6)
retain-,
more
promising
for
the
Barry &
Variations on a Theme ed the status quo in Hartford and Enright quizzer, since Monday’s
Television properties are be¬
Madison, Wise., by keeping the two show again ended in a tie after
ginning to develop their own
U’s and one V in each jiaarket.
two rounds, with next week’-s score
genealogies. Latest example is
FCC also issued its first instruc¬ worth $2,000 a point.
“A Man's Game,” musical
tions to the staff under the new p.olabout baseball in which Nan¬
icy of announcing all such instruc¬
ette Fabray will star April 23 ^ v tions to prevent news leaks. FCC
on “Kaiser Aluminum Hour.”
ordered staff to prepare documents
Play was originally written
for a third V in New Orleans, a
as a straight comedy by Rob¬
third V in Beaumont-Port Arthur,
ert Allan Aurthur and pre¬
Tex., and a third V in Lake
sented oh “Philco Playhouse”
Charles-Lafayette, La.
June 1, 1952. Subsequently, it
Jack Van Volkenburg, who re¬
was adapted as a 90-minute
tired Jan. 1 as CBS Television
musical by David Shaw, with
original music and lyrics by
prexy but continues as a member
Jack & Madeleine Segal, and
of the CBS board, got his official
lined up as a projected proper¬
valedictory from the CBS-TV af¬
ty for the Fred Coe Friday
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
filiate body last Thursday (21).
night spec series on NBC last
Van Volkenburg came up from
Vet
producer-director
Jack
season.
Coe even lined up
Donohue hag been named to suc¬ Florida for the meeting of the afMiss Fabray for the lead, but
fils’ executive committee, at which
the spec series never hit the
ceed A1 Lewis as producer-director he was presented with a cabin
air due to sponsor apathy.
of the^ NBC-TV “George Gobel j r’Mii.ser to use in his semi-retire¬
Now Talent Associates has
Show” effective with the March 9 ment. All the affils chipped in for
recaptured the property and *
program. Replacement follows a ti:c craft, said to cost about $15,000.
trimmed it back to 60-mInute
Moreover, the afhljates wanted
sag in ratings and sponsor renewal
length while retaining the
to see what they were giving, so
troubles.
score, has signed Miss Fabray
a
closed-circuit was set up (at af¬
Donohue became available after
and is ready to roll. TA, inci¬
Sammy Davis' “Mr. Wonderful” filiates’ expense) from New York’s
dentally, has signed Broadway
Liederkrantz
Hall (a CBS studio)
closed on Broadway last Saturday.
arranger-conductor Don Walk¬
Lewis took over from Hal Kan ter so that the affiliates could see Van
er to orchestrate and conduct
(Continued on page 36)
at the beginning of this season.
the telecast.

Vaii Doren Tops

liicy by GPoints
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Van Volkenburg Gifted
With a Cabin Cruiser
By CBS-TV Affiliates

Jack Donohue to Hel|n
Gobel Show Vice Lewis

22.
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VeflneBday, Fefeiya^

Major hdustryites Qieck m For Westingbouse
Powvrow
Boston.” Fel). 26. fSymposiums on ’"Showmanship
In Public Service" and "Television
News" will be among the highlights
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
of the Boston Conference on PubMickey Roqney will take over
liQ Service Programihiing^ spon¬
hosting
duties
on NBC-TV "Perry
sored by the Westingbouse Broad¬
casting Co., which kicks off tomor¬ Como Show” March 2, while Como
takes
a
vacation,
row (Wed.) and runs through Fri¬
Rooney planed to N. Y. yester¬
day (1). Couple of hundred broad-_
casters and industry VIP’s began day (25) to set details, accompan¬
ied by personal manager Red Doff.
checking in today for the three-day
"*ineet.
Slated for tombrrow, the "Show¬
manship in Public Semce" sym¬
posium will be chaired by James
Macandrew, of the New York Board
of Education, with the following
as participants: Dr. Bergen Evans,
Northwestern U.; Professor Frank
Baxter, Univ. of Southern Califor¬
nia; Robert Saudek, "Omnibus"
producer; James 'Aubrey, ABC;
Louis G, Cowan, CBS; Edward
Stanley, NBC, and William Kaland,
. Hollywood. Feb. 26.:
WBC.
General Foods and Procter it
Chairing the "Television News”
talkfest on Thursday (28) will be Gamble have decided to reserve
John K. M. McCaffery, WRQA-TV, decision ^ on the projected change
N. Y.; with the following partici¬ of "I Love Lucy” to a once-:
monthly, hourlong entry until the
pating, James Ferguson, WSAZweekly composition of the CBS-TV
TV, Huntington, W. Va.; Mike Wal¬ 9 to 10 Monday night hour on the
lace, WARD, N. Y,; Robert Breck- three Alternate weeks is deter¬
ner, KTTV, L. A.;' and Bill Burns, mined. Latest development came
KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh.
out of a weekend meeting between
The three-day conference, to be the clients and their agencies with
attei^ded by representatives from Desl Arnaz and Martin Leeds, head
approximately 100 radio and tv sta¬ of Arnaz’s Desilu Productions,
tions from all sections of the U. S.,
Sponsors still favor weekly ex¬
will be climaxed by a Saturday posure of their product, but are
tour of Boston’s historical sites. willing to go along with the pro¬
The guides will be well known his¬ posed once-o-month "Lucy” if de¬
torians from Boston area schools. tails of the other three weeks can
Following; tomorrow’s morning be worked out. That involves pric¬
registration, the meeting at the ing, programs and a realignment
Hotel Statler will be opened by of their budgetary layout. On the
WBC prez Donald H. McGannon. program side, Arnaz is proposing
Vice-president Richard M. Nixon two of his Desilu properties as
will lead a host of prominent hour entries, "December Bride,”
speakers (Oi^ film) addressing them¬ which would expand to an hour
selves on the theme of "The Chal¬ once a month, and "Adventure of a
lenge" to broadcasters. Others in¬ Model.” But CBS-TV is understood
cluded in the morning speakers’ to have other ideas about filling
roster include: Dr. Milton Eisen¬ the other three weeks, preferring
hower, Senator John P. Kennedy, its own house entries.
On the sponsorship side. General
Ralph J. Bunche, Rfear Admiral H.
(Continued on page 40)
G. Rickover, Carl Sandburg. This
segment of the program will be
chaired by Richard M. Pack, WBC.
Topics''of other forums will in¬
clude: "Public Service Assignment:
Freedom (TV) and another one on
the same, topic for rad|o; "Chil¬
Frustrated twice in finding satis¬
dren’s Programs,” "Use of Special factory time slots on CBS-TV and
Film," "Use of Special Tape,” "Re¬ NBC-TV, the Bell Telephone Sys¬
ligious Programming.”
tem has turned to ABC-TV at 10
p.m. on Thursdays with "Telephone
Tmie.” John Nesbitt half-hour tele¬
film series, currently slotted at 6
p.m. on Sundays via CBS-TV,
makes the switch of time and net¬
work on either April 4 or 11.
Bell, expressing the feeling to
CBS that Sunday at 6 was too early
a time for a network showcase,
leading to an Insufficient Nielsen,
"The Brothers” may be cancelled first aimed at 7:30 Fridays on the
before the end of the season after same net. But "Beat the Clock,”
all. Gale Gordon-Bob Sweeney in moving from Saturday to Friday,
CBS-TV series had been due for has taken the time period instead.
the scrapheap about a month ago, Next move was to seek Wednesday
when Procter & Gamble switched at 8 on NBC-TV for Nesbitt, as re¬
over to Phil Silvers and Lever placement for the departing "Hir¬
Bros, bought it in its place. At that am Holliday,” but that, too, fell
point. Lever was unable to come through.
up with a substitute, and decided
In its new anchorage. Bell will
to go along with ^'Brothers" after be facing powerful competition
all.
Sheaffer Pen, the alternate from "Lux Video Theatre" on NBCsponsor, stuck along on the condi¬ TV and "Playhouse 90" on CBS-TV.
tion that CBS-TV find another ABC-TV deal, for a firm 52-week
sponsor to replace it soon.,
contract carrying Bell through next
NOW, Lever has become dissatis¬ season, was negotiated by N. W.
fied and Sheaffer wants out unless Ayer. Presently,. at 10 on Thurs¬
a replacement show to its liking is days bn ABC is the sustaining
■ found. Lever is currently looking "Airtime—’57.’^
at several shows. One possibility
Though Bell has inked for 10
is a rerun series of "Private Sec¬ p.m., they will have the first crack
retary" films, now available be¬ at Thursday at 9:30 if "Bold Jour¬
cause the series is going off CBS ney" leaves the spot by fall.. ABC
to make way for the new Marge & wants a stronger followup for Pat
Gower Champion show, Mean¬ Boone’s 9 p.m^ stanza.
while, until a decision is made on
a new show, "Brothers" is up in
the air. Hope is to get a replace¬
ment in by April.

TV-Radio FriodiidHm Centres. II
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Rooney to Sub Como

P&6,6FMay
(io Along With
tncy’Hour-lf

‘TELEPHONE TIME’
SHIFTS TO ABC-TV

'Brothers’Face
hnmiiieiit Axing

Texas Disk Jockey’s
200-Hour Marathon

New CBS Radio Biz
CBS Radio corralled a couple of
new clients this week in Park &
Tilford (for Tintex) and the Flor¬
ida Land & Homes Bureau.
Tin¬
tex, with the larger expenditure,
moves into daytime starting March
11, with three five-minute units per
week for a 10-week span.
Deal
was set via Emil Mogul.
Florida outfit, starting March 4.
is for 13-week sponsorship of a
five-minute segment in the Galen
Drake stanza Saturday morning.

Spartanburg, S. C., Feb. 26.
Hefty Ray Starr of WJAN Thurs¬
day (21) smashed all known records
for continuous broadcasting by
staying on air 200 hours.
The 240-pound disk jockey, liv¬
ing on fried chicken livers and hottea, surpassed the 154 hours set
Jan. 27 by Bruce Allen of KBLI,
Black Foot, Idaho.
Starr, World War II bomber
pilot who was wounded in the left
leg 27 times, was on the air to raise
money for the City School lunch
program. He got more than $3,000.
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SAMMY KAYE
can melt the Ice bn the Matterhorn
with the warmth of hla new Colxynbla
record,
"MOUNTAIN
OF
KISSES,’’ a wait* people wpuld
climb the highest mountain for.
Speaking of climbing, Sammy’s new
albuih, "FOR DANCING , .
.
SAMMY KATE/ SWINGS AND
SWATS BELLS ARE RINGING.” Is
heading toward the top._

Bei^en TV Quizzer
'Do You Trust Your Wife,” the
Edgar Bergen quizzer which has
been sponsored only on alternate
weeks for most of this season by
L&M Filters, is due to be can¬
celled by the ciggie outfit at the
end of the current cycle in April.
Though the final axe hasn’t cpme
down, L&M and Dancer-FitzgeraldSample are already scouting for a
replacement, with, a Spike Jones
series as one possibility and "As¬
signment: Foreign Legioni” the
Merle Oberon vidpixer as another.
L&M’s solo sponsorship on the
Tuesday 10:30 CBS-TV stanza re¬
sults from an early-season can¬
cellation by Frigidalre Division of
General Motors, which had bought
the show a year before on an everyweek basis. L&M moved in as al¬
ternate sponsor during the sum¬
mer, only to have Frigidaire drop
out in late fall. CBS has been un¬
able to fill the alternate spot .since,
but L&M apparently is convinced
that the "$64,000.Question” makes
the time slot a valuable one if the
right show can be found.

NBC’s Cugie&Abbie
Get a CBS Buildup;
Ditto-Tennessee Ernie
Xavier Cugat & Abbe Lane will
get some generous exposure on the
premiere week Of their new NBCt
TV musical series—but the plug
will come from CBS-TV, Next
Wednesday (27), they start their
new two-a-week 7:30-7:45 series
as the Eddie Fisher replacement.
On Friday (1), they do their sec¬
ond show in the series, and later
that night will appear on CBS’
"Person to Person," from their
Waldorf suite in N. Y.
Other half of the ,March 1 "P
to P" will be a Coast pickup of
Tennessee Ernie Ford and his fam¬
ily. Ford’s also a major NBC per¬
sonality, what with a daytime halfhour strip and his nighttime
(Thursday) Ford show.

$229,000 NEW BIZ
ON NBC RADIO BOOKS

Walter McCurdy switches from American Broadcasting-Paramount
"Theati:e’$ manager of theatre concessions to assistant tq. veep Sidney
Markley .. .' Leonard Zwelg haS ankled Washington and the producership of the alternating "Youth Wants to Know” and "American Forum”
on NBC-TV to return to New York; he'is currently wdrking with Ted
Granik, owner of the two shows, on a new hour-long video property
..., J* Taggert (Tag) Simler to tv sales staff of Katz agency ,.. "Kukla,
Fran and Ollie,” "Medical Horizons,” "Dean Pike” on AB<j-TV and
"The Lonely Abaloniah” of ABC Radio received Brotherhood Awards
from the National Conference of Christians and Jews; Danny Thomas'
tv’er got, a certificate of recognition . .. ‘21.” producer AI Freedman to
Mexico City ;.. Don<:Morrow will emcee a new ty travel package called
"People and Places” . . , Video arranger and orch leader Paul Taubman and violinist Yehudi Menuhin will team for a radio presentation
in behalf of child cardiacs • < Marguerite Tazelaar, former reportercritic on the Herald-Xrib, into Associated Artists as publicist i , . Leo
Polk, director of WCBS-TV’s "Eye on New Yorkr” will similarly handle
the station’s Saturday kidvld stanza, "Hlckory-DickoryrDock” ...
Sister pianists Anahid and Maria Ajemiau, do three iWXQR Studio
Series" programs.on March 3,10,17 ..., Ma^aret C. Scoggin, moderatpr of WMCA’s "Young Book Reviewers,” gotsa $2,000 Marshall Field
Award for .‘‘notable achievement in education by radio” .. . . Jones
Soovem elected treasurer of Peters, Griffin, Woodward reppery. . . .
Jay Baniey» TAllulah Bankhead’s leading man in short-lived "Eugenia’*
legiter, was in a Phil Silvers segment last, week playing a colonel, is
signed for upcoming "Capt Kidd” on “Omnibus” and continues with
crossboard CBS Radio "Romance of Helen Trent” . . . Mutual has
scheduled 10 five-minute special programs on March 0 ini behalf of
Crusade for Freedom .. . Demonstrations of newly developed raw film
stocks will be presented at tomorrow’s (28) luncheon meeting of the
National Television Film Council... Arthur Topol, timebuyer, switched
to Donahue & Coe from Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone . . . WLIB’s
Estelle M. Sternberger devoting three Sunday afternoon broadcasts to
series of discussions on the problems of nursing care for the aged and
Infirm. An Interview last Sunday ja4) with Dr. James N. Rosen, prez
of the New York City Nursing Home Association, kicked: off series.
Jo Stafford, accompanied by hubby Paul Weston, In town for a round
of guest shots; she does the Perry Como show Saturday (2), stars on
‘‘The Woolworth Hour” March 10, takes, over the Arthur Godfrey Wed¬
nesday night stanza March 13, then returns to the Coast to move' into
a new home and guest on the Tennessee Ernie Ford show on March
28 . . . Lowdil Thomas ori^nating his CBS newscasts from the Coast
and then heads over to Sun Valley for some^ skiing next Monday (4)
. . . Frank Simms joins the regular Garry Moore show cast as second
announcer to spell Dumarrf^irby; he’s the first addition to the regu¬
lar cast in the show’s seven-year run . . . NBC pubrelations veep Ken
Bilby in Palm Beach for a week’s rest . . . New York U. Alumni Assn,
honored CBS UN correspondent Lary LeSueur with the Heights
Achievement Award over the weekend . . . Ernie Caparros, vet Cuban
cameraman-director, set up his own shop in N.Y. as Caparros Studios
and has completed a series of 15 one-minute spots for Coca-Cola;
spots were supervised by Bob Nathe for. McCann-Erickson . . . Jean
Sakol of the Bud Brandt flackery off on a five-city tv promotion tour
in behalf of fashion clients Leonard & Andrew Arkin . . . G. W.
(Johnny) Johnstone, National Assn, of Manufacturers’ director of
radio-tv-film p.r., with Mrs. Johnstone and ABC’s Ted Malone, planed
to the Coast Monday (25) for tapings of interviews in NAM’s current
"It’s Your Business" series on ABC Radio. From Hollywood, Johnstones fly to Santa Barbara, where daughter Suzanne, wif^ of U. of Cal
musicology prof Mahlon E. Balterston Jr., has a concurrent date with
the stork. They return to N.Y. March 6 . . . Jerry Collins, ex-publicity
chief at William Morris, and Dick Gershman, formerly with INS in
Chicago, joined the CBS Television Press Info staff. Harry Feeney,
web’s trade editor, on jury duty this week . . . John Derr, who bowed
out as CBS Sports director last April, back with the web on a free¬
lance basis, set to do the Masters Golf Tourney April 5, 6 and 7 , . .
Billy M. Greene appears on "Studio One" Monday (4) . . . Thomas H.
Belvisio Jr. joined the tv sales staff of the Katz Agency; he’s ex-CBSTV.
,
Betty Ann Grove won’t renew with tv’s "Big Payoff" at expiration
of her pact on March 22 (after a four-year run on the MValt Frumer
show), in order to be left free to tackle freelance guest spots and other
chores. Incidentally, she’ll guest tomorrow (Thurs) on Paul Winchell’'9
ABC-TV "Circus Time" . . . Don De Leo interviews Walter Pidgeon
("Happiest Millionaire”) over KMOX, St. Louis, on "Steeplechase
Room" at midnight tomorrow (Thurs.) the chat to be piped in from
the Polonaise in N.Y. via phone . . . Text for a new "Boyhood of
Christ" will be written by Johanna Johnstone of CBS writing staff with
the famed 5th Avenue clergyman, Norman Vincent Peale, sharing the
billing . . . One of the two researchers for Mike Wallace's "Night Beat’*
show on DuMont is Phil Merrill. He’s son of Leon Levine, ex-CBS,
now with Columbia U. and nephew of the writef^Isaac Don Levine.
Peter Kalischer, former Tokyo bureau manager and Far East cor¬
respondent for Collier’s, joined CBS News as a correspondent and will
temporary station in N.Y. and Washington pending overseas assign¬
ment. First show will be the CBS Radio 8:30-8:35 p;m. news strip . . .
Harriet Kaplan and Lilly Veidt, vet agents formerly with the Robert
Lantz and Henry C. Brown agencies, have opened their own shop on
Madison Ave., taking their actor-writer-producer stable with them . .
Barry Wood and Dave Garroway spent Washington’s Birthday in Flint,
Mich., where Wood addressed the City Club on "Wide Wide World”
. . . Bernard Grant doing a running role on "Edge of Night*’ on CBSTV . . . Galen Drake battling a case of bronchitis . . . Jim Lowe devot¬
ing 15 minutes of his Saturday WCBS stanzas to combatting juvenile
delinquency via answering problem letters from teenagers . . . George
Dunbar, ex-account exec at WCBS, has formed Dunbar Broadcasting
Inc. and purchased KVOR in Colorado Springs. Stockholders with
Dunbar are Jimmy Dudley, sportscaster-for the Cleveland Indians,
and George Furth, Indiana furniture manufacturer . . . Walter L. Law¬
rence of RCA discusses "Closed Circuit Television as a Tool for Indus¬
trial Advertisers" at the March 4 luncheon meeting of the N.Y. chap¬
ter of the National Assn, of Industrial Advertisers at the Belmont
Plaza . . . CBS’ Bob Trout addresses the graduating engineering class
at City College this week in a pitch to divert more new engineers
into government work . . Maurie Suess, associate producer in charge
of production on the "Exclusive!" series, has completed 13 half-hour
shows in Europe and is due to arrive in Hollywood shortly.

NBC Radio this week closed five
shortterm sponsorship deals which
will bring in $229,000-net'into the
web’s coffers. Major buy was that
of the American Institute of Men’s
& Boy’s Wear, which via BBD&O
is plunking down $100,000 for sponsorship'of 14 weather capsules per
week on "Monitor" for 10 weeks
starting Aug. 17.
Schick razors, via Warwick &
Legler, is in for a two-week "Moni¬
tor" saturation campaign involv¬
ing 40 30-second spots a weekend
starting March 2, with the net
billing on this coming to $54,000.
Possibility Schick may expand the
campaign to six or eight weeks.
Waverly Fabrics has also bought in
on "Monitor” for a seven-week
ride of 10 fashion segments a week,
with a $52,000 net prlcetag. Others
are Tintex, which is buying into
daytime to the tune of $21,000 net,
and Beltone, buying a pair of day¬
I
time participations.

IN HOLLYWOOD ...
"Matinee Theatre" executive producer Albert McCleery "ran out" of
young talent in Hollywood so he shipped off Winston O’Keefe, , the
NBC show’s talent charge, to N.Y. to scout the off-Broadw^y shows
and college plays . . . Said John Guedel of the recent curtsy he took on
the Ed Sullivan show: "I felt my bow dragged a little toward the
end" . . . Artie Stahder has completed the first draft of a new comedy
format for Janis Paige. It goes into the William Morris sales kit for
next fall. . . Herb Gordon hopped down to Mexico City on his monthly
hegira to Ziv’s dubbing studio for the Latin-American trade. He says
Brod Crawford’s "Highway Patrol" is used by the Mexican government
in training rookies for the constabulary . . , Aldous Huxley is dis(Continued on page 38)
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THAT EDITORIAL ‘HOT POTATO’
NBC$ 1 Index CariT Format
With CBS already having revised its rate structure, next major
rate revision In network radio will come at NBC, which currently
pegs nighttime rates somewhat higher than daytime. The NBC
revision, when it comes (it's on the web's agenda as the next major
project) will constitute more'than a single rate structure—^it will'
be a drastic simplification not only of rates but of affiliation agree¬
ments,
Matthew (Joe) Culllgan, v.p. in charge of the radio web, put the
objectives this way: “We want to be able to put everything on
one index card, the rate card on one side of the index card and
ihe affiliation agreement on the back.'' Culligah is also thinking
in tetms of going beyond the single day-night rate with a formula
which would establish an all-day base rate of 100% but variations
In greater listening periods. Seven to nine a.m., for example,
might be pegged at 120% or more. '
.
First step, however, will be a hike In ‘'Monitor" rates, possibly
as much as 20%. This would be separate and apart from the card
for the rest of the week,

CBS Radio’s Proposal (or IHore
miTOPREy Realistic’ Day-Nite Rate Structure
-^

The recent day-&-date banning
of “editorial opinions by CBS'
crack team of Eric Sevareia and
Ed Mdrrow may yet turn out to be
one of the most explosive issues
to confront the top echelon "at
Columbia. Apparently neither
Sevareid nor Murrow is going to
take it “lying down,” and from all
indications it's become a dynamite
situation involving -the 20th floor
high command at 485 Madison
Ave.
Already backed by .a vehement
protest from the Assii. of RadioTelevision News Analysts, which
publicly expressed its displeasure
! over the CBS action in. forbidding
[both Sevareid and Murrow to take
a stand op the State Dept, ban on
Sponsors Already Responding to Bids for ’57-’58 [newsmen visiting Red China, the
j two ace commentators are appeal¬
^ Season
ing their case directly to CBS
board chairman William S. Paley.
-...At the time that CBS “pulled the
With the season still young for Danny’s New TV ‘Wife’ plug" on both Sevareid and Mur¬
row,
Paley was on holiday . The
selling '57-’58 network television,
Danny Thomas' new televi¬
action against Sevareid’^emanated
sion “wife" may be Marjorie
ABC-TV has already re-signed
i^Tom
the
Washington continuity ac¬
Lord.
about half of the present “Mickey
ceptance boys for the network
Left a “widower" when Jean
Mouse Club" sponsors to another
(leaving the 485 Madison superiors
Hagen exited his ABC-TV
semester. This chunk of coin, in
with no alternative but ta back
comedy series, the comedian
addition to the five other sales
them up) while the Murrow lopoff,
has decided to be “wed" again.
that ABC-TV has made so far
it's understood, stemmed directly
Miss Lord begins working this
makes it look like an early spring
from the Frank Stanton office.
week in the last four Thomas
at AB^3-TV.
Sales at the web
Sevareid’s burn and subsequent
episodes
to
be
shot
this
season,
seem to be coming faster than
comment to the effect that “CBS
and will be seen as his g.f.
those at either NBC-TV or CBShad
better take another look at its
If the “test" goes well, she will
TV, which have always left ABC
editorial position” has already
wind up as Thomas’ new
in their wake until this year in¬
been
translated into action.
"wife."
sofar as advance sales are con¬
What transpired when both
cerned.
As a matter of fact, it
Sevareid
and Murrow huddled for
was traditional for bankrollers to
three hours last week with Sig
look at ABC-TV only after all
Mickelson, the network’s news
choice time periods were filled on
chieftain, is being kept under
the other two webs.
wraps as an intraoffice secret,
Meanwhile, Disney Productions
though it would seem that the key
has set March 11 as the date kick¬
to the whole situation now rests
ing off production on next season’s
with Paley himself as to whether
“MMC" material. The show will
he overrules Stanton in siding with
be a half-hour cross-the-board. Ini¬
the Sevareid-Murrow combo or
tial filming wjill be on “Fun With
rides along with the editorial ban.
Music," featuring the Mousketeers
From sources close to the net¬
and “Talent Roundup."
work it’s reported that the web’s
Henry Jaffe has made an “ir¬ top brace of analysts-commentaOther new ABC-TV pacts are
Bell Telephone, for “Telephone revocable" decision to quit as na¬ tors want a showdown on the mat¬
Time," that being the latest, and tional counsel to American Fedar- ter once and for all to prevent a
Chesterfields for Frank Sinatra, ation of Television & Radio Artists recurrence and in determining just
Chevrolet for Pat Boone, Philip after 20 years at the, job. The na¬ where CBS stands, particularly on
Morris for Mike Wallace (begin¬ tional board, which 'had rejected a point brought out in the ARTNA
ning in June and running for 20 several similar requests to quit in protest letter to the network," . . .
weeks) and Seven-Up for half of the past two-and-a-half years, CBS still pretends to follow an im¬
Disney’s “Zorro" adventure tele¬ finally accepted the resignation possible policy which its news
film. It’s a total of several mil¬ with “extreme regret and reluc¬ analysts are violating every day."
lion dollars in advance biz for tance.”
Insofar as Murrow is concerned,
The eastern, central and west¬ the situation, however, hasn’t de¬
ABC-TV.
ern sections of AFTRA have in¬ terred him from negotiating a new
dividually formed committees to
longterm pact with the network.
seek a replacement by the end of
Ironic forerunner to the whole
March. It is being surmised by situation was the fanfare (and sub¬
members that Mortimer Becker, sequent newspaper space grab¬
associate in Jaffe’s law business,
bing) with which CBS trumpeted
will resign to beglii his own pri¬ the fact, a couple years, back, that
vate practice, from which he will
seek the vacancy made by Jaffe’s the Columbia Broadcasting System
was establishing a precedent by go¬
retirement from AFTRA. Becker
ing on the air with its own edito¬
Singer sewing machine is pull¬ was recently assigned as the coun¬ rials.
ing out of CBS-TV's “Playhouse sel to AFTRA’s New. York body.
Subsequently prexy Frank Stan¬
Although there is a faction of
90" in May dropping Young & Ruton appeared on tv in a defense
bicam for another $2,000,000 loss the New York local that has been of freedom of communications in
in billing. Show has been costing pushing for Jaffe’s resignation championing the cause of tv-radio
sponsor around $100,000 a week, from national for the past sev¬ access to public hearings. It was
time and talent. Cancellation of tv eral months, Intimate associates the first and last of the “CBS edi¬
shows by General Foods and Gen¬ say that he planned to quit weeks torials."
eral Electric have cost the agency ago and was only awaiting, con¬
clusion of network negotiations by
$16,000,000 in annual billing.
Pull-out of Singer leaves the AFTRA. Negotiations ended about
sponsoring participation of the 90- three weeks ago.
Jaffe, at approximately the
minute show to Bristol - Myers,
American Gas Co. and Mai’lboro same time negotiations ended,
made
known his plans to dissolve
cigarets. Half-hour every week is
his law and tv production partner¬
now open.
ship with his brother Saul. While
Deejay Jerry Marshall, who left
the legal end has been separated,
WNEW’s, N.Y., “Make Believe Ball
(Continued on page 36)
Room" show about four weeks ago,
has been inked by WMGM, N.Y., to
do a Monday through Saturday
Paris, Tex., Feb. 26.
music show, slated to begin March
KFTV here will be taken over
18. It’s a five-year nonexclusive
by members of the Paris Optimist
deal.
Club on Friday, March 1, for the
Pact reportedly gives Marshall
Mexico, City, Feb. 26.
day only.
Three-time winner Maro Antonio a potential earning of over $100,The club has. purchased full Saldana of “The International Ama¬ 000 yearly. WMGM, under program
broadcast rights of the station and teur Hour," just beginning^ts radio director Raymond Katz, inked
will handle all announcing and ad¬ and tv stint here, has been selected Marshall as part of its accent on
to compete in New York. A bari¬ popular deejay talent, in strength¬
vertising for the day.
Full proceeds of the day will be tone and singer of operatic arias, ening music, news and weather
turned over by the Optimist Club he will be on “Original Ama¬ format.
Marshall will be slotted Monday
to the Boys Club of Paris. Instead teur Hour" March 10 in New York.
“International Amateur Hour," through Friday from 10 a.m ^ to
of going to local merchants for do¬
noon
and on Saturdays from 10
since
its
Mexican
debut
a
little
nations, the club decided to sell
advertising and run the radio sta¬ over four weeks ago, has been re¬ a.m. to 1 p.m.
Art
Ford replaced Marshall at
tion for the day with all profits go¬ ceiving a good press, with many
WNEW’s “Make Believe Ballroom."
human interest angled stories.
ing to the Boys Club.

Ear^ Spring (or A^-TV

Me to Upgrade
Role as Showman
InExMngAFTRA

Singer Pulls Out
Of‘Playhouse 90'

Jerry Marshafl
Pacts WMd Deal

OPTIMIST CLUB‘BUYS’
STATION FOR A DAY

Mex 'Amateur Hour’
Winner in U. S. Stint

Mot Thurs. Tussle
The combination of “Lux
Video Theatre” and Tenessee
Ernie on NBC-TV ran off with
the marbles in the Jan. 17-24
Nielsens against CBS-TV’s
“Playhouse 90." The 90-minute
Thursday slot has developed
into one of the hottest tussles
on tv this season. The Lux
dramatics pegged 29.9, Ernie
an even hotter 34.9, while
“Playhouse" could (jo no bet¬
ter than a 28.7 ih the Total
Averages.
■In the Average Apdience
dept,, the Lux-Emie scores
were 24.5 and 32.6, while
“Playhouse" racked 21.8.

Report DuMont
Seeking Merger
With WNEW Radio
DuMont Broadcasting Corp. is
authoritatively reported seeking a
merger with the WNEW radio in-,
dependent in New York. DuMont,
with tv stations in New York and
Washington, hopes for an exchange
of DuM stock for some of WNEW’s.
Details of the proposed exchange
were not divulged, but John Loeb,
who owns a share in WNEW, is a
member of Carl M. Loeb &
Rhoades Associates, which is rep¬
resented on the DuM board of di¬
rectors. Because of its tie with
Paramount in originally taking
command of DuMont, Loeb is be¬
lieved to have considerable say in
the tv firm’s policy.
The noW-dead Westinghouse bid
to acquire WNEW seems to have
sparked all the current negotia¬
tions for the station, (Reported
asking price of close to $7,000,000
was “too rich" for WBC’s blood.)
Another group, headed by Jack
Wrather, who already is a large
owner in WNEW, is said mulling a
plan to buy out the other inves¬
tors. Same report covered the
probability of Dick Buckley stay¬
ing on as WNEW active boss re¬
gardless of who takes ownership.
Reported as another of the out¬
fits dickering to purchase WNEW
from the Buckley-Wrather group
is Transcontihent, the company
which owns WSAV-TV in Harri¬
sonburg,
Va.
Transcontinent,
which lately established New York
offices, is run by David Moore.
WNEW, the trade has long
known, has intermittently been on
the block for “the right price." A
spokesman for the station admitted
this week that there is at this time,
however, “more substance" to sale
plans than ever before.
Station has drawn record prices
in both its previous sales in the
last three years. In April, 1954,
Buckley, together with a St. Petersburgh financial group led by Harry
Playford and including Jack Hol¬
land, Ed Wright and William Hol¬
land and Elliott Holland, bought it
for $2,100,000 from longtime own¬
ers Ira Herbert and Bernice Judis,
the two people who created the
“WNEW sound.” A year later,
after a reported rift between Buckley and the St. Petersburg faction
thj WNEW boss teamed up with
Wrather and broker John L, Loeb,
to buy it out at about $4,100,000.
WNEW denied a report that
broker Loeb was interested in sell¬
ing his interest in the station at
present.

GF Unhorses Rogers
General Foods, closing ranks on
its far-flung tv spending, has un¬
horsed Roy Rogers and cowboy star
ends seven years for GF at season’s
close.
Unders)tood GF was dis¬
turbed at the competition of old
Rogers theatrical pictures on the
local level.
Agency is Benton & Bowles.
i

CBS Radio has initiated its first
rate adjustment since August of
19551)y polling the affiiliates with
a proposal to drop nighttime rates
by 331/3% and at the same time
to raise daytime time charges by
5%. Proposal, which must be rati¬
fied by affiliates representing 85%
of the web’s rate card, would make
the new rates effective March 10.
' Move is clearly designed to bring
the web’s nighttime card into more
realistic competitive .areas with
NBC and . ABC. Though the web
has been on a single day-night rate
iot some three years, the nighttime
audience and sponsorship lineup
has been steadily dwindling in the
face of a rapid rise in the network’s
daytime fortunes, stemming from
the steady maintenance of audience
in the day plus the web’s major
single-handed research job in ballying the economy of daytime radio.
Despite the fact that the web’s
nighttime card is overpriced—one¬
time, one hour rate is $15,000, and
the web believes a reduction to
6jB2/3% of this, or $10,000 would
make it competitive—CBS appar¬
ently fears affiliate resistance to
the cut. This is tipped off in the
fact that the 5% daytime hike—a
hike which would be independently
justifiable in terms of CBS’ near
SRO situation in the" day—^is con¬
ditional upon acceptance by the
affiliates of the nighttime slash.
If the affils don’t okay the night¬
time cut, then the web won’t hike
the daytime card.
Under the plan, all daytime rates
would be hiked. This includes the
seven-and-one-half-minute ’ units
which have become the web’s most
popular sales vehicle, ranging in
price (for time) from $2,040 up
to $3,000 each, depending 6n fre¬
quency. Similarly, _ the nighttime
segmentation plan embracing fiveminute segments costing (time &
talent) $1,740 to $2,100 would be
slashed by as much as one-third.
New rate setup, which was ap¬
proved by the board of directors of
the CBS Affiliates last week in
N. Y., would therefore put an end
to day-night parity via a single
rate in recognition of the fact that
daytime now outstrips nighttime as
a network advertising medium.
One reason the affiliate board went
along with the proposal to cut
nighttime was in' order to prevent
a situation where the web might
decide for competitive reasons to
start selling “spot carriers."
This was indicated in the com¬
ment by affiliates board chairman
John M. Rivers of WCSC, Charles¬
ton, who said, “All of us on the
board are in complete agreement
that it is not the function of net(Continued on page 34)

ShKt Old Vic io
‘21’ Can Stay On
Flushed with “Twenty-One’s"
Trendex victory over “I Love
Lucy," NBC-TV has decided that
tlia quizzer should become a nonpreemptable property and is mak¬
ing arrangements to shift the next
“Producers’ Showcase" display,
“Romeo and Juliet," to 7:30 to 9
instead of the regular 8 to 9:30
slotting. Web doesn’t want the Old
Vic version of the Shakespeare
drama to preempt “Twenty-One,"
hence the new arrangement.
Web is moving fast on the proj¬
ect, since “Romeo” is slated for
next Monday (4). It’s already con¬
tacted “Showcase" clients and the
Old Vic company to make the nec¬
essary arrangements. Back of the
network’s mind is the case of the
last
“Twenty-One"
preemption
(“Mayerling”). Week before, the
quizzer had come up to within four
points of “Lucy" and was gather¬
ing momentum. But after the oneweek layoff, it slipped back to a
five-point spread and took another
week to overtake Lucy. NBC
doesn’t want the combination of
continuity and momentum dis¬
turbed again.
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WOR’s 35th Amu Recalls Days
When Station Closed for Lnndi
By. MURRAY HOROWITZ
WOR, N. Y., which celebrated its
35th anniversary Friday (22) with a
lot of on-the-air hoopla, contests,
Jo Ranson has been upped from
prizes and special events, spans a press agent to WMGM’i (N. Y.) di¬
period which takes in the history of rector of •advertising, promotion
radio, its awkward, harum scarum and publicity. WMGM is a 50-kW
beginnings to its present pro sta¬ radio indie owned by Loew’s.
tus.
Before joining the station in
From its non-commercial start on 1946, Ranson was radio editor of
Feb. 22, 1922, when WOR became the Brooklyn Eagle.
the second station in the New
York market (WABC being the
first). Mutual’s New York flagship
has become a multi-million dollar
operation, with WOR claiming to¬
day to he registering' one of the
JEtt LOWE
top gross billings of any station in
the U, S. It has grown from a 250Dot Roebrda
watter to a 50,000 one, clainUng
Still riding high with “GREEN
POOR,”
Current
release
“BT
Class A coverage in 13 states along
YOU'W'I FEEL THE BEAT.”
the eastern seaboard.
Radlo-TV Person^llty^Blght v«olld
When it began broadcasting from
hours weekly—WCBS, New York,
the sporting goods and radio de¬
plus Major TV Guest Shots:—Star
partment of the Bamberger dc Co.
Highly controversial. “10 Plan” Salesman for Libby’s, Hoffman’s,
Store, Newark, N. J., the station recently Inaugurated by NBC-TV's many othersi
Personal Management
closed down for lunch, Sundays and o&o stations division in New
CSIDA-GREAN Associates, Inc.
holidays, broadcasting intermit¬ York, Philadelphia and elsewhere
101 West B6th Street, New York
tently on the days it was on the was vigorously defended this week
Circle 7-07D0
air.
Its first advertiser-colored by Jay Heitln, sales director of
deal was with Arthur Murray, who WRCA-TV, the web’S flagship sta¬
gave dance lessons on the air back tion, as an “expansion of an exist¬
in the 20's for the obvious return ing dimension” In sales and as a
plug of his studios. Similar tieups “modern merchandising” vehicle.
were made with Waltham Watch
•>“In a business only eight years
Co., Vogue magazine and the Lit¬ old, who is to say what is ‘unten¬
erary Digest. In 1926, the station
able’ and what is not? In an indus¬
got its commercial license, ihark- try as young as this, we’ve got to go
ing the beginnings of a highly suc¬
ahead with new innovations;,’* Heicessful commercial operation.
tin declared. He. described the
Among the sponsors who have “10 Plan,” which furnishes all ad¬
been with the station 20 years or vertisers buying one preemptable
more are: Dugan Bros., Fisher Triple-A station break with nine .
In about another two months,
Baking, Heart’s Delight Foods, bonus spots, as a “supplementary,
Lever Bros., Colgate, Breyer Ice-1 shortterm campaign for advertisers the national charter of the Acad¬
cream and Atlantic Refining.
seeking impact in the N. Y. mar¬ emy of Television Arts & Sciences
McCosker’s Influence
ket” and as such in no way com¬ will he filed, thus finally putting to
Alfred J. McCosker, who came peting with or embarrassing time- rest the friction which in the past
to the station as a press agent in buyers with fixed-position, noh1924, staying on to become station bonus-spot advertisers with an divided the east and west coast
manager and president until 1933, j “eayity” fn their Triple-A positions. bnnehes, and setting the stage for
Proof of the pudding, for the organization of affiliated chap¬
paced the station’s growth. Com¬
ing over from Fox Pictures, Mc¬ Heitin, is the fact that only two ters throughout the country, as
fixed-position
advertisers converted well as a multiplicity of other ac¬
Cosker added the zing of showman¬
ship to the then new radio medi¬ to the “10 Plan,” and these in the tivities.
first
48
hours
after the plan was
um. In order to get celebrities
Legal committees representing
who didn’t have time to visit New¬ announced. No fixed-position bank- the east and west coast now are
ark, McCosker opened auxiliary rollefs have converted since. More¬ completing the drawing up of j
studios at Chickering Hall in New over, despite the huge difierential papers and with all major road¬
York, headquarters of many show in circulation between a nonrbonus blocks cleared, the charter should
big personalities. Several times a fixed-position spot and the “10 be ready by about April. '
day McCosker would poke his head Plan” setup, four advertisers have
The New York chapter, organ¬
into the neighboring offices and if bought fixed-position since the plan
ized only about 15 months ago, cur¬
any famous artists were around he was announced.
rently*
boasts 1,100 members and
As to the “giveaway” charges
would inveigle them into coming
next door to say a few words into anentathe plan, Heitln is emphatic according to Henry White, chair¬
man
of
its activities committee, the
the WOR mike. Among the names in pointing out that there are^wo
McCosker booked in his first year ways to offer a television bargain. chapter is looking for permanent
headquarters.
were Joe Cook, Jane Cowl, Alice Owe is through discounts, In which
Acknowledging that some snip¬
the per unit price is lowered in
(Continued on page 40)
terms of cash expenditure. The ing against the Academy still is
other is in lowering the per-unit going on. White feels the major
price through added value, with the areas of discontent have been di¬
total cash expenditure the same. minished and are In the process of
For one, he
The added value in this case is ad¬ being eliminated.
ditional circulation via the bonus points to the upcoming national
charter, Indicative of the peaceable
spots.
This Is notfeHig..jiew. he points solution of east-west coast differ¬
out, and adds tharWRCA-TV led ences. The other major area of dis¬
the industry eliminating discounts content, the one of nominations
Plans are already in the works for Triple-A spots a couple of years and categories, also is being solved.
for an hour showcase for fresh back. (Ilertainly, it won’t return to He compares the paring down of
young talent as the Jackie Gleason
(Continued on page 40)
(Continued on page 40)
summer replacement stanza on
CBS-TV.
Web would establish
what amounts to a repertory com¬
pany of “new faces,” comprising
young talent which is known but
which has not been overexposed
via television. Idea is to use seven
Chicago, Feb. 26.
regulars of the calibre of Edith
For a guy who didn’t even get on the air, Frisco tv personality
Adams, Peggy King, George DeDon Sherwood stirred up quite a storm during his brief Windy
Witt, Robert Clary, etc., in a re¬
Clity sojourn.
vue-type ' format. Nobody’s been
NBC-TV has formally requested that the American Federation
signed yet, but this is the type of
of Television-Radio Artists take disciplinary action against Sher¬
talent which would be used.
wood who came in .from the Coast to emcee the new “Club 60”
The CBS summer stanza would
daytimer, only to blow off the assignment five days before the
then be pitted against Perry Como’s
premier Feb. 18.
summer replacement show on
Although the actual contract hadn’t been signed, pending the
NBC, which will probably be a re¬
usual last-miniite legalistic refinements, the network holds that ic
peat of last year’s format in which
went ahead with preparation of the Chi-originating colorcast on
the major entries ilf'Tom Rockthe basis of Sherwood’s verbal agreement that he would helm the
w’ell’s General Artists Corp. vo¬
display. In the/ wake of his sudden exit, comic Mort Sahl was
calist stable would serve summer
drafted for first*week duty and Paul Gray is at the controls this
duty. GAC is a partner with Como
week while the hunt for a permanent host continues.
In his regular season venture, so
Sherwood’s quoted remarks when he got back to the Coast on
It gets first crack at the summer
his Chicago “experiences” did little to assuage the displeasure at
plum. NBC sought to install an
the NBC-TV shop here. "Veep Jules Herbuveaux of WNBQ, which
Ernie Kovacs stanza in the ComO
is producing the “Club” for its sister NBC-TV stations and the
slot, but he turned it down with the
affiliates along the line, takes particular exception to Sherwood’s
simple explanation that he doesn’t
inferences that he and his bride weren’t properly treated during
want a summer replacement, but a
their short stay In Chicago.
permanent entry.
Herbuveaux points out that when Sherwood beefed about his
quarters in a Loop hotel, it was arranged for him to move up to
Lester Gottlieb, CBS’, general
the Drake with a view of the lake. When it became increasingly
program exec, is whipping the new
evident he wasn’t too impressed with what little he saw of the
Gleason replacement into shape
Windy City in February, he was even promised a ride in a heli¬
and expects to line up his talent
copter so he could View the town from the air. But the only
sometime next week. Entire for¬
plane ride he took was back to Frisco, sending his adieus by tele¬
mat is subject to okay by Old
gram from the airport.
Gold, which is the remaining spon¬
sor on the Gleason stanza. Bulova
AFTRA is expected to reply later this week to the bid that it
spank the fractious personality.
checks out April 1 as cosponsor.

‘What’s New Abont
Bonus PlanT Cues
‘10 Plan’ Defense

ATAS Charter Bid
Potth^anEiidTo
East-West Strife

‘7 Fresh Faces’
To Sub Gleason

Chi Am’t Forgetting Sherwood

Weekend Trendex sweepstakes produced no surprises this week,
with all shows running according to form. The Hoy Rogers rodeo
on NBC-TV Friday night (22) topped the opposition with ease,
though setting no records in the process. £d Sullivan extended
his margin over Steve Allen, and Perry Como topped Jackie Glea¬
son again, though by a smaller count.
Rogers rodeo stanza, in the 9-10 spot, scored a 23.5 average on
the hour. Breakdown showed the rodeo with 21.6 at 9, vs. 13.4
for CBS’ “Mr, Adams
Eve” and 14.3 for ABC’s “Treasure Hunt.”
At 9:30, rodfk) hit 25.4, with CBS’ ’’Schlitz Playhouse” close with
22.5 and ABC’s ”Vise” far behind with 7.9. Gleason-Como. fray
had Como on top by a 28.7 to 22.3 score, somewhat narrower than
his margin of the past few weeks, with ABC’s “Famous Film Fes¬
tival” accounting for a 5.3. Sullivan topped Allen by a 32.4 to
22.9 count, a wider margin than in past few weeks, with ABC’s
“.^ateur Hour” and “Open Hearing” combining for a .4.0 average.

WNAC-TV’s‘World Sorrow’Hungary
Documentary Gets State Dept Bid
‘LONE RANGER’MAY
RIDE DAYTIME TV
’“Lone Ranger,” which is being
left without a nighttime home at
ABC-TV next fall, is being consid¬
ered by the network for a new
afternoon twice-weekly slot. One
way or the other being moved out
of Its current Thursday-7:3p p.m.
anchorage where sponsored by
General Mills and Swift, it could
move into 5-5:30 on Tuesday and
Thursday, cueing in a complete
telefilm format of “kidult” stanzas
before “Mickey Mouse Club.”
.However, since the network is
weighing a live quizzer cross-theboard at the 5 p.m. time, ABC-TV
is even thinking of an early Sun¬
day afternoon slot for the masked
man.

BN)&0 BiUiiigs
HitimilllO;
TV in Vanguard
BBD&b racked up art impressive
$194,500,000 in billings in 1956, an
alltime high for the agency. ^ This
year, it reports,, it is running at a
pace of $200,000,000 in total bill¬
ings.
The 1956 take was over $30,000,000 more than 1955, a rise of about
20%. Largest chunk of billings
came from television, with 33.5%
of the total or approximately $64,900,000 spent on the homescreen by
several BBD&O clients. Magazines
ran a distant second, drawln-g
22.5% of the total agency billings
in 1956.
The Information was made part
of a closed-circuit tv presentation
last week among nine cities where
BBDO maintains offices.
Ben
Duffy, BBDO prexy who presided
over the 1956 agency convention,
suffered a stroke last December
and watched the proceedings from
his Rye, N. Y., home.
In the billings picture, BBDO
clients spent 5.9% of the $194,500,000 on radio last year. While
tv ranked first by a large margin,
radio squeezed into fifth place,
three-tenths of a point ahead of
trade papers. Here’s the break¬
down: TV: 33.5%, general mags,
22.5%; newspapers 19.1%; me¬
chanical production, 7.8%; radio,
5.9%; trades, 5.6%, with outdoor
and car cards pulling 3.6% for
seventh place.
Last year, BBDO opened an of ¬
fice In Toronto. And this year, said
Edward Cashin, exec veep, agency
might possibly open a second of¬
fice in Montreal. Toronto office
became BBDO’s first and only for¬
eign office.
Cashin said BBDO is 10 times
bigger than 20 years ago.

McCarthy Unloads KXYZ
Houston, Feb. 26.
Glenn McCarthy has agreed to
sell KXYZ, subject to the approval
of the FCC. The outlet is being
bought by Houston Broadcasting
Co., of which Milton R. Underwood
is board chairman and Philip R.
Neuhause Is veepee.
Fred Nahas, prez of McCarthy’s
company, Shamrock Broadcasting
Co., is prez of Houston Broadcast¬
ing. Sales price of the station was
not disclosed.

Boston, Feb. 26.
WNAC-TV world preemed its
hour film documentary, “World
Sorrow,'* shot. In Austria and on
the Hungarian .border last week,
in the “Studio One” spot, without
sponsor as a public service contrib.
In the process It nabbed lighted
switchboards faur into the night
WNAC-TV’s film crew, flown tO
Austria, shot 5,000 feet, which was
cut to 2,006 feet for the final job.
The film was purposely left. in
rough form to visualize a report
with pictures and this technique
resulted in more dramatic impact.
Station was tapped by the State
Dept, for prints of the film, which
were presented at ceremonies last
Wed. (27) in the diplomatic recep¬
tion room of the new State Dept.
Bldg, in Washington.
The documentary was scripted by
Ken MacAskiU from eyewitness ac¬
counts of the refugees by cinema¬
tographer Ed Gilman; producer-di¬
rector Jeff Forbes and Frank Lu¬
ther consultant-interviewer. WNACTV announcers Dave Rodman, Vin
Maloney and Gus Saunders did the
commentary and Interviews and
Conrad Jameson did a portion of
the narration.
How refugees cross the border
to Austria is graphically depicted
(Continued on^page 34)

‘Rangers,’‘HeeUe’
To Lose Sponsors
Two of CBS-TV’s Saturday
morning entries will lose their
sponsors come the end of the sea¬
son.
They’re the longrunning
“Tales of the Texas Rangers” and
the new “Heckle & Jeckle” stanza.
Sweets Gto. of America (Tootsie
Roll), which has alternate weeks on
both shows, is dropping out for its
traditional summer advertising
layoff.
“Texas Rangers,” however, is
also being cancelled by General
Mills, which was the original spon¬
sor on the Screen Gems adventure
series, and it’s doubtful whether
the show will return in the fall.
Likelihood Is that Screen Gems
will place the films in syndication
if it can’t come up with a new
bankroller. Alternate sponsor on
“Heckle” is Johnson & Johnson,
which bought in for only one cycle
which is expiring. “Heckle” is a
CBS house package out of the Terrytoons stable, and web will put it
up for nevir sponsor bids.

CHAS. BOLAND STATUS
AT KLETTER AGENCY
Charles Boland has quietly been
operating for several weeks as ra¬
dio-tv director of Edward Kletter
Associates, the agency with rough¬
ly $11,000,000 in annual billings
from Pharmaceuticals Inc. It’s the
job held for some years by Don
Blauhut, who Is currently head of
Kletter commercial production.
Boland, former creative tv super¬
visor at the defunct Blow agency,
came to Kletter in September,
1956, as director of live production.
Since all the Pharmaceuticals
shows are live — “Twenty-One,”
“Amateur Hour,” the new “To Tell
the Truth” and Walter Cronkite's
“Sunday News Special”—it meant
he has been In virtual control since
his arrival.
All but about $1,000,000 of the
drug coin is understood to be in
network television.

Wednesday, Febmaiy 27, 1957
LIGHTS, CAMERA. QUESTIONS
IVith PMl McLesa^ emcee; Jack
Silverthorne, Dick Wrlffht. Mai
Mink, Frank Murphy, Barbara
Rush, Gloria Gale, Pat Mead
McLean and Howie .Mather
Producer: Marclo
Director; Don'Rambaugh
30 Mins.; Sat., 6:30 p.in.
KYW-TV, Cleveland ‘
One qf the area’s oldest live
half-hour stanzas, “Lights, Camera,
Questions“^now in its fifth year—
continues to.come up with a pleas¬
ant 30-minutes of viewing that
should accomplish its purpose: get
stay-homers to attend first run of¬
ferings. Managers of the downtwqn houses, Jack Silverthorne,
Hipp; Dick Wright, Allen; Max
Mink, Cinerama, and Frank Mur¬
phy, Loew's, have evolved into a
topnotch panel, adept, friendly
and with the boxoffice savvy to sell
their products. Ostensibly a quiz
show, in that the 30-minutes is full
of contests for home viewers, the
stanza is also an excellent show¬
case for current attractions, and
the panefliSts along with emcee
Phil Mci;iean adroitly weave show
plugs into the format.
As neat fillips, the production
• utilizes Howie Mather at the'piano,
Gloria Gale, canary, and Pat Mead
McLain,- dancer. Not only do the
trio offer -bits of song and chatter,
but do an occasional skit that lends
to the performance. On stanza
caught McLean also interviewed
visiting cinema star, Barbara Rush.
Overall effect of the show is for
easy-to-take living room viewing.
Only drawback was Inability to get
. cameras around, on several occa¬
sions, to speaker, particularly dur¬
ing fast ad libs. Good incorpora¬
tion of film clip of arrival .of first»“Show Train” into Cleveland (10)
to see Cinerama made for added
sparkle.- ”
Mark,

Foreign TV Reviews
THE GUY MITCHELL SHOW
With Jill Day, Charlie Cairoli and
Paul. The.- Marcellis iZ), Jack
Parnell and Orch, The George
Carden Dancers, The' George
Mitchell Singers
Producer-Director: Albert Locke
60 Mins., Sati 9 p.m.
Associated Television from London
Guy Mitchell, who is skedded to
have his own tv show in the U.^S
this fall, was given the opportunity
of trying out a formula when he
took over Val Parnell’s “Saturday
Spectacular.” He achieved a high
entertainment standard and dis¬
played a quality of hard-working
showmanship, which spelled suc¬
cess.
The show opened backstage be¬
fore the curtain went up, and the
cameras followed Mitchell from his
dressing room, on to the stage,
where he took lil)' his opening posi¬
tion. He opened powerfully with
“There’s Alway’s Room In Our
House,” handsomely backed by the
George Carden Dancers; The star
was rarely out of camera,, both em¬
ceeing, clowning and singing. He
was full of vitality, and before
rendering “Singing The Blues,”
admitted it was the song that got
him back in the business. Candid
touches like that sold him to the
live audience.
His impersonations of rock, 'n*
roll artists vocalizing “You'll Be
So Lonely,” were solid tv. Jill Day,
a blonde songstress, was a knock¬
out in a tight-fitting gown. She
. rendered “I Dreamed” and a nov¬
elty number, “Daddy,” with imag¬
ination, before teaming up with
Mitchell and band leader Parnell
to sing and dance her way through
“Tell Us Where the Good- Times
Are.”
Charlie Cairoli and Paul, a cou¬
ple of musical clowns, came up
with their standard routine, and
the Marcellis indulged in rapid ac¬
robatics and fooling. The Parnell
orchestra was spotlighted in a
Glenn Miller style “Pennsylvania
6-5000.”
Bary.
THE CARROLL LEVIS SHOW
With Jerry Allen QuinteL others
Producer-Director: David Main
80 min., Wed., 9:30 p.m.
Associated Television, from Bir¬
mingham
Cariioll Levis, a genial Canadian
who’s been resident in Britain for
a number of years, and found fame
in finding it for others, comes up
again with a winner in a new tv
series. His show is designed to
introduce unknown talent, and let
the live audience and those at
home judge for themselves which
of the. competitors has the most
“to offer. Each program features
five unknown acts, and by studio
applause measurement and letters
from viewers, the winner merits a
place in the final. Performers are
accompanied by the Jerry Allen
Quintet, who do their job well.
Acts in the show reviewed rang¬
ed between a 16-year-old contralto,
(Continued on page 34)

TELEVISION REVIEWS

Tele Follow-Up Comment
Goodyear Playhouse
Any unbalance in programming
First ^ original play written for was more than offset by the fact
television by dramatist - John van that the vocalists were all standout
Druteh,
“The
Princess
Back lookers who delivered in ace style.
Home,” was presented on NBCLena Horne, just closing a smash
TV’s “Goodyear Playhouse” Sun¬ two month at the Waldorf-Astoria,
day night (24) with Celeste Holm, N.Y. and making her third appear¬
John Beal and Richard Kerr in ance in a Sullivan layout, was the
the lead roles. It wasn’t too suc¬ undoubted highlight of the stanza.
cessful an effort, particularly when Miss Horne did three songs, “It’s
one considers the eminent author¬ Love,” “One for the Road” and
ship auspices.
! **It’s Alright With Me,” for tre¬
Unfortunately van Druten . was mendous' impact.
The cameras
still wrestling with dramaturgy of played fairly close to her face and
another day. His slight and siipel:- all of the dramatic nuances which
ficial effort was almost naive in this stylist is capable of were fully
its categorizing of people, their projected on the screen.
motives and problems, with prac¬
Doretta Morrow also registered
tically no tensions or emotional strongly with a ballad from “Kis¬
upheavals. Van Druten’s charac¬ met,” “This Is My Beloved,” and
ters took their disappointments then doing a striking switch into
and disillusionments in love with a couple of blues songs, “I'm No¬
no greater display of feeling than body’s
Sweetheart
Now” , and
a slight crocodile tear. And since “Blues in the Night,” The first of
all his characters were unreal and the two blues was performed in a
not fully comprehensible it’s under¬ cheesecake costume, and then Sul¬
standable that the performances livan, who was playing' straight
were so shallow and one-dimen¬ man the whole hour, came out to
sional.
give her a wrap-around skirt for
Van'Druten’s play’dealt with a “Blues in the Night,” Abbe Lane,
successful woman novelist who with the Xavier Cugat orch, was
played life for fun; her.widowed the third femme vocalist and she
brother-in-law who gave her her gave out sexily with “Too Marvet
first kiss (at 17); a wealthy play¬ ous for Words” at the show’s out¬
boy, and her adoring niece, who set and then coming back near the
aspires to the theatre. Supposedly close with “Up a Lazy River.”
all that the femme novelist wanted
was to come hack to the security .. Comedy slots on the show were
of her home. Not one of the four¬ expertly filled by Eddie Mayehoff,
some was a complete person. They in one of his typical pompous
were as slight and uninteresting doubletalk dialogs with Sullivan,
as the dialog handed to them. . ahd . Ml'. Ballantine, the hokey
There was no attempt to prove, magico with the fast line of patter.
analyze or give reasons for the sit¬ Very funny in his finale bit. The
an aero trio, also tumbled
uations or problems that the story Robertis,
presented. Or if the attempt was through a five-minute turn effec¬
tively.
Hem.
made, it was done without any
human understanding or feeling.
Omnibus
Miss Holm as the novelist sel¬
“Omnibus” went on an academic
dom looked .better, but as a per¬
former she was hurried and flur- spree Sunday night (24), with a
-rled and personally not Involved “speculation” on “The Boyhood of
in any of it. John Beal as the William Shakespeare,” a piece of
brother-in-law and father of the social history with Cleveland
young girl was on a'par wUh the Amory’s story of the fabulous
words written for him;- ditto for J-boats and a rare (for the U.S.)
Richard Kerr as the playboy. Abi¬ pantomime performance, by JeanIt was slowgail Kellogg as the 16-year-old Lbuis Barrault.
theatre aspirant was charming, motion television, at times arrest¬
ing
(though
never
startling)
and in¬
bringing to life the one or two epi¬
sodes in which the character was teresting, but in the long pull a
wearisome
outing
for
anyone
to
plausible.
Rose.
stay with for the full 90-minute
route.
Night Beat
The opening segment, a recon¬
Lilo, star of “Can-Can” and w.k.
in Franco-American circles as a struction of Shakespeare’s boyhood
nitery personality, joined the by N.Y. Herald Tribune drama cri¬
memorable telecasts on Mike Wal¬ tic and “Omnibus” consultant Wal¬
lace’s “Night Beat” (WABD, N. Y.) ter Kerr (researched by Harvard's
last week with her frank attitude Alfred Harbage), was a somewhat
“Light”
on marital relations as seen from disappointing project.
the European perspective vis-a-vis was thrown on Shakespeare's youth
in
terms
of
his
later
writings
the more dogmatic American wom¬
an’s attitudes. With the same forth¬ through the device of picking up
right, hard-hitting approach that various excerpts and demonstrat¬
distinguished Wallace’s predeces¬ ing that they may have sprung
sor subjects, such as Mr. John from his Stratford childhood.
(homosexualty In the millinery and What the segment actually boiled
haut couture), Elsa Maxwell (her down to, then, was a series of quick
frank opinion that the internation¬ Shakespearean scenes, threaded
al socialite set plays murical beds), among a series of Stratford sets
Mary Margaret McBride (child showing a wide-eyed youngster
adoption), Ulo spelled out the absorbing such things as a rehear¬
commonsense Continental view¬ sal of a traveling troupe, a conver¬
point that occasional boudoir back¬ sation between his father and” a
sliding is not sufficient for tearing country judge, a drunk, etc. The
a marriage asunder. She was liter¬ subsequent Shakespeare enactate in explaining—with the aid of ments were logical enough, but the
the telelens and her own Gallic ex¬ entire analogy might have applied
pressiveness to support her now to any pre-20th Century writer
gliblavvy of the English language, born in the sticks—if it was valid,
which she didn’t understand three it still didn’t prove any point.
Boris Karloff turned in his cus¬
years ago—that the European girl tomary
gently sophisticated job of
is raised to realize this is a man’s narration, and a repertory company
world; that the double-standard, dramatizing the segments ranged
especially for the husband, is ac¬ from brilliant to incomprehensible.
cepted; that the European femme Outstanding members of the unit
doesn't mind waiting on her lord were Henry Jones, in an assort¬
and master; that more heinous ment of roles, William Marshall,
than an occasional extramarital ro¬ Lloyd Bochner, Jerome Kilty and
mance would be his economic ir¬ Felicia Montealegre,
David
responsibility, lack of support for Greene directed the segment with
the children, etc.; that a strange varied success.
boudoir adventure should not
.Amory both scripted and nar¬
wreck
a
marital
relationship rated the saga of the J-boat, the
which, otherwise, could be kept $2,000,000 craft which annually
successful for a long time.
raced the top British entries for
This was adult television in top the America’s Cup.
Reinforced
sophisticated standard and un-. with stills, newsreel footage and a
doubtedly has inspired pro-and- live pickup of the models from the
con correspondence from viewers N.Y. Yacht Club, Amory did a
ere the printer’s ink record of this lively and colorful job. But he
stint. Incidentally, Guy de la Pas- didn’t know where to stop, arid
sadierre, whose name is ofttimes after his story was told, he drag-_
preceded by the titular French ged it out with aimless rhetoric.
marquis that is his heritage, is the Amory, ' incidentally, should re¬
husband-manager of Lilo. He" was strict, his future stints to the writ¬
not permitted in the studio. This ing or to recorded narration; he
is a Wallace-DuMont rule, and a was stiff, uncomfortable and awk¬
wise one; all his subjects are iso¬ ward before the camera.
lated completely with the inter¬
Barrault, whose Parisian reper¬
viewer. Theory is that the slight¬ tory company just wound a fourest rustle, or use of a handker¬ week stint on Broadway, did a fullchief, or anything however small, length mime fantasy employing
distracts both the interviewee and Baptiste the clown character. Piece
Wallace. Complete repose comes was a bizarre string of separate
through in this, unquestionably dream episodes in which Barrault
one of the best new entries in the pursues a statue which has come
to life. His miming was at times
medium.
Abel.
topflight, at times erratic, but the
supporting company (with obvious¬
Ed Sullivan Show
There can be no complaint that ly less strenuous stints) was excel¬
Ed Sullivan’s show was overboard lent throughout, particularly his
on vocalists last Sunday night (24). wife, Madeleine Renaud. This re¬

viewer recalls with more fondness
his celluloid stints of some years
ago in “Les Enfants du Paradise”
as more effective than the live stint
on “Omnibus.”
Chan.
Armstrong Circle Theatre
“Circle Theatre” worked may¬
hem on a middlin’ script by Alvin
Boretz last week (19). Director
William Corrigan wasn’t sure, it
seemed, whether he was doing a
documentary, a political Ithesis or
a drama when he brought “The
Trial of Poznan” to the NBC-'TV
screen. His actors, lacking a firm
dramatic line to follow, meandered
through Actor’s Studio and the
classical school before resorting to
an uncertain kind of grandilo¬
quence,
Boretz was at fault too, for giv¬
ing his narrator, John Cameron
Swayze, an opening speech that
treated of the monumental im¬
portance of the Poznan post-riot
trials in establishing a. fair . and
equitable judicial system behind
the Iron Curtain. Not only did the
outcome make -the point seem en¬
tirely . too magnified, but it gave
director Corrigan a shaky spring¬
board on which to base the actions
of his performers. The big fault
wasn’t with the yarn; after the
initial stages of the story, Boretz
settled' into an acceptable account
of conflicting subtleties. There was
the boy, one of three accused of
murder during the riots of last
summer, who was a ruffian by rep¬
utation long before the murder.
And there was also an indictment
of the trial system under Commu¬
nism until that time. Integrated
superfluously was the slow and un¬
easy realization of the defense law¬
yers that this w’as to be a freely
conducted trial. Even in this, latter
part, which is a point of personal
drama, the atmosphere of shatter¬
ing .historical importance* over¬
whelmed the tale, so that the
actors were no longer men convey¬
ing an idea but wooden mouth¬
pieces.
, Frilly, camerawork, adding up to
any number of unimportant “dra¬
matic” closeups of the events
working on the minds of the par¬
ticipants, also marked the per¬
formance. Peter Cookson was more
like a displaced matinee idol than
a Polish defense lawyer. Hurd
Hatfield lacked the vocal strength
as well as the elasticity that could
have made the prosecutor an In¬
teresting and believable character.
Bert Freed, as the judge, was the
only one of the major actors who
came remotely close to being
credible.
Failure shouldn’t prevent “Cir¬
cle” from trying to translate other
political issues to the homescreen;
too few other tv shows are willing
to try.
Art.
JUNGLE
With Paul Orgill, Bob Keenan
Producer - Director - Writer; Bill
McGaw
10 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri. 11:20 p.m.
STUDEBAKER, AMERICAN CHI¬
CLE
KYW-TV, Cleveland
Filling a cross-the-board 10 min¬
ute late evening spot is perhaps
one of the more difficult program
assignments, but KYW-TV appears
to have neatly solved the problem
with its film strip “Jungle.”
Under the imaginative eye of
Bill McGaw, who produces, directs
and writes the stanza, the station
has culled a series of 10-minute
film clips depicting jungle scenes
of violence, with emphasis on ani¬
mal combat. To package the theme
into a coordinated series, Paul Orgill plays the role of narrator as
the hunter who ostensibly was on
the scene when the animal warfare
took place. The setting for his
spiel is his penthouse, where, wear¬
ing a tuxedo, a scar, and gently
swishing a brandy glass, all against
the background of open fireplace—
he spins his tale of jungle exploits.
To add a bit of late evening en¬
ticement, the camera picks up a
glimpse of feminine charm—the
lovely leg of a model, or a hand
offering the brandy glass to ad¬
venturer Orgill. With his long
years of community theatre and
radio background, Orgill handles
his chores with the proper man-ofthe-world inflection and sophistica¬
tion and makes the entire assign¬
ment one of this area’s top-ranking
offerings.
Production-wise, the stanza, now
that it has added Bob Keenan to
do the commercials, has achieved
network status. It all adds up to
10 minutes of highly creditable
telecasting.
Mark.

25

WAYNE & SHUSTER SHOW
With Johnny Wayne, Frank Shus¬
ter. Edward Murch, Sylvia Lennick, . Erie Christmas, Neil LeRoy, Don Gillies Dancers, Sam¬
uel Hersenhoiren’s Orch
Producer: Don Hudson
Writers: John Wayne, Frank Shus¬
ter
30 Mins., Sat., 10:30 pjn.
CBC-TV; from Toronto
Put down Johnny Wayne and
Frank Shuster as the funniest two
fellows in Canadian tv, this on
their “Your Were There” takeoff,
plus a second comedy sketch in a
photographer’s studio specializing
in children’s portraits. The zany
duo, who write their own material,
w’ere with RCA-Victor for two
years after they left the Canadian
Army, w'ith Toni Permanent for
three, and with Christie Biscuits
for four seasons; but, through the
booking ramifications of the StatOowned Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., lost their Christie sponsor
on the time-angle arbitrarily of¬
fered by CBC.
Two comedians,
however, are still carried on a CBC
network of 38 tv stations across
Canada twice-monthly, with little
financial letdown to the comedy
team on this CBC sustainer setup,
plus demands of the Wayne &
Shuster fans that the madcap se¬
ries be continued.
Their self-written satire on “You
Were. There” is laid in 1156 B.C.,
complete with the abduction of
Helen of Troy, the siege of Troy
and the wooden horse, the bur¬
lesqued battle that meant plenty
on production costs for an import¬
ed ballet of' 10 dancers. There is
no definite format on the Wayne &
Shuster Show, this adding to audi¬
ence anticipation, but current cut¬
ups add to the comedy pair’s sta¬
ture.
Their “There You Are” was a
terrific toga comedy for the oncamera comments of the principals
to inquiring reporters (latter in
modern dress), with Neil LeRoy
outstanding in a Walter Cronkite
takeoff. Frank Shuster was Paris
and Johnny Wayne was King Menelaus, with the cross-patter of the
pair a consistent barrage of gag
lines. One outstanding point of
the fast-moving satire was that
Helen of Troy was played. by a
blond, bewigged male, this the
hefty Edward Murch. As the
Greeks and Trojans lie bleeding on
the battlefield, perhaps the best
line is: “Is there a doctor in the
horse?”
In their second sketch at a pho¬
tographer’s studio, Wayne again
stands out as the little monster in
a Fauntelroy suit, with Shuster as
the lensman for a finale bull-fight
In which Wayne uses the old-fash¬
ioned camera cloth for his veronica
passes. Both tv bits showed up
Wayne & Shuster at their funniest
and a credit to the long tradition
of comedy teams.
MeStay.
EDDIE NEWMAN SHOW
With Harry Smith
Producer: Newman
90 mins., Frl., Sat., 11 p.m.
WPFH, Philadelphia
Eddie, Newman, who at various
times has, racked up more hours
on Philly radio than any other
broadcaster, now preems the long¬
est local tv variety session.
He
makes the jump to television un¬
easily, seemingly unable to realize
that something new has to be
added.
With a crowded lineup of about
a dozen commercials, plus guests
from the night spots, theatres and
unrelated fields Newman appears
to have been frightened by a spon¬
sor. Not only do the commercials
gel the biggest play but Darryn
McGavln, of “Tunnel of Love,”
found a sign shoved in front of his
face to do the honors for a bankroller.
Sponsors W'cre the honored
guests rating major share of in¬
terview time with little of interest
to say. Visiting celebs had a notice¬
able “What Am I Doing Here?” ex¬
pression which was easily conveyed
to the viewer.
Newman ambles around the
studio with a hand mike in the
Steve Allen manner, but there the
similarity ends. A man who likes
to get into the act, he took some
easy though unasked for falls in
a Judo class demonstration. Harry
Smith, formerly of the radio duo
“The Gagbusters” allegedly featur¬
ed on show, manages to be kept
in the background and apparently
gets the .same cavalier treatment
accorded strangers.
High spot on opener was Lionel
Hampton’s two-fingered pianistics
on an Israeli wine song. Former
lightweight Lew Tendler also
guested, but like the others, lost
the decision to host Newman and
the overweight commei'cials.
Gagh.
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AND TYPE

BOSTON
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Approx, Set

DAY AND
TIME

JANUARY
RATING

SHARE
(%)

.

SETS IN
USE

f
1

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
STA.
, RATJNG
PROGRAM

Stations—^WBZ

Counf—1,395,000

(4), WNAC'(7)

1. Waterfront (Adv) ---- .WNAC. .MCA. .Sun. 7:00-7:30 _ ....29.7..... .... 61.4. .... 48.4 Judge Roy Bean..
... .Wed, 7:30-8:00 .... ... .26.0. .... 61.2. .... 42.5 Eddie Fisher...
2. I Led 3 Lives (Adv) ....WNAC...,.
News—Huntley-Brinkley •
... .24.3. _42.8. .... 56.9 Noah^s Ark.
3. Count of Monte Cristo (Adv). .WNAC. .TPA.
. WNAC..... .... .McC-E. ... .FrWO:30-11:00 ... _23.7. .... 51.6...., _45.9
Sports; Big Playback...,
«.. .Sun. 5:00-5:30 .... ,...21.7. .... 48.7. .... 44.6 Wide Widp World.
5. Annie Oakley (W)....... .WNAC.
....Fri. 6:30-7:00 ..... _20.8..... _53.0.\... ...; 39.2 Eo5?t.on Mnvietime .........
, ,WNAC.., ..
Stage 7 ..
....19,5. .... 90.4_ .... 21,6 2000 A. D..
7. Victory at Sea (Doc).,.WNAC.....
....18.2. .... 53.2. .... 34.2 Boston Movietime .
8. Wild Bill Hickok (W). .WNAC.
Golden Playhouse .
Mnti
Rf^hinil
th'A
Rad<r*
WNAC.
.MCA. ... Sun. 10:30-11:00 .. ... .17.8. _56.4__ , . r . '31.6 star Performance....
9.
_Sun. 6:00-6:30 _ ....17.5..... .... 35.2. . 49.7 Pleasure Playhouse .
10. Sheriff of Cochise (W).. .WNAC. .NTA. !..

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Death Valley Days (W).WENS.McC-E...Sun. 9:30-10:00 .45.0...
Highway Patrol (Adv).WENS.Ziv.Tues. 10:30-11:00 .29.9.
Sheriff of Cochise (W).WENS.NTA.Thurs, 7:30-8:00 .26.6.
Soldiers of Fortune (Adv) ...WENS.MCA..Wed. 6:30-7:00 .24.6.
Public Defender (Dr).WENS.Interstate.Mon. 6:30-7:00 .23.2./.

69.8t.64.5
65.0. 46.0
52,1. 51,1
80.6. 30.5
75.0. 31.0

6. Superman (Adv) .WENS.Flamingo.■.. Wed. 6:00-6:30 .20.8. 78.3___26.6
7. Frontier Doctor (W)....WTVN.H-TV.Fri. 7:00-7:30 .:....18.8. 40.4. 46.6
8. Waterfront (Adv) ....WENS..MCA.Sat. 6:30-7:00 .18.6. 41.4. 44.9
9. Celebrity Playhouse (Dr).WENS.Screen Gems.Fri. 7:30-8:00 .17.9. 33.9. 52.7
10. Annie Oakley (W).WENS.CBS.Thurs. 6:00-6:30 .17.0. 54.8. 31.0

. WBZ
. WBZ
.WBZ
.WBZ
.WBZ
.WBZ
.WBZ
.WBZ
.WNAC
.WBZ
.WBZ
iWBZ
.WBZ
.WBZ

Alcoa Hour.WLW-C
15.6
Wrestling .WTVN. 9.3
Lone Ranger.WTVN.15.5
Meetin’ Time At Moores.... WLW-C . 3.9
Meetin’Time At Moores-WLW-C ...... 3.8
Columbus Close-Up........ WTVN ....... 3.9
Weather; Sports.WTVN ....... 3.6
Foreign Legionnaire.WTVN. 5.0
News—Chet Long
WENS
27.1
CES News—D. Edwards.. .WENS .22.6
Midwestern Hayride.WLW-C
21.9
Rin Tin Tin.....WTVN.27.0
ISheena of the Jungle.-..WTVN.12.0
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MAJORS’ RACE FOR TV DOLLAR
Kne-Thomas’ Unique 2-Way Spread
The present frenzy for feature films by television is strongly
suggested In one of the most unique deals in video annals. Two
N.Y. tv stations have signed simultaneously for rights to 35 PineThomas pictures. Furthermore, it is understood to constitute the
first time that separate station pacta each mention by name the
other station.
WRCA-TV, the NBC o3co, owns approximately six-month rights
to the 35 featuresT according to its contract with Signet TV.
Stipulation is that station is entitled to one play on each, but that
all must be run off by late summer. (They begin in March.)
Thereafter, rival WOR-TV gets three-year rights to multiple re¬
runs of the same pix. There is no information available that a
tv distrib ever before negotiated simultaneous deals on competing >
stations for the same properties.

TELEFILM SHKE

Auu Sothem to Scrap ‘Secretary’
Uuless TPA Works Out a New Deal

t “Private Secretary,” which foi
Plans for the approaching'tv sea¬
four years has been one of tele*
son find major motion picture com¬
vision’s success stories with rating
panies with a greater than ever
in and around the Top 10, mTay bi
stake in television, with a multiplic¬
playing its last season as the re¬
ity of projects on the telefilm front,
Guild Films has found third and sult of an unusual standoff be¬
expansion, of commercial tv divi¬
sions, as well as the continued sup¬ fourth production locales-"for its tween star Ann Sothern and Tele
ply of vintage pix for tv.
“Captain David Grief” telefilm ser¬ vision Programs of America, tin
What began years back as a liqui¬ ies. Half-hour show, which has 15 show’s new owner-package. Though
TPA pui’chased an option for Miss
dation sale of old product to the
stanzas completed, is moving from Sothern’s services w'hen It bought
new medium has emerged as a
thriving business, a diversification its latest shooting situation on the the series outright last year from
California Coast to Cuba and then Jack Chertok, the showy’s original
move hedging the decline in box- to
Mazatlan, Mexico. Between the producer. Miss Sothern won’t agres
office revenues in the U. S., each
year finding motion picture com¬ two, another 16 telepix will be to star in any more of the show'i
shot.
That leaves eight half-hours unless she can work out a new deal
panies taking a greater share of re¬
^involving a considerable increase
turns from the tv programming pie. •to be lensed someplace else.
Guild explained that the in her participation.
The bellwether in the field has
“Grief” stories by Jack London, on
Miss Sothern, currently in New
been the Columbia subsid Screen
Three big musical specs on film
Gems, which in ’56. grossed an which the series is based, demand York, where she appeared over the
are being peddled to the networks
Aussie and New Zealand locales. weekend on the “Washington
estimated $21,000,000. In the course Cuba and the Mexican Coast, it was
and spdnsors for the upcoming sea¬
of five years, it has become the noted, conform topographically to Square” series', claims that • when
son by Metr'o TV. Tw6 of the prop¬
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
largest syndicated house in the field, those areas. First nine “Griefs” Chertok sold the “Private Secre¬
erties,-^The Day Before Spring,”
The
use
of
two
teams
,
of
16
as¬
in
addition to having 10 national were shot in Hawaii, next six on tary” negatives, rights and options
and “Champagne and Orchids,”
on her services to TPA, he made
are unproduced projects in the sorted malemutes, Siberian huskies shows oft the air. It’s prepared for California coast.
the option deal “kind of without
and
Alaskan
huskies
for
the
“Sgt.
the new season with 18 pilots, as
Metro file, while “Meet Me In
my knowing about it. I think it's
St. Louis,” the third property, was Preston of" the Yukon” teleseries well as a series of Bibje specs. The
ethically and morally wrong. I’m
highly successful pic of the same costs Tom R. Curtis Productions a latest entry in the field is Metro,
willing—I’d like to do 26 ^more
husky $50,000 for 26 stanzas.
which has one pilot deal already
title.
shows,
but not unless I can reach
Dogs, Imported from Stuart set on a “Mystery Theatre” with
“Day Before Spring” was scripted
an
agreement with TJPA over new»^
ABC-TV,
and
is
holding
talks
on
a
and' composed by the Alan J. Ler- Mace kennels in Ashcroft, Colo.,
terms.”
ner and Frederick Loewe team, are a regular feature of the series, one-hour dramatic anthology se¬
' While conceding that from the
now represented on Broadway with appearing in every stanza, Mace ries, and three possible musical
legal standpoint, TPA has a firm
“My Fair Lady.” Lyrics for “Cham¬ and trainer Lois Ringquist have specs, all of the projects on film.
Additionally,
Metro
will
be
in
the
call
on her services. Miss Sothern
pagne and Orchids” were done by been hired to handle the dogs for
half-hour
field,
and
has
opened
a
insisted
that she won’t perform un¬
the
series,
an
additional
expense.
Oscar Hammersteln 2d. Metro-TV
commercial
tv
division.
less a new deal is worked out. TPA
hopes to gamer one network and
must
exercise
the option by April
20th’s
$4,000,000
Take
one sponsor for the 90-mlnute film
I, and at that point, unless a deal
musical specs, which would cost
Twentieth-Fox, currently gross¬
is
set,
she’ll
refuse
to appear. “I
Chicago,'
Feb.
26.
an estimated $400,000 apiece to
ing over $4,000,000 annually from
Feature films may be turning a don’t care what they do to me.
produce.
its three national showsi “20th-Fpx
I'll
even
take
the
risk
of laying off
Hour,” “My Friend Flicka,” and trick in this market which lather
Having already inked with ABO
“Broken Arrow,” is at work on forms of local television program¬ for an entire year, I feel that
TV on a partnership pilot deal on
strongly
about
It.
I’m
not going
seven telefilm pilots. Four of these ming have been unable to accom¬
“Mystery Theatre,” Metro JTV is
are slated for National Telefilm plish. That’s luring to the medium to put in the work and heartache
continuing talks with nets on an¬
Associates, whose network subsid the State St. bluechip department without getting something out of
other one-hour format show, a dra¬
is owned 50% by 20th-Fox, with the stores whose previous tv ventures it.” Miss Sothem pointed out that
matic anthology, tentatively titled
remaining three slated for network have been abortive and for the her original deal with Chertok was
“MGM Theatre.” Metro subsid also
past several years virtually nil a five-year contract in which she
sponsorship.
is holding talks with syndication
while the four Chicago newspapers owned 25% of the show for the
affiliates of networks on possible
Warner Bros., at present repre¬ continue to reap the harvest of first three years and 42% for the
Paramount Pictures, apart from
halt-hour shows for syndication the impending deal with CBS for sented by “Cheyenne” and “Con¬
fourth year. She was willing to go
market. Metro has decided to fore¬ the major share of its backlog, flict” on ABC-TV, has tripled its the major retailers’ hefty ad
budgets.'
along with those terms at the be-;
go any entry at this time la syn¬ sold all negative rights on 35 Pine- telefilm activity in the first few
ginning and live up to them with
Ted
Weber’s
WGN-TV
-sales
dication field, feeling it does not Thomas features to a tv distribu¬ months of the year, launching two
Chertok, but since TPA “pur¬
have either the required selling tor at least a month and a half ago new full hour shows and a new crew pulled off what was quickly chased a hit property,” she feels
recognized
in
the
trade
as
a
signi¬
force, nor the required catalog of for a t>rlce said to be slightly un¬ half-hour skein, all slated for
she rates a new deal on the fifthproduct. Plans now are to ink der $900,000. It has also been ABC-TV. In addition, “Billy the ficant coup last week when the
some cofinancing ventures in that learned that Nat Gassman, ,who Kid” and “Calamity Jane” pilots Fair Store, one of the Main Stem year options.
Miss Sothern states she has no
kingpins, signed on for full spon¬
field with established syndication heads the purchasing group, has are slated for production.
sorship of the station’s Monday quarrel with TPA, other than her
companies.
RKO Teleradio, despite the col¬ night 10 o’clock film. It’s a 62- insistence on a new pact. “They’ve
inked pacts for all 35 in 14 major
Charles C. (Bud) Barry, v.p. in video markets since Jan. 1.
lapse of the distribution arm of week deal, via the Malcolm-Howard done a wonderful job on the re¬
charge of tv activities,. accpmpaGassman is handling sales of the RKO Radio Pictures, plans to get agency, and represents a $250,000 distribution
of
the
program.
nled by George Muchnic, v.p. of Pine-Thomas package through a into telefilm production this year, tv Investment by the department They’ve" grossed close to $2,000,000
Loew*s International division who
corporation named Signet TV. An¬ and execs are now scouting a num¬ store. Fair take? over the Monday on the ’Susie’ reruns, and I’ve got
has beemacting as financial adviser other company headed by Gassman, ber of projects and 'personalities. berth March 11.
almost $1,000,000 coming to me
on all of Metro’s tv activities, are Amanda TV, three weeks ago pur¬ It’s subsid RKO Television has pur¬
This is not only the initial in¬ from those.” But she’s adamant
due to leave for the Coast on chased five-year Canadian and chased a number of skeins for the
about the option situation, insiststance
where
the
theatricals
have
Monday (4) to get telefilm produc¬ U. S. tv rights to four dubbed fea¬ syndication market, including “Ag- attracted a State St. biggie. It also
(Continued on page 31)
tion under way.
tures controlled by Italian Film Ex¬ gie„” which is now being launched. is the biggest hunk of coin to be
Allied Artists, which grossed funneled video’s way from the re¬
port Assn. It’s understood that
combined sales on the two separate about $3,000,000 last year from its tailing thoroughfare in several
packages so recently put on the television arm, has reentered tele-1 years. In fact, it’s believed to be
market already total a tv gross of film production with its Sabu the largest bundle of money ever
between $850,000 and $900,000. series.
budgeted by a State St. store for
How much of this sales gross comes
Republic subsid Hollywood Tele-i direct sell tv advertising. Most of
from the Pine-Thomas tv contracts vision Service has two series in the other dabbles into video in¬
was not discolsed^ but it is felt that circulation “Stories of the Cen¬ volved co-op funds from distribu¬
should pay themselves off shortly, tury,” and “Frontier Doctor,” and tors, or special allotments for in¬
“Hawkeye and the Last of the
Salesmen the Metro library, now indicating to some observers the plans additional entries. HTS, like stitutional projects such as Mar¬
shall Field's anniversary series Mohicans,” the new Television Px*qIn 30 markets, have hit a hiatus great video demand these days for
(Continued on page 34)
which had an unsuccessful run grams of America syndication en¬
the past few weeks, but three pos¬ any and all feature film product, j
try. hit the 74-market sales level
back in ’52.
sible major deals are brewing, with
“Anna,” VBitter RiceT” “Theo¬
last week, with the new deals
talks continuing with Westinghouse dora” and “Les Miserables” are the
The State St. lineup is a highly bringing the world-wide gross (in¬
Broadcasting, RKO Teleradio and four pictures, turned over by IFE.
•competitive group of merchandis¬
Storer for respective o&o’s.
All but “Les Miserables” have been
ers so it’s a foregone conclusion cluding the full CBC-T'V web and
purchased
by
NBC-TV
for
its
six
the competition will be watching cxpo.sure in London) to a solid'
The only deal made within the
the Fair Store’s film in venture $1,600,000.
(Continued on page 40)
past few weeks was inked Friday
New domestic deals include spot
with great interest. And if ,ib pays
(22) with KTVT, Salt Lake City,
and regional bookings by Cocaacquiring a seven-year lease on the
A new package of 52 Columbia off in increased store traffic and Cola (Salt Lake City) and Pepsi¬
sales
it
could,
well
inspire
similar
Metro, library. On the major deals
Cola (New Orleans and Hatties¬
cartoons, “Fantasies and Fables,” is moves along the street.
brewing, principals are still far
burg, Miss.) Hoods Dairies, Bell
being distributed by Screen Gems.
apart on price and RKO Teleradio
Bakeries, Tastee Baking, Burger
Sales
already
have
been
rung
up
is understood to be balking at the
Brewing, Consumers 'Warehou.se
Metro payment plan, pegged on a
at WOR-TV, New York, KHJ, San
Syracuse, Feb. 26.
Markets (three Iowa markets with
qualitative pic system.
negotiations for seven or eight
-Trendex figures just released Francisco, both RKO Teleradio
For the smaller' markets, Metro for the premiere of Metro features o&o’s, as well as six other markets.
more). Ideal Bakins, Niagarais ex-pected to break up -the library over WHEN-TV, Indicate that the
WPIX, N, Y., racked up its sev¬ Mohawk Power Co., Canada Dry
On the feature front. Columbia
into a variety of packages, the cost •lion theatricals beat the NBC “To¬ subsid is close to bringing out a enth “double exposure with Rhein- and Nashville Trust Co. Earlier
of the entire library considered too night” show with “30 Seconds Over new package of about 40 theatri¬ gold paying the tab for “Code 3” regional deal saw Langendorf Bak¬
hefty a bite at one time for the Tokyo” by a margin of better than cals. One of the Columbia pix in on the New York Daily News sta¬ eries taking the 14 Coast markets.
small stations.
nine to one. WHEN-TV scored a the new package will be “You Can’t tion. Skein also is shown locally '■ ‘ Also on the sales front, TPA last
43.0 on Friday (8) night and its Take It With You,” already sold in on WRCA-TV.
week realigned its operational set¬
Maison Blanche N.O. Coin opposition WSYR-TV rated a 3.9. a special deal to NBC o&o’s. The In the telefilm purchase depart¬ up by consolidating the Chicago
addition
of
the
projected
40
will
Program
premiered
at
11:15.
ment,
WPIX
has
bought
the
“Cap¬
and central divisions into one cen¬
MCA - TV’s recent department
On the following night, WHEN- bring to about 200 the number of tain Grief” series from Guild for tral division. Walt Plant, until now
store promotion campaign, pitch¬
ing telefilm series for local depart¬ TV ran “Command Decision” at Columbia pix that have been re¬ the New York market. Also com¬ central division manager becomes
exec of the new
ing under the heading of new biz. administrative
ment store sponsorship, has paid 11:15 p.m., coming up with a 41.9 leased to tv via Screen Gems.
Bankers Trust has signed a two- unit but reports to western divi¬
against 4.7 for the opposition. Fol¬
off in New Orleans.
sion
v.p.
Bruce
Eells,
who’s now in
:
year
contract
for
Red
Barber's
Maison Blanche department store lowing up at 1:15 a.ra. to 3 a.m.,
More TV Film News
j “Showcase of Sports,” the program charge of all TPA sales west of
there has pui’chased MCA-TV’s the station showed “Night at the
.Ohio
and
who
will
split
his time
telecast
before
and
after
all
home
On Page 36
“Crusader” series in a 52-week Op^ra” and scored an average
1 games of the New' York Yankees. between the Coast and Chicago.
Trendex of 9.6 with no opposition.
deal.

‘GRIEF TO SHOOT
IN CUBA, MEXICO

Mqtro lianniiig 3 6^ Musical
Unspecs for Network Side
Tukon’ Doggin’ It Up

Chi s TV Features
Break Resistance
On Dept. Store Biz

Gasanan’s SOOG
ForNegathresOnl
Pne-TbomasPk

SIMIlOO Gross
For ‘Mohicans’

Sales Pace Slow
On M-G Library

New Col Pix Bundle
To Be Peddled by SG,
Also Cartoon Package

It’s 9 to 1 for ‘Tokyo’
Vs. ‘Tonight’ in Syracuse

7tli ‘Double Exposure’
For WPIX With‘Code 3’

Someday, the Hungarian people will have the last word.
Meantime, to record in sharp focus all the heartbreak¬
ing events to date, newsfilm sifted through its thou¬

The next-to-the-last word
on Hungary

sands of feet of exclusive film from inside Hungary and
produced a stark history of the revolt.
ISTEWSPILM subscribers in-the United States, Alaska,
Cuba, Mexico, Argentina, Australia, Japan and through¬
out Europe got it free... a bonus surprise package. And
the response from all quarters was tremendous.

Wednesday, February 27, 1957

Typical is this letter from

kTva-ktvf,'Alaskan

PSRitifr

stations:

“Excellent coverage...tremendous contribution to your
subscribing stations. We used it on both our Anchorage

commented: “Terrifying... a compressed, clear sum¬
mary.. . one of the best documentary films.”
“Hungary in Revolt” is simply another excellent ex¬

and Fairbanks stations then turned it over to the high

ample of

school systems of both cities.” From wtvh, Peoria: “You

news — fast, professional, coipplete. A product of CBS

are to be highly complimented... it was stark drama, yet

News,

presented in good taste. We used it very effectively as

word in television station news, get in touch today with

part of a show covering the arrival of a plane load of

the nearest office of... .

Hungarian refugees in Peoria.” Stockholm newspapers

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES, INC.

newsfilm’s

NEWSFILM

vastly-superior coverage of the

is available to all stations. For the last

.. the best films for all stations''

so

TV-FDJIfS

PSsm^r

Vednegday, February 27» 1.957

mature fhh chart

weekly chart, based oh ratings furnished by American Research Bur
reau’s latest reports, on feature fUms and their competition covers 120 cities. Each
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated.
Factors wj^h would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
determining tn^ effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present
distributor, included wherever p^sible along with the title. Attention should be paid
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings fn? the measured
Variety's

feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature, and audience composition, i.e, a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly
have any children viewers,Jbut its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multistripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week, a total rating for the
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles, the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could he ascer¬
tained from a multiplicity of station and other data.

SEATTLE-TACOMA
ARB
RATING

HIGH

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE

JANUARY, 1957
TOP COMPETING SHOWS
Your Hit Parade . KOMO
Curtaintime ... .KOMO

ARB
RATING

1. ANCHORS AWEIGH—
Frank Sinatra;’ Kathryn Grayson,
Gene.Kelly; 1945; MGM; MGM-TV

Command Performance
Sat. Jan. 5
10:30-1:15 a.m.
KING

25.1

28.3

LOW
17.0

2. THEY WERE EXPENDABLE—
Robert Montgomery, John Wayne;
1945; MGM; MGM-TV

Command Performance
^
Fri. Jan. 11
* 10:45-1:30 a.m.
KING

18.3

22.1

11.4

72.9

Rings On Her Fingers—
Major Studio Preview. .KOMO
Late Show. .KTNT .

S. RINGS ON HER FINGERS—
Gene Tierney, Henry Fonda;
1942; 20th Century Fox; NTA

Major Studio Preview
Fri. Jan. 11
10 00-11:30 p.m.
KOMO

15.3

16.9

HO

37.6

Line-Up . .KTNT .
World Today; Harwood, ...... .KING . .15.3
They Were Expendable—
Command Performance. .KING .

4. NOTORIOUS—
Gary Grant, Ingrid Bergman;
1946; Selznick Studio; NTA

Command Performance
Thurs. Jan. 10
10:45-1^:45 a.m.
KING

13.1

16.0

7.8

71.6

Playhouse 90.. .KTNT
Favorite Story ... .KOMO

6. NAVY BLUE AN> GOLD—
James Stewart, Robert Young;
1937; MGM; MGM-TV

Command Performance
Mon. Jan. 7
■ 10:45-12:30 a.m.
KING

12.6

13.4

11.7

60.9

Outpost in Malaya—
All Star MoVie... .KTNT .

6. HUNGRY HILL—
Margaret Lockwood, Dennis Price;
1947; Universal International, ABC-TV

Famous Film Festival
Sat. Jan. 5
7:30-9:00 p:m.
•
KING

12.3

14.7

10.7

18.3

People Are Funny. .KOMO ..44.0
Perry Como... .KOMO .44.4

7. PORTRAIT OF JENNY—
Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cotton; _
1949; Selznick Studio; NTA

Command Performance
Tues. Jan. 8
. 10:45-i2:30 a.m.
KING

11.8

12.7

9.8

62.0

Break the $250,000 Bank. .KOMO
Favorite Story. .KOMO . 46
“Late Show. KTNT .

8. INTERMEZZO—
Ingrid Bergman, Leslie Howard;
1947; Selznick Studio; NTA

Command Performance
Sun. Jan. 6
11:00-12:30 a.m.
KING

11.2

11.7

9.1

71.4

All Star Movie
Mon. Jan. 7
10:05-12:30 a.m.
KTNT

10.2

11.1

8.8

29.1

Welk’s Top Tunes. .KING .
World Today; Harwood. .KING .
Navy Blue and Gold—
Command Performance. idNG .

Command Performance
Wed Jan, 9
10:45-1:00 a.m.
' KING

7.7

8.8

4.9

534

Home of the Brave—
' All Star Movie. .KTNT . .7.8

1. THE BRIBE—
Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner;
1948; MGM; MGM-TV

Million Dollar Movie
Sat. Jan. 12
10:00-12:00 a.m.
KCMO

28.9

31.1

25.5

76.9

Star Performance. .WDAF
Championship Bowling. .WDAF ,
News; Ida Lupino. .WDAF

2. COMMAND DECISION—
Clark GsTble, Van Johnson;
1948; MGM; MGM-TV

Gold Award Theatre
Fri. Jan. 9
10:30-12:30 a.m.
KCMO

22.9

26.2

19.7

83.4

Premiere Playhouse. .KMBC . 5.8

3. 30 SECONDS OVER TOKYO—
Spencer Tracy, Van Johnson, Robert
Walker; 1944; MGM; MGM-TV

Five Star MGM Theatre
Sun. Jan. 6
10:30-1:00 a.m.
KCMO

20.5

.24.3

15.7

90.4

David Niven, News. .WDAF
Masterpiece Movie . .KMBC

4. HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY—
Maureen O’Hara, Walter Pidgeon;
1941; 20th Century Fox; NTA

Million Dollar Movie
Sun. Jan. 6
2:00-4:00 p.m.
KCMO

19.0

19.4

18.8

50,1

Public Defender.. .KMBC
Zoo Parade . • WDAF .
Wide Wide World...... .WDAF ,..11.3

5. HONKY TONK—
Clark Gable, Lana Turner;
1941; MGM; MGM-TV

Five Star MGM Theatre
Mon. Jan. 7
10:30-12:30 a.m.
KCMO

15.9

17.8

13.2

79.1

Premiere Playhouse. .KMBC ,. 5.5

6. RANDOM HARVEST—
Greer Garson, Ronald Coleman;
1942; MGM; MGM-TV

Five Star MGM Theatre
• Wed. Jan. 9
10:30-12:45 a.m.
KCMO

14.4

16;3

12.0

79.5

Premiere Playhouse... .KMBC .*... 5.7

Early Show
Wed. Jan, 9
4:00-5:45 p.m.
KCMO

14.1

17.8

11.1

40.1

My Little Margie. .KMBC ,.10.5
Band.stand ..
.KMBC ,..102
Mickey Mouse Club. .KMBC .

Gold Award Theatre
Sat. Jan. 12
2:00-4:00 p.m.
KCMO

12.7

13.8

12.3

47.1

TfiYfls Ras.slin*..
.KMBC .. 9,2
Pro-Ba.sketball ..
.WDAF ... fi.fl
TV Teento^yn .. .WDAF .. 8.0

Early Show
Thurs. Jan. 10
4:00-5:45 p.m.
KCMO

12.0

14.5

9.2

37.6

Comedv Time... .WDAF .. 8.3
Bandstand ... .KMBC ... 8.9
Mickey Mouse Club. .KMBC . .20.5

11.4

12.0

9.2

39.1

.KMBC .
My Little Margie..
Bandstand . .KMBC .
Mickey Mouse Club. .KMBC .

TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA

9. OUTPOST IN MALAYA—
Claudette Colbert, Anthony Steel;
1952; United Artists; United Artists-TV
10. CONQUEST—
Greta Garbo, Charles Boyer;
1937; MGM; MGM-TV

TIME SLOT

71.9

1
Sunday News Special. .KTNT .
Late Show... KTNT , ....

fl

KANSAS CITY

7. RIDE TENDERFOOT RIDE—
Gene Autry, Smiley Burnett;
1940; Republic; MCA-TV

8. COMMAND DECISION—
Clark Gable, Van Johnson;
1948; MGM; MGM-TV

9. DESPERADOS AT DODGE CITY—
Rocky Lane; 1948; Republic

10. BELLS OF ROSARITA—
Roy Rogers, George Gabby Hayes;
1945; Republic; MCA-TV

Early Show
Mon. Jan, 7
4:00^5:45 p.m.
KCMO

'
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Drafiping’Denied
Bv McConnauffhey
^J

Washington, Feb. 26.
FCC Chairman George C. MeConnaughey denied last week that
he is being “dumped" by the Administration when his term expires

RADIO-TEUEIVISIOX

/

theatre operator, has applied to the
FCC for transfer of a construction
permit for KBAY-TV, Fi'isco UHF
channel 20.
Permit would be transferred
from Dr, Leonard Averett, Beverly
Hills physician who got it two years

next June 30
have been offered
^appointment, he said, in reply
to queries. However, he repeated
previous statements that he has
not yet decided whether to con-

*®?;*™f„,’^Xse''North^o"aTThe^tres Corp, runs the United Artists
and Esquire in downtown Frisco,
told the FCC he’d build channel
20 right away

other CmCorwin's
Corwin’s action follows by only

Talladium’ No, 1

London, Feb. 26,
London area commercial tv
hit the jackpot by registering
10 of their shows in the top
places of the Tele\'ision Aud¬
ience Measurement ratings
over a seven-day period.
Top of the 10 was Assoc¬
iated Televisions “Sunday
Night at the London Palla¬
dium." Five shows tied for sec¬
ond place.* They were “Gun
Law,”
“Dragnet," “Assign¬
ment Foreign Legion," “Film
Festival,” and “Armchair
Theatre." “I Love Liicy” filled
the seventh position, followed
by “Take Your Pick," “Robin
Hood" and the “Errol Flynn
Theatre.’’
^
Theatre."

Question: of McConnaughey’s
Question,
McConnaughey's */t®Tor"nHP
mitToi^UHF Channel
^ehanfef'’
"26
2fi"fo%C;
°to%?a7a
tenure with
with the
the Commission
Commission came
came ™ of
tenure
^ ^
^ Plaza
AJ
V
> 0 L ’J
up during a CBS “Face the wm;
Na- ^ Fr?L^Torhts one operative
Adaifl YoUIlg S Subswl
tion” interview Sunday (24) with
Sf
War^n G Snuson (D- ^HF outlet, KSAN-TV channel 32.
Dividing its camp into small and
Wash) ohairman'of the Interstate
claims something like 250,000 large stations as Blair did some
SmerceCormittU whi^^^^^^^^
converters from VHF have been years ago, Adam Young Inc. is
on“te
“
b^rmtag _a ^subsid for _small^.;adio
on
White House nominations to '
m the
the Bay
Bay Area.
Area
X, vpp
1I
-outlets and is calling it Young
the
FCC.
^
-Bob
Lunquist
upped
Representatives
Inc.
Asked whether he would “look | Eric, Pa.—Bob Lunquist upped 1
;al manager after three
Paul S. Wilson, a 12-year Young
favorably" on reappointment of to commerical
McConnaughey, Sen. Magnuson years as program director of vet, wHl head the new radio
division.
said:
WICU.
“I don’t know. I would have to
—
explore a great deal . . . what part
he played . . . in some of the cri¬
ticism we have of the Commi.ssion."
Magnuson said the Committee
.
“will find out a great deal" in the
allocation hearings scheduled to
begin next Wednesday (6) when
...
members of the FCC will be called
to testify.

Cecil Brown to End
Mutual Radio Tie For
ABC Radio News
Cecil Brown, wbo is losing his
tv news show to John Cameron
Swayze shortly on WABC-TV, New
York, is moving over to the ABC
Radio network, on April 1. He’ll do
an 8 to 8.15 ayem ci'oss-the-board
stanza.
This means the end of Brown’s
tenure at Mutual Broadcasting.
Brown’s weekend news shows on
Mutual, were axed by Kraft re¬
cently.
Brown is replacing Martin Agronsky, who is switching to NBC, on
the 8 a.m. newscast. He began on
WABC-TV, flag of ABC-TV, last
summer, simultaneously maintain¬
ing his contract with Mutual. His
new pact is exclusive with ABC.
His local tv replacement, Swayze,
will be sponsored 10 minutes night¬
ly by Esso.
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Ann Solhern
.

- Continued from page

ing there’s a question of “in¬
tegrity” involved. If a settlement
on a new pact is reached, she’d like
to produce the series herself. Miss
Sothern currently has a lawsuit
pending against Chertok over an
accounting of the profits, but she
stated she wouldn’t mind if Cher¬
tok was named producer. “He’s
done a very creditable job," she
said, but added wryly that “all he
needs is a new accounting depart¬
ment."
As to what happens if she
doesn’t reach an agreement with
TPA, she admits she doesn’t know
what she’ll be allowed to do in
terms, of television work. She will
do cafe work^ in fact is opening on
Easter Sunday at the Chez Paree
in Chicago with a revised act em¬
ploying a larger supporting unit,
and she’ll do additional nitery
work besides.
Misi^Sothern declared she’d like
to try her hand at a new series
after four years- with “Secretary,"
but I’m a coward; I’d rather ride
with a hit thant try something new."
She does have a format for a new
series, but can’t proceed until the
matter of “Secretary" is settled..
Cleveland—A series of changes
at KYW, KYW-TV Include the pro¬
motion of E. Preston Stover as Di¬
rector of Operations and appoint¬
ment of Ralph Hansen as KYW-TW
program manager.
At the same time, Holland V.
Tooke, Westinghouse vice presi¬
dent, said that Robert Nashick,
WCKT-TV and WCKR, has been
named advertising and promotion
manager of KYW-TV, succeeding
Alan Bautzer who is moving into
advertising.

...u

«

Dage $ Closed-TV Equipment Boom
bi 40ltG Pennsy Station Setup
When New York’s Pennsylvania
Station unwrappe dits new $400,000 closed-circuit television system
last week, the event marked
the high spot in the five-year hi.story of the Dage Television Division
of Thompson Products Corp. Little
known to the public ahd even to
segments of the trade, Dage as an
indie television equipment manu¬
facturer has been steadily gainin.g
an ascendency in the manufacture
of closed-circuit cameras and trans¬
mitters, particularly in the making
and marketing of the lightweight
and simple vidicon camera.
Penn Station project, purpose of
which is to link each ticket counter
to a train availability schedule
showing clerks at a glance the
openings on all trains for several
weeks in advance, will utilize 105
Dage cameras and iOl monitors
throughout the terminal. Is, Dage’s
largest project so far. But it has
installed other unique setups, in¬

cluding 25 ^'station packages" at
$50,000, apiece to educational and
military installations, several
“weather-vision" packages for air
bases, some six color television
systems Installed in hospitals over
their operating tables and several
department store systems to cut
shoplifting.
Company, which is only a small
subsid of Thompson Products of
Michigan City, Ind, (Thompson
Trophy air races, etc.), grossed ap¬
proximately $1,500,000 last year
and accounted for about 40% of
the total closed-circuit manufactur¬
ing gross. But Decause of the enor¬
mous potential of the field, it an¬
ticipates a 75% increase in its
own gross this year and expects
the entire closed-circuit equipment
field to zoom to the $100,000,000
level within five years.
Indicative of the potential of the
field is the wide variety of uses
'
(Continued on page 34)

WE HAVE SIGNED THE
WOHED’S greatest STARS
(Exclusively for our,Shows)
•

Cary Mitidiecoff - Soitt Snead - Julius
^ros - Mike Souchafc - Gene Sarazen
- Dutch Harrison -* Jndk BurkOr Jr. Ed Furgol-Gene Littler-Fred Hawkins
“ Arnold Palmer -- Uoyd Mangruit) Jimmy Demaret “■ Ed (Porky) Oliver
★

ir

-k „

Tournament goif Medal play
Jimmy Britt does on>-the-spot narration
$100,000 IN AWARDS

★ ★ ★ ^'
Typical Matches Never Before Seen
on TV or Anywhere Else!
Ed Furgol v$ Cary Middtecoff

,

{Both UB. open minmrs)

Jack Burke, Jr. vjs Jimmy Beiuaret
(Pupil vu teacher)

Thrillingone-bdur'l8»hole matches^ %lth oil
excitement ond su$|^i^e^;Ct^ live sporls?,
evertt^f^lntedes|>e^allv#otJfeleyis}olJ. It wItt
h# o l»lock»husteyin ewry ci^ on this orimy
-:
hemi$|)here. There is nothing in TV that can be--//
substituted fhr great st>arts competition. /
This is the first time that modern TV,;
techniques have been properly applied to the
game of golf... we eliminate the '^walks"
and the "waits" .., but we grdphicaUy capture ,
all the shots and dll the drama thot moke,
this gome fdm,ou$. Seven cameras phrddgrdpb,
the action and every nuance ... you see
and you hear what's happening better than if
you were there in person.

Lloyd Mangrum vs Sam Snead
(Two of America*$ alt-time greaW

SORRYBecause of limited number of audition prints
available, please don’t write, wire or phone for
prints unless you mean business!

WALTER SCHWIMMER CO.
75 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, Ill. / FRanklin 2-4392
527 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y. / ELdorado 5-4616

You can buy 13 shows with an option for 13 more. Remember,
this is an hour show—and what a gold mine this **All-Star Golf*
series will be for late spring and summer!

i

CARY MIDDLECOFf^
Win^ner of tn
National upon

ss
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AM SNEAD-The
reatest money winner

^ golf history^

JULIUS BOROS-The
World Champion at
Tam-o'-Shanter in 1955

JACK BURKE Jr.-1956
Golfer for the year-Masters and PGA winner

JIMMY DEMARET-1957
Thunderbird Invitational winner, Palm Springs

ED FURGOL-The U.S.
Open Championship
winner in 1956

DUTCH HARRISON 1956 All American
Championship winner

MIKE SOUCHAK-Was
winner of the St Paul
Open in 1956

ALL4TAR OOLF-produced by PETER PEMEL responsible for CHAMPIONSHIP BOWLING. America's most successful TV sports shovr
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TV Crosspings on the Way Out?
Curtis, Remb^on Invoke Tabu
With growing beefs from adver- tisers and agencies that the alter- j don’t permit, children to visit in¬
nate - week sponsorship pattern side the hospital. Unit is installed
tends to deprive the sponsor of an in the lobby; and youngsters can
“identification’' with the program, talk to patients (their parents, for
Remington Rand-., and
Helene example) via closed-circuit tv and
Curtis have decided to do some¬ phone. Another unit is being used
thing about it. Their solution in jails for supervisory and educa¬
though not a complete one, is tional purposes; freightyards use
simple—eliminate the crossplugs it in the same manner as depart¬
on their “What’s My Line?’’ show. ment stores, to survey their wide
Sponsors have' already begun area, while industry uses it in
the pattern, under which Reming¬ radioactive or high-temperature
ton will keep its full quota Of com¬ furnaces.
mercial time on its sponsorship
Dage’s success grew largely out
week without any commercial ref¬
erence to alternate sponsor Curtis. of its work on the vidicon camera,
Cosmetic outfit will solo on its the lightweight, even portable unit
week, sans a plug for Remington. which uses a vidicon tube instead
From the Remington-Young & of the standard and bulkier image
Rubicam viewpoint, the setup first orthicon. Apart from the camera’s
of all gives the shaver outfit great¬ [dower cost and greater applicability
er identity with the valuable for industry and other purposes, it’s
“Line’’ property, and second, per¬ been used by the networks as well
mits more flexibility in commer¬ for special events coverage like
cials, since Remington wants to do the political conventions.
a two-minute blurb on its men’s
shaver and follow it with one min¬
ute on its new lady’s shaver.
Curiously, the new pattern,
Continued from page 24 —
which may start a swing over to
elimination of crossplugs on a
wide scale, is actually an old one. in scenes of entire families fleeing
When the trend toward alternate- across snow driven wastes. Shots
week sponsorship first started, of Austrian high officials and their
there weren’t any crossplugs, And comments on the situ£(tion are. nice¬
when sponsors began demanding ly handled. Outstanding is an in¬
them (apparently under the im¬ terview with a masked woman ref¬
pression the crossplugs would ugee, who detailed her escape, and
heighten identity or at least con¬ said, “I couldn’t do it again.’’
tinuity), they ran into some ex¬
Shots of Vienna and the stream
treme opposition on the part of of refugees and shots in the hos¬
stations, many of whom began de¬ pitals and aid stations where babies
manding the 10-minute rate for and young children are broifght
the crossplug. Now of course, the back to consciousness after being
crossplug is the standard, pattern, drugged so they would not cry out
and the move by Remington and during the flight to freedom are
Curtis Is the exception to the rule. graphic in their portrayal of the
plight of the Hungarian refugees.
Some of the problems Austria is
encountering in leeding and hous¬
ing the refugees crossing to their
Continued from page 31 —
friendly border is explained by
to which the systems can be put. high Austrian government spokes¬
The Penn Station installation, a men.
Highlight of the documentary is
“wholesale-priced’’ project, is acr
tually a “pilot’’ system, which if the crossing of the border between
successful, will be installed by Hungary and Austria. Jeff Forbes,
Pennsy in its other terminals and producer-director, and Bud Brady,
by other transportation companies an American volunteer, have a
throughout the country. The $50,- dramatic interview. Brady, Ger¬
000 “station package’’ is a fully- man, English and Swiss volunteers
equipped 200-watt tv station with and the Knights of Malta are
a signal area of about 25 miles, shown as they went into Hungary
designed for smaller communities. to welcome 45 refugees on a« an¬
It includes everything—the trans¬ cient tractor. Interviews with the
mitter, two vidicon cameras, pro¬ refuges in which they report their
jection equipment, monitors, lights, feelings and what freedom means
recorders, turntables, even makeup to them are great portrayals.
kits.
Latter portion of the film is de¬
Weather-vision unit is a closedcircuit system used by the Air voted’to the Bogladi family, which
Force for briefing purposes. In¬ WNAC-TV was instrumental in
stead of having to.collect all squad¬ -bringing to America and Boston.
rons into one briefing room for Sandor Bogladi, operatic singer and
weather information, difficult in a former editor of an underground
widely scattered base, the Air newspaper in Budapest, sets the
Force does it by closed-circuit tv scene and outlines the background
to several monitors instead. A of the revolution against Commu¬
“visit-vision’’ unit is another appii- nistic oppression. - Bogladi, his
cation used by hospitals which wife Susanne, daughter Judy, and

WNAC-TV

brother-in-law, Frank, are all in¬
terviewed.
An interview with
Frank, in which he recounts the
position of the son of a business¬
man in Hungary under the Com¬
munist regime and his effort^ to
study to become a film director is
poignant. Frank Luther handles
several of the interviews in slick
fashion. Stories of the interviewers
come through fine despite difficul¬
ties with English and some are
made through interpreters.
Excitement of the refugee pas¬
sengers on airliner as-the Statue
of Liberty comes into view is de¬
picted.in long and nlose range shots
through the plane and on the
statue.
Bogladi’s story of his pub¬
lishing of the Hungarian freedom
newspaper, Igazsag, during the reolution is dramatic fare. The doc¬
umentary has a complete musical
score and does a fine job in point¬
ing out the present and future
needs of the refugees.
WNAC-TV was recently cited in
Congress for its venture in send¬
ing a film team to the border to
make the film.
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Foreign TV Reviews
Continued from

who was finally voted the winner,
and a skiffle group. Levis, who
emceed the show, did much to put
his discoveries at ease, and his
air of informality kept the 30minute - spot at an easy tempo.
Decor was simple but effective, and
camera work in the same vein.
Others taking part were a crooner,
two young contortionists, and a
twin brother impersonation act.
Bary.

CBS-TVHarMore
Ideas Than Time
Slots for Sat. Nite
Saturday' night continues to be
the major CBS-TV programming
stumbling-block for next season,
with the web oscillating between
several proposed lineups for the
fall. Latest plan, still far from
firm, would be the placement of a
new hour western, “Have Gun,
Will Travel,’’ in early-evening time
followed by the hour Perry Mason
series and “The Big Record.’’
But even under this plan, which
would make use of three hourlong
shows during the evening, the ac¬
tual time slots continue to be a
problem, “Have Gun,’’ the Rich¬
ard Boone starrer which has been
expanded from its original halfhour concept, could at this point
go into either the 7:30 or 8 p.m.
time slots. The 7:30 period, it’s
felt, would give Columbia an ad¬
vantage over NBC’s Perry Como
via the early start. On the other
hand, a 7:30 to 8:30 slotting would
still leave the 8:30-9 half-hour to
fill (assuming “Perry Mason’’ goes
in at 9), leaving Como with a
strong second half.
As of now, the situation is up in
the air, with the network brass
waiting, among other things, to
see how the “Have Gun’’ pilot
turns out. One show mentioned
earlier for the 8:30 period, if
“Have Gun’’ were slotted at 7:30,
is the • new Walter Slezak comedy
series, but that idea has been
scrapped.
Even the 10-11 “Big
Record’’ projected slotting isn’t
firm yet, what with “Gunsmoke”
having established itself so strong¬
ly at 10 for Liggett & Myers.

RCA’s Peak Sales
But Earnings Dip

for boosting time slot rating
by 262%* with
No. 1 in time slot.
Sponsors: Mrs. Smith’s Pies
and Freihofer’s Bread

p^ge 2S

FESTIVAL OF BRITISH POPU¬
LAR SONG
With David Jacobs, Jill Day, Ron¬
nie Hilton, Edna Savage. Bryan
Johnson, Lor rac Desmond, Frank
Horrox, Frank Weir Quintet,
Concert Orchestra and George
Mitchell Singers conducted by
Stanley Black.
Producer: Francis Essex
45 Mins., Tues. 9 p.m.
BBC-TV, from London
This series of shows is the result
of a tie-up ^between music publish¬
ers and the BBC. The publishers
put forward songs they think have
a chance of getting somewhere, but
which have never been heard be¬
fore, and the BBC supplies the or¬
chestra and artists to put them
across. The winning song in each
of the series of four programs, is
decided by a panel of judges from
widely scattered regions of Britain,
who give their verdicts at the close
of each show. The winning song
and runner-up go on to the next
round, and so on until the final.
Artists taking part in the show,
most of them headline British
chirpers, made a good job of much
poor material. Hardest worker 'of
all, however was emcee David Ja¬
cobs, who brightened up the show
whenever he appeared with his
slick patter. Even the best lookers
on the program suffered as a re¬
sult of bad lighting. This show has
room'for much improvement, and
with a little initiative could make
the grade as first rate entertain¬
ment.
Bary.

CBS Radio Rates
Continued from page 23-•-

‘Ton^ht’ Topped
By Mike Wallace
Mike Wallace is now topping
NBC-TV’s “Tonight” in the New
York market, with his “Night
Beat” stanzai pushing up WABD to
the No. 2 position between 11:15
p.m: and midnight, just behind
WCBS-TV’s “The Late Show.” Both
Telepulse and ARB ratings for
February, rating the new “Tonight”
format for the first time, give Wal¬
lace a substantial edge.,..
Telepulse count for the Feb. 1-7
weeknight lineup shows “Late
Show” well out in front with a
12.1 average for the five nights.
Wallace’s WABD '“Jljfight Beat” is
second in the market with a 5.4
four-night average (he’s off Mon¬
days).
“Tonight,”
which
pre¬
miered Jan. 28, is third with a 3.5
average. “Tonight” topped Wal¬
lace only one night (Feb. 1, a Fri¬
day), with Wallace easily outpacing
the NBC stanza the other three
nights he was on.
Curious sidelight is that in the
ratings a month before, Wallace
was an also-ran, in spito of the
terriiic word-of-mouth hip show
had stirred. At that time, the
trade pundits felt that perhaps he
was still appealing to a higWy se¬
lective audience. However, it ap¬
parently took a little longer than
was thought necessary for the
word-of-mouth, to catch hold on a
general viewer level.

Majors’ Race
-■ Continued from page 27

the other companies, has' a com¬
mercial tv division, which last year
grossed $500,000 and this year is
expected to hit pvei* $1,000,000.
The only two majors left out of
the roster at this stage are Para¬
mount and Universal. Paramount,
which has just negotiated sale of
its vintage ' pix backlog, though,
has a large stock interest in Du¬
Mont Television, as well as outright
ownership of KTLA, Los Angeles.
Additionally, Paramount's tv stake
embraces., pay-as-you-see Telemeter
and the development of its Chro¬
matic tri-color tube.
Universal, also reportedly listen¬
ing to overtures for its backlog,
at this stage is limiting its tv ac¬
tivities to filmed commercials, a
department said to be grossing in
the neighborhood of $3,000,000 an¬
nually.
With the floodgates opened by
the sale of the feature backlogs—
the first major one that of the RKO
library- to Matty .Fox, occurring
only about a year and. a half-ago—
the race by the majors for the
tv dollar, on a continuing basis,
was on. And it is continuing at a
faster clip, year by year.-

work radio to serve as a competitor
to local spot broadcasting by of¬
fering sponsorships uniquely be¬
longing to local radio stations. The
CBS Radio Network will continue
to. sell no unit of less than five
minutes duration and while its rates
will exceed those of network com¬
petitors, the inherent worth of the
audiences and the program struc¬
ture of the network continue to
make them outstanding in all ad¬
vertising.”
^
Rivers’ reference to “sponsorships
uniquely belonging to local radio
stations” was a direct fingerpoint¬
ing at NBC, which having started
the practice with “Monitor,” now
offers all over its schedule any¬
thing from a one-minute to a 30second spot and even six-second na¬
tional system cues. It was this
sort of pattern tha the CBS af¬
filiate board sought to circumvent
by recommending adoption of the
Pittsburgh, Feb.^ 26.
rate slash by Its membership. Inci¬
Bob Post, documentary producer
dentally, the , normal six months’
and tv packager, has just been
rate protection'applies.
a.warded his third consecutive
George Washington Honor Medal
Dallas — Ralph Nimmons, ex¬ by the Freedoms Foundation of
manager of WFAA-TV here, has
been named general sales manager ■Valley Forge for his short on “The
of WFGA-TV, Jacksonville, Fla. Presidency.” Post got the Free¬
New station, under construction, is doms Foundation nod first in 1955
owned by Florida-Georgia Televi¬ for “Law of the Land” and then
again last year for “Trial by Jury.”
sion Co.

Bob Post’s ’Presidency’
Wins Foundation Award

Radio Corp. of America hit a
record volume of $^27,774,000 in
1956, an increase of 7% over 1955,
its first billion-doll^r year. Earn-j
. ings • after taxes during the past
year, however, dropped to $40,031,000, equal to $2.65 a share as
compared with 1955’s $47;525,000
or $3.16 a share. Total dividends
paid out during the year were $23,965,000.
Company’s annual report reveal¬
ed that sales of RCA products to
the Armed Forces reached $240,000,000, or 21.3% of total business.
NBC's television billings rose 22%
over the previous year, and in line
with the RCA push on color, its
tint programming was increased by
500% over the previous season.
Radio set sales increased by 20%,
while phonograph sales more than
doubled the ’55 total. Reason for
the decline in earnings is not given.

•ARB, Oct. 1955

for your market availabilities,
call, write or wire
ABC Film Syndication,
1501 Broadway, New York • LA 4-5050

San Antonio—Pearl Brewing
Co., will sponsor a series of “live”
bowling programs here over KENSTV from bowling alleys in the
San Antonio Express-News Bldg.,
owners of the station.

Contact: CHARLES C. BARRY, Vice-President
MGM-TV, a service of Loew's Incorporated
1940 Broadway, New York, N, Y. • JUdoon 2-2000
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TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES

presents

PARTIAL LIST OF
FEATURED STARS

278 HALF HOURS
of national programming snperbly
adapted to local needs with

Top Stars... Exciting Stories...
Polished Productions that
Assure All-Family Appeal!
DRAMAS irCOMEDIES ic ADVENTURES
ic WESTERNS

MYSTERIES

For Information call

NEW YORK

DETROIT

CHICAGO

711 Fifth Ave.
Plaza 1-4432

709 Fox Bldg.
Woodward 1-3979

230 N. Michigan Ave.
Franklyn 2-3696

HOLLYWOOD

NEW ORLEANS

TORONTO

1334 N. Beechwood Dr.
Hollywood 2-3111

1032 Royal St.
Express3913

102-108 Peter St.
Empire3-4096

Vivian Blaine
Joan Bennett
Ernest Borgnine
Eddie Bracken
Rory Calhoun
Claudette Colbert
Jackie Cooper
Joseph Cotten
Broderick Crawford
Arlene Dahl
Linda Darnell
Melvyn Douglas
Paul Douglas
Irene Dunne
Joan Fontaine
Paulette Goddard
Paul Henreid
Dorothy Lamour
Ida Lupino
Herbert Marshall
Mercedes McCambridge
Ray Milland
Thomas Mitchell
Paul Muni
Merle Oberon
Pat O’Brien
Maureen O’Sullivan
Edward G. Robinson
Will Rogers, Jr.
Cesar Romero
George Sanders
Ann Sheridan
Sylvia Sidney
Barbara Stanwyck
Barry Sullivan
Shelley Winters
Teresa Wright
Robert Young

,
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British Fear H’wood Reprisak If
Telefilm Prod. Upbeat Continues
London, Feb. 26. -f--If the upward trend in the vol- mriipn A^or A O
ume of European telepic producJ
UbAL
tion for the American market
«
continues, there is an obvious
AM *T liMp |{Ami;P|)’
danger of the Hollywood unions
^11 LiUllli UAHAlLiU
taking definite action. That’s the
Television Programs of America
feeling among top producer-dis- has closed a deal with “Lone
tributors, who are active in Anglo^ ^
j
American coproduction.
^
j. .v x.
. ,x
on its present- level, British worid sales and distribution rights
telefilm output Accounts for a very
the vidfilm version of the 24small proportion of total tv pro- year-old property. Deal covers all
gramming in the U.S. and is prob- counti'ies except the U. S., Canada
abb' not more than around 2 or
. TTnfflflrid wWp thp qpHp.? iq
^0.
The volume, however, is
^ ® ^ fu
Ji!
!
steadily Increasing and it’s thought already on the air. TPA will dub
that the danger point might <.be the series into Spanish, French,
reached when it approaches the Italian, German and Japanses for
% mark.
distribution in those language
The Hollywood craft unions have areas,
for long had misgivings about the
in the U. S., series is on ABCAnglo-American co-production ac- TV and CBS-TV; in Canada on
tivities in the feature film field, bBC-TV and in England on BBCbut have so far shown no concern tv.
This is TPA’s second maat the offshore production pro- jor deal with Wrather; few months
moted by the U. S. telefilmeiies.
back it- sold its interests in “LasIt is the artists’ unions who will sie’’ to the oilman-broadcasterbe mainly affected by any serious producer.
expansion of European production.
__
U. S. performers get an additional
payoff for repeat showings, even A AD
WD Pa«f|,|.nc
for filmed material. That treat- HAT OCHS IT D f ^111165
ment is not extended to British
T D
1 Ci i!
artists who get a flat rate for their
10 1 6nS21€Ol21 utdtlOD
services. There are, therefore, obAssociated Artists Productions
vious advantages in using British
Productions
programs, and the saving on artgroups of Warner feaists' repeat fees is a substantial tures last week to WEAR-TV, in
help, particularly during the lean Pensacola, Fla. Additionally, the
summer periods.
outlet pacted for the full compleAnglo-American production has
“Tv/ras,.s.;as-iv/rAi«/^ia»r.»» «t
also other obvious points of appeal
Merrie Melodies,
Loonfor the American partner.
The ey Tunes and “Popeye’’ cartoons,
finished product rartks as British
KTWO-TV took several of the
and that not only helps to comply Warner pix in another AAP sale
V ith the quota provisions, but, cbn- last week.
WBRE-TV, Wilkessequentially, enhances its selling Barre, Pa., bought all the cartoons,
value. It also helps the sale in the and WDSM-TV, Duluth, Minn.,
Australian market, which has re- took the complete set of cartoons
cently expanded to include a com- plus additional features from the I
mcrcial outlet.
Warner catalog.
Among the telefilms now being
produced in Britain are the trio
from Sapphire for Official Films,
“The Adventures of Robin Hood,’’
“The Adventures of Sir Lancelot’’
Universal Pictures,
and “The Buccaneers’’; “The Over- its vidfilm upbeat, is undertaking
seas Press Club,’’ a Radiant co- the most extensive telefilm cornproduction vvitli ABC-TV; and “The mercial production in the nineVise.’’ being made by the Danziger year history of the company’s
brothers. Among upcoming proj- video arm. Thirteen new commerects are “William Tell,” the “OSS” cials are on the boards for seven
scries and the new Charlie Chan different ad agencies,
skein from Incorporated Television
U has converted one of its HollyProgram Co., two new Sapphire wood sound stages completely to
ventures, one of which will star tv film production to handle the
Louis Hayward
w'orkload.
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AAP Sells WB Features
To Pensacola Station

Ill’s Teleblurb Upbeat

'ROCKET 86' NOVEL PROMO
Paperback Editions of 20th-Fox
Features Cuffoed By NTA
National Telefilm Associates pro¬
motion chief Marty Roberts has
come up with an unusual mailing
piece for NTA’s “Rocket 86” pack¬
age of 20th-Fox feature films. Fea¬
ture packages are traditionally
tough to promote because of the
lack of any central theme or char¬
acters, but Roberts has solved the
problem by pinpointing the large
number of novels on which the
pix are based.
He’s sending out packages of pa¬
perback-. versions of the novels,
neatly boxed in units of five. Sam¬
ple package includes “Jane Eyre,”
“Cluny Brown,” “Junior Miss,”
“The Snake Pit” and “Tobacco
Road.” Roberts has sent the pack¬
ages to promotion managers at sta¬
tions purchasing the “Rocket 86”
group and has made arrangements
for the local managers to get the
packages for local promotion as
well.

Cincy Feature Cutback
As WCPO-TV Champions
Pix in Half-Hour Segs
Cincinnati, Feb. 26.
“Drastic” local programming
ch,aJiges have taken place at
WCPO-TV here. Outlet is axing
its feature pic arrangement in the
early afternoon and late at night in
order to make room for a series of
half-hour telefilm packages, in a
reversal of the most recent station
trend toward features.
WCPO has discontinued its
“Movie Matinee” from noon to 1:30
on Monday through Friday and
substituted three half-hour shows.
Also finished is the “Late Movie
Hollywood Theatre,” which has
been replaced by two other halfhour telepix.
After the noon news with Tom
McCarthy, station goes into “Mr.
and Mrs. North,” followed in or¬
der by an adventure strip, “Cross
Current” and then Stu Erwin’s
“Trouble With Father,” winding
up local stuff at 2 p.m. For latenight, WCPO Is using “Mark
Sabre’' and “Foreign Intrigue” re¬
runs, as back-to-back half-hour
stanzas between 11 and midnight
signoff.
ANSEL'S TELEFILM STUDIO
Jerome V. Ansel, former produc¬
tion manager for Sturgls-Grant,
has opened his own telefilm com¬
mercial studio In New York.
Firm goes under the name of
Ansel Film Studios.

1i© ini{I(i

Filming a show doesn't neces¬
sarily lock up the format, prevent¬
ing changes that may improve fu¬
ture outings. At least that’s the
experience of William Castle, pro¬
ducer-director of Ziv’s “Men of
Annapolis” series, now sold in
about 125 markets, and still in
production.
Skein, most expensive in the
Ziv syndication catalog, costing
about $40,000 per episode, started
off with an accent on human in¬
terest. After first seven episodes,
decision was made to shift empha¬
sis on action-adventure following
huddles of Ziv execs with sponsoragencies and Castle. Ruling en¬
tailed some scraping of story out¬
lines, but with a stable of 20 writ¬
ers assigned to project that prob¬
lem proved surmountable. It also
was felt that the human Interest
angle did ‘not offer as many possi¬
bilities, as compared to the actionadventure accent, especially with
the project entailing extensive Ipcation shooting. Castle, who sez it
usually takes him three days to
shoot an episode, has completed
20 of the 39 in the series.
The location shooting, one fac¬
tor which has upped the cost of
the series, is virtually a requisite
in today’s tv market, according to
, Castle, who feels that the public
does not readily accept stock foot¬
age, with fresh footage being util¬
ized so extensively in other tv
shows; Only when absolutely nec¬
essary does he use stock footage,
he adds, pointing to one episode
pegged on the Korean war.

Continued from page
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a decision on ownership of Show¬
case Productions Inc., currently
producing for NBC-TV, has yet
to be made. If Becker were not
believed ready to establish his own
law firm, he could have been ex¬
pected to continue his association
with Henry Jaffe.
Henry Jaffe indicated In his let¬
ter of resignation his intention to
upgrade his activity as a showman
and producer, though continuing
in private law practice. “I am
about to enter into various pro¬
duction ventures in television and
other entertainment fields, and
! these activities; together with my
responsibilities to my law practice,
will make it impossible for me to
I serve you any longer,” Jaffe wrote.
He said that he would continue as
national counsel until a successor
is chosen, which he “urgently” re¬
quested be done no later than the
end of March.
Jaffe noted that the “insistence”
of the national board and a “se¬
ries of emergencies” kept him from
resigning earlier. Since the Code
has been signed, he said, he felt
his “work is done” and he cannot
accept the National Convention’s
“mandate to serve ‘thereafter’.”
This mandate was passed along in
the Chicago conclave last July.
The national board, in accepting
Jaffe’s letter ^.of resignation, said
that “it is the overwhelming feel¬
ing that such a resignation should
be rejected and every effort be
made to induce Mr. Jaffe .to re¬
consider. “In deference to his per¬
sonal desires,” board added, it is
accepting it.
Five AFTRAns have been ap¬
pointed''to the eastern section’s
committee to choose a replace¬
ment. Vicki Vola is chairwoman.
Others are Dick Stark, Bill Adams,
John Neher and Harry Stanton.

HBKaUBi,
Fuels Chi Rivalry
Chicago, Feb, 26.
The torrid celluloid warfare,
now involving all four Chicago
television stations, got ft new sup¬
ply of ammunition last week when.
National Telefilm Associates
peddled its “Rocket 86” batch of
20th-Fox feature films to ABCWBKB.
Although it Was tubthumped as
a “$7^0,000 package” with the
hyper-enthusiasm that currently
marks the booming film field, the
actual price was just under the
still tidy sum of $500;000, accordmg to a reliable source.
Key figure in the transaction was
Jim Moran, who as • head of the
Courtesy Ford dealership, is Chi’s
biggest local underwriter of tele¬
vised feature films. Moran bought
the firstrun rights of the bundle
for showcasing on his WBKB Fri¬
day night at 10 berth which vir¬
tually. took all the risks out of the
deal as far as the station is con¬
cerned. Station still has the three
subsequent runs for use within
the next two and half years.
The two-4vay negotiations were
engineered by E. Jonnie Graff,
NTA’s midwest veep, who made
his pitch directly to Moran and
the Malcolm-Howard agerlcy when
it became evident the station
wasn’t about to lay out that kind of
coin pn spec.

GRANGER, GINGOLD’S
‘LIFE BEGINS AT 400’
Farley Granger and Hermione
Gingold will star in “Life Begins
at 400,” new situation comedy se¬
ries to be filmed under the newly
formed MLFG Productions banner.
New production company is helmed
by agent-attorney Leonard K.
Strauss, with this his first produc¬
tion venture.
Series, scripted by George Oppenheimef, will go into production
on the Coast in April, with the first
13 films skedded for Coast produc¬
tion and the remaining 25 to be
split between N. Y. and Hollywood.
Plans are to shoot at least 13, rath¬
er than settling for a pilot.

Series on Jet Pilots
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Sam Gallu wiU telefilm a pilot
for a new series, “The Blue An¬
gels,” based on exploits of Jet
pilots, on location_this week.
Gallu will film the new project
under the Christopher. Productions
banner. He already makes “Navy
Log” for CBS-TV film syndication.
KRAIKE EXITS 20TH-TV
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Michel Kraike, TCF-TV Produc¬
tions exec, has asked for and has
received his release from the 20thFox tv subsid.
Kraike, with the company since
It was formed two years ago, will
be with TCF until March 2 when
he exits to form his own indie,
Michel Kraike Productions, Inc.

Van Volkenburg
Continued from page
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Volkenburg accepting the award.
As a matter of coincidence. Van
Volkenburg is on tap for another
award, which he’ll get tomorrow
(Thurs.), just a week after the
CBS ceremony. He’s to receive the
Outstanding Achievement Award
of the U. of Minnesota at the in¬
stitution’s annual charter day
luncheon. He’s an alumnus.
. As a matter of off land shoptalk,
they’re comparing Van Volkenburg’s gift from the affils around
CBS to the chair which CBS prexy
Frank Stanton received last sum¬
mer from the CBS Radio affils.
Consensus is that either everyone’s
kinder after a man retires or that
the tv stations are just somewhat
more loaded than the AM’ers,

MAURICE SEYMOUR
Photographer
BROADWAY at 54th St.
NEW YORK
CO 5-3133
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tressed that such a quality program as “Omnibus” must beg an audi¬
ence. He has been making occasional guest calls on KNXT's “Jour¬
ney,” which expired last week to the chagrin of the eggheads . . ,
Bill Gargan off for London to make a filmed series of “Martin Kane,”
which he created on radio and later on tv . . . Gals in the 30’s, who did
alright in radio, are complaining that tv jobs are becoming too scarce.
Many are turning to more gainful occupations,. . . Caroline Lambert,
British actress, is being groomed at Ziv for one of the six pilots com¬
ing up . . . Adrian Samish, Metro's director of tv programming, has
decreed no studio segment to plug releases on the hour-long mystery
series being relied for ABC-TV , . . NBC producer-director team of
Bill Kayden-arid Bill Bennington in N.Y. to tie together the east and
west ends of the Oscar and Emmy awards airings next month.

fJV

CHICAGO

...

Brant, WJAS platter-spinner, moving the family into a new five-level
home off the Parkway East , , . Carmen Conderato, of KQV staff, re¬
ceived a diamond ring from Frank Cavanagh, Baltimore engineer , . .
Carl Ide, KDKA-TV newscaster, has raised over $3^000 for the Dick
Kadis Fund. Latter was a Geneva football player injured in a game
last fall and paralyzed and unconscious ever since.

IN SAN FRANCISCO ...
Teleducational KQED gets the full treatment in this week’s Life
mag, just two months after a big sendoff in sister publication Time
. . , Lowell Thomas did a. pair of shows from KCBS while visiting
Frisco area . j . Art Baker in town shooting cable cars for “You Asked
for It” . . . New operations chief of Sacramento’s KBET, channel 10,
is George Greaves, ex-KNBC boss . . . One of KOVR’s first acts as an
ABC affiliate was to buy 66 more old films—or maybe there’s no con¬
nection between the two actions? . . . KSAY, new 10,000-watt pops
station about to take to the air in Oakland, has hired Lester Bailey as
news director, Frank E. Clarke as flack and Robin (Stvingin) Deacon,
ex-KWBR and ex-KSAN,»as dee jay-announcer . ... New sales manager
for Motion Picture Service Co., Frisco, is Wayne R. Anderson, exNBC and ex-ABC,

...

Elizabeth Bain, WGN-TV film director for the past half-dozen years,
has joined WBBM-TV in the newly created administrative film man¬
ager post . . . Dick Gershman, formerly with the Chi CBS news staff
WLW’s “The World Front” revival has interview instead of panel
and more recently with International News, added to the N.Y. CBS pattern with Howard Chamberlain back as moderator .'. . Executive
press department . , . WGN public relations director Jim Hanlon rest¬ changes at WCPO have Colin Male as station director and Bill Dawes
ing at home after an apparent siege of exhaustion . . . WNBQ is drop¬ the program director, in addition to their regular chores before mikes
ping its “Vic and Sade” revival from its Thursday night at 10:30 berth and cameras . :. WKRC-TV unveils Willie TPhall, recent moveover from
for a telefilm . . . Burr TilKstroiU’s “Kukla, Fran & Ollie” troupe the Crosley fold, March 4 as head man of an audience participator
handed a “Brotherhood Award” from the National Council of Chris¬ afternoon hour show Monday through Friday . . . James H. Burgess,
tians and Jews . . . Bally Records released an LP of folk songs Crosley Broadcasting Corp. national sales rep, takes over March 1 as
pressed by Win Stracke, a regular on WBKB’s “Morning Spectacular” sales manager of WLW-A, Atlanta . . . David R. Wilson exited from
. . . Robert L, Fierman sails for Paris next month to set up a European Crosley publicity department to join Cincy Post promotion staff.
branch for Fred Niles Productiohs . . . Jerry Golden, ex-WHBY, Appleton, Wls„ added to the WBBM announcing crew . . . “Dragnet’s” Ben
Alexander in for personals set
NBC Films for the “Badge 714” re¬
runs . . . Jack Metzel, formerly midwest sales manager of a trade mag,
Gil Spector, director of public relations at WIP, resigning. Broad¬
now doing his selling for WBBM . . . Sixth WGN “Big 10 Community caster Sam Serota takes over the p.r. duties in addition to his other
Party” set for March 19 at Batavia, with Jack Brlckhouse and Eddie chores ... Perry Andrews, WRCV-deejay, ankles to Dallas; Tex. . . .
Hubbard emceeing the two-hour siiecial ... Francois Pope's WBKB The Mary and Howard Jones show, longtime fave on WFIL, ends run
“Creative Cookery” logs its 1,500th consecutive telecast Friday (1).
... Clyde R. Spitzer, WIP commercial sales manager, named to sta¬
tion’s board of directors . . . Ben Glmbel, WIP prexy appointed pro¬
gram committee chairman of Educational Week for the Blind . . .
...
Charles Lee, U; of Penna. prof replaced by staffer Alan Scott on
BBC-TV’s egghead quiz game “Animal, Vegetable, Mineral,” will literary segment of WRCV's culture session, “Spectrum” . . . Slds
come from Brussels over the EurOylsion link on March 7 . . . Comedian Gathrid, local radid and television producer, to join tv dep’t of N. W.
Terry-Thomas will introduce ABC-TV’s second Saturday ni^t musical Ayer in New York-. . . Gilbert Se^des to speak at the Art Alliance
“The Girl Friend” on Saturday (2). The show will be networked from (March 5) . , . Gertrude Berg in town (27) to plug Molly Goldberg dress
their Manchester studios ... The 1956 awards of the Variety Club of line . . . Gene Autry brings his “Hit Show of 1957” to the Arena
Great Britain, to be presented at a Savoy Hotel luncheon next Tuesday (March 2, 3), sponsored by Inquirer Charities.
I
(5) will be screened by BBC-TV on a shortened telerecording the follow¬
ing night . . . Extracts from several Emeric Pressburger and Michael
Powell productions were aired by Associated-Rediffusion in their
“Close .Up” program last week ... A new BBC-TV comedy series fea¬
Earl Gillespie, WEMP sports director, has a weekly pillar “Sportsturing Tony Hancock will run fortnightly from April 1. Hancock has casting with Gillespie,” going in the Catholic Herald Citizen . . , Dean
signed a 19 pi'ogram contract. The series will be produced by Duncan McCarthy, WITI-TV program director, reports the local NTA outlet,
Wood, and will be called “Hancock’s Half Hour.”
bows with Sat. 8-9:30 p.m. films on Sat. Apr. 6. Warner-Lambert
Pharmaceutical is paying the rent nationally for these feature films
. . . WISN-WISN-TV befox'e many months clip on, will be housed In
expansive new quarters, a $1,250,000 ultra-modeme building. Looks
Rai Purdy, formerly of CBS in N.Y., planning Auld Lang Syne pro¬ like both stations will operate from the new. spot ... In a “WITI-TV
grams for indie tv opening from Glasgow Aug. 31 . . . “Monday Mel¬ Public Conference show Sun. (17),” the highly controversial proposed
ody” program to be televised from City Hall, Glasgow, March 11, with Time problem, was presented debate-style by Clarence J, Muth, man¬
singers Kenneth McKellar and Patricia Bredin featured, also young ager, Milwaukee Chamber of Commerce air service division, G. B.
dancer Rena Steele . . . Chic Murray, Scot chatter-patter comedian, Hanner, vice-pres.. Smith Steel Workers Union, Local 19806, Wilson
mulling new ty series . . . More telefilm material to be put out by BBC- Wright vice-chairman, Waukesha County Farm Bureau and Lyle Beedy,
TV to combat upcoming spurt by commercial tv . . . Jimmy Logan back chairman, Walworth County Farm Bureau . Many of the Beertown
from “Sunday Night at Palladium” telecast for Val Parnell, and has radio listeners and tv viewers, though favoring the fast time, complain
more lined up.
"on sleep loss catching their radio and tv shows foniierly coming in an
hour earlier

IN CINCINNATI

IN PHILADELPHIA

...

IN LONDON

IN MILWAUKEE . . .

IN SCOTLAND.,.

IN BOSTON

...

Glenn Gray of Casa Loma orch guests on Louise Morgan's WNACTV show, Wednesday (6), also on Gus Saunder's segment of “Easy '
Listening” on WNAC radio ... Joan Bennett current in “Janus” at
the Plymouth, guests on Duncan MacDonald's “Yankee Home and Food
Show” over WNAC and Yankee web, Thursday (28) . . . Rod MacLeish,
WBZ news director, has his second fiction piece upcoming in the Sat¬
urday Evening Post, “The Deciding Vote.” His first Post story, “Night
of Disaster,” has been bought by MGM . . . WBZ-TV puts on a remote
from the Longfellow House in Cambridge Thursday (28) in commemora¬
tion of 150th anni of Longfellow's birth . . , WBZ-TV presented the tv
and broadcasting dep’t at Emerson College a bapiful. of props, includ¬
ing space ship interior, background* scenery, ^geographical maps and
dozens of feet of exterior scenes, forests, brick walls and houses, used
on their “2000 A.D.” programs . . . William A. Glldersleeve, program
mgr. at WMJR-TV, Manchester, N.H., head of station’s newly reor¬
ganized promosh dep’t. Warren Park, previously program mgr. WFMJTV, Youngstown, O., succeeds Glldersleeve In the program mgr. spot

IN PITTSBURGH

...

A1 Nobel has landed Hires root beer as a sponsor for some segments
of his Saturday Afternoon “Teen Show” on KQV. It’.s now originated
from the Elks Ballroom downtown . . . Nick Cencl, deejay Jay Michael's
right-hand man at WCAE for a lofig time, has left to become a bally¬
hoo man for Coral Records . . . Bob Parks has exited KDKA radio pro¬
duction staff to join the faculty of the Playhouse School of the Thea¬
tre .. . Lorraine Rychcik, secretary to KDKA radio promotion manager
June Buzzelll, engaged to Jack Cvetlc, KDKA-TV engineer . . ; Bill

IN MINNEAPOLIS . .

.

Here to plug “The True Story of Jesse James” in which he stars,
Robert Wagner appeared as moderator on KSTP’s “Talk Time” pro¬
gram. Wagner and Vivian Blaine, the latter at the local Lyceum in
“Hatful 6f Rain,” also were KSTP-TV’s “Treasure Chest” guest stars
. . . WCCO-TV personality Mel Jass written up In the Minneapolis Town
Topper series of brief profiles of prominent citizens . . . Scandinavian
Airlines and Gold Bond Stamps inked as sponsors of WCCO Radio
Bob DeHaven's 6:55 a.m. weather reports . , . WCCO-TV to devote
nearly half of its new studio now being completed to a nighttime news
show that will try to cut In on the highly popular WSTP-TV 10 p.m.
newstime that’s now without opposition. All of the WCCO-TV aces
and outside personalities will be tossed Into the fray along with Larry
Haeg, WCCO Radio general manager

IN CLEVELAND

...

KYW contingent appearing in Westinghouse Boston Public Service
Conference include RoUand Tooke, Gordon Davis, Mark Olde and
Sanford Markey . . . Tom Manning to Florida for vacation with Jim
Graner doing his two KYW radio spOrtcasti . • • WEWS commentator
Dorothy Fpldheim invited city council to air gripes against Mayor
Anthony Celebrezze and then gave Mayor a rebuttal appearance . , .
WDOK’s Norman Wain into New York for visit ... Florence Roth
Semon, ex-WJW, now assistant Coronet editor, in town for brief stay
. . . Jim Frankel, Cleveland Press radlo-tv editor visiting New York
studios in week writing spree ... Linn Sheldon adding hour-long WJW
platter spinning to his broadcasting chores

Frank Gilroy’s Brace Of
‘U.S. Steel Hour’TV’ers

SYNDICATED

BEATS NETWORK SHOWS INCLUDING:
Jackie Gleason.., r.. ..27.1

Steve Allen ...,22.1

$64,000 Challenge .....26.4

Phil Silvers. aD
Dragnet ... 17.8

Godfre/s Talent Scouts 25.7
This [$ Your Life..., ..23.r

... and many others
ARB, August, 1956

maif/e rum on rm um uue a ZIV production i

Frank Gilroy, tv playwright
who's Just sold his first original
screenplay — to Paramount —: will
be represented on the homescreen
medium with a pair of adaptations
in March and April for the CBSTV “U. S. Steel Hour.” The first of
these will be Robert Louis Steven¬
son’s “The Bottle Imp,” March 13.
April entry will be “The Blue
Serge Suit,” adapted from a John
Langdon story in the Paris Re¬
view. Blanche Gaines handles him
for- tv and pix. Gilroy’s top video
effort was “The Last Notch,” re¬
titled “The Fastest Gun Alive” as
a Metro film. His latest sale is
“The Transfer,” from his unpub¬
lished manuscript written only re¬
cently and which he’ll screenplay
for Norman Panama and Melvin
Frank (Par). It’s a suspenser localed in New Mexico,

Lever m NBC-TV
Daytime Dickers
Sharitmis Rivalry
Lever Bros., out of daytime tele¬
vision for the past four years, is
about to return to the medium by
way of NBC-TV," Though a deal
hasn’t been signed yet. Lever has
been dickering to buy two daytime
quarter-hours a week in “Tic Tac
Dough” and “It Could Be You” as
a starter, then expand its schedule
after a trial run in those shows.
The Lever interest in /NBC is
another intriguing aspect of the
daytime battle which is unfolding
between CBS-TV, long the daytime
kingpin, and NBC-TV, the under¬
dog which w4h a steady audience
Increase over the past few months
is threatening to grab away the
laurels from Columbia. CBS has
by far the predominance of soap
business, what with Colgate soloing
its daytime billings on Columbia
via “Big Payoff^' and “Strike It
Rich” and Procter & Gamble
strongly concentrated in Columbia
via its giant-sized soapopera hold¬
ings.
P&G, however, also has some
daytime on NBC-TV in the form of
participations in “Matinee Thea¬
tre.” If P&G is using “Matinee”
as any bellwether of NBC’s prog¬
ress, then Bob Sarnoff & Co. are
in luck, since the show has grad¬
ually moved up in the Nielsen
sweepstakes to the point where it's
pulling down a 10.0 average and
outrating both Bob tJrosby and the
competitive Colgate’s “Big Payoff.”
Now along comes Lever to re¬
store the balance, buying in, ap¬
propriately enough, against P&G in
the 12 to 1 period. That's where
plenty P&G money is installed in
the CBS soapers (though hardly
all of it). Lever will be watched
closely, not only by P&G, but by
Colgate. Latter, while retaining
its daytime lineup on CBS, can¬
celled its NBC-TV daytime busi¬
ness last spring to concentrate on
CBS radio. Should Lever begin
to get results, Colgate might well
return to a sturdier television diet
too.

CBS RADIO REPRISES
ACAD SYMPOSIUM
As part of its general commence¬
ment activities this season, the
American Academy of Dramatic
Arts has scheduled a special sym¬
posium for its graduates on April
4, day preceding the finale of its
current semester. Symposium will
be held in association with CBS
Radio and will be devoted to the
general topic: Employment oppor¬
tunities In radio acting. Frances
Fuller, Academy Executive Direc¬
tor, will moderate.
Seminar Is a repeat of one held
in June '57 before an SRO audi¬
ence in Academy’s 52d Street
Workshop. Participating then were
three title role players on a trio of
CBS afternoon serials. These in¬
cluded Vivian Smolen, Florence
Freeman, and Jan Miner, repre¬
senting “Our Gal Sunday,” “Wen¬
dy Warren” and “Second Mrs.
Burton.”
CBS Radio program head How¬
ard G. Barnes, is casting a new
group of matinee serial stars to
address the Academy graduates
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Saturdays, 11 a. m.
NBC
General Foods
and Borden’s
^Benton & Bowles)

FURY not only outrates all other pro¬

gram and that it consistently ranks at

grams Saturday mornings—it also is

the very top in juvenile appeal, day

the highest rated regularly scheduled

or night.

weekend daytime program. In fact, it
is the highest rated regularly scheduled
daytime program throughout the entire
week, weekend or weekday. With an
average audience rating of 19.9 (Nielsen,
January 1957), it outrates such nighttime
network programs,as Kraft Television
Theatre, Alcoa-Goodyear Playhouse,
U. S. Steel Hour, Caesar’s Hour, Robert
Montgomery Presents, Kaiser Aluminum
Hour, Armstrong Circle Theatre, Studio
One, Twenty One, Producers Showcase
and many, many others.

With a 66.1% share, it outranks in
share of audience virtually all other net¬
work favorites, daytime or nighttime,
including Ed Sullivan, Disneyland,
$64,000 Question, Shower of Stars, Jack
Benny, Groucho Marx, Lawrence Welk,
Phil Silvers, George Gobel, Perry Como,
Dragnet, and so on and on.
FURY Is one of the many network
and syndicated film favorites making
sales for American business, produced
and distributed by tpci* Our phone

The complete facts and figures about

number is PL 6-2100. May we help you

FURY show that it has reached the

to your share, of sales thiough television

largest juvenile audience of any pro¬

advertising?

Television Programs of America, Inc.
EDWARD SMALL . MILTON A. GORDON • MICHAEL. M. 8ILLBRMAN
Chairman

President

488 Madison-Ave., New York 22, N. Y. • PL. 9-2100

ix$cutiye Vice-President
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Radio FoDownp Comment
CBS Radio Workshop
|
In an imaginative flight, thej
CBS Radio Workshop the past two
weeks took on “The Space Mer¬
chants," the story of what happens
in the yeai^ 2200. when the wizards
of high pressure advertising have
taken over the world and are be¬
ginning to discover other planets
for exploitation. From the sam¬
pling offered on Part 1, Sunday
(17) and Part II, the subsequent
Sabbath (24) life as depicted in
“1984" by George-Orwell would be
hotsy-totsy in comparison.
But the sampling offered in the
adaptation by Charles Monroe
from the fantasy-satirical novel by
the same title, penned by Freder¬
ick Pohl and C. M. Kornbuth, did
not add up to good dramatic fare.
There were thrusts at the profes¬
sion and satirical comments about
the advertising fraternity that
struck home. Imagine, to stop
thinking of people as people but
rather as consumers, the “prols"
of Orwell who are never allowed
to feel and think as human beings,
but who are vehicles to be pres¬
sured, bulldozed and sold a bill of
goods. Extend that logic propound¬
ed in some plush circles today to
the year 2200, when all other coun¬
teracting forces are vanquis|ied
and the ad man de luxe reigns su¬
preme; It’s a frightening prospect
—offering some fun, too, if treated
In a correct vein.
Unfortunately, producer-director

Faul Roberts and radio adaptor
Monroe gave a mixed treatment to
the subject. It was partly satirical,
partly, mystery adventure and in
part pure science-fiction. What was
needed for each of the half-hours
was a more dominant story line
thread, less confusion with space
ships and characters, more accent
on the theme without the hodge¬
podge of plot complications.
A large cast, with Staats Cotsworth and Virginia Kaye in the
lead, rendered very coinpetent per¬
formances. In this case, the wom¬
an, the wife of a top copysmith.
Miss Kaye, was the true heroine.
She belonged to an underground
organization, called the Conseys,
short for Conservationists, the peo¬
ple who want to return to the old
values (circa 1957?) and along with
her converted husband, they’re on
their way to settle on Venus, as the
story ends. Just like a soap opera,
the listener is left hanging in
space, with a lot of unresolved
questions. All that was missing
was the commercials.
Horo.

Louis Sobol Show
It’s not "hard to understand from
his new nightly ABC Radio show
why Louis Sobol has an unblem¬
ished industry reputation as a nice
guy. In his 25-minute strip from
New York’s Eden Roc restaurant,
the Journal-Am^rican columnist
treats his guests deferentially and
convivially, and that’s probably
why he’s able to attract such big
names to a radio-only stanza. How¬
ever, his chitchat with such as
Sonja Henie, Fred Frederics,
(the hat impresario) .and young
Jill Corey last Wednesday (20) at
9:30 was kind of monotonous.
Sobol has a nice radio voice,
though tainted minutely by New
Yorkese accents, and he displays
considerable self-confidence, but
he doesn’t ask the kind of ques¬
tions, that can hold, much less, exeite an audience which, on a mo¬
ment's option, might turn to tv.
Questions about how one learns
to ice skate, or what goea—^very
broadly—into making hats were
representative of those generally
asked by Sobol on that recent
night. To flourish, radio has to do
more, it would seem, than tv in the
areas in which it chooses to oper¬
ate. In news It is there faster than
tv and, often, with a more compre¬
hensive roundup of news, because
it’s not slowed down by time con¬
suming visualization. In music,
radio is not as distracting as on tv.
But whether interviews on radio
will ever be the same, since the
advent of Mike Wallace’s “Night
Beat" on tv, is hard to say. Cer¬
tainly, even if he doesn’t strive for
the aggressiveness of Wallace, the
Oldtime steamboat races along columnist will have to do more
Art.
our Ohio River Valley were often than a fan mag does.

WAY OUT
IIS FRONT!

close, and hazardous to put your
money on. Quite different from
today's audience race among
TV stations. When you put your
money on WSAZ-TV, you’ve
picked THE winner. Survey after
survey gives the title to this 69county giant — and the latest
Nielsen is no exception. Consider
these WSAZ-TV margins over
the next-best station:

Bob Eberle Show
This 11:45 a.m.-12 noon crossthe-board entry, which preemed
over WABC,-N,Y., last month, falls
into the easy listening groove. It’s
a musical stanza combining live
and waxed offerings, with the ac¬
cent on the latter.
Singer Bob
Eberle spins the platters, handles
the gab pleasantly and tosses off
an occasional vocal on his own for
okay effect. Also assisting nicely
on tlie live end is the Mel Powell
Trio.
Judging by the show caught on
Thursday (14). the calibre of tunes
95,670 more homes pe-' month offered is in the mellow vein. Cur¬
top disk sellers weren't given
99,430 more homes per week rent
any play, with oldies constituting
101,130 more daytime homes, the majority of numbers deliv¬
ered. Participating commercials are
Weekdays
spotted throughout the program,
which is directed by Derrick
100,580 more nighttime
Leighton.
Jess.

homes, weekdays

WSAZ-TV steams with compar¬
able popularity across a fourstate domain wherein almost
Continued from pafre 24
$4,000,000,000 buying power
the nomination categories this year
awaits advertisers who like to to 29, as against 49 last year, as an
ride with the winner. The gang¬ example of what has and will be
way is down at any Katz office. done to simplify the procedure.

ATAS

With the filing of the national
charter, the field will be opened
for the formation of local chapters
in such prinicpal cities as Boston,
Philadelphia. Washington, Chicago.
There already is a chapter func¬
tioning in San Francisco, In addi¬
tion to the kingpins In New York
and Los Angeles. Work of local
groups will be to simulate effort
on national level to encourage good
tv programming, via awards ahd
workshops, as well as fulfilling so¬
HU/STI/SGTON-CHARLESTOM, W. VA. cial functions. For first time this
year, Los Angeles chapter Is vot¬
ing on local awards.
Affiliated with Radio Stations
In New York, chapter has organ¬
WSAZ, Huntington & WGKV, Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT ized a writers workshop, first of a
series of workshops for creative
Represented by The Katz Agency
people in the tv field. Many semi-

nars on tv problems have been
held and are slated both by the
New York and Los Angeles chap¬
ters.
Interesting sidelight on the
Emmy nominations showj)n NBCTV, Saturday (16) night, was that
the sealing down of performers to
less than 25 due to sponsor conflict
and other reasons, gave the surviv¬
ing performers a larger take In the
over $20,000 budgeted for talent.
Nominations show and the upcom¬
ing awards show on March 16 for
the first time Is being packaged by
the Acadeniy under its three-year
deal with NBC.

In^'Stuff-feulio-TV
“Show Biz,” tome written by Variety editor Abel Green and the late
Joe Laurie Jr., is nqjy a required text in a course on telecommunica¬
tions programming at U. of So. Calif., instructed by Prof. Robert E.
Summers.

WMCA N.Y., has inked co-production tieups with The Fund for the
Republic and the Center for Mass Communications of Columbia U.
Each mating will result in a new program to be aired over the Gotham
radio indie,
Station will “sneak preview" a Fund half-hour series bn the Bill of
Rights next Tuesday (28) in its regular “New World A-Coming" slot.
Show, after appearing on WMCA, will be distributed nationally, it is
understood. Pilot will be about John Peter Zcnger, Colonial printer.
With Center for Mass Communications, run by Eric Barnouw, a
power in Writers Guild, WMCA begins “Prejudice Clinic" tomorrow
(Thurs.) at 9:30 p.rn. Regular Thursday half-hour will collect com¬
munity group reps to do some candid gabbing on specific aspects of
prejudice, e.g., first stanza ft? “Prejudice in Young Children," with Dr.
' — Continued from |»age 27
Roma Gans, Professor of Education at Teachers (College here, fore¬
owned-operated stations. “Anna” fronting. Philip Gelb of Mass Communications, will be permanent
has already appeared on WRCA- moderator.
TV. the NBC Gotham flag.
Unusual pattern whereby WCBS-TV, the CBS flagship, originates
The Pine-Thonias pix, behind three shows a week for network consumption, has been sliced by one
Gassman’s one-man sales opera¬ show. “Eye 'on New York,” the Bill Leonard weekly wrapup, has been
tion, have been inked in L. A., Chi¬ restored to local-only status for the “duration.” That is, the duration
cago, Detroit, Philadelphia, Wash¬ of the Mid-East crisis. “United Nations in Action," which had been
ington, Boston, Buffalo, Indianapo¬ a seasonal series, will go to year-round status, thus forcing “Eye”
lis and Houston, plus New York back to local exposure only.
and other big tv markets, it was ‘ Station’s other network feeds continue as usuAl, the educational
learned. P-T batch includes pic¬ “Camera Three”- stanza and the half-hour Vincent Lope? Saturday
tures made between 1942 and 1948. night feed.
Names of some of the features are:
“Adventure Island,” with' Ro^
First of CBS-TV’s Extended Market Plan group to achieve fullblown
Calhoun and Paul Kelly; four “Big primary affiliate status with the web is KLFY-TV in Lafayette, La.,
Town" features, with Philip Reed which gets the nod as a supplementary station of the web’s lineup
and Robert Lowery, and “Special effective March 1. The smalltown VHF’er, headed by Paul H. DeClouAgent," the late William Eythe.
ett, has been a Member of the EMP group since the plan’s inception
A slightly larger group of P-T in 1955.
"
EMP, which is designed to bring smaller market stations into the
pix, most of which are included in
the present group of Gassman’s, al¬ national advertising setup, now numbers 34 stations. Web’s policy ia
most went to Associated Artists to 'Convert EMP stations to affiliate status as they expand in their
Productions about a year ago. But operations.
AAP chief EUot Hyman claims he
Brig. General David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, is the recipient
was forced oiit of the deal through
of the first Lee de Forest Gold Medal of the Veteran Wireless Opera¬
difficulties with AFM. .
tors Association, given in recognition of “50 years of outstanding service
in the radio art.”
Presentation \yas made at the association’s 32nd anniversary dinner
at the Hotel Sheraton Astor Thursday (21) night. Dr. Lee de Forest,
inventor
of the three element electron tube, participated in the pre¬
Continued from page 24
sentation by closed-circuit telephone facilities from his Hollywood
Brady, Jackie Co^an and Paul home. Gen. Sarnoff is a life-member of the association.
Whiteman.
A new ^series of 13 taped radio shows, titled “20/200," covering vari¬
There was the development of
radio news and personalities ous phases of the problems and activities of the blind, is available to
through the years, notably such broadcasters through the American Foundation for the Blind, N.Y.
vets as Gabriel Heatter and Ray¬ The series, each, of 13 one half minutes duration, is narrated by Dave
mond Gram Swing. And entertain¬ Garroway, with Leon Pearson scripting and Gregor Ziemer holding
ment shows, perhaps kicked off by the production reigns. Featured as a vocalist is blind Carmen Abel,
WOR’s initial sign-on by the play¬ who has made many professional net and local station appearances in
ing of A1 Jolson’s “April Showers" New York.^
record, grew to encompass such
Total number of stations equipped to transmit color was 257 as of
old faves as “Uncle Don," “Super¬
man," “The Witch’s Tale," “Infor¬ Jan. 1, according to an NBC research department estimate. Of the
mation Please,” “Here’s Morgan,” 257 outlets, 136 are NBC affiliates; some of the others are dual af¬
“The Shadow,” and “Mr. Anthony.” filiates and the remainder are CBS outlets.
New level of NBC stations color-equipped represents a 30% in¬
During the span, station changed crease over a year ago. Web expects the 136 to increase to 146 by
ownership when Macy’s absorbed July and to 153 by the first of the year. Of the 136, 45 can originate
Bamberger and in 1951 acquired* a local film in color and 20 can originate live tint.
new owner when General Teleradio
,
,,
. ■ —,
^bought WOR and WOR-TV and
few^er spots would have been “ef¬
gained control of Mutual. In 1934,
ficient,” he stated that they prob¬
incidentally, WOR jbined with
WXYZ, Detroit, WGN, Chicago,
ably would, but not as efficient as
Continued from page 22
and WLW, Cincinnati, to form the
the nine spots and that the station
Foods currently nas half of “Lucy” wanted to be sure the plan was suf¬
nucleus of MBS.
Under the current aegis of sta¬ and all of “December Bride" at ficiently attractive. As to its short¬
tion manager Bob Leder, WOR, In 9:30, while P&G merely has the term aspects, Heitin couldn’t say
the era of tv, has a programming other half of “Lucy." Deal would when WRCA-TV expects to end the
concept of accenting the -combina¬ have to be worked out between offer, and admitted that advertisers
tion of personalities, music, serv¬ them to absorb all the hour, either may sign for 52 weeks, though
ice and news for sizable listnership according to the current pattern WRCA-TV has the right to change
or through the introduction of new price within 30 days. While it’s
and good biz.
sponsor money.
designed as a shortterm advertising
Another stumbling block is ques¬ vehicle, it is conceivable, he said,
tion of money, with the projected that an advertiser might be able to
hour. “Lucy" reportedly pegged Jit stay with it for as long as a' year.
a $250,000 price for the show He stressed, though, that it can
--Continued from page 21 —— alone. With this plus the three only serve as a supplementary cam¬
and Scott Brady. Producer-director other entries in the monthly line¬ paign to an existing advertiser be¬
and writer of “Four Sisters” is up, the cost may prove too much cause no equity in a time slot is
for the two sponsors to bear. It’s Involved.
Bernard Girard.
“Without Inci¬
known that one of their squawks
dent" is being produced-directed has been on the “Lucy" pricetag.
Columbus—A. Dale Lutz has
by Charles Marquis Warren.
In the face of all the problems been named WRFD sales manager
surrounding the projected change, by J. D. Bradshaw, vice president
SG Pact Washed Up
along with the reluctance of the and general manager of. the in¬
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
bankrollers to quit on a hit, there’s dependent radio station.
Pact
between
CBS-TV
and still a good chance that “Lucy"
Screen Gems for the Columbia tv will return next season in its pres¬
subsid. .to film “Plaj’^house 90" ent form, despite Arnaz’s desire
dramas is washed up. SG is film¬ to get out of a five-year rut.
ing eight for CBS under a contract
signed last year, but both parties
have called it quits once the cur¬
rent pact is terminated.
The Columbia subsid is currently
^ Continued fiom page 24
winding its eight-vidfilm deal for
the CBS 90-minute series, but a discount policy, and the bonus
neither SG or CBS is interested in plan is the answ^er in a tough sales
continuing the arrangement. CBS period. Moreover, the station has
has been dissatisfied for a number had a bonus plan in effect for some
of reasons, beefing particularly time already.
That’s the 14/50
that SG hasn’t provi^ded the filmed Double Dividend Plan, in which a
Mgt.i William Morris Agoncy
shows with top stars. SG, on the buyer signing for a year’s contract
other hand, has complained the of Triple-A spots gets a bonus
deal has brought It only grief, and amount of spots during the sum¬
also that it’s Impossible to land top mer months equal in value to his
stars for show's budgeted around total expenditure over the year.
Thanks In advance to all my friends
$150,000 each.
That’s what Heitin means by the
“10 Plan" being an extension of an
In the advertlsinq world for the
existing
dimension.
Louisville—Sam Gifford, WHAS
work they are going to give me—
As to its other aspects, Heitin
radio program director, succeeds
Ralph Hansen as television pro¬ feels that nine bonus spots were
and I do mean
gram director, effective March 18. selected. Instead of four or five or
Bob Evans
Hansen takes over program man¬ six, to give the plan “sufficient im¬
Asked if
ager post for KYW-TV, Cleveland. pact and efficiency,"

Gassman

WOR

^

‘Lucy’

CBS-to-Theafre$

‘10 Plan’

YOU.
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$1,000,^ m Cs
Segs on ABC Radio
Camel cigarets Is committed to a
$1,000,000 purchase of ABC Radio
time beginning toward the middle
of March. Cig house, via William
Esty agency, has taken 20 fiveminute newscasts a week, all be^
tween Monday and Friday. Spon¬
sor is mulling an extension to
weekend news over ABC as well,
it is further reported.
Camel owns strips at 6:30, 7:55,
0 and 9:55 nightly. It shares the
first strip, done by ABC Radio reg¬
ular Paul Harvey, with a new spon¬
sor, Midas car mufflers, a Chicago
firm.
It’s the first big break ABC
Radio has gotten in making up the
biz lost when Texas Co. ankled 22
weekend newscasts Dec. 30 of last
year.
Camera ‘News of World’ Big
Camel Cigarets has bought in on
NBC Radio’s “News of the World’’
with a firm 26-week pact for one
participation per day on the 15minute Morgan Beatty cross-theboarder. Deal, which starts March
' 11, runs to $168,000 net, and trans¬
lated into gross billings, comes to
$250,000.
With the Camel deal, the Wil¬
liam Esty agency put the quietus
on reports" it was pressuring NBC
affiliates carrying the Brown &
Williamson 85-a-week news lineup.
After B&W-signed for the news,
reports were circulating that Esty
was threatening to pull all its spot
business from stations carrying the
news. Subsequently, the agency
asked stations to supply monitoring
logs of all their commercials. Esty
has denied any pressure, and the
Camel deal would appear to indi¬
cate that it feels the B&W lineup
doesn’t pose a conflict.
At'the same time as NBC closed
the Camel deal ye^erday (Tues.),
it also signed Waterman Pens, via
Fletcher D. Richards, to a $104,000
net deal involving sponsorship of
10 one-minute participations in the
Bob & Ray “Monitor’’ capsules per
weekend over a 13-week span,
starting March 15.. The Camel and
Waterman deals, combined with
the business set earlier last week,
bring the week’s take to nearly
$500,000 net.

Faulk’s $500,000 Libel
Action Vs. AWARE Heads
For N. Y. Supreme Court
The six-month-old $500,000 libel
suit by radio performer John
Henry Faulk against AWARE Inc.
and Vincent Hartnett is expected
to move into the New York State
Supreme Court for trial in the next
two to six months. Last week, the
Appellate Division of Manhattan
unanimously upheld a previous Su¬
preme Court decision to okay the
trial and dismiss defenses of
“truth” and “qualified privilege”
by AWARE, a group which pubIshes anti-Communist pamphlets.
Faulk, who has a daily show on
WCBS Radio, New York, drew the
complaint against AWARE Inc. and
Laurence Johnson, a Syracuse
chain store ex-owner and a prin¬
cipal AWARE officer, according to
the complaint.
It alleged they,
were engaged in performer black¬
listing and that they published li¬
belous articles “pursuant to a con¬
spiracy to destroy” Faulk’s liveli¬
hood and to remove him as a veep
in American 'Federation of TV &
Radio Artists’ New York local;
AWARE began publishing arti¬
cles regarding Faulk and two other
members of the new AFTRA board
shortly after they were elected to
office over a year ago. Faulk and
the others ran on an anti-A WARE
plati;orm in unseating the incum¬
bent AFTRA board which was
sympathetic in its greatest measure
to AWARE.
Hartnett argued that the publica¬
tion’s comments about Faulk were
true and that it was the exercise
of “the right of fair comment.” The
Appellate Division ruled that not
only were the defenses by AWARE
improperly pleaded in ah effort
to kick the case out of court, but
that the publication’s plea of “qual¬
ified privilege” of law was based
on non-existent statutes. More¬
over, the court decided, even an
anti-Communist • publication does
not have the privilege of charging
someone with being a Commie
sympathizer upless the charge is
shown to be true.

BADIO-TELEVISION

Ike’s ^-TV Appeal To
Arnold Kaufman a V.P.
Arnold Kaufmap, RKO Tele¬
Kick Olf Red 6o$s Drive; radio
exec who recently negotiated
the RKO feature option agreement
ABC-TV, has been given his
Other Top Brass Set with
Veepee stripes.

President Eisenhower kicks off
the 1957 Red Cross campaign on
radio and tv tomorrow (Thurs.)
with a special filmed and taped ap¬
peal which will be spotted at dif¬
ferent times on all the networks.
On tele, CBS will spot it on “Cli¬
max,” NBC on “Lux Video The¬
atre” and ABC on “Airtime, USA,”
while on radio, ABC will use
“American Music Hall,” CBS the
Robert Q. Lewis show and NBC
“News of the World.”
Also slated for heavy followup
radio-tv exposure is Gen. Alfred
M. Gruenther, new American Red
Cross president.
The ex-NATO
chief is set for a talk on CBS Ra¬
dio Friday (13, an interview on
“Monitor” Sunday (3), a “Meet the
Press” stint March. 10 and a “Per¬
son to Person” shot March 15. In
addition, the Advertising Council
has set a concentrated spot an¬
nouncement schedule, with the
blurbs prepared by SSC&B, for
network shows during all of March.
Red Cross’ radio-tv activities are
centered In N. Y. under director
Ken Greenberg and staffers Sylvia
Devey, Midge Stark and Phyllis
Cortley.

Houston.—Erin O’Brien, tv sing¬
ing star of the Steve Allen show,
has accepted the title of honorary
queen of the U. of Saint Thomas’
annual Mardl Gras celebration.
The eighth annual Mardi Gras will
be. held on two successive night
starting March 4.
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Magnnson Presets ToD-TV
FiD Be Autlrarizd by Senate

Kaufman, since his arrival at the
■ Washington, Feb. 26.
we’ll ever know until we try it out
New York headquarters of RKO
Chairman Warren G. Magnuson in a very limited way in certain
Teleradio in 1952, has been a mem¬
ber of board chairman Thomas J. (D-Wash.) of the Senate Interstate areas. Now, it would be up to the
Commission to determine those
O’Neil’s executive staff.
Commerce Committee predicted areas ... I don’t know whether it
Sunday (24) that a staff report rec¬ would work or not. I don’t know
ommending that the FCC authorize whether the public would accept it
tests in various sized markets of or not. I don't know whether it
would add to the public enjoyment
subscription tv will be accepted by that they have today of television,
a majority 4)f the members of his whether they would want to keep
Committee. He said the Commit¬ it, or whether it would pay for it¬
tee, which Is scheduled to meet in self.”
Sen. Magnuson said he agrees
executive session tomorrow (Wed.),
As an addenda to its 1956 spot is “about ready” to issue the re¬ “generally” with the report. “It
Was
pretty hard,” he said, “to write
tv report last week. Television Bur¬ port.
a report in which we all agreed,
eau of Advertising currently ap¬
Interviewed over the CBS “Face but- generally we feel that they
pears with a listing of the 10 top the Nation” program, Magnuson
ad' agencies in spot. In each of said the substance of the report is (pay- tv- promoters) should be en¬
the four quarters of last, year, Ted that the Commission “should act titled to some kind of experiment
Bates was at the top of the heap. as speedily, as possible” to author¬ in certain areas to see what coiild
be done.”
Leo Burnett ran second in the first ize tests of toll tv''in certain geo¬
Magnuson Said it would be up to
quarter of 1956 and McCann-Erick- graphical areas. But the report, he
the
Commission to determine when
son second in the second, third and added, carefully points out that pay
fourth quarters. ‘
tv should be only “a supplement” the tests should be conducted.
Asked
whether “another years’ de¬
They ran in this order during the to existing service. Experimental
Obt.-Dec. period of last year; operations, he ‘said, should not be • lay” might be anticipated before
the
FCC
acts, he said, “if the Com¬
Bates, McCann-Erickson, Young & permitted if they will in any way
Rubicam;
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam- “interfere” with “regular” tv or mission acts normally, why, I think
you
would
have a lot of delay.”
ple, Benton & Bowles, J. Walter are conducted “just for the pur¬
Inj'eply to other questions, Sen.
Thompson; BBDO, Leo Burnett, pose of making a profit’’ and “do
Compton, -and N. W. Ayer. Ayer not add to the great new medium Magnuson said:
appeared in the top 10 for the that is television.”
That the FCC is “right back in
first time.
* Asked whether subscription tv some of the tangles they were in
TvB notes the “significant” rise would be “pretty apt to stay” if it before, engineeringwise” on the
of Dancer from seventh position is given an authorization for test allocations problem.
in the third quarter to fourth in -operation. Sen. Magnuson replied:
That the failure of the Commis¬
the final measurement period, be¬
“Well, not necessarily. It has all sion to^ provide more tv stations
cause of the increased spot activity kinds of bugs, and It may fall of “is surely a fault of their slowness
of General Mills and Peter Paul. its own weight. But I don’t think in acting.”

Ted Bates bads
SpotTV.Parade

MICKEY

ROONEY

Dear Martin Manulis, John Frankenheimer, Rod Serling, Milo Frank,
/

Edmund 0*Brien, Kim Hunter, Mel Torme, Constance Ford, Whit Bisseri. King Donovan, Eddie Ryder, H, M, Wynant, Mike Ross, Earl
Carlson, Ed Chaney, James Clark, Lyle Daugherty, Bob Dunn, Ray
Erlenborn, John Garrison, Sam Gary, Bill Golba, Brooks Graham,
Ruth Hancodk, Leon Hansen, Spencer Hays, Jim Hedge, Buck Henshaw,
Walt Herndon, Pat Kenney, Dick Joy, Leonard Laby, Jim Linn, Tracy
McGlynn, Jim Murphy, David Pasquesi, Gene Ringulet, Tom D,
Schamp, John Schneller, June Scott, Phil Scott, Jim Sirkin, Fred
Steiner, Don Stern, Bob Stone, Russell Stoneham, Bud Sweeney,
Georgia Turpin, Gene Twombly, Grant Wilson, Ron Wright, and any
others at CBS who participated in the production of ‘'THE
COMEDIAN" on Playhouse 90:

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mickeif

KS^lEFf

MUSIC
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AHnim Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
•By HEBM SCHOENFELS
Harry Belafonte: "Mama Look at
Bubu"-"Don’t Ever Love Me”
(RCA Victor), Chief Inspirer of
the current calypso Cycle, Harry
Belafonte rides the same beat in
an amusing piece of material,
“Mama Look at Bubu,” which has
excellent chances via this rendi¬
tion. "Don't Ever Love Me” is a
lovely ballad, also in the caribe
idiom, which can take over for the
long pull.
Frankie Lain«; "Love Is a

bluesier version on the King label.
On the Mercury flip, Blossom See¬
ley turns in another demonstration
of oldstyle belting in her workover
of Irving Berlin's "I Love a Plano.”
Calypso Carnival: "Zombie Jamboree”-“Mama Looka Boo Boo”
(Columbia). More calypso from a
Columbia album,' in a more authen¬
tic sounding vein. "Zombie Jam¬
boree” is a sparkling sample of
this idiom and this side should pick
up considerable spins. Vocal is by

Best Bets
HARRY BELAFONTE .MAMA LOOK AT BUBU
(RCA Victor) ...Don't Ever Love Me

LAWRENCE WELK
and

FRANKIE LAINE ..LOVE IS A GOLDEN RING
(Columbia) ..^..There’s Not A Moment to Spare
JONI JAMES .. ...
I NEED YOU SO
(MQM) .....Only Trust Your Heart
GoJLden Ring''-"There's Not. a Mo¬
ment to Spare” (Columbia). "Love
Is' a Golden Ring” is a standout
ballad with a slight western flavor
that Frankie Laine belts, with
backing from the Easy Riders vo¬
cal combo, for a commercial mopup. It's an excellent followup to
"Moonlight Gambler.” Flip is an¬
other .solid entry, but in a more
conventional pop groove.
Paul
Weston's baton furnishes the lush
background.
Joni James: "I Need You So”"Only Trust "Four Heart” (MGM).
"I Need You So,” a blues ballad,
completely loses its rocking char¬
acter in this ethching and turns
into a class number with strong
potential.
"Only
Trust
Your
Heart,” from the Metro pic, "10,000
Bedrooms,” is a fine entry, with
an Italo chorus, sensitively sold by
Miss James.
Four Aces: "Bahama Mama”"You’re Mine” (Decca).
Since
everybody seems to be on the
calypso kick, why not the Four
Aces?
But this combo’s style
doesn’t particularly fit the idiom
and the result is on the synthetic
side, a quality that marks too much
of the calypso releases in recent
weeks. "Bahafma Mama” is okay
material and this side is marked
by a blend of calypso and rock ’n’
roll musical ideas. "You’re Mine”
reverts back to the type of bal¬
lad which the Four Aces do best
and this side should have the top
impact.
Benny Fields: "The Man in the
Phone Booth”; Blossom Seeley: ‘.T
Love a Piano” (Mercury). "The
Man in the Phone Booth,” the
novelty conversation piece that was
kicked off by Big Bob Komegay, is
gating wide coverage on various
labels.
Vet performer Benny
Fields comes up with a fine ver¬
sion on the Mercury label, giving
out with oldstyle vocal dramatics
that still sell. Herb Zane has a

his CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
(Exclusively on Coral) . .

—

King Flash. Flip is a version of
the "Bubu” number done by Bela¬
fonte.
Norma Douglas: "Joe He Gone”"Be It Resolved” (RKO Unique).
Although Tin Pan Alley calypso,
"Joe He Gone” is a fine entry in
this, groove and Norma Douglas de¬
livers it simply and effectively
against a good native-sounding
rhythm background.
This one
could be big. "Be It Resolved” is
a cute idea, adapting Roberts’
Rules of Parliamentary Procedure
into a pop love ballad.
Kuss Miller: "Special Girl”-"I
Need You So” (Kapp). "Special
Girl” is a snappy item with a cute
lyric and rocking beat. Russ Mil¬
ler gives it a strong slice Miller
also delivers "I Need You So” with
an effective slow blues beat.
Three Dons & Diane: "Another
Day-Another Dollar”-"The Awk¬
ward Age” (Giant).
Still more
calypso.
"Another Day” follows
the prevailing winds. It’s a catch¬
ing idea which this combo handles
with appropriate lightness. "The
Awkward Age” is a fine ballad on
the adolescent theme.
Richard Hayman: "The Urchin
of Venice”-"Theme from ‘Full of
Life’ ” (Mercury). Richard Hayman and his harmonica turn up
with a sparkling side in the punnily titled tune, "Urchin of Ven¬
ice.”
Vocal ensemble backs up
the rich orchestration with some
wordless singing.
Hayman also
comes up with a fine instrumental
on the theme music from the Judy
Holliday pic, "Full of Life.”
Annie Cordy: "Parisian Rag "Amore Mio” (Capitol). The en¬
ergetic Gallic chanteuse, Annie
Cordy, bows on this Capital single
with a knockdown dixieland num¬
ber, "Parisian Rag.” She socks it
over, but it’s basically routine ma¬
terial. "Amore Mio” is a bouncing
ballad in the Italo format which

. Thesaurus Transcriptions
88th Consecutive Week
Dodge Dance Party
ABC-iTV—Sat. 9-10 P. M. B.S.T.
Sponsored by
Dodge Dealers of America
Top Tunes and Talent
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10:30 p.m. EST
Sponsored by Dodge and Plymouth
Dealers of America

Miss Cordy also handles brightly.
David Carroll Orch: "The Ship
That Never Sailed”-"! Love You
Truly” (Mercury).. "The Ship That
Never Sailed” iS such pure corn
that it could develop into a‘smash
hit. It’s a slow ballad that spot¬
lights a schmaltzy poetic recitation.
'Franklyn MacCormack gives a
suitable reading to the lyhric with
David Carroll’s orch and chorus
supplying the background. Johnny
Ridge gives another dripping read¬
ing of this number for Pic. On the
Mercury flip, there’s a matching
slice of the oldie, "I Love You
Truly.”

Epic Drafts Fo^elson?
As A&R Aide to I^axin
Jim Fogelsong moved up the
Epic ladder to assist Arnie Maxin/
in the artists & repertoire depart-*
ment.
Maxin took over the top
pop a&r spot last week replac¬
ing Marv Holtzman.
Fogelsong, who had been music
editor at Epic for the last few
years, will work primarily in the
album field.
The new Epic a&r team accom¬
panied Columbia orexy Goddard
Lieberson and his Col a&r aides to
Key West, Fla., Fridav (22) for a
four-day huddle.
Columbia is
Epic’s parent company.

Coral Reoacts Desmond
Johnny Desmond has been re¬
newed by Coral Records for a new
term pact by artists & repertoire
chief Bob Thiele.

.10 Best Sellers on Coin Machines.
f Sonny James ..-Dot
. -{Tab Hunter . Capitol
[Crew-Cuts.Mercury

YOUNG LOVE (7)

{Harry Belafonte .Victor
THE BANANA BOAT SONG (7).] Fontane Sisters.- Dot
(Tarriers .Glory
Pat Boone ..Dot

DON'T FORBID ME (6)

Elvis Presley..Victor

TOO MUCH (4) .
MARIANNE (3).

\ Terry Gilkyson.Columbia
' I Hilltoppers .Dot

SINGING THE BLUES (16)

,

Guy Mitchell.Columbia
( Andy Williams .Cadence
I Charlie Grade .Cameo

BUTTERFLY (1)

vraitT ire
\ Russell Arms .
CINCO ROBLES (5)...|
Paul-Mary Ford.Capitol
ROCK-A-BYE YOUR BABY (11) ...

Jerry Lewis ..Decca

MOONLIGHT GAMBLER (6) ...

Frankie Laine.Columbia

Second Group
rkrkiT
[Steve Lawrence .Coral
PARTY
ITY DOLL
DOLL .
.[Buddy Knox .Roulette
L.LERINA
BALLERINA

..
.

iTwr-iir uiri>
Avi-fir
WRINGLE,
WRANGLE
INGLE, .WRANGLE

Nat (King) Cole.Capitol

Bill Hayes .ABC-Par
.
.....|
Parker .Disneyland

WALKING
LKING AFTER MIDNIGHT
MIDNIGHT.....

Patsy Cline .Decca

lAICA FAREWELL .
.....
JAMAICA
SN-AGE CRUSH ....
TEEN-AGE
..

Harry Belafonte .Victor

JEBERRY HILL .
....
BLUEBERRY

Fats Domino.Imperial

Tommy Sands ...Capitol

REAMED .
....
I DREAMED

Betty Johnson.Bally

U DON'T OWE ME A THING...
YOU
THING

Johnnie Ray .Columbia

BLUE
[JE MONDAY

Fats Domino.Imperial

.
...

[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10]

"Larry Clinton In Hi-Fi," an
RCA Victor package, is another
throwback to the heyday of the
band biz during the 1930s when
Clinton batoned one of the most
popular crews of that epoch. In
this newly recorded set, Clinton
plays a flock of his past hits, all
either written and arranged by
him, with an excellent studio band
all of whose instrumental shadings
have been put into ..the groove of
a technically standout platter.
Helen Ward, the ex-Benny Good¬
man vocalist, joined the Clinton
band for this date to deliver four
numbers in her light, swinging
style. Clinton’s platter book* in¬
cludes such standards as "Dlpsy
Doodle,” "Deep Purple," "Johnson
Rag,” "Study In Brow^n,". "Heart
And Soul,” "Satan Takes A Holi¬
day” an such adaptations from the
classics as "Martha,’’ "My Reverie”
and "Our Love.”
. . '
Another set with a' hi-fi angle is
Columbia's "Hi-Fi Band Concert*'
by Morton Gould and the Columbia,
Concert Band. The repertoiy is in
the "pops” category with niarches
like "Our United States,” and
“Wings of Victory,” operatic over¬
tures, music from "Brigadoon,” a
la tin-styled .tune, "Marianna,” and.
other pieces, all arranged for band
and expertly played by a group of
topflight sidemen.
"A Lovely Way To Spend An
Evening,” a set played by the Russ
Morgan orch for Decca, is a salute
to Jimmy McHugh, one of ASCAP’s
top composers. The lineup of tunes
includes such great oldies, with
words by Dorothy Fields, as "I’m
In The Mood For Hbve,” "I Can’t
Give You Anything But Love,”
"Don’t Blame Me,” "Thank You
For A Lovely Evening,” "Lost In

■

■

I

A Fog ” "Exactly Like You” and
"Cuban Love.Song,” in addition to
hits written with Frank Loesser,
Harold Adamson and Clarence
Gaskin. The Morgan orch, how¬
ever, skips the words in a straight
instrumental program played in
sweet, straightforward style.
“Skylight Rhapsody” on the Cap¬
itol label spotlights one qf the
slickest jazz pianists, Joe Bushkin,
in a lush mood, playing a dozen
wellknoWn standards against a
lushly stringed background. Bushkin, as usual, plays with'ideas and
taste and doesn’t let the arrange¬
ments overwhelm the numbers.
Tunes range from "She’s Funny
That Way” to "Flamingo.”
Another piano set by Rosa Linda
for Era Records is noteworthy for
the title, "Will Success Spoil Rockmaninoff,” The title is apt since
the pianist specializes in working
over the classics with a .variety of
beats not contemplated by the
original composers, including Paga¬
nini, Verdi, Bizet, Chopin and,
natch, Rachmaninoff himself. She
also mixes in some straight inter¬
pretations of the classics ■ which
may become slightly confusing to
listeners who may wonder when
the gagging will start. •
Columbia is intrdducing its new
vocal group acquisition, .The HiLo’s, in its .current "Buy of the
Month” ($2.98) program with a set
called "Suddenly It’s The Hi-Lo's.”
Group looks like Its headed for a
big wax future.
Although the
styling and arrangements are in the
jazz idiom, the .foursome takes
care not to destroy any of the
values of the standards in the col¬
lection. In fact, they give ’em all
a new dimension and spark with
(Continued on page 50)

Songs With Lai^est Radio Andience
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, tnc„ Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed. *Vegit musical. tFllm. ttTV.
Survey Week of February 15-21, 1957
All About Love—t"Bundle Of Joy”..Lamas-R
. Almost Paradise .Peer
Ballerina ..
Jefferson
Banana Boat Song
....Marks-B
Can i Steal A Little Love....
Northern
Chantez, Chantez ...Chantez
Cinco Robles .Warman
Don’t Forbid Me .
Roosevelt
Hey, Jealous Lover ......
Barton
I Dreamed .■ •..... Trinity
I Thought It Was Over .. • ..Remlck
It Looks Like Love—t"Hollywood or Bust”.Paramount
Just In Time—’•‘"Bells Are Ringing” .. Stratford
Long Before I Knew You—’•‘"Bells Are Ringing” ... Stratford
Marianne
.'....Montclare
Money Tree ......Frank
Moonlight Gambler .Morris
Party’s Over—’•‘"Bells Are Ringing” ...
Stratford
Rock-A-Bye Your Baby With A Dixie Melody.Mills-W
Round and Round ...Rush
Singing The Blues....’.... Acuff-R
Skyliner .Indigo
That’s Where I Shine ..Remick
True Love—1“Hlgh Society” .Buxton Hill
Una Momento—t"Three Violent People”.Famous
Who Needs You .. • ..Korwin
Wind In The Willow ...Broadcast
Wringle Wrangle—t"Westward Ho” .Disney
You Are My First Love ...Rex
Young Love .Lowery
Your Love Is My Love.Peer

Top 30 Songs on TV
^ (More In Case of Ties)
Armen’s Theme ..Bourne
Banana Boat Song .....Marks-B
Blueberry Hill ..Chappell
Brass Ring ...Dayton
Cinco Robles ..’Warman
Cindy, Oh Cindy...........Marks-B
Don’t Forbid Me ..Roosevelt
Gonna Get Along Without Ya Now ....
Kellem
Green Door .....Trinity
I Dreamed
..
Trinity
I Love My Baby...Shapiro-B
I’ve Got Two Left Feet...
..
Frank
Jamaica Farewell ....Shari
Just Walking In The Rain ..Golden W
Kid Stuff .Gil
Let The Light Shine Down On Me .Acuff-R
Love is Strange ...Ben-Ghazi
Love Me Tender-—t"Love Me Tender”..Presley
Marianne .. Montclare
Money Tree .. . ...
Frank
Moonlight Gambler ..
Morris
,
Original Joe .Crystal
Rock-A-Bye Your Baby With A Dixie Melody.Mllls-W
Round And Round....;.Rush
Singing The Blues....
Acuff-R
^ True Love—1“High Society”...Buxton Hill
Teenage Crush .Cent. Songs
Too Much ....
South. Bell-P
Westward Ho The Wagonsf'Westward Ho”.Wonderland
Who Needs You ...... Korwin
Wringle, Wrangle—1“Westward Ho” .Disney
Young Love . ...
Lowery

-
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DJ’S DON’T BUY PAYOLA BLAST
4'

BMFs ISweet Seventeen’ Year
B):oadcast. Music Inc. is high in the pop saddle these days,
cUckmg with the greatest majority of hits in its 17-year history.
Of the top 10 tunes, at least seven have been BMI-licensed for the
past couple of months while in some weeks the percentage goes up
to 80%. On the “Hit Parade” show, six out of seven have been
BMI for the past few weeks with even some of the oldies, featured
as “extras” on th^* video series, occasionally being BMI numbers
as well.
While BMI had similar dominance of the top 10 a few years ago
when coimtry & western music was in vogue, currently the BMI
tunes have saturated the business from top to bottom. Of the top
45 disks in last week’s Vabiety’s “Top Record Talent & Tunes’*
chart, BMI controlled 34 with 11 being licensed through ASCAP.
Always potent in the rock ’n’ roll idiom, BMI is now also riding
with the new calypso cycle, licensing such hits as “The Banana
Boat Song,” and “Marianne.”
BMl’s dominance is shaping up as new talking point for the
litigating ASCAP songsmiths who are suing both BMI and the
broadcasters, for alleged conspiracy to block non-BMI songs from
wide exposure. One spokesman for the ASCAP pfaintiffs stated
that the “current figures only prove our contention that BMI can
turn lis off or on at will. At t^ie present time, they have chosen
to turn us off.” .

COAST REACTS TO Harry Fox’s Posh for Pubbery Credits
KNICHT'SKHS (bi Albums, No. IMecbankal Earner

.
-;---With royalties from albums now
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
accounting for over 50% of the
Vick Knight, prexy-owner of Key RCA's Paderewski Pash mechanical coin earned by publish- .
RCA Victor’s romance with
Records, small indie-^Iabel, told the
ers, a drive is being initiated by
young longhair pianists con¬
Southern California Broadcasters
tinued to bloom last week with
Harry Fox, publishers’ agent and
Asisn. last week that money, must
the
pacting
of
Philippe
Entretrustee, for full publisher credits
bo paid to some deejays to get
mont. This followed the recent
to be included on all packaged
them to play certain records. An¬
signing
of
21-year
old
Polish
merchandise using copyrighted
swers came pronto from several
pianist Adrej Czajkowski and
works. At the present time, only
jockeys.
John Browning, young Ameri¬
an occasional album includes pub¬
Since only one record in 86, ac¬
can keyboarder who has been
lisher credits either on the disk it¬
cording to available figures, be¬
concertizing' in Europe.
self or In the jacket liner notes.
comes a hit, the cost of the failures
According to Alan Kayes,
1 In. many cases, Fox’s office has
must be spread out amongst all a
manager of Victor’s Red Seal
discovered, spinning of the album
label’s product, Knight explained.
division, Entremont, a 22-yearby the smaller stations is limited
He warned the broadcasters that
old Frenchman, will be re¬
by the lack of clearance informa¬
they must eventually bear some of
leased on orchestral and solo
tion.
Thus, the publishers and
this promotional cost, now esti¬
platters recorded both in the
the writers lose possible perfor¬
mated at an average of $3 per
U.S, and France. He’s due here
mance coin from the omission of
copy to deejays.
early in November for a series
such vital data as the names of the
Under these circumstances, the ^ of concert appearances with
cleffer, the publisher and perform¬
number of small labels which fold
U.S. symphs. A tour of South
ing rights society (ASCAP, BMI or
America also is on his schedule
averages six a month, even count¬
Sesac).
for May-June, 1958.
ing the constant newcomers t6 the
To smooth the way for the diskfield, Knight warned. Some labels
ers. Fox’s office is setting up an in¬
remain in the field because of pres¬
formation
service which will sup¬
tige factors, with the owners writ¬
ply all the relevant data to the
absorbing the costs in other ways.
platter
companies.
Fox’s office
However, the plight of the indie
will give the copyright data on
recorder In the game for a profit is
^Adult’ Hit Parade
tunes
used
in
albums
even
in cases
becoming Increasingly desperate,
where Fox does not represent the
Programmers
have been
he warned.
publisher involved.
urging a somewhat imprac¬
Returning to his discussion of
tical thing, on Variety, i.e.,
Royalties from albums are now
payola, the ex-radio producer-di¬
to break down, the pop hits
almost universally set . at 2c per
rector
and ad-publicity man ob-1
Into an “Adult” Hit Parade,
band. Under the publishers’ rate
served that it is heaviest in the
pointing to “True Love,”
schedule, albums priced above $3
• (Continued on page 50)
j
“Anastasia” and the like show¬
pay the full statutory rate, while
Records will be the key media most of those below $3 pay l^^c.
ing up poorly iii comparison
in the exploitation of the tour of Some LPs priced at $1.49 and be¬
to the rock ’n’ roll and kindred
the “My Fair Lady” national com¬ low pay at the rate of IV^c, which
pops.
pany. The groundwork for the disk-' is the rock-bottom figure.
It’s not feasible because the
tuner tie-in already has been laid
current calypso vogue, for in¬
with such labels as Columbia, RCA
stance, Has as much “adult”
Victor, ABC-Paramount and Con¬
appeal fBelafonte et aD- as
temporary pitching in on the pro¬
with the kids. Nonetheless,
motion.
the
tv-radio
programmers?
Chappell, which publishes the
point is well taken anent the
Alan Jay Lerner-Frederick Loewe
fact, that, of late, the sequenc¬
score,
also is getting into the act
ing of the pop crop still puts
by distributing cuffo ducats to disk
strong accent on the r&b stuff.
Providence, Feb. 26.
Gene Buck, veteran lyricist and jockeys when the tuner hits their
Meyer Stanzler, operator of
Harry Sulkin, Chappell’s
showman who served as president town.
Rhodes
on
the
Pawtuxet here, re¬
of the American Society of Com¬ sales manager, is working out ties ported Benny Goodman broke all
posers, Authors & Publishers for with music dealers to handle dis¬ band records for the spot Satur¬
17 years starting in 1924, died in play material on the musical when day- (23) with over 4,000 at $2 per.
North Shore Hospital in Manhasset, it comes into their territory. Cow- Contrary to Stanzler’s belief be¬
L.I., Sunday (24) after an emer¬ ard-McCann, publisher of the book fore the appearance, Goodman
version of “My Fair Lady,” is
gency operation. He was 71.
working out similar promotion ties drew 65% teeners.
A successful wordsmith of over with book dealers.
Only bigger dates at the dancery
500 songs, Buck was best known
The record distributors in cities were singers, McGuire Sisters and
for his battles in behalf of ASCAP
Frankie Laine, and spot has played
(Continued on page 50)
during its formative years when
Guy Lombardo, Les Brown, Ralph
the Society was trying to imple¬
Flanagan and other top bands.
A breach-of-contract suit brought ment the idea that songwriters
“The popular belief among ball¬
by Stephen J. (Steve) Levitz, for¬ should be paid for use of their
room owners is that the dance is
mer Big Three Music exec, against works. A charter member of
Dean Jones is being prepped for gone,” said -Stanzler. “It is gone
ASCAP,
having
joined
in
1914,
he
Robbins Music and Lo6w’s Inc.,
a three-way spread on di.sks, pix if we don’t play bands who learn
was dismissed In N. Y. Supreme became ASCAP’s president in and. tv. Actor-crooner, who’s been from Goodman, who works hard to
Court last week by JusticevFelix C. 1924 and left that post after the inked to an MGM disk deal and keep the customers pleased, and
Benvenga. Judge handed down his Society settled its bitter dispute as a Metro contract player, has keeps, them dancing. If the young¬
decision after Levitz made an ap¬ with the broadcast industry in been set for eight guest appear¬ er bandleaders would observe the
plication to examine Charles C. 1941,
ances on NBC-TV in 1957. Six of master, we would have a healthier
For the first few years while them will be on Steve Allen’s Sun¬ business.”
Moskowitz, Loew’s v.p. and the
Big Three’s prexy, and Maurice ASCAP prexy. Buck received no day stanza, with the first one pen¬
In addition to playing dance
(Mickey) Scopp, the Big Three’s pay and once asked to be relieved cilled in for March 24.
music from 8:30 to 12, Goodman
ASCAP’s board,
v.p. and general manager; The de¬ of his duties.
His first MGM platter, “His followed with a 70-minute jazz
fendants countered with a motion however, voted to give him a sub¬ Great Great Reward” and “'The concert. Stanzler backed up the
to dismiss which was granted by stantial salary and Buck then con¬ Song of the Ox Driver,” hit the BG one-nighter with heavy public¬
the court. Julian T. Abeles (& centrated most of his activities on market last week. Metro currently ity, exploitation and advertising,
is screening several musical prop-' contacting over 100 disk jocks
Bernstein), repping the Big Three,
(Continued on page 48)
erties for him.
argued for all the defendants, al¬
within a 50-mile radius of the ball¬
though Loew’s and Moskowitz, who
room and inviting them to come as
was also named as defendant, was
guests.
He also played up the
repped by Benjamin Melniker and
angle of Goodman’s return from a
Joseph A. Macchia of the Loew’s
successful trip through Asia. Orch
staff.
opened at N. Y.’s Waldorf-Astoria
I Monday (25).
The complaint alleged that Lev¬
itz, who was with Robbins for 33
years, had been induced to sell his
23 shares of stock in the company
In line with its 10th anniversary Hank .Williams; “Zing! Went the
to the music firm on the promise
that he would be continued in the promotion, MGM Records is sched¬ Strings of My Harp” by Robert
firm’s employ at the same salary uling 260 albums in the pop, jazz Maxwell; “Music foi; a Magic
Film producer Joe Rasternak is
for as long as he was able to work. and classical field for the re¬ Night” .by Milano and his orch;
“Latin America After Dark” by taking the disk route to plug his
Levitz sold his stock to Robbins mainder of 1957.
To get the big album program Ambrose’s orch, and “Hold Me” by upcoming Metro pic, “10,000 Bed¬
(Continued on page 50)
rolling the diskery is instituting its Johnny Gregory’s crew.
rooms,” He left the Coast Sun¬
“fourth Baker’s Dozen” campaign
The program, which includes day (24) to visit deejays in 15
which gives dealers a cuffo album LPs as well as EPs, will run cities.
for every 12 purchased. Albums in through March 28. The diskery also
The disk he’s using to promote
the new drive include “Sing a Song is offering' its distributors special the pic is Joni James’ “Only Trust
of Paris” by the Ray Charles albums at $1 each for disk jockey Your Heart” on the MGM label.
Singers; David Rose & His Orch in exploitation. The deejay packages Tune is by Nicholas Brodszky and
Kay Armen has joined Decca’s “Hi Fiddles”; Sam (The Man) Tay¬ will be marked “P’or promotional Sammy Cahn.
roster of vocalists. Miss Armen lor’s
“Music
for
Melancholy use only—not for sale.”
has cut for several companies over Babies”; “Themes From Italian
The label also is picking up
AI Stillman and Robert Allen
the past few years and had the first Films” by Robert Asley’s Orch; strong sales activity on its current are wearing cufflinks which are
ve’'sion of the hit of several years “Red Sails in the Sunset” by .Dick pop single, releases. Among them miniature gold disks of Columbia’s
back, “Come On-A My House,” Hyman; “More Lush Themes From are David Rose’s “Calypso Mel¬ “Moments to Remember” and„ “No,
written by William Saroyan and Motion Pictures,” by the LeRoy ody,” -Robert Maxwell’s “Song of Not Much.” They’re gifts from the
Ross Bagdasarian.
Holmes orch; “Dim Lights and the Nairobi Trio,” Connie Francis’ 4 Lads who clicked with both
Decca also has signed Hazel Scott Blue Musjc” by the Cyril Staple- “No Other One” and Joni James’ j 1.000,000-copy sellers of songs writI ten by them.
o
ton orch; “Honky Tonk” by tlie late “Only Trust Your Heart,”
to do a series of piano albums.

Prep’ Labd; Pwsonnel From Parent
Capitol Records will kick off a
subsidiary label around April 1. It
will be known as Prep Records.
The launching of Prep completes
the list of majors now operating
with offspring companies^,
RCA
Victor has Vik, Columbia has Epic
and Decca has Coral. Capitol will
operate Prep in a similar manner
to that of the other majors, that is,
the line Will function completely
independent of its parent company.
Irv Jerome has been shifted over
from Cap to take over as v.p. na¬
tional sales manager. He’s cur¬
rently on the Coast huddling with
Cap proxy Glenn E. Wallichs on
blueprints for the new line. Jerome,
who’s been with the Cap org
for 10 years and district sales man¬
ager for the past several years,
will line up indie distributors
around the country to handle Prep.
Cap distribs already have been in¬
formed that the Prep action will in
no way conflict with the Capitol
operation.
Wallichs will double as prexy of
the wholly owned subsid. Other
officers are Leo Harmon, secretary;
Harry Wood, treasurer, and James
R. Gordon, administrative man¬
ager. Mamie VAn Doren is Prep’s
first pactee.
She’s the wife of
bandleader Ray Anthony who rec¬
ords for Capitol.
Manny Kellem also will switch
from the parent company to head
(Continued on page 50)

S. F. Opera House Board
Gets Hep to Jazz, Okays
‘Birdland Stars’ Concert
San Francisco, Feb. 26.
Trustees of the Frisco Opera
House, who turned down a jazz
concert last December, have re¬
considered and have given “The
Birdland Stars of 1957” an April
28 date.
The trustees of the public build¬
ing voted 9-1 to okay promoter. A1
Wilde’s second application after
the ■ board’s president, Prentis
Cobb Hale Jr., told them he had
attended a'concert of the Birdland
troupe in Carnegie Hall, N.Y.,
several weeks ago and had been
impressed by the caliber of the
performance. Leading performers
of the Birdland group are Count
Basie, Sarah Vaughan and Billy
Eckstine.
The policy reversal followed a
Frisco- furor occasioned by the
denial of the adjacent Veterans
Auditorium to Dizzy Gillespie’s
band last month. At that time, it
was revealed the “Birdland” appli¬
cation had been rejected because
a 1948 “Jazz at the Philharmonic”
concert had resulted' in $2,500
worth of damages to Opera House
fixtures.
But Hale, at the trustees’ latest
meeting, “made quite an eloquent
plea,” said one trustee. The sole
holdout was trustee Ralph Stern,
who maintained the Opera House
should be reserved exclusively for
opera, symphony and classical
music concerts.

No Disk Jockey
Left Unturned In
Tair Lady Tour

Gene Buck Dead
At 71; ASCAFs
Big Era Prexy

If Dancing Is Dead, BG
Doesn’t Know It; Maestro
Pnlls Record 8G in Prov.

Dismiss Levitz
Breach“of-Pact
Suit Vs. Big 3

Dean Jones’ Triptych

MGM in Threefold 2Gi)-Set Pace
By Year’s End to Mark 10th Anni

Kay Armen, Hazel Scott Inked to Decca Roster

Pasternak on a Pullman
For ‘10,000 Bedrooms’ Pic
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SATCHMO LAUGHS OFF
'FROM DIXIE’INCIDENT

Labels’ Longplay Look-Alikes

Knoxville, Feb. 26.
Those Dixie dates are getting
rough for Negro performers in
these days of tension over the
school integration issue. Last week
(18), a stick of dynamite exploded
a couple of hundred, yards away
from a municipal building where
Louis Armstrong & His All-Stars
were giving a concert before a se¬
gregated white and Negro audi¬
ence. Satchm'o covered the blast
with an ad lib, saying *'*that’s all
right, folks, it’s just the phone.”
Most of the 3,000 payees remained
for the rest of the show.
A few*- months ago, Nat (King)
Cole was the target of an attack
by racists during a concert in Birm¬
ingham, Ala.

Artists’ Steady Traffic From One Diskery to Another
Giving Albums Familiar Strains
RCA Victor and Columbia Rec¬
ords are running smack-dab into
each other these days on similar
album releases. In the calypso
vein, Victor has a package titled
“Calypso Carnival” tagged for
April release. Columbia has an
identically titled album also ready
for the market.
In another idiom, Columbia hafs
issued a “Mdrton Gould In Hi-Fi”
package this month. Victor, mean¬
time, is propping release of an¬
other Gould package titled “Brass
& Rercussion.” Gould, who cut the
latter set a few months ago, has
been with Victor for the past
three years.
With artists moving from one
label to another, it’s not uncom¬
mon these days for different labels
to issue albums with the same art¬
ists. Frank Sinatra, for Instance,
has been clicking strongly with his
Capitol albums. Columbia Records,
for which Sinatra was a longtime
pactee before his shift to Capitol,
also has been dipping into its ice¬
box for Sinatra packages.
Guy
Lombardo and Andrew Sisters are
others who have been benefitting
from a two-label ride since their
shift from Decca to Capitol. In
many cases, the sets by the same
artists contain much the same
material.

Westminster’s 90
Westminster Records, indie long¬
hair label, is maintaining its heavy
release pace this year. During the
first three months of this year, the
company is issuing 90 packages.
Artists and maestros included on
the release schedule include Artur
Rodzinski, Sir"Adrian Boult, Yakov
Zak and Erica Morini.

Kappy Jordan Plotting
40 Albums for Flair-X
Kappy Jordan has blueprinted a
40-album release schedule for her
recently acquired Flair-X label.
The packages, which will be priced
at $5.98, will be pegged for the
hi-fi and gift market. The disks
will be packaged in double-fold
sleeves.
Th,e recording schedule started
rolling last week although the disk¬
ery is still without an artists it
repertoire topper.
In the singles field, the first «rti.M to join the label Is thrush Mandy Martin.

Frank Mancini has been added
to Decca’s publicity staff to take
charge of deejay promotion in the
western area,
Mancini will work under Mar¬
tin P. Salkin, Decca's publicity
dii'et ^jr.

Language barrier to the sale of American records is bre^ng down
in Venezuela, Cuba and Puerto Rico. That’s the observatfon of Dick
Broderick, record marketing manager of RCA Victor International,
who recently returned from a three-week trip to the latino countries.
According to Broderick, record sales in these areas follow American
trends with Elvis Presley and Han^ Belafonte tanking as the most
popular IJ.S. artists. Broderick also noted th« as far as American
merchandise is concerned, album sales dominate the three markets.
Modernization of record stores to self-service in the three countries
alsa has contributed to the surge in sales. '
^
'\
Teresa Brewer will receive the first annual CYO Award of the Year
from the Baltimore Catholic Youth Organization on Saturday (2). It
Satchmo’s Tenn. Dip
will be presented to the thrush during Baltimore’s Celebrity Mardi
Columbia, S. C., Feb. 26.
Gras for 10,000 teenagers. Award is Miss Brewer’s second CYO
Louis Armstrong drew ,a sparse honor. Last year, she was the first woman to receive the Diocesan
1,000 for his concert here a day Crown Award from the CYO Diocese of Brooklyn.
after a dynamiting incident at
Knoxville, Tenn. (20). There was’
Capitol Records is distributing 100,000 copies of new calypso dance
speculation as to whether the slim instructions by Ray Anthony to promote the batoneer’s new disk,
crowd could be attributed to the “Calypso Dance.” Deal also is in the works for a tieup with dance
blast.
Similar attractions have studios to Introduce the new step avhich Anthony currently is fronting
played locally without incident during his weekend stints at the Palladium, Holl3rwood.
and often to top takes.
Among the Hungarian refugees now in Austria as a result of the
Unabashed by the Tennessee af¬
fair, Armstrong combo contin^s recent revolt is composer Szegoe Laszlo, a member or Artisjus, the
Hungarian
performing rights society. Also a performing pianist, Laszlo
its Dixie jaunt, hitting Georgia,
is now trying to emigrate to the U.S. with his wife and* child.
Florida and Alabama.
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Survey of retail disk heat
sellers based on reports ob¬
tained from leading stores in
21 .cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.
1
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4_ 3
5
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7
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TAB HUNTER (Dot)
“Young Love”.
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
“Too Much”.
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“Don’t Forbid Me”!.
SONNY JAMES (Capitol)
“Young Love”,....
TERRY GILKYSON (Columbia)
' “Marianne” .
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
“The Banana Boat Song”.
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
“Blue Monday”.
GUY MITCHELL (Columbia)
“Singing the Blues”.
MICKEY & SYLVIA (Groove)
“Love Is Strange”
CHARLIE GRACIE (Cameo)
“Butterfly” .
HILLTOPPERS (Dot)
“Marianne” .
TOMMY SANDS (Capitol)
“Tefcn-Age Crush”.
TARR'fERS (Glory)
“The Banana Boat Song”
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
“Who Needs You”.
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence)
“Butterfly” ..
LaVERN BAKER (Atlantic)
“Jim Dandy”.
PERRY COMO (Victor)
“Round and Round”. .. .
BUDDY KNOX (Roulette)
“Party Doll”.^.
FRANKIE'LAINE .Columbia)
“Moonlight Gambler”.
FESS PARKER (Disneyland)
“Wrinkle, Wrangle”. ..
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“You Don’t Owe Me a Thing”
PATSY”[:LiN]r(Decca)
“Walking After Midnight”...
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
“I’m Walking”..
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
“Jamaica Farewell”.
BILL HAYES (ABC-Par)
“Wringle, Wrangle”.

CAtypso
Horry Beiofontt

Victor
LPM 1248
EPA 1248
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MY FAIR LADY

CLOSE TO YOU

ELVIS

KING AND 1

JERRY

Broadway Cast

Frank Sinatra

Elvis Presley

Film Soundtrack

'JUST

Columbia
OL 5090

T
O
T
A
L
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Mancini, Decca DJ P.A.

hside Stuf-Musk
The boom in disk packaging has become a real bonanza for pub¬
lishers of the old standards. One typical oldie, “The Night Is Young,”
has, for instance, turned up in three different, sets recently, including
Paul Whiteman’s anniversary album for Grand Awards, D’Artega’s
set for MGM Records, and Vic Damone’s collection for Columbia.
Number is a 1936 copyright cleffed by Dana Suesse with words by Billy
Rose and Irving Kahal. It’s published by Jack Robbins’ Words &
Music firm.

BETAU DISK AND ALBUM BEST SELLEBS

'Gibraltar’ Ted Lewis;
Same Act, New Friends
At Roseland, N. Y., Stand
When Benny Goodman, now at
the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., was in
kneepants back in the 1920s, Ted
Lewis was one of the top band¬
leaders of the day. And now when
Goodman, who used to play under
Lewis’ baton in his youth, has him¬
self become one of the “elder
statesmen” of swing, Lewis is still
one of the top bandleaders of the
day. Few performers have had
the durability of Lewis over the
decades.
Lewis, in for a two-week stand at
the newly located Roseland Dance
City on West 52nd St., is sticking
to his proven format. There’s still
the battered tophat with the jug¬
gling stunts that are okay whether
they hit or miss. There’s still the
same repertory of songs, the same
upper-register clarinet solos and
the same saWy vocals, starting
with “When My Baby Smiles At
Me” through “Melancholy Baby.”
The Roseland, which may be a
lonelyhearts club set to music at a
$2 fee, is an excellent showcase for
Lewis and his fine 13-man erew.
When the Lewis orch comes on for
its session, alternating with the
Latin Raymond Argueso combo, a
large group of customers crowd
around the bandstand to catch the
show while some continue dancing
and others continue looking for
partners. A large contingent of
older Roseland habitues are espe¬
cially sold on Lewis.
Lewis hits on all cylinders dur¬
ing his set. Although the sound
of the band is solid, it’s the Lewis
personality that completely domi¬
nates the proceedings. In a typical
set, he’ll sing two or three num¬
bers, repeatedly juggle his hat and
take over for long instrumental
solos, also playing with one hand
the
clarinet
characteristically
pointed up at the celling.^
The book may be old,* but it
stands up. Some current pops,
like “Mutual Admiration Society,”
are mixed in with numbers like
“When You’re Smiling,” “Some¬
body Loves Me,” “Dixieland Rag,”
“My Little Girl” and “St. Louis
Blues.” The Lewis orch also dish¬
es up occasional Latin tempos, al¬
though this department is amply
cared for by the seven-man Argue¬
so outfit.
With the Lewis crew is an at¬
tractive, bouncy songstress, Marilynn Lovell, who shares the vocal
chores with Lewis and registers
nicely throughout.
Hervi.
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Capitol

Victor

W 789

LPiM 1382

6
LEWIS
SINGS

10

12

9

7

8

9

10

OKLAHOMAI

BELAFONTE

AFTER

EDDYDUCHIN

Film Soundtrack

Harry Belafonte

Capitol

Jerry Lewis

Capitol

Victor

W 740
EAP 740

Decca

SAG 595

DL 8410

SDM 595

LPM 1150
EPA 1150

MIDNIGHT

STORY

Nat (King) Cole

Film Soundtrack

•
Capitol

Decca

W 782

DL 8289
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Failiire to Fie ‘Notice of Use’ Hays

m
An unusual suit, Involving a case 4of mistaken Identity of tunes in an
action brought hy'Stasny Music
against Joy Music, was decided in
favor of the latter firm last week
in N.Y. Federal Court by Judge
Weinfeld.
Arnold J. Bernstein
Uvalde, Tex., Feb. 26.
(Abeles &) atgued for Joy Music,
That coughing you hear is from
the defendants in the case.
Elvis Presley.
He’s burned up.
The action was a novel one for
He went up in smoke here as his
which there was no legal preced¬
helpless
fans looked on.
ent. In August; 1952 Joy, through
An anti-Presley mob of UvaldHarry Fox, licensed Specialty Rec¬
worth of the wigords to record its composition "Am eans tossed
ito a bonfire and
I Wasting My Time” by Sanford glen's recG’
.e as the waxworks
Qreen and Jack Manus. In, error howled with
Specialty recorded Stasny’s com¬ melted.
It all started when an auction of
position “Am I Wasting My Time
On You” by Howard Johnson and Presley records was ;held. as a
Irving Bibo, and sold the records means of raising funds for the
and accounted to Joy under tbe March of Dimes.
Presley groups bid $113 for the
title of Joy’s composition.
In September, 1953,. upon the 50 bucks worth of his RCA platters.
An
anti-Presley group bid $117
error being first brought to Jby’s for the
stack:
attention by Stasny, Joy offered to
The
victors tossed the Victors to
turn the royalties over to it. When the flames.
Stasny refused the offer Joy. re¬

Elvis Burned in 'Effigy';
Charity the Only Winner

funded the amount of the royalties
to Specialtyi - Upon Joy’s subse¬
quent refusal to accede to Stasny’s
demand for .$10,000 damagesi suit
was instituted. *
The complaint alleged that both
Joy and Specialty thereby in¬
fringed the copyright in Stasny’s
composition arid • w^re . likewise
guilty of unfair competition in the
use of its: title for which Stasny
demanded damages and attorneys’
fees. Joy interposed a defense that
Stasny had licensed others to use
its composition for the manufac¬
ture- of records and had failed t6
file the required notice .under Sec¬
tion l(e> of the Copyright Act.
Stasny. subsequently accepted
the statutory 2c. royalty from Spe¬
cialty but continued the action
against Joy. Stasny then made a
motion to strike out Joy’s defense
upon the ground that such a de¬
fense was only available to the
manufacturer, Joy countered with
a motion for summary judgment
dismissing the complaint.
In denying the motion of Stasny
and granting the motion of Joy,
the court said “This section (1(e))
appears to be a complete bar to
this action for Infringement by
means of mechanical reproduction.
To overcome the force of this sec¬
tion plaintiff relies upon Standard
Music Roll Co. vs. F. A. Mills Inc.
In my view plaintiff has misinter¬
preted that case. It and similar
cases merely hold that 1(e) is not
a bar where the Infringement Is
by no means other than mechanical
reproduction such as printing the
words or public performance of
the copyright work. They in no
way detract from the plain meaning.of 1(e) and its purpose to pre¬
vent ‘monopoly or favoritism in
granting the right to reproduce a
musical work mechanically’ and to
compel an owner to make the li¬
cense public by forfeiting any
claim for. Infringement unless he
files notice of use. Since it is con¬
ceded that the plaintiff and its
predecessors licensed various per¬
sons to reproduce mechanically
the words and music of the copy¬
righted song and the complaint
charges that the defendant “me¬
chanically reproduced the said
copyrighted musical composition,’
the failure of plaintiff to file notice
of use bars this action.”

MACK CLARK TO FLAIR X
Mack Clark has joined the newly
reactivated Flair-X Records to han¬
dle promotion: He’ir later shift
over to national sales, reporting tq
Kappy Jordan, Flair prexy.
Before joining Flair, Clark was
associated with Audio-Fidelity.

Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Impressed by Capitol Records’
handling of single sales on “True
Love,” Bing Crosby has agreed to
do the title tune from his current¬
ly shooting Metro pic, “Man On
Fire,” for Capitol, ft will be his
first single away from Decca in 2(1
years although he’s done an album
for Verve Records and cut a pack¬
age for RCA Victor last week.
“True Love” sales have now top¬
ped 1,200,000, sales of the “High
Society” soundtrack album from
which the “True Love” side was
taken, passed 160,000.
Incidentally, “Man On Fire” is
a dramatic film on which Crosby
doesn’t sing. Title tune is being
done behind the credits only.

Leonetti’s Cap-to-Vik
Tommy Leohetti has switched
his recording base from Capitol to
Vlk. Crooner had been waxing
under the Cap banner for the past
three years.
Deal, set by Bob Rolontz, Vik
artists & repertoire staffer, calls
for a minimum of eight sides a
year. In addition to the new disk
deal, Leonetti has been set as a
member of tv’s “Hit Parade” new
roster beginning next season. He’s
currently hitting the nltery circuit
with dates at the Copa, Pittsburgh,
and the Zephyr Room, Cleveland,
already set. .

l\-i.
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Sales Graph Up 100^
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Dot Records’ sales pace conr,,
tinned to mount heavily in Decem¬
ber and January, with the totals
for each month up lOOfo over the
corresponding months a year ago,
says prexy Randy Wood. Label’s
sales have been hovering around
the 2,000,000 mark for the last five
months— and on the basis of sales
for the first three weeks of this
month, February will top that
figure.
Sales boost is part of a rising
graph that has been noted since
the firm moved to Hollywood last
July and entered the ranks of ma¬
jor labels. Negotiations currently
are near completion for the firm to
be purchased by Paramount.

Freedman to Bourne
. Sammy Freedman has joined the
plugging staff of Bourne Music as
Coast rep. He’ll work under Les¬
ter Sims, general professional
manager.
Freedman was formerly Coast
rep for Shapiro-Bemstein Music.

OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength o/ the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprQing each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are, correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from, these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

3

Too Much
Love Me Tender
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
Love Me
TAB HUNTER (Dot)... Young Love

2

HAERY BELAFONTE (Victor) .Jjama^erFare^eU^^”^

5
4
8
7

Haley & Comets Roiling
' In Dates After Mop-Up
In Brit; Lotsa 1-Niters
Glasgow, Feb. 19.
Bill Haley and his rock ’n’ roll
Comets, mobbed by juves in twoday (four shows) stint pulling
nearly 12,000 customers at 2,700seater Odeon Tthetre here, plans
to return to the U.S. about
March 12. He has an Ed Spllivan
tv date March 24 and also a Ray
Bolger “Washington Square” video
booking. Haley troupe will also
cut two albums in three weeks’
stint before taking a vacation in
Florida. He’s set to tee off on his
next film for Columbia April 15.
Haley will do a seven weeks’
trek of one-nighters through 49
cities. A visit to South America
is also in the cards.
He has been offered a booking
at the London Palladium later in
the year. If this jells, he’d also
trek through Great Britain again
on a,two weeks’ hop of key cities.

wSSarLAlty. Fendler Charges DBk-Pk-AFM
‘CoDusion in Plea on looters’ Suit

P^filEfy Storeboard

Coin Machines

6

fDon’t Forbid Me
PAT BOONE (Dot)...\ Anastasia
[Friendly Persuasion
SONNY JAMES (Capitol). Young Love
TERRY GILKYSON (Columbia) .Marianne
fBlue Monday
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)...^ I’m Walking
[Blueberry Hill
GUY MITCHELL (Columbia).

/Knee Deep in the Blues

ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence).

I Party Doll
MICKEY & SYLVIA (Groove) ...Love Is Strange

10

POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

1
2.
3
4
5

1
2
3
6
4

6

5

8
9
10

8
10
9

r

TUNES
X’^ASCAP. tBMI)
TUNE'

45

PUBLISHER

fYOUNG LOVE ..
Lowery
fTHE BANANA BOAT I50NG . Marks-Bryden
fDON'T FORBID ME.
Roosevelt
, fMARIANNE ..Montclare
•fTOO MUCH.Southern Belle-Presley
fSINGING THE'BLUES
. Acuff-Rose
fBUTTERFLY...*.Hill & Range
fCINCO ROBLES.Warman
fBLUE MONDAY . Reeve
*TRUE LOVE ... Buxton Hill

Los Angeles, Feb. 26.
“Collusion” between disk and film
company defendants and American
Federation of Musicians chief
James C. Petrillo was charged by
attorney Harold A. Fendler in argu¬
ments before the District Court of
Appeals in a “show cause” hearing
to force the California Superior
Court to assume jurisdiction in the
$13,056,850 lawsuits filed against
the operation of the Music Per¬
formance Trust Fund by dissident
Coast windjammers.
Industry defendants had pre¬
viously been regarded as “neutral,”
Fendler declared, but their action
since the filing of the suits indi¬
cates they have taken a position
with the AFM to “deprive musi- ,
clans of the fruits of their labors.”
Show cause hearing arose after
Superior Judge John Ford had
denied requests for injunctions and
the appointment of a receiver on
the grounds that Samuel R. Rosen¬
baum, trustee of the fund, is an
indispensable party to the current
litigation and is out of the juris¬
diction of the California courts.
Arguments before the District
Court of Appeals consumed the
better part of two hours and a
decision is expected within three
weeks.
Regardless of the action of the
Appeals division, however, it’s ex¬
pected that the jurisdictional Is¬
sue may be carried all the way to
the U. S. Supreme Court; even
before the case .is tried on its
merits.. There has been no official
statement, but it has been indicated
that there will be further appeals
from the upcoming ruling, regard¬
less of which way it goes.
Homer Mitchell, representing
Paramount, NBC, CBS, RCA, Co¬
lumbia Records and Capitol Rec¬
ords, cited the fact that Rosen¬
baum has filed a “class suit” in
New York to determine the trust
fund’s position. Arguing against
jurisdiction here, Mitchell contend¬
ed that his clients might be placed
in an “impossible position,” 11
Rosenbaum wins in N.Y. and the
plaintiffs win here.
Michael G. Luddy and Emanuel
Gordon, both representing AFM,
and Alfred I. Rothman, represent¬
ing Loew’s Republic and Samuel
Goldwyn, all spoke briefly In favor
of upholding Judge Ford’s ruling.
Fendler’s associate, Daniel A. Web¬
er, wound up the arguments by
raising the theoretical question ol
avenues open to plaintiffs if there
were cp-trustees, each located in
a different jurisdiction.

Philip Wittenberg Tome
On Literary Property Law
A Hep Show Biz Study
By ABEL GREEN
Philip Wittenberg’s new “The
Law of Literary Property” (World;
$5) is both highly Interesting read¬
ing, despite the somewhat aca¬
demic. title, and an authoritative
work on the law of copyright, libel,
plagiarism, piracy, censorship, lit¬
erary censorship, right of privacy
and the like.
Because it reads like a literatishow biz who’s who and namedropa
personalities and legit-pix pro¬
ducers et aL, it Is arresting, for all
Its studiousness.
It’s written In
light prose, by no means weighty,
and Is replete with known as well
as forgotten test cases on the sub¬
ject. It is both an excellent re¬
search work and an entertaining
tome.
The appeal of the latter
phase produces a sharpened inter¬
est in the informative phases of the
work.
Wittenberg is w.k. In show biz,
both in the field of musical copy¬
rights as well as in other branches
having to do with that phase of the
law. He is an authority in the field.
His work, “The Protection and Mar¬
keting of Literary Property,” has
long been a reference work. A
practicing attorney In the arts for
40 years, he has lectured on the
law of literary pijoperty at Colum¬
bia Univ., and the New School for
Social RCvSearch. He is a trustee
of the Copyright Society of the
U. S. and secretary and trustee of
the American Academy of Dra¬
matic Arts.
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Steve Allen:

“Martha Carsm IS NOT A GIRL
She’s AN EXPLOSION! ’’

Sunday, February 17, we
introduced Martha Carson on our
show. She hit with an impact that
brought our studio audience out
of their seats and drew mail and
wire response from every part of
the country. One of the most
exciting singing personalities I’ve
ever seen!

P^ie¥y
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OnllKDpbeat
New York

Hollywood

Art Mooney bought the Windsor
Hotel in Hollywood, Fla. . . . Eddie
Lane orch replaced Guy Lombardo
at Roosevelt Grill Monday (65) . . .
The Four Voices set for a two-week
run at the Monteleone .Hotel, New
Orleans, March 5 . . . Ann Summers
Is thespew femme vocalist with the
Glenn Miller orch under direction
of Ray McKinley . . , Ken Collins,
deejay at KXYZ, Houston, into the
Army for a sixmonth hitch. He
reports to Ft. Lee, Va., March 8
as a second lieutenant in the Quar¬
termaster Corps . . . Ted Maksymowicz heads the polka session
every 'Wednesday at Roseland
Dance City.
Allen Stanton of SheldonSequence Music and Ann Lawton
of Barry & Enright tv productions
honeymooning in Havana. They
were married Feb. 22 . . . Rylon
Merced, the Jamaican Thunderbirds
and Steve & Bobo head the bill
at the Ekim Calypso Dock . . .
George Shearing readying his first
tour of England since coming to
the U.S. in 1947.
A1 Hibbler into Brooklsoi’s Town
& Country March 19 . . . Meyer
Davis to Palm Beach to conduct his
orch at the Everglades Club for the
annual Hospital Ball March 7 . . .
Erroll Garner began a week's
stand at the Colonial Tavern,
Toronto, Monday (25) , . . Chris
Connor headlines the bill at
Birdland
starting tomorrow
(Thurs.). Lineup also includes the
Johnny Smith Quartet and croon¬
er Mark Murphy who’s making his
New York nitery debut . . . Damiron^ mambo orch currently at the
Golden Slipper, Glen Cove, L.I.

Jimmy Wakely set to pen title
song for UI's “Slim Carter” star¬
ring Jock Mahoney . . . Liberty
Records is planning a big. bash, to.
celebrate’ its second anniversary
next .month , . . Freddy Martin’s
orch set for eight-week stint at
N. Y.’s Statler Hotel beginning
March 1 . . . Albert Glasser set to
score Am-Par’s “Beginning of the
End.” Julie Dorsey, daughter of
the late bandleader Tommy Dor¬
sey, set for a role in Warners’ “The
Helen Morgan Story.” . . . Ray An¬
thony’s solid weekend biz at the
Palladium has cinched the Friday-Saturday policy for the terpery...
MGM Records is rushing “Calypso
Melody,” a Dave Rose etching of a
Trinidadian instrumental by Larry
Clinton, the old dipsy doodler . . .
Jim Backus readying a deejay tele¬
phone interview bit around the
country to plug Victor’s “Magoo
In Hi-Fi” album.
Decca exec veepee Leonard W.
Schneider in 10-day huddle with
waxery personnel here . . . Ten¬
nessee Ernie Ford’s hymn album
passed the 200,000 mark, the “This
Is Your Life” show getting the
credit for a solid added boost . . .
Art Kassell and Bill Daily cut a
single with vocalist Johnny Ridge
on their Kady label and then sold
it to Epic. Benny Carter conduct¬
ed
: Vik Records has signed
Julie Wilson to a longtermer and
she will start cutting an album
shortly . . . Gale Robbins bought a
batch of calypso tunes from Tohl
Mathers and will record them for
Era.

London

Chicago
Johnny ^ Puleo & Harmonica
Gang are booked for Hotel Roose¬
velt, New Orleans, along with
Rusty Draper for early 1958.
Draper goes into the Balinese
Room, Galveston, May 9 for two
frames . . . Russ Carlyle orch plays
the. Chi Martinique for four weeks.
May 15 . . . June Christie into Mr.
Kelly^s March 11 . . . Modern Jazz
Room will be closed through the
Lenten season until May 1 when
Stan Getz lifts the shutters . . .
Chubby Jackson has come under
the wing of Associated Booking
Corp.
Miles Davis Quintet opens twoweek stand at Modern Jazz Room
tonight (Wed.) . . . Chico Hamilton
Quintet inked for five-weeker at
Chi’s London House April 3 . . .
Bob Scobey six at Blue Note for
two weeks April 17 . . . Stan Getz
Quartet at Modern Jazz Room for
two weeks April 29 . . . Woody
Herman set for Blue Note May 1523 . . . Noblemen (3) at Kentucky
Hotel, Louisville, for four frames
I March 11".. . London House pacted
Errol Garner Trio for four weeks
July 31.

Fred Jackson, Mills Music topper
in this country, on a two-week busi¬
ness visit to the Continent . . .
Agent Harold Davison back to U.S.
for windup of the Ted Heath tour.
Davison went out with the band
but came back for a week before
rejoining it . . . Tex Ritter arrived
here last week (23) for a variety
tour . . . They’re teaching rock ’n'
roll at the Savoy Hotel. Resident
orch the Savoy Orpheans plays the
music, and Hameda (the specialty
dancer in “Fanny”) with Alan
Gabriel teach the steps . . . Theme
music for Columbia’s “Fortune Is
A Woman” composed by William
Alwyn, and recorded for the film
by the Royal Philharmonic Orches¬
tra. Plans under way to add lyrics
to the music, for release on sheet
■ by Campbell Connelly . . . The
King Bros, vocal instrumental trio
first to be signed by Norman
Newell in his new job as a&r man¬
ager with EMI . . . The Oscar
Rabin band’s five-year contract at
the Lyceum Ballroom extended
until 1960 . . . Shirley Bassey lined
Pittsburgh
up for Cafe de Paris return date
Marion McPartland Trio had to
early in 1958. She’s currently apcancel
out
of the Midway Lounge
pearing at Las Vegas.__
this week with Jutta Hipp, pianist,
booked in as last-minute replace¬
ment . . . Dan Mastri, leader of
a wonderful
Deuces Wild, in hospital with a
ieasonalsong
back injury and Jim DeJulio is
subbing for him oh bass fiddle vidth
STYNE AND CAHN'8
combo at Sportsmen’s Mural
Lounge,. , . Phineas Newborn Jr.,
at Midway Lounge with his four¬
some just a couple of weeks ago,
will be back in the Billy EckstineSarah Vaughan-Count Basie “Birdland” package at Mosque March 12.

the arrangements for the Cal Milncr-Larry Brown orch . . ^ Gloria
Mann ’switched from Decca to
ABC-Paramount label... Pep Lattanzi, Bil Bill’s trumpeter, con¬
ducted the Freddie Bell recording
session in New York, for Mercury
. . . Barbara Lea making local de¬
but at the Celebrity Room . . .
Bobby Breen pacted to follow next
week . . . Louis Jordan & Tympani
Five booked into Pep’s (22) for a
week’s stand . . . Anna Maria Alberghetti will be in for the Sher¬
aton Hotel inaugural party (March
5) . . . The Blue Note, cool jazz
landmark, latest spot to go calypso,
featuring Candida . . . Eileen Bar¬
ton, Tommy Leonetti, The Hi-Lites
and The Rhymettess inked into
Chubby’s for a week (25).

KENNEDY IN SUIT VS.
BELAFONTE ON SHARI
Jay Richard Kennedy filed suit
against Harry Belafonte and Shari
Music in N. Y. Supreme Court last
week seeking an accounting of the
music firm’s profits and allagin'g
that Belafonte wrongfully wasted
assets of the firm for his own bene¬
fit. The Shari firm was set up in
October, 1955, with Kennedy as
prez and director owning 20 shares,
of common stock and 50% of capi¬
tal stock. Belafonte, who had same
amount of stock, is firm’s veepee
and director.
The suit charges that since June,
1956, Belafonte worked out a plan
whereby he diverted income right¬
fully belonging to Shari for him¬
self and that he acquired title to
a number of calypso songs for his
own benefit, depriving Shari of
royalties and other monies.
Kennedy also charges that the
singer utilized corporate property
for his own benefit without pay¬
ment to Shari for the tune “Island
in the Sun.” Song, which will be
used as a title theme for the, up¬
coming 20th-Fox pic, had been de¬
veloped as a corporate property
but, the suit alleges, Belafonte ar¬
ranged for the licensing for $2,500
and terms unknown to Shari and
then put the tune in his newly
formed Clara Music firm.
Novelist eKnnedy was longtime
personal rep for Belafonte.

Pearl Bailey to Spin
Roulette's Album Bow
Roulette Records, the recently
formed indie label, will begin its
album catalog buildup with Pearl
Bailey. Thrush* is the first artist to
be inked for Roulette’s package
push by Hugo Peretti and Luigi
Creatore, who took over operation
of the dlskery a couple of weeks
a,go.
Miss Bailey will record her first
album for the label when she re¬
turns from her current European
jaunt in three weeks. She cut an
album for Peretti and Creatore late
last year when they were a&r’ing
at Mercury Records.

Urania Brass Hopping
In Pre-Spring Push

Philadelphia
Howard Gerlach, cleffer of “Dad¬

CAHN dy’s Little Girl,” is the new pianist
MUSIC at the Red Oak . . . Bob Scott, for¬

*

mer 88-er with Gene Krupa, doing
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Urania Records’ brass fanned
out around the country last week
to kick off the diskery’s spring
merchandising program.
Daken Brc^dhead, firm’s board
chairman, was in New York for
planning sessions and confabs
with the eastern distributors. Ned
Herzstam, Urania’s Coast rep, is
swinging through the south and
midwest visiting dealers and distribs, while sales manager David
Rothfeld introed the label’s new
stereo tape line to the trade at hifi shows in Los Angeles and San
Francisco,
Urania’s current promotion pitch
is on its “Dreams of Paris” pack¬
age which is tied in with the Lion
paperback, “Paris,” by Art Buchwald.

Decca Pacts Judy Scott
Judy Scott, 19-yeor-old song¬
stress from Colorado and a “dis¬
covery” of Jerry Lewis, has beep
inked by Decca Records. Lewis
heard the songstress while she was
performing in the Copacabana,
N. Y., lounge last fall.
Miss Scott later played the Sands
Hotel in Las Vegas with Lewis
under the name of Judy Gaye. She
formerly was vocalist with the
Ralph Flanagan orch.

MILT FRIEDMAN TO GALE
Milt Friedman has joined Moe
Gale’s Sheldon-Sequence music
comb’ne to handle disk promotion
in the east.
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Gene Buck—Music Statesman
!=^.,■■■■ .

=By ABEL rinwxr-

—

The paid obit on Gene Buck reads, in part, “The 17 years of his
presidency (of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Pub¬
lishers) from 1924 to 1941 were the most critical and significant years
of ASCAP’s existence, years that brought national recognition to this
Society. His gift for leadership will never be forgotten. , . .”
One of the founding fathers of the Society, this showman-songsmith*
industry leader lived to see ASCAP develop from its' 1914 cradle days,
through that 1922 milestone when the Society’s first annual dividend
(a paltry but highly significant $68,000) was declared, to 1941 when,
with and despite the broadcasters, ASCAP was on its way to vigorous
$20,000,000 annual melons.
In Buck’s time, what appeared a byproduct revenue for the Amer¬
ican music business developed into its major economic yield as the
electronic and “performance rights” values made the once basic busi¬
ness of “publishing” a mere detail.
.
'
Buck was a multiple-threat talent. He was literally an artist with
vision. It first manifested itself when he conceived the multiple-color
“piano copies” for popular songs, which he designed for the old Whit¬
ney & Warner music publishing house, in Detroit, after taking a course
in the Detroit Art Academy. When Jerome H. Remick bought out
Whitnoy & Warner he took Buck with him but after drawing 5,000
different title-pages his eyesight went back on him.
Buck’s longtime association with Flo Ziegfeld is part of the show
business lore. He was a librettist, with 500 published numbers to his
credit. And above all he was a leader, a gifted orator. (Variety vets
recall the phrase uttered by Buck, at one of the annua) pilgrimages
to the bier of this paper’s founder-editor-publisher, when he said,
“the reason we gather here so spontaneously is because we all recog¬
nize that when Sime Silverman left this crazy jigsaw puzzle of life he
left a space that can never be replaced”).
Gene Buck’s longtime dedication saw him presidenf of the Catholic
Actors’ Guild, among other intra-industry activities . But he’ll be most
remembered as a great figure of America’s music business.

Gene Buck Dies At 71
Continued from pace 43

the administration of the Society.
Paying tribute to one of his prede¬
cessors, incumbent prexy Paul
Cunningham said, “Buck had a pro¬
found influence on the professional
careers of thousands of American
composers and authors. The 17
years of his presidency were the
most critical and significant years
of ASCAP’s existence, years that
brought national recognition to the
Society.”
Buck came to New York in 1907
and designed more covers for
Gotham publishers. In 1911, he

Gene Buck Memorial
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Gene Buck will be memori¬
alized at the Coast meeting of
AS(3aP’s membership at the
Beverly Hills Hotel here to¬
morrow (Thurs.) night.
L.
Wolfe Gilbert, chairman of the
Coast contingent. and a close
friend of Buck, is flying into
N. Y. tomorrow (Wed.) to pay
his respects to the family and
will fly back to the Coast in
time for the dinner meeting.
Other ASCAP execs are also
planning to fly to the Coast
immediately after the funeral
services at St. Patrick’s Cathe¬
dral, N. Y.. Thursday (28)
morning.
wrote “Daddy Has a Sweetheart
and Mother Is Her Name,” which
Dave Stamper set to music. Buck
later worked with Lillian Lorraine
in an Oscar Hammerstein show as
her set designer and director be¬
fore joining Flo Ziegfeld as a writ¬
er. Buck was with Ziegfeld for 17
years, writing most of the 20 edi¬
tions of the “Follies” and 16 edi¬
tions of the “Midnight Frolics.”
Buck originated for Ziegfeld the
combination restaurant and show
spot in the “Midnight Frolics” on
the New Amsterdam roof. J
Buck’s role in the creation of va¬
rious Ziegfeld productions 6f the
past was easily traced through the
extended text of Robert Baral’s
special ptece in the 51st Anniver¬
sary edition ot Variety. Buck
himself proved a treasure trove of
research data, having kept copious
notes and possessing considerable
powers of detailed recall.
A man of great artidulation,
Buck was one^of the thinning gen¬
eration of “speech makers.” Noted
for his broad strain of sentimen¬
tality about things and personali¬
ties pertaining to the business
there’s none like. Buck was one of
the unpublicized eulogists who tra¬
velled many a September with the
pilgrimage of old hands to the
tomb of Sime Silverman at Salem
Fields in Long Island. These pil¬
grimages arose spontaneously, af¬
ter the death of the founder of
Variety in 1933, and continued
nearly 20 years. Others who were
heard in tribute to Sime Included

Eddie Cantor, Arthur Hopkins,
George Jessel, Jimmy Durante,
Bert Lytell, et al.
'
Gene Buck’s role as a man quickwith-the well-phrased appropriate
remarks in no way conflicted with
his other role as a tough, hard¬
bitten administrator of ASCAP. He
and Edwin Claude Mills were def¬
inite tough eggs in the period
when ASCAP knew not the mean¬
ing of good public* relations with
ASCAP’s own customers (notably
the .broadcasters), or with the press
(early Variety staffers considered
the ASCAP offices “imposible” as
a news source).
Buck collaborated with Victor
Herbert, Jerome Kern, Raymond
Hubbell and Rudolf Friml on nu¬
merous songs. In his catalog are
such tunes as “Hello Frisco,” “Tu¬
lip Time,” “’Neath the South Sea
Moon,” “Garden of My Dreams,”
“Lovely Little Melody,” “No Fool¬
in’,” “Maybe” and “Someone-Someday-Somewhere.”
He
produced
several shows independently,
among them “Yours Truly” in
1926, “Take the Air” in 1927 and
“Ringside” in 1928. He returned
to the Ziegfeld organization in
1931 but shortly afterwards di¬
rected his activities exclusively for
ASCAP.
He is survived by his wife and
two sons.
Funeral services will
be held at St. Patrick’s Cathedral,
N. Y., tomorrow (Thurs.) morning.
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DJ’s Don't Buy Payola Blast
; Continued from page 43 ;

midwest, In cities regularly sur¬
veyed for record popularity charts.
There's presently a Treasury Dept,
investigation going on in one such
city, to uncover possible Income
tax violations, Knight avers. How¬
ever, the situation in Hollywood
isn’t too bad, primarily because
L. A. isn’t one of the major rating
towns. “The east doesn’t trust our
judgment,’’ he said.
One rea^n given by the deejays
themselves to justify the practice
is that they are paid only AFTRA
scale.^although they are required to
“put "up a big front in keeping
with their importance.’’ While ad¬
mitting that there are “many,
many’’ such scale deejays, espe'cially in the midwest, Knight went on
to observe that the more affluent
ones are the most flagrant viola¬
tors. In his speech, Knight point¬
ed out that cash wasn’t always in¬
volved in deejay payola. In one
case, he points out, deejaya in a
certain midwest city were issued
oil company credit cards, and the
disk firm involved picked up the
lab for batteries, tires, lube jobs,
as well as gas and oil.
Disk Jockeys Reply
Longtime L.A. deejay Peter
Potter took the lead in proposing
that the local disk jockey corps
police itself, in reply to assertion
of Vick Knight, owner of Key
Records, that the payola exists and
is widespread, especially in the’
midwest.
“Several of us (in Hollywood)
have been in the business a long
time, like A1 Jaiwis, Ira Cook and
myself. If Knight will name
names, with proof, we’ll see what
we can'do to clean it up. We don’t
want it. We'll organize and clean
it up, and we can do it, if we get
the cooperation of station manage¬
ment.’’
Potter’s statement was one end
of a wide spectrum of opinion,
ranging from cautious agreement
with Kni^tht, to heate.d^indWnat'on.
Said Potter. “To be frank, some¬
thing is going on. I’ve had some
of my friends tell me about offers.
The business has been very clean
up to four or five years ago, then
stories started to come back to us.
It’s mostly the Johnny-come-latelies in the business who are on the
take.’’
Finley Denies All
On the other end of the spectrum
w as KFWB’s Larry Finley, who de¬
clared, “I flatly deny there’s such a
thing as payola out here. Why, I
won’t even accept a birthday gift.’’
However,
Finley later admitted
that in his five years as a local
deejay, he’s had a couple of offers
made to him (in one case an inter¬
est in a song; in another, a new
suit; if he would play certain rec¬
ords). He turned both of these of¬
fers down flat, Finley heatedly de¬
clared.
Alex Cooper of KLAC took a
middle position. “I don't know per¬
sonally of any offers of money to

Teresa Brewer's
New

Hit on Coral

I’M DROWNING
MY SORROWS
Mills Music, Inc.

play a record. I never have ac¬
cepted one. We’re making a buck,
the station’s making a buck. If a
company makes a good record,
we’ll play it. They’re doing us a
favor.”
Johnny Grant of KMPC confined
his comment to agreeing with
Knight that the payola should be
absolutely unnecessary.
JFinley and Potter also took ex¬
actly opposite positions on the fu¬
ture of Knight’s Key label. Said
Finley, “As far as I’m concerned,
he’s killed himself. I don’t think
many deejays will play his records
from now on.”
Potter’s ‘10 for 10’
Said Potter. “I don’t agree with
that at all. If Key puts out 10
good records. I’ll play all 10. The
music matters, not my opinion.”
Cooper agreed with Knight’s con¬
tention that the broadcaster must
pay attention to the listener, not
the record buyer, but commented
that he is playing more and more
albums on his shows, “You can’t
overlook the adult audience (to
whom he aims the album plays),
but you can’t overlook the teen¬
agers, either. Sure, the kids don’t
buy cars or refrigerators, but you
ean influence their parents through
them.”'

BMI TAPS BECKER AS
‘B’WAY’ HERD-RIDER
Allen Becker, formerly with
Chappell Music in that firm’s muscial comedy division, joined Broad¬
cast Music- Inc. last week to head
up its new program to develop
cleffer talent for the legit field.
Becker plans to • interest book
writers in writing musicals with
BMI composers and lyricists in
order to get complete packages for
presentation to producers. Leh¬
man Engel, arranger and batoneer
for numerous Broadway shows, is
adviser to the new BMI Musical
Show Dept. Engel, A former ASCAP
member, recently signed a writer
pact with BMI.
Becker also plans to hold classes
for pop writers in the technique
of musicomedy scrivening via sym¬
posiums conducted by Broadway
producers, directors, authors, etc.
Becker, incidentally, is partner¬
ing with Chandler Cowles in a
planned production of a play by
French dramatist Andre Roussan
titled in English “Rockabye Baby.”
Team hopes to put it on the boards
next year. Becker was also once
European rep for songwriter-pro¬
ducer Jule Styne-for a short pe¬
riod.

Basie SRO Pre-Teeoff
In Brit.; Eye Extension
London, Feb. 26.
There’s strong possibility that
the Count Basie concert tour of
Britain may be extended to take
in several more dates. All seats
for the band’s opening show at the
Royal Festival Hall April 2, were
sold on the first day that purchases
were accepted. Scale is $1 to $2.80.
A spokesman for the Harold
Fielding organization said there’s
been a rush on boxoffices through¬
out the country, and in view of
this, there was a chance that Ba¬
sie’s 21-day tour would be pro¬
longed.
The Basie band,- coming here on
an Anglo-U. S. exchange with the
Ted Heath outfit, currently Is tour¬
ing the States.
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Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing coni'
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
<= ASCAP
t BMI

National
Rating
This Last

wk, wk.

Title and Publisher

1
1
tYoung Love (Lowery).
1
”2
2
tBanana Boat Song (Marks-B)) 2
3
4
i'Dori’t Forbid Me (Roosevelt) - 3
4
4
’"True Love (Buxton Hill)....
5
5
8
tMarianne (Montclare).j_4_
6
3
tSinging the Blues (Acuff-R).
9
-7
7 ^tCinco Robles (Warman).. ._j_^
8 _ 6 _ tLove Me Tender (Presley).._^
9 ~10 ' tToo Much (Southern Belle-P) 8
10
10
*Attastasia (Feist).. ..
11A 9
’"Moonright Gambler (Morris). ..
11B_15 _1I Dreamed (Trinity).. ..
13
’’■‘Chantez, Chantez (Chantez). ..
14
13
’•’Wringle, Wrangle (Disney).. ..
15 , ..
IBlue Monday (Reeve).

Leviti
Continued from page 43 sssssis

for $127,775 and, the complaint
alleged, in October, 1955, the de¬
fendants breached their agreement
by demanding that he resign or be
discharged. In order to” avoid be¬
ing discharged, Levitz said he re¬
signed under protest, claiming
damages of $200,000.
In support of the motions to
dismiss, Abeles argued that as
Levitz had resigned, even.under a
threat of dismissal, there was no
actual discharge and, accordingly,
no breach pf the alleged employ¬
ment agreement. The court in hold¬
ing with him said: “A demand that
an employee resign or be dis¬
charged,- as alleged herein, does
not constitute duress, it amounts
to no more than a threat to breach
a contract for which plaintiff
would have an adequate remedy at
law. Clearly, plaintiff has no cause
of action upon the facts as alleged
in the complaint and as sworn to
in his opposing affidavit.”
In sustaining Abeles’ contention
that Levitz should not be permit¬
ted to serve an amended com¬
plaint, the court further said, “It
would be a futile gesture to grant
leave to re-plead. Such leave is
granted only where it appears that
facts can be alleged to cure the
defect in the pleading. The mo¬
tions are in all respects granted.”

j

designated. It’s reported, however,
that Cap’s a&r team wiH pitch in
until a permanent a&r topper is
set.
The Prep line marks Capitol’s in¬
itial stab at a completely indie ac¬
tivity since its inception in* 1942.'
A few years ago. Gap launched a
Kenton Presents line but it was
distributed through regular Cap¬
itol channels. The Kenton Pres¬
ents label didn’t work out too well
and was disbanded.
The Prep org will headquarter
in New York. Cap makes its home
base on the Coast.

„ ‘Fair Lady’
—Continued from page 43

play already have been alerted to
prep special deejay promotion camr
where the musical is scheduled to
paigns on the show’s waxings. Columbia, of course is most active,
because of its original cast album
as well as an instrumental workover of the score by Percy Faith.
The Victor distribs are pitching
the diskery’s album by Melachrino,
While Contemporary and ABC-Par
will promote their jazz albums of
the Lerner-Loewe music. Contem¬
porary has a set by Shelley Manne
& Friends while the ABC grooving
is by Billy Taylor.
Chappell and the diskerie.s’ dis¬ I
tributors also have lined up special
Lerner-Loewe music programs for
local radio stations throughout
March. The national company kicks
off Its tour in Rochester, N. Y.,
March 18. It’ll then play 11 cities
before beginning an indefinite run
Nov. 5 in Chicago, Norman Rosemont, public relations manager for
Continued from page 42
Lerner-Loewe, will hit the key
hep understanding of lyric and mu¬ cities in advance of the show to
sical content. Jose Ferrer has sup¬ tie in the disk promotion.
plied some witty liner notes.
Carmen Cavallaro, who comes
back big into the wax picture as a
result of his “Eddy Duchin Story”
soundtrack performance, delivers
a sparkling keyboard recital in
“For Latins Lovers” for Decca.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 26.
Most of "the repertory is from
Package headed by Fats Domino,
south-of-the-border.
Bill Doggett, Clyde MePhatter and
Richard Maltby, the highly tal¬ LaVern Baker grossed a block¬
ented
aiTanger-composer, rides busting $22,700 in two perform¬
with a fine orch in “Manhattan ances on its one-nighter at Syria
Bandstand,” on the Vik label, Mosque last night (Mon,). As a
Maltby has a swinging style with result, same show is booked for an¬
a modern flavor that doesn’t go too
other brace April 10,
Advance
far out on any musical limbs,
sale already is big, although the
Hcrin.
repeat date was announced only a
few days ago.
There hasn’t been anything like
this lineup at the boxoffice local¬
ly in years. Every seat was sold
for both shows long before the
.r- Continued from pag:e 43
up sales and promotion in the east¬ actual date, and even scalpers
ern district for Prep. He had been prices were being offered at the
eastern disk promotion man ior last minute,
Capitol for the past year. Jerome
Brit. Society Band Goes R&R
expects to name two other district
London, Feb. 19.
managers In the near future.
The strict tempo society band,
Walllchs’ reasoning for kicking
led
by
ballroom
dancing champion
off a new label is based on the
overload of artists now being car¬ Victor Silvester, has waxed two
rock
’n’
roll
numbers
for release
ried on the Capitol roster. New
artists will be assigned to the Prep on the Columbia label of the EMI
label and it’s expected thait some group.
With every copy of the disk
of the Cap pactees will be moved
over to bolster the line. No artists comes a leaflet with Instructions on
how
to dance to the beat.
& repertoire man has as yet been

Album Reviews

DOMINO’S FAT $22,700
IN SRO PITT PAIR

Joy-Leeds Musk
Tk in BHtam'
London, Feb. 26,
Eddie Joy has finalized a deal
for the setting-up of Joy Music
Ltd. in this country to take effect
immediately. Joy Music will oper¬
ate in cooperation with Leeds mu¬
sic, who will be Joy’s sole selling
agents in Britain. The directors of
the new company are George Joy,
Eddie Joy, Lou Levy and Sal Chi¬
anti. Chianti is also a director of
Leeds.
Contracts were signed last week
(20), a few hours before Joy're¬
turned to America. All numbers
published by Joy Music in
the
iStates since la.St May will be made
available here.* The new firm will
have its own offices and employ its
own staff.
Joy originally came here to nego¬
tiate a deal wijih the Feldman,
Robbins, Francis, Day & Hunter
organization, but after lengthy
talks the deal went cold over mat¬
ters of control.

Clooney-Hi-Lo’s Disk
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Rosemary Clooney and the HlLo’s etched together for the first
time last week when they cut a
new album for Columbia. Frank
Comstock was the orch.
Hi-Lo’s are featured on the
Clooney telefilm show and recently
debuted on the Columbia label
with their own album.
■ Theme Melody cf me yQi^' CeC nemeScepe P'Cd'.':' O'-

"ANASTASIA'

LEO ^EIST, INC,

Capitol

Jaye P. Morgan
RiMICK MUSIC CORP.
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Vegas’Frostier “Ready’to Play
lido Show; Paris Cafe’s IDOG Suit
A lawsuit with international ^--ramifications has put the American
Guild of Variety Artists in the
middle. The Lido, Paris, last week
filed suit against the New Frontier,
Philadelphia, Feb. 26.
Las Vegas, claiming breach of con¬
tract. The Parisian cafe is asking
Philadelphia took another step
$100,000 saying that it laid out that forward in the liberalization of its
amount in rehearsing and planning
for a display slated io run at the Sunday blue laws with the legal¬
Las Vegas spot starting April 22 ization of concerts and convention
for 12 weeks. The Vegas nitery hall shows after 1 p.m. on the Sab¬
says that no breach exists and that bath. Recently, Mayor Richard¬
It’s ready, willing and able to play
son Dilworth permitted Sunday
that show for the stipulated time
Sunday
and to put up bonds for the trans¬ basketball and hockey.
portation
w^ll. The law firm of afternoon baseball, football, polo
Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin & Krim and fishing were legalized in the
are filing on behalf of the Lidos. ’30s.
New ruling paves the way for
The Paris cafe says that the offagain-on-again aspects of the book¬ concerts in the Robin Hood Dell,
home
shows, flower shows, auto
ing forced it to let go of the per¬
formers it was rehearsing, and now shows and other arena events.
It doesn’t have sufficient time to
put up a show that would come up
to the Lido standards.
I'he complicating factor came
with the takeover of the hotel by
Lew Manchon. Latter had let go
of Sammy Lewis who made the
original booking and informed the
Lido that it would like to get out
of the commitment. The union
Minneapolis, Feb. 26.
stepped in immediately to inform
Minnesota State Fair this year
the Vegas spot that it would have will deviate fron its policy of not
to honor the comitments made by
the preceding management or else booking names for its grandstand
be faced with an unfair listing. show. It’ll bring in Pat Boone,
Dorothy Lamour and the Mills
(Continued on page 53)
Bros, as headkiiiiuii, according to
present plans. Past reasoning has
been that the grandstand crowds
have been large and profitable
without name performers and that
the latter take all the dough.
The third week of Jerry Lewis
The 10-day exposition is one of
at the Palace, N. Y., hit a whop¬ the nation’s biggest of its kind
ping $58,500, same figure as the and the past two years has been
second semester of his display. drawing a total attendance of over
First week, aided by opening night 1,000,000 and showing substantial
hike in prices, hit $61,500.
earnings. Auto racing and thrill
The show has been extended for shows have been afternoon grand¬
six mbre performance. "Thus stand offerings while the Barnes
Lewis will wind up his date March Carruthers No. 1 units have held
10 instead of March 6.
forth at night.

Philly OK’s Concerts,
Etc., on the Sabbath

Minn. State Fair
Now Likes Names

JERRY 58iG, PALACE;
SIX SHOWS ADDED

PiSSWFf

VAVBEVHXB

Henny’s Pretty Penny
Generally, club dates can be
auditions for ti regular nitery
stands. HoV^ever, in the case
of Henny Youngman, a recent
date at the S t a 11 e r-Hilton
Hotel, Dallas, served as an
audition which provided him
with 20 one-nighters in the
Texas-Oklahoma area.
He’ll return March 4 for a
session at the Casino Royale,
Washington.

LQ’sTs. Video’
Puts Ray Date
Up in the Air

51

Hotel Assn. Backs Cafes in Drive
For Relief From 20% Excise Tax
---f

AGVA and EMA in Pact
On Coin for Club Dates
A national club date scale call¬
ing for a $25 minimum for singles
has been agreed upon by the En¬
tertainment Managers Assn, and
the American Guild of Variety
Artists. New scale also calls for
$45 for duos, $65 for trios and $80
for quartets. Acts with more than
four persons will have to get $15
additional for each above four.”
In areas where higher minimums
prevail, the higher scale, will l^e
retained.
. '

The question of whether televi¬
sion is an aid or hindrance to at¬
tendance at night clubs has broken
out all over again in New York
with the hassle over Johnnie Ray’s
stand in April at the Latin Quarter.
It’s now fairly definite that Ray
will not play the Lou Walters spot
because of a provision' that the
singer stay away from tv starting
10 days before commencement of
the engagemdht at the cafe until
the end of the date. Ray and his
agency refused, and negotiations
are stalemated to the point where
both sides consider the LQ stand
by Ray as a lost cause. As a re¬
sult deal has been started tp slot
Ray into the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,
N. Y., in May.
There’s a considerable differ¬
ence of opinion on the matter of
doing video dates during a cafe
engagement. Walters opposes that
step, while Jules Podell, operator
of the Copacabana, favors the use
of homescreens by his headliners
because of the plug involved. Gen¬
erally, most cafe owners feel that
video is an aid to the b.o. if the
performer involved does a good
job as a tv guest. Otherwise, they
concede it can be disastrous for
the gate.
Walters has long been considered
an opponent of “giving away the
(Continued on page 52)

Twin Cities Warm
Up for Two leers
Minneapolis, Feb. 26.
Ice show warfare Impends again
in the Twin Cities.
With the Shipstads & Johnson
“Ice Follies’’ booked into the local
Arena for its annual engagement
(April 3-21), John H. Harris has
set his “Ice Capades of 1957’’ at
the St. Paql Auditorium for eight
days starting March 27.
For many years this has been
considered “exclusive” territory
for the “Ice Follies,” which was
born here and unfailingly does
tremendous business at the Arena,
attracting much of its patronage
from outlying area.
In recent
years, however, other ice shows
have been invading the Twin Cities,
for the most part with little suc¬
cess and, with a few exceptions,
confining their visits to St. Paul.
Once before, “Capades” played
St. Paul in close proximity to the
local “Ice Follies” engagement,
but this will be the first time that
they practically cross boxoffice
swords.

Washington, Feb. 26.
The push to repeal the 20% ex¬
cise tax on cabaret tabs has gotten
strong, new support with the allout backing of Rep. John Dingell
(D., Mich.), a member of the tax
writing Ways and’Means Commit¬
tee.
Dingell has joined the ranks of
those introducing legislation on the
subject. Additionally, in a state¬
ment on the House floor, he assert¬
ed repeal would make additional
jobs for entertainers “who have a
real contribution to make to Amer¬
ican culture.”
“The American Hotel Associa¬
tion,” he added, “has reported that
because of this tax, the number of
entertainment rooms declined from
700 in 1946 to 250 in 1950. The
closing of these places of enter¬
tainment has brought about the un¬
employment of entertainers, wait¬
ers and waitresses, cooks, kitchen
help, and other personnel.”
He said tax collections hit a
peak of $72,000,000 in 1947. They
have been in a steady decline since,
skidding to $42,000,000 in 1946.

4 MONTHS’ UNIT TIME
IN CANADIAN HOUSES
Ottawa, Feb. 26.
There’s about four months’ unit
playing time in Canadian film
houses, averaging five days a week,
right now. These theatres, many in
small towns, don’t have stageshows
every week, but fairly often.
Foster Johnson & His Rock ’n’
Roll Calypso Revue, this week re¬
peating a three-day date at Bob
Maynard’s 1,000-seat Francis Thea¬
tre here, is booked for three
months in Odeon Theatres from
Quebec City to Vancouver, pre¬
ceded by maybe a mpnth of indies
here, in Montreal (Amherst Thea¬
tre; Canadian here also has stageshow) and in the Eastern Town¬
ships. Latter are in Quebec prov¬
ince, south of St. -Lawrence river.

After ‘^CARMEN JONES” and
a wonderful year with ‘^MR.
WONDERFUL” I hate to leave
Broadway . . . but the ‘‘Green
Pastures”

of

Great

Britain

and Europe beckon with Night
Club and TV Dates.
So—Au Revoir for awhile.

Personal Management:

ABE SAPERSTEIN
Represented by:

WILLIAM MORRIS AGJ^CY
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Nevada Senate RoUs a Fast? For
Casmos by Easing Nix on Licenses

l*rov. Cafe Op’s 15.G Suit
Vs. Chris Connors’ Ankle
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Freed s Melee & Meal Ticket

Boston, Feb. 26, ,
Rock-happy teenagers tied up .traffic in Times Square for three
Paul Felllpo, operator of the
Celebrity Room, Providence, R.,I.,
days and skyrocketed the New York Paramount to a full-week
in Hub visit Hits week said^e’s
gross Of $125,000 starting last Friday (22). In the process, the
filing a $15,000 suit against jazz
Las Vegas, Feb. 26. >-;--^1- singer Chris Connors.
Paramount set a new opening day gross of $29,000; the police set
|
up
one of their fanciest picket line systems in years; crowds of
Amid the peak biz prospects, Las
He contends the thrush walked
Spike
Jones
in
Return
teenagers
broke some plate-glass in the early hours of opening
Vegas’ garrJDling barons were cast¬
out of the show Feb. 15 and he
day; the theatre’s second balcony w^s emptied for a period for
ing an eye to the state capital
To Mpls. Builders Show hasn’t seen or heard from her
the
groundless
fear the stomping-clapping vibrations might weaken
since.
w’here last Friday (22) an Important
the structure; and the whole wild business rated Page One nation¬
Spike Jones & City Slickers will
bill affecting the casino industry
ally
for
rock
’n’
roll, for promoter Alan Freed and for the Para¬
took priorit>v over -the observance furnish the stage entertainment at
mount (with even the pic, Columbia’s “Don’t Knock the Rock,”
23d annual Builders Show at the
of Washington’s Birthday.
getting
its
share).
Auditorium here March 16-24.
The Nevada State Senate—meet¬ With the Jones outfit as the attrac¬
Crowds were orderly after the first crush early opening day,
ing for the first time on a Friday tion in 1953, the last time it ap¬
and while traffic was tied up for the rest of the weekend, business
since the legislative session began
and
the problems that went with it dropped off^^sharply Monday
peared locally, the Builders Show
five weeks ago—passed a measure
(25), when the kids returned to school. As of Sunday night, the
that gives all gamblers full redress set all-time attendance records.
house
had pulled in $85,000, and the question of whether the recent
in court should they lose their . E. H. Corey, the show’s pro¬
$143,000 week’s record .set by Nat King Cole-Ella Fitzgerald would
gambling license via revocation or moter, says contracts have been
tumble as a result of this spot booking was resolved by the nearly
suspension by the State Tax Com¬ inked for more than 400 exhibits
$20,000 gap in favor of the Cole show.
mission. Newsmen in Carson City of home furnishings and appli¬
Freed’s deal for this date calls for the house to get the first
ances,
building
supplies
and
gar¬
were quick to note that not much
$50,000, with the disk jockey then taking 90% of the rest. He
consideration was given to the den equipment, the largest number
If
history
repeats,
a
rock
’n’
roll
pays
for tne show, which he claims cost him $32,000. In Freed’s
.
merit of the bill, rather there was in the event’s history...
troupe .will be playing at New
five appearances at the United Paramount chain’s Brooklyn Para¬
quite a bit of talk about pushing
York’s Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in
mount,
his top gross came last Easter with $204,000 in 10 days.
the measure through as rapidly as
about 20 years. It was about 20
Last Christmas, he did $180,000 in eight days.
possible.
years ago that Benny Goodman and
his orch were, sending the kids of
The gambling bill — which, in
that era at the N.Y. Paramount
effect, takes the power of license
Continued from page 51
Theatre, much the same as Alan
revocation away from the state
gambling agencies — was hurried merchandise he sells” whether it Freed’s r&r show is breaking up
through the senate by a vote of 14 be through benefits or teleshows. the joint currently.
Goodman,' of course, wasn’t the
to 3, after being introduced only On occasion he makes exceptions
last Wednesday (20). The three and tries'^ to discourage doubling original Pied Piper of the bobbysoxers
Rudy Vallee having pre¬
opponents to the measure were into video by telling an absolutely ceded him
oyer Bobby Batson and Lleux
New York
by a few years in get¬
beaten down in efforts aimed at adamant act that he’ll permit a ting the cops mobilized for his
Dressier . . . Pianist-singer Dick
Jacqueline Francoise preems at Smith at the private Bachelors
convincing fellow lawmakers that tele stand for a percentage of the
the Persian Room of the Plaza Club . . . Venture Club benefit
“due deliberation” be given the fee,
Benny Goodman Orch (13) with Hotel March 7 . . , Bob McFadden March 12 at Louann’s has inked
bill in keeping with past perform¬
Regular performer contract stip¬
set for the Latin Casino, Phila¬ Euel Box orch, dixieland Cell
Lyrin
Taylor;
Nat
Brandwynne
ances of the current legislative ulates exclusive rights by the em¬
delphia, Friday (1) for a week . . . Block Seven, Trini Lopez trio. The
session.
ployer in the city for 30 .days be¬ Orch (9); $3 cover after 9 p.m.
Cindy & Lindy booked for the Doodlers and singer Louise Tobin
Bin now goes to the lower house, fore and after as well as during
Henry Grady, Atlanta, March 18. . . . Howard Lewis* big show-JVIarch
where easy passage is anticipated. the playdate. However, this clause dates at the Paramount), but BG
Celeste Holm checks in -at the 25 at the Sportitorium will have
Only barrier is expected from Gov. in recent years has fallen into was the first to get the jubilant Fontainebleau, Miami Beach, April Fats Domino, Clyde McPhattCr,
Charles Russell who, as chairman disuse because of the lack of com¬ delinquents hopping up in their 23 . . . A1 Bemie and Gloria De- Five Keys, Moonglows, Chuck
of the Tax Commission,' has in¬ petition. These days, the question seats, jitterbugging in the aisles, Haven booked far in advance for Berry and . Paul Williams orch.
dicated he will veto the proposal, of doubling is virtually a matter of clambering on stage and flipping the Oct. 11 display at the Beverly Lewis also has a May 9 bill at
Hills Country Club, Covington, Ky. State Fair Aud, with Count Basie,
which would then send it back to negotiation, although most cafe* their lids generally.
Now Goodman, 20 years older . . . Robert Clary hits the Copa, Billy Eckstine, Sarah Vaughan^
the senate for a two-thirds vote contracts still have that clause.
Pittsburgh, March 11, with Tommy Jeri Southern, Chet Baker, Zoot
and
a
little
more
sedate,
is
back
before it could become law.
Admittedly, bonifaces seeking to
Leonetti preceding him by one
keep talent off video are at an ad¬ for the second year in a row at week there . . . Shyrettos set for Sims, Lester Young, Joe Williams,
Bud Powell trio and Terry Gibbs
•the
Empire
Room
of
the
Waldorf
vantage these, days, except in the
his onetime fans, presum¬ the Riviera, Las Vegas, April 10. quartet.
case of headliners. A bigtime act, where
ably now recovered from the diz¬ . . . Don Adams goes into the Black
because of the state of the industry ziness of their adolescence and cer¬ Orchid, Chicago^.;>;j(^l>ril 5 . . .
Hollywood
in New York, has only two midtown tainly better well-heeled, are dig¬ Arthur Lee Simpkins down for the
spots to go to, the LQ and the ging him in the decorous surround¬ Cave, Vancouver, Sept. 9.
Freddy Martin orch, current at
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Copa. Thus, he sometimes has to ings of this plush room. Goodman
Cocoanut Grove, opens a six-week
stand at N.Y.’.s Statler March 2 . . .
1
Negotiations are underway for take the restrictions that go along is still swinging, but his audiences
Chicago
Yma Sumac’s son Charles will ac¬
are playing it cool. There’s no
Judy Garland to play her second with the date
Susanne
&
Escorts
to
play
two
The situation isn’t as pronounced dancing during the BG show, either sets in Detroit’s Statler Hotel company his mother on the bongo
Las Vegas date, opening at the
during her New Frontier, Las
Flamingo May 3, for four weeks.. in the out-of-town spots with the in the aisles or on the floor, al¬ March 11 and then the Statler in Vegas,
stint beginning March 11.
She made her nitery debut last exception of Hollywood and, some¬ though some of .the Empire custom¬ Cleveland March 25 for another . . . Billy Gray currently headlining
ers
were
seen
-doing
some
restrain¬
July at the New Frontier. If deal times, Chicago. Miami Beach g«ts
ed chairside stomping on occasion. double ... Luc Poret into .Gate of show at the Chi Chi, Palm Springs.
jells, hotel would install orchestra a tele network origination here
Goodman,
recently
returned Horn March 13 for six weeks of . . . Kitty White’s option picked up
and there.
pit and enlarge stage.
from a triumphal goodwill tour of folksongs . . . Pompoff, Thedy & by La Vee . . . Paul Gilbert opens
Tentative on Miss Garland’s
Occasionally, a performer dou¬ the Far East under State Dept, Famely inked for Montreal’s Bel¬ a three-week stand at 365 (5lub,
slate to follow the Flamingo are bles from a tv show into a cafe. In auspices, has used his travels to levue April 11 for two sets . , . San Francisco, April 11 . . . Phil
a two-week stand at Texas State the case of Denise Lor, it’s con¬ broaden his act. After a couple of Rusty Draper at Eddys,’ Kansas Moore writing a nitery act for
Fair in Dallas; a Chicago date and ceded that video isn’t providing rocking openers with his theme, City, April 5-19 .. . Jay Lawrence Roxanne Arlen.
into Chi’s Black Orchid March 15a local run at the Greek Theatre.
either an aid or a hindrance to the “Let’s Dance” and “O Baby,” the April 4 on program with Denise
boxoffice. Miss Lor is on a morn¬ BG crew does a series of amusing Darcel . . . Jimmy Ames in to Hotel
Montreal
ing show, catering to a. different spoof on swing as played in the Grady, Atlanta, March 18 for two
Terri Haven heads new show at
clientele than that which would go jungle recesses of Cambodia. The frames.
Chez
Paree
. . . Buddy Clayton,
WHEN IN BOSTON
to the Persian Room of the Plaza Goodman band takes off on Ted
composer-publisher, of “Why Do I
Lewis, Duke Ellington and Louis
Hotel,
fr'c the
Dream?”
and
“Just a Love Song of
Arrhstrong, and the announced fa¬
Dallas
As far as New York is concerned, vorites in Goodman’s stopovers in
Old Hawaii,” heads the string trio
statler - Hilton’s Empire Room: at Bellevue Casino . . . Steve Gib¬
Walters has become the sole ma¬ Thailand, Burma and Japan.
James Melton, March 7; DeCastro
jor holdout on the question of per¬
Only a few of the current side- Sifters, March 21; Sportsmen Quar¬ son & Red Caps were held for sec¬
mitting headliners to make guest men accomped BG on the oriental tet In April; Jose Greco’s Spanish ond week at Peter Van Der North’s
Avery & Washington Sts.
appearances. It’s important to note trek, but this crew is one of the Dancers, May 2, and Myron Cohen, El Morocco.
Every room newly decorated.
that at both the Copa and the LQ, best that the bandleader has work¬ May 16 .. . Ray Plagens, ex-WFAAAir conditioned rooms available.
which are in opposite camps on the ed with in recent years. A power¬ TV pianist-organist, plays Empire
The Home of Show Folk
question, business continues to be ful trumpet section consists of Room's luncheon sessions ahd
Buck Clayton, Jimmy Maxwell and nightly In Statler’s Monterey Room
excellent.
ELVIS PRESLEY
Nick Travis.
Mousie Alexander . . . Joe E. Lewis returns March 1
PHOTOS at low as 1c aach
lays down a solid, musical beat on to Hotel Adolphus Century Room
Writa for samples, prices.
drums with Mel Powell sparkling for eight nights . . . Mark Carroll
MOSS PHOTO SERVICE
on the piano and Irv Manning on at the University Club, with organ¬
SSO W. 50th 8t.. N.Y. 19. N.Y
bass. The saxes are headed by the ist Sharia Lee in upstairs Parisian
PLAZA 7-ao20
Since
2B, ScrTlnd America's Stnra
veteran Budd Johnson with Sol Room . . . Monaco Room holding
Schlinger, A1 Block and Red Kress
completing the section.
As usual with a Goodman orch,
this is a well-disciplined organiza¬
tion that can swing at a lop tempo
and his
without falling apart. The vmrkover of “Sing, Sing, Sing” Is a
VIOLIN BEAUTIES
tremendously effective showpiece
for the band and Goodman, while
perhaps not so adventurous in his
solos as he was in the original re¬
cordings of this number, plays with
a suppleness and a subtlety that
still mark him as one of standout
jazzmen of the day. He takes the
chief spotlight in his work in a
set with Powell and Alexander, a
"SOLID Showmanship in TIFFANY Setting"
re-creation of his original trio with
ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
Teddy Wilson and • Gene Krupa.
Mgt.t Jerry Levy • Fred Amial
Lynn Taylor, a goodlooking
LATIN QUARTER. MIAMI
Direction: William Morris Agency
songstress
who
has
made
some
ex¬
HOWARD LANIN MANAGEMENT
cellent disk sides, is the new vo¬
113 W. 57»h Street
New York
« JUdson 6-3045
calist with the band. The balance
between her and the band was off
on opening night atnd she failed
The Amazing
to surmount The volume level of
her backing. That will probably
HY GARDNER In the N, Y. Herald Tribune, Says:—
be corrected soon. She does “This
“Sparked by Cab Calloway the most lexciting in
Is My Lucky Day,” “You Hit The
all Cotfon Club show history . , . ‘Cab himself a
Spot” and a calypso number in
show-stopper.”
which Goodman joins her for some
bluesy vocalizing.
After a 70-mlnute show which he
Currently Appearing
is giving twice nightly, the band
THE COTILLION ROOM, Hotel Pierre. New York City
plays several numbers for the cus¬
CURRENTLY NINTH WEEK
tomers’ dancing pleasure.
Tl\e
P.S.; And returning April 8fh!!!
floor is crowded just as it is for.
the sweeter rhythms played by Nat
Thanks to STANLEY MELBA
Dir.: M.C.A.
Brandwynne’s regular orch in this
Mgr. BILL MITTLER, 161 f Broadway. New York
spot.
Herin.

BG in 20 Years:
Par Pandemonium
To Posh Waldorf

LQV$. Video

Vaude, Cafe Dates

DICKER VEGAS REPEAT
IN BUSY GARLAND SKED

HOTEL AVERY

■

MOSS

PHOTOS

VINO MERLIN

THE ANGELAIRES

LUCILLE AND EDDIE

CAB CALLOWAY

COTTON CLUB, Miami Beach

ROBERTS
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AGVAHotForWorld-WideRediirocHy™\5“®,5,^ Late Easter Gives Miami Holdover

In Variety fieU; Study Quota Angles

ss5r Hopes Past Usual Ebbtides of March

^
Toledo. Feb. 26.
Group of Toledo and Cleveland
investors have acquired joint con¬
trol of the amusement park, bath¬
The American Guild of Variety—-• ing*
ing 1)each
beach "and
and ^*hore\
hotel at Cedar
Artists is attempting to form an
tj i Dl*
MnittAc
Point, summer resoi\ on Lake Erie
international association of variety
HUU DlIIlSirUD S ilalllcS
near Sandusky. George A. Roose,
Toledo, head
head of
of Roose,,
Roose.,, &:_Co.,
&:,jCo., inin¬
performers. Union is now seekBoston, Feb. 26.
Toledo,
vestment firm
firm, said
said control
control 'was
acing reciprocal pacts with guild.s in
Blinslrub’s.
was acBlinslrub’s, continuing on a big vestment
all countries, except Iron Curtain name kick has inked in McGuire
purchase of major-]
and satellite nations, in an effort Sisters Miiclf Z-lO- Eddie FUher i‘y.stock in G. A. Boeckiing Co., |
to .standardize working conditions March 11-17- Mills Bros. March which owned the property, from
and make it easier to effect talent 26-31, and Piitto Page June 3-9
Central National Bank of Cleve-.
exchanges for all participating naBoniface Stanley Blinstrub has
owners plan to continue •
lions.
played Marguerite Piazza, Frankie J>P«rating the facilities a.s here-,
At present, AGVA has
recip- Laine. Teresa Brewer, Jack Carter.
-i
. ,
..x
1
rocal arrangement with the Mexi- Guy Mitchell, Guy Lombardo and
$
committee :
can performer union. At various Tony Bennett this season.
^ the Ohio Legislature has again •
times there have been negotia—-advised against stale
state acquisition of jI
tions for deals with England and m
n f
ill
• resort, unless there is im-

Hub Blinstrub’s Names

Top Cafeman Jack Lynch
,
Dies in
DlCS
DlOS
IH
111 Philly
Phllly at
Uti . 61;
61;
mi ir
^
AISO
AISO
OpCrated
OpCrated
Ifl
Ifl
N.
N. Y.
Y.
Also Operated
jaiov
vji-v* wiv.w in
yji-v*
•

ceitam aieas of opeiation vere in
effect there.
If deals are made, it would save
performers of all countries a ^
deal of com on dues and initiation
fees, union taxes, and perhaps even
arrangements could be"^'orked out
on the payment of taxes accruing
on the earnings of acts working
foreign countries. Another problem that would be worked on
would be elimination of quotas on
t’Peatrical bills such as are in effect m several countries.
However, the bigge.st snag would
bo the immigration problem that
ha. long plagued producers and
operators of virtually every kind
of entertainment enterprise. For
example, U. S. laws prohibit act
imports unless the particular turn
happens. to .be, “unique” _ and cannni^^hp ^dnnHf'fltpd*^frmn the ranks'
r n^Svv ^formers
tifiration fo the immigration authorities to that effect is usually
.J^fficient to
U S
The Unions can facilitate
entry’ of many turns. It could also
control the flow of acts into the
U S .should the influx of a parti 'ular kind of act become too
great
Union control of emigration could also prevent a particuUr kind of turn from becoming too
numerous elsew'here.
- X_ovo
Viopnmi’
Tritornatinnai
arpnrfU are becom^’
internationai accoias aie uccuni
inr i-nprpa«;in‘^Iv neccssarv for the
Ti c; aMc vnp*J-HrularlY sin-e many
Lforme!^ have ado^^^^^
iXSatio^X-(!ilirAt^^^^^^
AGVA having become interested
fn outdoo?TusinessTn a
fi^ntnTitseSTandUng a InultU
tude of foreign performers.
In
the past, the union has had some
strandings on its hands from some
of the circus operations, and some
American performers have been
left holding the bag in foreign
lands.
Reciprocal pacts would
tend to eliminate such conditions,
since each union would make sure
that the importer of acts is sufficiontly solvent to pay off and to
guarantee return passage.

Autry 16G in Troy 2
Albany, Feb. 26.
Gene Autry drew’ an estimated
12 000 and grossed about $16,000
in’two shows at $1.80 and $2.40,
with half-price for children, at the
Washington Armory Friday (22).
The cowpoke and his troupe.
who opened the present tour in
Quincy Ill., Jan. 19. and will close
it in Philadelphia March 3, drew a
capacity audience in the afternoon
and near SRO at night, in the large
flrillshed
■
mi
A
A , ....orxinoc
of Tray Arena Co., Ted Bagley and
Bob bnydei.

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for all Theafrieals
OLASON'S FUN-MASTER
, The Original Show Biz Gag File
We Service the Stars
35 Issues $25 — First 13 for $7
Singly—$1.05 Each in Sequence
• 3 Parody ffooks, per Bk -$10 •
• 3 Blackout Books, per Bk .. $25 •
• Minstrel Budget
.$25 •
How to Master the Ceremonies
$3 per Copy
• "The Comedian" Monthly Service •
.$15 per Year (12 issues)
We Also Teach M.C.'ing and Comedy
Let a Real Professional Train You
NO C.O.D.'S

BILLY

GLASON

200 W. 54th St„ N.Y.C. 19, Dept. V
Circle 7-1130

FOR SALE
girme tank act
Aiinodizcil Aliiminiiiiv tank with Plexi Glass
Front, size 4' x 5' x C'—connilcle with filters,
pumps’and ilrapes plii.i custom made trailer
(or .same. Greatest night club net in America.
(Reason, retiring.)

-. Philadelphia,
PiuUdelphia, Feb. 26.
26.
Jack Lynch, 61, who stated his
nitery career in Prohibition hideaways and became Philly’s best
known club operator, died last
week (20) in his hotel bathroom,
Lynch suffered a heart attack and
was discovered face downward in
several inches of water. He had
sut^ered a str^
January and
''hospital
only two weeks before
.
During the
Prohibition
era
Lynch ran such places as the Friars
Club and the Chez Samakan.^e
alter with Evan Burrow^ Fpnaine Foi owing
brougit
nightlife to Philadelphia in such
spots as the Qafe Marguery, of the
Hotel Adelphia, and his most suecessful venture, the Hotel Walton
All the top names of the
floorshow' world played the latter
loom.
After World War II he w'as associated with the Latin Casino, the
Zodiac Room, and the Cambridge
Club, the town’s most lavish private spot. In 1954 he went to New
York w'here for two years he was
host of the Gold Key Club and the
*^ost
Patlo
P^^ip ih
ip the
ih® Ritz Towers. He was
j .
r.vnph’c T.itrina
managing Jack Lynch’s Liying
^PPn^ in
Hotel Rio at the time
Pk^^ <leath.
3 long series of arrests for gambling and violation of the liquor
^ recurrent front^h^sl'^haS
a son daughter three* <!ic!
f
Tb^other smwile
leis anq a piotner suivive.
.*11
n
Kjll in Alhanv Hnnner
*“ niuaiijr iiuppuiTn AlHAnil AciAIiru IJIW
10 AIIIClIU /igclltj LdW
Albany, Feb. 26.
^ bill has been introduced in the
n. Y. State Legislature to amend
the general business law to estab¬
lish uniform rules and regulations
for employment agencies through¬
out the state.
Presently, only
agencies in New York City come
under state regulation.
Passage of this bill, introduced
by Assemblyman Frank G. Rosetti
of Manhattan and co-sponsored by
Sen. Ernest I. Hatfield of Hyde
Park vfould require jvery employagency to post rates and a
bond to insure financial- responsibility and bar discrimination for
01 religious reasons.
New
^lU would also prevent New York
agencies' from opening
branclics outside of the city in orescape the additional super-’
agencies
come under the purview of the
measure.

Coiitinued from page 51

There’s a possibility that the
season will be extended beyond March this year,
Boston, Feb. 26. ! Thus far, there are plans to have
Mayor John B. Hynes has asked ;
cafes linger beyond the March
Ci^v Council to approve the !
.
,
...
borrowing of $12,000,00 outside, olf‘n$ dates ana hang on until
Qlty (jebt limit to provide funds |
comes
building a Municipal Audi-,
year, April 21.
tonum in the propo.sed Prudential I Both the Cotton Club and the
Center” in the Back Latin Quarter arc contemplating
Bay hero,
holdover stands in the resort, and
mayor at the same time ; ^vith hotels continuing to buy
a petition in the Senate for i talent all year around, the possifi^at Miami Beach will
authority for the city to borrow ; jjiiifies
jjiiities are that
outside the debt limit. The bonds i^ave one of the longest seasons on

i

UlgC flilU lUUuy AUU

rpcpvvpri -iftirin nn tiiP
rpcpwpri
tim r^nnrf
mnnrf
..
Nitery bohtfiiGes.have discovered
The opeiLr’s leaie
lease rins until A C’s
i“
‘“"'‘I'’"'
I960 and thus ‘‘there is no nresent
®
*•''
| price is a highly important factor,
danger of the public beLh at '' Rnoflc tW Old Rlot Act
i Th^’ believe that with hotel rate^
Cedar Point being lost to the pub- AVCdUb
iVcdUd IIEC USU lUUl ntl
taking a dive toward the latter
ji before that date”
T
date.” Even if the
T., If 1 i
J Y17*iL
Wltl, o I nnnaa Pait of March, a whole new batch
situation changed action could be
TO YolSt6<ld Wstll 3. LOUllW I of tourists will be coming in, and
fgken bv the state to nrevent loss
Ananiin ritv Feh 26
n-l'® strong start given the two cafe,
S t”e pub!ie beach
a
pph
instrumental in enOnly if there is a threat to
fimliv
an entire new crowd. With
su^h continuance would there be a
pnd nf prohibition ‘
reasoS fm the comir^ittee t^
! ^rooitnO
^
Cotton Club and the Latin
oXend that the state expend
/L moHoh in m?d: I Q«‘'‘i'ter as well as some of the in¬
$4,000,000 to $7,000,000 to' Jitv iust off the boardwalk Opened 1
^edar Point for the public. 57%pars Lo^ and operale^d by pci^
complete change of
the report declared.
of Quaker s?o^ck since thL audience that comc.s in wUh the
..
nlvoi. p /
season.
the hotel, even pre-Volstead, never; P
^
i i
i
sought a liquor licen.se.
' The Beach hotels, of course, will
“We propose to operate the I continue to run shows. The inns
lounge with a degree of sobriety as at th^ upper ^d of the resort, FonBy Happy BenwaV
an accommodation for guost.s," .said ; tainebleau, Eden Roc and the
Saranac Lake, N. Y.. Feb. 26.
Dorothy Germaine Moreau, Ca- a brief announcement of Paul M. Americana, will continue to run
nadian who was named Miss Can- Cope and Ezra C. Bell, present he cafes with weekly changes of
ada, took time out to visit each and owners. “Queries” of the Quakers
Theie will be some^casualWill Rogers to call for sobriety in daily living and
around mid-March, but the
oppose the use of “intoxicating
spots scent a lot of loot in
to chat in Flench w'lth the Variety beverages” as a general principle. • staying open foi the exUa time,
Francis Frariks drew a 10 dav
^ “Query” as a “deeply ! Such a step was impossible years
furlough that he is spending in Personal matter” and not binding ago when Miami ^each ran for the
Washington D C and^on his re^
individual.
winter season period. The additurn is skedded for surgery
Host hotels here following re-, tion of another airline to service
Audrey Lumpkin daughter of Peal of Prohobition opend bars and the Miami area will also facilitate
James (lATSE) Brennan, in to at- cocktail lounges pronto to increase travel immeasurably, and it’s likely
tend- the Winter Carnival, slipped their revenues. A few held out that the niteries will emulate the
and fell, resulting in a slightly for several years, as their Quaker hotels in making a pitch for the
fractured arm, she was also noti- owners refused to serve intoxicat- summer trade this year.
6pH thnf Hpv Hanahfo,- v.,ac
___
fied that her daughter was stricken ing liquors, but one by one they
with acute appendicitis and planed had to meet competition and startfor Ramsey, N. J.. to be by her ed accomodating the thirsty guest.
side. •
^
^
Last big hotel on the boardwalk
.
Slatteiy had his aim to open a lounge to sell intoxicants
vi^^s the Dennis, where many high
oerSxaSfionMue
tainment director of that inn as
progress. His arm will have to be ,•
?esef tf
l^’^hed in 1899 by Mrs. Newbold R.
as permanent emcee. Negotito aid in th^knittinroroLs
the knitting process, il^hed
.•
Joseph (RKO) Erwin off to Haines, a Quaker and a direct de- ations are current
Brooklyn for a three-day business scendant of John Morton, one of
’Original entertainment director
and pleasure trip. This newcom- the signers of the Declaration of of the inn was Stanley Melba, who
er’s progress rates spegial mention. Independence. . Co-owner Bell’s bowed out after booking the,bulk
Write to those who are ill.
wife is Mrs. Haines’ daughter.
of headliners for the inn.

C’s Quaker-Run
Ouaker-Run Morton i
Rnoflc tW Old Rlot Act i
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Saranac Lake

Sensational
NoveHy
Comedy
Act
with their Original

LDIO a-- IITA

Fronlier'Lido
Smmimmi

^

IT„^ II,,L n/l„mr And

“FLYING SAUCERS’
and
“LOLO’s BALLOON
CARTOONS”

Currently HELD OVER (8 Weeks)

;

Manchon then said that he Would
play out the date as per the orig¬
inal contract.
As a result of the turnabout 'by
the Lido management, AGVA has
informed the Lido attorneys that
the New Frontier is able to keep
its commitments and that no
breach exists. Jackie Bright, union’.s national administrative sec¬
retary, also informed the lawyers i
that in hks opinion, there is still •
ample lime to put on a class show |
for the Vegas .spot, and failure on |
the Lido’s part to honor the pact
would re.sult in serious difficulties 1
for all involved. Bright also stated 1
that it was impo.'^sible to grant.any
extensions to the Lido manage¬
ment since contracts with other
acts are in effect for later dates
and a postponement would work a
hard.ship on the.se acts.

i

SAXONY

HOTEL^ Miami Beach

Featured in the Revue, "Around the World in 80 Minutes^’'
PAUL M. BRUUN
Miami Beach Sun
“. . , Lolo and Lita, showstoppers at the

GEORGE BOURKE
The Miami Herald
“Real click of the evening are the novelty
routine.s of Lolo and Lita.”

GEORGE SAX
Saxony Hotel, Chairman of the board
. , and then comes tlic big surpri.se pack¬
age of dynamite ... an act new to Miami
Beach called Lolo and Lila ... I won't
try to tell you what this act does, it’s
something you must see for yourself.
What tickles me is that everybody who is
anybody is coming around to sneak a peek
at Lolo and Lita.”

Direction; FRANK SENNES AGENCY
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Americana^ Miami B’cli
Miami Beach, Feb. 24.
Lisa Kirk (with Buddy Pepper),
Carmen Cavailaro, Rowan & Mar¬
tin, Joe Reichman Orch (conducted
by Lee Martin); $4-$7 minimum.
Lisa Kirk looks to hold the bigbiz pattern established for this
newery's Bal Masque by Tony Ben¬
nett and Jackie Miles in preceding
two-weekers. She’s certain to be
listed onsthe future book by the
Tisch management which already
has set Bennett for three returns
and Miles for five. The contract¬
ings are, obviously, wise moves,
what with the throat-cutting book¬
ing rivalry among the plush hos¬
tels.
Miss Kirk and her act are the
conversation piece among cafegoers here, auguring sock atten¬
dance in this resort where wordof-mouth is all-important to any
click. The tall, lissome Miss Kirk
rates the big-buzz build which fol¬
lowed her opening nights.
She
boasts one of the most adroitly de¬
vised acts purveyed by a femme
performer in these parts in many a
month. The whole bespeaks class
and the showmanly touch, from the
“dressing room" curtain-raiser to
reveal her eye-filling physical at¬
tributes and high couture.
Those are plus items to a wholly
entertaining book of special mate¬
rial and arrangements that reach
several peaks, during her tenure
onstage. The straight stuff is han¬
dled effectively, albeit the vocal
strength isn't in the high-range,
belting class.
What Miss Kirk
owns in piping-ability is carefully
applied to obscure any minor lack
in range. Her throaty style is. well
mated to the tunes and, whether
taking a ballad or a driving bit as
in her mid-climaxer “Rain,” the
reaction is on the show-stop side.
Patter lines are bright and attentioh-holdlng throughout to the
sock “return to dressing room” and
the shower routine for the big pay¬
off.
^
Carmen Cavailaro, in the mid¬
dle, is an attraction in his own
right, as evidenced by the repeated
requests from around the room
for tunes he’s platter-promenaded.
Working with a solid trio of Petrillomen, he tinkles up a shrewd¬
ly balanced book of pops and
standards, the build capped by re¬
work of his “Eddy Duchin Story’’
soundtrack score.
The segment
winds into encores with reprise on
the bestseller items he is identified
with.
Cavj^llaro wisely adds the light
touch in approach to his intros,
eschewing too wordy a build. He
also utilizes the clowning procliv¬
ity of his drummer for a few chuck¬
les to spell the straight music mo¬
ments. Additional encore-demand
was loud and heavy.
Handed the tough opening spot.
Rowan and Martin take over as
thouglrthey w'ere in the topliner as¬
signment, getting the auditors
away from their dinners to pay
laugh-attention quickly. The deli¬
berate pace they set stand them in
good stead, allowing for the foodabsorbed crowd to gather in their
underplayed buffoonery.
On last viewing here, the straight
man of the duo overdid the deli¬
berate manner. This thne out he’s
a much sharper foil for the series
of laugh-scenes ideas purveyed, the
spoof on tv commericals and intro
of the beer-guzzling talents of the
clowning-half and the amusing di¬
alog exchanges; latter could be
punched up with insert of fresher
lines, though that’s a minor de¬
fect. They hit the big yock de¬
partment with burlesquing of an
Olivier type attempting a Shakes¬
pearean theme in a saloon with
beer-drinking heckjer premise
racking up steady series of howls.
Joe Reichman makes for an in¬
telligent, effective emcee. Buddy
Pepper rate a bow for his aecomps
for. Miss Kirk and. join-in on palm¬
raising duelings during the course
. of her act. Coming up: Lilo, Jack
Carter for two weeks March 6.
' Lary.

performances ' lii smaller rooms.
Her manner of working and mate-,
rial Used cinch with Chez patrons
and the Miami-Montreal travellers
take on an almost homesick look
as she barbs them with Florida
standards.
‘ Miss Haven’s impresh items are
solid, particularly her Sophie
Tucker and Martha Raye bits. Wit
is sharp and adaptable and the
novelty or'exchanging verbal blows
with a femme comic instead of the
usual male seems to^ please ringsiders.
Hoofers Jimmy & Gloria Vin¬
cent are adequate throughout and
distaff side does much'to boost im¬
pact with trim appearance. Kenny
Roberts, who does singing chores
in show, would score in 'better
fashion if he quit concentrating on
his many Sinatra-like mannerisms
(he’s a ringer for The Voice) and
channeled this energy into his
singing. Dino Vale keeps show
moving nicely as emcee and the
Nick Martin orch backs show han¬
dily. Interlude music is supplied
by the Sauro combo, one of the
better small groups in town. Fea¬
tured
performers
hold
until
March 4.
Newt.
Hotel Roosevelt, IV. O.
New Orleans, Feb. 19.
Jan Garber Orch (12), Charlivels Trio, Cordolins (4), Deanna
St. Clair, Merv Neilsen; $3 mini¬
mum.
New entertainment package in
plush Blue Room should prove a
satisfactory lure during its four
weeks. . Bill is loaded with music,
singing, dancing and acrobatics.
Jan Garber and his crew, held
over for a third-month-long en¬
gagement, is warmly received, as
usual. Perenniiil faves with their
musical variety, they make dancing
a pleasure and serve up excellent
background for the acts as well.
Maestro seems to sense what his
audiences like and he gives it to
them in generous. doses.
Few acts that have appeared In
this rendezvous generate as much
alm-poundihg as do the Gharvels, trio of diminutive French¬
men.
Their repertoire includes
practically everything. In the book
—playing
musical
instruments,
dancing, singing, acrobatics and
whirlwind tumbling for versatile
presentation. Each is a gracefully
agile performer, and their aero
work is a masterpiece of dynamic
coordination. On the musical side,
they work piano, clarinet and
violin. It’s curious that they don't
collapse. from exhaustion.
The Cordolins, four redhaired
femmes, combine beauty and tal¬
ent in a fiddle and accordion turn
with show-stopping scope. The act
runs gamut from a western hoedown to a musical journey around
the world, including a visit to
Paris and a Can Can dance windup.
Kids hold the Interest of the tableholders from their walkon and
net a big hand before bowing off.
Garber’s vocalists, working in
the show as acts, contribute some
top-drawer efforts.
Youngsters
have an Intimate quality about
them. Show runs until Feb. 27.
Liuz.

R

Black Orchid, Clil
Chicago, Feb. 22.
Dick Contino, Joey Carter, Holly
Winters, Joe Parnello Trio; no
cover or minimum. '

A little short of 24-carat talent,
this Black Orchid alloy of curves,
capers and accordions still makes
for an entertaining package. Head¬
liner Dick Contino makes a better
impression with the squeezebox
than the patter, while comic Joey
Carter’s breezy routine of puns and
parodies gets some hefty mitting.
Show opens with chirpings by
polly Winters.
“Lover’’ and “Lady of Spain’’
remain the bedrock foundation for
Contino’s^act and the flashy finger¬
ing is impressive. Best part of the
turn is his “Butcher Boy" routine
w'ith English and Italian vocals.
With lots of cooperation from Joe
Chez Paree, Montreal
Parnello’s trio, this works out to
Montreal, Feb. 22.
be a free moving bit w-here the
Terry Haven, Kenny Roberts, star performer’s enthusiasm looks
Jimmy & Gloria Vincent, Dino genuine. On his “Blue Medley"
Vale, Nick Martin Orch (6), Contino handles the vocals as well
Michel ^auro Quartet; no cover, as piano and accordion with good
miniynum or admission.
. ..
effect, but seems to have trouble
getting around stage and the selfGeneral biz in most of the major conscious comments don’t quite
Montreal spots is down compared click.
to last season and Chez Paree is no
Joey Carter handles a kind of
exception. Talent has been kept up humor that goes over whether he
as much as possible, although level is telling about wood they make
is not what it V(^s a few' years ago. trees from or tooting snatches on
Much of this is due to heavy tv I a recorder. His folksong jparodies
dates by those who once played • accompanied by his vibraharp, his
this circuit regularly; and some is impressions of a German emcee
due to a wider video choice now before an American audience, and
his quick quip interpretations of
available to Montrealers.
However, current layout at Chez textbook history all give his talent
Paree is solid. Headliner is blonde wide scope with material that is
Terry Haven, one of the most tal¬ never strained or overworked.
The Orchid’s femme fare this
ented comediennes to work Mont¬
real in some time. This is her first round is chirper Holly Winters.
She
sings okay pop standards and
big club engagement and she en¬
Leva.
hances the rep acquired for past looks pretty.

P^ie¥y
Riviera, Las Vegas
Las Vegas. Feb. 19.
Harry Belafonte, The Novelites
(3), Wilda’ Taylor, Jack Tygett,
Rene, DeHaven,, Shevlin Rodgers,
Dorothy Dorbin Dancers (12), Ray
Sinatra Orch (13); $2 minimum.

Wednegday, Fcjbruary 27, 1957
references to her past, concentrat¬
ing instead oh reprise ol the hap*
pier tunes she introed in that
meteoric decade before hitting the
skids. She sounds off to inventive
special material written and ar¬
ranged for her by accompanistconductor Bobby Kroll, who does,
a masterful job on the batoning
end. The happy, thankful mood is
now the theme, albeit torchants
and balladings are inserted at the
proper moments for change of
moods. Innate dynamics are al¬
ways evident in her pro delivery
plussed by know-how on timing
and phrasing, to obscure occas¬
ional evidence of now-smaller pip¬
ing strength.
Always in command of material
and auditors. Miss Roth gets them
into reprise on songs she’s been
associated with, and for the dancearound-the-floor
routine
that
brings on younger and older males
for exhib of changes in style and
tempo of ballroom crazes through
the years. Handling of a Berlin
standard at finale Is fl sock treat¬
ment to express feelings about her
latterday career, and serves to
keep them pounding for more long
after she’s wended her way
through the aisles to exit in bowoff
goodbye clefflng.
Archie Robbins Is a hit here,
having been held over from last
show. Material contains threads
of basic themes anent wives, ho¬
tels, Las Vegas and other comedic
ideas the wiser cafegoers go for.
In his case, htf departs from the
norm, adding fresh and topical
lines to hypo the laffmeters. Workin of parodies on current pops adds
zoomer to up the comedic payoff.
A rather handsome guy for .a comic
Robbins wisely chooses ’th^ more
literate approach, to get them into
funny-feller thinking in short
order.
Leonard Young is a likeable
voung bary who keeps the intro d**partment in good taste.
House
dancers Dolores & Ricardo set up
brief, effective paso dable routine
to move things into high.
Sid
Tucker and his musicrew adept at
the arrangement workovers. Betty
& Jane Jean come in March 1
for a 10-day stand,
Lary.

Harry Belafonte sails Into the
Clover Room for four frames dur¬
ing which bullish biz will be gen¬
erated by his current peak popullarity. This establishes the Rivi¬
era as competition to be reckoned
with in the current scramble up
and dpwn Strip for convention
plums that will be plucked during
the ensuing weeks.
In contrast with previous apl)earances here, Belafonte reduces
the length of his repertoire for the
Clover, turning a smartly paced 40
minutes onslage. And fOr Vegas,
he keeps alive his now w.k. ballads,
folk tunes and calypsos,. Notably,
he has also cut down the patter,
allowing his early numbers to segue
from one to the o^er, which en¬
ables his songalogy to pyramid a
bit faster than it- did during pre¬
vious stands here.
The Novelites, three very funny
guys, are remembered here from
previous appearance at the Riviera
during which the act graduated
from the cocktail lounge to the
supper room. They blend instru¬
mentals with razzle-dazzle com¬
edies, larded with surefire charac¬
terizations to score meaningful
yocks. Novelites’ frenetic display
gets show off to racy start. Dor¬
othy. Dorbin has designed a pair
of exquisite production numbers.
The opener is a lush oriental
pageant scored to excerpts from
“South Pacific," the fave “Bali
Hai". being the most prominent as
it forms the number’s musical
foundation.
Centerpiece is an
ethereal sequence that gives way to
a bit of tastefully inserted sex by
way of a near-nude doll standing
statuesquely Immobile, Wilda
Taylor, Jack Tygett and Rene De
Haven team to animate in produc¬
tion leads.
Bary intonations of
production lyrics by^ Shevlin Rod¬
gers come off uninspired, and
sometimes very awkward.
Ray
Sinatra orch superbly charts the
musical course throughout the Beverly Rlll«, Nen^aort
opus, with the maestro earning ad¬
Newport, Ky., Feb. 19.
ditional kudos for composing the
Mills Bros. (4), Al Bernie, Donn
melodic “Fountains of Versailles"
to which the second production Arden Dancers (10), Bruce Yarnumbers is themed.
Alan. _ nell, Gardner Benedict Orch (10),
Jimmy Wilber Trio, Barbary Coast
Boys (2); $3 minimum, $4 Sat.
Slatler-Rilton, |lalla9
Dallas, Feb. 22.
Every Greater Cincy engage¬
Shecky Greene, Bob Cross Orch ment of the Mills Bros, is a home¬
(12); $2-$2.50 cover.
coming, celebrating their radio
cradling at CrosleVs WLW. This
This is comedian Shecky two-framer at northern Kentucky’s
Greene’s first Texas date and he swankery carries on the distinctive
emerged on top after 40 minutes harmony combo’s tradition of
of working with a slow-take, hand¬ trade-pulling. Socko returns of Al
sitting crowd at Thimsday’s (21) Bernie’s comedy caperlngs com¬
opening. Added handicap was a bine for a great show, along with
heavy cold, which tablers didn’t splendid* line and band support.
know had Greene In misery and
Brothers Donald, Harry and
bedded him after the show.
Herbert Mills, without their dad
Comic, who leans heavily on ad on this visit, have guitar accom¬
libs to build, and had ample panist Norman Brown as the fourth
chances with a dropped tray of member. Jump, sentimental and
dishes, a wandering tippler headed rhythm tunes in a 33-mlnute cycle
for the stage- and idle busboys Include Mills standbys. “Glow
watching the show. He scores with Worm,” “Basin Street," “Paper
imitations of Johnnie Ray, Frankie Doll," and they sound off rousingly
Laine, Danny Thomas and Sophie with “Gum Drop’’ and “You Al¬
Tucker. Best bit is takeoff of a ways Hurt the One You Love."
punchy boxer, and satirizing .,of a
Al Bernie, In for his third time
new singer—before and after one over nearly a decade, retains youth
hit record—is hilarious. Material and vigor and mastery of off-color
is at times slightly > blue, but in¬ gags without use of profanity. He
offensive, and Greene is politely also is In a class unto himself in
adept at quieting hecklers. Closing choice of special material, particu¬
click is his barb at Texas’ liquor larly in his. takeoffs on name sing¬
law.
ers. Treatment of Elvis (Schwartz)
Bob Cross’ orch has little show- Presley Is outstanding. Solid for
backing to do with Greene’s neat 37 minutes. Arthur Lee Simpkins
stint, except the gag theme, “Irish headlines the
lineup
opening
Washerwoman," which the tablers March 1.
Koll.
didn’t dig. Per usual, Cross’ crew
packed the floor with knee-pushers.
Act winds March 6, with James
EddysS K. €.
Melton -and the Four Violinettes
Kansas City, Feb. 22.
due March 7 for two weeks.
Robert
Clary, Pin-Ups (5), Tony
^
Bark.
DiPardo Orch (8); $1-$1.50 cover,
$1.50 minimum.
Monte Carlo, M^nil B^eh
Miami Beach, Feb, 25.
The zestful Robert Clary is new
Lillian Roth (with Bobby Kroll), to the night club scene here, but
Archie Robbins, Leonard Young, he will be remembered. It’s a
Dolores & Ricardo, Sid Tucker sparkling performance he gives,
Orch; $3.50 minimum.
wrapping comedy touches and a bit
of terp around the singing and
Lillian Roth is in for a limited generally Injecting un esprit de
stand here, after nixing plenty of¬ teatre not common to bistro turns.
fers from larger oceanfront hos¬
The five Pin-Ups Start the show
tels.
She played the Roulette with a Charleston routine in okay
Room of this inn twice last sea¬ fashion, and m.c, Tony DiPardo
son to turnaway biz for the 300seater. That she’ll do as well this has the young, diminutive Clary on
outing (through Fe4 28) is indi¬ promptly. He has a varied round
cated by sellouts of opening shows of tunes from musicals, from
and heavy reservations for bal¬ France, from the pop roster on the
lively side, a ballad or two, a ca¬
ance of the stand.
Intimate layout is made to order lypso, an excerpt from his album
for the warm," vital personality (Epic), a comedy impression and a
that is Miss Roth’s. If she does personal favorite. All have his
retire to a columning life, as she stylized verve, and it’s plain he has
now plans, she’ll leave on a peak an extra touch with a song. Music
in her new career. The mixture arrangements are standout, and
of nostalgia she projects is jprime the DiPardo crew gives them ex¬
entertainment for the middle-aged cellent presentation for extra
attendees attracted in overflow strong backing. Clary is in good
form throughout to an apprecia¬
numbers.
Quin.
I Miss Roth qhrewdjy eschews tive house.

Fontainebleau^ M* B^ch
Miami Beach, Feb. 23.
Tony Martin (with Al Sendry),
Jackie Kannon, Phyllis Ponn, Sacasas Orch; $3.50-$7 minimum.
Tony Martin’s return to the La
Ronde of this landmark marks an¬
nual longest-termer for topliners
playing the hotel-cafes. Standard
two-week dating is stretched to
three for the suave songster who
boasts a big following among the
heavier spenders in town for
height-of-season.
Always the urbane, impeccably
dressed performer, Martin’s slick
showmanly style is applied to a
carefully tailored book of cleffings
with close attention to balance.
End result i$ a blend that keeps
mood-change and tabler attention.,
on high throughout his 40-minute
stay. Martin has worked in the
better themes from Broadway musicomedy; insert of new and classy
“Top Hat" Porter idea for strfwhat donning and cane handling to
remind, as always, of a modern day
Harry Richman in delivery, albeit
the vocability is on the softer,
more velvety side. The workout of
the catalog also contains lighterlyric touches ior tongue-in-cheek
spoofing with the ringsiders, to
maintain warm rapport with pa¬
trons.
In this outing, Martin seems to
be much more the relaxed, warmer
personality, reflecting a more ma¬
tured post-40 ease that befits his
always assured and confident de¬
meanor. He reaches the repeated
callback plateau with ease, for the
wrapup.
Back with Martin is Jackie Kan¬
non. The slim young comedian
patterns himself in the songster’s
dress-style, and apparently has
even taken on some of his easytalk mannerisms. The casual de*
livery befits Kannon’s compote of
comedies," the one-liners and topi¬
cal-slanted shorties adding up as a
deasant, laugh-sprinkled session,
eading to his winder and big item,
the egg-in-the-bag lampoon on the
tunbanned swami-magico types. It
gets him off to healthy payoff.
Phyllis Ponn is another returnee
here, and serves to speak matters
in brief, effective staging of whirl¬
ing-dervish spins. The tall, longlegged ballerina __adds a colorful
twist pegged to latino-rhythm to
work out more of the toe-spin patterniggs.
Lary.

{

Ambassador,
A'«
Los Angeles, Feb. 19.
Peggy King, Peggy Ryan & Ray
McDonald, Johnny O'Brien, Fred¬
dy Martin Orch (16); $2-$2.50
cover.
The “old" Cocoanut Grove exits
in a blaze of glory with this layout
that spans the next fortnight, after
which the carpenters, electricians
and decorators Share top billing.
It’s overlong and in need of some
of Gus Lampe’s judicial editing,
but there’s plenty of entertainment
along the route, highlighted by
Peggy King’s best nitery showcas¬
ing to date.
Only two things need to be done
to Miss King’s act to let her
achieve solid impact along the cafe
circuit; she should drop the “pretty
perky Peggy” billing and she
should lean more toward belting
her tunes. Her vocal quality has
improved; she has range, volume
and style, and there’s no longer the
Impression that she’s carboning.
Act has been skilfully routined for
best effect and she utilizes a fine
puppet gimmick for “Till The
Clouds Roll By" that registers
strongly. Other good numbers in¬
clude “Baby Won’t You Please
Come Home" and a trio of showtunes, “Accustomed To Your Face,"
“You’ll Never Walk Alone" and “If
This Isn’t Love.”
Each Is bul¬
warked by top Andre Previn ar¬
rangements. Latter also conducts
■the Freddy Martin orch for her
show stint, and she gets an addi¬
tional musical assist from Harry
Frohman at the piano.
Refreshing dance team of Peggy
Ryan & Ray McDonald open the
layout after the Martin crew over¬
tures with “La Tempesta>” to-sset
the stage solidly. They’re fine danc¬
ers and they wallop over a trio of
routines in which excellent foot¬
work is blended with engaging per¬
sonalities that register solidly.
Anomaly of the layout Is Johnny
O’Brien, a cornball comic who
spices his material with some okay
harmonica work. He’s on much too
long (he did four minutes more
than Miss King opening night) and
needs to be trimmed severely. The
oddity is that he draws attention
and chuckles with well-worn mate¬
rial, only about two minutes of
which is even of recent vintage.
But it’s done in a homespun style
and though it doesn’t seem to be
of Grove calibre, he stirs some in¬
terest. At 15 minutes? he’d mesh
nicely with the show, Martin crew
is solid, as always,
Kap.

Wednesday, February 27, 1957. *
Music Hall, N. Y.
^'Glamour' and Rhythm/’ pro¬
duced by Russell Markert; Music
Hall Corps de Ballet, Ann Gilbert
& The Foursome, Rockettes with
dances by Emelia Sherman, Glee
Club with Raymond Paige as di¬
rector, Symphony Orch under
Paige. ’’Spirit of St Louis” (WB),
reviewed in Variety Feb. 20, ’57.

offer an unusual touch tg their jug¬
gling by projecting ping pong balls
from their mouths. The male half
of Maurice & May has some funny
biz on* a bicycle that .falls to bits,
while his attractive partner in¬
dulges in some fancy work on a
super machine.
The bill, in for a two-week run,
is ably backed by the resident Har¬
old Collins orch.
Myro.
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Wioxyf N. Y.
"Mardi Gras,” with The Bruises
(3), Nancy Lee Parker, Leslie
Sang, Nicky Powers, Manuel Del
Toro, Cissy Trenholm, Paula Newland. Master Ralph, Ice Roxyettes,
Roxy Skating Squires, Roxy Orch
directed by Rob^^t,. Voucher; proDisk j 0 c k e y-promoter Alan noise, crowding and dancing-in-thedilce^ by Robert C. Rothafel; cho¬
reography and staging, Anolyn Freed, who’s made rock ’n’ roll alsles go. Mainly, it’s the noise—
shows
a Gotham b.o. factor via his there wasn’t much , unruliness, ex¬
Arden; scenic designer, Bruno dates at
the Brooklyn Paramount cept for an occasional delinquent
Lavish spectacle usually rammed
Maine; "Oh, Me.nl Oh, Women!” (and one in Manhattan’s Academy who’d
Francais, Ottawa
throw a cigaret down from
across by the Music Hall is missing
(20th), reviewed in Variety Feb. of Music on 14th St.), has moved the balcony, and most of the kids
Ottawa,
Feb,
22.
this session, and no doubt the reg¬
uptown and taken over the Para¬ were even polite in the inevitable
Foster Johnson & His Rock ’n’ 20, ’57.
ular customers are less than happy
mount, the flagship of the United jostling. But the problems do ex¬
about it. Reason is the marathon Roll Calypso Revue, with Ray CarReplete with colorful pageantry Paramount chain, in a spot book¬ ist—there’s no gainsaying that in
length of the serjRen offering, this roll, Betty DeQuincy, Little Walk¬
being “Spirit of St. Louis,” 135- in’ Willie & His Swinging Blues- is “Mardi Gras,” the Roxy’s new ing for a week. Paired with the view of the crowding, the overex¬
mihute Warner entry.
men (5), Taps Taylor, Claudette icetravaganza. The 45-minute ses¬ stage layout is Columbia’s “Don’t uberance of the kids and the jan¬
the Rock,” in which, he also gling on the nerves of anyone else
On-the-boards outing lasts only Ross, Jeanne d’Arcy; "Thunder sion, produced under direction of Knock
present.
32 minutes and it’s a trim package, Over the Plains” (WB) and "Prince Robert C. Rothafel, effectively re¬ appears.
creates the holiday spirit of New
The bluejeans set made a sham¬
Rock ’n’ roll seems to have evol¬
albeit with .familiar ingredients. As of Pirates’ (Col); 40c-65c.
Orleans’
famed
carnival
and
it
pays
bles
out
of
Times
Square
on
the
ved. Most of the leer-ics have dis¬
per the traditional format, the
off nicely in audience reaction.
holiday, with hundreds of cops, appeared, and so have the offkey.,
house symph under Raymond
Bob Maynard’s fourth try at re¬
Top billing goes to th‘fe Bruises called in to handle both vehicular
Paige is the opener and represents viving vaude in this national cap¬
a good warmup. Gypsy tunes are ital (pop. 225,000) is underway. and the trio earns it in a comedy and pedestrian traffic to clear the
skit
packed with levity. Veterans ttemendbus lines around the thea¬
done in spirited fashion and the Opener was magician Gogi Pasha;
Paramount, j\. ¥•
audience palming attests to the to fair biz, now building so well of such blades sho^s as Arthur M. tre. But b.o. at what cost? Nobodi’
Wirtz’s “Hollywood Ice Revue,” but a youngster figures to go near
Alan Freed & His Rock ’n’ Roll
audio values.
that current unit returns next they reprise a routine in which the place for the booking’s dura¬ Shoio, with The Platters, Frankie
Ballet company provides some Thurs.-through-Sat. to his 1,000garbed as charwomen. It’s tion. What will be the effect on the Lymon & Teeriagers, Ruth Brown,
filler. Toe-art interlude is some¬ seat Francais, in a mainly French- athey’re
slapstick bit crammed with prat¬ house’s rep hnd will the staff, plus Buddy Knox, Jimmy Bowen, The
what lacking in the usual razzle- speaking downtown section.
falls which evoke heavy applause. the extra-added private police and Cleftones, Happy Brown, The Cad¬
dazzle but there’s a nice pickup
Melody, took a holiday, to this,
Entire cast and ensemble partici¬ the city bluecoats stationed in the
with vocalist Ann Gilbert and the the untutored ears of squares, for pates in “Mardi Gras Merriment,” house,
able to hold for illacs, Bobby Charles, Maureen
Foursome. Gal and the male quar¬ the 50 niinutes the capable rock an eye-filling scene that catches the the entirebeweek?
In terms of Cannon, The Duponts, Ro.bin Rob¬
tet make for an attractive and en¬ ’n’ roll outfit was onstage, except pomp and splendor of a N.O. street boxoffice, it’s a worthwhile invest¬ inson, Alan Freed Rock ’n’ Roll
tertaining unit. She particularly^ is during the calypso, when frag¬ parade. It’s an apt setting for ment, but there’s no doubt that Orch (with^ig Al Sears, Sam
an appealing turn with appearance ments of it enjerged. But the audi¬ Manuel Del Toro’s adept blade- the staffers will never want to go (The Man) Tkylor); "Don’t Knock
and larynx to qualify for stands in ence dug the decibels and seemed work as “Harlequin.” Ice Roxyettes through an experience like that the Rock” (Col), reviewed in
most other media. It’s unfortunate ecstatic with the bang-bang beat. also contrib some fancy precision again.
Variety Dec. 26, ’56. $2.50 top.
that the act, however, couldn’t be A weird character yclept Taps Tay¬ routines.
It’s the old days of the great
given more time within the frame¬ lor, with a beard part Ming, part
dancebands,
only
worse,
insofar
as
Of
a
non-ice
nature
and
a
hold¬
work of the tabloid stage workout. Bop, dived into a frenzied tap with
wailing and the overabundance of
Rockettes make with the preci¬ Presleyesque “jelly-knee” gyra¬ over Swiss youngster billed as
suggestive gesturing.
The per¬
sion legwork, which is fine for the tions. He strummed a tiny ukulele, Master Ralph, “sensationa’ Euro¬
formers, no doubt inspired by the
tourists but repeat clients might with which he added a touch of pean child prodigy.” An xylophon¬
Apollo, .N. Y.
demand of the youngsters them¬
like more show-to-show variance, phallic symbolism that was out of ist, he does a couple of classical
Dr.
Jive,
Reuben
Phillips
Band
the William Tell
selves, are concentrating more on
and the Glee Club does a pro job place, unnecessary and. anyway pieces including
Although h's musician- (13), Flamingos■ (A), Chuck Willis, the melody and even introducing
bh'an assoftpient of standards. All didn’t register. He turned up later overture.
ship is top-drawer, the turn seems Love Notes (4), Teenchords (5),
in all, reliable programming.
on the bongo drums in-the calypso somewhat out of place here except Big Maybelle, Little Joe & Thril¬ some standards into the scheme of
things.
Gene.
segment.
as a change of pace.
lers (5), Solomon Burke, Drifters
The reason is simple.
These
Latter like the previous half,
(4),
Mickey
&
Sylvia;
"Unchained”
“Mardi
Gras
Blues”
is
another
clambakes have, turned into what
was highlighted by producer Fos¬
Prince of Wales, London ter Johnson’s and Ray Carroll’s street scene with Paula Newland (WB).
boils down to a boisterous commu¬
nity sing. The kids buy the rec¬
London, Feb. 26.
deft tapping and by Betty De- plaintively warbling “Blues In the
Mitchell Torok, Shirley Eaton Quincy, announced as a protege of Night” whilst framed by the beams
Several weeks agd Harlem dee- ords, memorize ’em and come to the
(8), Dickie Henderson, Lauri Lu- Cyd Charisse. She’s tall, shapely of a street light. Sequence also jay Jocko Henderson of WQV theatre to sing along with the per¬
Del Toro, the Skating made his first Apollo stand and, former. The noise can be deaf¬
pino Lane & George Truzzi, Digby and extremely attractive, but might utilizes
Squires and Nancy Lee Parker.
Wolfe, Ganjou Bros. & Juanita lose four or five pounds to advan¬ Latter formerly a champ roller according to the management, ening, but that’s the way it now
goes. Crowds even sing with such
(4), Norman Vaughan, The Flying tage. Her voice is light but good, skater, scores with spins and whirls came close to breaking every boxoffice I’ecord at the vaude house. tricky arrangements as Frankie LyDe Pauls (.6),>Thc Balladinis (2), her presence excellent and her above the frozen aqua.
mon’s
year-old “Why Do Fools Fall
Another d.j.. Dr. Jive (Tommy
Maurice & MaVi Harold Collins dancing, while under wraps artis¬
Finale is a masked ball affair Smalls of WWRL) has made fre¬ in Love,” but the new trend has
tically, seems potentially standout.
Orch.
found
the performers moving tow¬
with
Nicky
Powers
as
the
King
and
quent
appearances
at
the
Apollo
She also speaks French quite well.
One of the unit’s two French- Leslie Sang as Queen of the Mardi in the last two years and he’s back ard simpler melodies and dressing
Mitchell Torok’s European debut Canadian
up
the
standards in rock 'n' roll
Gras.
They’re
suitably
regal
sur¬
again
this4;qugd
shooting,
at
Hen¬
the others arfe
as headliner of this layout does not colored—isgirls—all
rhythm.
The performers them¬
tall, slender and pretty rounded by the Roxyettes and derson’s take.
stack up as an auspicious event. Jeanne d’Arcy,
selves can’t be heard after the
Squires in their retinue. Cissy
who
did
little
else
Rock
’n’
roll
is
the
popular
idiom
This country & western singer, but stand around, doing a calypso Trenholm impresses in a “Flir¬ here, but none of the weekly shows opening bars—as soon as the juves
with a leaning towards the calypso cooch. The other, Claudette Ross, tatious Lady” bit, and the layout’s seem to match the popularity of spot the' number, they drown out
beat, had achieved some popularity
windup comes in a lavish “swing the two run by these spinners. The the singer. And when they ap¬
locally via his disks—but not is short, stacked and possessed of waltz” that spots the entire com¬ reason
is apparently a combination plaud at the end, the only thing
enough, apparently, to provide the all the soft feminine allure of a pany on the full stage.
of radio-plugging in their own be¬ they can be mitting is themselves,
necessary impetus to Insure a bag of bullets. She has a radiant
half and the collection of local for nobody hears the performance.
Roxy
Theatre
orch,
under
Robert
smile
and
plenty
of
self-assurance.
smash reception.
As long as the juves are willing
Boucher’s baton, precedes the sesh faves—all of whom have records
His routine of only five songs, Clad in turned-up blue jeans with with a lively New Orleans medley. jamming up the Negro market air¬ to .shell out th® money ($1.50-$2running to just about 15 minutes, boy’s flannel shirt hanging out, she He also cuts the show with his waves—they bring with them. This $2.5’0) and restrict their shenani¬
Is hardly in the headline statue shouted her way through an r&r usual eclat. Other assets are Anolyn sesh, teeners sing along with most gans to the dancing-in-the-aisles
and although he’s an amiable tunes with some Elvis movements. Arden’s choreography and staging of the 10 acts on the card.
bit, as was the rule opening day,
enough singer-guitarist, he lacks The calypso segment—for which and Bruno Maine’s scenery.
Dr. Jive’s latest theatre stand is then why should Paramount object
the personality on this showing-to she changed Into jeans of a more
if its willing to go .jllong with the
Glib.
tropical
blue
and
donned
a
gay
boosted
"by
two
additional
per¬
dominate a theatre audience. His
formances on opening day, which wear-and-tear?
opening night reception was only blouse—was bright and colorful
fell
on
Washington’s
Birthday.
Not
Back to the evolution itself. A
both
in
content
and
costume.
on a modest level, even though he
Eiiipirc9 Glasgow
all of the current turns are good, surprising twist in this-new devel¬
Card.
did well enough with individual
Glasgow, Feb. 20.
but
they’rd
r&r
withput
exception.
opment
was the appearance of
numbers. The best entries in his
Alma Copan (with Stan Foster), The disk jockey gives jive-talk in¬ Maureen Cannon,, a vet Broadway
restricted songalog were “The
Pavilion, Glasgow
Charlie
Cairoli
&
Paul,
Elizabeth
tros
the
all
the
acts.
and
television
performer who ob¬
Banana Boat Song” and “The Day
Glasgow, Feb. 22.
House band, batoned by Reuben viously has become a fave with
Mexico Gave Up the Rhumba to . Sally Barnes, Aly Wilson, 5 Dal¬ & Collins, George Meaton, Raf &
the
rock
’n’
rollers.
Her number
Julian,
Jackie
Rbss,
McAndrews
&
Phillips,
makes
with
the
standard
do the Rock ’n’ Roll.”
raucous sax openers.
Flamingos was the oldtime “Oh, Johnny,”
Shirley Eaton’s first try at West las Boys, Babette & Raoul, Billy Mills, Bobby Dowds Orch.
which
as
a
community
sing the
Stutt,
Lloyd
&
Vi
Day,
Desmond
create
only
a
slight
impression.
End vaude, after work In films and
Alma Cogan, bouncy English Singer Chuck Willis repeats his audience seemed to enjoy immense¬
legit, is quite a disappointment, Carroll & Billy Leslie, Ella Wilson,
even though she’s been given un¬ Artie Mayne, 12 Pavilion Girls, chirper with attractive coiffure and own disks. He is completely tone¬ ly. Another standard was “Put
Your Arms Around Me,” with
brunet s.a., is youthful headliner in less.
usual backing in the form of a Billy. Rose Orch.
vaude here following closing of
Love Notes distinguish them¬ Bobby Charles the vocalist. Even
■ male vocal-quartet, two male danc¬
Sally Barnes, blonde English annual winter resident layouts. selves largely because they group the new r&r songs are more melo-'
ers and an^ accompanist. The fail¬
die—the Platters’ “Only You,”
ing is Miss Eaton’s inadequate vo¬ comedienne-singer, is teamed with Distaffer, who planes to N. Y. in a girl with three men, femmes Ruth
Brown’s “Lucky Lips,”
Aly
Wilson, Scot comedian, to top April for an Ed Sullivan tv date, being . rare in r&r aggregations.
cal powers. Over-production has
Bowen’s “Pm Stickin’ With
turned this into a fussy presenta¬ this new vaude layout. Result is scores pleasantly with pop tunes, Teenchords consist of two ofay Jimmy
You’
and
Nappy Browns “Little By
including
a
useful
quota
of
rock
’n’
youngsters
teamed
with
three
Ne¬
fairly
bright
fodder,
with
strongertion; as a result, the star is unnec¬
Little.”
Simplicity is the keynote,
roll.
There’s more worthwhile groes. Quintet has one genuinely
essarily arch. She looks good in than-usual support acts.
not
only
in
the numbers themselves
mitting
for
her
versions
of
J’Singattractive
element,
a
scat
singer
Miss
Barnes,
who
made
a
na¬
stunning gowns (there’s quick
but the execution, which though
change while the quartet take the tional name via tv but has since ing the Blues,” “Middle of the about 10 years of age with a fine dressed
up with some onstage danc¬
mike), but she goes through her been left out to play mainly vaude House” and her recent waxing of voice and personality.
is vocally on the
and caoaret, shqws talent of ex¬ “You, Me and Us.” Stan Foster,
routine without authorit.y.
Singer Big Mayb^ie works for ing, nonetheless
simple side. What this will
Dickie Henderson, retained from perienced trouper. Gal, chuckling gal’s musical director, attends to laughs on the strength of a risque very
eventually'
do
to
rock
’n’ roll is any¬
the
ivories
with
skill.
and
throaty-voiced,
scores
in
song
line and, unusual control of her
the previous bill, is easily the best
body’s guess; right now, it seems
performer in the layout. In this and comedy.
Miss Cogan, a growing name on massive, rotund frame. Uninhibt- to
be
having
the
effect
of making
Her
singing
charlady
act,
by
age of gimmicks, he explains his
tv hereabouts, has obviously spent ed Little Joe and the oddly-assort¬
kids somewhat more orderly in
personal gimmick which justified [ which she has become best known, coin on her wardtobe. and is glam¬ ed Thrillers reach the audience, the
their
apprection
of
it,
though
deconceals
attractive
chirper
who
though
they
seem
to
have
the
least
orously gowned. Only faulting in
the hdldover: “I work cheap.” The
keynote of his act is versatility. ought to branch out with a glamor songalog is that singer might give talent of any group on the bill. cidely noiser.
As to the show itself. Freed is a
She plays a stage- a bit more, and relax her style into Solomon Burke dresses like, a col¬
He sings, spins yarns, dances—and offering.
all to top results. Lauri Lupino cleaner who wants to go into show same happy note she sings about. lege student and sings as though smart emcee who contents himself
Lane & George Truzzi. on the biz, cue for her rendition of songs As is, has lotsa potential for U. S. he might really be better suited with shovelling ’em on and off
other hand, are strictly out of like “Sittin’ on Top of the World”
Charlie Cairoli, bowler-hatted to jazz stylings. He has range and with a minimum of chatter. He
Act clown with bulbous nose, offers rich, nicely controlled pipes. Pew- also keeps things moving quickly—
place in a West End vaude bill. and “Singing’ tho Blues.”
clicks
with
outfrouters,
but
has
Their slapstick decorating act, in
subtle comedy and instrumental sters get a chance, thereafter, at show caught ran an hour despite its
which they cover each other with been seen so much hereabouts, both antics in teaming with partner some ingratiating men, the Drif¬ 12 acts—with first four or five turns
to one number, the next
on
vaude
and
tv,
that
managements
paste and water, is far more suit¬
Paul. Pair, familiar to vaude fans ters. Foursome has snappy sense limited
few limited to two and only Ly¬
able either for the unsophisticated should feature its author in other from their many appearances at of rhythm at times.
mon
&
The Teenagers and The
bits
from
her
well-endowed
fodMickey
&
Sylvia
conclude
the
or for a juve entertainment.
Tower Circus, Blackpool, indulge
Platters running longer than that.
Digby Wolfe, who takes over the (i0i*"b3sk0t
in custard-pie slapstick with two 90-minute performance. Pair has
Aly Wilson' is a pleasant Auld stooges for their second-half slot¬ risen quickly above the rank & The acts cannot be evaluated;
emcee chore, has a .succession of
file, partly because of recent net¬ they just weren’t audible oveif the
indigo stories which he retails in Lang Syne funster, working busily ting. Timing is near-perfect.
work tv exposure. Goodlooks of noise. Freed’s pickup band backed
between the acts. He also tries his in sketches and his own solo com¬
Elizabeth & Collins, male and femme
.. Chan.
edy.
He’s
aided
by
Arte
Mayne,
and superior guitaring by the show nicely.
hand at singing, with moderate re¬
^winking-eyed brunet partner, offer
both
provide some class to the turn.
sults. His material needs to under¬ bulky, personable stooge.
fairly exciting knife - throwing.
Of
support
layout,
the
Five
Dal¬
Art.
go drastic cleanup.
Aisart from ringing femme’s high
The Ganjou Bros, & Juanita las Boys liven up the night with coiffure and "head ^with knives
Fall River's Laine Start
have an attractive adagio routine rock ’n’ roll tunes. Babette & tossed against a board, Collins gangster film soundtrack. More
Three Rivers Inn, Fall River,
which loses none of its popularity Raoul are luminous snake-in¬ throws the blades to border her
acrobatics’ from youthful Mass., will start its season April
by repitition.
Noinnan Vaughan jungle dancers with strong nitery shapely neck before circling her comedy
duo,
Raf
&
Julian,
and
from
im¬
shows some promise with his corn- and vaude market value. Desmond luminous body as it’s revolved on
pressionist Jackie Ross (both under * 26 with a week of Frankie Laine.
cry gab and his quiet, restricted Carroll & Billy Leslie fool ener¬ fast-whirling wheel.'
New, Acts). McAndrews & Mills, Spot will be spotting names
martnef
provides
an
unusual getically. Lloyd & Vi Day warble
George Meaton, billed as the Big mixed twosome, trip it lightly in throughout its run.
touch. The Flying De Pauls, a sex¬ pleasantly, Ella Wilson warms ^ up
copventional dance - opener spot.
Noise,
has
vocal
prowess
in
im¬
the
layout
on
accordion,
and
Billy
tet of girl tumblers, have an ener¬
It’s a spring and summer opera¬
getic routine in which the tempo Stutt has breezy, if overlong, com¬ pressions of racing motorcycles, Bobby Dowds’ resident orch show- tion closing Labor Day.
backs.
Gord.
London
underground
trains
and
a
edy
slotting.
Gord.
■ continually mounts. The Balladinis

B’way Par Turned Into Teens Square’
As Ro(i V Roller Whams’n’Jams
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VARIETY BILLS
V.

WEEK OF FEBRUARY TTt

Nuin«r«Jt In conntctton with bllU btlow IndIcat* eptnini day af ihew
whethar full or apllt weak
Lattar in paranthasat;ij|ittlcatea circuit: (I) Indapandant; (L) Loaw; (M) Moss;
(P) Paramount; (R) RKO; ($) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; <W> Warnar

NEW YORK CITY
Palaca <R) 28

Music Hal4^(P) 21

Jerry Lewis ■
7 Ashtons'
Arren & Broderick
Chlquita & Johnson
Eydie Gorme
Wiere Bros.
Aristocrats

Ann Gilbert
Foursome
Rockettes —
Eleanor Reina
Ann Buchan

AUSTRALIA
ADELAIDE
Royal (T) 4

Maurice CoUeaQO
Jim Gerald
Jennie Howard
Queenie Paul
Millie Hansen
Morry Barling
Peggy Mortimer
Jandy
••
Tony Moynihan
Brenda Charles
George Nlcholi
Jack O'Dowd
Wilbur Wheeler
Flat Tops
2 Randowa
Bowery 4

Richard Heame
Julio
Nicolas Darvas
Lane Bros.
Ross & La Pierra
Bob Bromley
The Alblns
Billy Banks
Alwyn Leckie
Frank Ward
Dapiel Davey
Lewis Jacob
Ballet Girls (16)

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 4

SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 4

George Wallace
Christine & Moll

Katherine Dunham
Co.

BRITAIN
CHELSEA
Palaca (1) 2S

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 25

Tony Brent
Al Koran
Mackcll 2
Cyril Dowler
Rhoda Rogers
Anton A Janetta
Manz & Chico
Billy Maxam
Rusty

Lonnie Donegan
Gillian 6c June
Baker 6c Douglas
Curzon 3
Elizabeth 6c Collins
Des O'Connor
Terry Sis
Lou Campara

NORTHAMPTON
New (I) 25

EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 25

Eddie Grant
Nat ;Wlllis
Bernardo
wm Van Laren
Jay Martell
Allissia Ray

Ramblers
Little Abner
Suzi MUler
Edwin & Rachelle
Josephine Anne
Dickie Dawson
Manton Bros.
.Billy Scott

PRINCE OF WALES
(M) 25
MltcheU Torok
Eaton
Co.
Dickie Henderson
Lane 6c Truzzl
Digby Wolfe
Ganjou Bros.
Juanita
Norman Vaughan
Maurice 6c May
Flying De Pauls
Balia dlnls

FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) .25

Earle A 'Vaughan
V & L Aubrey
Desmond Lane
3 Quavers
Fayne & Evans
Dennis Spicer
Warren & Genie
Die Naukos
Gilbert

SHEFFIELD
Empire (M) 25

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 25

Jimmy Young
Elites
Henderson 6e Kemp
Zodias
Dowie 6c Kane
Donald B. Stuart
Juggling Brauns
Marcies

Winifred Atwell
Ballet Montmartre
Jimmy Wheeler
Pierre Bel
Gary Miller
Tommy Locky
Les Marthys
Hall. Norman A
Ladd

SOUTHSEA
Kings (M) 25

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) 25

Alma Cogan
Clarkson & Leslie
Cairoli & Paul
Freddie Harrison n
Gordon 6c Colville
El Granadas 6c P

LONDON
Hippodrome (M) 25
Dave King
Shani Wallis
Andrea Dancers
Jones 6c Arnold
Los Gatos
Jimmy Lee

Tony Crombie
Maxine Daniels
Don Fox
Billie Wyner
Ron Scott
Ross 6c Howitt
Jerry Harris
Dancing McKennas

SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 25

Anne Shelton
Rey 6c Ronjy
Murray 6c Maidie
Jack Francois
King Bros.
* Jimmy Gay
Nat Gonella
Wreham 6c Marcia

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 25

Billy Cotton 6c Bd
McAndrews 6c Mills
Harry Bailey
Walthon 6c Dorralne
Ray Alan
Ron 6c Rita
3 Paulos

SOUTHAMPTON
Grand <l) 25

Jiminy Malborn
Oo-la-la-Girls
Lillian Pearson
Ramoni Bros.
Marylin 6c Diana

NtW YOftK 'CltYBon Soir
Tony 6c Eddie
Kaye Ballard
Phil Leeds
Jimmie Daniels
Three FlaffitS''
Bruce Ifehy
W'arren vaughan...

-

Latin Quarter

TDrck-r^Marta
Chateau Madrid .
Carmen Amaya
Snbicas
Al Castellanos Ore
Lui.*; Ortiz Ore

Copacabana

Tony Bennett
Reese 6c Davis
Coronados
Dorianne Gray
R^ Beatty
Kathi Dean
Bud Spencer
Michael Durso Ore
Frank Rkjrtl Ore

Downst^rs Room
Ceil Cabot
Jack Fletcher
June Ericson
Gerry Matthews

Ave

Nancy Andrews
Dick Smart
Bob Downey
Harold Fonvllle

Hotel

Ambassador

Chauncey Gray Ore
Jani Sarkozi
Gypsies
Quintero Rhumbas

Hofei Blltmore
Eddie Lane Ore

Hotel Pierre
Frank Parker

Hotel Statler
Ray McKinley Ore

Charaas

Fifth

Ore

Monique V, Vooren
Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari Ore

Anny Kapitanny
Lili
Bela Babni Ore
Tibor Rakossy
Yedla

1

Lombardo

^Hote»..Taft
Hotel St, Rigis --

Alice Pearce
Tommy Hanlon
Johnny Mathis
Bart Howard
Martha Davis
6c Spouse
Jimmy Lyons 3

No

Hotel Roosevelt" .

Guy

Vincent Ldp'ez Ore.

Blue Angel

.

F. St L Roberta
Stanley Melba Ore.
Alan Logan Ore
Joan Bishop
Joseph Sul^*^_;„

Jean -Garaujll
Isabel 6c Miguel
Georgia Reed
Kitty Dolan
Billy Fellows .
Carmen Phillips
Trio Cottas
Syncopated Waters
Jo Lombardi Ore
B Harlowo Ore

Hotel Plaza
JacqueL'n Francoise
Ted Stra'eter*'
MarK Monte

Park Sheraton
Mimi Warren
Jose Melis
Spark Thurman

Town

& Country

Billy Vine
Alan Dale
Burhell Dancers
Ned Harvey Ore
La Playa

Two Guitars
Kostya
Dolores
Leonid
Eugene
Andrei

Poliansky
Dauphine
Lugovsky
S>. Sonya
Hamsha.v

Viennese L-'ntern

Monica Boyar
Dean Sheldon
Barba’-a Kirk
Ernest Sohoen Ore
Harold S''ndler
Paul M"nn
Village Barn
Norma Smith
Jack W-'llace
I Danny Davis Ore
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The

Scott <c Boyd
Ore
Alan Gal"

Haggetts
Arnold Dover

[T^-ddy King Oro

HAVANA
Tropicane
Johnny Fulep .
Celia Cruz
Gloria 6t Rolando
Carmela Reyea
Ruf finis
Elsa Marvel
Ramon Calzadilla
Foulino Alvyrez
S Suarez Qrq
A Romeu Orq

sans SoucI

New Acts

Helen Traubel
Sonia Calero
Victor Alvarez
Ortega Ore

FRANK PARKER
clinches in calypso vein for plau¬
With Shirley Givens^ Sally Singer, dits. Femme is, a cinch with th«
Walter Fleischer
male patrons arid keeps distaff in¬
Songs, Comedy
terest with general vivacity and
Oro
50 Mins.
r Naclonal
youthful manner. With further
Larry McMahon
C WUUtms Trio
JImmj?: :Durante
Hotel Pierre, N.Y.
polish
and seasoning, act is sure
W.
Reyes
Oro
Billy Kelly
Waldorf-Aitorla
Frank Parker has had a long run to brighten any medium, large or
Irving Harris
Benny Goodman Ore
RENO
small.
Newt. ’
Vlltaoa Vanguard
in
show
biz
having
been
prominent
Emil Coleman Ore
Abbey Lincoln
during the days when Jello and
Mapes Skyroom
Starlets
Mae Barnes
Mlscha Borr Oro
Jack Benny were synonymous. DOLORES WILSON & CO. (3)
Lancers
BUI Clifford Oro
Holiday Hotel
Hightowers
Since then, he had an extraordin¬ Songs
CHICAGO
Buddy Reed
Dick Merritt
ary revival when Arthur Godfrey 3& Mins.
Tattle Tales
Black Orchid
Clifford Guest '
featured
him on his video shows Detroit Athletic Club, Detroit
New
Golden
Ed
Fitzpatrick
Ore
Dick Contino
Colstons (2>
Riverstdo
Art Engler
Joey Carter
for a number of years, and like
Karen
Here is another Metropolitan
Paul
Gilbert
Sons
of
Golden
HoUy Winters
Jo Ann McGowan
many
of
the ex-Godfreyites he Opera diva who is trying to crash
West
Ricchlardi
Blue Angel
Bill Christopher
even enjoys a post-firing vogue a the better supper clubs with a pot¬
Calypso. Tropic
Paul Gibben
cana”
Naomi Wold
la Julius LaRosa, McGuire Sisters, pourri of classical, standard and
Jennifer Marshall
"CHiina" Clark
et al. Parker is now on a cafe pop numbers and an “act" consist¬
Lord Christo
Ann Cucksey
circuit and playing his first hotel ing of two men and lots of gyra¬
Priscilla Hood
Encores (4)
Maraca King 6c
Frankie Masters Ore
date in New York, hence his entry tions to prove everyone is alive.
Tijuana
Boulevardears 6c
Continued from page 1
into Variety’s New Act files.
Overall, the effect was unimpres¬
Lady Alina
Dons (12)
Al D’Lacy Olfc
Drake Hotel
initial date, hereabouts sive with the trio so busy with callsrefuses to do so for reasons bnts is .Singer’s
Blue Note
Caprice Chantel
a
well-handled
affair.
He
does
tenics,
props and “4«nce" routines
Bud Freeman (5)
Gate of Horn
own—the obvious one being that 50 minutes holding the audience that voices, harmony and timing
Fred Wacker 6e
Glen Yarborough
it does not wish to offend a pa¬ excellently yia many angles' and suffered. Pa*4 of the lack of pol¬
Windy City 7
Jo Mapes
Chez Paree
Ed McCurdy
tron. and particularly one with dip¬ does a superior job of entertaining ish may have been due to the fact
WiU Mastin 3 with
London House
lomatic “untouchability" built in. withal. Barker does a lot of kid¬ that the trioVas a fill-in for an act
Sammy Davis. Jr. Billy Taylor (3)
Hal Loman Dners 3 Ahmad Jamal (3)
Loudmouths and exhibitionists ding on many things, but especially forced to cancel because of Illness,
Chez Paree
AdorMister Kelly's
The “plot" of this act, produced
are, of course, more or less in-, about his age, hence an occasional
ables (8)
Matt Dennis
Ted Fio Rito Ore
Ann Hathaway
digenous to the nitei^ atmosphere. serious reference to his longevity. by Max Liebman and dlredted by
Cloister Inn
Harry Slottag (3)
When a glib or ad glib comedian is Few of the pros would expect him Felice Condr, is “Famous Women
Al Belletto (6)
Marx 6le Frlgo
Dick 6c Kiz Harp
Frank D'Rone
on the bill, these- hecklers and to go out on a cafe floor and belt of Song." Miss Wilson, an excel¬
for the 50 minutes he’s on.
Conrad Hilton.
lent coloratura, does not attempt
Pelmor House
guerrilljf warfarers can be taken
'Skntihg Memories" Edith Piaf
Parker, through some sapient to imitate the famous songstresses,
Boyers (2)
Charlie Fisk Ore
care of neatly via the squelching
writing and a pair of femme aides, only singing the numbers Identi¬
process
at
which
veteran
nltery
LOS ANGELES
the strain off his pipes. He fied with them in her own style.
buffoons are particularly adept. takes
paces himself co that his occasional An attractive blonde, Miss Wilson
Bar of Mutle
Ray Toland Ore
Most performers, however, and* tenorlngs give the impression of a has a hectic time trying to estab¬
Bill Norvas
Interlude
more especially the “dumb" acts, singing act, although he does more lish herself with a beautifully sunj^
Dee Arlen
Cal Tjader Quintet
Jimmie Shawn
haven^t got a chance. Under these gab than tonsilling. As a result, “Cielito Lindo,’’ in the midst of do¬
Jerry Linden Ore
Mocambo
conditions,
their act becomes a his pipes are fresh and clean at ing songs identified with Ethel
CIro'a
Kuldip Singh
Shirley Ba.ssey
Paul Hebert Ore
dud, and it doesn’t matter what the close of his turn, and the audi¬ Merman, Julie Andrews, Mltzi'
Janik 6c Arnaut
Moulin Rougo
stature
the
entertainer
has reached ence applauds a good chunk of Green, Blossom Seeley and a med¬
Gerl Galian Ore
Goofers (6)
singing as well as the professional ley from “The Merry Widow’*
Felix Martinique Ore
Statler Hotel
in his profession.
while, at the same time, doing a
Crescendo
Lucille Norman
Sometimes this whole situation handling of his act.
Mel Torme
Kodell
or a hop-skip-and-jump,
Lenny Bruce
One of the surprises of the oc¬ soft-shoe
Dick Stabile Ore
reduces down to a question of
or waving arms in formation, or
casion is his use of risque material. bounding down to ringside to hand
whether
night
club
proprietors
and
LAS VEGAS
bonifaces are exercising wisdom He’s cleaned up some of the cur- lout party hats for some unknown
Desert Inn
Hacienda
and judgment in permitting cus¬ “rent ribaldries only enough to reason, or strumming a few bars on
Patti Page
make them palatable for mixed a ukulele. She Is .accompanied in
Eddie Peabody
tomers who are “feeling no pain" company
Jack Durant
(if they know each other
Day, Dusk, Dawn
Art Johnson
to
enter the floorshow room. A a long time) and it gets yocks even this not-so-merry chase by Charles
Donn Arden Dners Joe Graydon
customer already well loaded with in the Cotillion Room. With this Dunn and Ray Cook, who have nice
Carlton Hayes Ore
Bruce Davis
Dunes
The Players
liquor is almost a sure-shot to cre¬ material he’ could become the voices, and Ed Dunser, pianist.
‘Min.sky Goes To
Now Frontier
ate a disturbance, and bonifaces Dwight Fiske of the formal rooms. I The puzzler in all this is why the
Paris'*
Victor Borge
Kathy Barr
Venus Starlets
and their aides at the ropes are It doesn’t hurt him on this oc¬ gymnastics and the gimmicks?
Ted Lawrie
Miss Wils(5h has such fine vocal
Garwood Van Orch
apparently not “casing" the pros¬ casion.
Patti Ross
Riviera
I equipment it seems a shame to
Niki 6c Noel
Harry Belafonte
pective customers on the spot fast
Vocally, he dues a lot of stand¬ bring in all the extraneous distracVallkyra
Ray Sinatra Orch
enough
to
determine
whether
they
ards, material that he’s been as¬ [ tions. Given a proper blending of
Miss Loni
•
rsahara
Joe DeRita
are in fit condition to carry on sociated with throughout the years, I songs, plus better staging and dress
Ames Bros.
Irv. Benson
Fran Warren
plus a few numbers of later cur¬ selection and sans escorts she
without falling on their faces.
Murray Brisco
Saharem Dancers
Grace Reed
Sands
^ Of course, it’s no easy Job—and rency. He sings with ease and I should do well in the better class
Pat “Amber"
Marlene Dietrich
Tew.
Is mostly an embarrassing one all assurance. He can hit a good fal- I clubs.
Ilalladay
Joey Bishop
^tto, and he takes a lot of notes
Larry Griswold
Copa Girls
around—^to separate the men from in stride.
,
Minsky Girls
Antonio Morelli Ore
the
inebriates
right
then
and
there
Hoyt Henry Ore
Showboat
longer breaks, he has violin¬ MARIO TUALA
El CoHex
Joe Cappo
and be faced with the awful prob¬ istFor
Shirley Givens give him a cat-_ Songs
The Gaylords
Brenda Hollis
lem- of refusing entry. When not gut background on “Intermezzo" 10 Mins.
Chop Chop 6c Char¬ Garr Nelson
lene
Showboat Girls
handled delicately, this kind of and she solos bits from'^'Porgy & Praelat, Berlin
Clrquettes
Mike Werner Orch
This Swiss tenor has reached a
cure can be worse than the disease. Bess” while he takes five off the
Buster Hallett Ore
Silver Slipper
El Rancho Vegas
Hank Henry
However, since a good deal of the floor. In another interlude, a cute remarkable degree of popularity"
Renee Molnar Dcra
Dorian Dennis
here.
He owns a very well trained
“incidents" of late are being teenager, Sally Singer, does an in¬
Dick Rice Orch
Roberto
Flamingo
caused by the international person¬ terview with him, and there’s a and extremely appealing voice.
Allan 6c Ashton
Other
assets are ,his good looks,
Dinah Shore
Jimmy Cavanaugh
nel, the very fact of diplomatic im¬ lot of laugh material in this ses¬
The Skylarks
Sparky Kaye
which easily make him a fave with
munity—if immunity does, in fact, sion.
Flamingoettes
Mac Dennison
teenagers,
and his knowledge of
Lou Basil Orch
Slipperettes
apply, and it may not—can prove
Parker comes Into the room after several languages which he skil¬
Fremont Hotel
Geo. Redman Orch
a boomerang as far as the-U.N’ers it’s been warmed up considerably fully uses for the variety of his
Ish Kabibble
Thunderbird
The Make Believe*
Merry Macs
are concerned. It is comparatively through the six-week stint of Lilo songs. Young chap (28) has suc¬
Golden Nugget
Sonny Howard
easy for cafe and related 4rade as¬ who brought a state of prosperity cessfully appeared at many noted
Polly Possum 6c
Les Cardinals
Joe Wolverton
Barney Rawlings
sociations to make representations to this hospice. The Stanley Melba houses here and his appearance at
Harry Ranch
Thunderbird Dners
to the UN about public behavior Orch, conducted by Joseph Sudy, Praelat was another click.
Jig Adams
Al Jahns Orch
Backed by his own guitar, he
of their personnel. The world org gives him excellent backing, while
his personal accomper, Walter
MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
vvoul(i naturally be sensitive about Fleischer, provides added strength gives out with “Rossignol," “Ar¬
gentina"
and (his “trademark"
such matters and, whether or not to the turn.
Americana
Lucerne
Jose.
song) “Mexico." Latter, nearly
-Lisa Kirk
Havana Revue .
the various clerks and secretaries
Carman Cavallaro
Marquez Sisters
classical
around
here, he brings as
are guilty of infractions, it could
Rowan 6c Martin
Eva Flores
polished and technically brilliant
Joe Reichman Orc- Milos Velarde
sound the alert in a general bulle¬ ANAMORENA
as, for instance, Caterlna* Valente?
Dave Lester Ore
Renee 6c Lidia
tin affecting the entire body of the Songs
Bar of Music
Questel
is bringing her “Malaguena,"
Bill Jordan Mardi Gras Girls
35 Mins.
United Nations.
Tuala represents very good show¬
(hna Valente
Don 6c Tyler
manship and is an enrichment for
Gu^ Rennie
Luis Varona Ore
' New Yorkers who’ve witnessed Ritz Carlton, Montreal
Haivvy Bell
Monte Carlo
Once again the Ritz Cafe in every domestic cabaret show or
“scenes"
and
“incidents"
at
night
Clark Fiers
Lillian Roth
clubs and elsewhere cannot recon¬ Montreal becomes a showcase for operetta stage. He might have a
Vivian Lloyd
Leonard Young
. Cotton Club
Sid Tucker Ore
Hans.
cile the UN’S' talking peace on the a new thrush and this time there chanfe in the U.S.
Murray Franklin's
Cab Calloway
little doubt of-entrant’s future.
inside, at the General Assembly is
Lonnie Suttin
Irwin‘Corey
Anamorena is a contraction of her DOTTIE ANNE “
Sallie Blair
Leon Fields
and
Security
Council,
and
disturb¬
original lengthy South American Dancing
Will ■ Gaines
Dick Haviland
ing the peace on the outside.
George ..Kirby
Linda Bishop
moniker. She is a handsome young 20 Mins.
Joe Chi sholra- . Murray Franklin
brunet amply endowed' from all Variety Club, Dallas
Anjoel Trio
Bllisr./Mitchell
visual corners and with personality
Savar Dancers
Eddie Berri^trd^
Shapely blonde has eye-arresting
Michelle Clark
Nautilus
to burn.
visual assets that grab notice be¬
Norma Miller Ders Michel Rosenberg
This is Anamorena’s first Cana¬ fore she starts cleating. She’s a
Orioles
Antone 6c Ina
Eddie Barefield Ore Syd Stanley Ore
Continued from page i
• dian appearance and other than a ringer for Doris Day and expertly
Di Lido
Sanir^oucl Hotel
few minor stints in rooms in the utilizes a natural smile with facile,
Pupi Campo Ore
Phil Foster
The present West 56th St. site: U.S. is her first serious cafe offer¬ light mugging, which splits attenBea Kalmus
Freddy Calo Ore
Barbara Black
Pliace ?Pigtflia'
- -which is only two floors, compared ing since coming up from Argen¬ tioa between her comely face,
Maria 6c Toni
B S Puliy
to the five-story builejing which tina"; Her credits as a thrush out¬ amply filled—and brief—sequined'
Caney Ore
Dixie Evans^ r-.
Eden Roc
French Follies
was the former hohie of the Amer¬ weigh her debits and the rough costume, arid the talented terping.
Johnnie Ray
Sevilla
Gets off 15 minutes of terrific
ican Institute of Physics, will be- spots evident at the moment should
Charlie Farrell
Jean Carroll
Augie 6c Margo
Mickey Gentile
'Come the headquarters of the Na¬ be easily cured with experience tapping, moving over the stage.
Mai Malkin Orp
Tommy Ryan
and the proper handling.
Returns in circa 1925 costume to
tional
Showmeh’s..._Assn.,
an
out¬
Chue.v Reyes Ore
Johnny Silvers Orr
Unbounded energy and a (?eslre •wham-over a fast Charleston rou¬
Buddy Greco Ore
Rey Mambo Ore
doors outfit of which' showman
tine that reaps hefty mitting.
Empress
Saxony
George A. Hamid is president to please is about the only thing Youngster
Jerry Lester
“East Meets West"
rates bigger showcasing.
in
her way right now (if this can
emeritus and was its first prexy
Rita Constance
Louise Hoff 6c Co.
Bark.
be called a debit) aijd on the night
Mandy Campo Ore
Housler Dancers
when
formed
nearly
20
years
ago.
Fontainebleau
Charlie Spivak Ore
caught she did upwards of 10
Tonv Martin
Cortes Ore
New building calls for a $100,000 numbers and ranged through sev¬
Jack Kannon
Roney Plaza .
bond, issue. • Ladies’ night twice-a- eral languages with little trouble.
Al Navarro Ore
Calypso Eddie
Sarasas Ore
Juliette Robbins
weejk will be an innovation, paral¬ Despite her' uninhibited nature,
Helzapoppin' Club Serge Valdez Ore
leling the impact made by The she keeps gab session to a minimum
The St. Regis Hotel, N. Y., will
Olsen 6c Johnson
5 O'clock
Marty May
Lambs which, for economic rea¬ and it isn’t until after her first open next season with Constance
Sherry, Britton
Malagon Sisters
Tommy Raft
group
that
she
bursts
into
an
amus¬
sons,.
broke
tradition
and
now
ad¬
Moore
as its fu’st headliner start¬
Eileen O’Dare
Al Golden
mits the femmes to dinner, with ing patter bit explaining her accent, ing Sept. 5.
'
.iune Johnson
Parisian Rev
Leonard Sues
Thunderbird
et al.
result
the
club
is
in
the
black.
As
lineup
In the Maisonette of
Conrad Dancers
The Kentones
Songalog is varied; a rousing
Latin Quarter
Dick Sterling
The near-Park Ave. location is Latin beat is followed by a hit that inn now stands, the room will
Zle.gfeld Follies
Frankie Scott
expected to attract agencies, ad¬ parade ballad, an Italian number close June 5 after six weeks of
Bob Kennedy
Rey Mambo Ore
Dominique
Vagabonds
men, et al. The new Pfi^TS will and a Gallic pop done as she ex¬ Julie 'Wilson. Monique Van Vooren
George Matson
Vagabonds
opens Feb, 28; Genevieve. March
make a feature of its private con¬ plains in her “own French.”
Vlng Merlin Strings Danny Stanton
ference room facilities for press
Lynn Christie
Helen Forrest
Doing her own accomps on a 4; Sheila Reynolds, April 14; with
Leon & Eddie's
Ronnie Eastm.an
Miss Wilson coming in April 25
parties,
client
conferences
and
the
bongo
drum,
Anamorena
reprises
Vanities of '57
B 6c C Robinson
I “Brazil" to salvos and then for the balance of the season.
like.
Bubbles Parlene
Jay Salerno
Montmartre

Lillian Roth
Fajardo Ore
Casino Playa

UN °& Rudeness

Friars’ilew Bldg.

St. Regis, N. Y., Lineup

/
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Beaoty Gene From Modem Mosids
James Reynolds of the Good Old Days Deplores
Optical Opulences’ Disappearance on B’way
James Reynolds, designer of
Broadway musicals during the
fabulous days of the 20*8 and SO’s,
deplores the lack of beauty in mnsicAlS today. Except for ^‘My Fair
Lady” and “The King and I,” he
thinks production values have
shrunk to nil in the matter of taste
and elegance.
“True,” he says, “musicals today
. have advanced far in plot develop¬
ment and musical structure, and
laughs have discarded the vaudevUlle patterns, but when it comes
to beauty on the stage, it just
doesn’t seem to be considered at
all.
“In their attempts to strike on
realistic stories and fresh locales,
writers and producers overlook
what a large public has always
liked fo see—that certain some¬
thing they don't get regularly in
their everyday lives—^glamour and
beauty.
“Revues aren’t as frequent as they
were, but when they are done, rock
• 'n' roll is considered the only thing
to wrap up a big production splash.
Then they cry ‘bring on the girls’
and what do you see? —stilted pos¬
tures and no attention to indivi¬
dualized personality.
“Girls today are more beautiful
than ever but they simply don’t
show off when they ste^ into the
spotlight. They appear to be satir¬
izing the great Ziegfeld age—^Inst^ad of projecting their own best
points/’
Reynolds’ career, which started
with John Murray Anderson, reads
like a Broadway bluebook. His first
chore was the memorable, “What’s
In A Name” (a flop but an atomic
blast In stagecraft which still lin¬
gers); four “Greenwich Village
(Continued on page 6l)

Off-B’way Now on B’way;
With Co-op B.O., That k;
Charge No Broker’s Fee
Off-Broadway now has a Broad¬
way boxoffice. A joint outlet for
tickets has been opened in the Ho¬
tel Remington, in West 46th St.
between 7th and 6th Avs. It’s sell¬
ing seats for 10 member groups in
the off-Broadway Assn.
No brokerage fee is charged pa¬
trons, but each production pays a
20c. commission * per ticket sold.
That’s to cover rent, phone and
other expenses. The running of
the operation at present is on a
voluntary basis. The office was
opened to simplify the purchase of
ducats to the generally out-of-theway theatres.
Included among the association’s
members is the Phoenix Theatre.
Not connected with the organiza¬
tion, however, are three major
Greenwich Village operations, the
Cherry Lane Theatre, the Theatre
de Lys and Circle in tlje Square.

Gratien Gelinas Fonns
French-Canadian Group
Gratlen Gelinas, French-Cana¬
dian actor who uses the profes¬
sional name of Fridolin, is found¬
ing a Montreal-based company to
produce original plays in French
and English. He plans an October
start, touring tank towns as well
as key cities. Three French-Cana¬
dian authors, including novelist
^nd tv-dramatist Roger Lemelin,
are already working on scripts for
the project.
Gelinas played with the Strat¬
ford (Ont.) Shakespeare Festival
company last summer, including
the appearance at the Edinburgh
Festival.

'Rainmaker Pays
New $25,000 Divvy
The 1954-55 Brofidway produc¬
tion of “The Rainmaker” has hit
the 100% profit mark. A $25,000
profit distribution last week hiked
the payoff thus far to $70,000 on a
$75,000 investment. The Ethel Len¬
der Reiner (in association with
Hope Abelson) production has
about $5,000 more on hand, which
is scheduled for distribution
shortly,
As usual, the backers and man¬
agement split the profit equally,
the former’s share representing' a
50% cleanup on their investment.
The recent divvy reflected partial
income from the sale of the film
rights to indie pic producers Jo¬
seph Hazen and Hal Wallis, plus
various royalties.
The picture coin was $22,500, rep¬
resenting the production’s 40%
share (less 10% commissions) of a
$62,500 payment A final install¬
ment, for the same amount, is to
be paid next year Incidentally, the
film, costarring Burt Lancaster and
Katharine Hepburn, has already
been released. The Broadway pro¬
duction of the N. Richard Nash
play ran for 116 performances,
with Geraldine Page starred.

LONDON SERIES USING
NEW-AUTHOR SCRIPTS

London, Feb. 26.
A program of excerpts from plays
by dramatists never before repre¬
sented on the British stage will
start March 6 at the New Lindsey
Theatre, a private subscription or¬
ganization. Jimmy Wax is producer
of the project, which Is to run
through March 17.
The presentation will include
extracts from Kdhneth White’s
“They Called Him Jonah,” directed
by Michael Harald; Leonard Ansell's “The Benefactor,” directed
by Michael Gough; David Campton’s “The Cactus (harden,” direct¬
ed by Clive Goodwin, and Thierry
Maulnier’s “Night Without Morn¬
The Grant Lee Theatre, 400-seat ing,” directed by Catherine Lacey.
film house in Ft. Lee, N. J., just
across the George Washington
Bridge from upper Manhattan, is Giorgio Tozzi, of Met,
being converted for legit. A threeSet for Coast ‘Pacific’
year lease has been taken by pro¬
Los Angeles, Feb. 20.
ducers Robert Ludlum and Merwin
Orner, operating as the Ncjrth/Jer¬
Giorgio Tozzi, Metopera basso,
sey Playhouse, Inc.
has been signed by Edwin Lester,
It's planned to offer three series general director of the Los^ An¬
of productions yearly, in the geles Civic Light Opera Assn.,, to
spring, summer and late fall. The co-star with Mary Martin in a
first is slated to open April 2, with Coast production of “South Pacif¬
J. Robert Dietz as stager.
ic” this , summer.
Miss Martin
will do .lioth “South Pacific” and
“Annie
Get
Your
Gun”
for the
Oakdale Showtent Will
Civic Light Opera in both Los An¬
Open 4th Season June 1 geles and San Francisco. John
Raitt will appear opposite her in
o
New Haven, Feb. 26.
Oakdale Musical Theatre, near¬ “Annie.”
The Metopera season in New
by Wallingford’s tent setup, will
open June 1 for its fourth season. York closes April 24 and Tozzi se¬
The schedule will follow the plan cured a release from several per¬
inaugurated last year, when formances of the Metopera’s sched¬
straight plays as well as musicals uled spring tour in order to be able
to report in time for rehearsals of
were done.
Recent annual election of offi¬ the Rodgers & Hammerstein musi¬
cers leaves virtually the same ex¬ cal. He has also postponed an en¬
ecutive personnel, with Ben H. gagement as leading bass-baritone
Segal, prexy and general manager; at the Teatro Colon, Buenos Aires.
Robert A. Hall, first vice prez; J. F. The legit deal was set by Humph¬
Buckman, second vice preu:; Luke rey Doulens, of Concert Manage¬
H. Stapleton, secretary, and W. G. ment.
Albert Marre will stage “Pacific.”
Newton, Jr., treasurer.

FT. LEE (N.J.)F1LMER
SWITCHING TO LEGIT

.__LECITdfATE
Some Joke, Hey Kid?
Toronto, Feb. 26.
Maybe it was unintention,
but the Toronto Telegram did
a bit of Page 1 editorializing
in its Feb. 11 issue.
In a promotional box, the
sheet announced, “On oStage:
The true gloves-off behind-the-.
scenes story, of what happens
to young hopefuls trying to
crash Broadway, and of the
actors and actresses who are
grimly trying to hang on, be¬
gins today on the comic page.”

Mnskal Destry’
By Rome-Bester
A legit musical version of the
Max Brand story, “Destiny Rides
Again7’ is planned for Broadway
production in the fall of 4958 by
David Merrick. Harold Rome is
providing the music and lyrics,
with Alfie Bester writing the book.
The yarn has been done several
times in pictures, notably in 1939
by Joseph Pasternak for Universal
release, with a cast including Mar¬
lene Dietrich, James Stewart,
Charles Winninger, Mischa Auer,
Brian Donlevy, Irene Hervey and
Una Merkel.
Lena Horne has been signed as
star of “Jamaica,” the Harold Arlen-E. Y. Harburg-Fred Saidy mu¬
sical being produced by Merrick
early next fall. Robert Lewis will
stage the show, for which Sidney
Poitier is mentioned as male lead.
Other projects on Merrick’s fu¬
ture production slate Include two
London straight plays, “Romanov
and Juliet,” by Peter Ustinov, and
“Look Back in Anger,” by John
Osborne, and a musicalization of
Eugene O’Neill’s only comedy, “Ah
Wilderness.”

Actor-Convicts Ready
Xaine’ Courtroom Drama;
’Stalag’at Walla Walla
Walpole, Mass., Feb. 26.
Walpole state prison has 175
stagestruck convicts, members of
The Masquers, who are readying a
spring production of “Caine .Mu¬
tiny Court Martial.” The group
presented “Mister Roberts” in the
jail last September.
The prisoners have a Harvard
coach and director, John Ryan, a
member of the Harvard Dramatic
Club. He also staged their “Rob¬
erts” performance.
“They’re just actors to me, and
they’re good actors,” Ryan says.
“I’ve never worked with a cast that
had' more enthusiasm.”
W. D.
Achuff, prison principal officer, or¬
ganized The Masquers and obtained
the coach.
Joseph A. Roberts, serving a 45year sentence for armed robbery
and tape, yill play the prosecuting
attorney In “Caine Mutiny.” Dick
Dempsey, short-termer, will play
Captain Queeg,
Fritz “Swede” Swenson, serving
a life sentence for killing a Boston
policeman, will again be stage
manager. Some of The Masquers
members are serving life terms and
several are in for short terms.
There are no professional actors
among them. The only acting ex¬
perience reported by the group
prior to “Roberts” is that one once
walked on as a ghost in a highschool play„
Want Paying Patrons, Too?
Inmates of the Washington State
Penitentiary, at Walla Walla, have
ordered 100 posters, plus single
and double-column mats for their
upcoming production of “Stalag
17,” to be.presented In the prison.
The order was received last week
by Package Publicity Service, In
New York. Legit pressagent Ber¬
nard Simon, who operates the out¬
fit, filled the order but has been
puzzled at how the convicts may be
planning to u.se the material. As
he figures It, they’re presumably
assured of a “captive” audience,
with or without exploitation.

- Who Me?
Helen Hoerle, pressagent for
the Stamford (Conn.) Play¬
house, was bruised and shaken
up last week in a fall backstage in the theatre. She was
taken to St. Joseph’s Hospital,
Stamford, for treatment. •
With no bed available else¬
where, she was put in the
maternity ward.

S7

DaDas Da3y s N.Y; Legit Directory
Keyed by Growing Tourisf Trend
The Dallas Times Herald has
launched a special Broadway legit
ad directory that could possibly
be copied by other hinterland
newspapers. It’s an offshoot of thb
expanding mail order business and
Production of the musical com¬ an apparent realization of the b.o,
edy, “West Side Story,” has report¬ importance of out-of-town trade to
edly been deferred from late this Broadway.
spring until next fall-winter. In¬
In a letter notifying various
ability to cast the male lead, a Main Stem theatre pressagents of
singer to represent an 18-year-old its plan, the Herald pegs its pitch
youth, is said to be one, ,of the fao
tors. Another is conflicting con¬ for ad copy on a recently com¬
ducting commitments of Leonard pleted survey of Dallas railroads
Bernstein, who has composed the and airlines. The study reveals that •
score for the show, to a book by 67,034 of the city’s residents
Arthur Laurents and lyrics by I travelled to New York during 1950.
Using that figure as a springboard,
Steve. Sondheim.
Cheryl Crawford will, produce the Herald letter states, “You will
the musical, with Jerome Robbins recognize the tremendous potential
for Broadway productions in this
j doing the staging.
amazing number of people.”
Emphasizing that a legit show is
usually a must for out-of-town vis¬
itors to Manhattan, the letter notes
that the directory, “Where to go
in New York,” would point out the
shows its readers should catch.
Accentuating the pitch further, the
Herald cites local interest in legit
and the paper’s coverage of the
London, Feb. 19.
Broadway scene via features and
A color bar resolution, carried reviews by Brooks Atkinson, New
by British Actors Equity at its York Times drama critic. __
annual conference last soring, goes
The directory, restricted to the
into effect at the end of next
month. An Instruction is going out Sunday amusement pages, also ineludes
a line asking readers to
to all members warning them that
starting March 31, they will not “write or wire for reservations”
giving
the
number of weeks of ad¬
be permitted to work in any thea¬
tre in which any form of color bar vance notice required by the pro¬
duction.
The
paper Is charging $7
operates, unless there is a clause
in the contract to insure that a per inch for each Sunday insertion
definite and agreed proportion of on a 13-week contract with a can¬
tlie performances shall be open to cellation out for shows that fold.
all non-Europeans.
While insisting it does not seek
to interfere in the Internal political
affairs of South Africa, Equity
admits that this instruction relates
primarily to engagements there.
Between now and the end of March
they are hoping to discuss the im¬
plementation of its policy with
London producer Laurier Lister
interested managements.
is planning to tryout a neWrevue
The union claims that its resolu¬ on the strawhat Circuit in the U.S.
tion is an assertion of members’ nexL summer. It’ll be his mana¬
right as artists to insist that their gerial debut in this country with
performances shall be given to an original property. He was rep¬
every section of the population in resented on Broadway in 1955 as
any country which they visit. Art, co-producer of “Joyce Grenfel Re¬
they aver, is universal and cannot quests the Pleasure,” which ho
be barred by color, race or creed.
originally presented on his own in
London,
Associated with him on the up¬
coming revue, ,is HUlard Elkins,
who’s active in The" packaging of
barn shows. The show, not yet
Rosalind Russell, star of “Auntie titled, will be sent on a silo tour,
Marne,” is believed about to sign which will be in the nature of a
an extension of her contract with pre-Broadway tryout. Britisher Max
the Jerome Lawrence-Robert E. Adrian, top-billed in the recent
Lee dramatization of Patrick Den¬ Broadway production of “Candide,”
nis’s novel. Although the terms will costar with an American disof the new deal are not revealed, taffer to be selected.
it’s understood that the show is to
Lister’s overseas production
lay off for five weeks this summer credits include the revue “Airs on
while the actress vacations, and a Shoestring” and its successor
that thereafter she will remain as “Fresh Airs.” Lee Adams and
star through the spring of 1958 or Charles Strouse, who contributed
until Warner Bros, is ready to start material for the latter presentation
shooting the picture version of the will also be represented in the new
comedy, possibly in January or venture. Adrian, incidentally, was
February of next year.
also associated with the second
It had recently been reported revue as a performer, material con¬
that Miss Russell had broken off tributor and. co-stager.
negotiations with producers Rob¬
ert Fryer and Lawrence Carr,after
some of the tentative renewal deal
terms came to light here. . The
star's original cpntract was to have
expired next October. It did not
provide for a summer layoff.
George Jean Nathan, who's been
in ill health for several months, is
on the mend, and is fig¬
Lee Adams-Chas. Strouse reportedly
uring on resuming regular legit
Keeping Busy All Over reviewing, probably next season.
Scripter-lyricist Lee Adams and He is almost finished a new book,
composer Charles Strouse are “Literature and Drama,” due for
working on several projects. First publication next fall by Knopf,
on their schedule is an original and has signed a new contract
revue for the Pittsburgh (Pa.) with Esquire mag for a series of
Playhouse, They collaborated with articles on modern drama.
He plans an extended vacation
Mike Stewart on last year’s show,
“What’s the Rush,” which subse¬ in Curacao, probably starting in
April.
quently toured the strawhat cir-,
cuit.
They’re also working a musical Miller and Lewis Due
adaptation of S. I. Abelow and
For Huddle in London
Robert Cenede]l,a’s comedy, “The
London, Feb. 26.
Small Servant,” which was tried
Gilbert Miller is due here March
out last December at Margo Jones’
Theatre ’56, Dallas. The play had 7 for a three day visit, after a
previously been presented on tv. short stopover in Paris, for confabs
Also, on their sked is the musical with Henry Sherek and Robert
adaptation of “The Late Risers,” Lewis on the upcoming Broadway
which Hillard Elkins has under production of “Under Milk Wood.”
The Dylan Thomas comedy, pre¬
option for Broadway production.
Additionally, Adams-Strouse ma- i sented by Henry Sherek, at thTfi
terial has been optioned by British New Theatre, will be a joint
producer Laurier Lister for a revue Sherek-Miller venture in New
he plans to preem on the strawhat York, where it will be staged by
circuit next summer with Elkins. I Lewi.s. Latter is due here March 4.

Hold‘West Side Story’
Till Next Fan-Winter

Hits Race Bias

"

London’s Laurier Lister.
Will Tryout New Revue On U. S. Suinmer Circuit

ROSALIND RUSSELL
EXTENSION COMING UP

GEORGE JEAN NATHAN
BETTER; DOING BOOK
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Shows Out
Orpheus Descending
Washington, Feb. 21.
Producers
Theatre
presentation
of
drama in three acts, by Tennessee Wil¬
liams. Stars Maureen Stapleton: features
Robert Loggia. Lois Smith. Directed by.
Harold Clurman; .produced by Robert
Whitehead; costumes, .Lucinda Ballard;
lighting, Feder; music arrangement, John
Mehegan; scenery, Boris Aronson. At Shubert Theatre, Washin^on, Feb. 21, '57;
$3.85 top. «
Dolly Hamma
.Elizabeth Eustis
Beulah Binnings .....
.
.
Jane Rose
Pee Wee Binnings.. .Warren Kemmerllng
Dog Hamma
. David Clarke
Carol Cutrere .
Lois Smith
Eva Temple .
Nell Harrison
Sister Temple .. Mary Farrell
Uncle Pleasant . John Marriott
Val Xavier . Robert Lo*'gia
Vee Talbot .
Joanna Ross
Lady Torrance .Maureen Stapleton
Jabe Torrance.
Crahan Denton
.Marshall Talbot.R. G. Armstrong
Mr. Dubinsky ..
Beau Tllden
Woman
.Janice Mars
David Cutrere ... Robert Webber
Nurse Porter . Virgllia Chew
Men. . Albert Henderson, Charles Tyner

Tennessee Williams , has again
mined the bitter, passionate slag
heap that is his particular corner
of the south and has come up with
another hit in “Orpheus Descend¬
ing.”
Hollywood,
incidentally,
should find a picture version profit¬
able, as it has with so much of his
other work.
This is typical Williams, a murky
tale of inbred, hard-eyed peoole in
a Mississippi village, smeared with
sex, violence and death. It is told
with perhaps too heavy a hand,
lacking any relief in the inevitable
march to the tragic ending.
The story is reminiscent of Wil¬
liam Inge’s “Picnic,” but much
heavier all the way. In this, too,
there seems to be touch of other
things, especially “27 Wagons Full
of Cotton,” whose Hollywood ver¬
sion became “Baby Doll.”
Into
the drygoods of the little town
comes a handsome, guitar-strum¬
ming stranger from New Orleans,
an illiterate willing to give up his
■happy-go-lucky existence to settle
down in a solid job.
He’s hired by a woman whose
husband, just back from the hos¬
pital after' a serious operation, is
obviously dying.
Into the store
also comes the hell-raising .daugh¬
ter of a leading family, out to
destroy herself in bitterness. The
girl propositions the newcomer,
who stays on'^at the store and be¬
comes the lover of his boss. After
various sordid, complex develop¬
ments, the d.ving husband stumbles
downstairs, discovers his wife with
her lover, shoots her and stirs up
a posse against the young man,
who’s caught and torn to pieces by
' hounds.
As-of opening night, “Orpheus
Descends” is ovej*long and sags in
the middle. These are things which
can be fixed, however. This is the
fifth writing and the third naming
of the play. The Theatre Guild
produced the first version in 1940,
as “Battle of Angels.” with Miriam
Hopkins starring. It died speedily
in its Boston tryout. It came to
Washington to rehearse as “Some¬
thing Wild in the Country,” but
opened as “Orpheus Descending.”
In addition to the meatiness that
Williams has piit into his dialogue,
the show has some fine acting.
Maureen Stapleton, the femme
storekeeper, turns in a perform¬
ance that promises magnificance
by the time the play reaches
Broadway. Robert Loggia is fine
as the lover.
Lois Smith does
brilliantly as the embittered, young
girl seeking to de.stroy herself and
Jane Rose is solid as a local gos¬
sip.
Boris Aronson’s single set
of the general store is effective.
Lowe.
Sin of Pat Muldoon
' New Haven, Feb. 20.
Richard Adler & Ro?er L. Stevens m’oduction of comedy in three acts (five
scenes) by John McLlam. Stars James
Barton: features Katherine Sauire, Edgar
Stehll, James Olson, Gerald Sarraclni,
Patricia Bosworth, John Heldabrand, Clif¬
ton James, Elaine Strltch. Directed by
Jack Garfein; settings, Mordecai Gorelik;
lighting, Paul Morrison; costumes, Anna
Hill Johnstone. At Shubert Theatre, Feb.
2n. '57; $4.50 top.
Theresa Muldoon.Pati’lcia Bosworth
Brigid Muldoon
.Katherine Squire
Cornelius de Lacey .
Edgar Stehli
Gertrude Muldoon.Elaine Strltch
Pat Muldoon .
.Tames Barton
Attendants
. PhiUn Kenneally,
Ross Bennett
Dr. Glass
.John Heldabrand
Father Gallagher .
.Tames Olson
Joe Vierra
..-... Gerald Sarraclni
Officer Dunne .
Clifton James

With proper editing, “Sin of Pat
Muldoon” could emerge as a worth¬
while production, but this first play
of John Mcl.iam is at present in a
peculiar soot. Although it contains
good writing, excellent perform¬
ances and a technically commend¬
able production, some of its better
“theatre” may have to be sacrificed
because of Us controversial reli¬
gious aspect.
A standout change of pace in¬
volving a tear-producing scene of
last rites of the Catholic Church,
.^shifting quickly to a second act
curtain guffaw would probably be
vitiated by revision to make it
acceptable to Catholic -audiences.
Similar situations run through

Town

other phases- of the. play, raising
the problem of cutting without
losing the punch.
The author has obviously atI tempted to balance off the humor
! pdrtion of his script with an equiv¬
alent amount of drama along philo¬
sophical and theological lines, Portipns of the sober sequences may
be unacceptable to certain play¬
goers, so some of the show’s assets
tend to be unmarketable. '
■ Script tells of a free-thinker who
has committed “all the sins up and
down, the Ten Commandments”
(plus a few of his own) and fights
off every attempt to bring about his
salvation. 'His death without re¬
demption will probably be un¬
satisfying to some patrons, but is
consistent with his cantankerous
nature.
As the crusty hero, James Barton
is equally, a dept at rousing a bellylaugh or a penetrating reflection.
Only his vocal projection is defi¬
cient and at times irritating as it
causes auditors to miss important
lines.
Good talent abounds in the supr,
porUng cast headed by Elaine
Sfritch,'^ho exhibits fine histri¬
onics as the semi-flippant daughter
who has been the unrewarded
wage-earner of the family. Kathe¬
rine Squire is properly lachrymose I
as the wife and mother whose mar- |
itill dreams have never material¬
ized.
Patricia Bosworth gives a sen- j
sitive version of the shy daughter
whose heart goes to a young Mex¬
ican, aptly played by Gerald Sarracini. James Olson is effective as
a young priest, Edgar Stehli is well
cast as a theatre night .watchman,
John Heldabrand fits nicely as a
doctor and Clifton James does a
capable bit as a police officer.
Jack Garfein’s staging extracts
maximum meat from the script,
and Mordecai Gorelik’s dual room
(kitchen-dining room) setting offers
interesting simultaneous playing
areas and an aerial background
providing the illusion of neighbor¬
hood surroundings. Paul Morrison’s
lighting efficiently suggests time
changes, and Anna Hill Johnstone’s
costumes are appropriately lower
middle class.
Bone.

Danziger Bros. Expand
Production in England
With London Legit ‘Rain’
London, Feb. 26.
Edward J. and Harry Lee Dan¬
ziger, Americans who have been
resident in Britain for some years,
and who have been active in the
tv and feature film fields, are
branching into legit. Their first
play will be a Broadway import,
Michael Gazzo’s “Hatful of Rain,”
opening March 7 at the Princes
Theatre, after a short tryout tour.
Sally Ann Howes and Sam Wanamaker are co-starred and the lat¬
ter has also staged the drama.
The main activity of the Dan¬
ziger freres over the past few
years has been the production of
“The Vise!’ telefilm series, in which
Donald Gray plays the role of
Mark Saber, with Diana Decker as
his assistant.
Last year the Danzigers built
their own studios at Elstree, where
they now concentrate their telefim
activities, as well as their feature
production. In the latter category,
they’ve just completed “Triangle,”
with Robert Arden, Anne Heywood
and, Carroll Levis in the leads.
Their last feature, “Satellite in the
Sky,” was given world relea.se by
Warners,
t,
The Danziger feature schedule
includes “Meet the Wives,” a com¬
edy, and two Cinemascope films,
“Queen’s Mark” and “Spanish.
Sword.” Also on their roster is a
subject titled “Bamboo Mountain;”

Edwige Feuillere Co.
Will Tour U. S., Canada

Boston’ Arts Festival
Slated for June 14-29
Boston, Feb. 26.
Sixth annual Boston Ar^s Fes¬
tival, which will again have an al¬
fresco .e'^it l*^yoiu, will 'be pre¬
sented June 14-29 in the Public
Garde^' .
'he nlay to be offered
has not been selected. “ Last year
the cultural exhib, with segments
of opera, dance, legit, ballet and
art exhibs, drew 600,000 attend¬
ance.
This is the last time the Festival
will be held In the Public Gardens,
according “o Park Commissioner
Frank R. Kelley. Suggested as a
possible future site is Boston Com¬
mon or the Hatcih Shell.

Queen. F^'^afeeth, a New
Legit T*’ealre, Ouemng
In Toronto Next Fall
Toronto, Feb. 26.
A new $3,500,000 theatre, the
Queen Elizabeth, is scheduled to
open he^e next October. It’ll bring
the loc?l list of legit showcases to
five. Three ?re converted nabe
film houses, while the* other is the
1,525-seat Roval Alexandra, a reg¬
ular road outlet.
The Elizabeth, a completely airconditioned 1,355-seater, will be
modern
.♦'^ructure and facilities.
In addition to booking legit
shows, the house will also be uti¬
lized periodically by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. for tv and
studio-audience shows. It’s to be
an integral part of the Canadian
National Exhibition here.
Unlike the new Elizabeth and
the Royal Alexandra, the other
houses are all s m a 11 s e a t e r s .
They’re the 750-seat Circle, the
680-seat Avenue,-and the 835-seat
Crest. All have been active this
season, with such plays as “Uncle
Willie,” a local edition of the
Broadway comedy, at the Circle;
“Turvey,”. a new play by Broad¬
way actor Donald Harron, at the
Avenue; and “King of Hearts,” at
the Crest.
The Crest, incidentally, has
scheduled the world preem of J. B.
Priestley’s “The. Glass Cage” for
next Tuesday (5). Murray & Don¬
ald Davis, who double as actormanager, will appear in the pro¬
duction. with their sister, Barbara
Chilcott. British director Henry
Kaplan will stage the show, with
Priestley and his wife in town to
attend the opening.
The Elizabeth, in contrast, will
have the largest stage dimensions
of any theatre in Canada. It’ll
have an 88-foot frontage, a 40-foot
depth and a proscenium 50-feet
wide and 20-feet high. The stage
will also include a motor-driven,
counter-clockwise revolving turn¬
table. Four elevators in quadruple
13-foot sections will transport
scenery to the stage and basement
for storage.
Ivan Brodie is rental manager
for the house. According to Hiram
MaCallum, CNE general manager,
th^ Investment for the theatre will
be paid off in 20 years on the basis
of its financial bond setup and will
cost the taxpayers nothing.

MANAGER, PRESSAGENT
SCALES DUE FOR HIKE
Minimum salaries for members
of the Assn, of Theatrical Press
Agents & Managers will go up 5%
next Sept. 7. That represents the
second half of a staggered 10%
hike negotiated between ATPAM
and the League of N. Y. Theatre
in 1955.
The contract, covering three
years, called for a 5% hike for the
first two years and a boost to 10%
the third and final year of the
agreement.
Minimums under the new hike
will be as follows:
House manager. New York and
Philadelphia, $165.
Company manager, New York
(straight play), $165.
Company manager, New York
(musical), $170.50.
Pressagent, New York, $231.
Pressagent, New York (second
show, same producer), $203.50.
Advance agent, $269.60.
Second p.a. on tour, $192.50.
Company manager. on tour
(straight play), $220."
Company manager on tour (musi¬
cal), $264.
House manager, Boston and Chi¬
cago, $145.75.
House manager, all other cities,
$165.

London, Feb. 26,
An official tour, subsidized by
the French Government and taking
in the U.S. and Canada, begins
March 8 when Edwige Feuillere
opens a four-week season with her
own company at the Palace Thea¬
tre here. Included in the company
will be Bernard Noel, Jean Fran¬
cois Calve, Yves Coueslant, Anne
Chobaut, Marguerite Coutant-Lambert, Jean Degrave, Jean-Daniel
Ehi'n^an and Jacqueline Marboax.
The engagement will open with
“La Dame Aux Camelias,” which
w'as presented at the Edinburgh
Festival in 1955 and subsequently
had a short London run. Each
show will be presented for three
Gilbert Miller has optioned the
days.
Parisian musical, “Irma, la Douce.”

- Critic Raps MisqDote$-Again
For the second time In recent years, a Shepard Traube produc¬
tion has been involved In allegedly misleading misquotes in its advertlsingf lia'fest instance, involving “Holiday for Lovers,” was
cited last Sunday (24) in the N. Y. News by drama critic, John
Chapman. Previous case, involving “Time- Out for Ginger,” was
spotlighted by Itichard Watts Jr., of the N ;Y. Post
Chapman's rap on “Holiday” named the show’s pressagent,
George Ross, where Watt’s blast in the “Ginger” case mentioned
producer-director Traube. Wrote Chapman, “It is not often that
a crltia’s comment Is deliberately twisted or given a false slant
in the ads. The people in charge of putting in lines like “A
wow!”—Chapman, News’ are careful not to distort what a critic
was trying to say.
“But I warn pressagent George Ross that if Don Ameche’s ‘Holi¬
day for Lovers' is advertised any more as ‘ “Absolutely Perfect
Comedy!”—Chapman, News’ I’ll have to run a daily paragraph in
the paper explaining that this wasn’t what I wrote or meant at all,
“What I wrote was, ‘Ronald Alexander's comedy, “Holiday ior
Lovers,’’ which was produced by Shepard Traube at the Lohgacre
la5!t evening (Feb. 14), is an absolutely perfect comedy—-of its
kind.’ And I didn't use the exclamation point! Good old George
must have missed the irony of my comment-^and he must have
stopped reading .the review after the first sentence. '
“ ‘Holiday for Lovers' struck me as the type of deliberately fab¬
ricated audience comedy which is perfect in its ordinariness. It
is as'sirupy as a Vermont sap Icettle, as corny as Nebraska, as
Qbvious as the face Of the tnan in the iBodn. No exercise of wit
or imagination on the part of the audience is needed for enjoy¬
ment of .this comedy, for it cleverly avoids any exercise of wit or
imagination on its own part.”
After noting; the show’s assets as an audience-pleaser, the aislesitter concluded, “It should run a long time—without that mis¬
quote from Chapman.”.

Shows Abroad
: reasonably as a star vehicle.
“The Master of Santiago” is the
first of a series of Wolfit presenta¬
tions at the nabe Lyric Theatre in
the London suburb of Hammer¬
smith. It appears a doubtful pros¬
pect t6 transfer for a regular west
End run and may even run into
difficulty for a sustained engage¬
ment in its present location.
Wolfit, in the title .role, plays a
high-minded character, whose only
luxury is uprightness. He is almost
the last remaining member of a
noble order of chivalry, who re- '
gards poverty as a virtue and
riches as a sin. Having carefully
etched this ascetic character, the
writer introduces the one note of
controversy, whether the hero
should go to the New World to
earn enough for a dowry, for his
daughter.
Nothing can save this musical
The argument is developed in¬
from disaster—^not even the pres-,
ence of Gladys Cooper at the head termittently through the three acts,
of the cast. The opening night re¬ with lengthy discussions on service
ception was one of the most em¬ to God and to humanity. The play
barrassing in memory, as the audi¬ is devoid of action and the lengthy
ence cat-called, booed, razzed and exchanges only emphasize the
gave slow hand-claps. The recep¬ static nature of the production.
The single set has bleak and
tion was aggravated by an incred¬
ibly bad book, including line after austere appeal and the dialog,
which contains a few outstanding
line inviting derision.
The production, with an invest¬ passages, is unyielding. Wolfit’s
ment of between $50,000 and $60,- interpretation is in the'’same som¬
000, was, apparently, being given bre style, with a minimum of shad¬
a London tryout prior to Broadway* ing. Mary Pat Morgan, on the other
It is doubtful whether it will (iross hand, gives a sparkling study of
the Thames, let alone .the Atlantic. the young daughter who finally
It is a musical almost without a re¬ accepts her father’s philosophy and
deeming feature, other than a cou¬ sacrifices her personal happiness.
Trevor
contributes
a
ple of mildly pleasant sentimental Austin
straightforward study as one of the
songs. ,
Miss Cooper plays a grande knights of the order. Wolfit is
dame who has had five husbands. billed as stager, with assistance by
Myro.
She queens Jt over an Island in¬ David Turnbull.
habited only by six women. In
come some sailors on a matrimonial
pitch. The plot is an unhappy mix¬
ture of fantasy, sentiment and
trivialities.
There’s little dancing of note
and the star’s only contribution in
St. Louis, Feb. 26-., .
this respect Is a game of musical
Increased ticket prices, scaled
chairs. Miss Cooper’s one solo song from $3.50 to 75c instead of the
of the show, “Pretty Little Blue¬ former $3 to 50c, will be charged
bird,” is one of the saddest parts this summer for the Municipal
of the proceedings.
The star displays remarkable Theatre Assn, season of alfresco
spirit and vitality, but is defeated musicals in Forest Pafk. A total
from the outset. A grand cast, in¬ season attendance of 627,888 was
cluding Laurie Payne, Harold rung up last summer, a decrease of
Scott, Dilys Laye and Jqlia Shel¬ 7% from 1955. Only three per¬
ley, is also helpless... Bill Butler’s formances were cancelled because
staging seems to accentuate the of rain.
This year’s schedule will include
worst features of the book,
Myro.
“Pajama Game,” “Damn Yankees,”
(Folded Saturday (23), after “Can-Can,” “Plain and Fancy,”
six performances.)
“South Pacific,” “Guys and Dolls,”
“Irene,” “Blossom Time,” “Wizard
'Wife Master of Santiago of Oz,” “Naughty Marietta’' and a
version of Mascagni's “Cavalleria
London, Feb. 21.
Advance' Players' Assn, presentation of Rusticana,” under the title, “Great
a drama in three acts, by Henry De
Music.” A new air-cooling system
Montherlant,
translated
by
Jonathan
Griffin. Stars Donald Wolfit; features is being Installed, the third since
Austin Trevor, Rosalind Iden, Mary Pat 1954.
Morgan. Staged by Wolfit, assisted by
The Crystal Heart
London, Feb. 20.

Toby Rowland presentation, by special
arrangement- with Lyn Austin, Thomas
Noyes & Roger L. Stevens (in association
with Charles Pratt Jr.), of a musical in
three acts (12 scenes). Book and lyrics,.
William Archibald; music, Baldwin Bergersen; staged by Bill Butler; dances,
Ray Harrison: decor, Malcolm Pride. At
Saville Theatre, London, Feb. 19, '57;
$2.80 top.
Ted ... Laurie Payne
Jeremy John ... Mike Morgan
Marchmount ..
Harold Scott
Virtue . DUys Laye
Hope .
Mavis Traill
Charity .. Stella Claire
Herbert . Andrew Downle
Mistress Ricketts . (Hadys Cooper
Miss Louisa Hatfield..JuUa Shelley
Alexandra Crowley.Elvi Hale ,
Captain . Peter Sinclair
Sailors... .George Ballantine. Paul Elsom
Stanley Fleet. Ken Martyne,
Bill Morgan. John Morley Harry
Oliver, Raymond Parks, Charles
SchuUer

ST.L00MUNYUPSB.0.,
SETS SEASON LINEUP

David Turnbull; decor, Jean Adams, At
Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith, London,
Feb. 20, '57; $1.75 top. ^
Mariana . Mary Pat Morgan
Tia Campanita . Rosalind Iden
Isidro . David Turnbull
Don Bernal . Austin Trevor
Don Alvaro . Donald Wolfit
Don Fernando . Llewellyn ReM
Marquis De Vargas .Joseph Chelan
Don Gregorio .
Norman Clarjuge
Don Enrique ..Ronald H&Twood
Count of Soria . John Wynyard

Presumably because he had some
critical success with his recent pro¬
duction of “The Strong Are
Lonely,” Donald Wolfit has been
encouraged to have another stab at
a period religioso drama. The
choice, however, Is a dull and
dreary play with limited entertain¬
ment . appeal, although it serves

Actors Fund of Canada
For Needy of Show Biz
Toronto, Feb. 26.
The Actors’ Fund of Canada, a
charitable organization to provide
care of the sick, aged and destitute
of the Canadian theatrical profes¬
sion, has been set up here with
Dennis Sweeting, representative of
Actor Equity, as head. Dues are
$4 a month or $48 a year.
The committee in charge of the
project includes Donald Davis,
Jane Mallett, Frances Hyland, Bar¬
bara Hamilton, Mavor Moore and
Douglas Rain.
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PhiDy Spotty; Tankees’$43,000,
Hole’$27m‘Cart’Brutal $liJ0

For Single Week, Cincy

59

iB’way Soars; ‘Millioiiaire’ $25,500,
Telia’57G “Sgts.’366, love $33JO
‘HimtiDg’ $70J0, ‘Holiday’ $23,000

Cincinnati, Feb. 26.
’’Matchmaker” grossed a big
$27,300 last week in the 2,000-seat
Shubert Theatre here. Top was
$4.52. Comedy costars Ruth Gor¬
Philadelphia, Feb. 28. 4don, Lorlng Smith and Patricia
Bolstered by an $80,000 advance
Cutts.
‘"Damn Yankees arrived last week
House is shuttered until Mar. 18,
for a run. The critics didn’t do
for a week of “Fanny,” with Italo
handstands, although the- tuner got
Tajo and Billy Gilbert, at a $5.09
Broadway rocketed last week. $15,000; last week, over $19,000.
one good notice from. Murdock (In¬
top.
Business w'as generally so-so the
Visit to a Small Planet, Booth
quirer) and fair appraisals from
Pittsburgh, Feb» 20.
earlier part of the frame, but hit (C) (3d wk;^20; $6.60-$5.75; .766;
Gaghan (News) and De SchauenTremendous
Saturday,
when
$27,300)
(Cyril Ritchard). Previous
peak
stride
over
the
holiday
week¬
see (Bulletin). Local regard for Janus” did almost $7,000 In two
week, $27,500; last week, almost
end.
the song and dance fare, however, performances, permitted the Joan
“Happy Hunting” returned, to $27,800.
seems certain to give the produc¬ Bennett - Donald Cook - Romney
Waltz of the Toreadors. Coronet
the capacity lineup as the town’s
tion three okay weeks, with a pos¬ Brent comedy to get nearly $20,r
top-grosser. Others in the sellout (CD) (6th wk; 44; $6.90; 1,001; $35.sibility of a holdover.
000 at the 1,700-seat Nixon last
category w’cre “Auntie Marne,” 040) (Ralph Richardson). Previous
.’’Apple Cart’? exited Saturday week, despite a slow start. Sho\v
“Bells are Ringing,” “Li’l Abner,” week, $27,300; last week, over $26,evening (23) after a weak extra got $4.20 top weeknights and $4.80
“My Fair Lady ” “Tunnel of Love” 000. Richardson was out for three
stanza at the Locust, without bene¬ Friday and Saturday eves.
performances, ^vith Chris Gamplc
and “Visit to a Small Planet.”
fit of subscription.
The Shaw
subbing.
The Nixon is dark this, week, but
Estimates for Last Week
comedy had-shifted from Forrest re-llghts Monday (4) with ’’Fanny,’’
Miscellaneous
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
to make room for the Melvyn then shutters again, and probably
Taming of the Shrew. Phoenix
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
Douglas starrer, ’’Malden Voyage,” winds UP the season with succes¬
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ (C) (1st wk; 7; $3.85; 1,150; $25,which relights the house Thursday sive bookings of “Hatful of Rain”
Washington, Feb. 26.
evening (28).
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬ 000). Opened last Wednesday (JJO)
and “Matchmaker.”
to four favorable reviews (Chap¬
Biz was mixed here last week. eretta).
“Orpheus Descending,” by Ten¬
News; Coleman. Mirror; Mc¬
The 123-year-old National Theatre
Other parenthetic designations man,
nessee Williams, .is due next Mon¬
Clain, Journal-American; Watts.
racked up an all-time high for the
day (4) at the Walnut. Only other
second and final week of the refer, respectively, to weeks played, Post) and three unfavorable (At¬
prospect in the Inunedlate future
’’Ziegfeld Follies” tryout. House number of performances through kinson, Times; Donnelly, WorldIs the George Kondolf produ<!tion,
went clean for all eight perfor¬ last Saturday, top prices, number Telegram; Kerr, Herald Tribune);
’’The Joker,” at the Forrest, March
mances, even selling the legal of seats, capacity gross and stars: over $9,900 for first seven per¬
11
maximum of 30 standees for every Price includes 10% Federal and formances and two previews.
Estimates for Last Week
5% City tax, but grosses are net;
performance.
Closed Last Week
“Orpheus Descending,” by Ten¬ i.e., exclusive of taxes.
Apple Cart, Locust (C) (3d. wk)
Mr. Wonderful, Broadway (MC)
Chicago, Feb. 26.
nessee Williams, opening at the
Auntie Marne, Broadhurst (C) (49th wk; 383; $7.50-$6.90; 1,900;
($4.80, 1,580; $30,000).
End of
.The Old Vic Co. finished Its two- Shubert last Thursday (28) was (17th wk; 133; $6.90-$5.75; 1,182;
subscription plus absence of a star
$71,000). Previous week, $34,700:
name cut heavily into boxoffice week stand with a bang Sunday only fair for its four performances, $43,000) (Rosalind Russell). As al¬ last week, nearly $52,800. Closed
take of Shaw revival; sad $6,200; (24) while “No Time for Sergeants” and looks no better this week. ways, $43,600.
last Saturday (23), at a loss of
It drH\r^wo pans, Coe (Post) and
previous week, $28,000 at the For¬ slipped slightly last week.
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) about $20,000 on its $225,000 in¬
“Matchmaker” opens at the O’Neill (News), and one mildly fa¬ (13th wk; 100; $7.50; 1,453; $55,- vestment
rest.
Blackstone
next
Monday
(4)
for
vorable
review
from
Carmody
039) (Judy Holliday). As always,
Damn Yankees, Shubert (MC)
Renaud - Barrault Co., Winter
$55,600,
(1st wk) ($5.40; 1,870; $48,000) four weeks, on subscription.“Desk (Star).
Garden (Repertory) (4th wk; 30;
Estimates for Last Week
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC) $5.75; 1,494; $45,000). Previous
(Bobby Clark), The touring tuner Set” arrives April 1 -at .the Harris
Ziegfeld Follies, National. (R) (95th wk; 756; $8.05; 1,297; $50,- week, $39,500 for eight perform¬
pulled a big $43,000 for its open¬ and “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” is
ing stanza.
.
I slated for April 29 at the Erlanger (2d wk) ($5.50-$6.60; l,650i $55,- 573). Has to vacate theatre April ances evenly split between the
for a run and the season’s final 370) (Beatrice Lillie). Tremendous 27. Previous week, $34,000; last
double-bill, “Nights of Fury” &
Hole in the Head, Walnut (CD) subscription entry.
overcapacity $55,817 for the final week, over $44,000.
“Dear Departed Mother-in-Law,”
(2d wk) ($4.80; 1,340; $28,000) (Paul
Estimates for Last Week
week, breaking the all-time house
Diary of Anne Frank, Cort (D) and “Intermezzo”; last week, al¬
Douglas).
Word-of-mouth, like
No Time for Sergeants, Erlanger
it had set in its initial stanza. (73d wk; 581; $5.75; 1,036; $28,854) most $37,700 for dual-bill, “The
the crix, was not overly favorable, (C) (24th wk) ($5; 1,335; $35,495). mark
Orpheus
Descending,
Shubert,
(Joseph Schildkraut). Moves Feb. Gardener’s Dog” and “Les Adieux.”
but subscriptions helped to $27,- Nearly $29,800; previous week
(D) (1st wk) ($3.85-$4.4Q; 1,518; 26 to the Ambassador Theatre. Ended limited engagement last
800; previous week, $24,700.
$31,900.
$16,500).
So-so $10,000 for the Previous week, $14,000; last week, Saturday (23).
Old Vic Co., Shubert (Repertory) half-week, opening Thursday night nearly $21,600.
. Opening This Week
($4.95; 2,100; $50,844). Almost $47,- (28). For this second and final
Happiest Millionaire, Lyceum
Hole in the Head, Plymouth (CD)
800 for four performances each of stanza, a full week, indications are (C) (14th wk; 111; $5.75; 995; $26,($6.25-$5.75);
1,062; $36,625) (Paul
'Romeo & Juliet” and “Trolius & that, the play will be lucky .to ap¬ 000) (Walter Pidgeon). Previous
Douglas). Play by Arnold SchulCressida”; previous week, $46,800; proach $20,000.
week, $23,100; last week, over $25,- man. presented by Producers The¬
departed Sunday (24).
500.
atre; production capitalized at $85,Miscellaneous
Boston, Feb. 26.
Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC) 000,. cost about $60,000 to bring in
View From the Bridge, StudeThree shows are on the boards
(12th wk; 92;-$8.05; 1,625; $69,939) and can break even at around $18,this week, putting legit back in ac¬ baker. Current stock production
(Ethel Merman). Previo^is week, 000
gross.
Opens
tomorrow
tion in the Hub after a slow fort¬ ends March 12.
$68,000; last week, just $70,300.
(Thurs.) night.
night.
“Sin of Pat Muldoon”
Hidden River, Playhouse (5th
Ziegfeld Follies. Winter Garden
San
Francisco,
Feb.
26.
opened at the Colonial last night
wk; 37; $5.75; 994; $30,033) (Robert (R) ($8.05; 1,404; $63,000) (Beatrice
Frisco
investors
are
being Preston, Dennis King, Lilli Dar-i Lillie). Revue presented by Mark
(Mon.) in a pre-Broadway breakin
sought for a new year-round thea¬ vas). Previous week, $18,800; last Kroll & Charles Conaway; produc¬
of two weeks, and the touring “Jan¬
tre planned for ^e heavily popu- we^, nearly $20,200.
us” opened simultaneously at the
tion caoitalized at $300,000, cost
lateci area on the eastern side of
Plymouth for a two-weeker.
Holiday for Lovers, Longacre (C) about $250,000 to bring in and can
St. Louis, Feb. 26.
“Good As Gold” is in the last
the
bay.
The
1,800-seat
arena
play¬
(2d
wk;
12;
$5.75;
1,101;
$29,378)
break even at around .‘•>40.000 gross.
“Great Sebastians,” costarring
week of its two week pre-Broad¬ Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne, house will be situated on a lO-acre (Don Ameche). Previous week, Opens next'Friday (1) night.
way tryout and author John Pat¬ grossed a big $34,100 at the 1,513- site in "Walnut Cteek, according to $19,000 for first four performances
rick has rewritten some of the seat American Theatre here last promoter David H, Huenergardt.
and two previews; last week, near¬
OFF-BROADWAY SHOWS
second act, while pruning and week at a $4.95 top.’
Initial budget is $196,000 to ly $23,000.
A God Slept Here & Enemies
tightening of scenes has been go¬
Inherit the Wind, National (D)
The show ends its tour next Sat¬ build an aluminum geodesic dome,
Don’t Send Flowers, Provincetown
ing on.
urday (2) at Ford’s Theatre, Bal¬ on Buckminster Fuller’s, prin¬ (84th wk; 670; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162; (2-19-57).
Estimate for Last Week
ciples, and start operation; Dome, $32,003) (Paul Muni). Previous'
timore.
American Savoyards, St. Ignati¬
Good As Gold, Shubert ,(C) (1st
week, $22,600; last week, nearly
to
be
45
feet
high,
will
have
a
us Church (2-26-57).
wk) (1,717; $4.40r$3.85; $48,060)
$27,700.
basement
under
the
seats
for
Anatomist, Royal (2-26-57).
(Roddy McDowall, Paul Ford, Zero
Li’l Abner, St. James (MC) (15th
dressing rooms, sunken stage, etc. wk; 116; $8.05; 1,028; $58,100). As
Box of Water Colors, B’way
Mostel). First week was nearly
Cong.
Church (2-17-57); closes
$22,100. Show opened Saturday
always, $58,200.'
Long Day’s Journey Into Night, April 21.
(16) picking up $4,200 for the one
Dr.
Faustus
& Parade at the
Helen
Hayes
(D)
(16th
wk;
96;
night. Holds through Saturday (2).
Detroit, Feb. 26.
$6.90; 1,039; $30,000)
(Fredric I.Devil’s Bridge. Blackfriars’ (2-18First stanza of “Fanny” grossed
' 57).
March,
Florence
Eldridge).
Previ¬
a smash $48,200 at the 2,050-seat
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square
ous week, $27,000; last week, al¬
Shubert Theatre here last week.
Minneapolis^ Feb. 26.
(5-8-56).
Musical holds, over this week with
Hit by snowstorms and sub-zei*o most $28,000.
In Good King Charles Golden
Major Barbara, Morosco (C)
(Figures denote opening dates)
^top of $5 and a potential capac¬ temperatures, “Hatful of Rain,”
Days, Downtown (1-24-57).
ity of $53,000.
starring Vivian Blaine, managed to (17th wk; 135; $6.90; 946; $37,500)
Lady’s
Not For Burning, Car¬
LONDON
The long dark Cass relights garner a satisfactory $19,500 last (Charles Laughton, Burgess Mere¬ negie Hall Playhouse (2-21-57).
At Drop of Hat, Fortune tl-24-57).
March 11, with Shaw’s “The Ap¬ week, at $4.40 top in the 1,850-seat dith, Glynis Johns, Eli Wallach,
Me
Candido,
Greenwich Mews
Boy Friend. Wyndham's (12*1>53).
Bride A Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-50).
ple Cart” for a two-week engage¬ Lyceum Theatre here, with a po¬ Cornelia Otis Skinner). Anne Jack- (10-15-56); closes March 3,
son (Wallach’s wife) joins the cast
Chalk Carden, Haymarket <4-11-36).
ment starring Maurice Evans.
tential of about $40,000.
Mrs. Patterson, Davenport (2-5Diary Anne Frank, Phoenix (11-29-56).
next
Monday
(4),
succeeding
Miss
It was the fourth of the Tlieatre
57).
Double Image, St. James (11-14-56).
D'Oyly Carte, Prince’s (12-3-56).
Guild’s five promised subscription Johns. Previous week, $28,000;
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12last week, nearly $31,900.
Dry Ret, Whitehall (6-31-54).
season
offerings,
the
next
of
which
Fanny, Drury Lane (11-15-56).
Middle of the Night, ANTA (D) 27-56).
will be “Cat on a. Hot Tin Roof,”
Take a Giant Step, Jan Hus (9For Amusement Only* Apollo (6-5-56).
(Feb.
25-Marcb
10)
(47th
wk;
373;
$5.75;
1,185;
$39,Grab Me a Oondola, Lyric (12-26-66).
Appl9 Cart (Maurice Evans)—National. April 21-28.
House by Lake, York's (3-9-56).
116) (Edward G. Robinson). Previ¬ 22-56).
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9Member of Wedding- Royal Ct. (2-3-67). Wash. (25-9).
ous
week,
$26,900;
last
week,
over
Canadian Players (Peer Gynt, Hamlet)
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
20-55).
$33,100.
Mrs. OIbbons' Boys, Westmin (12-11-56). —St. Johns U. Aud.. Collegevllle, Minn. ‘Muldoon’ $12,200 for 5
Volpone, Rooftop (1-7-57).
(4) ; North Dakota State U. Aud., Fargo
New Craiy Gang, Vlc. Pal. (12-18-56),
Most Happy FellA,' Imperial
Closed Last Week
(5) : St. Olaf College Aud., Northfleld,
No Laughing Matter, Arts (1-23-57).
In New Haven Breakin (MD) (43d wk; 340; $7.50; 1,427;
No Time Sgts., Her MaJ. (8-23-50). '
Minn. (7).
House
Remembered,
Actors’
New Haven, Feb. 26.
$57,875). .Previous week, $48,500; Playhouse (2-6-57).
Nude With Violin, Globe (11-7-56).
Canadian Players (Othello* Man and
Paiama Game, Coliseuip (10-13-36).
Superman)—Eastern Wash. College Aud.,
Premiere bi “Sin of Pat Mul¬ last week, nearly $57,000.
O’Flaherty,
V.
C.,
&
Press
Cut¬
Plaintiff In Hat, St. Mart. (10-11-50),
Cheney (26); Civic Aud., St. Jose (l)i U. doon” at the Shubert here last
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
Plume de ma Tante, Garrick 11-3-55).
Tempo (2-18-57).
of Utah Aud., Salt Lake City (4-9).
Wednesday-Saturday (20-23) drew (50th wk; 395; $8.05; 1.551; $67,696) tings,
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Marjorie Steele,
There.Is
No
End,
Covenant
Play¬
Repertory, Old Vlc (9-7-55).
^
only $12,200 in .five performances, (Edward Mulhare, Julie Andrews). house (2-8-57).
Romanoff & JuUet, Piccadilly (5-17-50). Thomas Gomez, Alex Nicol)—Geary, S. " with little help from controversial
As always, $68,700. Rex Harrison
(25-9).
Sailor Bewart, Strand (2-16-55).
Damn Yankees (2d Co.) (Bobby Clark)— word-of-mouth.
Top was $4.50. resumes as Miss Andrews’ costar
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Shubert. Philly (25-9).
Tow.Ards Zero, St, James's (9-4-56).
House is dark this week, then next Monday (4).
Fartny (Ital Tajo, Billy Gilbert)—Shu¬
Under Milk Wood, New (9-20-56).
the breakin of “The Joker” un¬
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin Tajama Tops’ Fair $9,000,
View From Bridge, Comedy (10-11-56).
bert, Det. (25-2)5 Nixon. Pitt (4-9).
Waltx of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-56).
Good as Gold (tryout) (Roddy McDowall, folds Mar. 6-9, after which the list (C) (71st wk; 564; $5.75-$4.60; 1
‘Season’ Good $5,600, L.A.
Zero Hours, St. James’s (9-4-56).
Paul Ford, Zero MostcD—Shubert, Bos¬ includes tryouts of “Liza,” Mar. 13- 331; $38,500). Previous week. $30,Los Angeles, Feb. 26.
ton (25-2) (Reviewed in VARIETY, Feb. 16; “First Gentleman,” Mar. 20-23 400; last week, almost $36,000.
Scheduled Openings
Subway in Sky, Savoy (2-27).
20, '57).
Local legit continued on the fair
Potting Shed; Bijou (D) (4th wk;
Bwige Feuillere Co., Palace (3-4-57).
Great Sebastians (Alfred Lunt, Lynn and “New Girl in Town;” April 6side
generally
last week, ,with “An¬
13.
New Playwrights* New Lindsey (3-0-57). Fontanne)—Ford's, Balto (25-2, closing).
31; $5.75-$5.25; 603; $20,400) (Sybil
Hatful of Rain* Princess (3-7-57).
Hatful of Rain (Vivian Blaine, Ben GazThorndijice, Robert Flemying, Leu- niversary Waltz” getting .$9,500 in
Wit to Woo, Arts (3-13-57).
zara) — Orpheum, Madison, Wis. (25);
its
ninth
and
closing
stanza at the
een McGrath),
Previous week,
Iron Duchess* Cambridge (3-14-57).
Pabst, M'wkee (26-3); Palace, South Bend
Ritz. “Pajama Tops” showed a
$18,600; last week, over $19’.500.
Closed Last Week
(4); College Aud., East Lansing (5-6);
profitable
$9,000
for
its
18th week
I
Crystal Heart, SavUle (2-19-57).
Paramount, Toledo (7-9).
, ^
Separate Tables, Music Box (D)
San Francisco, Fiiib. 26.
Janus (Joan Bennett* Donald Cooki
at the Forum, and “Fifth Season”
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” did a (18th wk; 140; $5.75; 1,010; $31,021) had a gooff initial stanza of $5,600
Romney Brent)—Plymouth. Boston (23-9).
On'. Tour
(Eric
Portman,
Margaret
Leigh¬
Joker (tryout)—Shubert, New Haven fine $26,300 in six performances at
Aicadians
at Civic Playhouse.
Bed
(6-9).
the Curran last week. The tburiiig ton), Previous week, $26,300; last
For the first four days of “Time
Fol de Rols
Malden Voyage (tryout) (Melvyn Doug¬
week, almost $28,200.
Hatful of Rain
las, Mildred Dunnock, Walter Matthau)— drama opened Wednesday (20).
Tunnel of Love, Royale (O (2d Limit” at the Ivar, the take was a
Iron Duchess
Forrest, Philly (28-9).
thin $2,600.
“Praise
House”
opened
a
tryout
Kid's Last Fight
wk;
13;
$5.75;
994;
$34,200)
(Tom
Matchmaker (Ruth aordon, Lorlng
Look Back In Anger
Smith; Patricia Cults)—American, St. L. at the Alcazar last Sunday (24) Ewell), Previous week, $25,200 for
Lovebird
night for a week.
(25-2); Blackstone, Chi (4-9).
first five performances and one
Love's a luxury
No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.) —
Magnificent Fraud
preview; last week, almost $33,200,
Erlanger, Chi (25-9).
^
Nude
with
subscription rate limiting the
J.
Lee
Friedman,
Atlanta
(Ga.)
Orpheus
Descending
(tryout)-Shubert,
Olive Ogllvie
(Feb. 25- March 9)
promoter,, will represent that city’s
Peter Pan
Wash. (25-2); Walnut, Philly (4-9).
Annie Get Your Gun—Louox Hill Play*
Restless Heart
Praise House (tryout)—Alcazar, 8. F. Tower Theatre in hookings made
Uncle Willie, Golden fC) dOth . house
(27-3h Clinton H. S., Bronx (8-9).
Separate Tables
(24-9).
wk;
76;
$5.75;
800;
$24,000)
(Menthrough
the
Legitimate
Independ¬
Idiot's Delight—Bryant II. S., Queen*
South Sea Bubble
Sin of Pat Muldoon (tryout) (James Bar¬
Spider's Web
asha Skulnik).
Previou.s week, I (1-3).
ent Theatres of North America.
ton)—Plymouth, Boston (23-2),

>’ Sprints to 206
In Solo Week in Pitt

‘Orphens’ 16G (4),
Tollies’$55J!17
For D.C Record

OMVic$47M

.

‘GOOD AS GOLD’$22,100
ON 1ST WEEK IN HUB

PLAN ARENA THEATRE
ACROSS BAY FROM S.F.

LUNTS SMASH $34,100
lNFULLWEffi,ST.l00

British Shows

'Fanny' Gets Big $48,200
First Week in Detroit 'Rain' Fairish $19,500
Despite Mpls. Weather

Touring Shows

'Cat' $26,300 (6), Frisco

ELT Shows

Whole Truth
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Off-Broadway Shows
The Taming of the Shrew five verminy servants creeping out
American Shakespeare Festival. Theatre of the woodwork, or Sly’s unerring
6c Academy (under the. direction of John nose to wake him from a drunken
Houseman) revival of farce In three acts,
by William Shakespeare. Staged by Nor¬ stupor the instant a flask is un¬
man Lloyd; settings, Rouben Ter-Arutun- loosed, are minor but integral.
ian; costumes. Dorothy Jeakins; lighting Rpuben Ter-Arutunian’s slattedand additional decor, Jean Rosenthal;
music, Irwin Bazelon. At Phoenix Theatre, blind setting is again made adapta¬
N.Y., Feb. 20, *57; $3.85 top ($4.60 open¬ ble in a manner resembling the
ing).
a
geography of the Elizabethan
Christopher Sly . Mike Kellin
Hostess . Pamela Saunders stage.
At second intermission, Hiram
A Lord . -i... Louis Edmonds
Bartholom^\r--.,.. Susan Lloyd Sherman comes to the apron to en¬
TJ'irst Player ...
. Byron Russell
large on “Will Shakespeare, ConHuntsmen andjServants
Tucker Ashworth, William Cottrell ,-necticut Boy,” and speaks of the'
Lucentio... Richard Easton Festival's desire for early subscrip¬
His Servants...Mitchell Agruss,
Jerry Stiller tions for the ’57 sumjmer on a
Baptista . Patrick Hines “pay-now-go-later" plan. With his
Katherina .
Nina Foch
deprecation,
Sher¬
.Blanca . Barbara Lord accustomed
Gremio .. Philip Bourneuf man’s low - pressure commercial
Hortensio . .T .. Kendall Clark generates the evening’s most spon¬
Grumio . Morris Carnovsky
Petruchio .Pernell Roberts taneous laughter. There’s a moral
His Servants .Rod Colbin. James there somewhere.
. Gcor.
Cahill, Michael Llndsay-Hogg,
Joseph Myers. David Milton.
Robert Morris
Tailor . William Cottrell
Haberdasher . Tucker Ashworth
Pedant .
Ellis Rabb
Vincentio . BS^ron Russell
Lusty Widow .. Pamela. Saunders
Baptlsta's Servants.Michael Miller,
Charles Meier

A Box of Watcreolors

Broadway Chapel Players production
of drama in one act, by G. Wood. Staged
by Bill Penn; setting, Ed Flesh, costu'mes,
Rennie Procopio. At Broadway Congre¬
gational Church, N.Y., Feb. 17, '37; admis¬
sion by contribution.
Cast: G. Wood. Lilytn Wilder, Olive
Dunbar, Paula Bauersmith, Carleton Car¬
Ribald, raucous Shakespearean penter, Jatne McArthur.
farce as welcome on a bleak win¬
\
-“Or the strange goings-on In
ter night on lower 2d avr, as on a
balmy summer evening at Strat- Hedgeville, Ind." would be a plau¬
ford-on-the-Housatonic. With the sible sub-title for the new religious
revival of “The Taming of the drama by G. Wood opening of the
Shrew" following its “Measure for Broadway Chapel Players fourth
Measure" at the Phoenix Theatre, year. Announced as the story of a
the American Shakespeare Festival man who breaks the First Com¬
Theatre & Academy demonstrates mandment, “A Box of Watercolors’^
some of the scope and flexibility .dallies with a couple of other vio¬
that was hoped for when it was lations during its 85-minute single
act, without coming to specific
only an optical gleam.
Intimations of the advantages of grips with any.
ensemble playing are~l?eginning to
Hedgeville’s a gas station stop
(Continued on page 61)
be discernible, and in tneir Phoe¬
nix incarnations, both “Measure"
and “Slirew" reflect polish and
planning. ASFTA's mid-winter so¬
journ in the off-Broadway oasis
may begin to convert skeptics and
Avon-idolaters to the notion that it
can happen here.
Lc Cliicn Dll Jardinier
How
much
the
Shakespeare
(The Gardener's Dog)
Academy has contributed thus far
S. Hurok presentation of Madeleine
is hard to tell. A number of the Renaud
6c Jean-Louis Barrult Co. in threecompany, however, have been able act comedy by Georges Neaux after Lope
to train together over a winter, de Vega. Staged by Barrault; features
Barrault, Miss Renaud. Jean-Pierre Graneven if intermittently due to com¬ val, Gabriel Cattand, Georges Cusin.
mercial commitments, and to work Simone Valere, Natalie Nerval, Francoise
in repertory at Stratford during a Ledoux, Andre Jobin, Regis Outin, Jean
Lancelot, Emile Noel, Jean JuiUard,
summer. Inevitably they’re a step Pierre Bertln, Gerard Dournel: sets and
ahead of those of their peers who costumes by Jean-Denis Malcles: music.
Boulez. At Winter (larden Theatre,
wandered in to an open casting Pierre
N.Y., Feb. 18, '57; $5.75 top.
call.
Theodore . Jean-Louis Barrault
“Slirew" belongs primarily to Tristan .Jean-Pierre Granval
Countess Diane .Madeleine Renaud
Katherina and Petruchio. A revival Fabio ..*.. .. Gabriel Cattand
Georges Cusin
can stand or fall by the playing of Octavio .
. Simone Valere
this tempestuous pair, so the bur¬ Marcel!
Assunta . Natalie "Nerval
den is on Nina Foch and Pernell Dorothee . Francoise Ledoux
Marquis Ricardo . Andre Jobin
Roberts.
Count Frederic . Regis Outin
Miss Foch’s Kate is visually Leonido . Jean Lancelot
worth fighting for. As directed, or Celio ... Emile Noel
. Jean JuiUard
as prompted by her aiitress’ in¬ Antonio
Count Ludovlc . Pierre Bertin
stinct, she kicks, punches, snarls Camille . Jacques Galland
and in direst frustration she chews' Furlo . Gerard Dournel
on the proscenium arch. This is a
The charm and superb skill of
racing, posturing shrew, yet prop¬
the Renaud-Barrault company is
erly demure when mastered.
Roberts’ Petruchio is the intel¬ evident in this final bill, an affec¬
lectual woman-tamer, the dry, sub¬ tionate adieu tq appreciative audi¬
tle, psychological type. Every inch ences. The last offering, Georges
and whisker capable of the job, Neveux’s adaptation of the Lope
Roberts’ only weakness is vocal, de Vega stoiy, “Le Chien Du Jar¬
and on some of his more introspec¬ dinier," a delightful period piece
tive moments a report from the top brought up to date to make its sly
humor applicable to modern taste.
balcony might be instructive.
While Barrault has done excel¬
So many of the company have
energy to burn that it’s difficult to lent work in past performances, he
outdoes
himself as..,the love-torn
discriminate.
Morris Carnovsky’s
blustering Grumio, Kendall Clark’s Theodore, caught in the wiles of
coquettish Countess Diane"
mooning Hortensio, Richard Eat¬ the
on’s love-sick swain, Philip Bourn- (Miss Renaud). It is an oldfasheuf’s pernickety Gremio, and Mike ioned caf-and-mouse game, but
Kellin’s tippling Christopher Sly done with great imagination and—
particularly on the part of the ac¬
•are very much with it. In his few
tors—with wit and grace.
moments as a near-sighted ancient,
It’s hardly a novel story, about
Ellis Rabb garners some of the
the
Countess who can’t see herself
deeper yocks, and Jerry Stiller,
marrying her secretary, but is too
with his constant reappearance at
jealous
to let him marry someone
the Phoenix in eccentric comedy
else, in this case the - attractive
bits, is becoming almost as much a
Simone
Valere, a lady-in-waiting.
fixture as the theatre itself.
If the en.ding seems contrived, the
Norman Lloyd’s staging extracts
piece has to be taken in its own
both traditional, and inventive com¬
spirit, and as such it is a firstrate
edy.
The images of Petruchio’s
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vehicle for Barrault’s company.
If Barrault excells in the part.
Miss Renaud gives a performance
of rare merit. The Interplay be¬
tween the two is “theatre” at its
best. Miss Valere is outstanding as
the extrovert Marcelle; Jean-Pierre
Granval is droll as Barrault’s ser¬
vant and Pierre Bertin properly
outlandish as the foolish old Count.
It’s quite a large cast, eveiyone
playing it to the hilt.
|
As in mother of the Barrault
group's presentations, the scenery
designed by Jean-Denis Malcles is
handsome and cleverly contrived.
Costumes are colorful and appeal¬
ing and Pierre Boulez has arranged
pleasant musical backgrounds.
As a windup, the entire company
appears in “Les Adieux," the high¬
light of which is Barrault’s mime
act. Again, there is simple charm
as various actors recreate brief
scenes from plays that have gone
before. But Barrault is outstandI ing, whether he's sewing on a but1 ton or riding an imaginary horse.
His Is an extraordinary talent, and
his troupe should return soon to
renew the acquaintance.
Hift

Plan N.E. Theatre Centre
Boston, Feb. 26.
A New England Theatre Centre
being organized by G. Sheldon
Balloch and Clifford N. Lenox is to
include a downtown Hub house, a
strawhatter and a summer theatre
camp in Maine.
The idea is to stage productions
42 weeks a year* in the intown
house and shift to air conditioned
John Hancock in the summer, Bal¬
loch says. The summer theatre
camp is-to be operated at the
Rangely Lakes. Summer . Theatre,
Rangely, Mp.
A kitty of $250,000 is being
sought by the producers.

Stock Reviews

I

Curiousi} Miss Caraway
Pasadena, Feb, 14.

Pasadena Playhouse production o£ «
comedy-mystery In two acts (four scenes),
by • George Batson and Alex Gottlieb.
Stars ZaSu Pitts. Directed by Stewart
Smith; setting by Mike McCloskey. At
Pasadena Playhouse. Feb. 14. '67; $2.40
top,
Cast: ZaSu Pitts, Gene Hackman. Ron¬
ald Di Salvo, Michael Gibson, Pierre
j Watkin. Jean Carson, Madge Blake. John
Day, Robert Anderson. Cherrio Meredith.

Hokey
comedy
melodramas,
have become a rarity in legit, but;
George Batson and Alex Gottlieb
have returned to that form for
“The Curious Miss Caraway" in
which Zasu Pitts is making a star¬
ring appearance. It’s a sorry effort.
The meller involves a murder,
an antique shop and some missing
diamonds. A couple of schemers
drug the owner and kill one of
their own henchmen before they
are finally tripped up. The only
real. comedy derives from inter¬
polated bits.
Stewart Smith’s staging does lit¬
tle to clarify matters. Miss Pitts,
as a sort of amateur sleuth, doesn’t
succeed in overcoming the script
deficiencies. Others of the c?ist
fare no better.
Kap. '
View From the Bridge
Chicago, Feb. 19.

Studebaker Theatre Co. production of
drama m two acts by Arthur Miller. Stars
Luther Adler. Staged by George Keathley; scMery. Clive Rlckabaugh; costumes,
Theonl V. Aldredge. At Studebaker Thea¬
tre. Chicago, Feb. 19, '57; $4.50 top:
Cast: Luther Adler. Sylvia Gassel, Col¬
lin Wilcox, Louis Zorich, Alan Mixon,
Arthur Peterson, Moultrie Patten, Lee
Henry, Eugene Troobnick, Maury Cooper,
David C. Jones.

Arthur Miller’s “'View from the
Bridge," running for three weeks,
should register the best business of
Studebaker Theatre’s ' young ca¬
reer. . The author has expanded
what was originally a long one-act
play into two acts and lost consid¬
erable momentum in the process.
The writing probes with keen,
sympathetic insight into the un¬
healthy love of an uncle for his
niece. The dialog is crisp and al¬
most always believable, and there
are several gripping episodes lead¬
ing up to the final death scene. But
the tension sometimes slackens as
the next dramatic punch is tele¬
graphed and what remains borders
on postured melodrama.
Much
that apparently was implied before
is now spelled out, to the sacrifice
of pace and subtlety.
Under George Keathley’s direc-^
tion, the cast unfurls the big scenes
with a real wallop, but now and
again the company’s loss of focus,
such of faltering dialects, accentu¬
ates that of the author’s.
Luther
Adler generally scores powerfully
as the Brooklyn stevedore whose
tragic ' attachment to his niece
turns him into the betrayer of her
lover, an illegal Sicilian immigrant.
Sylvia Gassel likewise gives, a
sturdy portrayal as the wife, ne¬
glected by her husband’s incestu¬
ous passion.
k
Some moving moments are pro¬
vided by Collin Wilcox as the niece
and Alan Mixon as her lover. Ar¬
thur Peterson is proficient as Alfieri, the lawyer who serves as the
narrator. Louis Zorich is effec¬
tively foreboding as the other im¬
migrant who knocks off the mixed
up dockwalloper in the final scene.
Dave,

SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS
(Theatres indicated' if set)
Good As Gold, Belasco (3-7).
Beggar's Opera, City Center (3-13).
Sin of Pat Muldoon, Cort (3-13).
Malden Voyage, Barrymore (3-14).
Orpheus Descending, Beck (3-21).
Hide & Seek (wk. 3-25)
Brigadoon, City Center (3-27).
Liza (4-2).
Hotel Paradlso, Miller (4-3).
Joker (4-4).
Merry Widow, City Center (4-10).
Shinbone Alley, B'way (4-13).
South Pacific, City Center (4-24).
First Gentleman (4-25).
Moon for Misbegotten, Bijou (4-30).
New Girl in Town, 46th St. (5-9).
Pajama Game, City Center (5-15).

OFF-BROADWAY
Dr. In Spite of Himself, Tempo (2-27).
Right You Are,. Fischer (3-4).
Synge Trilogy, Theatre East (3-6).
Exiles, Renata (3-12).
Land Beyond the River, Mews (3-13).
Trojan Trio, Theatre Marquee (3-18).
Blalico Posnet, Provincetown (3-19).
Duress of Malfl, Phoenix (3-10).

Inside Stuff—Legit
A new ruling limiting the length of fee^der cables for portable switch¬
boards in New Y(^k theatres has been issued by the Dept, of Water
Sufiply, Gas & Electricity. The regulationnstipulates that the cables
cannot extend beyond 25 feet from the main or sub,-main switches.
A previously accepted practice of wrapping the heavy feeders in
asbestos if the cables went beyond 25 feet will no Ipnger be permitted.
The "department is also preparing an order requiring installation of a
permanent metal casing to carry the heavy feeders. It’s intended as a
safety measure to prevent fire,
“The Potting Shed," in a rare move for a Broadway show, is using
its own program instead of the regular Playbill. It’s a carryover by
co-producer Carmen Capalbo & Stanley Chase from their longrun offBroadway venture, “The Threepenny Opera," at the Theatre de Lys.
The managerial firm put out its own program for that show and is
using the same facilities for the Graham Greene drama at the Bijou.
The “Shed" program includes articles by Greene and playwright
John van Dmten, besides the usual capsule blogs. There are also sev¬
eral ads, including a half-page for “Threepenny."
“Threeuennv." ■
“Body Beautiful," new musical scheduled for production by Richard
Kollmar, Is a repeat of a title previously used on Broadway. The pre¬
vious show of that name was a three-act comedy by Robert Rossen,
which ran for four performances at the Plymouth Theatre in 1935.
It was produced by Sidney Harmon and staged by Rossen, with a cast
including Garson Kanin and Arlene Francis. The upcoming tuner was
written by Joseph Stein and Will Glickman, with Jerry Bock and
Sheldon Harnick supplying the songs.

Legit Bits
The initial stock production of
“The Pajama Game" preemed yes¬
terday (Tues.) at* the. Stamford
(Conn.) Playhouse.
“An Evening of Lyric Theatre"
will be presented by the After Din¬
ner Opera Co. as a Phoenix Thea¬
tre
(N.Y.)
Sideshow
one-shot
April i:
New additions to the Maurice
Evans production staff are Walter
Williams, a former associate of the
actor-prGducer, and Martin Tahse,
previously associated with theCherry Lane Theatre, N.Y.,- and
launcher of the Cincinnati Show
Trains. Richard Grayson, until re¬
cently a mdinber of Evans' staff, is
now out on the road as stage man¬
ager for the touring “Apple Cart."
George Platt, formerly active in
the agency field, is now tv and in¬
dustrial films casting director for
Lou Walters’ Enterprises.
Robert. Van Hooten, who plays
the psychiatrist in the Chicago
company of “No Time for Ser¬
geants," is appearing in that role
in New York this week as substi¬
tute for James Millhollin, who’s on
a week's leave.
The 11th annual American Thea¬
tre .Wing “Tony" awards dinnerdance will be held April 21 in the
Grand Ballroom of the WaldorfAstoria Hotel, N.Y.
E. B. Radcliffe, drama critic for
the Cincinnati (O.) Enquh’er will
be in New York tomorrow (Thurs.)
through March 8 for an o.o. of the
Broadway legit scene.
Theodore will offer his one-man
show, “Confessions of a Cynic," at
Town Hall, N.Y., next Saturday
(2) night.
^
,
John Owen, producer of indus¬
trial shows and expositions, has
optioned the dramatic rights to the
Ludwig Lewisohn novel, “The Case
of Mr. Crump."
John D. Hess' “The Better
Mousetrap," which Michael Ellis
tried out at his Bucks County
(Pa.) Playhouse two summers ago,
has been optioned for Broadway
produ<ftion by Ellis and Albert Selden, with Bretaignc Windust as
director.
Theatre party agent Lenore To¬
bin and her publisher’s rep-hus¬
band Meyer Schattner are due
back this week or next from a
vacation trip to Cuba and Mexico.
Frank Wagner took over on short
notice last week to provide new
choreography for the “Ziegfeld
Follies/’ succeeding Richard and
Edith Barstow.
The deal was
agented by Hillard Elkins.
Kenyon Nicholson recently ac¬
quired and is now operating the
Delaware Valley Bookstore, New
Hope, Pa. The playwright has been
a resident of the Bucks County
town for many years.
Producers Shepard Traube and
Georgo Axelrod wasted no time
putting the article, “A," ahead of
the titles of their respective new
Broadway shows, “Holiday for
Lovers" and “Visit to a Small
Planet," thereby obtaining posi¬
tions near the top of the alphabeti¬
cal ad listings in the New York
dailies.
Former
scenic
artist-actor
Charles Ellis has a one-man exhi¬
bition of paintings at the Institute
of History & Art, Albany. Since
retiring from the theatre he’s been
living in Austerlitz, N.Y., not far
from the state capital,
Wiiitney R. Sponsler, who de¬
signed most of the theatrical re¬
port and accounting forms being
sold by the American Legitimate
Theatre Service, a coast firm, is a
legit producer and former produc¬
tion manager of the U. of Southern
California Dept, of Drama.
Andy Devine has been men¬
tioned for the role of Captain

Andy in next summers edition of
Guy Lombardo’s production of
“Showboat" at Jones Beach, N. Y.
Frank Fay is planning to bring
Paul Gerard Smith’s comedy, “Halligan’s Halo" to Broadway next
May. He’ll be producer, director
and star.
Joshua Logan will direct the
James Leo Herlihy-Willlams Noble
play, “The Children’s Comedy,"
which James Hammersteln and
Barbara Wolferman plan to pre¬
sent on Broadway next season.
Playwright Joseph Kramm will
discuss rewriting problems and the
contribution of actors and director
to a play with members of the New
Dramatists at the organization’s
New York studio tonight (Wed.).
Theatrical memorabilia provided
by legit alumni of Princeton (N.J.)
(Continued on page 61)

Casting
BROADWAY
Major Barbara: Louis Latham (succeed*
ing SaUy Qracle).
Shinbone Alloy: David Winters.
Hotel Paradito: Bert Lahr, Angela
Lansbury. Arthur Treacher, Vera Pearce,
Douglas Byng. James Bernard, Nancy
Devlin. Joan-Ellcn Caine, Helen Quarrier.
Patricia Fay.
Liza: Hugh Reilly, Anne Seymour,
Marlon Brash, Bert Bertram, Edward
Hunt.
Diary of Anna Frank: Ben Hammer
(understudy to Joseph Schlldkraut).
.Egghoad: Karl Malden.
Joker: Anne Klmbel, Mort Marshall,
Bruce Kirby. John Boyd, Truman Smith.
Howard
Newman.
Marjorie
Gateson,
Frank Overton.
No Time for Sergeants: Karl K. Red*
coff (succeeding Edmund Johnston).
Hide and Saak: Isobcl Elsom, Carl Harbord. Dolores Dorn Heft, Walter Brooke.
Peter Lazer, Marilyn Siegel.
First Centlaifian; Marla Fein, Guy
Spaull, Inga Swenson, Clarence Derwent,
Peter Donat, Wesley Addy, Tonio Selwart,
Le Roi Operti, Robert Goodlcr, Helen
Burns.
v.
OFF-BROADWAY
Dutchess of Malfl (Phoenix); Earle Hy¬
man, Jacqueline Brookes. Joseph Wise¬
man, Pernell Roberts, Hurd Hatfield.
Volpone: Sylvester Campbell (succeed¬
ing A1 De Sio); Mervin Williams, Lee
Richardson (succeeding Robert Black¬
burn),
icaman Cometh: Bill Daniels (succeed¬
ing George Segal), Eileen Ryan (tem¬
porarily succeeding Dolly Jonah).
Exiles: Mark LCnard, Jutta Wolf,
Michael Kane. Betty Miller, Mabel Coch¬
ran. Forest Van Zant.
Purple Dust: Liam Lenihan.
Apollo of Bellac & Virtuous Island:
Martyn Green, Staats Cotsworth, Berry.
Kroeger. WUllam Marshall, Mary Learson,
Tally Beatty.
Right You Are: Vincent Gardenia. Dee
Victor, Suzanne Eden. Erik Rhodc.s,
Miriam Goldina, Leonard Elliott, Reuben
Singer. Dolores Quinton, DennLs Drew,
Maggie Uwens, Viola Swayne.
_

CAN YOU FIT IN
with a thdofr# ticket organization?
Promption, tolei, packaging, and
individual ticket brokeroge. Con->
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will help.
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154 W. 46th St., New York 36. N.Y.
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legit Bits

.AawarfKS:
saga of the Metropolitan Opera

——
I.
“Days
of the Phoenix:' The 1920s
T^^RememhM’
I Remember,” by Van Wyck
Brooks; and J. Ma. Corredor’s
“Conversations With Casals’
ace by cellist Pablo Casals hhiS
^
are other Dutton items,
_

Co. £ tour, as authored by QuainContinued from page 60
Diana Barrymore’s Jackpot
rarrar,
Cudahy.^^°^ '
Farrar, S
Straus & ^
being displayed at the school’s. in the summer of 1955, has been
WilUam E. Buckley, trade veeI Firestone Memorial Library.
optioned for Broadway production
pee or Henry Holt & Co., created
.Annual Eternal Light’
dinner (March‘31), under Jewish
^^a****" Balsam, who’s withdrawn
Adains co-pi;oducer
a literati jackpot payoff for Diana
Joseph Neebe
^om
the
Broadway
cast
of
-MidBarrymore’s autobiog, “Too Much
year . honors president-editor Og- die of the Night,” will appear in Cart.
Too Soon,” which she wrote in
Swiss playwi’ight Friedrich Duerden Reid of the N.Y. Herald Tribversion of "Time Limit,”
collaboration with Gerold Frank.
une.
which gets underway March 20 in renmatt’s "Der Besuch der Alten
Warner Bros, paid $150,000 for the
Cantor I askv
Dame” (“The ‘ Old Lady’s Visit”)
screen rights. Look mag paid $50,jggg^^r^
Walter
Lord,
author
of
the
bestF[®^ywo®d.
has been tption;d
optioned for
Broadway
Jess?L!"LallS'^’'au®obtography
Walter“A
Lord,
author
of the best-! "“‘‘’'T'’’
,,
..a
^TbeeA
foTVroadwW
if. ^
000 for a 25,000-word serialization ^:,i
^
selling
Night
to Remember”
^®
^.egit
2it pressagent Leo Freedman uJoduction
production bv
by Herman
Herman Shumlin,
in advance of Holt’s April 8 pub- Doubledav titled “rsiow Mv Ow^ ^^S Titanic), has done an'encore
enroute to the Orient from San
Maurice ^^lencv set t0^*^o
lication of the 100,000-word book
for Holt titled “Day of Infamy” Francis
on the first leg of a tTe America- ada^^^^^^
which is a $3.95 item._ New Amen- with rinn WoiHnn
(the sneak attack on Pearl Harbor) three-to-four-month trip around
“i.act nave
•»
“Last Days of a VAn'ntr
Young Alan
Man,”
for March publication.
by James Andrews, is slated for
paperiljk'^eition^^an^
'^EdS^C^Ior’s* memoirs. “Take
The Wilma Montesi scandal has I Michael Pollock, former press- production by Walter Fried and
gfrSe/ Book's initial har£
nnn nrinf nr/iPT* hnc
nnn
Ardmore, is also due via been put into book form by long- agent for the Nixon Theatre* Pitts- Liska March.
order has do.uuu Doubleday, in May. Both are $4.50 time correspondent in and resident burgh, and the Music Guild series
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York publicaUon headquarters, Trump's Gotham manageDi®nt figures It "overextended
S'^eidring’thlNo^flsIue^’whSn
is readying the No. 3 issue, when
^™™.J’e’l®ofoLb?i
insfnte^^^^^^
It
resumes, probably in
September,
per present plans.
Many of the Trump mag' staff are
ex-Maa editorial staffers. Mad, not
Playrelated to either Trump or Play¬
boy, is a ,25c bimonthly; Trump
Trump is
a 50c periodical. Playboy’ss Decernrt^nir
^
900,000
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The Loew Story
On E. P. Dutton Co.’s spring list
Dnolair Crowther’s
r<T.ft«»fl7kiT>*c “The
“TTVi*! Lion’s
is Bosley
Share” (Story of an Entertainment
Empire) which the N. Y. Times
film editor does as a historical
treatise of the Loew’s Inc.-Metro
saga.
Same firm will publish “Tin Can
On A Shingle” (The story of the
Monitor and the MerrlmaO by (the
late) William Chapman White and
Riith White, which his widow completed posthumously Mrs. White
fs better known in show biz as
Ruth mSitI?. whos? father foundedrihe William. Morris agency.Chicago American feature writer
Gladvs A Erickson authored “Warden Ragen of jSLt an in' troduction by her editdr, Henry
Reutlinger and the foreword by
the subject of the book Joseph E.
Ragen. Stephen Winsten’s ^Jesting Apostle” purports to be “the
private life of Bernard Shaw;”

Maureen MeManns Back
Maureen McManus is back as
publicity director of Henry Holt
^
niT'
Tt** n/r
^
years ago and was last m a similar
promotion spot with Reader’
Digest.
___
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Edo McCullough’s “Good Ol
Islan£’ is a SCnbner publication for May.
The Chinese World of New York
Inc. authorized to conduct a
ing and publishing business in N.Y.
r'ilv
City.
Iloubleday is publishing Holiday
mags photographic tre^ise on
Europe In Color, Intro by Allan
N^ins.
^
Dick Gersh doubling as editorial
consuRant and press rep for the
Dig mag out of Teen-Age
Publications.
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Ruth Milne, of the KFMB, San
Diego, Calif., staff has written a
juvenile iu»vol, TV Girl Friday,
which Little, Brown will publish,
Women’s Day radio-tv columnist
Jack Cluette's “How to Build an
Orange Crate (From Old Pieces of

with Dorothy Erskine, for Putnam
publication in July. Same pub
bringing out "Slimming the French
Way"''by‘Albert’'Antoine'’*
Way” by Albert Antoine.
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Hloncned in
in
M. R’^Arner's
R. Werner’s “It
New York'* whLh CovS?d?McCann
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puu is
la bringing
Uliilgillg
out Jean Anouilh’s play,‘The Waltz
of the Toreadors,” as translated by
LucienneHiU.
Ted Pratt’s short story. “Literary
Tea,” a once-over of the Gotham
nterary scene, will be part of the
April Esquire.
Meantime, the
scribe has finished an article for
the N. Y. ’Times’ mag section on
50th Anniversary (this spring)
_11
_ii
of w/r__T",
MacDowell
Colony, all
around
setup at Peterborough, N. H,
Seamus Walshe, an Irish Roman
Catholic, is co-author with American Protestant Alden Hatch of
“Crown of Glory” (The Life of
pope piux XII),” which Hawthorn
will publish March 22. A Variety
Rem last week gave the latter who
^he biogs on the Eisenhowers,
claire Luce and others) solo bill-

Peter Zelsler, production stage odd chap whose first wife swal¬
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Lee,
last summer
summer at’t”
at the daughter by that marriage sports
Alfev’^
'Theat^m Houston,
HoustS^^^ Tex.,
l1 ® mantilla, plucks a guitar and
ifeV Theatre;
'Theatr^
Houston
Tex is
is
Alley
scouted
offi-Broadwi^ pro- dreams of escaping to Chicago, and
heduled fo? oft^Cadway
iction later
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by Varies ^J^se second wife may or may not
fucUon
Weffhistefon
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vFiacii
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. u love the
Olsen and James Preston
Preston, .
„
L‘f author leaves doubt)
Bev Kelley, pressagent for fne
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touring
“Great
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__
succeeded Walter Alford as drum? ij. ,
which
beater for the touring “Cat on a
^ ^
1
Hot Tin Roof.” Allen Lester is
9^® vf 17-year-oW girl
who stopped to buy some paints in
also out in advance of “Cat.”
the forthcoming
to
uacKers
or xne
lormcoming Indianapolis,
—r-*—. enroute
-— Chicago,
—--o-.
Cheryl Crawford-William Myers
got back on the wrong bus.
Broadway production of “Good as
8^1 is dropped off at
Gold” will not share in the film Hedge’s farmhouse for return derights to the John Patrick drama- livery, the old codger determines
tization of the Alfred Toombs
evening to adopt her.
_i
m,_t-x_ix__
Thprp’n jj thnmiifrhlv wi
novel. The
picture rights are ownThere’s
a thoroughly winsome
corporation specifically ^rlormance of the lost little girl
formed for that purpose by Myers,
McArthur. Clad (symbolAs compensation, however, the In- hcally, of course) in white skirt,
vestoriS’ split of the profits on the shirtwaist and sweater, Miss MeArplay will be 60% instead of the thur has non-saccharine Innocence
customary 50,%.
spd charm, and manages to infuse
A musical version of Elmer the play with a touching quality
Rice’s "Dream Girl” is scheduled the author failed to capture on
for Broadway production next sea- Paper.
son by Jo Mielziner. The book
Olive Dunbar uses homely little
adaptation is by Rice, with the touches to portray the tyrant’s current wife,
Meredith Publishing Co., Des composer and lyricist still to be set. rent
wife Lllyan
Lllyan Wilder
Wilder is
is alteralterMoines
“Labyrinth,” the Sol Stein play natingly brooding or angry as the
Moines, has announced an $8,000,qOO expansion of plant facilities in about the Alger Hiss trial, is daughter who is repelled by a
9“ ®®P®"f‘®.“
next three®LP}i®‘
years. affeXn
In addition slated for Broadway production by man’s least gesture of affection,
Hume while Paula Bauersmith ai d Carlepublishing Better Homes & Gar- Alfred de Liagre Jr., with Hume
de® and Successful Farming mag- Cronyn already set for the Whit- ton Carpenter operate with suffi¬
cient vigor.
azines, Meredith is publishing an taker Chambers role.
Ed Flesh has designed a skeleton
increasing number of books in
Reginald Denny
replace
Robert Coote
Coote as
as Col.
Col. Pickering
Pickering it.
in set to frame the action. Woods
home and allied subjects. An 88- Robert
“My
Fair
Lady”
next
July
1.
play
needs the same starkness, but
acre tract of agricultural land is “My Fair I^dy” next July 1.
Norman King's
under consideration for the expanNorman
King's meller,
meller. “Shadow
Shadow neither he nor stager Bill Penn has
of
a
Doubt,”
presented
in
London
found
it.
Geor.
sion program.
of a Doubt,^ presented in Londoi
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Rock Hudson in Manhattan for a
week to publicize “Battle Hymn."
Metro eastern story editor Olin
H. Clark ofl^for his annual vaca¬
tion in Jamaica.
Herbert Rosener, San Francisco
exhib in New York for a three to
four-week stay.
21st annual Variety Club Inter¬
national Convention will be held at
the Roosevelt' Hotel in New Or¬
leans April 3-6.
Easter Sunday brunch at the
Waldorf will be tied to the Damon
Runyon Cancer Fund, in honor of
Humphrey Bogart.
. / Producer Joe Pasternak off on a
personal selling joib on his “Ten
, Thousand Bedrooms." Anna Maria
Alberghetti will also tour to plug
the Metro film.
Theatrical attorney I. Robert
Broder starting month’s holiday
today (Wed.),, planing for a few
days in Havana, thence to Mexico
City, and back via Hollywood.
Harald Bowden, general manager
of J.'C. Williamson Theatres Ltd.,
in Australia, arrived in New York
with his wife last Thursday (21) for
a gander at the.Broadway shows.
Arthur L. Mayer, prez of the Independent Distributors Assn.,
joined judging panel for the eighth
annual Robert J. Flaherty Film
Award sponsored by City College’s'
Institute of Film Techniques.
Joseph DiRoberto, assistant man¬
ager of Loew’s Orpheum, New
York, has been named acting man¬
ager of Loew’s Boulevard, Bronx,
succeeding Jack Bliim, who has
ibeen transferred to Loew’s
Spooner.
Ileg Briansky, premier danseur
and choreographer of the Marquis
de Cuevas Ballet Co., replaced
George Skibine for the Chicago
Ballet’s engagement in Texas Mu¬
nicipal Auditorium. Skibine sufr
fered leg injury.
Don Ameche, Tony Martin, Wal¬
ter Pidgeon and Mike Todd are
added starters to the long talent
roster which will participate in the
Jewish Theatrical Guild's “enter¬
tainment industry tribute" to Jim¬
my Durante at the Waldorf-Astoria
March 17.
Sam Stark, who operates one of
the most extensive theatrical me¬
morabilia museums (old programs,
billposters, etc.) from’ his Laguna
Beach (Calif.) base, is due back
from a leisurely sixmonth Euro¬
pean, trip on May 25. His wife ac¬
companied him.
Ed Murrow will “Person-to-Person" Adah and Ted Lewis from
«their Central Park West apartment
March 8 over CBS. Bandleader
then heads to open the new Palm
BeachJFla.) Towers but is stalling
a Havana engagement because of
the current political strife.
Mrs. Tobe C. Davis, president of
Tobe Associates, fashion merchan¬
dise consultants, leaves on extend¬
ed tour of the Far East today
(Wednesday); will visit Tokyo,
Bangkok, Hong Kong, Kyoto and
Osaka, returning to N.Y. about
April 1,
Theatre Authority gave its okay
for talent, and WABD, New York
tv’er. will clear 17V^ hours of time
on May 25 and 26 for a telethon
in behalf of the City of Hope Na¬
tional Medical Center.
George
Jessel is national chairman of spe¬
cial events in charge of the tele¬
thon.
The power of television: Toots
Shor says he “never does any busi¬
ness Sunday nights; my mob is in
stir over the weekend resting up
for the middle-of-the-week breakerdowners, but a week ago Sun¬
day and again this Sunday they all
swarmed in just to buck me up I
guess.’’
If and. when NBC-TV does a
spectacular “salute" to Irving Ber¬
lin, which is something Manie
Sacks has been discussing with the
songsmith, latter would only ap¬
pear for a chorus of “God Bless
America." Whatever fee. would go
to him he would allocate to the
“God Bless America” Fund (Boy
and Girl Scouts).
Robert (Crecas) for 22 years
maitre d’hote! at the now shuttered
Club Versailles—and for 20 years
prior thereto associated with Nich¬
olas D. Prounis at the old Beaux
Arts on West 40th St.—is the new
m'ihitre d’ at the Club Harwyn.
Owner Ed Wynne put Robert, eas¬
ily one of the best known nitery
greeters in Gotham, in complete
charge of his East 52nd Street bis¬
tro.
Betty (Mrs. Marc) Spiegel re¬
turns today (Wed.y to Paris on the
SS U.S.; the Ccntinental head of
the MPAA preceded her back*to
their European ba.se last month
while she visited her family in
Ohio. The David (Helen) Lewises
(Continental chief for Metro) in for
two more weeks.
Janine and
Harry Novak (ditto for Columbia),
also based in Paris, slated to arrive
next week on business.
Thomas Quinn Curtiss, corre¬
spondent for Variety In the

French capital and drams' critic of
the Paris edition of the^N. Y. Her¬
ald Tribune, kept his annual St.
Valentine’s birthday rendezvous
with George Jean Nathan although
somewhat belatedly, being kept
abroad by business until last week.
The vet critic was 75 on Feb. 14
and.' while ailing, just completed
another book. Curtiss flies back
to Paris this weekend after 10 days
of intensive show-going.
Edward G. Robinson sold the
major part of his art works, one
of the largest private collections
in the U.S., for over $3,000,000 this
week. Transaction, described as
the biggest of this generation, was
made with M. Knoedler & Co.,
New York art dealers, with 58 im¬
pressionist and post-impressionist
and one Degas bronze involved.
Robinson still retains part of his
collection, consisting of 13 paint¬
ings and a second bronze, and it’s
reported he bought back 14 addi¬
tional paintings from Knoedler.

Paris
By Gene Moskowitz
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 49’44)
New Samuel Beckett play, “Fin
De Partie,” due in soon.
“23 Paces to Baker Street" (20th)
a surprise hit on solid reviews and
word-of-mouth.
Twenty-two countries already
have accepted the invite of the
Cannes Film Fest, May 2-17.
Nicholas Ray and scripter Gavin
Lambert to Tripoli to begin exter¬
iors on “Bitter Victory" (Col).
Ludmilla Tcherina debuting at
the Opera, via the Opera Ballet,
in “Le Martyre De Saint Sebas¬
tian."
In 1956, the French public spent
$150,000,000 on films and $2,154,000,000 on hard liquor, wines and
other alcoholic drinks.
Gerard Philipe’s pic, in which he
starred and directed, “Till
L’Espiegle," forbidden in Holland
because some dialog and situations
were felt offensive to Dutch Cath¬
olics.
Preston Sturges will not make
“Long Live The King," which was
planned to be done in English as a
German-Swedish coproduction with
Michael Wilding and Cesar Rom¬
ero, because of financial differ¬
ences with producer John Sheldon.
After breaking records with
their last' pic, “Notre-Dame De
Paris" (to tune of a firstrun $600,000), Robert and Raymond Hakim’s
next venture is a film version of
Emile Zola’s “Pot Bouille," with
Julien Duvivier to direct. Gerard
Philipe would star.

Lonaon
(Temple^ Bar 5041/9952)
Pearl Bailey opens a month’s
cabaret run at Cafe de Paris next
week.
Channing Pollock electbd to
honorary membership of the' Inner
Magic Circle,^
Richard Burion signed by Paul
Graetz for his upcoming production^of “Bitter Victory."
Deborah Kerr arid David Niven
named by Otto Preminger -for the
leads In “Bonjour Tristesse.’’Ken Giniger honored at recep¬
tion tomorrow (Thurs.) hosted by
directors of Rainbird, Maclean.
Andrew Stewart named Scottish
controller to the BBC, succeeding
M. Dinwiddle, who is due for re¬
tirement this summer.
Important show biz contingent
on the Queen Elizabeth from N. Y.
included Robert S. Wolff. Pearl
Bailey, Leo Genu and Walter S.
Lord.
Copa’s first British production,
“Seven Waves Away," with Tyrone
Power, Mai Zetterling and Lloyd
Nolan starred, gets its world preem
at Odeon, Marble Arch, March 7.
Albert Sidi, named champion
manager of Associated British cir¬
cuit, gets a twoweek trip to New
York with his wife as prize. Stan¬
ley Warner circuit will play host.
George Raft ankled his role in
“Morning Call" in which he was
due to co-star with Bella Darvi.
Miss Darvi also left the cast; being
replaced by Ron Randell and Greta
Gynt.

Miami

By Lary Solloway
(1755 Calais Dr.; UN 5-5389)
Jackie Miles signed a five-termer
deal with the Americana; Gene
Baylos a four-timer for next year.
Victor Borge had to nix the $20,000 offer for week’s stand by the
Americana; couldn’t clear the April
date.
Grade Fields cocktail-partied by
Arthur Blake Monday (25) at his
new spot, London Toivne in Vendome hotel.
Manie Sacks In for several
days; the NBC programming top¬
per visited with Tony Martin and
Cyd Charisse at Fontainebleau.
Errol Flynn and Huntington
Hartford 3d down from Palm
Beach to help Nils T. Granlund
(NTG) choose showgals for his new
show to be presented soon in Las
Vegas.
Anita Ekberg and Tony Steele
still houseguestin^c with the Horace
Dodges, but staying out of public
places since front-page publicity
on row with sculptor from Havana
at recent Heart Ball,
By Florence S. Lowe
Ida Cantor spent several days at
Esther Williams here to highlight Miami Heart Institute, following
McCall Mag’s “Togetherness” mild coronary attack after attend¬
awards.
ing last week’s birthday celebra-^
Robert Ryan and Aldo Ray duet- tion dinner for Eddie. Okay now.
ting here Thursday (28) to beat
drums for their latest starrer,
“Men in War."
Fiddler Yehudi Menuhin, in for
a National Symphony stint, stayed
Latest American legit on the
over to see “Dream Girl," starring
Sefton Darr, current click at Roman boards is “A Hatful of
Rain."
Arena Stage.
Anna Magnani off for Hal Wallis
production, “Obsession," in Holly¬
wood on Cristoforo Colombo.
Rosanna Podesta and husband,
director Marco Vicario, off to film
By Eric Gorrick
in
Portugal before going to Holly¬
(251a Pitt St., Sydney)
wood.
Bid being made to boost night
George P. Skouras held press
baseball in Adelaide.
before Continental pre¬
Sam Snyder’s “Water Follies" conference
miere of “Oklahoma" and Todddoing a second run in Melbourne. AO
at
the
Adriano.
“High Society" (M-G) swings into
Isa Miranda, who was in “Sum¬
its 22nd week at the Liberty, mertime," doing Jean Cocteau’s
Sydney.
David N. Martin winding up good experimental dramatic piece, “Ate¬
212,” in Belgrade.
Melbourne run with “Witness for lier
Ben Hecht, two of whose scripts,
the Prosecution."
“A
Farewell
to Arms" and “Leg¬
“Pajama Girl" away to good start
at Her Majesty’s, Melbourne, for end of the Lost" are shooting here,
arrived
on
Christoforo
Colombo.
J. C. Williamson Ltd.
Ava Gardner, now a 'blonde, do¬
Lee Gordon has announced that
ing
Bricktop’s
and
the
Cabala
with
he will dicker for more U.S. talent
during his present trip to America. Walter Chiari whose musical show,
“Buona
Notte,
Bettina,"
is
playing
David Martin will bring his
“Olympic Follies" into Tivoli, here.
David O. Selznick joined his
Sydney, this month. Julia is starred.
Cliff Holt appointed prexy of the wife, Jennifer Jones, who is pre¬
47-Club of Aussie advertising paring for shooting of “A Farewell
execs. Holt is publicity chief for to Arms" in the Dolomites and
here.
Hoyts’ pic loop here.
Henry McLemore, Ruth. WaterGovernment is expected to relax
more import restrictions by next bury and Pilar Palette (Mrs. John
Wayne)
all arrived here prior to
June as the Aussie trade balance
sv/ings into the black after long¬ visiting “Legend of the Lost!' on
location
in
Libya.
time red.
lisa Peterson, Swedish actress
Norman Adams will go in as
who
works
.here, off for Saigon to
Paramount’s publicity chief, re¬
placing Herman Flynn who resign¬ appear in “The Quiet American.”
ed after 36 years. Adams was Company returns here for interiors
late in March.
formerly with J. C. Williamson.
Madeleine Renaud-Jean Louis
Harry Wren, pr^xy Celebrity
Theatres, is spotting his revue, Barrault company will begin tour
“Good Old Days," at Rivoli, Mel¬ of Italy under auspices of Remigio
bourne, by agreement with David Paone first week in April following
Martin. Revue stars oldtime vaude return from U.S.
Robert Strauss begins shooting
faves.
British Empire Films, distributor in first chapter of new “GI." series
at
Tirrenia for Harry Saltzman this
unit under the Greater Union Theatres-Rank banner, will take on week. Scripter Jim O’Neill in and
out
on a quick visit.
some Continental field pix next
Federico Fellini, director, and
month in addition to handling the
Giuletta
Masina, star of “La StraRank product.

Rome

Ve^negday, February 27, 1957
da" Oscar nominee, ily to U.S.
March 15. She will confer, with
M-G and 20th-Fox execs on con¬
Air' Force
kudosed
George
tract offers.
Gobel.
James Stewart returned from
Latin American vacash.
Mike Todd did the after-dinner
(Pastellana Hilton; 3722()0)
bit at the L.A. Press Club^
By Ramsay Ames
Red Buttons returns from, Jap
Charles Trenet- opened at Caba¬
location on “Sayonara" March 2.
ret Pasapoga for live days.
Patrice Wymore propping an
Ingrid Bergman’s “Elena and the
Men" directed by Jean Renoir, is April 22 concert with Spanish Phil¬
in its third big week at the Palacip harmonic at Palma.
de la Prensa.''
Kay Harrison, Technicolor Ltd.
Mrs. Ambassador Lodge has a managing director, planed back to
protege, a young Spanish dancer London headquarters,
named Carmen Albeniz, Yesterday
Boris.. Karl(^ heads for Alaska
she gave a recital at the Teatro .next month to reprise his “Ar¬
de la Zarzuela.
senic and Old Lace" role.
Actresses May Britt and- Ivy
John Raltt will appear opposite
Bless came to Madrid to attend Mary Martin in “Annie Get Yoiir
Neils Larsen’s mammoth cocktail Gun" for Civil Light Opera Season.
party for John Mather, who is
George J. Schaefer set as pro¬
opening Spain’s first international ducer’s rep for Henry Fondatalent agency, to be managed by Reginald Rose's “12 Angry Men."
Larsen.
Ronald Reagan tees off East
Starting the end of February, coast tour of 13 cities on March
Spanish television will have daily 11 in Trenton for General Electric
newscasts from CBS in New York, Theatre.
with more of that company’s pro¬
Jim Mulvey getting unofficial
grams to follow later on. CBS credit locally for purchase of L.A,.
European representative, Henri Angels baseball team by Brooklyn
Grundman, is here now dubbing Dodgers.
five shows (“I Love Lucy," “The
Oatune star Rex Allen will make
Whistler," “San Francisco Beat" his legit debut at the Sombrero
“You Are There,” “Tales of the Playhouse, Phoenix, in “Bus Stop"
Foreign Legion”) for Latin Ameri¬ this spring.
can distribution.
Jane Russell toplines Johnny
Grant’s troupe which tours GI
installations in Korea and Far East
during March-April.
Ned Moss checked into RKO as
By Pete Mayer
studio publicity director, replacing
(Tel: 189000 Tlalpan 264)
Mervin
who moved to
Yma Sumac, Lass Vegas bound, David O. Houser
Selznick studio.
will take a N. Y. vacation first.
Walter
Winchell,
due to his late
Denise
Darcel
into
swanky
hours, gets 1 p.m, call
Chanteclair nitery in Hotel Re- roving
instead of customary 8 a.m. sum¬
forma.
^
for “Helen Morgan Story."
Universal’s fpreign chief, Amer- mons
Fred A. Niles, prexy of Hollyico Aboaf, in to visit with his wood-Chi
animation-teleblurb out¬
brother.
joining with Robert L. Fierman
Shooting starts this week on Sil¬ fit,
to form European branch of firm.
via Finals’ first as a producer-star,
Author-actor Charles Williams,
“Lend Me Your Body."
at his Lido Hotel
First Mexican Cine Encyclopedia now recuping
has finished the first
goes on sale here this week. Tome apartment,
draft
of
a
new
play, “The Profes¬
took two years to prepare.
Institute of Fine Arts director sor Skips A Class.”
Celestino Gorostiza organizing the
first Pan-American Theatre Fest.
Only two local films getting
Cannes
Festival
consideration,
By Hans Hoehn .
“Land of' Men" and “A New
(760264) ' ^
World."
“Salt
of
the Earth" is said to be
Producer-director Joselito Rod¬
riguez, having just completed his shown over East German tele.
Marcel Marceau again will ap¬
latest pic in 10 days, 1^ now laid
pear at Titania Palast this month.
up with a broken leg.
Mario Tuala, Swiss singer, off to
20th-Fox checking all the local
bullfighters in hopes of finding West Germany for various commit¬
someone to play opposite Ava ments.
Several Humphrey Bogart pix,
Gardner in “The Sun Also Rises."
Producer Alfonso Patino Gomez .such as “Sabrina" (Par) and “Caine
Mutiny"
(Col), have been reissued
off to Cuba, Santo Domingo, Ven¬
ezuela, Colombiji and Panama for here.
Germari*
actor Hardy Krueger
further filming on his “United in given
contract by J. Arthur
Song."
Rank. Contract includes five pix
within five years. “Captain of Koepenick" (Europa) has been acquired .by DEFA
and will soon be shown in East
By Guy Livingston
(344 Little Bldg.; HAncock 6-8386) Germany, it is reported.
New U.S. pix in town include
Joan Bennett in “Janus" current
“Baby Doll" (WB), “Between Heav¬
at the Plymouth.
Frankie Laine current at Blins- en and Hell" (20th), “Meet Me In
Las Vegas" (M-G) and “Walk the
trub’s through Sunday (3).
Duke Ellington, current at Story- Proud Land" (U).
Charles Kalman’s operetta, “The
ville, feted at press party in the
Great Tenor," slated for April in
Rickshaw Tuesday (26).
Gene Allen current at A1 Tax- Nuremberg, has been postponed
ier’s Bradford Roof, where song¬ until May owing to indispositions
of participating singers.
stress Gaye Dixon is held over.
Annemarie Dueringer returned
Don Guy, AP photo ed of Hub
bureau, back from Antarctica ex¬ from Hollyood where she signed a
contract
with 20th-Fox. She will
pedition after five months writing
be starred in “Fraeulein,” to be
and shooting stint.
directed
by
Henry Koster.
WNAC-TV got a State Depart¬
Ivan Desny here to synchronize
ment request for their film on the
Hungarian refugee situash, shot in his role of Prince Paul in “AijasAustria and on the border, “World tasia" (20th) into German. In the
German “Anastasia" pic, Desny
Sorrow.”
W. G. Gavin, former managing portrayed the male lead opposite
editor Boston Traveler, now as¬ Lilli Palmer.
Lilli Palmer came tq Berlin to
sociated with Hub artist Jack
Frost in big “1958 Yankee Home- .attend preem of her pic, “Between
Time
and Eternity" (Europa), at
coming" promosh.
She is co-starred
(jarroll Baker in to nab Har¬ Marmorhaus.
with
Willy Birgel and Carlos
vard’s Hasty Pudding Club pot,
symbol of their “Woman of the Thompson in this.
Boy Gobert, local stage player
Year" award and opening of “Sin
of Pat Muldoon" at Colonial Mon¬ and new face in German pix, is
looked
upon here as the actor who
day (25).
will make one of the biggest do¬
mestic (film) careers in 1957. He’s
currently in Central-Europa’s “Vik¬
tor & Viktoria."
By Hal V. Cohen
Calgary Brothers replaced Elsa
and Waldo in show at New Nixon.
Playhouse opens “Teahouse of
August Moon" for a run March 31.
Bernie Glickman’s Hickory House
Bandleader Jack Purcell and his
wife celebrated 11th wedding anni. damaged by fire last week.
Balaban & Katz prexy John BalAndrini Bros, back for first time
in years for two weeks at the aban sojourning at his La Quinta
resort outside of Palm Springs.
j\lllCdF£l
George Bond, formerly with
. Civic Light Opera dancer Nora
Ann Reho signed for the chorus Of Eddie Sligh talent agency, set up
his own artist rep and booking
“Shinbone Alley."
Bill Zeilor. Penn ’Theatre man¬ office.
Producer Hal Zeigler in to check
aging director, on sick leave and
the layout at the Eighth St. Thea¬
■convalescing in Atlantic City.
Nejla Ates will double into Copa tre where his “Matzo Ball Jam¬
for last two nightly shows next boree" opens March 29.
Sammy Davis Jr., currently at
week from “Fanny" at the Nixon,
Casino stripper Patti Waggin’s the Chez Paree, feted by the Mul¬
husband, Don Rudolph, getting tiple Sclerosis Foundation today
tryout as pitcher with Chicago (Wed.) at luncheon launching its
’57 fund drive,
v
Whitesox.
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63
one of the top performers in her
field.
There are no survivors.

Indie Niteries Big In Florida

IRENE McK. ORPIN
Mrs. Irene McKinney Orpin, 52,
, Continued from pAgo % ;
daughter of the late Robert W.
McKinney, early Los Angeies film Kirk. The Fontainebleau has been i member of the goings-on. Worthy
GENE BUCKo
FRANCES CREEL
Frances Creel, 43, actress daugh¬ theatre chain operator, died Feb. experiencing in-and-out weeks, al- • of note is that calypso, a hot thing
Gene Buck, 71, veteran song«
though purveying acts who’ve had 1 hereabout last summer, is not on
writer and president of the Amer¬ ter of the late Blanche Bates 20 in L.A.
Survived by widower.
plenty of tv exposure, which in it- the “let’s go” agenda of the winican Society of Composers, Au¬ Creel, died Feb. 18 in San Fran¬
self, might be the answer. The terites.
thors & Publishers from 1924 to cisco. She made her 1932 stage
MARY E. GOUGH
list has had Peter Lind Hayes &
The season-peak is expected to
1941, died at the North Shore Hos¬ debut in a bit in “Berkeley Square”
Mrs. Mary E. Gough, 88, actress, Mary Healy, Louis Armstrong, The continue on into April and Easter
pital, Manhasset, L.I., Feb. 24 after in San Francisco, played a support¬
Rltz Bros, the aforementioned period, with bookings held by all
.a two-week illness. Services are ing role in “Jezebel” on Broadway ^ died Feb. 21 in Monrovia, Cal.
'Jbeing held at St. Paitrick’s Cathe¬ in 1934 and abandoned the' stage | A professional for 50 years, she Jerry Lewis—who hit a whopping to same budgets as obtain now.
dral;’ N. Y., tomorrow (Thurs.) shdrtly before her first marriage in toured the Orpheum circuit' as a $70,000 gross for the 500-seater Those of the big three not set for
concert pianist, ballet dancer and LaRonde—Jimmy Durante & Co.,
1940.
morning.
the late period are dickering for
Her actress mother died in 1941 actress, and also had her own show. and currently Tony Martin, with
Details in the Music Section.
high-figure attractions: Eden Roc
and her father, George Creel, who
Liberace
coming
up.
Overall,
the.
has set Vic Damone to follow Lena
ISADORE STEIN
directed U.S. propaganda and news
same
pattern
of
big
first
shows,
. " B. P. j^iiuLBERG
Horne,
with Billy Daniels also
Isadore
Stein,
72,
father
of
com¬
services in World War I, died in
Benjamin P. Schulberg, 65, died 1953. Her second marriage was poser-producer Jule Styne and or¬ spotty weeknight midnight ses¬ pacted; Buddy Hackett has been
added to the Fontainebleau list;
in his sleep at his home in Key ^ annulled almost a year ago.
i chestra leader Maurry Styne, died sions, has obtained.
j Feb. 25 in Chicago.
Strongest bastion in the fight for j the Americana is bidding high. All
Blscayne, Fla., Feb. 25. Survived | She leaves a brother.
Also surviving is a daughter, the cafegoer’s buck has been the
by wife, two sons and a daughter.
looking forward to the biggest
MARGUERITE SYLVA
; Clair Bregman, mother of arrang¬ Eden Roc. Its lineup got off to a ^ early-spring season in history-^
Details in film section.
Marguerite Sylva, 81, former, er-conductor Buddy Bregman.
record-breaking start when Bela-i and with It, insurance of patronage
opera singer, died Feb. 21 in Glen¬
fonte racked up a plus—$125,000 ! via continued heavy reservations
JACK LYNCH
dale, Calif;, as result of auto acci- ! Ralph Nichols, 79, former man¬
Jack Lynch, 61, nit^ry operator dent in a car she received a year ; ager of the Aborn Opera Co., died gross for his two stanzas. Georgia | from the night club tour operators.
in Philadelphia and New York, ago when she was a guest on the Jan. 27 in New York, as result of Gibbs and . Jack Carter held up •
auto accident. Since 1934, Nichols okay, with Milton Berle and then
died Feb. 19 in Philadelphia.
tv. show, “This Is Your Life.”
She began her career in London had been with Skouras Theatres. Joe E. Lewis continuing the pullDetails in vaude section.
pace. Currently Nat King Cole is
when she was 20. Oscar Hammer- Two sons survive.
packing the Cafe Pompeii, which
stein brought her to the U.S. to ap¬
Continued from pafje 6
MAXINE BROWN
R. D, Yowcll, 46, theatre man¬ houses over 750 when the back ■ ■
pear at the Manhattan Opera House.
is opened T for
Maxine Brown, 59, who died ; Later she sang^ opposite Enrico ager and booking agent, died of a section
,
u nitery
• -o tour.4 ■ Zanuck said he knew that this had
Dec. 28, 1956 following burns in Caruso and other opera notables heart ailment Feb. 15 in Dallas. package groups. ^Johnnie Ray and been considered from time to time.
tliex Brass Rail. Cafe at Alameda, throughout the U.S. and Europe. At the time of his death he was Jean Carroll, then iena Horne, I As for reported Government opCal., is belatedly identified as the She performe'd her best known booker fdV Tower Pictures.
are on the followup list.
i,cf
I position to mergers, Zanuck opined
onetime Broadway musical comedy role, “Carmen,” 600 times.
Alan Gale’s Windfall
that this was “foolish.” He added
Arthur Earnshaw, 65^ cinema
Singer-dancer. She operated the
Tw'o daughters survive.
For the rest, Alan Gale has kept tliat he didn’t see how this would
pioneer, died Feb. 7 in Hudders¬
restaurant- with her husband, Clar¬
field, Eng. He was general man¬ his-frantic following, as evidenced deprive tue Government of taxes
ence Willard, known in yesteryear
MIDORI NISHIZAKI
ager and director of the Princess by the healthy season he is having in any way.
vaudeville as “The Man Who
Midori Nishizaki, 45, protagonist Cinema, Huddersfield.
Zanuck said that, being an indie
at the Versailles. In his case, he
Grew.” Willard^s hands were seri¬
of
a
modem
school
of
Japanese
does one show nightly at a $6.50 freed, him of a lot of desk worli
ously burned in an attempt to save
dancing, died Feb. 18 in Tokyo.
Harriet S. Whittier, 94, retired food & beverage tariff to insure “but I’m busier than ever,
I’vs
his wife.
become a picture-maker again,” h<
Born in Denver, Maxirve Brown’s Also known for her radio and tv singer and onetime soloist with the the profits in his 550-seater.
The Sans Souci has had only one declared.
professional credits were extensive, work, she founded her own terp Boston. Symphony orchestra, died
dating back to early Shubert and school several years ago and de¬ Feb. 13 in Washington, D. C,
winner thus far, in Myron Cohen;
Selwyn productions. She was in veloped a modern version of danc¬
booking of the garment-centre his¬
Reed D. Yowell, 46, film booker torian calls for three times out,
“Odds and Ends of 1918,” was ing incoi'poratihg the features of
BIRTHS
leading lady to, among oth-ers, the traditional Japanese dance and for Tower Pictures, Dallas, died with two gone and an April date
Mr. and Mrs. John ' Phillip*
ballet.
Feb.
15
in
that
city.
His
wife,
son,
Donald Brian and Joe Laurie Jr.,
coming
up.
The
Monte
Carlo
is
daughter,
Hollywood, Feb. 17"
She
took
honors
at
the
first
Na¬
daughter and brother survive.
appeared in Peggy Wood-starring
making it again this year, thanks Father is an actor.
and Marie Saxon-starring produc¬ tional Folk Music and Dance Fes¬
to
luring
back
of
such
staples
as
tival
held
in
France
in
1953.
Father of Johnny Puleo, panto¬
Mr, and Mrs. Lenny Gale, son
tions, also in “The Right Girl,”
mime comedian and harmonica Lillian Roth, the Kean sisters, Hollywood, Feb. 16. Father is i
also in Bide Dudley’s “Sue, Dear,”
player, died Jan. 27 in Washing¬ Jackie Miles, et al. The Nautilus nitery-tv comic; mother is formei
DAVE RAFAEL
and many other shows.
Hotel’s Driftwood room, once one dancer Karleen Millard.
Dave Rafael, 77, for 30 years a ton, D.C.
Hitting radio in its emdy phases,
of the best showcases for middleMr, and Mrs. Rov Lewis, daugh
she was one of the "Sweethearts of vaudeville performer, died Feb. 21
Wayne Steffner, 41, executive budget acts in the area, has had the ter, Pittsburgh, Feb. 17. Father’,
the Air” in the loudspeaker era. in San Jose, Cal. He was a ventril¬ producer
of ABC-TV’s “You Asked worst season of all, result of what an announcer at WEDO; mother ii
Prior to her marriage with Willard, oquist who used 10 life-sized dum¬ for It,” died
Feb. 23 in Hollywood. seems a muddled booking policy Elayne Foreman, a band vocalist.
the actress was Mrs. George H. mies and employed 10 voices. In He was formerly
with CBS.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Nomikos,
and feuding, between management
IMaines from 1921 to 1935. He is San Francisco he headlined shows
daughter, Chicago, last w’eek
tJm veteran publicist, now resident at the Pantages and the old Or¬
Mother, 73, of Lilian Arnold, and concession men that led to Father is v.p. of Allied Theatres o
pheum,
He
also
operated
several
in Miami, and long connected with
lopoff
in
advertising
expenditure
New
York
talent
agent,
died
Feb.
saloons on Frisco’s Barbary Coast.
Jimmy Durante, among others.
to the point where an Alan King Illinois.
/He leaves his wife, Beulah Ken¬ 6 in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs, Joseph Sargent,
played the room with no one in
nedy Rafael, also an ex-vaude per¬
daughter, Los Angeles, Feb. 20
MARY GILDEA
former; a stepson, sister and
Edwin Booth Grossman, 69, town knowing he was around.
Olsen & Johnson and their Mother is actress Mary Carver; fa
grandson of Edwin Booth, 19th
Mary Gildea, 70, an actress for brother.
ther *is an actor.
Century Shakespearean actor,, died Hellzapoppin’ Club (ex-Ciro’s) are
more than 50 years, died Feb. 19
Mr. and Mrs. James O’Brier.
ERNEST SYMMONS
finding the going heavy, although
in a Rockland (N.Y.) hospital. She
Feb. 17 in Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Los Angeles, Feb. 18. Fathei
Ernest Frederick Symmons, film
they’ve begun to pick up some¬ son,
made her stage debut in 1903 in
is a sound editor at Universal-In¬
the chorus of “The Governor’s pioneer, died recently in Beverley,
Hector Mateos, 56, Mexican actor what in recent nights. The rest of ternational.
Yorkshire,
Eng.
He
was
proprie¬
Son” at the 14th Street Theatre.
who had appeared in 35 films, died the hotel-run is devoted to newMr, and Mrs. Doug Morrison
This was the first of a series of tor of the Playhouse cinema, Bev¬ Feb. 13 in Mexico City.
show-night policy, comprising an daughter, Hollywood, Feb. 14. Fa
George M. Cohan production in erley’s first film house, which he
extensive route of one-nighters for ther is a staff director at telesta
u hich she appeared as a dancer. opened with his partner, Leslie
Angela Velasco, 45, actress, died acts in the area; budgets allow for lion KTTV.
Others included “Running for Of¬ Holderness, in 1911.
of cancer Feb. 11 in Barcelona. A payment of $75 up for performers,
Mr, and Mrs. Parley Baer,
Also a producer, he made many niece survives.
fice.” “Little Johnny Jones” and
depending on reputation.
This daughter, Burbank. Cal., Feb. 18,
newsreels with a local slant as well
“Tae Yankee Prince.”'’
segment
however,
are
more
in-;
Father
is radio-tv the.'ip just electErnest H. Thompson, onetime
.^he switched to comedy roles in as sound films, mostly musicals.
Hollywood scripter, died Feb. 18 in terested in for-free entertainment j ed Hollywood AFTRA prexy
“Tne Torchbearers” and had done
provided
their
guests,
although
|
mother
is Ernestine Clark, circu:
GENE
O’bAiEN
Fayetteville, N.C.
comedy since. Her legit credits
some inns take newspaper dis- ; performer,
•
Eugene O’Brien, 56, former
include “Button, Button,” “Philip
newspaperman
and
later
head
of
Mrs.
Ethel
Sothern,
75.
stage
Goes Forth,” “Reunion in Vienna”
'“'idaSt “sanYa Monic?, aj Feb!
and “To Be Continued.” Her last the photo publicity dept, of War¬ and screen actress, died Feb. 20
Broadway appearance was in “The ner Bros., died in Burbank, Feb. in Hollywood.
■ DeUdo Etcetera
I ad,.ess'uia‘Bar''on
25, O’Brien, who was photo as¬
The DeUdo, wilh-Pupi Campos ,
Desk Set.”
signment editor of the N.Y. Times,
Henry Drimer, 72, Yiddish play¬ orch, is doing well. II s the only
A sister survives.
Chicago, Feb. 14
at one time was also associated wright and journalist, died Feb. 20 game of its kind around, uilh . i-'atiiQp dtiughter
j.r; y p
division manager
manager
with the publicity departments of in New York after a long illness.
plenty of the Latin dance addicts of Balaban &
- Katz-Great
— . _
.
Statc.s
MARTA TOKEN
Columbia and Universal. He had
on
hand
to
beat
up
a
hip-swing
Theat'os
Marta Toren, 30, Swedish film been ivith the Hollywood office of
Salvatore Cibelli, 67, a former
The bar-lounge adjuncts
Mr. and Mrs Harvey Bretol, son,
and legit actress, died Feb, 19 in Young & Rubicam since 1950.
violinist and vaudeville actor, died storm.
of the big three, are consistent Dallas, rccentlv. Father is nroj-.^cSurvived by widow and sister.
Stockholm. She -had been appear¬
Feb. 17 in New York.
moneymakers. Harry’s American t'onist at Melba Theatre I hero.
ing in a J. B. Priestley play, “Mr,
Mr, and Mrs Bill Jackson, .‘-on,
ALF THOMAS
Memo Benassi, 71, Italian legit Bar in the Eden Roc is a jamKettle and Mrs. Moon,” at Stock¬
• Alf Thomas, 78, Welsh comedian, and film actor, died Feb. 24 in packed spot nightly, featuring San Antonio, recently. Father is
holm’s Alle Theatre.
chief
engineer of KENS in that
1 in Swansea, South Bologna, Italy, after a long illness. •Buddy Greco and his aides, as well
She came to the U.S. in 1947 and died Feb.
Long a vaude comedian,
as Chuy Reyes and his music for city.
within four years made 11 films, Wales.
Mr.
and Mrs. Stuart L. Daniels,
he
made
his
first
appearance
at
entertainment and dancing. The
including “Casibah,” “Rogues Regi¬ Swansea in 1897. He was seen fre¬
Boom-Boom Room in the Fon¬ daughter, their second. Feb. )3,
MARRIAGES
ment,” “Illegal Entry,” “Sword in quently on the former Leon Vint
Stamford,
Conn. He is publicitythe Desert,” “One Way Street” and Circuit, later touring London and
Sally Gold to Howard Nagel tainebleau is a .long, low-ceilinged advertising director for Prcntice“Deported.’ She returned to Eu¬ English vauderies as a solo com¬ Chicago, Feb. 22. Bride’s a booker cellar which ‘ attracts the mambo- Hall Inc.
maniacs, as does the Americana’s
rope in 1951 and made films in edian..
for MGM in Chi.
Mr. and Mrs. Guillermo Lacy,
Spain and Italy, including “The
Dinah Washington to Eddie big nitery adjunct.
daughter, Mexico City, Feb, 12.
A son, Ivor Thomas, Is a mu¬
Paris Ekpress,” “House of Ricordi” sical director and arranger.
Chamblee, Washington, Feb. 22.
The^ strip circuit is flourishing Mother is daughter of Carlos Nieand “Maddelena,” for which she
Bride is a Mercury Records and bn the late hour deals. They need ■bla, Metro’s Mexico manager.
nitery chantoosey; he’s a former only a few men-seeking-fernmes to
received a medal last year at the
DR. CHARLES W. McCARTY
Mr, and Mrs. Don Knotts, son,
Lionel
Hampton Orch player, now jack up their takes, what with the Englewood, N.J., Feb. 18. Father
Edinburgh Film Festival.
Dr. Charles W. McCarty, ^ 81,
big tabs assessed; the guys on the is in “No Time For Sergeants,”
Husband, screenwriter Leonardo pioneer Oklahoma film exhibitor, under contract to Mercury.
Lee Sharorl to James G. Wilson, make, seeking company of the unMr, and Mrs. Geoffrey Holder,
died Feb. 17 in Longmont, Colo.
Bercovici, and daughter survive.
McCarty built the Majestic Theatre Dallas, Jan. 25. Bride is an actress drapers, go for the wine-party son. New York, Feb. 19. Mother
and
exotic dancer,
is dancer Carmen de Lavallade;
in Tulsa about 1909 and operated
routine.
HARRY SOTHERN
Donna Jo Gribble to Steve G.
father is premiere danseur with
it for several years. It was on
Franklin Still At It
Harry Sothern, 73, actor and the stage of the Majestic that Miller Jr,, Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Probably the most consistent the Metropolitan Opera Co.
nephew of the late E. H. Sothern, Will Rogers appeared in his first Both are players in “The Drunk¬
...
and Mrs. Alfred R. Stern,
small club in the area is Murray ('
ard” cast.
Shakespearean actor, died Feb. 22 professional engagement.
'hter, Feb. 19, in New York,
Onriette Lebron to Phil King, Franklin’s, opposite thev- Roney Father is director of international
in New York,
His wife and sister survive.
The all^igbter -where operations for NBC.
Beverly Hills, Cal., Feb. 23. Both Plaza.
Sothern came to the U.S. from
Roberta Shei^bocl got the “big
are CBS-TV publicists.
Mr, and Mrs. Andy Ross, daugh¬
JUAN BARRABES
England in 1903 and three years
Lawrette Wright t<r -Capfr. -Peiei’„ \discovery” ti^atment last year lias ter. New Rochelle, Fel>. 23. Father
Juan Barrabes, 57, retired zar¬
later joined his uncle’s company
in Chicago. He made his debut in zuela (operetta) singer, died of a Williams of the t Royal Marines, been attfaCffng show, biz, name.s-in- is ABC art director.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Franklin, son.
“The Merchant of Venice.” He ap¬ heart attack Feb. 13 in Barcelona. London, Feb. 23. Bvide is daughter the-news personalities and the
publish^ Lawrence average pub crawler looking for a New York, Feb. 21. Father is em¬
peared with his uncle in numerous At one time he was a member of of music
late spot to go.
Comic Don cee of “Memory Lane” on WABCproductions and for nine years was the Sagi Barba, Emilio Vendrell Wright.
Beryl Braithwaite tp John Hauf, Rickies, who just closed, built TV. New York.
production manager of the Soth¬ and Marcos Redondo companies.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ben
Aslan,
Surviving are his wife and two Toronto, Feb. 22. Bride is' a CBS- himself a huge following for his
ern and (Julia) Marlowe Co.
T'V
player; groom, former “Lone
daughter, Feb. 22, White Plains,
sisters.
He appeared in supporting roles
Ranger,” is currently starring in tv insult-lined wack-session.s. Boni¬ N, Y, Father is a theatrical at¬
with Otis Skinner, Robert Mantell,
face
Franklin,
a
canny
talent
buy¬
• production of “Last of the Mohi¬
torney.
LA TORTAJADA
Walter Hampden, Laurette Taylor
er, knows everyone in town and
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Adler,
Consuelo T. Hernandez, 90, one¬ cans.”
and Jane Cowl. His legit credits
Judith Ann Ross to George War¬ gets into the act himself. He’s daughter, Feb. 22, N.Y. Mother
include “Lean Harvest,” “The Lady time flamenco dancer known pro¬
brought
in
Irwin
Corey
and
Leon
is
Dolores' Parker, a model; father
ren
George.,
Beverly
Hills,
Feb,
24.
of the Lamp,” “Bridle Wise,” “Ber¬ fessionally as La Tortajada, died
assistant stage manager with
keley Square” and “Swan Song,” Feb. 7 in Granada, Spain. Before He’s son of cartoonist Rube Gold¬ Fields to buttress Dick Havilland,
his
current
conver.sallon-piece
|
“:\Ty
Fair Lady,
berg
and
an
indie
pix
producer.
retiring in 1911, she was rated as
among others.
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